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THE CENTURY DICTIONARY
PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF

WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY, PH. D., LL. D.
PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AND SANSKRIT IN YALE UNIVERSITY

THE plan of " The Century Dictionary "'in-

cludes three things : the construction of a

general dictionary of the English language
which shall be serviceable for every literary
and practical use

;
a more complete collection

of the technical terms of the various sciences,

arts, trades, and professions than has yet been

attempted ;
and the addition to the definitions

proper of such related encyclopedic matter,
with pictorial illustrations, as shall constitute
a convenient book of general reference.
About 200,000 words will be defined. The

Dictionary will be a practically complete record
of all the noteworthy words which have been
in use since English literature has existed,espe-
cially of all that wealth of new words and of

applications of old words which has sprung
from the development of the thought and life

of the nineteenth century. It will record not

merely the written language, but the spoken
language as well (that is, all important provin-
cial and colloquial words), and it will include

(in the one alphabetical order of the Diction-

ary) abbreviations and such foreign words and
phrases as have become a familiar part of

English speech.

THE ETYMOLOGIES.
The etymologies have been written anew on

a uniform plan, and in accordance with the es-

tablished principles of comparative philology.
It has been possible in many cases, by means
of the fresh material at the disposal of the

etymologist, to clear up doubts or difficulties

hitherto resting upon the history of particular
words, to decide definitely in favor of one of

several suggested etymologies, to discard nu-
merous current errors, and to give for the first

time the history of many words of which the

etymologies were previously unknown or erro-

neously stated. Beginning with the current

accepted form of spelling, each important word
has been traced back through earlier forms to

its remotestknown origin. The various prefixes
and suffixes useful in the formation of English
words are treated very fully in separate articles.

HOMONYMS.
Words of various origin and meaning but

of the same spelling, have been distinguished
by small superior figures (*,

2
,

3
, etc.). In

numbering these homonyms the rule has been
to give precedence to the oldest or the most

familiar, or to that one which is most nearly
English in origin. The superior numbers ap-

ply not so much to the individual word as to

the group or root to which it belongs, hence
the different grammatical uses of the same
homonym are numbered alike when they are

separately entered in the Dictionary. Thus a
verb and a noun of the same origin and the
same present spelling receive the same superior
number. But when two words of the same form
and of the same radical origin now differ con-

siderably in meaning, so as to be used as dif-

ferent words, they are separately numbered.

THE ORTHOGRAPHY.
Of the great body of words constituting the

familiar language the spelling is determined

by well-established usage, and, however ac-

cidental and unacceptable, in many cases, it

may be, it is not the office of a dictionary like

this to propose improvements, or to adopt those
which have been proposed and have not yet
won some degree of acceptance and use. But
there are also considerable classes as to which
usage is wavering, more than one form being
sanctioned by excellent authorities, either in
this country or Great Britain, or in both. Fa-

miliar examples are words ending in or or our

(as labor, labour), in cr or re (as center, centre),
in ize or ise (as civilize, civilise) ;

those having a

single or double consonant after an unaccented
vowel (as traveler, traveller), or spelled with e or
with WOT a; (as hemorrhage, Itccmorrltage) ; and
so on. In such cases both forms are given,
with an expressed preference for the briefer
one or the one more accordant with native

analogies.
THE PRONUNCIATION.

No attempt has been made to record all the
varieties of popular or even educated utter-

ance, or to report the determinations made by
different recognized authorities. It has been
necessary rather to make a selection of words
to which alternative pronunciations should be
accorded, and to give preference among these

according to the circumstances of each particu-
lar case, in view of the general analogies and
tendencies of English utterance. The scheme
by which the pronunciation is indicated is quite
simple, avoiding over-refinement in the dis-
crimination of sounds, and being designed to
be readily understood and used. (See Key to
Pronunciation on back cover.)

DEFINITIONS OF COMMON WORDS.
In the preparation of the definitions of com-

mon words, there has been at hand, besides
the material generally accessible to students
of the language, a special collection of quota-
tions selected for this work from English books
of all kinds and of all periods of the language,
which is probably much larger than any which
has hitherto been made for the use of an English
dictionary, except that accumulated for the

Philological Society of London. Thousands of
non-technical words, many of them occurring
in the classics of the language, and thousands
of meanings, many of them familiar, which
have not hitherto been noticed by the diction-

aries, have in this way been obtained. The
arrangement of the definitions historically, in
the order in which the senses defined have en-
tered the language, has been adopted wher-
ever possible.

THE QUOTATIONS.
These form a very large collection (about

200,000), representing all periods and
branches of English literature. The classics

of the language have been drawn npon, and
valuable citations have been made from less
famous authors in all departments of litera-

ture. American writers especially are repre-
sented in greater fullness than in any similar
work. A list of authors and works (and edi-

tions) cited will be published with the con-

cluding part of the Dictionary.

DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS.
Much space has been devoted to the special

terms of the various sciences, fine arts, me-
chanical arts, professions, and trades, and
much care has been bestowed upon their treat-

ment. They have been collected by an extended
search through all branches of literature, with
the design of providing a very complete and
many-sided technical dictionary. Many thou-
sands of words have thus been gathered which
have never before been recorded in a general
dictionary,'or even in special glossaries. To
the biological sciences a degree of promi-
nence has been given corresponding to the re-

markable recent increase in their vocabulary.
The new material in the departments of biology
and zoology includes not less than five thou-
sand words and senses not recorded even in

special dictionaries. In the treatment of phy-
sical and mathematical sciences, of the mechan-

ical arts and trades, and of the philological
sciences, an equally broad method has been
adopted. In the definition of theological and
ecclesiastical terms, the aim of the Dictionary
has been to present all the special doctrines of
the different divisions of the Church in such a
manner as to convey to the reader the actual
intent of those who accept them. In defining
legal terms the design has been to offer all the
information that is needed by the general
reader, and also to aid the professional reader

by giving in a concise form all the important
technical words and meanings. Special atten-
tion has also been paid to the definitions of
the principal terms of painting, etching, en-

graving, and various other art-processes ;
of

architecture, sculpture, archeology, decorative
art. ceramics, etc.

;
of musical terms, nautical

and military terms, etc.

ENCYCLOPEDIC FEATURES.
The inclusion of so extensive and varied a

vocabulary, the introduction of special phrases,
and the full description of things often found
essential to an intelligible definition of their

names, would alone have given to this Diction-

ary a distinctly encyclopedic character. It has,
however, been deemed desirable to go some-
what further in this direction than these con-
ditions render strictly necessary.
Accordingly, not only have many technical

matters been treated with unusual fullness,
but much practical information of a kind which
dictionaries have hitherto excluded has been
added. The result is that "The Century
Dictionary" covers to a great extent the field
of the ordinary encyclopedia, with this princi-
pal difference that the information given is

for the most part distributed under the indi-
vidual words and phrases with which it is con-

nected, instead of being collected under a few
general topics. Proper names, both biograph-
ical and geographical,'are of course omitted, ex-

cept as they appear in derivative adjectives, as
Darwinian from Darwin, or Indian from India.
The alphabetical distribution of the encyclo-
pedic matter under a large number of words
will, it is believed, be found to be particularly
helpful in the search for those details which
are generally looked for in works of reference.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
The pictorial illustrations have been so se-

lected and executed as to be subordinate to the

text, while possessing a considerable degree of

independent suggestiveness and artistic value.
To secure technical accuracy, the illustrations

have, as a rule, been selected by the specialists
in charge of the various departments, and have
in all cases been examined by them in proofs.
The cuts number about six thousand.

MODE OF ISSUE, PRICE, ETC.
" The Century Dictionary" will be comprised

in about 6,500 quarto pages. It is published
by subscription and in twenty-four parts or

sections, to be finally bound into six quarto vol-

umes, if desired by the subscriber. These sec-

tions will be issued about once a month. The
price of the sections is $2.50 each, and no

subscriptions are taken except for the entire

work. -

The plan of the Dictionary is more fully de-
scribed in the preface (of which the above is in

part a condensation), which accompanies the
first section, and to which reference is made.
A list of the abbreviations used in the ety-

mologies and definitions, and keys to pronun-
ciations and to signs used in the etymologies,
will be found on the back cover-lining.

THE CENTURY CO., 33 EAST 17 ST., NEW YORK.
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appetence

4. Instinctive inclination or natural tendency.

These lactcals have months, and by animal selection or

appetenni they absorb such part of the fluid as
is^

agreeable

to their palate.

The present example . . . precisely contradicts the

opinion that the parts of animals may have been all ii

by what is called ,-,<;"'''". .. ., Mid.propr petpeturted,

ami Imperoeptihly working its effect through an Incal-

ciilabk- serius of generations. /'>/, Nut. Ihcol., ix.

273

appetite and -ire.'] 1. Characterized by or of

the nature of appetite.

apple
1 v,,,, ,,

Pure spontaneity has no alternatives of inoperative and

/'/! ifl'w. lliekuk. Seieliee ul Mind, p. 27-i.

2. Appetizing. -The appetitive faculty, the sum
pf all our tendencies toward rinK

Chapman, AlphollKii

applausefult (a-plaz 'ful), a. [< applause +
-Jal.'] Abounding in plaudits; laudatory; man-

ifesting applause. [Bare.]

All France and Britain ring with aectamation,
And with apfioutrfui thanks they i)') rejoice.

.1 nil II '/'

ous; eagerly longing
Thirsty and n/v"''" 1 ' aft

Sir (.'. /;;,,

2. Pertaining to desire or volition.

Hamilton.

appetibility (ape-ti-bil'i-ti), re. [=F. /'/.'.';/'-

appetizer (ap'e-ti-zer), n. That which excites

Rich. III., p. co. or whets the appetite, as a walk; anything that

gives a relish for food.

A glass of vodka, together with caviar, raw salt hcn-inc,

pickled mPishronms. or some such viand as an np/irtizrr

before dinner. D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 150.

Exciting an

TT.

. zhon), n. Applause.
'siv)'.. [<ML.-_"

favorable, < L. o/i/ 1 '" '"''"'' sec "/'

<iji/,liinxi- ami I'lniisiri'.'] 1. Ap-
contaming applause ;

of the nature
of applause.

The soldiers, as y,m lieard. my lord,

Did till the air with their - li,,nt-.

Deitli.-,- / II. i,.,trr CO, Weakest (!i peth to the Wall, v. 1.

Greet her with appUmrive breath.

T'-iiii!<"'ii, \ ision of Sin.

appetible (ap'e-ti-bl), . [= F. appetiblc, < L.

appctibilis, desirable, < appetere : see appete and

-Me.] Exciting the appetite ; worthy of being

sought for; desirable. [Bare.]
Power both to slight the most appetMe objects, anil to

controul the most unruly passions.
Bramhall, Against Hoboes.

appetite (ap'e-tit), n. [< ME. appetit, apetite,

< OF. nppetit(F. appetit), < L. appetitus, desire

for, < appetere, adpctere, pp. appetitus, long for,

desire: see appete, appctent."] 1. An innate or

acquired demand or propensity to satisfy
a

want
; desire, especially strong desire

;
inclina-

citing interest"or curiosity.

Men forget that he, too [Tennyson], was once new, un-

hackneyed, appetizing. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 165.

Appian (ap'i-an), n. [< L. Appianus, < Appius,
a proper name.] Pertaining to the Appu, an
ancient Roman gens, or to one of its members

(Appius) Appian Way (Latin Via Appia), a cele-

brated road running from Rome south through Capua to

lirundusiiini (Brindisi), begun by the censor Appius Clau-

dius Cfficus, 312 B. c. It was about 350 miles in length, from

14 to 18 feet in breadth, and, like other Roman roads, was

paved with hard stone in irregular blocks, closely fitted to-

gether and resting on a firm substructure. It was made
with great care, and exists in part at the present time.

2f. Worthy of applause. I'liiipmim.
could apple (ap'l), n. [< ME. nppl<; /'''' '/'/''*'- "P-

Hence
pel, eppel, appil, -ul, -i/l,

< AS. appel, in comp.
eeppel-, apet-, appel-, in inflection n'p/il-, y/-,

appl-, apl-, once eapl-,= OFries. appel (in comp. ),

"S-ies. aple, aeple, north. Fries, apel, = D. op-

tion; wish to attain some object or purpose : applanate (ap'la-nat), a. [< NL. appldimt"*,

= OSw. cepl, Sw. aple, apple (in comp. appel-)
= Dan. cable (Goth, not recorded), apple ;

used

also, in connection with eye (in G. also abso-

lutely), for the pupil of the eye ; in AS. also

poet, for ball (iremim aplum, with iron balls) ;

in southern Norway also absolutely iorjordeple
= earth-apple, potato : a common Teut. word,
found also in Celtic (Ir. abhal, ubhal = Gael.

vbhall = W. afal, OW. abal = Corn. Bret, aval

with/or (formerly with of, to, or an infinitive) < L ad, to, + planus, flat, ~LL. planare, flatten.] _ Manx
' X

a
'

nd ^ Siavjc (QBulg. abluko,
In lot., flattened out or horizontally expanded.

JMato> Bu'i

g _ flW,jfcaj yabluka = Sloven, yabel-

KO, yabolka = Serv. yabuka = Bohem. jablo,

jabllco = Pol.jablko (barred 1) = Buss, yabloko
= White Russ. yabko), and further in OPruss.
!oWe=Lith. obulas = Lett, abols, apple; but in

all theselanguages regarded as of foreign origin.
The common source of all the forms has been

sought in L. Abella (It. Avella), a town in Cam-

pania abounding in fruit-trees and nuts (and
hence called malifera, apple-bearing, by Virgil),

Applanate thallus of Marckantia polymorpha. a. a, androecia. whence HUX AbellatlU, S. filbert Or hazel-nut (866
_ _, avellane), and, it is supposed, "malumAbellanum,

applaud (a-plad ), v. [=1. applaudir, W. the apple in particular ; at.i,.malumPersicum,
aplaudir Sp. aplaudir = Pg. applaudir = It. the pergian apple, the peach (whence E.peacki,
applaudire, applaudere, < L. applaudere, LL. v ^ In tlljs view appif t

]&<, pear> peach,
also applodere, clap the hands together, ap- t quince, apricot, cherry, is of L. (all but
plaud, < ad. to, + plaudere, strike, clap. Cf.

apple and pear being ult- of Gr> ) Ongin.] 1.

explode.] I. trans. 1. To praise or show ap- rrfj^ fluit of a rosaceous tree, Pyrtig Malm, a
proval pf by clapping the hands, acclamation, or native probably of central Asia. The tree is now
other significant sign. 2. To praise in any way, cultivated in nearly all temperate regions, in numerous

varieties, and its fruit is in universal use. It was intro-

or absolutely.
She dyd it not for appetite of vengeauuce.

Latimer, Sermon before Edward VI.

If God had given to eagles an appetite to swim.
Jer. Taylor.

As it is best to preserve our natural appetites in that

tone and degree of strength which nature gives them, so

we ought to beware of acquiring appetites which nature

never gave. Reid, Active Powers, p. 128.

It is the glory of God, indeed, to conceal a thing, but

not absolutely, or for the sake of concealment. He does

it only till a mind and appetite for the truth is prepared.
Rtishnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 158.

to

Fairest fruit, that hung to the eye
Tempting, stirr'd in me sudden appetite
To pluck and eat. Milton, P. L., viii. 308.

Instinct enables a spider to entrap his prey, while appe-
tite only leads him to devour it when in his possession.

Bowen.

3. Relish for food
;
the capacity of taking food

with pleasure.
With hounds and horns go hunt an appetite.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. vi. 114.

4. Preference; taste; liking: as, to or accord-

ing to one's appetite, that is, as one pleases.

[Rare.] 5. A thing desired. [Archaic.]
Power being the natural appetite of princes. Sunft.

The mountains, and the deep and gloomy wood,
Their colours and their forms,
Were then to me an appetite. Wordsworth.

6. A tendency of an inanimate thing analogous
to a desire.

The air of itself hath little or no appetite of ascending.
Bacon, Sylva Sylvarum.

Canine appetite. See canine. = Syn. Appetence, appe-
tency, craving, longing, relish, zest, passion, hunger, thirst,

lust.

appetitet (ap'e-tit), v. t. [< appetite, n.] 1.

To desire
; long for; deeply want.

A man in his natural perfection is fierce, . . . appetit-

ing by generation to bringJorth his semblable.

as by words or actions
;
commend

; approve.
By the gods, I do applaud his courage.

Shak., Pericles, ii. 5.

Can I do him all the mischief imaginable, and that easily,

safely, and successfully, and so applaud myself in my
power, my wit, and my subtle contrivances?

South, Sermons, III. 113.

We applaud a sensitive honesty which shudders at any-

thing underhand or dishonourable.
W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 129.

= Syn. Extol, etc. (see praise, v.), cheer, cry up, magnify.

II. intrans. 1. To express approval by clap-

ping the hands or by other similar means. 2.

To give praise ; express approval.
And there he kept the justice of the King
So vigorously, yet mildly, that all hearts

apple, Momordica

Tennyson, Geraint.

One who applauds,
Apiilauded.

applauder (a-pla'der), n.

praises, or commends.
Two hundred and eighty applauders at three shillings a

day. Carlyle, French Rev., II. v.

r

sirT
Ur
Kl^ 1

S

'he

l

('

1

oven,our P 70 applause (a-plaz'), . [= Sp. aplauso = Pg. It.
lovernour, p. 70. "S^ f L- as if

*
applausus> n ., < applausus,

appetite Or lleSire Ot.
, -f n .nnl,,urli.rr nrmlam! of nlntuM-a an.2. To satisfy the appetite

appetitiont (ap-e-tish'on), n. [= F.
< L. appetitio(ii-). < "appetere: see appetite.]
An act of appetite ;

desire
; craving.

We find in animals an estimative or jtidicial faculty, an

appctition or aversation. Sir M. Hale.

The monad is a simple substance exercising perceptive
and appetitive powers, a conscious anil active existent.

The "simple substance" represents the objective aspect,
and tvjeomes the condition of the perceptions and appe-
titionx which represent the subjective aspect.

Iliuliiain, Phil, of Reflection, ii. 27.

appetitioust (ap-e-tish'us), a. [< appetition +
-OK*.] Pertaining or agreeable to appetite ; ap-
petitive ; appetizing : as, appetitioiis liking.

Appetitimu, passable, and toothsome.

llrii-f Descr. of Fanaticks, p. 17.

appetitive (a-pet'i-tiv or ap'e-tl-tiv), a. [=F. applauset "(a-plaz')",

ap/x'titif, < ,'. as if "appetUivus, < appetere: see applaud; approve.
18

pp. of applaudere, applaud; cf. plausus,

plause, < plaudere, applaud.] 1. A manifesta-
tion of approval by sound

;
enthusiastic appro-

bation expressed by clapping the hands, ac-

clamation, huzzas, or other means of demon-

stration; popular laudation. 2. Any expres-
sion of approbation, appreciation, or delight ;

commendation; encouragement; approval.
I humbly am content with human praise ;

A goddess's applause would envy raise.

Dryden, Helen to Paris, L 126.

Shall he for whose applautte I strove
I had such reverence for his blame
See with clear eye some hidden shame,

And I be lessen'd in his love ?

Tennyson, In Memoriam, 11.

3t. An object of approval. B. Jonson.
t. [< applause, .] To

,

duced into America from England in 1629, by the governor
of Massachusetts Bay. It is scarcely known in its wild

state, but as an escape from cultivation its fruit becomes
small, acid, and harsh, and is known as the crab. The cul-

tivated crab-apple is the fruit of other species of Pyrwi.
See crabz.

2. The tree itself, Pyrus Mains. 3. A name
popularly given to various fruits or trees hav-

ing little or nothing in common with the ap-

ple. Among them are : Adam's apple (the lime, a va-

riety of Citnts medica, and the plantain, Mnta paradigi-

aca); the alligator-apple, Anona paluxtri*; the balsam-
mina ; the wild balsam-apple,

Sideroxylon
ttus Colo-

, the cedar-

apple, an excrescence upon the juniper caused by a fungus
(Gyinnosporanffium macropuji) ; the custard-apple, species
of Anona, especially, in the West Indies, A. rfticulata, and,
in the East Indies, A. mjuamosa ; the devil's or mandrake
apple, Mandragora ofcinalit; the egg-apple, or Jew's or

nfad apple, Solanum tsculentum; the elephant- or wood-

apple, Feronia elephantum ; the golden apple of Bengal,

A'.gle Marmelos; the kangaroo-apple, Solanum laeiniatum ;

the Kei apple, Aberia Caffra ; the love-apple or tomato,

Lycopersicum esculentum ; the mammee-apple, Afammea
Americana ; the May or Indian apple, Podophyllttm pel-

tatmn; the monkey-apple, Cluma /aro; the Otaheite

apple, Spondia* dulcitt ; the apple of Peru, Kicaiidra

phymloidea; the Persian apple (an early name for the

peach); the pineapple, Ananas sativa ; the pond-apple,
Anona laurifolia ; the prairie-apple, the root of Ptoralea
esculenta ; the rose-apple, species of Eugenia, especially
E. Jambo; the seven-year apple, Oenipa clumrfolia ;

the star-apple, Chrysophyllum Cainilo; the sugar-apple,
Anona reticulata; the thorn-apple. Datura Stramonium
and other species. The wild apples of Queensland are

the drupaceous fruit of a species of Omnia. Adam's
apple. See above, and Adam. Apple of discord, a cause
of envy and contention : in allusion to the story in Greek

mythology of a golden apple thrown into an assembly of

the gods by the goddess of discord (Eris), bearing the in-

scription, "For the fairest." Aphrodite (Venus), Hera

(Juno), and Pallas (Minerva) became competitors for it.

and its adjudication to the first by Paris of Troy, selected

by Zeus as umpire, so inflamed the jealousy of Hera
and her hatred toward all the Trojan race that she did not



apple

cease her machinations till Troy was destroyed. Apple
of Sodom, in- Dead Sea apple. () A fruit said to grow
on IT near the site of the Biblical Sodoin, described by

Josephus and other old writers as externally of fair ap-

pearance, but turning to smoke and ashes when plucked.

Many unsatisfactory attempts have been made to account

for the tradition. '('>> Figuratively, some fruitless thing;
sonirt]jiM' r wlm-h disappoints oiif's hopes or frustrates

OIK'S desires. Apple of the eye. (a) The pupil.

Dull people turn up the palms of their hands and the

i(i>t'ti'x >>t' th'-ii- ,'iffx. tin lit'holiling prose by a poet.
Jilackwood's Mag., XXIL 374.

Hence (fr) Something very imiwrtant, precious, or dear.

lie kept him as the apjile of hU eye. Deut. xxxii. 10.

Poor lilchard was to me as an eldest son, the apple of

ttty eye. Scott, Old Mortality, xx.

Winter apple, an apple that keeps well in winter, or does

.), r. [< AS. "eepplian, used only in

!, appled, formed like an apple; <
_ ii-- -i

j^ trans. To

274

MHO. apfalter, apfalter, affaltcr = Icel. apaldr
= Norw. dial, apald, apall, apal, aple = Sw. apel

= Dan. abild, an apple-tree ;
a word still exist-

ing in the E. place-name Appledore (< AS.

A/iulder, Apolder). The same termination oc-

curs in AS. mapnldcr, mapuldor, mapuldur,

mapuldcrn, a maple-tree: see maple-tree.'] A
tree (Pyrus Malus) bearing apples, its wood is

hard durable, and fine-grained, and much used in turnery.

Apple-trees are propagated by seeds, layers, grafting, and

appiiablet (a-pli'a-bl), a. [< apply + -able. Cf .

applicable.]" 1. Capable of being applied; appli-

cable; pertinent; suitable.

All that I have said of ... heathen idolatry is applia-

ble to ... idolatry of another sort. Swan,

2. Willing to apply one's self; compliant; dis-

posed to listen.
PP-

g
.io oj ,.

^11 intrans. 1. To grow into the form of an appliance (a-pli'ans), n. [< apply

apple .
I. The act of applying, putting to use, or car-

rving into practice.
The cabbage turnip is of two kinds; one applet above *j*~ jr

2. To gather apples. [Rare in all uses.] her"

"
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xvi.

apple-berry (ap'l-ber'-'i), n. A name given in 2 . Something applied as a means to an end,
Australia to the pleasant subacid fruit of a ejther independently or subordinately ;

that

twining shrub, Billardiera scandens, of the natu- which jg adapted to the accomplishment of a
ral order Pittosporea;. purpose ;

an instrumental means, aid, or ap-
apple-butter (ap'l-but/'er), n. A sauce made

purtenance : as, the appliances of civilization,

or of a trade
; mechanical, chemical, or medi-

cal appliances (tools, machinery, apparatus.

of apples stewed in cider,

apple-corer (ap'l-kor"er), n. Any device for

removing the cores from apples.

apple-CUTCUlio (ap'l-ker-ku"li-6), n. A kind of

weevil which infests the apple. See cut under
Anthonomus.

apple-green (ap'1-gren), . The light-green
color of certain apples, as the greening.

apple-headed (ap'l-hed"ed), a. Having a head
that is round on top, between the ears, instead

of flat : said of dogs.

remedies, etc.); an engine with its appliances.

Diseases, desperate grown,
By desperate appliance are reliev'd.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 3.

Material appliances have been lavishly used ; arts, in-

ventions, and machines introduced from abroad, manu-

Buckle, Civilization, 1. 1.

appliantt (a-pli'ant), a. 1 . Favorably inclined ;

called, it is said, because it is ripe about St. appiie(j or used ; pertinence.
John's day. Cf .

jennetirig.]
A kind of apple, He who hag read njs Arlstotle will be apt to think that

considered to be in perfection when shriveled, observation has on most points of general applicability

and withered. said its last word. Lmvell, Democracy.

I am withered like an old apple-John.
ShaL, 1 Hen. IV., iii. 3.

Why need I speak of steam, the enemy of space and

time, with its enormous strength and delicate applica-

bility? Emerson,Works and Da;

apple-mint (ap'1-mint), n. A European plant, ,

a species of Hentha, M. rotundifolia.

apple-mose (ap'l-mos), . A dish made with
the pulp of stewed apples and other ingredients.
N. E. D. [Rare.]

apple-moth (ap'1-mdth), n. The Tortrix pomo-
nana, a lepidopterous insect, the larvse of which
live in apples.

apple-parer (ap'l-par"er), n. A machine for

paring apples,

apple-pie (ap'l-pi'), 1. A pie made of apples
variously prepared, inclosedm or covered with

applicably (ap'li-ka-bli), adv.

paste, and baked. 2. An English name for ble manner; fittingly.

iys.

ppucauie (ap'li-ka-bl), a. [= F. applicable =
_t. applicabile, < lj."applicare : see apply, and cf.

appliable.] Capable of being applied ;
fit to be

applied; having relevance; suitable; appro-

priate ; pertinent : as, this observation is appli-

cable to the case under consideration.

The use of logic, although potentially applicable to every
matter is always actually manifested by special reference

to some one. Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, iii.

applicableness (ap'li-ka-bl-nes), n. The qual-

ty of being applicable ;
fitness to be applied.

I* VT.W /'!; i*- -KH\ ,,//,- JTI an applica-
, .

a species of willow-herb, Epilobium hirsutum. anplicancyt (ap'li-kan-si), n. [< applicant, in

-Apple-pie bed, a bed made up, as a practical joke, '* '
< applying '

: see al)p lv and -anew.]
with one of the sheets doubled upward in the middle, so f'

* ie' "PPJ &,!. .TM* J
T. T^.l^ *. -

tliat, while the bed appears as usual from the outside, it The state of being applicable. Is. laylor.

prevents one from getting his legs down : so called from applicant (ap'li-kant), n. [< L. apphcan(t-)s,'

the apple-turnover, a kind of pie in which the crust is

turned or folded over so as to inclose the apples. Ap-
ple-ple order, an expression used in familiar conversa-

tion, denoting perfect order : as, everything in the house
was in apple-pie order.

I am just in the order which some folks though why
I am sure I can't tell you would call apple-pie.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, III. 65.

apple-SCOOp (ap'1-skop), n. A scoop-shaped
instrument formerly used in eating apples.

apple-shell (ap'1-shel), n. A snail-shell of the

ppr. of applicare, apply : see apply.] One who

applies ;
one who makes request ;

a petitioner ;

a candidate.
The applicant for a cup of water declares himself to be

the Messias. Plumtree.

applicatet (ap'li-kat), v. t. [< L. applicatus, pp.
ofapplicare, apply: see apply.] To apply.

The act of faith is applicated to the object.

Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, ix.

applique
1

The rest [physicians] have worn me out

With several applications. Shak., All's Well, i. 2.

3. The act of making request or of soliciting;

the request so made: as, he made application
to the Court of Chancery.
One Sidney gave his patronage to the applications of a

poet ; the other offered it unasked.

Dryden, Ded. of Don Sebastian.

4. The act of putting to a special use or pur-

pose ; adaptation to a specific end.

What we buy in a broom, a mat, a wag a knife, is

some application of good sense to a common want.

Enierxini, Compensation.

5. The act of filing the mind on something ;

close attention : devotion, as to a pursuit ;
as-

siduous effort.

The curate, surprised to find such instances of industry

and application in a young man who had never met with

the leastencouragement, asked him if he did not extremely
re (rret the want of a liberal education.

Fielding, Joseph Andrews.

6. The act of applying a general principle,

law, or theory to a particular case ;
the demon-

stration of the relation of a general principle
to an actual state of things ;

the testing of some-

thing theoretical by applying it in practice.

He laid down with clearness and accuracy the principles

by which the question is to be decided, but he did not pur-
sue them into their detailed application.

Sir G. C. LevAs, Cred. of Early Koman Hist., I. 5.

7. In law, appropriation; the act of allotting

among several debts a payment inadequate to

satisfy all. See appropriation, 4 (b). 8. In as-

trol., the approach of a planet to any aspect.
= Syn. 3. Request, solicitation, appeal, petition. 0. In-

duxtry, Axxiduity, Application, etc. See assiduity.

applicationeft (ap-li-ka'shon-er), . [< appli-

cation + -erl.] One who makes an application
or appeal. N. E. D.

applicative (ap'li-ka-tiv), a. [= F. applicatif,

< L. applicare : see 'apply, applicate, and -ive.]

Applying; applicatory; practical. Bramhall.

applicator (ap'li-ka-tor), n. [NL., < L. appti-

care, pp. applicatus : see apply.] It. One who

applies. 2. A surgical instrument for apply-

ing anything, as caustic or a tent, to a deep-
seated part. E. H. Knight.

applicatory (ap'li-ka-to-ri), a. and n.
[< appli-

cate, r. : see -ory.] 1. o. 1. Consisting in or fit-

ted for application ; serving for application ;

practical: as, "applicatory information," Bp.

Wilkins, Ecclesiastes. [Rare.]

He therein [the Bible] morning and evening read a

chapter, with a little applicatory exposition, before and
after which he made a prayer.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., iii. 1.

This applicatory portion of a sermon, wherever it oc-

curs, is strikingly indicative of the intensity of preaching.
A. Phelps, Theory of Preaching, xxxii.

2f. Making application, appeal, or request.
N. E. D.
H.t n. That which applies ;

a means of put-

ting to use.

Faith is the inward applicatory [of Christ's death], and

if there be any outward, it must be the sacraments.

Jer. Taylor, Worthy Communicant, i. 4.

applied (a-plid'), p. a. [< apply + -ed?.] Put

on ; put to
;
directed

; employed : said specifi-

cally of a science when its laws are employed
and exemplified in dealing with concrete phe-

nomena, and in this use distinguished from

abstract or theoretical Applied chemistry, logic,

mathematics, etc. See the nouns. Applied work.
See applique.

appliedly (a-pll'ed-li), adv. By or in applica-
tion. [Rare.]

All superstition whatsoever retiecteth upon religion. It

is not but in such acts as be of themselves, or appliedly,

acts of religion and piety.

Bp. Xountaytt, Appeal to Cwsar, p. 267.

cut under Ampullariidte.

apple-snail (ap'1-snal), . The snail which has
an apple-shell ;

one of the Ampullariidce.

apple-SQUiret (ap'l-skwlr), n. [Cf. apron-
squire.'] 1. A pimp; a kept gallant; a page
who waited on loose women.
Of pages, some be court-pages, others ordinary gallants

pages, and the third apple-struiers.

Marston, What You Will, iii. 1.

2. Awittol.

apple-tree (ap'l-tre), . [< ME. appettre, appil-

tre, appultre, < AS. (epeltreow, later contr. oeple-

tre (*ceppeltre6v3,*appeltredw not authenticated)
= Norw. dial, epletre = Dan. uMetrce; not, as

usually regarded, a "
corruption

" of AS. apul-

der, apuldor, apuldre (the alleged *<eppelder,

"ceppeldor, "apelder, etc., not authenticated)
= OHG. aphaltra, apholtra, affoltra, affultra,

case, llutton. [Rare.] Applicate ordlnate, in math.,
a straight line applied at right angles to the axis of any
conic section, and bounded by the curve. [Rare.)

II. n. [(. L. applicata (sc. linea, line), fern,

of applicatus : see above.] An ordinate to a

conic section. [Rare.]

application (ap-li-ka'shon), n. [=F. applica-

tion, < L. applicatio(n-), a joining or attaching
one's self to, < applicare, pp. applicatus : see

apply.] 1. The act of applying or putting to;

the act of laying on: as, the application of

emollients to a diseased limb. 2. The thing
or remedy applied: as, the pain was abated by
the application.

^rr ..^.r, put on, < L. applicare : see _

1. In,modern dress and upholstery, applied or

sewed on, or produced in this way. Thus, the

gimp or pattern of soiled or injured lace may be sewed

upon a new ground, or embroidered flowers may be secured

to new silk; in such a case the pattern or ..rnament is

said to be appliqut, and the whole is ajij;(yi' work.

2. More generally, said of one material, as met-

al, fixed upon another, in ornamental work: as,

pliqi/6 upon a surface of fili-
.

& applique upon a Japanese
facauer and the like. [In both senses also used

s a
1

noun i_polnt appll(iu6 , point-lace in which the

JJ,jJL after having been separately made, has been ap-

plied to the net which forms the foundation.
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applymentt (a-pH'ment),. [< apply + -mrnt.'\

Application. Also appliment.
Yet there are a sort nf discontented creatures that bear

a stingless envy to great ones, ami these will wrest the do-

ings of any man to their base, malicious iti>i>lmi' ->it.

H'.v,,/,,-. Iml. to Muleuntent.

applot

applott (a-plot'), v. t. [< ap-i + plofl, '. Cf.

allot.] 1. Literally, to divide into plots or

plats; plot out. 2. To allot or apportion,

applotmentt (a-plot'ment), . [< iip/ilnl +
-nti-nt. C'f. allntiHriit.'] A division into plots;

apportionment,
applumbaturet (a-plum'ba-tur), w. [< ML. ap- appoggiato (up-po-ja to), >,. [It. supi,rt,-, . j.p.

o t-- ofappoggiare (= F. ctppvyer), < ML. appotharc,

support, prop, < L. nd, to, + podium, a balcony
(> It. poggio= V. pui, pity) : see tippni, podium. \

In HiitnU; literally, supported: marking notes

which are to be performed so that they shall

insensibly glide and melt into one another
without any perceptible break.

appoggiatura (ap-poj-u-to'ra), . [It., < //<</-

giare, prop, lean: see itppoyi/idto.'] In music,
a small additional note of embellishment, pre-
ceding the note with which it is connected, and
taking away from that note a portion of its

time. It is of two kinds: (a) short, which is played as

pliinibiltiira,<. I i. appliiuihatiiK, pi>. <>(fii>i>lunilniri:

solder with lead, < orf, to, + plinnlimr (pp. /<//-

fcatiw, > plumbatura, a soldering), < plumbum,
lead : see plumb.] A joining or soldering with
lead. lilount.

apply (ft-pli')i ''; Pret- and pp. applied, ppr.

applying, [< ME. applyt-ii, appUen, aptyon,

aplicn, < OF. aplii-r, mod. F. appliqurr = Pr. Sp.
L.

lieare, fold
<r.v. 1.

r = Pg. o
plicare, attach to, apply, < rf, to, + pli

or lay together: see ;<///, pHmlc.] I.

To lay on ; bring into physical proximity or con-
tact: as, to ;</''# the hand to the breast; to

/'/''# medicaments to a diseased part of the

body ;
to apply a match to powder.
'Beseech you, tenderly apply to her
Some remedies for life. Shak., W. T., iii. 2.

In the gardens of the old Marques Spinola I saw huge
citrons hanging on the trees, apply'd like our apricots to
the walls. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 17, 1644.

2. To bring into contact with particulars or

with a particular case, as a principle, law, or

rule; bring to bear upon; put into practical

operation.
Quiutilian applied to general literature the same prin-

ciples by which he had been accustomed to judge of the

declamations of his pupils. Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

3. To use or employ for a particular case, or

devote to a particular purpose : as, to apply a
sum of money to the payment of a debt.

Craft against viee I must apply.
Shak., M. for M., iii. 2.

4. To connect or associate with, or refer to,

some person or thing as applicable or perti-
nent

;
use as suitable or relative to some per-

son or thing: as, to apply the testimony to the

case.
Great Agamemnon, Nestor shall apply
Thy latest words. Shak., T. and C., i. 3.

I repeated the verses which I formerly applied to him.

Dryden, Fables.

5f. To attribute; refer; ascribe. 6. To give
with earnestness or assiduity; employ with

attention; devote: as,,

"
apply thine heart unto

instruction," Prov. xxiii. 12.

Like Isaac, with a mind applied
To serious thought at ev'ningtide.

Coicper, The Moralizer Corrected.

Every man is conscious to himself that he thinks, and
that which his mind is applied about, whilst thinking, is

the ideas that are there. Locke.

7t. To address or direct.

Sacred vows and mystic song applied
To grisly Pluto and his gloomy bride. Pope.

8t. To be busy about; devote one's self with dili-

gent vigor to; ply (which see).

He is ever applying his business.

Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.
Whose flying feet so fast their way applyde,
That round about a cloud of dust did fly.

Spenser, F. Q-, II. iv. 37.

9t. To bend (the mind); reflexively, to com-

ply; conform; be subservient to.

Apply
Yourself to me and the consul, and be wise.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. 2.

10f. To visit.

He applied each place so fast.

Chapman, Iliad, xi. 61.

TO apply one's self. () To give the chief part of one's
time and attention ; dedicate or devote one's self (to a

thing) : as, to apply one's self to the study of botany. (6t)
To make an application or appeal ; have recourse by re-

quest ;
address one's self (to a person).

I applied myself to him for help. Johnjton.

= Syn. 1. To place (on). 3. To appropriate (to). 4. To
turn, bend, direct. 6. Addict, Devote, Apply. See ad-
dict.

U. intrans. If. To be in close contiguity.
2. To have application; be applicable; have
some connection, agreement, analogy, or refer-

ence : as, this argument applies well to the case ;

the remarks were not meant to apply to you.
Of the puzzles of the Academy, there Is not one which

does not apply as strongly to Deism as to Christianity,
and to Atheism as to Deism.

Macaulay, Sadler's Ref. Refuted.

3. To make application or request ; ask
;
have

recourse with a view to gain something: as, to

apply for an office, information, etc. 4. To
give attention

; turn the mind.
I have been too ill and too dispirited to apply to any-

thing for some weeks past. Mixs Carter, Letters, II. 60.

[In all senses used with to.]

(a) Written. Played.

quickly as possible, and (h) long, which is given its proper
length, the principal note being shortened accordingly.
The long appoggiatura was especially used by earlier

pianoforte composers to avoid the display of passing notes
and suspensions. See acciaccatura. Sometimes spelled

apoffiatura.

appoint (a-poinf), r. [Early mod. E. also by
apheresis point; < ME. appointen, apointen,<
OF. apointer, prepare, settle, fix, F. appointer,
refer a cause, put on a salary (cf. OF. a point,
to the point), = Pr. apointar, apontar = Sp.

apuntar = It. appuntare, < ML. appunctare, re-

pair, appoint, < L. ad, to, + ML. punctare, mark
by a point, < L. puncta, usually punctum, a

point: see^oiw*.] I. trans. If. To make fast

or firm; found; establish; secure.

When he appointed the foundations of the earth.
Prov. viii. 29.

2. To constitute, ordain, or fix by decree, or-

der, or decision; decree
; command; prescribe.

Thy servants are ready to do whatsoever my lord the

king shall appoint. 2 Sam. xv. 15.

Unto him thou gavest commandment to love thy way :

which he transgressed, and immediately thou appointedst
death in him and in his generations. 2 Esd. iii. 7.

There be six wayes appointed by the best learned men, for

the learning of tonges. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 92.

3. To allot, set apart, or designate ;
nominate

or authoritatively assign, as for a use, or to a

post or office.

These were the cities appointed for all the children of

Israel. Josh. xx. 9.

A ship was appointed them, which ship they began im-

mediately to fit up, and supply plentifully with all man-
ner of stores for a long stay. Beverley, Virginia, i. 1J 6.

The ancient [Hindu] law allowed the father who had no

prospect of having legitimate sons to appoint or nominate
a daughter -who should bear a son to himself and not to

her own husband. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 91.

4. To settle; fix, name, or determine by au-

thority or upon agreement: as, they appointed
a time and place for the meeting. 5. In law,
to fix the destination of (property) by desig-

nating a person or persons to take the use of

an estate created by a preceding deed or will,

conferring on the appointor the power so to do.

Thus, a testator may give a fund to a child for life, with

power to appoint the fund to one or more grandchildren.
The donee of the power is the appointor, and those desig-
nated by the appointor to enjoy the fund are termed the

appointees.

6f. To point at by way of censure; arraign:
as, "appoint not heavenly disposition," Milton,
8. A., 1. 373. 7. To provide with what is re-

quisite; equip.
You may be armed and appointed well.

Shah., Tit. And., iv. 2.

Six hundred cavalry, and three thousand musketeers,
all perfectly appointed, entered Antwerp at once.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 566.

8f. To agree upon ;
decide upon or settle

definitely.
She sat allone and gan to caste

Whereon she wolde apoynt hire at the laste.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 691.

= Syn. 2. To prescribe, establish, direct. 3. To assign,

destine, constitute, create. 7. To furnish, supply.

II. intrans. 1. To ordain
;
resolve

;
determine.

The Lord had appointed to defeat the good counsel of

Ahithophel. 2 Sam. xvii. 14.

2. In law, to exercise a power of appointment.

apportion

appointable (a-poin'ta-bl), a. [< appoint +
-abli .] Capable of being appointed or consti-

tuted
; subject to appointment or decision.

That external ceremonies were but exercises of religion.

(ilil>int<ibtt
:

by sup-ri<ir ]>o\vt-rs.

A'. 1C. Ii/j-iiii. Hist. Chnivh of KIIK., \M

appoint^ (a-poin-ta'), a. [As if F., in lit.

sense 'pointed': tea appointee.] In her., sunn-

as nii/iiixr.

appointee (a-poin-te'), . [< appoint + -<''.

after F. appoints] pp. of tippiiiiili-r: see appoint .
\

1. A person appointed. 2. In /. the person
who benefits by the execution of a power of ap-
pointment. See tlppoilll, 5.

appointer (a-poin'ter), ii. < >ne who nominates,
appoints, ordains, or settles. See nppoiiilnr.

appointive (a-poiu'tiv),
a. [< appoint + -ICP.]

I. Of or pertaining to appointment ; appoint-
ing: as, the appointiri: power of the President.

2. Dependent upon the exercise of the

power or right to appoint; filled by appoint-
ment: opposed to eleetire : as, appointive offices.

In 1873, the question whether the entire judiciary should
IK) appointive or elective was again submitted to popular
vote. N. A. Jtev., CXLIII. Si.

1

).

appointment (a-point'ment), . [< MK. tipni/iit-

wciit, andbyapheresis/>oi/f-Hf, < OF. apoi nil--

men t, F. appointcment, decree, order, in pi.

salary, < appointer;: see appoint."} 1. The act

of appointing, designating, or placing in office :

as, he erred by the appointment of unsuitable
men. 2. An office held by a person appointed :

as, a high appointment in the civil service.

3. Stipulation; engagement; assignation; the
act of fixing by mutual agreement : as, an ap-

pointment to meet at six o'clock.

I shall be with her ... by her own appointment.
Shak., St. W. of W., ii. 2.

4. Anything fixed or established
;
established

order or constitution ;
decree

;
ordinance

;
di-

rection; order; command: as, it is our duty to

submit to the divine appointments.
Wheat, salt, wine, and oil, according to the appointment

of the priests. Ezra vi. 9.

Do you not think it was a merciful appointment that
our fathers did not come to the possession of independence,
... as to a great prize drawn in a lottery?

ft. Choate, Addresses, p. 67.

5. Equipment, furniture, outfit, as for a ship,
an army, a soldier, etc. ; whatever is appointed
for use and management ;

accoutrements : in

this sense generally used in the plural.
We'll set forth,

In best appointment, all our regiments.
Shak., K. John, ii. 1.

The cavaliers emulated their chief in the richness of

their appointment*. Prescott.

6. The act of preparing; preparation. [Rare.]
Your best appointment make with speed ;

To-morrow yon set on. Shak., M. for M., iii. 1.

7t. An allowance to a person ; a salary or pen-
sion, as of a public officer : properly used only
in the plural.
An expense proportioned to his appointientg and for-

tune is necessary. Chenterjield, Maxims.

8. In law, the act of appointing or designating
the beneficiary who is to take the use of an
estate created under a preceding deed or will.

See appoint, 5. Council of Appointment, in the

government of the State of New York, from 1777 to 1821,
a council, consisting of the governor and four senators
chosen by the Assembly, in whom was vested the right of

appointment to State offices and of removal from them.

Midnight appointments, in U. S. poUtia, appoint-
ments made during the last hours of an administration ;

specifically, those so made by President John Adams.

appointor (a-poin'tor), . [< appoint + -or.]
In laiv, one who has official or legal power of

appointment. See appoint, 5.

apportt (a-port'), r. t. [< F. apporter, < L. ap-

portare, bring to, < ad, to, + portare, carry:

seeporf3.] To bring; carry; produce.

apportert (a-por'ter), n. Abringer in
;
one who

imports anything into a country ;
an introducer

or procurer.
This makes only the apporters themselves, their aiders,

abettors, and assistants, traitors.

Sir M. Hale, Hist. Plac. Cor., xx.

apportion (a-por'shon), r. t. [< F. apportion-
ner (Cotgrave), < ML", apportionare, < L. ad, to,

+ portio(n-), portion, part: see
portion.']

To
divide and assign in just proportion or accord-

ing to some rule; distribute proportionally;
allot: as, to apportion undivided rights; to ap-

portion time among various employments.
Money was raised by a forced loan, which was appor-

tioned among the people according to the rate at which

they had been respectively assessed to the last subsidy.

Macaulay, Nugeut's Hampden.

=8yn. Dispense, Distribute, etc. See dispente.



apportionate

apportionatet (a-por'shon-at), c. t. [< ML.
ap]iortionatus, pp. of iipportioiKirc : see appor-
tion.] To apportion.

apportionatenesst (a-por'shgn-at-nes), n. [<

api>orti<ttite, a., + -ness.] The state or quality
of being adapted; just proportion.
The apportionaleness of it to the end for which it was

designed. Hammond, Pref. to View of New Directory.

apportioner (a-por'shon-er), n. One who ap-
portions.

apportionment (a-por'shon-ment), . [< ap-
portion + -meat; after F. appor'tionnemcnt, ML.
apportionamentum.] 1. The act of apportion-
ing; a dividing into portions or shares; a di-

viding and assigning of a just and equitable
portion to each person interested or entitled to

participate in any claim, right, property, or

charge. 2. In the United States : (a) The dis-
tribution

~f *- i! -'- "--*-*' "
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The common church office was us'd forthe King without OF. preis, prix), price : .see price and urnise and

naming the person, with some other, apponte to the neces- nf _ '.;'% A m-UEA i 1 1 ',.".
sity and circumstances of the time.

JSvelyu, Diary, June, Whitsunday, 1693.

What influence, I say, would these prayers have, were
they delivered with a due emphasis, and apposite rising
and variation of voice ? Steele, .Spectator, No. 147.

3f. Apt ; ready in speech or answer : said of

persons.
appositely (ap'o-zit-li), adv. In an apposite
manner; suitably; fitly; appropriately; perti-
nently.

The state or
of being apposite; fitness; propriety;

suitableness.
A knowledge of the primitive sense of a word very often

enables us to discover a force and fitness in its modern
applications which we had never suspected before, and
accordingly to employ it with greater propriety and appo-
siteness. G. P. Marsh, Lectures on Eng. Lang., p. 106..

of representation in the federal House apposition (ap-o-zish'on), n. [=F. apposition=
of Representatives, and in the houses of the dif- Pr - appozicio= Sp. aposicion= Pg. apposicao=
ferent State legislatures. In the former case a fresh
apportionment is made by Congress every ten years, short-
ly after the completion of the decennial census returns, and
in the latter after stated enumerations made at different
dates in different States, or after the federal census. In

It. apposizione,<. LL. appositio(n-), adpositio(n-),
a placingby or near, setting before, application,
< L. apponere, pp. appositus: see oppose1

, ap-
posite.] 1. The act of adding to or together;

cf. apprize
2 and appreciate.'] If. To value;

prize.
Hur enparel was apraymt with pryuces of myjte.

Alt! urn iif Arlli., st. 29.

2. To value in current money; officially set a
price upon ;

estimate the value of : used espe-
cially of the action of a person or persons ap-
pointed for the purpose, under direction of law
or by agreement of persons interested: as, to
appraise the goods and estate of a deceased per-
son, or goods taken under a distress for rent.

[See note under appraiser.] 3. To estimate
generally, in regard to quality, service, size,
weight, etc.

Greek and Latin literature we shall examine only for the
sake of appraising or deducing the sort of ideas which
they had upon the subject of style. De Quincey, Style, iii.

To get at the full worth of Emerson, ... we must ap-
praise him for his new and fundamental quality of genius,
not for his mere literary accomplishments, great as these
were. The Century, XXVII. 927.

The sickly babe, . . .

Whom Enoch took, and handled all his limbs,
Appraised his weight, and fondled father-like.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.umvuv oKitvn, ur (iitui Liie icueiiii census, ill
-

tj. 1 i 1
j.

1 i

the federal apportionment, Congress determines the pro-
a setting to

; application ;
a placing together ; appraisement (a-rjraz'mentl

DOrtion Of ranrMBIltatlvAfl In nrtnulntmn /Vino tn 1m *><; lllYtfl.nnsit.mil fr
. n mi V " *, ,

'
.

'>portion of representatives to population (one to 154,325
of the total population of the United States under the cen-
sus of 1880, or 32.i in all), and the State legislatures fix the
boundaries of the elective districts accordingly. (The prin-
ciple of legislative apportionment according to population
has been more recently adopted in the other American
and most European states, though in some it is not yet
very strictly applied.] (ft) The allotment of direct
taxes on the basis of population : a Congression-
al power rarely exercised.

apposable (a-po'za-bl), a. [< oppose1 + -able.]
Capable of being apposed or brought together.
appose 1

(a-poz'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. apposed,

ppr. opposing. [< F. apposer, to lay, put, or add
to, destinate, appoint, repr. L. apponere, ad-
ponere, pp. appositus, adpositus (cf. apposite),
put or lay at, near, or by, apply to, add, < ad,
to, + poiiere, pp. positus, put, place, confused

juxtaposition.
The apposition of new matter.

Arbuthnot, Choice of Aliments.

Placing in apposition the two ends of a divided nerve
does not re-establish nervous communication.

U. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 25.

2. In gram. : (a) The relation to a noun (or

-ment.] 1. The act of setting a value upon, un-
der some authority or appointment; appraisal.
It generally implies resort to the judgment of a
disinterested person. 2. The rate at which a
thing is valued

;
the value fixed, or valuation

;

estimation generally.
pronoun) of another noun, or in some cases appraiser (a-pra'zer), n. One who appraises,
of an adjective or a clause, that is added to it

by way of explanation or characterization.

or estimates worth of any kind, intellectual,
moral, or material

; specifically, a person li-

-
r L ' -7 CC' _f*"J -"J f""7 fj*iv\j\*, ^VAAAIAO^JVA n lfuallljlll UMUOV. A11IAB, Alley sang l^illllS, l/Jt'rtf alHl

in ML. and Rom. with pausare, F. poser, etc.: yd "} "Truth, crushed to earth, shall rise again." Eare-

Thus,
"
Cicero, the famous orator, lived in the first century censed and sworn to estimate and fix*the value

before Christ";
" On him, their second Providence thev nf trnnrla r.i- ,.^i.,i,,

T T~ !..' , n,-* j:..*t i-i. ^cT IS or estate. [Appraise, appraiser, appraise-
ment, are now generally used, instead at apprize, apprizer
apprutmmt, although the latter were formerly used by
good English authors, as Lord Bacon and Bishop HaU and

r attributive ,

are sti11 fre
.<I
uently sed in the United States.)

way""substitute for apprecationt (ap-re-ka'shon), . [< L. as if

ing Darius, great and apprecatio(n-), < apprecari, adprec

,

hung." In languages that distinguish cases, the noun in

apposition is in the same case as the word to which it is

apposed. The same term is also used of an adjective that
stands to the noun for pronoun) to which it refers in a
less close relation than the propel
added rather parenthetically, or by

'

a qualifying clause. Thus, "Theysar

see posez,
and cf. compose, depose, expose, im-

pose, propose, repose.] 1. To put or apply
(one thing) to or near to (another).

Atrides . . . food sufficient
Appos'd before them, and the peers appos'd their hands

to it. Chapman, Iliad, ix. 45.

His power having wrought
The king already to appose his hand.

Chapman and Shirley, Chabot, Admiral of France, i.

2. To
other

;

tion.
See you how the people stand ill heaps,
Each man sad looking on his appos'd object?

Dekker and Webster (?), Sir Thomas Wyat, p. 37.

ly, it is applied to a clause, whether substantive or adjec-
tive, that qualifies a noun

(or pronoun) in an equivalent
manner. Compare attributive and predicative. (6) The t"V c * "> icl

relation of two or more nouns (or a noun and
temaln

?> P- 4 4.

pronoun) in the same construction, under the
above conditions. Knights Templars, lords justices,Paul the apostle-, my son John's book (where son is also
possessive, the sign of the possessive case being required
only with the final term), are examples of nouns in appo-
sition

;

" / Jesus have sent mine angel
"
(Rev. xxii. 16) is

an example of a pronoun and noun in apposition.

, adprecari, pp. ap-
precatus, pray to, adore, < ad, to, + precari,
pray: see pray.] Invocation of blessing;
grayer: as, ''fervent apprecations," Bp. Hall,

by side
; arrange in juxtaposi-

appose2t (a-poz'), v. t.

OF. aposcr, apposer,

phrase by way of explanation or illustration of
another. N. E. D.- Growth by apposition, in bat.,
growth in thickness by the repeated formation of lamina;,
as of cellulose in the thickening of cell-walls and of starch
in the increase of starch-granules.

.,...),[< L. as if

'apprecatortus, < apprecari: see apprecation.]
Of the nature of or containing a prayer.
Not so much apprecatory as declaratory.

Bp. HaU, Cases of Conscience, iii. 9.

>reciable (a-pre'shi-a-bl), a. [= F. apprecia-

. t. [< ME. apposen, aposen, appositional (ap-p-zish'on-al), a. [< appositio
,
with unaccented prefix a- T -a/.] 1. Pertaining to apposition, especiall

ion
,

- . .
, especially

foro-, prop. ME. oposen, opposen, < OF. opposer; grammatical apposition. 2. In bot., lying to-

mated, or perceived ;
neither too small nor too

great to be capable of estimation or recogni-
tion; perceptible.
A twelfth part of the labour of making a plough is an

appreciable quantity. j. s. Mill.
An odour which has no appreciable effect on the con-

sciousness of a man has a very marked effect on the con-,. ^ . . , j- 7 -ff 7 "ff^wi f C3 ff " nrt j.i* WVWf AT JUfC U\J~ .

ME. also by apheresis posen, mod. E. pose3 : see gether and partly uniting so as to appear like
Sclou8ne88 a d 8- H Spencer, Prin. of PsychoL, 79.

oppose and pose3 , which are now discriminated, a compound branch : applied to the branches appreciably (a-pre'shi-a-bli), adv. To a degree
Appose*, though orig. a mere variation of oppose, of algas.

, .

that may be appreciated or estimated
; percep-

ifference that may be remarked;
,
he is appreciably better.

in discussion; bring objections or difficulties
before one to be answered; examine; ques-
tion; pose; puzzle.
The prest and Perkyn apposed eyther other,
And I thorw here wordes awoke, and waited aboute.

Piers Plowman (B), vii. 138.

Tho the people hyin apposed with a peny in the temple,Whether the! shulde therwith worschip the kyng Sesar.
Piers Plowman (B), i. 47.

Christ was found sitting in the temple, not to gaze on
the outward glory of the house, ... but to hear and ap-
pose the doctors. Bp. Hall, Contemplations

--
.

- ... ,, ---
,. . ~j, r approaching goods-engine seem appre-

posttif, < L. as if *appositivus, < appositus see *** more numerous to the ear than those of a receding

apposite.] I. a. 1. Apposite; applicable. 2.
^. !>, Prin. of Physics, p. 4is.

Ingram., placed in apposition; standing over appreciant (a-pre'shi-ant), a. [< L. appre-
against its subject in the construction of the tian (t-)s, ppr. of appreilare: see appreciate.]

Appreciative. [Rare.]sentence.

Appositive to the words going immediately before
Knatchbull, Animad. in Libros Novi Test., p. 42.

II. n. In gram., a word in apposition,
appositorium (a-poz-i-to'ri-um), n.; pi. appo-
sitoria (-a). [WL., < L. appositus, pp. of appo-
nere, adponere, put near or by: see apposite.] A

Such was the man whom Henry, of desert
Appreciant alway, chose for highest trust.

Southey, Ded. of Colloquies.

appreciate (a-pre'shi-at), v.
; pret. and pp. ap-

preciated, ppr. appreciating. [< L. appretiatus
pp. of appretiare, value or estimate at a price

conical'vessel of glass or earthenware" the nar-
K ' al^egiare apprezzare= Pg. aprecar= Sp.

Specifically- 2. To examine (a sheriff) with row end of which is placed in a recei VP" w n Pr
."
Wrectar= ^ -*--' '-* - <--row end of which is placed in a receiver while

the larger end receives the neck of a retort:
used as a precaution against the breakage of
the receiver by contact with the hot neck of a

. * . . o 7 " retort during distillation.
of the Court of Exchequer who examined the appostt, . *. [< F. apposter (Cotgrave), < It

On
shentTs accounts. The office was abolished in appostare, < LL. "appositare, < C. appositus : see

r . T apposite.] To place or arrange with a purpose.
[< L. appositus, adpo- N. E. D.

reference to (his) accounts. See apposer.
apposert (a-po'zer), n. [< appose^ + -erl.] An
examiner; one whose duty it is to put ques-
tions

; specifically, in England, a former officer

1833.

apposite (ap'o-zit),

apprecier), < ad, to,+ pretium,
pnce : see price, and cf . appraise, apprize*.] I.
trans. 1 . To value

; set a price or value on
;

estimate the commercial worth of. 2. To es-
teem duly; place a sufficiently high estimate
u

; recognize the quality or worth of : as, his
reat ability was not appreciated.
The sectaries of a persecuted religion are seldom in a

proper temper of mind calmly to investigate or candidly
Gibbon.

see appose1 and position.
1

] i.

specifically, in bot., lying side

tact, or
partly u^tedrVe^e^OuUable"; To 2l?foJJl **?***'

lit; appropriate; applicable; well adapted: and also simply praist
lollowed by to : as, this a
site to the case; "ready a

Bacon, Hen. VII., p. 120.

shall arrive, knowing well that it will not loiter.

Emerson, Success.

3. To be fully conscious of; be aware of; de-

fniin
-' Hf ' i a^dalTo'siipiyPa^^S.raf^se.app^'se'

teot
5 Perceive the nature or effect of.

lollowed by to : as, this argument is very appo- < OF. "apreiser, apretier, aprisier avriser t>rice
The eye aPPreciatea flner differences than art can expose.

Bawn He^V. r T^1"1 OpMile answers'" lue
'.Pse, ^SI appretiare, value, estimate',

appraise, purchase, < L. ad,
'

Emerson, Works and Days.



appreciate
Without study of his forms of metre nr his scheme of

colours we shall certainly fail to ni'/n-eeinte or even to ap-

Srehend
the gist or the worth of a painter's or a

i
t

csign. Sni ni, linn-, .Shakespeare, p. 8.

4. To raise in value; advance the exchange,

quotation, or price of: opposed to ili'/in-i-i/ili ,

Lest a sudden peace should iifijim-inii- th om-y.

= Syn. Value, Prize, Ksteeia, K*tinlte, .l;.;;/v, -nil,-.

Value and i-siiin-ile commonly imply a OOmparlsOD with a

stall. lard of commercial worth: as, to mine a picture at

so much; to extimnte its \alne at so miieh. To in-ize is to

value highly, generally for other than pecuniary reasons.

and luageKtiig the notion of reluctance to lose. Thus.
we frrize a book for its eonteiits or associations; we

prize a friend for his affection for us. To esteem is some
times simply to think: as, I esteem him a semindivl;
sometimes to value: as, I eiti-em it lightly; sonii-tinirs

to have a high opinion of or set a high value on: as,

I i-./i-riH him for his own sake ; in its highest sense it im-

plies moral approbation. r'.xtimutiny is an act of compu-
tation or judgment, and wholly without feeling or moral

approbation: as, to ,.-n,,mi,-the si/e of a r n, the weight
of a stone, the literary excellence of a book, the character
of a person. (See esteem, n., for comparison of corre-

sponding nouns.) Appreciate is to set a just value on ;

it implies the use of wise judgment or delicate pereep
tion: as, he n/i/ii-eeinteit the quality of the work. With
this perception naturally goes a corresponding intellectual

valuation and moral esteem : as, they knew how to appre-
i-iitte his worth. Anin-eeinte often implies also that the

tiling appreciated is likely to lie overlooked or underesti-
mated. It is commonly used of good things : as I innler

stood his wickedness; I renl !:><! nr ,-eeiiiinized his folly; I

ni>/>eeeinfe:l his virtue or wisdom. Compare such phrases
as an ttptiireintiee audience, a few appreeintire words, nf-

fn-> eintirin, of merit.

The pearls after removal from the dead oysters arc
"classed" bypassing through a number of small brass
cullenders. . . . Having been sized in this way, they arc
sorted as to colour, weighed, and value, I.

Kneiie. llril., XVIII. 447.

For so it falls out,
That what we have we prize not to the worth.

Slink., Milch Ado, iv. 1.

Though men esteem thee low of parentage.
Hilton, V. R., i. 23f>.

The truth is, we think lightly of Nature's penny shows,
and estimate what we see by the cost of the ticket.

l.uieell. Fireside Travels, p. 90.

It will be soon enough to forget them [the ancientsj
when we have the learning and the genius which will en-
able us to attend to and appreciate them.

Thorean, Walden, p. 113.

II. in trans. To rise in value
;
become of more

value: as, public securities appreciated, when
the debt was funded.

appreciation (a-pre-shi-a'shon), . [=F. appre-
ciation ; from the verb: see appreciate.} 1.

The act of setting a price or money value on

real, personal, or mercantile effects. 2. The
act of estimating the qualities of things and
giving them their due value

;
clear perception

or recognition of the quality or worth of any-
thing; sympathetic understanding.
What sort of theory is that which is not based upon a

competent appreciation of well-observed facts and their
relations? Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 205.

Those who aim to be Christian teachers should be fully
armed to contend for the truth, and should have a clear
and intelligent appreciation of the weapons and tactics
which may be employed against it.

Dawson, Nat. and the Bible, p. 15.

3. A rising in value
;
increase of value.

The appreciation of the metal which is our single stand-
ard, and the consequent decline in prices, is one of the
causes of [the] . . . depression of trade.

Fortnightly Ret., XL. 481.

4. In Scots law, the appraisement or valuing of

poinded or distrained goods.
appreciative (a-pre'shf-a-tiv), a. [< appreciate
+ -ive; = F. apjireciatif,'relating to valuation.]
Capable of appreciating; manifesting due ap-
preciation: as, an appreciative audience.

A ride in the Southern summer moonlight being an ever-

enjoyable romance to an appreciative nature.
A. W. Touryee, Fool's Errand, p. 131

[< appreciate
One who appre-

ciates.

A discovery for which there was no permanent appreci-
ator. De Quincey, Herodotus.

2. An apparatus for determining the amount
of gluten contained in a given quantity of
flour.

appreciatory (a-pre'shi-a-to-ri), . [< appre-
ciate + -ory.~\ Expressive of admiration; ap-
preciative : as, appreciatory words.

appredicate (a-pred'i-kat), n. [< NL. appra;di-
ea tit in (tr. of Gr. xpomaTrrjopoi'uevov), < L. ad, to,
f ML. pru'dii'ittum, predicate.] The copula in
a proposition. See copula.
With Aristotle, the predicate includes the copula; and,

from a hint by him, the latter has, by subsequent Greek
logicians, been styled the apprt-ilienf, .

Sir n'. Hamilton, Logic, I. 228.

ppreciator (a-pre'shi-a-tor), n.

T -or; = F. dppreciateur.] 1.

277

apprehend (up-re-hend' ), r. [< OF. appreln <// ,

mod. K. aiipri'lii-nili-r, apprehend, = Pr. apin'i-
lii'iiilnr Sp. aprehender = Pg. ap/in liimli i

,

the older Horn, forms being contracted. OF.

n/in-mln-, npi>ri'iiilrf, mod. K. ii/ijiri-iiiln; lenrn,

con (> E. ii/ipi-rnil, obs.), = Pr. <i]>ri'ii<ln- Sp.

ii/in-iiili-r = Pg. iipri-HiliT = It. iipiin-inlrri; (. L.

apprcltcHili-i-i; inlpi-i-lii-iiili-i-i', pp.
inl/ii-i-hi-iiKits, contr. n/i/ir* m/i ri', n..

t , rr _

ii/1/iri-HHH.i, ailpn-HxHx. lay hold upon, seize, un-

derstand, comprehend, < ml, to, -t- jin-ln -mlr/
< .

contr. prciiilrri', seize: see /n-i him/, /in:/
1

, n/>-

',
ami (ipiiriyi'

1
,
and cf. cumpri-hi-Hil. I'r/i-

I. trans. If. To lay hold of; seize

upon ;
take possession of.

That I may iipin-etiemi that for which also I am n/ipi->
-

liemteil of Christ Jesus. I'hil. iii. 12.

Appi-fheiut your places, he shall !
| ready! soon, and :it

all points. B. Joii*<>n. Cynthia's Revels, v. -1,

There is nothing but hath a double handle, or, at least,

we have two hands to apprehend it.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, it i 6.

2. To take into custody ;
make prisoner ;

arrest

by legal warrant or authority.
The robber . . . was rt;o"'' /"'"'"' selling his plunder.

linl/lxinith. The Bee. Xo. 1.

Hancock and Adams, though removed by their friends

from the immediate vicinity of the force sent to appreheu-l
them, were apprised, too faithfully, that the work of death
was begun. l-'rerett, Orations, p. 88.

3. To take into the mind : seize or grasp men-
tally; take cognizance of. (o) To perceive; learn

by the senses. (6) To learn the character or quality of :

become acquainted or familiar with.

He seems to hear a Heavenly Friend,
And thro' thick veils to apprehend
A labour working to an end.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

(r) To imagine, especially an object of desire or dread ;

form a concrete conception of: frequently opposed to

eiiniprehend or ntten,i.

He apprehends a world of figures here.
But not the form of what he should attend.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. :t.

(rf) To understand ; take an intelligent view of.

This yet I apprehend not ; why to those

Among whom God will deign to dwell on earth
So many and so various laws are given.

Milton, t. L., xii. 280.

4. To anticipate ; expect; especially, to enter-
tain suspicion or fear of.

All things apprehending, nothing understanding.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

0, let my lady apprehend no fear.

Shak., T. andC., iii. 2.

A man that apprehends death no more dreadfully, but
as a drunken sleep. Shak., M. for M., iv. 2.

5. To hold in opinion; be of opinion concern-

ing. See extract.

When we would express our opinion modestly, Instead
of saying, "This is my opinion," or "This is my judg-
ment," which has the air of dogmaticalness, we say, "I
conceive it to be thus I imagine or apprehend it to be
thus." Reid, Intellectual Powers, p. 19.

= Syn. 2. To catch, arrest, capture. 3. Apprehend, Com-
prehend ; to conceive, perceive, see, know. "Vie appre-
hend many truths which we do not comprehend. The great
mystery, for instance, of the Holy Trinity we lay hold

upon it (ad prehendo), we hang upon it, our souls live by
it ; but we do not take it all in, we do not comprehend it.

It belongs to the idea of God that he may be apprehended
though not comprehended by his reasonable creatures ; he
has made them to know him, though not to know him all,

to apprehend though not to comprehend him." Trenth.
4. To fear, dread, anticipate (with fear).

II. intrans. 1. To imagine; form a concrete

conception of anything ;
have intellectual per-

ception ;
catch the idea or meaning.

You apprehend passing shrewdly.
Shak., Much Ado, it. 1.

Put it into his hand ; 'tis only there
He apprehends : he has his feeling left.

B. Jonson, The Fox, I. 1.

Men that are in fault
Can subtly apprehend when others aim
At what they do amiss.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 2.

To apprehend notionally is to have breadth of mind, but
to be shallow ; to apprehend really is to be deep, but to be
narrow-minded. J. II. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 32.

2. To believe or be of opinion, but without

positive certainty : used as a modest way of in-

troducing an opinion: as, all this is true, but
we apprehend it is not to the purpose.

This, we apprehend, is a mistake.

Goldsmith, Versification.

There are sentiments on some subjects which I appre-
hend might be displeasing to the country.

Jefferson, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 437.

3. To be apprehensive ;
be in fear of a future

evil.

It is worse to apprehend than to suffer. Rome.

apprehensive

apprehender (ap-re-hen'der), n. 1. One who
seizes or arrests. 2. One who discerns or rec-

ognizes mentally.
apprehensibility (ap-re-hen-si-bH'i-ti), . [<

'ii-iixibli- : see -liiliti/.] The capability of

understood, or the quality of being ap-
prehensible.

Simplicity and popular n[>in'>li--n*iln'fi/>f will ! .

li, Tr aimed at. WMtnty, Life and (Jruwth of Lang., p. 6.

apprehensible (np-re-hen'si-bl), a. [< LL. ii]>-

IH-tlii-iixihilix, < L. iippri-ln -ntuix, pp. of iiii/irilii-H-

(li/'i, apprehend: see ii/i/iriliiin/.} Capable of

being apprehended or understood; possible to

be eonceive.l by tile human intellect.

It [Greek philosophy! s-i-'dii- ;tt> ,1 the intrll'-.t and ron-
sri( lire a* to render tile (iospt-1 nj'i Hid, ill

many coses, congenial to the mind.
Ii. /'. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 140.

apprehension (ap-re-hen'shon), ii. [= F. H/I/II
-i'-

In iixinii, < L. n/'/ir( In Hnin(ii-), < ii/i/ii-flit
mli re, pp.

appi-i/iinxiix: see <i/i/ii-</i/n<l.~\ 1. The act of

seizing or taking hold of; prehension: as, the
hand is the organ of ///';// iiximi. [Rare.] 2.

The act of arresting or seizing by legal process ;

arrest
;
seizure : as, the thief, after his /;//<-

hi-HxiiiH, escaped.
The increase in the number of ajiprehenswns for drunk-

Rae, Cont. Socialism, p. 345.

3. A laying hold by the mind; mental grasp;
the act or faculty (a) of perceiving anything by
the senses ; (l>) of learning or becoming familiar
with anything; (c) of forming an image in the

imagination (the common meaning in English
for three centuries, and the technical meaning
in the Kantian theory of cognition); (d) of

catching the meaning of anything said or writ-

ten; (c) of simple apprehension (which see,

below) ; (/) of attention to something present
to the imagination.
In apprehension, how like a god ! Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

They have happy wits and excellent apprehensions.
Burton, Anal, of Mel., p. 233.

To be false, and to lie thought false, is all one in respect
of men who act, not according to truth, but apprehension.

South.

Apprehension then is simply an understanding of the
idea or fact which a proposition enunciates.

J. //. yeicman, Gram, of Assent, p. 18.

The proper administration of outward things will always
rest on a just apprehension of their cause and origin.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 215.

Whatever makes a large impression upon the senses is,

other things being equal, easy of apprehension, even when
not of comprehension. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 352.

4. Anticipation of adversity ;
dread or fear of

coming evil
;
distrust of the future.

The sense of death is most in apprehension.
Shak., M. for M., iii. 1.

As he was possessed of integrity and honour, I was under
no apprehensions from throwing him naked into the am-
phitheatre of life. Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

Let a man front the object of his worst apprehension,
and his stoutness will commonly make his fear groundless.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 215.

Simple apprehension (ML., simplex apprehensio, flrst

used by Jean Buridan, in the fourteenth century), in nomi-
nalistie logic, conception without judgment ;

the thinking
of a name aa distinguished from the thinking of a propo-
sition : called simple because a term is simple compared
with a proposition. Synthesis of apprehension, in the
Kantian philosophy, that operation of the mind by which
the manifold of intuition is collected into definite images.
It is called pure when the manifold operated upon is that
of pure space and time. = Syn. 3. Comprehension, under-
standing, idea, notion. 4. Alarm, Apprehension, Fright,
etc. (see alarm), disquiet, dread, anxiety, misgiving, solici-

tude, nervousness, fearfulness.

apprehensive (ap-re-hen'siv), a. [= F. appre-
fiensif, anxious, \ L. apprelienxus, pp. of appre-
hendere: see apprehend."] It. In the habit of

seizing; ready to catch or seize; desirous to lay
hold of : used literally and figuratively.

I shall be very apprehensive of any occasions wherein I

may do any kind offices. Lord Strafford, Letters, II. 390.

2. Quick to learn or understand ; quick of ap-
prehension.
A good sherris-sack . . . ascends me into the brain ; . . .

makes it apprehensive, quick, forgetive, full of nimble,
fiery, and delectable shapes. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3.

An understanding dull'd by th' infelicity
Of constant sorrow is not apprehensive
In pregnant novelty. Ford, Lady's Trial, iv. 1.

Is there a surer way of achieving the boast of Themisto-
cles, that he knew how to make a small State a great one,
than by making it wise, bright, knowing, apprehensive,
quick-witted, ingenious, thoughtful?

R. Choate, Addresses, p. 111.

3. Realizing ; conscious
; cognizant. [Rare.]

A man that has spent his younger years in vanity and
folly, and is, by the grace of God, apprehensive, of it.

Jer. Taylor.

4. In a state of apprehension or fear ; feeling
alarm ; fearful.

The leading reformers . . . began to be apprehensive for

their lives. Gladstone, Church and State, vii.



apprehensive

5. Inclined to believe or suspect ; suspicious :

as, I am apprehensive that he does not under-

stand me
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He (the king] became apjui'lii'iisiee that his motives wer

misconstrued, even by his friends. llallam

6. Perceptive ; feeling ;
sensitive.

Thoughts, my tormentors, anu'd with deadly stings,

Manirle inv apvrchentiire tenderest parts.

Milton, S. A., 1.624.

7. In metaph., relating to simple apprehension.

It yields as a corollary that judgment, that comparison,
that the cognition of relativity is implied in every H///HV-

In'iixit'c act. Sir W. Hamilton.

Apprehensive concept, a concept without judgment.
Apprehensive knowledge, the mere understanding of a

proposition without assent or dissent : opposed to adhesive

apprehensively (ap-re-hen'siv-li), adv. In an

apprehensive manner ;
with apprehension.

apprehensiveness (ap-re-hen'siv-nes), . The
state or quality of being apprehensive. (a)
Readiness to understand, (b) Fearfulness.

apprendt, v. t. [< F. apprendre, < L. apprendere,

lay hold of: see apprehend.] To lay hold of;

apprehend.
apprentice (a-pren'tis), n. [Early mod. E. also

apprentice, <( ME. apprentice, aprentis (and by
apheresis often shortened to prentice, prentis,
mod. E. prentice, q. v.),< OF. apprentis, aprentis,

aprentice (Bouchi dial, apprentichf = Pr. ap-

prentiz = Sp. Pg. aprendiz, ML. apprentices;
mod. F. apprenti, as if sing, of apprentis as

pi.), orig. nom. of aprentif, apprentif, a learner
of a trade, < apprendre, aprendre, learn, < L.

iiji/irendere, contr. from apprehendere, lay hold

of, understand, in ML. and Bom. also learn : see

apprehend.] 1. One who is bound by indenture
to serve some particular individual or company
for a specified time, in order to learn some art,

trade, profession, manufacture, etc., in which
his master or masters become bound to instruct

him. Hence 2. A learner in any depart-
ment; one only slightly versed in a subject;
a novice. 3. In old English law, a barrister of

less than sixteen years' standing. After this

period he might be called to the rank of ser-

jeant. Parish, town, etc.
, apprentice, a person bound

out by the proper authorities of a parish, town, etc., to

prevent his becoming a public charge.

apprentice (a-pren'tis), v . t.
; pret. and pp. ap-

prenticed, ppr. appraiticing. [< apprentice, n.]
To bind to or put under the care of a master,
for the purpose of instruction in some art,

trade, or profession ;
indenture.

apprenticeaget (a-pren'tis-aj), . [Also spelled
apprentis(s)age, { F. apprentisage, now appren-
tissage, < OF. apprentis: see apprentice, ., and
-age.] Same as apprenticeship.

apprentice-box (a-pren'tis-boks), n. Same as

thrift-box,

apprenticehoodt (a-pren'tis-hud), n. [< appren-
tice + -hood.] Apprenticeship.

Must I not serve a long apprenticehood
To foreign passages ? Shak.

,
Rich. II.

,
i. 3.

apprenticeship (a-pren'tis-ship), . [< appren-
tice + -ship.] 1" T?he service or legal condi-
tion of an apprentice ;

the method or process
of gaining knowledge of some trade, art, or pro-
fession from the instruction of a master. 2.
The term during which one is an apprentice.
appressed (a-presf), . [< L. appressus, adpres-
sus (pp. of apprimerc, press to, < ad, to, + pre-
mere, press) + -ed?.] Pressed closely against ;

fitting closely to
; apposed. A term used in botany

and zoology, and to a limited extent in geology : as, the

spikelets of a grass may be closely appressed to the rachis.
So also hairs or feathers when closely apposed are said to
be appressed. Flexures of strata are said to be appressed
when the anticlinals or synclinals are closely folded to-

gether, so that the opposite corresponding portions are

brought in contact with each other. In botany, also writ-
ten oppressed (which see).

apprestt (a-presf), n. [< OF. apreste, apprest,
mod. appret, preparation, < aprester, apprester
(mod. appreler), make ready, < L. ad, to, +
prtestare, make ready : see presfi, and cf . press2,

impress?.] Preparation or provision, especially
for war, by enlisting soldiers.

Vespasian laie at Yorke making his apprests ... to go
against the Scots and Picts.

Holinshed, Chron., Scotland (1586), p. 48.

apprteur (a-pra-ter'), n. [F., lit. a preparer,
< apprter, prepare: see apprest.] A rubber
used in giving a gloss to skins.

apprisal (a-pri'zal), n. Same as appraisal.
apprise^, apprize 1

! (a-priz'), n. [< ME. ap-
prise, aprise, \ OF. aprise, apprise, instruction,
prop. fern, of apris, appris, pp. of aprendre, F.

apprendre, teach, learn, inform, < L. apprendere,

apprehendere: see apprehend.] Learning; in-

struction; information; lore.

apprise
1

, apprize 1
(a-priz'), v. t.; pret. and

pp. apprised, apprized, ppr. apprising, apprizing,
'llallam. [< F. appris, apprise (< L. apprensus), pp. of ap-

that of which notice is given : as, we will ap-

prisv the general of an intended attack; he

apprised his father of what he had done.

He had been repeatedly apprised that some of his

friends in England meditated a deed of blood.

Macaulay, Hist. Bug., xxi.

We now and then detect in nature slight dislocations,
which apprize us that this surface on which we now stand

is not fixed, but sliding. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 285.

=Syn. Notify, acquaint, warn, tell, mention to.

apprise'
2

,
*> t. See apprize?.

apprize1
,

and v. See apprise*-.

apprize'
2

, apprise
2

(a-priz'), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

apprised, apprised, ppr. apprizing, apprising.

[< ME. uprisen, < OF. apriser, aprisier (ME. also

apraysen, *apreisen, mod. E. appraise, < OF.

*apreiser, apretier), < LL. appretiare, value, es-

timate: see appreciate, appraise, and cf . prize?,

price, praise.] Same as appraise To apprize a
heritage, in Scots law, to invest a creditor with the herit-

able estate of his debtor.

apprizement (a-priz 'ment), n. [< apprize? +
-ment. Cf. appraisement.] Same as appraise-
ment.

apprizer (a-pri'zer), n. [< apprize* + -er*.]

Same as appraiser.

approach (a-proch'), v. [< ME. aprochen, ap-

prochen, < OF. aprochier, F. approcher = Pr.

apropchar= It. approcciare, < ML. appropiare,
come near to, < L. ad, to, + propius (> Pr. pro-
pi = F. proche : see prochain), nearer, compar.
oiprope, near. Cf. approximate.] I. intrans.

1 . To come or go near in place or time
;
draw

near; advance nearer
;
come into presence.

He was expected then,
But not approach'd. Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 4.

He . . . made signs for Rip to approach and assist him
with the load. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 53.

2. Figuratively, to draw near; approximate;
come near in degree : with to : as, he approaches
to the character of an able statesman.

II. trans. 1 . To bring near
;
advance : as, he

approached his hand to the cup.
I ... approached my chair by sly degrees to the fire.

Goldsmith, Vicar, vi.

Even as a resolved general approaches his camp ... as

nearly as he can to the besieged city. Scott.

2. To come or draw near to : as, to approach
the gate. 3. Figuratively, to come near to in

quality, character, or condition
; nearly equal :

as, modern sculpture does not approach that of

the Greeks.

Such and so extraordinary was the embrodery, that I

never saw anything approaching it.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 17, 1684.

He was an admirable poet, and thought even to have
approached Homer. Sir H'. Temple.

In proportion as mankind approach complete adjust-
ment of their natures to social needs, there must be fewer
and smaller opportunities for giving aid.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 96.

approach (a-proch'), n. [< ME. approche= F'.

approclie; 'from the verb.] 1. The act of

drawing near
;
a coming or advancing near.

Does my approach displease his grace ? are my eyes
So hateful to him? Fletcher, Wife for a Month, i. 1.

2. Access; opportunity or liberty of drawing
near; nearness: as, "the approach to kings,
Bacon. 3. Nearness or close approximation
in quality, likeness, or character.

Absolute purity of blood, I repeat, will be found no-
where ; but the nearest approaches to it must be looked
for among those nations which have played the least figure
in history. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 88.

We can none the less restore or reconstruct individual
Old Aryan words with a fair approach to accuracy.

J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 126.

4. A passage or avenue by which anything is

approached ; any means of access or approxi-
mation.

The approaches to the city of New Orleans, from the
eastern quarter also, will require to be examined, and
more effectually guarded. Jefferson, Works, VIII. 64.

The approach by rail is through the marshes and lagoons
which lie on either side of the Rhone.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 46.

5. pi. lu fort., the works thrown up by be-

siegers to protect themselves in their advances
toward a fortress. Compare boyau. Counter
approaches, in fort., works carried on by the besieged
against those of the besiegers. Curve of equal ap-
proach, in math., a curve along which a body descending

approbation

by the force of gravity makes equal approaches to the

horizon in equal portions of time. Method of ap-
proaches, in alf/fhi-fi, a method of resolving certain prob-
lems by assigning limits and making gradual approxima-
tions to the correct answer. To graft by approach, in

Sort., to Inarch. =Syn. 1. Approximation, advent. 2. Ad-
mittance.

approachability (a-pro-cha-bil'j-ti), . [< ap-

proach a hie: see -bility.]

"

Approachableness ;

affability. Buskin.

approachable (a-pro'cha-bl), a. [< approach
+ -able.] Capable of being approached; acces-

sible.

approachableness (a-pro'cha-bl-nes), n. The
state or quality of being approachable ;

affa

bility; friendliness.

apprbacher (a-pro'cher), . One who ap-

proaches or draws near.

approaching (a-pro'ching), n. In liort., the act

of ingrafting a sprig or shoot of one tree into

another without cutting it from the parent
stock. Also called inarching and grafting by

approach.
approachless (a-proch'les), a. [< approach +
-less.] Without approach; unable to be ap-

proached; inaccessible; forbidding.

approachment (a-proch'ment), n. [< approach
+ -men t.] The act of approaching ; approach ;

affinity; resemblance in trait or character.

[Bare.]
Ice will not concrete, but in the approachment of the

air. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

approbate (ap'ro-bat), a. [< L. ayprobatus, pp. :

see the verb.] If. Approved. Sir T. Elyot. 2.

In Scots law, accepted. See the verb.

approbate (ap'ro-bat), . t.
; pret. and pp. ap-

probated, ppr. approbating. [< L. approbatus,

pp. of approbare, assent to as good, favor, ap-

prove: see approve1.] 1. To express approba-
tion of; manifest a liking for or degree of satis-

faction in
; express approbation of officially, as

of a person's fitness for a public office or em-

ployment; approve; pass.
The cause of this battle every man did allow and appro-

bate. Hall, Hen. VII., an. 6.

Mr. Hutchinson approbated the choice. J. Eliot.

2. To license: as, to approbate a person to

preach; to approbate a man to keep a hotel

or other public house. [United States.]
3. In Scots law, to approve or assent to as
valid : chiefly in the following phrase Appro-
bate and reprobate, in Scots law, to attempt to tale ad-

vantage of one part of a deed while rejecting the rest : as,

for example, where a disposition on a death-bed revokes a

previous liege-poustie conveyance to the prejudice of the

heir at law, but still gives the estate past the heir. The
heir who abides by the deed in so far as it revokes the

liege-poustie deed to his prejudice, while he challenges it

on the head of death-bed, in so far as it defeats his interest

in the estate, is said to approbate and reprobate the deed.

This, however, is contrary to law, and cannot be done ; he
must elect between the two alternatives : hence in English
law the act is called election.

This is not an ordinary case of election, but I consider
that it is not open to her both to approbate and reprobate

to take benefits under the settlement, and by her will

to dispose of property which is comprised therein in a
manner not in accordance with its provisions.

Weekly Reporter, XXXII. 581.

approbation (ap-ro-ba'shqn), n. [< ME. appro-
bation, proof, < L'. approbatio(n-), < approbare,
pp. approbatus: see approve1

.] 1. The act of

approving or commending ;
the giving of assent

to something as proper or praiseworthy ;
sanc-

tion; approval; commendation.
The silent approbation of one's own breast.

Melmoth, tr. of Pliny's Letters, i. 8.

Both managers and authors of the least merit laugh at

your pretensions. The public is their critic without
whose fair approbation they know no play cau rest on the

stage. Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

If the approbation of good men be an object fit to be

pursued, it is fit to be enjoyed.
D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 27, 1834.

2. In the Rom. Cath. Cfi., the official judg-
ment of a bishop or his representative approv-
ing the fitness of a priest for healing confes-
sion. It is distinct from the conferring of jurisdiction
or power of absolving, though, except in case of danger
of death, necessary to the valid exercise of the latter.

See jurisdiction.

3. An official sanction or license formerly re-

quired in England, France, etc., for the publi-
cation of a book or other writing. 4f. Con-
clusive evidence; proof. ShaJc. 5f. Proba-

tion; trial; novitiate.

This day my sister should the cloister enter,
And there receive her approbation.

Shak., M. forM., i. 3.

= Syn. 1. Approbation, Approval, liking, commendation;
sanction, consent, concurrence. Approbation and approval
are becoming separated in meaning, approbation being
used more for the inward feeling, and approval more for
the formal act.



approbative

apprpbative (ap
'
ro - ba -

tiv), a. [= F. appro-
oil /if, < L. as if *approbativus : see n/i/n'iilxili

and -ire.] Approving ; expressing, implying, or

of the nature of approbation.
approbativeness (ap'ro-ba-tiv-nes), n. In

pln'i-ii., ambition; love of praise or desire for

fame; pride of character; sensitiveness to the

opinions of others. I'mrlrr anil H'rllx.

approbator (ap'ro-ba-tor), . [L., an approver,
\approbare. pp. appfob&tllt, approve : see up-

yirori'l.]
One who approves formally: as,

judges and approbu tors, Evelyn, Letter (1GG9).

[Rare.]

approbatory (ap'ro-ba-to-ri), a. [<ML. iipprn-

uatoiiiiXjdj. approootor: see approbator.] Hav-
ing die nature of sanction; containing or ex-

pressing approbation.
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sion of others
;
claim or use as by an exclusive

right : as, let no man appropriate the use of a
common benefit.

To themsehv^ M/./^-O/,, /,////,./

Tin- Spirit of (lod. Milton, P. L.. xii. .".Is.

A man is ;i knave who falsely, lint ill the panic of turn-

ing all suspicion from himself, charges you or me with

having ii/'i>i-"fi-i<ii<'<l ;inother man's jewel.
De (/Him; :/. Si-crct Societies, ii. -Syn lj</'"'"'"'"' -I/'/"'" 1

'

11

The estate I so ii.linired and envied is my own. It is aiiee. eonsent. aiitliori/ation.

the nature of the soul to appropriate all things. apprOVance (a-prii' vans), n. [< OF. iiprnrinii-i; <
/;,,,-.

, Compensation,
f,,,,,.,,,.,

r .

See "/-/-wiv
' and -.] The act of

2. In general, to take for any use; put to use.
approving; approbation. [Archaic.]

approve

approval (a-pro'val), . [< ap^ron
1 -t- -al. }

The act of approving: approbation; commen-
dation; sanction; ratification.

A censor . . . without wlmsi- .!/./"'"'"' no c:i]pitld scn-
tence-s are to In- i-M-rutt:'!. Sir 1C. T'-mj.t,^ Hnnir \ iitui-s.

He was tender, in.siiinatiiiK, un.\ii>u.T for IHT r';'/"'""/,

eager to unfold hinisclt to lift-.

Mrs. Illiiihaiil, Hester, xxii.

s . . . confirmatory and rt ..

",'/("/'-x, I. 457.

approclivityt (ap-ro-kliv'i-ti), ii. [< dp- 1 + pro-
I'liriti/.] Proclivity; inclination; tendency.
appromptH (a-prompf), r. t. [< L. (id, to, +
pronijitiis, prompt : see prompt.] To prompt;
stimulate; encourage: as, ''to apprompt our in-

vention," liiicon, Advancement of Leaming, ii.

apprompt2
t, ('. t. [< AF. iironipt<-r, apromtcr,

OF. enpromtrr, F. cHii>rni<trr = Walloon <-pr<m-
tir = It. impnintart; borrow, = Wallach. inpru-
unita, give or take in pledge, < LL. "inprotini-
tiit/i-i; < in, III-O/IIK liiiiui, in advance (> Wallach.

iiipriuniit, a pledge): L. in, in, for; proiuntnuiH,
an advance, neut. of jirnmutuun, paid before-

hand, advanced, < jiro, beforehand, + niutuws,
lent: see mutual.'] To borrow.

approoft (a-prof), a. [The mod. form is re-
fated to up/iron

1 as proof to prove; ME. ap-
prcji'i; npri'j', < OF. aproce, apreuve, proof, trial,
< aprocrr, prove: see approve^, audef. proof.]
1. The act of proving; trial; test. 2. Ap-
proval or approbation.

He was pleased a marriage feast to crown
With his great presence, and approof of it.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, X. 23.

approperatet (a-prop'e-rat), c. *. [< L. ap-
properatun, pp. of appropcrare, adpropcrare, <

ad, to, + properare, hasten, < properus, quick,

speedy, < pro, forward, + *-parus, < MIrun;
make, prepare : see pare, prepare.] To hasten.

Cockcram; Johnson.

appropinquate! (ap-ro-ping'kwat), r. [< L.

appropinipnttus, pp. of Ujipropinquare, adpro-
pinquarc, < ad, to, + propinquare, bring near, <

propinquus, near: see propinquity.] I. intrans.

To draw near
; approach.

II. trans. To bring near.

appropinquationt (ap
//

ro-ping-kwa'shon), n.

[<f L. appropinquatio(n-), < appropiixfuare : see

(il/lir<>/>!n<iiiate.] 1. The act of coining into
near relation or proximity ;

a drawing nigh.
There are many ways of our nppropiiuntation to God.

/;/'. Hall, Remains, p. 90.

2. The act of bringing remote things near.

appropinquet (ap-ro-prngk'), v. t. [< L. appro-
pinquiire: see appropinquate.] To approach;
get nearer to. [Rare. ]

The clotted Mood within my hose . . .

With mortal crisis doth portend
My days to aupropinqtte an end.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. iii. 590.

appropinquity (ap-ro-ping'kwi-ti), n. [< a/i-
1

+ propinquity, q. v. Cf. appropinquate.] The
state of being near

; propinquity. [Rare.]
appropret, v. t. [< ME. apropren, appropren, <

OF, aproprier, F. approprier = Pr. apropriar =
Sp. apropiar=Pg. apropriar= It. appropriate,
(.IJLi. appropriare, appropriate: see appropriate,
(.] 1. To appropriate; set apart for a special
purpose; assign; take possession of. Specifi-
cally 2. Mceles., to annex to a religious cor-

poration.
appropriable (a-pro'pri-a-bl), a. [< LL. as if

'appropridbiUtZappropnare : see appropriate.]
Capable of being appropriated, set apart, se-

questered, or assigned exclusively to a par-
ticular use.

appropriamentt (a-pro'pri-a-ment), . [< LL.
nppropriari' : see appropriate and -ntent.'] Any-
thing properly or peculiarly one's own

;
a char-

acteristic.
If you can neglect

Your own ajtpropnaments, but praising that
In others wherein yon excel yourself,
Vou .shall be much beloved here.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, i. 1.

appropriate (a-pro'pri-at), r. t. ; pret. and pp.
iipprnpriiitfil, ppr. ttppnipriating. [< LL. appro-
l>riatun, pp. of appropriare, adpropriarc, make
one's own, < L. ail, to, + pro/iritis, one's own :

see proper.] 1. To take to one's self in exclu-

In solar light the leaves of plants decompose both ear-

Imnie anliyilridc and water, <tfifi-i>i-ifitin>r the carbon anil

the hydrogen of each for their own growth and nutrition.

W. A. Miller, Klein, of Cllem., 8fil.

3. To set apart for or assign to a particular
purpose or use, in exclusion of all other pur-
poses or uses: as, Congress appropriated more
money than was needed; to appropriate a spot
of ground for a garden.
The profits of that establishment [the Post-officel had

l>een appropriated by Parliament to the Duke of York.
Mneaiilaii. Hist. Eng., iii.

4. In cedes, law, to annex, as a benefice, to an
ecclesiastical corporation, for its perpetual use.

appropriate (a-pro'pri-at), a. and . [< LL. <ip-

propriiitus, pp.: see the verb.] I. a. Set apart
for a particular use or person ; hence, belonging
peculiarly; suitable; fit; befitting; proper.

It might be thought to be rather a matter of dignity
than any matter of diffidence appropriate to his own case.

Bacon.
More appropriate instances abound.

Browniny, Ring and Book, II. 124.

A warlike, a refined, an industrial society, each evokes
and requires its specific qualities and produces its appro-
priate type. /./raty, Kurop. Morals, I. 165.

= SjTL Apt, becoming, in keeping, felicitous.

Il.t " Peculiar characteristic; attribute;

proper function ; property.
The Bible's appropriate being ... to enlighten the

eyes and make wise the simple.
Boyle, Style of Holy Scripture, p. 44.

appropriately (a-pro'pri-at-li), adv. In an ap-

propriate or proper manner ; fittingly; suitably.

appropriateness (a-pro'pri-at-nes), . The
quality of being appropriate or suitable; ap-

plicability.
A hunting-box, a park-lodge, may have a forest grace

and the beauty of appropriateness, De Qnineey, Style, i.

appropriation (a-pro-pri-a'shon), n. [= P. ap-

propriation, < LL. appropriatio(n-), < appropri-
are: see appropriate,j 1. The act of appropri-
ating, setting apart, or assigning to a particu-
lar use or person in exclusion of all others

; ap-
plication to a special use or purpose ; specifical-

ly, an act of a legislature authorizing money to

be paid from the treasury for a special use.

2. Anything appropriated or set apart for a

special purpose, as money.
The specific appropriations made by Congress for the

mints and assay offices of the United States daring the

fiscal year ended June 30, 1888, amounted to $1,169,350.

Report of Sec. of the Treasury, 188, I. 1S7.

3f. Acquisition; addition.

He doth nothing but talk of his horse ; and he makes It

a great appropriation to his own good parts that he can
shoe him himself. Shak., M. of V., L 2.

4. Iii law : (a) The annexing or setting apart
of a benefice to the perpetual use of a spiritual

corporation. (6) The determining to which of

several debts a sum of money paid shall be ap-
plied. It the debtor does not designate the appropria-
tion, the creditor may; if neither has done so, and litigation

arises, the court may do it. Appropriation bill, a legis-
lative bill proposing appropriations of money for some par-
ticular purpose, as for carrying on some department of gov-
ernment.

appropriative (a-pro'pri-a-tiv), a. [< appro-
priate + -ive.] Appropriating; making appro-
priation ; having the power, tendency, or capa-
bility of appropriating.
appropriator (a-pro'pri-a-tor), . [< LL. as if
*
appropriator, t appropriare, appropriate.] 1.

One who appropnates or takes to his own use.

He knew very well that he was the . . . appropriator of
the money which . . . ought to have fallen to his younger
brother. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xliv.

2. In ecclcs. law, one who is possessed of an
appropriated benefice. See appropriate, v., 4.

approprietaryt (ap-ro-pri'e-ta-ri), n. [Trreg. <

appropriate, after proprietary.] Same as ap-
propriator, 2.

approvable (a-pro'va-bl), a. [< approve*- +
-able.] Capable of being approved; meriting
approbation.
approvableness (a-pr8'va-bl-nes), n. [< ap-
prorablr + -iic.v.v.] The quality of being ap-
provable.

Thr |'<-op!o standing all about,
As in approvance, doe thereto applaud.'-

approve' (a-proV), v.; pret. and pp. i

(rarely pp. n/i/miri'ii, after proe<:n), ppr. npprov-
inij. [Karly mod. E. also apprnon; < ME. npro-
rea, apprKori'H,iipreri-n, II/I/H-I

r/
it, < OF. uprnn-r.

approni; ri/i/ii-iii/rii; ti/i/irfiii-n: n/i/irober, etc.,
F. a/iprourer^Pr. Sp. />ro6r= Pg. ai>pnirnr=
It. approvare, < L. iipjirolMin; it<l/>rt>lntn; assent
to as good, approve, also show to be good, con-

firm, < ad, to, + jiroban; < prolmn, good: see

prove.] I. trans. 1. To make good; show to

be real or true; prove; confirm; attest; cor-

roborate.
What damned error but some sober brow
Will bless it, and apprnce it with a text?

Sliiil,:, \1. of V., iii. 2.

Wouldst thou approve thy constancy? Approve
First thy obedience. Milton, P. L., ix. 367.

The Guardian Angels of Paradise are described as re-

turning to Heaven upon the Kail of .Man, in order to ap-
prove then- Vigilance. Addison, Spectator, No. S57.

2. To show
; prove to be

;
demonstrate.

In all things ye have approved yourselves to be clear in

this matter. 2 Cor. vii. 11.

'Tis an old lesson ; Time approees it true.

i:n,:,:i, ( hilde Harold, ii. 35.

3. To sanction officially ; ratify authoritatively:
as, the decision of the court martial was ap-
proved.

And by thy coining certainly approve
The pledge of peace. Ford, Honour Triumphant.

4. To pronounce good; think or judge well of;
admit the propriety or excellence of

;
be pleased

with; commend: as, on trial the goods were
approved; to approve the policy of the admin-
istration.

Yet their posterity approve their sayings. Ps. xlix. 13.

The deed which closed the mortal course of these sove-

reigns, I shall neither approve nor condemn.
Je/erson, Autobiog., p. 82.

She wore the colours I approved.
Tennyson, The Letters.

5. To manifest as worthy of approval; com-
mend : used reflexively.
The miracles of Christianity, so far from shocking me,

approve themselves at once to my intellect and my heart.

Outlining, Perfect Life, p. 248.

6. To put to the test
; prove by trial ; try.

Nay, task me to my word ; approve me, lord.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., Iv. 1.

A hundred knights with Palamon there came,
ApproD'd in fight, and men of mighty name.

Dnitlrn, Pal. and Arc., 1. 1299.

Hence 7t. To convict upon trial or by proof.
He that is approo'd in this offence.

Shak., Othello, 11. 3.

Approved bill or note, in coin., a bill or note drawn by a
solvent, trustworthy party, and to which therefore no rea-
sonable objection can be made.

H. intrans. If. To show itself to be; prove or
turn out. 2. To think or judge well or favor-

ably ;
be pleased : usually with of.

I showed you a piece of black and white stuff, just sent
from the dyer ; which you were pleased to approve of and
be my customer for. Sictft.

approve2 (a-prov'), . t.
; pret. and pp. ap-

proved, ppr. approving. [The form approve
(NL. approbare, approvare), confused with ap-
prove1

,
is a mod. error, due to a misunder-

standing of the earlier forms ; prop, approw, <

late ME. approwe, aprowe, aproue, < OF. aproer,
approer, approuer, approicer (> ML. approare,
appruare, and later apprut-are, approrare, as

above), profit, benefit, improve, < a (L. ad), to,
+ pro, pru, prou, preu, earliest form prod ( > ME.
prow), benefit, advantage, profit: seeprow1 and
prowess. By a change of prefix, approve^ has
become improve, q. v. Cf. appair, impair.] In
law, to turn to one's own profit; augment the
value or profits of, as of waste land, by inclos-

ing and cultivating; improve.
As long ago as the thirteenth century the statute of

Merton had authorized the lords of manors to approve,
that is, inclose for their own profit, as much of the waste
land as would leave enough uninclosed for the use of the
commoners. F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 173.



approvedly

approvedly (a-pro'ved-li), adv. In a manner
to gain approval ;

to an approved degree.
approvement1

(a-prov'ment), it. [< approve1

^-mciit.] If. Tue act of approving ; approba-
tion

;
an expression of assent or preference.

I did nothing without your approvement, llayward.

I am not bound
< To fancy your approvements, but my own.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, i. 3.

2. In laic, the act of becoming an approver or

informer; the act of a prisoner who confesses,
and accuses his accomplices ;

the act of turn-

ing king's or state's evidence.

approvement- (a-prov'ment), n. [Prop, ap-
prowment (see ttpprowP), <i late ME. approwe-
mcnt, (//i/immeitt, aprowement, aprotiment, < OF.
aprueniait, aprouement, aprowement (ML. appro-

280
The largest capacity and the most noble dispositions are

but an approximation to the proper standard and true

symmetry of human nature. /*. Taylor.
Not directly, but by successive approximation*, do man-

kind reach correct conclusions.
II. Spencer, Trin. of Biol., 147.

2. In math. unApliys. : (a) A continual approach
to a true result

;
the process by which the value

of a quantity is calculated with continually in-

creasing exactness without ever being actually
ascertained. (6) A result so obtained

;
a result

which is not rigorously exact, but is so near the
truth as to be sufficient for a given purpose.
Homer's method of approximation (named for its

inventor, W. G. Homer, died 1S37), a method of solving nu-
merical equations, the most salient features of which are
that each approximate value is obtained from the last by

el-Taylor's theorem, and that the coefficients of the devi

_r , ~j,, ^
, ~j,. , v rl,, - opment are calculated by a certain systematic procedure.

vamenta, ttppn<i-imnitti, <t/>i-ofiamenta, pi.), < approximative (a-prok' si-ma-tiv), a. [= F.

aproer, etc., profit, benefit, improve: see an- approximattf, <L,L,.imif*approximativus,< ap-

proceV anrl-ment. Now improvement, q. v.] In proximare: see approximate.] Approaching;
old English law : (a) The improvement by the coming near, as to some state or result,

lord of a manor of common or waste lands by approximative^ (a-prok'si-ma-tiv-li), adr. In

inclosing and converting them to his own use. an approximative manner; approximately.
(6) The profits of such lands. appui, appuy (ap-we'), v. t.\ pret. and pp. ap-

approver 1
(a-pro'ver), n. [ME. "approvour, usu-

ally proeow, only in def. 1; < approve1 + -er1.]
1. One who approves or commends. 2. One
who proves or offers to prove ; specifically, in

puied, appui/ed, ppr. appnying. [< F. appuyer,
OF. apuyer, apouier, apoier, = It. appoggiare
(see appoggiato), < ML. appodiare, support,
prop, < L. ad, to, + podium, a support, a bal-wno proves or oners to prove; specifically, in rxvlfi

^ " "> "> ' jwuum, oupyun, a, uai-

taw, one who confesses a felony, and gives evi- conv
i
ete -> > F - P*> PU'J< a hill (appuye, a bal-

dence against his accomplice or accomplices ;

cony)i = !* 1'Offffio, a hill, bluff, formerly also adence against his accomplice or accomplices; ... - ,

an informer and accuser; one who turns king's horse-block, etc.: see podium.] To support;
nv otota'a ,.i-;,i. .,,,.., milit., to post, as troops, at a point of support.

appui (ap-we'), [F., a support, prop, < ap-
lt. A support,

or state's evidence.

In the 22 Edw. III. a commission was issued to inquire
Into the practice of torturing men by gaolers to compel
them to become approvers.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., III. 288, note.

puyer, support: see appui, v.

stay, or prop.
If a vine be to climb trees that are of any great height,

there would be stays and appuies set to it.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, I. 538.

2. In the manage, a reciprocal action between
the mouth of the horse and the hand of the

approver2! (a-pro'ver), . [Prop, apprower
(see approve), < ME. apprower, approwonr, ap-
prouour, < AF. aprouour, OF.*aproeor (ML. ap-
prouator, appruator, NL. approbator), < aproer,

-

etc., profit, benefit: see approve? and -er.] One rider, the bit and rein forming the line of eom-
who manages a landed estate for the owner

;

rnunication : thus, a horse with a sensitive

a bailiff or steward of a manor
;
an agent.

mouth may be said to have a good appui. and
- *ne same may be said of the rider if his hand

good. Point d'appul (pwaft dap-we'), point of sup-
port

i V^9 '8 ' '"*?" a flxe
'} Point at which troops form, and

approvingly (a-pro'ving-li), adv. In a com
mendatory manner ; in such a way as to imply
approval.
approximal (a-prok'si-mal), a. [< L. ad, to, +
prariwtw, next, + -aZ. Cf'.' approximate.] Close-

ly joined: in anat., used with reference to the
surfaces of adjoining teeth.

on which operations are based,

appulse (ap'uls or a-puls'), n.

aapulsus, driving to, a landing,
Dulsus, adpulsus, pp. of appellere, adpellere,
ive to, < ad, to, + pellere, drive : see pulse, and

apricot

appurtenant (a-per'te-nant), a. and . [Also
wi'itten, less commonly',' appertinent; < ME.
appertcnant, apertiiicnt, nji/iui-tcnauiit, apurte-
nant, etc., < OF. apertenant, aparteiiant, < LL.
appertincn(t-)s, ppr. of appertinere, belong to,

appertain: see appertain and-axfi, and cf. ap-
purtenance.] I. a. Appertaining or belonging:
pertaining ;

incident or relating to, as a legal
right, interest, or property subsidiary to one
more valuable or important.
Kight of way . . . appurtenant to land.

Blackttone, Commentaries, ii. 3.

A part |of land common to a tribe] is allotted in a spe-
cial way to the chief, as aitpurtenant to his office, and
descends from chief to chief according to a special rule of
succession. Edinburgh Ken.

Common appurtenant. See common, n.

II. . A thing appertaining to another more
important thing ;

an appurtenance ;
a belonging.

appuy, v. t. See appui.

aprankt (a-prank'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<
CT3 -(- prank.] In ostentatious or impertinent
fashion.
To set the arms a-gambo and a-prank.

J. Buhner, Chironomia (1644), p. 104.

apraxia (a-prak'si-a), . [NL., < Gr. airpa.ia,
not doing, non-action, < a-irpaKrof, not doing,
not to be done, < a- priv. + Trpa/mif, verbal adj.
of irpaaaeiv ,

do : see practice, praxis.] Inpathol.,
loss of the knowledge of the uses of things.
apresst, '. t. An old form of oppress. Chaucer.

apricate (ap'ri-kat), r. [< L. apricatus, pp. of

apricari, bask in the sun, < apricits, open to the

sun, sunny, prob. < "apericus, < aperire, open :

see aperient, and cf. April.] I. intrans. To
bask in the sun. Boyle. [Rare.]

II. trans. To expose to sunlight. DeQuincey.
[Rare.]

aprication (ap-ri-ka'shon), n. [< L. aprica-
tio(n-), < apricari: see apricate.] The act of

basking in the sun; exposure to sunlight.
Cockeram. [Rare.]
The luxury and benefit of aprication, or immersion in

the sunshine bath. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 209.

apricityt (a-pris'i-ti), . [< L. apricitas, < apri-
cus, sunny: see apricate.] The warmness of
the sun in winter. Cockeram.

apricockt, . An old spelling of apricot.

apricot (a'pri-kot or ap'ri-kot), n. [Early mod.
E. also aprieote, aprecott, africot, abricote, abri-

coct, etc., with term, after F. abricot, also, and___-. _ .. f i / j_\ r-y TT ^ijro w, \ wit, tu, T^ ItcllcIC, Ulivf ; stu IJHtyc, ailll . --/
approximant (a-prok si-mant), a. [< LL. op- cf. jmj,,rfse repwfee.] 1. The act of striking earlier, apricock, aprecock, aprieok, abrecock,
proximan(t-)s,ppr.of approximare: seeapproxi- against or driving upon something; active or abrecok, etc. (cf. D. a&rifcoos, f>an. abrilcog, SwI^

[Rt?e
r

i

a0 m character; aPProxlmat-
energetic approach. [Rare.]
In all consonants there is an apvu,

Approximant and conformant to the apostolical and
pure primitive church. Sir E. Dering, Speeches, p. 74.

approximate (a-prok'si-mat), v.
; pret. and pp.

approximated, ppr. approximating. [< LL. ap-
proximatus, pp. of approximare, < L. ad, to, +

appulxe of the organs.
Holder.

2. In astron., the approach of any planet to a
conjunction with the sun or a star. 3f. A
coming to land, as of a vessel : as, "the appulse
of the ark," J. Bryant, Mythol., II. 412.

proximare, come near, < proximus (loT*propsi- appulsion (a-pul'shon), n. [< L. as if "appul-
mus), superl. ofprope, near: see proximate, and sio(n-), < appulsus : "see apprise.] The act of
cf. approach.] I. trans. To carry or bring near; striking against ; collision

; concussion; shock,
advance closely upon; cause to approach in appulsive (a-pul'siv), a. [< L. appulsus: see
position, quality, character, condition, etc. appulse and' -MIC.] Striking against; impin-
To approximate the inequality of riches to the level of gmg : as, the appulsive influence of the planets.

Burke, appulsively (a-pul'siv-li), adv. By appulsion.
II. intrans. To come near; approach closely; appurtenance (a-per'te-nans), n. [Also, less

figuratively, to stand in intimate relation; be
remarkably similar.

It is the tendency of every dominant system . . . to force
its opponents into the most hostile and jealous attitude,
from the apprehension which they naturally feel, lest, in
those points in which they approximate towards it, they
should be misinterpreted and overborne by its authority.

J. H. Newman, Development of Christ. Doctrine, Int.

approximate (a-prok'si-mat), a. [< LL. approxi-
matus,pp.: seethe verb.]

'

1. Near in position ;

near to; close together. Specifically (a) In anat.,
applied to teeth so arranged in the jaw that there is no
vacancy between them, as the teeth of man. (6) In oof.,
said of leaves or other organs that stand near together.
2. Near in character; very similar: as, a state-
ment closely approximate to a falsehood. 3.
Nearly approaching accuracy or correctness;
nearly precise, perfect, or complete: as, an ap-
proximate result; approximate values.
The English must certainly rank among the more mixed

nations ; we cannot claim the approximate purity of
Basques and Albanians. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 88.

Approximate value or formula, in math., one which
is very nearly, but not exactly, true.

approximately (a-prok'si-mat-li), adv. In an
approximate manner; by approximation ;

near-
ly; closely.

commonly, appertenaiice, appertinence. and,
with immediate dependence on the verb, ap-
pertainance, q. v.

; < ME. appertenaunce, ap-
partenaunce, but earlier and usually appur-
tenaunce, apportenaunce, apurtenaunce, apor-
tenaunce, < AF. apwtenance, OF. apertenance,
apartenanee = Pr. apartenensa = It. apparte-
nenza, < ML. appertenentia, < LL. appertinere,
belong to, appertain: see appertain, appurte-
nant, and -ance.] 1. The act, state, or fact of

appertaining. 2. Thatwhich appertains or be-
longs to something else

; something belonging
to another thing as principal ;

an adjunct ;
an

appendage; an accessory: as, "appurtenances
of majesty," Barrow, Sermons, III. xiv.
The Pope with his appertinences the Prelates.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 42.

Revolutions upon revolutions, each attended by its ap-
purtenance of proscriptions, and persecutions, and tests.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

3. Specifically, in law, a right, privilege, or im-
provement belonging to a principal property,
as a right of pasture in a common attached
to an estate, outhouses, gardens, etc., attached
to a mansion, and the like.

aprikos, G. aprikose), < Pg. albricoque = Sp. al-

baricoque, OSp. albarcoque, albercoque, etc., =
It. albercocca, albicocca (the forms in apr-, as
in E., Gr., etc., being due perhaps to a fancied
connection with L. apricus, sunny (so ex-

plained by Minsheu: "q[uasi] in aprico coc-

tus," ripened in a sunny place) : see apricate), <
Ar. al-birquq, al-burquq, apricot, < al, the, and
burquq, < Gr. irpairiKiov, pi. Kpam6Kia (Dioscori-
des), later 7rpeK6iaua, /3epiK6nKta (whence formerly
in It. berricocche, pi. Minsheu), < L. praecoqua,
apricots, neut. pi. of pra'coqmts, a form of prce-
cox, early ripe, precocious, < pro;, beforehand,+ coquere, cook: see precocious and cook1 . The
vernacular Ar. name is mishmish, musnmush, >
Pers. mishmish; Hind, khubani.] A roundish,

approximation (a-prok-si-ma'shon), n. [=F. appurtenancet (a-per te-nans), v. t. [< appur-

approximation, < L'L. approximare: see approxi-
n<ince, n.] To furnish with by way of appur-

mate,v.-\ 1 . The act of approximating ;
a draw-

tenance
5 supply or equip.

tio
g
n r^oTrlTn^Lroach .

8PaC6;^ ^^-^"fS?3^$%&,>&on, aegree, or relation
, approach ; proximity, ing, parks, and mills. B. Careu; Survey of Cornwall.

Apricot (Pr

pubescent, orange-colored fruit, of a rich aro-
matic flavor, the produce of a tree of the plum
kind, Prunus Armeniaca, natural order Bosacea;.
Its specific name is due to the belief that it is a native of
Armenia, but it is now supposed to be of Chinese origin.



apricot

It grows wild ill the Himalayas utiil Northwestern Prov-

inces of India, where its fruit is -nthnrd in great quanti-
ties. Itwu Introduced into Knglaudiu l:">24, liytliev
er of Henry VIII. The tree rises to the height of from 1.".

to 20 and even :10 feet, anil its tlowcrs upp<-:ir In/forc its

leaves. In cultivation it is often propagated l>y budding
upon plum-stocks. There is a eonsiileralde niiiiilier of vii-

rifties, some of them with sweet kernels which may IK-

i-alen like almonds. The wild apricot of the \\Yst Indie.-,

is the .MiiMiinn AiiH'riniiut; that of (liiiana. tin- Courou

l>itii Uir/ii/tt'tt*;*. Korlni-rlv ;il-o ^ix-ll^t nffi'-'n-l:.

April (a'pril), M. [< ME. Aprilt; Aprille, etc.

(AS. rarely Aprelis), also and earlier Arrril,

Averel, Averytte, < OF. Arrill, F. Ami = J'r. Sp.

Pg. Abril = It. Aprils = I). April = MHG.
Ai>rill<; .Ihrillc, Abrelle, A/nill. G. .I/nil = Dan.
Sw. April, < L. Aprilin (sc. iiii-imiy, month),
April; usually, but fancifully, regarded as if

< "apcrilin, < iiperirt; open, as the month when
the earth 'opens' to produce new fruits: see

aperient.] The fourth mouth of the year, con-

taining thirty days. With poets, April is the tjpe "f

ineonstuney, from the changeableness of its weather.

April fOOL See./Wt.
a priori (a pri-o'ri). [L., from something prior
or going before: for HO, from; priori, abl. of

prinr, neut. prian, preceding: see prior, a."]

From the former; from that which precedes;
hence, from antecedent to consequent, from con-
dition to conditioned, or from cause to effect.
Since the fourteenth century, the phrase tlt'iiu'iislntlin u

priori (first found in Albert of Saxony, died 131)0) has
been commonly employed, instead of the earlier expres-
sion di'ittuntitratio pfouter tfttid,

to mean proof proceeding'
from causes or first principles : opposed to detnonntratio
a posteriori, or denn>n*tf'itn, '/nin, which proceeds from ef-

fect to cause, and simply proves the fact without show-

ing why it must be as it is. In the eighteenth century de-

monstratio a priori was applied to reasoning from a given
notion to the conditions which such notion involves. But
since Kaut, a priori, used as an adjective and frequently
placed before the noun, has been applied to cognitions
which, though they may come to us in experience, have
their origin in the nature of the mind, and are independent
ol experience.

Demonstration is perfect, when it proceedeth from the

proper cause to the effect, called of the scholemen, "

/;/<;.. Blundeville, Arte of Logicke (1599), vi. 19.

Thus when we argue from the ideas we have of immen-
sity, eternity, necessary existence, and the like, that such
perfections can reside but in one being, and thence con-
clude that there can be but one supreme God, . . . this is

an argument a priori. Clarke.

General truths, which at the same time bear the charac-
ter of an inward necessity, must be independent of experi-
enceclear and certain by themselves. They are there-
fore called a priori, while that which is simply taken from
experience is said to be, in ordinary parlance, known a

posteriori or empirically only.

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Max Muller.

As used in a psychological sense, knowledge a posteriori
is a synonym for knowledge empirical, or from experience ;

ami, consequently, is adventitious to the mind, as subse-

quent to, and in consequence of, the exercise of its facul-
ties of observation. Knowledge a priori, on the contrary,
called likewise native, pure, or transcendental knowledge,
embraces those principles which, as the condition of the
exercise of its faculties of observation and thought, are,

consequently, not the result of that exercise. True it is

that, chronologically considered, our a priori is not ante-
cedent to our a posteriori knowledge ; for the internal con-
ditions of experience can only operate when an object of

experience has been presented. Sir W. Hamilton.

A priori philosopher, a philosopher who believes in the
existence of a priori cognition in the Kantian sense of the
term ; an apriorist.

apriorism (a-pri-6'rizm), n. [< a priori, as adj.,
T -ism.'} 1. A principle assumed as if known
a priori : used in a depreciatory sense.

Unwarrantable a-priorigms, . . . pure unproved as-

sumptions. The American, VIII. 106.

2. A priori reasoning, as characteristic of a

phase of thought or of a thinker,

apriorist (a-pri-6'rist), n. [< a priori, as adj.,
T -ist. ] One who believes in the existence of
a priori cognition in the Kantian sense of the
term. See a priori.

This will be disputed by the apriorists.
G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. 182.

aprioristic (a-pri-o-ris'tik), a. 1. A priori.
2. Having something of an a priori character:

as, aprioristic reasoning or tendencies. [Rare.]
apriority (a-pri-or'i-ti), n. [< a, priori + -ity.]
In philos., the character of beingunderived from
experience, or of being a priori.

Aprocta (a-prok'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

aproctus : see aproetmu.'] One of two divisions
of the Turbellaria, in which the digestive cavity
is cfecal, having no anal aperture : contrasted
with Proetueha. See cut under Dendroca-la.

aproctous (a-prok'tus), a. [< NL. aproctus, <
Gr. <i- priv. + npuKTof, anus.] Having no anus;
specifically, pertaining to or characteristic of
the Aprocta.
The aproctous condition, which persists in most of the

Platyhelminthes, is passed through by these forms at an
early stage in development.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 162.
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apron (a'pruu or a'pern), n. [Early mod. E. also

d/ii'i-ii, apuni, earlier xiipron, whence, by misdi-

viding u iiiiprun as an apron, the loss of initial

H, as in aitih'i'l, aiii/cr, orange, ourh, iim//iir, etc.,

< ME. napron, uaprun, naproniie, nnpcronn, <

OF. itaperon (F. imppi-rini), < HU/K, im/i/ic (F.

inip/i/', a cloth, table-cloth), < L. miippii, a

cloth: see ntipi-ri/, iin/i/.iii. anil inii/i.] 1. A
piece of apparel made in various ways for cov-

ering the front of the person more or less com-

pletely. It is ordinarily used while at work to kf-ji tin

clothes clean or protect them from injury, for which pur-

pose it is made of cotton or linen, or for blackniitli>.

shoemakers, etc., of leather. Aprons of silk or other line

material are sometimes worn by ladies as an article of dress

or for ornament. An apron is also part of certain official

costumes, as that of an Knglish bishop, and that of in

masons and of members of other secret or friendly sori< t ii -.

2. Anything resembling an apron in shape or
use. (o) The leather covering used to protect the lower

part of the person while riding in an open carriage. (&) A
rectangular sheet of lead with a conical projection on the
under side, used to cover the vent in heavy guns ;m<l lirld

pieces. Also called cap. (c) A platform or Mooring of

plank at the entrance of a dock ; the sill, (d) In carp..
the sill or lower part of a window, (e) A strip of lead
which directs the (trip of a wall into a gutter. (/) A piece
of leather or boarding used to conduct loose moving mate-
rial past an opening, as grain in a separator. (//) Sheets
of lead, or flashing, placed about skylights and at the in-

tersection of dormer windows with the roof. (A) The fat

skin covering the belly of a goose. (Provincial. I (i) In

zuol., the abdomen of the brachyurous or short-tailed

decapod crustaceans, as crabs : so called because it is

folded under and closely applied to the thorax. Its width
and general shape often distinguish the sexes.

3. In ship-carp., a piece of curved timber

placed in a ship just above the foremost end
of the keel, to join together the several pieces
of the stem. Also called stomach-piece. See
cut under stem. 4. In mech., the piece that
holds the cutting-tool of a plane. 5. Any
device for protecting a surface of earth from
the action of moving water. Examples of such
devices are : (a) a mattress of brushwood and logs an-
chored with stones, to protect river-banks from the action
of the current ; (6) the planking or logs placed at the base
of a sea-wall, to protect it from the scour of the waves ;

(c) the platform which receives the water that falls over
a dam or through a sluice.

apron (a'prun or a'pern), t: t. [< apron, n.]
To put an apron on ; furnish with an apron ;

cover as with an apron.
The cobbler aproned and the parson gowned.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 197.

aproneert (a-prun-er'), n. [< apron + -eer.]
One who wears an apron ;

a tradesman or shop-
man; a mechanic: as, "some surly aproneer"
Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 238.

apron-lining (a'prun-ir'ning), w. In joinery,
tne piece of boarding which covers the rough
apron-piece of a staircase.

apron-man (a'prun-man), . A man who wears
an apron; a laboring man or workman; a
waiter or bar-tender.

You have made good work,
You, and your apron-men. Shak., Cor., iv. 6.

apron-piece (a'prun-pes), n. In joinery, a piece
of timber fixed into a wall and projecting hori-

zontally, to support the carnage-pieces and
joistings in the half-spaces or landing-places
of a staircase. Also called pitching-piece.
apron-roll (a'prun-rol), . In mach., a roll

which gives motion to or which supports a

traveling apron.
The upward movement of the drum prevents the skin

from being carried around the inner apron-roll.
C. T. Davis, Leather, p. 316.

apron-squiret, " Same as apple-squire. Nashe.

(N. E. I).)

apron-string (a'prun-string), . A string by
which an apron is attached to the person.
Apron-string hold, in law, a tenure of property through
one's wife, orduring her lifetime alone. To be tied to a
woman's apron-strings, to be bound to her as a child
is bound to its mother-be unable to break away from her
control or influence ; be kept subservient to her caprice.

apropos (ap-ro-po'), adv., a., and n. [< F. apro-
pos, to the purpose : A, to, with reference to,
< L. ad, to

; propos, purpose, < L. propositum,
a thing proposed: see purpose and propose.]
I. adv. 1. To the purpose; opportunely; sea-

sonably. 2. With reference or regard; in re-

spect: followed by of.

Suddenly, and d propos of nothing, asking him how it

was possible for a man to have three godmothers.
W. Black, Shandon Bells, xxxiii.

3. With reference to that (a thing just men-
tioned) ; by the way : used absolutely, to intro-

duce an incidental observation.

Mr. Brown is now busy upon his work. Apropoi, I

heard very lately that my friend was the author of that
fine little pamphlet that has so irretrievably spoiled the
credit and sale of that vain simple book of Weston's.

Wartntrton, To Kurd, Letter xvii.

apse-chapel

II. a. Opportune; seasonable; to the pur-
pose; pertinent; happy: as. ;m iiprnpHB remark.

III. . IVrtinency. |
liarr.

|

Aprosmictus (aii-io's-niik'tus), w. [XL.,< Gr.

atrpdo/UKTOff not associating, isolated, < u- priv.
+ 9

1fp6ofUKTO\ ,
Verbs] ml.). <>t T/HIT///;. n r/, mingle

with, associate, < ,-p.' . by, with, -f utyvfoai,

mingle, mix: see >.] A genus of parra-
keets. [[ iiirlmli s .I. ><</' l'i-t>i>r-'/-i. tin- n d-winged p:ir-
i ilk- it i>l VilMrali.'i, :uid .I. Xi-itjtiiliitti*. the kinu' pun'ilkrrt.

By sum.' llir mi i-i ^i\m to a snli'.vuu, of 1'lniii,-

aprosopia (ap-i-o-so'pi-a), H. [XL., < Gr. airpu-

OTJTUI;, without a face, < a- priv. + xp/iau-ov,
l';i<-.'.

]
In ii-ruliil., absence of the greater part

of the face, due to arrested development of the
mandilmlar arch.

aproterodont (ap-ro-ter'o-dout), . [< Gr. ii-

priv. + ~/j<ir(, in front, + I/AIM; (orfwr-) = E.

lniilli.~\ In liirprl., having no front teeth: ap-
plied to the dentition of serpents whose inter-

maxillaries are toothless.

aps (aps), n. [A dial, form of axpl, q. v.] A
common name for white-poplar wood, used for

toys, etc. [Eng.]
apse (aps), n. [< L. apsis, in the architectural

sense, as in definition : see apsis.'] 1. In arrli. :

(a) Strictly, any recess, or the termination
of a building, of semicircular plan, covered

by a semicircular vault or semi-dome; hence,
a similar feature of polygonal plan. (6) In

ordinary use, the termination of the choir or

pf Pisa, Italy.

sanctuary of any church, particularly if it pre-
sents a superficial resemblance to an apse in

the stricter sense, in that it is at least approxi-
mately semicircular in plan, and vaulted : com-

monly equivalent to chevet, and applied to the
altar extremity of a church, even if of rectan-

gular plan and not vaulted, and including the

apse-aisles, chapels, and any other adjunct to

the ritual east end of a church. The apse in iu
origin was a characteristic feature of the ancient Roman
basilica, in which it formed the raised tribune for the court

magistrates. The throne of the quaestor or presiding judge
stood in the center of the chord of the arc of the apse.
When the basilicas became Christian churches, the throne
was replaced by the high altar, which still occupies this

position in Latin churches of flic strict basilica type, and
has regularly kept it in Oriental churches. Some types ol
church regularly have secondary apses in other positions
than at the eastern end, as at the western end, at the ex-
tremities of the transepts or of aisles, etc. See cuts under
ftdiflfcfl and bema. Also apsis.

2. In astron., same as apsis.

apse-aisle (aps'il), . An aisle which extends
around an apse, continuing the lateral aisles

of the choir, or choir-aisles.

Aps-aisle. Original plan of Notre Dame Cathedral, Paris.

apse-chapel (aps'chap'el), n. A chapel open-
mg upon an apse or apse-aisle.



apselaphesis

apselaphesis (ap-sel-a-fe'sis), )/. [NL., < Gr.
a- priv. +

ij/'/.d<j>t/a/.r, feeling, < ij//.a(f>av, feel,

grope, touch, connected with V"/", touch, rub.]
In pathvl., diminution or loss of tactile sensi-

bility.

apsidal (ap'si-dal), ((. [< //.< ((i/mid-) + -nl.]

1. In astron., pertaining to the apsides. See

a/mix. 2. In areli., of or relating to an apse;
of the nature or form of an apse ; terminating
in an apse.
The prothesis and diaconicon (in Armenian churches] are

never apsidal on the outside, and seldom so on the inside.
J. Al. Nealc, Eastern Church, i, 174.

Apsidal chapel. () A chapel terminating in an apse.
(b) An apse-chapel. Apsidal surface, in ninth., a sur-
face related to any other surface and to any point as l-'res-

nel's wave-surface is related to the quadric -surface and
to its center; that is to say, on each plane section of an
original surface through a certain fixed point the radii
from that point which cut the section orthogonally are

taken, and distances MI mil to these radii are measured off

from the fixed point on the perpendicular to the section ;

then the locus of the extremities of these lines so mea-
sured is the apsidal surface.

apsidally (ap'si-dal-i), adv. In the form or
manner of an apse ;

with an apse.
In this difficulty the architect hit upon the happy ex-

pedient of finishing the roof westwards apsidally.
Dean llowson, Handbook of Chester Cathedral, p. 40.

apsides, . Plural of apsis.

apsidiole (ap-sid'i-61), n. [F., commonly absi-

diole, < NL. "apsidiola, dim. of L. apsis (apsid-),
apse.] A small apse ;

a secondary apse, as one
of the apses on either side of the central or

Apteryx

VKTeaOat, nrijvai, fly), + Aimjc, diver, < Aveiv,

dive, sink.] A genus of penguins, formerly co-
extensive with the family Bphenisoidce, and giv-
ing name to a family Apti

j

nodi/tid<i; but now
usually restricted to two large species, the em-
peror and king penguins, A. imperator and A.

rex, or A.fnrsteri and A. pennant!, distinguished
from all others by their great size and long,
slender, somewhat curved bill. Both were for-

merly called the great or Patagonia penguin,
A. patachonica. Also Aptenodyta and Aptrro-
dijta.

Aptenodytidae (ap"te-no-dit'i-de), n.jiL [NL.,
< Apteiiodytcs + -id<e.] A family of birds, the

penguins, named from the genus Aptetiodytes:
synonymous with Sphemscidd' (which see).

Aptera (ap'te-ra), ii.pl. [NL. (< Gr. avrepa,
animals without wings, dnrepov, the class of
such animals Aristotle), neut. pi. of apterus,
< Gr. dirrepof, wingless: see apterous.] In2od7.,
a group to which various limits have been as-

signed, (a) In the Linnean system of classification, the
seventh and last order of Insecta, including "insects" with-
out wings, that is, crustaceans, arachnidans, myriapods,
etc. In 1795 it was divided by Latreille into seven or-
ders: Si(ctoria,Thysanura, Paraxita, Acephala, Entomos-
traca, Crustacea, and Myriapoda. (b) In Latreille's system
of classification (1817), the fourth of nine orders of Insecta,
including

"
wingless forms without gnathites," and con-

taining only the fleas ; the Suctoria of De Geer, the Sipho-
naptera of Latreille, the Aphaniptera of K irby and modern
writers. Used in this sense also by Macleay and others.

(<) Loosely applied to sundry groups of wingless insects
besides fleas, as to the haustellate and mandibnlate lice,
the thysauurous insects, etc. (d) In Oegenbaur's system of

classification, one of the two prime divisions of Hexapoda
or fnsecta (the other being Pteryyota), consisting of the
two orders Collembola and Thysanura, containing all ap-
terous ametabolous insects of such forms as Podura and
Lipura, Campodea and Lepisma, etc. The name is practi-
:ally synonymous with Ametabola (which see).

., . ., m. L --Pteral (ap'te-ral), . [As apterous + -al.] 1.

The paymaster and the attorney stood at hand apt with Destitute or wings. 2. In arch., applied to a
suggestions. C. J. Bellamy, The Breton Mills, xiv. temple or other building which has no columns

Capable of easy explanation ;
natural

;

on the flanks, but may have a portico at one or
at each end : opposed to peripteral, surrounded
by columns. See prostyle and amphiprostyle.
apteran (ap'te-ran), n. [As apterous + -an.]
A wingless insect; one of the Aptera.
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The hands that have grasped dominion and held it have

been large and hard; those from which it has slipped,
delicate, and iijil for the lyre and the pencil.

Loire/I, Fireside Travels, p. 251.

2. Suited to its purpose ; apposite ; pertinent ;

appropriate ; becoming : as, an apt metaphor.
Such ttft and gracious words,

That aged ears play truant at his tales,
And younger hearings are unite ravished.

fihak., L. L. L., ii. 1.

Expert
In fitting aptest words to things.

Tennyxon, In Memoriam, Ixxv.

Ludicrous yet apt citations
Of barbarous law Latin.

Wldttier, Bridal of Peuuacook.

3. Having a tendency ; naturally susceptible ;

liable
; likely : as, wheat on moist land is apt

to blast or be winter-killed.

It [the harbor) is gay with hundreds of small boats, . . .

apt to be painted green and adorned with pictures.
C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 135.

4. Inclined; predisposed; disposed customa-

rily ; prone ; ready : as, one who is too apt to

slander others.
'Tis time my hard-mouth'd coursers to control,
Apt to run riot, and transgress the goal.

Dryden, Pythag. Philos., 1. 669.

What makes you thoughtless in your conduct, and apt to
run into a thousand little imprudences?

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 3.

5. Ready; prompt; quick; unusually intelli-

gent ; expert ;
facile : as, a pupil apt to learn

;

an apt wit.

Strong, supple, sinew-corded, apt at arms.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

An ajit taster knows which wine has the novel flavor.

Stedman, Poets of America, p. 289.

6. Prepared; ready; willing.
Live a thousand years,

I shall not find myself so apt todie. i/"/*. i\

Shak., J. C., iii. 1. apteral (ap'te-ral), a.

7t.
credible.

That Cassio loves her, I do well believe it
;

That she loves him, 'tis apt, and of great credit.

Shalt., Othello, ii. 1.

the poisoner in the play in Hamlet says,
' hands apt, drugs teria.

apterium + -al.]
or to ap-

Apsidioles. St. Sernin, Toulouse, I2th century.

main apse in a church of triapsidal plan, or one
of the apse-chapels when these project on the
exterior of the church, particularly if the pro-
jection resembles an apse in shape. Also writ-
ten absidiole.

apsis (ap'sis), n.; pi. apsides (ap'si-dez). [L.

(pi. absid(B), a round arch or vault, the circle
which a star describes in its orbit, a bowl, < Gr.

<i</"'f (pl- fy'Ses),
a loop, wheel, orbit, etc., < <JJT-

TV, fasten, bind: see apt.] 1. In astron., a
point in the eccentric orbit of a planet in which
it is either furthest from or nearest to the body
about which it revolves. The higher apsis is the
point furthest from, and the lower apsis the point nearest
to, the central body. The line of apsides is the line join-
ing the apsides. These terms were originally applied to
circular orbits, but are now extended to ellipses. Also
apse.

2. In arch., same as apse. 3. A reliquary or
case in which the relics of saints are kept,
especially one of a form imitating the curves
of a dome or vault.

Sometimes written absis.

apsychical (ap-sl'ki-kal), a. [< Gr. a- priv. +

tendency or inward inclination : as, apt to catch cold ; apt
to neglect work ; when used of things, it similarly indi-
cates natural tendency : as, apt to mold. Likely may sug-
gest the same idea : as, he is likely to do it ; it is likely to

pi. apteria (-'&).

feathers: see dp-
or space on the

feathers grow; an un-
feathered tract, in distinction from a feather-
tract or pteryla (which see). Nitzsch ; Sunde-
vall.

that is, exposed to the danger of being hurt
;
liable to

Subject expresses what is likely to happen to a person or
thing, and occasionally does happen. Liable to disease
and subject to disease thus convey different ideas. The
things to which we are liable are determined more by
accident or circumstance ; the thmgs to which we are
subject are determined by nature and constitution. Apt
to be suddenly ill; liable, but not likely, to die before the
physician arrives

; subject to attacks of epilepsy.
How apt the poor are to be proud !

It is the duty of practical good sense to bear in mind
that a certain result, though not certain to happen, is

likely to happen, and that no wise man will put that likeli-

hood out of sight. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 212.

Till that hour
Not liable to fear, or flight, or pain.

Milton, P. L., vi. 397.

All human things are subject to decay,
And when fate summons, monarchs must obey.

both to wingless insects belonging to winged
groups, and to the wingless stage of winged
insects, (b) Specifically, of or pertaining to
the Aptera. 2. In bot., destitute of membra-
nous expansions, as a stem or petiole : opposed
to alate.

Apteryges (ap-ter'i-jez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

Apteryx.] A superfamily group, made by New-
ton an order, of ratite birds, based upon and in-

cluding only the family Apteryyida; (which see).l -

Apterygia (ap-te-rij'i-a), n pi. [NL., < Gr.
(i- priv. + Trrepvyiav, a wing, fin : see Pterygia.]A group of mollusks, containing all gastropods
with an intromittent male organ, and contrast-

ing with the Pterygia, composed of the cephalo-
pods and pteropods. Latreille, 1825.

ticipated circumstances
; adapt,

apterygian (ap-te-rij'i-an), a. '[< Gr. i

wingless (see Apteryx)j'+ -ian.] 1. Wingless;
Dryden, Mac Flecknoe, 1. 1. apterous. 2. Pertaining to the genus Apteryx,

. [NL.,<^-
family of ratite or

apt (apt), a. [< P. apte = Pr. apte = Sp. Pg.
apto = It. atto, < L. aptus, fit, fitted, prop. pp.
of obs. apere, fasten, join (whence the incep-
tive apisci, pp. aptus, reach after, try to seize),= Gr. oTrrciv, fasten, bind.] 1. Possessing the
qualities necessary or proper for a certain pur-
pose or end; fit; suited; adapted; suitable.

All the men of might, . . . strong and apt for war.
2 Ki. xxiv. 16.

In woode and stone, not the softest, but hardest, be al- . ~.
waies aptest. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 35. aptatet (ap tat), !

No man that putteth his hand to the plough, and looketh *'"'?'
adapt: see

back, is apt for the kingdom of God. AptenodyteS (ap

.

That our speech be apted to necessaiy edification.

Jer. Taylor.
He takes his top-sail down in such rough storms,
A$^^

aptablet (ap'ta-bl), a [<L

by the single genus Apteryx. It is characterized by
the rudimentary condition of the wings and tail, 4-toed
feet, very long slender bill with terminal nostrils, and many
anatomical peculiarities, among them a better develop-
ment of the diaphragm than in any other bird.

Apteryginae (ap"te-ri-jrne), n. pi. [NL., < Ap-

< L. aptatus, pp. of an-
te.

[NL., < Gr.

r. t. [< L. aptati

/ '' *'J j-?
ake

.
. . (cf. Gr. Airrf-

, wingless). < Gr. a- priv. + Trrcptif (irrepvy-),

genus of ratite birds, constituting the familyomofGod. Apienoayies (ap-ie-no-ai tez), . mil., < ur. jtnlaniniaa TH i . ., *7

Latter, Sermon , the Plough. dn>, wrngless (< a- priv. + 2**t winged, < mfnS" w *^3&'T%S%ft



Apteryx
longest and licst known; .1. ,,KI ,it,-l!i inhabits Stewart

Island, ami .1. iiii-i-ni the South Island. All arc known a-

kiwls, kiwi-kiwi*,
or kivi kivis, from
tlii'ir cry. Also, im-

properly. Aiiii-riii/j-

and .!/'/' "/' .

2. L'-c-] A bird
of this genus;
a kiwi (which
see),

aptha (ap'thii),
It. See tlftlltltit.

aptitude (ap'ti-

tiid), n. 1= V.

ill/tilllllt; < ML.
iililitnilo, < L.

ni>tn.t, apt, lit:

see apt, a. Cf.

iittilnilr, which
is a doublet of

iljl/i/Klll'.] 1.

Tho state or

quality of being
apt or lit for or suited to a purpose, place, or
situation

;
fitness

;
suitableness.

Aiititmtf . . . for tin- end to which it was aimed.

Decay <if Christ. I'ii-iu.

2. A natural tendency or acquired inclination
;

both capacity and propensity for a certain
course: as, oil has an aptitude to burn; men
acquire an aptitude to particular vices.

He that is about children should learn their nature and
ttl'tiltiili'*. Lock?.

The Americans have at all times shown a remarkable
ii

t
>iiiinti- tor tin- sea faring lift-, and they did not wait for

tin- Declaration of Independence it) take measures for the
construction of an independent navy.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

3. Readiness in learning ;
teachableness

;

quickness to understand and acquire; intelli-

gence; talent.

He was a lioy of remarkable aptitude. Macaulay.
=
Syn. Faculty, Capacity, etc. See geHIV*.

aptltudinal (ap-ti-tu'di-nal), a. [< ML. apti-
tuilo (apliliidiii-\ + -til: sec a/ititiide.] 1. Re-

lating to an aptitude oraptitudes. 2. Existing
in possibility or capacity merely. [Rare.]
AptitUdlnal relation, a relation which does not require
the correlate t exist actually, hut only potentially ; as, for

example, the relation of a desire to its object.

aptitudinally (ap-ti-tu'di-nal-i), adv. In an

aptitudinal manner; in a way which reveals

aptitude.

aptly (apt'li), adv. In an apt or suitable man-
ner, (a) With exact correspondence ;

with fitness ; justly.

I have forgot your name ; but, sure, that part
Was aptly fitted, and naturally perform'd.

Shak., 1. of the 3., Ind., i.

(ft) Suitably ; appropriately: of language, pertinently, ap-

positely, or significantly.
I mucus very aptly remarks. Addison.

Words aptly cull'd and meanings well express'd
Can calm the sorrows of a wounded breast.

Crabbe, The Village.

(c) Readily ; quickly ; cleverly : as, to learn aptly.

aptness (apt'nes), . The state or quality of

being apt, in any sense of that word.
The aptness of things to their end. Hooker.

What should he the apttifsx of birds, in comparison of

beasts, to imitate speech may he inquired. Bacon.

At his ttrst aptness, the maternal love
Those rudiments of reason did improve.

Dryden, Eleonora, 1. 218.

Aptornis (ap-t6r'nis), n. [NL., short for *ap-

terornis, (. Gr. airrepo^, wingless (see apterous),
+ opvif, a bird: see ornitliology.~] A genus of

recently extinct ralliform birds, probably of

the family Rallida;, related to the extant genus
OdldrOMUS. Its remains are found in New Zealand with
those of the moa. A. defossor and A. atUK/Omtl are two
species described by Owen in 1871.

aptosochroraatisni (ap-to'so-kro'ma-tizm), .

[< Gr. aTrnir (djrrur-), not falling off (cf . ajrruoia,

stability, firmness: see aptote), + chromatism .]

In ornith., change of color of the plumage with-
out loss or gain of any feathers. Coues.

aptote (ap'tot), . [< LL. aptotum, only in pi.

ii/itotti, < Gr. (iKTurov, neut. of dTtTorof, without
case, undeclined, also as airruf (axrur-), not fall-

ing, < a- priv. + nrurof, verbal adj. of Trmreiv,

fall, whence also vruatf, case, inflection.] In

ilrn in . , a noun which has no distinction of cases
;

an indeclinable noun.

aptotic (ap-tot'ik), a. [< aptote + -'<.] 1. Of
or pertaining to an aptote ; having no declen-
sion. 2. Uninnected; having no grammatical
inflections: said of certain languages.
aptychus (ap'ti-kus), n.

; pi. aptychi (-ki).

[NL., < Gr. n- priv. + KTVXII, a fold, < irrioaeiv,

fold.] In Ce/iliitlo/ioilii, a plate formed of a

shelly substance, found in the terminal cham-
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her of certain fossil mollu.sks, us ammonites,
and regarded by some as an operculnm. It wa-.

in ih considered i" he one of the pans of dittcn in

animals called tl inonellite.s, lepailili s. etc.

'I'lie Ajiliii-lii . . . occupy the middle of tin- posterior
all of the' terminal chamber of the Ammonite, and have

(heir \>Utt lOWMUta it.-. Mi.nilh. Nothini: i-. certainly
known a-- tn the nature of the Ajitiflii or Anaptychi.

HHJ-I.-II, Anal. Invert., p. l.,:i.

Apulian (a-pu'li-an ).. [< L. .t/iii/i'i, .l/i/ni/iii,

+ -il>i.\ Of or pertaining lo tin- region culled

Apulia, in southern Italy, or to its inhabitant-.
In Hi.man time.-, Apulia Included the region i.etuceii the

Apennines and the Adriatic, south of the Krelitani and
east of Samninm, anil later al-n the \lr--;ipiaii ]ii-iiii]Mila.

\lo.lcrn Apulia comprises the pri>\ in- i i. am!

A hill In the midst of the .Ir" 1 '"" plain.
Kiirih: lli-it., XV. :ifl.

Apulian pottery, a name Kiven to the. Italo.iircek pot-

tery found in Apulia and southeastern Italy generally,

especially to the vase?* with red Inures on a lustrous black

ground, .some of the most important examples of which are

from this region.

Apus (a'pus), n. [NL., <Gr. &TTOVC, without feet:

see apod, Apoda, etc.] 1. One of the southern
constellations form-

,1
ed in the sixteenth

century, probably
by Petrus Theodori

;

the Bird of Paradise.
It is situated south of the

Triangulum Australe,
and its brightest star It

of the fourth magnitude.

2. A genus of bran-

chiopodous or phyl-

lopodous entomos-
tracous crustace-

ans, typical of the

family Apodidai or

Apusida; : named (in
the form Apous) by
Frisch in 1732. Like

nearly all animals which
have been miscalled Aptl- Apus glacialis.A, lateral view,

D pujii". cephalostegite, separated at

pods ranging from 11 to the rest ofthe carapace, or omoste.

60 pairs. The genus is ee ; 21 to 16, the six simple somites

characterized by a large SSfg&ttJSSSSZR
shield-like carapace, or ming-feet; A eye; //, autennule ;

cephalothorax in one /K(or/*). labnim.

piece, covering most of

the animal. A. canmformii, called the crab-shelled

shrimp, is 2 or 3 inches long, and is noted for its repeated
mulls (it sheds its skin twenty times in two or three

months), and for the vast numerical preponderance of the

females, the males having been only recently discovered.

3. la ornith.: (a) A genus of birds, of the fam-

ily Cypselida:, established by Scopoli in 1777:

equivalent to Cypselus of Illiger, 1811. (6) [I. c.]

The specific name of the common swift of Eu-

rope, Cypselus apus. 4. [i. c.
; pi. apt (a'pi).]

In teratol., a monster destitute of posterior

limbs, while the anterior are well formed.

Apusidae (a-pu'si-de), n. pi. [NL., irreg. < Apus
T -idee: so formed to make literal distinction

from Apoditlti'."\ Same as Apodidee.

Apygia (a-pij'i-a), . pi. [NL., < Gr. a- priv.
-P irvyri, buttock.] An order of Bracliiopoda :

a synonym of Arthropoinata (which see).

Apyrenaemata (a-pi-re-ne'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of aiii/reiitematiis : see apyrenematous.]
A division of animals including those in which
the blood-corpuscles are not nucleated; those
animals which have blood-disks as distinguished
from nucleated cells of the blood. The term Is

practically the same in application as Mammalia, though
nuclei have been discovered in the form-elements of the
blood of a few mammals.

apyrenematous (a-pi-re-nem'a-tus), a. [< NL.
(ijii/reiHRmatus, < Gr. d- priv. + pyrenmnatus :

see a-18 and pyrenematous.'] Not pyrenema-
tous; having blood which contains disks, or
non-nucleated corpuscles, as a mammal.
apyretic (ap-i-ret'ik), a. [< Gr. M/pmc. with-
out fever, \ a- priv. + irvperoi;, fever. Cf. a\>y-

rexia.~\ Without pyrexia or fever: specifically,
in pathol., applied to those days in which the

intermission of fever occurs in agues, and also

to local affections which are not accompanied
with fever.

apyrexia (ap-i-rek'si-a), n. [NL.,< Gr. airvpe^ia,

absence of fever, < iirvpocrof, without fever, < <i-

priv. + *mtpKT6f, verbal adj. of wpiaattv, be in

a fever, < TrvperoV, fever: see pyretic, and cf.

<i/>i/rrtic.~\ The absence or intermission of py-
rexia or fever

;
the interval between the parox-

ysms in intermittent fevers. Also upijn-j'ii.

a'pyrexial (ap-i-rek'si-al), a. [< apyrexia + -al.]

Relating to or characterized by apyrexia ; apy-
retic.

apyrexy (ap'i-rek-si), n. Same as npyrexia.

aquage

apyrotype (a-]ii'ro-1i]i), . [< Gr. ariywr, with-

out lire (see tiiti/rutix), + ti/jn-, q. v.J Printing-

type produeed without heat, as by means of ilies

and pressure, instead of by ca.-ting in molds.

apyTOUS (a-pi'rus), n. [s Ql, iirwpof, without

lire, < a- priv. + -I'/i, lire, = K. Jin- : see fire and
/'.'/(''. ] Inconiliustible, or cupublo of sustain-

ing a strong heat without alteration of form or

propertii-. "-. mica, and tale. Apjrous
K. "lj, , ililtcr from ret i actm \ n> - in i maiiiinu inicliaimei!

\ i n under extreme heat, uhile th-' latt. r may lie altered

even though not fused bv fa*,

aq. In /ilmr., an abl)i-eviation of in/nil.

aqua (a'kwii), . [L. (> It. nn/int = Sp. Pg.
= V. 1'ini), = Both, ttliini, river, = OHG.
.MIKi. nlii- (G. .In, the name of several

rivers) = OS. ulin = AS. .,/ dor *mh : see -
//.

island), water, river, = OFries.
,
c = led. n,

water, river, = Sw. A = Dan. mi. a brook.] 1.

Water: a word much used in medical pre-

scriptions written in Latin. I in pharmacy
generally, also in old chemistry, to denote a

solution, or menstruum of water. 2. In mint.,

some watery fluid or humor. Aqua ammonias, a

solution of ammonia gas in water, having the chemical

properties of an alkali hydrate. Aquse ductus et aquaa
haUStUB (coliductin;; of water and drawiiiL' ot uatcr), in

Si-tx lit'i-, two servitudes, the former consisting in a right
of carrying a watercourse throu-li th, -i IHM|S of another,
and tile latter of watering cattle at a mer, well, or pond
in the ground of another.- Aqua fortisfstroiig water), a
name given to weak and impure nitric acid, liunii!. n.^m
fortis contains twice as much acid as single aipia fortis.

Aqua labyrinth!, the Huid of the lahjrintli of the
ear; the perilympli, aijuula acustica, or liquor Cotnnnii.-

Aqua marina, see n.y/,.,./,,. Aqua mirabilis
(wonderful water), (a) A preparation of cloves, galaiigals,
cnhriis. mace, cardamoms, nutmegs, ginger, and spirit of

wine, digested twenty-four hours, then distilled. Juhns&n.

(b) A carminative cordial prepared from oil of pimento
(allspice): also called Kjiii-itn* jii/miitn: //M//<//<X//.

Aqua Morgagni. Same as liijuor Moryaffni (which see,
under liquor). Aqua regia or aqua regalis (royal wa-

ter), a name given to a mixture of one part of nitric acid
and three to four parts of hydrochloric acid, from its power
of dissolving gold. Aqua Toiana, a poisonous fluid made
about the end of the seventeenth century by a woman of

Palermo named Tofana or Totfana, who confessed that no
fewer than 00 persons had been killed with it. It con-
sisted chiefly, it is supposed, of a strong solution of arsenic
obtained by a long boiling of its oxid. Also called ariltetta.

Aqua vitse (water of life), an old name for alcohol,
now familiarly applied to native distilled spirits.

aquaeductUS(a-kwe-duk'tus), . [L. : see aque-
duct.] In anat., a canal or channel conveying
a fluid, or supposed to do so. Also aqueductus.
Aquseductus cochleae, the aqueduct of the cochlea,

a minute venous channel in the temporal hone, running
from the scala tympani of the cochlea to a point just below
the internal auditory meatus. Aquseductus Fallopii.
the aqueduct of Fallopius, a channel through the temporal
Ixme, leading from the internal auditory meatus and end-
ing at the stylomastoid foramen, transmitting the facial
nerve. AquaaductUS Sylvii, the aqueductof Sylvius, the
channel of communication between the third and fourth
ventricles of the brain. Also called Her a tertio ad i/unr-
tum mntriculmn. Aquaeductus vestibuli, n small canal

running from the vestibule of the ear to the posterior sur-
face of the petrous portion of the temporal hone. It trans-
mits the ductus endolymphaticus.

aquaemanale (a"kwe-ma-na'le), .
; pi. aqu<e-

manalia (-H-&). [Mil., also aquimanile, aquimi-
nale, aquiminile, LL. aqitiminale, L. aqiuema-
nalis, LL. also aquiminarimn, < L. aqua, water,
+ manalc, a ewer, neut. of manalis, flowing,

< manare, flow,

trickle, drip.] 1.

In l!< ni i. a a i \ii. , a

pitcher or vessel
for pouring out

water, used espe-
cially for pour-
ing water over
the hands into a
basin during and
after meals. 2.
The basin in

which, accord-

ing to an an-
cient church cer-

AquaMnanaleof copper, uth century. It emOny, thepriest
is fifled by an opening at the top of the v j i j
head ; the tail foms aTiamile. WllshedhlS hands

before celebrat-

ing mass. 3. A kind of water-ewer formerly
used in private houses, and frequently made in

grotesque forms. The term is now used spe-
cifically in this sense.

aquafortis (a-kwa-for'tis), w. See aqua fortis,
under aqua.
aquafortist (a-kwa-fdr'tist), . [< aqua fortis
f -i.it.~] One who etches by means of aqua
fortis. JV. E. D.

aquage (a'kwaj), . [< LL. aqiiagium, aque-
duct, < L. aqua, water,+ nafre,\ead: see agtt.~\
In lerfliaa : (a) The course of a mill-stream be-
fore it reaches the pond formed by a dam. (6)
Anv watercourse.



aquamarine

aquamarine (a''kvva-ma-ren'), . [< L. aqua
marina, sea-water: see aqua, marine, and aiijnr-

marinc.] 1. The finest beryl: so
called from its bluish or sea-green
tint. Hence 2. A bluish-green
color resembling that of the finest

beryl.

aqua-meter (;l'kwa-me"ter), . [<
L. aqua, water, 4- meter.] Same
as pulxnnirtcr.

aquapult (a'kvva-pult), n. [< L.

aqua, water, + -/nilt, as in cata-

liult.] A small portable force-

pump.
aquapuncture (a - kwa - pungk

'
-

tur), . [< L. aqua, water, + LL. A
punctttro, puncture.] A form of

counter-irritation consisting in the forcible pro-
jection of a very fine stream of water against
the skin. The stream, which comes from a powerful,

force-pump, reddens iiml blisters the part to which it is

applied. It is used especially in neuralgia and
of the spinal cord. Also called douche filiforme.

aquarelle (ak-wa-rel'), . [F., < It, aoqucrella,
water-color, light rain, acquerello, water-color,
thin wine, dim. of acqua (= F. eau), < L. aqua,
water: see aqua.] Water-color painting, or a
painting in water-colors.

They [Frenchmen] despised it [water-color] when it was
called aquarelle ; they bowed down to it when it was called

peinture ti lafresqiie. Hamerton, Graphic Arts, p. 340.

aquarellist (ak-wa-rel'ist), n. [< aquarelle +
-int.] An artist who works in water-colors

;
a

water-color painter.

aquaria, . Plural of aquarium.
aquarian (a-kwa'ri-an), a. and n. [< "L.aquarius,
pertaining to water (see Aquarius), + -an."] I.
a. Of or pertaining to an aquarium. [Bare.]
jv. E. D.

II. n. [cop.] [< ML. Aquarii, pi., the Aqua-
rians, < L. aquarius : see Aquarius.] One who
used water instead of wine in the eucharist : a
term applied to certain Christians in Africa
about the middle of the third century, who, while
it was still customary to celebrate the Lord's

supper twice a day, though employing wine at
the evening eucharist, substituted water for it

in the morning in order that the odor of wine
might not betray them during the day. They are
often confounded with earlier followers of the ascetic
Tatian in Syria, called Hydroparastatse, or Water-drink-
ers, and reckoned among the Encratites, who used water in

place of wine at the eucharist, because they held the latter
to be sinful, regarding it as the evil principle or blood of
the devil.

aquariculture (a"kwa-ri-kurtur), n. [< L.

aquarium + cultura, culture.] The culture of

aquatic plants in aquariums ;
the management

of an aquarium.
aquarium (a-kwa'ri-um), n.

; pi. aquariums,
aquaria (-umz, -ft). [L., a watering-place for

cattle, neut. of aquarius: see Aquarius.] 1.
An artificial pond, cistern, or place in a garden
or elsewhere for cultivating aquatic plants.
2. A vessel or series of vessels, constructed
chiefly of glass, filled with either fresh or salt
water

;
and supplied with plants, rocks, etc.,

in which living aquatic animals are kept. Many
aquariums on a large scale are maintained in connection
with public parks or gardens, or as distinct institutions.
Also called aquavivarium.

Aquarius.

Aquarius (a-kwa'ri-us), n. [L., a water-bearer,
one of the signs of the zodiac (Gr. iidpoxhf, i. e.,
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water-pourer) ; prop, adj., pertaining to water,
< aqua, water: see aqua.'] 1. A zodiacal con-

stellation, supposed to represent a man stand-

ing with his left hand extended upward, and
with his right pouring out of a vase a stream
of water which flows into the mouth of the
Southern Fish. It contains no star brighter
than the third magnitude. 2. The Water-
bearer; the eleventh sign (marked ^) of the

zodiac, which the sun enters about the '21st of

January: so called from the constellation.

aquarter (a-kwor'ter), jirrjt.jilu: as atlr. [< as

+ quarter.] Naut., on the quarter; 45 abaft
the beam.
a quartieri (a kwar-te-a'ri). [It. : a (< L. ad),
to, with; quartieri, pi. of quartiere, a quarter,
compartment: see quarter.] In cerani., (deco-
rated) in compartments: said especially of any-
thing circular, such as a shield, the rim of a
round dish, or the like, which is divided into

panels or compartments by radiating lines.

aquatic (a-kwat'ik), a. and w. [< L. aquaticus,
<aqua, water: see aqua.] I. a. 1. Pertain-

ing to water; watery. 2. Living in or fre-

quenting water: as, aquatic animals; aquatio
plants. 3. Practised on or in water: as, aquatic
sports Aquatic birds, in ornith., specifically, Aw
aquaticce, the members of the old orders Grallatores and
Natatores; the wading and swimming birds, taken to-

gether. Aquatic box. an accessory to the microscope,
generally in the form of a glass cell, in which algse or ani-
malcules are placed for observation.

II. n. 1. A plant which grows in water. 2.

1>1. Sports or exercises practised on or in water,
as rowing or swimming.
aquatical (a-kwat'i-kal), a. Same as aquatic.
[Rare.]

aquatilet (ak'wa-til), a. and n. [=F. aquatile,
s L. aquatilig, living or growing in or near wa-
ter, < aqua, water : see aqua.] I. a. Inhabiting
water.

The aquatile or water frog. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

II. n. An aquatic animal or plant.

Aquatilia (ak-wa-til'i-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
ofL. aquatilis, living in the water: see aquatile.]
In Fieber's system of classification, a subsec-
tion of

heteropterpus insects, including genuine
aquatic species with concealed antennae, as dis-

tinguished from those of the section Litoralia.

aquatint (a'kwa-tint), n. and a. [= F. aqua-
tinte, aqua-tinta, < It. acqua tinta, lit. dyed wa-
ter : acqua, water (see aqua) ; tinta, fern, of Unto
(< L. tinctus), pp. of tingere, timiere, < L. tingere,
tint, tinge: see tint, tinge.] I. n. 1. An etch-

ing process by which prints imitating the broad
flat tints of India ink, bister, or sepia drawings
are produced. It was practised by the Abb(S St. Non
in the eighteenth century, and was perfected by Jean Bap-
tiste Le Prince (1733-1781). In the aquatint process spaces
are bitten, instead of lines as in etching (which see).

2. An engraving executed by the aquatint pro-
cess.

Also aquatinta.
II. a. Pertaining to this method of etching.

aquatint (a'kwa-tint), v.t. [< aquatint, n.] To
etch in aquatint.
aquatinta (a'kwa-tin'ta), . Same as aquatint.

aquatinter (a'kwa-tin"ter), n. One who prac-
tises the art of aquatinting.
aquatinting (a'kwa-tin"ting), n. [Verbal n.
of aquatint.] The art or process of etching
in the aquatint method. See aquatint.
aquavivarium (a"kwa-vi-va'ri-um), .

; pi.

aquaviuaria (-a). [< L. aqua, water, + viva-

rium, q. v.] Same as aquarium, 2.

aqueduct (ak'we-dukt), n. [Early mod. E. also

aquteduct; = F. aqueduc, OF. aqueduct, < L.

aquceductus, prop, separated, aqua; ductus, a
conveyance of water: aqua;, gen. of aqua, wa-
ter; ductus, conveyance, pipe, canal, < ducere,
lead, convey: see aqua and duct.] 1. A con-
duit or channel for conducting water from one
place to another. More particularly applied to struc-
tures of masonry and tunneling for the conducting of
water from distant sources to large cities through tubular
conduits. Aqueducts were extensively used in the Roman
empire, and many of these ancient structures still remain.
They were constructed of stone or wood, sometimes tun-
neled through hills and carried over valleys and rivers on
arches, much of the labor upon them being uselessly ex-

pended, from a mistaken idea of the necessity of a per-
fectly level course. The aqueduct of Segovia, originally
built by the Romans, has 159 arches, is in some parts built
in two tiers 100 feet or more in height, and is an admirable
monument of ancient engineering. One of the most re-
markable aqueducts of modern times is that of Marseilles,
to which city it conveys the waters of the river Durance
from a distance of about 58 miles, of which 10 miles con-
sists of tunnels, and a considerable portion is traversed by
means of viaducts of great height and length. This aque-
duct was built between 1839 and 1847, and supplies water
in such abundance that the environs of Marseilles, formerly

Aquila

Aqueduct of Segovia, Spain.

extremely arid, have become a garden from the plentiful
irrigation which is now possible.

2. In anat., same as aquwductus.
aqueductus (ak-we-duk'tus), . [NL.] In anat.,
same as aquceductus.

aqueityt(a-kwe'i-ti), n. [<aque-ous + -ity.] The
essential principle or quality of water

;
wateri-

ness; aqueousness.
Tlie aqueity,

Terreity, and sulphureity
Shall run together again, and all be annulled.

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

aqueous (a'kwe-us), a. [< L. as if *aqueus, <

aqua, water : see aqua.] Of the nature of wa-
ter; abounding with water; formed by water

;

watery: as, an aqueous solution Aqueous or
watery fusion. See fusion. Aqueous humor (of the
eye), the limpid watery fluid which fills the space be-
tween the cornea and the crystalline lens in the eye.
See eye. Aqueous rocks, inyeol., mechanically formed
rocks, composed of matter deposited by water. Also
called sedimentary or stratified rocks. Aqueous tint,
in

painting, a nearly colorless tint. Aqueous tissue,
in bat., epidermal or subepidermal layers of cells tilled
with clear sap, as in most succulent plants. Aqueous
vapor, the invisible vapor which, taken from the surface
of water by evaporation and rising into the atmosphere,
returns to the earth in the form of rain, dew, and snow.

aqueousness (a'kwe-us-nes), . [< aqueous +
-ness.] The quality or state of being aqueous
or watery ; wateriness.

aquetta (a-kwet'tii), n. [It., prop, acquetta,
dim. of acqua, water : see aqua.] A celebrated
Italian poison, more commonly called aqua To-
fana (which see, under aqua).
aquicultural (a-kwe-kul'tur-al), a. [< aquicul-
ture + -al.] Pertaining to aquiculture.
By the republication of these foreign papers the [Fish

Commission] Bulletin becomes a guide to the knowledge
of what is being done in aquicultural enterprise in ail

parts of the world. Suture, XXXIII. 38.

aquiculture (a'kwe-kul-tiir), . [= F. aquicul-
ture, < L. aqua, water, "+ cultura, culture.]
Culture of the natural inhabitants of water;
fish-breeding ; pisciculture.
aquiferous (a-kwif'e-rus), a. [< L. aqua, water,
-t-/em? = E. bear1 .] Conveying water Aquife-
rous canals, the channels which traverse the foot or
other part of many mollusks, as lamellibranchs and odou-
tophores, opening upon the surface by one end, and at the
other end, in some cases, emptying into blood-sinuses, thus
establishing communication between the blood and the
surrounding water.

These aquiferous canals, as they have been termed, ap-
pear, in many cases, to open by their inner ends into the
blood sinuses. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 491.

aquiform (a'kwi-form), . [< L. aqua, water,
-f forma, form.] In the form of water

; liquid.
Aquila (ak'wi-lft), n. [L., an eagle, hence the
legionary standard; prob. fem. of the rare adj.

m

The Constellation Aquila.

aquilus, dark-colored, dun, swarthy; cf. Or.
a mist, darkness.] 1. In ornith., a genus



Aquila

of birds established by Brisson in 1760, but hav-

ing no characters by which it can be exactly
defined. The name has been loosely applied to eagles
and other large diurnal raptorial birds which have no tooth
of the beak. It is now restricted and aommrtet daflnitely

applied to eagles having iiimtctl larsi, that is, having the

shank more or less cc.nipletely feathered. Such an- the

Kotden caulc, .1. r/i ///*"''"*, of BarDM and North America
;

the spotted ea^le, .1. niffin. of Asia and Kurope ; the im-

perial eagle, A. lii'liiH-ii, "I the same region ; the Ku.ssian

eagle, A. nmiiliiik, etc. See .'lit under eagle.

2. A nortlirru constellation situated in the

Milky Way, nearly south of Lyra, and contain-

ing tho bright star Altair. It has for its outline the

figure, of a tlying eagle carrying in its talons the liny \n-

tiliolls, tile p. 1^1 i>t' the clnpi-nir Hadrian. See ellt . p. -'-1.

3. [/. c.
; ]il. <]i<il(i- (-le).] A reading-desk in

the form of an eagle.

aquilatedt (ak'wi-lfi-ted), a. [< ML. aquilatus,
adorned with eagles' heads, < L. m/nHit, an

eagle: see ;tt/>til<i.~\
In ln-r., adorned with the

heads of riigli's: as, a cross nqiiilntcil.

Aquilegia (ak-wi-le'ji-ii), it. [NL. (ML. u//uilc-

I/HI, aqiiil<-ia), said to be < L. aquila, an eagle,
whose claws the spurs of the petals are sup-

posed to resemble. Cf. L. Aqiiilria, Gr. 'Anv-

Ar/ta, Aquileia, a town of Austria near the Adri-

atic.] A genus of acrid plants, natural or-

Inflorescence of Aquilegia vulgaris {garden columbine).

a, flower ; t>, same, cut vertically ; c, pistils.

der Ranunculacece, widely distributed over the

temperate parts of the northern hemisphere.
The flowers have five flat, elliptical, colored sepals, alter-

nating with as many spurred petals ; the fruit consists of
five follicles with numerous seeds. The spurred petals
with incurved heads have been compared to five pigeons,
the sepals representing the wings, and to this the English
name columbine refers (from Latin cotitmba, a pigeon).
Several species are common in cultivation, and, as they are

prone to sport and hybridize, the varieties of form and
color are numerous. There are 10 North American spe-
cies, in some of which, from the Kocky Mountains and
Mexico, the spurs are several inches in length.

Aquilinae (ak-wi-li'ne), . pi. [NL., < Aquila +
-'. Cf. aquiline.] A conventional subfamily
of Falcoitulee, containing eagles. It has no as-

signable technical characters. See Aquila, 1.

aquiline (ak'wi-lin or -lin), a. [= F. aquilin, <

L. aquilinus, pertaining to an eagle, < aquila,
an eagle: see Aquila.'] 1. Of or pertaining to
the eagle.

When mortals lived
Of stronger wing, of aquiline ascent.

Young, Night Thoughts, ix. 967.

2. Resembling an eagle ; having the character-
istics of an eagle ; especially, resembling an
eagle's beak ; curving ;

hooked
; prominent.

Terribly arched and aquiline his nose.

Cotvper, Task, iii.

Even before objection was made to his presence in the
Board . . . the aquiline suggestions of Mr. Oakhurst's
mien and countenance not only prematurely fluttered the
pigeons, but absolutely occasioned much uneasiness among
the fish-hawks. Bret Harte, Argonauts, p. 130.

aquilont (ak'wi-lon), n. [< F. aquiloii, < L. <n/ni-

lo(n-), the north wind, Boreas; prob. < aijuilim,

dark-colored, dun, swarthy (cf. Aquila), with
allusion to the dark, stormy weather accom-
panying the north wind.] The north wind.
[Bare.]

Blow, villain, till thy sphered bias cheek
Out-swell the colic of puff'd Aquiloii.

Shah., T. and C., iv. 6.

aquiminale, aquimanile (a'kwi-mi-na'le, -ma-
ui'le), . See aqua'maiialc.
aquiminarium (a*kwi-mi-na'ri-um), n.; pi.
aqiiiiiiinin-iit (-a). Same as aquamianalc.
Aquitanian (ak-wi-ta'ni-an), a. [< L. Ar/itita-

niii, said to be< Celtic Aqui, name of a people,+ fan, country.] Pertaining to Aquitania, one
of the great divisions of ancient Gaul. Accord-
ing to Ca>sar, it was bounded by the Uaronne, the Pyrenees,
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and the ocean. Augustus extended it as a Roman pn >\ im.
northward to the Loire. It afterward heeanie the Frankish
and French duchy (and fur --nine time kiimilniu) <>f Aqui-
t.uiii- (belt! :ts an appanage of the IjiL'lisb iTnwn through
intermarriage for about 300 years before 1 i:Vi). and tlnally,

ureatly reilueed, the l''reneh province of (itiicnnc (u nicilie-

val rolTiijitinii lit A'/uituiin
1

).

aquitef. r. t. An old form of acquit, t'liuiiri r.

Aquitelae (ak-wi-te'le), . />!. [NL., < L. IK/HH,

water, + tela, web.] A subdivision of spiders, of
the family Arniicula1

, corresponding to the old

genus .li i/i/i'oiii't/i and tollic ,\ai/adrt<t>{ Walcke-
naer or the aquatic Tahiti Ite of Latreille. It con-
tains slleh s|,i

! I. - M Hi" ilivillL' \\ater-spider, .1 /''/I,,-,,,/, M
ii'inn/u-n. So called because they spin their webs in the
water. Sre cut under Anritroin'ta.

aquocapsulitis (a"kw6-cap-su-li'tis), n. [XL..
CL. aqua, water, fluid, + rajimilu, box, + -iti.i:

see aqua and capsule.] Inflammation of the lin-

ings of the anterior and posterior chambers of

the eye.

aquometer (a-kwom'e-ter), . [The analogical
L. form would be *</iiiiin"ti r, < m/iiu, water, +
nii'lni ni, measure. Cf. iir/iiiiiiit.'ter.] A steam-

pump which acts both by direct steam-pressure
and by vacuum. It has two working chambers, into
which steam is alternately admitted. By the condensation
of the steam a partial vacuum U formed, to till which water
rushes in. When the chamber is full of water a valve

opens, and steam enters and forces the water out into a

pressure- or delivery-chamber. The steam condenses as

before, causing the intlow of a further supply of water.
One chamber is filling while its companion is discharging,
thus keeping up a continuous delivery. See pulmimter
and rtit'ti i< ii<-ji IH/I.

aquose (a'kwos), a. [= F. aqueujc = Pg. aquoso,
\ L. aquosus, < aqua, water: see aqua.'} Wa-
tery; abounding in water. [Kare.J
aqUOSity (a-kwos'i-ti), n. [= F. aquositt = Pg.
aquosidade, (. LL. aquosltas, moistness, < .

aquosus: see aquose.] 1. The abstract essen-
tial qualities of water

;
wateriness as a quality.

We do not assume that a something called aquosity
entered into and took possession of the oxide of hydrogen
as soon as it was formed, and then guided the aqueous
particles to their places in the facets of the crystal, or

among the leaflets of the hoar-frost.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 136.

Life Is thus only an abstraction from the properties of

living things, just as aquosity would be an abstraction
from the properties of water. New Princeton Kev., II. 71.

2. The state of being aquose or watery ;
moist-

ure.

aquula (ak'w6-la), n. [L., also aquola, acula,
a little water, a little stream, dim. of aqua,
water: see aqua.'] In anat., & small collection
of watery fluid Aauula acustica, the auditory fluid,
the endolyraph or perifymph of the labyrinth of the ear.

ar1
(ar), ii. [< ME. ar, pi. arres, < AS. er, < L.

er, the name of the letter r; < c, the usual as-
sistant vowel, + r: see r.] The name of the
letter R. Also formerly spelled arre.

There was an V. and thre arres togydre in a sute
With letters other, of whiche I shal reherse.

Pol. Poem in Archceologia, XXIX. 31. (ffalltivell.)

ar2,
n. See arri.

ar3t, ar4 t, etc. Obsolete forms of arei, ere, or,

ore, etc.

ar-. The assimilated form, in Latin, etc., of ad-
before r; in older English words a restored
form of Middle English and Old French a-, the

regular reduced form of Latin ar-, as in array,
arrange, etc.

-ar 1
. [ME. -ar, occasional spelling of -er1

,
-ere. ]A suffix of nouns denoting an agent ;

a variant
of -er1

,
as in beggar, liar, formerly and properly

beijger, etc.

-ar'-*. [ME. reg. -er, < OF. -er, -ier, -air, mod. F.

-ier, -aire= Sp. Pg. -ario = It. -ario, -ajo, < L. -dr-

iu-s, fern, -ar-ia, neut. -ar-iu-m, a common adj.
and noun suffix, = Goth, -ar-ei-s = OHG. -art,

-art, MHG. -are, -er, G. -er = AS. -ere, E. -er,
suffix of nouns of agent : see-rl. The reg. OF.
form was -er, -ier, > ME. -er, now restored to -ar.
The usual mod. F. form is -aire. In E. -ar2 as
an adj. suffix appears as -art/

1
, q. v.] A suffix

of Latin origin, occurring in some nouns, as in

bursar, medlar, mortar, ricar, etc.

-ar3 . [ME. reg. -er, < OF. -er, -ier, mod. F. -ier,
-aire = Sp. Pg. -ar = It. -are, < L. -aris, neut.

-are, eqiuv. to -dlis (E. -al), for which it is used
when I precedes: see -al. In E. -ar3 also ap-
pears as -an/2 , q. v.] A suffix, of Latin origin,
(1) of adjectives (and of nouns thence derived),
being equivalent to -al, for which it is used
when I precedes, as in alar, polar, reqular, sin-

gular, etc. (see -al, and compare -ar^) ; (2) of

nouns, as in altar, collar, pillar, scholar, etc.
In these nouns and other old words -ar is an alteration

(to suit the Latin) of the Middle English -er, from Old
French, or (as in scholar) from Anglo-Saxon.

ar. In her., a common abbreviation of argent.

The Constellation Ara.

arabesque

Ara 1
(a'rji). . [L., an ;ilt:tr.] One of the 15

ancient southern constellations; the Altar. It
is situated south of the

Scorjijiin. Its t V*-. lui^ht-
est stars an ..i the third

magnitude.

Ara-' Oi'rji), . [NL. '<. /
(Brisson) ; appar. a
native liriu. name;
see def., at end.] A
genus of American
birds, of the family
I'sitiiiridii; the ma-
caws, of large size and

gorgeous coloration,
with very long cune-
ate tail and moiv or

less naked face; some-
times made the type
of a subfamily Arimr.

containing the wedge-
tailed American par-
rots. Lending species are A. inarao, the red and blue
macaw; .1. nrnrnnnn, tile blue anil yellow macaw; and A.
li'in*-, niln',M, the b\ aciiithine macaw. It is a synonym of

Macrocercns (Vieillot, 181tt) and ,sw,v (Wagler, 1830).
The related fonns, arra, arras, aracanga, ararnenuna,
ararauna, and itrttra, are severally used for species or
-ci ti., us of the genus Ara.

Arab (ar'ab), n. and a. [< L. Arabs, pi. Arabeti

(also ArabiiK, pi. Arabi), < Gr. "A/m^, pi. "A/iaJfc,,

= Turk. Arab, < Ar. Arab.] I. 11. 1. A native
of Arabia, or a member of the Arabic race (now
widely spread in Asia and Africa, and formerly
in southern Europe); an Arabian, whether a
civilized inhabitant of a city or a dweller in

the desert, commonly known as a Bedawi (see
Bedouin) or nomadic Ishmaelite. 2. A neg-
lected outcast of the streets, particularly on
outcast boy or girl, often styled a street Arab,
in allusion to the wandering Arabs.

\\ hen he read about the street Arabs, and of the doings
of the young fry of thieves, he ... wiped his eyes, and
said,

" God bless me !

"
Mrs. Riddell.

H. a. Of or pertaining to the Arabs or to
Arabia

;
Arabic

;
Arabian : as, an Arab steed.

The delicate Arab arch of her feet.

Tennyson, Maud, xvi. 1.

araba1
, arba (a-ra'ba, ar'bii), n. [Also aroba,= Bulg. araba, Buss.' arba, ( Hind. Pers. araba,

Araba.

(From Lewis's "Constantinople.")

Turk. Ar. 'arabah, a cart, wheeled vehicle.] A
heavy, springless wagon, usuallycovered with a
screen as shelter from the rays of the sun, drawn
by oxen or cows, and used throughout north-
western and central Asia, India, Turkey, and
Bussia, wherever Tatars have settled.
Not a single waggon is to be found in the district, and

the wooden arba is not even known there.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 3.

araba2 (ar'a-ba), ii. [S. Amer.
;

cf. gtiariba,

guareba, and araguato, names applied ito a dif-

ferent species of the same genus.] A howling
monkey of the South American genus Mycetes,
M. stramineus. See howler.

arabesque (ar-a-besk'), a. and n. [Alsoai-6esfr,
< F. arabesque, < It. arabeseo (= 8p. Pg. ara-

Moorish Arabesque Hall of Crowns. Alhambra, Spain.

), < Arabo, Arab (see Arab), + -esco : see
-esque. The arabesque style is so called because
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arabesque

Arabian artists brought it to high perfection,
and were at one time supposed to be its origi-

nators.] I. u. Arabian or resembling the Ara-
bian in style ; specifically, in art, relating to or

exhibiting the variety of ornament known as

nrabesque. See II.

Some cushions disposed in the Moorish fashion, and or-

namented with ii<-tih>'--it>>' nri'ille-work, supplied the place
of chairs in this apartment. Xett, Kenilworth, I. vi.

II. n. 1. A kind of ornament of a capricious
and fanciful character, consisting of lines,

geometrical figures, fruits, flowers, foliage,

etc., variously combined and

grouped, and painted, inlaid,
or wrought in low relief : used

especially for the decoration
of walls and ceilings, but also

for the decoration of objects
of any nature. In the arabesques
of the Mohammedans animal forms
were rigidly excluded, in accordance
with tile requirements of their re-

ligious law; but the Greeks and Ro-
mans, and the Renaissance artists,

among them Raphael and his scholars,
to whom are due the rich arabesque
decorations of the loggie of the Vati-

can, laid all the kingdoms of nature
under contribution. The Greeks un-

doubtedly derived the idea of pictorial
or plastic ornament of this kind from
the Oriental stuffs, painted, woven, or
embroidered with natural or fabulous
forms of plants and animals, which

Cinque-cento Ara- were brought to them by Pheuician
besque, from tomb in traders from a very early period,

in-vlncufo, Rome.""" 2. In bookbinding, a term used
in England for impressed or-

namental work on the side of the binding, pro-
duced by the pressure of hot plates or rollers

upon which the pattern is engraved.
Also spelled arabesk.

arabesque (ar-a-besk'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. ara-

besqued, ppr. arabesquing. [< arabesque, n.]
To enrich with ornament in arabesque.
With its vermilioned initial letters, so prettily ant-

beftqued. Eclectic Rev.

Arabian (a-ra'bi-an), a. and n. [< L. Arabius,
< Gr. 'Apdftiof, < "Apaijj: see Arab.] I. . Per-

taining to Arabia, or to the Arabs: as, Arabian
science or philosophy Arabian bird, the phenix
(which see) ; hence used, like that, for any unique or singu-
larly excellent person.

She [Imogen] is alone the Arabian bird ; and I

Have lost the wager. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 7.

II. n. 1. A native of Arabia; an Arab.
2. One of a Christian sect of the third century
(commonly called Arabici) which sprang up in

Perea, beyond the Jordan, a region often in-

cluded in Arabia. According to Ensebius, its mem-
bers "asserted that the human soul, as long as the present
state of the world existed, perished with the body, but that
it would be raised again with the body at the time of the
resurrection." The point was discussed with them by
Origen, at a council, with so much force that they were led
to change their opinions.

Arabic (ar'a-bik), a. and n. [ME. Arabik, n.
;
<

OF. Arabic,!. L. Arabicus, < Gr. 'ApafiiKtir,, < "Apa^,
Arab: see Arab.] I. a. 1. Belonging to Arabia,
or to the Arabian race or language. 2. [/. c.]
Derived from certain species of acacia growing

Arabic Architecture. Tombs of the Califs, Cairo.

in Arabia and other eastern countries : as, gum
arabic (which see, under gum2); arabie acid.
See arabin Arabic architecture, a general term for
the Mohammedan or Mussulman, Moorish, or Saracen
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styles of architecture, but applied especially to Egyptian
and Oriental examples. This architecture shows in its

systems of construction and ornament the profound in-

fluence of Persian and Byzantine models, though, as a

rule, in architectural science it falls far behind the work
of the Byzantine masters. The ovoidoconical dome sup-
ported on pendentives is a characteristic feature; the

buildings are usually square or polygonal in plan, seldom
circular; the roofs are in general Hat, and supported by
arches resting on columns forming long parallel aisles,
and often surrounding a central court. The arches are

very commonly of the horseshoe shape developed in

Persia, and from the beginning show the pointed form,
though it is clear that neither form was adopted for con-
structive reasons, and that neither influenced the meth-
ods of building, much less revolutionized the entire art of

architecture, as did the adoption of the pointed arch in

western Europe. Walls, particularly interior walls, ceil-

ings, domes, spandrels, etc., are commonly covered with
an intricate lacework of arabesques, usually executed in

relief on stucco, and often colored with at once great
brilliancy and great delicacy. The most noteworthy ex-

amples of the style exist in Cairo. Arabic figures or

Characters, the numeral characters 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,

0, so called as having been introduced into European from
Arab use. They were so introduced in the twelfth century,
and the work of Leonardo of Pisa, published in 1202, con-
tributed much to their dissemination. They were taken
from the Arabic work of Al-Khowarazmi (see algorism),
who obtained them in India or Afghanistan. The system
in its complete form (with the cipher) certainly originated
in India; but what the ultimate origin of the characters

was, whether they had been previously known in Europe
without the cipher, and their history among the Arabians,
are matters still in dispute.

II. n. The language of the Arabians ; a Semitic

dialect, belonging (along with the Himyaritic
and Abyssinian languages) to the southern
branch of the Semitic family, and generally re-

garded as exhibiting more ancient features than

any other Semitic tongue. It is the language of the

Koran, the sacred language of Islam, and possesses an im-
mense literature, almost wholly Moslem and later than the
time of Mohammed. Many other languages have borrowed
largely of its material, from the Persian, Turkish, Hindu-
stani, and Malay on the east to the Spanish on the west.

Arabicalt (a-rab'i-kal), a. [< Arabic + -at.]

Arabian; Arabic. [Rare.]
Arabicallyt (a-rab'i-kal-i), adv. According to

Arabic usage; in Arabic. N. E. D.
Arabic! (a-rab i-sl), n. pi. See Arabian, n., 2.

Arabicize (a-rab'i-siz), '. t.; pret. and pp. Arabi-

cized, ppr. Arabicizing. [< Arabic + -ize.] To
render conformable to Arabic usage.
arability (ar-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< arable: see

-bilitij.] Capability of being cultivated
;
fitness

for cultivation.

A Domesday hide, which one of our latest archaeologists
with good reason maintains is variable according to the

arability or pasturability of the land.
The Nation, Aug. 7, 1879, p. 96.

arabin, arabine (ar'a-bin), n. [< arab-ic (gum)
+ -j2.] A variety of gum, (C6H10OB )2+H2O,
soluble in cold water; arabie acid, it is the prin-
cipal constituent of gum arabie, which consists of salts of

arabin, and is also contained in other similar substances.

arabinose (ar'a-bi-nos), n. [< arabin + -ose.]
A crystallizable sugar, CgH12O6 , prepared by
the action of sulphuric acid on arabin.

arabinosic (ar"a-bi-no'sik), a. [< arabinose +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to arabinose.

Arabis (ar'a-bis), n. [NL., < Gr. 'Apafiic., Ara-

bian, < 'Apafiia, Arabia, of which the more im-

portant species are natives.] A large genus of

plants, of the order Cruciferw; wall- or rock-
cress. The species are mostly of little interest or im-

portance ; a few are cultivated for ornament in rockwork
and flower-borders.

Arabism (ar'a-bizm), . [= F. arabifine ; <

Arab + -ism; ef.. Gr. 'Apafji&tv, take part with
the Arabs.] An idiom or a peculiarity of the
Arabic language.
Arabist (ar'a-bist), . [= F. arabiste; < Arab
+ -ist. Cf. Arabis-m.] One versed in the Arabic

language, or in Arabian literature or science.
Arabize (ar'a-biz), . t.; pret. and pp. Arabized,
ppr. Arabizing. [< Arab + -iee. Cf . Gr. 'Apafli-

&iv, take part with the Arabs, < "Apafief, Arabs :

see Arab.] To render Arabic in character;
especially, to tinge with Arabisms.

These Arabs of the Sudan are not true Arabs, but to a

great extent merely Arabized negroes. Science, IV. 531.

arable (ar'a-bl), . [< F. arable, < L. arabtlis,
that can be plowed, < arare, plow, = Gr. apovv= Goth, arjan Icel. erja = AS. erian, > E. ear,

plow: see ears.] Fit for plowing or tillage.
Arable land, laud which is cultivable by means of the

plow, as distinguished from grass-land, wood-laud, com-
mon pasture, and waste.

Aracanese (ar-a-ka-nes' or -nez'), a. and n. [<
Aracan + -ese.^. I. a. Relating or pertaining
to Aracan or to its inhabitants.

II. n. 1. sing, or pi. A native or the natives
of Aracan, a division of Burma. 2. The lan-

guage spoken by the inhabitants of Aracan, a
dialect of Burmese.
Also spelled Arakanese.

Araceae

aracanga (ar-a-kang'ga), H. [Braz.: see^ra2.]
A kind of macaw, Psittacus macao (Linnteus),
P. aracaiiga (Gmelin), now Ara macao; the red
and blue macaw. Also araracanga.
aracari (ar-a-ka'ri), n. [= Pg. aracari (NL.
Aracarius), from a native name.] 1. A toucan
of the genus Pteroglossus, differing from the

true toucan in being smaller in size, with a less

developed beak, and in having more brilliant

and variegated plumage. See Pteroglossus and
Ehamphastos. The aracaris breed in the hollows of

decayed trees, which they enlarge by means of their beak.
The prevailing color of their plumage is green, often varied
with spaces or bands of black, or of brilliant red and yel-
low. They are natives of thewarm parts of South America.
2. In orniih., the specific name of one of the

aracaris, Pteroglossus aracari. It was made a

generic name by Lesson in 1828, and was Latin-
ized as Aracarius by Rafinesque in 1815.

Also spelled aricari.

araceH, *' t. [< ME. aracen, arasen, also ara-

chcn, <. AF. aracer, OF. aracier, arachier (as if <

L. *abradicare), mixed with eracJiier, esraelticr

(mod. F. arrachfr) = Pr. araizar, < L. exradi-

care, eradicare, uproot, eradicate : see eradi-

cate.] To pull up by the roots
; pull away by

force
;
tear violently away.

The children from her arm they gonne arace.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 1O47.

arace2t, r. t. Same as arose*.

Araceae (a-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Arum +
-acea;.] A natural order of monocotyledonous
plants, of which the genus Arum is the type.
The species are her-
baceous perennials,
mostly acaulescent
from tuberous or

creeping roots, but
in the tropics often
tall rooting climb-
ers. The inconspic-
uous flowers, usual-

ly monoecious or di-

(ecious, are crowd-
ed upon a spadix
surrounded by a

spathe, with which
it is sometimes con-
fluent. The order
includes 98 genera
and about 1,000

species, abundant
within the tropics,
but comparatively
rare in temperate , spadix ; , , stamens, or male flowers ;

regions. The larger c, c, ovaries, or female flowers ; d, spathe ;

genera are Anthu- '.corm.

rium, Philoden-

dron, Ari#(Pina, and Pothox. In temperate North Amer-
ica there are 10 species, belonging to 8 genera, of which
the most common is the .Tack-in-the-pulpit, or Indian tur-

nip, Arusatma triptnillum. The skunk-cabbage, Sympto-
carpusfcetidus, and the sweet-flag, Acorux calanms, are also
well-known representatives of the order. The tuberous
roots of many species abound in starch, and furnish a
wholesome food when cooked, or after the acridity has

Cuckoo-pint, or Wake-robin
(Arion mafulatiim).

been removed by washing, as in the taro, Colocatna anti-

quontin, which is extensively cultivated in tropical coun-
tries. British or Portland arrowroot is manufactured
from the roots of Am in inaciilatitm (the wake-robin or

cuckoo-pint), the species of which are natives chiefly of

tropical countries. A principle of acridity generally per-
vades the Aracece, existing in so strong a degree in some
as to render them dangerous poisons, as Dif/cnbachia
>/"/ of the West Indies and South America, which
receives its popular name ihntib-cane from the fact that
when it is chewed the tongue becomes swelled by the acrid

juice, and the power of speech is destroyed. Many species
are cultivated in greenhouses, chiefly as foliage-plants, and
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the calla, Rifti, i ':>>', J-:tlii"/i''t, in a very common house-

plant. Also called Aroi'li'n'.

araceous (a-ra'shius), a. [< NL. araceus: see

Araci-n:] Pertaining to tlic natural order of

plants .Iriirin:

arachidic (ar-a-kid'ik), a. [< ArarJiin(Arin-liiii-)

+ -it-.] Pertaining to or derived rrm theearth-

nnt, Anifhix hy/xHjwti : an,<inic/iiiiii' acid.

Arachis (ar'a-kw), . [NL., < ( !r. />",t"f. npanos,

apiiKir, sonic leguminous plant.] A small genus
of leguminous plants, unlives of Bra7.il. The

genus is mnarkalilu in the order im- it.- cl.m^it' d pedi-

eel-like calyx-tiil.e, anil for the manner in whieli the

growing stipe of the ovary bends downward ami, attain-

iiiK a length of '2 or 3 inehes, pushes the ovary into the

KTulinil, where it liejjins to enlarge anil ripen. Tin- !>(-
known species is A. kjfpogtm. the eomiii"li peanut or

groundnut, whieh is now enltivuteil in must uaiin cli-

mate.-. ;ind is esteemed a valuable artiele of f 1. lt.-pnd
when mature is oMomr, often contracted in the middle,

wrinkled, of ft pale-yellow eolor, and oontaini t\vn .-ccds..i

thr si/e of a ha/,ei nut, sweet in lla\<>r, e-]n cially when

-

.V/,1-
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Their (the glands'] ducts ultimately enter the six promi-

nent ani:'l'ni''li"/ iiiiiiinitillte.

lltifli'H. Uiat. Invert., p. :ai.

Arachnidial papilla, a minute ori-

tiee through \vhieh the secretion of

:ili ;il :n ImMillMi is potireil nut.

arachnidium (ar-ak-nid'i-
uni). n. ; pi. Ki-tirlniiditi (-a).

[NL., < (!r. iipaxvifiutv, a cob-

web, < a/mxvq, a spider, + dim.

-/rW'.] The characteristic or-

gan of tin' .li-iniriilii, or true

spiders; flip glandular ap-

paratus by wliieh the silky .

threads forming cobweb are (i>i,.v)otaSpi-

secreted and spun out. xnm- ',;;,.,"'

berless minute glands, provided with
-i ],;I!:LN t iu, i .. , nvtc the viscid material which hardens
into silk when i Api'sed to the air. The glands have been
divided into live kind- : aeiniform, ampnllate, .-e.4i.Ti ^:it-.

tnlniliform. anil tulicnius. Their ilnets enter the arach-
niilial manimillie, ami discharge through oriliers in the
araehiiidial papilla-.

arachnitis (ar-ak-ni'tis), w. A shortened form

Common Peanut (Arachis hyfogira'}.

a, a, flowers ; b, 6, ovaries oa lengthened stipes ; < ,
<

, forming fruit ;

ft, ripe pod ; e, pod opened, showing seeds.

roasted, and yielding when pressed an oil not inferior to
that of olives. The plant grows to the height of 1 or 2 feet.

Arachla-oil, the oil expressed from the seeds of Arachi

hypo'j&a, the fine limpid nut-oil of eoumierce, used as a
substitute for olive-oil, and largely in soap-making.
arachnactis (ar-ak-nak'tis), 11. [NL., < Gr.

ap&xyri, a spider, + auric, a ray.] A name given
to the free-swimming young of the genus Ed-
wardsia (which see). The term was used as a genus
name before the nature of these organisms was deter-
mined.

arachnid (a-rak'nid), w. One of the Aruchnida ;

au arachuidan.
Arachnida (a-rak'ni-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

apaxvt), a spider (see Aranea), + -irfa.] lu zool.,
a class name used with varying signification,
(a) In Lamarek's and Latreille's systems of classification,
one of three classes into which the Linnean Intsecta were
divided, the other two being Cntstacea and Imecta ; pri-

marily divided into Pulmonaria and Trachearia. (6) In
Latreille's system, the second class of articulated animals
with articulated legs, apterous and ametaholous. It was
divided into two orders, Puhtwnaria and Trackearia, the
former containing the spiders and scorpions, the latter the
false scorpions, harvestmen, and mites, (r) A class of the

phylum Arthroftftda, including the spiders, scorpions, false

scorpions, harvestmen, and mites, with or without the
bear-animalcules and the Pycnogonida and Pentantomida.
They are apterous, ametabolous, articulate animals, with
articulated legs. They are decephalized by the blending
of the head with the thorax as a cephalothorax, normally
hearing 8 legs, and never more

;
the antenme are trans-

formed into cheltc when present ; the abdomen is usually
distinct but not segmented, or if segmented is not dis-

tinctly separated from the cephalothorax, and does not
l>ear limbs, the appendages being in the higher forms
transformed into spinnerets ; the eyes are simple and gen-
erally more than two in number

; the respiratory appara-
tus is pulmonary or tracheal, or compounded of these two
forms

;
and their mode of progression is digitigrade. There

are about 4,500 species, some of which are fossils occurring
in the Silurian and Carboniferous. They are now divided

arachnoid (a-rak'noid), a. and . [< Gr.

foe5i7f, like a cobweb, < andxvi/, a spider's web,
a spider, + <!w;, form.] I. a. 1. Of or pertain-
ing to the Arachnida; arachnidan. 2. Like
or likened to a cobweb: applied, in aiiat. (o)
to the arachnoid of the brain (see II.); (6) to

the hyaloid membrane or arachnoid of the eye
(see II.). Arachnoid canal, cavity, etc. see the
nouns.- Arachnoid membrane. Same as II., 2.

Arachnoid tunic. Same as II., 8.

II. H. 1. A kind of fossil madrepore. 2. In

anat., the serous membrane enveloping the
brain and spinal cord; the middle one of the
three cerebrospinal meninges, between the
dura mater and the pia mater. It was formerly re-

garded as consisting of two layers, a visceral layer invest-

ing the pia mater and a reflected parietal layer lining the
dura mater, the two constituting a shut sac, like other
serous membranes, inclosing a cavity called the arachnoid
cavity, containing a serous fluid, the arachnoid fluid ; but
the more modern view regards the arachnoid membrane
as a single sheet external to the pia mater and attached to

it, hut not following it into the sulci and other depres-
sions of the brain. What was formerly called the cavity
of the arachnoid is now termed the subdural space. The
arachnoid is by some regarded as simply the outermost
layer of the pia mater. Also called arachnoid rnembratu1

,

arachnoidea, aracftitoidett, and araneowt membrane.
3. An old and disused name of the hyaline or

hyaloidmembrane within theeyeball, especially
of that portion of it which contributes to form
the capsule of the crystalline lens.

arachnoidal (ar-ak-noi'dal), a. Pertaining to
or of the nature of the arachnoid, in any sense
of the word; arachnoid.

arachnoidea, arachnoides (ar-ak-noi'de-a,
-de?.), n. [NL.] Same as arachnoid, n., 2.

arachnoiditis (a-rak-noi-di'tis), w. [NL., <

arachnoidea + -itis.~\ Inflammation of the arach-
noid membrane.
arachnological (a-rak-no-loj'i-kal), a. Of or

pertaining to arachnology.
arachnologist (ar-ak-nol'o-jist), n. [< arach-

nology + -ist."] One versed in arachnology.
arachnology (ar-ak-nol'o-ji), . [< Gr. apdxvti,'

tinea, Pentaslomidea (without Pycnagunitla). Synonymous
with Acephala, 3, and Aura, 2.

arachnidan (a-rak'ni-dan), a. and n. [< Ararh-
n nl, i + -an.] I. a . Pertaining to the Arachnida.

II. ii. One of the Araehnidn.

arachnidia, . Plural of arachnidium.
arachnidial (ar-ak-nid'i-al), a. [< ararltitidiniii
+

-al.~\ Of or pertaining to an arachnidium.
Arachnidial mammilla, one of the processes inU>

which the ducts of the arachnidiilm enter; a spinneret.

,

a spider, + -'/.oyia, < /.ejeix, speak : see -ology.]
The study of the Arachnida.

Arachnopoda (ar-ak-nop'o-dii), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. apaxyr;, a spider, + novc (TOI!-) = E./oof.] In
Dana's system of classification, a division of his
suborder Cormostomata of Entomostraca. The
term corresponds with Aranciformia or Pycno-
qonida (which see).
Arachnothera (a-rak-no-the'rii), w. [NL.,< Gr.

apaxvri, a spider, + Oijpav, hunt, j The typical ge-
nus of birds of the subfamily Arachnotherina;.
There are numerous species, inhabiting the Indo-Malayan
region, such as A. Umgirostris. Also Arachnothere*.

Arachnotherinse (a-rak'no-the-ri'ne), w. j>l.

[NL., < Araclinothera + -inn?.] A subfamily of

Xectariniida; containing numerous species,
chiefly East Indian and Oceanic, sometimes
called spider-catchers, having long slender
curved beaks like the sun-birds of the genera
Drepanix, Cinnyris, etc.

arack, . See arrack.

aracouchini-resin (ar'a-ko-she'ui-rez'in), w.

Same as acouchi-resin.

aracuan (ar-a-kwau'), . [Of S. Amer. origin.]
A name of one of the guans, Orttili.* iinieuan.

Also written araucuan.
arad (ar'ad), H. [< Arum + -arfl.] A plant of
the natural order Aracea;. Lindley.
Aradidae (a-rad'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Aradus
+ -ida>.~] A family of heteropterous insects,
characterized by their extremely depressed
form and brown or fuscous coloration, and di-

vided into Aradinm and Brachyrhynchiiue,

Araliacese

The family .-trur/ /</.*. wliieh contains the niost depressed
Heteroptan in ndattee*. Stand Hat. //;./., ii. 283.

Aradinae (ar-a-di'ne), H. i>l. [NL., < Aradus +
-I/KI.] A subfamily of Arndida1

, having a com-
paratively long rostrum, tlic stenium grooved,
tlic end ul the abdomen with a thin cleft and

margin, and the head with an angular
exterior to the .uitennai. It Is a large

uronp, ^eni-rally distriiinted in America from the arctic

regions to the tro]jics.

Aradus (ar'a-dus), n. [XL., appar. < Or. apaAoc,
a rumbling (rattling), var. of apafiof, a gnash-
ing, chattering (rattling); cf. ufiuieiv, rattle,

ring, as armor: in allusion to the loosc-ai mnreii

appearance of tlic insects of this genus.] A
genus of heteropterous inseets, typical of the

subfamily Artnlititr. .1. rrrimtiix is a large spe-
cies of the United States, half an inch long.
araeometer, etc. See areometer, etc.

araeostyle, . See irw//iV.

araeosystyle, . See areosystylc.

araeotlCt, . ami . See (in-nl/i:

Aragonese (ar"a-go-nes' or -nez'), a. and n.

[< sp. Arugimex, < Aragon.~\ I. a. Pertaining
to Aragon or to its inhabitants.

II. . ning. or pi. An inhabitant or the in-

habitants of Aragon, one of the great divisions

(formerly a kingdom) of Spain, in the north-
eastern part.
Sometimes spelled Arragonese.

aragonite (ar'a-go-nit), . [< Aragon, a divi-

sion of Spain. -1- -life2.] Calcium carbonate crys-
tallizing in the orthorhombic system. It Is iden-
tical with calcite in chemical composition, but differs from
it in crystalline form and in some of its physical proper-
ties; for example, its specific gravity is 2.9, while that of
calcite is 2.7. It occurs often in transparent acicular crys-
tals, and also as a deposit from waters carrying lime. A
white variety, having a delicate coralloid form, Is called

Jloiferri (flower of iron), from the fact of its occurrence
with iron ores.

aragu (ar'a-g8), n. [Canarese aragu, Telugu
arakku, ult. < Skt. lakuhd, lac: see toe1 .] Crude
sticklac. See sticklac.

araguato (ar-a-gwii'to), n. [S. Amer. ;
cf. ara-

62.] A kind of howling monkey of South
America, of the genus Mycetes, M. ursinus, or
the ursine howler. It is the largest of the new-world
monkeys hitherto noticed, Its length being nearly 3 feet,
while the tail reaches to even a greater length. Like
all other members of the family, it is characterized by
its discordant and dismal yells, which can be heard at the
distance of a mile. See cut under hoicler. Also called

guareba, guariba.

araignee (a-ra-nya'), " [F. araignte, a spider,
formerly also a spider's web, < LL. 'araneata.
a spiders web, (. L. aranea, spider: see Aranea.]
In fort., a kind of underground work consisting
of several branches or galleries starting from
one point, like a spider's web.

araint, [Mod. only dial., also arrow, arrand,
< ME. arain, arein, arayne, etc., train, erayne,
etc., < OF. araigne, aragne, iraigne, iragne =
Pr. aranha, eranha = Sp. arafia = Pg. aranAa =
It. aragna, a spider, < L. aranea, a spider, a

spider's web: see^ranea.] A spider.
Arainae (ar-a-i'ne), 11. pi. [NL., < Ara2 + -ii<e.]
Same as Arina:

araiset (a-raz'), r. t. [< ME. araisen, areisen,
raise up, < n- (< AS. a-) + raisen, reisen, raise:
see a-1 and raise.] Same as raise.

[A medicine] whose simple touch
Is powerful to arait<c King Pepin.

Shak., All's Well, it 1.

arak, . See arrack.

Arakanese, a. and n. See Aracanese.
arake (a-rak'),j/rej>. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3 +
rate.] Naut., on the rake

;
inclined from the

perpendicular.
araki (ar'a-ki), H. [Cf. arki; see arraek.'J An
Egyptian intoxicating drink prepared from the
dibs or honey of dates

;
a kind of arrack.

My guardians and attendants . . . used to fetch arajci
in a clear glass bottle, without even the decency of a cloth,
and the messenger twice returned from these errands de-

cidedly drunk. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 487.

Aralia (a-ra'li-a), w. [NL.: origin unknown.]
A genus of plants with small flowers arranged
in umbels, and succulent berries, the type of the
natural order Araliacete.

Araliaceae (a-ra-li-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Ara-
Un + -acca:.~\ A natural order of plants nearly
related to the Umbclliferte, from which they are

distinguished chiefly by their three- or more
celled fruit, simple epigynous disk, usually
valvate corolla, and more shrubby habit. The
order is most largely represented in warm and tropical
countries, and to it belongs the ivy, Hedrra Helix. <>in-

seng, which is highly esteemed by the Chinese as a stimu-

lant, is produced by Panax Schinneng, a plant found in

northern Asia. The ginseng of North America, Aralia

quiiwnefolia, is less valued. A species of Aralia, A. nudi-

faulis, is used in North America as a substitute for sarsa-



Araliaceae

parilla. The true rice-paper of the Chinese, obtained only
from the island of Formosa, is made from the pith of

another arallaceoiu plant, rutxiii /;///;//'</. Ihe order Is

represented in temprratc Nnrtli America only by the genus
Aralia, of which there arc cifilit species, and by a single

species of Fal.-n'a on the 1'aciric coast.

araliaceous (a-ra-li-a'shius), a. [< NL. ara-

liaceus.] Belonging to or resembling the Ara-
liacnv.

Aramaean, . Sec Aramean.
Aramaic (ar-a-ma'ik), a. anil n. [< LL. as if

"Arumaii'iix, < Gr. 'Apa/taia, LL. Aratiuea, prop-

erly fern, of 'AfKiftaiof, L. Arama-itx, adj., formed
on Heb. Aram, the name given to the districts

comprehended in Mesopotamia, northern Syria,
the region of Damascus, and eastern Palestine

southward to Arabia Petrrea.] Same as Ara-
mean.

The Amman1
, speech began to extend itself beyond its

original limits. Isaac Taylor, Tile Alphabet, L 283.

Aramean, Aramaean (ar-a-me'an), a. and .

i<

LL. AnniKi-iis, < Gr. 'Apa/iaios : see Aramaic.']
a. Belonging or relating to the northern

division of the Semitic family of languages and

peoples, containing the Mesopotamian, the

Syrian (extending over Palestine prior to the

Christian era), and the Nabateau; Chaldean;
Chaldaic ; Syrian : in distinction from the west-

ern or middle Semitic (Phenician and Hebrew)
and the south Semitic (Arabic and Ethiopia).
The Aramean alphabet attained an even wider exten-

sion than the Aramaic speech, and at length extirpated
all the independent North Semitic scripts.

Imac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 283.

II. n. 1. The language of the northwestern

Semites, preserved in the Biblical books of

Ezra and Daniel, in the Targums, and in the

Peshito version of the Scriptures, together
with the Christian Syriac literature. 2. An
inhabitant or a native of Arameea or Syria.
The Arainaiam also . . . have the form "mata."

N. A. Kef., CXXVII. 523.

Arameanism (ar-a-me'an-izm), . [< Aramean
+ -ism.] Same as Aramism.
Aramidae (a-ram'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Aramus
+ -ida;.] A family of grallatorial birds, con-

fined to the warmer parts of America, and form-

ing a connecting link between the cranes and
the rails, or the gruiform and ralliform birds.
The principal osteological and pterylographic characters

are those of the cranes, while the digestive system and
the general habits and appearance are those of the rails.

There are a pair of caeca, a pair of carotid arteries, and a

pair of syringeal muscles. The family consists of the single

genus Aramun (which see).

Aramides (a-ram'i-dez), it. [NL., < Aramus +
-ides.'} A genus of American ralliform birds, of

the family Kallidai and subfamily EalUnas; the

American crakes, or small rails with short bills.

The genus contains about 20 species, chiefly of Central and
South America ; it is sometimes restricted to one group of

these, other names, as Porzana, Cotttrnicops, and Creciscits,

being used for the rest.

Aramism (ar'a-mizm), . [< Aram- (in Ara-

maic, etc.) + -ism.] An idiom of the Aramean
or Chaldee language ;

a Chaldaism. Also Ara-
meanism.
Aramus (ar'a-mus),M. [NL.; etym. unknown.]
The typical and only genus of the family Ara-

midte, containing the courlans, caraus, or crying-
birds. They are about 2 feet long, of chocolate-brown
color streaked with white, with short and rounded wings,
a falcate first primary, a short tail of 12 feathers, and cleft

toes. The hinder toe is elevated, and the tarsus is scutel-

late anteriorly, and as long as the bill. The bill is twice
as long as the head, slender but strong, compressed, con-

tracted opposite the linear nostrils, grooved about half its

length, and enlarged and decurved in the terminal portion.
A. ^ictus (Coues) inhabits Florida, where it is known as the

limpkin ;
another species, A. scolopaceus, the scolopaceons

courlan, is found in the warmer parts of America. See
cottrlan.

Aranea (a-ra'ne-a), >i. [L., a spider, a spider's
web ( > E. arain, q. v. ) ;

also araneus, m. ,
a spider ;

cf. Gr. apdxvr/f, Attic dpa^vr/, poet, dpa^vof, a

spider, perhaps connected with ap/ci>f, a net.]
1. An old genus of spiders, more or less exactly
equivalent to the modern superfamily Araneida.
By various restrictions it has been reduced to the value of
one of the modern families or genera of spiders, and has
been eliminated entirely from some systems. Aranea
domestica, the common house-spider, is now Tegenaria do-

mestica. Also Araneus.

2. [NL., neut. pi.] A former group of spiders,
intermediate between a modern order and a
modern genus.
araneal (a-ra'ne-al), a. [< L. aranea, a spider,
+ -al. ] Pertaining to or resembling the spider.
araneid (a-ra'ne-id), . Same as araneidan.

Araneida (ar-a-ne'i-da), n. pi. [NL., < Aranea
+ -ida.] A superfamily and subgroup of the
class Aracknida, now usually called an order,

containing the spiders as distinguished from
the mites, scorpions, and other arachnidans:

Mygalt ciementaria, typical of Araneida.

A, female, natural size: At, chelicerae:

It", pedipalpi ; V ', yf, maxillary feet ;

yil', Vlli , thoracic feet ; CtH, cephalotho-
rax. B, last joint of pedtpalpus of male,
much magnified. See cut under chelictra.
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practically synonymous and conterminous with

IHmerosomata or Ptdmotrachearia. The spiders
breathe by two or mure pulmonary sacs, combined or not
with tracheic. The abdomen is not segmented, and is dis-

tinctly separated from the cephalothorax ; they have no

antennae, as such, but a pair of palps ; they have from 2 to

8 simple eyes, and
8 legs of 7 joints
each. The abdomi-
nal BopendiffM&n
modified into an
arachnidium or

spinneret, the ap-

paratus by which
cobweb, gossamer.
and other kinds
of spider-silk are

spun from a se-

cretion of ghuiiln-
lar organs. There
are also always
poison-glands con-
nected with the

mouth-parts. The
division of the

group varies with

every leading wri-

ter as to number
of suborders or
families and their

arrangement, some
admitting but two

or three families, others several suborders and upward of

twenty families, while the diversities of detail are endless.

A prime division is into Dianeummet, those having two

pulmonary sacs (the great bulk of the order), and Tetra-

piifumones, with four ; or according to the number of stig-

mata, those having two pairs (TelraMcta) or only one pair

(Trixtieta); or according to the number of eyes, whether

2, 4, 6, or 8 ; or, finally, according to the way in which they
move about and spin their webs. Some authors adopt
three families : Araneidte, Lycosidoe, and Mygalidce. Also

Araneidea, Araneina.

Araneidae (ar-a-ne'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Aranea
+ -ida;.] The spiders, considered as a family;
the spinning spiders. The group approaches more or
less nearly in extent the order Arcineula. In some systems
the term disappears, being conterminous with the order,
which then is divided into numerous families of other
names.

araneidan (ar-a-ne'i-dan), n. [< Araneida +
-an.] One of the Araneida ; any spider. Also
araneid.

Araneidea (ar-a-ne-i-de'a), n. pi. [NL.] Same
as Araneida.
araneiform (a-ra'ne-i-form), a. [< NL. aranei-

formis, < L. aranea, a spider, + forma, form.]
1. Spider-like in form; resembling a spider;

belonging to the Araneida, as distinguished
from other arachnidans. 2. Of or pertaining
to the Araneiformia.
Araneiformes (a-ra"ne-i-f6r'mez), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of araneiformis : see araneiform.'] Same as

Araneiformia.
Araneiformia (a-ra"ne-i-f6r'mi-a), TO. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of araneiformis: see araneiform.'] A
group of spider-like marine animals: synony-
mous with Pycnoaonida (which &ee). They are
sometimes placed with the Crustacea in an order or a sub-
class called Podosomata, sometimes in Arachnida, some-
times combined with the Arctisca in a subclass Pseuda-

rachna, and sometimes otherwise disposed of. They have
a rudimentary unsegmented abdomen, a suctorial mouth,
and 4 pairs of long, jointed legs, but are destitute of re-

spiratory organs. Some are parasitic.

Araneina (a-ra-ne-i'na), n. pi. [NL., < Aranea
+ -ina.] Same as Araneida.

araneologist (a-ra-ne-pl'o-jist),
n. [< arane-

ology + -ist.] One skilled in araueology.
araheology (a-ra-ne-ol'6-ji), . [< L. aranea,
a spider, + Gr. -/loym,< f.syeiv, speak: see-ology.]
That department of entomology which relates

to spiders.

The facts . . . were new to the field of American ara-

neology. Science, IV. 24.

araneose (a-ra'ne-6s), a. [< L. araneosns, full

of or like spiders' webs, < aranea, a spider's

web, also a spider: see Aranea.] Covered with
hairs crossing one another, like the rays in a

spider's web ;
arachnoid.

araneous (a-ra'ne-us), . [As araneose, or after
L. araneus, pertaining to a spider or to a spi-
der's web, < aranea, a spider, spider's web : see

araneose.] If. Full of cobwebs. 2. Resem-
bling a cobweb ; extremely thin and delicate,
like spider's silk or gossamer; covered with
delicate tangled hairs like cobweb ; arachnoid.
Araneous membrane. Same as arachnoid, n.,2.

arango (a-rang'go), . [A native name.] A
kind of bead made of rough carnelian, generally
of a cylindrical shape. Such beads, imported from
Bombay, constituted an article of traffic with Africa pre-
vious to the abolition of the slave-trade.

arapaima (ar-a-pi'ma), n. [S. Amer. native

name.] 1. Tne name of the largest known
fresh-water fish, Arapainta gigas, an inhabitant
of Brazil and Guiana, said to attain a length of
15 feet and a weight of 400 pounds. It is of eco-

Araucaria

nomical importance as a food-fish. 2. [cap.]

[NL.] A genus of malacopterygian abdominal
fishes, of the family Oxteor/lossidif, remarkable
for their size and the mosaic work of their hard

bony compound scales. A. i/ii/fix is an example.
araphorostic, araphostic, ". See arrhaphogttc.

arapunga (ar-a-pung'ga), ii. [S. Amer. native

name.] A South American oscine passerine
bird of the family Cotingidte and subfamily
Gijmnodcrina; ; the bell-bird, campanero, or

averano, Chasmorhynchus niveus; one of the

fruit-crows, with a long erectile tubular process
on the head, rising sometimes to the height of

several inches. It is remarkable for its clear, far-

sounding notesof apeculiarly resonant or bell-like quality,
continued through the heat of the day, when most birds

are silent, and therefore readily heard at a great distance.

Arapunga, or Campanero (CHasmorkynchvs nneus).

The bird is of about the size of a pigeon, and the plumage
of the adult is pure white. The native name was made a

generic term by Lesson in 1831. The bird is nearly related
to the umbrella-birds, Cephalopteru*.

arara (a-ra'ra), n. [Braz. Cf. Ara2.] A kind
of macaw, Ara maracann.

araracanga (a-ra-ra-kang'ga), n. Same as

aracanga.
araramboya (ar"a-ram-bo'ya), n. [Braz.] A
name of the bojobi or dog-headed boa of Brazil,

Xiphosoma caninum.
ararauna (ar-a-ra'na), n. [Braz.] The blue
and yellow rriacaw,

"
Psittacns ararauna (Lin-

nseus), now Ara ararauna.
araroba (ar-a-ro'ba), n. Same as ehrysarobin.
arar-tree (af'ar-tre), n. The sandarac-tree of

Morocco, Callitris quadrivalvis. See sandarac-
tree.

araseH (a-ras' ), r. t. [Also written arace, < OF.
araser, raze, demolish, < a. to, + rax, level :

see o-H and rase, raze, ana ef. erase.] 1. To
raze; level with the ground. 2. To erase.

arase-t, v. t. Same as arace1 .

arasene, Same as arrasene.

arastra (a-ras'tra), n. Same as arrastre.

aration (a-ra'shon), n. [< L. aratio(n-), < arare,

pp. aratits, plow: see arable.] Plowing; til-

lage. [Rare.]
It would suffice to teach these four parts of agriculture ;

flrst aration, and all things belonging to it.

Cowley, Works (ed. 1710), II. 710.

aratory (ar'a-to-ri), a. [< ML. aratorius, < L.

orator, plower,'< arare, pp. aratus, plow: see

arable.] Relating or contributing to tillage.

aratrum terrae (a-ra'trum ter e). [ML., a

plowgate of land : aratrum, a portion of land
as much as could be plowed with one plow (a

special use of L. aratrum, plow, < arare, plow:
see arable); terra;, gen. of L. terra, land.] In

Scots law, a plowgate of land, consisting of

eight oxgates, because anciently the plow was
drawn by eight oxen.
Araucan (a-ra'kan), n. Same as Araueanian.
Araucanian (ar-a-ka'ni-an), a. and n. [< Arau-

cania, < Araucanos, the Araucanians, a tribe of

Indians inhabiting the southern parts of Chili.]

I. a. Of or pertaining to Araucania, a territory
in the southern part of Chili, mainly comprised
in the modern provinces ofArauco and Valdivia.

II. . A native or an inhabitant of Arau-
cania. The aboriginal Arancanians are a partially civil-

ized race who have never been conquered by Europeans ;

but in 1883 the portion of them living on the mainland

voluntarily submitted to the Chilian government.

Araucaria (ar-a-ka'ri-a), . [NL.,< Arauc(ania)
+ -aria. ] A genus of Conifcra;, the representa-
tive of the pine in the southern hemisphere,
found in South America, Australia, and some of

the islands of the Pacific. The species are large ever-

green trees with verticillate spreading branches covered
with stiff, narrow, pointed leaves, and bearing large cones,
each scale having a single large seed. The species best

known in cultivation is A. imbricata (the Chili pine or

monkey-puzzle), which is quite hardy. It is a native of

the mountains of southern Chili, where it forms vast for-

ests, and yields a hard, durable wood. Its seeds are eaten



Araucaria

when roasted. The Moretun Bay pine of Australia, A.

I'li/iin'iinlitt/itii. supplier a. valuable timber ust-d in making
furniture, in hnusr- and boat-lmildhiK, and in other cnr-

pi'iitrr-work. A s]"'ci^, A. ercflm, aliounds mi Norfolk

Island, attaining a hc-i^ht of 200 feet. See Norfolk Island

/"'i'-'. under i>int .

ArbalisUT.

( From Viollet-le-Duc's
"Diet, du Mobilier fr.m-

$als.")

f. Norfolk Island Pine (draucaria excflsa). 3. Cone of
Araitcaria Coofcii.

araucarian (ar-a-ka'ri-an), a. and >i. [< Arau-
rnria + -an.] I. a. Related to or having the

characters of the genus Aranraria.

II. n. A tree of the genus Araucaria.
The plants of which our coal-scams are composed speak

to us of lands covered with luxuriant growths of tree-ferns

and ariiiifin-iaiix. (jeikit, Ice Age, p. 94.

araucarite (a-ra'ka-rit), n. [< Araucaria +
-jte2.] The name given to fragments of plants
found fossilized in strata of different ages, and
believed to be related to plants of the living

genus Araucaria. Trunks occur in the coal-measures
in tlie neighborhood of Edinburgh which have belonged
to immense coniferous trees, referred, though witli some
doubt, to this genus. The fruits and foliage found In the

Secondary rock., are certainly closely related to the Aus-
tralian araueariuns.

araughtt. I'rctcrit otareacih.

arauha (a-rii'o-a), n. The native name of a

gigantic spider of the genus Mygale, found on
the Abrolhos islands, Brazil. It preys on lizards,

and even on young chickens. It is probably the bird-

spider, Mygale (Avicvlaria) avicularia, or a related spe-
cies.

arba, . See araba1
.

arbaccio (ar-bach'io), n. [It. dial.] A coarse
cloth made in Sardinia from the wool of an
inferior breed of sheep called the Nuoro. E. S.

Knight.
Arbacia (iir-ba'si-a), 11. [NL.] The typical

genus of sea-urchins of the family Arbaciida1
.

A. punctulata and A. nigra are two species, occurring
respectively on the eastern and western coasts of North
America.

arbaciid (ar-bas'i-id), n. A sea-urchin of the

family Arbaciida!.

Arbaciidae (ar-ba-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Arba-
cia + -id<e.] A family of desmostichous or

endocyclical echinoids, or regular sea-urchins,
intermediate in its general characters between
Cidarida; and Echinidai, and having median
ambulacral spaces appearing as bare bands.
The family is typified by the genus Arbacia;
another genus is C(eloj>leuri<s.

arbalest, arbalester. See arbalist, arbalister.

arbalete (iir-ba-laf), n. [P., < OF. arbaltste:

see arbtili.it.] Same as arbalist, 2.

arbalist, arbalest (iir' ba-list, -lest), . [< ME.
arbelaste, arblast, arblest, etc. (also arweblast,

arowblaste, as if connected with armo, arrow), <

OP. arbaltntf, arhelexti; urbalestre, P. arbalete =
Pr. arbalesta, albalesta, < LL. arcubalista, arcu-

ballista : see arcubalint.] 1. A crossbow used in

Europe in the chase and in war throughout the
middle ages. The bow was made of steel, horn, or other

material, and was of such great strength and stiffness that
some mechanical appliance was used to bend it and adjust
the string to the notch. The lighter arbalists, used in the

chase, and generally by horsemen, required a double hook,
which the arhalister carried at his girdle. Heavier ones
required a kind of lever, or a windlass, or a revolving winch
with a ratchet and long handle, to draw them ; these ap-
pliances were separate from the arbalist, and were carried

slung from the shoulder or at the belt. The short and
heavy arrow of the arbalist was called a quarrel, from its

square head, or more commonly a bolt, as distinguished
from the shaft discharged by the longbow. Sometimes
stones (see ftontf-bow) and leaden balls were used. The mis-
sile of the arbalist was discharged with such force as to

penetrate ordinary armor, and the weapon was considered
so deadly as to be prohibited by a council of the church
except in warfare against infidels. It could, however, be

discharged only twice a minute. It was used especially in
the attack and defense of fortified places. For similar

weapons of other periods than the European middle ages,
see <v<-\.s-/Mr. Also (irculKilitt. and formerly arblast.

2. In lier., a crossbow used as a bearing.
19
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arbalister, arbalester (ar'ba-lis-ter, -les-ter),

n. [< ME. arbalester, arbalasler, arblaster, etc.,

< OF. nrliiili-xticr, < ML. arcubalistariw : see ar-

cubalister.] One armed with
the arbalist ;

a crossbowman ;

(specially, a soldier carrying
the arbalist of war. Also
arouboMster.

arbiter (iir'bi-ter), n. [= F.

in-liitri; < L. nrhilrr, a witness,

jiiduf, lit. one who goes to

see, < ar- for ail, to, + beterc,

hiirn, come.] 1. A person
chosen by the parties in a con-

troversy to decide their differ-

ences; one who decides points
at issue; an arbitrator; a ref-

eree ;
an umpire.

The civilians make a difference be-

tween arbiter and arbitrator, the
former being obliged to judge ac-

cording to the customs of the law ;

wlici -i iis (lie latter i.s at liberty to use
his own discretion, and accommo-
date the difference in that manner which appears most just
and equitable. Wh<i>-tui.

2. In a general sense, a person who has the

power of judging and determining absolutely ac-
cording to his own pleasure j

one whose power
of deciding and governing is not limited

;
one

who has a matter under his sole authority for

adjudication.
Our plan best, I believe, combines wisdom and practica-

bility, by providing a plurality of Counsellors, but a single
arbiter for ultimate decision. Jefferson, Autobiog., p. 44.

Tlie final arbiter of institutions is always the conception
of right prevailing at the time.

Rae, Contemporary Socialism, p. 179.

Arbiterelegantiarum(eH-gan-shia'rum). [L.] A judge
of the elegancies ; an authority in matters of taste. = Syn.
Arbitrator, umpire, referee, judge ; absolute ruler, control-

ler, governor.

arbitert (ar'bi-ter), i'. t. [< arbiter, n.] To act

as arbiter between
; judge. Hall.

arbitrable! (ar'bi-tra-bl), a. [< Sp. arbitrable

= Pg. arbitratel, < L" as if *arbitrnbilis, < arbi-

trari, arbitrate: see arbitrate.] 1. Arbitrary;
depending on the will. Spelman. 2. Subject
to arbitration

; subject to the decision of an
arbiter, court, judge, or other appointed author-

ity; discretionary.
The value of moneys is arbitrable according to the use

of several kingdoms. /;/.. Hail, Cases of Conscience, i. 1.

arbitrage (ar'bi-traj), n. [< F. arbitrage, < ar-

bitrer, arbitrate: see arbitrate.] 1." Arbitra-
tion. B. Cobden. [Rare.] 2. The calculation
of the relative value at the same time, at two or

more places, of stocks, bonds, or funds of any
sort, including exchange, with a view to taking
advantage of favorable circumstances or differ-

ences in payments or other transactions ; arbi-

tration of exchange.
Arbitrage proper is a separate, distinct, and well-defined

business, with three main branches. Two of these, viz.,

arbitrage or arbitration in bullion and coins, and arbitra-

tion in bills, also called the arbitration of exchanges, fall

within the businesses of bullion dealing and banking respec-
tively. The third, arbitrage in stocks and shares, is arbi-

trage properly so called, and so understood, whenever the
word is mentioned without qualification among business

men, and it is strictly a Stock Exchange business.

Encyc. Brit., II. 311.

3. The business of bankers which is founded
on calculations of the temporary differences in

the price of securities, and is carried on through
a simultaneous purchase in the cheaper and
sale in the dearer market.

arbitrager (ar'bi-tra-jer), n. A banker or a
broker who engages in arbitrage operations,
arbitrageur (ar-bi-tra-zher'), . [F.] Same as

arbitrager.
As a rule, the arbitrage properly known as such is the

business of an arbitrageur, who is almost always a mem-
ber of a .Stock Exchange or "Bourse," and his arbitrations
with very few exceptions are neither In bullion nor in bills,
but in Government and other stocks and shares.

Encyc. Brit., II. 311.

arbitral (ar'bi-tral), a. [< LL. arbitralis, < L.

arbiter, arbiter.] Relating to arbitration
;
sub-

ject to review and adjudication Decree arbi-
tral. See decree.

arbitrament (ar-bit'ra-ment), K. [< ME. arbi-

tr/ment, arbitrament, < ()F.'arbitrenient= Pr. ar-

bitramen^Sp. arbitramiento = Pg. arbitrament,
(. ML. arbitramentum, < L. arbitrari, arbitrate:

see arbitrate.] 1. The power or right to decide
for one's self or for others

;
the power of abso-

lute and final decision.

Liberty, and Life, and Death would soon . . .

Lie in the arbitrement of those who ruled
Tlie capital City. Wordsworth, Prelude, x.

2. The act of deciding a dispute as an arbiter

or arbitrator
;
the act of settling a claim or dis-

arbitrate

pute which has been referred to arbitration;
the absolute and authoritative settlement of

any matter.
Want will force him tn put it to arMtn n ,/t.

Hawiu'.irr, New Way to Pay old Debts, il. 1.

This tax was regulated by a law made nn purpose, and
not left to the arbitrament of partial or interested persons.

./. Ail,i,,is. Work.. V. Jt.

3. The decision or sentence pronounced by an
arbiter. [In this sense award is now more
common in legal use.]
To discover the grounds on which . . . usage base* its

arbilriiiiKuts. ballle>. nut -eld .mi utmost ingenuity ot

speculation. /'. Hull. Mod. Kng.. p. ::l

Sometimes spelleil nrhitrniinii.

arbitrarily (ar'bi-tra-ri-H), ndv. In an arbi-

trary manner; at will; capriciously; without
sufficient reason; in an irresponsible or des-

potic way.
The Bishop of Dunkeld, who . . . had opposed tli

eminent, wa* " <-i>i>>-, ''In
j

' '< d from bi.i sei
, and a suc-

cessor was appointed. Miii-diilnii, Hist. Kng., vi.

arbitrariness (iir'bi-trii-ri-nes), n. The quality
of being arbitrary.
Consciousness is an entangled plexus which cannot be

ent into parts without more or le-- n,

II. Xi-iu-rr, Pi-iii. of Psycho]., ! 480.

arbitrarioust (iir-bi-tra'ri-us), a. [< L. arbitra-

rius: see arbitrari/.] Arbitrary. Xorris.

arbitrariouslyt (ai'-bi-tra'ri-us-li), adv. Arbi-

trarily. Burrow,

arbitrary (ar'bi-tra-ri), a. [= F. arbitraire =
Pr. arbitrari = Sp. Pg. It. arbitrario, < L. arbitra-

rius, of arbitration, hence uncertain, depending
on the will. < arbiter, arbiter, umpire : see arbi-

ter.] 1. Not regulated by fixed rule or law;
determinable as occasion arises

; subject to in-

dividual will or judgment ; discretionary.
Indifferent things are left arbitrary to ug.

Bp. ifall, Remains, p. 277.

2. In law, properly determinable by the choice
or pleasure of a tribunal, as distinguished from
that which should be determined according to

settled rules or the relative rights or equities
of the parties. Thus, whether the judge will take and
state an account himself, or refer it to an auditor, is a

question resting in his arbitrary discretion ; whether, also,
a particular person Is qualified to act as auditor is a ques-
tion involving judicial or legal discretion.

3. Uncontrolled by law
; using or abusing un-

limited power; despotic; tyrannical.
For sure, If Dulness sees a grateful day,
'Tis in the shade of arbitrary sway.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 182.

Could I prevail upon my little tyrant here to he less ar-

bitrary, I should be the happiest man alive.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, v.

Arbitrary power is most easily established on the ruins
of liberty abused to licentiousness. Washington.

4. Not characterized by or manifesting any
overruling principle ; fixed, determined, or per-
formed at will

; independent of rule or control.

A great number of arbitrary signs, various and opposite,
do constitute a language. If such arbitrary connection be
instituted by men, it is an artificial language ; if hy the
Author of Nature, it is a natural language. Bp. Berkeley.

They perpetually sacrifice nature and reason to arbi-

trary canons of taste. ilacaulay, Dryden.

By an arbitrary proceeding, I mean one conducted by
the private opinions or feelings of the man who attempts
to regulate. Burke.

5. Ungpverned by reason; hence, capricious;
uncertain; unreasonable; varying; changeful:
as, an arbitrary character.

My disappointments, as a general thing, . . . had too
often been the consequence of arbitrary preconceptions.

//. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 2S3.

Arbitrary constant, in math., a quantity which by a dif-

ferential equation is required to have the same value for

all values of the variable, while this constant value re-

mains indeterminate. Arbitrary discretion. .See ait-

cretion. Arbitrary function, in math., a quantity which
is required by a partial differential equation to remain un-

changed as long as certain variables remain unchanged,
but which may vary in any manner with these variables,

subject only to the condition of having differential coeffi-

cients with respect to them. Arbitrary homonyms.
See homonym. = Syn. Capricious, unlimited, irresponsible,

uncontrolled, tyrannical, domineering, imperious.

arbitrate (ar'bi-trat), r.
; pret. and pp. arbi-

trated, ppr. arbitrating. [< L. arbitrates, pp. of

arbitrari (> It. arbitrare = Pg. Sp. Pr. arbitrar

= F. arbitrer), be a witness, act as umpire, <

arbiter, umpire: see arbiter.] I. intrans. 1. To
act as an arbitrator, or formal umpire between

contestants; mediate.
In the disputes of kings, the weaker party often appealed

to the Pope, and thus gave him an opportunity to arbitrate

or command. Woolxrii, Introd. to Inter. Law, i 8.

2. To decide
;
determine ; settle a question or

rule otherwise indeterminate.
Some (words] become equivocal by changing their sig-

nification, and some fall obsolete, one cannot tell why.
for custom or caprice arbitrates], guided by no law.

1. D'lsraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 172.



arbitrate

H. (runs. 1. To give ;m authoritative deci-

sion in regard to as arbitrator ;
decide or deter-

mine.

Thoughts speculative their unsure hopes relate
;

But certain issue strokes must arbitral::

Shale., JIacbeth, v. 4.

Things must be compared to mid arbilrateil by her [wis-

dom's] standard, en
1 else they will contain something oi'

monstrous enormity. J!<ii-rn/>-, Works, I. vi.

lint tlion, Sir Lancelot, sitting in my place
Knchair'd tu-moiTou, t/rliitrtil'' the field.

Ti'tiii'ixon, 'I'lie Last Tournament.

2. To submit to arbitration ;
settle by arbitra-

tion : as. to arbitrate a dispute regarding wages,
arbitrated (iir'bi-tra-ted), i>. </. Ascertained or

determined by arbitrage: us, arbitrated rates;
arbitrated par of exchange.

Business men . . . were . . . enabled to utilize all the
advantages of rros> and <t,-l>it,-ati'fl exrlianges.

llttlrli, Mines of I . s., p. 444.

arbitration (iir-bi-tra'shon), it. [< ME. arbitra-

cion, < OF. arbitration = Pr. arbitracio, < L.

arbitratio(ti-), < arliitrari, arbitrate, judge: see

arbitrate.'] The hearing and determining of a
cause between parties in controversy by a per-
son or persons chosen or agreed to by the par-
ties. This may he done by one person, but it is usual to
ehoose more than one. Frequently two are nominated,
one by eaeh party, the two being authorized in turn to

agree upon a third, who is called the umpire (or, in Scot-
land, sometimes the oeemnan), and who either acts with
them or is called ou to decide in case the primary arbitra-
tors differ. The determination of arbitrators or umpires
is called an aicttrd. By the common law an award prop-
erly made is binding; but the arbitrators' authority may
be revoked before award at the will of either party. Per-
manent boards of arbitration are sometimes constituted

bylegislative or corporate authority, but the submission of

cases to their decision is always voluntary.

It is not too much to hope that arbitration and concilia-

tion will be the means adopted alike by nations and by
individuals, to adjust all differences.

JV. A. Ken., CXLII. 613.

Arbitration, iu International Law, is one of the recog-
nized modes of terminating disputes between indepen-
dent nations. Kur/ic. Brit., II. 313.

Arbitration bond, a bond by which a party to a dispute
engages to abide by the award of arbitrators. Arbitra-
tion of exchange, see arbitraye, 2. Geneva arbitra-
tion, the settlement by arbitration of the dispute between
the governments of the United States and Great Britain

concerning the Alabama claims: so called because the
board of arbitrators held their sessions at Geneva iu
Switzerland. See Alabama claims, under claim.

arbitrational (ar-bi-tra'shon-al), a. 1. Per-

taining to, of the nature of, or involving arbi-
tration : as, arbitrational methods of settling
disputes. 2. Resulting from arbitration or a
reference to arbitrators.

Arbitrational settlement of the Alabama claims.
A . Hayward, Ethics of Peace.

arbitrative (ar'bi-tra-tiv), a. [< arbitrate +
-ire.] Of the nature of arbitration

; relating to
arbitration

; having power to arbitrate : as,
" he

urged arbitratire tribunals," 11. J. Hinton, Eng.
Radical Leaders, p. 117.

arbitrator (ar'bi-tra-tor), n. [Early mod. E.
also arbitratonr, < ME. arbitrator, < OF. arbi-

tratour, -eur (earlier arbitrour, arbitreor: see

arbitrcr), < LL.
arbitrator,^

< arbitrari, pp. arbi-

tratux, arbitrate: see arbitrate.'] 1. A person
who decides some point at issue between others

;

one who formally hears and decides a disputed
cause submitted by common consent of the par-
ties to arbitration. 2. One who has the power
of deciding or prescribing according to his own
absolute pleasure ; an absolute governor, presi-
dent, autocrat, or arbiter. See arbiter.

Though heaven be shut.
And heaven's high Arbitrator sit secure.

Milton, P. L., ii. 859.

The end crowns all ;

And that old common arbitrator. Time,
Will one day end it. ShaL, T. and C'., iv. 5.

=
Syn. 1. Umpire, Referee, etc. See jmlne, n.

arbitratorship (ar'bi-tra-tor-ship), n. The
office or function of an arbitrator.
arbitratrix (ar'bi-tra-triks), n.

; pi. arbitratricen

(ar"bi-tra-tri'sez). [LL., fern, of arbitrator : see

arbitrator.'] A female arbitrator,

arbitret, See arbitry.

arbitret, r. t. See arbiter.

arbitrament, . See arbitrament.
arbitrert (ar'bi-trer), . [Early mod. E. also

arbitral; arbitrour, < ME. arbitrour, < OF. arbi-

trour, arbitreour, arbitreor, < LL. arbitrator:
see arbitrator.'] An arbiter or arbitrator.
The arbitrer of her own destiny. Smtthey.

arbitress (ar'bi-tres), n. [ME. arbitres ; < arbi-
ter + -ess.] A female arbiter: as, an arbitrexK
of fashion.

He aspired to see
His native Pisa ciueen and arbitrem
Of cities. Rri/nnt, Knight's Epitaph.
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arbitrort, . See arbitrcr.

arbitryt,
. [ME. arbitrie (earlier arbitre,<

OF. nrbitre), < L. arbitrium, will, judgment, <

arbiter, arbiter: see arbiter.] 1. Free will;
discretion. 2. Arbitration. 3. Judgment;
award.

arblastt, Same as arbalist.

arblastert, Same as arbalixter.

Arbogast's method. See met/mil.

arbor 1
(iir'bor), ii. [In the derived sense for-

merly arbcr, arbrc, < F. arbre, OF. arbre, anbre
= Pr. aiibre = Sj>. arbul = Pg. arrorf, formerly
nrbur = It. albore, albtro, arbero, poet, arborc,
a tree, beam, mast, etc., < L. arbor (ace. ar-

b/irem), earlier arbos, a tree, and hence also a

beam, bar, mast, shaft, oar, etc. Cf. the simi-

lar development of beam and few.] 1. Liter-

ally, a tree : used in this sense chiefly in botan-
ical names. 2. In mech. : (a) The main support
or beam of a machine, (b) The principal spin-
dle or axis of a wheel or pinion communicating
motion to the other moving parts Arbor Diana
(tree of Diaua, that is, of silver: see Diana), in chew., a
beautiful arborescent precipitate produced by silver in

mercury. Arbor Judae, in l't., the Judas-tree (which
see). Arbor Saturn! (tree of Saturn, that is, of lead:
see Saturn), iu chem., an arborescent precipitate formed
when a piece of zinc is put into

a_
solution of acetate of

lead. Arbor vitse. See arbor- ritce. Expanding ar-
bor, in ttti'di., a mandrel in a lathe provided with taper
keys or other devices for securing a firm hold, by varying
the diameter of the parts or surfaces of the mandrel which
hear against the sides of the hollow or the central hole of
the object which is to be operated upon.

arbor-, arbour (ar'bor), . [In England the
second form is usual. Early mod. E. arbor, ar-

honr, arber, harbor, liarbour, harber, herber,
herbor, etc., < ME. erber, erbere, herber, herbere,
< AF. erber, herber, OF. erbier, herbier, a place
covered with grass or herbage, a garden of

herbs, < ML. hi'rliarinui in same sense, earlier,
in LL., a collection of dried herbs : see herba-

rium, of which arbor2 is thus a doublet; and
cf. arb, i/arb, dial, forms of herb. The sense of

'orchard,' and hence 'a bower of trees,' though
naturally developed from that of ' a grass-plot

'

(so orchard itself, AS. iryrt-aeunl, i. e., wort-
or herb-yard; cf. F. rerger, an orchard, < L.

viritlariiim, a garden, lit. a 'greenery'), led to
an association of the word on the" one hand
with harbor, ME. herbere, Jterberwe, etc., a shel-

ter, and on the other with L. arbor, a tree.

Cf. arboret2 and It. arborata, an arbor (Florio).]
It. A grass-plot ;

a lawn
;
a green. [Only in

Middle English.] 2f. A garden of herbs or of

flowering plants ;
a flower-bed or flower-garden.

3f. A collection of fruit-trees
;
an orchard.

In the garden, as I wene,
Was au arber fayre and grene,
Ajld in the arber was a tre.

Squirt of Loire Dear?, 1. 28.

4. A bower formed by trees, shrubs, or vines
intertwined, or trained over a latticework, so
as to make a leafy roof, and usually provided
with seats

; formerly, any shaded walk.

Those hollies of themselves a shape
As of an arbour took.

Coleridge, Three Graves, iv. 24.

arboraceous (ar-bo-ra'shius), a. [< NL. arbii-

raceus, < L. arbor, a tree.] 1. Pertaining to
or of the nature of a tree or trees. 2. Living
on or among trees; living in the forests; per-
taining to such a life.

Xot like Papuas or Bushmen, with it rboraceoitK habits
and half-animal clicks. Mai Mutter, India, etc., p. 133.

arboral (ar'bo-ral), a. [< arbor* + -al.] Relat-

ing to trees ; arboreal. [Rare.]
arboraryt (ar'bp-ra-ri), a. [< L. arborarius, <

arbor, a tree.] Belonging to trees. Bailey.
arboratort (ar'bo-ra-tor), . [L., a pruner of

trees, < "arborare, pp. *arboratus, < arbor, a
tree.] One who plants or prunes trees.

arbor-chuck (iir'bor-chuk), . See c/icf .

arbor-day (ar'bor-da), H. [< arbor* + day*.]
In some of the "United States, a day of each
year set apart by law for the general planting
of trees wherever they are needed.
The Arbor-dan idea . . . has been formally adopted

already by seventeen of our states.

Pop. Sei. Mo., XXVIII. 691.

arboreal (ar-bd're-al), a. [< L. arborcus (see
arboreous) + -al.]' "1. Pertaining to or of the
nature of trees. 2. Living on or among trees ;

inhabiting or frequenting forests.

arbored 1 (aVbord), a. [< arbor* + -fd2.] Fur-
nished with an arbor or axis.

arbored2 (ar'bord), . [< arbor* + -fd2.] Fur-
nished with an arbor or bower.
arboreous (ar-bo're-us), a. [< L. arborcus, per-
taining to trees, < arbor, a tree.] 1. Pertaining

Arborescent Structure in

native copper.

arborize

or belonging to trees
; living on or among trees

;

frequenting forests
;
arboraceous. 2. Having

the form, constitution, and habits of a tree;
having more or less the character of a tree; ar-
borescent. 3. Abounding iu trees; wooded.
arboresce (ar-bo-res'), r. /.

; pret. and pp. /-

boresced, ppr. arboresemg. [< L. urborcscfrr,
become a tree, < arbor, a tree :

see arbor* and -encc.~] To
become a tree or like a tree

;

put forth branches.
arborescence (ar-bo-res'ens).
n. [(arborescent: see -enee .]

1. The state of being arbor-
escent. 2. Something, as a
miueral or agroup of cryst al s,

having the figure of a tree.

arborescent (ar-bo-res'ent ).

. [< L. arborescen(t-)s, }<\ir.

ofarborcscere: see arboresce.]

Resembling a tree
;
tree-like

in growth, size, or appearance ; having the na-
ture and habits of a tree

; branching like a tree
;

dendritic.
A vegetation of simple structure, if nrh,rnm-,it in its

habit, might be held sufficiently to correspond with the
statement us to the plants of the third day.

Dawmn, Nature and the Jiihle, p. 1U7.

By the extension of the division down the pedicels
themselves, composite arborettcent fabrics, like those of

Xoophytcs, are produced. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 424.

arboret1
(iir'bo-ret), . [< L. arbor, a tree (see

arbor*), + -et." Cf. F. arbret = It. alberetlo, for-

merly atboretto, a dwarf tree.] A little tree
;
a

shrub.
Xo arborett with painted blossomes dlvst
And smelling sweete, but there it might be fownd

To bud out faire, and throwe her sweete smels al around.
.s>t ,,.-,-. K. ().. II. vi. Ii

arboret-t (ar'bo-ret), . [= It. arboreta, al-

bereto, formerly allmreto, < L. arboretum (see
arboretum); or perhaps regarded as a dim. of
arbor2

,
a bower.] A place planted with trees

or shrubs
;
a small grove ;

an arbor.

Among thick-woven arlxirf-tx and flowers.

Milton, P. L., ix. 437.

arboretum (ar-bo-re'tum), .
; pi. arboretum*,

arboreta (-tumz, -ta). [L., a plantation of trees,
< arbor, a tree, -I- -etum, denoting place.] A
place in which trees and shrubs, especially rare

ones, are cultivated for scientific or other pur-
poses; a botanical tree-garden.
arboricalt (ar-bor'i-kal), . [< L. arbor, a tree,+ -/(-/.] Relating to trees. Siu<irt.

arboricole (ar-bor'i-kol), a. [= F. arborieole, <

NL. arborieola, < L. arbor, a tree, + colere, in-

habit, dwell.] In zotil., living in trees; of ar-

boreal habits.

arboricoline (ar-bo-rik'o-lin), . In bot, grow-
ing upon trees : applied' to lichens, etc.

arboricolous (tir-bo-rik'o-lus), a. Same as ar-
boricole.

arboricultural (ar*bo-ri-kul'Jur-al), a. [< ar-
boriculture + -aj.] Relating to arboriculture.
arboriculture (ar'bo-ri-kul"tur), n. [=F. arbo-

riculture, < L. arbor, a tree, 4- cultura, cultiva-
tion : see culture.'] The cultivation of trees;
the art of planting, training, pruning, and cul-

tivating trees and shrubs.
arboriculturist (ar"bo-ri-kul'tur-ist), . [< ar-
boriculture + -ist.] One who practises arbori-
culture.

arboriform (ar'bo-ri-form), a. [= F. arbori-

fornte, < L. arbor, a tree, + forma, form.] Hav-
ing the form of a tree.

arborise (ar-bor-e-za' ), . [F., pp. of arboriser :

see arborize.] Marked with ramifying lines,

veins, or cloudings, like the branching of trees :

said of agates and other semi-precious stones,
and of certain porcelains, lacquers, enamels, etc.

arboristt (iir'bo-rist), n. [< L. arbor, a tree, +
-ist; = F. arborixte. Cf. arborize. In earlier
use associated with arbor2

, herber, a garden of
herbs

;
cf . herborist.] A cultivator of trees

;
one

engaged in the culture of trees: as. "our cun-

ning arborists," Evelyn, Sylva, xxviii.

arborization (iir-'bo-ri-za'shon), . [= F. ar-

borisation; < arborize + -atioii.] 1. A growth
or an appearance resembling the figure of a
tree or plant, as in certain minerals or fossils.

2. In jtathol., the ramification of capillary
vessels or veinlets rendered conspicuous by
distention and injection.
arborize (iir'bo-riz), r. t.

; pret. and pp. arbor-

ized, ppr. arbori:ing. [< L. arbor, a tree, +
-ize; = F. arboriser, only in pp.; formerly,
"to study the nature, to observe the properties
of trees" (Cotgrave). Cf. herborise, botanize.']
To give a tree-like appearance to: as, "an ar-



arborize

hnri-cil or moss-agate," H'rii/kt. Also spelled
Hrhiinxi:

arborolatry (ar-bo-rol'a-tri), ii. [< L. arbor, ;<

tree, + Gr. /arpeia, worship.] Tree-worship.
Keu sprcir* i.i u..r>lii|> have I'ccll more conilnon than

Ht-ltonitittril. X. lliiirlii, Eastern M-marhisin. p. *J1'.

arborous (ar'bo-rus), . [</'/w' + -mis.] Con-

sisting of or pertaining to trees.

Krom under shady arttfiriiiix roof.

Miltiiii, I'. I.., v. 187.

arbor-Vine (ar'bor-vin), . [< ;-6rl + //( .
j

A species of bindweed. The n/miiixli urbor-

i-iiii of .lainaica is an ornamental species of

l/lUlllirn, 1. Illlil'roxil.

arbor-Vitae (iir'bor-vi'te), it. [L., tree of life:

see iii'liui'l an<l ritill.'] 1. In bn/.. a eoinmon
name of certain species of Thuja, a genus be-

longing to the natural order Ciniifrrii: '/'///./ ..<-

nl, niii/i.* is the American or common arbor-vita-, exten-

sively planted t-.r oriiauient ami for hi'<l-e-.

2. In anat., the arborescent or foliaceous ap-

pearance of a section of the cerebellum of the

higher vertebrates, due to the arrangement of

the white and gray nerve-tissue and their con-
trast in color. See cut under corpux. Arbor-
vitSB UteriUUS, an arborescent appearance presented hy
the walls of the ranal of the neck of the human uteriiv In-

coming indistinct or disappearing after the tirst ^-station.

arbour, . See arbor*.

arbrier (iir'bri-er), ii. [OF., also arhrrati, ar-

lin-t, arbrii-t, < arbn; a tree, beam: see firfcw 1
.]

The staff or stock of the crossbow.
arbuscle (iir'bus-1), . [< L. arbiixrula, a little

tree, dim. of arbor, a tree.] A dwarf tree, in

si/,e between a shrub and a tree. liradleij.

arbuscular (iir-bus'ku-lar), a. [< L. arhnneula :

see <irbiix<-iil<:] Resembling an arbuscule;
tufted.

arbuscule (ar-bus'kul), . [< L. arbuncula, a
little tree : see arbuxch:] In :o<il., a tuft of

something like an arbuscle, as the tufted braii-

ehin> of au annelid; a tuft of cilia.

arbusta, . Plural of arliuxtnui.

arbustivet (iir-bus'tiv), a. [< L. nrbuxtirux, <

arbuxtum, a plantation of trees: see arbustiim.']

Containing copses of trees or shrubs; covered
with shrubs

; shrubby.
arbustum (ar-bus'tum), .

; pi. arbustunu, ar-

bunta (-tnmz, -ta). [L., < a/root, arbor, a tree:

see arbor1
.'] A copse of shrubs or trees; an

orchard or arboretum.
arbute (itr'but), n. [Formerly also arbut, < L.
arbutus: see arbutus.'] The strawberry-tree.
See arbutus, 3.

arbutean (ar-bu'te-an), a. [<L. arbuteus, per-

taining to the arbutus, < arbutus: see arbutus.]

Pertaining to the arbute or strawberry-tree.
arbutin (ar'bu-
t-in), w. [< arbu-
tus + -t a

.] A
glucoside (04
Hs2O14 + H20) ^i^_ \tifr.- "-y
obtained from ^- W7flLt&&
the bearberry
(Arctostaphylox
Uva-ursi) and
other plants of

the heath fami-

ly. It forms tufts
of colorless acicular

crystals soluble in

water and having a

hitter taste.

arbutus (com-
monly ar-bu'tus;
as a Latin word, ar'bu-tus), n. [Formerly also

arbute, arbut = F. arbute = It. arbuto, < L. arbu-

tus, the wild strawberry-tree ; prob. akin to ar-

bor, arbos, a tree.] 1 . A plant of the genus Ar-
butus. 2. The trailing arbutus (see below).
3. [cap.] A genus of evergreen shrubs or small
trees of southern Europe and western North

America, natural order Ericacea;, character-

ized by a free calyx and a many-seeded berry.
The European A. Uiiedo is called the strawberry-tree from
its bright-scarlet berries, and is cultivated for ornament.
A. Meiaiesii is the picturesque and striking madrono-tree
of Oregon and California, sometimes reaching a height of

sofeetor more. Trailing arbutus, the i-:/,f'i,i',i
/-,

.

; ;,.,,.<. a

fragrant ericaceous creeper of the 1'nited States, blooming
in the spring, and also known as May-jloirer (which see).

arc 1
(ark), M. [Early mod. E. also ark; < ME.

ark, arke, < OF. (andF.) arc = Pr. arc = Sp. Pg.
It. area, < L. areus, arquus, a bow, arc, arch,
akin to AS. earh, "> E. arrow, q. v. Doublet,

f/rc/i 1
.] 1. In tjeom., any part of

a curved line, as of a circle, espe-
cially one which does not include

a point of inflection or cusp. It is by means of arcs
of a circle that all angles are measured, the arc being de-

scribed fn>ni tiie angular point as a center. In the higher

Strawberry-tree
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mathematics the word >tn- is usi-.l to itenote ;ui> aiiu'ular

i|iltintity. i-vi-n when greater than a "hole circle H, an

/< of 7M> . See .nerf.'".

2. tn antrini., a part of a circle tnvened by
the sun or other heavenly body ; especially, the

part passed over by ;i star between its vising
a ii<l setting.

Tin- iiri^lite Mtmie
Tin' '!//, at his artificial day hath ronne
The fonrthc purl.

I'liiiim-i; I'nil. to .Man nl l.a '- I ;il' 1

3. In in-fit., an arch. [Kare.]
Turn urn "f triumph to ii uarden-ualc.

I'n/a: M.iml I'.ssays, iv. :l.

Arc boutant <F.), a Hying inntn -SS. Arc douWeau
<h'.), in iiv//.. tin- main ril> or arch-hand which cm.-.*-.- a

vault at right aides ami separates adjoining ha)s fnnii

IM rh other. Arc formeret (K.), tin- an-h which re-

ceives the villlltillK

at the side i.i ;.

vaulted tiny. Arc
Ogive (K.). one nf

tile transvt i

diagonal ribs u(

a \anlted bay.

Complement of
an arc. srr <'<//*

jilfmfiit. Con-
centric arcs, arcs

which bel.ilm l-i

circles having the
same center. -Di-
urnal arc, the

apparent arc de-

scribed hy the sun
from its rising to
its getting : some-
times used ni' stars.

Elevating arc,
in 'inn., & tiruss

scale divided intu

degrees and frac-

tions of a degree,
and fastened to the
breeeh of heavy
Kim for the pur-
|Ke Of M-lll:lt ill-

the elevation of the

piece ; or it is

sometimes fixed

to the carriage un-
der the trunnions.
When secured to

the gun itself, a

pointer is attached
to a ratchet-post in

the rear of the

piece, and indi

1)

Court of I.i. n-,. Alii.

Arcs in vaulting, perspective and plan.
(From ViolleMe.nuc's "Diet, de r Archi-

tecture.")
A B. C D, arcs doubleaux ; A D. C fl,

arcs ogives ; A C, B D, arcs formerets.

cates zero when the gun is horizontal. Nocturnal arc,
the arc described by the sun, or other heavenly l>ody, during
the night. Similar arcs, of unequal circles, arcs which
contain the same number of degrees, or are the like part
or parts of their respective circles. Supplemental arcs.
See supplemental. Voltaic arc, i" fleet., a brilliant band
of light, having the shape of an arc, formed by the passage
of a powerful electrical current between two carbon-points.
Its length varies from a fraction of an inch to two inches,

or even more, according to the strength of the current.

Its heat is intense, and on this account it is used for fusing

very refractory substances. It is also used for illuminat-

ing purposes. See electric lir/ht, under electric.

arc2t,
" Obsolete form of ark2 .

area (ar'kii), . [L., a chest, box, safe; in

eccles. writers, the ark: see ark'2.] 1. In the

early church: (a) A chest for receiving offer-

ings of money. ( 6) A box or casket in which the

eucharist was carried, (c) A name given by St.

Gregory of Tours to an altar composed of three

marble tablets, one resting horizontally on the

other two, which
stand upright on the
floor. Walcott, Sacred
Archeeol. 2. [cap.]

[NL.] A genns of

asiphonate lamelli-

branch mollusks, typ- Artshell
ical of the family Ar-
cidai (which see) ;

the ark-shells proper.
arcabucero (Sp. pron. ar*ka-bo-tha'r6), .

r
Sp., = tiarquebusier.] A musketeer; a harque-
lusier.

Here in front you can see the very dint of the bullet

Fired point-blauk at my heart by a Spanish arcabiireni.

Longfellow, Miles Standish, i.

Arcadae (iir'ka-de), n. pi. See Areidce.

arcade (iir-kaJ'), . [< F. arcade, < It. arcata
= Sp. Pg. arcada, < ML. arcata, an arcade, < L.

areas, are, bow: see arc1
, arch', .] 1. Prop-

erly, a series of arches supported on piers or

pillars. The arcade is used especially as a screen and as

a support for a wall or roof, hut in all architecture since

the Roman it is also commonly used as an ornamental

dressing to a wall. In this form it is known as a blitiil

arcade or an arcature, and is also called ifaH-nrcailf.

2. A simple arched opening in a wall. [Rare.]
3. A vault or vaulted place. [Rare.] 4.

Specifically, in some cities, a long arched pas-

sageway ;
a covered avenue, especially one that

is lined with shops.
arcaded (tir-ka'ded), a. Furnished with an ar-

cade.

valve

arc-cosecant

Arcadian (ar-ka'di-an), n. and n. [< 1,. .\n-n-

fliiix,.li-i-iiiliii.<i<r.'\ ! ihin'iiii.] I. n. I. Of or per-
taining to Ar-
cadia, a moun-
tainous district

of lireeeO in

the heart of
the Peloponne-
sus, or to its in-

habitants, who
were a simple
pastoral peo-
ple, f lot' mu-
sic ail'l ilane-

ing. Hence
2. Pastoral :

rustic; simple;
innocent. 3,

Pertaining to

or characteris-
tic of the Acad-

emy of the Ar-
'aciians. an
Italian poetical
(now also sci-

entitle) society
founded at

Rome in 1690,
the aim of the members of which was origi-

nally to imitate classic simplicity.
Sometimes written Arcadic.

H. a. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Arca-
dia. 2. A member of the Academy of the Ar-
cadians. See I.

Arcadianism (ar-ka'di-an-izm), u. [(.Arcadian
+ -/*).] Rustic or pastoral simplicity, espe-
cially as affected in literature

; specifically, in

Italian literature about the end of the seven-
teenth century, the affectation of classic sim-

plicity.
Arcadic (ar-ka'dik), n. [< L. Arcadicus, < Gr.

'.\l>naAin6s.'] Same as Arcadian. Arcadic poetry,
pastoral poetry.

arcana, . Plural of arcanum.
arcane (ar-kan'), a. [< L. arcanus, hidden, <

arcere, shut up, area, a chest. Cf. arcanum.']
Hidden; secret. [Rare.]
The luminous genius who had illustrated the demonstra-

tions of Euclid was penetrating into the arcane caverns of
the cabalists. /. D'ltratli, Amen, of Lit., II. 294.

arcanum (ar-ka'num), it.; pi. arcana (-na).

[L., neut. of arcanus, hidden, closed, secret:
see arcane.'] 1. A secret; a mystery: gener-
ally used in the plural : as, the arcana of nature.

The very Arcanum of pretending Religion in all Wars
is, That something may be found out in which all men
may have interest. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 105.

Inquiries into the arcana of the (Jodhead. Wai-burton.

The Arabs, with their usual activity, penetrated into
these arcana of wealth. Pregcott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 8.

2. In alchemy, a supposed great secret of na-

ture, which was to be discovered by alchemi-
cal means; the secret virtue of anything.
Hence 3. A secret remedy reputed to be very
efficacious; a marvelous elixir The great ar-
canum, the supposed art of transmuting metals.

He told us stories of a Genoese jeweller, who had thr

ijreate arcanum, and had made projection tefore himsev-
erall times. Eeelya, Diary, .Jan. 2, 1652.

arcature (ar'ka-tur), ii. [< ML. "arcatara, <

arcata: see arcade.] Inarch.; (a) An arcade
of small dimensions, such as a balustrade,
formed by a series of little arches. In some me-
dieval churches open arcatures were introduced l>eneath
the cornices of the external walls, not only as an ornament,
but to admit light above the vaulting to the roof-timbers.

[S
bu

Arcature. Cathedral of Peterborough, England.

(6) A blind arcade, used rather to decorate a

wall-space, as beneath a row ofwindows or a cor-

nice, than to meet a necessity of construction.

arc-COSecant (ark-ko-se'kant), . In math., an

angle regarded as a function of its cosecant.



arc-cosine

arc-COSine (ark-ko'sm), . In math., an angle

regarded as a function of its cosine.

arc-cotangent (ark-ko-tau'jent), n. In math.,
an angle regarded as a function of its cotangent.
Arcella (ar-sel'ji), . [NL., dim. of L. area, a

box : see area, J
:

A'2 .] A genus of amoeboid pro-
tozoan organisms having a kind of carapace or

shell, the type of a family ArcelUilte.

Arcellidae (ar-sel'i-de), ii.pl. [NL., < Arcella +
-idtc.] A family of Protozoa, of the order Amae-

hoidca, containing the genera Arcella, J)i(ttu<//<i,

etc., the members of which are inclosed in a

kind of test.

arch1
(iirch), 11. [< ME. arch, i/rcltc, < OF. arche

(> ML. arcliia), mod. F. arche, an arch, fern,

form (prob. by confusion with OF. and F.

arche, ark, < L. area : see arch2 ) of OF. and
F. arc, < L. areas: see arc*.] If. In guom.,

any part of the circumference of a circle or

other curve; an arc. See arc1
,
1. 2. Inarch.,

a structure built of separate and inelastic

blocks, assembled on a curved line in such a

way as to retain their position when the struc-

ture is supported extraneously only at its two
extremities. The separate blocks which compose the

arch are called voussoirs or arch-stones. The extreme or

lowest voussoirs are termed springers, and the uppermost
or central one, when a single stone occupies this position,
is called the keystone. The under or concave face of the
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pant. Foil arches are arches whose intrados outlines form
a series of subordinate arcs called foils, the points of which

Cycloidal Arch. Elliptical Arch.

Horseshoe Arch.

< i^cc An It. Equilateral Arch.

Exrradosed Arch.

a, abutments; -v, voussoirs; s, springers; i, imposts; /, intrados;

/, piers ; k, keystone ; Ex, extrados.

assembled voussoirs is called the intrados, and the upper
or convex face the extrados, of the arch. When the curves

of the intrados and extrados are concentric or parallel,

the arch is said to be extradosed. The supports which
afford resting and resisting points to the arch are piers or

pillars, which receive the vertical pressure of the arch,
and abutments, which resist its lateral thrust, and which
are properly portions of the wall or other structure above
the springing and abreast of the shoulder of the arch.

The upper part of the pier upon which the arch rests

(technically, the point from which it springs) is the im-

post. The span of an arch is the distauce between its

opposite imposts. The rise of an arch is the height of

the highest point of its intrados above the line of the

imposts ;
this point is sometimes called the under side of

the crown, the highest point of the extrados being the
crown. The thrust of an arch is the pressure which it

exerts outward. This pressure is practically collected, so

far as it is manifested as an active force, at a point which
cannot be exactly determined
theoretically, but is at about
one third of the height of the
rise of the arch. The thrust
must be counteracted by abut-
ments or buttresses. Arches
are designated in two ways :

skew Arch. First, in a general manner,
according to their properties,

their uses, their position in a building, or their exclusive

employment in a particular style of architecture. Thus,

are termed cusps. A numeral is usually employed to desig-
nate the number of foils, as a trefoil m-rli, :i ciinju^foii

arch, etc.

3. Any place covered with an arch or a vault

like an arch : as, to pass through the arch of a

bridge. 4. Any curvature in the form of an
arch: as, the arch of the aorta; the arch of an

eyebrow, of the foot, of the heavens, etc.

Whereon a sapphire throne, inlaid with pure
Amber, and colours of the showery arch.

Milton, P. L., vi. 759.

5. In mining, a portion of a lode left standing,
either as being too poor for profitable working
or because it is needed to support the adjacent
rock. 6. The roofing of the fire-chamber of

a furnace, as a reverberatory or a glass-fur-
nace

; hence, sometimes, the fire-chamber itself.

Alveolar arch, aortic arch. Sec the adjectives.
Arch of discharge, an extradosed arch built in the ma-
sonry of a wall, over a doorway or any other open or weak
place, to transfer pressure from
above to points of assured sta-

bility on either side. An arch
of discharge is generally distin-

guishable to the eye from the
wall in which it is built mere-

ly by the position of its stones,
or at most by a slight projec- Arch of Discharge,
tion beyond the wall-surface. (From Viollet-le-Duc's "Diet.
Arch Of the fauces. See del'Architecture.")

fauces. Axillary arches.
See axilla n/. Back of an arch. See 6<ic*i. Backing
of an arch. See backimj. Basket-handle arch, an el-

liptical arch, or a three-centered low-crowned arch. Blind
arch, an arch of which the opening is walled up, often used
as an arch of discharge. See cut under arcature. Bran-
chial arch. See branchial. Clustered arch, a number
of arched ribs springing from one impost, a form usual in

medieval pointed vaulting. See cut under (clustered) col-

umn. Court of Arches. See court. Crural or In-

guinal arch. See crural. Flat arch, an arch of which

i

the intrados is straight, the vonssoirs being
wedge-shaped and assembled in a horizon-

tal line : used especially in brickwork,
where the charge to support is not great.
Hemal arch, hydrostatic arch. Seethe
adjectives. Laminated arch, a beam ill

Flat Arch. the form of an arch, constructed of several
thicknesses of planking bent to shape and

bolted together : a form of arched beam. Mandibular
arch, mural arch, neural arch, etc. See the adjec-
tives. Oblique arch. Same as skew arch (which see,

below). Pectoral arch. Same as pectoral girdle (which
see, under girdle). Pelvic arch. Same as pelvic girdle

(which see, under girdle). Preoral arches, postoral
arches. See the adjectives. Recessed arch, one arch
within another. Such arches are sometimes called double,
triple, etc., arches, and sometimes compound arches. Re-
versed arch, an inverted arch. Ribbed arch, an arch

composed of parallel ribs springing from piers or imposts.
Rough arch, anarch formed of bricks or stones roughly

dressed to the wedge form. Round arch, a semicircular
arch. Skeletal arches. See visceral arches, under vis-

ceral. Skew arch, an arch of which the axis is not per-

pendicular to its abutments. Stilted arch, an arch of

which the true impost is higher than the apparent im-

Segmental Arch. Semicircular Arch.

there are arches of equilibration, equipollent arches, arches

of discharge, skew and reversed arches, Roman, Pointed,
and Saracenic arches. Second, they are named specifically,

according to the curve the intrados assumes, when that
curve is the section of any of the geometrical solids, as

segmental, semicircular, cycloidal, elliptical, parabolical,

Stilted Arches. Modem Romanesque.

post, or of which the piers are in fact continued above
the apparent impost, so that a portion of the intrados on
either side is vertical. Surmounted arch, a stilted

semicircular arch ; a semicircular arch of which the rise

is greater than the radius. Triumphal arch, a monu-
mental arch in honor of an individual, or in commemo-
ration of an event. Such arches were first erected under

hyperbolical, or catenarian arches; or from the resem-
blance of the whole contour of the curve to some familiar

object, as lancet arch and horseshoe arch ; or from the

method used in describing the curve, as equilateral, three-

centered, four-centered, ogee, etc. When an arch has one
of its imposts higher than the other, it is said to be ram- Triumphal An

archaean

the Roman emperors, ami were originally temporary
structures, festooned and otherwise decorated, standing
at the entrance of a city, or in a street, that a victorious

general and his army might pass under them in triumph.
At a later period the triumphal arch became a richly

sculptured, massive, and permanent structure, having an

archway passing through it, and often a smaller arch on
either side. The name is at the present day often given
to an arch, generally of wood decorated with flowers,

evergreens, banners, etc., erected on the occasion of some

public celebration or rejoicing. The great arcli in a church
which gives access to the choir the chancel arch is

sometimes so called. In early Christian churches, a rep-
resentation of the Glory or Triumph of Christ sometimes

occupied a wall-space above this arch.

Statues, and trophies, and triumphal area,

Gardens, and groves, presented to his eyes.

Milton, P. K., iv. 87.

Twyer arch, an arched opening in a smelting-furnace to

admit the blast-pipes. Tymp arch, the arch above the

tymp in a blast-furnace. See tymp. Vascular arches.
See visceral arches, under visceral. Visceral arches.
See visceral.

arch1
(arch), r. [< arch1

, .] I. trans. 1. To
cover with a vault, or span with an arch.

The proud river . . . is arched over with . . . a curlSus

pile of stones. Howell.

No bridge arched thy waters save that where the trees

stretched their long arms above the'e and kissed in the

breeze. W'lnttier, Bridal of Pemiacook.

2. To throw into the shape of an arch or vault
;

curve : as, the horse arches his neck.
Fine devices of arching water without spilling.

Bacon, Gardens.

Beneath our keel the great sky arched
Its liquid light and azure.

11. P. Spoford, Poems, p. 11.

II. intrans. To form an arch or arches: as,
the sky arches overhead.

The nations of the field and wood . . .

Build on the wave, or arch beneath the sand.

Pope, Essay on Man, iii. 102.

arch2! (arch), n. [< ME. arclie, in Scriptural

senses, assibilated form of arc, ark, < AS. arc,

earc, ere (see ark2 ), merged with the identical

OF. arche, airche, < L. area, a box, chest : see arc2 ,

rf'2.] 1. A box or chest; in plural, archives.

The civile law . . . was laid up in their arches.

Holland, tr. of Livy, IX. xlvi. 349. (N. E. D.)

2. The ark of Noah. [The common form in

Middle English.] 3. The ark of the covenant.

arch3 (arch), a. and n. [A separate use of the

prefix arch-, chief, which in many compounds
has acquired, from the second member of the

compound, or from the intention of the user,
a more or less derogatory implication.] I. a.

1. Chief; principal; preeminent. See arch-.

The tyrannous and bloody act is done ;

The most arch deed of piteous massacre
That ever yet this land was guilty of.

SAaJt.,Kich. III., Iv. 8.

Died that arch rebell Oliver Cromwell, call'd Protector.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 8, 1658.

2. Cunning; sly; shrewd; waggish; mischiev-
ous for sport ; roguish : now commonly used of

facial expression: as, "so arch a leer," Toiler,
No. 193.

He had the reputation of an arch lad at school. Suift.

So innocent-arcA, so cunning-simple
From beneath her gather'd wimple
Glancing with black-beaded eyes.

Tennyson, Lilian.

Tile archest chin

Mockery ever ambush'd In !

M. Arnold, Switzerland.

II.t n. A chief; a leader. [Rare.]
The noble duke my master,

My worthy arch and patron, comes to-night.

Shak., Lear, ii. 1.

arch-. [X ME. arch-, arche-, etc., < AS. arce-,
also erce- and arce-, = D. aarts-= OHG. erzi-,
MHGr. G. erz- = 8w. arke-, erkc- = Dan. arrke-,
erke- = Bohem. arci-, archi- = Pol. arc;/-, archi-

= Russ. arkhi- (ME. arche- also partly < OF.
arce-, arche-, mod. F. arch-, arc/ii-= Pr. Sp. Pg.
arce- (Sp. sometimes arzo-) = It. arce-, arci-), <

L. archi- (= Goth, arfc-in arkaggiliis, archangel),
< Gr. ap%i-, apx-, combining form of ap^of, chief,
< ap%civ, be first, begin, lead, rule, = Skt. \/ arh,
be worthy.] Chief; principal: a prefix much
used in composition with words both of native
and of foreign origin. See a'c7|3.

archabbot (iirch'
/

ab'ot), . [< arch- + abbot.'}
A chief abbot : applied as a specific title to the
head of certain monasteries.

archaealt (ar-ke'al), a. [< arcluxns + -?.] 1.

Pertaining to the'archreus, or supposed internal

cause of all vital phenomena. 2. Caused by
thearchseus: as, arch(eal diseases. Seearclia'im.

archsean (iir-ke'an), a. [< Gr. apxaloc,, ancient :

see archteo-.] Of or relating to the oldest

period of geological time .- a name proposed
by J. D. Dana, and now generally adopted, for

a series of crystalline schists and massive
rocks lying underneath the most ancient fos-
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siliferous stratified formations. Thin series Is still "8 combining sonic characters ni a lizard with those of a

called by some writers iiznir. because thus far it has not hlnl. The original fossil t..... slated only of the impression
been found to contain any traces of life. It also includes ot ilngle f*Mhar,-apoa which tin- name .!,</..

:in undetermined portion of the rocks formerly designated
as pr/iriiiii'>', ami by sonic \\riters is vaguely used to indi-

cate crystalline rocks of uncertain un<l often ijuitc recent

age. Sec rv:mV anil /'//;/""//'.-.

archaei, n. Plural of iircliifiif.

Archaejurus (iir-ke-lii'rus), n. [NL., < Or. apx-,
primitive. + oUov/oof, :i cat.

|
A gcnuii of fossil

cats t'nmi the .Miocene of North America, hav-

ing 4 upper |ireiiiolars, :{ lower prrmolars, and
2 lower nmlars. A. ilrltilis was about as large
as the puma. I',. l>. Cii\i<

j

, 1879.

archaeo-. [<. NU itrrlum-, !r. I'I/UHJH-, stem of

apxaiof, ancient, primeval) <;MV> beginning, <

apxfli', be lirst, begin, lead. rule. (T. tirt-li-,]

Ancienl ; pi-imeval : tlielirsl part of a number
of compound wientilie words. Also written
ttrrlmi-, and, rarely, tirrlni'm-.

Archaeoceti (iir''ke-o-se'ti), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

iipxuiof, ancient, ( K'/rof, whale.] A suborder
of cetaceans, framed to include all the fossil

forms usually referred to the genus Xeuglodnn
(or Jiiisil/i.-niiii'iia): equivalent to X/'iit/lntlotiliti

of some naturalists. The dentition is, :t' incisors, 1

canine, and 5 grinders on each side of each jaw, = :>, like
that of some seals. The skull is elongated and depressed,
and Kir cervical vcrtclinr arc free.

Archaeocidaris (iir"k("-6-8id'a-ris), . [NL., <

Gr. Hpxalof, ancient, 4- ~NL. ("ularis, a genus of
sea-urchins: see Cidaris.] A genus of fossil

sea-urchins or cidarids, from Carboniferous and
Permian strata, having small hexagonal plates
and long spines, either smooth or notched and
denticulated.

archaeographical (ar"ke-o-graf'i-kal), a. Re-
lating or pertaining to archteograpliy.
archaeography (iir-ke-og'ra-fi), . [< Gr. ap-
XUOYpSSoc. writing ot antiquity, < apraioc, an- n

.
ate

*"SP an<1 otl 'er features of modem birds.

cinU;,'^",, write, descrine.] treatise ?SX'3^&^'^* "
on antiquity; a description of antiquities in archseostoma (ar-ke-os'to-ma), .

; pi. archao-
general, or of any particular branch or series. stowi^aV'ke-o-sto'ma-ta). [NL.,<Gr.<ipra;or
archaeologian, archeologian (iir''ke-o-16'ji-an), ancient, + arou'a, moutn.]" In biol, a primitive
n. [< arflimiliiay + -tin.] An

archteolpgist. blastopore ;
a primitive unmodified enteric ori-

archaeologic, archeologic (ar"ke-o-loj'ik), a.
fice, both oral and anal : opposed to deuteros-

feame as arfltavlofliwl. toma. Also written arehaosto-me.

archaeological, archeological (ar*ke-o-loj'i- Archaeostomata (ar'ke-d-sto'ma-ta), n. pi.
kal),,, [<(tr. apxaiofo, muc, <apXaio^ia,a.icha,- [NL., pi. of iircluKoxtomutus : Hee arctiavstoiiia-

archaist

Horses Soul tliat is ilcail. hut -i \, ral distinct .\,rtiei that
do as naturally joui with the Matter of hi* ho.lv. so pntri-
lii'il and irt-]>ari il. the Oowei oome to 6>i in 11- -It

Dr. II. Muf. Ami, lot,- : ,.,. : ,|,|,' X j.

archaic (ar-kii'ik), a. [=!' <n-i-luwin<;< <ir.

upxaikuc, antiijue, primitive, < ai>x<un<:, old, an-

'pttryx. (From slab in British Museum.)

lithui/raphiea was imposed by Von Meyer. A second speci-
men from the same formation and locality was name I

.1. tn<i<-n-<! h\- < h\ rn. 'f lie >|H rilir i,l i ntity of the ! \Vo can
lw neither affirmed nor denied, and their generic identity
U only presumptive. A third and still more characteristic

specimen is identical with the second, and has fumi-hed
many additional characters. Members of this genus had
teeth, a long, lizard-like tail formed of many vertebrae, and
separate metacarpal bones, in combination with a cari-

It is

Tesents

,

ology.] Pertaining to archeology: as, archa'-

OfogtOM
researches. -Archaeological ages or pe-

rlodS. Sec one.

[NL., pi.

torn.] A group of animals retaining or sup-
posed to retain an unaltered oral orifice or
archieostoma throughout life; in some sys-
tems, a prime division of the great phylum
Permes, including the Rotifera, Gephyrea, Ne-
matlielmintheg, and Platyfielmintltts excepting
Cestoidea : distinguished from Deuterostomata.

Greek Archaic Sculpture.

Discobolus, AnVns. illustrating the archaic smile and the
incorrect placing of the eye in profile.

tique: see ;v/Wm-.] .Marked by the character-
i >t ics of an earlier period ; characterized by ar-

chaism; primitive; old-

fashioned; antiquated:
as, an archaic word or

phrase.
A person familiar with the

dialect of certain portions of
.Massachusetts will not fail

to recognize, in ordinary dis-

course, many words now
noted In English vocabularies

tanrehaie, the greater part of
which were in common use
about the time of the King
James translation of the Bible.

Hhakspere stands less in need
of a glossary to most New
Englanders than to many a
native of the Old Country.

Lowll, Biglow Papers, Int.

There is In the best archaic
coin work [of the (Jreeks] . . .

a strength and a delicacy
which are often wanting in
the fully developed art of a
later age.

Head, Historia Viunorum,

The archaic, in art, not sim-

ply the quality of rudeness or
of being primitive, but a rude-
ness and imperfection imply-
ing the promise of future ad-
vance. Work that is merely
barbarous is not properly ar-
chaic. The archaic style, in an art of sufficient force to

,
have any development, succeeds the first rude attempts of

1. Pertaining to or hav- a P50? 1" t arrive at graphic representation, and exhibits
, 4.1 i i._7rj .._ n a manifest sincerity and striving to attain truth, until

Greek Archaic Sculpture.
Funeral Relief, illustrating

the careful but angular and
" fluted

"
treatment ofdrapery.

accordance with archa?ology.

S&asSffiSBSttajBSBaaiBMsssT B
Sfes'^s-sa;;: l^=sr.

<

.

<

ifiirst;
ogu.] An archieologist. TheNation, Dec. 7, 1876 r"

8
; ;

ch
,
ara?tels of e Archa:ostomata.2. RnMy the ^.^^ \tnMiy disappears little by little as

arcnaaolotrv archeolOffV (sir ke oi
;6 i T< ~, ?'"''

havmS a Primitive blastopore or truth is reached in the great art-schools, such as those of
)gy, arcne r-Ke-ol 9-Jl), . K

original orifice of iuvagination of a blasto- Greece and of the Renaissance painters, or as art sinks into
Gr. Afxamtyia, antiquarian lore, ancient le- g hi h h nadeS,. rrogtrulation- re lifeless conventionalism before reaching truth, as in the
gends or history, < apx<uoUm , antiquarian, lit. ^^^^S^^^JS^Ta^ 8CU

i
PT ?' ^>t and Mesopotamia

ire, ai uibuu ff^gjg^ (ar-ka'i-kal), a. [< archaic + -at.]h-l. may be acquired Ke iative to an early period or to a fashion long
1 out of date; primitive; antiquated; archaic,

armed by archaically (ar-ka'i-kal-i), adi: In an archaic
manner.
archaicism (ar-ka'i-sizm), n. [< archaic + -ism.]
Ancient style or quality; archaism. AT

. E. 1).

archaio-. Same as arc/two-.
Hmlni, Anat. Invert., p. 58.5. archaism (ar'ka-izm), . [= P. archaisme, <

n. Same as ar- Gr. apxaia/uof, an antiquated phrase or style,
< apxai&iv, copy the ancients, (apxaiof, old, an-

See arcli- cieut: see archaio-.] 1. The adoption or imi-
tation of that which is antiquated or out of use

;

especially, the use of archaic words or forms
The quality of being archaic ;

manner, or use, as in art or

.

speaking of ancient things, < t<"f, ancient,+ aWspeak: see -olot,y.] The science of an-
tiquities; that branch of knowledge which takes
cognizance of past civilization^ and invest!-

gates their history in all fields, by means of the
remains of art, architecture, n/onuments, in-

scnptions, literature, language, implements,
customs, and all other examples which have sur-
vived. Arclueology is sometimes taken specifically in the
restricted sense of the science of ancient art, including archaeostome (ar'ke-o-stom),
architecture, sculpture painting, ceramics, and decora- cJiavstoma.^t

TuE^^^cfil^lll

StiSSS^tt2 archaesthetic, archaesthetism, etc.

archicology of ancient Oreece and Rome. Medieval ar- elithetic, etc.

tion of the endodenn with the exterior ; and the result
would be the formation of an archceostomatmts gastrula.

viating little from, a primitive condition
;
old- the power of assimilating food.

ily of fossil birds, containing the genus
Arclueuph'i-i/jc, the only known representative
of the subclass Saururw (which see).

Archseopteryx (ar-ke-op'te-riks), n. [NL., <
Gr. apxaioc, ancient, 4- Tn-f/Mf, a wing, a bird,
< TtTfpov, a wing, = E. feather.] A genus of
fossil reptilian Mesozoic birds discovered by
Andreas Wagner, in 1861, in the lithographic
slates of Solenhofen in Bavaria. It is of Jurassic
age, and is notable as the oldest known avian type, and

human or animal form I'M posse. He regards the archanis
as a fluid, that is, as a semi-material substance, like air,
and seems to consider it a chemical constituent of the
Mood. Paracelsus had particularly made use of the hy-
pothesis of the archceus to explain the assimilation of
food. This function of the archieus became prominent in
medicine. Van Helmont calls it the door-keeper of the .

,
_

stomach (janitor stmnachf). There are further divarica- ._.!._,-..4. /a./i,: :nt\ .

tions of meaning. Also spelled archeus. archaist (ar ka-ist), n.

As for the many pretended intricacies in the Instance of
ll ^ an _!Uar? ',

an
the elformation of Wasps out of the Carcase of a Horse, I

say, the Archei that formed them are no parts of the

A select vocabulary corresponding (in point of archaism
and remoteness from ordinary use) to our Scriptural vo-

cabulary. De Quincey.

3. That which is archaic
; especially, an anti-

quated or obsolete word, expression, pronunci-
ation, or idiom.
A permissible archaixm is a word or phrase that has

been supplanted by something less apt, but has not become
unintelligible. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 195.

Doubtless the too free use of archaisms is an abuse.
O. P. Marsh, Lectures on Eng. Lang., p. 176.

[As archa-ism + -ist.]

archaeologist. [Rare.]
2. One who makes use of archaisms in art

or in literary expression. Mrs. Browning.
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archaistic (Ur-ka-is'tik), a. [< archaist + -ic.]

Imitating that which is archaic ; exhibiting the

attempt to reproduce the

characteristics of the archa-

ic
; affecting archaism.

In spite of the ii'-i'hit^lic efforts

of many writers, both in forms and
ill vocabulary, the language ISwcd- /bUffi\& >

ish] nevertheless underwent rapid

changes during the Kith and 17th

centuries. Km't/c. Itrit., XXI. 37-'.

archaize (iir'ka-i/.), .-./.; pret.
and pp. ai'clini.iK/, ppr. ar-

chai-iii;/. [<Ur. /j i/Cf/v: see

archaism.] To use or imitate

what is archaic; imitate an
olden style; especially, to

make use of archaisms in

speech,
archaizer (ar'ka-i-zer), .

One who archaizes ;
one who

affects an archaic style.

But it may lie remembered that

Varro was himself something of an
archaizer. >,'/.(/'. />'///., XIV. :i:ti.

archallt, An old form of

arc/iil.

archamceba (ar-ka-me'ba), Archaisuc Bronze

primitive, + NL. amoeba-."] A !" imitation of Greek

hypothetical primitive sim- ^"Vc.""
sixth '

pie amoeba supposed by
Haeckel to have made its appearance in the

earliest geologic period, and to have been the

progenitor of all other amoebte and also of all

higher forms of life.

archamphiaster (ar-kam-fi-as'ter);
n. [Also

archiuniphiaxtert
( Gr. ap%i-, first, + a/jifii, around,

+ darfip, star. See amphiaster.] In etnbryol.,

one of the nuclear cleavage figures developed
from the germinative vesicle or primordial nu-
cleus at the time the polar cells or globules are

expelled from an ovum, at or before the begin-

ning of development.
The history of the early stages of the spindle and the

archawphiusters shows their agamic origin.

Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soe. Nat. Hist. (1884), p. 65.

archangel (ark'an'jel), . [< ME. archangel,

urcJiaiingel, etc. (in AS. hedh-angel, lit. high aii-

gel), < OF. archangel, archangele, mod. F. areli-

ange= Pr. archangi= Sp. arcdngel= Pg. arcanjo,

archanjo = It. arcangelo = D. aartsengel = G. erz-

engel = Sw. erkeangel = Dan. erkeengel ; < LL.

archangelus (= Buss, arkhangelti = Goth, arkag-
gilus), < Gr. apxa-y-j'?.oc, archangel, chief angel,
< apx-, apxi-, chief, + d^'e/tof, angel: see arcli-

and angel.'] 1. An angel of the highest order;
a chief angel. The word occurs in two passages of the

Bible, 1 Thes. iv. 16, and Jude 9. Michael, mentioned in

the latter as an archangel, also in Daniel as the spiritual

prince of the Jews, and in Rev. xii. 7 as the leader of the

heavenly hosts against the dragon and his angels, is the
St. Michael of the church calendar. Coming after him in

dignity, three others are especially known by name as arch-

angels: Gabriel, the heavenly interpreter and annunciator
or herald (Dan. viii. IB, ix. 21; Luke i. 19); Raphael, the

guardian angel commemorated in the book of Tobit ; and
l-riel (2 Esd. iv. 1), the fire or light of God, often men-
tioned, like the others, in Milton's " Paradise Lost." Three
other names are added by tradition to make the number
seven (Tobit xii. 15, Rev. viii. 2, where the angels men-
tioned are taken as archangels), Chamuel, Jophiel or Zo-

phiel, and Zadkiel ; and still others are spoken of.

For archangels were the first and most glorious of the
whole creation : they were the morning work of God, and
had the first impressions of his image.

Dryden, Ded. of Plutarch's Lives.

2. A member of the lowest but one of the nine
orders of angels composing the "celestial

hierarchy" of Dionysius the pseudo-Areopa-
gite, whose classification was adopted by Pope
Gregory the Great, and is generally accepted
by the theologians of the Roman Catholic
Church. The nine orders are : seraphim, cherubim,
thrones, dominations, virtues, powers, principalities,
archangels, angels.

3. [ML. archangelus, arehangeliea.'] In bot. :

(a) The name of several labiate plants, as

Staehys sylratica and species of Lamium. (b)
An umbelliferous plant, Arcliangelica offieiualix.
See angelica. 4. A slim-bodied, thin-faced va-

riety of domestic pigeon, of rather small size,
with long head and beak, a peaked crest, and
rich metallic lustrous plumage, black on the
shoulders and tail, but coppery elsewhere. The
origin of the breed is unknown : it was introduced into
England from Ghent. The name is supposed to allude to
the brilliancy of the plumage. Tlie bird breeds very true,
the chief points being the peaked crest and the luster.

archangelic (ark-an-jel'ik), a. [< ML. archan-
geliciis, < LGr. apxajyefaKOf, < Gr. apxatje/of,
archangel.] Of or pertaining to archangels:
as, "archangelie pomps," Mrs. Browning.
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arch-apostate (arch'a-pus'tat), >i. [< arch- +
apostate,] A chief apostate.

arch-apostle (arch'a-pos'l), n. [< arch- + apos-
tle. Ct'. ML. arcliia'postolus.'] A chief apostle.
Archarchitect (arch'iir'ki-tekt), n. [< arch- +
architect.] The supreme Architect; theCreator.

I'll ne'er believe that the Archarrl/itrrt

With all these fires the heavenly arches decked

Only for show. Sylwiler, tr. of Du Bartas.

arch-band (iirch'band), n. A name given by
artisans to that portion of an arch or rib which
is seen below the general surface of vaulting.
arch-bar (ilrch'bar), w. 1. Any metallic bar of

arched shape, as the iron bar taking the place
of a brick arch over the ash-pit door of some
furnaces. 2. The upper member of a curved
truss. 3. A wrought-iron bar extending from
the bolster of a car-truck each way to the top of

the journal-boxes. It forms the compression-member
of the trusswork which transmits the weight of tlie body
of the ear from the truck-holster to the car-axles.

archbishop (iirch'bish'up), . [< ME. arclihix-

nhn/1, archfbiseoj), etc.,< AS. arce-, avce-, ercebis-

cop (also hedh-bisc/ip, lit. high bishop) =OFries.

arcebixkop = D. aartvbixschop = OHG. erzibiscof,
G. erzbischof= Icel. erkibixkiqi Dan. Sw. erke-

bixkop = F. archeveqite = Sp. arzobispo = Pg.
arccbifipo = It. arcirmcovo, < LL. archieptefopnx.
< LGr. apxieirlanoirof, chief bishop, < Gr. apxt-,

chief, + FTr/mcoTTOf, bishop : see arch- and bishop.]
A title used in the Christian church as early as

the fourth century, and regularly given in that

and the next four centuries to the bishops of the

highest rank, afterward known as patriarchs.
It was also occasionally applied in the East to exarchs and
metropolitans of sees of exceptional antiquity or dignity,
and was sometimes extended in later times to others
of the same rank as a special distinction. In the West,
from tlie eighth or ninth century, the title was given to

metropolitans of every class, and this is still the use of the
Roman Catholic Church. Archbishops have certain rights
of honor and jurisdiction over their suffragan bishops
(that is, the bishops of the dioceses making up their eccle-

siastical province), such as those of calling and presiding
over provincial councils, receiving appeals in certain cases,

etc.; but these rights, formerly very considerable, are now
comparatively limited. At present the archbishop is not

aiways a metropolitan, since there have long been a few

archbishoprics without suffragans, and oftener still tile

title is purely honorary. See primate. The insignia of an

archbishop in the Roman Catholic Church are the woolen

pallium, before receiving which from the pope he cannot
exercise the functions of his office, aud the double cross
borne processionally before him. In the Anglican Church
there arc four archhishops, two in the Church of England
(those of Canterbury and York, the former of whom is

metropolitan of all England), and two in the Church of

Ireland (those of Armagh and Dublin, the former of whom
is primate). The Church of Sweden has one archbishop,
whose see is at Upsala. Abbreviated to nlip.

archbishopess (arch'bish'up-es), . [< arch-

bixhoji + -fxs.] The wife of an English arch-

bishop. Miss Barney. [Rare.]
archbishopric (arch'bish'up-rik), . [< ME.
arctiebischopriche, -ryk, etc., < AS. arcebiscoprice,
< arcebiscop, archbishop, + rice, jurisdiction.
Cf. bishopric."] The titular see or diocese of
an archbishop; the province over which an
archbishop exercises authority.
arch-board (iirch'bord), n. In ship-building, a

plank placed across a ship's stern, immediately
under the knuckles of the stern-timbers. On
this board the ship's name is sometimes
painted.
arch-brick (arch'brik), . 1. A wedge-shaped
brick used in arched work. See compass-brick.

2. A hard and partly vitrified brick, taken
from one of the arches of a brick-kiln in which
the fire is made.
archbutler (arch'but'ler), n. [< arch- + butler.

The G. equiv. is erzsehenke, 'arch-skinker.']
A chief butler. Formerly it was the title of an official

rank in the Roman-German empire, one of the imperial
court-offices connected witli tlie electoral dignity, and held
by the King or Elector of Bohemia.

arch-buttress (arch'bufres), w. Same asflying
buttress (which see, under buttress).
archchamberlain (arch'cham'ber-lan), n. [<
arch- + chamberlain. Cf. ML. archicameraritis,
> G. erzku'mmerer,

' arch-chamberer '
: see cham-

berer.] A chief chamberlain. It was formerly the
title of an official rank in the Roman-German empire,
held by the Elector of Brandenburg.
archchancellor (arch'chan'sel-or), n. [< areh-
+ chancellor, after F. archichaucelier = G. erz-

l-amler,<ML.archica>icellarius, archchancellor.]
A chief chancellor; formerly (a) The title

of an office in the Roman-German empire, held

by the electoral archbishop of Mainz, who was
actual chancellor of the empire. (6) An hon-

orary official rank held by the electoral arch-

bishops of Cologne and Treves, the former
nominally for Italy and the latter for Burgundy
(Gaul and the kingdom of Aries).

archduchess

archchantert (iirch'chau'ter), . [< arrli- +
chanter. Cf. ML. archicantor, chief singer.]
The chief chanter or president of the chanters
of a church

;
a choir-leader or precentor.

archchaplain (arch'chap'lan), n. [< rtrch- +
chaplain, after ML. arohieapeUaniu.] In the

early French monarchy, the court chaplain,
often the same as the papal, or later the im-

perial, apoerisiary, and identical with the grand
almoner and archchancellor. The title became ex-

tinct with the Carolingian, or second race of kings, before
A. D. 1000.

arch.ch.emic (iirch'kem'ik), n. [< arch- +
chcmic.] Of supreme chemical powers: as,

"the arch-clicmie sun," Milton, P. L., iii. 609.

[Rare.]
arch-confraternity (iirch'koii"fra-ter'ni-ti), .

In the Horn. ('nth. Ch,, a chief confraternity

having affiliated societies and endowed with

special privileges: rarely called arcTi-godaUty.
See confraternity.
archcount (iirch'kounf), w. [< arch-+ count-,
after ML. archicomc.i, archcount.] A chief

count: a title formerly given to the Count of

Flanders in consequence of his great riches and

power.
archdapifer (arch' dap M-fer), n. [Modified
(with E. orfA-forL. archi-) from ML. archidapi-

fer, < L. archi- + dapifer, a food-bearer, < daps,

food, feast, + ferre = E. bear*.] The title of

an official rank in the Roman-German empire,
held by tlie Elector of the Palatinate; the
seneschal.

archdeacon (arch'de'kn), . [< ME. archede-

ken, etc., < AS. arcediacon, ercediacon = D.
aartxdeken = Icel. erkidjdkn = Dan. erJeedegn =
F. archidiacre = Sp. arcediano = Pg. arcediayo
= It. archidiaco>to, < LL. archidiaconus, < LGr.

apx'dtaiiovof, < Gr. apxt-, chief, + diaKovof, dea-

con.] A chief deacon ; strictly, an ecclesiastic

who has charge of the temporal and external
administration of a diocese, with jurisdiction

delegated from the bishop. The word is found as
the title of an ecclesiastical dignitary from the fourth cen-

tury. In the East it is last found as applied to an eccle-

siastical officer of the court of Constantinople under the
late Byzantine empire. In the West, from the eighth
century, dioceses began to be divided into separate terri-

tories, over which rural archdeacons were placed, having
under them deans or rural archpriests, charged with the

supervision of the parish priests of their respective dis-

tricts ; over these was the general or grand archdeacon of

the whole diocese, who took precedence of the archpriest
(which see), and held his own court with its officials, dis-

tinct from that of the bishop, so that appeals were taken
from the former to the latter. The rural archdeacons
were often priests, having a cure of souls, as was also the

grand archdeacon from the twelfth century. Tlie powers
and privileges of this office were gradually restricted, and
in the Roman Catholic Church, since the Council of Trent,
its place is for the most part supplied by the bishop's vicar-

general, between whom and the parish priests are some
times found the vicars forane, or present rural deans;
while the archdeacon of the present day, where the office

survives, holds a dignity of honor. In the Church of Eng-
land each bishop has the assistance of two or more arch-

deacons, who as his deputies inspect and manage the affairs

of the diocese, and perform a variety of duties partly seen-

lar and partly ecclesiastical. In two dioceses of the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church of America the title archdeacun
has been introduced. Archdeacon's court. See rmirt.

archdeaconate (arch'de'kn-at), n. [< arch-

deacon + -ates
,
after ML. archidiaconatus, arch-

deacon's office.] The district over which an
archdeacon has jurisdiction ;

an archdeaconry.
archdeaconry (arch'de'kn-ri), n.

; pi. archdea-
conries (-riz). [< archdeacon + -ry.~\ The of-

fice, rank, jurisdiction, or residence of an arch-

deacon. In the Church of England ever)' diocese lias

one or more archdeaconries ; every archdeaconry is di-

vided into rural deaneries, and every rural deanery into

parishes.

archdeaconship (arch'de'kn-ship), . [< arch-
deacon + -ship.] The office of an archdeacon.
archdean (arch'den'),w. [< arch- + dean. Cf.

D. aartudiaken, archdean.] A chief dean
;
a su-

perior over other deans. [Sometimes used by
Scottish writers for archdeacon.]

archdeanery (arch'de'ne-ri), it. ; pi. archdeaiK--

ries (-riz). [< archdean '4- -ery.] The office or

jurisdiction of an archdean.
archdiocese (arch'dl'o-ses), n. [< arch- + dio-

cese, after ML. archidiarcenis,] The see or dio-

cese of an archbishop.
archdruid (ftrch'dro'id), n. [< arch- + druid.]
A chief druid.

archducal (arch'du'kal), a. [< archduke; =
F. archidural : see ducal.] Pertaining to an
archduke or an archduchy.

In the Austrian assembly of states Vienna has as many
votes as all the other archducal towns together.

JJrmtfthant.

archduchess (arch'duch'es), n. [< arch- +
duchess, after F. archiduchesse. The G. word is



archduchess

rrzhfrzoi/in.] The wife (if sin archduke; ii prin-
cess of the reigning funiily of Austria.

archduchy (toch'dueh'i), n.
; pi. art-luim-hiis

(-iz). [formerly also <irclnllrliji, < OK. nrrli-

iliii-ln; mod. F. arrhiiliirhi'; < Ml,, 'arcliiilitratitx :

see /(//- and diirliy.] The territory or rank
of iiii archduke or archduchess.

archduke (iiivh'duk'), . [< rcA- + <//,<; =
oK. iiri'/niliir, mod. K. iirrliiitnc.<. ML. nrcliiihif

(-ilnc-), < L. arrlii-, cliief, + ''.i' (</<-). duke:
see ;<//- and rfufo. The (}. word is /;;/ ;.</. |

A title' formerly borne liy some of the sovereign

princes of Austrasia, Lorraine, and Braliant,
In it lor several centuries held exclusively by the
ruler of the archduchy of Austria (afterward

eiupenir of Austria, and now of Austria-Hun-

gary) ; now only it titular dignity of the princes
in the house of Austria, as iin-lnliii-li< ss is of the

princesses. -Archduke's crown. s,-c .-,.,.

archdukedom (arch'dnk'dum), n. [< <irclidnl.-i-

+ -dom.] The territory or dignity of an arch-

duke or archduchess; an archduchy.
arche't, Obsolete form of arch*.

arche'-'t, See arch-.

arche (iir-sha'), a. [Heraldic F., pp. of *arclicr:

see rt /<// 1, r.] Same as arched, 2.

archebiosis (iir'ke-lii-o'sis), n. [< (Jr. ''I/M',.

beginning; (see urcli-). + :
iit,mn-. way of life, <

fiiovv, pass one's life, < iin":, life.] The origina-
tion of living from non-living matter; abio-

genesis (which see).
However the

ijiicstinii may eventually lie decided as t

the possibility of airlu'hiiixtx occurring lit tilt; present day
:i i n ill the artificial eircu instances of the laboratory, it can-
not lie denied that riri-l/>-f'/,>i\, ur the origination (if living
iimtter in accordance with natural laws, must have <

eiirreif at some elioch of the pa-t.
./. //./,., Cosmic 1'hilos., I. 4.111.

arched (arc-lit), p. a. [<nreA1 + -erf.] 1. Made
with an arch or curve

;
covered or spanned with

an arch
; having the form of an arch

; composed
of an arch or arches.

Twas pretty, though a plague,
'I'n see him every hour; to sit and draw
His arctii'il brows, his hawking eve, his curls,
In our heart's table. Shut., All's Well, i. 1.

All born of our house have that ;</*<</ instep under
which water can How. Charliiltr llfmit,', Shirley, ix.

Specifically 2. In her., applied to an ordinary
both sides of which are bowed alike in the form
of an arch. Also archy, arche, archy-flectcd, and
finii-arrd. Arched beam, a beam cut, lient, or luiill in

Arched Beams. Grand Central Station, New York.

the form of an arch, usually to secure greater resistance
or provide for a longer span than a straight beam would
afford. The most important type of arched beam is that
which ia built up, often called a compound arched beam.
Such beams are made in many forms, especially in those
of several thicknesses of timber or planks laid upon or
alongside of one another and bolted together, and of a
truss construction in iron. The arched-beam roof of the
St. Pancras railway-station, London, has a span, in the

clear, of 240 feet ; that of the Grand Central station, New
York, has a span of 199 feet 2 inches. Arched-beam
bridge, etc., a bridge, etc., in which one or more of the

principal members is a compound arched beam. See
iirnliii'. Arched double, having two arches or bends.

archediacret, [ME., < OF. arcediacre, arche-

diaere, mod. F. archidirtcre, < L. archidiacomis,
archdeacon: see archdeacon.] An archdeacon.
Chaucer's Dream.

archegayt, . See asisagai.

archegone (iir'ke-gon), . English form of

archi'i/oninm.

archegonia. . Plural of archegoMiw*.
archegonial (ar-ke-go'ni-al), a. [< archeyonium
+ -a/.] Relating or pertaining to an archego-
nium.
The flattened fronds . . . bearing upon tiny stalks which

rose from the middle vein of the leaf, the female portion
uf tin- plant the itn-iu'uimuit disks.

S. B. Herrick. 1'lant Life, p. 89.
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archegoniate (iir-kc-go'ni-nt). . [<arclua
ilium + -lite 1

.] Having archegonia.
.V female (nrrh'-i /.,,.////,') prothalliimi.

Kuril?, llrit.. \\. 1 "i

archegonium (iir-ke-go'ni-um). //.: pi. ai-i-li,

iimiia (-ii). [NL., < Gr. ii/i \i imn . first of a

race, original, < /'.r<-. "/')'- fii'si (see urrlii-), +
.iii-'i'. race: see -(///.] The pistillidium or fe-

male organ of the higher cryptogams, having
the same function as the pistil in flowering

plants. It is a i ellnlar sac. ei ilitaihni- at the liotti mi a

eel], analogous to the elnlu->o->ae of pha-noyainou?, plant*.
which is impregnated by spclmatoy.ooids from the male
oi-an (antberidium). From this, after fcrtili/ation. the

new plant is produced directly, a* in the terns and their

allies, or a spore ease i* ile\ eh-peil, a- in the mosses, when
new plants follow upon the germination of the spores.

archegony liii'-kcg'o-ni), ;/. [<l.r. ns it'Vifi.ir-

;</!/</, < i/i,f ; oror, first of a nice: KQaroheffOni-
iim.] The doctrine of the origin of life; spe-
cifically, the doctrine of spontaneous genera-
tion; archebiosis; abiogcncsis.
He [llaeekell considers that, though the doctrine of

spontaneous generation (or iii-i-lii^i-inii) has not been

proved, it is ijllite possible, and even probable, the ar_n
ments against it resting on merely negative results.

The Scotsman (newspaper).

Archegosauria (ar'kc-go-sa'ri-a), ii. i>l. [NL. :

see ArckegoMunu.] A suborder or other group
of extinct labyrinthodont amphibians, typified

by the genus .lrrln-i/ii.*anriix. The name is a

loose synonym of f.aliyrintliodiiHlia.

Archegosaurus (ar"ke-go-sa'rus), n. [NL., <

Gr. /> i //."'.. beginning, originating (< apxfi,
the

beginning, -f-
>'r, elaSat, lead), + aai'fmf, lizard:

see stnirian.] A genus of extinct reptiles re-

lated to Labi/rinthodoii (which see), supposed
by some to be a larval form of another animal.

Archelminthes (iir-kel-min'thez), n. pi. [<
Gr. apx-, apx'-i first, + f'/.fiiv6ec, pi. of f//tirc,

worm.] A hypothetical group of primitive
worms, the supposed progenitors of the ACCK-

liimi; primitive acoelomatous worms, of which
a prothelmis is the conjectiu'ed parent form.
They are supposed by Haeckcl to have been evolved in

the primordial geologic epoch in the direct line of descent
of the ancestors of the human race. Their nearest livinu

relatives arc considered by him to be the TurbeUaria.

archelogy (iir-kol'o-ji), . [< Gr. apx>l, begin-
ning, first principle, + -/;/', < /iyeiv, speak:
see -ology.] The science of, or a treatise on,
first principles.
Arehtloim treats of principles, and should not be con-

founded with aratooiqpK which treats of antiquities.

archemastryt, n. [Early mod. E. and ME.,
also archimaxtry; < archi- + mastery; perhaps
confused with alchcmistry.] Supreme skill;

mastery of applied science or applied mathe-
matics. AT

. E. D.

archemyt (ar'ke-mi), n. A variant of alchemy.

Archencephala (ar-ken-sef'a-la), H. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. apx-, first, + f^0a/of, brain: see eitcepli-

aton.] A name proposed by Owen, in 1857, for

the highest one of four subclasses into which
he divided the class Mammalia according to

the character of the brain, in this subclass the
brain attains its maximum development in complexity,
and especially in the relative size of the cerebrum, which
is deeply convoluted, largely overlaps both the olfactory
lobes and the cerebellum, and has a well-marked hippo-
campus minor. It includes man alone, and is conterminous
with the order Bimana of some, or the family Hominidte
or Anthropidce of others. All the cerebral characters ad-
duced are shared by the anthropoid a]>es, and the term is

not in use, except as a synonym of a group of the zoologi-
cal value of a modern family.

archencephalic (ar*ken-se-fal'ik or -sef'a-lik),
a. [< Archencej>liala + -ic.] Of or pertaining
to the Archencephala ; hence, characteristic of

the human brain alone.

arch-enemy (iirch'en'e-mi), H. [< arch- + en-

emy.] A chief enemy; specifically, Satan, the
devil.

archenteric (ar-ken-ter'ik), a. [< archenteron
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of an
archenteron

; having a primitive unmodified
enteron.
The periaxial portion of the airhentenc space.

K. K. Laiikester, Encyc. Brit., XII. 548.

archenteron (iir-ken'te-ron), H. [< Gr. apx-,

first, primitive, + ivrepoy,
intestine: see ente-

ron.] The enteron (which see) in its original
or primitive undifferentiated state : opposed to

melenteron.

The hollow, which we have mentioned above as form-

ing primarily the digestive cavity, is known as the archen-
teron or primitive stomach.

Stand. Xal. ll!*t., I., Int., p. xi.

archeo-. See archwo-.

archer (ar'cher), H. [< ME. archer, archere,

archier, < OF. archer, archier, F. archer = Pr. ar-

ijiiier, archier = Sp. arqurro = Pg. arque-iro = It.

archesthetism

. < .ML. ;'m/-<.--. aUo iiminriii.i, a l>ow-

iiuin, < L. iirriix, aliow: see ureli ' and /<'.] 1.

One who uses a liow : :i liownnin; specifically, in

medieval Kuro]ie, one who shol with the long
bow (which see) and shaft, as distinguished
from an arbalister or crossbowinun. In creek ait

the all her i> generally represented in Oriental ill

armor, an-t the n^e of the liow tiy a nati\c lireek in war i-

rarclj mentioned ; but one of the twobowmen of the

temple is drcsH i[ .iinl aiiin il ;i- a <>n . k. ami on a i'.asili

entail \ a-e at Naples ( lleytlelnann. No. ll^l^). of u'oinl
'

work, u painting n-prescnt- three \oiiths. ,-\ i. lent h (lieeks.

sbiHitin^ with l>ows anil arrows at a eoek on a column.
Among the Uolnans archers an- lately mentioned.
ThroiiL'hont the miil'lle a^es tbearcbcrs tunned an imp,,]
tant part of the armies of Knrope; but. as they were
drawn wholly from the peasant- anil t.A\ n-]n ,,|,!e, the

nobility and their retainei's were often suspicions of them,
and tlie lice u--e uf the how aniuii 1

-' the common people
a< often discouraged. In some conntlic-, too. llic arlia

list was so nineli preferred that the lon^-tiow rame litili

into use. In Kn^land lar^e Innlie, of archers were fur-

nished by towns ami comities to tile loyal armies, ami
wen- armed with >me degree of uniformity with tin -t. .

I

cap, the iranibeson ,,r hauhcrk, ami a short iloii!.le.eili;i ,1

sword, besides bow and nuivcr. There is no record ot

mounted archers ill the Knglinh armies, but they wei.
i ommon on the continent ; tfie dukes of Unrgundy main
taincil lar-c hmlies of them, and Kinu ('bailee \ II. ol

France had a body-guard of mounted men armed with

brigantiiie or gamin-mi, ainl i-arrying a longbow. From
this last organization the name >n'i-)i' r.v came to he applied
to the Imdy-guard of one of the Inter kings of France, whose
weapon was the har(ilel'ilse. which replan 'it the liow and
shafts, and (until the Devolution) to the watchmen or

guards of the French cities.

2. Same as archer-Jiali. 3. [c/.] The con-
stellation Sagittarius.
archeress (ar'cher-es), M. [< archvr + -tax.] A
female archer. [Rare.]

>lu . theref<ire. glorious (irehere** of heaven.

Citieper, 1 hail, ix.

archer-fish (ar'cher-fish), . A name given to

three species of the genus TntulfS and family
Toxotldu' (which see), occurring in the East In-
dian and Polynesian seas. TO this flsh has been

Archer-fish ( Toxotes chntareus).

ascrilied the power of shooting drops of water to the dis

tanee of 3 or 4 feet, with sure aim, at insects, causing them
to fall into the water, when it seizes and devours them
This )iower has been doubted or denied by several iehthy
ologists. Also called archer and datifr-Jinh.

archeriat (ar-ke'ri-ii), . [ML., < OF. archierc,
< archier, an archer. Cf. archery.] In medieval

fort., an aperture through which archers or

longbowmen might discharge their arrows.
See loophole, and compare balistraria.

archership (iir'cher-ship), . Skill as an archer.

archery (iir'cher-i), . [< ME. archerie, < OF.
OTokene. (. archer, archier, bowman.] 1. The
use of the bow and aiTOw ; the practice, art, or

skill of archers
;
the art of shooting with a bow

and arrow. 2. Archers collectively.
That venison free, and Bordeaux wine,
Might serve the archrry to dine.

Scott, L. of the L., v. s.

3. In old laic, a service of keeping a bow for

the lord's defense.

archespore (ar'ke-spor), it. [< NL. arehettpo-

rium, < Gr. ap%e-, first, + mr6pm;, a seed.] In

bot., a layer of small cells within the anther,

giving rise to the mother-cells of the pollen and
to the very delicate lining of the anther-cell.
The name is also given to n similar structure in some of

the vascular cryptogams. Also called archfupt^rium.
archesthetic (ar-kes-thet'ik), a. [< Gr. apx-,

apxt; first, + alafhrr&f, verbal adj. of aiaOaveatiai
,

perceive: see esthetic.] Pertaining to or char-
acteristic of archesthetism. Also spelled arch-

a'sthetic.

archestheticism (iir-kes-thet'i-sizm), . [<
archesthetic + -ism.] Same as archettthetism.

The hypothesis Q^archivnirllfi^in, then, maintains that
consciousness as well as life preceded organism, and has
been the primttin inoliil? in the creation of organic struc-

ture. Science, IV. 241.

archesthetism (ar-kes'the-tizm), M. [< arch-

esthetic -f- -igni.] The hypothesis of the primi-
tive creative function of consciousness ; the hy-
pothesis that consciousness, considered as an
attribute of matter, is primitive and a cause of



archesthetism

evolution: opposed to mctestJietisin (which see).

Also arohastketism, archcsthcticism, archa-stheti-

oism.

The place of the doctrine of arch&athetixm, as distin-

guished from the opposing view of metcesthetiem, which is

held liy many nionists.

K. D. Cujie., Amur. Naturalist, XVI. p. 469.

archetto (iir-ket'6), . [It., a small arch, an
arched stick, fiddlestick, < area, an arch, bow:
see arvh 1

.] An implement, consisting of a wire

stretched across a forked or bent stick, used for

cutting away clay from a molded piece of pot-

tery.

archetypal (ar'ke-ti-pal), a. [< archetype +
-al,'] Of or pertaining" to an archetype; con-

stituting a model or pattern ; original: as, "one

archetypal mind," Cudworth. Also archetypic,

archetypical.
Glorified eyes must see by the archetypal Sun, or the

light of God. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 15.

Archetypal idea, a Platonic idea. Archetypal world,
an immaterial world supposed by some Platomsts to have
been tirst created as a pattern, according to which the

sensible world was constructed : opposed to p.ctypal world.

archetype (ar'ke-tip), . [Formerly also arelti-

type; = F. archetype,< L. archetypum,<. Gr. apxc-

-virov, a pattern, model, neut. of ipxtrvxot,

first-molded, as an exemplar or model, < apxc-,

apxi-, first, + TUTTTCIV (y *TVX), beat, stamp, >

TtTrof, stamp, mold, pattern, type: see type.']

1. A model or first form
;
the original pattern

or model after which a thing is made; espe-

cially, a Platonic idea, or immaterial preexist-

ing exemplar of a natural form.

Among the ancients, the co-existence of the Epicurean
and Stoical schools, which offered to the world two en-

tirely different archetypes of virtue, secured in a very re-

markable manner the recognition of different kinds of

excellence. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 166.

Man is the archetype of the animal creation, the highest
manifestation of life. Damon, Nat. and the liible, p. 39.

2. In coining, the standard weight by which
others are adjusted: now called the prototype.

3. In compar. anat., a primitive generalized
plan of structure assumed to have been subse-

quently modified or lost by differentiation and
specialization: as, the vertebrate archetype.
4. The original form from which a class of re-

lated forms in plants or animals may be sup-
posed to have descended. Darwin.

archetypic (ar-ke-tip'ik), a. [< archetype + -ic.]

Same as archetypal.

archetypical (ar-ke-tip'i-kal), a. [< archetype.
Cf. Gr. apxerinriKuf, adv.] "Same as archetypal.

archetypically (ar-ke-tip'i-kal-i), adv. In an

archetypal manner
;
after the mode or plan of

an archetype.
archetypist (ar'ke-tl-pist), . [< archetype +
-ist.] One who studies early typography. N.
E. D.

archeus, . See archams.
arch-fiend (arch'fend'), . [< arch- + fiend; =
G. erzfeind.] A chief fiend

; specifically, the
devil.

archi-. [L., etc., < Gr. apxi-, apxf-, nrs t| chief:

see arch-, the naturalized E. form of the same
prefix.] A prefix of Greek origin, the original
form of arch-, first, chief. See arch-.

archiamphiaster (iir''ki-am-fi-as'ter), . Same
as archamphiaster.
archiannelid (ar-ki-an'e-lid), . and u. I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Archiannelida.

II. n. One of the Archiannelida, as an annelid
of the genus Polygordius. Also arch iannelidan.

Archiannelida (ar"ki-a-nel'i-da), n.pl. [NL.,<
Gr. apxi-, first, + NL. Annelida.'] A subclass
or other leading division of annelids, supposed
to be the nearest living representatives of the

archetypal segmented worms. The best-known
genus is Pohigordius (which see).
archiannelidan (ar"ki-a-neri-dan), a. and n.

I. a. Pertaining to the Archiannelida.
II. . Same as archiannelid.

archiater (ar-ki-a'ter), n. [= Kuss. arkhiya-
teru = OHG. arzdt, MHG. arzet, G. arzt = D.

arts, etc., a physician, < ML. archiater, < L.

archiatrus, < Gr. apxiarpor,, < apx'-, chief, +
torpor,, physician.] A chief physician: a title

first given by the Roman emperors to their
chief physicians, and now applied on the conti-
nent of Europe to the first or body physician of
a prince, and to the first physician of some
cities ; specifically, in Kussia, the first imperial
physician.
archiblast (ar'ki-blast), n. [< Gr. apXt-, first,

primitive, + /Waorof, germ.] In embryol. : (a)
The formative yolk of an egg ;

that which com-
poses the germ, and in germination becomes the

embryo, as distinguished from the food-yolk or

parablast. U'illirliii, Histology. (l>) A name

given by His to the epiblast.
archiblastic (ar-ki-blas'tik), a. Of, pertain-

ing to, or derived from the archiblast: applied
to those holoblastic eggs which, by equal or

palingenetic as well as total segmentation of

the yolk (vitellus), produce an archigastrula in

germinating.
archiblastllla (ar-ki-blas'tu-la), .; pi. arelri-

blagtulic (-le). [NL., < Gr" 'apxi-, chief, + NL.
blunt iiht.] In cnibrynl., a hollow and usually

globular vesicle, the walls of which consist of a

single layer of similar cells, and which by in-

vagination develops an archigastrula.
Yelk-division is complete and regular, and gives rise to

a vesicular moriila (iirehilitaHtiiln of Haeckel), each cell of

which is provided with a flagellate cilium.

lltixlnj, Anat. Invert., p. 553.

Archibllteo (iir-ki-bu'te-6), n. [NL.,< L. archi-,

first, + biiten, buzzard.^] A genus of buzzards,

of the family Falconidas, having booted tarsi.

Rough-legged Buzzard (Archibuteo la

A. laffopus, the rough-legged buzzard of Europe and
America, is the best-known species. A. sancti-jvhannw is

the black buzzard of America, and A. ferrugineus the west-
ern rough-leg or California!! squirrel-hawk.

archicalt (ar'ki-kal), a. [< Gr. apx^df, pertain-
ing to rule, < apx*!, rule, first place, beginning,
< apxeiv, rule, be first: see areli-.] 1. Of the

nature of government ; ruling. 2. Chief; pri-

mary ; primordial.
archicarp (ar'ki-karp), n. [< Gr. apxi-, first, +
Kapnis, fruit.] In bot., same as ascogonium.
archicercal (ar-ki-ser'kal), a. [< Gr. apxi-,

chief, + KepKOf, tail, + -al.] Having a worm-
like tail without fin-folds, as a fish

; exhibiting
archicercy, as a fish's tail.

archicercy (ar'ki-s6r-si), n. [See archicercal.]
The state of being archicercal

;
the primitive

condition of a fish's tail when it is archicercal.

J. A. Ryder.
archicytula (iir-ki-sit'u-la), .; pi. archicytulai

(-le). [NL., < Gr. apxi-, chief, + NL. cytula.]
In embryol., the parent cell or cytula which re-

sults from an archimonerula by the re-forma-
tion of a nucleus, and which proceeds, by total

and equal or palingenetic segmentation, to de-

velop in succession an archimorala, archiblas-

tula, and archigastrula.
Archidesmidae (ar-ki-des'mi-de), . pi. [NL.,
< Archidesma (< Gr. apxi-, chief, + Siaiia, band),
the typical genus, 4- -idat.] A family of palaeo-
zoic fossil myriapods of the archipolypodous

archidiaconal (ar"ki-di-ak'on-al), a. [< L.

archidiaconm, archdeacon: see archdeacon.'}

Pertaining to an archdeacon or to his office:

as, an archidiaconal visitation.

This Prelate calls himself Exarch, and claims Arcki-
diaconal rights in the whole Dioecese.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 93.

archidiaconate (ar"ki-di-ak'on-at), n. [<ML.
archidiaconatus, < L. arcludiaconus : see arch-
deacon and -fr3.] The office or order of arch-
deacons.

archiepiscopacy(ar"ki-e-pis'ko-pa-si), . [As
archiepiscop-ate + -acy. Cf. episcopacy.] The
state or dignity of an archbishop.
archiepiscopal (ar*ki-e-pis'ko-pal), a. [< L.

archiepiscopus, archbishop: see archbishop.]
Pertaining to an archbishop or to his office : as,

Canterbury is an archiepiscopal see.

A Franciscan friar rode before him, bearing aloft the
massive silver cross, the archifpiscopal st&ndardof Toledo.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 21.

archimandritate

archiepiscopate (ar"ki-e-pis'ko-pat), n. [< ML.
"archwpisnopatus, < arclii- + episcopalm: see

archi- and episcopate.] The office or jurisdiction
of an archbishop; an archbishopric.

archierey (iir-ki'e-ri), . [< Buss, arkhicri'i.

< Gr. apxutpeifj
a' higli priest, < apx-, apxi-,

chief, first, + iepei'f (> Russ. icrel), a priest, \

ifpir, holy, sacred.] The prelacy: a collective

term for the higher orders of ecclesiastics in

the Russian Church, including metropolitans,

archbishops, and bishops. I'iiil.-i'rtoii.

archigastrula (Sr-ki-gas'tro-lS), H. ; pi. iirchi-

!/<ixlrnla- (-le). [NL., < Gr. apxi-, chief, + NL.

gastrula.i In embryol., a bell-gastmla ;
a gas-

trula which is bell-shaped or has the form of a

deep cup, resulting from that method of egg-

cleavage and gastrulation supposed to be prim-
itive or palingenetic. It occurs in various animals,
from sponges up to the lowest vertebrates. See metaffaa-

train, and cut under i/axtrulation.

archigraphert (ar-kig'ra-fer), . [< LL. archi-

>/ rn iilnif,; < Gr. apxi-, chief, + ypaQeiv, write. Cf.

Gr. apxiypaiifjarci^, of same sense and same ulti-

mate origin.] A chief secretary. Blount.

archil (ar'kil), n. [Early mod. E. also archall,

archel, etc., con-upt forms of orchil (q. v.), <

ME. orchell, < OF. orchel, orcheil, orseil, mod.
F. orseille, <. It. orcelJa, oricello= OSp. orehillo.

mod. orchilla = Pg. orzella ; origin undeter-

mined.] 1. A rich violet,

mauve, or purple coloring
matter obtained from cer-

tain lichens, especially
the Roccella tinctoria and
R. fuciformis. 2. The
lichen from which the dye
is obtained. See Roccella.
It is bruised between stones,
moistened with putrid urine,
and mixed with quicklime or
other alkaline liquor. It first

becomes purplish-red in color,
and then turns to violet. In
the first state it is called archil,
and in the second litmus. Dyers
rarely use archil by itself, on
account of its dearness and the

perishableness of its beauty.
They employ it to give a bloom
to other colors, as pinks, blues,
and blacks ; but this bloom soon decays. Archil is used

Archil .Roccclla tincloria).

for tinting the fluid employed in spirit-thermometers,
while litmus is employed by
or alkalinity.

while litmus is employed by chemists as a test for acidity

Preitcott, Ferd. and Isa., n. 21.

archiepiscopality (ar"ki-e-pis-ko-pal'i-ti), u.

[< archiepiscopal + -ity.] The dignity or state
of an archbishop ; archiepiscopacy. Fuller.

Also written orchil, and formerly archall, or-

elial, orchel, orchella.

Archilochian (iir-ki-16'ki-an), a. [< L. Archi-

lochius, < Gr. 'Apxi'^Xel fi pertaining to 'Apx&o-

XOf, L. Archilochus, a poet and satirist of Paros,
who lived about 700 B. c.] 1. Pertaining to

Archilochus, a Greek poet of Paros, noted for

the bitterness and severity of his satire.

Hence 2. Severe; ill-natured: as, Archilo-
chian bitterness. 3. In anc. pros., noting four
stanzas (1) A dactylic hexameter alternating
with a penthemim (called a lesser Archilochian)
or (2) with an iambelegus. (3) An iambic
trimeter alternating with an elegiambus. (4)
A verse consisting of four dactyls and three
trochees (called a greaterArchilochian) alternat-

ing with an iambic trimeter catalectic.

archilowe (ar'chi-lou), . [Sc., also archilogh
and archilagh, a corrupt word; according to the

Imp. Diet., < D. her-, again, + gelag (OD. ghe-
laegh), share of expense at an inn, = Sc. laugh,

lauch, also lawin, towing, tavern-shot, reckon-

ing: see lowing and law1
.] The return which

one who has been treated in an inn or tavern
sometimes reckons himself bound in honor to

make to the company: when he calls for his

bottle he is said to give his arcliilone. [Scotch.]
I propose that this good little gentleman that seems

sair forfoiighten, as I may say, in this tuilyie, shall send
for a tass of brandy, and I'll pay for another by way of

archilowe. Scott, Rob Roy, xxviii.

archilute (ar'ki-lut), n. [< archi- + Intel. See

archlute.] Same as arcJilnte.

archimage (Sr'ki-maj), . [Formerly also, as

if It., archimatjo, and as NL. archimagns, q. v.]
A chief magician or enchanter

;
a wizard.

The character of sage and arch image had fully imprinted
itself on his countenance. Kimie. Brit., XIV. 462.

archimagus (ar-ki-ma'gus), .; pi. archimagi
(-ji). [NL., < Gr. apxi/iayof, chief of the magi,
< apxi-, chief, + /myof, one of the magi: see

magi.] 1. The high priest of the Persian magi,
or worshipers of fire. 2. A chief magician;
an archimag_e.
archimandritate (ar-ki-man'dri-tat), n. [< ar-

chimandrite + -rtfcS.] The dignity, office, or

province of an archimandrite.



archimandrite

archimandrite (iir-ki-uuui'drit), n. [< ML. ur-

chiiuHiidrilii, < LGr. apxtrtavopirr/i; (Epiphanius),
chief of a monastery, < Gr.

apX'-> chief, + /lavApa, a

fold, inclosure, eccles. a

monastery.] In the E/mi-
rrii I'liiirrh, an abbot-gen-
eral, having other abbots
(lif/liiiinii'iiiii) with Iheir

monasteries under his su-

perintendence; also some-

times, especially among
the (ireeks, the abbot of

a single large monastery.
In liussia the bishops are .se

lected from aiiiunu the arehi-

manilrites. Tilu title has hei-n

n-l.-iineil amoni: thii.se ulio sep-
al-ated from the llastern Church
and submitted to the pope
u IliU- still oliserviliLC the ' iiv.-k

rile (the so-railed I'nited

ciivelvs). and their monasteries
are now .suhjeet to one proto- tireck Archimandrite,

arehimandrite. A congregation
if liasilian monks existing in Sicily before the eleventh
centnrv has been under the care of an arehimandrite ap-
parently from that time. Its head abbey is that of San
Salvati.i-e in Messina, and it forms an exempt archiman-
dritate immediately depeinlent on the pope. In the early
church, and sometimes during the middle ages in the
\S i-st.-rn Church, the word was used vaguely a.s equivalent
to Jll'f/ill' .

Archimedean (aVki-me'de-an or -me-de'an),
<(. l< Ij. Ari-liinii'ili'Hf, < Gr. 'A.px'/*j/faioc,, < 'Apx'-

'/"'/<;, L. Archimedes.] Pertaining to Archi-

medes, a celebrated mathematician, born at

Syracuse in the third century B. C., or to his

mechanical inventions. - Archimedean drill. See
ilrill. Archimedean principle, or principle of Ar-
chimedes, (n) The principle of the equilibrium of the
lever ; namely, that a lever loaded with two weights, on
opposite sides of the fulcrum, is in equilibrium when the

weights are inversely proportional to the length of the
arms at whose ends they hang, and that the pressure on
the fulcrum of the lever is then exactly equal to the sum
of the two weights, (b) The hydrostatical principle, also
discovered by Archimedes, that a body immersed in a lluid

loses an amount of weight equal to that of the fluid it dis-

plaies. Archimedean propeller, H propeller consisting
of a continuous spiral vane oil a hollow core running
lengthwise of the vessel. It is an amplification and ex-

tension of the screw. Archimedean railway, a form of

railway in which a continuous shaft rotates on pillars be-
tween the lines of rails, and propels the car by means of a
screw which engages in a pedestal attached to the car.

Archimedean screw, a device for raising water, said to

Archimedean Screw.

have been invented by Archimedes. It is made by forming
a spiral tube within, or by winding a flexible tube spirally
about, a cylinder. When the cylinder is placed in an in-

clined position, and the lower end is immersed in water,
its revolution will cause the water to move upward through
the spiral chambers. Whatever quantity of water first en-
ters the screw immediately descends by its own weight to
the lowest point of the spiral ; hut this point being always
shifted higher up by the revolution of the screw, the water
may thus be raised to a considerable height. Also called
water-screw and spiral 'pump, Archimedean solid, one
of the thirteen solids described by Archimedes, which,
without being regular, have all their solid angles alike, all

their faces regular, and not less than four faces of any one
kind: sometimes incorrectly called semi-renular solid*.

They are the truncated MfttMPdron. the cuboctahedron, the
truncated fictahedron, the tnini'ati'il citfn', the rhombicuboc-

tulii'ifrvn, the truncated cuboctahedron, the icosidodeca-

he-dron, the truncated icasahedron, the truncated dodeca-

tifitrtiii, the Knub-cube, the rhombiconidodecahedron, the
it-unrated imiridodecahedron, and the snub-dodecahedron.
See these terms.

archimonerula (Sr'ki-mo-ner'iJ-la), H.
; pi. ar-

i-/iiii/i>iicriil(c(-\e). [NL.,<[ Qr.apxi-, first,+ NL.
Hi<icniln.~] In embryol., a term invented by
Haeckel and defined by him as a cytod in which
the formative and the nutritive yolk are not dis-

tinct. It is a special name for the monerula stage of a
holoblastic egg which undergoes palingenetic or primitive
as well as total cleavage, and the several succeeding stages
of which are an arehicytula, archimorula, archiblastula,
and archigastrula.

archimorula (ar-ki-mor'ij-lii), n.
; pi. archimoru-

la! (-le). [NL., < Gr. apxi-, first, + NL. morala.]
In embryol., the morula or mulberry-mass which
results from the total and equal segmentation
of the vitellus or yolk of an arehicytula; a sol-

id, generally globular, mass of cleavage-cells
which proceed to develop an archiblastula and
arcliigastrula.

archinephra, . Plural of archinephron.

L'HT

archinephric (iir-ki-nef'rik), a. [< /<///</,/(-

ron + -ic.\ I'l'i-taining to an arcliinephrou or

primitive kidney: us, the archiafphric duct.

archinephron (iir-ki-nef 'ron), .; pi. urchi-

iii jilirn l-rji). [NL., < Gr. upx'-i first, + ve^por,

kidney.] In embryol., the primitive or rudi-

mentary, as distinguished from the final defin-

itive, renal excretory organ of an animal; the

primitive kidney.
arching (ar'chiug), n. [Verbal n. of ;<//'.]

Arched work or formation ;
the arched portion

of a structure.

archipelagian (ar''ki-pe-la'ji-an), . Same as

archipelagic (iir'ki-pe-laj'ik), . [< arrhipi-l-

i/i/D + -ic.] Of or pertaining to an archipelago.
The fli-rltn"-l:i-ii>- fringe of roast line.

FwtnvjMly Yfco., XXXIX. f,7.

archipelago (ar-ki-pel'a-go), . [Early mod.
E. arcli/H-/iiiiii, also archipvlugf aud/v/ii'/V/.v
(andabbr. iir<:l> ijicl = I). (',. arcliip/'l, < F. nrrlii/u I

= Pr. arcliipi'l : <!'. early mod. P. an-lii/n /</'">

= OSp. in-i'i/iiclago, Sp. archipielago = OPg. ar-

ri ji/litgo, Pg. archipelago (cf. Dan. arkijiclny,

iirkiliflni/iiit, Russ. (trkliipelagii, NGr. apxmtAa-
}-of, ML. an-lii/ii-lni/Hx), < It. arcipelago, orig. the

.^Egean sea, lit. the chief gulf or sea (in dis-

tinction from minor bodies of water to which
the term pelago, ML. pelagus, was applied), <

arci- (L., etc., archi-), chiefj principal, + pelago
(= Sp. pielago = Pg. pelago, pego = Pr. peleg),

gulf, abyss, pool, sea, < ML. L. pelagus, < Gr.

Tr^Xa/of, sea: see pelagic.] 1. [cap.] Originally
and specifically, the sea which separates Greece
from Asia Minor, otherwise called the ^Egean
sea, studded with a number of small islands.

Hence, generally 2. Any body of water

abounding with islands, or the islands them-
selves collectively.

Archipolypoda (ar''ki-po-lip'o-da), w. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. apx'-, first, + Polypoda, pi. of 1'olypit.i,

q. v.] A group of fossil myriapods from the
Carboniferous formation of Illinois and Great

Britain, related to the Chilognatha, but having
the tergites small and armed with large spines,
the sternites proportionally large and bearing
crateriform cups, supposed to be possibly gill-

supports. The Archipolypoda had two legs to each seg-

ment, as in the extant Diplopoda, and appear to have be-
come extinct in the Paleozoic epoch. Three families have
been recognized, Archideymidce, Evphorberiidcf, and Ar-
chiulidat.

Mr. Scudder has proposed the name Archipolyjmla for

a group of fossil myriapods which, while closely related to
the Chilognatha, show several important points of differ-

ence. Stand. Nat. Hist., II. 128.

archipolypodan (ar*ki-po-lip'o-dan), n. One
of the Archipoli/poda.

archipolypodous (ar^ki-po-lip'o-dus), a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Archi-

polypoda.
archippus (ar-kip'us), H. [NL., in form as Gr.

"ApxtKxoc,, a proper name.] A butterfly, Da-
naus archippus: the technical specific name
used as an English word.

Archiptera (iir-kip'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

apxt-, first, + xTEpfo, wing.] In Haeckel's sys-
tem of classification, an order of hexapodous
metabolous winged insects, equivalent to the

Pseudoiieiiroptera of other authors.

archipterygium (ar"kip-te-rij'i-um), .; pi.

archipterygia (-a). [NL., < Gr. apx'-, first, chief,
+ Trrepvyiav, dim. of irre/wf, a

wing, < TTTcpov, a wing, = E.

feather.] The archetypal form
or primitive type of the skele-

ton of the limbs of vertebrates.
It was supposed by Gegenbaur to be
most nearly approximated in nature

by the pectoral member or Bn of the

ceratodontids, but this view has not
been generally accepted ; by others
the pectoral member of a primitive
selachian is believed to approximate-
ly realize the idea.

I have given the name of Archipte-
ri/trium to the ground-form of the skel-

eton, which extends from the limb-

bearinggirdle into the free appendage.
Qegenbaiir, Comp. Anat. (tr.), p. 473.

archistome (iir'ki-stom), n. [<
Gr. apxi-, first,+ rjr6fia, mouth.] cartilaginous skei-

In zool.. the primitive elongat- ctonofailmbiarchip-
,.. 0n-i-i * terygium) of Cera-

ed blastopore of Bilateraha. taJf, /em,?,; the

The primitively elongated mouth of SSnKr'wI'th" ,

the larvae of P.ilateralia. with an ex- limb-root.

tended body-axis, or any derived form
of the latter, or wherever there is formed a well-defined,
unpaired median neural plate, or where a pair of parallel
neural plates or cords are developed, I would call the whole
area thus embraced an archistome.

J. A. Ryder, Amur. Naturalist, 1885, p. 1117.

architecture

architect (iif'ki-tekt), . [=]'. t//r/7< </<> = It.

iifrliili II", < li. iii'i-liilri-lii.-i. also ni'i-li jii finii, < Gr.

<i/),r<i-r<,,.i', chief builder, chief artilicer, < iipx'-,

chief, + TCKTUV, a worker, esji. in wood, a car-

]ienter, joiner, builder: see ln:lnnic.] 1. A
person skilled in the art of building; one who
understand! architecture, or whose profession
it is to form plans and designs of buildings and
superintend the execution of them. Hence
2. One who plans, designs, or consummates any
complex thing: as, tiie supreme .li'rliitn-1 of

the universe : In- is the m-rliiti'i-l of his own for-

tunes. 3. One v> ho co nt rives, devises, or plots.
Chief Ufi-liil,;-! and plotter .if til. si' woes.

>'/..</,., Tit. And., v. :(.

architective (iir'ki-tek-tiv), . [< architect +
irr.\ I'sed iii building; proper for building.

architectonic (ar"ki-tek-ton'ik), . and .
|
=

\'\ iii'r/iitrctiiiiii/tir. < L. /irchili-cltiiiii-iiK, < (Jr.

>w/iuf, pertaining to architecture, fern.

winy, n., architecture, < apxtrcKrw, chief

workman: see architect.] I. a. 1. Pertaining
to architecture; hence, pertaining or relating
to construction or design of any kind.

The Archaeologist cannot fail to remark how severe, in

a true age of art, is the observance of this great A //, it,,-

'"/"'< law how its intlu. in .
J
H na.lt sail design how the

pictures on Greek vase.s, or the richly embossed and chased
work of the medlajval goldsmiths, are all adjusted to the
form and surface allotted to th.ni hy an external necessity.

C. T. Xeicton, Art and Archaral., p. 84.

2. Skilled in architecture ; expert in designing
or constructing. 3. Relating to the construc-
tion of a complete and scientifically arranged
theory or system of doctrine. 4. Having the
same relation to something as that of an archi-

tect to his work
; designing; controlling; gov-

erning; directive.

In the language of Aristotle, which of these two [Culture
and Religion] is the/v/ii'(ccf(mi'cor master-art which pre-
scribes to all the other arts and occupations of life their

functions, as the maater-builder prescribes their duties to
his workmen? J. C. Shairp, Culture and Religion, p. 28.

Architectonic idea. See idea. Architectonic unity,
the unity or union of the parts of a theory or system which
springs from the principles upon which the theory or sys-
tem depends.

II. n. 1. The science of architecture. Also
architectonics. 2. In logic, the art of construct-

ing systems.
By architectonic I understand the art of constructing sys-

tems. Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (tr. by Max MtUler).

Of these two sciences, . . . that which treats of those
conditions of knowledge which lie in the nature, not of

thought itself, but of that which we think about, . . . has
been called . . . architectonic, in so far as it treats of the
method of building up our observations into system.

Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, App. No. I. (1866), II. 230.

architectonical (ar*ki-tek-ton'i-kal), a. Same
as architectonic.

Geometrical and architectonical artists.

Sir T. Bromif, Misc. Tracts, p. 0.

architectonically (ar"ki-tek-ton'i-kal-i), adv.
In an architectonic manner; according to true
structural principles or fitness.

architectonics (ar 'ki-tek-ton'iks), H. pi. Same
as architectonic, n., 1.

architectort (ar'ki-tek-tor), M. [ML., for L.

architectus, architecton: see architect.] 1. An
architect. 2. A superintendent.
architectress (ar'ki-tek-tres), . [< architector

+ -ess.] A female architect. Sir H. Wotton,

Beliquiaa. [Rare.]
architectural (iir-ki-tek'tur-al), a. [= F. ar-

chitectural; < architecture'-^- -al.] Pertaining or

relating to architecture or the art of building;
according to the principles of architecture.
Architectural notation. Sec notation.

architecturalist (ar-ki-tek'tur-al-ist), n. [<
architectural + -ist.] A professed student of,

or connoisseur in, architecture. N. E. D.

architecturally (iir-ki-tek'tur-al-i), adv. In an
architectural manner; with regard to architec-

tural principles; from an architectural point
of view.

architecture (ar'ki-tek-tur), n. [= F. archi-

tecture = It. architettura^Oj. architectura, < ar-

chitectus, architect : see architect. The Gr. word
is apx'TeKTavia, < apxiffKTUV also ApxtTenToviKt/:
see architectonic.] 1. The art of building, spe-
cifically of fine or beautiful building. Architec-
ture includes, in the widest sense, (1) the principles of

design and of ornament as applied to building; (2) the
science of construction, including the properties of ma-
terials and the methods of combining them; and (3) the

practice of construction, including estimates of cost and
the directing of builders and workmen. The practice of

this art requires skill in design, which is the special prov-
ince of the architect, and skill in execution, which is the

special province of the workmen whom the architect

employs and directs. It is the function of skill in archi-

tectural design to combine in a harmonious scheme the

independent and often hostile requirement* (1) of use
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and convenience as dictated by the conditions of the prob-
lem in hand; (2) of constructive neccs-sity and fitness as

determined either by practical experience or hy scientific

theory; and (3) of artistic excellence both in the propor-
tions of the parts and in the decorative treatment of de-

tails, in accordance with either the general principles and
canons <>i pun! taste or the prescriptions of custom or

tradition. It is the function of skill in execution practi-

cally to carry out the scheme so designed ; and this skill

is exercised by draftsmen, surveyors, mechanics, arti-

sans, and artists, each in his place. Architecture is prop-
erly distinguished from mere building by the presence of

the decorative- or artistic element. The most important
styles in the history of architecture are the Egyptian, As-

syrian, Hellenic, Roman, Byzantine, Medieval (including
Romanesque ftna Ft tinted), Renaissance, and Arabic. (See
these and other adjectives characterizing architectural

styles.) The various later medieval styles are commonly
included under the vague and misleading term Gothic

(which >rr).

Afclifti'i-tin-t', the art of building, includes two elements,
theory and practice. The former comprehends the fine-

art side proper, the body of general rules inspired by
taste and based on tradition, and the science, which ad-

mits of demonstration by means of invariable and abso-

lute formulas. Practice is the application of theory to

particular needs
;

it is practice which causes the art and
the science to conform to the nature of materials, to

climate, to the customs of a period, or to the necessities
of the occasion.

ViottetJe-Duc, Diet, de 1'Architecture (trans.), I. 116.

We must consider Architecture as the great law which
has in all time regulated the growth and affected the
form of painting and sculpture, till they attain to a certain

period in their development, and free themselves from its

influence. C. T. Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 29.

Architecture and eloquence are mixed arts, whose end
is sometimes beauty and sometimes use. Emerson.

2. The buildings or other objects produced by
architecture as defined above. 3. The char-
acter or style of building: as, the architecture
of Paris. 4. Construction and formative de-

sign of any kind.
The formation of the first earth being a piece of divine

tttv/titecture, ascribed to a particular providence.
T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

Civil architecture, the branch of architecture having
to do with buildings for the purposes of civil life. Mili-
tary architecture, the branch of architecture which has
to do with buildings for military purposes : to some extent
coextensive with military engineering. Naval archi-
tecture, the science and practice of the designing and con-
struction of ships and of their engines and appurtenances.

architecture (ar'ki-tek-tur), v. t. [< architec-

ture, .] To construct; build. [Bare.]
This was architectur'd thus
Hy the great Oceanus. K?at#, Fingal'a Cave.

Architeuthis (ar-ki-tu'this), . [NL., < Gr.

apxt- t first, chief, + revdi^ squid.] A genus of
monster cephalopoda, or giant
squids, of the family Omma-
strephidte, and related to Om-
mastrephcs except in size.
Several species are described, as A.
priticepx, A. harveyi, and A. ineyap-
tera. Some specimens are said to
attain a total length of upward of 50
feet. These animals furnish the
basis of fact for the fabulous mon-
sters known as devil-fishes.

Giant Squid (Archi.
Hthis dux). ( From

One of the giant squids, belonging,
doubtless, to the genus Arcltfteu-
thin. The whalers have long had ac-

counts of the sperm whale eating
giant squid, portions of the arms
being vomited by these animals in
their death flurry, but science has
recognized the existence of these huge
monsters for only a few years.

Staml. A'a(. Hint., I. 377.

architonnerre ( ar-shi- to-

ner'), H. [F.,<GT.apxi-, chief,
4- F. tonnerre, thunder, thun-
derbolt, chamber (of a gun, etc.), < L. tonitrus,

thunder.] A form of steam-gun described by
Leonardo da Vinci, and supposed to have been
devised by Archimedes, which discharged iron
balls with great noise.

architrave (ar'ki-trav), n. [= F. architrave, <

It. architrave, < L. archi- (see archi-), chief, +
It. trave, < L. trabem, ace. of trabs, a beam.]
1. In arch. : (a) The lower division of an entab-
lature

;
that member which rests immediately

on the column and supports those portions of
the structure which are above it. See cut
under entablature, (b) The ornamental mold-
ing running round the extrados of an arch.
Also called archivolt. (c) Sometimes, less prop-
erly, the molded enrichments on the faces of
the jambs and lintel of a door, window, or other
opening. Also called antepagment. 2. In
fort., the master-beam, or chief supporter, in

any part of a subterranean fortification Archi-
trave cornice, an entablature in which the cornice rests
directly on the architrave, the frieze being omitted.
architroch (ar'ki-trok), n. [<Gr. apxt-, first,+ Tpox6f, a disk, wheel, hoop: see troche.]
In zool., the specialized ciliated girdle or band
surrounding the mouth of the planula in many
invertebrate embryos. E. B. Lankester.
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It [the oral ciliated band] was probably primitively a

mouth-organ of the ancestral gastruhtted tu->-l>ilrt>cl, simi-

lar to the circlet of cilia in ttir l'n>to/.oa ciliata.

llmill, I'roc. Host. Soc. X. H., 1884, p. 87.

architypographer (ar"ki-tl-pog'ra-fer), .

[< archi- + ti//iof/ra]ilier.] The chief university

printer at Oxford, an office established in 1636.
He is the director of the Oxford press. By Laud's statutes.

"He is to be a person well instructed in Greek anil Latin

literature, and of great experience in philological pur-
suits ;

and it will be his duty to preside over the opera-
tions of printing in the university printing otlice, ami t"

take care that the printing materials and furniture are all

of the choicest in their several kinds. In works issuing
from the public press of the university, he is to prescribe
the scale of the types, the quality of the paper, and the
size of the margins, and to set right the errata of the

correctors, and to take diligent care in all other particu-
lars which concern the ornament and perfection of the
work." He is also ex ojicio upper bedel in civil law.

Archiulidae (iir-ki-u'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ar-
eliiulHx + -idir.] A family of fossil archi-

polypodous myriapods. Scudder, 1868.

Archiulus (ar-ki-u'lus), . [NL., < Gr. apxt-,

first, + NL. lulus, q. v.] The typical genus
of the family Archiulidie.

archivat (ar-kl'va), n. pi. [L., pi. of arehwum :

see archive.] Archives.
The Christians were able to make good what they as-

serted by appealing to those records kept in the Roman
archiva. l)r. H. More, Godliness.

archival (ar-ki'val or ar'ki-val), a. [< archive.']

Pertaining to archives or records; contained
in records.

archive (ar'klv or -kiv), H. [< F. archives, pi.,
< L. arclnvum, also arcliium (pi. arckiva), a

place where records are kept, the records them-
selves, < Gr. apxeiov, a public building, hence pi.
TO apxeia, the public records there kept, prop,
neuter of *ap%eiof, adj., pertaining to office, <

opX'lj office, government, rule, < ap%uv, rule, be
first : see arch-.] 1 . A place where public records
or other historical documents are kept : now only
in the plural. 2. A record or document pre-
served in evidence of something ;

in the plural,
documents or records relating to the rights,

privileges, claims, treaties, constitutions, etc.,
of a family, corporation, community, or nation.
A most unpleasant archive or register.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 116.

God hath now
Sponged and made blank of crimeful record all

My mortal archive*. Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

The social conditions represented in the Homeric poems
cannot be mere ngments. By the Greeks they were always
regarded as perfectly real, as archives, so to speak, from
which very definite claims and prerogatives were derived.

Von Ranke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 121.

= Syn, 1. Record-office, registry. 2. Begisters, chroni-
cles, annals, muniments.

archivist (iir'kl- or ar'ki-vist). . [=F. arclii-

viste = Sp. It. archivista, < ML. archivista : see
archive and -ist.] A keeper of archives or rec-
ords.

The learned arehirM of the Vatican, whose researches
have led to striking results in reference to the foundation
of the University of Paris. Amer. Jour. FltUol., VI. 490.

archivolt (ar'ki-volt or -volt), n. [=F. areiii-

rolte,<lt. archwolto (cf. ML. archivoltum), appar.
< archi-, chief, + volto, volta, vault, arch: see
archi- and vault, and cf . architrave ; but It. arco-
colto is based on area, arch, + voltt), volta, vault,
arch. ] An ornamental molding or band of mold-
ings on the face of an arch following the contour
of the extrados

;
an arch-molding. Also called

architrave. A rchivolt is sometimes incorrectly used for

snffit. The term is applied specifically to the arches of
any arched construction, upon which, as upon the archi-
trave in columnar construction, rests the weight of the

superimposed portion of the edifice. Viollet-lr-Duc.
Archivolt of a bridge, the curved line formed by the
exterior upper edges of the arch-stones in the face of the
work.

archlute (arch'lut), n. [< arch- + lute1 .'] A
large bass lute, double-necked like the theorbo
and chitarrone, and differing from them in the

arrangement of the longer strings. Also writ-
ten archilute.

archly (arch'li), adv. In an arch manner;
coyly.

He bow'd, and archly smiled at what he said,
Civil but sly. Crabbe, Parish Register.

And the glances of the Creole
Were still as archly deep.

n'liittier. The Slave Ships.

archmagician (arch-ma-jish'an), n. [< arch-
+ magician. Cf. archimage.] A chief magician;
a great wizard.

archmarshal (arch-mar'shal), n. [< arch- +
marshal; = G. erantargehaU.] The grand mar-
shal of the old German empire, a dignity which
belonged to the Elector of Saxony.
arch-mockt (arch-mok'), n. [< arch- + mock."]
Extreme mockery or bitterest jest; deepest
scorn.

Archoplites

O, 'tis the spite of hell, the fiend's ni-fli-mock :

ninik.. Othello, iv. 1.

arch-molding (iirch'm61
//

ding), . [< arch 1 +
molding.] Same as archivolt: used especially
of medieval architecture,

archness (iirch'nes), >i. [< arclfi + -IK-US.] The
([uality of being arch

; slyness without malice
;

cunning; waggishness; roguislmess ; pleasing
coyness: as,

"
dryness and archness of humour,"

/. ll'arton, Pope, p. 68.

There was a mixture of sweetness and arclm?** in her
manner which made it difficult for her to affront anybody.

Jane Amtfii, Pride and Prejudice, p. 44.

archology (ar-kol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. apxv, begin-

ning, origin, rule, government (see arch-), +
-'/u}ia, < /iyetv, speak: see-olugy.] 1. The doc-

trine of theoriginof things. X.E.I>. 2. The
science of government. N. E. D. 3. The the-

ory of first principles of knowledge.
archon (iir'kou), H. [L., < Gr. apxw, a ruler,

orig. ppr. of apxeiv, rule, be first: see arch-.]
1 . A chief magistrate of some states in ancient

Greece, and particularly Athens. After the aboli-

tion of the title of king in Attica there was chosen a single
archon, who exercised for life essentially royal preroga-
tives. The term of office was afterward reduced to ten

years, and in 683 B. c. it was made annual, and the duties
of the archonship were distributed among nine persons.
The first was the archon eponymog (name-giving archon),
whose functions were executive and judicial, and whose
name was given in official acts, etc., to the year of his ser-

vice; the second was the archon battileux (archon king),
whose duties were chiefly religious and ceremonial; the
third was the archon poleniarchos (archon generalissimo),
who was, first in fact and then nominally, commander of

the military power ; and the remaining six were the then-

'inothfttf, or administrators of justice, whose most impor-
tant duty it was to pass carefully in review, each year, the
whole body of laws of the state, in order to make sure that
no errors or contradictions had crept in, that repealed laws
had been duly canceled, and that repetition was avoided.
It rested with the thesmothetse, also, to see that all the
laws of the republic that were in vigor were strictly en-

forced, and to bring to trial any public official who hud
failed in his trust. At the end of their year of office, all the

archons, unless they were found guilty of malfeasance, by
virtue of their office entered the council of the Areopagus.

2. In the Byzantine empire: () One of a
number of great court officers, (b) A title as-

sumed by the Prankish barons who established
themselves in Greece after the fourth crusade,
in the thirteenth century. 3. In modern
Greece, a person in authority, as a magistrate,
a presiding officer of some societies, etc. 4.

Any ruler or governor. 5. In various Gnostic

systems, one of several spiritual powers su-

perior to angels, believed to be the rulers of
the several heavens. According to Basilides, the
great archon is the highest cosmical power and the creator
of the ogdoad or ethereal world, having below him the
archon who created and rules the hebdomad or lower
planetary heaven. See archantic, hebdomad, and offdoad.

6. [NL.] In rod'/., the human animal; man, as
a member of the group Archontia. 7. [caj>.]

[NL.] Jnentom. : (a) A genus of lepidopterous
insects. Hiibner, 1822. (6) A genus of coleop-
terous insects. Kirby, 1826.

archonship (ar'kon-ship), H. [< archon + -ship.]
The office or the term of office of an archon.

On the expiration of the archonship of Eryxiaa, it was
resolved that the office should be annual, and that there
should he nine persons to execute it.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 475.

archont (ar'kont), ti. [< NL. archon(t-), sing,
of Archontia, q. v.] A member of the zoologi-
cal group Archontia ; a man.
archontate (ar'kon-tat), n. [< archon(t-) +
-ates.] The office of an archon, or the term for
which an archon was elected. N. E. J).

Archontia (ar-kon'ti-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of archon, < Gr. apx<*>v, ruling: see archon.] In
some zoological systems, a prime division of

mammals, represented by man alone, it is con
terminous with the orders Archencephala, of Owen, Hi-

mana of Blumenbach and Cuvier, and Dipoda of others,
and with the family Hominidce and genus Homo.

Archontic (ar-kon'tik), n. [< LL. archonticus,
< Gr. apxovTiKuc, pertaining to archons (> LGr.
ol 'ApxovriKoi, Archontics), < apxuv, ruler: see

arehon.] One of a sect of the fourth century,
originating in Palestine, apparently an offshoot
of the Ophites: so called from their belief, in

common with other Gnostic sects, in archons or
rulers of the several heavens. They rejected bap-
tism and the eucharist, identified the God of the Jews with
the devil, and used to sprinkle their dead with water and
oil to make them invisible and put them beyond the reach
of the heavenly powers.

Archoplites (ar-kop-H'tez), . [NL., < Gr. ap-

Xuf, a leader, + tnr'/.iriK, heavy-armed: see hop-
lite.] A genus of percoid fishes. A single species,
A. interruptus, occurs on the Pacific slope of North
America. It resembles the rock-bass, has 7 branchioste-

gal rays, and attains a length of a foot or more. Gill,
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archpillar (areh'pirilr), n. [< arch- + pillar.]
A main or principal pillar ;

a chief support.

Archpillar and foundation <if human sorirtv.

Ilin-tiini-, tr. of lira's Sermons, p. '^If.

archpoet (iirch'po'et), . [< /v/i- + /></. "'.

olNL. archipoeta.] 1. A chief or preeminent
poet. 2f. A poet laureate ; an official poet.
The title (if aivliijioeta or ar<-li-j'l .

/'/>'', '!"' I'oct l.amvatr.

archpolitician (iirch'pol-i-tish'an), . [</</'-
+ poliliciHii.] A chief or leading politician ;

a great political lender. HHCOH.

archprelate (iirch'prel'at), w. [<rc/<- + prel-

ate.} A chief prelate. Hooker.

archpresbyter (ilrch'pres'bi-ter), . [< arclt-

+ prrxbylrr. Cf. arrlipriext and LL. <ircl/i/ms-

byter.] A chief presbyter. Ayl((le, Parergon.
archpresbytery (iirch'pres'bi-te-ri), . [</</(-
+ prrxbylrry. ]

The absolute dominion of pres-
liylei-y; presbytery iis exercising supreme or

sovereign authority. [Rare.]
.\frli-lirmlnjtrrii . . . claiming tn itself H lordly power

ami sniTint<'Milrliry, lintll o\rr Hocks ulld pastors, OVIT
IHTMULS and "iiyivi-'iititins no way their O\MI.

Milton, Kikonoklaates, 13.

archpriest (iirch'prest'), [< late ME. arclte-

fircst, < OF. wSflWWlrt, mod. F. archiprftrc
(at. G. crzpriester), < LL. archipresbyter (Je-
rome), < LGr. lu>xncptoj)brtpo{ (Sozomen) : see
arehi- and presbyter. Cf. Gr. a/>x'fl>?i'f, arch-

priest, chief priest, in N. T. high priest: see

ftrchierey.] Kccles., the chief among the priests,
called by the Greeks protoprenliytfr, and later

prolopope. An a title It dates from the fourth ecu-

tury, and was originally given to the senior by ordina-
tion in a diocese, a rule long strictly observed In the
Weak The arehprie.st or dean of the cathedral assisted
the bishop in solemn functions ami in his spiritual ad-

ministration, though without ordinary jurisdiction; the
rural archpriest or dean had a limited superintendence
over the parish priests of his deanery or district of the dio-

cese, and formed with them the rural chapter, as the bishop
with his canons formed the cathedral chapter. For rela-
tions with other officials, see archdeacon. At present, in
the Koman Catholic Church, areh/irie*t is, for the most
part, a title of honor only, the former duties of the office

being performed by the auxiliary bishop or the dean of
the cathedral chapter. The duties of the rural archpriests,
since the Council of Trent, have commonly devolved on
the vicars forane, still sometimes called rural deans, or

directly on the bishop's vicar-general. In the rare case
when rural archpriests and vicars forane are found in the
same diocese, the latter have the precedence.

archprimate (arch'pri'mat), . [< arch- + pri-
nidti:] A chief primate.
One arch-primate or Protestant pope.

Milton, Church Gov., i. 0.

archprophet (arch' prof 'et), n. [< arch- +
prophet. Cf. Gr. apxmpoQf/Tt/f, chief

prophet.]A chief prophet ; a great prophet. T. Warton.

archprotestant (arch'prot'es-tant), . (X arch-
+ -Protestant.] A leading or eminent Protes-
tant.

These archprotetttant* and master ministers of Germany.
Stapleton, Fortress of Faith, p. .

archprotopope (arch'pro'to-pop), H. [< arch-
+ protopopc?] The chief of the archpriests or

protopopes.
The archprotopopt of Siua, where the royal residence was.

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 715.

arch-see (arch' se'), H. [< arch- + see2.] The
see of an archbishop. Drayton,
arch-sodality (arch'so-dal'i-ti), w. [< arc/i- +
xodiiliti/.] An arch-confraternity (which see).
arch-stone (arch'ston), . [< orc/il + stone.]
1. A wedge-shaped stone used in the construc-
tion of an arch; a voussoir. See cut under
itrch. 2. A flat stone by which the opening
into the chamber of some furnaces is covered.
archtraitor (areh^tra'tor), . [< arch- + trai-

tor.] A chief traitor: sometimes applied spe-
cifically to the devil. Hakeirill.

archtreasurer (arch'trez'ur-er), w. [< arc*- +
treasurer. The G. word is erzacltatzmeister.]
The great treasurer of the German empire, a

dignity held by the restored electorate of the
Rhine Palatinate from 1648 to 1777, and later

by the Elector of Hanover.

archtype (arch'tip), . [< arch- + type ; sug-
gested by archetype, q. v.] An archetype.
Carticri</lit.

archvillain (areh'vil'an), . [< arch- + rillain.]
A desperate, confirmed villain.

An arrli-rillnin keeps him company.
Shale., T. of A., v. i.

archvillainy (arch'vil'a-ui), . [< arch- + vil-

lainy.] Atrocious villainy. Beau, and Ft.

archway (arch'wa), w. [< archl + way.] An
entrance or a passage under an arch or vault ;

an opening that is closed in or covered by an
arch.

Through tlie piers ran ni'>'l>i''K;ix in both iiileeti..n-, M
as to open a narrow aisle on each side of the nave and
transept.

''. //. .V/ '<>/(,
< 'hiirch-bnililin;.' in Middle Aues, p. ;.:{.

Compound archway. Bat Mmotmd.
archwifet (iiivh'wif), w. [< arch- + irift:] A
woman of strong, masculine physique ;

a hardy,
masculine woman disposed to rule her husband.

Ye / i,'
i

t"''r>/rt',i, stondetb at ilefetiee.

Sin ye be strong a.s is a ;:lvel eainaiile [ramelj;
Ne sntfereth nat tbat men >o\v ilon otleiiee.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, I. nat.

archwise (iirch'wi/,), adr. [< <nr/il + /.-.]
In the form or manner of an arch.

In the fashion of a bow U-nt <o. -A '/..,.

.1 ,nl iff, I'arergon.

archy 1
(ar'chi), H. [< arch 1 +-(/'.] Resembling

anarch; having arches ; arching. [Rare.]
lieneath the black and nirtnt brows shincd forth the

bright lamps of her eyes. l'n,-ll,,'ti'-iti S'n-,-,i (Hfctt), l*ref.

archy2 (iir'chi), . [< F. as if "arcln': arched,

pp. of "archer, v.: see arch^, c.] In her., same
as arched, 2.

archy-flected (ar'chi-flek-ted), a. In her., same
as arched, 2.

arcid (iir'sid), . A bivalve mollusk of the fam-

ily Arcida:
Arcidae (iir'si-de), . /it. [NL., < Area + -idii: ]

A family of asiphonate acephalous bivalves,
or lamellibranch mollusks, naving equivalve
shells with a long row of transverse teeth. The
family is a large one of world-wide distribution at the

present day, and dates back in geologic time to the Lower
Silurian. Its leading genera are Area, Axiiuea (or /',,/,///

eului), Anumalncartlia, Cuculltra, etc.; but the limits of
the family vary. The species are very numerous. See cut
under Area. Sometimes wrongly spelled Arcu<i<r.

arcifer (ar'si-fer). H. [< NL. arcifer : see Ar-

cifera.] An amphibian of the group Arcifera.
Arcifera (ar-sife-rS), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

arcifer (cf. ML. arcifer, an archer), < L. arcitx,

a bow (see arc1
), + ferre E. bear1

.] A sec-

tion of phaueroglossate salient amphibians,
with coracoids and precoracoids connected by
an arched cartilage (the epicoracoid), that of

the one side overlapping that of the other. It

includes the true toads (Bufiiida>), the tree-

toads ( Hylida>), and others.

arciferous (ar-sif'e-rus), a. [As Arcifera +
-out.] In zoiil., pertaining to or of the nature
of the Arcifera. Also arcigeroiis.
arcifinious (ar-si-nn'i-us), a. [< LL. arciftniux
(also arcifinalin), (, L. arx (arci-), a citadel, de-

fense, + finis, pi. fines, boundary.] 1. Serving
both as a boundary and a defense : applied to

rivers, mountains, the sea, etc. Wor. Diet.

2. Having a frontier which forms a natural
defense: as, "arcifinious states," Ticiss, Law of

Nations, H. 215. N. E. D.
arciform (ar'si-form), a. [< L. arcus, a bow,
+ forma, form.] Bow-shaped; curved; arched.
Arciform fibers, in anat., the arcuate nerve-fibers,

especially the superficial ones, seen on the surface of the

upper part of the medulla oblongata.

arcigerous (ar-sij'e-rus), a. [< L. arcus, a bow,
+ gerere, carry.] Same as arciferous.

arcitenentt (ar-sit'e-nent), a. [< L. ardte-

nen(t-)s, holding a bow, < arcus, a bow, 4-

tenen(t-)s, ppr. of tenere, hold: see arc and ten-

ant.] Holding or carrying a bow. Blount.

arc-light (ark'llt), . An electric light pro-
duced by the voltaic arc

;
the electric current

passing between a pair of visible carbon-points
slightly separated. See electric.

arcograph (ar'ko-graf), n. [< L. arcus, arc,
+ Gr. ypaifetv, describe.] An instrument for

drawing an arc without the use of a central

point. It consists of a thin and pliable strip of wood or

metal, the ends of which are attached to a straight bar,
which can be shortened or lengthened to form a chord of
the required arc. It U used as a templet.
arcosolium (ar-ko-so'li-um), .

; pi. arcosolia

(-a). [ML., < L. arcus, an arch, + soliutn, a seat,

throne.] A name given to certain recesses for
dead bodies in the Roman catacombs, consisting
of a deep niche cut in the rocky wall and arched

above, a sarcophagus being hewn from the rock
under the arch. The flat cover of the sarcophagus may
sometimes have been used as an altar. Such tombs were
often richly ornamented.

arc-piece (ark'pes), H. In mech., a piece serving
to adjust the angle of elevation of a cutting-tool.
arc-secant (ark'se'kant), . In math., an angle
regarded as a function of its secant.

arc-sine (iirk'sin)j
n. In math., an angle re-

garded as a function of its sine.

arctt (arkt), i\ t. See art*.

Arctalia (ark-ta'li-a), . [NL., < arctic + Gr.

<J/Ua, assemblage (with an intended allusion to

d?, sea).] In zoiiyeoa. , a primary marine realm
or zoological division of the waters of the globe.

Arctiidae

embracing the seas of the northern hemisphere
as far to the south as floating ice descends.
am.

Arctalian (iirk-tu'li-an). ". [< .Irclalin.] Of
or pertaining to Aretaliii.

Arctamerican (iirk-ta-incr'i-kan), (i. [< Airhc
-r- AiiHTH'itii ,\ In '.'iitift/rf,, same as Atnil'niii'iin :

as,
"
Aiiglogiean or . Irrliiiin rit-iiii realm.'' Hill.

arc-tangent (ark'tan'jent), ii. Iii iiinlli., an
angle n-ir.,].,!,.,! as a function of its tangent.
arctation (ark-ta'shon), ii. [< F. iirrlnliiiH, <

L. MS it' *n >'rl<itiit(n-}, < ttrrfat't . prop, iii'lui'i, pp.
, /irli/ltix, draw close, tighten, <

prop, iirtus, close, tight: see nrt :t
, ttrtirlr, .

etc.] Narrowness or constriction in any sen-e ;

\\ipntltol., luinatiiral contraction of any natural

opening, as of the anus; constipation from in-

flammation. Also called arrlilitdi:

Arctia (iirk'li-jj), . [NL., < (ir. fywtror-, a bear
(in ref. to the furriness of the caterpillars: see

Ari'liiilif).] \ genus of moths, typical of tin-

family ArcHidir. I. (or l-'n/iri /n'c) rnjn is the
common tiger-moth. See cut under Kujirepia.
arctian (ark'ti-an), H. [(Arctia + -an.] A moth
of the family An-tiiiln .

arctic (iirk'tik), a. [Early mod. E. also iirlii:

iirtick, etc., < ME. artil,: < OF. urtii/in: mod. F.

uretique = Pr. artic = Sp. Pg. nn-lim = It.

iirtin>, < LL. arcticits, northern, < Gr. apuTtic/n,

northern, lit. pertaining to the Bear, < apicrot, a

bear, specifically the constellation Ursa Major;
sometimes spelled apKof, = Skt. rikxhitH (for *ark-

xlinit) = L. iirxnn (for "urcsus) = Ir. art, a bear:
see ursus.] 1. Pertaining or related to the
northern constellations called the Great and
Little Bears; hence, pertaining or relating to

the north pole or the northern polar regions;
northern: as, the arctic circle, region, or sea.

Hence 2. Cold; frigid.
I warn the traveller who goes to see the lovely Madon-

nas of Bellini in beware how he trusts himself in winter
to the gusty, arctic magnificence of the Church of the
Redenture. Homlls, Venetian Life, iii.

Arctic Circle, a small circle, parallel to the equator, dis-

tant from the north pole by an angular quantity equal to
the obliquity of the ecliptic, or 23 28'*. This anil the atil

arctic circle are called the polar circle*, and within these
lie the frigid zones, at every point within which the
sun, theoretically, on at least one day in summer, passes
through the north point without setting, and on at least
one day in winter does not rise; practically, allowance
must be made for the semidiameter and horizontal re-

fraction of the sun. Arctic fox, a small species of fox,

t'uli/tn lagopus, of the family Caiiitlcr, celebrated fur the

Arctic Fox . I'tflpts lagopus .

beauty and fineness of its fur, which is a valuable article
of commerce. It is 2 feet in length, anil its tail is 1 foot

long. It is bluish- or brownish-gray in summer and white
in winter. = Syn. l^ee polar.

arctic-bird (ark'tik-berd), . A name origi-

nally given by Edwards to a species of jaeger
figured and described by him. It has lieen applied
to two species of Lextrig or Sterctiraritix, but is identified
as the long-tailed jaeger or Button's skua, L. or S. louyi-
cauda of some, S. tniffoni or S. itaraKiticti* of others.

arctician (ark-tish'an), H. [< arctic + -in.]
One who has investigated matters relating to

the arctic regions; an arctic explorer. X. E. D.
Arctictidinae (ark-tik-ti-di'ne), . pi. [NL., <

Arcticti(d-)g + -inai.] A subfamily of carnivo-
rous quadrupeds, of the family Viverrida; con-

taining the binturongs, characterized by the

prehensile tail.

Arctictis (iirk-tik'tis), . [NL., < Gr. &/>KTOC,, a

bear, -t- <*r<f, the yellow-breasted marten.] The
typical and only genus of the subfamily Arcticti-

din<e : synonymous with Ictides. Seebinturoiig.
arctiid (ark'ti-id), a. and . I. a. Pertaining to

the Arctiida; : as, an arctiid moth.
H. H. One of the Arctiida;; an arctian.

ArctiidSB (ark-tl'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Arctia +
-ida:] A family of lepidopterous insects, be-

longing to the section Heterocera; the tiger-
moths. The types of the family are distinguished by
the fact that their larvw are very thickly clothed with long
hairs, whence they have obtained the name of troolly bear*.

They feed upon the external parts of plants, and inclose
themselves in cocoons when alMiut to undergo their trans-
formations. See cut under Euprrjiin.



Arctipalatales

Arctipalatales (.a'rk ti-pal-a-la'lex), n. jil.

I XL.] Same as .lrftij>altilea.

Arctipalates (ark'ti-pa-hi'te/.), ii. i>l. [NL..
<L. arctun. prop, f'r/ii.-

1

. (-(impressed (see arft).+
liiiltitum, palate.] In Sundevall's system of

classification, a group of fringilline and tana-

grine oscine passerine birds, embracing six

families of huntings,
crossbills, rice-birds,
and various ether co-

nirostral /'i/xxi /<>.

Arctisca (iirk-tis'kjn.
. />!. [NL., dim. of

tir. />\r(if, a bear.]
The water-bears,
or bear-animalcules,
otherwise known as

the Tnrdittrnda, Ma-
crobiotidti, or Colpo-
da, a group of uncer-
tain value and posi-
tion, formerly associ-

ated with the rotifers,
but now usually con-
sidered an order of

Arachnida, and lo-

cated in the vicinity
of the Acarida. They
are microscopic aquatic
creatures, living ia moss
and wet sand, often in

company with rotifers.

They have a vermiform

I

A Water-bear, or Bear-animalcule
. Wacrobiotus tchttltMfi), one of
the Arctisca or TarJifrafta, much

>"-.,'. With four pairs Of magnified.
very short feet terminal -

.
i. a. 3. 4. the limbs ; a, mouth with
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Arctoidea (iirk-toi'de-ii), H. i>l. [XL. : see .</<-

toiil.] One of throe superfamiliesot' the lissiped
or terrestrial carnivorous mammals itho others

being .Elitroitlea and Ci/iit>iiliti), including the

bears and their relatives, as disiingiiished from
i he feline and canine members of the t'enr jix-

aipedia. They have the follouin^ eharai ters in ctiln-

imill. a-- contrasted with .Klnr>iiil<ti a skull with the par-

occipital process not closely applied to the auditory 1'lllla :

the mastoid process prominent, projecting behind the ex-

ternal auditory mcatus ; the carotid canal distinct and in

ad\ ance of the foramen laeerum po>terins. \\ltich is distinct

from the eondyloid foramen ; the glcuoid foramen cen-
erally well dellned : a lame os penis; l'o\\per"s glands not

de\cloped; prostate i;land not .salient: ami no intestinal

aerum. Arctoidea mustellformia, the family .MH..--

Miiltr alone. Arctoidea typica, the family i

alone. Arctoidea procyonitorniia, t he racoon-like se-

ries, including the families ^Klm-i'i'f, (' <<</< -j'ti<'
>

i/nni'/ii'. and />Vf.'rN-n//</''. See these names.

Arctomyinae (ark'to-mi-i'ne), n. j>1. ||NL.,
<

.Ircttimu.t + -ina'.] One of two subfamilies into

wliich the squirrel family, Sciitrida: is divisi-

ble, containing the terrestrial as distinguished
from the arboreal members of the family, as the
marmots or woodchucks, the prairie-dogs, the

susliks, the ground-squirrels or spermophiles,
etc. They are generally distinguished by larger size,
stouter form, .shorter and less bushy tail, and terrestrial
and fossori.il habits, but offer a very easy transition

thRHigh some forms into the true squirrels. The prin-
cipal genera are Antomgi, Stvriiin/ihilti.t, and Tamitu ;

their species are numerous, and are very generally dis-

tributed over the northern hemisphere. Also called Arcto-
muxt. Ai-<-1<>>iii,<li/i,t. and .ti'ctxinin'na.

Arctomys (ark'to-mis), . [NL., < Gr. apxrof,
a bear, + pit = L. nuts = E. mouse, q. v.] The

' ' 1
,,
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ed by hooked claws, no dis- six oral papiiix ; t. gullet, calcified

tinelion of rnnhilnMiornv st
)[
lels ; ' salivary glands ; rf, mus-U1HUOIIOI (epn.lioinotax cular pharynx : f, ovary ; A vesicula

and abdomen, and a sue- seminalis -'f, testis.

torial mouth with two
stylets, resembling that of a tick or mite. Tlie young usu-
ally have the same number of legs as the adult. The
Arctisca are mostly hermaphrodite, and are oviparous.
They are represented by a single family, Marralriotida, of
which Macrobiotus is the leading genus.

Arctiscon (iirk-tis'kon), n. [NL. : see Arctisca.]
The typical genus of Arctisconida;.

arctiSCOnid (ark-tis-kon'id), H. An acarid of
the family Arctisconida:

Arctisconidae (iirk-tis-kon'i-de), w. pi. [NL., <
Arctiscon + -ida:'] A family of atracheate aca-
rids with all 8 legs developed, legs of 3 joints,
and without caudal prolongations.
arctitude (ark'ti-tud), n. [< P. arctitude, equiv.
to arctation, q. v.] Same as arctation.

Arctocebus (iirk-t6-8e'bus), H. [NL., < Gr.

dp/croc, a bear, + Kij/iof, an ape : see ape and Ce-

bus.] A remarkable genus of lemurs, having a
very short tail, small fore and hind feet, the

digits partly webbed, and the index finger rudi-

mentary. A. calabarensis, the typical species,
inhabits Old Calabar in Africa.

Arctocephalus (ark-to-sef'a-lus), ii. [NL., <
Gr. apurof, a bear, + k-f^a/jjj head.] A genus
of eared seals, of tlie family Otariidce, suborder
Piimijtedia. The name is used in various senses by dif-
ferent authors ; it formerly included the northern as' well
as the southern fur-seals, but is now properly restricted
to the latter. The species are commonly known as sea-
bear*.

Arctocyon (ark-tos'i-on), H. [NL., < Gr. aptcrof,
a bear, + KVOV, a dog, = E. Iiound.] The typical

/

v/ii
***-

r/A^Mlfcc-jm fch.7^: '

s, from the Eoi
TI Tertiary mammal.

arctocyonid (ark-to-si'o-nid), n. A carnivo-
rous mammal of the family Arctocyon id<e.

Arctocyonidae (ark'to-si-on'i-de), n.pl [NL.,
< Arctocyon + -ida:] 'A family of fossil carniv-
orous quadrupeds, having 44 teeth, the last up-
per premolar trituberculate, and all the molars
tuberculate, containing the genus Arctoci/on
and its allies, placed by Cope in a suborder Cre-
-J

*T (which
^

most completely terrestrial and fossorial habits of any of
the members of the subfamily. The leading old-world
species are A. marmotta, the marmot of Europe and Asia,
and A. bobac, of Russia. The American forms are known
as woodcliucks, and are A. ntonax, of tlie Eastern States,
and A. flavitentrij and A. pniiHosus, of the Western and
Northern States.

Arctopithecini (ark'to-pith-e-si'ni), . pi.
[NL., < Arctopitlieciis + -ini.] 'A synonym of

Midida; used by some as a family name of the
marmosets of South America.
The

Arctopithecini ... are small, thickly furred, long-
tailed, habitually quadrupedal, Squirrel-like animals,
which are found only in South America.

Huxley, Anat, Vert., p. 39i

Arctopithecus (ark'to-pi-the'kus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. ApKTof, a bear, '+ x-ifh/icof. an ape.] A
genus of marmosets, giving name to the Arcto-

l>ithecini.

Arctostaphylos (iirk-to-staf'i-los), n. [NL.,
( Gr. a/MToc, a bear, 4- orodrAjy, a bunch of

shrubs, nearly related to Arbutus, and mostly
natives of California and Mexico, where the

larger species are known as uianzauita, and
are sometimes from 10 to 20 feet high. The bear-
berry, A. Utu-uni, is a trailing plant, found in the arctic
and mountainous regions of the old and new worlds, and
valuable as furnishing au astringent tonic, used chiefly In
affections of the bladder. It is the kinnikinic of the In-
dians of western America.

arcua

northern hemisphere, the fourth in order of

brightness in the entire heavens, it i, Mtuated
Itetueeu the thiuhs of liooles. behind the (In at I'.ear, and
i* easily found by !'ollo\\in- out the curve of the bear's

tail. Ill the southern hemisphere it m,i\ l,e recognized
by its forming a nearly equilateral triangle \\ith spiea
and Deuebola. It is called 1>\ astronomers<n<i//<An) /;<-<i/,r

Sec cut under /.'.W. ..

2. [NL.] A genus of isopod crustaceans, of the
family li/ult iila or .treliiritla: Latrcilte, IS'Ji).

arcual (ar'ku-al), ti. [< L. ureii.i (see tire 1
) +

-til.] I'ortaining to or of the nal lire of an are.

Arcuata (iir-kn-u'ta), H. pi. [NL., nent. pi. of
L. arcHdttix : see tirftniti:~\ A group of crabs.

including those of the typical genus Cancer.

arcuate (tir'ku-at), . '[< L. areiintiin, ]ip. of
arcuan: bend like a bow. < tireii.i, bow: see
tire 1

, iireh 1
.} Bent or curved in the form of a

bow; arched: as, "oblique and ureiiiiti lines,"

Bacon, Nat. Hist., $ 24. Arcuate fasciculus, in

: (,i) The longitudinal libels of the-yi'u- tornieatns,

eouueetiiig the frontal ami temporosphenoidal convolu-
tions of the hrain as well as intermediate points. Mi'utit'rt.

(b) The uncinate faseii ulns of \le\iicrt. passing across the
bottom of tlie Sylviau tlssure to connect the frontal and
temporosphenoiital eoinolutions of the brain. Qitain,
Arcuate fibers, in an.it.. the horizontal arching fibers of
the medulla ohlonguta. {KUIS Vanilii. and teamen turn, espe-
cially tho>e seeminur to oi-i-inate in the raphe. ArCU-
ate ligament, in aunt., the tendinous arch which passes
on either side of the back-bone over the psoa-s magnns and
quadratus luinborum muscles, and to which the diaphragm
is attached.

arcuated (ar'ku-a-ted), a. Same as arcuate.

The inferior edges of the mesenteries are free, and nivii-

ateti in such a manner as to leave a central common chain
her. Htijcley, Encyc. Brit., I. 129.

arcuately (iir'ku-at-li), adr. In an arcuate
manner.

arcuatilet (ar'ku-a-til), a. [< LL. arcttatilis,

bow-shaped, < iircuare, bend like a bow : see

arcuate.] Bent or curved.
arcuation (Sr-ku-a'shon), H. [< LL. arena-

tio(n-), an arch, lit. act of bending like a bow, <

arcuarc: see arcuate.] 1. The act of bending;
incurvation ; the state of being bent ; curved-

ness; crookedness. 2. A method of propagat-
ing plants by bending branches to the ground
and covering portions of them with earth

; lay-
ering (which see). 3. The employment of
arches in architectural work

;
arched work.

Epistylar arcuation. -See epintylar.

L. as if "arcu-
The curvature

of an arch. Bailei/.

arcubalist (ar'ku-ba-list), . [< LL. arcubalista,
more correctly arctiballista, a ballista furnished
with a bow,< L. arcus, bow. + ballista, a military
engine for hurling projectiles : see ballista.

Contr. forms are arbalist, arblast, etc. : see ar-

balist.] Same as arbulist.

Richard was killed by the French from the shot of au
arcubalist. T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, I. 158.

arcubalister (ar'ku-ba-lis'ter), n. [< arcubalist
+ -er1 : suggested brLL. arcuballistarius, one
who used an arcubalist, < arctiballista : see ar-

cubalist, and cf. arbalist, arblaster.] Same as
arboKater.

King John was espied by a very good amtbalinter, who
said that he would soon despatch the cruel tyrant.

Cantden, Remains, p. 202.

arcubust, " One of the numerous variants

(simulating Latin arcus, a bow) of harqutbuse.
arcula, . Plural of arculum.
Arculirostres (ar'kn-li-ros'trez), w. pi. [NL.,
< L. *arculus, dim. of arcus, a bow (cf. arculum),
+ rostrum, a beak.] In Blyth's system of classi-
fication (1849), a group of birds, the hoopoes,
Upupida; as distinguished from the Appcndi-
rostres or Bucerotida; the hornbills.

arculum (ar'ku-lum), 11. ; pi. arcula (-la). [L..
neut. dim. of arcus, a bow.] A small' circular
cushion used in antiquity by persons bearing

s_i.j._ on the;r iiea^8) { interpose between

'^-]

a great zoological division of the earth's" land
surface, comprising the Eurasian, Indian, and
Ethiopian regions : opposed to Xotog&a.
Arctogaeal (ark-to-je'al), a. Of or 'pertaining
to the zoogeographical'area known as Arctogoea.
In Europe, North America, and Asia, the Arcttxmal

province was as distinctly characterized in the Miocene,
and probably in the Eocene epoch, as it is at present

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 70.

Arctogaean (ark-to-je'an), a. Same as Arcto-
yifal.

arctoid (ark'toid), a. [< Gr. apuToetifc, bear-
like, < apKTOf, a bear, + eMoc

, form.] Bear-like ;

ursine; specifically, pertaining to or having the
characters of the Arctoidea.

generalized ursine type.
arcturid (iirk-tu'rid), n. An isopod of the fam-
ily Arcturida".

Arcturidse (ark-tu'ri-de), n.pl. [NL., < Arctu-
rus + -idai.] A family of isopod crustaceans,
represented by the genera Arctvrus, Idotea, and
others: synonymous with Idotcida; (which see).
In Arcturidtt they (the young] are carried for some time

clinging on to the antenna' of the mother.
Pascoe, Zool. Class., p. 84.

Arctums (Srk-tu'rus), H. [L. (>ME. Arctonr,
Arture, Arthurus). < Gr. Iptroifot, Arcturus. lit.

bear-ward, < aparof, a bear, the Great Bear, +
oirpor,, ward, guard, keeper, akin to E. ir<m'l,

card, ijiiaril. etc.] 1. A yellow star in the

, q. v.] In
an

arch, > E. nrci, ark 1
,
arch 1

, q. v.]j In anat., an
arch, bow, or ring Arcus adlposus, the arcus
senilis. Arcus blcipitalis, the bicipital arch; the ten-
dinous aR-h thmugh which the long head of the biceps
muscle passes. Arcus neuralis, the neural arch. See
MI- u mi. Arcus OCCipitalis, a cerebral gyrus Iwunded
above by the occipital portion of the interparietal flssure,
and embracing what may be regarded as the upper end
of the second temporosphenoidal tissure.- Arcus pala-
toglossus, the anterior pillar of the fauces, in front ot the
tonsil, formed by the palatogtossus muscle and the mu-
cous membrane covering it. Also called art-tin ftalatiniis
anterior. Arcus palatopharyn^eus, the |x>sterior pil-
lar of the fauces, behind the tonsil, formed by the pala-
topharyngeus muscle and the mucous membrane covering
it. Also called nm/.v' poiofdmupMlirior. Arcus senilis,
the tntw of old age ; an opacity occurring in advanced age
around the margin of tlie cornea. Arcus superciliariB.



arena

horUoetal rtdge an the (ratal baM,
(ban the arMl Areas Talaris, Ik*
arch.

Arcyid* (ar-a'i-de). . pf. pL.. < Jireyt +
-t>f<r.] A family of orbitelarian spiders.

Arcya (ar'sis), - [XL., < Qr. ifar, a net, a
hunter's net, a hair-net: see ami*. Aramea.]
The typical genus of spiders <rf the family Jr-

eyida-'. Also spelled Jrtjw.
-ard. [<F. -ard,<OHG."MH<; 'i.)-rt (fre-

quently as a suffix in proper names (later also

in common noons), as in Beginltart. > OF. r<-

gnard, F. rtmard, > E. rvyMnf, q. v. ). < k*rt= E.

hard.} A suffix in nouns of French origin or

of a French trpe. la r - noons H mu> ku
ffnjti-riTrp" irn rrr- rr-T-rf, iii< <itrt, ><,
dnmterd, nw< etc. In other noon it. lane, orirf

tudJj tattoatr*. fcsow.earertj felt, M to

ptecni,il
^rt)aadrf

originmUjr ulf co**tt, fnutmU, the raflkus -an* and *

(-orfrl) hare changed places.

ardash (ar'dash), . [Formerly also orria*. <rr-

do*, < F. ardasse = Sp. arddttu, anUtet, < Pers.

ardon, raw silk.] The European or Levantine
name for Persian raw silk of inferior quality.
It is called Ainran in Persia. Benjamin, Persia

and the Persians.

ardassine (ar-da-sen'), . [F., pi. ordMUMt
(= Sp. ardasinas, arda^nas. pi.), the finer sort of
Persian silk, prop. adj.. < ardassr : see ardasn.]
The name under which the finest Persian silk

for weaving is imported into France. It is

popularly called ablaque. Larouste.

Ardea (ar'de-a), n. [L., a heron; cf. Gr. ipa-

fi6r, a heron.']" The typical genus of the family
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JraW.mrtg;*. .A rail ill. Jmn*n. ic

jrdetaer'df-in),. [< XL. **,< Jr*,
o. v.] Heron-like: having th* characters of
the Jnfawfct. or herons,

ardeiio-, ardelioat. - [< L.

body, meddler, < ardtrr, be <

eager. Cf. anirf.] A busybody: a

SMi^toKtthatwIuchiwhaJbMtrrWwnhMM.^

\v.:
* - ----- .,.-:,-- .--;- ,--

-- - --

_ 1

.->

-.
-

Great Blue Heron Arttra AffvaHavK

Ardtidce, and formerly coextensive with it. it

is varioualy restricted to exclude the bitterns (fiofnurtw)
and night-herons (Syctiardea), or to include only the large

species intimately related to the common heron of Europe,
A. cinerea, such as A. goliath of Africa ; A. hermtitu, the

great blue heron of North America; A. occitlentaliit, the

great white heron of Florida : A . cocoi, the large blue heron
of South America, etc. The egreU are sometimes referred
to this genus, and sometimes made types of several others.

ardeb (ar'deb), n. [Ar. irdab, urdab (Mahn).]
The principal Egyptian measure of capacity
(not used for liquids), legally containing 40i
imperial gallons, or 5.2 United States (Win-
chester) bushels, or 183.2 liters. But other ardeba
are in use, ranging from little more than half the aliove

up to 284 liters ; this, the ardeb of Koaetta, waa at one
time the commonest. See artaba.

Ardeidas (ar-de'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ardea +
-id<p.] A family of grallatorial altricial birds, of
the order Herodiones and suborder Herodii ; the
herons. They have a comparatively atnall thin body,
very long legs and neck, long straight acute bill, ample
wings, short broad tail, naked lores, pectinate middle
claws, the hind toe not elevated, linear pervious nostrils,
and 2, 3, or 4 pairs of powder-down tracts or pulviplumes.
The family includes several genera and about 75 species, of
moat parts of the world, inhabiting seas, lakea, marshes,
and rivers, nesting usually in communities in trees and
bushes, where they perch with ease by means of their in-

sesaorial feet, laying greenish whole-colored eggs, and
rearing their young in the nest. The species present a
wide range of difference in stature and coloration, but

comparatively little in form or structure, the family being
a homogeneous one. They are most nearly related to the

storks, ibises, and other altricial grallatores, but only dis-

tantly to the cranes. They are divisible into three sub-
families: Ardeitwe, the true herons; Rotaurince, the bit-

terns; and Cancromince, the boatbills. The last-named,
however, is often considered a family apart. See cuts un-
der Ardea, bitttrn, and bonthill.

Ardeinae (ar-de-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ardea +
-two,'.] The typical subfamily of Ardctda;, con-

taining the herons proper, egrets, etc., as dis-

tinguished from the bitterns and boatbills.
They have 12 tail-feathers, 3 pairs of powder-down feathers
or pulviplumes, the tibia- not feathered to the auffrago, the
outer toe not shorter than the inner, and moderately curved
claws. The species are numerous, inhabiting nearly all

parts of the world, but especially warm countries. Lead-

Anat. ( XdL. L i (.V. K fO

mxdOBCy (ar'den-$i). n. [< arrfcuf : see -cjr.l 1.

Intense heat :~as, "th cnfenqr of th sur S

T. fl*frt,Trave'.s.p. JT. Htc 8. Warmth
of passion or feeling ; ardor ; eagerness : as. the

rwaejr of love or teal. 3. .V<t*/.. a tend<

some ships tocome quickly to the wind. [Rare. ]

ardennite (ar-denlt). .' [< .Jntouw*. a high
wooded region of France and Belgium, + -4*r'.]

A silicate of manganese and aluminium with 9

per cent, of vanadium pentoxid, found in or-

thorhombie crystals of a yellow-brown color

near Ottrei, in the Ardennes.
ardent (ar'dent). a. [< ME. ardent, anlamt,

arriaamt, < OF. ardtimt, burning (ppr. of anltr.

ardoir, ardrt. bum),< L. r*mf-V, ppr. of ir-

dert, barn, be eager.] 1. Hot ; burning ; red-

hot ; hence, figuratively, causing a sensation

of burning: as, an ardent fever. 9. Inflm.

mable; combustible: only in the phrase anirnt

npirits (which se, below)". 8. Having the ap-

pearance or quality of fire; flashing; flervv.

With flashing flames hia mnriral JM were AIM.
Drydrn, Tbrotkm ami Huiioria.

4. Having glowing or fiery passions or affec-

tions : as applied to the emotions themselvee,
showing vehemence ; passionate ;

affectionate ;

zealous : as, ardent love or vows ; ardent teal.

Not anltnt lovers robh'd of all their bllw.
Not ancient ladies when refused * klaa, . . .

F.'cr felt such rage, resentment, aud <U->|ir
A* thou, sad vitviu ! for th)- ravish'd hair.

>.)>, R. of the U, Iv. ,V

His form accorxltnl with a mind
Lively and anirnt, frank and kind.

.Scoff, I. of the U, II. *.

5t. AViMf., having a tendency to gripe or come
quickly to the wind: said of certain ships.
Ardent spirits, distilled alcoholic liquors, as brandy,
whisky, gin, rum. etc. Tlu-v an- all produced by the dis-

tillation of fermented vegetable juices contHiniUK sugar.
= 8yn.3and4. Fiery, intense, eager, keen, fervid, fen cut.

imtiassiolUHl, glowing.

ardently (Sr'dent-li). adr. [ME. ardnntlirlit- ;

< ardent + -/y-.] In an ardent manner; with
warmth ; affectionately ; passionately.
ardentness (iir'dent-nes), M. [< ME. ardent-

nesse.] The state or quality of being ardent;
ardencv.
Ardeoideae (iir-de-oi'de-e), . pJ. [NL., < Ar-
dfo + -mYf><r.] X superfamily group of hero-
diouine birds.

Ardeola (ar-de'o-lft), n. [L., a little heron, dim.
of ardea, a heron.] A genus of small and some-
what rail-like herons, the squacco herons, of

the subfamily Ardeinai. The type la A. eomaia or
A. ralloides, of Europe; hut there are several other ape-
ciea. J. f. Bait, 1822.

ardert (ar'der), ti. [E. dial, (formerly also writ-

ten ardor, ardour, ordure, as if of Latin origin),

prob. < Icel. ardhr, a plow. Cf. L. aratruin, a

plow (see aratrum term-); Corn, (dial.) anlar,
a plow, ardur, a plowman, W. arad, a plow,
Gael. Ir. arach, a plowshare; all ult. from the
same root. See arable and cnrS.] 1 . The plow-
ing or fallowing of ground.

ttisSHSjfeMM.
-^bMri.WL,tattMtlkM*rT
3t. A bright or MgeM spirit. [Pi

last

4. Warmth or ktMt, Mot UM> pMMMMd af-

:,, .. ...
- ~: .

- -v

Tit* wfekml ***MM** <* OTtfwv ctf ttfe **,
C*mi. rii TftW.

In th* bMitl *MKJMM a wn> *( ttkn mm
with ( UU A* awM*M4 tat ate *.

SfcriSM. Ttt DWMM, I .

The <m*Mr at rrrt'i1if ir VM * In th* mr
an* wtth whfch be ttal Mo DM M*4r *

/. it
-

*

ardrigh ^r-drc'\ .

. it ,o* *R. * m.

and Ir.

i. high, + ri.;, king. = I.. >r,r (rrj->. a *

seervjr.] In the early history of Ireland--- , .

BoottaUM, :i chief monarch r i

arduityt viir-du'i-ti\ n. [<L
ne8,< arrfMiM. atevp:

> tirthHw,]
difficulty: arduouawm. Cortrntm.
arduous vSr'di-us\ <i. [< I* anltmx, loftj,

high, steep. hVrd to reach, difficult. Itil-.-rioui*.

= 0ael. Ir. Com. Manx iirif, high.] 1. 8t<*>p,
and therefore difficult of ascent ; hard to

High "ii foniauiu lop hor uu ho ahuw'il,
Ami i>-.iiit.-.l out UKM* anhMMM |Uu Ihry u\l.

l\>l*. EaMf oil (XUctam, 1. M.

Artltrs; fallowings or pluwliiKs of Kronnil. This l tin-
-

.Inv.
llallinvll, I'rov. Dli't.

explanation in the Diet
r plowli
. Rust.,

2. The state of being plowed. 3. Land plowed
and left fallow.

Ardetta (ttr-det'tt), . [NL., dim. of Anlea,

q. v.] A genus of diminutive herons, of tho

family Ardcidtv aud subfamily HotHurinai; the
dwarf bittems. They are scarcely a foot long, luivo

variegated plinniiKt' tllaafniilar In the two Hexes, luhnhll

reedy gwumpa and niarshea, and Kimu-whul rrrtcnihlc i ail

in iippeurunro and mode of life. There are tteveral apecien,
aa the dwarf hlttern of Kurope, A. tninula, ftiul the leiwt

bittern of America, A. eritix. 0. H. Gray, 1842.

ardish (ar'dish), n.
[E. Ind.] A style of EIVM(

Indian decoration fonnterior walls and ceilings.
It la made at Jeypore, Itrltlali India, and flaewhrir. h>

rinbfddiiiK pieces of glasa In plaster, and entthiR away tho

plaster over the glass in ornamental imttcrnn. Tin > iif. i

resembles a blending of white marble and |><ilMird silver.

Arnold.

ardluke (itrd'luk), n. [Said to be Eskimo.] A
name of tho grampus, Orca (/liifliator.

ardmaer (iird-m6r ), n. [Gael, and Ir. nr(lilnn>i;

a chief magistrate, < Gael, and Ir. urtl, high, +
ntaor, a bailiff, steward, ofllcer.] The high

9. Attended with groat labor, like (ho

of acclivities ; difficult.

In every nf'i enterprlM w conatdcr what wt> are
to low, aa well aa what we art> to gain.

/fwrlr, iNtnelHatlon with America.

Hence 8. Energetic; lalxirions: said of per-
sons or actions: as, an ardm>Ms student; nniN-
OMU struggles. . 8yn. 2. IHftfnli. Hani, .tnlu,<H>, In

l>oriu, toilsome, heiviileau, wwre, />(/*./( uicana nut

by faithful effort ami perseverance : aa aifi>cnfl tmiblem.

aiiestion,
task, or eaae In ainiiery. /rimf siuivrittM work,

kc that of dinging up li'X't ground, or breaking thiMiiuh
onl n>ek ; It la stronger than il(*cn(f. It luaj aluo a|ipl>

to passive aulTerlug: aa, a /mm fate. \Vhal U tiiittfKtiA

rtxiulrt-a more energy and ciiilurauce, and la Icna within
the reach of common |nmcvi. (Imn biil is/nm/. ll.t luhni
tlve meaning of ateep climbing la still felt In II, and nmk, .

It auggt'stlve of aevere and protracted elfort.

To explore the history nf any languaiix' Is a taak pccu
Marly tlijKrult at thla perltnl of the world, In which w arc

an remote from the era of lt countructlon.
N. /'iii-iii'r. Hist. Anulo Haxollp.

The Ann/ causes they linmiilit unto Moaca, but every
small matter they judged themaelvea. Kx. xvlll. *l.

Faithful friends are Ann/ to nllil.

Sh.ik.. I'aaa. Vllgrlm, I. 4IVt.

Such an enterprise would lie In the highest deuive ar

diiiMiK and haxardoiia. .Uucniiliti/, Hint. Run., li-

lt Is often tlijncult to ctuitrol our feellnga ; It In still

Aanfcr to subdue onrwlll ; but It Is an aiilnnut uiiderlak

Ing to control the contending will of others.

t'm/i/i. KnKllsh Syuoiiymea, p. 4IM.

arduously (Ur'dft-us-H), ad<: In an anlnotiN

manner ; with lalKirioutuicHN.

arduoUBHesa (ilr'dfi-ns-nes). M. The slate or

(inality of being udoou ; difficulty of execu-
tion or performance.
arduret, . An old form of ardor.

ardurous (iir'd-rim), (i, [< ardttrn for arilor

+ -<<#,] Kurhing; ardent. [Hare.]
Lo I further on,

Where tlamea th' anlurmu spirit of Ialilor<>.

Cart/, If. at Dante's Paradise, >. !<.

are 1
(iir). The iircMent iiidiealive plural <if Hie

Htibstantive verb to be. 8eo IIP.

are- (Sr or llr), M. [F., < L. awn, a piece of

level ground : see area.] 1 n I lie mi trie ni/nlrni, n

unit of Huperltcial or m|imrc ineiiNiire, cnnliiln

ing 100 8(|iiaro nielern, or 110.0 M(|tniro yiirdn.
Its nliliivviiiliiin is a.

a-re (H'ra'). [It.: Her i/inniil.] The noto Im-

inediately ulmve the Ionic, nl, in the grave
liexnelionl of (luido d'Are/,/.(i'H inilHienl Ncitle.

area (a'rv-il), H. ; pi. urnm, omi- ( -H n, -e). [ I..,

a piece Of level ground, n viieant. npiiee, uemirl,

ynrd, Ill-Ill, tlin-Kliintf-ll'ior; perluipH nllied In

arere, be dry; cf. arid. In Mini, mid vul^iir

pron. 8'ri: BOO airy
3

, iimlef. irt/'* marry'1 .
]

1.

Anyplanemirfacowitliiii boundiliM) tlieMiipiir-



area

ficies of an inclosed or defined surface-space;
the superficial contents of any figure or surface

;

superficial extent. Hence 2. Any particular
extent of surface; region; tract: as, the set-

tled area of the United States. 3. The space
or site on which a building stands; the yard at-

tached to or surrounding a house; specifically,
a sunken space or inclosure between the base-
ment part of a bxiilding and the street. 4. A
bald place on the head; a disease of the hair
which causes it to fall oil' and leave bald patches.
N. E. 1). Area Celsi, alopecia areata (which see, under
nlni/eria). -Area Cniralis, in anat., the crural area: a
term applied to that part of the surface of the base of the
brain which is hounded by lines projected laterally from
the polls Varolii anil optic chiasiu. It may be recognized
for convenience, but has no anatomical significance.
Area elliptica, in nnnt., the elliptical area; the surface
of the olivary body of the medulla oblongata. Area em-
bryonalis, i /'//"/., the embryonic area; the central
thickened portion of that part of the blastodermic vesicle
<>[' mammalian embryos which is lined with hypoblast.
From this the main body of the animal is developed, while
the rest of the blastodermic vesicle goes to form the um-
bilical vesicle. Area germlnativa, in rmbi-iml., the ger-
minal area; the spot where the first rudiments of an em-
bryo appear as a little heap of blastospheres ; the germinal
disk. - Area intercruralis, in anat., the intercrural area ;

the space between the crura or peduncles of the brain. Also
called the area tnterpsdunaulatrit. Area of a contour,
the area of its maximum orthogonal projection on a plane.
Area ovalis, in anat., the oval area; an elevated space

on the inferolateral surface of the cerebellum, on the outer
side of the area elliptica. Area pellucida, in embryol.,
the clear space ; the fluid interior of a blastula; a kind of
blastoctele. Area postpontilis, in anat.

,
the area of the

ventral aspect of the brain behind the pons Varolii, being
the ventral aspect of the metencephalon, including the
area elliptica and area ovalis. Area prsechiasmatica,
in anat., the surface of the base of the brain in front of
the optic chiasin. Area septalis, in anat., the septal
area ; the mesal surface of each half of the septum lucidum.
Areasof Cohnheim,inoK.,the polygonal areas into

which the cross-section of a muscle-fiber is seen to be di-

vided. Also called field* of Cohnhe tin. Area vasculosa,
in embryol., the vascular area about the clear space, when
blood-vessels are developed in the mesoblast. Area
Vitellina, in embryol., the yolk-area beyond the vascular
area in meroblastic eggs. Blind area, faunal area,
etc. See the adjectives.

areacht, *'. [Early mod. E. also areche, ar-

reach, aretch (pret. araught, arraught), Sc.

areik, etc., < ME. arechen, < AS. drcecan (=
OHG. arreichan, MHG. Gr. erreichen), reach,
reach to, get at, < a- + rcecan, reach: see a-1

and reach."] I. trans. 1. To reach; get at;
get; obtain. 2. To reach, hand, or deliver (a
thing to a person).
To whom Y schal areche a sop of breed.

Wyclif, John xiii. 20.

II. intrans. To reach
;
stretch

;
extend,

areadt, aredet (a-red'), v. t. [In mod. use ar-

chaic, and of unsettled orthography ;
also writ-

ten areed, arreed; < ME. areden, < AS. arcedan,
arcdan (weak verb, pret. drcsdde, pp. arasded,
dried, but orig. strong), determine, decree, ex-

plain, interpret, read (= OHG. arrdtan, MHG.
erraten, G. errathen, guess, conjecture), < -

+ ratdun, determine, counsel, read: see a-1

and read, rede.'] 1 . To declare
;
tell

; interpret ;

explain.
Arede my dremes. Chaum; Death of Blanche, 1. 289.

Arede, good gentle swaine,
If in the dale below, or on yon plaine,
Or is the village situate in a grove.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 3.

Areed my counsel aright, and I will warrant thee for
the nonce. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 136.

2. To counsel; advise; direct; teach.

But mark what I arreed thee now
; Avauut.

Milton, P. L., iv. 962.

3. To guess; conjecture.
.So hard this Idole was to be ared,
That Florimell herselfe in all mens vew
She seem'd to passe. Spenser, F. Q., IV. v. 15.

4. To read.

Her hardly opeu'd book, which to aread is easie.

John Hall, Poems, p. 61.

areadt, aredet, [< aread, v,~\ Advice; dis-

course; narration.

Fayre areedes
Of tydinges straunge. Spenser, F. Q. ,

I. ix. 28.

arese, n. Plural of area in its anatomical senses.
areal (a're-al), a. [< L. arealis, of a threshing-
floor (cf . ML. arealis, areale, n., an area), < area,
an open space, threshing-floor, etc. : see area.]
Pertaining to or of the nature of an area : as,
areal interstices.

The rapid study of the areal geology of the country in-

cluding the outlines of its commercial problems.
Science, IV. 362.

Areal coordinates. See coordinate.

areality (a-re-al'i-ti), >i. [< areal + -ity.] The
condition or relation of anything in respect to
area. .V. E. T). [Rare.]

practically
rear; to the
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arearH (a-reV), r. t. [Early mod. E. aluo amirc,
and

erroneously^ arrear, < ME. arercn, < AS.
drif'fati, < d- + rferan, raise, rear: see a-1 and
rear 1

."] 1. To raise; erect; build; rear. 2.
To lift up; exalt. 3. To arouse; start; ex-
cite

;
stir up.

'),}n'cji.j>hr.aaarlr. [< <i% + >> >-;

equiv. to arrear^, adv."] In the
le rear. [Rare.]

arear'-'t, '"'<' and n. See amai-z.
area-sneak (a're-S-suek), . A person who lurks
about the areas of dwelling-houses for the pur-
pose of stealing ;

a sneak-thief.

areasont, r. t. [Early mod. E. also arrai.mii.

< ME. araisonen, aresonen, aresunen, < OF. are-

sioier, aresoner, araisoner (mod. F. arraisouner
= Pr. arrazonar = Pg. arrazoar), < ML. arra-

tionare, reason with, call to account, arraign,
< L. ad, to, + ML. rationare, discourse, reason:
see reason, and cf. arraign^, a doublet of area-

son."] To question; call to account; arraign.
Love hym aresoneth. Rom. of the 7i'w, 1. (;->-_'4.

areca (ar'e-ka), n. [Formerly also areka, arceka,
arreqiia, ereeca, also arke, arak, areek, areque,
<Pg. Sp. areca, < Malayalam ddekka, Canarese
ddike, ddiki, Tamil ddaikdy, < adai, denoting
close arrangement of the cluster, + kdy, nut,
fruit (Bishop Caldwell, in jY. E. D.). The first

consonant is cerebral d, variable to >.] 1. A
tree of the genus Areca and its fruit (betel-nut).
See next definition, and areca-nut. 2. [//.]
[NL.] A genus of palms, natives of tropical
Asia and the Malay archipelago, with pinnate
leaves and solid, fibrous-coated nuts. There are
about 20 species, the most important of which is the]iinan^
or betel-palm, A. Catechu, which furnishes the well-known
betel-nut. It is one of the noblest palms of India, its

slender trunk rising to a height of 80 feet.

areca-nut (ar'e-ka-uut), n. The betel-nut; the
fruit of an East Indian palm, Areca Catechu.
The nut has long been used by the Asiatics as a mastica-
tory, and is largely cultivated for this purpose, the exports
from Ceylon to India alone amounting to nearly 4,000 tons
annually. The fruit of the palm is of the shape and size
of a hen's egg, consisting of a thick fibrous rind inclosing
a nut like a nutmeg, with hard white albumen. This is

used either when young and tender or after boiling in

water, and is chewed with a little lime in a leaf of the
betel-pepper, Charica Belle. It is supposed to sweeten
the breath, strengthen the gums, and promote digestion.
The powder of the nut is used in pharmacy as a vermifuge.

aredet, areedt,
' and . See aread.

areek (a-rek'), prep. plir. as adv. or a. [< a? +
reek1 ."] In a reeking condition.

A messenger comes all areek. Swift, To Peterborough.

arefactipnt (ar-e-fak'shon), . [= F. ar^faction,
< L. as if *arefactio(n-),'< arefacere, pp. arefac-
tus, make dry, < arere, be dry, + facere, make.]
The act of drying; the state of being dry.
arefyt (ar'e-fi), v. t. or i. [< L. arefacere, but
with second element modified: see arefaction
and -/#.] To make or become dry.
So doth time or age arefij. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 294.

areiset, v. t. [See aralse."] Same as raise.

arena1
(a-re'nii), n. [L., sand, a sandy place,

beach, arena; more correctly harena, OL. ha-

sena, asena = Sabine fasena, sand
;
not related

to arere, be dry.] 1. The inclosed space in
the central part of the Roman amphitheaters,
in which the combats of gladiators or wild
beasts took place. It was usually covered with sand
or sawdust, to prevent the gladiators from slipping and
to absorb the blood, and, for the protection of the specta-
tors from the beaste, was surrounded by a high wall,
which was often surmounted by a strong grating.
2. Figuratively, the scene or theater of exer-
tion or contest of any kind: as, the arena of
war or of debate.

Rival politicians contending in the open arena of pub-
lic life.

Sir G. C. Lems, Authority in Matters of Opinion, ix.

3. Inpathol., sand or gravel in the kidneys. 4.
In arch., the main area of a temple, church, or
other building. [Rare and incorrect.]
arena2 (ar'na). [= E. are no, i. e., are not;
na = E. M01, q. v.] Are not. [Scotch.]
Things . . . arrna keepit in mind ... as they used

to be. Scott, Antiquary, xxiv.

arenaceocalcareous (ar - e - na'shio - kal - ka're-

us), a. [< arenaceous + calcareous.] Of the na-
ture of, or consisting of, a mixture of sand and
carbonate of lime.

Near Nice, in places where the great cylindrical cast-
ings . . . abound, the soil consists of very fine arenaceo-
calcareoialosan. Dannn, Veg. Mould, p. 275.

arenaceous (ar-e-na'shius), a. [< L. arenaceus,
haretMceiis, sandy, < arena, harena, sand: see
arena1 .] 1. Sandy ; abounding in sand

; having
the properties of sand. 2. Figuratively, dry;
arid.

Arenicoli

An ntntncffniK quality in the style, which makes progress
wearisome. LtnoiU, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 230.

3. Composed largely of sand or sandy par-
ticles, (a) In ffeol., applied to rocks: as, arentirfim*
limestone. A rock is said to be un'tini-i-uirx when it con-
tains a considerable, amount of quartz-sand, or is largely
made up of sandy particles.

A reddish, softish, somewhat an'mimm* marly rock.

Daririn, Geol. Observations, ii. :!<',.

(b) In zoril., specifically applied to those Fin-t>iiiin(^-,->i

whose membranous case becomes hardened by the attach-
ment of foreign substances, as particles of sand or shelly
matters.

Arenaria (ar-e-nii'ri-a), w. [NL., fern. sing, of

\j.arfniiriiis,liarfnarhts: see arenartow.] 1. In
ornitli. : (a) [/. c.] A disused specific name of
several shore-birds or limicoline species of

Scolouacidtc, as the redshank, Totaling calidrin.

(b) A generic name of the turnstone^ Strepsilas

interpret. Bristson, 1760. (c) A generic name of
the sanderling, ( 'alidrix arenaria. Meyer, 1810.

(d) [?.c.] The specific name of the same. Lin-

nants, 1758, and most modern writers. 2. A
genus of bivalve mollusks, of the family Tel-

liitklai: synonymous with Scrobicvlaria. Miil/l-

feld, 1811. 3. In bot., an unimportant genus
of low herbs, of the natural order Caryopliyl-
lacea', allied to the chickweeds; the sandworts.
Arenariinae (ar-e-na-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Arenaria, I (b), + -/.] The tumstones, as a

subfamily of Cltamdriidai, taking name from
the genus Areitaria. See Arenaria, 1 (6), and
Strepgilae.
arenarious (ar-e-na'ri-us), . [< L. arrnarius,
hareiiariiw, sandy, < arena, harrna, sand: see
arena1

.'] Sandy; composed wholly or in part of
sand : as, arennrious soil.

arenated (ar'e-na-ted), a. [< L. arena/its, prop.
liarenatus, < arena, harena, sand: see arenffl.]
Reduced or ground into sand; mixed with sand.
arenation (ar-e-na'shon), n. [< L. arenatio(n-),
harenatio(n-), a plastering with sand, < arena-

tus, harenatus, sanded, mixed with sand, <

arena, harena, sand: see arena!."] In men., a
sand-bath

; the application of hot sand to the

body of a diseased person as a remedy.
The practice of arenation or of burying the body in the

sand of the sea-shore ... is very ancient, as also that of

applying heated sand to various parts of the body.
Kncyc. Brit., III. 439.

arendalite (a-ren'da-lit), . [< Arendal + -ite2.]
A lime and iron epidote from Arendal in Nor-
way, consisting of silica, alumina, iron peroxid,
and lime. Also called acanticone. See epidote.

arendator, . See arrendator.

areng, arenga (a-reng', -ga), n. [E. Ind.] A
valuable sago-palm of the Indian archipelago,
Arenga saccharifera. it yields a black bristly fiber

resembling horsehair, which makes excellent cordage, and

Arenga sacchariftra, with fruit entire and in section.

is known as gomuto or gomuti fiber. The trunk affords a
considerable amount of sago of good quality, and the
abundant saccharine juice from the flower-sheaths is col-
lected for.the sake of its sugar and for fermentation.
Arenicola (ar-f-nik'o-la), . [NL., < L. arena,
harena, sand, + eolere, inhabit, dwell.] The
typical and principal genus of the family Arcni-
colida; (which see); the lobworms or lugworms,
which live in the sand of sea-coasts. A.
torium, a common European species, much used by fish-

ermen for bait, burrows a foot or two deep in the sand, is

8 or 10 inches long, with an eyeless head, anil arbuscular
gills upon the segments of the middle part of the body.
Arenicoli (ar-e-nik'o-li), . pi. [NL., pi. of

'arenicoltis, as Arenicola, q. v.] A group of
scarabaeoid beetles, corresponding to the fami-
lies Geotrypidie and Trogida' of Macleay.



arenicolid

arenicolid (ar-e-nik'o-lid), ii. A worm of the

family An-nirnliilir.

Arenicolida (ar"e-ni-kori-da), . /)/. [NIj., <

Arriiictilii + -idd, q. v.J Same as Areiiicoliflin,

Arenicolidae (ar"e-ni-kori-de), n. />/. [NL., <

Ari-iiirnln + -(>/'.] A family of five marine

polycluetous or ehsBtopodona and notobranehi-
ate annelids, of which tlie genus An-nicola is

the typ"- Also .In-ini-iiliilii. .li-rimrolidti:

arenicolite (ar-e-nik'o-lit), . [< An-iiii-nln +
-Hi-.

]
The name given by si.me paleontologists

lo peculiar markings observuil on various rock-,

in Wales ami Newfoundland, and supposed to

be burrows of annelids, or something similar.

They have recently been raivfiilh examined liy Viirinii.s

t;c(iloi;i.sts anil paleontologists, ami art- eniiMilrred by
them a ni't hririLjof organic nrii:iM. but simply marking
made hy tile spray or hy Witter in Mme other f'-nn.

arenicolous (ar-e-nik'o-lus), ii. [< NL. "an-iii-

rnln.t: see Arriiirnlii and -#.] Ill zuiil.. inhab-
it ing sand, as certain worms. See Arcnicola.

arenilitict (a-ren-i-lit'ik). ii. [< "arenilite, < L.

areiin, linmui, sand (see arcim 1
), + (!r. 'nti,,,, -,\

stone.] Pertaining to sandstone
; consisting

of sandstone : as, urnii/itic mountains.
arenose (ar'e-nos), n. (X L. ari'inifiift. linn iiii-

XH.I, full of siiiid, < in-i-ini. liiinnii, sand: see

<ir<ii<i\.\ Full of sand; sandy.
arenous (ar'e-nus), . [As arenose.'] Sandy;
sand-like.

arenuloust ta-reu'u-lus), a. [< L. an-iniln, Im-

ri-inila, fine sand, dim. of uri'im, linn-iiii, sand :

see fWMrt 1
.] Like or full of fine sand.

areocentric (a"re-o-sen'trik), a. [< Gr. '!\w.
Mars (the planet), + K(VT/X>V, center, + 4cJ
Having Mars as a center: as, areocentric longi-
tude.

areographic (a-re-o-graf'ik), ti. [< areography
+ -<>.] Of or pertaining to areography.
The nrciujraji/iic longitude of the center of the Ocuhis.

Mature, XXXIII. 42.

areography (a-re-og'ra-fi), H.
; pi. areographies

(-fiz). [< (Jr. "Apr/f, Mars (the planet), + -yjxupia,
< iiMpi-tv, write.] A treatise on or description
of the- planet Mars.
The niviifirn/ililfx agree very well with each other in re-

spect to the planet's [Mars's] most important features.

Pop. Sci. Mn., XXVI. 55.

areola (a-re'6-la), n.
; pi. areola; (-le). [L/., a

small open place, dim. of area: see area.] 1.
In entom., a small, generally angular, inclosed

space on a surface, as the spaces between the
veinlets in the wing of a dragon-fly, or pale
spaces between dark Hues which form a net-
work. Also areolet. 2. In hot., a term some-
times used to designate the meshes of cellular
tissue or little distinct angular spaces on a sur-
face. 3. Inanat.: (a) Any little cell, area, or

space ; especially, one of the small interstices
in the meshes of areolar tissue and the like, or

among minute interlacing vessels, as capillaries.
(6) The colored circle or halo about the nipple
of the human mammary gland, pink in virgins,
and brown of various shades in women who
have borne children, (c) The red ring of in-
flamed tissue surrounding a pustule. Hence,
figuratively 4. An aureole.
In some legends of saints we mid that they were born

with a lamhtmt circle or golden arenla about their heads.
De Quincey, Works, XV. 39.

5. In decorative art and manufacture, any
plate, tile, or flat panel, (a) A tile of earthenware,
or a plate of mnrhle or stone forming part of a pavement.
(6) One of the eight plates, rectangular, with arched tops,
and richly jeweled and enameled, which make up the cir-
cuit of the imperial crown of the Byzantine empire and
that of Charlemagne. See crown.
Also areoli'.

areolar (a-re'o-liir), a. [< areola + -ar.] Per-

taining to an areola or to areote
; resembling

an areola
; consisting of or containing areolee

;

full of interstices Areolar tissue, in amt., the
light fleecy or tlocculent kind of ordinary connective tis-

sue, such as that usually found beneath the skin, consist-
ing of a flue network of white or yellow flhrous tissue so
interlaced as to include numberless areolio in its meshes.
Also called cellular ti**in'.

The cellular or areolar timue is so called because its
meshes are easily distended and thus separated into cells
"i- spaces which all open freely into one another, and are
consequently easily blown up with air, or permeated by
fluid. Such spaces, however, do not exist In the natural
condition of the body, but the whole \areolar] tinmr forms
one unbroken membrane composed of interlacing fibres.

//. Gray t Anat.

areolate (a-re'o-lat), a. [< areola + -atel.]
Characterized by areola)

; exhibiting areola1
, as

the reticulated leaves of plants or the wings of
a dragon-fly.
areolated (a-re'o-la-ted), a. [< areolate + -ed*.]
Marked by or consisting of areolae; divided
into small spaces l.y intersecting lines.
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areolation (ar"e-o-la'slion), . [< urmluli +
-ion.] 1. The state ot being areolate in charac-
ter, or of having an areola, or of division into

areolm; the arrangement and form of areola?,
as in the leaves of mosses. 2. A set of areoles
taken together as milking something areolate.

areole (ar'e-61), . [= F. nn-i>l<; < L. m-inln.}
Same as /iriiiln.

areolet (ar'e-o-let), . [< itrcoli- + -<->.] 1. A
small areola. 2. Same as iiri'oln, \.

areology (a-re-ol'o-ji), . [<
v
V,.v_, Mars (the

planet), + ->o;m, < '/i\in\ speak: see -oloiji/.]
The scientific investigation of the substance of
Mars.
areometer (ar-e-om'e-ter), H. [=F. ari'ometrc,
< Gr. ii/Hiiia;, thin, not dense, + /itr/iov, a mea-
sure.] An instrument for measuring the spe-
cific gravity of liquids; a hydrometer. Also

spelled iir/ioini li'r.

areometric (ar"e-o-met'rik), . [As iin-iimi-ti-i-

+ -/c.] Pertaining to the areometer, or to are-

ometry. Also spelled anvoiHetrii:

areometrical (ar e-o-met'ri-kal), n. Same as
nmimctrir. Also spelled iini'inm ti'ii'iil.

areometry (ar-e-om'e-tri). . [As iirnnin li'r +
-i/.\ The measurement of the specific gravity
of fluids by means of an areometer. Also

spelled ara'oiiiflri/.

Areopagist (ar-e-op'a-gist), . [As Areo/ia-
i/itr + -int.'] Same as Areo/iiif/ite.

Areopagite (ar-e-op'a-glt), ii. [< L. Areopa-
gitex, < Gr. i\/)co7raj/r^r, later 'Apetoirayirt/f, <

'A.pet6vayos: see Areopagus.] A member of the
council of the Areopagus. Acts xvii. 34.

areopagitic (ar-e-op-a-git'ik), a. [< L. Areo-

IMtijitlews, < Gr. 'A/iemaymKoc: see Areopagus.]
Pertaining to the Areopagus.
Areopagus (ar-e-op'a-gus), . [L., < Gr. 'Apetu-

-ajoj-, not in good use (but cf. 'A/jeojraym/f, Are-

opagite), a contr. of "Apeiof n-ojof, Mars's Hill:

''Apetof, belonging to "Ap>n; Mars (cf. Jrian 1
, and

see Ares); trdyof, a hill.] 1. A rocky hill in

Athens, situated immediately to the west of
the Acropolis ; hence, the sovereign tribunal or
council of elders which held its sittings on this
hill from unrecorded antiquity. Though modified
several times in its constitution, notably by Solon and
Ephialtes, the Areopagus always retained the highest
reputation for dignity, justice, and wisdom. Its functions
were at once religious, political, and judicial : the scope of
its action was thus much wider than that of a supreme
court of the present day, extending not only to jurisdiction
in cases of homicide and some others in which religion
was concerned, anil to a general censorship of all affairs of

state, but even to the supervision of education, and tn cer-

a reticelli

areosystyle, araeosystyle (a-re-o-sis'til), n.

[< (jr. /<;, thin, not dense. + nnri'/ni, with
columns standing together, < aii; together, +
mi-'/ in-, column: see

-';//''-'.] In nn-li.. having
columns coupled or placed in pairs, with an in-

terval generally of one diameter and a half be-

tween the centers of the coupled columns, ami
of more than three diameters between the ex-
ternal columns of Die pairs, measured from
center to center. See cut under xi/xti/li-.

areotict, araeotict (ar-e-ot'ik), n. and ii. [< Gr.

iiliaiurikin-, of or for rarefying, < I'l/iiiiriiv, rarefy.
< upiiiii' , rare, thin, not dense.] I. n. In MM.,
attenuating the humors; efficacious in opening
thepores.

II. a. A medicine supposed to attenuate the
fluids of the body, open the pores, and increase

perspiration ;
an attenuant.

areret, ' ' See m//-i.

Ares (a're/), ;/. [L., < Gr. 'V>/>, the god of

war; perhaps allied to i/nc, strife, quarrel, dis-

cord, personified 'Kptr, L. Erin, a goddess who
excites to war, sister and companion of Ares.]

Ares. Statue in the Villa Luclovisi, Rome.

In Or. myth., the god of war, typical particu-
larly of the violence, brutality, confusion, and
destruction it calls forth. The corresponding
Roman deity was Mars.

aresont, v. t. See areason.

arestt, <'. and . An old form of arrest1 .

arett, arettet, ' t. [Early mod. E. also arret.

arrette, arrest, < ME. aretten, < OF. ureter, aret-

ter, < a (< L. ad), to, + refer, < L. rcjmtare, count :

see repute.] 1. To reckon; assign; ascribe:
with to.

The charge which God doth until me arrett.

Sjieiiser, F. Q., II. viii. s.

The Areopagus at Athens, as seen from the Hill of the Nyiuplis ; the

Acropolis in the background.

tain police and sumptuary regulations. In historic times
the Areopagus was constituted of all archons, after their

year of office, who had successfully proved themselves
guiltless of malfeasance, in accordance with the provisions
of law.

The Areojtague, a primeval tribunal, hallowed by mythic
associations, where trials were held under primitive forms,
secured to them [the great families

|
a privileged authority

under the sanction of religion.
Von Ranke, Univ. Hist, (trans.) p. 188.

Hence 2. Any body, company, or tribunal of
which the decisions, opinions, or criticisms are
final or carry great weight: as, the Areopagus
of public opinion.
The Emperor, instead of drawing the sword for Luxem-

burg, submitted his case to the Areopa<jv of Europe.
Lowe, Bismarck, I. 43C.

areopagyt(ar-e-op'a-gi), n. [< Areopagus.] An
Areopagus or tribunal.

Tile . . . Amipagyol hell. Sir T. Krmmr, Vnlg. Err.

areostyle, arseostyle (a-re'o-stil), a. [< L.

araostylos, < Gr. apaidarvAof, with columns far

apart, < apai6f, thin, not dense, + ori^-of, a
column, pillar: see style".] In arch., having
columns placed four diameters, or more than
three diameters, apart, from center to center
of the columns.

I
2. To charge ; impute : with to or upon.
He that aretteth upon (Jod, or blaineth God of thyng of

which he is hym self gilty. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

aretaics (ar-e-ta'iks), n. [< Gr. as if *aperatn6f,
< apfT>/, virtue.] In ethics, same as aretology.
Grote.

arSte (a-raf), n. [P., a ridge, sharp edge, < OF.
areste,< L. arista, ear of corn, spine: see arrest2

and arista.] A sharp ridge or rocky spur of a
mountain.
Arethusa (ar-e-thu'sa), . [L., < Gr. 'ApMovaa,
the name of several fountains, the most famous
being that in the island of Ortygia at Syracuse ;

fabled to have been a nymph of Arcadia, who,
being pursued by the river-god Alpheus, and
changed into a stream by Artemis, disappeared
under ground, passed beneath the Ionian sea,
and reappeared in Ortygia ; lit., the Waterer;
fern. ppr. of "apcdetv for apieiv, to water.] 1. In

hot., a genus of orchids, consisting of a single
species, A. btilbosa, a small swamp-plant of
North America, with a handsome rosy-purple
sweet-scented flower terminating a s'heathed

scape. 2. In :ool. : (a) A genus of acalephs.
(6) A genus of mollusks. Montfort, 1808. (c)
A genus of reptiles. Dumeril and Bibron, 1840.

(d) A genus of crustaceans.
a reticelli (ii ra-te-chel'le). [It.: a(< L. ad), to,

with; reticelli, pi. of reticello, masc., more com-
monly reticella, fern., a small net, dim. of rete,
< L. rete, net: see rete.] With reticulations:

applied to glassware decorated with fine lines of

opaque white buried in the transparent paste
and forming net-like designs. The decoration is

obtained by making the body of the object of tun thick-
nesses of glass in such a manner that the spiral lines in
one form an angle with those in the other.



Aretine

Aretine (ar'e-tin), a. [< L. Aretinm, < Aretiun,
the ancient name of Arezzo in Tuscany.] 1.

Of or relating to the town of Arezzo in Tuscany,
or to its inhabitants. 2. Same as Arettnion.
Aretine ware, a kind of ware of which the paste is of

a red coralline color, pale when broken, and does not be-

come redder when subject to a red heat, but falls, when

ground, into an orange-red calx. Vases in this ware are

coated with a very slight glaze, which is levigated and is

usually of a red-coral color
; occasionally it is black, vary-

in;: toward azure, and sometimes iron-gray, or with a

bright metallic luster. Jiircli, Ancient Pottery.

Aretinian (ar-e-tin'i-an), a. [See Aretine.']

Pertaining to or originated by Guido Aretino

(Guido d'Arezzo), a noted Italian musician of

the eleventh century. Aretinian syllables, the

syllables ut, re, mi, .fit, ml, la (the initial syllables of the

lines of a Latin hymn to St. John the Baptist which begins
" Ut queant laxis "), chosen by Guido d

1

Arezzo to name the

notes of the hexachord, C, D, E, F, O, A, because in the

Gregorian melody for the hymn they fall upon tlie.se notes

respectively. They are still used, especially in France, as

the common names of these six notes. Since the intervals
I id ween these notes are the same as those between the first

six tones of the modern major scale, the syllables have
also been used extensively as names for those tones and
as guides in studying their relations. This application
is called uoltnizatwn. When thus used, ut is generally
changed to do, and the syllable si (tonic sol-fa, te) is added
for the seventh tone.

Aretinist (ar'e-tin-ist), . [< Aretino + -ist.~\

A profligate of the stamp of Pietro Aretino, an
Italian poet (1492-1557), noted for his impu-
dence and profligacy, and for the virulence of

his satire.

aretology (ar-e-tol'o-ji), . [< Gr. as if *apc-

To'Jioyia (of. aperafoiia, discussion or praise of

virtue, otherwise jesting, < aperaUyof, a jester,
lit. one who talks about virtue), < apery, virtue,
+ -\oyia, < Aeyen', speak : see -ology.] That part
of moral philosophy which treats of virtue, its

nature, and the means of attaining it. Also
called aretaics. [Rare.]
arettet, v. * See aret.

arewt, prep. phr. as adv. An old form of arow.

arfvedsonite (iir'ved-son-it), n. [Named from
J. E. Arfvedson, a Swedish chemist.] A min-
eral related to hornblende, composed of silicates

of iron and soda with a little alumina and lime.

arg. In her., an abbreviation of argent.

argal 1
(ar'gal), n. See argol1 .

argaPt (ar'gal), adv. A ludicrous corruption of

Latin ergo, therefore.

He drowns not himself : argal, he ... shortens not
his own life. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

argala (ar'ga-la), n. [Anglo-Ind., also argee-

lah, formerly also argali, argill, hargill, repr.
Hind, hargila.] In ornith. : (a) The adjutant-
bird, Ardea argala (Latham), now Leptoptilns

argala, of India. (6) A similar bird of Africa,

Leptoptilus cruminiferus. Tcmminck. Properly
called marabou, (c) [cap."] [NL.] A generic
name of both these birds. Hodgson, 1838. See

adjutant-bird, marabou.

argali (ar'ga-li), n. [P., Russ., NL., etc., after

the Mongolian and Tungusian name.] 1. The
large wild sheep of Asia, Oeis ammon (Linnasus),
now Caproi'is argali, supposed to be the origi-
nal stock of the domestic sheep. It stands about
4 feet high at the withers, and is of a very stout build, with
enormously thick
and long spiral-

ly curved horns,
which are about
18 inches in cir-

cumference at the

base, and are some-
times upward of

3 feet in length
measured along
the convexity of
the curve. The
horns rise boldly
from the forehead,
and curve back-
ward and outward,
then downward,
outward, and for-

ward, coming to a
recurved point ;

and they taper
gently from base
to tip. The animal is gregarious, living in small flocks,
chiefly in mountainous or northerly regions and on high
plateaus.
Hence 2. Some other similar wild sheep, as
the following American argali, the Eocky lloun-
tain sheep or bighorn, Ovis montana. See bighorn.
Bearded argali, the Barbary wild sheep or aoudad, Am-
motragus tragelaphun. See aoudad.

Argand gas-burner, lamp. See gas-burner,
lamp.
Argantidae (ar-gan'ti-de), n. pi. Same as Ar-

gasida?.

argan-tree (ar'gan-tre), n. [Ar. (Morocco) ar-

gdn, prop, arjan.] A sapotaceous tree of Mo-
rocco, Argania Sideroxt/lon, the only species
Of the genus Argania. The nuts furnish an oil. simi-

Argali (Cafrtrais argali).
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lar to olive-oil, which is an important article of food for

the inhabitants. Its wood is remarkable for hardness and
durability.

Argas (iir'gas), n. [NL.,prob. < Gr. apyo*;, contr.

of depj'df, not working, idle
;

cf. dpy#e<?, Doric

dpy(/f, bright, shining.] A genus of mites, of

the family Ixodidie, having no eyes. The best-

known species is A. reflex\w, a parasite of birds, especially

doves, and known as the dove-tick. Other species are A.

perxu't'x and .1. nigra.

Argasidae (ar-gas'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Argas +
-iaa:.] A family of ticks, named from the ge-
nus Argas. Also Argantidce.

Argeau (Ur-je'an), a. [< L. Argens, pertaining
totheArgo: see Argo.] 1. Pertaining to the

ship Argo, or to the constellation of that name.
2. Pertaining to Argeia (Argolis or the dis-

trict of Argos) in Greece, or to the Argives, the

ancient inhabitants of Argos.
argel, arghel (ar'gel), H. [Syrian.] The leaves
of the asclepiadaceous plant Solenostemma Ar-

gel, used in Egypt for the adulteration of senna.

Also written arguel.

argema (iir'je-ma), n.
; pi. argcmata (ar-jem'a-

ta). [NL., < Gr. apyKjia, dpye/ww, a small white

speck or ulcer, < dpyop,
white. Cf . agrimony. ] 1 .

A small white ulcer on the cornea. 2. [cap.]
In zoo!., a genus of lepidopterous insects.

Argemone (iir-je-mo'ne), n. [L., < Gr. apyefiuvii,

a Tund of poppy, named from its supposed
medicinal qualities ;

< apye/iov or dpye/ja, a small
white speck in the eye : see argema."] A small

genus of plants, natural order Papaveracece.
The species are all ornamental, and natives of America,
but are widely naturalized. From the seeds of A. Mexi-
eana the Mexicans obtain an oil very useful to painters.
Both yellow and white varieties of this species are often
cultivated tinder the name of the horned or prickly
poppy.

argent (ar'jent), n. and a. [< F. argent, < L. ar-

gentum, silver, money, = Oscau aragetom = Skt.

rajata, white, silver; cf. Ir. Gael, airgiod, sil-

ver, money, connected with Ir. Gael, arg, white,
Gr. dpyof, white, bright, shining ;

cf . Gr. apyvpos,
silver (with different suffix) ;

Skt. arjuna, sil-

ver-white, < yrij, shine, ranj, color, be red.] I.

n. 1. Silver, or something resembling it; for-

merly, in a more general sense, money.
She shall haue the first day a whole pecke of argent.

Udall, Roister Doister, i. 4.

With that she tore her robe apart, and half
The polish'd argent of her breast to sight
Laid bare. Tennyson, Fair Women.

2. In her., the metal silver: represented con-

ventionally in uneolored drawing or engraving
by a plain white surface.

Often abbreviated to a., ar., or arg.
Argent comptantt, ready money.

II. a. Made of silver; resembling silver;

bright like silver
; silvery-white.

Pardon me, airy planet, that I pnze
One thought beyond thine argent luxuries !

Keats, Endymion, ill.

argental (ar-jen'tal), a. [=F. argental, < L.

argentum, silver.] "Of, pertaining to, or resem-

bling silver Argental mercury, a native amalgam of
silver.

argentan (ar'jen-tan), n. [< L. argentum, sil-

ver, + -an.'] 1. An alloy of varying proportions
of nickel, copper, and zinc

;
one of the names

given as a trade-mark to German silver (which
see, under silver). 2. A species of French
point-lace.

argentate (ar'jen-tat), a. and n. [< L. argen-
tatus, silvered, ( argentum, silver.] I. a. Sil-

very, or of a shining white color with a tinge of

gray. A. Gray.
II. n. In chem., a salt of argentic acid.

argentation (ar-jen-ta'shon), n. [< L. argen-
tatus, overlaid wiA silver:" see argentate.'] An
overlaying with silver.

argentea (ar-jen'te-a), n.
; pi. argentew (-e).

[NL., fern, of L. argenteus, silvery: see ar-

genteous.] A membrane which enters into the
formation of the eyeball of some animals, as

Cephalopoda : so called from its silvery color.
There may be two such membranes, in which case they
are known as the argentea externa and argentea inlerna.

argentei, . Plural of argenteus.

argenteous (ar-jen'te-us), a. [< L. argenteus,

silvery, < argentum, s'ilyer.] Silvery. [Rare.]
argentert. n. [Also written argentier, < OF. ar-

gentier,<.L. argentarius, a money-changer, bank-

er, LL. a silversmith, prop, adj., < argentum, sil-

ver,money.] 1. Amoney-changer; a banker.
2. A silversmith. A. Wilson, Hist. James I.

argenteus (ar-jen'te-us), n.
; pi. argentei (-i).

[L. (sc. nummus), or silver: see argenteous.] A
Roman silver coin, weighing about 80 grains,
introduced by the emperor Caracalla, and worth
a denarius and a half. It gradually supplanted the

argentometer

denarius, from which it may be distinguished by having
the head of the emperor radiate. After a short time it

became only a copper coin washed with silver.

Obverse.

Argenteus of Caracalla, British Museum.

Reverse.

(Size of the original.)

argentic (iir-jen'tik), a. [< NL. argenticus, <

L. argentum, silver.] Containing silver in

chemical combination. See argentous.

argentiert, Same as argenter.

argentiferous (ar-jeu-tif'e-rus), a. [< L. ar-

gentum, silver, + fe'fre
= E. bear1 .'] Producing

or containing silver: as, argentiferous ore,

veins, etc.

argentifict (iir-jen-tif'ik), a. [< L. argentum,
silver, + -fic.un, "< faccre, make : see -fie.] Pro-

ducing silver. [Rare.]

argentifyt (iir-jen'ti-fi), v. t. [< L. argentum, sil-

ver, + -ficare, make : see-/;/.] To turn into silver.

argentilla (ar-jen-til'ii), . [It., formed as a
dim. of aryento, < L. argentum, silver.] A
Genoese lace, much like point d'Alencon.

Argentina (iir-jen-ti'na), .. [NL., fern, of L.

*argentinus, pertaining to silver: see argen-
tine.] 1. A genus of malacopterygian fishes,

giving name to the family Argentinidce : so

called from their silvery scales. A. sphyrima,
of European waters, is the type. 2. [I. c.] A
name given to unglazed porcelain, coated with

gold, silver, or copper by a process similar to

that of
electroplating.

argentine (ar'jen-tin), a. and n. [= F. argen-
tin, < L. *argentinus, pertaining to silver (as

noun, LL. Argentinns, the god of silver money),
< argentum, silver.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to or

resembling silver
; silvery ; argent.

Celestial Dian, goddess argentine.
Shak., Pericles, v. 2.

2. [.cap.] Of or pertaining to the Rio de la

Plata (Sp. plata, silver), the estuary of the
rivers Parana and Uruguay in South America,
or the country called from it the Argentine
Republic or Confederation, or Argentina.
Argentine flowers of antimony. See antimony.
Argentine glass, an ornamental glassware haying the
sheen of silver. It is generally formed by inclosing deli-

cate white silvery incrustations of dry porcelain clay In
solid and transparent glass.

II. n. 1. A silvery-white slaty variety of

calcite, containing a little silica with laminae

usually undulated, found in primitive rocks and
frequently in metallic veins. 2. The tetroxid
or antimoniate of antimony. 3. The silvery
coloring matter of the scales of fishes. 4. A
fish of the family Scopelida; or JUaurolicidai.

5. White metal coated with silver. 6. [cap.]
A citizen or an inhabitant of the Argentine Re-
public. Sheppey argentine, Scopelus pennanti, a nsh
of the family Scopelidoe, commonly called the pearl-side.

argentinid (ar-jen'ti-nid), n. A fish of the

family Argentinidce, as a caplin or eulachon.

Argeritinidae (iir-jen-tin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Argentina + -idtx.] A family of malacoptery-
gian fishes, typified by the genus Argentina. The
body is fusiform, covered with moderate or large scales

;

the branchiostegal rays are few, and pyloric caeca are few
or wanting. The species were universally referred to the

family Salmonidce by the older authors, and are still re-

tained in it by many, but they differ in the characters

specified and other anatomical peculiarities. The chief

representatives are the genera Argentina, Osmerus (in-

cluding the smelts), Mallotu* (caplin), and Hypome&u*.
They are chiefly inhabitants of cold or temperate seas, but
some, as the smelts, enter and live in fresh water.

Argentininse (ar-jen-ti-nl'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Argentina + -inai.] A subfamily of fishes, typi-
fied by the genus Argentina, referred to the fam-
ily Salmonida:: same as Argentinida!.

argentinoid (ar-jen'ti-noid), a. Pertaining to
or having the characters of the Argentinidce.

argentite (iir'jen-tlt), . [< L. argentum, sil-

ver, + -i'fc2.] Silver sulphid, a blackish lead-

gray mineral, occurring in crystals, in crusts,
and massive. It is a valuable ore of silver, found in
the crystalline rocks of many countries. Also called ar-

yyrite, arqiiroae.

argentobismulite (ar-jen-to-biz'mu-Ut), n.

[^argentum + bixmii(th) + -lite.] Anative sul-

phid of bismuth and silver. Sometimes called
bismuth silver.

argentometer (ar-jen-tom'e-ter), n. [< L. ar-

gentum, silver, + Gr. fiirpov, a measure.] A
graduated glass tube used in ascertaining the
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quantity of silver in a solution by the admission
of chlorid of sodium.

liy means of an 0*91 ri>nt,'r the strength of the bitth

ean easily be maintained at a given point.
8WMT Simlieam, p. 198.

argentous (iir-jen'tus), a. [< L. ari/i-iitt>.iii.i, <

in-i/i iitiiin. silver. J Pertaining to or containing
silver: applied to a compound which contains

a larger proportion of silver than the corre-

sponding argentic compound: as, argentoun
oxiil, Ag.jO; argentic oxid, AggO.
argentry (iir'joH-tri), M. [< F. argenterie, plate,
silver plate, Cargmtt. silver: see argent.'] If.

Articles formed of silver; silver plate.

I'liwning his . . . ari/rntnj ami ji-wrls.

llowett, Letters, i. 2.

2. Silvery appearance. [Rare.]
And there the glittering nf^fulnj

Hippies mill jila s on the roiitlueiit streams.

Southey.

argentum (ar-jen'tum), . [L. : see argent.]
Suver. In chem., abbreviated Ag. -Argentum
mosaicum, an amalgam of tin, bismuth, :inil miTeury.
used for eoloriiiK images of plaster of Paris. E. II. Kni>ilif.

Arges (iir'jez), n. [NL., < Gr. apyl/f, bright,

glancing, dp)6f, bright, white.] 1. A genus
of South American fishes, typical of the fam-

ily Argidee. 2. A genus of trilobites.

arghel, . See arg<-l.

arghool (fa-gW)> " An Egyptian musical in-

strument, consisting of two tubes, with a mouth-

piece furnished with reeds. Sometimes both tubes

are piereeil with holes, sometimes only one, the other be-

in- 1 used as a iln.ue.

argid (iir'jid), n. A fish of the family Argid<e.

Argidaa (iir'ji-de), n. pi. [NL., < Arges + -ida;.]

A family of nematognathous fishes, typified by
the genus Arges. related to the Loricariidte, but

having a naked body and only maxillary bar-

bels. There are about 10 known species, of small size,

inhabiting the upper Andean streams and derivatives

therefrom.

argil (ilr'jil), . [< F. argile, < L. argilla, white

clay, < Gr. apyMa or apyda, usually apyMof or

apyi'Aof, white clay, < apydf, white: see argent.]
Potters' clay. This word has been used in different

senses, and was proposed as a name for alumina when its

nature was first discovered. It is now used by technical
writers as a distinctive term for clay which is fit for pot-
ters' use.

argillaceous (iir-ji-la'shius), a. [< L. argilla-

ceus, < argilla, white clay: see argil.] 1. Of
the nature of or resembling clay. 2. Contain-

ing a considerable amount of clayey matter: as,

argillaceous earth. Argillaceous rocks, rocks of

sedimentary origin, soft in texture, deposited for the most
part in thin layers. Clay forms the basis, hut with it other
substances may be associated, as vegetable matter (car-
bonaceous shale), iron (clayband ironstone), lime (marl),
etc. When the shale Is tolerably pure it is readily distin-

guished by the peculiar odor, termed argillaceous, which
it emits when breathed on. Argillaceous slate or

schist, clay slate, a metamorphic rock which in Scotland
is characteristic of the Silurian formation.

argilliferous (ar-ji-lif 'e-nis), a. [< L. argilla,
white clay (see argil), + ferre = E. bear1.]
Producing or containing clay or argil.

argillite (iir'ji-Ut), . [< L. argilla, white clay
(see argil),+ -ite%.] Argillaceous schist or slate;

chry slate (which see, under clay).

argillitic (ar-ji-lit'ik), a. [< argillite + -tc.]

Pertaining to argillite.

argillo (ar-jil'd), . [< L. argilla, < Gr. apyMjtf,
wnite clay: see argil.] A name given to a
vitreous compound of which tiles, table-tops,
door-knobs, etc., are made.

argilloarenaceous (ar-jil"6-ar-e-na'shius), a.

[< argillous + arenaceous.] Consisting of clay
and sand.

argillocalcareous (iir-jiHo-kal-ka're-us), a.

[< argillous + calcareous.'] Consisting of clay
and calcareous earth.

argillocalcite (iir-jil-6-kal'sit), n. [< argillous
+ calotte.] A species of calcareous earth with
a large proportion of clay ;

marl.

argilloferrUginous (ar-jil*'o-fe-r6'ji-nus), a.

[< argillous + ferruginous.] Containing clay
and iron, as a mineral.

argilloid (ar-jil'oid), a. [< L. argilla (see argil)
+ -oid.] Having an argillaceous or clayey ap-
pearance ; like argil or clay.

Argillornis (ar-ji-lor'nis), n. [NL., < L. ar-

gilla, white clay (see argil), + Gr. o/wif, bird.]
A genus of fossil birds from the London clay of

Sheppey. A. tongiixnnw (Owen), of uncertain affinities,
is the typical species. The fossil remains indicate a long-
winged bird larger than an albatross. R. Owen, 1878.

argillous (ar-jil'us), a. [<ME. argillous, < OF.
tirgillttn, nrgillun, mod. F. argilrujc, < L. argil-
IHXIIX, abounding in clay, < argilla, white clay :

see argil.] Consisting of or belonging to clay ;

clayey.
20
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argint, arginet, . [< It. arginc, perhaps < L.

ni/i/i ri-in, jii-c. of agger, a mound: see agger.]
An embankment or rampart in front of a fort.

.V. /;. It.

Argina (iir-ji'nil), n.pl. [NL., < Arges + -inn.]
lu Giinther's ichthyological system, a section

of the group Hynostoinatina of the family XI/H-

ridiv : same as the family Argidie.

Argive (iir'giv), a. and n. [< L. Argirus, < Gr.

'A/'/" 1
";, pertaining to "\pyo$, Argos.] I. n. Ke-

lating to Argos, the historic capital
of Argo-

lis or
Arjjeia

in Greece, or to its inhabitants, or

to Argohs, the territory of Argos. The Argivo
race is represented iu Homer as the most powerful in

01MOI, an. I h.-nec Aryive is often used as equivalent to

II. . A native or an inhabitant of Argos
or of Argolis ;

a Greek.

argle-bargle (iir'gl-bar'gl), . i. (Also argie-

lnir;/ii; urglr-hiirgin, etc.; a varied reduplica-
tion of in-gut:] 'To argue obstinately; bandy
words; haggle. [Scotch..]

ArgO (iir'go), n. [L., < Gr. 'Apy<i, name of Ja-

son's ship, lit. the swift ;
also a constellation

named after this ship ; < apyoc, swift, glancing,
bright, white: see argent.'] 1. In (Ir. ini/tli.,

the name of the ship in which Jason and his

fifty-four companions sailed to Colchis in quest
of the golden fleece. 2. An ancient southern

constellation, the largest in the heavens, it

.

argosy

Hence 2. pi. Those who emigrated to t';ili

fornia about the time of the discovery of gold
there: as, the ArgniiaulH of "49.

Numbers of small parties from iiv-on :irri\eil before

July (1S4H), but the vast body of nold-seekers known after-

wards as the Afl'.niliit* dili lint rearh tin- I'ariHr li.: t -t

until early in 184. C. II- Minn, Miiiina Camps, p. 109.

Argonaut (Argottauta argv), female.

3. f /. c.] A cephalopod mollusk, known also

as the paper-nautilus and fulfil r-Kniti>r. TI. , ,,m-

raon Mediterranean species, Aryonauta ar</o, was fabled

to carry its velamentmis arms erect as sails, and thereby
to lie wafted by the winds. The arms are in fact enm-

monly carried appressed to the shell, and progression is

effected chiefly backward, as with other cuttlefishes, by
the ejection of water through the siphon.

Argonauta (ar-go-na'ta), n. [L., an Argonaut:
see Argonaut.] A genus of cephalopods, typi-
cal of the family Argonautidce.
Argonautic (ar-go-n4'tik), a. [< L. Argonau-
ticus, < Argonauta, Argonaut.] Of or pertain-

ing to the Argonauts, or relating to their voy-
age to Colchis: as, the Argonautic story. See

Argonaut. 1.

argonautid (ar-go-na'tid), n. A eephalopod of

the family Argon'autida;.

Argonautidae (ar-go-na'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Argonauta + -id(e.] A family of octopod cepha-

The Constellation An^o.

contains Canopus, after Slrius the brightest of the fixed

stars. By modern astronomers it is commonly divided
into four parts by adding the distinctive words navia,
carina, piippin, and velum, or hull, keel, stern, and sail.

3.
[I. c.] In zool., the technical specific name

of the paper-nautilus, Argonauta argo. 4. In

conch., a genus of nudibranchiate gastropods:
synonymous with Doris. Bohadsch.

argol 1
(ar'gol), n. [< ME. argoil, argoyle, AF.

argoil; origin unknown; appar. ult. < Gr. apyof,

white.] Unrefined or crude tartar; a hard

crust, consisting ofpotassium bitartrate, formed
on the sides of vessels in which wine has been
fermented. It is purple or white according to the color

of the wine. Argol is used by dyere to dispose the stuffs

to take their colors ; and the purified bitartrate, called

cream qf tartar, is used in medicine, cooking, and the

processes of tinning and silvering. It is also a constitu-

ent of most baking-powders. Also written argal, argoil,

argall, oryal.

argol2 (ar'gol), n. [Mongol.] A cake of dried

camel's dung, used by the Mongols as fuel.

argolett, argoulett, n. [OF. argoulet; origin

obscure.] A member of a French corps
of light

cavalry instituted by Louis XH., similar to the

estradiots, and probably armed and drilled in

partial imitation of that corps.

Take a cornet of our horse,
As many argolets, and armed pikes,
And with our carriage march away before.

Peele, Battle of Alcazar.

argoletiert, n. [OF.] Same as argolet.

Argolic (ar-gol'ik), a. [< L. Argoliais, < Gr.

'ApyoiiKiif, pertaining to \pyoMf, Argolis. See

Argive.] Belonging to Argolis, the territory
of Argos, a district of Greece, in Peloponnesus,
between Arcadia and the ^Igean sea : as, the

Argolic Gulf.

Argonaut (ar'go-nat), n. [< L. Argonauta, <

Gr. 'ApyavaVTiK, 'one who sailed in the Argo,
< 'Apya, Argo, + vavrtK (= L. nauta), a sailor, <

voif, a ship: see nave?, nautical.] 1. One of

the heroes who, according to the ancient Hel-
lenic myth, sailed with Jason in the ship
Argo to Colchis on the Euxine sea in quest of

the golden fleece. This they secured, and Jason also

bore back with him and his comrades to lolcus, amid won-
derful adventures, the Colchian king's daughter Medea,
the enchantress.

ti argo (male), with hectocotylized arm attached. (Sev-
eral times smaller than the female, though shown larger.)

lopods, represented by the genus Argonauta,
with an ovoid Unless body and the two upper-
most arms (in the female) expanded terminally

Argonauta argo (female), swimming in the direction of the large
arrow the smaller showing the current from the siphon.

into broad flatfish velamenta, which secrete a

papery, spiral, single-chambered, involute shell.

The family is peculiar in the development of the shell.

The only known genus is Argonauta. The shells, popularly
known as the argonaut, jxtper-nautilttg, and paper-sailor,
and common as curiosities, are peculiar to the female, are

secreted by the velamentous arms, and are charged with
the eggs in the breeding season.

argosy (ar'go-si), n.
; pi. argosies (-siz). [Early

mod. E. also argosie, argosey, argozee, argosea,
also argose, arguze, and ragosie, rhaguse, and
first in the form ragusye (see first quot.), < It.

Ragusea, pi. Bagusee, lit. a vessel of Bagnsa (in

early moo:. E. also Aragouse, Arragosa), a port
in Dalmatia on the east coast of the Adriatic

sea, noted for its commerce.] A large merchant

vessel, especially one carrying a rich freight.

Furthermore, how acceptable a thing this may be to

the Ragutyet, Hulks, Caravels, and other foreign rich
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laden ships passing within or by any of the sea-limits of

Her M.'s royalty.
Dr. John Dee, Petty Navy Royal, in Arber's English

[Garner, II. 7.

There, where your argosies with portly sail,

Like signiors and rich burghers on the flood, . . .

Do ovcrpeer the petty traffickers. Sliak., M. of V., i. 1.

By the Venetian law, no slave might enter a Venetian

ship, and to tread the deck of an argon Gl Venice became
the privilege and the evidence of freedom.

Bancroft, Hist. U. 8., I. 129.

argot (ar'go or iir'got), n. [P.; origin obscure.]
The conventional slang of a class, originally
that of thieves and vagabonds, devised for

purposes of disguise and concealment; cant;

slang.
An/at is formed ... by the adoption of foreign words,

by the absolute suppression of grammar, by grotesque

tropes, wild catachresis, and allegorical metonymy.
Farrar.

Words or expressions in an ancient language, if they

happen to coincide with some modern argot or vulgarism,
take on a grotesque association which is not due at all to

the phrase itself, but which makes the phrase seem much
bolder than it really is. Quarterly Rer., CLXII. 177.

argoulett, . See argolct.

Argozoum (ar-go-zo'um), . [NL., appar. < Gr.

apyrjs, Doric a/iyaf, a kind of serpent (cf. apyfe,

bright, etc., < apyos, white), + (,<MV, animal.] A
genus of gigantic animals, formerly supposed
to be birds, now believed to be dinosaurian rep-

tiles, known by their footprints in the Triassic

formation of the Connecticut valley. Hitchcock,
1848.

arguable (ar'gu-a-bl), a. [< argue + -able.'}

Capable of being argued; admitting argument.
When men say

' ' mere philosophy,
"
they mean something

arguable, something deniable.
J. R. Set-fey, Natural Religion, p. 184.

argue (ar'gu), v.
; pret. and pp. argued, ppr.

arguing. [< ME. arguen, arguwen, < OF. (and
mod. P.) aryucr, < L. arguere, declare, show,
prove, make clear, reprove, accuse

; prob. con-
nected with Gr. dpyof , white, bright, etc. : see

argent, and cf. declare, lit. make clear.] I. in-

trans. 1. To bring forward reasons to support
or to overthrow a proposition, an opinion, or a
measure

;
use arguments ;

reason : as, A argues
in favor of a measure, B argues against it.

With what cunning
This woman argues for her own damnation !

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iii. 3.

Yet I argue not

Against Heaven's hand or will, nor bate a jot
Of heart or hope. Milton, Sonnets, xvii.

Paul argues that human reason so seeking for God can
discover hia power and his divinity, and holds that the
true God is not far from every one of us.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 206.

2. To contend in argument; dispute: as, you
may argue with your friend a week without

convincing him.
For e'en though vanquished, he could argue still.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 212.

How finely we argue upon mistaken facts !

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 27.

II. trans. 1. To debate or discuss
;
treat by

reasoning; state the reasons for or against : as,
the counselari7MecJthe cause before the Supreme
Court ;

the cause was well argued.
I must submit

To the divine decree, not argue it ;

And cheerfully I welcome it.

Fletcher (and Massingerl), Lover's Progress, iv. 2.

2. To evince; render inferable or deducible;
show

; imply: as, the order visible in the uni-
verse argues a divine cause.

Not to know me argues yourselves unknown.
Milton, P. L., iv. 830.

These were words,
As meted by his measure of himself,
Arguing boundless forbearance.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

3. To affect in any way by argument; induce
a change in the mind of, or in regard to, by
persuasion or reasoning: as, to argue one out
of his purpose ;

to argue away a false impres-
sion.

It is a sort of poetical logic which I would make use of
to arjTMe you into a protection of this play.

Congreve, Ded. of Old Batchelor.

4f. To accuse or charge ; impeach or convict:
used with of.

He doth implore,
You would not argue him of arrogance.

B. Jonson, Ind. to Poetaster.

1 have pleaded guilty to all ... expressions of mine
which can be truly argued of obscenity, . . . and retract
them. Dryaen, Pref. to Fables.
= Syn. Argue, Dispute, Debate, Discuss, plead, expostu-
late, remonstrate. To argue is to defend one's opinion, or
to exhibit reasons or proofs in favor of some assertion
or principle ; it implies a process of detailed proof by one
or more persons. To dispute may be to call in question
the statements or arguments of an opposing party : as, to
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dispute, about an award. It often means the alternate giv-

ing of reasons, especially by two persons. It is often ap-

plied to mere bickering, and is in general less dignified

than the other words. To debate is to interchange argu-

ments in a somewhat formal manner, as in debating soci-

eties and legislative bodies. To discuss is, by derivation,
to shake or knock a subject to pieces in order to find the

truth, or the best tiling to be done. A debate, therefore,

may be viewed as a discussion, or a discussion as a debati*.

Strictly, a disruxniini is an amicable presentation of opin-

ions, not limited, like the others, to affirmative and nega-
tive sides of a proposition, and with the expectation on the

part of all that the conclusion will be the adoption of no one

person's opinion or plan unmodified. To argue a point, to

di*imtr a position, in dispute with a neighbor, to debate a

motion, to discuss a subject or a plan.

Stubbornly he did repugn the truth
About a certain question in the law,
Arqu'd betwixt the duke of York and him.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 1.

We might discuss the Northern sin

Which made a selfish war begin ;

Dispute the claims, arrange the chances ;

Emperor, Ottoman, which shall win.

Tennyson, To Maurice.

They (lawyers] found time to debate fully all the points
of interest raised by a case, whether the solution of them
was necessary for the actual decision or not.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 106.

The archbishop was on his way to a synod where the

great question was to he discussed whether gas might be

used at the altar instead of candles.
Froude. Sketches, p. 43.

arguel, . Same as argel.

arguer (ilr'gu-er), n. [ME. arguere; < argue +
-erl.] One who argues; a reasoner; a dis-

puter.

argufler (ar'gu-fi-er), n. One who argues or

argufies. [Colloq.]
I have noticed that your people who are pretty well

agreed are always the fiercest argujiers.
W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, i.

argufy (ar'gu-fi), v.
; pret. and pp. argufied,

ppr. argufying. [Improp. < argue + -fy.] I.

intraws. 1. To argue, commonly in a pertina-
cious manner, or for the sake of controversy ;

wrangle.
It ain't no use to argerfy ner try to cut up frisky.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., p. 15.

2. To have weight as an argument; import;
signify.
II. trans. 1. To contend about

; worry with

argument. 2. To signify; mean.
But what argufies all this festivity? "Tis all vanity and

vexation of spirit. Mine. D'Arblay, Diary, vi. 41.

[In all uses colloquial or dialectal.]

arguitive (iir-gu'i-tiv), a. [< L. *arguitus, pp.
ofarguere, argue (see argue), + 4M.J Having
the character or form of an argument. [Bare.]

Argultive descent. See descent, 13.

argulid (iir'gu-lid), n. A fish-louse of the fami-

ly Argulidce.

'

Arguiidae (ar-gu'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Argulus
+ -id<e.] A family of siphonostomous entomos-
tracan crustaceans, typified by the genus Argu-
lus. These fish-lice have a flat shield-like body, the ce-

phalothorax coalesced with the abdomen, and the post-
abdomen rudimentary and bearing two tail-fins. They are

parasitic on various fishes, especially fresh-water species,
and sometimes attack young fishes in such numbers as to
cause their death. The family with some authors consti-

tutes a suborder Branchiura.

Argulina (ar-gu-li'na), . pi. [NL., < Argulus
+ -ia.] The Arguiidcc, rated as a subfamily.

arguline (iir'gu-lin), a. Of or pertaining to the

Argulina.
Argulus (ar'gu-lus), n. [NL., dim. of Gr.

apyof, contr. of aepyut;, living without labor, <

a- priv. + tpyov = E. work.] A genus of fish-

lice, or epizoic entomostracans, the type of the

family Argulidai. It is one of the most singular modi-
fications of these parasitic entomostracous crustaceans,
and is a common parasite upon the stickleback and vari-
ous other fishes.

argument (ar'gu-ment), n. [< ME. argument,
< OF. argument (F. argument), < L. argumentum,
proof, evidence, token, subject, contents, < ar-

guere, prove, argue: see argue.] 1. A state-
ment or fact tending to produce belief con-

cerning a matter in doubt
; a premise or prem-

ises set forth in order to prove an assumption
or conclusion.

It is an argument the times are sore,
When virtue cannot safely be advanced.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, iii. 1.

Thicker than arguments, temptations throng.
Pope, Essay on Man, ii. 75.

The only argument available with an east wind is to put
on your overcoat. Lowell, Democracy.
(This, the familiar meaning of the word, probably origi-
nated in Roman law-courts. The usual definition given by
Cicero and almost all authorities is ratio reidubicefaciens
Jide-ni, a reason causing belief of a doubtful matter. Boe-
ttus in one place defines it as a medium proving a con-
clusion. The word medium here means a premise, or
premises, according to all the commentators. (Petrut
Jlisp., tr. v. ad init.) But since medium usually means the
middle term of a syllogism, some logicians have been led
to give argument this signification.]

argumentable

2. The middle term of a syllogism. [See pre-

ceding note.]

Argument is the bare proof or mean term which is in-

vented by him that disputeth, to prove the truth of the

question ; but argumentation is the whole reasoning itself,

of what form soever it be, comprehending both the ques-
tion and also the proof thereof. Blundeville, 1019.

Argument again, argumentum, what is assumed in

order to argue something, is properly the middle notion

in a reasoning that through which the conclusion is es-

tablished. Sir W. Hamilton.

3. A reasoning ;
the process by which the con-

nection between that which is or is supposed
to be admitted and that which is doubted or

supposed to need confirmation is traced or

tested.

In matters of wrong arguments do confound sense, when
in explanation of right they do sensibly approve it.

Ford, Honour Triumphant, ii.

The probability which she easily perceives in things
thus in their native state would be quite lost if this argu-
ment were managed learnedly and proposed in mood and
figure. Locke.

We do not know God by argument, by reading books of

evidences or books of theology : we know him just as we
know the external world, by experience.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 162.

4. An address or composition made for the pur-
pose of producing belief or conviction by rea-

soning or persuasion. 5. A series of argumen-
tations for and against a proposition ; a debate.

6. The subject-matter or groundwork of a
discourse or writing; specifically, an abstract
or summary of the chief points in a book or
section of a book: as, the arguments prefixed
to the several books of "Paradise Lost" were
an afterthought.
That the whole argument fall within compass of a day's

business.
B. Jonson, Ind. to Every Man out of his Humour.

The abstract or argument of the piece is shortly as fol-

lows. Jeffrey.

7t. Matter of contention, controversy, or con-
versation.

And sheath'd their swords for lack of argument.
Shah., Hen. V., iii. 1.

It would be argument for a week, laughter for a month,
and a good jest forever. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 2.

The remembrance of this small vexation
Will be an argument of mirth for ever.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, lit. 2.

8. In math. : (a) Of an imaginary quantity,
the coefficient of the imaginary unit in its log-
arithm. (6) The angle or quantity on which,
a series of numbers in a numerical table de-

pends and with which the table is entered, if
for example, a table of the sun's declination were formed
corresponding to every degree, etc.

;
of longitude, so that,

the longitude being known, the declination might be found
opposite to it, then the longitude would be called the

argument of the table. Tables of double entry have two
arguments. In the Ptolemaic astronomy, the argument,
without qualification, is the angular distance on the epi-

cycle of a planet from the true apogee of the epicycle ; and
the equation of the argument is the angular distance, as
seen from the earth, of a planet from the center of the epi-
cycle, the correction to the second inequality. See equa-
(ton. Argument from enumeration, a rude kind of
induction in which the inference is made that something
is true of a whole class, because it is true of certain mem-
bers of that class. Argument from example. See ex-

ample. Argument from exclusion, an argument in

which, after showing that all causes but one are insuffi-

cient to account for a phenomenon, it is urged that the
one remaining cause must be the true one. Argument
Of the latitude, the arc of the orbit reckoned from the

ascending node. Artificial argument, contentious
argument, cumulative argument. See the adjec-
tives. DUemmatlc argument, one which purports to
show that a whole class has a certain character by dividing
it into parts, and showing that every part has that char-
acter. Disjunctive argument, a reasoning of the form :

8 is either P or Q; it is notP; hence it must be Q. Dissen-
taneous argument, extrinsic argument, etc. See
the adjectives. HyDothetical argument, an argument
one of whose premises is a hypothetical or conditional

proposition. It is not identical with hypothetic inference.
See hypothetic. Inductive argument, an argument
founded on an induction. Negative argument, an ar-

gument which concludes the non-existence of a phenome-
non from its not having been observed. (For other phrases,
see argumentum, place, proof.) Syn. 3. Plea, Argument.
"Plea should be used of the pleadings or of the arraign-
ment before the trial, not of the argument at the trial.

A plea is always addressed to the court
;
an argument may

be addressed either to the court or to the jury." A. S.

Hill, Rhetoric, p. 53.

argument! (ar'gu-ment), v. [< ME. argumen-
ten, < L. argumeritari, adduce proof, < argumen-
tum: see argument, n.] I. intrans. To argue;
debate

; bring forward reasons. Chaucer.

II. trans. To make the subject of an argu-
ment or debate. N. E. D.

argumenta. . Plural of argumentum.
argumentablet (ar-gu-men'ta-bl), a. [< LL.
argumentabilis, that may be proved, < L. argu
mentari, adduce as proof: see argument, v., and
-able.] Admitting of argument ; capable of be-

ing argued.
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argumental (Hr-gu-men'tal), . [< L. ;</-

mentaliii, < nrgunientum : si-e argument.] Be-

longing to or consisting in argument.
Thus they dispute, gnilding their tongues' report
With instances ami fii-'iiitiifntn/l sauc-.

(i. IHarthain, Sir It. (irlnuilc (Arb. reprint), p. 4n.

I am nt length recovered from niy iir<(t"in'iit'il delirium.

J<iliii""ii, K;iritMrr, No. '.;,.

argumentation (Hr*g9.-meix-t4'hjjn)i
. [=

F. argiiHiuiitatiiiH, < L. argumeiil<iti(ii-), < <//</-

nirnliiri, pp. iiryHiH<:>tttititx, adduce us proof: see

argument, r.] 1. The setting forth of reasons

together with the conclusion drawn from them;
also, the promises and conclusion so set forth.

Those scholastic forms Hi .tis. ninsr ;n,- in it less liable to

fallacies than the plainer ways of OtyummtuMm, Lttcki'.

Anjuiiii'iii'iU'ni c,r reasoning is that operation of the

inlnii whereby we infer one tiling, that is, one proposition.
from twoormore propositions premised. K't;/M, Louie, Int.

2. A course of reasoning; discussion; debate.

The relation of his meaning to science is essential, but,
in orderly ni-<nnu. ,,t<i!in,>, subsequent.

I':,/,. No. M,,., XXVIII. 619.

= 8yn. See i-<-n*:nnii<i.

argumentative (iir-gu-men'ta-tiv), . [< F.

fii-gumentiitif, < L. as if *argiiiiientiit!nix, < urgii-

ineiitatux: see argumentation.] 1. Consisting
in argument; containing a process of reason-

ing; controversial: as, an argumentatire dis-

course.

We lire not to dwell upon the mental proeesses which

eoniposeil the proof, upon the ai-<nun>-iitntirt". part of re-

ligion; hut upon the things proved.
IlliuMoiir, Might o( Klght, p. 2i7.

2. Showing reasons for. [Bare.]
Another thing ai'iruHtentative of Providence is, etc.

Kay, Works of Creation.

3. Addicted to argument; disputatious: as, an

nnjHnii'illative writer; ho is \eryargumentatire.
argumentatively (iir-gu-men'ta-tiv-li), adv. In

an argumentative manner; with respect to rea-

soning or arguments.
Bowles, in losing his temper, lost also what little logic

he hail, and though in a vague way lesthctieally right,
contrived always to be aniuuifntatiaelif wrong.

LoteeU, Study Windows, p. 4:.

argumentativeness (ar-gu-men'ta-tiv-nes), .

The quality of being argumentative.
Thus was the young, vacant mind furnished with much

talk about Progress of the Species, Dark Ages, Prejudice,
and the like, so that all were quickly enough blown out
into a state of windy wyimtmlMfMiMM.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartns, p. 78.

argumentator (ar'gu-men-ta/tor), . [LL., <

L. argumentatus : soe argumentation.] One who
conducts an argument ;

a reasoner. 2f. E. I).

argumentizet (ar'gu-men-tlz), c. i. [< argu-
ment + -ize.] To argue; debate; reason:

as, "aryumentizintj philosophy," Mannyngham,
Discourses, p. 34.

argumentum (ar-gu-men'tum). n.
; pi. argn-

menta(-t&). [L. : see argument.] An argument.
Argumentum ad crumenam, an argument appealing

to the purse, or to one's desire to save money. Argumen-
tum ad hominem. See ad homiium. Argumentum
ad ignorantiam, an argument based upon an adversary's

ignorance of the matter in dispute. Argumentum ad
Inyidlam, an argument appealing to one's hatreds or

prejudices. Argumentum ad Judicium, an argument
addressed, to the judgment; a proof drawn from any of

the foundations of knowledge or probability. Argumen-
tum ad verecundiani (literally, an appeal to one's mod-
esty), an argument from the opinions of men whose views
are commonly accepted as authoritative. Also called ar-

yuinent from authority. Argumentum bacullmun, an

appeal to foree ; club- or lyneh-law.- Argumentum ex
concesso, an argument based on some previous admis-
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snots. The general plumage is brown, variegated with

lighter and darker tracery. The female Is a plain bird,

lacking the extraordinary de-

velopment of the wing- and
tail-feathers.

4. A genus of gastro-

pods, liohadsch, 1761.

5. A genus of lepi-

dopterous insects. Sco-

poli, 1777. 6. A genus
of arachuidans. It'ull.ei-.

1837. 7. [I.e.] A name
of certain euryalean
ophiuriaus, or sand-stars with

branching arms. Shetland ar-
gUS, the Axtfofthiffim (or Etiryalv)
Kcutatttui, or gorgon's-head, a kind
of basket-ttsh, basket-urchin, or sea-

basket, sometimes measuring a foot
across. The ultimate ramifications
of its rays are estimated to be some
80,000 in nuniber. See Astrophyton

argyrite (ar'ji-rit), H. [< Gr. up; <

ore, fern, of apyvpin/f, of silver, < ip

.

ArgUS (iir'gus), n. [L., < Gr. "Apyof, < apyuf,

bright.] 1. In Grecian legend, a giant of vast

strength, held in early times to have four eyes,
and later to have eyes without number. Hera
set him to guard the heifer lo, and after he was
slain by Hermes transferred his eyes to the tail

of the peacock. Hence 2. Any observant or

sharp-sighted person : as, he is a very Argus in

watchfulness. 3. In ornith. : (a) A genus of

gallinaceous birds, of the order Gullinte and
family PliHxuiiiiittr, characterized by the enor-
mous development of the secondary feathers of

the wings and middle feathers of the tail, the
former being adorned with numerous ocelli, lik-

ened to the many eyes of Argus. The type is the

argus-pheasant (I'litt*iiniii< /n-'rirx, or At-fftw fftifanteun or

IMVoiunun) of the Malay archipelago. Other species or
varieties are the Ar<nt* ifrayi of Elliot, from Borneo, the

.li\'/i<x tfCfUatiM of Verreaux, and the ,4/v/H* bipunctatu*.
Other forms of the word, as a genus name, are ArgtuaHH*
and Arywianu*. (ft) [/. <.] Any species of the

genus Argus; an argus-pheasant. The common
species has a body only about as large as that of a barn-

yard hen, but sometimes measures 5 or 6 feet in total

length, owing to the extraordinary development of the
tail-feathers. The inner feathers of the wing are 2 or 8
feet long, and beautifully ocellated with metallic iridescent

Argus-eyed (iir'gus -id), a.

Vigilant; watchful; extreme-

ly observant. See Argus, 1.

argus-pheasant (iir'gus-fez'-
ant), n. Bee Argus, 3.

argus-shell (ar'gus-shel), H. [<

argus (with allusion to the pea-
cock's tail) + shell.] A gastro-
pod of the family Cypraridai, or

porcelain-shells, Cyprtea argus,

beautifully variegated with ocel-

lated spots. It is an inhabitant
of the Pacific ocean.

argutationt (iir-gu-ta'shou), H. [< argute, q. v.

Cf. L. argutatio(n-), a creaking, < argutari, pp.

argutatus, creak, make a noise, < artjutua, clear,

sharp, shrill: see argute.] Cavil; over-refine-

ment in arguing; quibble; subtlety: as, "friv-

olous argutationn," Kp. Hall, Myst. of Godli-
ness. 8.

argute (iir-gut' ), . [ < L. argutus, clear, bright,

sharp, sagacious, formally pp. of arguere, make
clear: see argue.] 1. Sharp, as a taste

; shrill,

as a sound. 2. Subtle; ingenious; sagacious;
shrewd; keen.

t will have him, continued my father, . . . vigilant,

acute, arifutc, inventive. Sterne, Tristram Shandy.

The active preacher, the restless missionary, the argute
schoolman. Milman, Latin Christianity, x.

argutely (ar-gut'li), adv. 1. Shrilly. 2. In a

sharp or subtle manner; sagaciously; shrewdly.
Sterne.

arguteness (ar-gut'nes), M. 1. Shi-illness. 2.

Acuteness; wittiness; sagacity; shrewdness.

This [Seneca] tickles you by starts with his aryutenem,
that [Plutarch] pleases you for continuance with his pro-

priety. Dryden, Plutarch, p. 118.

Argynnis (ar-jiu'is), . [NL., appar. orig. a

misprint for "argyrius or 'argyreus, < Gr. apyi--

pfof, silvery, < apyvpof, silver.] A genus of but-

terflies, of the family \ymphalidte, commonly
called fritillaries, the several species of which
have the under side of the wings marked with

silvery spots. A. paphia, the silver-washed

fritillary, is a typical example.
argyranthemous (ar-ji-ran'the-mus),a. [< Gr.

apyupof, silver, + avOc/iov, a flower.] In bot.,

having silvery-white flowers. Craig, 1847.

aria

argyranthous (iir-ji-ran'tlms). a. [< Gr. ap-

,iii'":, silver, + i'n'H<i<; a (lower. J In lint., same

argyraspid (iir-ji-ras'pid), H. [< Gr. ap; i~p6airi-

iW, pi., lit. the silver-shielded, < n^jiyx*;, silver,

+ cnri'f (ion''-), a shield.] A soldier of a chosen

body in the army of Alexander the (ireat, distin-

guished by carrying shields plated with silver,

as a mark of honor. The name a> n -Mined after

the time of Alexander for soldiers of Minihir chosen Undies

ill other \l:lrrdnlli;Ul :HI'I <['< k ILrlllifS.

argyria (ar-jir'i-ii), . [NL., < Gr. (</<; 'y,, sil-

ver, + -/.] Same an tirgyrism.

argyriasis (iir-ji-ri'a-sis), . [NL., <Gr.a/>}iyx><,

silver, + -iimin.] Same as argyrioii.

argyric(iir-jir'ik),
u. [ir. tpytpadf, of silver,

< ap'/v/xif, silver, silver money; cf. L. equiv. nr-

gi-ntum: see argent.] In diem., of silver: same
as ttrgi iilie.

argyrism (ar'ji-rizm), . [(For form, cf. Gr.

apyvpta/jijf, a getting money, < apyvpi&oOai, get

money) < Gr. apyvpifctv, be of a silver color, <

apyvpnf, silver, money.] A discoloration of the

skin and other parts of the body due to the

medicinal use for a considerable time of prep-
arations Of Silver. It Is caused by the dc|>ositiotl of

silver or Ita compounds in a state of minute subdivision In

certain tissues. \\~<> "< "/ '". argyriairi*.

silver

sil-

ver.] In mineral., same as argentite.

argyrized (ar'ji-rizd), . [< Gr. dp-jvpa;, silver,
+ -ize + -etft.] Exhibiting argyrism.

argyrodite (iir-jir'o-<Ut), . [NL., < Gr. apyy-
P<JOIK, like silver, rich in silver (< &pyvpof, sil-

ver, -t- eMof, fonn), + -j'te2.] A mineral con-

taining silver, sulphur, and the new element

germanium. It occurs in steel-gray crystalline

aggregates at Freiberg, Saxony.
Argyroneta (iir^ji-ro-ne'ta), n. [NL., < Gr.

ap-) vpof, silver, + w/roV, verbal adj. of veiv, spin.]
A genus of aquatic spi-
ders, of the family
Agalenida (or Araneidte
in a strict sense). The
type of the genus la the well-
known water-spider or div-

ing-spider, A. amtatiea, of Eu-

rope, which spins a tubular
web under water, like a div-

ing-bell, mouth downward,
which is then inflated with
air carried down in bubbles

upon the spider's Inxly and
set free beneath the bell.

Argyropelecinae (ar'ji-

ro-pel-e-si'ne), . pi.

[NL., < Argyropelecux +
-t<p.j A subfamily of

Sternoptychida; repre-
sented by the genus
Argyropeleeux,

with the
abdominal outline ab-

ruptly contracted in ad-
vance of the anal fin,

several produced neural

spines constituting a
serriform ridge in advance of the dorsal fin,

and about nine branchiostegal rays.

Argyropelecus (iir'ji-ro-pere-kus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. &p}vpof, silver. + ire^envc., hatchet.] The

typical genus of fishes of the subfamily Argy-
ropelecina; : so called from the silvery color and
somewhat hatchet-like shape.
argyrose (ar'ji-ros), n. [F., < Gr. apyvpof. see

argent.] In mineral., same as argentite.

arh-, in words of Greek origin. See arrh-.

Arhan (iir'han), n. Same as Arluit.

arhapedan (ar-hap'e-dan), n. A Syrian mea-
sure of land, a square of 100 feet on the side.

Arhat (ar'hat), n. [< Skt. arhant, deserving,

worthy, fit, ppr. of / arh, deserve, be worthy.]
The highest rank of Buddhist saiutship; spe-

cifically, one of the original five hundred disci-

ples of Gautama Buddha. Also Arahat, Rahat,
and Arhan, Rahan.

arhatship (ar'hat-ship), M. [< Arhat + -ship.]
The state of an Arhat. Also arahatship.

The central point of primitive Buddhism was the doc-

trine of JraAa(Ayi, a system of ethical and mental self-

culture, in which deliverance was found from all the mys-
teries and sorrows of life In a change of heart to t>e reached
here on earth. Kncye. Brit., XIV. 22.

U*W ">

arhizal, arhizous, More common but less

correct forms of arrhizal, arrhizous.

aria (a'ri-a or a'ri-a), . [It., < L. aer, air: see

air$, also"ari.] Jn music: (a) A rhythmical
and metrical melody or tune for a single voice

(rarely for a monophonous instrument), having
a vocal or instrumental accompaniment: dis-
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tiugiiished from a song by being less simple

and less purely lyrical. The aria ijrandc is the

next most elaborate species of solo vocal music

to the SCCIKI (which see), (ft) A distinct form

of solo vocal music, distinguished by a clear

division into three parts, namely, a principal

section, a subordinate section, and a repeti-

tion, with or without alterations, of the first

section : otherwise known as the da capo form.

(c) A solo movement, whether in strict ana
form or not, in an extended vocal work, like an aridness (ar'id-nes), n. Same a

opera or an oratorio: as, the soprano aria "I Around and between the ruined citie

know that my Redeemer liveth." See airf, 1.

The harsh ascetic mode of treating philosophy by the

schoolmen generated a corresponding barrenness, aridity

and repulsiveness, in the rigid forms of their technical

language. I>e Quincey, Style, iv.

I have often been reproached with the aridity of my
Kenills . Poe, Tales, I. 146.

3. Dullness of mind or situation; depression;
tedium.

Strike my soul with lively apprehensions of thy excel-

lences to bear up my spirit under the greatest aridities

and dejections.
Norm.

Same as aridity.

\rounii ami iieiweuu me mined cities, and reaching far

and wide to the north and east, were blank aridness and

des< ilatioii. 0'Donovan, Merv, xx.

-arie*. [NL., fern. pi. of -arieus, < L. -dri-ux +

'<<"uir"'ApetaVAf), < Anns, Ariu* (irnprop. Ar- -e-ns: see -aryl and -eous.] Into*., an ordinal

/ /r Xfc a man's name, prop adj., termination, used by some authors in a very

, r h I, warlike, of Ares or Mars, <K Ares, few cas,s instead of the more common -accv

Mars see Arcs. ] I a. 1. Pertaining to or of Ariel 1
(a'ri-el), n. [In def. 1, < LL. and, < Gr.

the nature of the doctrines of Arius. See II. a('"l\ < Heb. ariel, in the passage cited pfjm-
2. Adhering to Arius or his doctrines.

II. M. In theol., one who adheres to the doc-

trines of Arius and his school. Arius was a pres-

byter of the church of Alexandria in the fourth century.

He held that the Son was begotten of the Father, and there-

fore not coeternal nor colisubstantial with the Father, but

created by and subordinate to the Father, though pos-

sessing M similar nature. The name Arian is given in the-

ology not only to all those who adopt this particular

view of the nature of Christ, but also to all those who,

holding to the divine nature of Christ, yet maintain his

dependence upon and subordination to the Father in the

Ciodhead. As a class the Arians accept the Scriptures as

a divinely inspired and authoritative book, and declare

their doctrines to be sustained by its teachings. The doc-

trine of Arius was authoritatively condemned by the

Council of Nice A. I). 326, which decreed that Jesus

Arimaspian
She hastened to beseech their attention unto a military

ariette. Scott.

aright (a-rif), prep. phr. as adv. [< ME. ariyht,

arigt, ariht, etc., < AS. driht, earlier on riht,

aright: on, E. n3
; riht, E. right: see right, n.

The second sense is modern.] 1. Rightly; in

a right way or form
;
without error or fault.

Korean a man of passions judge ur^i/il,

Except his mind be from all passions free.

Sir J. Dames, Immortal, of Soul, iv.

These mingled seeds thy hand shall set arit/M,

All laid In heaps, each after its own kind.

William Morris, Earthly I'aradise, I. 204.

2. To or toward the right hand. [Rare.]

The affrighted foemcn scatter from his spear, aright, aleft.

Southeu, Joan of Arc, vi. 308.

uim (ar-i-i'na), n. pi. [NL., < Arius + -ina.}

In Giinther's classification of fishes, a group of

Nilurida! proteroptera;, with the anterior and

, . , .
, posterior nostrils close together and without

certain meaning, perhaps
'

fire-altar of God uasal barbels : synonymous with Ariiiue.

(Gesenius) ;
elsewhere in the Old Testament as Ariinae (ar-i-i'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Arius + -ina;.'}

a man's name and as an appellation of Jerusa- in jeMh.
t
a subfamily of siluroid fishes, typified

lern^ where it is taken as 'lion of God.' Hence, by the genus ^In'its. They have a form resembling

. .
,

Christ was "very God of very God ; begotten, not made ;
of

one substance with the Father."

Arian2,
a. and . See Aryan.

-arian. [< L. -dri-us (E. -n/l, -ar2) + -an-us,

E. -an.] A compound suffix of Latin origin,

forming adjectives, and thence nouns, from or

instead of adjectives or nouns in -art/
1

. Words

heavenly body and to birds.] It. [/. c.] An
altar. See etymology and quotation.
Foreothc the ylk ariel or auter [thilke arid, that is the

hisere part of the auter, Purv.] of foure cubitis, and fro

ariel Ithe auter, Purv.l vn to above, foure corners.

Wyclif, Ezek., xliii. 15, 10(Oxf. ed.).

2. The innermost of the satellites of Uranus,
discovered by Lassell in 1851. It revolves

about its primary in 2i days. 3. [I. c.] In

ornitli., applied to sundry birds of buoyant airy

flight : as, the ariel swallow, Chelidon ariel ; the

ariel petrel, Proccllaria ariel; the ariel toucan,

Rhamphastos ariel.

[< Ar. aryil, var. of ayyil, a

the gazel (Dozy) ;
cf.

zool., an Arabian

gazel, Gazelld dama.

Salt-water Catfish (Arius felis}.

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

usually present. About 100 species are known, most of

which are inhabitants of the tropical or warm seas. The
males of many species carry the eggs, which are of large

size, in their mouth, and there hatch them. A few reach

nA~pmctice]^Adrian MilleiMnan,necesgarian,Su- gazel, Gazella dama. JlnS'inT?' r V nritJe 8r> nrilln Pe:
pralapmrian, Unitarian, humanitarian, utilitarian, etc. They are dainty little antelopes, these gazelles and am (,ar U). n. L * ""Kf* ";,' ,
In the last use the termination is extended to words of arie(g of the Soudan. Contemporary Rev., XLIX. 864. It. arillo, < NL. arillus, < ML. arilli (pi.), dried

non-Latin origin, as aytMngarian,notln,ujarian.
arierbant, See arriere-ban. grapes, < L.

ari*<*,dryj
see arid.]

Aries (a'ri-ez), n. [< L. aries (ariet-), OL. ares

= Ir. and Gael, reith, a ram.] 1. One of the

"^'jsrgteicss&ssss ttss&ttsizxsz
Arianism (a'ri-an-izm), w, [= F. Arianisme. <

Gr. 'Apeiavta/ik, < 'Apetavi&iv, Arianize.] The
doctrines of the Arians. See Ariari^, n.

ppr. Ariani
< 'Apetav6(, Arian : see Arian1

.'] 1, trans. To ren-

der conformable to Arianism
;
convert to Ari-

anism.
II. intrans. To favor or admit the tenets

of the Arians; tend toward Arianism: as, an

Arianizing sect of Christians.

Arianizer (a'ri-an-i-zer), . One who favors,
tends toward, or converts others to Arianism.

Arica bark. See bark2 .

aricari (ar-i-kii'ri), . See aracari.

Aricia (a-rish'i-ii), . [NL., prob. < L. Aricia,

a town in Latium, now (It.) La Siccia.} The

typical genus of the family Ariciidce.

Ariciidae (ar-i-sl'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Aricia +
-te.] A family of free marine annelids, of the

order Chattopoda.
aricin (av'i-sin), . [< Arica, the name of a place

(formerly in Peru, now in Chili) whence the bark
is exported, + -iw2.] An alkaloid found in the

bark of some species of Cinchona. See ftarfc2 .

arid (ar'id), a. [< L. aridus, dry, < arere, be

dry.] Dry; without moisture; parched with

The Constellation Aries.

at the vernal equinox, March 21st, and leaves

April 20th. Owing to the precession of the equinoxes,
the constellation Aries has moved completely out of the

sign of the same name, which is now occupied by the

constellation Pisces.

3. [NL.] In zool., a genus of mammals. Storr, arillus (a-ril'us), n.

In to*., a

term variously applied to the accessory cover-

ings or appendages of seeds, it is sometimes used

in a general sense, without regard to form or place of ori-

gin, and includes the strophiole, caruncle, and arillode (see

these words) ; but it is usually limited to a more or less

nearly complete seed-covering which originates from the

funiculus near the hilum, or from the placenta when there

is no funiculus. Also arillux.

ariled (ar'ild), a. Same as arillate.

arillate (ar'i-lat). a. [< NL. arillatus, < arillus :

see aril.} Furnished with an aril, as the fruit of

the spindle-tree.
arillated (ar'i-la-ted), a. Same as arillate.

arilli, w. Plural of arillus.

arilliform (a-ril'i-form), a. [< NL. arillus, aril,

+ L. forma, form.] Having the form of an aril.

arillode (ar'i-lod), n. [< NL. "arillodium, < aril-

lus, aril, + Gr. tMof, form.] In bot., a false aril:

sometimes applied to

a form of aril which

originates from the

micropyle or raphe
instead of at or be-
low the hilum, as in
the nutmeg. Also

spelled arilode.

1870.
heat

; hence, figuratively, uninteresting, life- arietatet, . *. [< L. arietatus, pp. of arietare,

less, dull, pithless, etc.

The ami abstractions of the schoolmen were succeeded

by the fanciful visions of the occult philosophers.
/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 286.

As arid as a tuft of moss (a thing whose life is in the

shade, the rain, or the mountain dew) crumbling ill the

sunshine, after long expectance of a shower.

llairthorne, Blithedale Romance, xi.

The capital defect of cold, arid natures is the want of

pi. arilli (-i).

same as aril.

>> '"
>

[NL.]

butt, asaram, < aries (ariet-), aram: see^ries.] Arilus (ar'i-lus), n.

[NL.]Agenusofhet-
eropterous hemip-
terous insects, of the

familySeduviida!,foT-
merly including the

species of Prionidus,
as the wheel-bug,

animal spirit*. Emerson, Society and Solitude. 3. The act of colliding or conflicting. Glanville. Arimasp(ar'i-masp),
aridas (ar'i-das), . [Native name.] A kind arietiform (ar-i-et'i-fonn), a. [< L. Aries ' f -- '

of taffeta, or plain smooth silk stuff without (Ariet-), a sign^of the zodiac (see Aries),,+
pattern, from the East Indies,

aridge (a-rij'), prep. phr. as adv. [< a3 + ridge."]

In a rid?-
- >~ - --* !J- 1M ="

To push or butt like a ram. Bailey.
irietationt (ar'i-e-ta-shon), n. [< L. arieta-

tio(n-), < arietare, butt : see arietate.] 1 . The act

of butting like a ram. 2. The aet of battering
with a battering-ram.
Ordnance do exceed all arietations and ancient inven-

tions. Bacon, Essays, Xo. 68.

.

re-, , r. 'ApifiaaTroi, pi., a

forma, form.] Having the shape of the symbol '

Scythian' word, said
of the zodiacal sign Aries (f).

Arillodes.

n, 6, seed of Kicfnus communis;
r.seed of Cfttltdoniittn waJMs; d,t,
seed of Myristica Srazrttns, nut-

mee and mace;y, arillode. (a, b,

and c magnified. )

arietine (ar'i-e-tin), a. [< L. arietinus, < aries

(ariet-), a ram : see Aries.'} Butting ; pertaining
to or having the nature of a ram,

In a ridge ;
in or into a ridge-like position.

You're oilers quick to set your back aridge,

Though't suits a tom-cat more'n a sober bridge.

Lowell, Monument to the Bridge.

aridity (a-rid'i-ti), n.
; pi. aridities (-tiz). [= F. Literary World, June, 1871

aridM, <'L. ariditas, dryness, < aridus, dry: see arietta (a-ri-et'ta), n. [It., dim. of aria, q. v.]

arid.] 1. The state of being arid; dryness; A short song; an air, or_a
little air.

want of moisture. 2. Figuratively, want of ariette (a-ri-ef), .

interest; dryness ;
lifelessness. Same as arietta.

to mean 'one-eyed'; according to Herodotus,
'Scythian,' < aptfta, one, + airov, eye; according
to Eustathius, < apt, one, + /jacrn-Of, eye.] One

; ui uuviiig wic uautuc uj. au Kim. of the Arimaspi, a mythical tribe of Scythians,
The gap in the fence discovered by their arietine leader, believed in antiquity to have carried off a hoard

of gold which was under the guardianship of

griffins. Figures of Arimasps occur sometimes in Greek

art, represented in Oriental dress and fighting griffins.

[F., < It. arietta, q. v.] Arimaspian (ar-i-mas'pi-an), . Same as Ari-

masp.



Arimaspian
Att when a gryphon through the wilderness . . .

I'ursucH tin- Ariiinmpiiiii, who by stealth
Had fniiii his wakeful custody purloin'd
The guarded KM. Mitt.,,,, I'. 1.., li. 945.

Goat or griftln, 1'hrintiun nr Cockney, Miser or Arinmt-

///i/i. lltadciriKHl
'

Mii'i., XXI. 780.

Arinae(a-ri'ne), ./;/. [< Am- + -<'.] A sub-

family of birds, of the family 1'si/tnriiln; includ-

ing tliu wedge-tailed mai-aws and parrakcets of

Anii-rica. Sec Ara"iuu\ I 'OH urns. A!HO written

.\rniiui 1

.

ariolation (ar'i-o-la'shon), n. See hnriiildtiiin.

Arion (a-ri'on), .
I NIJ., < L. Arion, < Gr. 'Api-

ui; a celebrated cithara-player, said to have
been rescued from drowning by a dolphin.] A
genus of piUnioiiate gastropods, by some refer-

red to the family l.iimn-iilir anil siiiil'amily .Iriit-

ninir, but now generally
considered as the type

of a family .trioiiiilii; including several species
of slugs, of which .1. alrr, the black slug, is a
characteristic example.

In the principal genus, .!/'/.</i, tliriv is a triangular pore
at the upper posterior part of tin- body, which readily sep-
arates it from l.iiintx. Slaiul. .\ut. Hint., 1.319.

arionid (a-ri'on-id), n. A gastropod of the fam-

ily Arinnidif.

Arionidae (ar-i-on'i-de), n.
pi. [NL., < Arion +

-iila:'] A family of geophilous pulmonate gas-

tropods, resembling the Limacida;, and repre-
sented by such genera as Arion and Arioliiiinjr.

Its technical characters arc a shell reduced to u small flat

plate or granule*, a small anil shield-like anterior mantle,
the jaw entire and transversely ribbed, and teeth, of three

kinds, the laterals especially differing from those of the
Limacida! by their low, wide, and quadrate form. They
are confounded with the limacids under the general name
of sings.

Arioninae (ar'i-6-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Arion
+ -;.] The slugs of the genus Arion and re-

lated genera, such aa Ariolimax, regarded as a

subfamily of the Limacida!.
The Liniacidic are divisible into three subfamilies. In

the Arumiiue the shell may be present, though concealed

by the mantle, or it may be represented by a number of
calcareous grains scattered through the corresponding
portion of the mantle. Stand. Sat. Hist., I. 318.

ariose (ar-i-6s') (
a. [< It. arioso, q. v.] Charac-

terized by melody, as distinguished from har-

mony. [Rare.]
Mendelssohn wants the ariose Iteauty of Handel ; vocal

melody is not his forte ; the interest of his airs is harmonic.
Foreign Quarterly Rev.

arioso (a-re-6'so), a. [It., < aria, air: see aria
and air3.] In music, like an air, as contradis-

tinguished from recitative. The word is used espe-
cially with reference to recitative passages which are
treated more in the smooth and melodious style of airs
than in the ordinary style of recitatives. In instrumental
music it indicates a flowing vocal style. Prefixed to an
air, it denotes a sustained elaborate style, appropriate to
the great airs of an opera.

-arious. [Accom. of L. -arius: see -aryl and
-OKA-.] A suffix of Latin origin, another form
of -aryl, but used only in adjectives, as in ad-

versarious, arenarious, calcarious (now errone-

ously calcareous), gregarious, vicarious, etc.

arisadt, arisardt, . [Origin obscure.] A long
robe or tunic girded at the waist, worn by
women in Scotland as late as 1740. PlanchH.
Also airisad, airisard.

arise (a-riz'), . i.
; pret. arose, pp. arisen, ppr.

arising. [< ME. arisen, < AS. drisan (= ONorth.
arrisa = OS. arisan = OHG. ar-, ir-, ur-risan =
Goth, urreisan, arise), < a- + risan, rise : see a- 1

and rise1.] 1. To get up from sitting, lying,
or kneeling, or from a posture or state of re-

pose, as from sleep or the grave : as, the audi-
ence arose and remained standing.

I will nriie, and go to my father. Luke xv. 18.

The king arose very early in the morning. Dan. vi. 19.

Arise from the dead, and Christ shall give thee light.

Eph. v. 14.

Many bodies of the saints which slept arose.
Mat. xxvii. 52.

Arise, he said, to conquering Athens go,
There fate appoints an end of all thy woe.

Drydrn, Pal. and Arc., 1. 533.

I dub thee knight.
Arise, Sir Ralph, De Wilton's heir.

Scott, Marmion, vi. 12.

2. To get up from a sitting or session, as of a
court; suspend sittings for a time; adjourn:
as, the court arose at 4 o'clock. [Archaic : see

rise.] 3. To spring up from, or as from, the

ground ;
ascend

;
mount or move from a lower

to a higher place : as, vapors arise from humid
ground.
The forests were filled with birds ; and, at the discharge

of an urquebuse, whole flocks would arittt.

Baturoft, Hist. U. S., I. 76.

Krom right to left about the flashing mass
Arose a spiral stair, the tower ringing.

C. I)e Kay, Vision of Nimrod, v.

ltd!)

4. To come into view, as from a hiding-place ;

specifically, to appear, as the sun or a star,
above the horizon : hence, to begin, or be ush-
ered in, as the day.

Ariie, fair sun, and kill the envious moon.
*l,nl... K. un.l .1., ii. >.

While day arix'-x, that sweet hour of prime.
Miltn, 1'. I.., v. 170.

5. To come into being or action; come into

existence or play; start into prominence or

activity ; appear ;
come upon the scene : as, a

false prophet has driven ; a great wind arose ;

a cry arose.

Now there drone up a new king over Kgvpt, whirh knru
not Joseph. V.\. i. s.

Wlii-inr h.-avv JH i sedition shall art

on ull, who in the worship persevere
Of spirit and truth. Milton, I". I.., xh.

For the mighty wind arises, roaring seaward, ami I go.

'/V/'iii/xoH, Lockslcy Hall.

The idea of a universal and beneficent Creator of tin

universe does not seem to arim' in the mind of man until

he has been elevated by long-continued culture.

Darwin, Descent of Man, II. 377.

6. To have a beginning or origin ; originate,
(a) To have or take Its rise, as a river; rise, as from a
source, (b) To result or proceed, as from a cause : as, most
of these appalling accidenU arise, from carelessness.

All the powers and capacities of man, being the work of
' i"'l must have their proper place jn his designs ; and the
evil In the world .1, ... - not from their use, but from their
misuse. GladxtoM, Might of Right, p. 110.

7. To come or spring up incidentally, as any-
thing requiring attention : as, other eases can
be attended to as they arise.

Fortunately, the contingency to which I allude (the ne-

cessity of a coup d'etatl never arose.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 124.

8. To rise in hostility; rebel: with against:
as, the men drose against their officers.

When he arose aijainst me, I caught him by his beard.
1 Sam. xvii. 36.

[In senses 1-4, 6 (a), and 8, rise is now more
common.] =8yn. Arise, Rise. The choice between these
words was primarily, and still often is, a matter of rhythm.
The literal meanings, however, or those which seem literal,
have become more associated with rise, and the consciously
figurative with arise: as, he row from hiuchair ; thesnnrow;
the provinces rose in revolt ; trouble arose ;

" Music arose
with its voluptuous swell," Byron, Childe Harold, ill. 21.

ariset (a-riz'), n. [< arise, v. '.] Rising.
Upon the arise or descent of the stars.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 3.

arish (ar'ish), n. [Pere.] A Persian linear

measure, equal to 38.364 English inches.

aristt, n. [ME., < AS. cerist, erist, erest (= Goth.

urrists), arising, < drisan, arise, -r -t, a common
noun formative.] A rising, as from a seat, a

bed, or the ground, or from below the horizon :

as, "at the sonne ariste," Chaucer, Astrolabe.
aristt. A shortened form of ariseth. Chaucer.
arista (a-ris'tii), n.

; pi. arista! (-te). [L., the
awn or beard of grain. Cf. arrest2.] 1. In

hot., an awn (which see). 2. In zool., an awn
or tactile filament at the end of the antenna of
an insect, as in some Diptera.
The antenna) . . . may ... be very short and com-

posed of three joints, frequently bearing a tactile hair at
the extremity (arista). Claun, Zool. (trans.), I. 573.

aristarch (ar'is-tark), n. [< L. Aristarchus, <

Gr. 'Apiarapxof, a critic of Alexandria, noted for
his severity, especially in regard to the Homeric
poems.] A severe critic: as, "the aristarch
Johnson." Scott, Abbot, lot.

Aristarchian (ar-is-tar'ki-an), a. [< Gr. 'Api-

mapxeioc,, < 'Apiarapxof ',
or < Aristarchus + -Jan.]

Like the ancient critic Aristarchus; severely
critical.

aristarchy
1

(ar'is-tar-ki), n.
; pi.

aristarchies

(-kiz). [< LGr. apiorapxia, < Gr. apiorapxoc,, best-

ruling, <"dprrof, best, + apxetv, rule. Cf. aris-

tocracy.] Government by the best men
;
a body

of worthy men constituting a government.
aristarchy

2
! (ar'is-tar-ki), n. [< ^ristarcfts.]

Severe criticism like that of the ancient critic

Aristarchus. [Rare.]
Howbeit, the ground on which I would build his chief

praise (to some of the Aristarchy and sour censures of
these days) requires, first

,
an apology.

Sir J. Ilarington, Brief view of Ch. of Eng., p. 153.

aristate (a-ris'tat), a. [< LL. aristatus, < L.

arista, awn or beard of grain.] Awned; hav-

ing a pointed, beard-like process, like that of

barley. See cut under barley.

aristocracy (ar-is-tok'ra-si), n.
; pi. aristocra-

cies (-siz). [< OF. aristocrocie, F. aristocratic,
< ML. "aristocratia, < Gr. apiaronpaTta, the rule
of the best (cf. apiaronpartiaOat, be governed by
the best-born), < apurros, best, + -xparla, rule,
< K/MTCIV, be strong, rule.] It. Government by
the best men in the state

j
a governing body

composed of the best men in the state.

Aristolochia

He [rVriainler] r<-rk"iirl thai pMj.iiiai
1

i >l,il. . . . l,t >t

whirh ram-' nearest unt" an <ii-<*l>i<-,<r<<i . it^inn lit i>t

wise anil ni't'lt- sriiatf. //<;//, /r/. tr. ! 1'Iut

2. A form of government in which the supreme
power is exercised liy I hove members of tin-

state who are distinguished by their rank ami
opulence. \Vlnn the ruling power i., ,M,,IM,| l,j a

very few of this ela^ i td. rvrlnsion of nil iitln i

government tirromrs all oliyalvliy.

Tin- (!,-i*/',rt-'ti-if nf \Yni.T hatll ailtllitn .1 >., iii:,!i\ at'll-i-s

. . . that the inTitnl of its duration HI ins t.j appruai 'li.

>>/.
Take uway tbe standing armii-s, and N-avr tin- nobles U>

themselves, ami in a iru >. ai> tln-y \\oiililovertiirii

monarchy In Kurope, audc-r.it ,.,

./. .\ilnm*. \V..rk>. I\

3. A body of persons holding exceptional pre-
scriptive rank or privileges; specifically, a
class of hereditary nobility ;

the nobles of a

country and those nearly related to them.
lletweeu the /i/ /.-/.. //// ami tli.- working JM ..pie had

sprung up a middle class, agricultural and commercial.

JUacaulay.

4. Persons noted for superiority in any charac-
ter or quality, taken collectively: as, the iiri/t-

tocracy of wealth or of culture.

aristocrat (ar'is-to-krat or a-ris'to-krat), n. [<
F. arixtiM-ruti; a reverse formation from the

adj. aristoi-nilii/iii-: see iirix/tn-riitif.] 1. A
member of the aristocracy or men of rank in a

community; hence, a person having the traits

supposed to be characteristic of an aristocracy :

as, "a born aristocrat," Mrs. Jfroirniiin. 2.
One who favors an aristocracy ;

one who is an
advocate of an aristocratic form of govern-
ment.
aristocratic (ar'is-to-krat'ik), a. [< F. arwto-

cmtique, < Gr. dpiaTOKpaTiKuf, pertaining to aris-

tocracy, < aptaroKpaTia : see aristocracy.] 1. Per-

taining to aristocracy or a ruling oligarchy;
consisting in or pertaining to the rule of a

privileged class
; oligarchic : as, an aristocratic

constitution
;
an aristocratic government.

The Areopagus was a body of aristocratic tendencies,
consisting of those who had served the office of archon

;

its function was to maintain the laws In their integrity.
Von Haute, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 144.

2. Pertaining to, resembling, or befitting the

nobility or men of rank; resembling in man-
ners or character the aristocracy or higher
classes in a community: as, aristocratic pride ;

aristocratic in sentiment. 3. Belonging to an
aristocracy.
aristocratical (ar"is-to-krat'i-kal), a. Same as
aristocratic.

aristocratically (ar'is-to-krat'i-kal-i), adt. In
an aristocratic manner.
aristocraticalness (ar'is-to-krat'i-kal-nes), n.

The quality of being aristocratic.

aristocratism (ar'is-to-krat-izm or ar-is-tok'ra-

tizm), . [<aris<ocra,'-r--!s/.] Aristocratic rank,
privilege, or character; the state or condition
of being aristocratic in rank or feeling; mem-
bership of or adherence to a privileged class.

Aristocratifni rolls in its carriage, while patriotism can-
not trail its cannon. Carlyle, French .Rev., III. i. 2.

aristocratize (ar-is-tok'ra-tiz), v.
; pret. and

pp. aristocratized, ppr. aristocratizing. [< F.

aristocratiser, < aristocrate : see aristocrat and

-irej I. trans. To render aristocratic.

U. intrans. To favor or support aristocracy.
[Rare.]

aristocratyt (ar-is-tok'ra-ti), H. Same as aris-

tocracu. Burton.

aristodemocracy (ar'is-to-de-mok'ra-si), n. [<

aristo(cracy) + democracy.] Government by no-
bles and the commonalty; a government com-
posed of aristocratic and democratic elements
combined. Imp. I>ict.

Aristolochia (ar"is-to-16'ki-a), . [L., < Gr.

ia, also aptoroMxeui, an herb promoting
chi Id-birth, < apiarof, best,
+ )&xc'a

i child-birth : see

lochta.~\ A large genus
of apetalous exogenous
plants, the type and prin-

cipal genus of the natu-
ral order Aristoloclnacea;

chiefly woody climbers,
and very widely distrib-

uted. There are about 180

species, of which 7 are found
in the United .states. They are
remarkable for their curious

Bowers, which vary greatly in

form and size, but are all so
constructed as to imprison in

some way the insects which visit them. The relative

position of the anthers and stigmas prevents fertilization

without the agency of insects, and self-fertilization even

by their aid is, at least in some cases, made impossible by
proterogyny. How cross-fertilization is effected by en-

DutchmanVPipc
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trapping the insects Ims nut been satisfactorily explained.
The flowers are often heavily or offensively scented, and
are usually of a dingy Ime. A. Goldieana, of Calaliar,

has the largest that are yet known, the blade of which
is nearly 2 feet in breadth. The common birthwort, A.

Clematitin, and some other European species, had for-

merly a reputation as emmenagogues and as facilitating

parturition. Various species have had a popular reputa-
tion as remedies for snake-bites, as anthelmintlu'cs, etc.,

and the Virginia suakeroot, or serpentary-root, A. Set'-

pentarui, is employed as a stimulating tonic and diapho-
retic. The pipe-vine, or Dutchman 's-pipe, A. Sipho, a na-

tive of the Alleghanies, with very large cordate leaves, is

cultivated as an ornamental climber.

Aristolochiaceae (ar'is-to-lo-ki-a'se-e), >i. />!.

[NL., < Aristulocltiti + -tic'ete.] A natural order
of apetalous dicotyledonous plants, character-

ized by an inferior capsular many-seeded fruit,

epigynous stamens, and a colored, usually irreg-

ular, calyx. The principal genera are Aristolochia and
Axnruin, with about 200 species, herbs or woody climbeis,

widely distributed through temperate and tropical regions,
and possessing bitter and acrid properties. See Arittolo-

I'hni. and cut under Amirum.

aristolochiaceous (ar*is-to-16-ki-a'shius), a.

Belonging or pertaining to the Aristolochiacece.

aristplogical (arls-to-loj'i-kal), a. Of or per-

taining to aristology. N. E."D.

aristologist (ar-is-tol'o-jist), n. [< aristology
+ -ist.~] One skilled in aristology. N. E. D.

aristology (ar-is-tol'6-ji), . [\ Gr. apiarov,

breakfast, + -Zoyia, < leyeiv, speak : see -olugy."]

The science of dining. T. Walker. [Bare.]
Aristonetta (ar*is-to-net'a), n. [NL.,< Gr. api-

orof , best,+ vfjrra, a duck, = L. anas : see Anas.']
A genus of sea-ducks, subfamily FuUgulince,
family Anatidw: named from the excellence of
the flesh. The type and only species is the can-

vasback, A. vallisneria. S. F. Baird, 1858. See
cut under canvasback.

Aristophanic (ar"is-to-fan'ik), . and n. [< L.

Aristophanicus, < Aristophanes, < Gr. 'Apiarotyavric,,

Aristophanes.] I. a. Pertaining to the writ-

ings or style of Aristophanes, the great comic
poet of Athens

;
shrewd

; witty.
U. . [/. c.] inane, pros., sitme asfirst Phere-

cratic. See Plwrecratic.

Aristotelean (ar-is-tot-e-le'an;, a. Same as
Aristotelian.

Aristotelian (ar'is-to-te'li-an), a. and n. [< L.

Aristotelins, -leus, < Gr. 'Apiarorc^eiof, pertaining
to 'Apiaroreir/f, L. Aristoteles, Aristotle.] I. a.

Pertaining to Aristotle (born at Stagira in

Macedonia, 384 B. c., died 322 B. c.), the father
of logic and the most influential of all philoso-
phers, or to his works, school, or philosophy.
See peripatetic Aristotelian logic, (a) The logic of

Aristotle, especially in the modified form taught in the
middle ages. (6) Formal logic, based on the four prepo-
sitional forms : All S is P ; No S is P

;
Some S is P ; Some

8 is not P. Aristotelian sorites, a progressive chain of

reasoning like the following : He who is prudent is temper-
ate ; he who is temperate is constant ; he who is constant
is unperturbed ; he who is unperturbed is without sorrow ;

he who is without sorrow is happy ; therefore, the prudent
man is happy.
The progressive sorites has been called the common or

Aristotelian. This latter denomination is an error, for

Aristotle, though certainly not ignorant of the process of

reasoning now called sorites, does not enter upon its con-
sideration. Sir W. Hamilton,

II. n. A followerof Aristotle. See peripatetic.
Aristotelianism (ar*is-to-te'li-aii-izm), . [<
Aristotelian + -ism.'] The philosophy of Aris-

totle, or any later modification of it. Aristo-
telianism is a kind of metaphysical evolutionism. Its
central idea is the distinction of act and power (actuality
and potentiality). The nature of the world as a whole, as
well as every part of it, may be illustrated by the analogy
of the growth of a tree from a seed. The tree has a sort
of being in the seed a potential being: it exists in it in
power only. That which is actualized in the perfected de-
velopment from the seed the tree exists in act or ac-
tuality. This perfected development the entelechy
is the characteristic nature of the thing which places it in
some natural species, and which is its form, or that ele-
ment of the thing which makes it to be the kind of thing
that it is. The other element, which merely makes the
thing to be, is its matter, which, as unformed, is identified
by Aristotle with the power or potentiality of a germ.
Every event is an act of development. Most events take
place under the influence of an external efficient cause,
and their character is determined by an end. Matter,
form, efficient cause, and end are the four Aristotelian
causes or principles. But not all events are brought about
by external efficient causes. Some happen by fortuitous
spontaneity, and are not determined by any causes what-
ever. Other events come to pass naturally, that is, by a
self-determined growth. Besides that which is moved but
does not cause motion, and that which is both moved and
causes motion, there must needs be a tertium quid, which
is not moved, yet causes motion ; and this is God. or pure
act (actuality) without undeveloped potentiality. The soul
is the entelechy, or perfect flower, of the body. It has
three parts, the vegetative (or merely vital), the sensible,and the rational. The reason is not a mere belonging of
the individual ; it exists before the body, and, as the ac-
tive reason, is common to all persons upon the tablets of
whose passive reason it writes its dicta. Space and time
are mere logical elements of motion. Aristotle is justly
called the father of logic, although there were some vague
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logical doctrines before him, and although his system is

now largely superseded. He holds the only excellent rea-

soning to be syllogism, and all other kinds of reasoning to

be imperfect approximations to syllogism. Particular
facts are first and best known to us, but general truths
are first and best known in themselves. Science must set

out with certain fixed first principles, which are defini-

tions. Knowledge is a development from impressions of

sense, to the formation of which reason and experience
both contribute. Things are of ten classes, substances,
relations, quantities, qualities, etc. See category. Differ-

ent genera are subdivided upon different principles, so
that there are no cross-divisions in the real classification

of natures. It is possible to so collate passages from Aris-

totle as to make him appear as an inductive logician ; but
the whole cast of his mind was such as to lead him to
underrate the importance of induction. He lays much
stress on the principle of excluded middle, which he treats

as a corollary of the principle of contradiction ; and he
has a general leaning to hard and rather wooden distinc-

tions. The most important of his ethical doctrines are
that happiness lies in the working out of one's inward-

ness, and that every virtue is a golden mean between two
vices.

Aristotelic (ar'is-to-tel'ik), a. [< LL. Aristo-

telicus, < Gr. 'ApiaroTeAiKOf, < 'ApiaTO-iAr/f, Aris-

totle.] Pertaining to Aristotle or to his phi-
losophy.

Aristotle's lantern. See lantern.

aristulate (a-ris'tu-lat), a. [< NL. aristulatun,
(. aristula, dim. of L. arista, awn or beard of

grain.] In bot., having a short beard or awn.
A. Gray.
arithmancy (ar'ith-man-si), x. [= Sp. arit-

mancia. = Pg. arithmancia; contr. of arithtno-

mancy, q. v.] Same as arlthmomancij.
arithmantical (ar-ith-man'ti-kal), a. Of or

pertaining to arithmancy. JV. -. Z>.

arithmetic (a-rith'me-tik ;
as adjective, ar-ith-

met'ik), n. and a. [The ME. forms are cor-

rupt: arsmetike, arsmetriJc, ars metrike, etc., in
simulation of L. ars mctrica, the metric art;
later ME. arismetrilc (early mod. E. arithme-

tricke, arithmetick, after mod. F. and L.), < OF.
arismetique, mod. F. arithme'tique = Pr. aris-

metica = Sp. arismetica, now usually aritmetica
= Pg. aritlimetica = It. aritmetica= G. Sw. Dan.
arithmetik, < L. arithmetica, < Gr. apiOftr/rm/ (sc.

", the science of reckoning, fern, of apiB-

',
of or for reckoning, < apid/ieiv, reckon,

number, count, < apiB/joc, number.] I. n. 1.

The theory of numbers
;
the study of the divisi-

bility of whole numbers, the remainders after

division, etc. Also called theoretical or higher
arithmetic. 2. Theartofcomputation: the most
elementary branch of mathematics. This use of
the word appears early in the sixteenth century. The art
of using Arabic numerals was first called in English algo-
rism (which see) or auyrim, then practical arithmetic,
lastly arithmetic simply, or elementary arithmetic. Ab-
stract arithmetic teaches systems of notation for numbers,
the three rules of direct computation, addition, subtrac-

tion, and multiplication, and various rules of indirect com-
putation, or computation by successive approximation,
such as division, extraction of the square and cube roots,
double position, etc. Practical arithmetic teaches the
various kinds of computation employed in trade.

3f (pron. ar-ith-met'ik). An arithmetician.
Binary (or dyadic) arithmetic, decimal arithme-

tic, duodecimal arithmetic, etc. See the adjectives.
Literal or universal arithmetic, algebra. Mental

arithmetic, the simpler branches of arithmetic adapted
for mental training, through the performance of the opera-
tions in the mind, without writing the figures. Political
arithmetic, the application of arithmetic to politics ; sta-
tistics.

II. a. A less common form of arithmetical.

arithmetical (ar-ith-met'i-kal), a. [= F. arith-

me'tique, < L. arithmeticus, < Gr. api6[ir/TiK6s: see

arithmetic.'] Pertaining to arithmetic
;
accord-

ing to the rules or methods of arithmetic.
Arithmetical complement, the sum which a number
lacks of 10 or of the next higher power of 10 : 3, for ex-

ample, is the arithmetical complement of 7 ; 56 of 44.

Arithmetical complement of a logarithm, the sum or
number which a logarithm lacks of 10. Arithmetical
mean. See mean. Arithmetical progression, a se-
ries of quantities or numbers increasing or decreasing by
a common difference, as 1, 3, 5, 7, etc. See series.

Arithmetical proportion, the equality of two arith-
metical ratios or differences, as in the numbers 12 9, 6
where 12 9=9 6. Arithmetical ratio, the differ-
ence between any two adjacent terms in arithmetical
progression. Arithmetical signs, the arbitrary sym-
bols used to denote the operations performed on numbers
or the relations subsisting between them: as, -f , =,
etc. Arithmetical triangle, the triangle formed by
the orderly arrangement of binomial coefficients ; thus :

1

1 1121133114641
1 5 10 10 5 1

1 6 15 20 15 6 1

1 I 21 35 86 21 7 1

etc., etc.

arithmetically (ar-ith-met'i-kal-i), adv. Ac-
cording to the rules, principles, or method of
arithmetic.
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arithmetician (a-rith-me-tish'an), w. [< F.

arithmetic/en, < L. arithmcticus : see arithmeti-

cal.'] One skilled in arithmetic.

arithmetico-geometrical (ar-ith-met'i-ko-je-
o-met'ri-kal), a. Arithmetical and geometri-
cal : a term descriptive of a kind of mean be-
tween two quantities obtained by taking both
the arithmetical and the geometrical means of

the quantities, then the means of these means,
and so on, until the two results become iden-
tical. Thus, starting with 2 and 3, we obtain successive-

ly the following pairs of means :

Arithmetical. Geometrical.

First pair, 2.5 2.449490
Second "

2.474745 2.474615
Third "

2.474680 2.474680

The numbers of the last pair being sensibly equal, 2.474080
is the arithmetico-geometrical mean of 2 and 3. This pro-
cess, invented by Gauss, is useful in calculating elliptic in-

tegrals.

arithmocracy (ar-ith-niok'ra-si), . [< Gr.

apiBftdf, number, + -Kparia, rule : see -cracy, and
of. democracy.] Rule or government by a ma-
jority. [Bare.]
A democracy of mere numbers is no democracy, but a

mere brute arithmocracy.
Kingsley, Alton Locke (ed. 1854), Pref.

arithmocratic (a-rith-mo-krat'ik), a. [< Gr.

api8fi6f, number, -T- -upariKOc, < Kparof, rule.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of an arithmoc-

racy or rule of numbers. [Bare.]
American democracy, being merely arithmocratic, pro-

rides no representation whatsoever for the more educated
and more experienced minority.

Kingsley, Alton Locke (ed. 1862), Pref.

arithmograph (a-rith'mo-graf), . [< Gr. apiB-

l^of, number, + ypaijMv, write.] A kind of com-
puting-machine.
arithmomancy (a-rith'mo-man-si), . [Also
contr. arithmancy, q. v., < NL. aritlimomantia,
< Gr. aptSft6f, a number, + /lavrcia, divination.]
Divination by numbers. Also arithmancy.
arithmometer (ar - ith -mom '

e -
ter), n. [= F.

arithmometre, < Gr. api8/j6c, number, + /itrpov,
a measure.] An instrument for performing
multiplication and division. The multiplicand is

made to appear in one place by setting certain stops or
wheels. A handle is then turned, and other motions are

made, so as to cause the multiplier to appear in another
place. Then the product will be found in a third place.
Division and subtraction can be performed in a some-
what similar way. The best-known of these machines Is

by Thomas of Colmar ; the best is by Grant.

arithmo-planimeter(a-rith''m6-pla-nim'e-ter),
n. [< Gr. apiff/jof, number, + planimeter.] A
form of planimeter invented by M. Lalanne.
a ritorte (a re-tor'te). [It. : a (< L. ad), to,

with; ritorte, pi. of ritorta, band, tie, sprig;
cf. retort.] With bands: said of glassware
decorated by means of rods of white or colored

glass, generally spiral, sunk in a body of trans-

parent glass, so as to form one mass with it.

-arium. [L. -arium, neut. of -arius (see -ary
1
,

-ery), denoting a thing connected with, chiefly
a place for, something, as in L. aquarium, a
place for watering cattle, vivarium, a place for
live fish, etc., LL. herbarium, a collection of
dried plants, etc., such words being transferred
to E. unchanged, or with adapted suffix -ary,
as aviary, estuary, salary, etcj A suffix, the

original Latin neuter form of -ary
1

, usually in
words denoting a place set apart for something,
as

aquarium, vivarium, herbarium, also (as Latin
words) frigidarium, ealdarium; but sometimes
used differently, as in honorarium.
Arius (a'ri-us), . [NL., appar. < Gr. apeiof,

martial, warlike, < "Apr/c, Mars: see Arian 1
.]A genus of marine catfishes, giving name to

the subfamily Ariinai: synonymous with Gale-

ichthys (which see). See cut under Ariin<e.

-arius. [L. : see -arium, -ary1 .] A Latin ter-

mination frequent in zoological and botanical
terms : sometimes used unchanged in English.
ark1

!, . An old spelling of are1
,
a bow, arch.

ark2
(ark), n. [< ME. ark, arke, < AS. tare, ere,

rc=ONorth. arc, cere= OFries. erke = D. ark =
OHG. arka, archa, MHG. G. arche = Icel. ork =
Dan. Sw. arfc= Goth. arka = Sp. Pg. It. arca =
Pr. archa = OF. arche (> ME. arche: see arch2 ),

mod. F. arche = Gael. Ir. airc = W. arch; < L.

area, a chest, box, coffer (in Vulgate of Noah's
ark and the ark of the covenant), < arcere, keep,= Gr. apufiv, keep off, suffice.] 1. A chest, box,
coffer, or other close receptacle; a bin or
hutch: as, a meal-art. [Obsolete, poetical, or

dialectal.]
Then first of all forth came Sir Satyrane,
Bearing that precious relicke in an arke.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iv. 15.

Kich arks with priceless bones of martyrdom.
Tennyson, Balin and Balau.



ark

2. In. Scrip.: (a) The repository of the covenant
or tables of the law. The ark was made of shittim-

wood, overlaid within und without with gold. It wasaliout
3} feet long by 2J feet high ami broad, ami over it were

placed the golden covering or mercy-seat and the two cheru-
bim. The siiine mime is t;iven in modern .Jewish synagogues
to a repository for the mils or hooks used in divine service.

(6) The laro floating vessel in which, according
to the account in the Old Testament, Noah and
his family were preserved during the deluge.

(c) The vessel of bulrushes in which the infant

Moses was laid. 3. In the Ethlopic ('It., a sa-

cred chest, called the tabout, serving as an altar.

I must here speak of that extraordinary appurtenance
of the Ethiopia clmrch, the tabout, or ark. It is the be.

lief of thut Church that the original ark is preserved in

the cathedral of Axuin, and, in imitation of that, every
parish church is also furnished with an ark, which is pre-
served in the sanctuary, and forms the principal object in

ecclesiastical processions.
J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 185.

4. A large boat used on western American
rivers to transport prodxico to market. 5. In

zool,, a name common to the bivalve mollusks
of the family Arcidtc; an ark-shell. 6. An Ara-
bian measure of capacity, equal to the Spanish
fancj/a, or 58 quarts ; also, a measure of three
fourths of this capacity, or 43 quarts.

ark'^K&rk), v. t. [<orW,.] To inclose in an ark.

Arkansas stone. See ?<.
arkansite (iir'kan-sit or ar-kan'sit), . [< Ar-
kansas (one of the United States) + -ite2.] A va-

riety of brookite from Magnet Cove, Arkansas.
arki (iir'ki), ii. [Ar. 'arqiij: see arrack.] Same
as arrack.

arkite (iir'kit), . and a. [< ark? + -ite*.] I.

n. One of the persons who were preserved in

Noah's ark. J. linjant. [Rare.]
II. a. Belonging to Noah's ark. J. Bryant.

[Bare.]
arkose(iir-k6s'), n. [F.] Feldspathic sandstone ;

a rock consisting essentially of more or less

consolidated quartzose sand with grains or

particles of orthoclase disseminated through it,

and frequently containing also some mica and
kaolin. The feldspar seems, In some cases, to have
Wen derived from the disintegration of rock containing
that mineral ; in others, to have resulted from the meta-
morphism of sandstone containing argillaceous material.
The rock to which the name arkose has been given occurs

chiefly in the Lower Silurian, Carboniferous, and Triassic
formations.

ark-shell (ark'shel), n. [< art2 + shell.'} The
shell of a mollusk belonging to the family Ar-
cida; (which see).
arksutite (ark'su-tit), n. [< Arksttt (see def.) +
-ite2 .] A fluorid of aluminium, calcium, and
sodium, occurring with cryolite in the Arksut
fiord, Greenland.

Arkys (iir'kis), n. Same as Arcys.
arle-penny, arles-penny (arl'-, arlz'pen'i), n.

[< arte, arles + penny.] Same as arles.

Here tak' this gowd and never want
Enough to gar you drink and rant,
And this is but an arle penny
To what I afterwards design ye. Allan Ramsay.

arles (arlz), n. [North, and Sc., Sc. also arlis,

erlis, < ME. erles, appar. < OF. "erle, *arle,
< I ,. ,-i s i f *arrhula, dim. (cf. OF. erre, arre, pi.

erres, arres, mod. F. arrhes), < L. arrha, arra,
earnest : see arrha. ] 1 . Earnest-money given
in confirmation of a bargain, contract, or agree-
ment: a practice chiefly connected with the

hiring of servants and with sales of goods where
there is no writing and delivery is postponed.
[Scotch and north of England.] 2. An ear-
nest or foretaste.
This ure lauerd [Lord] giueth ham [them] as on erles of

the echo mede [eternal reward] that sehal cume thrafter.
Hali Meidenhed (ed. Cockayne), p. 7.

arlienanse (ar'li-a-uan'sa), n. [Sp.] A kind of

Spanish linen. E. H. Knight.
arlingt (iir'ling), . [E. dial. (ME. not found),
< AST terthling, irthling, eorthling, a name for
this bird, lit. a "fieldling,' 'earthling' (cf.

elodbird, fallow-smiter) ;
the name also means

a 'farmer': see earthling.] A species of bird;
the wheatear.

Arling, a bird that appeareth not in winter; a clot-

byrde ; a smatch. Baret, Alvearie. (If. E. D.)

arm1
(arm), n. [< ME. arm, < AS. eara= ONorth.

arm = OS. arm = OFries. erm, arm, Fries, arm =
OD. aerm, D. arm = OHG. aram, MHG. G. arm,
arm, = Icel. armr = Sw. Dan. arm = Goth, arms,
arm, = L. armus, shoulder (usually of a brute),
= Gr. apfiof, joint, shoulder, allied to ap6pov,

joint, L. artu8, limb, joint ;
all < -\/ *ar, fit, join.

See arwi2
,
and cf. ar<2

, arts, article, etc.] 1. In

ordinary language: (a) The upper limb of the
human body, extending from the shoulder to the

hand, and including the latter. (6) The same,
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exclusive of the hand
;
the upper limb from the

shoulder to the wrist. It is divided into upper
arm, or arm proper, from the shoulder to the el-

bow, and lower arm, or forearm, from the elbow
to the wrist. 2. In human niiat., the anterior

extremity from the shoulder-joint to the elbow-

joint, represented by the extent of the humeriis
;

the braehium, as distinguished from the forearm
or antebrachium. 3. In comp. anat. and zool. :

(n) The fore limb of any vertebrate, especially
when terminating in a prehensile extremity
like a hand, more or less removed from the

office of locomotion; the pectoral or thoracic
limb

;
the diverging appendage of the scapular

arch or shoulder-girdle ;
a fore leg, wing, pec-

toral fin, etc. (b) Some diverging or radiating

part or organ like or likened to an arm, as the
(irui of a cephalopod, the wing of a pteropod,
the braehium of a brachiopod, and the ray of a

starfish, sand-star, or crinoid. 4. Anything
formed on the type of the arm, or resembling an
arm in shape, position, or function, (a) Any pro-
jecting part from a main body, trunk, axis, etc.: as, the
arm of a lever or of the yard of a ship ; an arm of the sea

;

the arm of an anchor, (b) A rail or projecting support at

the sides of a chair, sofa, etc.

5. Figuratively, power; might; strength; au-

thority
: as, the secular arm v [In this sense the

word is often used in the Scriptures.]
Towhomisthe arm of the Lord revealed ? Is, liil. 1.

Hence 6. That on which one relies for support
or assistance; a prop; a stay Ann In arm,
properly arm-and-arm, with arms interlinked.

I saw my companions passing arm-in-arm across the
end of one of the long-drawn vistas.

It. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 140.

Ann of a force, arm of a couple, in mteh. See mo-
ment of a force, under moment. Babe in arms, a child
so young that it has to be carried in the arms. Better
arm*, the right arm. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1850. Oral
arms, in acalephs. See oral. To dagger or stab
armst, a practice once observed among gallants of pier-
cing their arms with daggers so as to draw blood, which
they mixed with wine and drank to the health of their
mistresses. Karei.

Have I not . . . stabb'd arms, and done all the offices

of protested gallantry for your sake? Martton.

Trailing arm, in mach., an arm which follows the piece
to which it is attached.

In adapting this wheel to multiplex telegraphy, a trail-

ing arm Is attached to the revolving wheel.
Jour. Franklin }nst., CXXI. 313.

With open arms, cordially ; with eager welcome.

Even mitred Rochester would nod the head,
And St. John's self (great Dryden's friends before)
With open arms received one poet more.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 142.

arm1
! (arm), r. t. [< arm 1

, n.] To take by the

arm; also, to seize or hold in the arms.
Arm your prize ;

I know you will not lose her.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 3.

And make him with our pikes and partisans
A grave. Come, arm him. Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

arm2
(arm), n. [< pi. arms, < ME. armes, < OF.

armes, pi. (sing, arme), = Pr. armas = Sp. Pg.
armas (sing, arma) = It. armi (sing, arme, some-
times arma), < L. arma (neut. pi., in ML. some-
times used as fern, sing.), arms, weapons, prop,
fittings, equipments; from same source as

armus, shoulder, etc. : see arm1
. Hence alarm,

q. v.] 1. Milit.: (a) A weapon. In this sense
most commonly used iu the plural, and when used In the
singular for the most part referring rather to a particular
kind of weapon than to an Individual piece.

If the citadel of poverty and ignorance and vice is to be
taken at all, it must be besieged from every point of the

compass, . . . and no kind of arm must be neglected
which will tend to secure the ultimate victory of morality
and culture. Jevong, Social Reform, p. 2.

(b) pi. Armor ; coverings for the body intended
as defenses against weapons of war.

Look, a prize !

Three horses and three goodly suite of arms,
And all in charge of whom ? a girl : set on.

Tennyson, Geralnt.

(c) A branch of the military service, as cavalry
or artillery: as, the enemy was strong in artil-

lery, but we were weak in that arm.
The inland Britons being accustomed to rely upon their

Infantry, and the Continental Gauls being fonder of the
cavalry arm. C. Elton, Orig. of Eng. Hist., p. 118.

Hence 2. pi. The use of weapons; military
occupations ;

war.

By sea, by land, thy matchless worth was known,
Arms thy delight, and war was all thy own.

Dryden, Abs. and Achlt., L 841.

3. pi. Deeds or exploits of war.
Arms and the man I sing. Dryden, .F.nriil. i. 1,

The women crowded to the doors to gaze upon him as
he passed, so much does prowess in arm* delight the gen-
tle sex. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 418.

4. In law, anything which a man takes in his

hand in anger to strike or assault another. 5.

arm

pi. In bot., anything that serves as a defense to
a plant, as prickles, thorns, or spines. 6. j/l.

Inftili'oiiri/, the legs of a hawk from the thigh to

the foot. 7. ]>l. The heraldic bearings of an in-

dividual or a community, consisting of Borne de-
vice in heraldic tinctures (see tincture) borne on
a shield, generally with the addition of a crest
and sometimes with supporters. A description in

heraldic terms of shield, crest, etc., is called WHJOIHH;/
(which see). The right to In ;tr tin lunis ol the father is

inherited ly the BOILS, lmt in strict nesa each of the joiin^iT
sons should add to the paternal shield a label as a murk
of cadency ; the samr rinht descends to a daughter only if

she is her father's heiress. A person inheriting an estate.

other than the paternal one often assumes the arms of the
former possessor, but should Iu strictness apply t" the

proper authorities. iMM^MttarBM ltr> "M, and heralds'

college. Arms not paternal may be classed as follows : (a)
Arms of ifnm in/nit, or the national arms tome by the

sovereign, in which generally the bearings inherited by
the prince as an individual have come to have a certain
national character. ('/) Arms a/ community, as of a cor-

poration, an episcopal see, or the like. Arms assumed i >v ;i

republic, as by the I'nited States or by one of the States.

partake of the nature of both the preceding, (c) Arm" >}

pretension, as, specifically, those assumed by a sovereign
in assertion of his claim to a realm not actually under his

authority, like the fleurs-de-lys of France, which were
borne by English sovereigns until 1S01. (d) Anns of suc-

cession, denoting inheritance of an estate, as mentioned
above, (e) Arms of assumption, or amnttujAire urws, bear-

Ings assumed or granted in consequence of an exploit, as
the three feathers with the motto Ich dien taken from the
slain King John of Bohemia !>y Edward the Black Trim <

at the battle of Crecy (134G), and now home by the
Prince of Wales. (J) Amis of alliance, as where one

spouse impales the arms of the other on his or her shield.

(/7) Arms of office, anus which are the perquisite or ap-
pendage of some public position. In all the above cases

except (a) and ('/), a private Individual having a right
to such arms charges them with the paternal arms,
whether by quartering or otherwise, r'or the origin and
history of arms, see heraldry. Abated aims. Seeabate.

Adoptive arms. See adoptirf.- Allusive arms, in

her., a hearing or bearings having immediate reference to
the wearer's name : thus, the arms of a person named Lamh
or Herring would lie termed allusive, if they included
as a bearing a figure of the animal so named. In this

way the name De Loupe may have been given to the first

earls of Chester because of their bearing a wolfs head, or
the name Arundel may be derived from swallows (French
hirondeUes) borne on the shield. The arms of Bolton are a
crossbow-bolt driven through a tun. Castile and Leon had
for their chief bearings a castle and a lion respectively.
There are many such cases. Also called allusive heraldry,
canting heraldry, rebus, and armes parlantes. Anns-
carrying Act. See Bill of Rights, under bill. Anns of
precision, firearms rifled, furnished with graded sights,

accurately prepared bullets, and appliances calculated
to enable them to act with precision and rapidity, and
at much greater distances than ordinary weapons. The
Armstrong gun and the Springfield and Martini-Henry
ritles are examples. Assize of arms. See assize. As-
sumptive anus. See above, 7 (<), and assmnptiw. Coat
Of arms. See coat. Places Of arms, in fort., parts of

the covered way opposite the salient and reentering an-

gles of the counterscarp. Repeating arms, arms that
can be discharged a number of times without being re-

loaded. Rifled small arms, rifles, muskets, carbines,
pistols, or revolvers, the bores of which are cut with spi-
ral grooves or "

rifles." Small anus, all weapons not

requiring carriages, as opposed to artillery, and includ-

ing rifles, muskets, bayonets, pistols, revolvers, sabers, and
swords ; also, sporting weapons. Stand Of arms, a com-
plete set of arms for one soldier, consisting of a musket,
bayonet, cartridge-box, and belt, with or without a sword.
To arms! a warning equivalent to "arm! take to your

arms ; make ready for battle." (Compare alarm.) To
bear arms, to do military service ; serve as a soldier.

You have been a soldier, De Vitry, and borne arms.
Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, ill. 2.

To be In arms, to lie in a state of hostility, or of readi-
ness for war.

Sir Edward Courtenay and the haughty prelate, . . .

With many more confederates, are in arms.
Shale., Rich. III., Iv. 4.

To be under arms, to be armed and in a state of readi-
ness for fighting. To carry, order, present, etc., arms.
See the verbs. To take (or take up) arms, to arm for
attack or defense, literally or figuratively.

Ye will find it a far easier field to wage war against all

the armies that ever were or will be on earth, and all the

angels of heaven, than to take up arms against any truth
of God. A'athaniel Ward, Simple Cobler.
= Syn. 1. (a) Arm, Weapon. Arm is especially applied to
those things which are designed for lighting and recognized
as such ; it includes means of defense as well as of offense.

Weapon applies to any means of offense made for the pur-
pose or (as a scythe, chisel, or hammer) used for the nonce.

arm2 (arm), v. [< ME. armen, < OF. armer (F.

armer) = Pr. Sp. Pg. armor = It. armare, < L.

armare, arm, furnish with weapons, < anna,
arms: see ari2

, H.] I. trans. 1. To furnish
or equip with weapons for offense or defense :

as, to arm the militia.

On our return to Souhag we met a party of men on foot,
who were <i,mi with spears, shields, and daggers, and
one or two with guns.

R. Curzon, Mona.it. in the Levant, p. 119.

2. To cover or provide with whatever will add

strength, force, or security : as, to arm the hilt

of a sword; to arm a man-of-war with armor-

plates. 3. To furnish with means of defense;
prepare for resistance

; fortify.
Ann yourselves likewise with the same mind.

1 Pet ir. L
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There is no terror, Cassius, ill your threats ;

I'or I am arm'd so strong in honesty,

That they pass by me as the idle wind.

iS/iftn., J. L"> IV- o.

I am arming myself against her favours with all my
philosophy. Steele, Tatler, No. 124.

4. To provide with the requisite appliances or

authority for any work or undertaking: as, arm-

erf with axes and alpenstocks, we started out;

armed with a warrant. 5. To fit or prepare (a

thing) for any specific purpose or effective use :

as, to arm a hook in angling ;
to arm a dressing

in surgery To arm a lead, to apply soap or grease to

the socket in the lower end of a sounding-lead, so that a

specimen of the bottom may be brought up. To arm a

magnet to lit it with an armature. See armature, 6.

To arm 'a shot to roll rope-yarns about a cross-bar shot

in order to facilitate ramming it home, and also to pre-

vent the ends from catching any accidental inequalities

in the bore. Wilhelm, Mil. Diet. [For other phrases, sec
repl

.esenliulve . in ioul Lllc ..., .._,...,

armed.] 4j.tou guns ; but since then the weight of metal has been

II intrans. To provide one's self with arms, successively increased up to the 80-ton guns of the In-

weapons, or means of attack or resistance; flexible" and.the no-ton guns of the barbette
shipj'^Cam-

take arms : as, the nations arm for war.

Now is it time to arm. Shak., Hen. V., iii. 7.
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.] 1. A body of forces equipped for war:

used of a land or naval force.

The whole united armament of Greece. Glover.

It was necessary for him . . . to proceed with his twenty

men-of-war to the Mediterranean, while his superiors, with

the rest of the armament, returned to the Channel.

Mimtulay, Hist. Lug., xx.

2 Munitions of war; especially, the number

and weight of all the guns which a ship of

war carries. Within a comparatively short period re-

markable changes have occurred in the size and weight of

the armament of war-vessels. In the United States, be-

fore the civil war, the usual armament for both forts and

vessels consisted of 32-pounders. The war led to the con-

struction and use of 15-inch smooth-bore gnus, weighing

50 000 pounds, and afterward of 20-lncb guns, weighing 100,-

000 pounds. Kifled cannon, which had been introduced in

1859 were also increased in size np to the 10-inch-borc Par-

rott'gun throwing a 300-pound projectile. Of other coun-

tries the armament of the British navy may be taken as

representative. In 1861 the "Warrior" was provided with
,. :,..... !,.... tliu roi<rllt (if nUttUM lt:IS IM''t'll

The Belgic tribes, alarmed at the approaching danger,

arm against the universal tyrant.
Motley, Dutch Republic, 1. 11.

armada (ar-rna'da), . [Early mod. E. also

erroneously armado (also sometimes as It., ar-

mata) ;
< Sp. armada = Pr. Pg. armada= It. ar-

mata = F. armee (> E. army"*, q. v.), lit. an

armed force, army, navy, < ML. armata, an

armed force, an army, prop. fern, of L. ar-

matus, pp. of armare, arm: see arm2
, v., and

also army, which is a doublet.] 1. A fleet of

war-ships ;
a squadron. The Spanish or Invincible

Armada which consisted of 130 large ships, was sent by

Philip II. against England in 1588, during the reign of

Elizabeth, but was repulsed, and afterward almost en-

tirely destroyed by storms off the Orkney islands and on

the western coast of Ireland.

A whole armado of convicted sail. Shak. ,
K. John, iii. 4.

2f. A single war-ship. 3. Any armed force ;

an army.
Nor was the naval unworthy of the laud armada.

Bulwer, Athens, II. 121. (N. E. D.)

armadillo (ar-ma-dil'6), n, [Formerly also ar-

madillio, armadilio, armadile; < Sp. armadillo

(= Pg. arma-

dillio), dim. of

armado, arm-

ed, with ref-

erence to its

bony shell.

Cf. ML. arma-

dilhis, a kind
of sea-fish.]

1. An Ameri- Armadillo, or YtAu&o(Dasyfus -vitlosus).

can edentate

quadruped, of the order Bruta (or Edentata) and

suborder Loricata, and of the extant families

Tatusiida, Dasypodida;, and Chlamydophorida;,
or of the extinct family Glyptodontidai, having
a hard shell or carapace like a coat of mail,

resulting from a peculiar ossification of the

integument and the confluence of numerous

small scutes. In the glyptodons the carapace was en-

tire and fixed, and even in some cases covered the belly

as well as the back ; but in all the living armadillos the

shell is divided into an anterior, a posterior, and an en-

tire or variously divided middle part. When the division

of the middle part is complete, the animal can roll itself

into a ball. The teeth are numerous, but vary in number
and other characteristics with the several genera ; in the

genus Primwdontes they are a hundred in number. The

peba is an armadillo of the family Tatusiidce, the Tatutna

novemcincta, the only one of the group found as far north

as the United States. There are other species. The en-

couberts are the typical armadillos of the family Dasypo-
didce The peludo is Dasj/pus villomi. The kabassous

constitute the genus Xenurus. The kabalassou is Prio-

dontei trigas. The apars are the three-banded armadillos,

of the genus Tolypeutets. The pichiciagos constitute the

family Chlamifdophoridce ; they are the smallest and most

peculiar fornis, being less than a foot long, while the ka-

balassou is three feet long without the tail. All these

animals are mild, timid, and inoffensive, subsisting on

roots, leaves, and fruits, sometimes on insects or flesh.

They are able to dig into the ground with great rapidity,

and escape from their enemies in this way as well as by

rolling up in a ball. The flesh is considered good for food.

2. In Crustacea: (a) [cop.] A genus of iso-

pods, of the family Oniscidm, including the pill-

bugs, which can roll themselves into a ball

like the mammals called armadillos, (b) A
species of this genus ;

a pill-bug or sow-bug ;
a

kind of wood-louse. 3. A name given to an
electric battery composed of copper and zinc

elements riveted together, and designed to be
worn as a remedy in certain diseases,

armadot, . An erroneous form of armada.

armament (ar'ma-ment), n. [< L. armamentum,
usually in pi. armamenta, implements, esp.

tackle of a ship, < armare, arm, equip : see arm2 ,

nexiine aim uie no-ion guns of the barbette snip -

perdown." In Europe preference is given to the piercing

power of elongated projectiles moving at a great velocity

and fired from rifled guns. In the United States reliance

has until recently been placed upon the smashing effect

of heavy spherical projectiles fired at a low velocity from

smooth-bore guns. See gun.

armamentarium (iir"ma-men-ta n-um), n.;

pi. armamentaria (-a). [L.] An armamentary.

The physiological investigation of new remedies for the

purpose of enriching the armamentarium of the physician.

Therapeutic Gazette, IX. 24.

armamentary (ar-ma-raen'ta-ri), n.
; pi. arma-

mentaries (-riz). [<"L. armamentarium, an ar-

senal, armory, < armamenta, equipments: see

armament.] An armory ;
a magazine or an ar-

senal. Bailey.
armarian (ar-ma'ri-an), n. [< ML. armarius, <

armarium, a bookcase, library : see armary] A
librarian. See extract. [Bare.]

Armarian, an officer in the monastic libraries who had

charge of the books to prevent them from being injured by

insects, and especially to look after bindings. He had also

to keep a correct catalogue.
Chambers'* Journal, No. 276, p. 239. (.V. E. D.)

armaryt, n. [< ME. armarie (Wyclif), < L. ar-

marium, a chest, safe, or closet, a repository,

in ML. esp. a bookcase, library, lit. a place for

arms or tools. Cf . armory*, and armory^, a dif-

ferent word, of the same ult. origin, with which

armary was confused.] 1. A library: used by

Wyclif in the plural for books, writings.

Thou shalt find write in armories [Vulgate, in commen-

tariii}. Wyclif, Ezra iv. 15.

2. An armory. Leland, Itin., IV. 54. (N. E. D.)

armata 1

1 (ar-ma'ta), n. Obsolete form of ar-

mada.
Armata2

(ar-ma'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

L. armatus, armed: see armada] A group of

gephyreans having setse and a double blood-

vascular system: synonymous with Chatifera.

It consists of the families Echiuridce and Ster-

naspida
1
.

armature (ar'ma-tur), n. [= F. armature= Pr.

Sp. Pg. armadura'= It. armadura, armatura, <

L. armatura, armor, equipment, armed troops,

< armatus, pp. of armare, arm: see arm2
,

v.

Doublet, armor, q. y.] It. Military equipment:

especially, defensive armor. 2. In zodl. and
anat. : (a) Any part or organ of an animal serv-

ing as a means of defense or offense.

Others armed with hard shells; others with prickles ;

others having no such armature. Ray, On Creation.

It is remarkable that man, who is endowed with rea-

son, is born without armature.
Derham, Physico-Theology, iv. 14.

(b) Any apparatus or set of organs without

reference to defense ;
an equipment ;

an appa-

nage : as, the genital or the anal armature.

All the crayfishes have a complete gastric armature.

Huxley, Crayfish, p. 255.

3. In lot., the hairs, prickles, etc., covering an

organ. 4f. A body of armed troops.
Ground fit for the archers and light armature.

Raleigh, Hist, of World, v. 6.

5. In arch., any system of bracing in timber or

metal, as the iron rods used to sustain slender

columns, to hold up canopies, etc. The term is

applied especially to the iron framework by which lead-

lights are secured in medieval windows.

6. A piece of soft iron applied simply by con-

tact to the two poles of a magnet or electro-

magnet as a means of maintaining the mag-
netic power undiminished. In dynamo-electric ma-

chines (which see, under electric) the armature is a bar or

ring of soft iron, around which coils of insulated copper
wire have been wound. This armature is rotated rapidly
in the field of the adjacent electromagnets. In the Holtz

electric machine the armature is a strip of varnished paper
attached to the edge of the openings or windows of the

fixed plate. Also called armiir.

armazine, n. See armozeen.
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arm-band (arm'band), . A piece of crooked

iron attached to a rail or to a stone block fixed

against the walls in barrack-rooms, to retain

the soldiers' muskets when not in use.

arm-board (iirm'bord), n. A graining-lioard

used in leather-working, made of the outer bark

of the cork-oak, without grooves.

arm-bone (iirm'bon), n. A bone of the arm or

fore limb; especially, the bone of the upper
arm ;

the humerus.
arm-chair (arm'char), n. A chair with arms to

support the elbows.

arm-chest (arm'ehest), n. 1. Naval, aboxplaced
on the upper deck, or in the tops, to contain a

ready supply of rifles, pistols, or cutlasses.

2. A similar box or chest used in the military

service for the transportation of small arms.

armed (armd), p. a. [< r 2 + -cfV] 1. Bear-

ing arms
;
furnished with means of offense and

delense : as, an armed force or ship ;

" the armed

rhinoceros," Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4. 2. Sup-

ported by arms ;
carried on or maintained by

force or readiness for military action : as, an

armed inroad
;
armed peace or neutrality.

I shall not attempt to collect the duties and imposts by

any armed invasion of any part of the country.
Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 132.

3. In lier., having the beaks, talons, horns, or

teeth, or, of an arrow or lance, having the head,

of the color specified : as, a lion gules armed or.

The word is not used for the horns of a hart or

buck. See attired. 4. In phys., furnished with

an armature or a piece of iron so as to connect

the poles, as a horseshoe magnet. 5. In lot.,

having prickles or thorns Armed at all points,

(o) Completely equipped with offensive and defensive

anus, according to the fashion of the time : equivalent to

the French arme de pied en cap. See cuts under armor,

(b) In her., dressed in complete plate-armor, but having

the vizor open : said of a warrior used as a bearing or

supporter.- Armed In flute. See j!u(A-Armed neu-

trality the maintenance by a nation of an armed force

held ready to repel any aggression on the part of
belli;

gerent nations between which it is neutral. Armed
peace the condition of a country which in time of peace
maintains its military establishments on a war footing, so

as to be ready for war at any moment. Armed snip,

a merchant ship taken into the service of a government
for a particular occasion, and armed like a ship of war.

Armed to the teeth, very fully or completely armed.

On the rampart* of the fort stood Nicholas Koorn,
armed to the teeth, flourishing a brass-hilted sword.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 251.

Armenian (ar-me'ni-an), a. and n. [< L. Ar-

mcnius, < Gr. 'Ap/^v?, < 'Apftevia, Armenia.]

I. a. Pertaining to Armenia, a former kingdom
of Asia lying between the Black and Caspian

seas, northeast of Asia Minor, now included in

Turkey, Persia, and Asiatic Russia, or to its

inhabitants Armenian architecture, a term some-

times applied to the form of Byzantine church architec-

Armenian Architecture.

Typical Church Flan, St. H'ropsirnah, near Etchmiadzin.

AD. bema, or sanctuary; #, B' , parabemata ; B, prothesis; B ,

diakonikon; C, altar; D, apse; FT, veil occupying the place of

the iconostasis ; G, dome and choir ; H, nave ; /, / , antiparabe-

niata ; A", chief entrance ; /.. north door ; L', south door.

ture usual in Armenia. The typical plan of such churches

maintains a strict symmetry between the apsidal and

western ends, having antiparabemata to correspond with

the parabemata, and omitting the narthex. The central

dome is often represented by a lofty tower. Armenian
blue See blue. Armenian bole. See iwfea. Arme-
nian cement, a cement made by soaking isinglass in water

until it becomes soft, and then mixing it with spirit in

which a little gum mastic and ammoniacum have been dis-

solved It is used to unite pieces of broken glass, to re-

pair precious stones, and to cement them to watch-cases

and other ornaments. Armenian Church, the ancient

national church of Armenia. It maintains that it was

founded as early as A. D. 34 ; but while traces of Christian-

ity are found previously to the fourth century, the con-

version of the country as a whole was the work of St.

Gregory the Illuminator, who began his evangelistic la-

bors about the year 301 ;
and from his name it is sometimes

known also as the Gregorian Church. The Armenian

Church has for the most part remained estranged from

the orthodox Greek Church since the latter part of the

fifth century, when it rejected the decrees of the Council

of Chalcedon (A. D. 461). It has therefore been credited
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with holding Monophysitc or Kutyeliian doctrine, but

many authorities hold that the differences arose from
misunderstandings occasioned by the ineaparity of the

Armenian lannna^e to express the finer distinctions of

Greek terminology. The Armenian rlinreh aeeepts all

tin- first seven ecumenical councils, with the exception of

that of Chaleedon, thi' doetrines of which they seem, how

ever, to hold under a dilfcrent phraseology. Their doe-

trincs and usa-cs elosely resemble those of the Creek

Church, with the exception of their use of unleavened
breiul and of an unmixed chalice in the eileharist. The

priesthood is hereditary. The bishops arc gowned by
four patriarchs, the primate being the CStfiollcoe, h..

resides in the monastery of Ktchmiad/in, a short distance

north of Mount Ararat. Since the fifteenth century a

large number of the Armenians have joined the Roman
Catholic church and are known as l'iiili;l Arauniant.
A separate Armenian Protestant Church lias also recently
been formed. Armenian era, liturgy, etc. See the
nouns. Armenian stone, a soft blue carbonate of cop-

per; also, a commercial name for lapis-lazuli.

II. . 1. A native of Armenia. 2. Eccles.,
an adherent of the Armenian Church. 3. The
Armenian language.
Armeno-Turkish (iir-me'no-ter'kish), . The
Turkish language as written by Armenians in

Turkey, with letters of the Armenian alphabet.
armentalr (ar-men'tal), a. [< L. uriiii'iitiilia,

< armentum, old form armenta, cattle for plow-
ing, collectively a herd, drove; prob. contr.
from *arinn'Htitm, < ararc, plow: see arable.]
Of or belonging to a drove or herd. Bailey.

armentinet, " |X L. armentum, a herd (see ar-

mental), + -ie2.] Same as armental. Jiailey.

armentoset (ar-men'tos), a. [<L. / lamm,

abounding in herds, < armentum, herd: see ar-

mental.'} Full of great cattle
; abounding with

herds or beasts, liailfij.

armer (iir'mer), n. [< ar2 + -er1 .] One who
arms or supplies with arms

;
one who equips. .

Builders and anners of vessels [of war].

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 100.

armet (ar'niet), n. [F., OF. also armette, ar-

meret, dim. of armes, armor.] The most com-
plete and perfect
defensive head-cov-

ering of the mid-
dle ages, introduced
about 1450, and re-

maining in use until
the abandonment of

the closed headpiece,
more than a century
later. It was lighter
than the lieaume and even
the basinet, and was a
better protection than the
salade. (See these words.)
It fitted the head well,
allowed of some move-
ment, and had openings
for sight and breathing.
It was forged in many
parts, which fitted togeth-
er accurately and were se-

cured by hinges, hooks,
and the like, and when
closed was very rigid and
firm.

armful (iirm'ful), n.

[< arml + full.] As
much as the arms can

hold; what one holds in one's arms or embrace.
Tis not tlie wealth of Plutus, nor the gold
Lock'd in the heart of earth, can buy away
This armful from me. Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iv. 1.

I stood where Love in brimming armfuls bore

Slight wanton flowers and foolish toys of fruit.

D. G. Rossetti, Sonnets, xiv.

arm-gauntt, . [An isolated form, appar. <

arai(or arm2
, arms) + gaunt, as if

' with gaunt
limbs,

' or ' worn with military service '

;
in either

case a violent formation. Perhaps merely a
scribe's or printer's sophistication of some word
which must be left to conjecture.] An epithet
of disputed meaning, applied by Shakspere to a

horse, and in some editions changed to arrogan t.

So he nodded,
And soberly did mount an arm-gaunt steed,
Who neigh d so high, that what I would have spoke
Was beastly dumb'd by him. Shak., A. and C., i. 5.

arm-greatt, a. [ME. arm-gret; < arm 1 + great.']
As thick as a man's arm.

A wrethe of gold, arm-gret, of huge wighte,
t'pon his heed. Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1287.

arm-guards (iirm'gardz), n. pi. Ageneralname
of plate-armor for the defense of the arms.
It corresponds to braxtart (which see) and to the French
fturtlf-bran. See also bracelet, vatnbrace, and rerebrace.

armhole (arm'hol), . [< ME. armhole, corrupt-
ly harmole; < arm^ + hole.] 1. The cavity under
the shoulder; the armpit. [Now rare.]
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armiak (iir'myak), n. [< RUBS, armyakii, of

Tatar origin.] 1. A stuff woven of caini-l's

hair by the Tatars. 2. In Russia, a plain I'.il

tan or outer garment, made of anniak or a
similar material, worn by the peasantry.
armiferous (iir-mif'e-rus), a. [< L. iirmifir, <

anna, arms, +ferre = E. bear 1
.] Bearingarms.

Hluinil.

armiger (iir'mi-jer), n. [L., armor-bearer, <

urmii, arms, + yerere, bear, carry.] 1. An ar-

mor-bearer to a knight; a squire; the second
in rank of the aspirants to chivalry or knight-
hood. 2. One who has a right to armorial bear-

ings: formerly used after the proper name by
a person possessing such right, but no higher
title: thus, "John Bolton, armiger," is nearly
equivalent to "John Bolton, gentleman." In

(Shakspere,

Steel Armet, about A. D. 1450.

A, calotte or cap ; a, neck-guard
riveted to A, and having a prolon-
gation upward to the crown ; B, up-
per vizor, or umbril, with sight- or

eye-hole : C, vizor with opening
for breathing ; D, aventaile, opening
sidewise on hinges ; E, rim of the

gorgerin (it has a groove between
two ridges, which groove receives
the lower edge of the armet proper) ;

P, one of two upright pins upon
which the pauldrons are adjusted.
The gorgerin is of three pieces,
movable upon one another, and all

riveted to a leather band beneath.

Tickling is most in the soles of the feet, and under the

iirm/in/r.v, and on tlie sides. The cause is the thinness of
the skin in these parts, joined with the rareness of being
touched there. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2. A hole in a garment for the arm.

A gentleman born, master parson ;
who writes himself

n, -iKt'i' /" ; in any bill, warrant, quittance, or obligation,
,/, ,,,/,/rtro. Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1.

This young armiyi'r must be the too attractive cyno-
sure to our poor little maiden.

n. D. Ittackiiuire, Lorna Doone, 11.

armigeral (iir-mij'e-ral), a. [< armiger + -nl.]

Of the class of squires; genteel.
I ant exempted at present front residence, as preacher

to the Foundling Hospital; had it been otherwise, I could,
I think, have lived very happily in the country, in an/it-

geral, priestly, and swine-feeding society.

Sydney Smith, to Francis Jeffrey.

armigero (ar-mij'e-ro), n. [= Sp. armigero, a

squire, = Pg. armigero, a page, < L. armiger:
see armiger.] Same as armiger, 2.

armigerous (iir-mij'e-rus), a. [< L. armiger
(later, but rarely, armigerus), bearing arms:
see armiger.] Entitled to bear heraldic arms.

They belonged to the armigerous part of the popula-
tion. De Quincey, Works, VII. 45.

armil (ar'mil), n. [< late ME. armille, < OF. ar-

mille, < L. armillti, a bracelet, armlet, hoop,
ring, dim. prob. of armus, shoulder, upper arm:
seeorl.] 1. An ancient astronomical instru-

ment consisting of a ring fixed in the plane of

the equator, sometimes crossed at right angles
by another ring fixed in the plane of the me-
ridian. In the first case it was an equinoctial armil, in

the second a itolatitial armil. Also called armilla. See

armillary .

With the advance of geometrical conceptions there came
the hemisphere of Berosus, the equinoctial armfl, the sol-

stitial armil, and the quadrant of Ptolemy all of them
employing shadows as indices of the sun's position, but in

combination with angular divisions.

//. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 172.

2. Same as armilla, 1.

The armil, or bracelet, was looked upon by the Anglo-
Saxons as one among the badges of royalty.

Hock, Church of our Fathers, L 436, note.

armilausa (ar-mi-la'sa), n.
; pi. armilausce (-se).

[LL. ; origin uncertain
;
said by Isidore to be a

contr. of "armielausa, < armus, shoulder, + clau-

sus, pp. of claudere, shut in : see arm1
, clause,

toad, close.] 1. A kind of Roman military tunic.

2. A garment worn in England and on the

Continent during the middle ages, probably
differing in shape at different times. Meyrick
describes it as "a body garment the prototype of tlie sur-

coat" ; but it seems always to have been an outer garment,
and even worn over the armor.

armilla (ar-mil'S), .; pi. armilla? (-). [L. : see

armil.] 1. In airchccol., a bracelet or armlet: as,
a Roman or Frankish armilla. Also called ar-

mil. 2. In mach., an iron ring, hoop, or brace,
in which the gudgeons of a wheel move. 3. In

'in"/., the annular ligament of the wrist which
binds together the tendons of the hand. 4.

Same as armil, 1. 5. In ornith., a colored ring
encircling the tibia of a bird just above the

heel-joint. [Little used.]

armillary (ar'mi-la-ri), a. [< L. armilla, an

armlet, ring, etc. : see armil.] Resembling a
bracelet or armil-
la

; consisting of

rings or circles.

Armillary sphere,
an arrangement of

rings, all circles of
a single sphere, in-

tended to show the
relative positions of
the principal celes-

tial circles. The
whole revolves upon
its axis within a hori-

zon divided into de-

grees and movable in

every direction upon
a brass supporter.
There are two kinds
of armillary sphere,
one with the earth
and one with the sun
in the center, called

(M
Be

Uary Sphere.

Arminian
n ,[(.'< lively the sphere of 1'toleiuy and tltr sphere of t'o-

pi-miens. Shire tin- Iimitl USe ol ^Mrll ;l r. .Ill ri VallCC lh to
uive :ui a'-rurate representation of the appai < nl motions of

tli. M,];ir system, the former is the one most used, Uie lat-

1.1' ha\ lli^ lillle practical \allle.

armillate (iir'mi-lat), a. K Ij.arinillnliiK, < nr-

niillii, l>r;i<-i'li't : < iii mil.] Wearing a brace-
let. -I.S-/I.

armillated (ar'mi-la-ted), a. Wearing bnior-
Icts. <'n' 'I.' ruin.

armillett (iir'mi-lrt), . [<()F. /;///</. dim. of

tirmilli : M-I- iii'inil, in-iiiillii.] A Maall armilla

or armlet. See tirm illii.

armint, . [Cf. nnnil, urinilla.'] A kind of

ornament for the pike. It ap|>cars to have i-en a

piece ot stuff sewed arouml the stall, perhaps to altnl d a

Drill hold for tin- hand.

armine 1

1, w. [Perhaps for "arming (of which,
however, no record is found for 400 years jire-

<M'diiig), < early ME. ermiiuj, < AS. rantiii/u, :t

wretched person, < earm, wretched, miserable,

poor, = OS. arm = OFries. erm, arm = J). arm,
OIIU. nram, MHO. G. arrre = Icel. arnir= Sw.
Dan. arm = Goth, arms, wretched, miserable.

See yearn2 .']
A beggar ;

a mendicant.
JAUX. So youn;,' an ni-iniiie!

l''l'nr. Armine, sweetheart, I know not what
You mean liy that, but I am almost a beggar.

/,.,///, /V./!</a/(1606).

armine-t, arminedt. Obsolete forms of ermine,
ermineil.

arming (iir'ming), . [< ME. armyng; verbal n.

of arm2
, v.] 1. The act of taking aims or fur-

nishing with arms: as, an extensive armimj of

the people. 2f. In her., a coat of arms.

When the Lord Beaumont, who their arming* knew,
Their present peril to brave Suffolk shews. Drayton.

3. Navt. : (a) A piece of tallow placed in a

cavity at the lower end of a sounding-lead to

bring up a sample of the sand, mud, etc., of the
sea-bottom.

On the arming from an eight-fathom cast there was a

perfect impression of an Astrtca, apparently alive.

Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. 11.

6) pi. A kind of boarding-nettings, (c) pi.
_ied dress-cloths formerly hung fore and aft

outside the upper works on holidays : still used

by some nations. Smyth.
arming-bucklet (ar'ming-buk'l), n. 1. Abuckle
used in defensive armor. 2. In her., such a

buckle, generally having the

shape of a lozenge, used as a

bearing.
arming-doublett (ar'ming-dub*-
let), n. A doublet used in mili-

tary dress, forming an essential

Four varieties of part of the harness of a light-

Buckies?
Armi"&- armed foot-soldier in the middle

ages and later, it is probable that
it was a very close-fitting garment worn under the corse-

let. The general use of it seems to have suggested a style
or cut in elegant costume, as we read of arming-doublets
of costly material.

That every man have an arming-doublet of fnstian or
canvas. Duke of Norfolk'* Orders, Hen. VIII., an. 38.

An arming-doublet of crimson and yellow satin . . .

with threads of Venice gold.

Inventory Henry VIII., 1542, quoted by Planche.

arming-pointt (ar'ming-point), n. A point
used m fastening together parts of a suit of

armor.

arming-press (ar'ming-pres), n. A small hand-

power stamping-press used by bookbinders.
Its earliest employment was in stamping heraldic arms
on the sides of books, whence its name. In the United
States this form of press is known as a itamping-pmt
or embnsirinff-pres*.

arming-speart (ar'ming-sper), n. A spear used
in war.

arming-swordt (ar'ming-sord), n. A sword
made especially for use in battle, as distin-

guished from one worn as a part of military
dress or uniform in time of peace, and from
that used in tourneys or the like.

A helmett of proofe shee strait did provide,
A strong arming-sword shee girt by her side.

Percy'
'

Reliquei.

Arminian (ar-min'i-an), n. and a. [< NL. Ar-
nrinianus, < Arminius, Latinized from the name
of Harmensen.~\ I. n. 1 . One of a Christian sect

named from JamesArminius (Jacobus Harmen-
sen), a Protestant divine of Leyden, Nether-
lands (1560-1609). Its members were also called Av-

iiwnstrantti, from a statement of their views in the form of

a remonstrance presented to the States-General in 1610.

They separated from the Calvinista, objecting to their
doctrine of predestination. The sect as a distinct organ-
ization is chiefly confined to the Netherlands, where it

mi M i! MTS only about twenty congregations and a few thou-
sand adherents.

2. A believer in the Arminian doctrines. These
doctrines are : (1) Conditional election and reprobation,
in opposition to absolute predestination as taught by
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Calvin. (2) Universal redemption, or that the atonement
was made by Christ for all mankind, though none hut be-

lievers can be partakers of its benefits. (3) That man, in

order to exercise true faith, must be regenerated and re-

newed by the operation of the Holy Spirit, which is the

gift of God. (4) That this grace is not invsistible. (5) That
believers are able by the aid of tliu Holy Spirit to resist

sin, but that there is always in this life the possibility of

a fall from grace, in opposition to the Calvinistic doctrine
of the perseverance of the saints. Protestants in general
shared in the controversy excited by the promulgation of

these doctrines, and all opponents of Calvinism are still

often characterized as Arminians. In the Church of Eng-
land Arminiauism was especially favored by the High
Church party. The Methodist denomination was divided
on the subject, the followers of Wesley being Arminians,
and those of \V"hitefie!d C.ilvinists.

II. a.. Pertaining to Arminius or to his doc-
trines.

Arminianism (iir-min'i-an-izm), . [< Armini-
an + -ism ; = F. arminianisme.] The peculiar
doctrines or tenets of the Arminians.
Arminianize (iir-min'i-an-iz), v.

; pret. and pp.
Arminianized, ppr. Arminianiziny. [< Arminian
+ -ize.~\ I. trans. To make Arminian; tinge
or permeate with Arminian doctrines.

n. in trans. To teach Arminiauism.

arniipotence (ilr-mip'o-tens), n. (X LL. armipo-
tentia,<.ii.arinipoten(t^)s: see armipotent.] Puis-
sance at arms. Bailey.

armipotent (iir-mip'o-tent), a. [< ME. armypo-
tent, (. L. armipoten(t-)s, powerful in arms, <

arma, arms, + poten(t-)s, powerful: gee po-
tent.'] Powerful in arms; mighty in battle.

[Bare.]
The temple of Marz artnypotente.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1124.

The manifold linguist and the armipotent soldier.

Shak., All's Well, iv. 3.

Who dost pluck
With hand armipotent from forth blue clouds
The mason'd turrets.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 1.

armisonantt (iir-mis'o-nant), a. [< L. arma,
arms, + sonan(t-)s, ppr. "of sonare, sound (see
muant) ; suggested by armisonous, q. v.] Same
as armisonous. Ash.

armisonoust (iir-mis'o-nus), a. [< L. armiso-

nus, < arma, arms, + sonare, sound : see sound6
,

and cf . armisonant.] Sounding or rustling with
arms or armor. Bailey.
armistice (ar'mis-tis),'. [< F. armistice = Sp.
Pg. armisticio= It. armistizio, < NL. armistitium,
a cessation of hostilities, < arma, arms, + -sti-

tium, < status, a standing, pp. of sistere, cause
to stand, fix, reduplicated from stare, stand :

see state, stand. Cf. solstice, interstice.'] A
temporary suspension of hostilities by conven-
tion or agreement of the parties; a truce.

But, while an armistice is an interval in war and supposes
a return to it, a peace is a return to a state of amity and
intercourse, implying no intention to recommence hostili-
ties. An armistice again leaves the questions of the war
unsettled, but a peace implies in its terms that redress of

wrongs has been obtained, or that the intention is re-
nounced of seeking to obtain it.

Wooltey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 150.

armless1
(arm'les), a. [ME. armies; < ami*- +

-less.'] Without arms. In zml., specifically applied
to the Lipobrachia, or those echinoderms, as sea-urchins
and sea-cucumbers, which have no distinct rays or arms.

armless2 (arm'les), a. [< armS + -less.] Des-
titute of weapons ;

defenseless.

Spain lying armless and open. Howett, Letters, i. 3.

armlet (arm'let), n. [< arm1 + -let, dim. suf-

fix; suggested prob. by armillet, q. v. Cf.

bracelet.] 1.

A little arm:

as, an armlet
of the sea. 2.
An ornament
for the arm

;

specifically, a
Persian. Egyptian. j. i i_ J

Armlets. metal band or

ring worn up-
on the upper arm. 3. That part of a dress
where the sleeve joins the shoulder.
armoire (ar-mwor'), w. [F. : see ambry.'] An
ambry ;

a large wardrobe or movable cupboard,
with doors and shelves

; especially, one which
is inclosed or shut in with doors from base to

cornice, and is simple and roomy in design.
armoiriet (ar'mor-i), n. [F.] An old form of

armory'
2

.

Their great aim was to elevate their subject by tracing
back the use of armoiries to the patriarchs and heroes of
Jewish and pagan antiquity. Encyc. Brit., XI. 712.

armoniact, a. An old corruption of ammoniac.
Chaucer.

armor, armour (ar'mor), . [Second form now
usual in England ;

< ME. armaur, armowre, earlier
and more commonly armure, armor (often in pi.
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armures, armurs, armeris, armeres, weapons), <

OF. armure, armeure, F. armure = Sp. Pg. arma-
dura= It. armadura, armatura, armor, < L. arina-

tura, armor: see armature.~\ 1. Defensive arms
;

any covering worn to protect the person against
offensive weapons. All available materials that offer

some resistance to edge or point have, at various epochs
and among various peoples, been put to use for this pur-

Complete Armor of 1195- Armor and Equipment for man and
1205. horse, about raoo.

I. Conical helmet set 2. A heaunie or large helmet,
upon the hood. A, hood of worn over a steel cap (mortier or
leather; B camail of chain- secret). It had no vizor nor avent-
mail secured to the hood. aile, but was worn only in fight, and
This is here separate from rested directly upon the armor of the
the hauberk, though it was neck. A, ailette (one on each shoul-
often a part of it. The der) ; ^.rerebrace ; C, cubitiere, or el-

hauberk of mail reaches to bow-guard ; D, genouilliere, or knee-
the knees and is divided be- guard ; E, greave, or bainberg ; F,
fore and behind ; the gam- surcoat of stuff worn over the armor ;

beson has a long skirt, and is M, barbs of the same make as the
worn under the nauberk and body-armor of the rider; A', cham-
divided in the same way ; fron of hammered iron ; O. housings
the belt is only a leather of stuff affording considerable pro-
strap with buckle ; the tection. The armor of the body and
shield is triangular and very limbs of the rider is of the fashion
much rounded or bowed called banded mail ; that for the body,
sidewise, and straight therefore, is not properly a hauberk,
lengthwise ; the hose, or perhaps a broigne.
chausses, are of mail, and
the shoes of leather. The broigne was often worn instead of the hau-
berk ; the closed helmet, rarely. The chausses often covered the feet,
replacing the shoes.

pose, as thick skins, garments of linen or of silk, stuffed
with vegetable fiber, or made of many thicknesses of ma-
terial, thin plates of horn or metal, sewed to some textile
fabric and lapping over one another like scales, etc. Usu-
ally the headpiece was the first piece of armor to be made
in solid metal. (See helmet.) The Greeks had a solid cui-
rass from a very early period. (See cuirass and thorax.)
This, with the helmet and the greaves (see yreave)t

con-
stituted the whole armorof the heavy-armed Greek warrior
of historic times. The Roman legionary was in general
similarly armed, sometimes wearing only one greave.
Chain-mail was introduced in the armor of the Roman
soldiery. The Norman invaders of England in 1066 wore
a conical helmet with a nasal or strong projecting piece of
iron coming down over the nose, and long gowns of stuff to

Complete Armor, about 1393. Complete suit of Plate-Armor,
3. A. basinet with vizor; S. "ow '" Paris, date about io

large camail of chain-mail; C,
""* epoch f greatest perfection

corselet of separate plates of of defensive arms,
iron or steel, each one riveted to 4. A. armet; , gorget of three
an inner doublet or jacket of plates or splints sliding one over
linen, silk, or leather (this corse- the other, the lowennostone pass-
letcomesnohigherthanthearm- ing beneath the plastron ; C, C,
pits, and corresponds exactly to pauldrons, each of three sliding
the later pansiere); A complete plates, the right-hand pauldron
brassart ; R, cubitiere, which smaller than the left, and its low.
is, however, included in D; F, est plate capable of being lifted
gauntlet of leather with bracelet to allow the lance to be put in
or wrist-guard of steel, and back rest ; D. adjustable lance-rest ; E.
of hanoT covered with a steel plastron, or upper part of corse-
plate ; (j, skirt of six taces or let; F, pansiere, or lower part of
tassets sliding one over another corselet (these two pieces slide
like the shell of a lobster's tail one upon the other so that the
( each tasset is riveted to a series body can bend forward and the
of verticalstrapsof stuff orleath- pansiere is so cut away over the
er) ; H, military belt secured to hips that the body can bend side-
the lowest tasset

( the sword is not wise); G, skirt of taces or tas-
secured to the belt, hut to a hook sets; H, other tassets forming
or staple riveted to the cuishe); thigh-guards (the large lowest
/, cuishe, or thigh-piece, in two splint is often called the tuille); I,
parts connected by hinges and complete brassart in many pieces
fastened by hooks ; y, jamb, or perfectly articulated and forming
leg-piece,

in two
parts like the a connected sleeve, composed of

cuishe; A", genouilliere, or knee- rerebrace, vambrace, and cubi-
guard; A. solleret of smallplates tiere: J, gauntlet havingno brace-
sliding one over another. let, but secured to vambrace of

brassart; A', cuishe; 7.,jamb;,W,
genouilliere, having two sliding splints above the main knee-guard :

A', solleret, with the terminal splint removable when the wearer dis-
mounted.

armorer
which were sewed rings or plates of metal, and the leaders
had leg-coverings of similar make. A century later chain-
mail was in common use. The knights of the time of
Richard I. of England (Coeur de Lion, 1189-1199) wore a
long hauberk of chain-mail, reaching to the knee or below,
with long sleeves closed at the ends so as to form gloves,
and with openings in the sides through which the hands
could be passed, leaving the gloves hanging down from
the wrist ; hose of the same make, either covering the feet

or worn with shoes of strong leather ; or sometimes long
hose of leather laced or buckled like modern long gaiters.
A hood, called the camail, sometimes of chain-mail, some-
times of leather, covered the head and descended to the

shoulders, and upon this rested the iron helmet, either of
conical form or rounded or acorn-shaped, without vizor,

pressing on the head at its lower edge, where it was often
secured to the camail, and rising above the crown of the
head. Very rarely in this reign a closed helmet was used,
as seen on a seal of King Richard I. ; helmets of this form
became common early in the reign of Henry III. (1216-
1272). By the time of Henry IV. (1399-1413) and his inva-
sion of France (1411), the knight was completely clothed
in armor of plates, chain-mail being used at the junction
of the limbs with the body, at the elbow- and knee-joints,
and for a hood covering the top of the corselet. Finally,
under Henry VI. (1422-1461), at about the time that the

English were driven out of France (1463), the suit of armor
reached its complete development, being forged of thin
steel to fit the body and limbs, weighing not over 60 or TO

pounds in all, and allowing of free movement. This, how-
ever, was extremely costly. The armor worn in jousts and
tournaments was very different after the twelfth century
from that worn in war, being heavier, and neither allowing
the knight to dismount without assistance nor affording
him adequate protection if dismounted. For war, in spite
of the general adoption of firearms, armor, though not in-

vesting the whole body, continued to be worn by officers
and mounted men until the close of the seventeenth cen-

tury, in the wars of Louis XIV. 's reign, and, indeed, sur-
vives to this day in the helmets and cuirasses of certain

corps of cavalry. (The cuts are from Viollet-le-Duc's
"Diet, du Mobilier francais.")

2. The metallic sheathing, intended as a pro-
tection against projectiles, for a ship of war or
the exposed face of a fortification. 3. Figura-
tively, a defensive covering of any kind

;
that

which serves as a protection or safeguard; a
bulwark: used in zool. and bot. of the protec-
tive envelop or cover of an animal or a plant,
as the scales of a fish or the plates of a croco-
dile.

There is no armor against fate. Shirley.

In one species [hornbills] the hill armor resembles some-
what the great recurved horn of the rhinoceros.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LV. 73.

In Europe the cables contain from five to seven wires,
each insulated with gutta-percha, and the whole protected
with an artnor of iron wires or iron pipe.

Greer, Diet, of Electricity, p. 162.

4. In magnetism, same as armature, 6. [Bare.]
Mascled armor. See muscled. Submarine armor,

a water-tight covering worn by a diver ; a diving-dress.
The essential part of the armor is a metal helmet, large
enough to permit free movement of the head within, pro-
vided with windows for outlook, and connected with a
breastplate which prevents any compression of the lungs.
The remainder of the suit is of india-rubber. Pure air is

pumped through a tube opening into the helmet and is

projected against the windows, removing the moisture
which condenses upon them ; it then becomes diffused and
is breathed, the impure air passing out through a similar
tube. Weights are attached to the waist, and leaden soles
to the shoes. A signal-line affords communication with
attendants above.

armor, armour '(ar'mor), v. t. [< armor, n.]
To cover with armor or armor-plate.
The trees were yet growing and the iron unmined with

which a navy was to be built and armored.
Lowell, Study Windows, p. 152.

armor-bearer (ar'mor-bar"er), n. In ancient
and feudal times, one who carried the armor or

weapons of another.

armored, armoured (ar'mprd), p. a. [< armor+ -ed?.~] 1. Equipped with arms or armor.
2. Covered with armor, as a ship or the face of
a fortification

; armor-plated.
The "Stonewall" was aram with armored sides.

J. R. Soley, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 221.

Fishes [Cephalaspidae] whose peculiar armoured forms
indicate a low stage of organization.

Clmut, Zoology (trans.), p. 177.

armorer, armourer (ar'mor-er), n. [Second
form now usual in England ; < ME. armorer, ar-

merer, armurer, < AF. armurer, OF. arnmrier (F.
armurier), < armure, armor: see armor and -er.]
1. Formerly, a maker of or an expert in armor;
hence, one who had the care of the arms and
armor of a knight or man-at-arms, and equipped
him for action.

The armourers, accomplishing the knights,
With busy hammers closing rivets up,
Give dreadful note of preparation.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. (cho.X

Riding further past an armorer's,
Who, with back turn'd, and bow'd above his work,
Sat riveting a helmet on his knee. Tennyson, Geraint.

2. In modern use, a manufacturer or custodian
of military arms ; specifically, one who has the

supervision of any collection or equipment of
arms. The armorer of a ship has charge of the arms,



armorer

and sees that they arc kept in n condition flt for service. In
the British unny an armorer is attached to each troop of

cavalry ainl to each company of infantry, to clean tin- ai :n-.

armor-grating (ar'mor-gra*tiug), . In many
war-ships, especially in ironclads, one of sev-

eral deep iron gratings which are fitted around
the bottom of the funnel and across its throat,

to protect the boilers and uptakes from shot

and shell during an engagement.
armorial (ar-mo'ri-al), n. and n. [=F. uniio-

rial; < armory''
1 + -/.] I. a. Belonging to her-

aldry, or to heraldic bearings.
Armorial signs of race ami liirtli. Wordxicorth.

Attendant on a Kinu at -aniis,

Whose liand the armorial truncheon held.

Knitt, Marniion, iv. 6.

Armorial bearings, .tee army, ".

lie was surrounded liy his courtiers, with their stately

retinues, glittering in gorgeous panoply, ami |iruii<lly dis-

playing the armorial ln^u-nt'i.* ul their ancient houses.

r,;-*;,tt. Kcr.i. and Isa., i. 15.

II. H. A book containing heraldic bearings
and devices

;
a dictionary of the arms rightly

borne by the persons named in it.

Armoric (iir-mor'ik), n. and n. [< L. Armorii-ii:

pi., later Armorica, sing., said to be < Celtic ttr

(W. ttr = Ir. r = Gael, air), on, upon, + mor

(W. mor = Ir. and Gael, mitir), the sea, = L.

marc, sea, = E. mere, lake : see mere1
.] I. a.

Pertaining to ancient Armorica, the region in

the western extremity of France now called

Bretagne or Brittany. See Breton.

II. H. The language of the inhabitants of

lower Brittany, one of the Celtic dialects which
have remained to the present time, it Is a mem-
bjr of the Cymric group, of which the closely allied Welsh
is the only other living inemher.

Armorican (ar-mor'i-kan), a. and n. I. a.

Same as Armoric.

II. . A native of Armorica or Brittany.
armoried (iir'mor-id), . [< armory2 + -ed2.]
Decked with armorial bearings.
armorist (ar'mor-ist), n. [<F. armoriste, < ar-

moiries, coat of arms: see armory2 and -ist.]

One skilled in armory or heraldic arms.

armor-plate (ar'mor-plat), . A metallic plate,

usually of iron or steel, intended to be attached
to the side of a ship or the outer wall of a fort,
with the view of rendering it shot-proof. A pro-
tection of iron for ships was proposed in the early part of
the present century, hut the tirst practical application of
It was prohahly to the French floating batteries used in

the Crimean war. The success of these led the French to
construct " La Gloire," the first of the so-called ironclads,

completed in 1861. This vessel, which had 4-inch wrought-
Iron plates over a backing of about 3 feet in thickness,
was speedily followed in 1861 by the " Warrior

"
and other

ships of the same class built by the British government,
with t '. inch plates over 18 inches of teak backing. The
thickness of the armor has been increased as more power-
ful ordnance has been contrived, the plates of the Belle-

rophon
"
of the British navy ranging from 16 to 24 inches.

The armor-plate of the United States monitors varies
from 5 to 10 inches, and the bucking from 28 to 48 inches.
See ironclad. Armor-plate cradle, a device used for

bending armor-plate. It is placed near the furnace, and
the plate is laid within it while hot. The bed is formed
by numerous cross-bars of iron, so placed that their upper
edges correspond to the curve desired in the finished

plate. Bars are similarly placed above the plate and the

bending is effected by driving wedges between the upper
bars and the upper surface of the plate, which is thus
forced down upon the bed-bars. Compound steel-
faced armor-plate, armor-plate made of iron faced with
steel. It is made up to 24 inches in thickness, and the

largest plates weigh about 50 tons. The steel face is

ordinarily about one third of the thickness of the whole
plate. The two metals are welded together by heavy
rolls, through which they are passed while hot, and thus
make a solid plate,

armor-plated (ar'mor-pla'ted), a. Covered or

protected by iron plates, as a vessel for naval
warfare; iron-clad.

armor-shelf (ar'mor-shelf), n. An iron shelf
or ledge projecting ifrom the sides of an armored
war-vessel, and forming a support upon which
the armor-plate and armor-backing rest.

armory1
(iir'mqr-i), n.

; pi. armories (-iz). [In
England usually spelled armoury ; early mod.
E. armory, armoury, armtry, sometimes armary,
< ME. armorye, armerie, armurie, < armiire, ar-

mor (see armor and -y), but practically equiv.
to and later often written as if arm + -ery, a

place for arms, arms collectively: see arm 2 and
-ery. Cf. OF. arineurerie, armoirie, mod. F.

armurerie, an armory, arsenal. The word has
been confused to some extent with armory2.]
1. Arms or armor collectively; a collection of
arms or armor.

Blue-eyed maid, thy spear ;

Thy club, Alcides : all the armoury
Of heaven is too little t B. Jotison, Sejanus, iv. 5.

Celestial armoury, shields, helms, and spears.
Milton, P. L., iv. 650.

What a range of abstract thought, what an armory of
dialectic weapons, ... do the epistles of the learned Paul
exhibit ! Q. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., p. 227.
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2. A place where arms and instruments of

war are kept. In the I'nited states the state militia

arc usually provided with armories, which include also of-

liccs, ill ill I'm. ins. etc.

3. A place where arms and armor are made ;

an armorer's shop; an arsenal. [U. S.] 4.
The craft of an armorer.

armory" (ar'mor-i), .', pi. nrmorii-K (-iz). [In
England usually npelledcioci/ ; early mod. E.

iiriiini-ii, iii'moiiry, iirnn ///,< late' MK. ariinn'i/i ,

armiiirii; < ( )!'. iirniiiirii
,
iirmnii ri< , in pi. ur-

moirit:*, arms, cognizances, scutcheons, < ur-

iiioin-, iirniinjiT. iiriiiiiiror, iirnmiri /, one who
blazons arms, < nnnniir, nfmni/ii- (mod. F. ar-

moricr = It. armcijaiare), blazon arms, < aniu-s,

arms : see arm 2
. Vf. armory1

.] 1. The science
of blazoning arms

;
the knowledge of coat-

armor; heraldry. 2. An armorial ensign; a
crest or heraldic emblem ;

arms.

Henry VII. united, by the marriage of Elizabeth of

York, the white rose ami the red, the in-nnirifg of two
very powerful families.

Sir //. tt'otton, Panegyric of Charles I.

3f. Ensigns of war; colors.

annory ;!

t,
n. [After armory1 and F. armoire

(see armoire), ult. < L. aruniriuni, whence indi-

rectly iiiiihri/ and directly armary: see inii/iri/

and armttry, and cf. armory!.] A cupboard;
an ambry.
armosiet, A variant of armo;cen.

armour, armoured, etc. See armor, etc.

armozeen, armozine (ar-mo-zen'), n. [Early
mod. E. also arma&ne, armcsine, < OF. arme-

sin, F. armoisin = It. ermesino, < ML. ermeni-

nun; origin unknown.] A kind of taffeta or

plain silk, used for women's and also for men's
wear in the eighteenth century and earlier.

armpit (arm'pit), . [< ME. armepytt ; < arm 1

+ jrift.] The hollow place or cavity urider the
shoulder ;

the axilla.

arm-rack (arm'rak), n. A frame or fitting for

the stowage of arms.
arm-rest (arm'rest), n. Something designed
as a rest for the arm

; specifically, that portion
of a choir-stall which is designed to support the
arms of the occupant when he is in either a

leaning or a standing posture ; also, the carved
end of a bench, as in a church-pew.
arm-saw (arm'sa), n. Same as hand-saw. See
saw.

arm-scye (ann'sl), n. Same as seye.

arm's-endt (armz'end), n. The end of the arm;
a good distance off. Dryden.
arm's-length (iirmz'length), . A space equal
to the length of the arm To keep at arm's-
length, figuratively, to keep off or at a distance ; not to

allow to come into close contact or familiarity. To work
at arm'8-lengtu, to work disadvantageously or awk-
wardly.

arm-sling (iirm'sling), n. A sling of linen or
other fabric for supporting the forearm when
fractured or otherwise injured.

arm-span (iirm'span), n. The span or reach of

one's arm
;
an arm's-length.

Not too wide for the armspan of the siiverer.

Workshop Receipts, I. 313.

arm's-reach (annz'rech), n. The reach of the
arm

;
the distance to which the arm can reach :

as, to be within arm's-reach.

armstrong (arm'strong), . [< arm 1 + strong.]
A local English name of the common knot-

grass, Polygonum avieulare.

Armstrong gun. See gun.

arm-sweep (arm'swep), . The length of reach
or sweep of an arm. Browning. [Poetical.]
armulett (ar'mu-let), n. A form of armillet or

of armlet. [Rare.]
armure (iir'mur), n. If. The regular Middle

English form of armor. Chaucer. 2. Awoolen
or silk fabric woven with a surface-ridge form-

ing a small pattern, as a diamond, etc.

army1
(ar'mi), a. i<arm l

,n., + -y
1
.] Consist-

ing of or abounding in arms or branches;
branching; spreading. [Rare.]

Though large the forest's monarch throws
His army shade. Burns.

army
2

(ar'mi), n. ; pi. armies (-miz). [Early
mod. E. also armie, < ME. armye, armeye,
armee, < OF. armee, mod. F. armee = Sp. Pg.
armada = It. annata, < ML. armata, an armed
force, army, prop. fern, of L. armatus, pp. of

armarc, arm, < anna, arms: see arm2, and cf.

armada, armata, doublets of army.] If. An
armed expedition.

In the Grete See
At many a noble armee hadde he be.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 59.

2. A large body of men trained and armed for

war, and organized in companies, battalions,

nrnee

regiments, brigades, or similar divisions, under
proper othVers. In general, :in ami) in modern time

, .|
l.1 I IM 'My <(.'(' t, I III I- 1 I

lit/, lit'"n 'I " ' II <:
,

I't. V/H nili n't i ir </"/"'. ann\ < jt "''.*' fn:-l imi, ann\ ol

,,/*>, ,-<W/M,/ (] a] in) ul I/;/W.*"IM. army of >n-,'ti
s :nt,:,,, . army of

,vx(/'v. etc. I'lic lurco employed in the laiyc war-fleet*
of former times were called unrnl iimiirx.

The essential characteristics of an nrmif, by which it U
li-riii-ni-hcd from other assemblages of armed men, are
its national < haractiT that is, it- ]vpiVM ntin^ more or

less the will aixl the power of the nation or IN nih t-

and its oryani/ation. Ktuyc. Ilrit., II. 559.

3. A great number ; a vast multitude.

The locust, . . . tin- caiikcrworin, and the caterpillar,
and the palmerwoi'm, my great annii which 1 sent ainon^
von. .In' 1 ii. '25.

The noble army of martyrs. BookofComm"n /'/"'/'*.

Army Acts, a series of English statutes passed each year
toprovidefor the army. Army Regulations, the title m
a work issued by the tinted State* ^ovenimciil, containing
the acts cif Congress and the rules of the commander in-

chief for the management "f the army both in peace and
in war. Grand Army of the Republic. See republic.

Salvation Army. See ///u.- standing army,
a permanently organized military force kept up by a

country.

army-cloth (iir'mi-kl6th), H. Cloth from which
soldiers' uniforms are made.

army-corps (iir'mi-kor), . [< army2 4- corps ;

a translation of F. corps <farmee.) A corps
which is made up of several divisions, and em-
braces every arm of the service, thus forming
an army complete in itself, and placed under
the command of a general officer of higher rank
than a divisional officer. In the British army
three divisions make an army-corps. Some-
times abbreviated A. C. See division.

army-list (ar'mi-list), . 1. An English pub-
lication (as title, Army List), issued periodi-

cally, containing a list of the officers in the

army, the stations of regiments, etc. In the
United States there is a similar list, called the

Army Register. 2. Figuratively, the officers

whose names are recorded in the list.

They ride and walk with half the army-list , . . . and yet
the Miss O'Cradys are Miss O'Gradys still.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xliii.

army-worm (ar'mi-werm), n. A name given
to the larva of Lettcania unipuneta (Harris) on
account of the immense numbers in which it

Army-worm (Lfucania unifuncfa}, about natural size.

a, male moth; t", abdomen of female; f, eye; d, pupa; e, cater-

pillar.

sometimes marches over a country, completely
stripping it of all the grasses and young grain
in its way. It undergoes transformation in the ground.
The parent moth has a conspicuous white dot on the disk
of the front wings.

am (arn), n. [Sc., perhaps a reduction of

allern, aldern, of aider
;
or else of Gael, fearn,

alder, = Ir. fearn, alder, = W. gwern, alder-

trees.] The alder, Alnus glutinosa.
arna (ar'na). n. [Hind, arnd, fern, ami.] A
name of tne wild Indian buffalo, Bos bubalns
or Hii/miiix ami, notable for its size and the

length of its horns. Also arnee, ami.
arnatto (ar-nat'o), n. Same as arnotto.

Arnaut (ar-nouf), . [Also as F., Arnaottt =
Or. Arnaut = Serv. Arnaut. Arnautin, Bulg. Ar-

nautin, < Turk. Arnaut, < NGr.
'Apwz^/nyf,

trans-

posed from 'AppaviTTK for "'AMavirr/f, < ML.
Albanus, an Albanian, + -trr/f, E. -ite2.] A na-
tive of Albania ;

an Albanian.

arnee, ami (ar'ne), . Same as arna.



arnica

arnica (ar'ui-ka), n. [NL., origin unknown
;

perhaps a perversion of I'turiuira, <[. v.] 1.

A plant of the genus Arnica. 2. [cop.] A
genus of perennial herbs, natural order Com-

posite, natives of the northern temperate and

Mountain-tobacco (Arnica motttana}.

arctic zones, with showy yellow flowers and
opposite leaves. The most important species, A. rnon-

tana, the mountain-tobacco of central Europe, has long
been a popular remedy in Germany. A. alpina is found
in high northern regions in all parts of the world ; one
species is peculiar to the Atlantic States, and a dozen
others are natives of western North America.

3. A tincture of the roots or flowers of A. mon-
tana, much used as an external application in
wounds and bruises, and internally as a stimu-
lant in debilitated states.

arnicin, arnicine (ar'ni-sin), . [< arnica +
-in2.] An acrid bitter principle in the flowers
and roots of Arnica man tana.

Arnoldist (ar'nold-ist), n. [< Arnold + -ist.]
A disciple of Arnold of Brescia, who in Italy in
the twelfth century preached against the am-
bition and luxury of ecclesiastics, not sparing
the pope himself. He maintained the subordination
of the ecclesiastical to the temporal power, and proclaimed
the necessity of both a civil and an ecclesiastical revolu-
tion. In 1146 he put himself at the head of a temporarily
successful insurrection against the temporal power of the
pope. He was put to death in 1155.

Arnold's ganglion, nerve. See the nouns.
arnot, arnott, . See arnut.

arnotto (ar-not'6), n. [In various other forms,
arnatto, anatto, anotto, anotta, annatto, annotto,
annotta; prob. a native Amer. name.] 1. Bixa

Arnotto (Bixa Orellana).

Orellana, a small tree, natural order Bixaeew, a
native of tropical America. It is extremely common
in Jamaica and other parts of the West Indies and has
been introduced into tropical regions of the old world.
2. The dye or coloring matter obtained from
the seeds of this plant. The seeds are covered with
a reddish or reddish-yellow waxy pulp, which is dissolved
in water, then dried to the consistency of putty, and made
up in rolls or folded in leaves, or dried still more and
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made into cakes. It is employed as a dye for silken, woolen,
or cotton stutfs, as an auxiliary in giving a deeper shade
to simple yellows, anil also as a coloring ingredient for but-

ter, cheese, and chocolate, and for varnishes and lacquers.

arnut, arnot (ar'uut, -not), n. [E. dial., =
carthnut, q. v. Cf. arlinr/ for eartlding.] The
earthnut (which see). Also spelled arnott.

aroeira (ar-o-a'ra), n. [Braz.] The native
name of a small auacardiaceous tree of Brazil,

Sehinunterebinthifolius, the resin obtained from
which, and also the bark and leaves, are used as
a remedy for rheumatism and other complaints.
aroid (ar'oid), n. [< Arum + -oid.~\ One of the
Aroitlcte or Aracece.

Aroideae (a-roi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., < Arum +
-wdvie."] Same as Araeete.

aroint, aroynt (a-roinf), v. [Found onlyin the

expression "Aroint thee, witch!" in two pas-
sages of Shakspere, and in modern imitations,
beingprob. Shakspere's own adaptation (aroynt,
after around (see below), or with an unoriginal
introductory syllable due perhaps to forcible

utterance, or perhaps merely metrical, for

*roynt, rynt, the diphthong oy, oi being then
and still dial, often equiv. to y, I) of an E. dial.

(Cheshire) proverb, '"Rynt you, witch,' quoth
Bessie Locket to her mother," so recorded by
Ray in 1693, but prob. in use in Shakspere's
time. (If original with him, it could not have
passed into popular speech so early as 1693.)
The proverb, which bears the marks of local

origin, from some incident long forgotten, con-
tains a particular use of the same verb that
occurs in E. dial, ryntye (given by Kay in con-
nection with the proverb), ryndta (Thoresby,
1703), rynt thee, an expression

" used by milk-
maids in Cheshire to a cow when she has been
milked, to bid her get out of the way" (Clark
and Wright, ed. Shak., 1. c., note), that is, round
ye, round thee, move round, turn about; ryml,
rynt, being a dial, form of round: see roWKpCj
I. intrans. An interjectional imperative, equiv-
alent, in the passages quoted, to avaunt! be-

gone ! See etymology.
"Aroint thee, witch !

"
the rump-fed ronyon cries.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 3.

He met the night-mare and her nine-fold ;

Bid her alight,
And her troth plight,

And aroint thee, witch, aroint thee !

Shak., Lear, iii. 4.

H. trans. To say "aroint" to; bid begone.
Whiskered cats, arointed, flee.

Mrs. Browning, To Flush, xviii.

That Humbug, whom thy soul aroint*.

Browning, Two Poets.

arolium (a-ro'li-um), . ; pi. arolia (-a). [NL.]
An appendage of the tarsus of some insects, as
the Trtchoptera, or caddis-flies.

A short cushion [plantula] and two membranous arolia.

Pascoe, Zool. Class., p. 120.

arolia (a-rol'ii), . The Swiss stone-pine, Finns
Cembra.
aroma (a-ro'ma), . ; pi. aromas (-maz), some-
times aroniata (-ma-ta). [Early mod. E. aro-

mate, < ME. aromaf, <"OF. aromat, mod. F. aro-
mate; mod. E. directly < L. aroma, < Gr. apu/ia
(apufiaT-), anyspice orsweetherb; perhapsorig.
the smell of a plowed field, and so identical with
apu/ia, a plowed field, arable land, < apouv, plow,= L. arare, plow: see arable.] If. Spice:
usually in the plural, spices. N. E. D.2. An
odor arising from spices, plants, or other sub-
stances, more especially an agreeable odor;
fragrance; spicy perfume.
The air had the true northern aroma,

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 276.

3. Figuratively, a characteristic but subtle

quality; a pervasive charm or flavor.

The subtle aroma of genius. Saturday Rev.

A happy surprise awaits those who come to the study of
the early literature of New England with the expectation
of finding it altogether arid in sentiment, or void of the
spirit and aroma of poetry.

M. C. Tyler, Hist. Amer. Lit., I. 264.
= Syn. 2. Perfume, Fragrance, etc. See smell, n.

aromatic (ar-o-mat'ik), a. and n. [Early mod.
E. aromatick, -yque, < ME. aromatyk, < OF. aro-

matique, < LL. aromaticus, < Gr. apunarmof, <

apofia, spice, sweet herb: see aroma.] I. a.
1. Giving out an aroma; fragrant; sweet-
scented

; odoriferous
;
of spicy flavor.

Great blueberry bushes hanging thick with misty blue
spheres, aromatic and sweet with a sweetness no tropic
suns can give. B. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 291.

2. Caused by an aroma or fragrant odor.
Die of a rose in aromatic pain.

Pope, Essay on Man, 1. 200.

3. In chem., an epithet formerly applied to a
small group of organic bodies, of vegetable

around

origin, which had an aromatic smell and taste
;

now applied to all those compounds which are
derived from the hydrocarbon benzene, CgHs .

They are distinguished from those of the fatty series by
nut buing derived from methane, CH4, and by the fact that
hydrogen in the aromatic hydrocarbons is easily directly
replaced by another univalent element or radical, while
in compounds of the fatty series it is not. They generally
contain more carbon, also, than the compounds of the
fatty series. Aromatic vinegar, a volatile and power-
ful perfume made by adding the essential oils of lavender,
cloves, etc., and often camphor, to strong acetic acid. It
is an excitant in fainting, languor, and headache.

II. n. A plant, drug, or medicine which
yields u fragrant smell, as sage, certain spices
and oils, etc.

aromatical (ar-o-mat'i-kal), a. Same as aro-
matic.

aromatically (ar-o-mat'i-kal-i), adv. With an
aromatic or agreeable odor or taste

; fragrantly.
aromatite (a-ro'ma-tit), . [< L. aromatitcs, a

precious stone of he smell and color of myrrh,
aromatic wine, < Gr. apu/iaTirqi;, aromatic, <

apufia, spice: see aroma."} 1. A bituminous
stone, in smell and color resembling myrrh. 2.
A factitious wine, containing various aromatics.
aromatization (a-r6"ma-ti-za'8hon), n. [< aro-
matize + -atiori'.] The act of rendering aro-
matic

;
aromatic flavoring.

aromatize (a-ro'ma-tlz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

aromatized, ppr. aromatizing. [< late ME. aro-

matysen, < OF. aromatiser, < LL. aromatizare, <
Gr. apuftarifciv, spice, < apuua, spice, sweet
herb: see aroma.'] To render aromatic or fra-

grant; give a spicy flavor to; perfume.
aromatizer (a-ro'ma-tl-zer), n. One who or
that which aromatizes ; that which communi-
cates an aromatic quality.
Aromatizem to enricli our sallets. Evelyn, Acetaria, vi.

aromatous (a-rp'ma-tus), a. [< aroma(t-) +
-oos.] Containing an aromatic principle ;

aro-
matic.

Aroniochelyina (ar-o-mok''^^!'^), n. pi.
[NL., < Aromochelys + -ia.]" A subfamily of
turtles (the stinkpots), typified by the genus
Aromochelys, referred by Gray to his family Che-

lydradai. They have a cruciform plastron of 11

shields, of which the gular pair is united and
linear. A. odorata is the common stinkpot of
the United States.

Aromochelys (ar-o-mok'e-lis), n. [NL., < Gr.

apufia, in mod. sense ' sweet smell,' + x&vf, a
tortoise.] A genus of terrapins, including the

stinkpot of North America, A. odorata, typical
of the subfamily Aroniochelyina.
arondie, arondy, a. Variants of arrondi.
Aronhold's theorems. See theorem.

aroomt, prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< ME. aroum,
a rounie, on rum : a, on, E. 3

,
to or at

; roiim,
rum, space, E. room: see a3 and room.] To or
at a distance

; abroad
; apart.

I aroume was in the felde.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 540.

aroph (ar'of), n. [Said to be < ML. aro(ma)
ph(ilosophorum), aroma of the philosophers.]
1. A name formerly given to saffron. 2. A
chemical preparation concocted by Paracelsus,
used as a remedy for urinary calculus.
arose (a-roz'). Preterit of arise.

a rotelle (a ro-tel'le). [It. : a (< L. ad), to,
with

; rotelki, pi. of rotella, a small wheel, disk,
dim. of rota, a wheel: see rote.] With disks,
rondels, or rosettes : used in works on decora-
tive art in describing objects so ornamented :

as, "an amphora with handles a rotelle " (Birch),
that is, having handles which, rising above the
lip of the vase, form a circular ornament, often
filled with a mask.
around (a-round'), prep. phr. as adv. and prep.
[ME. around, aronde, a round; < a3 + round?,
n. Hence by apheresis round2 ,

adv. and prep.]
1. adv. 1. In a circle or sphere; round about;
on every side : as, a dense mist lay around.

The gods of greater nations dwell around,
And on the right and left the palace l>ound.

Drtjden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i. 223.

And naught above, below, around,
Of life or death, of sight or sound.

Whittier, New-England Legend.
2. From place to place ;

here and there
;
about:

as, to travel around from city to city. [U. S.J
3. About; near: as, he waited around till

the fight was over. [U. S.]
II. prep. 1. About; on all sides; encircling;

encompassing.
A lambent flame arose, which gently spread
Around his brows. Dryden, ^Eneid.

Around us ever lies the enchanted land,
In marvels rich to thine own sons displayed.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 52.



around

2. From place to place ;
at random : as, to roam

arouiul the country. [U. S.]

aroura, . See urura.

arousal (a-rou'ziil), H. [< arouse + -al.] The
act of arousing or awakening ;

the state of being
aroused or awakened.
The aniutal anil activity of our better nature. llitiv.

Cognition of these relations [between the organism and
some noxious a^entl will determine tire an/uxiil of some
antagonistic feeling. Miml, IX. :)1L>.

arouse (a-rouz'), r. . ; pret. and pp. aroused,

ppr. (iroHniiig. [< n- 1 T rouse 1
,
after arise, rise,

etc.] To excite into action ;
stir or put in mo-

tion or exertion
;
awaken : as, to arouse atten-

tion; to arouse one from sleep; to arouse dor-

mant faculties.

Crying with full voice,

"Traitor, come out, ye are trapt at last," arimted
Lancelot. Tennitnon, <!uinevcre.

They [the women of <!oethe] satisfy for the present, yet
.(," an intlnite expectation,

Mary, fuller, Woman in Kith Cent., p. 129.

= Syn. To rouse, wake up, awaken, animate, incite, stimu-

late, kindle, uarin.

arouse (a-rouz'), . [< arouse, v.] The act of

arousing; an alarm. [Rare.] JV. K. J>.

arouser (a-rou'zer), n. One who or that which
arouses.

arow (a-ro'), prep. phr. as adv. [ME.
'

arowe,
a-roire, o roice, araire (early mod. E. also arcir,

< ME. arcicc, areawe) ;
< 3 + roit'2.] In a row;

one after the other. Her teeth ,

And all her bones might through her cheekes be red.

Spentfr, . ()., V. xii. 29.

And twenty, rank in rank, they rode aroive.

Dri/den, Flower and Leaf, 1. 249.

aroynt, i'. See aroint.

arpeggiation (ar-pej-i-a'shon), . Playing in

arpeggios.
arpeggio (ar-pej'o), H. [It., lit. harping, < ar-

peijgiarv, play on the harp, < arjia, harp, < ML.
itr/ia, also liar/ia, harp: see harp.] 1. The
sounding of the notes of an instrumental chord
in rapid succession, either upward or (rarely)
downward, as in harp-playing, instead of si-

multaneously. 2. A chord thus sounded; a
broken chord.

Played

Arpeggio.

Sometimes written harpcggio.
arpent (ar'peu), . Same as arpent.
arpennust (ar-pen'us), n.

; pi. arpenni (-i).

[ML., also arpennum, -a, -is, etc.: see arpent.']
Same as arpent. Bouvier.

arpent (iir'peut; F. pron. ar-pon'), n. [Early
mod. E. also arpen, arpine ; < F. arpent = Pr.

arpen, unpin = Sp. arapende, < ML. arpennus,
arpenna, arpendus, arpendium, etc., < LL. ara~

liennis, L. arepeiiuis, a word of Celtic origin.
Columella (5, 1, 6) says: "Galli . . . semi-
jugerum quoque arepennem vocant." The semt-

jugcrum was equal to 14,400 square feet.] An
old French measure for land. By a royal edict of
188!), it must contain 100 perches of 22 feet each (linearly),
or 48,400 square feet. This was called the arpent royal,
arpent d'onlonnance, or arpent des eaui et forets. The
common arpent had 40,000 square feet, the arpent of Paris
32,400, these being based on perches of 20 and 18 feet. The
following are the areas in ares : arpent of Paris, 34.1887 ;

common arpent, 42.2083; royal arpent, 51.0720; English
acre, 40.4078. The arpent is still used In Louisiana, and
in the province of Quebec. Formerly also arpen, arpine.

If he be master
Of poor ten arpines of land forty hours longer,
Let the world repute me an honest woman.

Webster, Devil's Law-Case, ill. 3.

arpentatort (iir'pen-ta-tor), n. [NL., < ML. ar-

peiitum, one of the numerous variants of L. arc-

/i< iinis: see arpcnt.] A measurer or surveyor
of land. Bouvier.

arpinet (ar'pin), . Same as arpent.
arquata (ar-kwa'ta), n, [NL., prop, arcuata,
fern, of L. arcuatus: see arcuate.] An old name
of the curlew, Numenius arquatus, from its long
arcuate bill. Also written arcuata.

arquated (iir'kwa-ted), a. [For arcuated : see

iirciiatc.] Shaped like a bow; arcuate. [Rare.]
arquebus, arquebuse, arquebusier. See har-

qncbusc, liarqut'liusii r.
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arquerite (iir'ke-rit), n. [< An/ncrox, near

Coqiiiinbo, a seaport town of Chili
;
+ -i/c2.] A

mineral silver amalgam, occurring in small
octahedrons and in arborescent forms. It con
tains 80 per cent, of silver, and is the chief ore of thr rieh
silver-mines of AnnuTos.

arquifouz (iir'ki-fo), . Same as nli/iiifmi.

arr 1

(ar), . [E. dial., < ME. arrc, errc, < Icel.

iirr, ;= Sw. iin'=Dun. ar, a scar.] A scar.
Also spelled nr. [Prov. Eng.]

arr-t, *. t. [< ME. arrcn = LG. arren, vex, <

in'i'r =AS. ii-rrr, y/vv, <-IH'IT, anger, as adj. an-

gry; cf. Dan. iirritj, angry, which, however, i>

commonly associated with Dan. Norw. Sw.

arg, wicked, bad, = G. arg = AS. eanj, timid,

cowardly.] To anger; vex; worry,
lie nrn-d both the clergy and the laity.

.V. Itiiftni. Hist. Iiiscouree, xiv. 216. (.V. K. /).)

arr3
t, i'. < [< late ME. arrc; cf. E. dial. /;.

inirr, imitative; cf. "H is the dog's letter, and
hurreth in the sound" (B. Jonson): see Inirr.]
To snarl as a dog.
A dog U . . . fell and quarrelsome, given to am and

war upon a very small occasion.

Unllmiil, tr. of Plutarch's Morals, p. 726.

arrat, . See arrlia.

arracacha (ar-a-kach'a), H. [< Sp. araeacha

C> NL. Arnifiifia), of S. Amer. origin.] A name
given by the natives of western South America
to several kinds of plants with tuberous roots,
and especially to a species of the umbelliferous

genus Arracacia, A. csculenta, which is exten-

sively cultivated in the Andes, and has become
naturalized in Jamaica. The root* are divided into
several lobes of the size of a carrot, which when boiled
have a flavor between that of the parsnip and that of the
chestnut. It is said to be more prolific and nutritious than
the potato. The name is also given to a tuber-bearing
species of the Oxalis, 0. crenata.

arrace1
!, v. t. See arace1

, arose*.

arrace2t, See arras1
.

arracht, See orach.

arrachet, r. t. See arace1 .

arrache (ar-a-sha'), o. [F., pp. of arracher,
uproot: see arace1

.'] In her., torn up by the
roots : applied to plants used as bearings, and
to whatever has the appearance of having been
severed by violence. Erased is now in more
general use.

arrack (ar'ak), n. [Better spelled arack, for-

merly arakjarac; now commonly shortened to

rack;= F. arack= Sp. arac= Pg. araca, araque,
< Hind, arak, Tamil araku, aruki, < Ar. 'araq,

sweat, spirit, juice, essence, distilled spirits,

'arqiy, arrack, brandy ;
< 'araqa, sweat, perspire.

The forms arak, arki (Tatar), and araki (Egyp-
tian) are from the same source, the name being
applicable to any spirituous liquor.] Originally
the name of a strong liquor made in southern
Asia from the fermented juice of the date, but
used in many parts of Asia and eastern Africa
for strong liquors of different kinds. It is made
in Goa from the sap of the cocoa-palm, and in Batavia
from rice ; and the arrack of eastern and northern India
is a sort of rum distilled from molasses. See raid.

A servant brought in a silver tray, upon which were
large glasses of the abominable spirit called arractc, each
of which was supposed to be emptied at a draught.

O'Donovan, Merv, xi.

Arragonese, . and a. See Aragonese.
arrah (ar'a), inter/. A common Anglo-Irish ex-

pletive, expressing excitement, surprise, etc.

arraign1
(a-ran'), p. *. [< ME. araynen, arenen,

< AF. ariiiner, areiner, arener, < OF. aranier,
earlier araimier, areisnier (later araisoner, arci-

soner, aresoner, etc., ) ME. aresonen: see area-

son), < ML. arrationare, call to account, arraign,
< L. ad, to, + ML. ratwnare, reason: see reason
androfto. Cf. deraign 1

.'] 1. In law, to call to or
set at the bar of a court, in order to plead guilty
or not guilty to the matter charged in an indict-
ment or information. This term is unknown in the law
of Scotland, except in trials for high treason, in which the
forms of procedure in England and Scotland are the same.
Hence 2.Tocallin question for faults, before

any tribunal
;
call before the bar of reason or of

taste
;
accuse or charge in general.

They arraign'd shall sink
Beneath thy sentence. Milton, P. L., iii. 331.

Is there not something in the pleading eye
Of the poor brute that suffers, which arraiyn*
The law that bids it suffer? 0. W. IMnut, Rights.

= Syn. Accuse, Charge, Indict. See accuse.

arraign 1
(a-ran'), n. [< arraign1

, v.] Arraign-
ment : as, the clerk of the arraigns. lilackstonc.

arraign2! (a-ran'), . t. [Early mod. E. also

arraiiie, araine, < AF. arraigner, arainer, the lat-

ter an error for aramer () ML. arramare), OF.
arnmier, aramir = Pr. aramir = OCat. arcmir, <

ML. adramire, adhramire, atlchramire, agramire,
itrramire, etc., < L. ad, to, + "hramire, prob. orig.

arrangement
with a sense subsequently lost in the technical
use, < (Joth. ItriiiHJini, iiK-lirinnjuii. enicifv, lit.

hang (cf. OIIH. riiiini, MI1U. niiu<; ruin, (i. /<//,-

mi n = I), rii/ini =Dan. rammc= Sw. ram, frnme.
supjiort), = (ir. K/itin- i

vai, hang.] In
old laic, to appeal to; claim; demand: in the
phrase ton rraiijn niinxxi^i-, hx It-ma ml, and limn'
to institute or prepare, a trial or an action.

arraigner (n-rii'ner), w. [< arraign 1 + -tr 1
.]

One who arraigns or accuses.
Tin- ordinary nanu! for tlir li mn.. ];i,-ts is tin- iti',"

of Christianity. Milimm, Latin rhriti;uiilj .

arraignment (a-ran'ment), n. [< iirriiiijH
1 +

-mi nl.] 1. Iii IMP, the act of arraigning; the
act of calling and setting a prisoner before a
court to answer to an accusation. The form usu-

ally includes calling the prisoner, wmit-thni-s n-<|iiirinu
him to stand or hold up his hand )>> way of idt-ntiliratimi.

reading the indictment to him, and asking him whrthrr
he pleads guilty or not guilty.

2. Accusation before any tribunal, as that of

reason, taste, etc.
;
a calling in question for

faults; accusation.
But this secret arnii'iimn nl <>t the kin;: did not content

the nni|Uirt prelate. Milman, Latin Christianity, viii. 8.

The sixth satire . . . seems only an in'in"/,* //-/<' of the
whole sex. Dryclen, bed. of .Urn id.

= 8yn. 1. Prosecution, iinireacliincnt. inilii-trnent.

arrameurt, . [AF., < nrmiin-r, nnnitn; < OF.
arraniir, aramir = Pr. aramir, < ML. arramire,
adhramire, etc., pledge, promise, appoint: see

arraign^.] A port-officer who superintended
the loading and unloading of vessels.
arran (ar'an), . [E. dial. : see arain.] A spi-
der. Also called arrand. [Prov. Eug.]
arrandH, . An old form of errand.
arrand2

t, An old form of arrant.
arrand3 (ar'and), . Same as arran. [Prov.
Eng.]
arrange (a-ranj'), v. ; pret. and pp. arraiiged,
ppr. arranging. [< ME. arayngen, arengen, <

OF. arangier, arengier. F. arranger, put into a
rank, arrange, < a- (< L. ad, to) + rangier, ren-

gier, range, put into a rank, < rang, reng, rcnc,
F. rang, a rank: see rank2 and range.] I.
trans. 1. To put in proper order; dispose or
set out conformably to a plan or purpose ; give
a certain collocation to; marshal: as, to ar-

range troops for battle.

Arrange the board and brim the glass.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cviL

When we come to arranftf. our shapes and our measure-
ments [in biological investigations], we tlnd a certain num-
ber of identities, and a certain number of variations.

K. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 296.

2. To adjust ; settle
;
come to an agreement or

understanding regarding: as, to arrange the
terms of a bargain.

Matters, therefore, were happily arranged. The baron
pardoned the young couple on the spot

Irmtuj, Sketch-Book, p. 209.

3. In music, to adapt or alter so as to fit for

performance bv other voices or instruments
than those designed by the composer: as, to

arrange an opera for the piano. =syn. 1. To array,
classify, group, dispose, sort. 2. To fix upon, determine,
agree upon, draw up ; to devise, organize, construct, con-
coct.

II. intrans. 1. To make preparations; carry
out beforehand such negotiations or make such
disposition in regard to some matter as may be
necessary : as, to arrange about a passport, or
for supplies; arrange with a publisher. 2. To
come to an agreement or understanding in re-

gard to something ;
make a settlement.

We cannot arrange with our enemy in this conjuncture,
without abandoning the interest of mankind.

Burke, A Regicide Peace.

arrangeable (a-ran 'ja-bl), a. [< arrange +
-able.] Capable of being arranged.

Fishes have crania made up of bones that are no more
clearly arranQeable into segments like vertebra? than are
the cranial bones of the highest mammal.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., $ 210.

arrangement (a-ranj'ment), n. [< F. arrange-
ment: see arrange and -ment.~] 1. The act of

arranging or putting in proper order; the state
of being put in order; disposition in suitable
form. Specifically, in the fine arti, the combining of

parts in a manner conformable to the character and aim
of the design ; composition.
The freedom of syntactical arrangement which was pos-

sessed by the Anglo-Saxon is irrecoverably gone.
G. P. Marih, Origin of Eng. Lang., p. 111.

2. That which is disposed in order; a system
of parts disposed in due order; any combina-
tion of parts or materials.
The interest of that portion of social arrangement is in

the hands of all those who compose it. Burke.

3. The style or mode in which things are ar-

ranged.



arrangement
The clouds passed slowly through several arrangements.

De Qwncey, Confessions (ed. 1862), p. 97.

4. Preparatory measure or negotiation; pre-
vious disposition or plan; preparation: com-

monly in the plural : as, we have made arrange-
ments for a journey.
Previous to his departure he made all due arrangements

with the holy fraternity of the convent for the funeral
solemnities of his friend. Irviny, Sketch-Book, p. li)8.

An elaborate arrangement was entered into at the same
time by the Allied Powers, to provide for u succession to

Parma in the event of the sovereign dying childless.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 74.

5. Final settlement; adjustment by agreement:
as, the ami ni/cnien t of a dispute. 6. Inw/Hwc:

(a) The adaptation of a composition to voices
or instruments, or to a purpose, for which it

was not originally designed. (b) A piece so

adapted; a transcription : as, an orchestral ar-

rangement of a song, an opera, or the like. =Syn.
1. Classification, distribution. 2. -Structure, form.

arranger (a-ran'jer), . One who arranges or

puts in order.

arrant (ar'ant), a. [Early mod. E. also arraunt,
arrand, a variant spelling of errant, erraunt,
errand, roving, wandering, which, from its com-
mon use in the term arrant or errant thief,
that is, a roving robber, one outlawed, pro-
claimed and notorious as such, came to be
used apart from its lit. sense as an opprobrious
intensive with terms of abuse, as rogue, knave,
traitor, fool, etc., but often also without oppro-
brious force. See errant."] It. Wandering;
itinerant

; vagrant ; errant : as, a knight arrant;
an arrant preacher: especially in thief arrant
or arrant thief, a roving, outlawed robber; a
highwayman. Now written errant. 2. Noto-

rious; manifest; unmitigated; downright: in
a bad sense (derived from the noun qualified) :

as, an arrant rogue; an arrant coward; arrant
nonsense.

I discover an arrant laziness in my soul. Fuller.

As arrant a "Screw"
In money transactions as ever you knew.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 46.

It was easy to see through all his piety that he was an
arrant author at the bottom.

Smollett, Gil Bias, VIII. iii. (If. E. D.)

3. Thorough ; downright ; genuine : in a good
sense.

An arrant honest woman. Burton, Anat. Mel., p. 617.

=Syn. 2. Utter, rank, consummate, perfect.

arrantly (ar'ant-li), adv. In an arrant man-
ner; notoriously; impudently: in a bad sense.

Funeral tears are as arrantly hired out as mourning
clokes. Sir K. L'Estrange.

arras1
(ar'as), . [Early mod. E. also arrace,

arrasse, < ME. arras, orig. cloth (or cloths) of
Arras (F. drapsd?Arras) (= It. arazzo=Pr. rag),
< F. Arras, the capital of the department of Pas-
de-Calais, in the north of France, where this
article was manufactured. The name Arras is

corrupted from the name of the Atrebates (L. ), a

Tapestry; specifically,

covering the walls of a
room. The original expression doth of Arras was prob-
ably used with more accuracy to distinguish arras tapes-
try from other sorts. Sometimes used as an adjective.

I'll not speak another word for a King's ransom unless
the ground be perfumed, and covered with cloth of arras.

Marlowe, Faustus, ii. 2.

I have of yore made many a scrambling meal,
In corners, behind arrases, on stairs.

Bean, and Fl., Woman Hater, iii. 4.

Arras was used precisely as acurtain
; it hung (on tenters

or lines) from the rafters, or from some temporary stay,
and was opened, held up, or drawn aside, as occasion re-

quired. Dyce, Note to Ford's Lover's Melancholy, ii. 2.

In Arthur's arras hall at Camelot.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

arras2t, [Prob. a form of orris, q. v.] A kind
of powder, probably made of the root of the
orris. Halliwell.

arrased (ar'ast), a. [< arras1 + -ed2.~\ Hung
with arras. Chapman.
arrasene (ar'a-sen), n. [< arras1 + -ene."] A
sort of cord made with a central thread and a
thick velvet-like pile of wool or silk. It is used
in raised embroidery. Also spelled arasene.
arrastra (a-ras'tra), . Same as arrastre.
arrastre (a-ras'tfe), n. [Sp., lit. the act of
dragging, < arrastrar, drag along the ground,
creep, crawl, < a- (L. ad, to) + rastrar (obs.),
drag, < rastro, a rake, sledge, track, = Pg. rasto,
rostra, < L. rostrum, a rake, mattock, < radcre,
pp. rasus, scrape, scratch.] A rude apparatus
used in Mexico, and to some extent in the United
States, for grinding and at the same time amal-
gamating ores containing free gold or silver.
It has a vertical axis with horizontal arms attached to it.
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To these arms masses of rock are fastened by chains and
dragged over the ore, which is placed on a bed of Itat stones
laid within a circular inclosure, usually about 12 feet in

diameter. Also written arrastra, arastra.

people of Belgic Gaul.] Tapestry; specifically,
that used for hangings

Mexican Arrastre.

(From Pepper's
"
Play-Book of Metals." )

arraswise (ar'as-wiz), adv. Erroneous form of

arriswise.

arratel (ar-rii'tel), . [Pg. : see arrel."] The
Portuguese pound. It exceeds the pound avoirdu-

pois by about one per cent. The following are the values
in grams : Pound avoirdupois, 453.593 ; arratel, in Lisbon,
459 ; in Funchal, 458.547 ; in Rio de Janeiro, 458.75.

arraughtt. For araught, preterit of areach.

array (a-ra'), v. t. [Early mod. E. also aray, ar-

raie, < ME. arayen, araien, areyen, < AF. arayer,
araier, OF. areyer, areier, areer, later aroyer, ar-

royer = Pr. arcdar = Sp. arrear (obs.) = Pg. ar-
reiar= It. arredare, < ML. arredare, put in order,
order, array, < L. ad, to, + ML. "rcdum (> OF.
ret, rat, roi^preparation, order, of Teut. origin;
cf. AS. gercede, gerede, preparation, equipment
(Icel. reidhi, rigging, harness, reidha, imple-
ments, outfit

;
Sw. reda = Dan. rede, order), <

geraide = OFries. rede, red = Goth, garaids,
ready, prepared : see ready. Cf. curry

1
.] 1. To

place or dispose in order, as troops for battle
;

marshal; draw up in hostile order: often used

figuratively.
They were more ignorant in ranging and arraying their

battles. Bacon, Vicissitude of Tilings.

The stronger our conviction that reason and Scripture
were decidedly on the side of Protestantism, the greater
is the reluctant admiration with which we regard that
system of tactics against which reason and Scripture were
arrayed in vain. Macaulay, Ranke's Hist, of Popes.

2. To deck or dress
;
adorn with dress, especially

with dress of an ornamental kind.

Array thyself with glory and beauty. Job xl. 10.

Morn by morn, arraying her sweet self

In that wherein she deem'd she look'd her best.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

And there the fallen chief is laid,
In tasselled garbs of skins arrayed,
And girded with his wampum-braid.

Whittier, Funeral Tree of Sokokis.

3. In law, to set (a jury) in order for the trial of
a cause; to call (the jury) man by man. 4.
To envelop ; wrap. [Bare.]

In gelid caves with horrid glooms arrayed.
Judge Truinlntll.

= Syn. 1. To arrange, range, marshal, draw up. 2. Adorn,
Ornament, Decorate, etc. (see adorn) ; clothe, invest.

array (a-ra'), w. [Early mod. E. also aray,
arraie, < ME. aray, arai, araie, < AF. arai, arrai,
OF. arm, later aroi, F. arroi = Pr. arrei = Sp.

arrep= Pg. arreio= It. arredo; cf . ML. arredium,
equipment, furniture; from the verb: see ar-

ray, v."] 1. Regular order or arrangement;
disposition in regular lines

; specifically, dispo-
sition of a body of men for attack or defense :

as, troops in battle array. 2. An orderly col-
lection or assemblage ; especially, a body of
men in order of battle or prepared for battle

;

hence, military force
; soldiery; troops.

A gallant array of nobles and cavaliers. Prescott.

What was that mighty array which Elizabeth reviewed
at Tilbury 'I Macaulay, Hist. Eng.

3. A display ;
an imposing series of things ex-

hibited.

Nothing could well be lovelier than this array of Doric
temples and ruins of temples.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 95.

4. Dress
; garments disposed in order upon the

person ; raiment or apparel.

Emily ere day
Arose and dress'd herself in rich array. Dryden.

5f. Preparation; special arrangement of things.
He had maad al this array.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 444.

6f. Situation; circumstances; position; plight.
Thou stondest yet (quod sche) in swiche array,
That of thy lyf hastow no sewerte.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 46.

7. In tow: (a) The body of persons summoned to
serve upon a jury. (6) The act of impaneling
a jury ;

that is, the act of the proper officer set-

arrect

ting a jury in order for the trial of a cause, or

calling it man by man. (c) The jury impaneled.
Challenges are of two kinds ; first, to the array, when

exception is taken to the whole number impaneled ;
and

secondly, to the polls, when individual jurymen are ob-

jected to. A. Fonblanque, Jr., How we are Governed, xvii.

8. Formerly, in England, the muster of a coun-

ty for military purposes ;
the men so mustered :

as, a commission of array. See commission.
Y* Parliament had extreamely worried him for attempt-

ing to put in execution y commission of arai/, and for
which the rest of his collegues were hanged by y* rebells.

Evelyn, Diary, March 23, 1646.

Previous to the reign of Henry VIII., in order to protect
the kingdom from domestic insurrections or the prospects
of foreign invasions, it was usual from time to time for
our princes to issue commissions of array. Wharton.

9. In math., a collection of quantities arranged
in a rectangular block; a matrix Challenge to
the array, see rlinllfni/e.

arrayal (a-ra'al), n. [< array + -al.~} The
process of arraying ;

muster of a force
; array.

N. E. D.

arrayer (a-ra'er), n. [< ME. araier, arraiour, <

OF. araieor, areeor, < areer, araier, array: see

array, r.] 1. One who arrays. 2. In Eng.
hist., an officer who had a commission of array
to put the soldiers of a county in a condition
for military service.

arrayment (a-ra'ment), . [Early mod. E. also

arraimcnt, arayment, < ME. araiment, < AF.
araiement, OF. areement, < araier, etc., array:
see array and -ment, and the abbr. form rai-

ment.'] 1. The act of arraying. 2f. That in
which one is arrayed ;

raiment.

Sheep clothed in soft arrayment. Quarles.

arre1
,

. See ar1
.

arre2t, v. i. See an-3 .

arreacht, '. See areach.

arrearH, r. See arear1 .

arrear2t (a-rer'), adv. [Early mod. E. also arear,
arrere, < ME. arere, a rere, < OF. arere, ariere,
mod. F. arriere = Pr. areire, arreire, < ML. ad
retro : L. ad, to

;
retro (> OF. riere), backward :

see retro- and rear3.] Backward; into or to-
ward the rear

;
back

;
behind.

Forst him back recoyle and reele areare.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. iv. 6.

arrear2 (a-rer'), [ME. only in phr. in ariere,
in time past; < arrear2

,
adv. The older noun

is arrearage, q. v.] 1. The state of being be-
hind or behindhand : as, his work is in arrear.

Spain, though at least a generation in arrear of England,
was after our own the first modern European country to
attain to ... a national dramatic literature.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., Int., xxvii.

2f. The rear.

The arrear consisting of between three and four thou-
sand foot. Heylin, Hist. Reformation, p. 92.

3. That which is behind in payment; a debt
which remains unpaid, though due : generally
used in the plural and implying that a part of
the money is already paid : as, arrears of rent,
wages, or taxes.

For much I dread due payment by the Greeks
Of yesterday's arrear. Camper, Iliad, iii.

My approval is given in order that every possible facility
may be afforded for the prompt discharge of all arrears of
pay due to our soldiers and sailors.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 332.

arrearage (a-rer'aj), w. [< ME. arerage, arre-

rage, < OF. arerage, arrerage, arrierage, mod. F.

arrerages, pi., < OF. arere, ariere, back: see
arrear*, adv., and -age, and cf. advantage."} 1.
The state or condition of being behindhand or
in arrears.

I have employment for thee, such a one
As shall not only pay my services,
But leave me in arrearage.

Shirley, Grateful Servant, i. 2.

2. Arrears
;
amount or amounts outstanding or

overdue
; any sum of money remaining unpaid

after previous payment of a part.
The old arrearages . . . being defrayed.

Howell, Vocal Forest.

Our pleasure is, that all arrearages
Be paid unto the captains.

Massinger, The Picture, U. 2.

arrearancet (a-rer'ans), n. [< arrear2 + -ance."]
Same as arrearage"

arrectt (a-rekf ), v. t. [< L. arrectus, pp. of arri-

gere, set up, raise, erect, < ad, to, + regere, keep
straight, direct.] 1. To raise or lift up ;

make
erect.

Having large ears perpetually exposed and arrected.

Swtft, Tale of a Tub, xi.

2. To direct.

Arrecting my sight towards the zodiake.

Skelton, Poems, p. 9.

3. To impute.
Therefore he arrecteth no blame ... to them.

Sir T. More, Works, fol. 271.



arrect

arrect, arrected (a-rekf, a-rek'ted), . [< L.

arrcctus: see the verb.] If. Erect; erected.

2f. Attentive, as a person listening.
Kaner for the event,

Around the beldame all arrect they hang.
Akeiutiile, Pleasures of Imagination, 1. 289.

3. In l>ot., pointing upward; brought into an

upright position. .1. (Inn/.

arrectaryt (a-rek'ta-ri), M. [< L. arrechiriiis,

perpendicular, neut. pi. arrecttiria, the upright

posts of a wall, < nrrrrtus, erect: see urn-i-i.}

A beam or post standing upright, as opposed
to one which is horizontal.

The arm-fan/ or U-ani of his cross.

Up. Hall, Works, II. 278.

arrector (a-rek'tor), n. [NL., < L. arrigere, pp.
itrrectus, set up erect : we arrect, r.] Thatwhich

arrects; an erector. Arrector pill, in mint., tlie

erector of the hair, iitmmll -strip of unstriateti muscle run-

ning from tin- lowrr part of the hair-follicle towanl the

surface of the skin, ami by contraction, under the influence

of fright or cold, causing the hair to stand straight up or

"on end," at the same time so raising the surface just
around the oriiice as to occasion goose-flesh or horripila-
tion.

arreedt, t. See aread.

arrel (ar'el), . [Sn., also arrelde (> Basque
arraldea, a weight ot 10 pounds); Sp. arrate,

Pg. arratcl, a weiglit of 16 ounces (see arratel) ;

< AT. al, the, + rail, a weight of 12 ounces.] A
weight of 4 pounds, used in Spain.
Arremon, . See Arrhemon.
arrendation (ar-en-da'shon), w. Same as ar-

reiitation.

arrendator (ar'eu-da-tqr), . [Also arendator,
< Kuss. arendatoru, < ML. arrendator, arendator,
a farmer of the revenue, < arrendare, arendare,

arrentare, let for a rent, farm the revenue: see

arrent.] One who farms the revenues in certain

Russian governments.
arrenotokous, a. See arrhenotokous.

arrent (a-renf), r. t. [< OF. arrenter, arentir

(ML. arrentare, arrendare, arendare), < a (L. ad.

to) + ren te, rent : see arrendator and rent.] To
let for a rent; especially, in old Eng. law, to

let out for inclosure, as land in a forest. See
arrentation.

arrentation (ar-en-ta'shon), n. [Also arren-

dation, < ML. arrentatio(n-), arrendatio, < arren-

tare, arrendare : see arrent.'] In old Eng. law,
the action or privilege of arrenting; the giving
of permission by the lord of the manor to the

tenant of land in a forest to inclose it with a

small ditch and low hedge, in consideration of

a yearly rent. Also written arrendation.

arfeptibnt (a-rep'shon), n. [< L. arreptus, pp.
of ampere, snatch, seize to one's self, < ad, to,

+ rapere, snatch, seize : see rapacious, rapture.]
The act of taking away.
This arreption was sudden, yet Elisha sees both the

chariot and the horses, and the ascent.

Bp. Hall, Rapture of Elijah.

arreptitious
1
t (ar-ep-tish'us), a. [< LL. arrepti-

cius, arreptitius, seized in mind, inspired, deliri-

ous, < L. arreptus, pp. of arripere, snatch, seize:

see arreption.] Snatched away ; hence, seized
or possessed ;

frantic ;
crack-brained

;
mad.

Odd, arreptitunis, frantick extravagances.
Kowell, Letters (1860), I. 475.

arreptitious
2
t (ar-ep-tish'us), a. [As if < L.

arreptus, pp. of arrepere, creep toward, steal

softly to (< ad, to, + repere, creep: see reptile),
+ -itious; but appar. a mistaken def. of pre-

ceding.] Creeping or having crept in privily.

Blount; Bailey.
arrest 1

(a-resf), v. t. [< ME. aresten, arresten

(also by apheresis resten, > mod. dial, rest), <

OF. arester, F. arreter = Pr. Sp. Pg. arrestar =
It. arrestare, < ML. arrestare, stop, restrain, < L.

ad, to, + restore, stay back : see rest2.] 1. To
stop forcibly ;

check or hinder the motion or ac-

tion of : as, to arrest the current of a river
;
to

arrest the course of justice.
Ascribing the causes of things to secret proprieties hath

arrested and laid asleep all true inquiry. Bacon.

With the progress of adaptation each (human being] be-

comes so constituted that he cannot be helped without in

some way arresting a pleasurable activity.
//. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 96.

2. To take, seize, or apprehend by virtue of a

legal warrant or official authority; take into

custody: as, to arrest one for a crime or misde-
meanor. [Shakspere most commonly construes
this verb with of, like accuse: as, "of capital
treason we arrest you here," Eich. n., iv. 1.]

According to law no Englishman could be arrested and
detained in confinement merely by the mandate of the

sovereign. Macaulay.

3. To seize and fix; engage; secure; catch;
take : as, to orresf the eyes or the attention.
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King. If you prove it, I'll repay it back,
Or yield up Aquitain.

I'rin. We arrest your word.

Shot., I.. I.. L., il. 1.

The appearance of such a person in the world, and at

such a period, ought to arrest the consideration of cw-r>

thinking mind. /.'. < ..

4f. To rest or fix.

We may arm! our thoughts UIHJII the divine merclei.
Jer. '/'"//"<.

5. In ficots and admiralty laic, to seize (prop-

erty) for debt or the satisfaction of a claim
;

attach or levy upon. =Syn. 1. To stay, interrupt,

delay, detain. X To capture, lay hold of, take up, take

[H i^i'MiT.

arrest 1 (a-resf), . [< ME. arest, < OF. arest,

stoppage, delay, restraint ;
from the verb : see

arrest*, v.] 1. The act of stopping, or the state

of being stopped ; suspension of movement or

action: as, an arrest of the vital functions;
"the stop and arrest of the air," Bacon. 2f.

Self-restraint
;
self-command.

In noble corage oughte ben areste,
And weyen everything by equytee.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 396.

3. Any seizure or taking by force, physical
or moral

;
hindrance

; interruption ; stoppage ;

restraint.

To the rich man who had promised himself ease for

many years, it was a sad arrest that his soul was surprised
the arst night. Jer. Taylor.

I could . . . mingle my teares with you, . . . but when
I consider the necessity of submitting to the divine arests,

I am ready to dry them againe, and be silent.

Evelyn, To his Brother, O. Evelyn.

4. In much., any contrivance which stops or re-

tards motion.
The arrest consists of a fly vane, or escapement with

wings, mounted on one of the arbors of the clock-work

acting on the wheel. Sci. Amer. Supp., XXII. 8974.

5. In law, the taking of a person into custody
of the law, usually by virtue of a warrant from

authority. An arrest is made by seizing or touching the

body or otherwise taking possession of it. By the law of

some jurisdictions, arrest is allowed in civil eases for the

purpose of enforcing the payment of debts or preventing
a defendant from eluding an obligation. In criminal or

penal cases arrest is made for the purpose of compelling
the person charged with a crime or an offense to appear
and submit to justice. In civil cases it cannot be legally
effected except by virtue of a precept or writ issued out
of some court, but this is oftn dispensed with in criminal
cases. Arrest in civil cases is of two kinds, viz:.

,
that which

takes place before trial, and is called arrest on iriesne pro-

cess, and that which takes place after trial and judgment,
and is called arrext on final process, or arrest in execution.

6. In admiralty law, the taking of a ship into

custody by virtue of a warrant from a court.

7. In Scots law, attachment; seizure of prop-
erty, funds, etc., by legal process, as for debt or
the satisfaction of a claim Arrest of judgment,
in (aw, the staying or stopping of a judgment after verdict,
for causes assigned. Courts have at common law power
to arrest judgment for intrinsic causes appearing upon
the face of the record, as when the declaration varies from
the original writ, when the verdict differs materially from
the pleadings, or when the case laid in the declaration is

not sufficient in point of law to found an action upon. The
motion for this purpose is called a motion in arrettt ofjudg-
ment. Modern practice largely supersedes these motions

by requiring such defects to be objected to before judg-
ment. Breach of arrest. See breach.

arrest2 (a-resf), n. [< OF. arreste, areste, mod.
F. artitfj awn, beard, fishbone, arrest, < L. ari-

sta : see arista and arm.] A mangy tumor on
the back part of the hind leg of a horse. Also
called rat-tail.

arrestable (a-res'ta-bl), a. [< arrest* + -able.]

1. Liable to be arrested or apprehended. 2.

In Scots law, attachable
; subject to seizure at

the suit of a creditor of the owner, by a process
in the nature of attachment or garnishment:
applied to property, funds, etc.

Burgh customs still stand in the peculiar position of

being neither adjudgeable nor arrestable; they are there-
fore bad security. Eneyc. Brit., IV. 63.

arrestation (ar-es-ta'shon), . [= F. arresta-

tion, < ML. arrestatio(n-), < arrestare, arrest:

see arrest1
, v.] The act of arresting ;

an arrest

or seizure. [Bare.]
The arrestation of the English residing in France was

decreed by the National Convention.
11. HI. William*, Letters on France, I. i.

arrestee (a-rest-e'), n. [< arrest + -ee1.] In
Scots law, the person in wnose hands an arrest-

in. 'Hi is laid.

arrester, arrester (a-res'ter, -tor), w. [ME.
arester ; < arrest*+ -er*, -or. Cf. ML. arrestator.]
1. One who or that which arrests. 2. In Scots

liur, the person at whose instance an arrest is

made. See arrest, n., 1. [Arrestw is the form
usual in legal documents.]
arrestive (a-res'tiv), a. [= OF. arrestif; < ar-

rest* + -ice"] 1. Serving or tending to arrest.

2. In gram., marking an arrest, restriction,

arrhizous

or qualification of thought : applied to conjunc-
tions like but, yet, hoin-n-r, etc. ]inin, Eng.
Grammar.
arrestment (a-rest'meut), w. [< OF. areste-

iniiil, < arester, arrest: see arrest 1
, :., and

-mrnt.] 1. The act of arresting or stopping;
obstruction ; stoppage.
The ilrst effect is .//v ../,,,,/ of the functions of tin-

spinal cord. Sir ;(. Cliri*ti'.*ti. I'm Mint, I. |. ( jj.

The fall of man would produce an ftrr>'*tun-nr in the

progress of the earth in that last great revolution which
would have converted it into an K<l' u.

li,i, ,.,,,!, (Prigin of World, p. 239.

2. In Scots law : (a) A process by which a
creditor may attach money or movable proper-
ty which a third person holds for behoof of his

debtor. It bears a general resemblance to

foreign attachment by the custom of London.
See attachment, (b) The arrest or detention of

criminal till he finds caution or surety to stand

trial, or the securing of a debtor until he pays
the debt or gives security for its payment.
Breach of arrestment. See breach.

arrestor, . See arrester.

arretH, *. t. See aret.

arrest (a-ra' or a-ret'), n. [< F. arret, < OF.
arest, arrest : see arrest*, n.] The decision of a

court, tribunal, or council
; . a decree published ;

the edict of a sovereign prince : applied to the

judgments and decisions of courts and tribu-

nals in France.
arrha (ar'a), n.

; pi. arrha; (-e). [L., also ar-

rftabo, and later arra, arrabo, < Or. a/>/>a[)ui>,

earnest-money. Cf. ar/es.] Earnest-money
paid to bind a bargain or contract; a pledge.
Formerly also spelled arra.

arrhal (ar'al), a. [< arrha + -at.] Of the na-
ture of earnest-money ; given as a pledge.

arrhaphostic (ar-a-fos'tik), a. [Badly formed
< Gr. ippo^of, seamless, < a- priv. + IrnQfi, a

seam, < fMirreiv, sew.] Seamless. Clarke. Also
written araphostic, araphorostic. [Rare.]
Arrhemon (a-re'mon), . [NL., < Gr. appf/puv,
without speech, silent, < o- priv. + p^/ua, a

word, < peiv, speak.] A genus of Central and
South American oscine passerine birds, of the

family Tanagrida, including a group of several

species of tanagers with stout bills, like A.

silens, the type. Also Arremon, Buarremon.
Arrhemoninae (a-re-mo-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL.. <

Arrhemon + -ina:.] A group of tanagrine birds,
named by Lafresnaye from the genus Arrhe-
mon.
arrhenotokous (ar-e-not'o-kus), a. [Better
*arrhenotocous, < Gr. appcvor6nof, bearing male

children, < appr/v (appevo-), male, + TIKTCIV, re-

Keiv, bear.] Producing males only: applied
by Leuckart and Von Siebold to those parthe-
nogenetic female insects which produce male

progeny: opposed to thelytokous. Also spelled
arrenotokous.

The terms arrenotokous and thelytokous have len pro-

posed by Leuckart and Von Siebold to denote those par-
thenogenetic females which produce male and female

young respectively. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 384.

arrhenotoky (ar-e-not'o-ki), n. [As arrhenoto-
kous + -y.] The producing of males only: a
form of parthenogenesis. See arrhenotokous.

arrhephore (ar'e-for), n. [< Gr. 'Appi70opof, com-
monly in pi., 'Appy<t>6pot (see def.); of uncertain

origin.] One of four young girls of noble birth

who were chosen annually in ancient Athens to

dwell on the Acropolis and attend the priestess
of Athena Polias. They played a ceremonial part in

the festival of the Arrhephoria, on the night before which
they bore baskets or vases of unknown contents from the

Acropolis to an underground sanctuary near the peribolos
of Aphrodite in the Gardens.

Arrhephoria (ar-e-f6'ri-a), n. pi. [Gr. 'Apfw^opm :

see arrhephore.] An ancient Athenian festival

celebrated in the month of Skirophorion (June).
It was connected with the Panathenaiq festival, and was
the occasion of the ceremonial induction into their annual

office, with a splendid procession to the Acropolis, of the
four young priestesses of Athena called arrepliores.

arrhinencephalia (ar-in-en-se-fa'li-ii), n. [NL.,
< Gr. apptr (appiv-), without power of scenting
(< a- priv. + pic, piv, nose), + eyicfQal.of, the
brain : see encephalon.] In teratol., congenital
absence of one or (usually) both sides of the

olfactory lobe (rhinencephalon), accompanied
with more or less dwarfing or absence of adja-
cent structures. Also spelled arJiinencephalia.
arrhizal (a-ri'zal), a. [As arrhizous + -al.]

Same as arrhizous.

arrhizons (a-ri'zus), a.
(
[< NL. arrhizus, < Gr.

appear;, without roots, < a- priv. + /'fa, a root.]

Having no root : applied to parasitical plants
which nave no root, but adhere to other plants



In a
mi-

arrhizous

by any part of their surface, and derive their

nourishment from them
;

also to mosses and

HciMtictc which are destitute of rhizoids. Also

ni-lii'dl, arltizous.

Arrhynchia (a-ring'ki-R), . pi. [NL., neut. pi.

of arrhyncMttf, < (jr. a- priv. + pfyjofi snout.]

A group of the lowest proctuchous Turbellaria,

having no frontal proboscis, but provided with

an anus, and presenting distinct sexes. Also

spelled Arhynchia.
arrhythmia (a-rith'ini-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. ap-

/>iiti/iia, want of rhythm, < dpptifywx;, without

rhythm: see arrhythmous.] In pathol., irregu-

larity. Also spelled nrhytlimia Arrhythmia
cordls, irregularity of pulse.

arrhythmic (a-rith'mik), . [As arrltytltmoiiit

+ -ic: see -18 and rhythmic.] Not rhythmic;
wanting rhythm or regularity: used specifical-

ly, in pathol., of the pulse. Also spelled arlu/th-

;/<. X. E. D.

arrhythmical (a-rith'mi-kal), a. Same as ar-

rln/tlimie. Also spelled arhythmical.

arrhythmically (a-rith'mi-kal-i), adv. '.

style without rhythm. Also spelled arliytlt

cally.

arrhythmous (a-rith'mus), a. [< Gr. &ppu>uo(,
without rhythm, out of time, < a- priv. + pvd/ioc,,

rhythm.] Same as arrhythmic. Also spelled

nrlii/thnioiis.

arrhythmy (a-rith'mi), . [< NL. arrhythmia,

q. v.J Want of rhythm. Also spelled arhythmy.
[Rare.]

arriage (ar'aj), . [Sc.;
a contr. of average^,

q. v.J In Scots law, an indefinite service per-
formed by horses, formerly required from ten-

ants, but now abolished. Used chiefly in the

phrase carriage and arriage.

It [the monastery] is said to have possessed nearly two
thousand pounds in yearly money-rent, . . . capons and

poultry, butter, salt, carriage and arriage, peats and kain,
wool and ale. Scott, Monastery, Int.

arridet (a-rid'), v. t. ; pret. and pp. arrided, ppr.

arriding. [< L. arridere, please, be favorable

to, smile at or upon, < ad, to, + ridere, laugh :

see ridicule.'] To please; gratify.
Fast. 'Fore heavens, hishumour arrides me exceedingly.
Car. Arrides you !

Fast. Ay, pleases me.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

The flattering sycophant is the fawning spaniel, that

hath only learned to fetch and carry, to spring the covey
of his master's lusts, and to arridc and deride him.

Ren. T. Adams, Works, III. 119.

Above all thy rarities, old Oxenford, what do most ar-

ride and solace me are thy repositories of mouldering
learning. Lamb, Oxford in Vacation.

arridentt (a-ri'dent), a. [< L. arriden(t-)s, ppr.
of arridere: see arride.] Pleasing; gratify-

ing.
arriere (a-rer'; F. pron. ar-iar'), n. [F., < OF.
ariere, arerc, > ME. arere, mod. E. arrear^. Ar-
riere is thus the mod. F. form of arrear^, re-

stored in E. from the earlier form, or adopted
afresh, in special phrases: see arrear^ and
rearZ.] Arrear or rear. [Now rarely used except in

composition, as in arriere-bras, -fee, -Jief, -pensee, etc. (See
these words, below.) In arriere-ban, as shown, it is his-

torically a different word.]

An inferr'd arrtere of such storms, such wrecks.
W. Whitman, in Academy, Nov. 18, 1882. (N. E. D.)

Volant en arriere, in her., said of a bird represented as

flying upward and away from the spectator.

arriere-ban (a-rer'ban; F. pron. ar-iar-boii' ),

. [Early mod. E. also nrrier-, arrear-, arere-
bau (also arrear-, rere-band, arrier-van, simu-

lating band? and ran2 ), < F. arriere-ban, OF.
ariere-ban, a corruption (due to a supposed
connection with ariere, mod. arriere, rear, be-

hind) of OF. *ariban, "heriban, < ML. hart-,

heri-, ari-, are-, arri-, herebannum, etc., < OHG.
*hariban, "heriban (MHG. herban, G. heerbann),
the summoning of an army, < hari, heri (MHG.
her, G. heer = AS. here), army, + ban, a public
call, order, decree: see har-, harry, and banl.]
1. In the early feudal state, the summons of the

sovereign to all freemen, calling them to the
field with their vassals, equipment, and three
months' provisions. Neglect to obey the sum-
mons brought fines or even loss of the fief.

Hence 2. The military force thus liable to
be called out. Formerly written arierban. [The
misunderstanding of the first element (see etymology) led
to the use of ban et arriire-ban, English ban (or van) and
arrier-ban (or -van), with an artificial distinction, the ban
being supposed to refer to the immediate feudatories of
the sovereign and the arriere-ban to the vassals of the
latter, or the holders of arriere-fiefe.]

arriere-bras (ar-iar'bra'), n. Same as rerebrace.
arriere-fee (a-rer'fe), n. A fee or fief de-

pendent on a superior fee, or a fee held of a
feudatory.
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arriere-fief (a-rer'fef), . Same as arrie-ru-J'rv.

arriere-pensee (ar-iar"pon-sa'), n. [F., < ar-

riere. rear, behind, + penaee, thought : see pen-

sirc.] A thought kept back or dissembled; a

mental reservation.

arriere-vassal (a-rer'vassal), . An under-vas-

sal
;
the vassal of a vassal.

arriere-VOUSSure (ar-iar"vo-sur'), n. A rear

vault; an arch or a vault placed within the

opening of a win-
dow or door, and

differing from it

in form, to in-

crease the size

of the aperture
internally, to re-

ceive a charge
from above, or

to form an ar-

chitectural junc-
tion between in-

terior and exte-
rior forms.

arriero (ar-e-a'-

ro), n. [Sp. (=
Pg. arrieiro), a

muleteer, < arre

(> Pr. arri = It. arri), OSp. farre, a cry used
to mules and horses; prob. of Ar. origin.] A
muleteer.

arris (ar'is), n. [Also written aris, formerly
arriss, E. dial. (North.) arridge, the edge of

anything that is liable to hurt (Halliwell); <

OF. arextc
;
(F. arete),<. L. arista, an ear or beard

of grain, in ML. also a bone of a fish, exterior

angle of a house: see arista and arrest2.] 1.

A sharp edge, as of a squared stone or piece of

wood. Specifically 2. In arch., the line, edge,
or hip in which the two straight or curved sur-

faces of a body, forming an exterior angle,
meet ; especially, the sharp ridge between two
adjoining channels of a Doric column.

arris-fillet (ar'is-fiFet), n. A triangular piece
of wood used to raise the slates of a roof against
the shaft of a chimney or a wall, to throw off

the rain more effectually. Also called tilting-

fillet.

arris-gutter (ar'is-gut"er), n. A wooden gut-
ter of the form of the letter V, fixed to the eaves
of a building. Gwilt.

arrish, arish (ar'ish), n. [E. dial., = ersh, dial,

form of eddish, q. v.] A corn- or wheat-field
which has been harvested

;
stubble

;
eddish.

[Devonshire, Eng.]
arrisiont (a-rizh'on), n. [< L. arrisio(n-), < ar-

risus, pp. of arridere, smile upon: see arride.]
The act of smiling upon or at. Blount.

arris-piece (ar'is-pes), . In ship-carp., one of

the portions of a built mast beneath the hoops.
arris-rail (ar'is-ral), . In carp., a rail of tri-

angular section, generally formed by slitting

diagonally a strip of square section. The
broadest surface forms the base.

arriswise (ar'is-wiz), adv. [< arris + -wise.]
. , 1. Diagonally: said of an ar-

rangement of tiles or slates so

that one angle points downward.
2. In her., with one angle pro-

jecting toward the spectator:
said of any bearing of a rectan-

gular form so placed that one
corner is in front, and the top
and two of the sides are shown.

Erroneously written arraswise.

arrivaget (a-ri'vaj), H. [ME. arryvage, aryvage,
< OF. arivage, mod. F. arrivage = Sp. arribaje, <

ML. arribaticum, arripattcum,<. 'arripare (> OF.
ariver), come to shore, arrive: see arrive and
-age.] 1. Landing; arrival. Chaucer. 2. That
which happens or befalls one

;
lot or fate.

arrival (a-ri'val), . [< ME. aryvaile, arrivaile,
< AF. arrivaitte = Pr. arribalh, arribailh, arri-

val: see arrive and -al.] 1. The act of arriving,
as in coming to land or to the end of a journey ;

a reaching or coming to a destination, or some
definite place.

Fro thenne he goth toward Itaile

By ship, and there his arrivaile
Hath take, and shope him for to ride.

Gower, Conf. Amant., ii. 4.

2. The person or thing which arrives : as, a
long list of arrivals.

To-day the Lady Psyche will harangue
The fresh arrivals. Tennyson, Princess, ii.

3. The reaching or attainment of any object
or state by effort, or in natural course: as,
arrival at a just conclusion.

An Altar Arris-
wise.

arrogance

arrivancet (a-ri'vans), M. [< arrive + -ancc.]
1. The act or fact of arriving; arrival.

Its [an animal'!)] sudden arrimnce into growth and
maturitie. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 1).

2. Persons who arrive
;
arrivals collectively.

l-'or every minute is expectancy
Of more arrivance [arricancie in early eds.].

Shalt, (ed. Leopold), Othello, ii. 1.

arrive (a-riv'), v.
; pret. and pp. arrived, ppr.

arriving. [< ME. ariven, arycett, < OF. ariver,

arriver, F. arrieer = Pr. aribar, aricar = Sp. Pg.
arribar = It. arricare, arrive, arripare, come to

shore, < ML. "arribare, 'arripare, reach, come
to shore, earlier adripare, bring to shore, < L.

ad, to, + ripa, shore, bank.] I.t trails. 1. To
bring (a ship or its passengers) to shore

;
land.

Some points of wind . . . may as soon Overturn as Ar-
rive the ship.

W. Brough, Sacr. Princ. (1659), p. 486. (N. E. D.)

When Fortune . . . had arrived me in the most joyful

port. G. Cavendish.

2. To reach.

Ere he arrive the happy isle. Milton, P. L., ii. 409.

3. To come to
; happen to.

Lest a worse woe arrive him. Milton, Civil Power.

II. intrans. 1. To come to or reach a cer-

tain point in the course of travel: with at: as,

we arrived at Havre-de-Grace.

When of Collatium this false lord arrived,
Well was he welcomed by the Roman dame.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 60.

2. To reach a point or stage by progressive
advance ; attain to a certain result or state :

with at, formerly sometimes with to: as, to ar-

rive at an unusual degree of excellence
;
to ar-

rive at a conclusion.

The Greek language was arrived to its full perfection.
J>ryden, Pref. to Troilus and C'ressida.

They arrive at a theory from looking at some of the

phenomena ; and the remaining phenomena they strain or
curtail to suit the theory. Macaulay, On History.

3. To happen or occur : with to.

Happy ! to whom this glorious death arrives. Waller.

The lot of humanity is on these children. Danger, sor-

row, and pain arrive to them, as to all.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 168.

arrivet (ft-riv'), . [< arrive, v.] Arrival.

How should I joy of thy arrive to hear !

Drayton, Brandon to Mary.
Wonder at the safe arrive

Of this small vessel, which all weathers drive.

Middleton, Triumphs of Truth.

arroba (a-ro'ba), . [Formerly also aroba,
arobe, arob, < i3p. Pg. arroba, < Ar. ar-rob', < al,

the, T rob', fourth part (of a hundred-weight),
a quarter, < arba'a, four.] 1. A Spanish and
Portuguese unit of weight. The following table
shows the number of avoirdupois and local pounds it con*
tains and its equivalent in kilograms :

PlaMS-

Pond's. Pounds. KU<-

Saragossa 86 27.395 12.424

Lisbon, Eio de Janeiro 32 32.387 14.688
Barcelona 26 22.989 10.426
Valencia 36 28.277 12.824

Paraguay 26 27.415 12.433

Castile, Buenos Ayrea, ) . , , ,,
.

Chili, Mexico, etc. f
" 28

Alicante 24 and 36 28.259 12.818

There was also formerly in use in Valencia a small arroba
of 10.687 kilograms.

2. A measure for wine, spirits, and oil in Span-
ish countries, arising from the Moorish prac-
tice of weighing those liquids; the cantara.
There are two measures of this name. The commoner, the
arroba mayor, contains in liters : in Castile, Cadiz, 16.137 ;

in Bolivia, 16.073 ; in Malaga, 15.85 ; in Havana, 15.44 ; in

Alicante, 11.550; in Valencia, 11.482. The arroba menor,
in Madrid, is equivalent to 27.25 pounds of water or 12.564

liters ; it was divided into 25 libras. Wine was sold by a

weight of 32 pounds to the arroba.

arrodet (a-rod'), v. t. [< L. arrodere, gnaw at,
< ad, to, at, + rodere, gnaw: see rodent, and cf.

corrode, erode.] To gnaw or nibble at. Saili'ij.

arrogance (ar'o-gans), . [< ME. arrogance,

arrogaunce, < Of. arrogance, < L. arrogantia, <

arrogan(t-)s, ppr. of arrogare : see arrogate.]
The condition or quality of being arrogant ;

a
manifest feeling of personal superiority in

rank, power, dignity, or estimation ;
the exalt-

ing of one's own worth or importance to an
undue degree ; pride with contempt of others

;

presumption.
Pride hath no other glass

To show itself, but pride ; for supple knees
Feed arrogance, and are the proud man's fees.

Shak., T. and C., iii. 3.

= Syn. Pride, Arrogance, Prextnii/itimi, Assumption,
JjTatlfT&CfoM*, Disdain, Loftiness, Superciliousness, Inso-

Irnce, lordliness, self-importance, imperiousness, swagger.

(See pride.) Pride and disdain are the only words in the

list that may have a good meaning when applied to per-



arrogance
sons : as, pride, in one's country ; fli*dain of a base sugges-
tion. I'ridi: primarily respccU tin; tL-miiuruf the ininil, not

ht'in^ iH-ccssitrily manifested or dinvtr't towanl otliers; it

is the general term for an unreasonable rutimatr of one s

own superiority in any respect. As it eomes into relation

and action, it may reeeive other titles. Thus, amyiiHf is,

at its simplest, //n'i/.- with i-ontempt of others, and is es-

sentially tin- ^aiin- a- >/">/,//. In at (ion, arn^/ain-t' is the

assertion of exorbitant claims to rank, dinnity. estimation,

homage, power, ete. /'/v.<"//i/<'/"" is often used for arrn-

't>nn;-
t
but more properly expresses a self-eom-eit'-d ami

Belt-important forwudnaM to run risks, tuku lilierties,

and crowd in where one! does not deserve to lie. /'/<-

xiiiniitiiM helps itself to what it wants, while rn-/-c<w/i.v

claims (rum otliers, and feeds its grille by seeing them

yield. I'miim/itum is less seltlsh than arminnn-, but

more eoneeiteil and lieadstrong. Amtmption has addfil

to its other meanings a bad sense, kindn-d topretwnpUon :

it means a disposition to do what does not belong to one
to do, and sometimes to claim to be more than one is.

Iliiiighliiirfii, like ilixilnin and tiil'tim:, dwells upon the

inferiority of others quite as much as upon its own eleva-

tion ; it is ei|iiall.v applieahle to spirit and to manner.
lii^liiht. is a mingling of lofty contempt with aversion,
abhnnviirr, or imli^riation. SttJWVilioUfflMB, as befits its

ilerivation, is ehietly applied to manner; it is a manifested

hau^litiiit ss. lii>t''/i.-<' is exhibited not only in manner,
but in eondnet and language ; it is pride or haughtiness,
shown in contemptuous or overbearing treatment of oth-

ers, especially by words; from an equal or an inferior it

is an outrageous kind of impertinence. See impudence,
egotism, and trcorn.

I know you proud to bear your name,
Your pride is yet no mate for mine,
Too proud to care from whence I came.

Teimi/Min, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

Turbulent, discontented men of quality, in proportion
as they are pulled up with personal pride and arro-mmv,
generally despise their own order. Burke, Rev. in France.

But most it is presumption in us, when
The help of Heaven we count the act of men.

Shak., All's Well, ii. 1.

His usual air of haughty assumption.
Scott, Waverley, xlix.

I own that there is a hauyhtinexit and fierceness in human
nature which will cause innumerable broils, place men in

what situation you please. Burke.

Good nature produces a dudain of all baseness, vice,
and folly. Steele, Tatler, No. 242.

The loftiness of man shall be bowed down. Isa. ii. 17.

Sometimes, it is true, the giraffe stoops to mammalian
levels; but there is something so lofty even in its conde-
scension that the very act of l>endini? enhances the hauyh-
tineitK of its erect posture, and suggests that it does it from

|niliey. To be always keeping state, and forever in the

clouds, might make shorter animals accuse it of acting
stiperciliowily. P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 182.

The insolence of the aggressor is usually proportioned to

the lameness of the sufferer. Ames, Works, II. 96.

arrogancy (ar'o-gan-si), . [See arrogance.']
1. The quality of being arrogant; arrogance:
as, "presumptuous arrogancy," North, tr. of

Plutarch, p. 77.

His arrogancy and his impudence, in commending his

own things. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 1.

2. A piece of arrogance; an arrogant act.

That most odious of all repulsive arroyancies Phari-
seeism. Harper's Mag., LXIX. 472.

arrogant (ar'o-gant), a. [<ME. arrogant, arro-

gaunt, < OF. arrogant, < L. arrogan(t-)s, assum-

ing, arrogant, insolent, ppr. of arrogare, assume,
etc.: see arrogate.] 1. Making or having the

disposition to make unwarrantable claims of

rank or estimation ; giving one's self an undue
degree of importance ; aggressively haughty ;

full of assumption : applied to persons.

Arrogant Winchester? that haughty prelate?
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 3.

2. Characterized by arrogance; proceeding
from an overestimate of one's importance or

superiority to others: applied to things: as,

arrogant claims.

The speech of Themistocles, the Athenian, which was
haughty and arrogant, in taking so much to himself, had
been a grave and wise observation and censure, applied at

large to others. Bacon, True Greatness.

Surely etiquette was never maintained in a more arro-

gant manner at the court of Louis XIV,
Mary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 208.

His [Lord Clarendon's] temper was sour, arrogant, and
impatient of opposition. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.

= Syn. Authoritative, Magisterial, Dogmatic, etc. (see ma-

gisterial), proud, assuming, overbearing, presumptuous,
supercilious, lordly, cavalier, important, swelling, bluster-

ing, grand, disdainful, overweening.

arrogantly (<ir'o-gant-li), adv. In an arrogant
manner; with unclue pride and contempt of
others

;
with haughty presumption.

Godwin and his Sons bore themselves arrogantly and
proudly towards the King, usurping to themselves equal
share in the Government. Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

arrogantness (ar'o-gant-nes), n. Arrogance.
arrogate (ar'o-gat), v. t.

; pret. and pp. arro-

gatcil, pj>r. arrogating. [< L. arrogatus, adro-

gatim, pp. of arrogare, adrogarc, ask of, adopt,
appropriate, assume, < ad, to, + rogare, ask: see

rogation. The form adrogate is confined to the
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legal sense.] 1. To claim or demand unduly
or presumptuously; lay claim to in an over-

hearing manner: ;is, to arrogate power or dig-

nity to one's self.

Who, not content
With fair equality, fraternal state,
Will <in'<i<i<itt' dominion umlr^rrvrd
Over his brethren. Milt,,,,, P. I,., ill. 27.

A man possessed of such warm imagination commands
all nature, and ttrr<it>'< possessions uf which tin- m\ner
has a blunter n-lish. ','"/i/xmi'*/<, Tenants of the Lea.sn\\, >.

Even the spiritual supremacy arm:mi<'<i b> the i'ope was,
in the dark ages, productive of far more good than rvil.

Mni-iiulnii, Hist. Iji'j.. i.

2. To lay claim to on behalf of another: as,

to arrogate to the crown the privilege of issu-

ing writs.

To antiquity we arrogate manv things, to onrselvt s no-

thing. Coleridyr, The Kriend, I. 12. (.V. E. D.)

3. In lioiii. line, same as adrogate.

abrogation (ar-o-ga'shon), . [< Li. arroga-
tio(n-), a taking' to one's self, < arrogare, take
to one's self: see arrogate, and cf. adro<j<ttion.~\

1. The act of arrogating, or making unjust or
unwarrantable claims or demands; the act of

taking more than one is justly entitled to.

Where selfness is extinguished, all manner of arroyation
must of necessity be extinct.

Dr. II. More, Song of the Soul, p. 372, note.

2. In 7fo/. lair, same as adrogatioii.

arrogative (ar'o-ga-tiv), a. [(arrogate + -ire.]

Making undue claims and pretensions; arro-

gant. Dr. H. More.
arrollo (a-ro'lyo), n. Same as arroyo.

arrondi, arrondee (a-ron'di, -de), a. [< F. ar-

rondi (fern, arrondic), rounded, pp. of arrondir,
make round, < d (< L. ad, to) -I- rond, round:
see round2.] In her., rounded off: applied to a

bearing, especially a cross, the extremities of

which are rounded. Also written arondic, aron-

<1>J Battled arrondi. See battled?. Bend arrondi,
fesse arrondi, etc. See the nouns.

arrondissement (a-rdu-des'mon), n. [F., lit. a

rounding, < arrondiss-, stem of certain parts of

arrondir, make round: see arrondi.'} In France,
the largest administrative division of a depart-
ment. The 87 departments are divided into 362 arron-

dissements. Each arrondissement is divided into cantons,
and each of the latter into communes.

arrope (a-rop' ; Sp. pron. a-ro'pa), n. [Sp. (=
Pg. arrobc), < arropar (= Pg. arrobar), mix wine
in a state of fermentation with boiled wine, lit.

clothe, < ar- (< L. ad, to) + ropa = Pg. roupa,

OPg. rouba, clothing, robe: see robe.~\ A sort

of liquor used for increasing the body and dark-

ening the color of sherry, made by boiling down
must to one fifth or one sixth of its original

quantity.
arroset (a-roz'), v. t. [< F. arroser, sprinkle,
water, nit. < LL. adrorare, bedew, < L. ad, to, +
rorare, distil dew, < ros (ror-), dew.] To be-

dew; sprinkle; wet; drench.

The blissful dew of heaven does arrose you.
Fletclier (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 4.

arrosiont (a-ro'zhon), n. [< L. as if "arro-

sio(n-), < arrodere,"pp. arrosux, gnaw at: see ar-

rode."] A gnawing at. [Rare.]
This arrosion of the nailes, . . . the property of men in-

raged with choler. J. fiuJirer,Chirologia,p.l0. (N.E.D.)

arrow (ar'6), n. [Early mod. E. also arrowe,
arowe, < ME. arow, aro, aru, arw, aruwe, arewe,

arwe, < AS. (1) arwe, fern., (2) earli, neut., =
Icel. or (gen. orvar), an arrow, = Goth, deriv.

arhwazna, a dart (Gr. /3t/tof), prob. orig. 'that
which belongs to the bow' (a 'bow-dart' as dis-

tinguished from a missile thrown by haudf), <

"arhto = L. arquus, areas, a bow, whence E.

arc1
,
arch 1

,
and deriv. archer, q. v.] 1. A slen-

der, generally pointed, missile weapon made to

inches
ha
(From

Arrows.

1-5, from New Ireland and the Solomon group of islands. The
longest is 4 feet 11 inches, the shortest 4 feet i inch. There are no
feathers. In 3 the harbs are of thin shaved blades of bone ; in 4. of
ratan , in i and 2 the barbs are made of thorns ; in 5 the bead is a
small piece of bamboo. 6-10 are Japanese arrows of a late epoch.

bo shot from a bow. Arrows have nearly universally
been made with a light, straight shaft of wood, fitted

arrow-shaped
with feathers at the not -k mil to steady the fliKht, and
\vUli a pointed head of various forms, often bailn !

to remain Mxed ill tile object pierced.
Those used in the middle au.-s rarely
had barb.-.l brads; sonn-tinics the head
was flat, sometime.-* conieat, and tit-

led to the- ,hal't like the ferrule of a
walking >-tii-k. 'I'll.- arrow -heads of the
Noitb \inciiran Indians were .if flint,

obsidian, or other hard stout-, or of

Imiie, us well as of metal, and .-n-

oft.-n barbed. They wen- s<<ui.d to

til'- sbalt liy lashings of hid.- or sin.-v*.

An o\\ -licails intended to be poi>onr.i
uamonK South Anierieuli Indians, are

said t'i bu fastened lightly, so as to
leave the .shaft and remain in the
wound. The feathers attlie butt oi tin-

shaft M-I-III to bave been ticncrally used
in all at,''-*, and are so set, or are of such
a form, a, to un> <<> the arrow a rotary
mot < -iiii-nt, like that of a rifie-lmll. The
arrow of the crossbow is called a bull or

f/<oTi7 (which see).

2. Anything resembling an ar-

row, la) In turn., a small p.. int.. I

iruli rod, or a stick shod with iron,
stuek into the ground to mark a ehain s

length, (li) In J'nrt., a work phi. . .1 at

the salient angles of a glacis, coinmuni-
inchcs long, and

eating with the covert way. (c) A tig- has ihrcc fcatberc.

ure used in maps, architectural draw-

ings, etc., to indicate direction, as of

winds, currents, rivers. In mapa, an
arrow or half-arrow, pointing north, serves to flx the points
of the conipa-s. (</) An arrow-shaped ornament, as for the

hair. Broad arrow. See broad.

arrow (ar'6), v. i. [< arrow, n.] 1. To grow
up into a long pointed stalk like au arrow.

The West Indian planter must prevent his sugar-canes
from arrowing. *n,nnvnd Colonial Mag.

2. To move swiftly, as an arrow. [Rare.]
About an hour ago did we ... see that identical sal-

mon . . . arrowing up the Tay.
Blackmod't Mag., XXII. 446.

arrow-grass (ar'6-gras), n. A common name
of plants of the genus Triglocltin, especially
of the common T. palwtre. It is also sometimes

applied generally to the members of the tribe Jitncagi-
n,

'.<-, to which Triylochin belongs, now usually included in

the natural order yaiadacpo?.

arrow-head (ar'o-hed), i. and . I. n. 1. The
head of an arrow. 2. An aquatic plant of the

genus Sagittaria : so called from the shape of

the leaves. See Sagittaria. 3. A belemuite.

II. a. Written with arrow-headed characters :

as, an arrow-liead inscription.
arrow-headed (ar'6-hed'ed), a. Shaped like

the head of

an arrow.
Arrow -beaded
characters, al-

phabetical, syl-
labic, and ideo*

graphic combi-
nations of a tri-

angular, arrow-
head - like, or

wedge - like fig-

ure; hence, also

called cuneiform
(wedge-shaped) and nail-headed characters. See cunei-

form.
arrowleaf (ar'6-lef), . A South American
aquatic plant, the Sagittaria Alontevidensis, with

large, arrow-shaped leaves.

arrowlet (ar'6-let), n. [< arrow + -let.] A
little arrow. Tennyson. [Poetic.]
arrowroot (ar'6-rot), n. [< arrow + root1

;

from the use of the fresh roots or tubers to

absorb poison from
wounds inflicted by
poisoned arrows.] A
starch obtained from
the horizontal rhi-

zomes of several spe-
cies of Maranta. it is

much used as food and for

other purposes, and is ob-

tained from the West In-

dies. The species from
which arrowroot is most
commonly made is M.
arundinacfa, hence called
the arrotrroot -plant. Other
starches than that of Ma-
ranta are occasionally sold
under the name of arrow-
root. Brazilian arrowroot,
or tapioca-meal, more usu-

ally known as cajtxapa, is

obtained from the fleshy root of Manihot ittilinirima, after

the poisonous juice has been removed ; East Indian ar-

rmrroot, from the large root-stocks of Curcmna anatttti-

folia ; Chinese arrowroot, from the creeping rhizomes of

\eluinbium sjieciofum ; Englixh arrowroot, from the po-
tato ; Portland arrowroot, from the conns of Arum macu-
latum ; and Ozuvgo arrowroot, from Indian corn.

arrow-shaped (ar'6-shapt), a. Shaped like

an arrow ; sagittate : applied in botany to u-

riculate lanceolate leaves which have the basal

lobes elongated, acute, and turned downward.

Assyrian Arrow-headed Characters.

Arrowroot-Plant (Maranta
arundinacea},
a, a, rhizomes.



arrow-stone

arrow-Stone (ar'6-ston), . A belemnite.

arrow-tie (ar'6-ti), n. [< arrow (in allusion to

the shape of the fastening) + tie.'} A tie of

hoop-iron used in baling cotton.

arrow-wood (ar'6-wud), . A name given in

the United States to several species of shrubs

or small trees used by the Indians for making
their arrows, as Viburnum- dentatum and V.

acerifolium, Jiuonymus atropnrpnreus, Cornus

Jlorida, and in the western territories Tcssaria

oorealis. See cut under Cornits.

arrow-worm (ar'6-werm), n. An animal of the

genus Sagitta (which see).

arrowy (ar'6-i), a. [< arrow + -;/
1
.] Resem-

bling an arrow or arrows, as in shape or in ra-

pidity and directness of motion.

Iron sleet of arrow/f shower
Hurtles in the darkened air. Gray, Fatal Sisters.

The lambent homage of his arrowy tongue.
Cowper, Task, vi. 782.

The carrier-bird released

Points to one cherished spot liis arroimj flight.
J. Baillie.

arroyo (a-roi'6), n. [Sp., OSp. arrogio, = Pg.

arroio, < ML. arrogium; cf. ML. rogium, ro-

gia, a stream for irrigation (Diez) ; origin un-

known.] A watercourse; a rivulet. [South-
western United States.] Also arrollo.

Down the arroyo, out across the mead,
By heath and hollow, sped the Hying maid.

Bret Harte.

Arsacid, Arsacidan (ar-sas'id, -i-dan), a. Of
or pertaining to the Arsacidte, rulers of Parthia
from about 250 B. c., and afterward of the Par-

thian empire (see Parthian), till A. D. 226. The
Arsacid dynasty was founded by a chief named Arsaces,
who revolted from Antiochus II. of Syria ; and all his suc-

cessors, about thirty, added his name to their own. A
branch of the Arsacida: reigned in Armenia from about
149 B. 0. to A. D. 428.

arschin, See arshin.

arse (ars), n. [< ME. ars, ers, < AS. ears, <ers

= OFries. ers = D. oars, naars = OHG. MHG.
ars, G. arsch = Icel. ars, also rass = Sw. ars =
Dan. ars, arts = Gr. 6p/>oc for "4/xrof, the rump.]
The buttocks or hind part of an animal. [Now
only in vulgar use.]

arse-fOOtt (ars'fut), n. [< arse + foot, from
the position of the feet in birds of the grebe
family, which seem to be inserted opposite the

anus. Once used by writers of repute, as by
Willughby and Kay, 1678.] An early British

name of the great crested grebe, Podiceps or

Podicipes cristatits, and of other birds of the

same genus. Also spelled arsfoot.

arsenal (ar'se-nal), n. [Early mod. E. also ar-

cenal, arsinal, arcinal, arzenale, archinale, etc.,

from It. and F.
;
cf . F. arsenal, formerly arce-

nal = It. arsenale, arzenale, arzanale = Sp. Pg.
arsenal (MGr. apoj/vd'Aqf), with suffix -al, -ale, a

simpler form appearing in ML. arsena, It. ar-

zena, arzana, F. (16th cent.) arsena, arsenac,

arsenal, dockyard ;
cf . It. darsena, dial, tirzana=

Sp. ddrsena = Pg. taracena, tarazena, tercena =
F. darse, darsine, a dock; also Sp. atarazana,
also atarazanal, an arsenal, rope-walk, dock-

yard; < Ar. ddr-ay-qina'ah, lit. house of construc-

tion,^ ddr, house, 4- al, the, + gind'ah, art, trade,

industry, < gana'a, make, fabricate.] 1. A re-

pository or magazine of arms and military
stores of all kinds, whether for land or naval
service. 2. A public establishment where
naval and military engines or warlike equip-
ments are manufactured. Hence 3. Figura-
tively, a repository of any kind of equipment.
We can find no weapon in the whole rich arsenal of

Comparative Anatomy which defends the truth of the

Theory of Descent more powerfully than the comparison
of the internal skeletons of the various Vertebrates.

Haeckd, Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 276.

arsenate, n. See arseniate.

Arsenian (ar-se'ni-an), n. One of a party in

the Greek Church, in the thirteenth century,
named from its leader Arsenius, patriarch of

Constantinople, who excommunicated the em-
peror Michael Palaeologus for putting out the

eyes of John Lascaris, a minor and heir to the
throne. The banishment of Arsenius, the appointment
of a new patriarch, and the conforming of the emperor to
the Latin Church at the second council of Lyons gave rise

to a schism between the patriarchates of Constantinople
and Alexandria which continued more than half a century.

arseniasis (ar-se-m'a-sis), n. [NL., < arsen(i-
cum) + -iasis.} \npathol., the morbid state pro-
duced by the use of arsenic. Also called arseni-
cism.

arseniate, arsenate (ar-se'ni-at, ar'se-nat), n.

[< arsen(ic) + -i-ate.} A salt formed by the
combination of arsenic acid with any base.
arsenic (as a noun, ar'se-nik; as an adjective,
ar-sen'ik), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also arse-
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nick, arsnicJc, < ME. arsenik, arsnek, < OF. arse-

nic, mod. F. arsenic= Sp. arsenieo = Pg. It. arse-

nieo, < L. arsenicnm, arrenicmn, arrhenicum, < Gi.

apoevMde, yellow arsenic, orpiment, lit. 'mascu-

line,' being neut. of apo-m/coc, appevutAf, mascu-

line/ apnrjv, tippr/u, male, also strong, = Zend ar-

sJian, a man, male. The name is said to refer

to the powerful qualities of

arson

arseniferous (ar-se-nif'e-rus), a. [< arsen(ic)

+ -i-ferous.} Bearing or containing arsenic:

as, arseniferous substances; arseniferous zinc.

arsenillo (ar-se-nil'6), n. [A quasi-Sp. form, <

arsenieo, arsenic, + dim. -illo.} The commercial

name of a granular form of atacamite from Chili.

arsenious (ar-se'ni-us),. [<arsen(ic) + -i-ous.}

Pertaining to or containing arsenic. Arsenious

senic; the trisulphid of the element to

it has given its name ; orpiment. [The origi-

nal use.] 2. Chemical symbol, As; atom-

ic weight, 75. A chemical element having a

grayish-white color, a metallic luster, and a

specific gravity of 5.727. Under ordinary pressure it

does not melt, but at 356 F. it passes from the solid state

into vapor of a lemon-yellow color. It tarnishes rapidly

in moist air at ordinary temperature, and heated in air is

oxidized to arsenic trioxid, As2 3 . Arsenic occurs in nature

nncombined but much more commonly in combination.

The chief ores are the two sulphids, realgar (As2S2) and

orpiment (AsoS-j), arsenical pyrites or mispickel (FeSAs),
and arsenides of iron, nickel, and cobalt. Most of the

arsenic of commerce is prepared in Bohemia and Saxony
or in England. Arsenic itself is little used in the arts. Its

salts, however, have great commercial importance. With

oxygen arsenic forms two compounds, the more important
of which is arsenic trioxid (As2O3 ), a violent poison, the

ratsbane, white arsenic, or simple arsenic of the shops. It

is prepared by a process of sublimation from arsenical

ores, and is sold as a white crystalline powder or in glassy

translucent masses, which are odorless, nearly tasteless,

and slightly soluble in water. The most reliable antidote

is freshly prepared hydrated sesquipxid
of iron, which

should be given in considerable quantity after the stomach
has been freed from the poison as completely as possible by
an emetic given witli bland liquids, such as milk, flour and
water, or white of egg and water, which serve to envelop
the poison and effect its complete ejection from the stom-

ach. In the absence of hydrated sesquioxid of iron, large

quantities of a paste made of chalk or magnesia and cas-

tor-oil may be used. Arsenic trioxid is used in medicine,

especially in the treatment of certain nervous and skin

diseases, and in the arts as the basis for preparing arseni-

cal salts and certain pigments, and largely in the manu-
facture of glass. Arsenic has two oxygen acids, whose
salts are the arseniates and arsenites. Free arsenious acid

is not known. Arsenic acid occurs in commerce as a thick

acid liquid, and is largely used in the manufacture of ani-

line red, and sodium arseniate is much used in calico-

printing. Arsenic disulphid (As2S2) occurs native as re-

algar (see realgar), and is made artificially under the name
of ruby sulphur. Both the native and the artificially pre-

pared sulphids are used as pigments, as is also arsenic tri-

sulphid (AaoSs), or orpiment, also called king's yellow.

3. The popular name of arsenic trioxid (As2O3 ),

the preparation of arsenic usually retailed in

trade. See above.

II. a. Containing arsenic
; specifically, con-

taining arsenic in smaller proportion than
arsenious compounds. See arsenious Arsenic
acid (H3AsO4 ), an acid formed from arsenic oxid. Ar-
senic oxid, arsenic pentoxld (AsjOs), a compound of

oxygen and arsenic having a larger proportion of oxygen
than of arsenious oxid. Often improperly called arsenic

acid.

arsenical (ar-sen'i-kal), a. [= F. arsenical; <

arsenic + -al.} Of or pertaining to arsenic;

containing arsenic Arsenical antimony. See al-

lemontite. Arsenical minerals, a family or class of min-
erals in which arsenic acts the part of the electronegative
element. Arsenical pyrites. See arsenopyrite and 161-

lingite. Arsenical silver, an ore of silver containing
arsenic.

arsenicalize (ar-sen'i-kal-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

arsenicalized, ppr. arsenicalizing. [< arsenical

+ -ize.} To give an arsenical character to;
treat with arsenic

;
arsenicate.

The preceding [pitch] arsenicalized.

Sci. Amer. Supp., XXII. 8803.

arsenicate (ar-sen'i-kat), 10. t.
; pret. and pp.

arsenicated, ppr. arsenicating. [< arsenic +
-ate'2 .'} To combine with arsenic; treat with
arsenic. Also arsenicize, arsenicise.

arsenic-black (ar'se-nik-blak), . The name
given in commerce to a mixture of powdered
arsenic, charcoal, iron-filings, and lime.

arsenic-furnace (ar'se-nik-fer"nas), n. A fur-

nace for decomposing arsenical pyrites by heat
and condensing the fumes : used in the manu-
facture of white arsenic.

arsenic-glass (ar'se-nik-glas), n. Glass color-

ed with arsenic. It is usually semi-opaque, and
of an opaline-white color.

arsenicise, v. t. Same as arsenicate.

arsenicism (iir-sen'i-sizm), n. [< arsenic +
-ism.} Same as arseniasis.

arsenicize (ar-sen'i-slz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
arsenicized, ppr. arsenicizing. [< arsenic + -ize.}

Same as arsenicate : as,
"
arsenicising agents."

Ure, Diet., I. 265. Also spelled arsenicise.

arsenicophagy (ar-sen-i-kof'a-ji), n. [< Gr.

apaeviKov, for mod. arsenic,+ -ifiayia, < tfiayelv, eat.]
The practice of eating arsenic-

arsenide (ar'se-nid or -nid), n. [< arsen(ic) +
-ide2.} A compound of arsenic and a metallic
base. Also called arseniuret, arsenuret.

oxyen and arsenic having a smaller proportion of oxygen
than arsenic oxid. Also called white arsenic, and often

improperly arsenious acid. See arsenic.

arsenite (to'se-nlt), n. [< arsen(ic) + -ite?.}
A

salt formed by the union of arsenious oxid with

a base.

arseniuret, arsenuret (ar-se-nl'u-ret, ar-sen'-

u-ret), n. [< arsen(ic) + -uret.} Same as arse-

nide.

arseniureted, arseniuretted (ar-se-ni'u-ret-

ed), a. [< arseniuret + -ed2.} Combined with

arsenic so as to form an arseniuret. Arseniu-
reted hydrogen (AsH3 ), also called arsine, a gas gener-
ated by fusing arsenic with its own weight of granulated
zinc, and decomposing the alloy with strong hydrochloric
acid. It is colorless, has a fetid odor like that of garlic,

and is exceedingly poisonous when breathed. The hydro-

gen of this compound may be replaced wholly or ill part

by organic radicals forming bodies analogous to amines
and phosphines, as trimethyl arsine, (CH :i)3.As.

arsenoblast (ar-sen'o-blast), n. [< Gr. apatro,

male, + ft'Aaarof, germ.] In biol., the female
element of the bisexual nucleus of a cell; a

feminonucleus. Byatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat.

Hist., 1884, p. 147.

arsenolite (ar-sen'o-lit), . [< ursen(ic) + -lite.}

Native arsenic trioxid, crystallizing in isomet-

ric octahedrons.

arsenopyrite (ar"se-n6-pi'rit), . [< arsen(ic) +
pyrite.} Amineralcoiitainingarsenic, sulphur,
and iron. Its color is tin-white, and it commonly occurs

in a massive, though sometimes in a crystallized, form.

The ordinary white arsenic is mostly obtained by roasting
this ore. It is common in Cornwall, Saxony, and Silesia,

and is also found in Canada. Also called arsenical jyyrites

and mispickel.

arsenuret, n. See arsenide.

arse-smart (ars'smart), n. [< arse + smart, n.

See smartweed.} A plant, Polygonum Hydro-
piper, also called smartweed (which see).

arsfoott, . See arse-foot.

arsheen, . See arshin.

arshin, arshine (ar-shen'), [Also spelled
arsheen, Russ. arshinu, Bulg. Serv. arshin, repr.
Turk. Pers. arshin; of Tatar origin.] A mea-
sure of length in Turkey and Persia, and for-

merly in Russia. The Turkish arshin was equal to

70.865 centimeters, but the name is now given in Constanti-

nople to the meter(100 centimeters = 39.37 inches), through
the influence of the Persian arshin of 104 centimeters. The
Russian arshin was equal to 71.119 centimeters, or about
28 inches.

arsine (ar'sin), i. [< ars(enic) + -ine'*.} Arse-
niureted hydrogen (which see, under arsenin-

reted).

arsis (ar'sis), . [L., < Gr. apmf, a raising, ele-

vation, < aipetv, raise, lift up.] 1. In pros. : (a)

Originally, the metrically unaccented part of a

foot, as opposed to the thesis or part which re-

ceives the ictus or metrical stress. (6) In prev-
alent modern usage, that part of a foot which
bears the ictus or metrical accent, as opposed
to the metrically unaccented part, called the

thesis. According to the original Greek usage, arsis de-

noted the raising of the foot in dancing, or of the hand in

beating time, and therefore the unaccented part of the
metrical foot, and thesis the fall of the foot or of the

hand in dancing or beating time, and therefore the ac-

cented part of the prosodial foot. Latin writers show
great confusion in the application of these terms, some-
times employing them in conformity with Greek usage,
sometimes interchanging their meaning, sometimes assign-

ing still other meanings to them. Some modern writers

have employed them with their original Greek significa

tions, as given above under (a) ; but the meanings given
under (6), and believed to be supported by the Latin writ-

ers, are those generally adopted at the present time.

2. In physiol. acoustics, a periodical increase in

the intensity of a sound, producing a rhythmical
effect.

arsmetrikt, >< A Middle English form of arith-

metic. Chaucer.

arson1
(ar'son), -ii. [< OF. arson, arsoun, arsun

(as if < L. *arsio, *arsion-), a burning, < order,
ardoir (pp. ars), burn, < L. ardere (pp. arsus),
burn: see ardent.^ In tow, the malicious burn-

ing of a dwelling-house or outhouse of another.

By the common law it is a felony, and if any person be in

the building at the moment of firing it is a capital offense.

By statutes the definition has been extended so as to in-

clude the burning of other property besides that above

specified, or of one's own property. In Scotland called

icilful fire-raising.

arsbn^t (ar'son), n. [< ME. arsoun, arsun, < OF.

arcun, arzon','archon, mod. F. argon = Sp. arzon
= Pg. arcffo = It. areione, < ML. arcio(n-), also
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arco(n-), and corruptly urctio(n-), a saddle-bow,
< L. arcus, a bow: see <Y'l, rtrc/i 1

.] A saddle-

bow; sometimes, a saddle.

arstt, adr. A Middle Knglish form of erst.

Chaucer.

arsy-versyt (iir'se-ver-si), adt: [Also ar.ii--

rfr.ii/, <ir.iii--i-i-i:-iii', nr.ii/-rtirn//, a humorous rim-

ing compound of K. aria- 4- L. n-rxii.i, turned.

Cf. toii.il/-lnrri/, etc.] In a reverse manner or

way: backward; in a preposterous position;

upside down ; topsy-turvy : as. "the world goes
tir,iii--ri-r.ii<-," Hi nri initn. Passengers' Dialogues.

I took tin' pen first "t' tin- la\er. and turning it />//

n-rsii. likr n.. instrument fin- a ploughman, our youngster
and the rest m iln- tact inn burst into laughter at tin- sim

plieity "1 m> lingering.
Mi.l:/l:l:,,l. Kiltller II I I I ll MltTS THlfll.

art 1
(iirt), r. [< MK. <irt,,-rt, < AS. ,;/= ( >North.

V, ///< : see / .
I
The second person singular,

indicative mood. present tense, of the verb In

( which see).

art2 (iirt), a. [< MK. <irl, nrli, < OF. ttrt, F. nrt

Sp. Pg. It. tirlr, < \i. nr(t-)s, ace. artem, skill,

prol). orig. skill in titling or joining; akin to

nrt iix, a joint, tirnni, arms, tiriintx. shoulder-

joint, etc., < \/ *ar, join: see article, iinn 1
,

firiii~.~\ 1. The combination or modification of

things to adapt them to a given end; the em-

ployment of given means to effect a purpose.
With each Kilt i'f imturt 1 ami of art.

/'..;... Mural Essays, 1. 192.

Mr. Milt Buys, ".lit is Imt tin: employment of the lowers
of nature for alt end." Yes ; but the employment is the art.

That use or employment of the natural elements is pre-

cisely the function of the intelligence and the will, which
'liUrrs l'rom nature, in its proper sense, as the active dif-

fers triim tlic passive. Edinburgh Rev.

2. Skill; dexterity; an especial facility iu per-

forming any operation, intellectual or physical,

acquired by experience or study; knack.

There is n,-t in roasting eggs. Old ada'ie.

Russell had the art of writing letters that exploded like

bomb-shells in the midst of some controversy.
./. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, XX.

3. Artfulness; cunning.
She hath no faults, who hath the art to hide them.

1C, -hxtcr, White Devil, v. >.

ijiii-cn. More matter, with less art.

l'i>l. Madam, I swear, I use no art at all.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. >.

4. A system of rules and traditional methods
for facilitating the performance of certain ac-

tions; acquaintance with such rules or skill

in applying them, as in any manual trade or

handicraft, technical profession, or physical
accomplishment : as, the art of building or of

engraving; the healing art; the art of music
or of dancing ;

the practical or the elegant artu:

in this sense opposed to scii-im .

The object of science is knowledge ; the objects of art

arc works. In art, truth Is the means to an end ; in sci-

ence, it is only the end. Hence the practical arts are not
to be classed among the sciences. Wheu-ell.

Theorists, by ail observation of particulars and by gener-
alizing on them, attempt to construct a system of scientific

propositions with respect to a certain subject : upon which
system a set of rules intended for the guidance of practice
may be founded. These rules form an art.

NI'I- H. ('. Lfirin, Authority in Matters of opinion, iii.

6. [It. artf.'] An organized body of men prac-
tising a given trade, and carrying out an estab-
lished system of rules and traditions; a guild.
The city [Florence] was first divided into art*, in the

time of Charles I. ... These arts or companies . . .

ere at first but twelve, but afterwards they were in-

creased to twenty-one, and arrived at such power and
authority that in a few years they wholly engrossed the

government of the city. . . . Seven of them were called
the greater arts, and fourteen the less.

J. Ada tux, Works, V. 54.

A portion of the taxes wag assigned to the work (build-

ing tne Duomo, 1331], and the charge of it was committed
to the Art of Wool ; that is, to the corporation of the deal-
ers in wool, the richest and most powerful of the A //* i if

Florence.
C. E. Xnrii,ii. Cbinrh-building in Middle Ages, p. 211.

6. A branch of learning regarded as an instru-
ment of thought, or as something the knowledge
of which is to be acquired in order to be applied
or practised : chiefly in the plural, and in such

phrases as master of arts, faculty of arts, etc.

Formerly in the universities the seven liberal arts were
the Roman trlvium, grammar, logic, and rhetoric, and the
I'ythagorean quadrivinm, arithmetic, music, geometry, and
astronomy. Hut by art, in the middle ages, was usually
meant logic, that being the principal study in the faculty
of arts.

7. Esthetics; the science and theory of beauty
in perception and expression.

A/-I is simply tin 1 harmonic expression of human emo-
tion. \en- Princeton Rev., II. 29.

8. Artistic or esthetic quality; the exhibition
of the ]io\ver of perceiving the beautiful and of

expressing it in artistic forms: as, a picture
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skilfully painted, tint devoid of tirt. 9. The
actual production or construction of objn-t.-,

beautiful in form, color, or sound ; the practi-
cal application of esthetic principles, as in the

department! of
production specifically culled

the Jiiif iirln (which see, below); especially,

painting and sculpture.
Nothing is better founded than the famous aphorism of

rhetoricians, that the perfection of art i-onsists in eon

cealing <n-t. i''iii</il'll.

Art and part, in >'< "'.< Inn-, m.-tigatioii ; abetment.

By nrt is understood the mandate, instigation, or advice

that may have lieen given towards committHfl tile ci inn :

l<rt expresses the share that one takes to himself in it \,\

II id or assistance which he gives the criminal in the

execution of it. Krstiil'-.

Bachelor of Arts. See bgoMor. Black art, i

niancy : s"iver> ; the fancied poMcrot
1

performing wnnder
Mil 1 1 MI- M preternatural means, especially means deri\iil

trom the assistance of the powers uf evil : opposed to "7"'*

ni-t or iiiiiti' iini'iii-, that is, innocent luau'ie. \Hlin-k "it is

a kind of translation o! Middle Latin ni'ii-fn'ttntin, magie,
a rorruptiiiu. <lne to confusion Mitll Latin nw'V, black (see

".///"), i'l il'<-i'"n:<lnti<l, from till' Creek veKpotULirrfi.il. lie''

romancy. The confusion was assisted by the cuiiinnni

practice
of painting the devil black.] Decorative art,

that branch of art which has for its primary olijeet m< i > 1\

the pleasure of the eye. especially in deeoration which is

subservient to architectural features or to form, as iu

ceramics. Faculty Of arts, thcloMcst and fundamental

faculty of tin tour in the old linhersitics ; the faculty of

philosophy, which had charge of students upon their first

entrance and until they took the degree of master of arts.

When a liny eould read, write, and had mastered the ele-

ments of Uitin grammar, he was considered ready to begin
his studies in logic at the university. The instruction in

the faculty of arts was sharply separated from the tests

preliminary to the conferring of degrees. In the middle

ages the subjects of the ordinary lectures were Priscian's

grammar, the Isagoge of Porphyry, Aristotle's Organon,
and the \>e Uivisione and three books of the Topics of

Boetius, while the extraordinary lectures related to rhet-

oric, ethics, and a little geometry and astronomy. Fre-

quent disputations constituted the only exercises for the

scholars ; and the musters disputed in public once a week.
The degrees conferred at the recommendation of the fac-

ulty of arts were those of bachelor and master. In Paris

the degree of licentiate was a distinct one intermediate
between the others. The baccalaureate or determinance
was not originally a degree. Upon the reform of the uni-

versities In the sixteenth century logic gave place to the
In i inanities, and during the present century natural science
has had a more considerable place in the instruction.

Fine arts, those arts which seek expression through
beautiful modes; specifically, architecture, sculpture.

painting, and engraving. Hermetic art. See lieriui-ti'i:

Master of Arts, see matter. Military art. *<> mil-

itary, a. Plastic art or arts, sculpture, including all

subordinate or related arts by which objects are repre-
sented in the round or in relief. Work Of art, anything
in the formation or into the accomplishment of which art

in any sense has entered; specifically, a production of

any one of the fine arts, but especially of one of the imi-

tative members of the group, as a statue or a painting.

That is best which lieth nearest ;

Shape from that thy u-ork uf art.

LoiitfeUoic, (iaspar Becerra.

= Syn. 2. Aptitude, readiness, address, tact, adroitness,
contrivance. -- 3. shrewdness, subtlety, cunning, artifice,

deceit, duplicity. 4. Art, Science. The essential differ-

ence between an art and a science is in aim. "Science
and "// may In- said to he investigations of truth, tint

*i-!>- nt-e inquires for the sake of knowledge, art for the sake
of production. "(A'flrs/rtAr.) Hence, they differ somewhat in

that with which they are concerned. "An art directly and
immediately concerns itself with a faculty. . . . It fastens

upon that, ami keeps it ever in its view as it teaches how
that may be developed, trained, and guided. A science.

on theother hand, regards rather the produetof |a] faculty,

anil, keeping its view directly upon that, proceeds to unfold
its nature ami proper characteristics." (//. .V. Dati, Art of

Discourse, ft 1.) Incidental to this difference is a differ-

ence in method, science being analytic and critical, while
art is synthetic and constructive. In the matter which
makes up the iMuly of the two, an art involves the means
of discipline in the use of the knowledge which may have
been furnished by a corresponding science. The same
branch of knowledge may be regarded as either a science

or an art. It may be viewed theoretically, as seeking,
coordinating, arranging, and systematizing knowledge,
and by observation, comparison, abstraction, and general-
ization deducing laws: or as. with more or less reference
to such preparatory work, framing rules which are the
lessons of experience, and are designed to facilitate work
or give it superior excellence. The more complete Un-
scientific basis of an art. the more perfect the art. There is

a secondary use of the word science, by which it stands for
an art that thus rests upon a science, as in the following :

The fundamental conception of the occupation of the
architect embraces the two ideas of science and art. Ar-
chitecture as an art is the work of the skilled hand : as a

.-'/-/iiv, it is that of the informed and cultivated brain.

Edinburgh Her.

artst, c. t. [ME. arteii, ertfn, < OF. artrr = Sp.
tirtar (obs.) = Pg. arctar = It. artare, < L. ar-

tttrc, ML. often erroneously arctare, compress,
contract, draw close, < artus, drawn close, prop,
fitted; pp. of "arere, -\/ "ar, fit, join: see art-,

article, arm'2
, etc.] 1. To force; compel; con-

strain.
Love arted me to do my observaunce
To his estate. Court of Love, 1. 4.

2. To induce; incite.

What to nrlfn hire to love he sought.
Chaucer, Troilua, i. :)K,V

Also written aret.

Artemisia

-art. A suffix, another form of -uril, as in

i/url,

artaba (iir'ta-liii), . [LL., < (ir. 11/iTii.ii/.] A
uro of capacity which appears to have

originated iu Kgypt, where it had under the

Pharaohs a capacity of l!6.176 liters. v ivisi.m
lr ,if file same name llail, aernniili'-' In HiTiilotUs.

alnillt the saliH i-apaeit>. The I:..man- reduced its vol-

u to -.'7.1:12 liters (according t" some, to --".i.'i! or _>..;

liter-.), 'flu- Araliii ami modern Persian measures have
e\idi ntly been doubled, having respectively Ml.lHW! and

Artamia (iir-ta'nii-ji), . [NL.l Same as Ar-
11nn us, 1.

Artamidae (iii'-tam'i-<le). /i. ///. [NL.,<.-ir//-
+ -ii/ir.] A family of oscine passerine birds.

i lie swallow -shrikes or wood-swallows, closely
related to the llii-rnriilii', and by some combined
with that family. The species arc chiefly East Indian
and Col) nesiaii. leading forms, behides Ai-lnnnis, are

O,'/i,//'/. /'..ri"/'.-7i,'/i',/i,/;. anil .{/>'llri/in...

artamockest, . The mocking-bird, .)///*

polyglotttu.
ArtaiiKifkf. the linguist, a bird that imitatetb and tisrth

the sounds and tones of almost all the birds in the

trie. lln,-riiitt. Virginia (1588).

Artamus (iir'ta-mus). . [XL., < (Jr. a/ira/un;

a butcher, a cook.] 1. The typical genus of

the family Artamiilii; and nearly conterminous
therewith. Fieillttt, 1816. Also called Artamia.

2. A genus of arachuidans. Km-li. 1W.
artedt (ar'ted), a. [< arft + -<?*.] Skilled.

Those that are thoroughly arted iu navigation.
l-\-lthain, Kesolves(ed. 170), I. xll.

It hath lieen counted ill for great ones to sing, or play,
like an iirted musician.

frltham. Resolves (ed. 1670), I. Ixxxvlii.

artefact, . and . See artifart.

artefactum (ar-te-fak'tum), n. Same as arti-

fact.

artelllet, . A Middle English form of, artillery.
l 'Innicer.

Artemia (iir-te'mi-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. afrrr//jii,

that which hangs, as an ear-ring, etc., < aprm>,

hang upon, fasten to.] A genus of phyllopod
or branchiopod entomostracous crustaceans, of

the family Branchipodida: The animals are notable
as inhabiting saline waters, the other forms of the group
l>eing found in fresh water. A. salina, a common British

species, is known as the brine-shrimp or brine-wnu.

Artemis (ar'te-mis), n. [L., < Gr. "Aprc/jtc. The

origin of the 'name is undetermined.] 1. In

Gr. myth., one of the great Olympian deities,

daughter of Zeus (Jupiter) and Leto (Latona),
and twin sister of Apollo, she may be regarded as

a feminine form of Apollo. She chastised evil with her
keen shafts and with deadly sickness, and also protected
mortals from danger and |>estilence. Vnlikc AjHjllo, she-

was not connected with poetry or divination, but. like

him. she was a deity of light, and to her was attributed

Artemis ( Diana )
11

authority over the moon, which belonged more particular-

ly to her kinswomen Hecate and Selene. In art, Artemis
is represented as a virgin of noble and severe Iwauty, tall

and majestic, and generally bearing IHJW and quiver as the

huntress or mountain goddess. She was identified by the
Romans with their Diana, an original Italian divinity.

2. [NL.] In zool. : (a) A genus of siphonate
lamellibranch bivalves, of the family Venerida:

having the pallia! margin sinuous, (ft) A genus
of coleopterous insects. Mulsant, 1851. Ephe-
sian Artemis. See Diana.

Artemisia (ar-te-miz'i-a), . [L., < Gr. apre-

/uaia, an herb like wormwood; prob. < 'Aprefii-

atof, pertaining to "\pTefitc,: see Artemis.] A
very large genus of plants, of the natural order
' SMMMtML abundant iu dry regions, and mostly
i d' the northern hemisphere. Thegenusis allied t<



Artemisia

the tansy (Taiiacetuni), and consists of low shrubs ami

herbs, with small discoid, often pendulous, heads panicu-

lately arranged, and all bitter aroinatics. Then are over

40 species in the United States, mostly confined to the

regions west of the Mississippi. Of the foreign species, the

i-iiimiion wormwood, A. Absinthium, use formerly much
used as an anthelminthic, and furnishes a volatile oil that is

the peculiar ingredient in the French liqueur absinthe. A.

,ili(,-i'ii;s ami -I. niiiMlinaof the Alps are used in the man-

ufacture of a similar liqueur, genepi. Wormseed or san-

tonica consists of the small unexpended flower-bora of A.

paueillnra. extensively collected on the steppes nf Turkes-

tan arid employed as an anthelminthic. The southernwood
of gardens, A' Alirutanuia, anil the tarragon, A. Drawn-
fii'hn, have a fragrant aromatic odor, Of the numerous
North American species, the best known are A. trUtntata

and A. caita, which are the sage-brush of tire western

plains the tlrst especially covering large areas in tire val-

leys of the Great Basin. See cut under Alisin/l, in m.

artemod (iir'te-mod), . [< Artemis, as goddess
of the moon, -f od, q. v.] Lunar od; the odic

force of the moon. Huron ran 1!< iflunhiieh.

artert (ar'ter), n. [< OF. artre, a moth
;
artre

yrisc tie bois, a wood-louse (Cotgrave); also

arte, and artiron, artisan, artuisoti, mod. F. ar-

tison, a wood-worm. Cf. art-worm.'] A wood-
worm. Also called art-worm.

arteria (iir-te'ri-a), .
; pi. arterial (-e). [L. : see

artery.'} In anaf., an artery : now mostly super-
seded by the English form of the word. Some of

the principal arteries in the names of which the Latin form
is still used are : Arteria anastomotica, one of the branches
of the brachial or femoral artery, forming anastomoses
about the elbow or knee ; arteria centralis modiolfe or

retiiue, the central proper artery of the cochlea or of the

retina ; arteria colica dextra, raedia, sinistra, the artery
of the ascending, transverse, and descending colon respec-

tively; arteria comes, a companion artery of a nerve, as

the phrenic and sciatic ; arteria coronaria ventriculi, the

proper gastric artery, a branch of the cteliac axis ;
arte.ria

dorxalis hallucis, indicia, lin'iuce, penis, pedis, pollicls,

xfapulce, the dorsal artery of the great toe, index finger,

tongue, penis, foot, thumb, and shoulder-blade respective-

ly ; arteria gastro-duodenalix, arteria gastro-epijtlvica, two
arteries of the stomach and associate parts ; arteria in-

ttominata, innominate artery, or anonyma, the first great
arterial branch of the arch of the aorta, on the right side

;

arteria pancreatica magnet, parea, arteria pancreatim-
duodenates, superior et inferior, large and small pancreatic

arteries, and the superior and inferior arteries of the pan-
creas and duodenum ; arteria priiiceps cervicis, pollicix,

the principal branch of the occipital artery for the back of

tile neck, and the principal artery of the thumb, respec-

tively ; arteria, profunda humerl, superior et inferior, cervi-

cis, femoris, the superior and inferior deep branches of the
brachial artery, the deep cervical branch of the first inter-

costal artery, and the deep branch of the femoral artery,

respectively ; arteria sacra media,, the middle sacral ar-

tery, the continuation of the abdominal aorta after giving
off the iliac arteries; arteria superjicialis voice, a small

artery of the ball of the thumb, a branch of the radial,

usually continuous witli the superficial palmar arch ; ar-

teria tnmnmaKt colli, a branch of the thyroid axis which
traverses the root of the neck and ends in the posterior

scapular artery. Arteria aspera, the asper or rough
artery, that is, the windpipe or trachea.

arteriact (ar-te'ri-ak), a. and. [< Gr. apri/pia-

K6;, pertaining to the windpipe, fern, f/ aprr/piaKq,
a medicine therefor, < apTqpia, windpipe: see

artery.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the wind-

pipe.
II, . A medicine prescribed in diseases of

the windpipe. Dunglison.
arteries. . Plural of arteria.

arterial (ar-te'ri-al), a. [= F. arteriel, < NL.
arterialis, < L. arteria, artery: see artery."] 1.

Of or pertaining to an artery or to the arteries :

as, arterial action. 2. Contained in an artery:

as, arterial blood. 3. Having a main channel
and many branches or ramifications, like the
arteries: as, arterial drainage. Arterial blood,
blood as it passes through the arteries after having been

oxygenated in the lungs. It is distinguished from venous
blood particularly by its lighter florid-red color, due to the

presence of oxygen. Arterial cone, (a) The upper left

conical portion of the right ventricle, from which the pul-

monary artery leads. Also called infundibuluin. (b) In

ichth., the elongated conical ventricle of the heart, which
is continuous with the bulbus arteriosus, and is distin-

guished therefrom by the presence of valves between the
two. Arterial duet (ductus arteriosus), the portion of

any primitive aortic arch which serves to connect and
furnish communication between a branchial artery and a
branchial vein. Arterial navigation, navigation by
means of connected or branching channels of inland water,
as rivers, deepened streams, and canals.

arterialisation, arterialise. See arterializa-

tlon, arterialise.

arterialization (ar-te"ri-al-i-za'shon), n. [<
arterialize + -ation.~\ The process of making
arterial

;
the conversion of venous into arterial

blood, during its passage through the lungs, by
the elimination of carbon dioxid and the ab-

sorption of oxygen from the air. Also spelled
arterialisation.

arterialize (ar-te'ri-al-iz), . t.
; pret. and pp.

arterialised, ppr. artcrializing. [< arterial +
-ize; = F. arterialiser.] To convert (venous
blood) into arterial blood by the action of oxy-
gen in the lungs. Also spelled arterialise.

arterially (ar-te'ri-al-i), adv. In the manner
of an artery ; by means of arteries.
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arteriocapillary (ar-te"ri-6-kap'i-la-ri), a.

[< arterial + capillary.'] Pertaining to arteries

and capillaries Arteriocapillary fibrosis, the in-

crease of connective tissue in tile walls of arteries and

capillaries.

arteriococcygeal (ar-te"ri-6-kok-sij'e-al), a.

[< arterial + eoccygeal.'] In anat., pertaining
to arteries and to the coccyx: specifically ap-

plied to the glomerulus arteriococcygeus, or

Luschka's gland. See gland and rjlomerulus.

arteriogram (ar-te'ri-o-gram), n. [< Gr. apri/-

l>ia, artery, + ypap/ia, a writing.] A sphygmo-
graphic tracing or pulse-curve from an artery;
a sphygmogram taken from an artery.

arteriography (ar-te-ri-og'ra-fi), . [X Gr. aprr/-

pia, artery, + -ypatiia, < ypd<j>eiv, write, describe.]
A description of the arterial system.
arteriola (iir-te-ri'o-la), .

; pi. arteriola: (-le).

[NL.] In anat,, a little artery; an arteriole

Arteriolse rectsa, small straight arteries supplying the

medullary pyramids of the kidneys.

arteriole (ar-te'ri-61), n. [= F. arteriole, < NL.

arteriola, dim. of L. arteria, artery.] A small

artery.
The minute arteries, the arterioles of some distant organ

like the brain. B. W. llicliardson, Prevent. Med., p. 407.

arteriology (iir-te-ri-ol'o-ji), w. [< Gr. aprt/pia,

artery, + -/.oy<a,< "Mytiv, speak : see -ology.~] The
science of or a treatise on the arteries.

arteriosclerosis (ar-te"ri-6-skle-r6'sis), .

[NL., < Gr. aprripia, artery, + aKAripuatg, harden-

ing: see sclerosis.} The increase of connective
tissue in the walls of arteries, especially in the

iutima.

arteriotome (ar-te'ri-o-tom), n. [< Gr. as if

*ap-iipioT6/iof: see art'eriotomy."] In surg., an
instrument for dissecting an artery.

arteriotomy (ar-te-ri-ot'o-mi), n. [< LL. arte-

riotomia, < Gr. apri/pioTo/iia, the cutting* of an

artery (cf . apTt/pioToftclv, cut an artery), < apri/pia,

artery, + ro/j^f, verbal adj. of re/iveiv, Tapeiv,

cut.] 1. In surg., the opening of an artery by
the lancet or other instrument, for the purpose
of letting blood. 2. That part of the science

of anatomy which treats of the dissection of

the arteries.

arteriovenOUS (ar-te"ri-o-ve'nus), a. [< L. ar-

teria, artery, + vena, vein: see venous.'] Per-

taining to an artery and a vein. Arteriovenoua
aneurism. See aneurism.

arteritis (iir-te-ri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. aprr/pia,

artery, + -if**'.'] Inflammation of an artery or

of the arteries.

artery (iir'te-ri), .
; pi. arteries (-riz). [< ME.

arterie (early mod. E. also arter, artere, artier,

arture, etc., < OF. artere, mod. F. artere = Pr. Sp.

Pg. It. arteria), < L. arteria, the windpipe, an ar-

tery, < Gr. aprripia, an artery as distinct from a
vein

;
but commonly the arteries were regarded

as air-ducts (the name being supposed to come
from ai'/p, air), because found empty after

death, and seem to have been conceived as
ramifications of the windpipe ; orig. the wind-

pipe ; perhaps < aipeiv, aeipeiv, raise, lift up ;
cf.

aorta, from the same source.] If. The trachea
or windpipe.
Under the artery or windpipe is the month of the

stomach. Sir H. Hollatui.

2. One of a system of cylindrical, membranous,
elastic, and muscular vessels or tubes, which
convey the blood from the heart to all parts of

the body by ramifications' which as they pro-
ceed diminish in size and increase in number,
and terminate in minute capillaries which unite
the ends of the arteries with the beginnings of

the veins. There are two principal arteries : the aorta,
which rises from the left ventricle of the heart and rami-
fies through the whole body, and the pulmonary artery,
which conveys venous blood from the right ventricle to the

lungs, to undergo arterialization. Most arteries are com-
posed of three coats : an outer or fibrous, of condensed
connective tissue well supplied with blood-vessels and
nerves ; a middle or elastic, consisting chiefly of circular,

non-striated, muscular fibers ; and an inner, thin, smooth,
and dense, composed, from without inward, of an elastic

fenestratcd membrane, a layer of connective tissue, and
a lining of endothelium. The outer coat is the (tunica)
adventitia ; the middle, the (tunica) media; the inner, the

(tunica) Mima. The arteries in the human body which
have received special names are about 350 in number.
They range in caliber from more than the thickness of a

finger to microscopic dimensions.

3. A main channel in any ramifying system of

communication, as in drainage. Artery-claw,
a locking forceps for holding an artery. Artery of the
bulb, a small but surgically important branch of the in-

ternal pudic irtery, supplying the bulb of the urethra.

Axillary artery, coronary artery, nutrient artery,
radial artery, etc. See the adjectives.

artery (ar'te-ri), v. t.
; pret. and pp. arteried,

ppr. arterying. [< artery, n.~] To supply with
arteries

; figuratively, to traverse like arteries.

.

Artesian Well.

.. . fault filled ,th clay and in.per.ious
to water; *, b. impermeable strata? c, per-
meable strata ; rf, artesian boring and well,

arthrocacology
Oreat rivers that arteried every State.

JV. A. Rev., CXXVI. 491.

Artesian (iir-to'zian), a. [< F. artesien, prop-

erly pertaining to Artois, OF. Arteis, anciently

Artcsium, in France.] Pertaining to Artois,
an ancient prov-
ince of northern

France, corre-

sponding to the
modern depart-
ment of Pas-de-
Calais. Arte-
sian well, a name
(usually without a

iMfitol letter) given
' a

g22ni $bored well from its

long use in Artois.

In an artesian well

proper the water rises to the surface and overflows. The
geological conditions permitting this are not general, since

it is necessary that the region should have a more or less

complete basin-structure, and that there should be a series

of permeable covered by impermeable beds. In the United
States any deep bored well is called artesian, even if the

water has to be pumped from a considerable depth. Ar-

tesian wells vary in depth from less than 100 to nearly 4,000
feet, some of the deepest borings being for petroleum.

artful (art 'ful), a. [< art? + -//.] 1. Done
with or characterized by art or skill. [Bare.]

Our psalms with artful terms inscribed.

Milton, P. R., iv. 336.

No one thinks when he looks at a plant, what restless

activity is at work within it, for the cells perform their

artful labor in stillness. Pop. Sri. Mo., XXII. 185.

2t. Artificial, as opposed to natural; produced
or producing by art: as.

" too artful a writer,"

Dryden, Life of Virgil. 3. Skilful, (a) Of per-

sons, skilful in adapting means to ends
;
adroit.

(b) Of things, skilfully adapted; ingenious;
clever. Hence 4. Cunning; crafty; practis-

ing or characterized by art or stratagem: as,
"the Artful Dodger," Dickens, Oliver Twist.

Fair to no purpose, artful to no end.

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 116.

= Syn. 4. Cunning, Artful, Slii, etc. (see cunnitty), deceit-

ful, politic, shifty, insidious.

artfully (iirt'ful-i), adv. In an artful manner.
(a) With art or skill : as, colors artfully distributed on the

canvas. [Kare.] (4) With cunning or craft
; craftily ; cun-

ningly.

Whether this motion was honestly made by the Oppo-
sition ... or artfully made by the courtiers, ... it is

now impossible to discover. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

artfulness (art'ful-nes), . The quality of be-

ing artful
;
craft

; cunning ;
address.

arthent (ar'then), a. An old form of earthen.

arthra, n. Plural of arthron.

arthral (ar'thral), a. [< arthron + -al.'] Of or

pertaining to an arthron or articulation; ar-

ticular: as, "the arthral surface of the ilium,"
Wilder and Gage.

arthralgia (iir-thral'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. apBpov,

joint, + dAyof, pain.] Pain in a joint ; specifi-

cally, neuralgia in a joint.

arthralgic (ar-thral'jik), a. Pertaining to ar-

thralgia.
arthrerabolus (iir-threm'bo-lus), n. [NL., <

Gr. apOpcpiio'Aov, an instrument for setting limbs,
< apdpav, a joint, + e^/)o'^, a putting in place,
the setting of a limb, < e/ifidMeiv, thrust in : see

embolus.~] In surg., an instrument formerly used
in the reduction of dislocations. Dunglison.

arthria, n. Plural of arthrium.

arthritic (iir-thrit'ik), a. [(ME. artetike, < OF.

artetiqne) < L. arthriticus, < Gr. apBpiTiKdc., of

the joints, gouty, < apBplTtf : see arthritis.] Per-

taining to the joints, or to arthritis, or specifi-

cally to the gout ; affecting the joints.

Pangs arthritic, that infest the toe
Of libertine excess. Coirper, The Task, i.

arthritical (iir-thrit'i-kal), a. Same as ar-

thritic.

arthritis (ar-thri'tis), . [L., < Gr. apBpiTif

(sc. voo-of, disease), joint-disease, gout, prop.
fern, adj., of the joints, < ap6pav, a joint: see

arthron.] Inflammation of a joint Arthritis

deformans, rheumatoid arthritis in which considerable

deformity is produced. See rheumatoid.

arthrium (ar'thri-um), .; pi. arthria (-a).

[NL., < Gr. as if "apflpiav, dim. of apBpov, a joint.]
In en torn., the minute penultimate tarsal joint
of many Coleoptera.
arthrobranchia (iir-thro-brang'ki-a), n.

; pi. ar-

tlirolranehia: (-e). [NL'., < Gr. bftipov, a joint, +
Ppayxia, gills.] In Crustacea, a distinct respi-

ratory appendage of the maxillipeds. Hiu'lci/.

arthrocace (iir-throk'a-se), M. [NL., < Gr. ap-

Bpov, a joint, + Kauri, badness, vice, < Kan6f, bad.]
Caries of a joint. Billrpth.
arthrocacology (ar"thro-ka-kol'o-ji), . [< ar-

tkrocace + -otogy, q. v.'] The sum of human
knowledge concerning diseases of the joints.



arthroderm

arthroderm (iir'thro-dcrm), M. [< Gr.
a, joint, + ofp/ta, skin.] The crust or body-wall
of an articulate animal, as the shell of a crab
or the integument of an insect. A. -s'. /V'r/.viri/.

arthrodia (ar-thro'di-ii), /<.; pi. iiriliniiliit i -e <.

[NL., < Gr. I'lptl/mAin, a particular kind of artic-

ulation, (.apBp&ilK, articulated, < I'l/ill/im, a joint,

+ elAm;, form.] A gliding joint ; a movable ar-

ticulation formed by piano or nearly plane sur-

faces which slide upon each other to some ex-

tent, as in the articulations of the carpus: a

form of diarthrosis. Also called niliirtii-iiliitinn.

Double arthrodia. Same as in,ii>ln<!iai-tlii-<txi*.

arthrodial (iir-thro'di-al), a. |X iirtliroiliii +
-at.] 1. Pertaining to or characterized by an
arthrodia. 2. Of or pertaining to arthrosis:

concerned in the jointing or articulation of

parts, especially of limbs. Arthrodial apophy-
Blfl, in ('ruxttt<'<', that process of an endosternite or endo-

plcnritc which enters into the formation of an articular

cavity of a limb.

The endoplenritc . . . divides into three apophyses.
one descending or iirllinntitrt, and two which pass nearly
horizontally inwiint. Iluxli-tf, Anat. Invert., p. 2(ii.

arthrodic (iir-throd'ik), a. Same as artliniilial.

arthrodynia (Ur-thro-din'i-a), . [NL., < Gr.

I'ipiipm', a joint, + ooViv/, pain.] Pain in a joint;
arthralgia.

arthrodynic (iir-thro-din'ik), a. [< art/troili/niit

+ -if.] Relating to arthrodynia, or pain in a

joint; arthralgic.

Arthrogastra (ar-thro-gas'tra), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. apti/wv, a joint, 4- yaari/p, belly.] A division
of the class Arachniila, including the scorpions
and their allies, as distinguished from spiders
and mites. See cut under Seorpioiiitla.
The Artln-<iftxtni, or scorpions and pseudo-scorpions,

exhibit, in many respects, extraordinarily close resem-
blances to the \l ero -tomata among the Crustacea.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 320.

Arthrogastres (iir-thro-gas'trez), n. pi. [NL.,
as Artliriii/n.itrii.] Same as .Irtlir/ii/nstra.

arthrography (itr-throg'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. aptipov,
a joint, + -jpa^Hi, < ypatuv, write, describe.] In
aunt., a description of the joints.

arthrology (itr-throl'0-ji), it. [< Gr. apBpnv, a

joint, -I- -f-oyia, < 'Atyetv, speak: see -ology.] 1.

The knowledge of the joints ;
that part of anat-

omy which relates to the joints. 2f. Finger-
speech for the deaf and dumb

; dactylology.
arthromere (iir' thro-mer), . [< Gr. apffpov, a

member, joint, + ulpof, a part.] In zoiil., the
ideal single ring of a series of which any artic-

ulate animal is composed; a zoonule, zoonite,
or somite of an articulated invertebrate animal.
The typical arthromere consists of a tergite, a pair of

pleurites, and a sternite, or an upper piece, two lateral

pieces, and an under piece.

arthron (iir'thron), n.
; pi. arthra (-thra). [NL.,

< Gr. aptipov, a joint (of the body) ;
in grammar,

the article; akin to equiv. L. artux: see artus
and article.] In anat., a joint or an articula-
tion of any kind.

arthroneuralgia (iir'thro-nu-ral'ji-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. aptipov, a joint, + NL. neuralgia.] Neu-
ralgia of a joint.

arthropathy (iir-throp'a-thi), . [< Gr. ap6/mv,
a joint, + Toft>f, suffering.] Disease of a joint.

arthrophragm (iir'thro-fram), n. [< Gr. apffpov,
a joint, + ^pay-pa, a fence, screen, < <j>paaaeiv,

fence in, stop up. Cf. diaphragm.] An articu-
lar diaphragm ; a septum or partition between
certain articulations, as in the crawfish. See
extract.

All four apodemes lie in the ventral half of the somite
and form a single transverse series; consequently there
are two nearer the middle line, which are termed the en-

dosternites, and two further off, which are the endopleu-
rites. The former lie at the inner, and the latter at the
outer ends of the partitions or arthrophrayms ... be-
tween the articular cavities for the basal Joints of the
limbs, and they spring partly from the latter and partly
from the sternum and the epimera respectively.

Huxley, Crayfish, p. 168.

arthropleura (iir-thro-pl6'ra), n.; pi. arthro-

plrunr (-re). [NL.] Same as arthropleure.

arthropleure (iir'thro-plor), n. [< NL. arthro-

pleura, < Gr. afidpov,' a joint, -I- nfavpa, side.]
The pleural, lateral, or limb-bearing portion
of the arthroderm of articulated animals; the

portion of any arthromere between the tergite
and the storuite.

arthropod (Sr'thro-pod), . and a. [< NL. arthro-

IIHX (-poil-), pi. arthropoda, q. v., < Gr. apBpov,
a joint, + Troi'f (iroii-) = E. foot.] I. 11. A
jointed invertebrate animal with jointed legs;
one of the Arthropoda.

II. n. Arthropodous; pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the Arthropoda.
Among the Crustacea the simplest stage of the Arthro-

pod body is seen in the Nauplins-fonn.
(i<-;/ftih(iitr, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 234.
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Arthropoda (iir-throp'o-dij), ii. jil. [NL.. pi.
of nrthrni>iii< (-/'-): see iirtliroiMiil.] 1. One
of two prime divisions ( Anartkropoda being I lie

other) into which a siibkingdom Amiiiliixti has
been divided. [t contains bilateral segmented alii

N 1:1 U with articulated le^s. 1 approximately corresponds
to the "articulated all 'nials "i 1 ' 1 articulated legs"ofru-
vicr. as euntrasled with his other division i 1

Arfirnlntti, or with the <'aii,l,i("iHl,i of Lain ille. >it with
the <:nntliintil or Ai-tlu'>t-'t ,I -om,- i.thrr nat Inali.-ts.

2. In more modern and exact usage, one of

the phyla, subkingdoms, or main types of the

Mi-tnyia, containing the articulated, inverte-

brate, non-ciliated animals with articulated

limbs, a ganglionic nervous system, oviparous
reproduction, and generally separate sexes.
The phylum is divided by nearly common consent in to the
four great classes Iit*< '>', Ant, -Imi'ln. ami
i ,,< ,t<, ,-,''i. and contains the vast majority (alx)Ut four

fifths) of the animal kingdom, in numbers Imtll of S|M ei,->

and of individuals.

The Ai-ltn i

"/ lnil,t, with more than L'OO.IHKI species, vary
to such an extent that little can be said applicable to the
whole group. Of all lavertclirata the) are the most ad-
vanced in the development of the organs {iccnliar t<> an!

nial life, manifested in the powers of lunpiimtiMii, and in

the instincts which are so varied and so wonderful in the
insect class. PfMM, /ool. Class., p. 70.

arthropodan (iir-throp'o-dan), a. [< artliro-

IHII! + -mi.] Same as arthrojiodoiis.

arthropodous (iir-throp'o-dus),
. [< arthropod

+ -ous.] Of or pertaining to the Artlirupmln ;

having jointed legs (among in vertebrates) ; con-

dylopodous; arthrozoic. Also gnathopodous.
Arthropomata (ar-thro-po'ma-ta), . pi. [NL.,
< Gr. apffpov, a joint, + iruua, pi. jroi,uara, a lid.]
One of two orders into which the class lirachio-

]iinlit is generally divided, the other being IAJO-

pomatu : synonymous with Apyyia and Articu-

latu, (b).

arthropomatous (ar-thro-po'ma-tus), a. [<

Arthropomata + -ous.] Pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the Arthropomata.
Arthropteridae (ar-throp-ter'i-de), H. ;>/. [NL.,
< Arthrupterun + -ida;.] A family of heterop-
terous insects, chiefly of the Orient, Africa,
and the Pacific islands, including a large num-
ber of flat wide forms, mostly of a polished
black color variously marked with yellow.
arthropterous (ar-thrpp'te-rus),

a. [< NL. ar-

thrnpterus, adj., < Gr. apSpo'v, a joint, 4- trrepov, a

wing, fin. ] Having jointed rays, as a fin of a fish.

Arthropterus (iir-throp'te-ms), n. [NL. : see

arthropterous.] 1. The typical genus of the

family Arthropterida". Macleay, 1839. 2. A
genus of fishes. Agassis, 1843.

arthroses, n. Plural of arthrosis.

arthrosia (ar-thrp'zi-a), n. [NL. (cf. arthrosis),
< Gr. aptipov, a joint.] Arthritis,

arthrosis (iir-thro'sis), n.; pi. arthroses (-sez).

[NL., < Gr. apffpuaic, a jointing, < apdpoetv, apBpow,
fasten by a joint, < apff/mv, a joint.] In anat. :

(a) A suture; an articulation; a joining or

jointing of bones or cartilages otherwise than

by ankylosis. Arthrosis is divisible into three principal
categories: (1) Synarthrosis ; (2) amphiarthrosis ; (3) diar-
throsis. See these words.

(6) The result of articu-
lation

; a joint ; an arthron
;
a node.

arthrospore (iir'thro-spor), H. [< Gr. aptipov, a

joint, + mropof, seed.] In bot., one of a number
of spores united together in the form of a string
of beads, formed by fission, and characteristic
of various low fungi and algee.

arthrosporic (ar-thro-spor'ik), a. Same as ar-

throsporous.

arthrosporous (iir-thros'po-rus), a. [< NL. ar-

throsporus : see arthrospore and -oux.] Produ-

cing arthrospores.
arthrosterigma (iir

' thro -ste- rig 'ma), .; pi.

arthrosteriijmata (-ma-tii). [NL., < Gr. afjOpor,
a joint, + arfiptyfia, a support, < aTi/pi$eiv, set

fast, support, prop, < V' "ara, stand.] In bot.,
the jointed sterigma which occurs in the sper-
magonium of many lichens.

Arthrostraca (iir-thros'tra-kii), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. apffpov, a joint, + oarpaKov, a shell.] 1. In

Gegenbaur's system of classification, one of two
prime divisions of malacostracous crustaceans

(the other being Thoracostraca), corresponding
approximately to the edriophthalmous or ses-

sile-eyed crustaceans of other authors, and di-

vided into the three orders Amphipoda, Ltc-

minlipoda, and Isopoda.-^-Q. In Burmeister's

system of classification, one of three orders of
Crustacea (the other two being Aspidostraca
and Thoracostraca), divided into nine lesser

groups.
arthrostracous (ar-thros'tra-kus), a. Pertain-

ing to or having the characters of the Arthros-
traca.

artichoke

arthrotome (iir'thro-tom), . [< Gr. fi/M/mf, a
joint, 4- ro.Hw;, i-utting: tee anatomy.] A car-

tilage-knife ; a strong scalpel, two-edged fora
part of its cutting length, and having a rough-
ened steel handl ntinuous with the blade.
It is Used ill .lisserti-.li fi>|- rut I lit:; ea! IjlaLIC, 'lisal 1 ielllatitlX

joints, ami other rough work.

Any thick- 1 -la- led scalpel may be ground into a tolerable
<lfll/,.' Wil.h - n, ,'li;ni.\ \ll;it. {> .-ll

arthrotomy (iir-throt'o-mi), H. [< (ir. ii/iH/iHi', a,

joint, -t- rofii], a cutting: see anatomy.] In
xiiri/., incision into a joint.
Arthrozoa (iir-thro-/,o'ii), //. t >l. [NL., < Gr.

ii/X'/<r, a joint, -I- iifov, an animal.] One of six
series of animals into which the MI t<i:n have
been dixided: equivalent to ArthnijMndi to-

gether with \i-iuiittim-nlinx and probably Cha;-

liii/ a nl/id.

arthrozoic (iir-thro-zo'ik), a. Relating to or
having the characters of the Artlini-ou. Arthro-
zoic series, a gradation of animals i, pi e-entt >i hy the
yenutoteol&umd A i-tl<r< >^><lit . tii.m the Inue^t uematoidrt
(o the hi^he.-t arthropods, \liiflvy.

Arthurian (iir-thfi'ri-an), a. [< Arthur, ML.
form Artlniriix, representing W. Artur.] Of or

pertaining to King Arthur, one of the last Cel-
tic chiefs of Britain (the hero of a great litera-

ture of poetic fable, and whose actual existence
has been questioned), or to the legends con-
nected with him and his knights of the Round
Table.

Arthurian legend is not, and never has been, to the Eng-
lish national mind what the myths which supplied the sub-

jects of Attic tragedy were to the Greek.
A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 122.

artiad (iir'ti-od), n. and a. [< Gr. aprtof, even,
+ -arfl.] I. n. 1. In them., an atom whose
quantivalence is expressed by an even number,
as the atoms of sulphur, oxygen, etc. See pe-
rissad. 2. In zool., an even-toed ungulate
quadruped ;

a cloven-footed ruminant animal ;

one of the Artioilactyla : opposed to perissad.
See cut under Artiodactyla.

II. n. In cite HI., having the nature of an ar-
tiad: as, oxygen is an artiad element,
artichoke (ar'ti-chok), . [Introduced in the
16th century, the two normal forms (after the

It. ) artichocke, ar-

chichock, mixing
with artichoti, ar-

tichowe, artichav,
artichault, etc.,
after the F., in

numerous forms,
varying initially

arti-, arte-, arto-,

harti-, harlc-, ar-

chi-, archy-, arch-,
and terminal-

ly -chol', -choke,

-choek, -choalt,

-chough, -chooke,
etc. (simulating
E. heart, L. hortus,

garden, E. choke,
as if that which
' chokes ' the gar-
den or the heart) ;

cf. D. artisjok,
Dan. artiskok, Sw.
lirttikocka, G. ar-

tischocke, Russ. artishokii, Bohem. artichok, ar-

ti/chok, Pol. karesoek, with F. artiehaut (formerly
also artichau, -chault, -chaud, -chou, etc.), ML.
articoccus, articoctus, articactus, all from Sp. or
It.

;
< It. (north, dial. ) artifiocco, arciciocco, ar-

chiciocco, arciocco, also arcieioffo, archicioffo, for

"alcarcioffo ; also simply carciocco, carcioffo,
mod. It. carcioffo, carciofo, Sp. alcarchofa, now
alcaehofa, alcuchoj'era, Pg. alcochofra, < Sp. Ar.

al-kharshofa (Pedro de Alcala), al-kharsliuf

(Bocthor), < Ar. al, the, + kharshofa, kharshif
(with initial khd, 7th letter), also harshfif (in

Bagdad Newman), harshaf (Freytag; Pers.

harshaf Richardson) (with initial hd, 6th let-

ter), an artichoke. The Ar. ardi-shauki (Diez),
erdushauke (in Aleppo Newman), Pers. arda-

shiihi, Hind, hiithi chak, are adaptations of the

European forms (appar. simulating Ar. r7i,

erdh, Pers. ard, ar;, ground, earth, Ar. shauk,

thorn, Pers. shah, king. Hind, hdthi, an ele-

phant).] The Cynara Scolymun, a plant of the
natural order Composite; somewhat resembling
a thistle, with large divided prickly leaves. The
erect flower-stem terminates in a large round head of nu-
merous imbricated oval spiny scales which surround the
flowers. The fleshy bases of the scales with the large recep-
tacle are used as food. Artichokes were introduced into

a Scoljrmus).

flowering head.



artichoke

Europe earlv in the sixteenth century. Jerusalem arti-

choke [corruption of It. gimsole. artiaiooto, Bunflower-ar-

tichoke], the lli'li<intlni* tulii'i-iixiis. a species i.f BUnflOWaT,
native- of Canail:i anil the upper Mississippi valle.v. It was
cultivated by the aborigines for its sweet and farinaceous

tuberous roots, and as introduced at an early date into

Europe, where it is raised in considerable quantities as

an article of food. The plant was long believed to be a

native of Brazil, and it is only recently that its true origin

has been ascertained.

article (ar'ti-kl), n. [< ME. wSete, < OF. arti-

cle, F1

. iii-ticlc = Sp. urtlntlo = Pg. tirticiilo (in

anat. and bot.), artiyo = It. articolo, artifiilo, <.

L. articultig, a joint, limb, member, part, divi-

sion, the article in grammar, a point of time;

prop. dim. of artux, a joint, akin to (jr. fyjBpov, a

joint, article, < \f*ar, fit, join: see arm 1
, (inn-,

art2
, etc.] If. A joint connecting two parts

of the body. 2. One of the parts thus con-

nected; a jointed segment or part.

The first pair of legs [of the whip-scorpion) is the long-

est, and the tarsal joint is broken up into a long series of

itrtirl''*. Stand. Sat. Hint., II. 122.

3. In bot., the name formerly given to that

part of a stalk or stem which is between two

joints. Hence 4. A separate member or por-
tion of anything. In particular (a) A clause,

item, point, or particular in a contract, treaty,
or other formal agreement ;

a condition or stip-

ulation in a contract or bargain : as, articles of

association
;
articles of apprenticeship.

'Tis direct

Against our article*.

B. Jnnmn, Alchemist, v. 2.

(6) A distinct proposition in a connected series
;

one of the particulars constituting a system:
as, the Thirty-nine Articles; the articles of re-

ligion.
A Minister should preach according to the Articles of

Religion Established in the Church where he Is.

SMen, Table-Talk, p. 72.

Cried amen to my creed's one article.

Brtrtmtnff, Ring and Book, II. 256.

(c) A separate clause or provision of a statute :

as, the act of the six articles (see below), (rf)

A distinct charge or count : as, articles of im-

peachment, (e) A distinct item in an account
or a list. (/) One of a series of regulations : as,

the articles of war. 5. A literary composition
on a specific topic, forming an independent por-
tion of a book or literary publication, especially
of a newspaper, magazine, review, or other

periodical: as, an article on war, or on earth-

quakes and their causes. 6. A material thing
as part of a class, or, absolutely, a particular
substance or commodity : as, an article of

merchandise; an article of clothing; salt is a

necessary article. 7. A particular immaterial

thing ;
a matter.

Where nature has bestowed a show of nice attention in

the features of a man, he should laugh at it as misplaced.
1 have seen men, who in this vain article, perhaps might
rank above you. Sheridan. The Rivals, iii. 2.

8f. A concern
;
a piece of business

;
a subject.

9. A point or nick of time joining two suc-

cessive periods; a juncture; a moment; the
moment or very moment. [Now rare or obso-
lete except in the phrase in the article of death

(which see, below).]
Could my breath

Now execute 'em, they should not enjoy
An article of time. B. Jonsoii, Catiline, v. 6.

This fatal newes coming to Hick's Hall upon the article

of my Lord Russel's trial was said to have had no little in-

fluence on the jury and all the bench to his prejudice.
Evelyn.

An infirm building just in the article of falling.

Wollaston, Relig. of Nat., v. 99.

10f. The number 10, or any number ending in

a cipher. 11. In gram., a word used attribu-

tively to limit the application of a noun to

one individual or set of individuals, and also
to indicate whether the noun used signifies

indefinitely one or any one of the class which
it names, or definitely a specific object of

thought. The two articles are regarded as a distinct

part of speech. They are in English an (before conso-
nant-sounds a) and the. An was originally the same word
as "//<-. and in meaning is an unemphatic any ; it singles
out an individual as an example of a class, any other
member of the class being capable of serving as example
equally well. A or an is accordingly called the indefinite
article. The was originally a demonstrative pronoun,
and in meaning is an unemphatic this or that ; it points
out a particular individual or set of individuals, and
is consequently known as the definite article. Articles

may therefore be regarded as a specialized and segregated
class of pronouns. Some languages, as Latin, have no
articles ; others, as Hebrew and Greek, have the definite
article only. The indefinite article is always of later for-

mation than the definite. [The name article is a trans-
lation of the word apQpov, joint, which was applied by
the Greek grammarians to the one article of that lan-

guage (the definite), on account of its frequent use after
the manner of a relative to join an adjective to a noun :
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as ii-Vjp o i-yaSos, literally, man Hie ood, for (the) man
who (is) good, that is, the good man.] - Articles of as-

sociation, or articles of incorporation, the certifi-

cate tiled, in conformity with a general law, by persons
who desire to become a corporation, and setting forth the

rules and conditions upon which the association or cor-

poration is founded. Articles of Confederation. See

eonfederatum. Articles of faith, the main or essential

points of religious belief ; specifically, an authoritative and

binding statement of such points as held by a particular
church or denomination; a doctrinal creed. -Articles
of impeachment, the accusations in writing which form
the basis of an impeachment trial. They take the place
of the iiulictinfiit in ordinary criminal, and of the declara-

tion or cuitiptuiiit in civil, actions. Articles of Perth,
five articles agreed upon at a General Assembly of the

Church of Scotland convened by James VI. in 1618, en-

joining certain episcopal observances, such as the observ-

ance of feast-days, kneeling at the Lord's supper, etc.

They were ratified by the Scotch Parliament in 1821, and
became a subject of bitter controversy between the king
and the people. Articles of the peace, an obligation
to keep the peace for a certain time, under a penalty, and
with or without sureties, imposed upon an individual

against whom some one has exhibited a complaint that

there is just cause to fear that the party complained of

will burn the complainant's house or do him some bodily

harm, or procure a third person to do it. Articles of
Schmalkald, articles of Protestant faith drawn up by
Luther, and submitted to a meeting of electors, princes,
and states at Schmalkald (or Schmalkalden), Germany,
in 1537, designed to show how far the Protestants were

willing to go in order to avoid a rupture with Rome.
Articles of war, a code of regulations for the govern-

ment and discipline of the army and navy. In Great
Britain they are embodied in the Mutiny Act, which is

passed every year. The articles of war of the United
States are 128 in number ; anything relating to the army
not comprehended therein is published in general orders

or in established regulations, issued from time to time

by the War Department, copies of which are furnished
and read to the troops. City article. Sec city. In the
article of, in the matter of; as regards.

As he [T. L. K. Oliphant] views matters, we have been

steadily going down hill, in the article of our mother-

tongue. F. Hall, N. A. Rev., CXIX. 321.

Ill the article Of death (Latin, i/i articulu mortin), at

the moment of death ; in the last struggle or agony.

In the article of death, I give you my thanks, and pray
for you. Steele, Tatler, No. 82.

Lords of the Articles. See lord. Marriage articles.
See mnrriwie. Memorandum articles. See memo-
randum. The Five Articles and the Five Points,
statements of the distinctive doctrines of the Arminians
and Calvinists respectively, the former promulgated in

1610 in opposition to the restrictive principles of the

latter, which were sustained by the Synod of Dort in

1619, and are the following: particular predestination,
limited atonement, natural inability, irresistible grace,
and the perseverance of saints. The discussion of these

differences at that time is sometimes called the quiti-

rjiiartieular controeerxy. The Lambeth Articles, nine
articles drawn up in 1505 at Lambeth, England, intended
to embody the Calvinistic doctrine respecting predes-
tination, justification, etc. They were never approved by
the church in any regular synod, and therefore pos-
sess no ecclesiastical authority. The Six Articles,
sometimes called the "whip with six strings," articles

imposed by a statute (often called the Bloody Statute)

passed in 1539, in the reign of Henry VIII. They de-

creed the acknowledgment of transubstantiation, the

sufficiency of communion in one kind, the obligation of

vows of chastity, the propriety of private masses, celi-

bacy of the clergy, and auricular confession. Acceptance
of these six doctrines was made obligatory on all persons
under the severest penalties. The act, however, was
relaxed in 1544, and repealed by the Parliament of 1549.

The Thirty-nine Articles, a statement of the par-
ticular points of doctrine, thirty-nine in number, main-
tained by the Church of England, first framed by an ecclesi-

astical commission in forty-two articles (1552), and revised
and promulgated in thirty-nine articles by a convocation
held in London in 1562-63. With some alterations they
were adopted by the Episcopal Church of Ireland in

1635, and by the Scottish Episcopal Church in 1804, and.
with certain modifications, by the Protestant Episcopal
Church of the United States in 1801. The Twenty-five
Articles, the doctrinal basis of the Methodiat Episcopal
Church, substantially the Thirty-nine Articlesof the Church
of England, with the omission of the 3d, 8th, 13th, 15th,

17th, 18th, 20th, 21st, 23d, 26th, 29th, 33d, 34th, and 37th.

They were originally framed by John Wesley, and, with
some modification, were adopted, substantially as now
held, in 1784.

article (ar'ti-kl), v.
; pret. and pp. articled, ppr.

articling. [< article, .] I. trans. 1. To state
in detail

; particularize ; specify. [Rare.]
If all his errors and follies were articled against him.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living (ed. 1727), p. 92.

2. To accuse or charge by an exhibition of

articles or accusations. [Rare.]
Wliat I have articled against this fellow
I justify for truth. Middleton, Spanish Gipsy, v. 1.

3. To bind by articles of covenant or stipula-
tion : as, to article an apprentice.

Il.t intrans. To agree by articles
; stipulate.

Came Sir John Kiviet to article with me about his brick-

work. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 7, 1667.

They have so articled with us.

Maseinyer, The City Madam, ii. 3.

Then he articled with her that he should go away when
he pleased. Selden, Table-Talk.

articular (ar-tik'u-lar), a. and n. [< L. articii-

laris, pertaining to the joints, < articulus, a

joint: see article.] I. a. 1. Belonging to or

affecting an articulation or joint ; entering into

articulate

the composition of an articulation: as, the <n-

ticukir surface of a bone ; an articular cartilage ;

an articular disease. 2. In zoiil., articulate;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Articulata.

[Kare.] Articular bone, same as articulare. Ar-
ticular eminence of the temporal hone, the cylindri
ral elevation forming the anterior root of the zygoma in

front of the slenoid fossa; the preglenoid process.- Ar-
ticular process of the lower jaw, the process which
is capped by the condyle. Also called <-<mil>/l"i<l y/ru<v.v*.

II. n. Same as articulare.

articulare (ar-fik-u-la're), n.; pi. urliriilann

(-ri-a). [NL., ueut. of L. articularis : see articu-

lar.'] A bone of the lower jaw of vertebrates
below mammals, by means of which the jaw or

mandible articulates with its suspeusorium.
See cuts under acrorlotit, Cyclodus, and Gal-
lince.

articularly (ar-tik'ii-lar-li), adv. 1. In an ar-

ticular manner. 2'. Articulately; article by
article; in detail. Huloet.

articulary (ar-tik'u-la-ri), . Articular.

Articulated by a double ii

tuiil and posterior frontal.

arii bead with the mas-

Knrne. Brit., XII. 642.

Articulata (ar-tik-u-la'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of L. articulate, jointed : see articulate.] In

roo7., a name variously applied, (a) In curler's

system of classification, the third prime division of the

animal kingdom, including all segmented invertebrates

in which the body is made up of a series of rings (meta-

meres), is endowed with a ganglionated nervous system,
and possesses distinct respiratory organs. It is divided

into five classes, Crwttacea, Arazhnida, Insecta, Myria-
poda, and Annelida. This division corresponds to the

Annulom of some zoologists, but neither of these terms
is now recognized by leading naturalists. Cuvier's first

four classes of Articvlata are now made the phylum Ar-

thropoda, while his Annelid?* are referred to another phy-
lum, Verities, (b) One of two orders of Rrachiojwda. some-
times styled the Arthro/Himnta (which see), the other order

being called liutrtn-ulitta. It corresponds to the arthro-

pomatmis llnn-hiofoflti, containing those brachiopods in

which the shell is hinged, the mantle-lobes are not entirely

free, and the intestine is ctecal. (c) One of two divisions

of cyclostomatous polyzoans, containing the families Salt

cornariidee and Cellulariidtr. : opposed to Inarticulata. (d)
One of two divisions of eyelostomatous polyzoans, repre-
sented by the family CrixiiAif. Also called Kadicnta. (e)

One of two divisions of crinoids, the other being Tesitel-

lata.

articulate (iir-tik'u-lat), r.
; pret. and pp. ar-

ticulated, ppr. articulatina. [< L. articulatus,

pp. of articulare, divide into joints or members,
utter distinctly, articulate, < articulits, a joint,

article, etc. : see article."] I. trans. 1. To joint;
unite by means of a joint : as, two pieces loose-

ly articulated together. See articulation, 2.

Plants . . . have many ways of articulating their parts
with one another. //. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 215.

The delicate skeleton of admirably articulated and re-

lated parts which underlies and sustains every true work
of art, and keeps it from sinking on itself a shapeless heap,
he [Carlyle] would crush remorselessly to come at the mar-
row of meaning. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 123.

2. To utter articulately; produce after the

manner of human speech.
The dogmatist knows not by what art he directs his

tongue in articulating sounds into voices.

Olanrille, Seep. Scl.

3. To utter in distinct syllables 'or words. 4f.

To formulate or set forth in articles
;
draw up

or state under separate heads.

These things, indeed, you have articulated,
Proclaim'd at market-crosses, read in churches.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1.

= Syn. 2 and 3. Pronounce, Enunciate, etc. (see utter);

speak.

II. intrans. 1. To form an articulation

(with); connect (with): as, the ulna articu-

lates with the humerus. 2. To utter articulate

sounds
;
utter distinct syllables or words : as,

to articulate distinctly.
It was the eager, inarticulate, uninstructed mind of the

whole Norse people, longing only to become articulate, to

go on articulating ever farther. Carlyle.

3f. To enter into negotiations ;
treat

;
come to

or make terms.
Send us to Rome

The best, with whom we may articaint:'

For their own good, and ours. Shak.. Cor., i. 9.

articulate (ar-tik'u-lat), a. and n. [< L. ar-

tifitlatus, jointed, distinct (applied particularly
to utterance), pp. of articulare : see articulate,

i'.] T.. a,. 1. Jointed
; segmented ;

articulated :

as, an articulate limb; an articulate animal.

2. Specifically, having the character of the Ar-
ticulata. 3. Jointed by syllabic division; di-

vided into distinct successive parts, like joints.

by the alternation of opener and closer sounds,
or the intervention of consonantal utterances

(sometimes also of pause or hiatus) between
vowel sounds : said of human speech-utterance,
as distinguished from other sounds made by



articulate

human organs, and from tli sounds made by
the lower animals. The terms ..,(...././/., ortimla

tin,,, etc . :i^ aj.ph.'.l t.' hiiniiin utterance, are not seldom

miMundersto.nl iui.1 \vionyly used us if the "jointing in

tended wen- that "f the physical organ* of uttei ..

narrowing or closing of the organs at Home point or jMiints.

Such action, however, belongs to all utterance, articulate

or Inarticulate, whether of man or of the other animal .

s, a eontonant, .-.///<*''/-, VOVN /.

llonee 4. Cleai-; distinct.

I.U Kosseiwe's voice was naturally oft and low, yet 'twas

an urti-iilntf voice. >'(.<,-,, Tristram Shandy, y. 1.

The sentiment of Right, once i.-ry low and indistinct,

hut ever more artteulatt, because ii is the voice of the

universe, pronoiince.s Krcc.loin.

/.'//icy*../*, West Indian Knialieipation, p. IT.'j.

5. Formulated or expressed in articles, or in

.separate particnhirs. [Kare.]

Total changes of party and nrtimlatr opinion, t'lii-li/ti:

6r. Consisting of tons: as, articulate numbers.
Articulate adjudication. See adjudication,

II. n. One of the Articulate.

articulately (iir-tik'u-lat-li), orfr. 1. Inajoiut-
eil HKUIIHT; by joints: as, parts of a body ar-

tn-iiltitely united. 2. In an articulate manner;
with distinct utterance of syllables or words.

Is it for nothing the wind sounds almost <//.'c"/.('.'/i/

sometimes sings as 1 have lately heard it sing at night
'

Chili-Inn.- llntntr. Shirley, xxiv.

3. Article by article; in del nil.

I had articulately set down in writing our points.
J-'lltlrr, Cll. Hit., iX. 116.

articulateness (ur-tik'u-lat-nes), n. The qual-

ity or condition of being articulate.

articulation (iir-tik-u-la'shon), n. [< L. articu-

liititj(n-), a putting forth of new joints, as a vine,
a disease of the vine at the joints, lit. a joint-

ing, < artictilare, joint, articulate : see articu-

late."} 1 . The act of articulating, or the state of

being articulated, (a) The act of putting to-

gether so as to form a joint or joints. (6) The

uttering of articulate sounds. 2. In a con-

crete sense : (a) In anat., a joint, as the join-

ing or juncture of bones or of the movable seg-
ments of an arthropod. The articulations of bones
are uf three kinds : (1) Diarthrusis, or a movable connec-

tion with a synovlal cavity, including enarthrosis, or the

ball-and-socket joint ; arthrodia, or the gliding joint ; gin

rdynms, or the hlirge-jolnt ; the trochoid, or the wheel-and
axle joint, otherwise called diarthrosis rotatonus; and the

condyloid, or saddle-joint. (2) Synarthrosis, immovable

connection, including suture, gomphosis, and symphysis
(see these words). (3) Amphiarthrosn, an articulation with

slight but not free motion, as between the vertebral cen-

tra. (6) In bot. : (1) A joint; a place where

separation takes place spontaneously, as at the

point of attachment of a deciduous organ, such

as a leaf or the pedicel of a flower, or easily, as

at the divisions of the stem of the horsetail. (2)

A node : applied either to the thickened joint-
like part of the stem where a leaf is placed or

to the space between two such points, (c) In

gram., an articulate sound or utterance
; espe-

cially, a consonant, as ordinarily affecting and

marking syllabic division.- Acromloclavlcular
articulation. See acromiuclaricular. Articulation
of a science, the system upon which its parts are put to-

gether. Articulation scbool >r Class, a school or class

in which the deaf and dumb are taught to speak. Cla-
vate articulation, see clarate. Harmonic articu-
lation. See harmonic.

articulative (ar-tik'u-la-tiv), a. [< articulate

+ -ive."] Pertaining or relating to articulation.

articulator (ar-tik'u-la-tor), . [< articulate,

v. t., + -or."] 1. One who articulates, (a) One
who utters or pronounces words. (6) One who
articulates bones or mounts skeletons. 2. An
apparatus for obtaining the correct articulation

of artificial sets of teeth. 3. A contrivance
for preventing or curing stammering. 4. An
attachment to the telephone, producing regu-

larity of vibrations and smoothness of tone.

articulatory (ar-tik'u-la-to-ri), a. [< articu-

late + -on/.] Pertaining to the articulation of

speech.
articulus (ar-tik'u-lus), n.; pi. articuli (-Ii).

[L., a joint: see article."] A joint; specifically,
one of the joints of the stem of a crinoid.

artiert, An old form of artery. Marlowe.

artifact (iir'ti-fakt), n. and a. [< L. ar(t-)s,

art, -f factus, made: see fact."] 1. n. 1. Any-
thing made by art; an artificial product. 2.

A natural object modified by human art.

Also artefactitni.

II, o. Not natural, but produced by manipu-
lation, as some microscopic feature m a hard-

ened tissue.

Also spelled artefact. [Rare in all senses.]
artifex (iir'ti-feks), . [L. : see artifice."] An
artificer. [Rare.]

artifice (ar'ti-fis), . [< F. artifice, skill, cun-

ning, < L. artificium, a craft, employment, art,

(ei. HI- I if1. 1- ( 'ii ''>'-), artist, muster in

any occupation), < ar(t-)n, art, skill, + fin-,,,,

make.] If. The art of making.
Strabo aftirmeth the Britons were so simple, that th"ii-h

Ih. i abounded in milk, they had not Hi. artificial dices. .

,sV, /'. /,';-../!., Vnlg. KIT., ]). 31:!.

2t. An ingenious or skilfully contrived work.

The material universe, which is the ,'.'//.. of I;,N|, the

art, life of the best ehani.st.

I',, :!,, ,-!/., Morality, iv. 2, ):!.

Morality is not the uriitirr of ec. 1. -in ii., 01-politician*.
l',:>,i;,,tii,,;i Sooro, XI. 1 1 1. UB.

3. Skill in designing and employing expedi-
ents; artful contrivance; address; trickery.

IHslCougreve's] plot!ai Constructed without much.;, '/

fee. . Hist. Kng. Lit., II. -'.17.

4. A crafty device; an ingcninus expedient;

trick; shift; piece of finesse.

Those who were conscious of guilt employed num. M.U-

n ft I firm for the purpose of alerting immiry.
Macau/Hi/, Hist. Kng., xxl.

= Syn. Artifice, Matttrucrr, Ktrnt'i'imi, II'//.

/'.., device, contrivance, cunning, craft, deception,

cheat, fraud, guile, imposition, dodge, subterfuge, double-

dealing. These words generally imply a careful endeavor

to compass an end by deceiving others, not n. . . ssarilj

however, wilh evil intent. They all imply management
and address. An arti/iff is prepared with art or care; it

is craftily devised, atanccuver suggests soim'thing more
elaborate or intricate, a carefully contrived movement or

course of action for a detinite purpose ; it is the quiet or

secret marshaling of one's intellectual or other resources

to carry a point. Stratagem is, like mamruver, a figura-

tive term drawn from war ; it is upon a larger scale what
wile is upon a smaller, a device to deceive one who U
the object of an Imagined warfare, so that we may catch

him at a disadvantage and discomfit him, or, more gener

ally, a carefully prepared plan to carry one's point with

another to capture it or him, so to speak. A vrile may
be peculiarly coaxing or insinuating. Trick is the lowest

and most dishonorable of these words ; it may be a low
or underhand act, in violation of honor or propriety, for

the purpose of cheating, or something as bad. A ruse is

a deception of some elaborateness, intended to cover one's

intentions, help one to escape from a predicament, etc.;

it is a plausible way of bringing about what we desire

to happen, without apparent interference on our part.

Finesse is subtlety in action ; It is a more delicate sort of

artifice. See artful, evasion, and fraud.

A favorite artifice [with Venetian beggars) is to ap-

proach Charity with a slice of polenta in one hand, and,
with the other extended, implore a soldo to buy cheese

to eat with the polenta. Hovxlls, Venetian Life, xx.

Pope completely succeeded [in startling the public] by
the most subtile manoeuvres imaginable.

/. D'Israeli, Quar. of Auth., II. 100.

This gold must coin a stratagem,
Which, cunningly effected, will beget
A very excellent piece of villainy.

Shak., Tit. And., ii. S.

Who can describe

Women's hypocrisies ! their subtle wUe,
Betraying smiles, feigned tears, inconstancies :

Otway, Orpheus.

But, Valentine being gone, I'll quickly cross,

By some sly trick, blunt Thurio's dull proceeding.
Shak., T. O. of V., II. 6.

The departure of the Mahrattas was a ruse. . . . Their

object in leaving the Carnatic was to blind Chunder

Sahib, and in this they fully succeeded.
J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. Ind., p. 237.

I
Mont I ue

,
was not provided with the usual means which

are considered most efficient in elections, nor possessed the

interest nor the splendor of his powerful competitors ;
he

was to derive all his resources from diplomatic finesse.
I. D'ln-atli, Curios, of Lit., IV. -261.

artificer (ar-tif'i-ser), n. [< ME. artificer (cf.

mod. F. artificier, maker of fireworks, < ML.
artifidarius, artist, artisan), < L. artificium:
see artifice and-erl.] 1. A maker; a construc-

tor; a skilful or artistic worker ;
a handicrafts-

man ;
a mechanic.

But till some genius as universal as Aristotle shall

arise, who can penetrate into all arts and sciences without

the practice of them, I shall think it reasonable that the

Judgment of an artificer in his own art should be preferable
to the opinion of another man, at least when he Is not

bribed by interest, or prejudiced by malice.

Dryden, Ded. of All for Love.

Horrible ant-heaps, thick with their artificers.
It. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 251.

2. One who contrives or devises ;
an inventor

;

especially, an inventor of crafty or fraudulent

artifices: as, "artificer of fraud," Milton, P. L.,
iv. 121; "artificer of lies," Dryden ; "let you
alone, cunning artificer," B. Jomon. 3. Milit.,

a soldier-mechanic attached to the artillery
and engineer service, whose duty it is to con-

struct and repair military materials. 4f. One
who uses artifice : an artful or wily person.
Artificers' knot, a knot consisting of two half-hitches

thai jam tight when pulled. See knot.

artificial (ar-ti-fish'al), a. and n. [< ME. arti-

ficial, < L. artificialis, of or belonging to art, <

artificium, art, skill, theory, system, etc. : see

artifice."] I. a. It. Of or pertaining to art ;
in

accordance with the rules of art ; technical.

2. Contrived with skill or art
; artistically done

or represented ;
elaborate.

artificially

It |a |ilelun<| tutors iiatin -tril'c

Lives ill these tollehes, livelier than life.

,s7,,/X ., T. irfA.,1 I

Some birds lilliM Ili^lill in'lllirinl n< -t Coi/e.

3. Made or contrived liy art, or by human
skill ami labor: opposed to natural: as,

jii-ttil heat or light ;
an artificial magnet.

That is the pattern of his father's glory .

liwdl but amoiwxt us, indu-tr.i .-lull strive

To make another nriim-inl nat'

And change all other seasons into ours.

Itfkb'i- nn,l I'-.fl, Sun's Darling, iv. 1.

All iirtijii-inl sources of light depend upon the it.-lelop

nient of li'wht during incaiiiti-srein-.-. l."ni,n>l. Lip!-'

4. Made in imitation of or as a substitute for

that which is natural or real : as, artificial
_
pearls

or diamonds; artificial flowers. 5. Feigned;
fictitious

; assumec'l; utTcetcd; constrained; not

genuine or natural : said of things.
I can . . .

Wet my cheeks with artificial tears,
And frame my face to all occasions.

Shat., 3 Hen. VI., iil. _'.

O let them (the linnets] ne'er with artificial note,
To please a tyrant, strain the little bill,

Hut sing what Heaven inspires, and wander where they will.

Beattif.

1 1,,. wh.de ,1,-iiiicial dialect of books has come Into play
as the dialect of ordinary life. De Qvincey, Style, i

6. Full of affectation
;
not natural : said of per-

sons.

Cities force growth, and make men talkative and ent*r-

taining, but they make them ar(i/fci'a/. Emerum, Farming.

7t. Artful; subtle; crafty; ingenious.

We, llermia, like two artificial gods,
Have, with our needles, created both one flower.

Sluik., M. N. D., iil. 2.

Artificial argument, in rhet., an argument Invented by
the speaker, in distinction from laws, authorities, etc.,

which are called inartificial arguments or proofs. Arti-
ficial caoutchouc. See caoutchouc. Artificial cinna-
bar. See cinnabar. Artificial classification, in nat.

hist., a method of arrangement by a few prominent points
of resemblance or difference, without reference to natu-

ral affinities, the chief object being convenience and

facility of determination. Artificial day. See day.
Artificial gems, imitations of gems, made of a kind of

glass called paste or strass, mixed with metallic oxids

capable of producing the desired color. Artificial har-

mony. See harmony. Artificial horizon. See />ori-

zon. Artificial light, any light except what proceeds
from the heavenly bodies. Artificial lines, on a sector

or scale, lines so contrived as to represent the logarith-
mic sines and tangents, which, by the help of the line of

numbers, solve with tolerable exactness questions in

trigonometry, navigation, etc. Artificial marble. See
marble. Artificial meerschaum. See meerschaum.
Artificial mineral, a mineral made in the laboratory, not

by processes of nature alone. Artificial mother. See

brooder. Artificial numbers, logarithms.- Artificial

person. See person. Artificial printing, a method
of printing from an etched plate In which the print owes
more or less of its tone to the way in which the ink has
been spread over the plate, whether by playing over the

surface with a soft muslin rag rolled together, by tinting
with a stiff rag, or by wiping with the rag only. In arti-

ficial printing difference of tone is also obtained by in-

creasing or diminishing the pressure, and by variety of

texture in the muslin rags used. Also called artistic print-
iii'i.

- Artificial sines, tangents, etc., the logarithms of

the natural sines, tangents, etc. =Syn. 3. Manufactured.

4 and 5. Sham, pretended, spurious. 4-6. Unnatural,
etc. See factitious.

U. n. I. A production of art. Sir W. Petty.

[Rare.] 2f. An artificer; an artisan.

No, sir, ye are deceived, I am no peasant ; I am Bunch
the botcher : peasants be ploughmen ; I am an artificial.

Webster (?), Weakest Goeth to the Wall, 111. 0.

insincerity.
It is a curious commentary on the artificiality of our

lives, that men must be disguised and masked before they
will venture into the obscure corners of their individu-

ality, and display the true features of their nature.

Loieell, Fireside Travels, p. 55.

2. That which is artificial ;
an artificial thing

or characteristic.

artificialize (ar-ti-fish'al-iz), c. t.
; pret. and pp.

artificialized, ppr. artificializing. [< artificuil

+ -tee."] To render artificial. [Rare.]
It has artiticialized large portions of mankind.

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., 11. 12.

artificially (ar-ti-fish'al-i), adv. 1. In an arti-

ficial manner ; by art or human skill and con-

trivance.

The entire spot, church, mansion, cottages, and people,
form a piece of ancient England artificially preserved
from the intrusion of modern ways.

Fraud*, Sketches, p. 233.

2f. With good contrivance
;
with skill or inge-

nuity.
A grove of stately trees, amongst which are sheepe,

shepherds and wild beasts, cat very artificially in a grey
stone. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 17, 1644.

The spider's web, finely and artificially wrought
Tillotton, Sermons, I. xv.



artificially

3. Artfully; craftily. [Rare.]
There was not, perhaps, in nil England a person who

understood more artiflaauu to disguise her passions than
the late queen. 9w\ft, <'han.':c in ijucen s Ministry.

artificialness (iir-ti-fish'al-iios), . The quality
of being urtilicial.

artificioust (iir-ti-fish'us). a. [< V. artificiciijc, <

L. artijicinsus, made with art, artificial, < arti-

Hc.iitm. art, etc.: see artifice.] Same as arti-

'fcinl.

artilizet (iir'ti-liz), r. /.
; jiret. and pp. artili^ed,

ppr. <irtili:in<j. [< OF. artinliser, make artificial

(Cotgrave), as if < "artial, adj., < art + -ial:

see art, -id, -i:c, and cf. natur-al-ix. Cf. also

OF. artillcr, fortify, equip, also prepare or do
with art: see artillcr.] To give an appearance
of art to

;
render artificial. [Rare.]

If I was a philosopher, says Montaigne, I would natural-
ize art, instead of artiliziny nature. The expression is

odd, but the sense is good. l'>nlii/<i-'n-<ike, To Pope.

artillert, [ME., also arteller, < OF. artiller,

urtillier, arteillcr (also articulier, after the ML.)
= Sp. artillero = Pg. artilhciro = It. artigliere

(ML. reflex artillerus, etc.), < ML. *articulari-

us (cf. OF. artillcr, artillier, fortify, equip, pro-
vide with artillery, also prepare or do with art,
= Sp. artillar = Pg. artilhar = It. artioliare,

provide with
artillery,

< ML. *articulare), <

ML. articula, art, articulum, art, artifice, skill,
dim. of L. ar(t-)s, art. Cf. engine and gin*, ult.

< L. ingenium, genius, skill. The word has
also been referred to L. articulm ( > OF. arteil,

artoil), a joint, dim. of L. artits, a joint, which
is closely related.] A maker of implements of

war, especially, a bowyer.
artillerist (ar-til'e-rist), n. [< artillery + -ist.]

1. A person skilled in designing and construct-

ing artillery.
Our artillerists have paid more attention ... to the de-

structive properties ... of cannon than to ... range.
li. A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 258.

2. One skilled in the use of artillery; a gun-
ner

;
an artilleryman.

artillery (ar-til'e-ri), 11. [< ME. artylerye, ar-

tylrie, artilrie, artelrie, etc., (. OF. artillerie,
arteillerie = Pr. artilheria = Sp. artilleria = Pg.
artilharia = It. artiglieria (ML. reflex artilla-

ria, artilleria), < ML. as if "articiilaria, fern, ab-
stract to *articularius : see artiller and -cry.]
If. Implements of war : in this sense formerly
with a plural.
With tonres suche as have castiles and other maner edi-

fices, and armure, and artilries.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

In particular 2f. Engines for discharging mis-

siles, as catapults, bows, crossbows, slings, etc.

And Jonathan gave his artillery unto his lad, and said
unto him, Go, carry them to the city. 1 Sam. xx. 40.

The Parthians, having all their hope in artillery, over-
came the Romans oftener than the Romans them. A wham.
3. In modern use, properly, all firearms dis-

charged from carriages, in contradistinction to
small arms, which are discharged from the

hand; cannon; ordnance. Guns, howitzers, and
mortars are the three kinds of artillery employed in the
land service of the United States. They are classified as
lirjht and heavy artillery, according to their character, and
as field, siege, and Ren-coast artillery, according to their
principal use. See phrases below.

Hence 4. The particular troops employed in
the service of such firearms. 5. The science
which treats of the use and management of ord-
nance Artillery fire. See fire. Field-artillery.
Same as liffht artUleni, Imt often used specifically forfoot-
artillery, the heaviest class of field-artillery. Flying ar-
tillery, artillery designed for very rapid evolutions, the
gunners being either all mounted or accustomed to ride up-
on the ammunition-chests when the pieces are to be dragged
from one part of the fleld to another. Foot-artillery,
field-artillery which is served by artillerymen on foot, as
distinguished from horse-artillery. It is used in connec-
tion with infantry. Heavy artillery, all artillery not
formed into batteries or equipped lor field evolutions

;
it

is divided into tierje and Rta-coaxt artillery. Horse-ar-
tillery, light fleld- or machine-guns, of which the can-
noneers In manoeuvering or marching are mounted on
horsel>ack. It generally accompanies cavalry. Light
artillery, artillery for service in the fleld. It is organized
into batteries, and is armed with guns of different cali-
bers according to its special function, and with machine-
guns, and includes flying artillery, loot- or field-artillery,
horse-artillery, and mountain -artillery. Also called feW-
artillei-y.- Mountain-artillery, light artillery of small
caliber, used in mountain warfare, and mounted either on
light carnages or on pack-animals for transportation.
Park of artillery. See park. Royal regiment of ar-
tillery, a collective name for the whole of the artillery
belonging to the British army. This force is divided into
a number of brigades, which in respect of size would cor-
respond with the regiments into which the other forces
aredivided. Sea-coast artillery, artillery consisting of
guns of the heaviest caliber, used for the armament of per-manent works chiefly on the sea-coast. Their carriages do
not subserve the purposs of transportation. Four distinct
systems of mounting are use-1 with such artillery, name-
ly, the siege-, the casemate-, the barbette-, and the nwrtar-

328
carriaaf. Siege-artillery, artillery used in attacking
fortified places, and, when it accompanies armies in their

operations in war, mounted on carriages for transporta-
tion ; when employed in the defense of field-works it is

sometimes called yarrison-artillery. Train of artillery,
a number of pieces of ordnance, mounted on carriages,
with all their furniture, and ready for marching.

artillery-carriage (ar-tn'e-ri-kar/aj), n. See

ffiin-carrifit/r.

artillery-level (ar-til'e-ri-lev'el), n. An in-

strument for indicating the angle of elevation
which it is desired to give to a piece of artillery
in aiming. It is made to stand on the piece, and
marks, by means of a pendulous pointer, the angle made
by the axis of the piece with the horizon.

artilleryman (iir-til'e-ri-man), .; pi. artillery-
men (-men). [< artillery + wan.] One who
serves a piece of artillery or cannon

;
a soldier

in the artillery corps.
artillery-plant (iir-til'e-ri-plant), . A name
given to some cultivated species of Pilea, as P.

serpyllifolia and P. muscosa, natives of tropi-
cal America. The name has allusion to the forcible

discharge of the pollen from the anthers by the sudden
straightening of the elastic filaments.

artimorantico (iir-ti-mor-iin-te'ko), n. An alloy
imitating old gold, composed of tin, bismuth,
sulphur, and copper.
artiodactyl, artiodactyle (iir"ti-o-dak'til), a.

and n. [\ NL. artindactyltis, < Gr. aprios, even in

number, complete, perfect^
exact (('apri, just,

exactly, just now, < / *ap, join, fit, redupl.
pres. apapiansiv : see arts, arm2 ,

etc. ), -t- MKTVAOC,,
a finger, toe: see dactyl."] I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to the Artiodactyla ; cloven-footed; even-
toed. Also artiodactylous.

II. . One of the Artiodactyla.

Artiodactyla (ar"ti-o-dak'ti-ia), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of artiodactylus : see artiodactyl.] An
order or a suborder of ungulate or hoofed mam-
mals which are cloven-footed or even-toed and
have hoofs in pairs (either two or four), as all

ruminants (Bocidte, Cervida?, etc.) and hog-like
ungulates (Hippopotamidw, Suidte, etc.): op-
posed to odd-toed ungulates or Perissodactyla,
as the horse, rhinoceros, tapir, etc. The charac-
ter indicated in the name is only one expression of a wide
difference which exists between all the living ungulates of
the two series named, though various extinct lorms go lar
toward bridging over the gap between them. The func-
tional digits of the Artiodactyla are the third and fourth
ol the typical pentadactyl loot, forming the pair of large
true hoofs, in addition to which there may be present a

pair (second and fifth) of smaller hoofed digits, the false
hoofs. The metacarpals and metatarsals are correspond-
ingly modified, in typical cases by the reduction of the lat-

eral ones (second and fifth) and the ankylosis of the en-
larged third and fourth into a stout single canon-bone.

A 3
Artiodactyl Feet.

A, Yak (Bos grunnicns}. E, Moose (Alces malcftis). C. Peccary
( Dicotyles torqitatus}. Left fore foot of each. s t scaphoid ; I. lu.
nar ; c

, cuneiform ; /, trapezoid ; nt, magnum ; u, uncif^rm ; f,
pisiform; //, ///, //', I/, second, third, fourth, and fifth digits; i,

proximal phalanx ; 2, median phalanx ; 3, ultimate phalanx. The
fifth digit of moose is moved outward to show its length. In Bof and
A Ices metacarpals /// and IV are fused in a single canon-bone.

There are also modifications of the carpal and tarsal bones.
The femur has a third trochanter. The dorsolumbar ver-
tebrae are, in general, 19: dorsal 12-15, lumbar 7-t. The
premaxillary Iwnes are more or less flattened toward their
ends, and in the ruminants bear no teeth. The stomach
is more or less subdivided and complex. This group in-
cludes all the ungulate (not the solidungulate, however)
animals domesticated from time immemorial, as the rumi-
nants and the pigs, all the wild ruminants, as the deer and
antelopes, and the peccaries and hippopotamuses.

artiodactyle, . and n. See artiodactyl.

artiodactylous (ar'ti-o-dak'ti-lus), a. [As ar-

tiodactyl + -ous.] Same as artiodactyl.
artisan (ar'ti-zan, in England often ar-ti-zan'),
n. [Also artizan; < F. artisan, earlier artisien,

artist, = Sp. artesano = Pg. artesSo = It. arti-

tliano (ML. reflex artesanus), < ML. *artitianug,
< L. artitus, skilled, pp. of artire, instruct in

arts, < ar(t-)s, art, skill: see art*.] 1. One

artless

skilled in any art, mystery, or trade
;
a handi-

craftsman
;
a mechanic.

The painter who is content with the praise of the world
in respect to what does not satisfy himself, is not an artist,
but an artiiffin. Allxttin.

The soldier was on a sudden converted into an artisan,
and, instead of war, the camp echoed with the sounds of

peaceful labor. Preacott, Ferd. and Isa., I. 15.

2t. One skilled in a fine art
;
an artist.

Best and happiest artisan,
Best of painters. Guardian.

artist (iir'tist), n. [< F. artiste = Sp. Pg. It. ar-

tista, < ML. artista, < L. ar(t-)s, art: see art2 and
-z's^.] If. A person of especial skill or ability
in any field

;
one who is highly accomplished ;

especially, one versed in the liberal arts.

The wise and fool, the artist and unread.

,SVijfc.,T. andC.,i. 8.

Some will make me the pattern of ignorance for mak-
ing this Scaliger [Julius Cjesar] the pattern of the general
artut, whose own son Joseph might have been his father
in many arts. Fuller.

2. One skilled in a trade
;
one who is master

of a manual art
;
a good workman in any trade :

as, a tonsorial artist. [Obsolete, colloquial, or

vulgar.]
When I made this an artist undertook to imitate it, but

using another way, fell much short. Newton.
" You shall have no cause to rue the delay," said the

smith,
" for your horse shall be better fed in the mean-

time than he hath been this morning, and made fitter for

travel." With that the artist left the vault, and returned
after a few minutes interval. Scott, Kenilworth, I. ix.

3. One who practises any one, or any branch,
of the fine arts

; specifically, a painter or a

sculptor.
Miss Sharp's father was an artiat, and ill that quality had

given lessons of drawing in Miss P.'s school.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, I. ii.

Love, unperceived,
A more ideal artist he than all,

Came, drew your pencil from you.
Tennymn, Gardener's Daughter.

4. A member of one of the histrionic profes-
sions, as an actor, a tenor, or a dancer. 5. In

universities, a student in the faculty of arts.

6t. One who practises artifice; a trickster.

artiste (ar-tesf), )i. [F., an artist: see artist.]
One who is peculiarly dexterous or skilful in
the practice of some art not one of the fine

arts; one who makes an art of his employ-
ment, as a dancer, a hair-dresser, or a cook:
same as artist, 2 and 4.

artistic (iir-tis'tik), a. [< F. artistique, < artiste :

see artist and -ic.] Pertaining to art in any
sense, or to artists

;
characterized by or in con-

formity with art or with an art
; displaying per-

fection of design or conception and execution
;

specifically, pertaining to or characterized by
art in the esthetic sense ; pertaining to one of
the fine arts.

To be artixtic, that is, to excite the feeling of beauty
effectually, the notes [of a song] must not be all forte or
all piano ; and the execution is the finer the more numer-
ous the gradations supposing these are such as to satisfy
other requirements. H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 537.

Artistic printing, in etching, same as artificial print-
itui (which see, imder artificial).

artistical (ar-tis'ti-kal), a. 1. Same as artistic.

2f. Produced by art
;

artificial.

artistically (ar-tis'ti-kal-i), adv. In an artistic

manner.
artist-like (ar'tist-lik), a. 1. Befitting an ar-

tist. 2. Executed in the manner of an artist
;

conformable to the rules of art.

To this day, though we have more finished drawings, we
have no designs that are more artist-like.

Whewell, Hist. Induct. Sciences, xvii. 2.

artistry (Sr'tis-tri), n. [< artist + -ry : see -fry.]
1. Artistic pursuits collectively. Browning.
2. Artistic workmanship or effect; artistic

quality.
The scene overbowered by these heavenly frescoes,

moldering there in their airy artistry '.

11. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 203.

Artium Baccalaureus (ar'ti-um bak-a-la're-

us). [ML., NL.] Bachelor of Arts. See bachelor.

Artium Magister (ar'ti-um ma-jis'ter). [ML.,
NL.] Master of Arts. See master.

artizet (ar'tiz), e. [< arft + -!>e.] I. trans. To
form by art.

H. intrans. To live by or exercise an art.

Florio.

artless (art'les), a. [< art? + -less.] 1. Un-
skilful

; wanting art, knowledge, or skill.

The high-shoed plowman, should he quit the land, .

Artless of stars, and of the moving sand.

Dryden, tr. of Persius, Satires, v. 149.

In early times very little that resembles modern joinery
was known

; every part was rude, and joined in the most
artless manner. Encyc. Brit., IV. 485.



artless

2. Without knowledge of art
; ignorant ( the

(iin' arts. [Rare.]
Anil as fur .Mr. Ktlskin's world of art being a place

where he nuiy take HIV; easily, woe to tin- hn-kless nu.i Mil

who enters it with any surh disposition. . . . The poor
wanderer SIMIII lupins to look hark with infinite longing
to the lost paradise of tin- iirtli'xx.

II. .Iniiirx. Jr., I'ortraits of I'laees, p. IW.

3. Showing no artistic skill i inartistic
;

rude.

[Bare.]
Hail it been a practice uf the Saxons tn set up Ihese

assemblages of urtli'.<H and massy pillars, mole specimens
would have remained. T. \Vttflnn. Hist, of Kiddington.

4. Free from guile, craft, or stratagem; sinijili';

sincere; unaffected; imdcsigning; uusophisti-
cated: as, an url/m mind.

Tile little itrtli-M Kosc.v \\:irliled on her pretty ditties.

rAOI '' i-nii. The Nc.ueoiues, II. .VS.

= Syn. 4. Guileless, open, candid, frank, natural, unaf

fectcd, ingenuous, simple ininileil. naive. It. -nest.

artlessly (iirt 'los-lh, mlr. In an artless man-
ni-r. (,i) Will. ..nl art orskill. [Rare.] (li) With-
out guile; naturally; sincerely; unaffectedly.

Some liuds she arranged with a vast deal of care,
To look as if nrtlfKHly twilled in her hair,

l.inivll, Fable for Critics.

artlessness (iirt'les-nes), . The quality of

being artless; simplicity; sincerity; onameet-
edness.

artlyt (iirt'li), a. [< art* + -lyl.] Artistic:

skilful; artful. [Rare.]
'I'heir <ii-tli/ and pleasing relation.

Chapman, Odyssey, ix. '.nti.

artocarpad (iir-to-kiir'pad), n. A member of
tlic tribe Artncarpeie, lAndley.

Artocarpeae (itr-to-kar'po-e), . pi. [NL., < Ar-

tocarpiis, q. v.] A tribe of trees or shrubs
under the natural order Urticaccie, but by some
botanists retained as a distinct order, charac-
terized generally by a milky juice, small uni-
sexual flowers numerous upon a fleshy recep-
tacle, erect anthers, and pendulous ovules.
There are about 2n genera, including the fig (Fwnw), the

eo\v-trce(/>V<>x/m/Mu), the upas (^4 ntiaris), the india-nibber
tree of Central America (Castilloa), and the breadfruit

(Ai-(<-iii-fiiix). The tribe is mostly tropieal, and is repre-
sented in the I'nited States only by a few species of >'teiw
in southern Florida.

artocarpous, artocarpeous (iir-to-kar'pus,
-pe-us), a. [< NL. Artocarpun + -oits, -eous, q. y.]
Re'lating to the Artocarpete, or to the breadfruit-
tree.

Artocarpus (iir-to-kar'pus), n. [NL., < Gr.

apTof, bread (of unknown origin), + /capirof,

fruit.] A genus of tropical trees, natural order

Urticacece, tribe Artocarpeas. Many species are

known, some of which in the forests of Bengal and Mala-
bar yield valuable timber, called anffttfaeood* The most
important species is A. incuta. the breadfruit-tree of the
South Sea islands. See bivmlfriiil-tivr. The jaca-tree or

jack-tree, A. inteijrifolia, is the breadfruit of tropical Asia,
where it is extensively used for food. See mctyruit.

artolatert, [< Gr. a/jrof, bread, + -/lar^f,

worship. Seeartolati'y.] A worshiper of bread.

artqlatryt (ar-tol'a-tri), . [< Gr. apraf, bread,
+ Aarpeia, worship.] The worship of bread,
especially in the mass or eucharist.

artole (ar'to-le), n. An East Indian weight,
equal to 90 grains troy.

artophorion (iir-to-fo'ri-on), .
; pi. artophoria

(-a). [Gr. a/>T<xj>6piov, a pyx, a bread-basket

(cf. dpro^o/wf, holding bread), < a/rrof, bread, +
-<t>opof, < <j>ep?tv = E. bear1

.] In the Gr. Ch., a

pyx. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i.

artotype (iir'to-tip), n. [Irreg. < art'* + type.]
A form of photolithograph printed in ink from
a photographic plate in bichromated gelatin.

artotypy (ar'to-tl-pi), n. The art or process
of making artotypes.
Artotyrite (ar-to-trrit), n. [< LL. Artotyrita;,

pi., < Gr. aprfcvpof, bread and cheese, < aprof,
bread, + rtyxif, cheese. Cf. butter.] One of a
sect in the primitive church who used bread
and cheese in the eucharist, alleging that the
first oblations of man were the fruits of the
earth and the produce of their flocks. They
admitted women to the priesthood and to the

episcopate.
artsman (iirts'man), .; pi. artsmen (-men).
[< art's, poss. of 'arft, + num. Cf. craftsman.]
A man skilled in an art or in the arts; espe-
cially, a learned man

;
a scholar. [Archaic.]

The pith of all sciences which inaketh the artnnan differ
from the inexpert is in the middle proposition.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II. xiii. 2.

The triumphs of an artsman
O'er all infirmities.

Alamtinffer, Emperor of the East, iv. 4.

No artsman is literally without conscious and systema-
ti/ed, selected knowledge, which is science ; and no scien-
titie man can remain absolutely inoperative.

Dr. J. Umini, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 195.

macttlatum).
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art-union (iirt'u-nyon), M. An association or

society the object of which is to cultivate art,

to aid in extending the knowledge of and love
for the arts of design, or to give encouragement
and aid to artists. The method emplo.\i-d b> assoeia
tions called art-iini'ins has been usually the distribution
of works of art by lot among subscribers to their funds,
this distribution Iwing Ihe chief inducement for subsi rip
tion. Such art unions uere at one lime numerous in the
railed Slates, but they \>ere generally dec-land by the
courts to be of the nature of lotteries, and therefore illegal.

artus (iir'ttis), .; pi. urtnu. [L., a joint, a
limb: xcc iii'tii-li-.] \\\<iiint., a limb; a member;
.111 extremity. Artus abdominalis, artua pelvi-
cus, artus postlcus, the abdominal, pelvic, orbimllimb.
Artus antlcus, artus pectoralls, the fore limb, ,

pectoral limb.

art-wormt, . [As art(er) + inini/.] Hame as
nrli r.

Arum (a'runi), n. [L., also aroii, < (!r. apov,
tin- wake-robin.] 1. A genus of plants, natural

order Aracece, na-
tives of Europe
and of regions
bordering on the
Mediterranean.
The- only llritisb spe
cies is A. maeulalum
(wake-robin, cuckoo-

Ct,
or lords-and-

ies), the root of
which yields a starch
known as Portland

sago or arrowroot.
See also cut under
Aracece.

2. [1. c.] A name
given in the
United States to

plants belonging
to the order Aracece, but not to the genus
Arum (although some of them were formerly so

classed), as the arrow-arum (I'eltandra Viryini-

ca), the dragon-arum (Arismna Dracontium),
and the water-arum (Calla iialustris).

Arundelian (ar-un-de'lyan), a. Pertaining to

an Earl of Arundel, particularly to ThomasHow-
ard, Earl of Arundel and of Norfolk (1592-1646).
Arundelian or Arundel marbles. See marble.

arundiferous (ar-un-dif'e-rus), a. [< L. arun-

difer, harundifcr, cane-bearing, < harundo, reed,

cane, + ferre = E. bear^.] Producing reeds or
canes.

arundinaceous (a-mn -di-na '

shius), a. [< L.

arundinaceus, harundinaceuy, like a reed, < lia-

rundo (-din-), a reed, cane.] Pertaining to a
reed

; resembling a reed or cane.
Arundinaria (a-run-di-na'ri-a), n. [NL., <

Arundo (Aruiidin-) + -aria.] A genus of tall

woody grasses, allied to the bamboo, includ-

ing about 25 species of America and Asia.
A. macroitperma, the cane of the southern t'nited States,
and .1. ! ,'tii. the small or switch cane, are the only bam-
busaceous species that are found in North America north
of Mexico. The cane ranges from Texas to Kentucky and
Virginia, occupying rich river-bottoms and forming dense
cane-brakes. It grows to a height of from 10 to 40 feet,

rarely producing seed. It is used for fishing-rods and va-
rious other purposes, and cattle and hogs are fond of the

young plants anil the seeds.

arundineous (ar-un-din'e-us), a. [< L. arundi-

neus, harundineus, reedy, like a reed, < harundo
(-din-), a reed. ] Resembling a reed

; reedy.
Arundinicola (a-run-di-nik'o-lii), n. [NL., <

L. arundo, harundo (-din-), reed, + colere, in-

habit.] A genns of South American clama-
torial passerine birds, of the family Tijrannidic.
A. leucocepltala and A. dominicana are two Bra-
zilian species. Lafresnaye, 1839.

arundinose (a-run'di-nos), a. [< L. arundino-

sus, better harundinosiis, abounding in reeds, <

harundo (-din-), a reed.] Abounding in reeds.

Arundo (a-run'do), n. [L. arundo, better ha-

rundn, a reed.] A genus of tall reedy grasses,
with large, dense flowering panicles. There are
6 or 7 species, widely distributed over the globe, of which
.1. Dttnax is the most common, a native of the south of

Europe, Egypt, and the East, and also found in the
warmer parts of America. It is sometimes cultivated,
and attains a height of 9 or 10 feet, or even more, with
broad and long leaves. Its canes or stems are imported
from Spain and Portugal for the use of weavers and for

fishing-rods.

amra (a-ro'rji), . [< Gr. apovpa, tilled or arable

land, ground, a measure of laud in Egypt, <

apoeiv, plow, = L. arare, plow: see arable.] An
ancient Egyptian measure of surface, accord-

ing to Herodotus the square of 100 cubits,
which would be 27.35 ares, or 0.676 of an Eng-
lish acre. Under Roman rule in Egypt another arura

was established, equal to 2 jugcra, which was -^ of the

old arura. Also spelled artmra.

aruspex, aruspice (a-rus'peks, -pis), n.
; pi.

nnitiiiii't'n (-pi-sez). See haruspex.
aruspicy (a-rus'pi-si), . See haruspicy.

ary

arval 1

, arvel (iir'val. -vel), . and n. (Now
onlydial.. ;il><> / 1 // ami ni'r/ill, formerly arrall,
nrrill,<. ME. ttrrtlt (cf. e<|iiiv. \V. /-///, apptir.

n<l;i|ili-d from the 10. ), appal'. < led. (;;//'/= ( )Sw.
iirnil = ])an. nrrriil. n wake, a funeral feast (cf.

led. rrli and rrj'illin-iililf, the same). < Ic^d. arfr
(= Sw. nrf Dan. nrr = AS. <-rl'i; .'/';/'), inheri-

tance, + nl, an ale. a feast: see <il< . and cf.

liriilnl.] I. a. A funeral feast; awake.
II. n. Connected with or relating to funeral

celebrations.

'file inarriaL-- ami uri'iil ".alhenn-s after the summer.
K,i:-!ti: /;.-.'., Ml, MB.

arval- (iir'val), . [< L. arrttli.t, < itrniai. ii field,

proji. neut. of nrruK, that has been plowed, <

arare, plow: see arable.] Pertaining or relat-

ing to arable or plowed land.^ Arval Brethren or
Brothers I Latin. Fiiiln Arrnl. -I. a i-ollege nominally of
luelve priests in aneient Koine, \vho ottere-l saeritlees,
with a lixed eeiemonml, t<) the rural goddess Dia. Ib-

lists of them never give more than nine names, but the
eolle-.'e was supposed to have been instituted by KonilllllH

with twelve IIH nib. i -. n insist ing of himself and his eleven

foster-brothers, sons of his nurse Ana I.amentia, one of
their principal duties was the annual performance of the

public ainliai-v.ilia on the borders of the country at the
same time with the private ones. See ambarvalia. The
college evisted till about A. ]>. 400.

arvel, . and a. See arvafi.

Arvicola (ar-vik'o-la), n. [NL., < L. arvum, a

field, arable land (see arvaft), + colere, inhabit.]
The central and typical genus of the subfam-
ily Arrimlinii', containing the great bulk of the

species which have perennial prismatic molars,

Meadow-mouse (Ai-vitola rifariiis).

ungrooved incisors, and no special peculiarity
Of the tail or claws. The test-known species are the
water-vole aud field-vole of Europe, A. amphilnut and
A. agrestiz, and several meadow-mice of North America,
as A, ripariits, A. (iitfttfrux, and A. pinetonnn.

arvicolid (ar-vik'o-lid), n. Same as amcoline.
Arvicolidae (ar-vi-kol'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Ar-
vicola + -id<c.] The Anicolince, rated as a fam-

ily. Waterliouse, 1840.

Arvicolinae (iir-vik-o-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Arvicola + -ina;.] One of several subfamilies
into which the family Muridu; is divided, it
contains those miirine rodents which (except Emtomyn)
have the following characters : perennially growing,
prismatic, rootless molars, with flat crowns ami sen-ate

periphery; incisors usually broader transversely than in
the opposite direction ; the root of the under incisor some-
times causing a protuberance on the inner side of the
mandibular ramus between the condyloid process and
the strong hamulate angle of the mandible, which latter
attains the level of the molar crowns ; the zygomata high
and wide, not dipping to the level of the arched palate,
and the nasal tones not produced beyond the premaxil-
laries

;
and the dental formula of 1 1; teeth, there being 1

incisor and 3 molars on each side of each jaw, without
any canines or premolars. The Arvicolitiit are specially
characteristic of the northern hemisphere, and are very
abundant in high latitudes. They include all kinds of
voles or fleld-mice properly so called, the water-rat of

Europe, the meadow-mice of America, the lemmings, the

muskrat, etc. The leading genera are : Ervtvinyti (Coues),
Arvicola (Lacepcde) with ita several subdivisions, St/nap-
tomi/s (liaird), Mi/odes (Pallas), CumVruitu (Waglerj, and
Fiber (Cuvier). The species are very numerous,

arvicoline (iir-vik'o-lin), a. and M. [< NL. ar-
vicolinus : see ArvicoliiKe.] I. a. 1. Inhabiting
fields. 2. In zoo'l., having the characters of
the Arricolin<f.

II. n. A rodent of the subfamily Arvicolina.
Also called arvicolid.

arvicolous (ar-vik'o-lus), a. Same as arrico-

linc, 1.

arwet, A Middle English form of arrow.
( 'liinicer.

ary (ar'i or er'i), a. [Formerly also
ery,

a modi-
fication of e'er a for erer a (with ever in a gen-
eralizing sense) toward any, of which ary is

now regarded as a dial. form. Cf. the negative
nary.] Any: as, I haven't seen ary one of
them. [Prov. Bug. and U. S.]



-ary

-ary 1
. [L. -ri (fern, -(iria, nt-ut. -drinut), > It.

-)/, -/'o, Sp. Pg. -/(', OF, reg. -air, usually

-/'IT, -er'(> ME. -er, E. -tr, q. v.
;
in some cases

-ar2
, q. v.), later partly restored -arie, mod. F.

-uire. Cf. -ari/2.] A suffix of Latin origin, oc-

curring (1) in adjectives, as in arbitrary, con-

tftin/, primary, mT/i<lnry, sumptuary, etc., and

(2) in nouns denoting either () persons, as

iiiitiiiniir//, apothecary, notary, secretary, etc.,

or (b) things, as books, writings, etc., as in dic-

tionary. glossary, brcriary, diary, vocabulary,

fiinnulari/, etc., or (c) places, repositories, etc.,

as in apiary, <iniii/n-i/, /lix/'tn-i/. library, reli-

i/H/i/y/, xaitrtuarij, etc.

-ary
2

. [L. -arts (neut. -are), > It. -are, Sp. Pg.
-ar, OF. reg. -er, -ier (> ME. -er, mod. E. restored

-ar3
, q. v.), later -nice, mixed with -aire, E.

-u/'.y
1
.] A suffix of Latin origin, another form

of '-fir3
, occurring in adjectives, as auxiliary,

capillary, exemplary, military, salutary, etc.,

some of which are also used as nouns, as auxili-

ary, capillary, military, etc.

Arya (ar'ya), . [Skt. Arya: see Aryan.'} Same
as A r i/i i a.

But besides these Aryat there were also the Dasyus,
of whom we learn little but that they were dark in com-

plexion and constantly at war with the Aryat.
J. Robson, Hinduism, p. 13.

Aryan (ar'yau or ar'ian), a. and n. [Also writ-

ten Arian, after L. Arianus, belonging ioAriana
or Aria, Gr. 'Apeia, 'Apia, or "Apia, the eastern part
of ancient Persia, < Skt. Arya, thename bywhich
the Sanskrit-speaking immigrants into India
called themselves, in distinction from the abo-

rigines of the country, whom they called Danyii,

Sudra, etc. The ancient Persians gave them-
selves the same title (OPers. Ariya, Zend Ai-

rya) ;
and it appears in the name of their coun-

try, Airyana or Iran : see Iranie. There are no
traces of the word to be found outside of these
two races. Its oiigin is obscure and disputed ;

there is no probability that it lias anything to

do with a root 'ar, plow.] I. a. Of or pertain-

ing to the Aryans or to their speech. See II.

Our faith, our customs, our language, were all but frag-
ments of the primitive Aryan stock common to Rome and
Germany. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 118.

II, n. 1. A member of the eastern or Asiatic
division of the Indo-European family, occupy-
ing the territories between Mesopotamia and
the Bay of Bengal, in the two subdivisions of

Persia, or Iran, and India. (This is the older, more
scientific, and still widely current use of the word. More
recent, but increasingly popular, is the second use.]

2. An Indo-European or Indo-Gennan or Ja-

phetite ;
a member of that section of the hu-

man race which includes the Hindus and Irani-

ans (Persians) as its eastern or Asiatic division,
and the Greeks, Italians, Celts, Slavonians, and
Germans or Teutons as its western or Euro-

pean division. The languages of all these branches
or groups of peoples are akin ; that is to say, they are de-
scendants of one original tongue, once spoken in a limited

locality by a single community, but where or when it is

impossible to say.

Many words still live in India and England that have
witnessed the first separation of the northern and south-
ern Aryans, and these are witnesses not to be shaken by
any cross-examination. The terms for God, for house, for

father, mother, son, daughter, for dog and cow, for heart
and tears, for axe and tree, identical in all the Indo-Euro-
pean idioms, are like the watchwords of soldiers. We
challenge the seeming stranger ; and whether he answer
with the lips of a Greek, a German, or an Indian, we rec-

ognize him as one of ourselves. There was a time when
the ancestors of the Celts, the Germans, the Slavonians,
the Greeks and Italians, the Persians and Hindus, were
living together beneath the same roof, separate from the
ancestors of the Semitic and Turanian races. Max Milller.

Aryandic (ar-yan'dik), a. Originating with
Aryandes, Persian satrap of Egypt, condemned
to death by Darius for coining silver finer than
that of the great king himself Aryandic coin,
a coin struck by Aryandes.

Aryanize (ar'yan-!z or ar'ian-iz), v. t.
; pret.

and pp. Aryanized, ppr. Aryanizing. [< Aryan
+ -ize.J To render Aryan in character' or

appearance; impart Aryan peculiarities to.

[Bare.]
European artists who have not lived among the African

race sometimes try their hands at a pretty negress, but
they always Aryanize, the type.

G. Allen, Physiol. ^Esthetics, p. 241.

aryballus (ar-i-bal'us), , ; pi. aryballi (-i). [<
Gr. apv'fia/.y.of, a bag or purse made so as to draw
close, a vessel so shaped.] In

archwol.j a form of Greek vase.
Probably in ancient times this name
was applied to a large vase with a
small neck, used for carrying water to
the bath. In modern archaeological
nomenclature, it generally denotes a
small vase shaped like a ball, with a
short neck and a small orifice sur- Archaic Arybaiius.
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rounded by a bn>ad fiat rim, used like the alabasti 11111 in

anointing the body with oil.

aryepiglottic (ar*i-ep-i-glot'ik), a. [< anj(t<--

iioifl) + epiglottie.] Same as aryteno-epiglottic,

Folds of mucous niembram-, extending from the epi-

glottis to the arytcnoid cartilages, are the aryepiglottic

ligaments. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 98.

aryepiglottidean (ar-i-ep"i-glo-tid'e-an), a.

Same as
aryteno-epifflottic.

aryteno-epiglottic (ar-i-te"no-ep-i-glot'ik), a.

[< aryteno(iil) + t'i>ii/lttic."] In aiuit., pertain-

ing to the arytenoid cartilages and the epiglot-
tis Aryteno-epiglottic fold, one of two folds of mu-
cous membrane passing from the tips of the arytenoid
cartilages and the cornicula laryngis to the lateral margins
of the epiglottis.

aryteno-epiglottidean (ar-i-te"no-ep"i-glo-
tid'f-an), a. [< arytc>n>-cpialotti(leun + -.]
Same as ari/teno-ejiiglottie.

aryteno-epiglottideus(ar-i-te"no-ep"i-glo-tid'-
e-us), n.

; pi. ari/teno-epigloltulei (-i). [NL.] The
name of one of two pairs of small muscles of the

larynx extending from the arytenoid cartilages
to or toward the epiglottis Aryteno-epiglottl-
deus Inferior, muscular fibers arising from the arytenoid
cartilages and spreading out upon the laryngeal pouch,
which is compressed by the action of the muscle. Also
called compressor saccitli larimui*.- Aryteno-epiglotti-
deus superior, a few muscular fibers extending from the

apex of the arytenoid cartilages to the aryteno-epiglot-
tidean fold of mucous membrane.

arytenoglottidean (ar-i-te"n6-glo-tid'e-an), a.

Same as ariftfuo-cjiitflottic.

arytenoid (ar-i-te'noid), a. and . [< Js'L. tiry-

tatnoides, < Gr. &pvratvoewfa,<. api>T<uva, fem. form
of apvrfyp, a ladle or cup (< apvtiv, draw water), +
elSaf, form.] I. a. Ladle- or cup-shaped: in

(mat., applied to two small cartilages at the top
of the larynx, and also to the muscles connect-
ed with these cartilages Arytenoid cartilages.
See cartilage. Arytenoid gland. See (arf. Aryte-
uoid muscle. Same as arytmuiden*.

II. n. An arytenoid cartilage.

arytenoidal (ar"i-te-noi'dal), a. Same as ary-
tenoid.

arytenoideus (ar'i-te-uoi'de-ns), n.; pi. aryte-
noidei (-i). [NL.: see arytenoid.'] The aryte-
noid muscle, a muscle of the larynx passing
transversely behind the arytenoid cartilages
from one to the other. Arytenoideus major, the

arytenoideus. Arytenoideus minor. Same AS aryt?-
noideus obliquus. Arytenoideus obliquus, two small

oblique bundles of muscular fibers crossing behind the

arytenoid cartilages, regarded as parts of the aryteno-epi-
glottidean muscles. Arytenoideus transversus, the

arytenoideus.

as 1
(az), adv., con/., and proii. [< ME. as, one,

als, alse, also, aha, alswa, al so, al swa, < AS.

alswd, ealswd, eal swa (= OS. aho = OFries.

as, ase, ana, ah, alse, also = D. ate = OHG.
also, MHG. also, alse, G. also, als), lit.

'

all so,'

wholly so, quite so, just so, being the demon-
strative adv. so, qualified by the intensive adv.
all. As a demonstrative, the word retains its

full form (see also) ;
as a relative or correlative,

the word, through weakening of force and ac-

cent, has been reduced to as. As is thus his-

torically *o with an absorbed intensive, whose
force has disappeared; and it has all the rela-

tional uses of ,vo, the differences being only idio-

matical. The peculiar form and uses of as have
arisen out of the correlation so ... so (AS. sica

. . . swa, or, without separation, swa swa), in
which both terms were orig. demonstrative.
The second term passed into the relative use,
and the first, remaining demonstrative, was
strengthened by the adv. all (AS. eal sica . . .

swa). The second term, as a relative, became
weak in accent, and, after assuming the prefix
all in conformity to the first, was gradually re-

duced, through also, alse, als, ase, to as, to which,
in turn, the first term in many constructions
conformed. The resulting correlations .to ...
so, so ... as, as ... .so, a* ... as, through
involution of uses, transposition of clauses, and
ellipsis of one or the other term, extending often
to the whole clause, present in mod. E. a com-
plication of constructions which cannot be fully
exhibited except at great length, and in con-
nection with the earlier uses. They are also in-
volved with the kindred correlations such . . .

as (such being historically so, with an absorbed
relational suffix) and same . . . as, in which
the relative conj. as varies with that, and leads
to the use of as as a simple relative pronoun.]
I. adv. (demonstrative or antecedent). The ante-
cedent in the correlation as ... so, or as ...
as: In that degree; to that extent; so far. The
correlation as . . . so is obsolete ; o . . . as is in ex-

tremely common use, being, besides like, the regular for-
mula of comparison to express likeness or equality : as, as
black as jet, as cold as ice, as wise as Solomon, etc.

; the

verb in the relative clause, when the same as in the prin-

cipal clause, being usually omitted : as, it is as cold .t

ice (sc. is) ;
come as soon as you can (sc. come).

He was al so [var. afttn, als, as] fresche as is the moneth
of Mai. Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 92.

Lo ! whiche sleightes and subtiltees

In wommen ben ! for ay as bisy as bees

Ben they, vs sely men for to deceyve.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, Prol., 1. 4.

We [Americans] use these words [faith and hope] as if

they were an obsolete as Selah and Amen.
Emerson, Man the Reformer.

The relative clause is often omitted, especially in collo-

quial speech, being inferred from the antecedent: as, this

will do as well (sc. as that) ;
I would as lief walk (sc. as

ride).

The bad man shall attend as bad a master.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 3.

I will be temperate
In speaking, and as just in hearing.

Beau, ami Fl., Philaster, iv. 3.

These scruples to many perhaps seem pretended, to

others, upon as good grounds, may seem real.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

The appointment of a regular wit has long ceased to be
a part of the economy of a morning paper. Editors find

their own jokes, or do as well without them.
Lamb, Newspapers 35 Years Ago.

II. conj. (conjunctive or relative adv.). 1. The
consequent in the correlations as . . . as, so

. . . as, such . . . as, same . . . as, etc., ex-

pressing quantity, degree, proportion, manner,
etc. The relative uses are as exhibited in I. (where see

examples). Through ellipsis of the antecedent, it enters
into many peculiar idiomatic phrases.

No, 'tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a church-
door ; but 'tis enough, 'twill serve.

Shak., R. and J., iii. 1.

His resolutions were as fained as his vows were frus-

trate. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxv.

The results of this campaign were as honorable to

Spain as they were disastrous and humiliating to Louis
the Twelfth. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 13.

The clauses may be transposed for emphasis.

I
- thy days, so shall thy strength be. Unit. \ \\iii 25.

As it is in particular persons, so it is in nations.

Bacon, Atheism.

The antecedent as is often, and so is usually, omitted : as,

black as jet ; cold as ice ; do as you like.

The motions of his spirit are dull as night,
And his affections dark as Erebus.

Shak., M. of V., v. 1.

1 desire no titles,
But as I shall deserve 'em.

Fletcher (and aiwlhert), Prophetess, 11. 8.

Black it stood as night,
Fierce tut ten furies, terrible as hell.

Milton, P. L., ii. 671.

1 live as I did, I think as I did, I love you as I did.

Swift.

It is in criticism, as in all other Sciences and Specula-
tions. Aadimn, Spectator, No. 291.

In parenthetical clauses involving a concession, the rela-

tive aj* (the antecedent being omitted) may be equivalent
to though : as, late as it was, we set forth on our journey.

Trite as the counsel was, ... in this emergency it was
to me as if an angel had spoken.

Lamb, Alnicus Redivivus.

Neither the arguments nor entreaties of his friends,
backed as they were by the avowed wishes of his sover-

eign, could overcome his scruples.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 5.

In parenthetical clauses involving a contrast or negation
as to fact with the principal clause, as approaches an ad-
versative sense, being nearly equivalent to Intt.

Had I but time, (as this fell sergeant, Death,
Is strict in his arrest,) O, I could tell you,
But let it be. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

I must confess I lov'd her ; a* who would not?

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 7.

In subordinate clauses involving a supposition, as is con-

ditional, being equivalent to at if, as though, which are
the ordinary forms. This use is now rare or only poetical
except in the independent phrase as it were. (See phrases
below.)

It lifted up its head, and did address
Itself to motion, like as it would speak.

Shak., Hamlet, 1. 2.

And all at once their breath drew in,
As they were drinking all.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, 1. 166.

The young lambs bound
As to the tabor's sound.

Wordsworth, Intimations of Immortality.

The clause introduced by as may be reduced by ellipsis of
its verb and other elements to one or two important words,
leaving as as a quasi-connective : (a) Between an adverb
or adverbial phrase in the principal clause and an adverb
or adverbial phrase constituting the subordinate clause.

It suffices me to say . . . that men here, as elsewhere,
are indisposed to innovation. Emerson, Lit. Ethics.

(6) Between the principal verb or its subject and the sub-
ordinate subject or object, which becomes equivalent to a
predicate appositive or factitive object after the principal



as

\el I ,,,!.' llleanimi 'altc! the mannet Of, the -aim- as, 'like/

in the character or . apaeity of,
1

etc.: an, the audience
r.e >ix one man ; nil these Uniiv.- u. > "< nthin;-' to him ;

he lias been nominated - a candidate. Hence in con-

structions where lln- appositiu- clause depends dirceth

upon the noun : as, hi career as si soldier win lirilliant ;

his reputation us u scholar stands high : and so in namiiu-

pha-cs "I a ueucrai subject: M.S. Wublmtton a' a -'

eral : mull an a thinker. The COMtrUOHOO a- a i|ila-l

predicate appo-itivc in- faetitilc ulijert nftrr a principal
verb is usual after verbs uf seeming nr nfOnUng.

Kvll was enihluc'd fur K I, wickedness honour'. I anil

Mtmm'd vbtM, Miitini, iiit. i-:ng., iii.

That law whieh cum-crm-th men fin men.
lln,,!,,-,-, 1-,-eles. Pol.

This lii-ntlcnian was known t" his contemporaries <rx :i

man uf tm-tunc, ami at the author Of two .-ncccssful plays.
Mai-ii,ifn;i

IMir ;ue is bewailed dx the aye of I lit rnvcl-sion.

Km,-,-*",,, Aim T. Scholar.

The suhorililmte clause intr. ulnei-il li) us is ..iten li"t ile

I
in 11 lent grammatically up.m the iirineipal \erb, but scrve-

In restrict or determine the scope of the statement as a
u hole. Such clauses arc parenthetical, ami usually ellipti

eal, some of them, its n.v *,,! ami i/> u nil,-, having almost

the iiliomatical unity of an adverbial plna-c.

The streets were narrow .
,/x is usual in Moorish anil Arah

elties. ll-rin'l, I : I :. ! I.' i I.I p. :!.

Iii . ertain emphatic formulas, ex ('even as ') introduce- a

solemn attestation ( as trnl> or surely as
1

) or adjuration
Cin a milliner befitting the fact that I. appi -i laehini: a eau

-al sense, 'since, hecatisc.' (See _'. below.)

But truly IK the i.urd liveth, and an thy soul livelh, there
i- hut a step between mi- and death. 1 Mum. XX. :

Xow. ,i* you are a Komaii. tell me tni. -.

N/iii*...!. C., |v. :t.

.Ix ever th. m hn'st valour, or wear st arms
To punish hasenes.s, shew it!

limn, innl /'/.. Knight of Malta, iv. t.

2. Of reason: Since; because; inasmuch as.

He who would persuade us of his sorrow for the sins of

other men, as they are sins, not as they are sin'd against
himself, must e.i\-<- us tlrst s. .me testimony of A sorrow for

his own sin-. Miltini. lakonoklastes, vlli.

As the wind wan favorahle. I had an opportunity of sur-

i eying tills ama/iii- scene. BJI. Ilertfle/i.

3. of time : When
;
while

; during the time that.

And whistled <M he went, for want uf thought.
ltfi/,1,',', I'ymon and Iphiyeliia, 1. Si>.

Ait day hroke. the -scene of slaughter unfolded its hor-

lors. liTiii't, (irauada, p. 97.

4. Of purpose or result : The consequent in the

correlations so . . . us, such . . . as : To such
a degree that; in such a manner that : followed

by an infinitive or, formerly, by a finite verb

(but in the latter construction that has taken
the place of as).

.So many examples u* tilled xv. bixikes.

Asclunn, The Scholemaster, p. 157.

The relations are so uncertain an they require a great
deal of examination. Bacon.

Indeed the prospect of affairs here is so strange and

melancholy, ajt would make any one desirous of withdraw-

ing from the country at any rate. Hum?.

With a depth so great as to make It a day's journey from
the rear to the van, and a front no narrow as to consist of

one gun and one horseman. Kiniilakr, Crimea, III. ix.

5. Of mere continuation, introducing a clause
in explanation or amplification of a word or

statement in the principal clause, especially in

giving examples: For example; for instance;
to wit

;
thus.

Winter birds, an woodcocks and fieldfares. Bactut.

A simple idea is one idea ; a* sweet, bitter. Lock?.

6. In dependent clauses: That. Formerly as
was often attached, like Miaf, to the adverhs there, then,

where, when, etc., to make them distinctly relative. These
forms are now obsolete, except whereas, which remains in

a deflected sense. See whereas. From this interchange
with that followed the use of as for that, in introducing
an object clause after say, ktunc, think, etc., varying with
as that andasAuH 1

.' only In dialectal use : U, I don't Know
as I do', and I don't know atf I do, the sense varying w ith

the accent. [Collwi., New Eng.J
" Duimow'zl know:" the nearest your true Yankee ever

comes to acknowledging ignorance.
LowM, Introd. to Biglow Papers, 2d ser.

7. After comparatives : Than. [Now only prov.
Eng.; cf. G. als, the regular construction after

comparatives. ]

How may the herte he more contryte and mekert*whau
of very contrycion ... we aske mercy and forgyneness of

almyghty god? Bp. Fisher, I. 210.

Darkness itself is no more opposite to light as their

actions were diametricall to their words.

Homll, Parly of Beasts, p. 4s.

I rather like him <m otherwise, ftrntt, St. Ronaifs Well.

8. Before certain adverbs and adverbial phrases,
including prepositional phrases: Even; just:

restricting the application to a particular point :

as, a* now, us then, as yet, as here, as there,

etc. [Now only dialectal, except ag yet. See

phrases below.]
There is no Christian duty that is not to be seasoned and

set off with cheerislmess which in a thousand outward
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,111.1 ml' Illlltnir.- CnNM N.;>* VI be

ndso)
l,.n. ,\ e 1 1 .

.I.
'

ill till-

.Mm,,,,

Kefoic punishment he was tu be heard"- t" morruw.
\\'n ,

'

lecture preiM.-itional plirase- a. bee. .me- attached in

thoirjhl to the preposition, making practically a nev

]il epi.-itional Illlit. Sec n x ,1 nt "< ,;,u>;' > ni n>l ,1 -/<<

ncinu. As anent, a.a concerning, as touching, more
, umnioiily as for, as tO, so tar as it concerns ; as r.

pedl; in ragird to; in r.-p.-. I !: mtn>.lm-in-. a

parlicnlai- point ..r siibjei-t of thought.

And in regard of causes now in hand.
Which I have ..pen .1 tu hi- 'jlaee at lai-.-.

,-lx Inin-lii,,'/ l-'iame. ,s'/m., Men. \ ., i. I.

XiV.I. .lack! .lack! "hat think you of hi inn. luve-

breathing seventeen .'

.Mi". .Ix '" that. sir. I am ipiitc indittercul. If I can

please vuli in the matler [is all 1 .lesire.

fili.-riilnn. The Kiials. iii. I.

As If, as though, as it would u- if. or siippu-im: that.

It seemed t" tile allnuhtcd inhabitants /- ,Y the lien, Is

nt tin air bad eume upun the wings of the wind, and IHIS-

IMMd th.-m-ehes of tower and turret.

/ rrin'i, I iiana.la. p. '1\.

Itlindcd alike from sunshine and from ruin,

.Ix lln ,11, il, a rose should shut and be a hml a-jam.

A'.-c/x. K\c of St. V-_:ne-

AS It Were, as if it "en -,,
; in -mm- s.'i-t : so t.. speak : a

parenthetical clause indicating that a statement ur c -

pa i i-. HI i- admitted to be inexact, tl uh substantially cur-

lei -I tor the purpose intended.

Brutus, that cxpcll'd the kings out of Rome, was for the

lime furc't to be, as ,'l mra, a king himself till malt. -r-

ci, -,-t In order u in tne Commonwealth.
Xiltiiu, Prelatieal Kpisc, ,pac\ .

As much, what amounts to the same thing ;
the same.

Kut if you lanxh at my rude carriage
In pence. I'll do as iiiin'li fur you in war
When you come thither.

Bean, anil /'(., Maid s Tragedy, i. 1.

As well (as), just as much (as); equally (with); in addi-

tion (tu); besides: as, that is true, but it is true uf the

other as ii'i'll : this is the case with nianufactnrinf nt u; II

us with agricultural interests.

In order to convict I'eacham it was necessary tu find

facts as nvll as. law. Macautui/, Lord Bacon.

As Who, as one who ; an if one : as, as irhn should say.

As yet, so far: up to this time; hitherto. Forasmuch,
inasmuch. *ee these words.

III. rrl. limn. That ; who ;
which : after such

or siime. and introducing an attributive clause:

as, he did not look for such a result as that
;

he traveled the same route as I did.

They fear religion with titrh a fear as loves not.

Milton, Church-Government, ii. X.

|In this use also formerly after that, this, what ; now dia-

lectally or vulgarly also after a personal pronoun, or, by
omission, as a simple relative dependent on a noun.

That gentleness
\nd show of love as I was wont to have.

Shak., S. C., i. >.

Tiider these hard conditions, as this time
Is like to lay upon us. Skat., J. (:., i. 2.

Here I do beqlieathe to thee
In full possession half that Kendal hath.

And what nt I'.radfnrd holds of me in chief.

Old Plan (Dodsley, U. 47).

Take the Imx as stands in the first fire-place.

Ditkrns, Pickwick Pajiers. 1

as2 (az), r. An obsolete and dialectal or collo-

quial form of lias: in colloquial speech often

further reduced to '* : as, who's been here f

As3
(as), u.

; pi. 2Esir (a'ser). [Icel. ass, pi.

a-sir, a god, demigod, = Goth. *ans (inferred
from the Latinized plural form in Joruandes.

about A. D. 552: "Gothi proceres suos quasi

qui fortuna viiice-

bant uou pares homi-
nes sed semideos, id

estH,<e,<, vocavere")
= AS. 6s, found as

the name of the rune
for o, and twice in

doubtful gen. pi. esa ;

otherwise only in

compound proper
names. = OHG. "ans
in like compounds :

AS. Oswald, Oswald,
Osric (= OHG. An-

xarili), Osric, Oxiriin:

Oswin, _ Osbeom =
Icel. Asbjorn, Os-

born, OHG. Anselm,

Anselm, etc.] In
Norse myth., one of

the gods, the inhabi-
tants of Asgard. See

Asgard.
as4 (as), n.

; pi. asses

(as'ez). [L., a unit,

one pound of money,
etc., usuallv derived * ,

from uf, Said to be the Roman As in the British Museum.

asarone

Tm-i-iiliin- Kirin <n
'

( ir. '<

,
mif : Ion ilii> ,1,-run

tion is very ilotibiful. N-.-<ic<.] 1. In Latin,
nn inlroor; :i liolc- nr single tiling; i-spccially,
ii unit iliviilcil into twelve |mrts. Tlin-.. ii

ill r u in u.-is called nn (. 1 ii-nei 2. As a unit

nl' weight. 12 minces (I., niiri/r, 1 \vi-l ft (is ) ; tin-

libra or poiuiil. equal to :ii">.s ^i-ams, or :"i,l|-j:;

-. 3. A copper coin, the unit of tln-i-arl_y

monetary systi-ni ol KOIIH-. Ii n,-d in

tin- f.nirth (aoconllBg t.i Mommscn. tin lull.) ecntun

1,0., and was at In -I nominally uf tie- wciht uf a libra "I

pound, that i-. 1-^ minces. It was -.la.lually reduce,! n,

uciyht. ahiillt :'.i'.:i I:. C. u i-i-liin- 1 out - 'tit -'.^l

tt. <
. -J ounces. In MI n. c., alter having fallen to half an

ounce, it ceased tu IH: issued. The smaller copper
funning the divisions uf the as were name, I n ,; (half of

the a-), tri-itx Ithinh. ,/na<lraiis (fourth), t,-.rlniis (sixth),

and II//I-IH (twelfth!. The constant obverse t\| f the i

has the duilblc bea.! . if .lainis; the n-vei-, .a prow. IU
sulwliv i-ion.- bore various devices, 1'oin- struck on tin

same system (called the 1,'t,,,:/ ,-\ -t. ID) Wen i --He. I in uthei

paitsuf Italy from the fourth century 11. r.

nmler ii'*.

aS 1

"',
II. [MK. HX, etc. (see ill'r); in del'. L' = 1).

IIIIK = Sw. ii.s-.s- (fits, ace) = (i. w, in tediiiieal

sense < \j.x: see .s-l.) If. ( )liso]et .- form Ol'

in;. I'liiiui't-r. 2. An old Swedish and Dutch
unit of weight, equal to 4.HO41.' rentinrams, or
about three quarters of a troy j,'min. See aa-

iliu-iil and I/K.< :I
.

As. Cheinieal symbol of nr.ti nit:

A. S. All abbreviation of . I //.n-,xVf..
as- 1

. [L. KM-, assimilated form of ad- before .

The reg. OF. and ME. form was a-, later re-

stored to as-, as in uxxrnl, amii/ii, etc.] An
assimilated form of ad- before K, as in axmmi-

late, assert, HMXHIIH; etc.

as-2 . [L. ah-, reduced in OF. and ME. before

a consonant to a-, erroneously restored to tH-

before .] An erroneously restored foi-m of a-,

originally Latin al>-, in axxoil, amoilzie, from
the Latin alvmlvrre, absolve.

as-s . [ME. and OF. ax-, var. of ex-, < L. ee- : see

if-, ix-."] A variant of ex-, Latin er-, in assart,

IIXMIII/. iixtiiii/xli, obsolete ascfiiie, iixchrir, iixxauin-

jili . etc.; now represented also, or only, by eg-,

as in CSCIIJM ; facia ir, or x-
t
as in xrape, xnm/ilr.

See es-1 .

asa (as'ii), n. [NL., < Pers. aza, mastic: see

tuqntiaa.] A name for eertaiii drugs, origi-

nally used separately with the Latin adjectives
(lulcix and/etWn (faetula), now joined to them
as a prefix. See below. Also spelled assa.

asadulcis (as-a-dul'sis), . [NL., lit. sweet

gum, < asa, gum, + L. <lulcix, sweet.] The laser

or laser Cyrenaicum of the ancients, a very
highly esteemed drug, usually supposed to have
been a gummy accretion from Thapsia Gar-

aanica, an umbelliferous plant of northern
Africa and southern Europe. It was believed by
some t< be the same as benzoin, to which the name (asa
dulcui or iiilnrata) is still sometimes applied. The drug now
obtained from this plant is used as an active irritant.

asafetida, asafoetida (as-a-fet'i-dii), . [NL.,
formerly also azafeditla, < asa + L. fetida,

fwtida, fern, of fctiilux, foetidus, stinking: see

asa and fetid.] A fetid inspissated sap from
Persia and Afghanistan, the concrete juice
from the roots of several large umbelliferous

plants of the genus Fi-.rula, especially F. A'ar-

thfx (Xarthex Asafu'tida) and i\ Keorodosma

(ScorodosmaJ'cetida). The drug has a powerful and
persistent alliaceous odor and bitter acrid taste, and con-
sists of resin, gum, and an essential oil which contains

sulphur. It is used as all antispasniodic, and in India and
Persia also as a condiment. Also spelled assafcetida.

Asaphes (as'a-fez). n. [NL., < Gr. ao-o^c, ob-

scure, not clear, < -
priv. + aaQw, clear.] 1.

A genus of very minute parasitic ichneumon-
flies, which prey on, and keep in check, the

aphids, so destructive to crops and fruits. The
female punctures the wingless female aphids with her ovi-

duct, and lays an egg in each puncture. The egg hatches,
bed line- a maggot, and eats out the inside of the aphid.
2. A genus of coleopterous insects. Kirby,
1837.

asar (ii'sar), . [Pers.] A Persian gold coin,

equal in value to about $1.60.
asarabacca (as"a-ra-bak'a), w. [Formerly also

asarahack, and erroneously asarabeeea, < L. asa-

rum (see Asarum) + baeca, bara, berry.] A
common name of a European plant, a species
of Asarum, A. Kiiropa*uni. See Asarum. Also

spelled asarabaca.

asarin, asarine (as'a-rin), . [< Asarum +
-i'M 2 .] 1. A volatile crystallizable solid (Cgy
HogO5) obtained from the plant Axaruni Euro-

ptnim, having an aromatic taste and smell like

camphor. 2. A bitter principle obtained from
the plant Axaruni EurvjHt'iiui.

asarone (as'a-rou), w. [< Asarum + -one,] Same
as (ixuriit. 1.



Asarum

Asamm (as'a-rum), . [L., < Gr. aaapm: asa- Ascalaphldae
Ascalafihus + -i

ascending

Syn Infliii'iif', A nthin-itif, Axcenilftncy, etc. (see author-
'

mastery, dominion, superiority, advantage, upper

brownish flowers and
aromatic root-stock. The
few species are natives of the

northern temperate zone. The
asarahacca, A. Europanim,
was formerly used as a purga-
tive and an emetic. The com-
mon American species, A.

Canadense, is known as wild

ginger or snakeroot. Five

other species are found in the

Alleghanies and Sierra Ne-

vada, and four or five in Asia.

asbestic (as-bes'tik), a.

[< asbestos + -ic.~[ Ee-

lating to or containing
asbestos. Also asbestous.

asbestiform (as-bes'ti-forni), .

body. It corresponds to the genus Ascalaphus
of Fabricius.

[NL.,< Gr. (WKd-

a horned owl, Bubo ascalaphus, of Europe and

Ascalopax (as-kal'o-paks), . [NL. Cf. Gr.

amas.unaf (sic), a bird, supposed to be the same

as ovcoAomjf : see Seolopax.'] In ornith. : (a) An
old form of Seolopax. (b) A synonym of Gal-

linago.
ascan (as'kan), a. [< ascus + -an.'] Of or per-

taining to an ascus. N. E. D.

C< L - asbestos ascanceH, adv. See askance^.

+ forma, shape.] Having the form or appear- ascance'2t, ascancest, conj. See askance*.

aiice of asbestos. ascantt, ode. See askant.

asbestine (as-bes'tin), a. [< Gr. tafttora/ot, < ascarid (as'ka-rid), n. One of the Ascarida?.

anpso-Toc,, asbestos.] Pertaining to asbestos, Ascarid* (as"-kar'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ascaris

or partaking of its nature and qualities ;
in- + .j^a,.] A family of worms, of the order Ne-

matoda and class Nemathelmintha, containing
several genera of round-worms, or thread-

worms, which are intestinal parasites of man
and other animals. They have a cylindrical elastic

body, tapering toward each end, and a trivalved
'

The leading genera are Ascaris and Oxyuris.
'

< L. ascenden(t-)s, ppr. of ascendere, go up, rise,

ascend: see ascend.] I. a. 1. Proceeding up-

^v-c^r . , * _ ward; rising; mounting. 2. Superior; pre-

>.a(iwf, an unknown bird, supposed to be a kind dominant; surpassing: as, "an ascendant s^mt
of owl.] 1. The typical genus of the family over him," .Sow//;. 3. In astro!., rising over the

Ascalaphidte. 2. [. c.] The specific name of

Ascalaphus (as-kal'a-fus), .

combustible.
asbestinite (as-bes'tin-it), n. [< asbestine +
-ite <2

.~]
Actinolite or strahlstein.- Calciferous

asbestinite, a variety of steatite.

asbestoid (as-bes'toid), a. [< asbestos + -oid.~]

Resembling asbestos.

asbestos, asbestus (as-bes'tos, -tus), n. [Also
asbest (< F. asbeste), abbest, abest (< OF. abeste),

also, and in ME., asbeston, abeston, abiston, al-

beston, etc., and in other corrupt forms (in

earlier use only in sense 1), < L. asbestos, used

by Pliny in ref. to the mineral asbestos, which

he believed to be vegetable (see def. 2), < Gr.

aajiearof, applied by Dioscorides to unslaked

lime, lit. inextinguishable, unquenchable, < a-

priv. + apeardf, verbal adj. of oflevvvva/, extin-

guish, quench.] If. A fabulous stone, which,
once set on fire, could not be quenched : a notion

due to observation of the effect of cold water

in heating quicklime.

My mind is like to the Asbeston stone,

Which, if it once be heat in names of flre,

Denieth to becommen cold again.
Oreene, Alphonsus, ii.

2. A supposed kind of flax, alleged to be in-

combustible. [An erroneous notion of the

mineral. See 3.] 3. A fibrous variety of am-

phibole or hornblende, composed of separable

filaments, with a silky luster; also, in popu-
lar use, a similar variety of serpentine called

chrysotile. Its fibers are sometimes delicate, flexible,

and elastic, sometimes stiff and brittle, and when reduced
to a powder are soft to the touch. Its colors are various

shades of white, gray, or green, passing into brown, red,

or black. It is incombustible, and is therefore used for

making lamp-wicks, paper, firemen's clothing, building

materials, twine, and rope for packing steam-joints and

pistons; it is also prepared as a cement for protecting
heated surfaces, roofs, and floors, and for various fire-

proofing purposes. It is mined in Canada, Vermont, Vir-

ginia, South Carolina, and in Staten Island, New York.
Some varieties are compact, and take a flue polish ;

others

liead.

See cut

under Oxyuris.

worms, typical of the family Ascaridw, infesting
the small intestines. The best-known species, A.

liimbrimides, is so called from its resemblance to an earth-

worm in size, shape, and general appearance. It has a

cylindrical body, with ends of equal size, a somewhat
conoidal head, with trilabiate terminal mouth, and a fili-

form penis ; the genital pore of the female is in the an-

terior part of the body. The female attains a length of

from 12 to 14 inches ;
the male is less than half as long.

2. [I. c.
; pi. oscarirfe*(as-kar'i-dez).] A thread-

worm or pinworm of the rectum, formerly

placed in this genus, now referred to a differ-

ent genus, Oxi/uris (which see).

ascaunceH, ". See askance1
.

ascaunce'-t, ascauncest, conj. See askance?.

ascend (a-send'), v. [< ME. ascenden, assenden,

< L. ascendere, adscendere, go up, climb up to,

< ad, to, + scandere, climb: see scan, and cf.

descend, transcend."] I. intrans. 1. To move up-
ward ;

mount
; go up ; rise, whether in air or

water, or upon a material object.
In our proper motion we ascend

Up to our native seat : descent and fall

To us is adverse. Milton, P. L., ii. 75.

2. To rise, in a figurative sense
; proceed from

an inferior to a superior degree, from mean
to noble objects, from particulars to generals,
etc.

horizon, or nearly so.

The constellation of Pegasus ... is about that time <u-

,.,.,;(. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

4. In bot., same as ascending. 5. In her.,

rising or issuing upward (the reverse of issu-

ant): as, rays of the sun ascendant from the

bottom of the shield, from a fesse, etc.

II. n. 1. In astral., the point of the ecliptic

or the sign of the zodiac that is situated on the

eastern horizon at any particular moment, as

at the moment of birth or of the propounding
of any question ;

the horoscope. The house of the

ascendant includes that part of the zodiac which extends

from 5 above the horizon to 25 below it. The lord of the

ascendant is the planet that rules the ascendant. This

planet is generally the significator of the querent, and the

decision of the question depends upon its aspects. Hence,
to be in the antr.iulant signifies to have commanding power
or influence, to occupy a ruling position; and lord of the

ti*:-<<ndant, one who has possession of such power or in-

fluence : as, to rule, for a while, lord of the ascendant.

The assendent sothly, as wel in alle natiuitez as in ques-

tiouiis and elecciouns of tymes, is a thing which that thise

Astrologiens gretly obseruen ;
wher-fore me semeth con-

uenient sin that I speke of the assendent. to make of it

special declaration!!. The assendent sothly, to take it at

the largest, is thilke degree that assendeth at any of thise

forseide tymes upon the est Orisonte ; and there-fore, gif

that any planet assende at that same tyme in thilke for-

seide degre of his longitude, Men seyn thilke planete is in

horoscope. Chaucer.

Sciences that were then in their highest ascendant.
Sir W. Temple.

Marlborough had not, when Popery was in the ascen-

dant, crossed himself, shrived himself, done penance,
taken the communion in one kind, and, as soon as a turn

of fortune came, apostatized back again.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xx.

2. Superiority or commanding influence; pre-
dominance : especially in the phrase to gain the

ascendant over one.

What star I know not, but some star, I find,

Has given thee an ascendant o'er my mind.

Dryden, tr. of Persius, Satires, v. 68.

She had art enough to gain an entire ascendant over the

king. Goldsmith, Voltaire.

The secular authority, long unduly depressed, regained
the ascemlant with startling rapidity.

Macaulay, Von Ranke.

3. An ancestor, or one who precedes in geneal-

ogy or degrees of kindred : opposed to descen-

dant.

The succession of ascendants of the deceased, of his male

paternal ancestors, if any survived him.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 111.

4. In arch., one of the two sides or vertical mem-
bers of the chambranle of a door or window.

See as-

mentous structure, like wood.
blende asbestos are rock-cork, mountain-leather, fossil

paper, and fossil flax. A fine variety is called amiantus

(which see). Blue asbestos, the mineral crocidolitc

(which see).

asbestos-stove (as-bes'tos-stov), n. A gas-
stove with asbestos spread over the burners,
so as to form an incandescent radiator.

asbestOUS (as-bes'tus), a. [< asbestos + -ous.']

Same as asbestic.

asbestus, . See asbestos.

asbolan, asbolane (as'bo-lan, -Ian), n. [< Gr.

dff/jo/lof, also aa[}6'/Ji, soot (cf. i/><Wof, soot,

smoke), + -an.'] Earthy cobalt; wad contain-

ing oxid of cobalt. It is used in the manufac-
ture of smalt. Also called asbolite.

asbolin, asboline (as'bo-lin), n. [As asbol-an

By these steps we shall ascend to more just ideas of the

glory of Jesus Christ. Watts, Improvement of .Mind.

Tis sometimes questioned whether morals have not de- ascendence, ascendency, ascendent.
dined as the arts have anceiuled. cendancc, etc.

Emerson, Works and Days. agcen)|er (a-sen'der), n. 1. One who ascends.

3. To slope upward. 4. To go backward in 3. An ascending letter. See ascending.
the order of time; proceed from modern to ascendible (a-sen'di-bl), a. [< L. ascendibilis

ancient times: as, our inquiries ascend to the
(also

,
from pp. ascensvs, LL. ascensibilis), <

ascendere, ascend : see ascend and -4ble, and cf .

ascendable.'] Same as ascendable.

ascending (a-sen'ding), p. a. 1. Proceeding
from a lower position to a higher; rising; mov-

ing upward; figuratively, proceeding from the

less to the greater ; proceeding
from a later to

an earlier time; rising from grave to acute.

2. In bot., growing upward, as the stem of a

plant, which is called the ascending axis. Com-

monly restricted to the sense of growing up obliquely or in

a curve from the base, in distinction from erect, and from
decumbent or horizontal.- Acute ascending paralysis.
See paralysis. Ascending latitude, the latitude of a

are loose, like flax or silky wool. Ligniform asbestos, or _. - --. . o
mountain-wood, is a variety presenting an irregular flla- the order of time

; proceed from modern to ascendible (a-sen'di-bl), a.
Other varieties of horn

: anoient times: as, our inquiries ascend to the
(aiso> from

-

pp . ascensus,
remotest antiquity. 5. To rise, as a star; ap-

pear above the horizon.

Higher yet that star ascends.

Sir J. Boimny, Watchman, Tell us of the Night.

6. In music, to rise in pitch; pass from any
tone to one more acute. =Syn. To mount, soar, climb.

II. trans. 1. To go or move upward upon;
climb: as, to ascend a hill or ladder; to ascend

a tree.

We returned to the great tower, and ascended the steep

flight of steps which led to its door of entrance.
R. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 77.

2. To move upward along; go toward the

source of: as, to ascend a river. = Syn. To mount,
climb, seal

+ -i2.'] An oil-like, nitrogenous matter, ac- ascendable (a-sen'da-bl), a. [< ascend + -able.']

rid and bitter, obtained from the soot of wood. Capable of being ascended. Also written as-

asbolite (as'bo-lit), n. [As asbol-an + -ite%.~]

Same as asbolan.

Ascalabota (as"ka-la-bo'ta), n. ^

Ascalabotes.] One of the major groups of the

cendible.

ascendance, ascendence (a-sen'dans, -dens),

[NL. : see . Same as ascendancy. [Rare.]
Fear had too much ascendance on the mind.

Fielding, Joseph Andrews, ix.
Lacertilia, consisting of the geckos alone. See
Gecco and Gecconidat. Also called Nyctisauria. ascendancy, ascendency (a-sen'dan-si, -den-

Ascalabotes (as'ka-la-bo'tez), n. [NL., < Gr.

aaKafaflaTric,, the spotted lizard, prob. Lacerta

gecko.'] A genus of nyctisaurian lizards, of the

family Geccotida; or Gecconidce. A.fasticularis is

sometimes known by the name tarentola. The genus was
originally, as used by Cuvier, coextensive with the family,
or with the modern superfamily Ascalabota.

si), n. [< ascendant, -ent, + -ancy, -encyJ\ Tb.e

state of being in the ascendant; governing or

controlling influence
;
domination.

The great Latin war, the war in which the first Decius

gave himself for Rome, marks the last struggle of Rome's
immediate kinsfolk against her ascendency.

E. A. Freeman, Anier. Lects., p. 317.

planet when moving toward the north pole. Ascending
letter, in type-tminding, a letter which reaches to the

extreme upper part of the body of the type. In Koman
types of the minuscule or

" lower-case "form the ascend-

ing letters are h, d, f, h, i, j, k, 1, t. All capitals are

ascending letters. Ascending node, that point of a

planet's orbit at which it passes the ecliptic to proceed
northward. It is also called the northern node. Ascend-

ing ovule, in bnt.
,
an ovule that is attached above the base

of the ovary and directed upward. Ascending rhythm,
in pros., a rhythm or movement composed of feet in

which the metrically accented part (commonly called

the arsis) follows the metrically unaccented part (com-

monly called the thesis), as an iambic oranapestic rhythm :

opposed to descending rhythm, such as the trochaic or

dactylic. Ascending signs, the signs Capricornus, Aqua-
rius, Pisces, Aries, Taurus, and Gemini: so called because

the sun, while in them, is approaching the north celestial

pole, which is to our view elevated. Ascending ves-

sels, in anat., those vessels which carry the blood upward
or toward the superior parts of the body.



ascension

ascension (a-son'shon), . [< ME. </X<T.S-/OH,

assensioun, ( L. asoenio{n-), u rising, ascen-

sion, < aseeitilere, pp. awnmoi, rise, ascend : sec

ascenrf.] 1. The act of ascending; a rising;

specifically, the bodily pas.sing from earth to

heaven of Christ, in the presence of his disci-

ples (Mark xvi. 19; Luke, xxiv. 50, 51; Acts i.

1-11). 2. [cap.]
The day on which the ascen-

sion of Christ is commemorated in the church :

Ascension day. 3f. That which rises or as-

cends; a fume.
Men err in the theory of inebriation, conceiving tin

liniin doth "lily suffer from vapourons IWU.IMX from

111,- stomach.
'

>''' '/'. /.<"<"'. \ulv. bT.

4. In astron., the rising of a star or point above
the horizon on the celestial sphere. 5. A go-

ing back in time, or in the order of genealogi-
cal succession ; ascent Apparent right ascen-
sion. See aiiiiamit. Ascension day, the lortteth <tay

lifter KasU-r, on which the ascension of Christ is com
nicniorateil ;

sometimes called llolii '/'liiir.idiiii. Oblique
ascension*, of a star, in ttxtmn., an arc of the equator in-

tercepted lM-t\veen the venial equinox or first point of

Arirs and that point of the equator which conies to tin-

horizon at the same time with the star.- Right ascen-
sion, (ft) In old outrun., vertical rising.

The signes of riht a*xt'ii<'ii>"n IM-M fro the heuecl of can-

cer to ye emle of sagittare, and thise signer arisen more

uiiriht.
fhfiiirn:

(h) In mini, astron., the rirjht ascension of a.star or point of

the sphere is the arc of tile equator intercepted bet wren il>

circle of declination and the vernal equinox ortlrst point of

Aries, reckont-d toward the east. This meaning is drri\ c.l

from the conception of an observer at a point on the earth's

equator where all the stars rise vertically.

ascensional (a-sen'shon-al), a. [< ascrimun +
-nl.] Relating to ascension or ascent

;
ascend-

ing or rising up.
That idea [of the gun-cotton rocket] was to place a disk

or short cylinder of the gun-cotton in the head of a rocket.

the ascensional force of which should be employed to carry
the disk to an elevation of 1,000 feet or thereabouts.

Tyndall, Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 281.

Ascensional differencet, in astron., the difference be-

tween the right and the oblique ascension of the same

point on the surface of the sphere : used chiefly as ex-

pressing the difference between the time of the rising or

setting of a body and six o'clock, or six hours from its me-
ridian passage.

ascensive (a-sen'siv), a. [< L. ascetisus (pp. of

ascendere : see ascend) + -ive.] 1. Character-

ized by an ascending movement
; tending to

ascend; rising; tending to rise, or causing
to rise. -Sir T. Browne. 2. In gram., increas-

ing force
;
intensive

; augmentative. [Bare.]
ascent (a-senf), n. [< ascend ; formed like de-

scent, F. descents, < descend, F. descend.] 1.

The act of rising or ascending; upward move-
ment : as, the ascent of vapors, or of a balloon.

To him with swift ascent he up return'd.

Milton, P. L., x. 224.

Hence 2. A rising from a lower to a higher
state, degree, or grade ;

advancement.
As to the genesis of man and the universe, the less cul-

tured tribes claimed to be an ascent from birds, fishes,

snakes. Faiths of the World, p. 252.

3. The act of climbing or traveling up ;
the act

of advancing from a lower to a higher position;
a going up, as up a mountain, river, stairway,
etc. 4. An eminence

;
a hill or high place.

Depressed valleys and swelling accents. Bentleii.

5. The way by which one ascends
;
the means

of ascending ; acclivity ; upward slope.
It was a rock . . .

Conspicuous far
; winding with one ascent.

Milton, P. L., iv. 545.

Next the proud palace of Salerno stood
A mount of rough ascent, and thick with wood.

Dryden, Sig. and Guis., 1. 102.

Clambering up the very steep ascent, I took my place

upon the ramparts to watch the sunrise over the plain.

O'Donovan, Merv, xxiv.

6. The angle made by an ascending line or sur-

face with the horizontal line or plane : as, the

road has an ascent of five degrees. 7. A pro-

ceeding upward or backward in time or in logi-
cal order of succession.
The accents from particular to general arc all successive,

and each step of this ascent requires time and labour.
J. S. Mill, System of Logic.

Line Of ascent, in ge nealogy, ancestry.

They [ancient Hindu law-teachers] say hardly anything
of Inheritance as now understood, save in the direct line

of descent or ascent.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 112.

ascertain (as-er-tan'), v. t. [Early mod. E. and
late ME. ascertaine, assertaint, assartaine, -tayne,

etc., with (isser-, ascer-, in erroneous simulation
of words like assent, ascend, etc., earlier ME.
twrtainen, acerteinen, < OF. ucertainrr, acer-

tciner, make certain, < a, to, + certain, certain :

see fl-U and certain. The word is thus etymo-
logically fl-11 + certain, and was so pronounced
in early mod. E.] 1. To make certain; deter-

Ascidia

of virtue anil perfectinn and the means Ity which they
arc t't In- allallu il. full,. l>t<-l.

ascetically (a-set'i-kal-i), adr. In an ascetical

manner; by (lie ptMtiee of asceticism; as an

ascetic; to' or toward asceticism: as, persons
nxntictillij inclined.

asceticism (a-sot'i-si/.m), H. [< auntie, + -ism.
|

1. The life or practice of an ascetic; the prin-

ciples and historic course of the ascetics. In an
ci< nt I i reel 'e n>-> I i>;*!, i ('i.rio|iTiO meant the discipline un-

dergone liy athletes while training. In the schools of tile

Stuics the same wont wa- apjilieii to the controlling of the

appetites and passions and the practice ol \irtm-. Among
Christians, through contact with the Alexandrian school

of philosophy, the wuiii early came into use with a simi-

lar meaning, namely, tin- habitual use of self-discipline,

such as had been practised by individuals and even by
communities among the- .lent. 'II bject of this disci-

pline was to control and subdue the bodily nature witli

its passions and desires as the stronghold of evil in-

herent in man since the- fall of Adam, the means used

being fasting, celibacy, poverty, penance, and solitude,
a mode .,f life which MYBtopM in the course of a few
centuries into nionasticisni. Similar and even greater
austerities have been practised from very early times by
many among various pagan nations and in connection
with various religious systems, such as Hinduism. Ituddh

ism, etc., under the influence of the idea that matter is

essentially evil, and that an approach to ideal good or an

escape from the evils of existence can be effected only by
sulxiuing or torturing the body.

Asceticism again including under this term ... all

cllorts tu w ithdraw from the world in order to cultivate a

higher degree of sanctity belongs naturally to a society
w hicb is somewhat rude, and in which isolation is frequent
and easy. /.</.//. Europ. Morals, I. 136.

2. In theol., the theory or systematic exposition
of the means, whether negative, as self-denial

and abstinence, or positive, as the exercise of

natural and Christian virtues, by which a com-

plete conformity with the divine will may be at-

tained. See tiwtiral theolomi, under ascetical.
ascertamable (as-er-ta'ua-bl), a. [< ascerbun =

a
s <,.,,,.,.,.,,, A , tll,pri;v ,

etc See *ei/-dcial.+ -able.] If. Capable of being determined or ascham (a's'kam), H. [After Roger Ascham, who
made certain. 2. Capable of being ascertained in 1545 published "Toxophilus," a celebrated
or found out by trial, experiment, investigation,
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mine
;
define or reduce to precision by remov-

ing doubt, obscurity, or ambiguity ; establish;

prove. [Archaic.]
The' two tirst lines of tin- following book seem to oncer-

inn, tin- n in- meaning of tin- conclusion of this. OnqMT.
In Hi!).", hi-

| \Ioyli-] was chosen to represent the borough
nf Saltash in parliament ; a cii-ciinistanee which
tun i* the piece heforc us to have been written subsequent
to that period. Mii["ii<', note in llryden's Life of Lneiau.

We must look somewhat deeper, would we learn why a

book uhich nnw tri< > <mr patience was Hut unilcscr\ in-

of those multiplied editions which have rii'.'rfitui"l its

popularity. /. l>'lr<fli. Amen, of Lit.. 1. .'7.

2. To find out by trial, examination, or experi-
ment, si) as t<i know :is certain; acquire an M
curate knowledge- <>f: as, to ascertain the weight
of a commodity or the purity of a metal.

To pass to iisi'i-rtiiiiiril facts, there actually are words
which were ventured many generations ago, hut, for some
reason nr other, were not taken up, . . . and yet are now
familiar to everybody. /'. //"/'. Moil. Kng., p. l:il, Mote.

3. To make sure of
;
insure. [Archaic.]

The ministry, in order to ascertain a majority in the

Mi, use ,if Lords, persuade.! the queen to create twelve
new peers. Smollett.

4f. To make certain or sure ; certify ; assure
;

inform. [Bare.]
I am desirous of arranging with you such just and prac-

ticable conditions as will ascertain to you the terms at

which you will receive my part of your debts.

Jefferson, in Morse, p. 334.

Muncer assured them that the design was approved of

by Heaven, and that the Almighty had in a dream ftetr-

r<iin>'il him of its effects. JMvfllPA.

5. To establish with certainty ;
render invari-

able, or not subject to caprice ;
fix. [Bare.]

The mildness and precision of their laws ascertained the

rule and measure of taxation.
'

inquiry, etc.

ascertainer (as-er-ta'ner), . One who ascer-

tains.

ascertainment (as-er-tan'ment), . [< ascer-

tain + -inent.] 1. The act of fixing or deter-

mining ;
a reducing to certainty. [Archaic .]

2. The act of attaining certainty ;
the acquire-

ment of certain knowledge concerning some-

thing; a finding out.

Our ancestors guided their course by the stars, without

knowing much about the stars; the ascertainment of a
few relative positions sufficed.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. 8 2.

We can proceed in the ascertainment of internal truths

as we proceed in the ascertainment of external ones.

//. S]>encer.

ascetery (a-set'e-ri), n.
; pi. asceteries (-riz). [<

LGr. aaKtfTy()ifn>, (. aaKirrijc,, a monk : see ascetic. ]

Originally, a dwelling-place of ascetics
;
a mon-

astery ; now, in certain religious houses, a com-
mon meeting-place for spiritual exercises and

reading.
ascetic (a-set'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. aoyo/rcof, as-

cetic, laborious ;
as noun, a hermit, an ascetic

;

< artKr/rtK, one who exercises, an athlete, eccles. a
monk or hermit, < ameiv, work, exercise, eccles.

mortify the body.] I. a. 1. Practising special
acts of self-denial as a religious exercise

;
seek-

ing holiness through self-mortification ; hence,

rigidly abstinent and self-restrained as to ap-

petites and passions.
He was for his life so exact and temperate that I haue

heard he had never been surprised by excesse, being ascetic

and sparing. Evelyn, Diary.

Genius is always ascetic; and piety and love. Appetite
shows to the finer souls as a disease.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 210.

Hence 2. Unduly strict or rigid in religious
exercises or mortifications ; severe; austere.

A constant ascetic course of the severest abstinence and
devotion. South, Sermons (ed. 1737), II. 31.

A dominant religion is never ascetic.

Macaulay, Dryden.

3. Pertaining to or resembling the ascetics.

II. n. 1. In the early Christian church, one
who practised unusual self-denial and devotion

;

in modern usage, also one who retires from the

customary business of life and engages in pious
exercises

;
a hermit ; a recluse.

He that preaches to man should understand what is in

man ; and that skill can scarce be attained by an ascetic in

his solitudes. Atteriwrii.

2. pi. [cap.] The title of certain books on de-

vout exercises : as, the Ascetics of St. Basil.

ascetical (a-set'i-kal), a. [< ascetic + -aL]

Pertaining to the practice of rigid self-denial

and the mortification of the body as a means of

attaining virtue and holiness; ascetic Asceti-
cal theology, a name given to the science which treats

treatise on archery.] A cupboard or case to

contain bows and sometimes arrows and other

implements of archery. Encyc. Brit.

Aschiza (as-kl'za), n. pi. [NL., < Or. a- priv.
+ o-^-i'fa, a cleft : see schism.] In Brauer's sys-
tem of classification, a division of cyclorna-
phous dipterous insects or flies, of the suborder

Cyclorltapha, containing the families Syrpliidce,

Platypezida; Phorid<z, and Pipunculidte, thus

collectively contrasted with Schizophora (which
see).

Aschizopoda (as-ki-zop'o-da), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. a- priv. + T^/fa, a cleft, + iroif (rrorf-) = E.

foot.] A division of macrurous decapodous
crustaceans, embracing most of the group, as

distinguished from the Schizopoda or opossum-
shrimps.

asci, H. Plural of ascus.

ascian (as'ian), n. [<
L. ascias, < Gr. aamoc,,

without shadow, < a- priv. + mia, shadow.]
A person who casts no shadow at noon. The
inhabitants of the torrid zone alone fulfil this condition,
having the sun twice a year in their zenith at noon.

Ascidia (a-sid'i-a), . pi. [NL., pi. of Ascidium,

q. v.] 1. A class of animals connecting the

molluscoid invertebrates with the Fertebrata;
the tunicates, tunicaries, or sea-squirts, other-

wise called Tunicata, Ascosoa, Urochorda, or
Protovertebrata (in part); the ascidians. They

are asymmetrical marine animals,
simple or compound, fixed or free,
with a monoganglionic nervous

system, tubular heart, and no foot.

The integument is a leathery sac,
with two orifices, oral and anal.

The young are free-swimming and
t ad pole. like, and in this larval con-

dition show traces of vertebrate
affinities in the possession of a uro-

chord, or notocnord of the tail, a
condition retained permanently in

one family, the Appendiculari-
idtf. They are found at low-water
mark on the sea-beach, and, at-

tached to stones, shells, and fixed

objects, are dredged from deep
water. An ascidian presents ex-

ternally the appearance of a wine-

Jar or double-necked bottle, the
one aperture of the bottle cor-

responding to the mouth and the

other to the vent or excretory
aperture. A feature in the or-

ganization of these animals is

that a large proportion of the

tough outer case or test is com-

posed of cellulose, a starchy sub-

stance highly characteristic of

plants. The mouth-opening leads

into a large branchial sac or breath-

ing-sac ; and from the bottom of

this sac the digestive system, con-

sisting of stomach and intestine, is continued, the in-

testine opening into a second sac, the atrial chamber.
Tills latter cavity opens externally by the second aper-
ture of the body, and also emits the effete water which

Ascidia mentula.

a, termination of intes-

tine ; b, branchial sac ;

ex, excurrent or anal ori-

fice ; g, ganglion ; i", in-

testine ; <>', mouth ; o,

tentacular fringe ; r, re-

productive organ ; s,

stomach; /'.test, orouter
tunic ; /, inner tunic ; v,
ventral sinus; v', dorsal
sinus.



Ascidia

has been used In breathing. A single nervous mass asciferOUS (a-sif e-
or ganglion represents the nervous system, this mass be- rl m\ ,, rs INJT. 'o

ing placed between tin- two apertures of the body. .Male

and female reproductive organs exist in each ascidian.

These animals m;iy be tiinrih'or tint }>['. *<><-<<il. nr r<>m/"'//'/.
In social uctdlaiu (lie peduncles of a number of indi-

viduals are united into u common tubular stem, with a

partial common circulation of blood. The species are
more or less gelatinous, and some are used as food in

China and on the shores of the Mediterranean. The
Ascidia are divisible into two orders not well defined,
railed /;//</"'/< and .lw/V/<m//(, anil by other names, one
containing the Safpnltf and Doliotiiitr, the other the rest

of the class. Also written Axciilitv. See cuts under A}>-

{ii'n<Hi-t<n->ii, l)liti/i{lrt'. Sriljxt, and Tunicata.

2. [Used as a singular.] Less proper form of

Ascidium. 3. [/. c.] Plural of iixciilhini. 2.

Ascidiacea (a-sid-i-a'se-a), u. ///. [NL., < Ascid-

ium + -acett.] Same as'Ascidioida, 2.

Ascidiae (a-sid'i-e). . j>l. [NL., pi. of Ascidia,

2.] 1. Ill Gegenlmur's system of classification,
a division of Arn/xi, embracing the true ascid-

ians as distinguished from the Pyrosomatida>,

DplioMu; and Kali>idn: It contains three groups,
aSClteS (a-si ten), .

Simptii-* \, Nf.cm^-.*. and Cf>ntj>xil"', or the simi>le, social,
and compound ascidians.

2. Same as Ascidia, 1.

ascidian (a-sid'i-an), n, and n. [< Ascidium +
-fin.J I. a. Of or belonging to the Ascidia or

Tmiicata.

II. . One of the Ascidia or Tunicata; a

sea-squirt.
.1 scidiarium (a-sid-i-a'ri-um), n.; pi. ascidiaria
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cus, q. v.. + L. ferrc
= K. /Wri.] Hav-
ing asci.

There is a parallelism
between the fructifica-

tion of lichens and the
/(xr//'<'ro(/x section of

fungi.
Kiifiic. I'jfil. . XIV. 557.

ascigerous (a-sij'e-

rus), a. [< XL. as-

cux, q. v., + L. ge-

rere, bear.] In hot..

bearing asci, as li-

chens and ascomy-
cetous fungi. See
unrus, and compare

[L., < Gr.

(sc. I'iiauc, disease),
a kind of dropsy, \s> iiliimi of a Plant.

ascribable

Asclepias (as-kle'pi-as), n. [NL., < Gr. <

mac., an uncertain plant, < 'AmAi/moc. Doric 'Aa-

Ktjmrtfa, Asclepius, > L. JEsculapius, ^Esculapius,
the tutelary god of medicine.] A large genus
of North American herbs, natural order Asclepi-
adacecE, popularly known as milkweed or silk-

weed. The plants are perennial herbs with milky juice,
mostly upright with opposite or verticillate leaves, the
flowers in umbels, and the seeds tufted with long silky
hairs. Of the more than 70 species, nearly 50 are found
within the United States. The butterfly-weed or pleurisy-
root. A. tubfnma, has diaphoretic and mild purgative prop-
erties. The bastard ipecacuanha of the West Indies, A.
OHftMfttvfaa, is a powerful emetic. Some of the species
afford an excellent fiber.

ascocarp (as'ko-karp), . [< Gr. amo;, a bag
(see ascus), + 'ra/jjrof, fruit.] The developed
fructification in Ascomycetes, consisting of asci
and ascophores.
ascogenous (as-koj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. aanoc,, a

bag (see tixcitx), + -~;n'//r, producing: see -ge-

HIIIIX.] In hot., producing asci: applied to the

hyphas upon which asci are developed in the

ascomycetous fungi.

ascogone (as'ko-gon), n. Same as a-tseogonium .

< dtTA-of, a leathern Leaf of pitcher-piam (Ntftnthts) ascogonium (as-ko-go'iii-um). i. ; pi.

^^"eTut^tch^'^om'T.f (-JV). [NL., < Gri loK&t, a bag (see
i Decaisne'i '

ral de Botanique.")

bag, a bladder : see

ascus.~\ In patliol.,
a collection of se-

rous fluid in the peritoneal cavity; dropsy of
the belly.

n), +
--jovoc., producing : see -gony.] The female or-

gan in certain of the lower cryptogams, which
after fertilization develops asci. Also called

carpogoniiim and arcliicarp.
(-a). [NL., < Ascidium + -ariunt.] Acompound ascitic (a-sit'ik), a. Kelating to ascites

; drop- Ascomycetes (as"ko-ml-se'tez), n. pi. [NL., <

ascidian, consisting of two or more individual sical.
n~ -' ~ 1 ' x -^ ' -

ascidiozooids. See cut under cyathozooid. ascitical (a-sit'i-kal), a. Same as ascitic.

It [a fixed aseidian] may remain simple, or it may de- aSCititioUS (as-i-tlsh'us), a. Same as adsciti-

yelop Inuls and give rise to a compound organism or Ancid- fio /i* f

asclent(as-klent'), a</r. A Scotch form of aslant.

asclepiad (as-kle'pi-ad), n. [<1i.Asclepi<t<l>'itm

(sc. meti'um). < Gr. 'AaKAqirtaditoc (sc. ffr/^of, me-
ter), the meter of 'Aon/.t/xiafiric;, a Greek poet, lit.

descendant of Asclepius, < 'Aan/t/mif, Asclepius :

see Asclepian."] 1. [cap.] In anc. pros., an As-

i'trinnt. >

ascidiate (a-sid'i-at), a. [< Ascidium + -ate'1
.']

Shaped like a small bottle, or like an ascidian.

Ascidicola (as-i-dik'o-lii), . [NL., < Ascidium
+ L. colere. inhabit.] The typical genus of the

family AscidicoUdcu.

Ascidicolidae (a-sid-i-kol'i-de), ii.pl. [NL.,< As-
cidicola + -idai. ] A family of copepod eutomos-
tracous crustaceans, parasitic upon ascidians.

ascidiform (a-sid'i-f6rm), a.

forma, shape.] 1. Shaped _

bottle-shaped. 2. Having th

ascidian
;
related to the

Also ascidiiform.
ascidiid (a-sid'i-id), . One of the Ascidiidai.

Ascidiidas (as-i-di'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Ascidia,
2, + -JoVe.] A family of solitary ascidians,
typically with the branchial aperture 8-lobed,
the atrial 6-lobed, the branchial sac not folded,
the tentacles simple, and the geuitalia in close
connection with the mantle. It is the typical family

Gr. uaAof, a bag (see ascus), + /il'taK, pi. /

a mushroom, akin to L. mucus: see mucus.] A
family of fungi characterized by the formation
of free spores within elongated cells (asci),
often associated with alternation of generation.
It includes a great variety of forms, such as the micro-
scopic yeast-fungi or ferments, various mildews, ergot,
the subterranean truffles, the morels, helvellas, etc., which
represent the several orders Saccharwmiicetfi, Perispari-
actte, Pymunnycetes, Tiiberacece, and Ditcontyceteit. Most
of the lichens are now also generally considered as be-

longing to this family. See cut under ascus.
clepiadic (verse or line). 2. In hot., a member
of the order Axcleinadacea;. 3. [wo.] One of ascomycetous (as"ko-mi-se tus), a. [<Ascomy-
the Asclepiads (which see).

c
.

e^s
_
+ ~"*^ * or Pertaining to the Ascomi/-

to glandular appendages of the stigma, the fruit
a pair of follicles, and the seed coinose.
mainly tropical, many of the:

shrubs, usually with milky .

emetic and purgative qualities. It includes the milkweed
(Atclepiax), can-ion-flower (Stapelia), wax-plant (Uoya),
and other handsome greenhouse plants, the Indian sarsa-

parilla (lltmidmiKiix Indicm), and several fiber-plants, as
species of Calittropi* and Marndenia, a species of the latter
genus yielding a blue dye resembling indigo.

^3 ui UUB BUKiiuh meiruii - AJ///- - ,,.-.-*
iheseedcomose. They are Ascomyzontld* (as''ko-mi-zon ti-de),.n. pi.
in African and Indian twining L^ L.

,
< Ascomyzon(t-) + -id(T. ] A family of para-

juice, which often has strong sitic epizoic crustaceans, of the order Siphono-
itoma,
ascon (as'kon), n.

; pi. ascoiig, astones (-konz,
as-ko'nez). [NL., < Gr. aoiatf, a bag: see as-

fw.] One of the Aseones; a sponge having the
characters of the Aseones.

as'cidiiform (a-sid'i-i-fdrm), a. Same as ascidi- ^flepiaitii.] Same as Asclepiads.

form. Asclepiadean (as-kle"pi-a-de'an), a. [< L. As-

a'scidioid (a-sid'i-oid), . [< Ascidium + -oid.] *&$* (see '/' f)'"J-;] lna.ne.pros.,
Of or resembling an ascidian: as, an aseidivid

con8istmg or composed of Asclepiadics.
form. HltJ'lei/.

In his combinations of the Avclepiadean [meter] we note

Ascidioida (a-sid-i-oi'da), n.pl. [NL., < Ascidia, ^\^a^^IStheamfA^t"^
"' to

"-
6 whlch per '

Ascidium, + -oida.] 1.' Same as Ascidia, Asco- Mned wU^ini'Jlyuonic.
" *C

'Sncyc.'Brit^xu iSr!
zoa or Tumcata. as a class or phylum of ani- Asclepiadean strophe, a strophe or stanza composed of
mals. 2. An order Of Ascidia, conterminous Asclepiadics with or without other verses, such as Gly-

conics and Pherecratics.

Asclepiadic (as-kle-pi-ad'ik), a. and . [< ascle-

liinil + -ic.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the As-

with Acopa (which see). Also cailed Ascidiacea.

ascidiology (a-sid-i-ol'o-ji), . [< Ascidium +
-ology.~\ That department of zoology which
treats of the ascidians or tunicates.

ascidiqzooid (a-sid"i-o-zo'oid), n. [< Ascidium
+ zofiid.] One of the zooids or individual

organisms which collectively constitute a com-
pound ascidian or aseidiarium (which see).
See cuts under ci/athozooid and Doliolida;.

In the compound or social Tunicata, many ascidiozooidn,
which are united by a common test into an aseidiarium,
are produced by gemmation from a solitary metamor-
phosed larva. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 522.

Ascidium (a-sid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. iuntiitav,
dim. of dmof, a leathern bag, a wine-skin : see
asctis.'] I. [Also less prop. Ascidia.] A genus ,.,..,
of tunicates, typical of the principal family of Tune

that the inhalent pores open directly into the
ventricular cavity: distinguished from Leuco-
ncs and Sycones. See Olynthus.
Asconidae (as-kon'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < ascon +
-ida;.J A family of Calcispongia;, the same as
Aseones.

ing wine-skins, < (imof, a bag (see ascus), +
-<t>opoc., < <t>ep(iv = E. bear1 .'] In bot., the ascus-

bearing form or stage of development in some
groups of the Ascomycetes. See cut under
ascus.

ascophorous (as-kof'o-rus), a. [As ascophort+ -mis.'] In bot., bearing an ascus or asci:

spondee, two (or three) choriambi, and an iam- applied to the hyphse in lichens, which develop
bus

; or, according to other authorities, a logaoe- asci at the end of the branches,
die verse consisting of a basis, three cyclic dac- ascospore (as'ko-spor), . [< Gr. aax6f, a bag,
tyls, of which the second is syncopated (or five + erjro/rof, seed :

'

see ascus and spore.] In bot.,
cyclic dactyls, of which the second and fourth one of a cluster of spores borne within an

clepiad or Asclepiadic, a kind of verse.
H. . In anc. pros., a verse consisting of a

are syncopated), and a trochaic dipody catalec-
tie. The shorter form is called the lesser, the
longer the greater, Asclepiadic.

MSce-
|

nas atavis
|
edits re-

| gibus
Maice-

[
nas ata-

|
vis

| edits | reglbus.

Tu quftsleris J
scir6 n6fas

| quern niThl quern |
tlbi.

ascus.

The characteristic form of reproduction of the Ascomy
cetes is by ancotfp&reg formed within asci by free cell-for-
'"tion. Enxyc. Brit., IX. 833.

ascosporous (as-kos'po-rus), a. [As ascosporf+ -OH*.] Having ascospores : as,
"
ascospornus

fungi," Encyc. Brit., IV. 162.

disproportionate growth of some part. The as-
cidium ordinarily known as a pitcher, as In the pitcher-

which insects are drowned and macerated. .
aquatic sacs of species of I'trlcularia are also ascidia
See cut in next column,

(ft) Same as nimix, 1.

-eputed inspiratio.. ,

of that deity, and were bound by oath not to reveal the asCOZOic (as-ko-zo'ik), a. [< Ascozoa + -ic ~\

"^^tt^^ttad^!*
1'

the half ri
^ ? '' pertainili to th Asco* a ' tuni ate

; ^
^P^rfBs5~^S?rtS^^5 aSable (as-kri'ba-bl), . [< ascribe + -abl*.]
inductive science, were based. Capable of being ascribed or attributed

;
at-

Hnxley, BioL Sci. and Med. tributable.



ascribe

ascribe (as-krib'), r. t. ; pret. and pp. ascribed, ascyphous (as'i-fns), a.

ppr. ascribing. [Altered to ascribe (after L.) [< Gr. nme0r, without a

from early mod. K. axcrin-. < MK. axcrirm, < cii]i, < -
priv. 4-

raj

OF. ascrire (axcriv-) = It. ascrivere, < L. axcn- enp.] In tot,, having no

here, annex by writing, add to a writing, enroll, scynlii : appliedto lichens

enter in n list, impute, attribute, < ml, to, + without cup-shaped bod-

xcriberi; write: see xi-rilx:] If. To add ill writ- ies (seyplii) hearing the

ing; append (one's name) to a document, etc.; organs of fructification,

subscribe, as-ducat (as'.lnk at), .

have snhstraeted All old German unit of

weight, used in Saxony,
equal to ").'J7"i eenti-

2f. To inscrilie or dedicate.

Theseeound plllor called hot
-iei;.

h.ing <(.,.-./ <! to I lei

Thi OKrlbing of mi name would
oil) . . . the weight of tlliiM' di.se.,uis, -

SethenoU, Self* i
, p. . (-V. K. ".)

grams, or five sixths of a

troy grain.
cules. W' "'>'. Archil. ."'"ij. b. (.V. K. l>.1 asea (a-se'), /in/:, phr. as

3t. To enroll or register. ndr. "[< " :l + "<" <'f-

Hew. .uhlloiigsinec have been .',/'.,/ a member there. lllfinili.
\

At sea: on the

Aiiiir.-ii. in Letters ..r Dmin. i'i is. i Kliss), il. IM. i.v. K. 1>.) soa ; to the sea.

4.
or source ', M^^I^H -" " " '

.

tobe-Or&Srt nee. &%?&To attribute, impute, or refer, as to a cause aseel (;i-seT).
. [K. Ind.J

source: assign; set, low,,; as. looses,,, (ten ^.T^.""
be Monbtd to Improdenee.

This Speech is. I think, the finest that is n,,r,-,/,,W to

Satan in the whole I'oem. Aililixun. Spectator, No. :l.

Ascl.

./. Section t Prxixa

But many iitrin'icnis proceedings must, doubtless, tic

rrih'd to heated inmu'iimtinn. to perverted |)i-ini'i|ile, t<) a

distaste for what was vulgar in morals, and a passion for

what was startling and duhinus. Mnrnnlnii, On BMatf,

5. To attribute, as a quality or au appurte-
nance ; consider or allege to belong.
I. . will merit*' righteousness t" my Maker.

.liil, xvxvi. :;

They have <m-nfc,./ until liaviil ten thousands, and t<>

me they huve ntrrilinl lint thiitisands. 1 Sam. xvlli. 8.

= Syn. Attribute. Ili-.rn; rti .
See iillrHnil,:

ascriptt (as'kript), . [< L. awipttm, adscripts,

pp. of (ixcrilii-re, adscribere, annex by writing:
see ascribe, adscript.'] Registered; enrolled.

ascription (as-krip'shon), . [< L. OMlipifof*-),
an addition in writing" lit. the act of ascribing,

<ascribere, pp. ancriptiis, add to a writing: see

ascribe.] 1 . The act of ascribing, imputing, or

affirming to belong, to be due, etc.

Self-abnegations often repeated imply on the part of the

actoi-atiieit iw/'i'/i/i'iiH of relative selfishness to others who

profit by the self-abnegations.
//. Xp,w,r, Data of Ethics, * ,.

2. An expression ascribing; words in which

one ascribes.

_, _ can-

TtxMla, niiiKiiit'cd - * tissue

nf the fungus. siirniuciiliu< l-\

n . ui.trijin
: ?) the hyiii'-iinin

It
,
wtiit !i I'liiiuns the iisci.

fi, A group of asci '-/ .

highly magnified ; ift, sulv

the hyinenial layer of bynte.
( From Sachs's " Lehrmich
<ler Botantk." I

teemed iu the I'.ast Indies for

aseismatic (a-sis-mat'ik).
a. [<

-ls + seismatic.]
Not seismatic ; free from
shock; mitigating
effects of earthquake-
shocks : applied to certain

contrivances designed to secure stability, as of

lighthouses and other structures during earth-

quakes: as, axeismatic joints; axrixiiHifir tables.

aseity (a-se'i-ti), n. [= F. nseite, < ML. aseitax,

the state of being of one's self, independent ex-

istence, < L. a se, of one's self: a for ah, of.

from; se, self: see xc.] The mode of being of

that which is underived from anything else;

independent existence ;
existence by self-origi-

nation.

By what mysterious light have you discovered that /<*.-

itv is entail'd on matter?
Gentleman Inxtnicted (ed. 1732), p. 42S.

The alraolute being and aseity of (.ml. W. R. Siultli.

n. Plural of Axellus, 1.

(a-sel'id), n. An isopod of the family

Asellidae (a-sel'i-de), H. pi. [NL., <

-idtf.] A family of isopodous crustaceans, of

which the genus Asellus is the type. It also con-

tains the genus Litnnvria, of which the species L. ter<'-

bran*, the gribble, is destructive to submerged wood.
other genera are Icera and Munna. Its various forms
inhabit both fresh and salt water.

Asellota (as-e-16'ta), n. pJ. [NL., < Asellus +
-utii.] A synonym of Asellida'.

Asellus (a-sel'us), n. [L., dim. of axinux, an
ass: see a**1

.] 1. [PI. Aselli (-i).] A name
given to each of the two stars y and i? Cancri,

lying east of the quadrangle of that constel-

lation. 2. [NL.] The typical genus of the

family Asellidai. A. aquations, the water hog-

louse, is a common form in fresh water.

aseniia (a-se'mi-a), . [NL., < Gr. aariuoi;, hav-

ing or giving no sign, < a- priv. + oij/ia, a sign.]
In pathol., the loss of the power of forming or

understanding any sign or symbol of thought,
whether spoken, written, or acted. Also called

- - asumbolia.
trans. 1. To call forth or out; call upon; asep8is (a-sep'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. a- priv. +
challenge. 2. To descry. of/ibis, putrefaction.] Absence of living germs

II. hitraiis. To cry out, shout, or exclaim. of disease, putrefaction, or fermentation,
ascryt,". [<*cry, .] Outcry; clamor; shout-

asepta (a-sep'tft), . pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
iiw"

aseptus, < Gr. aen/irrof, not liable to decay: see

aseptic.]

Offering up the tumptioiu justly due to Him for such

singular deliverances and blessings.
Lincoln, In Raymond, p. 391.

Also rarely adscription.

ascriptitioui (as-krip-tish'us), a. [< L. aserip-

tichitt, enrolled as a citizen, soldier, etc. (ascrip-

ticii serri, slaves bound to the soil), < ancriptux,

pp. of ascribere, enroll: see ascribe, ascript.]

1. Bound or attached to the soil: applied to

villeins under the feudal system, who were an-

nexed to the freehold and transferable with it.

2. Added, as to a list; enrolled.

An ascriptitious and supernumerary god.
Farindon, Sermons, p. H'2.

Also rarely adscriptitious.

ascryt, < [Early mod. E., < ME. ascrien, ascryeti,

nxkryen, < AF. "aserier (later ME. escrien, < OF.

escrier, mod. F. Verier), < es- (< L. ex), out, +
crier, cry. Cf. escry, and by apheresis scry,

doublet 'of asery: see <w-3
,
es-1 , and cry.] I.

Atcrji aros at skannyssh al withoute.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. Oil.

ascula (as'ku-la), . ; pi. asculai (-le). [NL.,
dim. of asciui.]

"
1. That stage of the young of

sponges (as Olynthus, Sycdn, Haliphysema) in

which, after ceasing to be a free-swimming
embryo, and before it has changed into adult

form by the development of spiculas in the

ectoderm, or other modifications, it becomes
attached to some support. Haeckel. 2. The
first period of attachment of certain sponges,

namely, that in which the sponge has lost or is

losing its collar, opening the primitive cloacal

collar, and forming the first central cavity with-

Things not liable to putrefy,

aseptic (a-sep'tik), a. [< Gr. aar/TTTOf, not liable

to decay, < a- priv. + OT/T'OC, septic : see septic.]

Free from the living germs of disease, fermen-

tis'i-ti), n. [< aseptic + -ity.]

quality of being aseptic.

These are absence of damp soil, aiepticitii of the air,

anil dryness of the atmosphere. Med. Xeiff, XLVII.

asepticize (a-sep'ti-siz), v. t. ; pret. and pp.

asepticized, ppr. asc/>ticiri>tg. [< aseptic + -ire.]

To render free from living germs of disease,
fermentation, or putrefaction.

out lateral ampullte. It corresponds to the pro- asexual (a-sek'gu-al), a. [< Gr. a- priv.

tospungian stage of Haeckel. Hi/tttt.

ascus (as'kus), n. ; pi. n.wi (as'i). [NL., < Gr.

ii<T)C, a leathern bag. bottle, bladder, wine-skin :

see AKcitlium. .Ixcidin. etc.] 1. In bot., the

spore-case of lichens and ascomycetous fungi,

consisting of a single cell, usually the swollen
terminal cell of a branch of a hypha, from the

protoplasm of which the spores (typically 8) are

produced. Also called ascirliitm and ttieca. 2.

In in-i i

li<riiL, same as

, .

+ serual.] 1. Not sexual; not sexed; having
no sex, as a species or other group of animals
which have no sexual system or organs. 2.

Neuter; being of neither sex, as some indi-

viduals of species in which other individuals

are male or female, or as some stages in the

growth of individuals which later develop into

male or female. 3. Effected or produced by
other than sexual processes ; agamic ; aganio-

as. nxi'j-Hfil reproduction.

ash

Little colonies of these parasites, the Cuninre, ultimately

develop into meiliis;e Hen i- an '<" '""/ multiplication,
hut no true alternation of generation. Helena, \ II. '264a.

Asexual reproduction, any proeessof propa^alinn th;it

is not efteeteil by means of sexual organs, as. In '.f., In

many of the cryptogams, by cell-di\ isiou, ete., ami i

uerou'ams when propaL-atiou is ranieil mi K\ hints, ,,ll

^1 t.,. hullis, etc.

asezually (a-sek'sn-al-i). inli'. In an asevnal

manner; agamieally: agumogenetically.
Kor what are the ph;eiiomena of A t , lain!

generally '! An impregnated egg del elops into an asexual

tonii. \
;

t]\i- ^ii- -nd form or

forms, II, more- or less different fr A. H may multiply
mtwinlhi again; in the simphr ea-- --. howeiei, it does

not. but. aei|iiiring sexual ebaraeters. prodn
nated eggs from whenee A oiu-4- IMIH-

//./././, I .11 Serniiitls. !'

Asgard (as'gard), //. [< ]<->-\.tix<l<iritln; < nxx, :i

god. + /"''""'. an inclo.siire. K. //;</-: see J*,
i/urtli^. and jinnf-.] In Snrxi- mi/Hi., the abode
of the twelve gods and twenty-six goddesses,
and of heroes slain in battle, formed of the ajfC

brows of the giant Ymcr. In the midst of Asgard
were the plain of Ida (Idavollr), where the gods a

hied ill << il and ndins thr (Illidskjalf). The
several gods and goddesses bad their own dwellings, and
Valhalla (Odin's hall). Cladsheim (the special hall of the

uods), and Vingolf (that of the goddesses) were eorumoti

meeting-places for them all. Asgard was eoime, t,-il with

Midgard (the earth) by the bridge liifrost.

ash 1 (ash), . and a. [< MK. uxt-li. n.-.-li. <//<

etc., < AS. *< = !). esch = OHQ. a*i: MJI<:.

acli, m., G. exche. f., = Icel. askr = Dan. Sw.
uxk = OBulg. ynsika = Lith. uxig, the ash.] I. .

1. In bot. : (a) The popular name of trees be-

longing to the genus l-'nuin n.- ( which see). The
common ash of Europe, F. rxfelxiur, is native through the

greater part of Europe, northern Africa, and some parts
of Asia. It is a handsome ornamental tree, and is exe, , il

Ingly valuable for its timlier, which is close-grained and

remarkably tough and elastic. It was therefore in early
times the chief material in the construction of bows and

spears, and is now largely used wherever these qualities

are needed. In its younger state the tree is called ground-

ash, and a variety U well known in cultivation an weep-
ing-ash. The flowering ash, F. Ornux, Is a small tree of

southern Europe, sometimes cultivated for ornament. It

yields a saccharine exudation, which forms the best known
and most important of the various kinds of manna. In

the 1'nited States several species of the genus are com-

monly known under the name, as the black ash, ground-

ash, or hoop-ash, F. imlm,-ifnUa; the blue ash, F.miaii-

miniulata ; the green ash, F. riridis; the red ash, P. p"-
betcent; the water-ash F. ptotycarpa ; and the white

ash, F. Americana. The last is the most valuable; its

wood closely resembles that of the European ash. and is

used for similar purposes, (ft) The name (with some

adjunct) of various trees or shrubs of other gen-
era, generally from some resemblance in foliage

or qualities of the wood to the common asn.

(See below.) (c) Also, in parts of England,
the name of some herbaceous plants, chiefly

umbelliferous, as the ground-ash, or ashweed,

dZyopodium Podagraria and Angelica sylrestris,

and the sweet ash, Anthriscns sylrestris. 2.

The wood of the ash-tree; hence, something
made of ash, as the shaft of a lance or spear.

Mv grained axh a hundred times hath broke.

Shak., Cor., Iv. 5.

Ash of Jerusalem, an old English name for woad or

dyers weed, /rafi* tinetnria and Rrneila luteola. Bitter

ash a West Indian name of the quassia-tree, ricrirna

ricflm. Cape ash, the Ekeberyia capenti*, a large inelia-

ceous tree of southern Africa, furnishing valuable timber.

Poison ash, the poison sumac, Rhit* venenata. Prickly
ash, :i name given to species of Xanthoijilum (.V. Ameri-

can um, X. Clava-HermlU. the latter also called sea-a*h).-

Quaking ash, in Scotland, the aspen. Red ash, of Aus-

tralia the AipUtania eicelxa, a tall rhamnaceous tree with

very hard wood. Wild ash, an old English name for the

mountain-ash. Yellow ash, a leguminous tree of the

1'nited States, Cladrastit tinctoria. See yellow-wond. (Se

also hoop-axh, inn\intain-ah, wafer-axh.)

II. " Pertaining to or like the ash
;
made of

ash.

ash2 (ash), n. [E. dial. pi. axen, Sc. as, ass, pi.

asses; < ME. ash, axhe, asclie, aixchc, egche, asse,

aslce, axe, pi. ashes, asches, askes, axes, and with

older term, ashen, ascheu, asJcen, axen, < AS.

asce, axce, axe, pi. ascan, a-scan, ajcini, mean, = D.

asch = OHG. asga, asea, MHG. asclie, esche, G.
axche = Icel. Sw. aska = Dan. axke = Goth.

azgo, ash.] 1. What remains of a body that

is burned; the incombustible residue of organic
substances (animal or vegetable) remaining
after combustion; in common usage, any in-

combustible residue of materials used as fuel :

usually in the plural. As a commercial term, the

word generally means the ashes of vegetable substances,

from which are extracted the alkaline matters called pot-

ash, pearlash, kelp, barilla, etc.

The ath of tobacco. Donne, Polydoron (1831), p. 142.

A residue consisting of carbon, or carbon and nA. TJre.

2. Fine material thrown out of a volcano in

eruption. It is not, like ordinary ashes, a residuum of

the combustion of a substance containing carbonaeeous

mingled with inorganic matter, but is finely pulverized
lava, derived In part from the actual tearing asunder of
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of 'still larger size, scoria, cinders, and Imulw.

erupted ashes fall into water, they assume a stratified form. ashen3
t,
n - Obsol

Rocks of this character have been called /,! iim-aqueous asliery (ash'e-ri),

o ; 'in,a mains; nf t.lip ruimfl.n bodv when ?'*.
~ nJ'i

If the vi. 14.

Obsolete plural of ash 2 . Chaucer.

), n.; pi. asheries (-riz). [<
<iiiu j/n*ii/-<.'/'vi.-.. "^- ,

- - ..
s'W jS "T" -firii I A. l)lUiC6 101* tlSIlCS } flll StSll-

E^SSSSSr*^^?^ -. A -nufaLry of potash or pearl-

ashe't (ash'et), ?(. [So., earlier asset, < F. as-

sictte, a plate.] A large platter or dish, gener-

ally of an oval shape, on which meat is brought
to the table. [Scotch.]
ash-fire (ash'flr), . A slow fire of live coals

remains.
Poor key-cold figure of a holy king !

Pale ashes of the house of Lancaster!

Thou bloodless remnant of that royal blood !

Shak., Rich. III., i. 2.

Black ashes, crude soda. Blue ashes. See blue.

Clavellated ashes, see eln crlluted. Dust and ashes,
a Scriptural phrase expressive, when applied to one's self.

of deep humiliation : as,
"
I which am but dvxt and axlir*,

Gen. xviii. 27. Ultramarine ashes. See ultramarine.

ash2 (ash), v. t. [< as}fl, (.]

sprinkle with ashes.

.

1. To strew or

,
.

banked or covered with ashes, used in chemical

operations, and by bakers and others.

ash-fly (ash'fli), n. The oak-fly, Cynips quer-

They ask and powder their pericraniums.
Jlowell, Letters, iv. 5.

cusfolii.
ash-furnace (ash'fer"nas), H. A kind of furnace

or oven in which the materials for glass-making
are fritted.

ash-hole (ash'hol), . A repository for ashes
;

the lower part of a furnace
;
an ash-bin.

[< o 3

2. To convert into ashes.

The folded filter paper brought into a scorifler and

athed in a glowing muffle. Amer. Chen. 78.
ag]line (a-shin'), prep. phi\ as adv. or a.

ashame (a-sham_'),
v. [<_(!) ME. aschamen, + shine'."] Shining; bright; luminous.

aslmmen, < AS. ascamian, asceamian (= MHG.
His Ilardfeature8 ,

irscamen, erschemen, G. erschamen) ;
mixed with

(2) ME,

all agrlu and ashine with glee.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, iii.

S. yshamen, yschamen, < AS. geseamtan, Ashkenazic (ash-ke-naz'ik), a. Pertaining or

gesceamian, gescomian (= Goth. gasKOman, refl. ), reiating to the Ashk'enazim. Encyc. Brit., XV.
and (3) ME. ofschamen, < AS. 'ofscamian (the 292
last two in ME. only in pp.); < AS. a- (E.a-l), Ashkenazim (ash-ke-naz'im), n. pi.
AS. ge- (E. -), or AS. of- (E. a-*), respectively, German-Polish Jews,' as distinguished from the
+ scamian, sceamian, shame__:

see a-i, -*>, a-*, Sephnrdim or Spanish-Portuguese Jews. They

[< ashl + Iceyl.
tthe i

Of. ma-

and shame, v.~\ I.t intrans. To feel shame; be forni about 90 per cent, of the Jewish race, and djrferfrom
ashamed. the Sephardim in liturgy

II. trans. To shame ;
make ashamed. [Now but not in doctrine,

rarely used except in the past participle ash-key^ (asn'ke), n.

ashamed, with the force of an adjective.]

It should humble, ashame and grieve us.

Barrow, Works, II. 417.

ashamed (a-shamd' ), p. a. [< (1) ME. ashamed,

aschamed,"< AS. dscamod, mixed with (2) ME.

ysshamed, < AS. gescamod, and (3) ME. of- ashkoko(ash-koko)w. A native

schamed, < AS. *ofscamod; pp. of the preceding name in Abyssinia of the cony, a

verb.] 1. Affected or touchedby shame; abash-

ed or confused by guilt or a conviction of some

Asiarch

a narrow tool ; pointed, when wrought with a tool still

narrower- rusticated, or quarry-faced, when the joints

only are hewn, the face of the stone being left irregular ;

prison ruMc, when pitted into deep holes ; herring-bone,

when tooled obliquely in alternate directions ;
and nigged,

when dressed with a pointed hammer.

The ashler buttress braves its force,

And ramparts frown in battled row.

Scott, Cadyow Castle.

Droved ashler, a Scotch name for ashler of inferior

quality whether chiseled or random-tooled.

ashlering (ash'ler-ing), . [< ashler + -Jnff
1
.]

1. In carp., short upright pieces to which laths

are nailed, extending from the floor-beams to

the rafters in garrets. 2. In masonry, ashler

used as a facing to the body of a wall
;
bastard

ashler.

ashore (a-shor'),- prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< O

-t- s/wel.] 1. Onshore; on or to the land ad-

jacent to water: as, bring the goods ashore;

the ship was driven ashore. 2. On land: op-

posed to aboard or afloat: as, the captain of

the ship remained ashore.

ash-pit (ash'pit), n. 1. A place of deposit for

ashes and house-rubbish generally. 2. The

place where the cinders fall under a furnace
or fireplace.

ash-plate (ash'plat), n. The rear plate of a

furnace.
ashrafi (ash-raf 'i), n. [Pers. ashrafi.'} A Per-

sian gold coin, weighing rather more than 53

grains, and worth about $2.43.
[Heb.] ash-shoot (ash'shot), it. A tube leading up-

ward from the stoke-hole of a ship to the deck,

through which the ashes are lifted. The shoot

is also utilized as a ventilating shaft.

Ashtaroth (ash'ta-roth), n. [Heb.] Plural of

Ashtoreth.

Ashtoreth (ash'to-reth), n. [Written Astorcth

bearing. Also called ash-candles.

wrong action, indecorous conduct, or other im- cony, 2,.

propriety: hardly used attributively : followed ashlar,

by of, or by a dependent clause with that. ash-leacJ

They shall be turned back, they shall be greatly ashamed,
that trust in graven images. Is. xlii. 17.

I feel sufficiently my folly's penance,
And am nshmit'd ; that shame a thousand sorrows
Feed on continually. Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 7.

Those who base their hopes for the future on the glori-

ous revelations of the Bible need not he ashamed of its

story of the past. Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 181.

"Thy name?" . . .

"Ashamed am I that I should tell it thee.

My pride is broken : men have seen my fall."

Tennyson, Geraint.

2. Keluctant through fear of shame : followed

by an infinitive : as, I am ashamed to offer it,

it is so little.

I cannot dig, to beg I am ashamed. Luke xvi. 3.

He was not ashamed to answer that he could not li ve out

of the royal smile. Macaidaij, Hist. Eng.

ashamedly (a-sha'med-li), adv. With shame.
ashamedness (a-sha'med-nes), . The state

of being ashamed.

Ashantee, Ashanti (a-shan'te), n. and a. [Na-
tive name.] I. n. A native or an inhabitant of

Ashantee, a state in western Africa.

II. a. Of or pertaining to Ashantee.

ash-barberry (ash'bar"ber-i), n. A name given
to pinnate-leafed species of barberry (Herberts)

belonging to the section Mahonia.
ash-bead (ash'bed), . In the manufacture of

varnish, a layer of ashes placed near the fire

over which the gum is melted. The pot containing
the gum is placed upon the ashes when the heat becomes
too great, or when the varnish is ready for mixing.

ash-bin (ash'bin), .. A receptacle for ashes
and other refuse.

ash-cake (ash'kak), . A cake baked on or in

hot ashes.

ash-candles (ash'kan"dlz), n. pi. Ash-keys:
an English name of the fruit of the European
ash-tree, Fraxinus excelsior.

ash-color (ash'kul"pr), n. The color of ashes;
a clear, neutral gray.
ash-colored (ash'kul'ord), a. Of the color of

ashes; cinerous.

ashen1 (ash'en or ash'n), a. [< ME. *aschen, <

AS. *a?scen (Bosworth), < wsc, ash : see ashl and
-e 2

.] Pertaining to the ash-tree or its tim-
ber ; made of ash.

His ashen spear, that quivered as it flew.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii. 494.

Ash-Keys.

species of Byrax. Bruce. Also
called ganam and wabber. See

a,

See ashler.

-leach (ash'lech), . A hopper in which
ashes are placed during the process of the re-

moval of their soluble salts by lixiviation.

ashler, ashlar (ash'ler, -lar), n. [Early mod.
E. also astler, asler, etc., < ME. asheler, ascheler,

achiler, < OF. aisekr, ashler, < OF. aiselle, aissele,

the Mohammedans on the 10th day of the month
Muharram. Hughes.
Ash Wednesday (ash wenz'da). [ME. asche-,

ask-, ax-wednesday ; ash2 and Wednesday.] The
first day of Lent. It is named from a custom in the

Western Church of sprinkling ashes on the heads of peni-
tents admitted to penance on that day. The origination
of this ceremony is generally attributed to Gregory the

Great. According to the present rite in the Roman Cath-
olic Church, the ashes are consecrated on the altar, sprin-
kled with holy water, signed with the cross, and then
strewn on the heads of the clergy and people, the priest re-

peating,
' ' Memento quod cinis es, et in cinerem reverteris

"

(Remember that thou art dust, and wilt to dust return).

as it is brought from the quarry ;
such stones

collectively. 2. In masonry, a squared stone,

aisselle, < ML. assella, a little board or shingle ashweed (ash'wed), n. [Formerly also ashe-,

(cf. L. assula, a chip, shingle), dim. of L. assis aish-weed; < ash^ + weed*.] I he goutwort,

( > It. asse = F. ais), a board, plank, also spelled Mgopodium Podagraria.

axis, and the same word as axis, axis: sec axis ashy (ash'i), a. [ME. asshy, asky ; < aslfl + -/.]

1. A block of building-stone, rough 1. Belonging to, consisting of, or resembling
ashes; hence, ash-colored; pale.

A timely-parted ghost,
Of ashy semblance, meagre, pale, and bloodless.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

2. Sprinkled with ashes. Chaucer.

Asian (a'shian or a'zhian), a. [< L. Asiamis,
< Gr. 'Aatav6f, < 'Aaia, Asia, a town in Lydia,
then the region around, extended to mean what
is now known as Asia Minor

;
in Pliny Asia is

used, as now, for the whole continent. The
origin of the name 'Aaia is unknown .] Pertain-

ing to Asia, a continent extending from Europe
eastward to the Pacific ocean, and from the
frozen ocean on the north to the Indian ocean
on the south.

Asianic (a-shi- or a-zhi-an'ik), a. [< Asian +
-c.] 1. Of or pertaining to Asia Minor.

A syllabic writing, evidently of immense antiquity,
which prevailed throughout the whole of Asia Minor, and
which has been designated by Professor Sayce as the
Asianic syllabary. Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 116.

2. Pertaining to or characterized by Asianism,
or a florid and inflated style of literature.

a, random-range quarry-faced ashler ;b, random-range dressed-face ~

ashler; c, coursed quarry-faced ashler ; rf, coursed dressed ashler with ASlaniSHl (a Shian- Or a Zhian-IZm), . [< Asian
marcin-draft, also showing iron anchor; e, bonder in ashler;/", rub- t

. -, 4 j__!lj j i_a"-j _i__i - _.c i
ble filling back of ashler.

as distinguished from a stone which is of irregu-
lar shape ;

such stones collectively.

+ -ism.'] A florid and inflated style of oratory
or rhetorical treatment, such as was character-
istic of the Asiatic Greeks in the three cen-
turies preceding the Christian era.

Ashlar stones, or ashlars as they are commonly called, Asiarch (a'shi-ark), n. [( LL. Asiarcha, < Gr.
are made of various sizes on the surface, as the character
of the edifice may require. Encyc. Brit., IV. 471.

3. Masonry constructed of ashler, when the
courses are not regular, but broken up by the use of stones
of different thicknesses, it is called broken ashler or ran-

dom-range ashler. Small ashler employs stones of less

than one foot in breadth. Bastard ashler is an ashler face
backed with rubble or other inferior work, as in all courses
but the lowest in the cut. Ashler is said to be plane
when it is smoothed on the exposed face ; tooled proper,
when the tooling is in grooves ; random-tooled, when cut
without regularity ;

chiseled arboanted, when wrought with

,
< 'Aaia, Asia, the province so called,

+ apxeiv, rule, govern.] In the Roman prov-
ince of Asia, one of the presidents of the pro-
vincial games. The Asiarchs were chosen annually,
and celebrated the games wholly or in part at their own
expense.

It was probably the policy of the Romans to encourage
centralisation in the religious organisation of their prov-

inces, and the titles "Archiereus of Asia" and Anarch
were probably introduced by them into Asia Minor.

C. T. Xncton, Art and Arulueol., p. 165.



Asiatic

Asiatic (a-shi- or a-zhi-af ik), n. and . [< L.

Axititicits,<. Gr. 'Amnr/M, < '\r,ia, L. Asia, Asia :

see J,W<H.] I. . 1. Belonging to or characlci-

istic of Asia or its inhabitants. 2. Character-

ized I iv Asianism. Asiatic cholera, *ee cimicra.

Asiatic pills, in iiii'il.. pills of aineuionsoxid and Mark

pepper.

II. H. A native of Asia.

Asiaticism (a-shi- or a-zhi-at'i-sizm), H. [< . l"i-

ulic + -ism.'] Something characteristic of Asi

atics; specifically, Asiatic, as distinguished
from European, modes of thought and life.

[Bare.]
The si eat stnl^le between I

1

! otestant islll and Asiati-

Asiaticization (a-slii- or a-zhi-at"i-si-za'shon),

n. [< Asinliri:( + -//.] The act of render-

ing Asiatic, or of permeating with Asiaticism.

[1,'are.]
The Asialii'iiatinn of Kiiropenn life.

./. riske, Amer. I'ol. Ideas, p. 117.

Asiaticize (a-shi- or a-zhi-at'i-siz), v. t.; pret.
and pp. Axiii/ici-i'il. p)ir. Axititiri .hit/. [< Asi-

atic + -i:?.] To render Asiatic ; tinge or imbue
with Asiatic ideas, customs, etc. [Rare.]
The close of the seventeenth century, which marks the

culmination of the Asiaticiziiui tendency in Europe saw
di ipcitism, both political and religions, firmly established

in I'Vailcc, and Spain, and Italy, and ill half of Germany.
J. Figke, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 119..

Asida (as'i-da), n. [NL.] The typical genus of

hectics of tl'ie subfamily Asidina; containing
numerous wingless species

with ovate bodies,

inhabiting desert regions of Europe and North
America.
aside (a-sid'), prep. phr. as adv. and prep. [<
ME. aside, a side, on side, on syd (also with ad-

verbial gen. suffix, asides, asidis, aw/dix): see

on, 3
, and.wte1

.] I. nrfr. 1. On or to one side ;

to or at a short distance; apart; away from
some normal direction or position : as, to turn

or stand aside ; to draw a curtain aside.

Thou sllalt set aside that which is full. 2 Ki. iv. 4.

He took him aside from the multitude. Mark vii. 33.

The flames were blown aside.

Dryilen, Pal. and Arc., 1. 1631).

2. Apart or separately (from) ;
in a state of

withdrawal or exclusion (from). [A use of aside

for apart nearly or quite peculiar to the United

States.]
I give thee love as God gives light,

Aside from merit or from prayer.
R. T. Cooke, Poems, p. 7.

That we agree with him [Emerson], or that he always
agrees with himself, is aside from the question.

Lou-ell, Study Windows, p. 197.

3. Out of one's thoughts, consideration, or re-

gard ; away ;
off : as, to lay aside one's animos-

ity; to put one's cares aside.

Without laying aside that dauntless valour which had
been the terror of every land from the Elbe to the Pyre-
nees. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

Books can only reveal us to ourselves, ami as often as

they do us this service, we lay them aside.

Tlwreau, Letters, p. 153.

No man can put abstract notions more entirely aside

than he. X. A. Rev., CXLII. 5(X!.

4. So as not to be heard by some one present :

chiefly a dramatic use. Thus, on the stage, to utter a

speech aside, is to utter it in such a manner that it is as-

sumed not to be heard by the other characters, or to be
heard only by those for whom it is intended.

o dear, madam, you are not to say that to her face!

aside, ma'am, aside. - The whole scene is to be aside.

Sheridan, The Critic, iii. 1.

II. prep. By the side of
;
beside. [Rare, ex-

cept in old English and Scotch.]
Here slake your thirst aside their liveliest rill. Landor.

aside (a-sid'), H. [< aside, adv."] Something
spoken and not heard, or supposed not to be

hoard, by some one or more present ; especially,
a remark uttered by an actor on the stage, and
assumed not to be heard by the other charac-
ters on the stage, or to be heard only by those
for whom it is intended.

asiderite (a-sid'e-rit), . [< Gr. a- priv. 4- mnV-

P'ITIK, of iron: see a-18 and sideritc.] A me-
teoric stone which contains 110 metallic iron.

See meteorite.

Asidinae (as-i-di'ne), w. pi. [NL., < Asida +
-/'.] A subfamily of atracheliate heterome-
rous beetles, of the family Tenebrionida;, typi-
fied by the genus
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Asilidffi (a-sil'i-do), n.pl. [NL.,< Asilus + -ida:]
A family of dipterous insects, or flies, belong-
ing to the group l'i trin-liiitii of the suborder

linirlii/n-i-ii : the hornet-flies, very active, pre-

dacious, and voracious, preying upon other in-

sects, and making a humming noise in flight.

Asilus (a-si'lus), . [NL., < L. asilus, a gad-
fly, horse-fly.] 1. A genus of two-winded

Hies, of the family
Asilidte, popularly
known as hornet-

flies, robber-flics,

or hawk-Hies. They
arc lar^e. rather slen

<ler-l>oilicd tlies. having
stroii'-; legs and a ro-

murkalily strong beak
with which they pierce
their prey. Tliey de

stroy caterpillars, grass-

hoppers, and even
honey-bees. Their lar-

vse live under ground.
2. In ornith.: (a)

[1. c.~] An old name
(Gesner, 1555, to

Brisson, 1760) of

the willow-warbler, 1'hyUoscopus trochilus. (b)
A genus of such warblers. Sechstein, 1802.

Asimina (a-sim'i-nii), n. [NL. (cf. Canadian
]'. ad mine, the fruit; aciminicr, the tree), <

iixiininti, the northern Algonkin corruption of

southern Illinois rasximina (pi.), the name of

the fruit, prob., as Dr. Trumbull suggests, <

rassa, a sleeve, + mitt, pi. mina, fruit; from
its shape.]

An anonaceous genus of shrubs
of the Atlantic and Gulf States, including half

a dozen species. Of these the most widely distributed

, say),

shrubs, confined to the Gulf States. Some doubtful spe-
cies are also credited to Mexico ami the West Indies.

asinaryt (as'i-na-ri), a. [< L. asinarius, < asi-

nus, an ass: see a**1.] Asinine. Bailey.

asinegot (as-i-ne'go), . [Also asinico, Sp. as-

nicn, a little ass, dim. of Sp. Pg. asno, < L. asi-

nus: see ass 1
.'] 1. A little ass. 2. A foolish

fellow.

Thou sodden-wilted lord I thou hast no more brain than
I have in mine elbows ; an assineyo may tutor thee.

Shak., T. and C., U. 1.

Also spelled assinego.
asinine (as'i-nin or -nin), a. [< L. asininiis, <

asinus, an ass: see ass1
.'] 1. Belonging to or

characteristic of the ass. 2. Haying the quali-
ties attributed to the ass; stupid; obstinate;

obtrusively silly ; offensively awkward.
This one act . . . proclaims his asinine nature.

B. Jonson, The Devil is an Ass, i. 6.

The gravest historians of the Netherlands often relieved

their elephantine labors by the most asinine gambols.
Motley, Dutch Republic, I. SB.

asininity (as-i-nin'i-ti), . [< asinine + -ity.

Cf. ML. asinitas, stupidity.] The quality of

being asinine ;
obstinate stupidity.

The elephant's discourse
Will neutralize the stupiil asininity.

The Centura, XXVII. 1WO.

asinus (as'i-nus), H. [L., an ass: see a**1
.]

In 2007. : (a) Specifically, the ass, E(/mis asinus.

(b) [cap.] Geuerically, a subgenus of Equtts,

including the asses, as the hemione, onager,

quagga, zebra, etc.

asio (a'si-6), . [NL., < L. asio (in Pliny, with
var. reading axio), a horned owl.] An old name
of a horned owl. It was made a genus by Krissou,

17BO, having as type the common long-eared owl of Europe,
A. otus, and the name has been given with little discrimi-

nation to sundry horned or eared owls. Sow usually : (o)

[cap.] A genus comprehending only A. otus and its im-

mediate relatives, as A. tcilsonianus of North America, A.

accipitrinus, the short-eared owl, etc. See cut under oicl.

(b) The specific name of the small red or gray owl of North
America, Strix asio (Linnaeus), now Scope asio.

Asiphonata (a-si-fo-na'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of aniphonatus: see asiphonate.~] An order
of acephalous lamellibranchiate mollusks, con-

taining headless bivalves without respiratory
tubes or siphons like those which in the

Siphonata convey water from the gills, and

having the lobes of the mantle free. Most of

the Asiphonata are fixed, the foot being small or want-

ing, and many secrete a byssus. The order includes in

general those bivalves best known and most useful and
valuable to man, as oysters, pearl-oysters, scallops, mus-

sels, unios, etc., and is now divided into about 12 families.

Synonymous with Atraehia. MsoAsiphonia,,Asiphoniata,

tons brachycerous dipterous insects, corre-

ponding most nearly to the modern family
2H$*OI hornet-flies. Latreille divided the Lin-
aeun uenus .ix,7 , into twogiwips, which he called ^i.
and iini,,,t,,,i
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asip>onate(a-
Si'fo-n,t), a:

'.
r '

T P.
nYj+ c"^1

'' ?
/?*] Not possessing a resp.ratory tube

J
81Ph "= PPOSedVP ^.^T 2'f or pertaining to the Asiphonata. H. A.

Nicholson. Also tufpkomatt and estphonate.

ask

Asiphonia (as-i-fo'ni-ji), . ;;/. [XL.] Same as

Asiphonata,
Asiphoniata (an-i-fo-ui-a'tii), . ]>l. [NL.]
Same 1 as .Ixipliiiiiiilii.

asiphoniate (as-i-fo'ni-at), a. Same as asipho-
Itrltt .

Asiphonida(as-i-fon'i-da), w. pi. [NL.] Same
as .txi/ilioiuilii.

-asis. See -iii.tis.

asitia (a-sish'iii), H. [NL.. < Gr. aatria, want
of food or of appetite,

< Amroj, without food, <

ri- pri v. + ninif, food.] Loss of appetite ;
loath-

ing of food.

ask 1 (ask), r. [E. dial, also ni and ass (pret.

ngt) ',
< ME. iixki'ii. c>7.v. assimilated ashen, as-

--i-ii, mlii-ii, i-xxi'H, transposed men, acgeit, acgien,

iij-ii-ii, < AS. iixi'inii, nftrii transposed iicxiini, iis-

ian, dhsian, = OS. fsrim = dries, askia = D.
i ixrhi'ii = OI H i. rixmii, MHO. eisehen, G. eischen,

heischen = Sw. lixkn = Dan. irskc, ask (cf.

Icel. mskja, wish: see tciA), = OBulg. iskati =
Bohem. jiskati = Russ. iskatl = Lith. jeshkoti
= Lett. atfrat, seek; cf. 8kt. tf isli, seek, de-

sire.] I. trans. 1. To request; seek by words
to obtain; petition for: commonly with /', in

the sense of from, before the person to whom
the request is made.

,li-counsel . . . o/Ood. Judges xvlll. 5.

2. To demand, expect, or claim : with for: as,

what price do you ask, or askfor it f

.4*fc me never so mind dowry. Geu. xxxiv. 12.

3. To solicit from ; request of : with a personal

object, and with or without for before tne thing
desired : as, I ask you a great favor

;
to ask one

for a drink of water.
I came near, . . . and asked him the truth of all this.

Dan. vii. 10.

4. To require as necessary or useful ; demand ;

exact.
The exigence of a state asks a much longer time to con-

duct the design to maturity. Additon.

To And the medium asks some share of wit,
And therefore 'tis a mark fools never hit.

Cowper, Conversation.

5. To interrogate or inquire of; put a ques-
tion to.

He Is of age, auk him. John ix. 21.

6. To inquire concerning ;
seek to be informed

about : as, to ask the way ;
to ask a question.

Here kennell'd in a brake she Hnds a hound,
And asks the weary caitiff for his master.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 914.

7. To invite : as, to ask guests to a wedding
or entertainment. To ask in church, to publish
banns of marriage. [The verb ask is used in this phrase
because the publication is really an inquiry whether any
one can state any valid objection to the marriage. J

= 8yn.
1 to 4. Auk, Kequettt, Bey, Demand, Claim, Require, Solicit,

Beseech Entreat, Cram, Svmtieate, Implore, Importune.
Auk is the generic word in this list ; it implies neither that

what is asked must be rendered, nor, on the other hand,
that it would be a favor. Demand, claim, and require ask

imperatively or authoritatively ; the others call for a favor
with different degrees of urgency or humility. Beseech,

solicit, entreat, importune, and sometimes bf<j, imply great
urgency ; crave, supplicate, and implore imply gre_at urgen-
cy and great dependence or humility. Request is a little

more formal or carefully civil than ask: as, your atten-

dance is requested. Bey is primarily to ask as a beggar ;

sometimes, by the hyperbole of social usage, to ask as a

favor, real or professed : as, I bey your pardon. Demand
and claim more often refer to things ; require applies more
often to action : as, he demanded his share ; he claimed
the whole ; he required me to come ; he required some
proof to back my demand and substantiate my claim.

Solicit is ui-gent, but less so than the words that follow it :

as, he solicited my vote. Beseech is most applicable to the
act of asking on the ground of pure favor. Entreat implies
continued appeal or representations of a moving kind.

Crave is almost or quite abject : like brp, it has been taken
into polite forms of speech, and in that use robbed of most
of its force. Supplicate and implore are, figuratively,
modes of prayer, as to a superior being ; they imply urgent
or desperate appeal, perhaps in many words. To impor-
tune is generally ta beg in a iiersistent, wearying way,
with urgency, but perhaps without especial dependence
or humility.

To a*k and have, command and be obeyed.
Marlom, Tamburlaine, I. iv. 3.

To-night we hold a solemn supper, sir,

And I'll request your presence. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

These matters could not be thus carri'd without a beijg'd

and borrow'd force from worldly authority.
Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

It is only when the reasonable and the practicable are

denied that men demaiul the unreasonable and impracti-
cable. Lou-ell, Democracy.

Mince the knight
Came not to us, of us to claim the prize,
Ourselves will send it after.

Tennyton, Lancelot and Elaine.

The guards opened the doors, we were told that we could

proceed no further, and were required to alight.

f'roude, Sketches, p. 41.

The port . . . was crowded with those who hastened to

tolidt permission to share in the enterprise.
Bancroft, Hist. U. 8., I. 40.
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His eyes, his silence, did beseech
1 For more and more and more of love.

William Harris, Earthly Paradise, II. 114.

Lest I should fear and fall, and miss Thee so,

Who art not missed by any that entreat.
Mr*. Browning, Comfort.

Time, the avenger ! unto thee I lift

My hands, and eyes, and heart, and cram of thee a gift.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 130.

We have petitioned, we have remonstrated, we have sup-

plicated, we have prostrated ourselves before the throne,

and have implored its interposition to arrest the tyran-

nical hands of the ministry and Parliament.
Patrick flt'i->/.

Dili they hear me, would they listen, did they pity me tup-

pticating ?

Shall I heed them in their anguish? shall I brook to he

fiij>liliratcd> Tenni/son, Boadiiva.

Implore your help in these pathetic strains.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. i. 2.'K.

Importune him for my moneys ; be not ceas'd

With slight denial. Shak.
,
T. of A.

,
ii. 1.

5 and 6. Ask, Inquire, Question, Interrogate. Ask is here

also the generic word ; it is simple and informal. Inquire

may be used in the endeavor to be civil, or it may express

a more minute examination into facts : as, to inquire (into,

as to) the causes of discontent. To question in this sense

implies the asking of a series of questions, it being sup-

posed that the truth is hard to get at, through ignorance,

reluctance, etc., in the person questioned. Interrogate is

essentially the same as question, but more formal : as, to

question a child or servant about his conduct ; to interro-

gate a witness, an applicant for office, etc. Questioning
or interrogation might be resented where asking, asking
a question, or inquiring would meet with a friendly re-

sponse.

If we encountered a man of rare intellect, we should

ask him what books he read.

Emerson, Letters and Social Aims.

I promis'd to inquire carefully
About a schoolmaster for the fair Bianca.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 2.

But since I heard him make reply
Is many a weary hour ;

T were well to question him, and try
If yet he keeps the power.

Tennyson, The Talking Oak.

To question and [to] interrogate [are] to ask repeatedly,
and in the latter case more authoritatively than in the

former. Crabb, English Synonymes, p. 102.

II. intrans. 1. To request or petition: with

for before the thing requested: as, askfor bread.

Your committee ask for candor and justice ; they do

not ask for adhesion to any system.
Sumner, Prison Discipline.

Explore the thought, explain the asking eye.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 412.

2. To inquire or make inquiry ; put a question :

often followed by after or about, formerly also

t>y f-
Wherefore is it that thou dost ask after my name?

Gen. xxxii. 29.

ask2 (ask), . [E. dial, also asker, ascar, askerd,

askard, < ME. aske, spelled once arske, < AS.
athexe (found but once, in a gloss), appar. contr.

from *agithexe = OS. egithassa = OD. eggedisse,

egdis, later heghdisse, haeghdisse, now hagedis,

h'aagdis (simulating D. haag = E. hay2 , hedge)
= OHG. egidehsa, MHG. egedehse, G. eidechse, a

newt ; appar. a compound, but of uncertain for-

mation
; perhaps < AS. *agi, ege = OS. egi =

OHG. egi = Goth, agis, fear (see awe), + -thexe,

OHG. -dehsa, repr. a Teut. / *thaks, make, fash-

ion (seen also in OHG. MHG. dalis, G. dachs, a

badger, OHG. dehsala, MHG. dehscl, a hatchet,

ax, in Gr. TCKTUV, a carpenter, artisan, r6jov, a

bow, etc.: see tectonic, architect, toxic), = Skt.

y/ taksh, make, fashion; the sense 'awe- or

fear-maker' suiting the popular dread of lizards

and other reptiles.] A newt. [Prov. Eng. and

Scotch.]
aska (as'ka), n. [Euss. asika.] A warm cap
with a round top and without ear-pieces, worn
by the Russian peasantry.
askance1

(a-skans'), adv. [First in early mod.

E., also written ascance, askaunce, ascaunce,

askauns, askaunse, asconee, a seance, a sconce, in

the earliest recorded form (Palsgrave, 1530) a

scanche; with a later variant askant, q. v. Ori-

gin uncertain. Cf. asquint, aslclent, aslant, and

askew, askile.] Sidewise; obliquely ;
out of the

corner of the eye ;
askant.

But Bustum ey'd askance the kneeling youth.
M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rnstum.

So she, and turn'd askance a wintry eye.

Tennyson, The Princess.

askance1
(a-skans'), v. t.; pret. and pp. askanced,

ppr. askancing. [< askance^, adv.] To turn

aside, as the eyes. [Rare.]

O, how are they wrapp'd in with infamies
That from their own misdeeds askance their eyes !

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 637.

askance2!, askancest, adv. and conj. [Early
mod. E. ascances, askaunces, < ME. ascance, as-

kaunce, ascaunce, ascaunces, as skaunce, of uncer-
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tain origin; perhaps < OF. *as cances: as, < L.

nd illns, to the
; cances, pi. of cance, unassibilated

(Picard) form of cheance, > ME. cliance, chamice,

E. chance. Cf. perchance.] I. adv. Perhaps.
Ascaunce that craft is so lyght to lere ?

Chaucer, Yeoman's Tale, 1. 838.

II. conj. As if
;
as if (saying).

And wroot the names . . .

Atcaunce [var. askaunce] that he wolde for hem preye.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 37.

Keeping a countenance ascances she understood him
not. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia.

Therewith he raysed his heavy head alight,

Askaunces, Ha ! indeed and thinkest thon so.

Gaxcoigne, Flowers. (A'. E. I).)

askant (a-skanf), adv. [Early mod. E. also

ascant, askaunt, ascaunt, later form of askance*.

Cf. aslant or asquint.] Sidewise ;
askance.

With an eye askant. Courper, Iliad, xi. 657.

asker 1

(as'ker), n. [ME. asker, aslcere ; < tixk 1

+ -er1 .] One who asks ;
a petitioner ;

an in-

quirer.
To give to every asker. Hammond, Works, I. 99.

Every asker being satisfied.

Sir K. Digby, The Nature of Bodies.

asker2 (as'ker), n. [E. dial, also acar, askard,

ascard, askerd, askal, etc. : see asfc2 .] Same as

afc2. [Prov. Eng.]
askew (a-sku'), adv. [Early mod. E. also askue,

ascue, a skew; appar. < a3 + sJcete, q. v. Cf.

equiv. Icel. a ska.] In an oblique position;

obliquely; awry; out of the proper position or

arrangement ; hence, askance
; sidelong.

When ye lowre, or looke on me askew,
Then doe I die. Spenser, Sonnets, vii.

He [Kepler] found that this planet [Mare] moved in an

ellipse or oval curve round the sun, which was situated

rather askew near the middle.
W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 78.

askilet, prep. phr. AS adv. [Appar. < a3 + "sidle,

appar. of Scand. origin, repr. by AS. sceolh,

sceol-, scyl- (cf. in comp. sccolh-ege, scyl-egede
= Icel. skjoleygr = Sw. stelogd = Dan. skelojet,

squint-eyed) = Icel. skjdlgr = Sw. dial, skjalg =
D. scheel = OHG. scelah (scelh-), MHG. schelch,

schel, G. scheel, schel, oblique, squinting; hence
Icel. skala = Sw. skela = Dan. skele, make a

wry face.] Askant. Bp. Hall.

asking (as'king), n. [<f ME. asTcinge, axunge,
etc.. < AS. ascung, dxung, < dscian, ask : see ask1

.]

1. The making of a request; a petition: as, it

may be had for the asking. 2. Proclamation
or publication in church of banns of marriage.
See to ask in church, under asfe1 .

askingly (as'king-li), adv. In an entreating

manner; with expression of request or desire.

[Rare.]
How askingly its footsteps toward me bend !

It seems to say,
" And have I then one friend?

"

Coleridge, Young Ass (ed. 1796).

asklent (as-klenf), adv. A Scotch form of

aslant.

askos (as'kos), n. [Gr. aaxof, a wine-skin: see

asens.] In classical archa>ol., a vase imitating
more or less closely the form of a wine-skin.
Such vases, of Etruscan or Greek workmanship, are of not

uncommon occurrence in Italy, and are often provided
with a foot and a handle. Also ascus.

asla (as'la), . An ancient Persian measure of

land, probably a plethra (which see).

aslaket (a-slak'), r. i. and t. [< ME. aslaken,
< AS. asldcian, slacken, loosen, remit, < a- +
slacian, slake: see a-1 andsfoto.] 1. To abate;
diminish.

The water schal aslake and gon away.
Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 367.

Shal . . . thy hauty lookcs quench my kindeled loue,
or thy gallant shew aslake my good wil?

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 179.

2. To moderate
; mitigate ; appease ; satisfy.

Atte laste aslaked was his mood.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 902.

When mourning altars, purgd with enimies life,
The black infernall Furies doen aslake.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iii. 36.

The beast that prowls about in search of blood,
Or reptile that within the treacherous brake
Waits for the prey, upcoiled, its hunger to aslake.

Southey, Paraguay, i. 14.

aslani (as-la'ni), . [Turk., < aslan, arslan, a

lion.] A Turkish silver coin, worth from 115 to

120 aspers. See asper%.
aslant (a-slanf), prep. phr. as adv. or a., and

prep. [ME. aslante, o slante, aslonte, earlier

on slonte, on sltnt; < a3
, on, + slant. Cf. Sc.

asklent, asclent.] I. adv. or a. In a slanting
or sloping direction

; oblique ; obliquely ;
not

perpendicularly or at right angles.

asocial

The shaft drove through his neck aslant. Dryden.

As with his wings aslant
Sails the fierce cormorant.

l.iiiKifellow, Skeleton in Armor.

II. prep. Slantingly across
;
athwart.

There is a willow grows aslant a brook.

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7.

The swelling upland where the side-long sun
Aslant the wooded grove at evening goes.

Longfellow, Spirit of Poetry.

asleep (a-slep'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [Also
on sleep" (Acts xiii. 36) ;_

ME. aslepe, aelape,

onsbepe, etc., < AS. on slope, in sleep ;
< a3 +

sleep.] 1. In or into a state of sleep: as, to

fall asleep.
He [Sisera] was fast asleep. Judges iv. 21.

By whispering winds soon lull'd asleep.

Milton, L'Allegro, I. 116.

And there within the hollow lay ...
Aslaug the golden-headed child,

Asleep and rosy.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 32.

2. Figuratively (a) Dead ;
in or into a state

of death : chiefly in the Scriptures and religious
literature.

Concerning them which are asleep, . . . sorrow not.
1 Thes. iv. 13.

(ft) Dormant ;
inactive

;
idle.

During this inquisition Julia's tongue
Was not asleep. Byron, Don Juan, i. 145.

3. Having a peculiar numb feeling, accom-

panied by or passing off with a prickly tingling
sensation. This condition is produced usually by pro-

longed pressure on the nerve-trunks, and consequently is

most frequent in the arms and legs.

His legge . . . was all aslepe, and in a manner sterke

stiff. Udall, tr. of Erasmus's Apophthegms, p. 235.

4. Naut., said of sails when the wind is just

strong enough to distend them and prevent
them from shaking.
aslope (a-slop'), pp., or prep. phr. as adv. or a.

[< late ME. a slope, either < a3 + slope, n., or
else for aslope, aslopen, 'slipped away,' < AS.

dslopen, pp. of dsliipan, slip away, < a- + slupan,

slip: see a-1 and slope, a. and n., and slip. Cf.

alight^, of similar double formation.] In or
into an inclined or slanting position or direc-

tion
;
with leaning or inclination

;
deflected

from the perpendicular ; with declivity or de-

scent, as a hill.

Set them not upright, but aslope. Bacon, Essays.

aslugt (a-slug'), adv. [< a3 + slug
1
.] In a

sluggish manner. [Rare.]
His boat

That comes asluij against the stream.

Fotherby, Atheomastix, ii. 12.

-asm. [< Gr. -aoyiii?, < -a&iv, after -(-, equiv. to

-<oyiof, < -/fe<v : see -ism, and cf . -ast.] A suffix

of Greek origin, occurring instead of -ism after

-i-, as in enthusiasm, miasm, etc.

asmanite (as'man-it), n. A form of silica

found in some meteorites. It has been supposed
to be orthorhombic in crystallization, but is probably
identical with tridymite.

Asmannshauser (as-manz-hoi'zer), n. A brand
of wines made at Asmannshausen, in Nassau
on the Rhine. These wines are both red and white, the

former being in especial repute for its excellent flavor and
color, though not keeping well.

asmatographyt (as-ma-tog'ra-fi), n. [< LGr.

(Jo-juaToypo^of, writing songs, < pOfiaToypafaiv,
write songs, < Gr. $a[ia(T-), a song (< <f6etv,

sing, > ult. E. ode, q. v.), + ypdQeiv, write.]
The art of composing songs.
asrnear (a,-smer'),prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< n3

+ smear."] Smeared over
;
bedaubed.

I came into Smithfleld, and the shameful place, being all

asinear with filth, and fat, and blood, and foam, seemed to

stick to me. Dickens, Great Expectations, xx.

Asmonean, Asmonoean (as-mo-ne'an), a. and
n. [< LL. Asmoweus or Asmone'-us, representing
Heb. Khasmon.] I. a. Pertaining to Asmoneus
or Asmoneeus, a reputed ancestor of Matta-

thias, the first of the Maccabees and the father

of Judas Maccabseus, who lived about 165 B.

C.
; hence, pertaining to the Maccabees. See

Maccabean.
II. n. One of the family of Asmoneus; a

Maccabean.
asoak (a-sok'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3

+ soak.} In or into a soaked or soaking con-

dition ; thoroughly wet.

asocial (a-so'shal), a. [< Gr. a- priv. (a-i8) +
social.'] Unsocial

; antagonistic to society.

As new morbid elements are formed in the disintegrat-

ing processes of disease, the ravages of which they there-

upon accelerate ;
so new products of an asocial or antiso-

cial kind are formed in the retrograde metamorphosis of

the human kind. Mauiisley, Body and Will, p. 241.



asomatous

asomatous (a-so'ma-tus), a. (< <!r. "
,

without a body, < u- priv. + ir<j//a(r-), body.]

Without a material body ; incorporeal. [Kare.]

Asopia (a-s..' pi-it), H. [NL. ;
cf. ./.w/-.v.] A

genus of pymlid moths. A. furinalis i

meal-moth.

Asopin* (as-o-pi'ne), . pi. [NL., < Axopux
-

-inn:] A subfamily of hetcropten, us Insects,

typitied by the genus .Ixopux. Also AtOpVM.

AsopUS (u-so'pus), n. [NL., appar. < L. AtO-

IIHX, dr. '\nu-ia;, name of several rivers and ot

a river-god.] A genus of heteropterous in-

sects, of the family I'entatomida.

asor (as'or), . [Heb.J A ten-stringed musi-

eal instrument of the Hebrews, played with a

,,lcelriiiii,
mid sii].]ioseil

to liave borne some re-

semblance to the neliel. N. A". SonMOOk Mils.

/nxl.,]>. l!>.

asp 1

(asp), n. [< MK. nxp, itspe, espe, < AS.

n-x/i <(/, nx/u; rxjii; I nuisposed aipts,
= D. esp =

< 1 1 1 ( i'. nx/m, M I IG. aspe, G. espe= Icel. osp, asp,

rx/ii, ,-ispen wood, = Dan. Hw. asp, asp; origin

unknown. The E. form iisprit is prop, an adj. :

sec- nxpi'ii.] A European tree of the poplarfam-
ilv. I'li/illliix

/ri-miiln. In America a similar species,

P. trniiiiliiiiles. is known as the quaking asp, or aspen.

The white poplar, P. alba, is also H -times called the

ir/ni,' ,i.,,,. The form aspen is also common.

asn" (asp), " [In ME - as L -> /; OF. o*pe =
^.* x ,^ TT1 .' _ V T^ .' .1 . ,. \ ttn,

.

Pr. aspic (> P. o/>, > E. q. v.) = Sp.

axpill. HSpide =
Pg. It. aspidi:
< L. asm.1* (x-
pirf-), < Gr. <i<nriV

(atjmrf-), an asp,

Egyptian vi-

per. J 1. A very
venomous ser-

pent of Egypt,
celebrated in

connectionwith
the story of

Cleopatra's sui-

cide. It is identi-

fied with greatest
Asp (AV *!/)

probability with

tin- horned viper, of the genus Cerastes, a snake about IB

inches long The name has also been commonly applied tc .

the A'oia haje. a species attaining a length of 3 or 4 feet,

related to and resembling the Indian cobra, Naja tnptt-

dianx. It is of a mottled green
and brown color, with the skin of

the neck dilatable, though less

so than that of the true cobra.

This serpent is of frequent oc-

currence along the Nile, and is

the sacred serpent of ancient

Egypt, represented commonly
in art as a part of the head-

dress of kings and divinities,

and often connected with their

emblems, as a symbol of royal

power. In archioology it is

usually known as the uneus.

2. The common viper or

adder of Europe, a feebly

poisonous serpent, for-

merly named Vipera com-
ma nix. now Pclias ocrus, of

the family Viperidai. See
cut under adder. 3. A
name of sundry other poi-
sonous serpents.

Aspic and aspick are obsolete or poetic forms.

Aspalacidae (as-pa-las'i-de), n. pi. Same as

Spalacida:.

Aspalacinae (as-pal-a-si'ne), n. pi. Same as

Asp, as an Egyptian royal

symbol. Seti I., father of

Ramcses II.

.

aspalathus (as-pal'a-thus), n. [L., < Gr. aaicd-

/ after, a prickly shrub yielding a fragrant oil.]

1. An unknown aromatic thorny shrub men-
tioned in the Apocrypha and by some of the

old herbalists.

I nave a sweet smell like cinnamon and aspalathus.
Ecclus. xxiv. IB.

2. [cap.] The South African broom, a large

genus of African plants, natural order Legumi-
nosce, with small heath-like leaves, and gener-

ally with yellow flowers.

Aspalax (as'pa-laks). w. Same as Spalax.

asparagi (as-par'a-ji), n. pi. [NL., pi. of as-

piiriiiiti*.] In to?., scaly shoots from under

ground, as in asparagus. Also called turions.

asparagic (as-pa-raj
y
ik), a. [< asparagus +

-ic.] Same as aspartic.

asparagin, asparagine (as-par'a-jin), n. [< an-

l>iirniiiix + -in 2
,

-INC2.] A crystallized sub-

stance (C4H8N2O3) found in the juice of as-

paragus, beets, and other vegetables, in the

sprouts of cereals, and in leguminous seeds

during germination. It is an amide of aspartic acid,

and forms compounds with both acids and bases. Some-

times called iilllfiii or n.-iiiimniiil.

asparaglnoUS (as-pa-raj'i-nus), n. [< asjiarn-

i/ii.i + -in- + -OW.J Belonging to asparagus;
resembling asparagus ; specifically, having ten-

der edible shoots like those nf asparagus: as.

nx/iiiriiiiiniiiix plants.

asparagus (as-par'a-gus), w. [< L. (ixptirnijiix, <

Gr. iin-i'ifia',"':, Attic iim,wi/>;';. asparagus; said

to Ixi of Pers. origin. In ML. by apheresis aN.i

x)>nrn,/iit:. x/i /</!, > It. xiiarn;/in, OF. ix/irrni/i.

> early mod. K. x/r//r, x/wi /.</<, sperach. The

ML. form sparni/iix was in K. iilteredby popular

etymology into s/Mirttgraxx and xpurroir-grasx

(sometimes simply </rxx), which were until re-

cently in good literary use.] 1. A plant of the

HCIMIS .tx/iin-iii/iix, espeeial!\ .1. n^ii-iiinlix. 2.

[cap.] A largo genus of plants of the old world,

natural order Liliacca: That which is cultivated in

gardens, the common asparagus, or Asparagus oMcinalu,

has a mueh-braiiched stem rising from thick and matted

perennial root-stocks, ami small greenish-yellow Dowers.

The narrow thread-like so-called leaves are in reality

bram-ldets growing in clusters in the axils of the true but

scale-like leaves. The roots have a bitterish mnoUagmotu
taste, and the stalk is in some degree aperient and deob

struent, but not very efficacious. The part eaten is the

tin-ion, or young shoot covered with scales in place of

leaves The sprouts contain the crystalline substance

called asparayin.
- French or Prussian asparagus, a

name in some parts of England for the fleshy spike of

th-iiitlii"liiliini /''/''ml ii- a III.

asparagus-bean (as-par'a-gus-ben), .

lira n 1
,

1.

asparagus-beetle (as-par'a-gus-be'tl),
n. A

name given to two species of leaf-beetles ( Crio-

cerida-) of the genus Orioceris, C. asparagi

(Linnteus) and C. ditodecimpunctata (Lmna?-

us), which prey upon the asparagus-plant.
Both species were

imported into

the United States
from Europe.
Both the beetles

and their larva)

feed upon the

asparagus - plant,
but the damage
is principally
done by the lar-

vse. C.asvaraffi-ia
blackish beneath,
the thorax being
reddish above,
and the elytra Asparagus-beetle (Crtoceris asfurHg.,.

ornamented with
ai b,d, and t, beetle, eggs, and larva:, natural

yellowish spots of size ; c ami/", eggs and larva, enlarged.

varying extent. C.

duodeciinpunctata is nearly uniformly reddish, the elytra

having twelve small black spots. The larvre of the two

species resemble each other closely : they are nearly cylin-

drical, tapering somewhat toward the head, shining, and

of a dirty olive-green color.

asparagus-stone (as-par'a-gus-ston), . A
yellowish-green variety of the mineral apatite,

occurring m Spain in small transparent crys-

tals.

asparamide (as-par'a-mid), n. [< aspar(agin)
+ amide.] Same & asparagin .

asparginic (as-par-jin'ik), a. [< aspar(a)gin +
-if.] Same as aspartic.

asparmate (as-par'mat), n. [< aspar(a)m(ide)
+ -atfl.] Same as aspartate.

aspartate(as-par'tat), . [< ajy>art(ic) + -ate*.]

Any salt of aspartie acid.

aspartic (as-par'tik), a. [< aspar(agin) + -t-ic.]

Pertaining to or obtained from asparagin. Also

asparagic, asparginic Aspartic add, C'4H7NO4, a

crystalline acid derived from asparagin.

aspet, n. An old spelling of ax;ii and asp-
1

.

aspect (as'pekt, formerly as-pekt'), . [< ME.

aspect, < L. aspcctus, seeing, look, appearance,
countenance, < aspicere, look, behold, < ad, to,

+ specere, look : see species and spy.] 1. The

act of seeing, or of looking at anything ;
view ;

gaze; glance; look. [Archaic.]
Some other mistress hath thy'sweet airpectn.

Shak., C. of E., ii. 2.

His aspect was bent on the ground. Sco.

Meeting the cold aspect of Duty.
O. H'. Holtim, Autocrat, xi.

2. Countenance ; look or particular appearance
of the face; mien; air: as, a mild or severe

aspect.
Wiser princes patron the arts, and carry an indulgent

aspect unto scholars. Sir T. Broime, Religio Medici, ii. 8.

Yet, had his aspect nothing of severe,

But such a face as promis'd him sincere.

Dryden, Character of Good Parson, i. 1"

aspen
What a eolli-.-inte <i*/-i-l has that tine- Kli/abetlian hall,

where the fountain p!a>s '.
Lnnil,. ul,| I'.rn.-bcre.

4. One of the ways in which a thing maybe
viewed or contemplated: as, to present an ob-

ject or a subject in its true uxpi-rl ; in a double

'iix/ii-rt ; a favorable nspi-rt.

Something loftier, more adorm-d,
Than is the emi m nxjiffl, daily garb,

Of human life. WtrtHHTtk, I'lelu.le, i.

Illdoubtedt.V e havi- a right to make lie" onU, as

the> are DMded b> Hi.- fn-h MMeftmider which life pie

lantl it-ell h.ie in the New World; and, indeed, wher-

ever a language is alive, it grow*.
/.-,//, Introd. t" Kirlow I'aper,. I t Her.

5. Practical bearing or reference. [K:u-o. ]

Tile .,/,-/ of atonement is obviollsh toward . reatlires.

working ette.-ts on them, not on Hod.
./. tUllu-fl. Christ. Atonement, p. 1117. (A. h. />.)

6. View commanded ; prospect ; outlook.

This town has a good a*i*cl toward the- hill from whence

we de.*,-eml.-d.

[
Now used in this sense mainly with reference to the jxdnts

of the compass: as, a house has a southern ,<.,/"' or a
posure.J

7. In astral., the relative positions of the plat

ets as they appear at any given time to an ob-

server upon the earth ;
the combined look of

the heavenly bodies from the earth. The aspect*

are nine in nnlnber; (1) semisextilc, a difference ,,i k>O<i

tude of :! ; (2) scmisciuare, of 45' : (3) extlle, of )" ; (4)

iiuintile of 72' ; (ft) square or (|iiartile, of i>0 ; (6) trine, ofW (7) ses(|uii|uadrate, of 135 ; (8) biquintile, of 1-

(U) opixisition, of 1WV. To these may be added conjunc-

tion, which occura when the planeta have the name longl

tude Good a*ixct* are the semisextilc, nextile, (luilltile,

trine, and biquintile. Had asj.ct are the seniisqnare,

square, sesqulquadrate, and opposition. Miimlnne a*-

pect are such as are formed by the houses In horary as-

trology and by the semiarcg of the planet* in nativities.

The glorious planet, Sol, ... whose mcd'clnable eye

Corrects the 111 aspects of planets evil.

Shak., T. and C., i. 3.

We, that behold the sad aspects of heaven,

Leading sense-blinded men, feel grief enough
To know, though not t<> speak, their miseries.

Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, Iii. 3.

8. In her., the position of an animal with ref-

erence to the spectator Ambulacral aspect.
See ambulacral. Aspect ofa plane, in math., the direc-

tion of Its normal. In full aspect. Same as a/ronte,
2.

In trlan aspect, in a position between a/rvnte and

iMssant. -Mesial aspect. See mesial.

aspectt (as-pekt'), v. t. [< L. aspectare, look at,

view, freq. of aspicerc, look at : see aspect, n.]

To behold ;
look upon.

Happy in their mistakes those people whom
The northern pole aspects.

Sir W. Temple, tr. of Lucan, in Heroic \ irtne.

aspectable (as-pek'ta-bl), a. [< L. aspectabilis,

that may be seen, < aspectare, see, look at : see

aspect, r.] 1. Capable of being seen ;
visible.

What is In this aspectaUe world? Bay, Creation.

2. Fair or fit to be seen.

Via Vittoi-ia, the aspectable street

Where he lived mainly.
Bromiing, Ring and Book, I. 57.

[Rare in both senses.]

aspectant (as-pek'tant), a. [< L. aspectan(t-)s,

ppr. of aspectare : see aspect, r.] In her., same
as affronte, 2.

aspected (as-pek'ted), p. a. "< aspect + -c&.]

If. Looked at; viewed. 2. Having an aspect
or look. [Rare.]
Your lawyer's face, a contracted, a subtile, and intricate

face, full of quirks and turnings, a labyrinthean face, now

angularly, now circularly, every way aspected.
B. Jonson, Cynthia s Revels, ii. 1.

aspecting (as-pek'ting), ;>. a. [Ppr. of aspect.]

Same as affronte, 2.

aspectiont (as-pek'shon), . [< L. aspectio(n-),

< aspicere, look at: see aspect, n.] The act of

viewing or looking upon ;
view.

A Moorish queen, upon aspection of the picture of An-

dromeda, conceived and brought forth a fair one.
Sir T. Brotfiif.

aspector (as-pek'tor), n. [< L. as if 'aspector,

< aspicere, look at : "see aspect, n.] A beholder ;

a spectator. J. Davies. [Rare

,

3. Appearance to the eye or mind; look: as,

the physical aspect of the country.
And then our arms, like to a muzzled hear,

Save in aspect, have all offence seal'd up.
Shak., K. John, ii. 1.

How sweet, how fair, and lovely her aspects are !

Her eyes like bright Eoan flames, shoot through me.

Fletcher (aiut another'!), Prophetess, iii. 3.

The first-mentioned [galvanism] may contract a muscle,

or relax the rigidity of an eye-lid, but it is the second

[animal magnetism] that throws the diligent atpectiir into

paroxysms. Jon Bee, Ess. on Samuel Foote.

aspen (as'pen), a. and w. [< ME. aspen,<. AS.

*a-spvn (not authenticated ;
= OFries. espen =

D. espen = G. cspen, a.), < *nw/>, a;spe, asp. + -en :

see asp* and -eifl.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining
to the tree named asp.

Nor aspen leaves confess the gentlest breeze. Gay.

2. Tremulous, like an aspen-leaf ; quivering.

U. ". [A mod. substantive use of the adj.,

prob. due to such phrases as aspen leaf, aspen

tree, aspen wood, etc', regarded as compounds;
cf. linden for lind.] Same as asp

1
. [Aspen is



aspen

the usual form in poetry, and is also common
in prose.]

His hand did quake
And tremble like a leafe of Aspin greene.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ix. 51.

Only the pattering aspen
Made a sound of growing rain.

Lowell, Singing Leaves.

asperH (as'per), . [< ME. aspre, aspere, < OF.

aspre, < L. asper, rough; origin undetermined.]

Kough; rugged; harsh; cruel; savage. Chaucer.

All base notes . . . give an asper sound.

Damn, Nat. Hist., 173.

asper1
(as'per), . [Short for L. spiritus asper,

a translation of Gr. nvtvjm tiaav, rough "breath-

ing : see spirit and asper*-, a.] In Gr. gram., a

sign (') placed before or over an initial vowel

or p to show that it is aspirated, that is, pro-
nounced as if h preceded it

;
the rough breath-

ing. Thus, of = has; pk = hris. [In Latin, and

hence in modern, words derived from the Greek, aspirated
r is represented by rh, as in rhinoceros, rhythm, the h be-

ing silent in the modern pronunciation.]

asper
2

(as'per), n. [= F. aspre = It. aspero, <

ML. asperus, asprus, asperum, aspriim, < MGr.

aanpov, prop. neut. of an-poc,, white. In Turk-

ish this coin is called aqcha, lit. whitish, < aq,

white, + -cha, -ja, equiv. to E. -ig/jl.] An old

Egyptian and Turkish silver coin: now only a

money of account. A piaster is considered equal to

100 good aspers or 120 current ones. One current asper
is equal to four ninths of a United States mill.

Demanded of me,
For what I valued at so many aspers,
A thousand ducats.

Massinyer, The Renegado, i. 3.

aspera (as'pe-ra), n. [NL., fern, of L. asper,

rough.] Same as asper-artery.

asper-artery (as'per-ar"te-ri), n. [< L. aspera

arteria, or arteria aspera, a tr. of Gr. aprt/pla rpa-

Xela, lit. rough artery : see asper^, artery, and

trachea.'] The trachea or windpipe. Cones.

asperate (as'pe-rat), v. t. [< L. asperatus, pp.

ofasperare, roughen, < asper, rough: see asper1.]
To make rough or uneven in surface, sound,
etc. [Bare.]
The level surface of clear water being by agitation as-

perated. Boyle, Works, I. 683.

asperation (as-pe-ra'shou), n. [< asperate +
-ion.] A making rough. Bailey.

asperge (as-perj'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. asperged,

ppr. asperging. [= F. asperger, < L. aspergere,

sprinkle, < ad, to, + spare/ere, sprinkle: see

sparse, and cf. asperse.'] To sprinkle.

Each thing in order, as before,
His pious hands array,

Asperge the shrine ;
and then once more

He takes his cheerful way.
Bulwer, tr. of Schiller's Fridolin.

aspergeoiret, [OF., also aspergoir (mod. F.

aspersoir) ;
cf. ML. aspergerium ; < L. asperge-

re, sprinkle: see asperge, and cf. aspergillus.]
Same as aspersorium, 1.

asperges (as-per'jez), n. [LL., prop, second

pers. sing, future ind. of L. aspergere, sprinkle :

see asperge.] In the Bom. Cath. Ch. : (a) An
antiphon, taken from the Miserere, intoned by
the celebrant and sung by the choir before the
solemn mass on Sundays, during which the

priest sprinkles with holy water the altar,

clergy, and people. With some modifications,
the same rite is practised in the Greek and Ori-

ental churches, (o) The sprinkling performed
by the priest during the antiphon.
aspergill (as'per-jil), n. [< ML. aspergillus,

q. v.J Same as aspersorium, 1.

aspergilla, n. Plural of aspergillum.

aspergilli, . Plural of aspergillus.

aspergilliforni (as-per-jil'i-form), a. [< ML.
aspergillus, q. v., + L. forma, shape.] 1.

Shaped like an aspergillus or sprinkler. 2.

In oot., brush-shaped; made up of numerous
spreading hairs.

aspergillum (as-per-jil'um), .
; pi. aspergilla

(-a). [ML. : see aspergillus.] 1. Same as as-

persorium, 1. 2. leap.] [NL.] A genus of

mollusks, the watering-pot shells, of a fam-

ily Aspergillido! : a synonym of Brechites. La-

marck, 1799.

aspergillus (as-per-jil'us), n.
; pi. aspergilli (-1).

[ML. (in sense 1), < L. aspergere, sprinkle (see
asperge), + dim. -illus.] 1. Same as aspersori-
um, I. 2. [c<y?.] [NL.] A genus of hyphomy-
cetous fungi, including several of the common
molds. Some of the species have been found to be only
conidial forms of corresponding species of Eurotium, and
it is probable that the same is true of all. Several have
been detected in the human ear and in diseased lungs.
See cut under Eurotium.
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Asperifolise (as"per-i-fo'li-e), n. pi. [NL., fern,

pi. of asperifolius : see asperifolious.] Same as

Boraainacea;.

asperifoliate (as"per-i-fo'li-at), a. [< NL. as-

perifoliatus, < L. asper, rough, + folium, leaf:

see asper
1 and foliate.] Having leaves rough

to the touch.

asperifolious (as"per-i-f6'li-us), . [< NL. as-

pcrifolius : see asperifoliate.] Same as asperi-

foliate.

asperity (as-per'i-ti), .
; pi. asperities (-tiz).

[Early mod. E. dsperitie, < ME. asprete, < OF.

asprete, mod. F. dprete and asperite, < L. />e-

rita(t-)s, roughness, < osper, rough : see Otpefl.]
1. Roughness of surface

;
unevenness: opposed

to smoothness.
The pores and asperities of dry bodies.

.Bo.yfe, Works, I. 683.

Four thousand pioneers were sent in advance ... to

conquer, in some degree, the asperities of the road.

Irving, Granada, p. 320.

2. Roughness of sound; harshness of pronun-
ciation.

Those dissonances and asperities which still adhered to

... our diction. T. Warton, Hist, of Eng. Poetry, iii. 62.

3. Harshness of taste
;
sourness.

The asperity of tartarous salts. Bp. Berkeley, Siris, 86.

4. Roughness or ruggedness of temper ;
crab-

bedness
;
bitterness ; severity : as, to chide one

with asperity ;
' '

asperity of character," Landor.

It could only have been the strong political feeling of

Warton which could have induced him to censure the

prose of Milton with such asperity.
I. D'Israeli, Quar. of Auth., p. 261.

A royalist, . . . without any of that political asperity
which is as unwomanly as a long beard.

Maeaulay, Sir William Temple.

5. Disagreeableness ; unpleasantness ;
difficul-

ty: as, "the acclivities and asperities of duty,"

Barrow, Sermons, III. xlii.

The allurements of praise and the asperities of censure.

Sumner, Fame and Glory.
= Syn. 4. Acrimony, Harshness, etc. See acrimony.

asperlyt (as'per-li), adv. [Early mod. E. also

asprely, < ME. asperly; < asper
1 + -ly

2
.]

Roughly; sharply; vigorously.
Enforced their enemies to strike on land, and there as-

saulted them so anprelij.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, i. 17.

aspermatism (as-per'ma-tizm), . [< Gr. a-

priv. + airep/ui(T-), seed,"+ -ism.] 1. Absence
of seminal secretion. 2. The non-emission of

semen in the sexual orgasm, owing to its re-

flux into the bladder.

aspermatOUS (as-per'ma-tus), . Same as

aspermous.
aspermous (as-per'mus), a. [< NL. aspermus,
< Gr. aairep/jof, seedless, < a- priv.+ axip/ia, seed :

see sperm.] In oot., destitute of seed.

aspernationt (as-per-na'shon), n. [< L. asper-

natio(n-), < aspernari, pp. aspernatus, disdain,

spurn, neglect, < ab, from, + spernari, despise,

spurn.] 1. A despising, etc. Bailey, 1731.

2. Neglect; disregard. Johnson.

aspemesst, n. [ME. asprentsse; < asper
1 +

-ness.] Harshness; severity. Chaucer.

asperoust (as'per-us), o. [< L. asper, rough
(see asper

1
), + -ous.] Rough to the touch; un-

even; harsh; severe.

asperse (as-pers'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. aspersed,

ppr. aspersing. [<L. aspersus, pp. of aspergere,

besprinkle, bespatter : see asperge.] 1. To be-

sprinkle ;
scatter over.

Asperse and sprinkle the attendants.
J. Heath, Flagellum, p. 159.

The mourners returning from a Roman funeral, aspersed
with water and stepping over fire, were by this double pro-
cess made pure. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, II. 398.

2. To bespatter with foul reports or false and
injurious charges ;

tarnish in point of reputa-
tion or good name ; slander; calumniate.

With blackest crimes aspersed. Coivper, Iliad, vi.

What perplexed us most, was to think who could be so
base as to asperse the character of a family so harmless as
ours. Goldsmith, Vicar, xiv.

= Syu. 2. Asperse, Defame, Calumniate, Slander, Malign,
Traduce, Libel, Vilify, decry, depreciate, disparage, slur,
run down, lampoon, blacken. These words are all descrip-
tive of attempts to injure reputation by false statements.

They all apply primarily and chiefly to persons. There is

often little or no difference between them. Asperse is,

literally, to bespatter, as with mud or dirt
; it sometimes

implies injury to reputation by indirect insinuation. De-
fame is, literally, to lower the fame or repute of, to bring
toward infamy, to make charges that are more open and
weighty than aspersions. Calumniate, slander, and ma-
lign represent the most deliberate and deadly assaults

upon reputation. The calumniator is most often the in-

ventor of the falsehoods he circulates. The slanderer is

less inventive and more secret, his work being generally
behind the back of the injured person. The maligner is

most mischievous, malicious, or malign in his motives.
To traduce is to misrepresent, to show in an odious light.

asphalt

Libel and slander are the words most used in speaking of

injury to reputation in its relation to the possible recov-

ery of damages at law. To libel, therefore, often suggests
the pecuniary loss by defamation ;

libel is strictly effected

by publication, while slander is strictly by word of mouth.

Vilify is, literally, to make one (seem) vile ; it suggests a

defamation of the coarser and more abusive sort. See

decry.

I am not sure . . . whether I ought not to call you out

for aspernimj the honour of the family.
Barliain, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 35.

Whenever you would ruin a person or a government,

you must begin by spreading calumnies to defame, them.

Quoted by /. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 75.

One trade or art, even those that should be the most

liberal, make it their business to disdain and calumniate

another. Bp. Sprat.

Thou sittest and speakest against thy brother; thou

slanderest thine own mother's son. Ps. 1. 20.

You malign our senators, for that

They are not such as you. Shak., Cor., i. 1.

If I am
Tradue'd by ignorant tongues, . . .

'Tis but the fate of place, and the rough brake
That virtue must go through.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 2.

His [Dr. Keudrick's] virulent attack on Johnson's Shake-

speare may be preserved for its total want of literary de-

cency. ... He libelled all the genius of the age, and was

proud of doing it. /. D' Israeli, Cal. of Auth., p. 217.

When I find the first of men, in rank and genius, hating
one another, and becoming slanderers and liars in order to

lower and vilify an opponent, ... I look back in vain on

any barbarous people for more barbarism.

Landor, Peter the Great and Alexis.

aspersed (as-persf), p. a. In her., same as

seme.

asperser (as-per'ser), . 1. An aspersorium.
2. One who asperses or vilifies another.

aspersion (as-per'shon), n. [= F. aspersion, <

L. aspersio(n-), a besprinkling, < aspergere, be-

sprinkle: see asperse, asperge.] 1. A sprin-

kling, as of or with water.

No sweet aspersion shall the heavens let fall

To make this contract grow. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

To season a surly discourse with a more pleasing asper-
sion of love matters. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 424.

Ximenes, unable to administer the rite to each individ-

ually, was obliged to adopt the expedient familiar to the

Christian missionaries, of christening them en masse by
aspersion ; scattering the consecrated drops from a mop,
or hyssop, as it was called, which he twirled over the

heads of the multitude. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 6.

2. The making of calumnious reports, imputa-
tions, or charges; a derogatory assertion or

criticism; calumny; censure.

There, sir, an attack upon my language ! what do you
think of that'; an aspersion upon my parts of speech !

Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 3.

Every candid critic would be ashamed to cast wholesale

tmperxionx on the entire body of professional teachers.
Grate

,
Hist. Greece, II. 67.

aspersive (as-per'siv), . [< asperse + -ive.]

Tending to asperse ; defamatory ;
calumnious ;

slanderous.

aspersively (as-per'siv-li), arfc. In an asper-
sive manner; by way of aspersion.

aspersoir (as-per-swor'), n. [F., < ML. asper-

sorium.] Same as aspersorium.

aspersorium(as-per-s6'ri-um), .; pi. aspersoria
(-a). [ML.,< L. aspergere, pp. aspersus, besprin-

kle: see asperse.] 1. A brush,
or oftener a metallic instru-

ment, used by the priest in Ro-
man Catholic churches for

sprinkling holy water. Also
called aspergillus, aspergillum,

axpergill. 2. A holy-water
stoup or font. Parker, Concise
Glossary. [Not in common

Aspersonuln. -nr- j ji Si- iMiddle Latin use.]

aspersory (as-per'so-ri), n. [< asperse + -ory.
Cf. aspersorium.] Tending to asperse; defama-

tory.

asphalt (as'falt or as-falt'), n. [Also written
as F., asphalte, and asNL., asplialtmn, formerly
also asphaltus, -os, -a, and as It., aspalto; in

ME. spelled aspalt, once aspaltoun; < OF. *as-

palt = Pr. asphalt = Sp. asfalto = It. aspalto,

asfalto, < Gr. aa^a'Arof, asphalt, bitumen ; a word
of undetermined foreign origin.] 1. Same as

asphaltum. 2. A bituminous material, em-

ployed lor the covering of roofs and arches, for

the lining of tanks, for pavement and flooring,
and as a cement. See asphaltum. in the United
States the substance so named is commonly made of refuse

tar from gas-houses, mixed with slaked lime and gravel.
Also called asphaltic cement.

3. A thick solution of the finest asphaltum in

spirits of turpentine, used by opticians. It is used
for making cells on pieces of glass, ill which objects may be

preserved in liquid, for examination with the microscope.

Asphalt-furnace, a portable furnace in which asphalt
cement is heated for use in roofing, paving, etc. Asphalt
stone, asphalt rock. Sec asphaltum. Asphalt tiling,
a mosaic of china or glass bedded in asphalt, and made in
the form of flooring-tiles. Asphalt Varnish, a black var-



asphalt
The banks of it l>order tlie river of life.

H. H". Iliiliurf, Autocrat, Iv.

Bog-asphodel, the name of species of Xiirlln-rinni. A

.lee asho,
Scotch

nish composed of :! parts of asphalt. 4 of boiled linseed-

oil, and from i:> to 18 of oil of turpentine. Mexican as-

phalt. Same as i-/i"///i/f.

asphalt (as-falf). e. /. [< nxplinn, n.] To cover

or treat with asphalt.

asphalter (as-fal'ler), H. Hue who covers (as

a path or a roof) with asphalt.

asphaltic (as-fal'tik), . [< nxpliiilt + -/<.] Of
the nature of or containing asphalt; bitnmi-

asphyxia ( !is
:nk'si-a), H.

nouH. Asphaltic cement or asphaltic mastic. San"-

Aspila

families a- l-'uxurillulii'. Hn/inliilir. etc.

Aspii/iilirinirliiiilii.

Al-o

sphodel. the name of species of .V,-(/,,-.-/,, .\ . Aspidochirotae I a - pi-do-kl-ro'te), H. pi. [XL..
^"_^l^^..'^.

r
'7r^:..;.?f

li8 --M9!?
wttflS < <ir. Snric (<TT|-). a shield, + Xnp, a hand.]

a i/'i, .

asphalting (as-fal'ting), ii. Tho process of

covering or paving with asphalt.

In Paris . . . <i.,,,/m///i.'/ is Mill extensively practiced in

the more spacious thoroughfares
AVi/v.i;/', Mil. Encye., p. 113.

American name of planUof the ^cnn> Tiitn-l<hn.

asphodel, '/'"/"''''"' iiin*tri*.

asphyctic (as-fik'tik), a. [< Gr. aa^iwrof, with-

out pulsation (see agphyxta), + -/<.] 1. I'er-

taining to asiihyxia. 2. Pulsele.-s.

as-fik'si-a), 11. [XL., < Gr. aefvfia, a

stopping of the pufse, (. aafyvKmc, without pul-
sation. < ii- priv. + nfyi\eiv (-^ "aifivy), pulsate,

throb.] If. Originally, absence of pulse. 2.

The extreme condition caused by lack of oxy-

gen and excess of carbon dioxid in the blood,

Agroup of ordinary pedate holothurians or sea-

oucuiiibers, with peltate tentacles : equivalent
In the family llalotlniriiitir: contrasted with

Diiiilnii'liiriilii' (which see). Also spelled As-
i -irnlir.

In tlie Aniiiilnrliiriilif. or holothnriiins with disk- or

shield shaped tentacles furnished with tentacular am
pulhe, tlie left respiratory tree is hound to the body-walls,
I hero are no retractor muscles to the pharynx, and I'miei

iun organs are present. These arc tlie highest type of

llolothiiroidea, and are mainly tro|ii<-nl in their distribu-

tion. Slflii'l. \ill. Ilii'.. I. Iv!.
brought about by any sufficient interference

with respiration, as in choking, drowning, or aspidochirote (as'pi-ilo-ki'rot), a. Pertaining

asphaltite (as-fal'tit). a. [< L. Anphattites, a
paralysis of the muscles of respiration. Also or belonging to the AspidiM-liirnln: Also spelled

term applied especially to the Dead Sea; < asphi/ry. Local asphyxia, t&tiynaud's disease,
axpiilni'ln irnti:

Gr. da0a/r/7v/r, of asphalt, < amio/mr, asphalt.] asphyxial (as-fik'si-al), a. [< asphyxia +_-'.] Aspidogaster (as'pi-do-gas'ter), n. [NL., <

Asphaltic; bituminous, Relating to asphyxia; resulting from or indi- Gr. aairif (aairtA-), a shield, + yaart/ii, stomach.]

asphaltost (as-fal'tos), . [XL., <Gr. affij>o/7w;: eating asphyxia: as, as/iliyxial symptoms. A genus of Triiinitu/lii, or fluke-worms, para-
see asphalt.] Same as nx)>liiitt. asphyxiant (as-fik'si-ant), n. [< as/iltysiii + sit ic in the pericardial cavity of the fresh-water

asphaltotype (as-fal'to-tip), n. [< Gr. acupa/- -unti.] Any poisonous chemical substance mussel. A. rimi-liicold is an example. See cut

ror, bitumen, + rr-o;-, type.] A negative photo- which produces asphyxia. under Tmitatiittu.

graph produced, by the process of Niepce, on a asphyxiate (as-fik'si-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. as- Aspidoglossa (as"pi-do-glos'a), w. [NL., < Gr.

plate coated with a film of bitumen. Ssephotog- 2>ltyxiated, ppr. asphyxiatiny. [< asphyxia +
-ate2.] To produce asphyxia in; suffocate, or

deprive of oxygen to the extent of producing
death or very serious symptoms.

Tlie deprivation of oxygen, and the accumulation of

carbonic acid, cause injury long before the a*iiliyiiiiiin :
i

point is reached. Huxley and Youmam, Physiol., 12S.

[< asphyxi-
asphyxia; a

asphaltum (as-fal'tum), n. [NL. : see asphalt.]
One of the so-called bituminous substances

which are widely diffused over the earth, and are

of great practical importance. See bitumen and
bituminous. The asphaltums of various localities differ

from each other consi<leral>

I

agi
'

general appearance or pltc.il (whence the name ol mm- =. "* OK"J """
,

.

pitch, often applied to them), in melting at about the aSphyXiatlVO (as-hk Sl-a-tiv), a. [< asphyxiate
temperature of boiling water, and in taking flre when + -iff,] Suffocating; producing asphyxia or
heated and burning with a bright but smoky flame. They suffocation.

varultifre."''!'''^ such aToil^fturp^nt^ asphyxy (as-fik'si), 11. See asphyxia.
hoi. Asphaltum seems, in most cases at least, to have aspic1

, aspick (as'pik), . [Early mod. E. also

ted from the hardening of tlie more liunid forms of
aspire ; < F. aspic, < Pr. aspic, < L. aspis (aspid-),resulted 1

bitiiminons substances, namely, maltha and petroleum,
which have oozed out upon the surface and become in-

spissated by oxygenation or evaporation of their more vol-

atile portions, or by both causes combined. The most

interesting locality of asphaltum is the so-called "pitch-
lake- in the island of Trinidad, about a mile and a half in

circumference, ami tilled with asphaltum, which near the

an asp: .

same as asp'
2

,
but used chiefly in poetry.

They shall find

That, to a woman of her hopes beguil'd,
A viper trod on, or an aspic, 's mild.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, Iv. 1.

Thereto she pointed with a laugh,
Showing the ajtpitKs bite. Tennyson, Fair Women.

sists of this material more or less mixed witn sana or _ . . - ._j nl._.,B nf ama \} poliher
other mineral substances. Asphaltum is extensively used 2f. A piece of ordnance of small caliber,

in a variety of ways, and especially for pavements, foot- aspic- (as pik), . [Early mod. S. aspicke, < AspldOphOra

shore is quite solid, but nearer the center, in places, is soft

and bubbling. Most of what is called asphaltum con-

sists of this niaterial more or less mixed with sand or

T/f (a<T7r5-), a shield, + yf.uaaa, a tongue (ligu-

la).] A genus of beetles,

family Carabidai, of the group
Searitini. About 20 species are

known, mostly from Central or

South America. One, A. subanrru-

lata (Chandler), occurs in the more
southern portion of the United
States east of the Rocky Mountains.
It is an elongate, convex, and shin-

ing insect, nearly 8 millimeters in

length, with very stout fossorial

legs, and deeply crenulatostriateely-
tra. Its color is black with a green-
ish tinge, but the antenna?, legs, and

apex of the elytra are reddish. It

Subangular <;r,.uml- is found on moist ground, where it

beetle (Aspid,>tossa preys on soft-bodied insects.

SSSSSSHSZ11

Aspidonectes (as" Pi-do-

nek'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. aanii;

(tumid-), a shield, + vt/nrtK, a swimmer, < vfariv,

swim.] A genus of leather-back or soft-shelled

turtles. A. ;

nifer is a com-
mon carnivorous
voracious species
of North Amer-
ica.

walks,

pared
by

ks, and roofing, for this purpose the material is pre- p; aspic, in huile dfaspic for liuile de spic (so first

ed by mixing it while hot with sand or fine gravel, or . ,. n f aspicj[e )
.

spic lavender spike,

of SfflSo
UA fflS $ S^ney^rl orig. spikenard :

P
8ee spike.} The great la\-en-

frequently called,- are peculiarly adapted for pavements der, Lavandula spica. See lavender.

or other special purposes. The localities of Seyssel in asoic3 (as'pik), n. [F. ; perhaps < aspic, an
France ^^S^jJ^^J^^StaS.'SnS a P (see *&&\ with allusion to its coolness,

BUtaof
a
Hinesto

l

ne impregnated 'with bUumnmus 'material there being_a_F_rench proverbial s_aying,
"Cold

to the amount of from 4 to IB per cent. This rock, espe-

cially that from Val de Travel's, has the remarkable prop

ra).

"

H. pi.

[NL., neut.

pi. of aspiito-

phorus, adj. :

see Aspidoplto-
rus.] 1. InLa-

Leitther-back Turtle (

sfintftr}.

as an aspic" (Littre) ;
or perhaps from the (sup- treille's svstem of classification, a section of his

posed) custom of flavoring or seasoning this phyllopodous branchiopods, containing the
erty of forming without any admixture an extraordinari-

g. h .^ ikeg of iavender: see aspic*.] In genera Apus and Lepidvrus, and equivalent to

^K^^tS^^n^SfSffSSS cookery* S?de dish consisting of a elelr, savory fhe mode'm family Apodid* of the, order Phyl-
cities of Europe. The rock lias ouiy to be heated, whenlt meat-jelly containing fowl, game, fish, etc. lopoda. Also Aspidiphora. 2.^In

Allman's sys-
crumbles to powder, in which condition it is compressed oonint M

"

gee
in molds into blocks, or simply spread over the surface -

<,^:.,. 1 |. t

'

/as.nik'u-
reqnlred to be covered, and packed or pressed by pestle or asplCUiare ^as-piK u

roller, when, after cooling, it assumes a condition closely Ions.

private property ;
the principle of communism.

Southey. [Rare.]

tern of classification, a suborder of polyzoans
Same as aspicu- constituted for the reception of Uliabdnpleura.

See Podostomata.

[< Gr. a- priv. + Aspidophorus (as-pi-dof'o-rus);
n. [NL., < Gr.

" TT--- -u: - l '1

-bearing, < ao-Tr/f (aomfi-), a

fytpeiv = E. bearl.] A genus
canthopterygian fishes armed with shield-

scales: synonymous with Agon us.

(domt!-), a shield.] 1. A genus of cili- aspidorhynchid (as"pi-do-ring'kid), H. A fish

ate i'nfusorians, type of the family Aspidiscula;. of the family AspidofhyncMdte.

asphodel (as'fo-del), N. [< L. asphodelus. < Gr. Cihata. ganoid i

dCT^ooVWc, king's-spear, a
jplant

of the lily kind
; Aspidium (as-pid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. do-Ti'Aov, the sides, jaws prolonged into a beak, the ver-

adj., So^orfeJlor fet/nOv,^
in ^ a fittle shield, dim. of aairif (aamf-), a shield.] tebral column homocercal, the fins furnished

1 . A genus of ferns variously limited, but in its with fulcra, and the dorsal fin opposite the anal,

broad sense including all those in which the The species are extinct ; they lived during the

dot-like sori are covered by a roundish, peltate,

Homer, the asphodel meadow
of the dead ; origin unknown.
The E. forms affodil, daffodil,

daffodilly, etc., are corrup-
tions of asphodel : see daffo-

dil.] A name of various spe-
cies of Asphodeliitt, a genus of

plants, natural order Liliacca>,

natives of southern Europe.
The yellow asphodel or king's-spear,
A. Inteux, is the handsomest and
best-known species, though others are

sometimes cultivated for ornament.
The asphodel of the earlier English and
French poets is the daffodil, Sarcixmu
-PaeudiMm/v/sv"*. In Gr. myth, the

asphodel was the peculiar plant of the dead, its pale blos-

soms covering the meadows of Hades. It received this at-

tribution, perhaps, because in Greek lands it is a very
common weed, plentiful in barren and desert places and
alnnit tombs.

or reniform indusitim. Those with a reniform in-

dusium, attached by the sinus, are often separated as the

genus Xephrodium. When the indusium is abortive or

obliterated, the species are not distinguishable from forms
of Polypodium. The genus is cosmopolitan, including

nearly 300 species, which vary greatly in size, texture.

Mesozoic epoch.
Aspidorhynchus (as"pi-do-ring'kus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. aamc, (annif-), a shield, + pijx ?, a snout,
a beak.] 1. The typical genus of AspidorJiyn-
chida: Agassi:, 1833. 2. A genus of reptiles.

3. A genus of worms.
venation, and division of the fronds. About 40 species Aspidostraca (as-pi-dos'tra-ka). n. pi. [NL..

.- i i*i.i_ .1 TT_I* i ...... ri. ..... -L ....;. *'*'' \ r
.

,. .. " f V ,, _

Asphodel

are found within the United States. The common species
are usually known as wood-ferns or shield-ferns. See

shield-fern.

2. A genus of hymenopterous insects. Also

Aspidiini.

Aspidobranchia (as"pi-do-brang'ki-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. dtnr/c (dami-), a shield, + ppa-j

< Gr. dairic. (aamd-), a shield, + oarpaKov, a shell.]
In Burmeister's system of classification, one of

three orders of Crustacea, divided into five sub-

orders called Parasita, Lophyropoda, Phyllopo-
da, Cirripedia, and Ptecilopoda. See these

words.



Aspila

of moths, family Noctuida; founded by Gu<5n<5e.

The larvte are smooth, soft leaf-feeders. A. mrescens

is a beautiful moth,
with olivaceous fore

wings, marked with
three distinct pale
lines, relieved by
coincident deeper
shades.

2. A genus of

coleopterous in-

sects. Jspilavircscens. (Natural size.)

aspinet (as'pin
or -pin), a. [Irreg. < asp* + -in*1,] Of or per-

taining to an asp; snaky: as, "aspine venom,"
Quarles.

aspirant (a-splr'ant or as'pi-rant), n. and a.

[< F. aspirant, a" candidate (prop, ppr.), < L.

aspiran(t-)s, ppr. of aspirare (> F. aspirer), as-

pire: see aspire.'] I. n. One who aspires; one

who seeks advancement, elevation, or prefer-
ence.
Our young aspirant to the name and honours of an Eng-

lish senator. Bp- Hurd.
"
Beauty and extraordinary goodness

"
were her dowry ;

and she was claimed by four separate aspirants.
Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 196.

II. a. 1. Aspiring; ambitious: as, "ouras-

pirant souls," Mrs. Browning. 2. Ascending;
mounting up: as, aspirant flames. [Rare in

both uses.]

aspirate (as'pi-rat), v.
; pret. and pp. aspi-

rated, ppr. aspirating. [< L. aspiratus, pp. of

aspirare, give the ft-sound to, breathe or blow

upon: see aspire.'] I. trans. 1. To pronounce
with a breathing or an audible emission of

breath
; pronounce with such a sound as that of

the letter 7i : as, we aspirate the words horse

and house, but not hour and honor; cockneys
often aspirate words beginning with a vowel.

Such mutes as were originally aspirated that is to say,
had an audible bit of an h pronounced after them.

Whitney, Lang, and Study of Lang., p. 93.

2. To remove by aspiration Aspirating wln-
nowing-machine, one in which aspiration or suction

is used instead of a blast. See winnower.

II. in trans. To be uttered with an aspirate
or strong breathing. [Rare.]
Where a vowel ends a word, the next begins either with

a consonant, or what is its equivalent ; for our w and h

aspirate. Dryden.

aspirate (as'pi-rat), a. and n. [< L. aspiratus,

pp. : see the verb.] I. a. Pronounced with the

aspirate or rough breathing ; pronounced with
the 7*-sound, or with a strong emission of

breath.

The Zend often showing an aspirate mute where the
Sanskrit has the unaspirate, and vice versa.

J. Hadley, Essays, p. 172.

They are not aspirate, i. e., with such an aspiration as h.

Holder, Elem. of Speech.

II. n. An aspirated sound, or a sound like

our h ; a sound with which the ft-souud is com-

bined, or which corresponds historically to a
sound of this nature : thus, the Sanskrit kh, gh,

Wi, etc., and the Greek ch, th, ph (x, 6, <t>)
are

called aspirates, as are also the English /, th,

which are more properly called breathings or

spirants; also, a character or combination of

characters representing a sound thus described,
as the letter h, the Greek rough breathing, etc.

aspirated (as'pi-ra-ted), p. a. Same as aspirate.

aspiration (as-pi-ra'shon), n. [< L. aspira-
tio(n-), a breathing upon, aspiration of a sound,
the aspirate letter h, < aspirare : see aspirate,

v.] 1. The act of aspirating or breathing; a
breath.
Fanned with continued breezes, and gentle aspirations

of wind. Steele, Englishman, No. 26.

2. An aspirated sound
;
a phonetic breathing.

The li, the pure aspiration, is an expulsion of flatus

through the position of the adjacent letter, whether
vowel, semivowel, or nasal.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 67.

The Latin grammarian Priscian, about 500 A. D., tells

us that the sound then expressed by/was originally sig-
nified by p with an aspiration (that is, by ph).

J. Hadley, Essays, p. 172.

3. The act of aspiring or ardently desiring; an
ardent wish or desire, chiefly after what is ele-

vated or spiritual.
She . . . feels neither inclination to pleasure nor aspi-

ration after virtue. Johnson, Rambler, No. 112.

All Emerson's aspirations were toward greatness of

character, greatness of wisdom, nobility of soul.
The Century, XXVII. 928.

4f. Aid
; inspiration ; countenance.

To God's honour, . . . without the aspiration and help
of whose especial grace no labours of man can profit.

Sir T. More, Works, p. 357.

5. The act of removing afluid, as pus or serum,
from some cavity of the body, by means of a
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hollow needle or trocar connected with a suc-

tion-syringe. 6. Suction; the act or process
of drawing air through (by some method of ex-

haustion), as opposed to the act or process of

forcing it through that is, to a blast.

For cleaning grain there are other kinds of apparatus in

which the principle of aspiration, or drawing currents of

air through the grain, is now extensively employed.
Encyc. Brit., IX. 344.

= Syn. 3. Longing, yearning.

aspirator (as'pi-ra-tor), n. [NL., < L. aspirare,
breathe or blow upon : see aspirate and aspire.]

1. An apparatus for creating a vacuum by the

action of a moving fluid. A common form is that of

a simple vessel filled with water and connected with the

receptacle to be drained of air. On permitting the water

to escape below, a partial vacuum is formed above it.

2. A surgical instrument, consisting of a hol-

low needle, or trocar, connected with a suction-

syringe, used in removing fluids from the cav-

ities of the body. 3. A form of winnowing-
machine employing aspiration instead of a

blast. See aspiration,_
6.

aspiratory (a-splr'a-to-ri), a. [< L. as if *<w-

piratorius, < aspirarej breathe upon: see aspi-

rate and -ory.] Pertaining to breathing ;
suit-

ed to the inhaling of air.

aspire (a-spir'), v.
; pret. and pp. aspired, ppr.

aspiring". [< late ME. aspire, < F. aspirer = Pr.

Sp. Pg. aspirar = It. aspirare, < L. aspirare, ad-

spirare, breathe or blow upon, desire to reach, <

ad, to, + spirare, breathe, blow : see spirit. Cf .

conspire, expire, inspire, perspire, respire, suspire,

transpire.] I.t trans. 1. To breathe to or into.

To spreade his bearaes vpon vs, and aspire hys breth

into vs. Sir T. More, Apol., xlix. (N. E. D.)

2. To breathe forth or exhale. Shenstone.

Whose notes the air aspire
Of th' old Egyptian or the Thracian lyre.

B. Jonson, Golden Age Restored.

3. To breathe after; seek with eagerness to at-

tain to ; long or try to reach
; attempt.

Who dare aspire this journey ? Donne, Poems, p. 184.

4. [See II., 2.] To mount or soar to; attain.

That gallant spirit hath aspir'd the clouds.

Shak., R. and J., ill. 1.

Come, there was never any great thing yet

Aspired, but by violence or fraud.
B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. 3.

II. intrans. 1. To be eagerly desirous; aim

ambitiously, especially at something great or

noble
;
be ambitious : followed by an object

with to or after, or by an infinitive : as, to aspire
to a crown or after immortality.

Aspiring to he gods, if angels fell,

Aspiring to be angels, men rebel.

Pope, Essay on Man, i. 127.

He aspired to see
His native Pisa queen and arbitress

Of cities. Bryant, Knight's Epitaph.

2. [Partly influenced by association with spire. ]

To rise up as an exhalation, or as smoke or

fire; hence, to mount or ascend; tower up or

rise high.
Whose flames

aspire,^
As thoughts do blow them, higher and higher.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5, song.

aspiret (a-spir'), n. [< aspire, v.] Aspiration;
ardent wish or desire.

And mock the fondling for his mad aspire. Chapman.

aspirementt (a-spir'ment), n. [< aspire +
-went.'] The act of aspiring; aspiration.

By which aspirement she her wings displays.
Ant. Brewer (?), Lingua, iii. 8.

aspirer (a-spir'er), n. One who aspires; an

aspirant.

aspiring (a-splr'ing), p. a. 1. Animated with
an ardent desire, as of power, importance, or

excellence; ambitious; soaring: as, "aspiring
nobles," Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

Aspiring beggary is wretchedness itself.

Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

Ere he filled with loves, hopes, longings, this aspiring heart
of man. Lowell, Anti-Apis.

2. Rising ; towering or soaring.
To sore destruction dooms the aspirinri wall.

Pope, Iliad, xii. 368.

aspiringly (a-splr'ing-li), adv. In an aspiring
manner; soaringly; ambitiously.
aspiringness (a-splr'ing-nes), n. The state of

being aspiring ;
ambitiousness. [Rare.]

aspis (as'pis), n. [NL., < Gr. aairlf, an asp, the

Egyptian cobra: see asp2.] 1. Same as asp
2

or aspic
1

. Also used as a generic term. 2.

leap.] A genus of coleopterous insects. Ger-
mar. 3. [cop.] A genus of lepidopterous in-

sects. Treitscltke, 1829.

aspish (as'pish), a. [< asp2 + -ish.] Of or

pertaining to asps; snaky. N. E. D.

asprino

Aspisoma (as-pi-so'ma), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.

d<rax, a shield, + cu/ia, body.] A genus of

South American fireflies, of the family Telepho-

rida;, belonging to the malacodermatous divi-

sion of pentamerous Coleoptera. A. lineatum

is the common firefly of the Amazon region.

Asplanchna (as-plangk'na), n. [NL., < Gr.

amt'/Myxvos, without bowels, < o- priv. +
anlMYxya, bowels.] A genus of free Botifera,

having a rounded sac-like body, devoid of ap-

pendages, and possessing neither anus nor

intestine, whence the name. The genus is typi-

cal of the family Asplanchnidce.

asplanchnic (as-plangk'nik), a. [< Gr.

do-Tr/la/^wc, without bowels (see Asplanchna), +
-ic.] Having no intestine or alimentary canal

;

anenterous.

asplanchnid (as-plangk'nid), . A rotifer of

the family Asplanehnidce.

Asplanctinida (as-plangk'ni-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Asplanchna + -id(e.] A family of rotifers hav-

ing the trochal disk rounded, the wreath single
and marginal, the trophi incudate, and no in-

testine, anus, or foot. Asplanchna is the lead-

ing genus.
Asplenium(as-ple'ni-um), n. [NL., <Gr. aa^Jj-

viov, also av~f.rfviav, usually amrAr/vov (> L. asple-

num), spleenwort, supposed to be a cure for

the spleen, < a- euphonic + CTT^V, spleen : see

spleen.] A genus of ferns characterized by
linear or oblong sori lying on the veins (which
are free in most species) and obliquely to the

costa, the involucre being conformable to the

sorus and opening toward the costa when single.
It is the largest genus of the order (Filices) excepting

Polypodium, and its species are found in all parts of the

world, wherever ferns grow. It includes very varied

forms. Many of the species are evergreen, and some are

cultivated for their beauty. Among the more common
species, generally known as spleenwort, are the lady-fern

{A. Filix-faemina), black maidenhair (A. Trichomanes),
distributed around the globe, wall-rue (..4. Ruta-mnraria),
and ebony spleenwort (A. ebeneuiri).

aspodilt, n. An obsolete and corrupt form of

asphodel (Asphodelus ramosus). Also aspod-

flower. Holme, 1688.

asporous (a-spo'rus), a. [< Gr. a- priv. + av6-

pof, seed : see spore.] Without spores ;
not de-

veloping spores.
In the case of the simplest and most minute Schizomy-

cetes (Micrococcus, etc.) no definite spores have been dis-

covered ; any one of the vegetative micrococci may com-
mence a new series of cells by growth and division. We
may call these forms asporous, at any rate provisionally.

Encyc. Brit., XXI. 404.

asport (as-port'), * [< L- asportare, carry

away. < abs, away (see aft-), + portare, carry.]
To carry away ; especially, to remove feloni-

ously. N. E. D. [Rare.]

asportation (as-por-ta'shon), . [< L. asporta-

tio(n-), a carrying away, < asportare, pp. aspor-
tatus: see asport.] 1. A carrying away or off.

[Rare.]
Ai

had
the

2. In criminal law, the felonious removal of

goods from the place where they were depos-
ited. It may be theft, though the goods be not
carried from the house or apartment.

aspret, a. A Middle English form of asper
1

.

Aspredinae (as-pre-dl'ne), n. pi. [NL., < As-

predo + -ina;.] Same as Aspredinina or As-

predinidce. Swainson, 1839.

aspredinid (as-pred'i-nid), n. A fish of the

family Aspredinidce.

Aspredinidae (as-pre-din'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Aspredo (-din-) + -idee.] A family of nematog-
nathous fishes, exemplified by the genus As-

predo, containing a few fresh-water catfishes

of South America. They have no operculum, no adi-

pose fin, no spine in the dorsal fin, reduced gill-openings,
small eyes and mouth, and 6 to 8 barbels. The skin is

either smooth or tuberculous.

Aspredinina (as
//

pre-di-m'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Aspredo (-din-) + -ina.] In Gunther's classifi-

cation of fishes, a group of Siluridce prote-

ropodes,'with the anterior and posterior nostrils

remote from each other, the lower lip not re-

verted, and the humerocubital process much
developed and prolonged: synonymous with

the family Aspredinida.
Aspredo (as-pre'do), n. [NL., < L. aspredo,

roughness, < asper, rough: see asper
1
.] A

genus of nematognathous fishes, typical of the

family Aspredinida;.

asprelyt, adv. See asperly.

asprenesst, n. See asperness.

asprino (as-pre'no), n. [It., prop. dim. of as-

pro, sour, sharp, < L. asper: see asper^.] A



asprino

white wine made in the neighborhood of Koine.
The best-known quality in sparkling,

aspyt, and r. A Middle English form of <
.</>//.

asquat (ii-skwof), prep, jilir. as Kilr. <ir n. [<
a'f + squat.} In or into a squatting posture,

sitting asi/uat between my mother and sister.
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tives of South Africa, especially the Zulns and
Kafirs. Also spelled /IX.KI//H.

assagai (iis';i-f,'i), r.t. [< OMOpOi, .] Toslrikc
or kill with an assa^ui. Also .spelled

asquint (a-skwiuf), /"''/<. i>hr. as adv. oia. [<
ME. asquint, /i .it/uyntt; appar. < a + *.ii/nint (<(.

D.sehuinte, slope, slant); but squint is not found
in ME., the mod. form squint, <ulr. and it., hav-

ing come by apheresis from tixi/uint: tn-t-.ii/iiiiit. \

1. To or out at the corner or angle of the eye;
obliquely ;

toward one side
;
not in the straight

line of vision; askance; furtively.

I

Who luuk asiinlnl or shut their eyes. .Sic///.

Edifices, . . . with all their costliness, looking -"in

what astjttint on the visitor, us if questioning his right to

enter them. Alcott, Tablets, p. 70.

2. In the condition of squinting ; oblique.
The eye is mnilily and sometimes ttt'iitint.

I'.'i/iii-.^iii, Kssays, 1st scr., p. 12fi. (.V. A.'. It.)

asquirm (a-skwerm'), prep. phr. as adr. or a.

[O< 3 + si/iiirm.} On the squirm; squirming.
Howells.

ass1
(as), . [< ME. as, ass, asse, < AS. assa, in.

(fern, abseil, not *asse), an isolated form, perhaps
adapted from ONorth. assald, asald, anal (which
is from the Celtic), the earlier form, of the com-
mon Teut. type, being esol, esul = OS. esil =
D. ezel (> E. easel, q. v.) = OHG. esil, MHG. G.
esel (> Dan. esel, (esel) = Goth, asilus (cf. Ir. and
Gael, asal = Manx assyl, and OBulg. ostlu =
Bohem. osel = Pol. osiel, osiol (barred I) = Russ.
oselu = Lith. asilas = OPruss. asilis), prob. the

same, with variant termination, as Icel. asni,

m., asna, fern., = Sw. Asna = Dan. asen (cf. W.
asyn = Corn, asen = Bret, azen) ;

all appar. (the
Slav, and Lith. forms through Teut.) < L. asi-

nus (> It. asino = Sp. Pg. asno = Pr. asne = OF.
limn; F. dne) = Gr. toof (orig. "ooi'of f), an ass;
perhaps ult. of Semitic origin ;

cf . Heb. athon, a
she-ass. Cf. G. ousel, esp. in eomp. keller-assel

(also keller-esel), a wood-louse, so named from
its color, < L. asellus, a little ass, dim. of asinus;
cf. Gr. wof, a wood-louse.] 1. A golidungulate
quadruped of the family Equidai, the Equus usi-

ntts. This animal has long ears, a short mane, and a tail

covered with long hairs at the end. It Is usually ash-col-

ored, with a black cross over the shoulders, formed by a
longitudinal and a transverse dark streak. The tame or
domestic ass is patient, and carries a heavy burden. It is

slow, but very sure-footed, and for this reason very useful
on rough, steep, and hilly ground. The ass is supposed
to be a native of central Asia (by Darwin and others, of

Abyssinia), where vast troops roam over the great deserts
in a wild state. The wild ass is a flue fleet animal, and
is accounted the noblest game in Persia, where its flesh
is prized as venison is with us. The domesticated ass has
become the type of obstinacy ami stupidity. See jackass.
2. Any wild species of the subgenus Asinus,
as the dziggetai or hemione, onager, etc. 3. A
dull, heavy, stupid fellow; a dolt; a fool; a
blockhead.

If this be not a fit of some violent affection, I am an
ass in understanding. Ford, Love's Sacrifice, li. 2.

4. A post in the bridge of a pulp-vat on which
the mold is placed to drain Asses' bridge (pans
asinorum), a name humorously given to the flftn propo-
sition of the first book of Euclid's Elements of Geome-
try. See pons asinorum. Feast of asses. See feast.
-The TWO Asses, the stars v and 6 of the constellation
Cancer on either side of the nebula Pncsepe. See Asellus.

ass2 (as), n. [Scotch form of asM.} Ashes.
ass3 (as), n. A unit of weight in use in differ-
ent parts of Germany until the adoption of the
metric system. It was equal to 5 centigrams,
or three quarters of a grain troy.
assacu (as'a-ko), . [Braz.] A euphorbiaceous
tree of South America, Hura crepitans, the bark
and sap of which contain a very acrid poisonous
principle. Applied to the skin the milky sap produces
a pustular eruption ; the natives prepare from it a poison-
ous drink, also used as an anthelmiutic. The seeds are
most violently purgative. A decoction of the bark is used
as a remedy for elephantiasis, and the pounded leaves are
used for rheumatism.

assafetida, n. See asafetida.

assagai (as'a-gi), n. [Also written assegai, as-

sagay, assegay, and formerly assagaie, azagaia
(also zagaye, sagaie, < F. zagaie), and early mod.
E. archtgaye(< F. arehegaie, archigaie, arcigaye);
< F. azegaye, azagaue, < Pg. azagaia, Sp. asa-

gaya (Sp. formerly also without the art., zagaya,
> It. zagaglia, F. zagaie, above), < Ar. az-zaghd-
yah, < al, the, + zaghayah, a spear: a native
Berber word. Cf. lancegay.} A slender spear
or lance of hard wood, usually having an iron
head : now most commonly applied to the throw-
ing-spear or javelin used in battle by the na-

Upon a signal the Zulus rush<'<! I>I>M their unarmed
^'llt 'Ms. anil u**<f<i<ti,-<l tlli-lu to the la^t mall.

Wfflminstfr Htr., CXXVI. 17:i.

assagai-wood (as'a-gi-wud), n. The wood of
a coruaceous tree of southern Africa, Curtixiu

fiii/inea, of which the Zulus make their spears.
assai' (as-sii/i), rule. [It., very, much, enough,
< Ml., nit .inti.i: I,, ml, to; satis, enough. See

assetlt, assets.} In music, very: as, allegro assai,

very quick ; adagio assai, very slow.

assai- (a-si'), . [Braz.] A native name in

Brazil of several species of palms of the genus
'

(which see). The ii-niMi (that is. fuls,-

is the iseontnua Camana. Assai-i is a drink pre-
pared from the nuts of E. oleracea.

assail (a-sal'), v. t. [< ME. assailen, asailen

(later often by apheresis saile), < OF. agaillir,

asiilir, later amiaillir= l'r. asttlir, #.f//<i'r= It. as-

salire, < ML. assalire, adsalire, assail, for L. *-

silire, adsilire, leap upon, < ad, to, + salire, leap,

jump, rush forth: see salient. Cf. assault.} 1.

To fall upon with violence
;
assault

;
attack.

With greedy furee he gan the fort t' axmit. Spenter.

The covert of some enclosed ground in the rear en.-iiil. ->\

a party to steal round and aitfcfiil them unexpectedly in

flank. K. W. liixun, Hist. Church of Eng., III. 74.

2. To attack with reasoning, arguments, cen-

sure, abuse, criticism, appeals, entreaties, or

anything that bears upon the mind or feelings:
as, to assail an obnoxious person with jeers.
The prince next atmiled the baron upon the subject of

settling his estate on his daughter. Scott.

The really efficient weapons with which the philosophers
atutaikd the evangelical faith were borrowed from the

evangelical morality. Macaulay, Von Kanke.

The metaphysical doctrine assailed by Ilium- tended,
when carried to its logical extreme, to identify reality
with reason. /,.-.*//< Stephen, Eng. Thought, i. 64.

3. To fall upon; bring something to bear upon
or against; come in contact with: as, the snip
was assailed by a severe storm.

Sit down awhile,
And let us once again assail your ears.

SAa*-., Hamlet, i. 1.

When trouble did thee sore
assail,

On me then didst thou call. Milton, Ps. Ixxxi.

= 8yn. 1. Attack, Set upon, Fall upon, Assail, Assault.

Attack, literally to fasten to, is the most general of these
words. Set upon and fall upon have the vigor of short
and familiar words, and they express a sudden, energetic
attack. Assail and assault, literally to leap or spring at,
are to attack vehemently and perhaps suddenly. Assault
is the stronger of the two, and is especially used of at-

tacks with personal violence, as with fists, stones, etc. All
five of these words may be extended to warfare, and to
contests and struggles of any kind.

This king's [Menephtah's] first experience in war was
against an army of wider nationality than had ever before
attacked Egypt. H. S. Osborn, Ancient Egypt, p. 74.

He look'd, and more amazed
Than if seven men had set upon him, saw
The maiden standing in the dewy light.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

My lord is weary with the flght before,
And they will/uK upott him unawares.

Tennyson, Geraint.

The indignation which arms itself with secret forces
does not awaken until we are pricked and stung and sorely
assailed. Emerson, Compensation.
Then they assaulted one of the gates, which they burned :

but only to find that the defenders had raised a more
formidable barrier behind it.

S. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., III. 64.

assailable (a-sa'la-bl), a. [< assail + -able.}

Capable of being assailed, attacked, or invaded.

He lived among a generation of sinners, whose con-
sciences were not assailable by smooth circumlocutions,
and whose vices required the scourge and the hot iron.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., II. 86.

assailant (a-sa'lant), a. and n. [< F. assaillant,

ppr. of assaillir : see assail &nd -ant1 .} I. a. 1.

Assaulting; attacking; invading with violence.
Milton. 2. In her., same as salient.

n. 11. One who assails, attacks, or assaults.

The wise man throws himself on the side of his assail-
ants. It is more his interest than it is theirs to find his
weak point. Emerson, Compensation.

assailer (a-sa'ler), n. [< ME. assailour, assail-

your, < OF. assailleor, < assaillir: see assail.}
One who assails.

assailment (a-sal'ment), . [< assail + -ment.}
An assault

;
an attack. [Rare.]

His most frequent assailment was the headache.
Johnson, Pope.

assai-palm (a-sl'pam), n. Same as 11.1x111-.

assamar (as'a-mar), w. [< L. assus, roasted, +
atnarus, bitter.]

"
A bitter substance produced

by roasting in the air such substances as sugar,

assassinate

meat, bread, grain, etc., until they turn brown.
Huron roii Hi ii-ln iiliiirh.

Assamese (as-a-im-s' or -mez'), <t. and w. [<
.Ixxiiiii + -CM.] I. . Pertaining to Assam or
its inhabitants.

II. n. .ling. andp?. A native or the natives
of Assam, an eastern province of British India

adjoining Burma and Tibet.

assapant, assapanict Ois-a-pan', -ik), . [N.
Amer. hid.] The native name of the Amarieu
Mying-squirrel, H<-iiii-iij>/i-rn.i rotm-i l/<i. Also nx-

.III/KI n it-/:, iixiiijihan.
assart (a-siirt'), v. t. [< AF. assarter, OF. es-

sarter, < ML. esartiire, exsartare (freq. of "ex-

sarire), grub up, < ex, out, + sartare for "suri-

tare, freq. of L. mnn; .nirrirr, pp. .inrrilim, hoe,
weed, grub.] In Eng. Itnt; to grub up (trees
and bushes) ; clear (wood-land),
assart (a-sftrf ), . [Now also essart; < AF.

', OF. essart (> law L. assarta, assartus,

, < ML. exartiiiii, prop. neut. of "rtur-

titx, pp. of "exarire, 'exsarire: see assart, v.} In

Eng. law : (a) The act of grubbing up trees and
bushes in a forest. This act, as destroying thi.k. i,

and coverts, was in some circumstances forbidden by law.

(6) A tree grubbed up by the roots, (c) A piece
of land cleared, as by grubbing.

In those districts, and in many others in the neighbour-
hood, the copyhold lands which have been reclaimed from
the forest-waste are known as "OMrarMands."

C. Elton, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. m.
assaryt, . [< Gr. aaoapiov.} The Roman cop-
per coin called as.

assassin (a-sas'in), . [< F. assassin = Pr. as-
sassin = Sp. asesino = Pg. It. assassino, < ML.
assassinus, prop, one of the Assassini, Assasini,
Assessini, Aseisini (also Asasi, Haussasi; cf. OF.
Assaeis, Hassasis, MGr. Xaaiatot, pi., from the
Ar. sing.), < Ar. Hashshdxhin and Ha&hishiyytn,
the order or sect of the Assassins, lit. hashish-
eaters (so called because the agents selected
to do murder were first intoxicated with hash-

ish), pi. of liii.ili.ilin.iii and hn.ihi.ilii i/i/. hashish-

eater, < hashish, hashish : see hashish.} 1. \cap.}One of the Assassins, a military and religious
order in Syria, founded in Persia by Hassan ben
Sabbah about the year 1090. A colony migrated from
Persia to Syria, settled in various places, with their chief
seat on the mountains of Lebanon, and became remarkable
for their secret murders in blind obedience to the will of
their chief. Their religion was a compound of Magianism,
Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism. One article
of their creed was that the Holy Spirit resided in their
chief and that his orders proceeded from God himself.
The chief of the sect is best known by the denomination
old man of the mountain (Arabic sheikh al-jebal, chief of
the mountains). These barbarous chieftains' and their fol-

lowers spread terror among nations far and near for al-

most two centuries. In the time of the crusades they
mustered to the number of 50,000, and presented a formi-
dable obstacle to the arms of the Christians. They were
eventually subdued by the sultan Bibars about 1272.

2. One who undertakes, for a reward previous-
ly agreed on, to put another person to death
by surprise or secret assault

; nence, one who
kills, or attempts to kill, by treacherous vio-

lence; a murderer. 3f. [With allusion to its
'

killing
'
effect. ] A breast-knot, or similar deco-

ration worn in front. Ladies1

Diet., London,
1694.

assassin! (a-sas'in), v. t. [< F. assassiner, assas-

sinate, worry, vex, = It. assassinare, assassinate,
< ML. assassinare; from the noun.] To mur-
der; assassinate.

With him that assastines his parents.
Stulingjteet, Sermons, p. 502.

assassinacyt (a-sas'i-na-si), n. [< as8as8ina(te)
+ -cy.} The act of assassinating. Hammond.

assassinantt (a-sas'i-nant), n. [< F. assassi-

nant, ppr. of assassiner: see assassin, v.} An
assassin.

assassinate (a-sas'i-nat), v.
; pret. and pp. as-

sassinated, ppr. assassinating. [< ML. assassi-

natus, pp. of assassinare : see assassin, t).] I.

trans. 1. To kill or attempt to kill by surprise
or secret assault

;
murder by sudden or treach-

erous violence.

Help, neighbours, my house Is broken open, . . . and I

am ravished and like to be assassinated. Dryden.

2f. To assault
;
maltreat.

Such usage as your honourable lords
Afford me, assassinated and betray'd.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1109.

3. Figuratively, to blight or destroy treacher-

ously; overthrow by foul or unfair means:
as, to assassinate a person's character or repu-
tation. = Syn. 1. Stay, Murder, etc. See KB.

II. intrans. To commit murder by assassina-
tion.

Where now no thieves assassinate.

Sandys, Paraphrase of Judges, v.
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assassinatet (a-sas'i-nat), n. [< F. assrtsxiiutt,

assassination, '< ML. assassinattts, < assassinare :

see assassinate, v.} 1. Assassination; murder-
ous assault.

If I hail made an assassinate upon your father.

B. Jonxon, Epicene, ii. 1.

2. An assassin.

Seize him for one of the assassinates. Dryden.

assassination (a-sas-i-na'shon), w. [< assassi-

nate + -ion.} The act of assassinating; the

act, especially of a hired emissary, of killing or

murdering by surprise or secret assault; mur-
der by treacherous violence.

assassinative (a-sas'i-na-tiv), . [< assaminatc
+ -ire.} Inclined to assassinate. Carlylc.

assassinator (a-sas'i-na-tor), n. 1. An assas-

sin. 2. In canon lam, one who hires another
to kill a third person by surprise or secret as-

sault. He loses the right of sanctuary and all other ec-

clesiastical immunity, and is subjected to excommunica-
tion, and, by the letter of the law, to confiscation of goods
or even to deprivation of personal rights, including that
of security of life : these penalties could be imposed even
when the attempted assassination fell short of its effect.

The law was first made against those employing infidels to
murder Christians, but almost immediately and a fortiori

extended to Christians as against any person, whether
Christian or not, who was allowed to live in the state.

The peculiar malice of the crime was placed in its being
secret murder for hire. Technically it was unknown to
the civil law.

assassinoust (a-sas'i-nus), a. [< assassin +
-ous.} Murderous; treacherous.

To smother them in the basest and most assassinous
manner. Milton, On Ormond's Letter, 561 (Ord MS.).

assationt (a-sa'shon), n. [< F. assation, < ML.
'assatio(n-), < LL. "assare, roast, < L. assus, roast-

ed, perhaps for arsus, pp. of ardere, burn, be on
fire.] A roasting.
Assation is a concoction of the inward moisture by heat.

Burton, Anat. of Mel.

assault (a-salf), n. [The I has been restored,
as in fault, vault, etc.

; < ME. assaut, asaut,
asaute (also by apheresis saut, later sault), OF.
assaut, assalt, asalt, F. assaut = Pr. assaut =
Sp. asalto = Pg. It. assalto, < ML. assaltus, as-

sault, attack, < assalire, assail: see assail.} 1.
An attack or violent onset with physical means ;

an onslaught; especially, a sudden and vigor-
ous attack on a fortified post.

Able to resist
Satan's assaults, and quench his fiery darts.

Milton, P. L., xii. 492.

In military art . . . more is oftentimes effected by regu-
lar approaches than by an open assault.

Washington, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 454.

Specifically 2. In law, an unlawful attack

upon the person of another
;
an attempt or offer

to dp violence to another, coupled with present
ability to effect it, but irrespective of whether
the person is touched or not, as by lifting the
fist or a cane in a threatening manner, if the
person is struck, the act is called assault and battery. In
Scotland this distinction is not regarded. Assaults are
variously punished.
3. An attack with other than physical force,
as by means of legislative measures, by argu-
ments, invective, appeals, etc. : as, an assault

upon the constitution of government; an as-
sault upon one's reputation.

I would have thought her spirit had been invincible
against all assaults of affection. Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3.

Assault Of or at arms, the attack made upon each other
by the opposite parties in fencing or in military exercises.
= Syn. Charge, Onslaught, etc. See onset

assault (a-salf), v. t. [< late ME. assaute,
asaute (arid by apheresis saute, later sault), < OF.
asauter, later assaulter = Sp. asaltar = Pg. as-
saltar = It. assaltare, < ML. assaltare, < L. ad,
to, upon, + saltare, leap: see the noun.] 1. To
attack by physical means

;
fall upon with vio-

lence or with a hostile intention : as, to assault
a man, a house, a town.

Look in upon me then, and speak with me,
Or, naked as I am, I will assault thee.

Shak., Othello, v. 2.

Specifically 2. In laic, to attempt or offer to
do violence to another, with present ability to
accomplish it. See assault, n., 2. 3. To attack
with other than physical force

;
assail with argu-

ments, complaints, hostile words, etc.

The cries of babes new-born . . .

Assault his ears. Dryden.
= Syn. Attack, Set upon, etc. (see assail); to storm. See
attack.

assaultable (a-sal'ta-bl), a. [Early mod. E.
assautable; < 'assault + -able.} Capable of be-
ing assaulted.
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assaultant (a-sal'taut), a. [< OF. assaitltant,

ppr. of ctssautter: see assault, and cf. assailant.}
Same as assailant, 1.

assaulter (a-sal'ter), . One who assaults or

violently attacks
;
an assailant.

assautt, n. Older spelling of assault.

assay (a-sa'), . [< ME. assay, assai, asaye,
asaie (and by apheresis say), < OF. assai, assay =
Pr. assai, assag= Cat. assatg= Sp. asayo= It. as-

saggio, "<ii/</io ; also, with variation of the same
prefix, OF. cssai (> E. essay, q. v.) = Pr. essai =
Cat. ensatg = Sp. ensayo = Pg. ensaio (ML. reflex

assagium, assaia, essagium, essai/nm), < LL. ex-

agium, a weighing (cf. examen (for *exagmen),
a weighing, examination), < *exagere, exigere,

weigh, try, prove, measure, examine : see ex-

amen, examine, and exigent, and cf. the doublet

essay. For the prefix, see a*-3 , e*-1
, ex-.} It.

Examination
;
trial

; attempt ; essay.
Neither is it enough to have taken a slender taste or

(txxay thereof. Udall, Pref. to Luke.

This cannot be,

By no assay of reason. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

He hath made an assay of her virtue.

Shak., M. for II., iii. 1.

Hence 2t. Trial by danger; risk; adventure.

Through many hard assayes which did betide.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 35.

3t. Trial; tribulation; affliction.

She heard with patience all unto the end,
And strove to maister sorrowfull assay.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 27.

assemblation

Specifically 3. An officer of the mint, whose
duty is to test bullion and coin.

assay-furnace (a-sa'fer"nas), n. A simple form
of furnace and muffle for heating metals in

cupels.
assaying (a-sa'ing), . The act or art of test-

ing metals, ores, or alloys in order to ascertain
the quantity of gold or silver or any other
metal present in them. There are two modes of as-

saying, one of which is sometimes employed to corroborate
the other. The one is called the humid or wet process, in

which the solution of the metals is effected by means of

acids, after which those sought for are precipitated by
proper reagents. The other is called the dry process, and
is performed by the agency of fire. The first is generally
employed for the purpose of estimating the quantity of gold
or silver in an alloy, and the second is chiefly applied to
ores. Tests are also made by comparison of -specific grav-
ities, and by the color of the streak or trace made by rub-

bing the ore upon a rough surface. In Great Britain each
article of silver or gold plate is assayed at Goldsmiths' Hall
previously to being sold, in order to determine the exact
richness of the metal of which it is made. See hall-mark.

assay-master (a-sa'mas"ter), M. 1. An as-

sayer ;
a chief officer appointed to try the weight

and fineness of the precious metals. 2. An
officer appointed, in the provincial period in

Massachusetts, to test the quality of potash and
pearlash intended for export, or the composition
of the worms and still-heads used in distilling.
asse 1

t, ii. Obsolete spelling of ass1
.

asse2 (as), . A name of the caama, a small
African fox, Vulpes caama.

assealt, ". t. [< ME. asselen. aselen, var. of eii-

selen: see enseal.} Same as enseal.

is'er), n. An old name for the

ore or a mineral, or in coin or bullion See as-

-5. The substance tc.be assayed . Ure.- ' ,
ow

- '

it. 8t. Value; ascertained purity: as, "stones
r,f nl <,,, n , ... 1? n TV \. i *of rich assay,' Denser,

F. Q., IV. x. 15.-Annual
assay, an annual official trial of gold and silver coin
to ascertain whether the standard of fineness and weight
of coinage is maintained. At all assayst. (a) At every
trial or in every juncture; always. (6) At all hazards;
ready for every event. Cup of assay, the small cup with
which the assay of wine, etc., was made. (See 7.) Put It
In assay 1

,
make the trial or experiment, =Syn. 4. Assay,

Analysis. Assay is the analysis of metals, and is thus'a
word of narrower signification than analysis (which see).

assay (a-sa'), v. [< ME. assayen asayen, asaien

(later also.by apheresis saye, say), <OF. assayer.
asaier = Pr. assatar, assatjar = Sp. asayar =
It. astaggmre ; also, with variation of the same
prefix, OF. essayer (> E. essay, q. v.) = Pr.

essawr, ensatar = Cat. ensajar = Sp. ensayar=
Pg. ensatar; from the>noun.] I trans. 1. To
examine by trial

; put to test or trial
; try the

8> ^ arm r ' C

Soft words to his fierce passion she assay'd.
Milton, f. L., x. 865.

Here, too, our shepherd-pipes we first assay'd.
M. Arnold, Thyrsis.

Specifically 2. To make trial of or analyze,
as an ore or metallic compound, with the view
of determining the proportion of a particular
metal present in it. 3. To attempt; endeavor;
essay : often with an infinitive as object.

The 28th day of October the walls were made low and
the town assaultable. Hall, Henry VIII., an. 15.

Is the breach made assaultable ?

Massinger, Maid of Honour, ii. 3.

The first part I have told you in the three sermons past,
in which I have assayed to set forth my plough, to prove
what I could do. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

She hath assay'd as much as may be proved.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 608.

[Hen. VIII.] effected no more than what his own prede-
cessors desired and assayed in ages past.

Sir T. Broicne, Religio Medici, i. 5.

8n
this sense essay is now commonly used.]

. To endeavor to influence.

Implore her in my voice, that she make friends
To the strict deputy ; bid herself assay him.

Shak., M. for II., i. 3.

5t. To affect
;
move.

When the hart is ill assayde.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., August.

II. intrans. To make an attempt or endeavor;
try. [Now more commonly essay. ~\

assayable (a-sa'a-bl), a. [< assay + -able.}
Capable of being assayed or tested.

assay-balance (a-sa'bal"ans), n. A very ac-
curate balance used by assayers.

assayer (a-sa'er), . [< ME. assayer, assaior,
assaiour, < AF. assaior, assaiour : see assay and
-eri.] It. One who tries, tests, or attempts.
2. One who assays metals

;
one who examines

metallic ores or alloys for the purpose of de-
termining the quantity of any particular metal,
particularly of gold or silver, present in them.

Those assecurances which they give in the Popish
Church. Sheldon, Miracles, p. 320.

assecurationt (as"e-ku-ra'shon), . [< ML.
assecuratio(n-), < assecurare, pp. asseciiratus, as-
sure: see assccure.} Assurance; a making se-
cure or sure.
How far then reaches this amecuration ! so far as to ex-

clude all fears, all doubting? Bp. Hall, Sermons, xliii.

assecuret (as-e-kur'), v. t. [< ML. assecurare,
assume, { L. ad, to, 4- secitrus, secure, sure.

Doublet, assure, q. v.] To make secure
;
make

sure or certain.

Sin is not helped but by being ansecured of pardon.
Hooker, Eccles. Pol., vi. 6.

assecutiont (as-e-ku'shon), . [< L. as if *asse-

cutio(n-), < assecutus, pp. of assequi, follow up,
reach, obtain, < ad, to, -r- sequi, follow : see se-

quent.} An obtaining or acquiring.
His first [benefice] . . . is immediately void by his asse-

cutian of a second. Ayli/e, Parergon, p. 115.

assegai, n. and r. See assagai.
asseget, *'. and n. See assiege.

asseizet, i

1

. t. To seize. Marlowe. [Rare.]
asself (a-self), f. t. [< s-i + self.} I. To take
to one's self; appropriate; adopt. 2. To as-
similate: as, to asself aliment. [Rare in both
uses.]

assemblage (a-sem'blaj), . [< F. assemblage, <

assembler, assemble: see assemble1 and -age.}
1. The act of assembling or the state of being
assembled; association.

In sweet assemblage every blooming grace. Fenton.

2. A collection of individuals or of particular
things : as, an assemblage of noted men

;
an as-

semblage of various materials. 3. The act of

fitting together, as parts of a machine; in carp.
and joinery, a union of parts or pieces by fram-
ing, dovetailing, etc. See assembling.
The exterior plank [f. e., planking] of our large wooden

war ships was divided into a number of distinct assem-
blages, each having a special designation.

Thearle, Naval Arch., 212.

assemblance '

t (a-sem'blans), . [< OF. assem-
blance = It. assembranza : see assemble1 and
-ance.} An assemblage ; an assembly.

To weete the cause of their assemblaunce wide.

Spenser, F. Q., V. iv. 21.

assemblance-t (a-sem'blans), n. [< OF. as-
semblance (Roquefort), ("assembler, resemble:
see assemble2 and -ance.} Representation ;

like-
ness

; semblance.
Care I for the . . . big assemblance of a man ? Give me

the spirit. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2.

assemblationt, . A gathering; a meeting.
Roger North, Examen. [Rare.]



assemble

assemble 1
(a-sein'bl), c. : pret.nnd |>|>.

h/i'il, i>|ir. nnxi'iiibliiii/. (< Ml'). tiH.ii-iiilili'ii. iixi in-

hli n, asm-mil n. usi mil n . < ( )F. u.ft nilili r, IIKSI inlili r,

axsamlilrr = I'r. imxriuhliir, imrinlilar, 11*1 nilur =
OSp. aneniblitr = It. iixttemhliiri . nx^iinlirin-i .<
ML. UKuiiuiil'ii'i', bring together tin I-. tin 1 same
as amiuiiliin : see asxniibli'-), < L. '('/. In. +
Kimiil, lordlier. Also by njihcrois .-niiililr 1

.

Ct. assemble'-.] I. trims. 1. lo collect into one

place or body; brine; or call together; convene
;

congregate.
Thither lie iiwnilil'-'l all histrain. Mittini, P. I.., \.7H7.

2. To fit together. See iisxciiili/iiii/. 2. 3t. To
join or couple, as one with another, or as in

sexual intercourse. =Syn. 1. To convene, collect, i
-

^K'4:ite, Illllstcr, convoke.

II, iiilnniK. 1. To meet or come together;
convene, as a number of individuals: as, "the
churls iissfiiilili;'' ]>r//dfii, ^Kncid, vii. 2f. To
meet in battle; fight.=Syn. 1. To gather, get to-

gt t her, muster, comvnc.
assemble't (a-sem'bl), . [< assemble 1

,
c. Cf.

ti.wiiihli/.] An assembly.
assemble'-'t (a-sem'bl), P. t. [Late ME. assatn-

lili ; < ( )!'. itxxi miller; cf. Pg. assi-im Ihur, (isnimi-

Id r = It. iiK.iiiiiii/lidre, resemble; < L. axxiniii-

larc, assimilarc, make like, consider like, com-
pare, < ad, to, + nimilis, like (related to si mid.

together; cf. asxnulilf 1

i : see assimilate. Also

by apheresis semble-.] 1. To be similar to;
resemble.
For the world assenMeth the see.

Caxtun, Golden Legend, p. 114. (X. K. /).)

2. To liken or compare.
Bribes may be assent tilett to pitch.

iMiiniff, Sermons before Eilw. VI. (Arber), p. 151.

assembler (a-sem'bler), ii. 1. One who assem-
bles. 2. Specifically, a workman who assem-
bles or fits together the different parts of a

machine, as of a watch. See assembling, 2. 3t.
One who takes part in an assembly ;

a member
of an assembly.
assembling (a-sem'bling) n. 1. A collecting
or meeting together.

>'ot forsaking the asuemliliiiif of ourselves together, as
the manner of some Is. Heb. x. Sii.

2. The act of fitting together parts of ma-
chines and instruments, such as sewing-ma-
chines, guns, microscopes, watches, etc., espe-
cially when duplicate parts are so exactly
made as to be interchangeable.
assembling-bolt (a-sem'bling -bolt), n. A
screw-bolt for holding together the several

parts of a machine or tool.

assembly (a-setn'bli), .
; pi. assemblies (-bliz).

[< ME. assemble, assemblayc, asscmblee, < OF.
axsemblee, F. assemblee (= Sp. asamblea = Pg.
assembled), meeting, coming together, < assem-

bler, meet: see assemble*.] 1. The act of as-

sembling, or the state of being assembled or

gathered together.
A Triennial Bill enforced the assembly of the Houses

every three years, and bound the sheriffs and citizens to

proceed to election if the Royal writ failed to summon
them. J. R. Greene, Short Hist. Eng., p. 524.

2. A company of persons gathered together in
the same place, and usually for the same pur-
pose, whether religious, political, educational,
or social

;
an assemblage.

At length there issued from the grove !>ehind
A fair assembly of the female kind.

Dryiien, Flower and Leaf, 1. 154.

Another assembly, composed of representatives chosen
by the people In all parts, gives free access to the whole na-
tion, and communicates all its wants, knowledge, projects,
and wishes to government. J. Adams, Works, IV. 288.

The Popular AssenMy and the Popular Court of Justice
are in principle the same institution

; they are gatherings
of the freemen of the community for different public
purposes. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 173.

3. Specifically () [cnp.] The name given
to the lower house of the legislature in sev-
eral of the United States and in some of the
British colonies. (6) A company of persons
of both sexes met for dancing ; a ball

; espe-
cially, a ball the expenses of which are defrayed
by the subscriptions of those who take part in it.

Her girls . . . appeared perseveringly at the Winchester
and Southampton OMmwiM; they penetrated to Cowes
for the race-balls and regatta-gaieties there.

Tliarkeray, Vanity Fair, xxxix.

4. Milit.: (a) The second beating of the drum
before a march, upon which the soldiers strike
their tents. (6) A drum-beat or bugle-call to

bring troops together at an appointed place.
Lagache . . . thought it best to test the loyalty of the

OMgOOBA !>>' sounding the ttwiiifilif.

Quarterly Jteu., CLXIII. 100.

5t. An assemblage or collection of inanimate
objects.

To Venice herself, or to anj .if the little assriiiltlii of
islands about her. lloii'rtl, letters, i. 1.

Assembly of Divines at Westminster, commonly .all

i-d the II '. ':,!<,:,-!' -i- Axiii'tnlitit. a c.'iiv'icati.iit summoned
l.v the bin-' Parliament to advise for I be .settling of the
government and the liturgy of tin- church of England.

1

Most of its memliers were Presliv terians. and nearly all

were Calvinists. H met .Inly 1,1648, and continued its

MS- inns till February *!, IIHII. Tbe chief fruits of its la-

bors were the Director.! of Public Woiship. the I'.mfcs-

si. in of Faith, and the Larger and Shorter ratechlsms,
uhi.-li ui re rejected ill Knglalnl, but established in Scot-
land. Black Assembly, in the I niversitv of Cambridge,
the great convocation. General Assembly. <> The
highest ecclesiastical tribunal .if cbiirebesof the I'resbyte
rian order, meeting annually, and c..mp..seii of mini>t.i-
and ruling elders delegated by each presbytery vvitliin

their respective national Uuuidx. (I:) In many of the
I nil.d States, the i-ollectivt- title of the legislature. (<)
In New Jersey, the lower bouse .if the legislature. Legis-
lative Assembly. (") The collective title of the legis-

lature ill the State of Oregon and the territories of the
Inited States; also, the title of tbe lower house or of the

single legislative body in many of the British colonies. (6)
In French hist., the legislative boilles of 1791-2, 1849-51, as
distinguished from the National Assembly of 1789-1791.
National Assembly, in French hist., the first of the

revolutionary assemblies, in session 1789-1791. The States

General, elected in 1789, were opened .May 5, 1789, and in

June the third estate assumed the title of National As-

sembly and absorbed the two remaining estates. Its chief
work was the furmati.in of the constitution, whence ft is

als.i called the Ctinxtittti'iit AHXI'IHO[II,

assemblyman (a-sem'bli-man), n.
; pi. assem-

lili/nii -ii (-men). [< assembly "+ man.'} A mem-
ber of a legislative assembly. [U. S.]

assembly-room (a-sem'bli-rom), n. A room in
which persons assemble, especially for dancing.
See assembly.

assenH, " An obsolete plural of ass1
. Chaucer.

assen'2t, An obsolete plural of ash*.

assent (a-senf), r. [< ME. asxenten, asenten

(later also by apheresis sente), < OF. asenter, as-

xen'er (< L. assentari, adsentari. irreg. freq. of

assentiri), also assentir, F. assentir, < L. awenti-

re, more frequently deponent, axsentiri, assent

to, approve, consent, < ad, to, + sent/re, feel, ") E.

sent, now spelled improp. scent: see scent and
sense, and cf. consent, dissent, and resent.] I. 'n-

trans. To admit a proposition as true ; express
an agreement of the mind to what is alleged or

proposed ;
concur

; acquiesce : with to before
an object.
The Jews also assented, saying that these, things were so.

Acts xxiv. 9.

We cannot assent to a proposition without some intelli-

gent apprehension of it ; whereas we need not understand
it at all In order to infer it.

J. H. A'emnan, Grain, of Assent, p. 0.

= Syn. To agree, subscribe.

II. t trans. To agree to
; approve ;

determine.

Here wyfes wolde it wel assente.

Chaucer, Oen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 374.

assent (a-senf), n. [< ME. assent, asent, < as-
sen ten

,
dsen ten

, the verb : see assen t,v.] 1 . The
act of the mind in admitting or agreeing to the
truth of a proposition proposed for acceptance.
Faith is the assent tn any proposition on the credit of

the proposer. Locke.

2. Consent; concurrence; acquiescence; agree-
ment to a proposal : as, the bill before the house
has the assent of a great majority of the mem-
bers.

Without the king's assent or knowledge,
Vou wrought to be a legate. Shot., Hen. VIII., ill. 2.

No parish-business in the place could stir,
Without direction or assent from her.

Crabbe, The Parish Register.

3. Accord
; agreement ; approval.
Virtue engages his assent,
But Pleasure wins his heart.

Cmcper, Human Frailty.

Too many people read this ribaldry with assent and ad-
miration. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xx.

4t. Opinion.
Thou art oon of his assent.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 296.

Royal assent, in F.ngland, the approbation given by the
sovereign in Parliament to a bill which has passed both
houses, after which it becomes law. This assent may be
given in two ways: (a) In person,when the sovereign conies
to the House of Peers, the Commons are sent for, and the
titles of all the hills which have passed are read. The royal
assent is declared in Norman-"French by the clerk of the
Parliament. (6) By letters patent under the great seal,
signed by the sovereign, and notified in his or her absence.
A money-bill, or bill of supply, passed by the House of

Commons, is presented by the Speaker for the royal assent.
= Syn. Assent, Content, Concurrence, Acquiescence, accept-
ance, adherence. Assent is primarily an act of the under-
standing : consent is distinctly the act of the will : as, I

assent to that proposition ; I consent to his going. Bax-
ter speaks of justifying faith as the assenting trust of the
understanding and the consenting trust of the will. As-
sent is not yet altogether excluded from the field of the
will, but tends to express a feebler action of the will than
it formerly did, or than consent does. Compare Luke xxiii.
24 (margin i. "Pilate assented that It should be as they re-

quired," with the formal consent in the royal assent to a

assert

bill. Concurrence is a running of minds in the same chan-
nel, an agreement in opinion ..r decisi.,n. .1,

a state or act of quiet submission to a decision, an act, or
tbe prevalence .it all opinion, because it is near enough
1. 1 .Hie s wishes, ..I ll.it worth resisting, in imp. issilile t.i re
sist. lillt nut liecallse it is entire!) acc.-ptuM. .

.\**<-nt I have des. rilied tu l.e a mental assertion; in iu
very nature then it is .if tbe mind, ami not i>t tin lips.

./. //. .\<'ll-niiln. (ilalll. i.f Assent, p. 11.

If any faction of men will require the ./..-./// an.l -

.if other men to a vast number of disputable and uninsti
tilted things, and, it may be, a mathematical lalseli t

ain.ing the Hist of them, and nttcrh leii.'iin.t all I hi i-tian

communion with all that shall n.'.t give that ..../,( an.l

<-'>i<*'-iit, we look HJKIU those to lie separatists; we dare
not to U' so narrow spirited.

c. Mutlifi: Mag. < hri., Int. to 111.

The necessity, under which the jury in placi.l bo

unanimously, in order to tlnd a verdict, act as the pi.

disposing cause of r.,,1,-,1, ,;,,,> iii siime < .mini. HI -ipii

Calhi.ini, Works, I. m.

The showman rubs his brow impulsively, . . . but final-

ly, with the inevitable n<-<i<n, -,--.v,,o nt all public servant*.
resumes bis c.ni|iosnre and goes on.

Htui'tlinrn:-. Main Street.

assentantt (a-seu'tant), a. and n. [< ME. nx-
xi it/limit. < OF. ii.ixcntant, assentant, ppr. of
assenter: see assent, r., and -ant 1

. Doublet.

iifixi'iiliciit.] I. a. Assenting; agreeing.
II. H. One who assents or agrees.

assentation (as-en-ta'shou), . [< L. axm iitn-

liii(ii-), flattery, servile assent, < asseiitnn.

pp. UKXftitdttix, flatter, assent in everything,
irreg. freq. of assentiri, assent, agree: see an-

xcnt, t\] The act of assenting; especially, ob-

sequious assent to the opinion of another; flat-

tery; adulation.

It Is a fearful presage of ruin when the prophets con-

spire In assentation. BJI. Hall, Death of Allah.

Words smooth and sweeter-sounded are to lie used,
rather than rough or harsh, as adore for worship, nssen-
tativn for flattery. 1 nstructwiisfur Oratory (1682), p. 2.

f
>.

assentatort (as'en-ta-tor). H. [< L. assentator,
< assentari, natter: see assentation.] One who
assents or consents; especially, one who as-
sents obsequiously ;

a flatterer. .Sir T. Elyot.

assentatorilyt (a-sen'ta-to-ri-li), adv. In the
manner of an assentator ; with adulation or ob-

sequiousness. Bacon.
assentatoryt (a-sen'ta-to-ri), a. [< L. "asseii-

tatoriujt (implied in adv. axsentatorte), < assen-
ta tor, a flatterer: see assentator."] Pertaining
to or characterized by assentation; flattering;

adulatory.
assenter (a-sen'ter), n. One who assents. See
assen tor.

assentient (a-sen'shient), a. and n. [< L. as-

sentien(t-)x, ppr. of assentiri, assent: see assent,

v."] I. a. Assenting; yielding assent. Quar-
terly Rev.

II. n. One who assents
;
an assenter. North

British Ret:

assentingly (a-sen'ting-li), adv. In a manner
expressing assent ; by agreement.
assentive (a-sen'tiv), a. [< assent + -ire.]

Giving assent
; complying. Savage. [Rare.]

assentmentt (a-sent'meut), w. [< OF. assentt-

meiit, < ML. axsentimentum, assent, < L. assen-

tiri, assent : see assent, r., and -went."] Assent
;

agreement. Sir T. Browne.
assentor (a-sen'tor), n. [< assent + -or; the
usual legal form ; cf. assenter.] One who as-

sents
; specifically, one of the eight voters who

indorse the nomination, by a proposer and sec-

onder, of a candidate for election to the Parlia-
ment of Great Britain and Ireland, as required
by law.

assert (a-sert'), v. t. [< L. assertus, pp. (ML. as-

sertare, freq.) of asserere, adserere, join to, rf-

screre aliquem manit (or simply adserere) in liber-

tatem or in sereitutem, declare one free or a
slave by laying hands upon him, hence free

from, protect, defend, lay claim to, assert, de-

clare, < ad, to, + serere, join, range in a row, =
Gr. flpeiv, bind, fasten: see series and serried.]
It. To bring (into freedom); set (free). [The
original Latin use, asserere in libertatem.]

The people of Israel, Iteing lately oppressed in Egypt,
were asserted by God into a state of liberty.

Sp. Patrick, on Num. xxiil. 2.

2. To vindicate, maintain, or defend by words
or measures; support the cause or claims of;
vindicate a claim or title to : now used only of

immaterial objects or reflexively : as, to assert
our rights and liberties; he asserted himself

boldly.
I could and would myself assert the British from his

scandalous pen. Fuller.

Often, in the parting hour,
Victorious love asserts his power
O'er coldness and disdain.

Scott, Marmion, v. 7.



assert

3. To state as true ;
affirm

;
asseverate ;

aver
;

declare.

There is no proof of what is so commonly asserted, that

the heel is longer in proportion to the foot in Negroes.
Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 419.

To assert one's self, to assume and defend one's rights,

claims, or authority ; exert one's influence ; sometimes, to

thrust one's self forward unduly or obtrusively.

The natural strength and thinness of his nature began
to assert ittttf. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iii. 2.

While the struggle between the Emperor and the Pope
absorbed the strength of both, it became possible for the

people to assert tht'iit*t'l?''s.

J{. Spencer, Priu. of Sociol., 498.

= Syn 2. Assert, Defend, Maintain, Vindicate. Assert

supports a cause or claim aggressively : its meaning is well

brought out in the expression, assert yourself; that is,

make your influence felt. To defend is primarily to drive

back assaults. To maintain is to hold up to the full

amount, defending from diminution : as, to maintain the

ancient customs, liberties, rights. To vindicate is to res-

cue, as from diminution, dishonor, or censure: as, to "vin-

dicate the ways of God to man," Pope, Essay on Man, i. 16.

And as my vassals, to their utmost might,
Assist my person, and assert my right.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 1,000.

It is time now to draw homeward ;
and to think rather

of defending myself, than assaulting others.

Dryden, Pref. to Mock Astrologer.

I will maintain

My truth and honour flrmly. Shak., Lear, v. 3.

If it should at any time so happen that these rights
should be invaded, there is no remedy but a reliance on
the courts to protect and vindicate them.

D. Webster, Convention to Revise the Const., 1821.

3. Assert, Affirm, Declare, Acer, Asseverate (see declare),

allege, protest, avow, lay down. (See protest.) Assert

seems to expect doubt or contradiction of what one

says. Affirm strengthens a statement by resting it upon
one's reputation for knowledge or veracity: as, "she [Rho-

da] constantly affirmed that it was even so," Acts xii. 15.

Declare makes public, clear, or emphatic, especially against
contradiction. Aver is positive and peremptory. Assev-

erate is positive and solemn.

We can assert without assenting.
J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 11.

It is a pure impertinence to affirm with oracular assur-

ance what might perhaps be admissible as a suggestion
offeied with the due diffidence of modest and genuine
scholarship. Svnnburne, Shakespeare, p. 23.

Our Hebrew songs and harps, in Babylon
That pleased so well oun victors' ear, declare

That rather Greece from us these arts derived.

Milton, P. R., iv. 337.

Then all averred I had killed the bird
That brought the fog and mist.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, ii.

It is impossible to calculate the good that such a work
would have done if half which is asseverated had only been

proved. J. J. Blunt.

assertable (a-ser'ta-bl), a. [< assert + -able."]

Capable of being asserted or maintained. Also
assertible.

assertationt (as-er-ta'shon), . [<ML. asserta-

tio(n-), < assertare, pp. assertatus, assert: see

assert."] An assertion. Kir T. More.
assertative (a-ser'ta-tiv), a. [< assert + -ative.]

Assertive.

asserter (a-ser'ter), n. 1. One who asserts or

maintains
;
a champion or vindicator.

Harmodius and Aristogitou had assassinated Hippar-
chus from mere private revenge ; but they were now called

asserters of public liberty. J. Adams, Works, IV. 488.

2. One who asserts or declares
;
one who makes

a positive declaration.
Also assertor.

assertible, . [< assert + -ible."] See assertable.

assertion (a-ser'shpn), n. [< L. assertio(n-),

declaration, < asserere, assert: see assert.] If.
The act of setting free; liberation. 2. The
action of maintaining a cause or a claim: as,
the assertion of one's rights. 3. The act of

stating something to be true.

Assertion unsupported by fact is nugatory. Junius.

4. A positive declaration or averment
;
an un-

supported statement or affirmation : as, his as-

sertion proved to be false.

An assertion is as distinct from a conclusion as a word
of command is from a persuasion or recommendation.

J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 3.

The capacity of jelly [protoplasm] to guide forces, which
Professor Huxley says is a fact of the profoundest signifi-
cance to him, is not a fact at all, but merely an assertion.

Beale, Protoplasm, p. 85.

= Syn. 2. Vindication, defense, maintenance. 3 and 4.

Statement, asseveration, protestation.

assertional (a-ser'shon-al), a, [< assertion +
-al.~\ Pertaining to or of the nature of an as-

sertion; containing an assertion. [Rare.]
assertive (a-ser'tiv), a. [< ML. "assertimts (im-
plied in adv. assertive), < L. assertus, pp. of
asserere: see assert and -ive."] Positive; dog-
matic; affirming confidently; peremptory; af-

firmative.

Proposing them not in a confident and assertive form,
but as probabilities and hypotheses. Qlamntte.

346

assertively (a-ser'tiv-li), adv. In an assertive

manner; affirmatively.
assertiveness (a-ser'tiv-nes), . The quality
of being assertive, or self-assertive.

As for this assertiveness, one should admire it ;
it tends

to the virtue of contentment.
W. Shepherd, Prairie Experiences, p. 114.

assertor (a-ser'tor), n. [< L. assertor, declarer,

advocate, defender, < asserere : see assert.'}

See asserter.

assertorial (as-er-to'ri-al), a. [< LL. asserto-

rius (see assertory) + -a).] Asserting a fact as

true, but not holding it to be necessary. See

assertory, the common form.

assertorially (as-er-to'ri-al-i), adv. In an as-

sertorial manner; as an assertion.

assertoric, assertorical (as-er-tor'ik, -i-kal), .

[< assertor + -ic, -ic-al.] Asserting; assertory;
assertive : as, an assertoric judgment. See as-

sertory.

assertory (a-ser'to-ri), a. [< LL. assertorius, <

L. dusertor": see assertor..] Affirming; main-

taining ; declaratory ;
affirmative

;
assertive.

We have not here to do with a promissory oath : ... it

is the assertory oath that is now under our hand.

Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, ii. 5.

An Assertory Oath is made to a Man before God, and I

must swear so, as man may know what I mean.
Selden, Table-Talk, p. 77.

Assertory proposition, in logic, a proposition stating

something to be true, but not stating it as necessary.

assertress (a-ser'tres), n. [< asserter + -ess.]

A female who asserts.

asservet (a-serv'), v. t. [< L. asservire, serve,

aid, < ad, to, + servire, serve: see serve."] To

help; serve; second. Bailey.
asservilet (a-ser'vil), v. t. [< as-1 + servile.]

To render servile or obsequious.
II] am weary otasserviUmj myself to every man's charity.

Bacon, v. 240 (Ord M.S.).

asses, n. Plural of as^ and of as*1 .

assess (a-ses'), v. t. [< late ME. assesse, also ac-

cesse (whence by apheresis sess, cess), s OF. as-

sesser, < ML. assessare, fix a rate, impose a tax,

freq. of L. assidere, pp. assessus, sit beside, be
assessor to a judge, in ML. fix a rate, impose a

tax, assess (cf. assessor), < L. ad, to, + sedere, sit,

= E. sit. Cf. assize.] 1. To set, fix, or charge a

certain sum upon, by way of tax : as, to assess

each individual in due proportion.
His method of raising supplies was to order some rich

courtier to pay a sum, and then sell this order to some

speculator with the power of torturing the person assessed.

Brougham.

2. To estimate the value or amount of (prop-

erty or income) as a basis for taxation. 3. To
set, fix, or determine : as, it is the province of

a jury to assess damages.
assesst (a-ses'), n. [< assess, v.] Assessment.
assessable (a-ses'a-bl), a. [< assess + -able.]

Capable of being assessed; liable to assess-

ment.

assessably (a-ses'a-bli), adv. By assessment.

assession (a-sesh'iju), n. [< L. assessio(n-), a

sitting by or near, < assidere, sit by or near:
see assess, v.] A sitting beside or together ;

a
session. [Rare.]
assessionary (a-sesh'on-a-ri), a. [< assession

+ -ary.] Of or pertaining to an assession or to

assessors: as, "at the assessionanj court," H.

Carew, Survey of Cornwall. [Rare.]
assessment (a-ses'ment), n. [< ML. assessa-

mentum, < assessare, assess : see assess and -men t.

Also by apheresis sessment.] 1. The act of as-

sessing, determining, or adjusting the amount
of taxation, charge, damages, etc., to be paid
by an individual, a company, or a community.

2. The amount so determined; the tax or

specific sum charged upon a person or prop-
erty: as, an assessment upon stockholders to

pay corporate debts. 3. An official valuation
of property, profits, or income, for purposes of
taxation. 4. The value thus ascertained or

assigned Commissioners of estimate and assess-
ment. See commissioner. Political assessments, in

the United States, contributions of money levied by po-
litical committees upon the office-holders and candidates

belonging to their respective parties, in order to defray
the expenses of a political canvass. Union Assessment
Acts, English statutes of 1862 (25 and 26 Viet. c. 103),
1864 (27 and 28 Viet. c. 39), and 1880 (43 and 44 Viet. c. 7),

which relate to the poor-rates and secure a uniform valua-
tion of parishes in England. = Syn. Impost, Bates, etc.

See tax.

assessor (a-ses'or), n. [Early mod. E. also as-

sessour, < ME. assessour, < OF. assessour, mod.
F. assesseur= Pr. assessor= Sp. asesor= Pg. as-

sessor = It. assessore, < L. assessor, an assis-

tant judge, in ML. also an assessor of taxes, lit.

one who sits by another, < assidere, sit by : see

assident, assess.] 1. One who sits by another;

asseveration

hence, one who shares another's position, rank,
or dignity ;

an associate in office.

Don Quixote, . . . or his assessors, the curate and the

barber. '/'. Warton, Hist, of Eng. Poetry, I. 336.

2. An inferior officer of justice, who sits to as-

sist a judge as a law authority ;
in Scotland,

the legal adviser of a magistrate, with judicial

powers.
Minos the strict inquisitor appears,
And lives and crimes with his assessors bears.

Dryden, JSneid, vi.

3. In England, a person chosen to assist the

mayor and aldermen of a borough in matters

concerning elections. 4. In some universi-

ties, as the Scotch, the title of the elected mem-
bers of the university court or supreme govern-

ing body of the university. 5. One appointed
to make assessments, especially for purposes
of taxation Assessor of the vice-chancellor, in

English universities, a deputy of the vice-chancellor ap-

pointed by him to hear causes and to be his vicegerent in

court. Nautical assessors. See nautical.

assessorial (as-e-so'ri-al), a. [< assessor + -ial.]

Pertaining to an assessor, or to a court of as-

sessors.

assessorship (a-ses'or-ship), n. [< assessor +
-sitiji.] The office of assessor.

Be this as it may, his progress from the passive Auscul-

tatorship towards any active Assessorship is evidently of

the slowest. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 88.

asset (as'et), . See assets.

assetht, " [ME., also aseth, aseeth, asethe, as-

settte, assctz, etc. (= Sc. assyth), < OF. asset, aset,

asez, assez, in the phrase fere aset, asetfere (< L.

(ad) satis facere), make amends, lit. do enough :

see asset, assets, the same word, of later and dif-

ferent use in E.] Satisfaction ;
amends.

We may noghte be assoylede of the trespase bot if make
assetke in that that we may.

Religious Pieces (ed. Percy), p. 6.

Yit never shal make his richesse
Asseth unto his greedynesse.

Kim. of the Rose, 1. 5600.

assets (as'ets), n. pi., orig. sing. [< AF. assetz,
aset: (OF. assez, asez, asset, aset, mod. F. assez

= Pr. assatz = OSp. asaz = Pg. assaz, assas =
It. assai), enough, in the law phrase aver assetz,
have enough, taken into E. as ' have assets '

;

< ML. ad satis, lit. up to enough, equiv. to L.

satis, enough : see satisfy.] 1 . In law : (a) Suffi-

cient estate
; property sufficient in the hands of

an executor or heir to pay the debts or legacies
of the testator or ancestor to satisfy claims

against it. (6) Any goods or property or right
of action properly available for the payment of

a bankrupt's or a deceased person's obligations
or debts: generally used to signify resources
for the payment of debts, etc. Assets are real or

personal. Real assets are lands such as descend to the

heir, subject to the fulfilment of the obligations of the
ancestor ; personal assets are the money or goods of the
deceased or insolvent, or debts due to him, which come
into the hands of the executor or administrator, or which
he is to collect or convert into money.
2. Property in general ;

all that one owns, con-
sidered as applicable to the payment of his

debts : as, his assets are much greater than his

liabilities. 3. [As a singular, asset.] Any
portion of one's property or effects so con-
sidered: as, these shares are a valuable asset.

Equitable assets. See equitable. Marshaling as-
sets. See marshal, v.

assevert (a-sev'er), v. t. [< L. asseverare, as-

sert strongly, speak in earnest, < ad, to, +
severus, earnest, serious, severe: see severe.]
To asseverate.
Anselmns . . . not only assevereth it, but also endea-

voureth ... to set out the true . . . proportion of it.

Fotherby, Atheomastix, p. 317.

asseverate (a-sev'er-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. as-

severated, ppr. asseverating. [< L. asseveratus,

pp. of asseverare: see assever.] To affirm or
aver positively, or with solemnity.

Charity nigh chokes
Ere swallow what they both asseverate;

Though down the gullet faith may feel it go.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 85.

= Syn. Assert, Affirm, Declare, etc. (see assert); to say,

allege, protest, insist, maintain.

asseveration (a-sev-e-ra'shon), n. [< L. asse-

veratio(n-), an earnest declaration, < asseverare,

pp. asseveratus, assever: see assever.] 1. The
act of asseverating ; positive affirmation or as-

sertion
;
solemn declaration.

"My God !

"
cried the monk, with a warmth of assevera-

tion which seemed not to belong to him.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 21.

2. That which is asseverated; an emphatic
assertion.

He [Leeds] denied with the most solemn asseverations
that he had taken any money for himself.

Miii-niiluii. Hist. Eng., xxi.



asseverative

asseverative (a-sev'er-fi-tiv), a. [<.,...,,,.,..,.

+ -ice.] Pertaining to or characterized by
asseveration.
Jean Thompson looked at bis wife, whose applause he

Kri/.ed.

anil she answered by an ti**rr/'ratire toss of the
ead. G. W. Cable, old Creole Days, p. 71.

asseveratory (a-scv'er-a-to-ri), a. [< asxi-i-i-i--

ii li- + -unj.] Of the nature of an asseveration
;

solemnly or positively affirming or averring.
After divers warm indOMMMratoryMMmn made by Mr.

Atkins, the captain slopped short in his walk.
I!I:,,:T Xnrlli. Kxamen, p. 247.

ass-head (iis'hed), . One who is dull, like the

ass
;
one slow of apprehension ;

a blockhead.

Will you belli au <rs.v-/i''r/, and a emriimli. and a knave .'

a thin-faced knave, a null? Xluik,, T. N., v. 1.

assibilate (a-sib'i-lat), r. t.\ pret. and pp. assib-

ilnli'il, p|ir. iixxihilatiiiij. [< L. "axsibilatiis, pp.
of axxiliilurf, whisper at or to, < ail, to, + sibi-

litri', whisper: see xilnlant. The E. sense of
axsibilatf depends on that of sibilant.] To ren-
der sibilant, as a sound

; change into a sibilant

or hissing sound; alter, as a sound, by the

phonetic process called assibilation. The term
may tie applied to the whole word so affected : as, clnin-h

is an axxihilnfi'tt form of kirk.

assibilation (u-sib-i-la'shon), n. [< assibilate.]
The act of making sibilant; specifically, in

jtliilol., the change of a dental or guttural (or a

labial) mute into a sibilant (s, z, sh, ah, eh = txli,

j = dzh), or into a sound approaching that of a

sibilant, as for instance a palatal. This change
usually results from a tendency to accommodate the mute
to an immediately succeeding e, i, or ;/ sound. Thus, ( in

the Latin natio becomes z( ts) in the Italian nazione, and
is pronounced * in the French nation and sh in the English
nation. Similarly, the English t approaches or assumes
the sound of ch before the i/-sound contained in long u in

nature, virtue, etc.

Assidean (as-i-de'an), . [Also Assidtean, Asi-

licean; < ML. Assidei (confused with L. assidui,
as if 'assiduous, zealous'), prop. Asidan, < Gr.

'MiSaiot, repr. Heb. hasidini, lit. pious ones (usu-
ally translated "saints" in the English Bible),
< hdsad (initial heth), bo pious. The form Chasi-
dean is approximated to the Heb.] 1. One of a
sect of orthodox Jews, opposed to Greek innova-
tions. They were among the first to join Mattathias, the
father of the Maccabees, in defending the purity of their

religion and the liberties of their country.
2. One of a mystical sect of Polish Jews which
originated in the eighteenth century.
Also called Chasidean.

assident (as'i-dent), a. [< L. O8siden(t-)n, ppr.
of assidere, sit by or near, < ad, to, -t- sedere =
E. sit. See assess and assiduous.] Accompany-
ing; concomitant. Assident or accessory signs
or symptoms, in pathol., signs or symptoms such as usu-

ally, though not invariably, attend a disease : distinguished
from pathiiftnomic signs, which always attend it.

assiduatet (a-sid'u-at), . [< LL. 'assiduatus,

pp. of ansiduare, apply constantly, < L. assiduus,
assiduous: see assiduous.] Constant; contin-

ual; assiduous.

By love's assiduate care and industry.
Middleton, Micro-Cynicon, i. 3.

assiduity (as-i-du'i-ti), n.; pi. assiduities (-tiz).

[= F. assiduite", < L. assiduita(t-)s, < assiduus:
see assiduous.] 1. Constant or close applica-
tion to any business or occupation ; diligence.

I have, with much pains and assiduity, qualified myself
for a nomenclator. Addison.

By marvellous assiduity, he [Pickering] was able to lead
two lives, one producing the fruits of earth, the other
those of immortality. Sumner, Orations, I. 140.

2. Solicitous care of a person or persons ;
con-

stant personal attention : usually in the plural.
Far from their native home, no tender assiduities of

friendship . . . relieve their thirst, or close their eyes in
death. R. Hall, Modern Infidelity.

Hence 3f. Sycophantic attention
; servility.

The obsequiousness and assiduity of the court.
Sir R. Saunton, Fragmenta Reg. (1808), p. 229.

= Syn. 1. Industry, Assiduity, Application, Diligence,
Constancy, Perseverance, Persistence, care, attention,
watchfulness, sedulousness, patience. Diligence in labor
often conveys the idea of quickness. Industry keeps at

work, leaving no time idle. Assiduity (literally, a sitting
down to work) sticks quietly to a particular task, with the
determination to succeed in spite of ito difficulty, or to get
it done in spite of its length. Application, literally, bends
itself to its work, and is, more specifically than assiduity,
a steady concentration of one's powers of body and mi nil :

as, he was a man of extraordinary powers of application ;

Newton attributed all his own success to application. Dili-

gence is, literally, fondness for one's work, and so, by a
natural transfer, industry that is alert. Constancy is the
power to continue unchanged, as in affection, or to hold
on in any particular course or work ; it goes more deeply
into character than the others. Perseverance suggests ob-
stacles from without or within which are steadily met,
and is morally neutral. Persistence may be good, but It

is more often au evil perseverance, as obstinacy or a de-
termination to carry one's point against unwillingness or
refusal on the part of others. We speak of plodding in-
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itnittni, patient anniilin'/j/, steady application, great ilili-

unshaken <-i<*t<iti<-u, undaunted perseverance, per-
< that will not take \o for an answer.

He [Richardson] advanced rapidly by iii'liit{i/ and good
conduct, was taken into partnership, and ultimately be-

rarne the head of an extensive Inisim >s.

Wrhh, Eng. Lit., II. Hil.

He was distinguished among his fellow studenU ... by
the assiduity with which he often prolonged his studies far

into the night. Maeaulay, Addison.

A man of judgment and ti/tjilii-ntiun will succeed iiicmii

parably better in composing the Tables to his own writ-

ings than a stranger ran. !:<>,//, .

(tilifiem-> anil accuracy are the only merits which an
historical writer may ascribe to himself. liiMnm.

The careful search . . .

Is made with all 'in-- .///// ;/<_

Skat.', Pericles, iii. (cho.).

True constancy no time, no power can move. Gray.

All the performances of human art, at which we look
with praise or wonder, are instances of the resistless force
< if i>''rseocrance. ./"A/ixo/i, Kanibler, No. 1:1.

Kull-arni'd upon his charger all day long
Sat by the walls, and no one opeu'd to him.
And this persistence turn'd her scorn to wrath.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

assiduous (a-sid'u-us), . [< L. assiduus, sit-

ting down to, "constantly occupied, unremit-

ting, < assidere, sit at or near : see assident.] 1 .

Constant in application ; attentive ; devoted :

as, a person assiduous in his occupation; an
assiduous physician or nurse.

The most assidumts tale-hearers . . . are often half-

witted. Government of the Tongue.

2. Constant ; unremitting : applied to actions.

In some places the deep sand could with difficulty be
forced by assiduous tillage to yield thin crops of rye and
oats. Maeaulay, Frederic the Great.

To weary him with my assiduous cries.

Milton, F. L., xi. 810.

His character, . . as displayed in his works, repays
Whi,

' -
the most assiduous study. Upple, Ess. and Rev., II. 74.

= Syn. 1. Sedulous, diligent, active, busy, constant, pa-
tient, persevering, laborious, unceasing, indefatigable, un-

tiring. See assiduity.

assiduously (a-sid u-us-li), adv. In an assidu-
ous manner; diligently; attentively: with ear-

nestness and care.

Many persons have attained a marvellous proficiency in

falsehood, and tell lies as assiduously as a friar does his

beads. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 121.

assiduousness (a-sid'u-us-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being assiduous

;
constant or diligent ap-

plication. = Syn. See comparison under assiduity.

assieget, ". t. [< ME. asegen, < OF. aseger, as-

seger, asegier, F. assieger = Pr. asetjar = Sp.
asediar = Pg. assediar = It. assediare,< ML. as-

sediare, besiege, beset, < asscdium, a siege, < L.

ad, to, by, + -sediiim, as in L. obsidium, a siege
(ob, before, in front of), < sedere = E. sit. Ct.

besiege and siege.] To besiege.
The Orekes . . . the cite long asseaeden.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 60.

On th' other syde, th' amtieged Castles ward
Their stedfast stouds did mightily maintain- 1

.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xl. 15.

assieget, [< assiege, .] A siege.
Al the asseye of Thebes. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 107.

assiegementt, . [< assiege + -ment.] A siege
or state of siege ;

a beleaguering.
assientist (as-e-en'tist), n. [< Sp. asentista, <

asiento: see assiento.] One connected with the

furnishing of slaves by assiento. Bancroft.
assiento (as-e-en'to), n. [< Sp. asiento, for-

merly assiento, a seat, seat in a court, a con-

tract, treaty, < asentar, formerly assentar (=
Pg. assentar = It. assentare), place in a seat, ad-

just, make an agreement, < ML. as if "asseden-

tare, cause to sit, < L. ad, to, + seden(t-)s, ppr.
of sedere = E. sit.] Formerly, an exclusive
contract made by Spain with foreign powers or
merchants for the supply of African slaves to
its American possessions. The last assiento, held
by British merchants under the treaty of Utrecht, 1713,
was abrogated or relinquished in 1750.

assign (a-sin'), v. t. [< ME. assignen, asignen,
< OF. assigner, astgner, < L. assignors, mark
out, appoint, assign, distribute, allot, < ad, to,
+ signare, mark, < signum, mark, sign: see

sign.] 1. To set apart; make over by distribu-
tion or appropriation ; apportion ;

allot.

The priests had a portion assigned them. Gen. xlvii. 22.

Mr. Buckle's fundamental error lay in the attempt to

assign distinct parts to elements of human nature that in

reality cannot be separated. J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 217.

To each [province] was assigned a governor experienced
in the law who dealt with taxation and finance.

C. Elton, Orig. of Eng. Hist., p. 336.

2. To point out
; show

; designate ; specify.
All as the Dwarfe the way to her assynd.

Spenser, . Q., I. vii. 28.

assignation
It is not easy to </;/< a period more eventful.

lie QuiHccy.
With the help of the scale of numbers, then, any as-

.*"/r"''/ continuous quantity will serve as a standard liy

which the whole scale of ipiantitics may IK- represented.
'. K. ClijT'iril. lectures, I. SW.

3. To give, furnish, or specify : as, to assign a
reason for anything. 4. To appoint ;

select
for a duty or office : as, the officer nxxignt-il to

the charge of a military department.
Knights n**;<in''>t to enforce the oath of peace and the

hue and cry ap|)ear as early as the year 1 !'.''>. Their des-

ignation Mainlined seems to prove that they were royal
nominees and not elected officers ; but their early history
is obscure. stubii*. Const. Hist, II. 283.

6. To ascribe
;
attribute ; refer.

There are many causes to which one may assiyn this

light Infidelity.

'

SteeU, Spectator, No. 44*.

6. In law : (a) To transfer or make over to an-
other the right one has in any object, as in an
estate, chose in action, or reversion, especial-
ly in trust for the security of creditors: rare-

ly applied to testamentary transfers, (b) To
snow or set forth with particularity : as, to a-
sign error in a writ; to assign false judgment,
(c) To point out or substantiate as a cnarge :

as, perjury cannot be assigned on an oath taken
without the jurisdiction of the officer adminis-

tering it. To assign dower, to allot or portion out
to a widow the part of land forming her dower therein ;

to fix the boundaries of the widow's share in an estate.

To assign In bankruptcy, to transfer property to and
vest it in assignees for tne benefit of the creditors. = Syn.
1. Disjjense, Distribute, etc. (see dispense). 3. Adduce,
Allege, etc. (see adduce) ; to determine, give, name, present.

assignt (a-sin'), n.l [< assign, v.] 1. Assign-
ment; appointment. 2. Design; purpose; ob-

ject.
He aim'd at high designs, and so attain'd
The high assigns to wnich his spirit aim'd.

Fora, Fame's Memorial.

assign (a-sin'), n. 2 [The same, with loss of the
final syllable, as assignee, < ME. assigne (three
syllables), < OF. assigne, prop. pp. of a^signer,

assign : see assign, v.] 1 . A person to whom the

property or interest of another is or may be
transferred : as, a deed to a man and his heirs
and assigns.
Scrooge was his sole executor, his sole administrator, his

sole assign. Diclcens, Christmas Carol, i.

The exclusive right of frequenting all the countries that
might lie found was reserved to them [John Cabot and his

sons] and to their assiym. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 8.

[Assign is a broader word than assignee. The assignees of
a person are usually understood to mean those who take

immediately from him, by his assignment ; the assigns of
a person include all who acquire title under his transfer,

immediately or remotely.]

2f. A thing pertaining to something else ; an

appurtenance ;
an appendage. [Affected.]

Six French rapiers and poniards, with their assigns, as

girdle, hangers, or so. Shale., Hamlet, v. 2.

assignabillty (a-si-na-bil'i.-ti), . [< assigna-
ble : see-WZity.J Capability of being assigned.
assignable (a-si'na-bl), o. [= F. assignable; <

assign + -able.] 1. Capable of being allotted,

appointed, or assigned: as, an assignable note
or bill. 2. Capable of being specified, shown,
designated, or expressed with precision : as, an
assignable reason

;
an assignable magnitude.

His [a soldier's] fighting condition was needed not on
one or two days consecutively, but on many days, and not

against a day punctually assignable, but against a season
or period perhaps of months. De Quincey, Plato.

While on the one hand industry is limited by capital, so
on the other every increase of capital gives, or is capable
of giving, additional employment to industry ; and this

without assignable limits. J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., I. 82.

3. Capable of being attributed; attributable.
4. In law, predicable ; capable of being pointed
out or substantiated : as, perjury is not assigna-
ble of testimony on an immaterial point.

assignably (a-si'na-bli), adv. In an assignable
manner,

assignat (as'ig-nat ;
F. pron. a-se-nya'), n. [F.,

< L. assignatus, pp. of assignare, assign, allot:

see assign, r.] 1. One of the notes forming
the paper currency issued in France during the
revolution from 1789 to 1796. The assignats were
based on the security of the confiscated church lands, and
afterward of all the national domains and other property.
They were issued to the amount of over forty-five billion

francs, and before they were withdrawn deteriorated to

less than one three-hundredth of their face value.

2. In French law, the assignment of an annuity
on an estate, by which the annuity is based on
the security of the latter : now little used.

assignation (as-ig-na'shon), n. [= F. assigna-
tion, < L. assignatio(n-), assignment, allotment,
< assignare, pp. assignatus: see assign, v.] 1.

The act of assigning or allotting; the act of fix-

ing or specifying.
The assignation of particular names to denote particular

objects. Adam Smith, Origin of Languages.



assignation

2. An appointment of time and place for meet-

ing: used chiefly of love-meetings, and now

generally in a bad sense. 3. The legal trans-

fer of a right or title, or the deed by which this

is made
;
an assignment. 4f. Paper currency ;

a bill
;
an assiguat.

assignee (as-i-ne'), . [< F. assiyne, pp. of *-

sii/ner, assign : see assign, r.] A person to whom
a transfer of some right or interest is made,
either for his own enjoyment or in trust. An
assignee may take title by act of the previous owner nr by

operation of law, as in the case of an administrator. See

note under amim-. i. Assignee in bankruptcy, or

assignee in insolvency, a person to whom is transferred

the title to the estate of a bankrupt or insolvent, for the

purpose of its preservation and proper distribution among
creditors.

assignor (a-si'ner), H. One who assigns, ap-

points, or allots. See assignor. [Rare.]

assignment (a-sm'ment), . [< ME. assigne-

n/nit, < OF. assii/iiement, < ML. assignamentum,
< L. assignare: see assign, >'., and -ment.] 1.

The act of apportioning or allotting; allot-

ment. 2. The act of setting apart, appoint-

ing, designating, or specifying.
The only thing that niaketh any place public is the public

assignment thereof unto snch duties. Uooktr.

3. That which has been assigned, as a particu-
lar task or duty. 4. Specifically, in law : (a)
The transference of a right or an interest. See

assign, i\, 6 (a), (b) A pointing out or setting
forth: as, the assignment of error. 5. The
writing by which an interest is transferred.

6f. An allotment, allowance, or pension; a

sum allowed. 7. Formerly, in Australia, the

allotting of convicts as unpaid servants to colo-

nists, in order to relieve the authorities of the

expense of the convict establishments.

The expense of the Australian convict establishments
was enormous, and some change in system was inevitable.

These were the conditions that brought about the plan of

atttffnmffntt, in other words, of freely lending the convicts

to any one who would relieve the authorities of the bur-

densome charge. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 760.

Assignment of dower. See assign, . Assignment
of errors. See error. General assignment (more
fully, amr/nmetit for benefit of creditors), an assignment
of all the assignor's property not exempt from execution,
in trust to pay his creditors. New assignment, a
method of pleading at common law to which the plaintiff
was obliged to resort in his replication, for the purpose
of setting the defendant right where the latter, through
misapprehension of the real cause of complaint as stated

in the declaration, had been led to apply his plea to a dif-

ferent matter from that which the plaintiff had in view.

Stephen. Also called novel assignment.

assignor (as-i-uor'), re. In law, one who makes
an assignment, or assigns an interest.

assilag (as'i-lag), re. [E. dial.] A local Brit-

ish name of the petrel, Procellaria pelagica.

Montagu.
assimilability (a-sim"i-la-biri-ti), n. [< assimi-

lable : see -biUty.'] The quality of being assimi-
lable. Coleridge.
assimilable (a-sim'i-la-bl), a. and n. [< ML.
assimilabilis, that can be made like, < L. assimi-

lare: see assimilate.] I. a. Capable of being
assimilated, in any sense of that word.

II. n. That which can be assimilated. [Bare.]

Meeting no asshnilables wherein to re-act their natures.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 19.

assimilate (a-sim'i-lat), f.
; pret. and pp. assimi-

lated, ppr. iinsimilating. [< L. assimilatm, pp.
of assimilare, adsimilare, mixed with assimulare,

adsimulare, make alike, compare, more fre-

quently imitate, feign, simulate; < ad, to, +
similis, like (related to simul, together): see

simulate, similar. To an erroneous supposition
that the ancients used assimilare for the sense
'make like,' and assimulare for the sense 'coun-

terfeit,' is due the existence of the correspond-
ing E. forms assimilate and assimulate, with the
same distinction of sense : see assimulate. Cf.

assemble2
,
also ult. < L. assimilare.'] I. trans.

1. To make alike; cause to resemble.
Fast falls a fleecy shower ; the downy flakes . . .

Assimilate all objects. Coirper, Task, iv. 328.

A mouse's squeak assimilates itself in thought with
sounds of high pitch, and not with sounds like the bellow-

ing of a bull. II. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 114.

2. In pJiilol., to render accordant, or less dis-

cordant, in sound
; bring to or toward agree-

ment in mode of utterance : said of alphabetic
sounds as affected by other neighboring sounds,
generally (but not always) in the same word.
See assimilation, (d). 3. To compare; liken;
class.

He assimilated the relation between teacher and pupil
to that between two lovers or two intimate friends.

Orate, Hist. Greece, II. 67.

4. To convert into a substance suitable for ab-

sorption by an animal or vegetable system; ab-
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sorb and incorporate into the system; incorpo-
rate with organic tissues : as, to assimilate food.

Hence, in general, to appropriate and incorporate, us the

body does food : as, such ideas cannot be imiinilaleil by

the mind.

5. To bring into conformity ; adapt.

By religion the truths thus obtained [from theology] are

turned over in the mind ami attimUated by the imagina-

tion and the feelings. J. R. Saeley, Nat. Religion, p. 50.

6. To conform to; make one's own; adopt.

The ease with which she assimilates the city life when in

it, making it a part of her imaginative tapestry, is a sign of

the power to which she has grown.
Mary, fuller, Woman in 19th Cent,, p. 274.

II. intrans. 1. To become similar; become
like something or somebody else

;
harmonize.

Do but put them in relationship, and no division into

castes, no differences of wealth, can prevent men from

assimilating. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 254.

A people whose differences of religion, language, and

general habits made them not only incapable of aaimilot-

ing with their Christian neighbors, but almost their natu-

ral enemies. Prescolt, Ferd. and Isa., i. 15.

2. To be taken into and incorporated with an-

other body ;
be converted into the substance of

another body, as food by digestion.
For whatsoever assimilateth not to flesh turneth either

to sweat or fat. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 899.

3. To perform the act of converting anything,
as food, into the substance of that which con-

verts it: as, "birds assimilate . . . less than

beasts," Bacon, Nat. Hist., $ 680.

No organs which are destitute of chlorophyll can assimi-

late. Saths, Botany (trans.), p. 62ti.

assimilateness (a-sim'i-lat-nes), n. [< "assimi-

late, a. (< L. assiniilatus, pp.), + -ness.] Like-

ness. Bailey.
assimilation (a-sim-i-la'shon), . [=F. assimi-

tation, < L. assimilatio(n-j, assim ulatio(n-), a

being similar, < assimilare, assimulare: see as-

similate.] The act or process of assimilating
or of being assimilated. Specifically (a) The act or

process of making or becoming like or identical ; the act or

process of bringing into harmony : followed by fa or with.

It is as well the instinct as duty of our nature to aspire
to an assimilation with God. Decay of Christ. I'iety.

In this long stillness the fusion of conquerors and con-

quered, the Christianization and civilization of the Nor-

man, his assimilation in political and social temper to the
France beside him, went steadily on.

J. Jt. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 374.

(b) In phyxiul., the act or process by which organisms con-

vert and absorb nutriment, so that it becomes part of the

fluid or solid substances composing them.

To these preparatory changes, which fit the crude food
materials for protoplasmic food, the general name of as-

si.milation has been given. Bessey, Botany, p. 178.

Plants and animals increase by assimilation and trans-

formation, minerals by attraction and aggregation. Pane.

(c) In pathol., the supposed conversion, according to an
obsolete theory, of the fluids of the body to the nature of

any morbific matter, (d) In philol., the act or process by
which one alphabetic sound is rendered like, or less un-

like, another neighboring sound ; a lightening of the
effort of utterance by lessening or removing the discor-

dance of formation between different sounds in a word, or
in contiguous words. The kinds and degrees of assimila-

tion are very various, and include a large part of the his-

torical changes in the phonetic form of words. Examples
are assimilate from L. ad-ximilare, correction from L. con-

rectio, impend from L. in-pendere, L. recius from reg-tus, L.

rex(reks) from reg-tt, E. legs (pronounced legz), reaped (pro-
nounced reapt), and so on. Little assimilations, in

Oxford, a meeting of the masters and two proctors, called

by the vice-chancellor, in the congregation house, on the

ringing of the little bell. This meeting is authorized to

read, approve, and seal any letters concerning the public
laws of the university, written conformably to the decree
of Convocation, and also to set seal to decrees of Convoca-

tion, and to despatch minor matters.

assimilative (a-sim'i-la-tiv), a. [= F. assimila-

tif; < assimilate + -ivel] Characterized by as-

similation ; capable of assimilating or of caus-

ing assimilation: as, assimilative substances or

organs.
The desert birds are still more remarkably protected by

their assimilative hues. A. R. Wallace, Nat. Selec., p. 50.

A bookishness as asuimilatioe as that of Hunt or Lamb.
Stedman, Poets of America, p. 184.

assimilatory (a-sim'i-la-to-ri), a. [< assimilate
+ -ory.] Tending to assimilate

; producing
assimilation; assimilative: as, assimilatory or-

gans.
The assimilatory cells, though the most important mem-

bers of the society of cells, are not the only ones, by any
means, essential to the welfare of the body corporate.

S. B. Herrick, Plant Life, p. 24.

Assiminia (as-i-min'i-ii), n. [NL.] A genus of

gastropodous mollusks, giving name to the fam-

ily Assiminiida;, by some referred to the family
Littorinida;, or periwinkles. Also spelled Assi-
minea.
assiminiid (as-i-min'i-id), n. A gastropod of
the family Assiminiida*.

Assiminiidse (as"i-mi-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Assiminia + -ida;.] A family of teenioglossate

assistance

gastropods, typified by the genus Assimiiiin.

The eyes are at the tips of special peduncles which are

connate with the tentacles. The shell is conical, with an
oral aperture. Progression is effected by a looping move-

ment, the rostrum and small foot being alternately applied
to the ground. The species are of small size, and terres-

trial or imipliibiiiiis.

assimulatet (a-sim'u-lat), r. t.
; pret. and pp. as-

Kimitlated, ppr. attxiiitiilatina. [< L. axsimHlatim,

pp. of assimidarc, adsimulare, also axxiinilurr,

adximiJarc, make alike, feign, counterfeit, etc. :

see assimilate. Cf. assemble2
,
also ult. < L. assi-

mulare.] To feign ;
simulate. Coles, 1717.

assimulationt (a-siin-u-la'shon), re. [< L. assi-

nilatio(n-), aflxiinulatio(n-), < axximulare, etc.:

see assimulate.] A counterfeiting ;
simulation.

assinegot, . Sec nxinego.
assis (as'is; F. pron. a-se'), a. [F., pp. of as-

seoir, sit: see iixsize.] In her., sitting; same as

sejant.

assiset, and r. t. See assize.

assiser, . Sec itxsize-r.

assish (as'ish), (i. [< rt**1 + -islt 1 .] Pertain-

ing to or resembling an ass ; asinine
;
absurd-

ly stupid or obstinate: as, "the assish kind,"
Cdall, Luke xix.

;
"an assish phrase," Mrs.

Cowden Clarke.

assisor, . See assizer.

assist (a-sisf), r. [< F. assister (= Sp. asistir

= Pg. as8i&tir=It. assistere), help, attend, etc.,

< L. assistere, stand at or by, < ad, at, to, +
sistere, place, stand, a redupl. form of stare,

stand : see stand. Cf . consist, desist, insist, per-
sist, resist.] I. trans. If. To attend; be present
at or with

;
take part with.

The king and prince at prayers ! let's assist them.

Sliak., Tempest, i. 1.

2. To help; aid; succor; give support to in some

undertaking or effort, or in time of distress.

Assist her in whatsoever business she hath need of you.
Rom. xvi. 2.

Soon after Christianity had achieved its triumph, the

principle which had assisted it began to corrupt it.

Macaulay, Milton.

3. To be associated with as an assistant. = Syn.
2. To second, back, support, further, sustain, serve; be-

friend, relieve.

II. intrans. 1. To lend aid or help.
In every turn of state, without meddling on either side,

he [Lord Leicester] has always been favourable and assist-

ing to oppressed merit, bryden, Ded. of Don Sebastian.

God . . . constituted several ranks and qualities of

men, that they might mutually assist to the support of

each other. R. Nelson, Fasts and Festivals.

2. To be present, as at a public meeting; take

part, as in a ceremony or discussion. [A Galli-

cism.]
It would require the pen of Tacitus (if Tacitus had as-

sisted at this assembly) to describe the various emotions
of the senate. Gibbon.

In our age all the nation may be said to assijtt at every
deliberation of the Lords and Commons.

Maaiulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

3. In euchre, to order the adoption of the suit

to which the card turned up as trump belongs,
when this order is given by the partner of the
dealer.

assistance (a-sis'tans), . [Early mod. E. and
ME. assistence, later, after F., assistance, < ML.
assistentia, (. L. assistere: see assist and assis-

tant.] 1. (a) A being present ; presence; at-

tendance, (b) The persons present ; specta-
tors

;
audience. [In these uses obsolete, or in

conscious imitation of the French.] 2. Help;
aid; furtherance; succor; a contribution in

aid, by bodily strength or other means.
Where we do reign, we will alone uphold,
Without the assistance of a mortal hand.

Shak., K. John, iii. 1.

3t. An assistant or helper; assistants collec-

tively.
Wat Tyler [was] killed by valiant Walworth ... and

his assistance . . . John Cavendish. Fuller.

Hence, specifically 4. In Eng. common law and
Amer. colonial laic, a general name for a some-
what undefined body of subordinate parish or

town officers or auxiliaries, apparently includ-

ing, as .sometimes used, the ex-officers, in their

customary function of advisers Court of as-
sistance. See court. Divine assistance, in Cartesian

philosophy, the act of God in moving the body when
the soul forms a volition. See occasionalism. Writ Of
assistance. () A writ commanding the sheriff to put
into possession the successful party in a decree of chan-

cery awarding possession of land : so called because it was
in assistance of the execution of the decree. (6) In Amer.
hist., a writ issued by a superior colonial court, on alleged

precedents of the English Court of Exchequer, authorizing
any officers of the crown, in the process of executing the

acts of trade, to summon assistance and enter and search

any premises. The attempt to use such writs in Massa-

chusetts, defeated in 1761, was one of the abuses which led

to the revolution. = Syn. 2. Aid. support, backing, relief.
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assistant (a-sis'tant), . aiid M. [Early mod.
K. mid MIC'.' attistmi, later, after F., assistant,
= Sp. uxiftli'iitc = Pg. It. iixxinli'iili; < L. IIKKIK-

lin(t-).i. |)pr. (if nxxixli !< : see assist and-il,
-'/.] I. . If. Standing by; present; accom-

panying.
Christ hath |ir ised in Imth sacraments tn lie nxxixtrui

with US. I'l-'iniil'-i', Sacrament, p. 4">. {.V. /-.'. />. I

No prophaile tiling ought t'l have MOOIM. Nothing t'l lie

Hsxixiinit imt sage and ('hristianiv Admonition, brotherly
Love, naming Charity, and /cale. Miltun, Ret. In Eng., ii.

2. Present to help ; helpful ; aiding or fitted to

aid and support; auxiliary: with fo.

Mlltllilllv and grcath iis-ixlinil In each other.

llntttii; Munii Science, i. 1.

Assistant engine, :i steam or hydraulic motor lined to

control tint rcvcrsing-gcar "I a marine engine, or M turn
tlic shaft when tin; iiiiiin engine is ill rest. See tngiau,
Assistant form. Sec /.../.

II. . It. <>no who stands by ;
a bystander;

one who takes part in anything: usually in tin-

plural.
Tin- growing circumference was observed with astonish-

ment Ity the <r.sW.vM///\. tiilili'ui. Decline and Kail, II. 11.

2. One who stands by to help ;
one who helps ;

a helper; an auxiliary; specifically, one who is

associated with another as an auxiliary in car-

rying on some systematic work or undertaking,
or in discharging the duties of an office: MS,

the harbor-master and his asxixtants; a book-

keeper's HSNixtinit. 3. An official auxiliary to

the father-general of the Jesuits. Erroneous-

ly called adjutant-fiewral. 4f. [Sp. nxixlrnii-.
\

The chief officer of justice at Seville.

The a**ixlant sits to-morrow.
Fletcher (and another), Spanish Curate, iii. 1.

5. In the Massachusetts Bay and Plymouth col-

onies, one of the elected councilors who consti-

tuted the governor's council and the upper house
of the legislature. The number of assistants in

the former was eighteen ;
in the latter, origi-

nally five, later seven. 6. In dyeiny, a sub-

stance, such as tartaric acid, acetate of lime,
or sulphate of soda, added to the dye-bath, to

effect a brightening of the color.- Court of As-
sistants. See ronrt.

assistantlyt (a-sis'tant-li), mlr. In a manner
to give aid. Xtci'iiltotd.

assistantsbip (a-sis'tant-ship), ii. The office

or position of assistant.

assistencyt (a-sis'ten-si), n. Helpfulness ;
as-

sistance.

assister (a-sis'ter), . 1. One who stands by ;

one who takes part in anything, as a public
ceremony or assembly. [Archaic.] 2. An as-

sistant.

Also spelled assistor.

assistless (a-sist'les), it. [< assist + -lens. Cf .

resistless.] Without aid or help; helpless.

[Rare.]
Stupid lie stares, and all ax*itttle*s stand*.

Pope, Iliad, xvi. 970.

assistor (a-sis'tdr), n. [< assist + -or.] Same
as assister : used in legal documents.
assize (a-siz'), H. [< ME. assize, tissise, ttsise,

assys, also corruptly ncise, accisc (> mod. excise,

q. v.), and by apheresis sine, syse (> mod. E. size,

q. v.) ;
< OF. assise, asise, a sitting, session, esp.

of a court, judgment, appointment, settlement,
assessment, impost, tax, etc., prop. fern, of

ttsis, assis, pp. of aseir, later and mod. F. as-

scoir, < L. assidere, sit by as assistant or assess-

or, hence in ML. and OF., etc., appoint, settle,

assess, etc.: see assident, assess.] If. Origi-
nally, a sitting or session of a legislative body
or court.

Frequent assize* were held, and as of old, when the sword
of justice was sharpened, the receipt* of the Treasury in-

creased. Stubbs, Const. Hist, 682.

Hence 2+. An edict, ordinance, or enactment
made at such a session or sitting, or issued by
such a body. Specifically, in Emi. hist. : (a) An ordi-
nance fixing the weight, measure, and price of articles
of general consumption sold in market : as. the assize
cif measures in the reign of Henry II., and the assize of
liread and ale (51 Hen. III.). Hence (6) The standard
weights and measures appointed to he kept in any dis-
trict : as, the custody of the assize, (e) In a more general
sense, measurement ; dimensions

; a measure of rating.
I saw a stately frame,

An hundred cuhita high hy just assize.

Spenser, Visions of Bellay, st. '2.

3. A jury, or trial by jury: now used only in
Scotland with reference to criminal causes.
See grand assize, below. 4f. A name given to
certain writs commanding juries to be sum-
moned for the trial of causes : as, assize of novel
disseizin, the ancient common-law remedy for
the recovery of the possession of lands. 5f.
The verdict of a jury in such a case. 6. The
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periodical session held by royal commission by
at least one of the judges of the superior courts
directed to tako the assists or verdicts of a par-
ticular jury (anciently called the assize), in each
of the counties of Knglaud and Wales (with
the exception of London and the parts adjoin-
ing), for the purpose of trying issues nisi prius
and jail-delivery for criminal cases : popularly
called the asxizi-s. [This is the.,nly sense in which the
word is now used in law.! The commission by which as

sizes are held is either general or special. A general com-
mission is issued twiee a >e:ir 1" tile judges of the Ilitill

Court of Justice, two judge* heing usually assigned to > a> h

circuit. A special commission bgrantod to certain jnl^es
to try certain causes and crimes.

7. In a more general sense, any court or session
of a court of justice. 8f. Situation; place.
9. Judgment: as, the last or great assize (that
is, the last judgment or last day).
Sometimes spelled assise.

Assize Of arms, the name under which reference is

often made i< > several statutes or ordinances in early
Kiij^lish history, reiMiiriiiK all freemen to provide, accord-

ing to their estate and degree, arms tit enable them 1<>

keep the peace and to serve in the Held, and also providing
for aaai7.es or assessments hy juries of the equipment re

quired of each pel-son. Specifically, an ordinance or stat-

ute of 1181 (27 Hen. II.) for this purpose.

In 1181, he IHenry II. I
issued the Assize f Arm*, hy

uhich lie directed the whole of the freemen of tile coun-

try to provide themselves with armour according to their

means, and the inquiry by oatli of leual jnrio t.i deter-
mine the liability of each. Stubb*, Const. Hist., f 141!.

Assize of Clarendon, an English ordinance issued in

116 (12 Hen. II). which introduced changes into the ad-
ministration of justice.

- Assize of Northampton, an

English ordinance, a reissue and expansion of the Assize
of Clarendon, issued at Northampton in 1178(22 Hen. II.),

drawn tip in the form of instructions to the judges. The
new articles relate to tenure, reliefs, dower, etc. Assize
of novel disseizin. See iiisseiziu.- Assizes Act, an

English statute of 1880 (11 (Ico. IV. and 1 Win. IV. c. 70),

affecting the constitution of the common-law courts in

England and Wales and the practice in them. Assizes
of Jerusalem, two codes of laws, drawn up under the

authority of Godfrey de Bouillon, the first crusading
king of Jerusalem, and in force under the Christian sov-

ereignty in Jerusalem and in Cyprus. One code had
jurisdiction over the nobility, the second over the com-
mon people. Both were conceived with a wisdom and
enlightenment beyond their age, and were based on
contemporary French law and customs. Grand assize,
formerly, in England, a form of trial in certain cases by a

jury of sixteen persons, which took the place of trial by
judicial combat. It was abolished in 1S.W. Maiden as-
size. s.ee nut iiif n . Maritime Assizes of Jerusalem, a
iiodv of maritime laws constituting a part of the Assizes
of Jerusalem. Rents of assize, the established rente of
the freeholders and ancient copyholders of a manor ; rent*
which cannot lie changed.

assizet (a-siz'), r. t.; pret. and pp. assized, ppr.
i/ssiziny. [< ME. <tssisen, < AF. assiser, from the
noun : see assize, .] If. In a general sense,
to fix

; appoint.
Thou shalt have day and time as*i#ett.

Vincer, Conf. Amant.

2f. To fix the rate of; assess, as taxes. 3.
To fix the weight, measure, or price of, by an
ordinance or authoritative regulation.
The liberty of asitiziiitf bread has been used at Clyder-

lioii and Rochdale as annexed and belonging t<i the mar-
ket and fair. Quoted in Bain-en's Hist. Lancashire, II. 14.

assizement (a-siz'meut), //. [< assize, r., +
-went.] An inspection of weights and mea-
sures, and of the quality of commodities, legal-
ized by statute.

assizer (a-si'zer), . [< ME. assismir (and bv
apheresis sisour, > mod. E. sizar, q. v.), < AF\
assisoitr. < assiser: see assize, r., and -er*, -or.]
1. In Eng. hist., a member of a grand assize

(which see, under assize). 2. In Scotland, a

juror. 3f. One who had custody of the assize
or standards of weight and measure ; one who
fixed the assize of bread and ale, or other arti-

cles of general consumption.
Also spelled assisor, assiser, assisor.

assize-sermon (a-slz'ser'mon), n. In England,
a sermon preached to the judges, barristers,
and others attending the assizes.

assizor, w. See assizer.

assobert, *-' ' [< ME. assobren, < L. as- for ad-
+ LL. sobriare, sober: see sober, v.] To keep
or make sober.

And thus I rede, thou asgobre

Thync herte, in hope of such a grace.
Oower, Conf. Amant.. vi.

associability (a-so-shia-bil'i-ti), . [< associa-
ble: see -bility.] 1. The quality of being asso-
ciable.

The atsociabilitif of feelings with those of their own
kind, group within group, corresponds to the general ar-

rangement of nervous structures into great divisions and
sub-divisions. H. Spencer, Prin. of Paychol., $ 116.

2. In pathol., the property of suffering changes
by sympathy, or of being affected by the condi-
tion of other parts of the body.

associate

associable (a-so'shia-bl), a. [= F. associable, <

L. as if "aSSOCidbilif!, < iliuiiici<ii-r, iixsoriuti-: see

associate.] 1. Capable of being joined or as-

sociated; capable of forming part of a com-
bination or association.

Different classes of relations (feelings] were observe,! to

lie revivable indifferent dcurcc.v which implies that, other
thin^- equal, they are tmn>n-iat>li' in different <l>

//. Nyemv/-, I'rin. of !'->( hoi., 117.

2. Capable of being made an associate; com-

panionable; social. 3. In /nitlm/., liable to lie

affected sympathetically, or to receive from
other parts like feelings and affections.

associableness (a-so'shia-bl-nes), ii. Associii-

liility.

associate (a-so'shi-at), c. ; pret. and pp. .v.-/-

uti-il, ppr. asNiiriatiiiii. [< L. nxmirinliix. pp. of

asxorian; join to, unite with, < lid, to, + surinn .

join, < socius, joined with, allied, following (as
a noun, a companion): see social.] I. trans. 1.

To join in company, as a friend, companion,
partner, confederate, or the like

; join or connect

intimately; unite; combine; link: followed by
irilli (formerly sometimes by to): as, to asso-

ciate others with us in business or in an enter-

prise ; particles of earthy matter associated iri/li

other substances.
He succeeded in axMM-intiitii hi* name in^c]iiiralily iritli

some names which will laat as long as our language.
Mix-unlay.

Just as the older female deities were n**i>i-iati->l in their
w orship in'M heaven and the heavenly bodies, m'lh seasons
of the year and iritfi sacred places, so is the more modern
goddess (the Virgin Mary).

Uamiin, Nature and the Bible, p. SIS.

2t. To keep company with
;
attend.

Friends should assm-iate friends in grief and wue.

Shale., Tit. And., v. 3.

To-morrow I will attxueiate you to court myself.
B. Juasun, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

3. To make an associate of; admit to associa-
tion or membership : with to : as,

" he was asso-
ciated to the Koyal Academy," Southey. [Rare.]

Associated functions. See///rfum.

II. intrans. 1. To have intercourse
;
be an as-

sociate or associates : implying intimacy: as,

congenial minds are disposed to associate.

It was once degradation intensified for a Norman to a**n-
riatevrmi a Saxon. AT

. A. Rer., CXXXIX. 85.

2. To join in or form a confederacy or associa-
tion.

The clergy of a district in the diocese of Lincoln nn*i>-

fiateti lately for the purpose of forming an estimate of the
state of religion within their own limits.

Sydiu-y Smith, in Lady Holland, iii.

3. In general, to unite, as in action, with a

person or thing, or to coexist in organic de-

pendence, as the parts of the body.
associate (a-s6'shi-at), . and n. [< L. assoria-

tns, pp. : see the verb.] I. a. 1. Joined in in-

terest, object or purpose, office or employment ;

combined together; joined with another or
others: as, an associate judge or professor; "my
associate powers," Milton, P. L., x. 895. 2. iii

pathol., connected by habit or sympathy: as,
associate movements, that is, movements which
occur sympathetically, in conseqxience of pre-
ceding motions: thus, convergence of the eyes
is associated with contraction of the pupils.

II. . 1. A companion; one who is on terms
of intimacy with another

;
a mate

;
a fellow.

Sole Eve, axwciate sole, to me beyond
Compare above all living creatures dear I

Milton, P. L., U. 227.

2. A partner in interest, as in business; a con-

federate; an accomplice; an ally: as, "their
defender and his associates," Hooker. 3. One
who shares an office or a position of authority
or responsibility ;

a colleague or coadjutor.
4. One who is admitted to a subordinate degree
of membership in an association or institution :

as, an Associate of the Royal Academy, or of the
National Academy of Design. 5. Anything
usually accompanying or associated with an-
other.

The one (idea] no sooner . . . comes into the under-
standing than its associate appears with it.

Locke, Human Understanding, 11. 33.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Associate, Friend, Companion, Cotnratif.

Fellow, Partner, Ally, CttUeafrue, Coadjutor, Confederate.
Associate is the most general word for persons who are con-
nected in life, work, etc. ; it is special only in suggesting an
alliance of some permanence. Friend is the most general
word for persons who, through community of life or other-

wise, have kindly feelings toward each other. Companion .

literally a messmate, applies where the persons are much
thrown together, but are not united by any strong tie :

hence it is not a good synonym for htiiband or wife."
Many men may be admitted as companions who would

not be altogether fit as associates," Crabb, Eng. Sytionymes,
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p. 197. Comrade denotes & close companion ; it implies
freedom of intercourse and a good degree of friendship :

as, coiin-ailf* in arms. Ft'Miw has nearly lost its early

signification of agreeable companionship, the later mean-

ings having overshadowed it: as, "a bettre/etawvschulde
men noght fynde," Chaucer. Compare fellow-feeling, (el-

loir-helper, fellowxhiii. Ft'lltnc in this connection may
mean one who naturally would be or is a companion : as,

why do you not go with your fellows ? A partner is one
whit takes part with others, especially in business or in

any kind of joint ownership. .Formerly ally was nearly

equivalent in meaning to associate, but it is now applied
chiefly to states or rulers in their public capacity : as, the

niV'in the Crimean war. A colleague is an associate for

some specific purpose or in some office ; it is, like coadju-
tor, properly applicable only to one engaged in labor or

business regarded as especially dignified : as, Senators A
and B were colleague* ; Luther and his coadjutors. A con-

ft'th'ratf is one somewhat formally associated with others,
now usually, when applied to private relations, for a bad

object. See accomplice.
A nice and subtle happiness, I see,
Thou to thyself proposes!, in the choice
Of thy associates, Adam ! Milton, P. L., vlii. 401.

Thou shalt never find & friend in thy young'years whose
conditions and qualities will please thee after thou comest
to more discretion and judgment. Raleigh, To his Son.

One that has well digested his knowledge, both of books
and men, has little enjoyment but in the company of a
few select companion*. Hume, Essays.

Thus he moved the Prince
To laughter and his comrades to applause.

Tennyson, Geraint.

I and my fellows
Are ministers of fate. Shak., Tempest, iil. 3.

Myself and other noble friends
Are partners in the business. Shak., Cymb., i. 7.

The allies, after conquering together, return thanks to

God separately each after his own form of worship.
Macaiday, Gladstone's Chnrch and State.

The patricians prevailed upon some of the tribunes to
dissent from their colleagues. J. Adams, Works, IV. 534.

Whose political sagacity, like that of his illustrious co-

adjutor, read the fate and interests of nations.

Story, Speech, Cambridge, Aug. 31, 1828.

I had forgot that foul conspiracy
Of the beast Caliban, and his confederates,
Against my life. Shalt., Tempest, iv. 1.

associateship (a-so'shi-at-ship), . [< associ-

ate + -ship.'] The position or office of an asso-
ciate. [Rare.]
association (a-so-si-a'shon), n. [= F. associ-

ation, < ML. associatio(n-), a society. < L. asso-

ciare, associate: see associate, .] 1. The act
of associating or the state of being associated.

(a) Connection of persons or things ;
union.

Self-denial is a kind of holy association with God.

Boyle, Seraphic Love, iii.

There are many objects, of great value to man, which
cannot be attained by unconnected individuals, but must
be attained, if attained at all, by association.

D. Webster, Speech, Pittsburgh, July, 1833.

The very common association between seeing clearly
and seeing narrowly is a law or a frailty of our nature not
sufficiently understood. Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 135.

(6) A union or connection of ideas. See as-
sociation of ideas, below.
The words which we use are so enwrapped in an atmo-

sphere of subtle association* that they are liable to sway
the direction of our thoughts in ways of which we are
often unconscious. J. Fiske, Idea of God, p. 151.

2. An organized union of persons for a com-
mon purpose; a body of persons acting to-

gether for the promotion of gome object of
mutual interest or advantage ;

a partnership,
corporation, or society : as, the Association for
the Advancement of Science

;
a political or

charitable association.

The old company . . . was able, with the help of its

Tory friends, to prevent the rival association from obtain-
ing similar privileges. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xx.

Articles of association or incorporation. See article.

Association Of ideas (an expression invented by
Locke), or mental association, in psychol., the tendency
of a sensation, perception, feeling, volition, or thought to
recall to consciousness others which have previously co-
existed in consciousness with it or with states similar to
it. Thus, the name of a friend is associated with his per-
sonal appearance, age, place of residence, and so on ; and
the sound of the name brings into consciousness involun-
tarily one or more of these associated ideas. The special
laws of association, though variously stated by psycholo-
gists, are usually admitted to be those of contiguity and
similarity ; that is, ideas recall ideas which have occur-
red along with them, and also those which are similar to
them. These are called the principles of objective and
subjective association. The doctrine of association has
played an important part in the history of modern English
psychology and philosophy.
The phrase, intrinsic and extrinsic association, might be

introduced very appropriately to distinguish associations
founded on intrinsic resemblances of mental states from
those which merely imply the extrinsic accident of simul-
taneous occurrence in consciousness. T. Clarke Murray.
Association philosophy, the doctrine put forward by
Hobbes, Hume. Hartley. James Mill, and others, that the
operations of the mind are to be explained chiefly by the
association of ideas. -Evangelical Association. See
evangelical. Free Religious Association. See free.
Indissoluble or inseparable association, an associa-
tion of ideas so strong that we cannot think one without
also thinking the other. Voluntary association, in
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law, a society which is unincorporated, but is not a part-

nership, in that the members are not agents for one an-

i>tluT.=Syn. 2. Combination, company, club, lodge, fra-

ternity.

associational (a-so-si-a'shon-al), a. [< asso-

ciation + -a?.] 1. Pertaining to an association.

2. Pertaining to the psychological doctrine
of association or associationism.

associationalism ( a - so - si - a ' shon - al - izm), n.

Same as associationism.

associationalist (a-so-si-a'shon-al-ist), . and
a. Same as associationist.

associationism (a-so-si-a'shon-izm), n. [< as-

sociation + -fom.1 1. The psychological theory
which regards the laws of association as the
fundamental laws of mental action and de-

velopment. See association of ideas, under as-

sociation. 2. Same as Fourierism.
Also associationalism.

associationist (a-so-si-a'shon-ist), . and a. [<
association + -i's'i.] I. H. 1. One who advocates
the psychological doctrine of associationism.

2. One who supports the doctrine of associa-
tion advocated by Fourier and known as Fou-
rierism (which see).
H. a. Pertaining to associationism, in either

sense of that word.
Also associationalist.

associative (a-so'shi-a-tiv), a. [< associate +
-ie.] 1. Pertaining to or resulting from as-

sociation; capable of associating; tending to

associate or unite; characterized by associa-

tion: as, "the associative faculty," Hugh Miller.

Onomatopoeia, in addition to its awkwardness, has
neither associative nor etymological application to words
imitating sounds.

J. A. a. Murray, 9th Ann. Add. to Philol. Soc.

2. In math., applied to an operation which
gives the same result whether it first unites
two quantities A and B, and then unites the
result to a third quantity C, or whether it first

unites B and C, and then unites the result to

A, the order of the quantities being preserved.
Thus, addition and multiplication are said to be associa-

tive, on account of the general formulas,

(a \- b) + c = a + (ft + c)

(a x 6) x c = a x (b x c).

In the same sense, mathematicians often use the expres-
sions associatiwformula, associat ire principle. Associa-
tive algebra, a system of algebra in which multiplication
is associative.

associativeness (a-so'shi-a-tiv-nes), n. The
property of being associative, especially in the
mathematical sense.

associator (a-so'shi-a-tor), n. 1. One who or
that which associates or connects together.
2f. An associate or partner in any scheme

;
a

confederate.
Our late associators and conspirators have made a third

copy of the League. Dryden. Post, to Hist, of League.

assoguet, n. [< F.
assogue,

< Sp. azogne (in
same sense), lit. quicksilver: see nzoguc,] A
Spanish galleon transporting quicksilver to
America for use in the mines.
assoil1

(a-soil'), v. t. [< ME. assoilen, asoilen,

assoilien, asoilien, assoylen, etc., = Sc. assoilzie,

formerly assoilyie, assoilge (where Iz, Ig, ly rep-
resent the F. II mouillees), < OF. assoiler, assoil-

lier, asolier, also asoldre, assoldre, assoudre, etc.,
< L. absolvere, absolve, loosen: see absolve, of
which assoil is thus a doublet.] If. To solve;
clear up.
To assoU this seeming difficulty.

Waterland, Scripture Vindicated, iii. 63.

2. To release; set free; acquit; pardon; ab-
solve. [Archaic.]
At my own tribunal stand a*soU'd. Tuke.

To some bishop we will wend,
Of all the sins that we have done.
To be assailed at his hand. Percy's Relieves.

3f. To remove
; dispel.

Seeking him that should her paiue asoyle.
Speiuicr, Y. Q., IV. v. 30.

assoil2! (a-soil'), r. t. [< as-^ + soil*."] To soil;
stain.

Whate'er he be
Can with unthankfulness waoil me, let him
Dig out mine eyes, and sing my name in verse.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iii. 1.

assoilmentt (a-soil'ment), n. [< assoin +
-<ewf.] The act of assoiling ; absolution. More.
assoilyie, assoilzie (a-soil'ye), v. t. Scotch
forms of assoifl.

God assoilzie him for the sin of bloodshed.

Scoff, Ivanhoe, II. vi.

assonance (as'o-nans), n. [< F. assonance (=
Sp. asonancia = Pg. assonancia), < assonant:
see assonant, a.] 1. Resemblance of sounds.
The disagreeable assonance of "sheath

"
and "sheathed."

Stcevens.

asss-ear

The combination of cadenced sentences with antitheti-
cal alliteration, iutersprinkled with axxnnaucett of every
kind and their inevitable offspring, the uncalled-for pun,
was by him [Lyly] first introduced into English prose.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 157.

Homer, like Dante and Shakespeare, like all who really
command language, seems fond of playingwith asKtmancfx.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 327.

Specifically 2. In pros., a species of imper-
fect rime, or rather a substitute for rime, espe-
cially common in Spanish poetry, consisting
in using the same vowel-sound with different

consonants, and requiring the use of the same
vowels in the assonant words from the last

accented vowel to the end of the word : thus,
man and hat, penitent and reticence, are exam-
ples of assonance in English.
There are some traces of the employment of rhyme and

ii**nnance in mere popular literature at a very remote
period. G. P. Marsh, Lectfi. on Eng. Lang., p. 505.

3. Agreement or harmony of things. [Rare.]
= Syn. Pantntnnaxi(i, etc. Secy"//.
assonanced (as'o-nanst), a. [< assonance +
-frf2.] Characterized by assonance

; assonant.

The lines are, in the earlier examples, axgonanced,
that is to say, the vowel sound of the last syllables is

identical, but the consonante need not agree.

Encyc. Brit., IX. 638.

assonant (as'o-nant), a. and n. [< F. assonant

(= Sp. asonante"= Pg. assonante), < L. asso-

nan(t-)s, ppr. of assonare, sound to, respond to :

see assoiiatc and sonant.'] I. a. 1. Having a
resemblance of articulate sounds.

Landor's blank verse ... is ... terse, yet fluent, as-

sonant, harmonious. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 46.

2. In pros., pertaining to or characterized by
assonance.

II. n. 1. A word resembling another in
sound. Specifically 2. In pros., a word form-

ing an assonance with another word. See as-

sonance, 2.

assonantal (as-o-nan'tal), a. Of or pertaining
to assonance

;
of the nature of an assonant.

assonantic (as-o-nan'tik), a. Same as asso-
nantal.

assonate (as'o-nat), v. i.
; pret. and pp. asso-

nated, ppr. assonating. [< L. assonare, sound
to, respond to, < ad, to, + sonare, sound: see

sonant."] To correspond in sound
;
rime in asso-

nance; be assonant.
assort (a-sort'), r. [< late ME. assorte, < OF.
assorter = Olt. assortare, < ML. assortare (mod.
F. assortir = Sp. asortir = It. assortire, <. ML.
as if "assortire, after L. sortiri, cast lots, allot,

distribute, select: see sort, .); < L. ad, to, +
sor(t-)s, lot, condition, sort: see serf.] I. trans.
1. To

separate and distribute into classes,
sorts, or kinds

; part into lots
; arrange ;

clas-

sify : as, to assort goods. 2. To furnish with a
suitable assortment or variety of goods ; make
up of articles likely to suit a demand : as, to
assort a cargo;

" well-assorted warehouses,"
Burke. 3. To make of the same sort; adapt
or suit.

No way assorted to those with whom they must asso-
ciate. Burke, Rev. in Jrance.

II. intrans. 1. To agree in sort or kind; be
accordant or matched : as, the two kinds assort
well or ill. 2. To associate; consort.

Assort no more with the menials of the goddess.
Bulwer.

assorted (a-sor'ted), p. a. 1. Consisting of
selected kinds

; arranged in sorts or varieties.

Our cargo was an assorted one ; that is, it consisted of

everything under the sun.
R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 88.

2. Matched
;
fitted

;
suited : as, a well-assorted

pair.
assortment (a-sort'ment), n. [< assort + -nient.

Cf. F. assortment, < assortir."] 1. The act of

assorting or distributing into sorts, kinds, or

classes, or of selecting and suiting. 2. A col-

lection of things assorted: as, an assortment of

goods; "an assortment of paintings," Coxe.
3. A class or group into which objects are as-
sorted.

Those classes and assortments . . . called genera and
species. Adam Smith, Mor. Sent., II. 407(1797). (Jf.H.D.)

assott (a-sof), v. [< ME. assoten, < OF. assoter,

asoter, < a (L. ad, to) + sot, foolish : see sot."]

I. intrans. To be or become infatuated or like
a fool.

II. trans. To infatuate
;
deceive ; befool.

That monstrous error which doth some assott.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 8.

asspylet,
r. t. See assort1 .

ass's-ear (as'ez-er), n. A fine iridescent shell,
Haliotis asininus, used in the manufacture of



ass s-ear

buttons, for inlaying woodwork, ami for ollii'r

purposes.
aSS's-fOOt (as'ez-fut ). n. Same as rnltxl'iint.

assuade (a-swad'). /. I. ; pret. and pp. nxsititili-il.

ppr. nxxiiiiiliiiii. [< \i. us- for ml- + xid/ilin,

advise : B66 xunxioii, and cf. / rxiuiflr.] To pre-
sent as advice ; urge persuasively. -V. A'. 2).

assuage (a-swiij'), r. ; pret. and pp. axxuagi-d,

ppr. Hxxuuiiiiii/. (Karly mod. K. also iixxirui/i',

atttcage, and by apheresis XH-<I</< : < M K. iixiini/ni.

asteaijru, <('!''. itsinuiiji-r, nxuagrr, IIXIMIIIIT = Fr.

iixxinii'ini; iixiiiirinr, < ML. us if "iixxiiitrinri; <

L. urf, to, + xiinrix. sweet : see snuff ami , < /.

Cf. iihridgi; < li.alitirrriiin- ; iillt'i/t'-, < I. \i.nll>-

riitrr, etc.] I. tnnix. To soften, in it figurative

sense; allay; mitigate. ease, or lessen, as pain
or grief; moderate; appease or pacify, as pas-
sion or tumult.

Yet In- \\itli strong perswusions her n**ini:i.'<t.

And Winnie her will t,i sutler him depart.
cr, K. ()., IV. vi. 4:>.

KefreshhiK n imls the snniim'r's heats aMtun.i. .

.(ililixnil.

For the first time in history, she |the church) inspire!]

AOOMIldS tO d0TOte their entire lives, through sacrifice

and danger, to the single olij, vt nf mxiu^i/n/i the sutTer-

itm^ nt Immunity. HV/v/i. l',n. Lit., I. 81.

= Syn. Allfrintf. AV/i'crv, .Vi'fi'.""'e. etc. (see iill.'n'nl, I; In

appease, mollify, temper (see lists miller <i!l.'i-<,tt- all'l

.f//,II/l).

II.t iii trans. To abate or subside
; grow less:

as, "let thin hert nxxitniii;" (ioirrr ; "the waters

uxxicagril," Gen. viii. 1.

assuagement (a-swaj'ment), . [< OP. aswtge-
nit-iit, < asuager: see HXXIHIIIC and -i/ient.] 1.

The act of assuaging ; mitigation; abatement.

f^/ii-iiser. 2. An alleviative
;
a sedative.

assuager (a-swa'jer), n. One who assuages or

allays ; that which mitigates or abates.

assuasive (a-swa'siv), a. and . [< an-1 +
suasire, as in persuasive, with reference to as-

suage.] I. a. Softening; mitigating; trauquil-
i/.ing: soothing. [Rare.]

Music her soft atmaritc voice applies.
Popt, St. Cecilia's Day, 1. 26.

II. n. A soothing medicine or application,
assubjugatet (a-sub'jo-gat), r. t. [< os-i + xiih-

/</"''.] To reduce to subjugation ; put into a
low or unworthy position ; debase. [Rare.]

No, this thrice worthy and right valiant lord
Must not . . . amntbjugate his merit . . .

By going to Achilles. Shot., T. and C., ii. 3.

assuefactiont (as-we-fak'shon), n. [< L. as if

*aii$uefactio(n-), < asstiefaccre, pp. assuefaetus,
make accustomed to, habituate, < assuetus, pp.
of assuescere, accustom (see assuete), + facerr,
make.] The act of accustoming ; the state of

being accustomed
;
use

;
habituation.

Right and left, as part inservient unto the motive facul-

ty, are differenced by degrees, by use, and amtffactinn.
Sir T. Brtnntf, Vulg. Err., Iv. 6.

assuetet, a.
[<

L. assuetus, pp. of assuescere,

accustom, habituate, < ad, to, + suescere, incep-
tive of "suere, be wont: see custom.] Accus-
tomed; practised. Iflount.

assuetudet (as'we-tud), . [< L. assuetudo, cus-

tom, < assuetus, pp. : see assuete. Cf. desue-

tude.'] Custom; habit; habitual use.

Antniftu'lc of things hurtful doth make them lose their
force to hurt. RICOH, Nat. Hist., $ 67.

assumable (a-su'ma-bl), a. [< assume + -able.]

Capable of being assumed or taken for granted.
assumably (a-su'ma-bli), adr. As may be as-

sumed; presumably.
The Macfarlane Highlanders, who were armed oxxttma-

l>hi with target and broadsword.
A*, and Q., 6tli ser., XII. 40.

assume (a-sum'), . ; pret. and pp. assumed,
ppr. assuming. [< L. assumere, take to one's

self, take up, receive, accept, claim, assume, <

ad, to, + sumere, take, contr. from 'subimere.
< sub, under, -t- emere, take, buy : see eruption,

emptor, redeem.] I. trans. 1. To take into rela-
tion or association

; adopt ; take in
;
admit : as,

"Enoch and Elias were assumedup into heaven,"
Abp. Abbot. See assumption, 5. [Archaic.]
The sixth was a young knight . . . amnntted into that

honourable company. Scott.

2. To take upon one's self ; undertake : as, to
assume the responsibility of a proceeding; to
assume office

;
to assume an obligation.

AKXIUIIC thy winged throne, thou Vesper of our throng!
Shelley, Adonais, st. 4.

\inong those subject kings whom the Assyrians had
established in Egypt the descendants of the first Necho
itfiKtiitiffl, after the fall of N'ineveh, the position of inde-

pendent sovereigns. Von Rank?, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 83.

3. To take or put on one's self; invest one's
self with: as, to assume the garb of a mendi-
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cant, or the figure of an animal; to IIXXHIIH a

severe aspect : "to nxxiiuii' man's nature," Mil-

IIIH. \\ I,., iii. :i:t.

They say the ileiil can </.... ,n. heaven s briglitnc--.
And su appear l.i tempt us.

rbfctar, Lojrml subject, iii. i>.

ranTline . . . hail pcrsuaileil Mi>. pi \,,i- tu <i**ninr her
liunnct anil summer hal, and t.i take It walk with her.

I'lffirl,,!!,' I;,;, 1,1.'. Shirley, \\\.

SiNJeli PI. iii <i,iiin,'il the niilitaiv ty|K' in EiiKlaud
whieh it <i<t, ,!,<! ajMin the eimtincnt.

./. /-V..7,.. \,n. i I'M!. Ideas, p. 12S.

\\hcat i|lliekh -r-M'i/c - TH' hatiits of life.

Itarinu, Var. of Animals ami I'limtii. p. :CU.

4. To apply to one's self; appropriate.
His m:ljest\ Illicit \lell n*xi/ni.' the eomplaint of King

Hiivid. Clartnduti.

His Hnliness tlie I'upe, liy virtae of Keini; I'hrist s \ iee

gcrent U|MHI earth, jiioasls >I**HU<>'I/ t" himself a ri^ht to

ilispose of the territories of intlilels as he thought tit.

.1. Hamilton. Works, II. 68.

Hastings had ecas, .,1 t" diitetvncf his arms as a cadet,
and nMtiin'-,l them unbroken. t-'n,-ii<\ tint., XI. 687.

6. To take for granted or without proof; sup-
pose as a fact: postulate: as, to .<.)< a prin-

ciple in reasoning.
lo nerally it may be luwninxrf that rhetoric will not sur-

vive the :i-r ni the eieun n ii, .iu in manners and the gor-
-riiii- iii r,.stnnie. De V" ""'/. Klietoiii.

If the step from mechanics to ehctnistry is known, has
Keen proved, and is admitted, that from chemistry to life

is annimrd, and amuatd without the slightest reason.

Bfalf, Protoplasm, p. 117.

6. To take fictitiously; pretend to possess;
take in appearance : as, to assume the garb of

humility.
Awumr a virtue, if you have it not.

ffhak., Hamlet, 111. 4.

7t. To claim.

Like a bold champion I aemiiit the lists.

Shak., Pericles, i. 1.

= Syn. 6. To affect, feign, counterfeit.

n. intrans. To be arrogant; claim more than
is due ; presume.
assumedly (a-su'med-li), adv. As is or may be
assumed or taken for granted; presumably.
assumentt (a-su'ment), n. [< LL. assumentttm,
a piece sewed on, < L. assitere, sew on, < ad, to, +
suere, sew, = E. seic, q. v. ] A piece sewed on

;

a patch ;
an addition.

The tuutttineitt or addition Dr. Marshall never could find

anywhere but in this Anglo-Saxonick translation.
./. ;../, Hist of Eng. Bibles, p. 9.

assumer (a-sii'mer), n. One who assumes
;
an

arrogant person.
These high a*mintr* and pretenders to reason. Smith.

To swear at the mention of axmnnrr* and pretenders to
baronetcies. /'/ .it!,n,i,,'. I.I I. 365.

assuming (a-su'ming), p. a. Taking or dis-

posed to take upon one's self more than is just ;

disposed to attribute to one's self undue impor-
tance; haughty; arrogant.

His haughty looks and his ajunimiity air

The son of Isis could no longer bear. Dryden.
A virtue that might repress the most amtuming.

Uolilxinitlt, The Bee, No. 8.

Syn. Bold, forward, presuming, self-confident,

assuming* (a-su'ming), n. Presumption.
The vain a^uiniitijs of some. B. Jonson, Poetaster,

assumingly (a-su'ming-li), adr. In an assum-
ing manner ; arrogantly.
assumpsit (a-sump'sit), n. [L., he undertook

;

third pers. sing, perf . ind. of assumcre, assume,
undertake: see assume.] In laic: (a) An ac-
tion lying for the recovery of damages sustained

through the breach of a simple contract (that
is, a promise not under seal), in which the

plaintiff alleges that the defendant assumpsit,
that is, promised or undertook, to perform the
act specified. In England and In most of the United
States this, like the other common-law forms of action,
has been superseded by statute. Hence (6) An ac-
tionable promise, express or implied by law.

assumptt (a-sumpf), r. t. [< L. assumptus, pp.
of assumcre, take up: see assume.] 1. To take

up; raise. See assume, v. t., 1.

She was aianimpted into the cloud.

Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 14.

2. To assume, as a proposition or premise.
Supposition (UMumpttd is when a manifest supposition

is asmilipted to prove another thing withal, as ... the
disputer will amimpt this assertion, which salth that of
false things there is no certain knowledge, and truth Is

not known but of true things. BmnrfeittUc, 1619.

3. To assume, as a property, attribute, etc.

I do grant it to lie Christ's true body and flesh by a prop-
erty of the nature imtiumpted to the Godhead : yea, and we
do really eat and drink His flesh and blood after a certain
real property.
Ridley, In R. W. Ulxon's Hist Church of Eng., xvi., note.

assurance

4. To take to one's self : put on
;
assume.

And fi*xnnii'f"t. 01 tooke to his Arms ... a t'ro>-c Sil

vcr, in a Meld vert. ltKfi-nvll, Armorie. p. !. (.V. /;. !>.}

assumptt (a-sumpf), ii. [< Ij.iixxiiiii/iliin/, neiit.

of iixxiimiitux, pp., assumed: see nxxiini/it, i-.\

That which is assumed; an assumption.
The sum of all vnn <I'/KI;-N.

(h;ili,i
: iin:rth. Kclig. of I'rotestanU, i. I.

assumption (a-sump'shon). ii. [< M K. nxxumii-

I'liniii, OMtMUmotM (of tiie Virgin Mary), < ML.
itxxHntpliii(ii-), a taking up (into heaven); L.,a
taking up, adoption, the minor proposition of

a syllogism ;
< axxunn n . pp. iixxiiniptiix, take up,

etc. : see IIXSIIHII-.\ 1. The act of taking to one's

self; a taking upon one's self ; utidertaking.
sirn i >>> of our ti, sh. \*e know what shape

to picture lio.1 ill. . lal.le-Tulk, p. 55.

An a**<iini>ti"it of iK.wer not eonfern-d by the ronstitn
tion and lawn. /). MVW.T, S|ech, Senate, May 7, 18S4.

2. The act of taking for granted, or supposing
without proof ; supposition.
The tummptinn of a final cause in the structure of each

part of animals and plants is as inevitable an the HXKIHH/I-
Htm of an efficient cause for every event

HI,, ,,-.ll, \,,\. Ort'. Renovatum. p. KB.

3. The thing supposed ;
a postulate or propo-

sition assumed.
Let well-weiu'he'l eonsiilerations. not stiff and Jiercinp-

tory assumptions, guide thy discourses.
Sir T. Brownt, Christ Mor., IL 8.

In fact, the putting of limits to human conception must
always involve the (uxwnptioii that our previous experi-
ence is universally valid in a theoretical sense : an ai*m/j-
(IOM which we have already seen reason to reject.

'. A". Cli/ont, Lectures, I. 155.

4. In logic, the minor premise in a categorical
syllogism.

Still more objectionable are the correlative terms prop-
osition and aiuuiiiptiun as synonymous for the major and
minor premises. Sir H". Hamilton, Logic.

[This use of the word, originating with Cicero (Latin tu-

tnimptio), was revived in the sixteenth century, anil Is com-
mon in modern Latin, but is rare in English.]

5. The taking up of a person into heaven;
specifically, the traditional anticipated resur-
rection or bodily taking up into heaven of the

Virgin Mary after her death, celebrated by the
Roman Catholic, Greek, and Oriental churches

by the feast of the Assumption on the 15th of

August. 6. Adoption, or making use of.

It is evident that the prose psalms of our liturgy were
chiefly consulted and copied by the perpetual tummptioiu
of their words and combinations.

T. H'arton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 172.

7. In fair, the agreement of the transferee of

property to pay obligations of the transferror
which are chargeable on it. 8. A conceited

disposition,
characterized by a tendency to

claim more than is one's due ; presumption.
The priest, however arrogant his tummptim, makes a

civil salute. //. flpenter, Prill, of Sociol., 34S.

Arms Of assumption. See ami'-', 7, and tummptirr
ann, under (uuruiiijitt'iv. Assumption clause. Sec
clause. Deed Of assumption, in Sn>t* late, a deed exe-
cuted by trustees under a trust deed or deed of settlement,
assuming a new trustee or trustees. Syn. 2 anil 3. Con-

jecture, hypothesis, theory', postulate. 8. Pride, Prf-

mmptwn, etc. (see arro^aiw**) ; omciousness, forwardness,
self-confidence, self-conceit, face.

assumptions (a-sump'shus), a. [< assumption +
-ous. Cf. presumptuous.] Assuming; presump-
tuous. [Rare.]
assumptive (a-sump'tiv), a. [< L. assumptivug,
taken in addition, < assumptus, pp. of assiimere,

take, assume: see assume.] 1. Capable of be-

ing assumed ; assumed.

Writing under an assumptive character.

Wycherly, Plain Dealer. Pref.

2. Marked or characterized by assumptions.
Trivial, scholastic, and assiiiiiptire methods.

Q. S. Hall, German Culture, p. Sll.

Assumptive arms, in *. : (n) Formerly, arms not pa-
ternal, assumed in consequence of an exploit (6) N'ow,
arms which a person has a right, with the approbation of

his sovereign and of the heralds, to assume, (r) Armorial

bearings improperly assumed. [Rare in last use.] Also
called arm* of a*innnption.

assumptively (a-sump'tiv-li), adv. In an as-

sumptive or assumed manner; by way of as-

sumption.
assurable (a-shOr'a-bl), a. [< assure + -able.]

Capable of "being assured; suitable for insur-

ance : as, an assurable property.
assurance (a-shor'ans), n. [<ME. assuraunre,
< OF. asxeurance, F. assurance = Sp. aseguran-
za = It. assccuranza (= E. assccurance, q. v.),

< ML. ajisecurantia, < assecurare, assure : see
assure and -n/n .

]
1. The act of assuring; a

formal or earnest statement intended to pro-
duce belief or conviction ; a positive declara-
tion intended to give confidence : as, I trusted

to his assurances.
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Plight me tin- full < x*urfiin-r of your faith.

Shak., T. N., iv.

2. Pledge; guaranty; surety.
You should jirocure him better assurance than Bar-

ilolph; he would not take his bond and yours; lie liked

not the security. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. i

3f. Affiance; betrothal.

The day of their assurance drew nigh.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia.

I am sure
I never courted you, nor gave you tokens
That might eoncern assurance.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iii. 1.

4. In law, documentary evidence of the title

or right of possession of property. 5. Insur-

ance; a contract for the payment of a sum on
the occurrence of a certain event, as loss or

death.
Remit writers have sought to establish distinctions of

a novel character between them [assurance&n&insurance].
One of these is that a person insures his life, his house, or

his ships, and the office assures to him in each of these
eases a sum of money payable in certain contingencies.
Another is that assurance represents the principle and
insurance the practice. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 169.

6. Certain proof ;
clear evidence ; positive dem-

onstration; undeniable grounds for belief or

trust; assuredness.
Whereof he hath given assurance unto all men, in that

he hath raised him from the dead. Acts xvii. 31.

A form, indeed,
Where every god did seem to set his seal,
To give the world assurance of a man.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4.

I feel desires
That give assurance of their own success,
And that, infus'd from Heav'n, must thither tend.

Cowper, The Task, v.

A brightness, like that of the eyes of some smaller ani-

mals, which gives assurance of life, but of a life foreign
and unintelligible. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 44.

7. Firm persuasion; full confidence or trust;
freedom from doubt

;
certain expectation ; the

utmost certainty.
Let us draw near with a true heart, in full assurance of

faith. Heb. x. 22.

I'll make assurance double sure,
And take a bond of fate. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

There have prevailed very widely . . . among mankind
the sad tradition of a lost or forfeited life of perfection
and happiness, and a dim expectation or the firm assur-
ance of a future life of perfection and happiness.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 197.

Especially 8. Firmness of mind; undoubting
steadiness; intrepidity; courage.
Brave men meet danger with assurance. Kiwlles.

He is wanting in neither personal courage, assurance,
nor promptitude, but he abuses these virtues by using
them in the service of vice.

P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 31.

9. Freedom from timidity or bashfulness; laud-
able confidence

; self-reliance.

Conversation with the world will give them knowledge
and assurance. Locke.

I have been often surprised that you, who have seen su
much of the world, . . . could never yet acquire a requi-
site share of assurance.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, ii.

10. Excess of boldness
; impudence: as, his as-

.inrance is intolerable.

Immoderate assurance is perfect licentiousness.
Shenstone.

Upon my soul, Jack, thou art a very impudent fellow !

to do you justice, I think I never saw a piece of more con-
summate assurance .' Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 2.

Chamber of assurance. See chamber. Collateral
assurance. See collateral. Common assurances.
See rammon. Further assurance. x?e further. = Syn.
2. Pledge, etc. See promise. 10. Effrontery, presump-
tion.

assure (a-shor'), v.
; pret. and pp. assured, ppr.

insuring. [< ME. assuren, asuren, asseuren, <
OF. aseiircr, mod. F. assurer = Pr. assegurar =
Sp. asegurar = Pg. assegurar= It. assecurare (=
E. assecure, q. v.), < ML. assecurare, assure, < L.

ad, to, + securus (> OF. segur, seiir), secure,
sure: see secure, sure."] I. trans. 1. To make
sure or certain

;
convince or make confident,

as by a promise, declaration, or other evidence :

as, to assure a person of one's favor or love.

It is idle to propose remedies before we are assured of
the disease. Swfft, Advancement of Eeligion.

'T is a vast privilege for a Christian to be assured that
the Lord will do this or that individual thing for him.

C. Mather, Mag. Chris., iv. 1.

And, for I am
a_ man, I dare not do

God's work until assured I see with God.
Browning, Ring and Book, I. 94.

2. To declare solemnly to
; assert earnestly to

;

endeavor to convince by assertion : as, I assure
you I am speaking the truth.

I dare assure thee that no enemy
Shall ever take alive the noble Brutus.

Shak., J. ('., v. 4.

They are recommended by people of consequence, I <i-
mre you. Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.
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3. To secure or confirm
;
make sure to be or to

continue
; give certainty or stability to : as, to

assure a person's position or possessions.
This shall assure my constant loyalty.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 3.

My penance hath not slacken'd, though my pardon
No way asstn-i'rl. Miltnn, S. A., 1. 7:iit.

So irresistible an authority cannot be reflected on with-
out the most awful reverence, even by those whose piety
assures its favour to them. //. /iVwrix

4. To free from obscurity, ambiguity, or un-

certainty.
So reason's glimmering ray

Was lent, not to assure our doubtful way,
But guide us upward to a better day.

Dri/den, Religio Laici.

5. To embolden
;
make confident.

And hereby we . . . shall assure our hearts before him.
1 John iii. 1.

6f. To affiance
;
betroth.

This drudge, or diviner, laid claim to me; called me
Dromio; swore I was assured to her.

Shak., C. of E., iii. 2.

7. To insure, as against loss. =Syn. immn, Assure
(see insure) ; to asseverate to, encourage, vouch to, wan-ant.

II.t intrans. 1. To confide; trust.

Therfore as frend fullych in me assure.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 680.

2. To promise ; pledge one's self. Chaucer.
assured (a-shord'),/>. a. 1. Certain; sure; in-

dubitable; undoubted: as,
" an assured experi-

ence," Bacon, Nat. Hist.

We dare not leave his fortunes,
Though most assured death hung round about us.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, i. 1.

In history, as in tragedy, the master's hand has not yet
come to its full stretch and skill

;
its touch is not yet

wholly assured, its work not yet wholly blameless.

Swinburne, Shakespeare, p. 50.

2. Bold
;
confident

; self-possessed.
He looked frank, unconstrained, something assured, but

not bordering upon assurance.

Steriie, Tristram Shandy, it. IB.

He ... came forth with an assured air and bade defi-

ance to the messenger. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xx.

St. Affianced. 8hak. 4. Insured; having one's
life or goods insured.

assuredly (a-shSr'ed-li), adr. 1. Certainly; in-

dubitably.
Assuredly Solomon thy son shall reign. 1 Ki. i. 13.

2. With assurance
; confidently ; impudently.

The more
Actions of depth and danger are considered,
The less assuredly they are performed.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iii. 3.

assuredness (a-shor'ed-nes), . The state of

being assured; certainty; full confidence.
assurer (a-shor'er), w. 1. One who or that
which assures, or gives assurance ; specifically,
an insurer or underwriter. 2. One who takes
out a policy of insurance ; one who is assured.

assurgency (a-ser'jen-si), n. [< assurgent.']
The tendency or disposition to rise. [Rare.]
The continual assuryency of the spirit through the b<nly

Coleridge, Lit. Rein. (1839), IV. 167.

assurgent (a-ser'jent), a. [< L. assurgen(t-)s,
ppr. of assurgere,iise up, ascend, < ad, to, +
surgere, rise: see surge.~\ Rising; ascending.
Specifically (o) In her., applied to a bearing when de-
picted as rising out of the sea, as the sun. (6) In bnt.,
rising in a curve to an erect position ; ascending. Also
admrgent. Assurgent leaves, leaves first bent down,
but rising erect toward the apex.

assuringly (a-shor'ing-li), adv. In an assuring
manner

;
in a way to give confidence.

asswaget, *'. An old spelling of assuage.
Assyrian (a-sir'i-an), a. and n. [< L. Assyrius,
< Gr. 'Aaai-pioi; pertaining to 'Aaavpia, Assyria.]
I. o. Pertaining or relating to Assyria or to its

inhabitants Assyrian architecture, the most im-
portant branch of the architecture of Mesopotamia, de-

veloped in Assyria during the period of its supremacy. Its
chief monuments were the royal palaces, which were of
enormous extent, and constructed of massive walls of sun-
dried brick on great mounds of clay, of which they have now
virtually become a part, owing to the disintegrating influ-
ence of time and the elements upon their friable mate-
rials. They were never more than one or two stories high,
owing to the limited endurance of the unbaked bricks, and
consisted chiefly of corridors and long, narrow halls, either
arched over with brick or closed in with ceilings of wood,
and surrounding open courts. The entrances were of im-
posing height and width, ornamented with colossal stone
figures of winged human-headed bulls or lions, or other
mythological conceptions. The interior walls were com-
monly lined with a revetment of soft alabaster slabs, on
which were carved in low relief the remarkable series of
sculptures which have preserved the record of Assyrian
triumphs, character, and customs. Color in somewhat
subdued tints was generally employed upon the sculptures
and the wall-spaces. The temple, in Assyria, was sub-
ordinate to the palace, the opposite being the case in Baby-
lonia. Assyrian art, one of the later branches of Meso-
potamian art, parallel to the later Babylonian. Its most
characteristic manifestation is presented in its lavish
sculptured architectural decoration in low relief. In its
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first period, culminating in the ninth century B. c., it dis-

played great vigor and truth in its interpretation of nature,
particularly in its portrayal of animal forms. Later it suf-

fered a decline until the close of Assyrian supremacy, to-

ward the end of the seventh century B. c. Its human
ti.uiuvs m-vrr Imvc the life :ind force of its animals, but are

Assyrian Sculpture.
Relief from Koyunjik, in the British Museum. King Assur-bani-pal

pouring a libation. About 625 B. c.

heavy and conventional. It is marked by great minuteness
of detail, ornaments, texture of fabrics, etc., being care-

fully rendered. In metal-work of all kinds the Assyrian
craftsmen took a high place, and they excelled also in

gem-engraving.
II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Assy-

ria, an ancient country of Asia, east of the river

Tigris, long at the head of the powerful As-
syrian empire, including Babylonia and other

neighboring countries. 2. The language of
the Assyrians, which has been preserved by
and largely recovered from their cuneiform
inscriptions. See cuneiform.
Assyriological (a-sir"i-o-loj'i-kal), a. Pertain-

ing to Assyriology.
The latest results of Assyn'oloffical research.

Amer. Jour. Philol., IV. 343.

Assyriologist (a-sir-i-ol'o-jist), H. [< Assyri-
ology + -int.] A student of Assyriology; one
versed in Assyriology.
Assyriologue (a-sir'i'-o-log), w. [= F. Axsyrio-
loguc, < Gr. 'Aaavpia + -/4<}}or, < '/tyeiv: see As-

syriologu.] An Assyriologist.
Assyriology (a-sir-i-ol'o-ji), H. [< Gr. 'Aaav/iia +
-'/.o-jia, < >f}v, speak: see-ology.] The science
of Assyrian antiquities ;

that branch of know-
ledge which includes the history, language,
etc., of ancient Assyria.
assytht, n. A Scotch form of assetli.

assythment (a-srTH'ment), . [Sc., also by
apheresis sithement, < attyfk, sithe, + -ment.]
In Scots taw, an in-

demnification due
from a person guilty
of murder to the
heirs of the person
murdered. Where the
criminal has suffered the

penalty of the law, no
claim for assythment
lies.

-ast. [< Gr. -aarn;
< -di,nv, after -t-,

equiv. to -fonfc, <

-/few: see -ist, -ize.]
A suffix of Greek
origin, occurring in-

stead of -ist after -/-,

as in chiliast, enthu-

siast, etc.

astacian (as-ta'-
shian), n. [< Asta-
cus + -ian.] An ani-
mal of the genus
Astacus or family
Astacida!, as a craw-
fish or lobster.

astacid (as'ta-sid), .

One of the Jataoiate,
Astacidae (as-tas'i-

de), . pi. [NL,., <

+ -idee.] A

n jtt

tt

Sm'Ctureof

Astacus /, //, ///, sterna of first, second, and
third somites ; C, heart ; G, membra -

family Of IliacrurOUS nous partof stomach ; /A, labrum ; /,

-, inetastoma; c, cardiac ossicle; pt,
decapod Crustaceans pterocardiac do.; uc, urocardiac tlo.l

represented by the f
A .lateral cardiac do.; pt cardio-py-

n , JIT, lonc valve ; /*, infenor pvlonc val-
Crawfish and lobster, vular apparatus ; tn, anterior gastric

muscle ; >t, insertion ofpostenor do.;

fc t procephalic process; A, opening
of hepatic duct; v, pyloric cxcum ;

it, intestine; gn, testis; fn', fn",
vas defcrens ; a o, ophthalmic artery ;

a a, antennary do.; a h, hepatic do. ;

as, sternal do.;aA superior abdomi-
nal do.; b, cerebral ganglia ; s g, azy-
gous visceral nerve.

Amoiii: fluviatile forms,
the best known are As-
tacus and Cainbarus, the
former containing the
river-crawfish, A. Flur/a-

tilis, and the latter nu-
merous species of North
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America, amoni: them the Mind < r:i\vli>li <.l tin- Mammoth
Cave, C. JH-lillciiliix. The Inlister is Ha:, in, i>

II. iiiiir-rii-iliiiin. ^l|,lnll|'.^ U all. .tiler '.;eml.- n< this lal.iily.
See cut under A*tttctt.i.

Astacina (as-ta-si'na). H. pi. [NL,, < Jrfoetu
+ -(.] A group of macrnron- decapod crus-

3. [NL.] A genus of bivalve shells, formerly of

great.extent and referred to it family Cypriiiiiln .

now restricted and made
tlie tv|ie of a family .l.iliir-

tiilii:'

taceans corresponding more or less nearly with Astartidi)B(as-tar'ti-de), n.

Astileiiii or Aslneiilii-.

astacine (as'ta-sin), n. and ti. [< Antaeus +
-/<!.

1 I. (/. Having the characters of a craw-

fish; pertaining to the Axliii-iiln:

II. H. One. of the Axttieiitu; as a crawlisli.

The prol.lcru whether (lie crustacean in qnt-Htion was n
lilliliile .\*tni'ini' or H true Hnuiariilc IniL'Ilt lie \ery llaril

t< solve. //<"/.'</, rravllsh, vi.

Also astaeniil.

Astacini Ois-ta-si'iii), >i. i>l. [NL., < Axltifim

+ -iiii.] In Latreille's system of ehissilication,

the third section of macriirous decapod crus-

taceans, containing a nunilier of forms now
distributed in several families and at least two
suborders. His subjection .if Ilic s;i name C..ITC- A""i""J '."" "',"V 7\""'

s| mils more nearly In the m.idern family .4tarii/i>'( which AStaSia. (as-ta 81-a),

III. [NL., < Asttirti; :i, +
-idir.] In some systems of

zoological classification, a

family of dimyarian bi-

vitlves, with solid equal
valves, an external liga-
ment, cardinal teeth, and
also lateral teeth on each

valve, the pallial line en-

tire, the muscular scars ovate, ami a distinct

pedal scar above the anterior muscular one.
The typical species are

ellicM.V inhabitants of the
ii<.iMi..rn seas, lint iiicin

tiers i. f tile same tuinily are
funnel in most other seas.

Astafte lulcata.

astacite (as'ta-sit), H. [< Gr. Harare, a lob-

ster, a crawlisli, + -ifc-2.] A ]>etrilivd or fossil

crawfish, or other similar crutttaceous animal.
Also tmtamlile.

astacoid (as'ta-koid), <i. and n. [< Astae.iix +
-viil.] Same as (mlneiiie. /liu-lu/.

Astacoidea (as-ta-koi'de-a), . pi. [NL., < As-
liieim + -iiiilen.] A sn| lert a mily group or series
of marruroiis decapod crustaceans.

astacolite (as-tak'd-lit), [< Gr. aaronAc, a

lobster, a crawfish, + '/.idof, a stone.]

Astacus (as'ta-kus), n.

ii. [NL.,<Gr. aaracia,

unsteadiness, incon-

stancy, < iin-nntr, un-

steady: see tixlatie.]
A genus of eustoma-
tons flagellate infuso-

rians, typical of the

family Astaxiitlte, hav-

ing a distinct tubular

pharynx. It contains such species as A. tri-

cliopltora, found in marsh-water.
Same as astasiid (as-tas'i-id), n. An infusorian of the

family Astasiida:.

[NL., < Gr. airraK.6c, a AstasiidaB (as-ta-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Astasia

Aslartt bortalis semistili ,/.',r.

/, / . anterior and posterior pcd.il
muscle.

asteriated

In jxitlnil., defective secretion of sebaceous
matter by the glands of the skin.

asteer (a-ster'), pri-p. pin . as mil-, or ii. [Sc.,
= iixtir, i\. v.] In or into a state of stir; stir-

ring. [Scotch."!
asteism (as'te-izm), n. [< (ir. iinrtm/ti'n; clever

talk, < aarelfeodai, talk cleverly. < nnruui-. clever,

witty, lit. of the town, < iinrr, town. ('I.

< L. civis, a citi/.en
; itrliinic, < L. urlm, a city.)

In rhet., polite irony; a polite and ingenious
manner of deriding another.

astel (as'lel), H. [< -MK. <ixt<lli, < OK. nxli-He =
Pr. tixtc/ii, < L. *atelln, for iistiilii. a form of

imsiilti. a thin l)oanl, a shingle, ilitn. of n

board: see aslili /.
]
A ceiling of boards over-

head in a mining-drift, designed to protect the
men when at work from falling rocks. [Kng. |

aster 1
(as'ter), n. [L., < Gr. nr,-i

lt i, a star (also
a plant, prob. Axti-r .11 HI-UK: cf. anr/nw (> L. <ix-

ini,n), a star, a constellation, usually in pi.

liar/ia, the stars), = E. star, q. v.] If. A star.

[Hare.] 2. A plant of the genus Aster. 3.

['"/'.] [NL.] A large genus of plants, natural
order ('iiiii/iiixitii; natives of Europe, Asia, ami
America, but chiefly of North America, about
120 species occurring in the United States.
They are mostly perennial, limit-nun i" late summer anil

autumn "H uhich ai count they art; often called in Eng-
land Michaelmas or Christinas daisies. The ray-ttnu. i-

vary from white to lilac -blue or purple, the center IK-IIIB

yellow, changing sometimes to purple. .Many of the spe-
cies resemble one another closely, an. I in no nemis is the

satisfactory determination of the species more difficult.

4. A name of plants of some allied genera, as
the Cape after (Agatha-a ameHoides), the China
aster (Callintephus Cliincitgif), the false aster

(Boltonia), the golden aster (Chrysopsis), and-, . ., .
, -a--, n. p. ., sasa . ..-, .- - - ---

lobster, a crawfish.] The typical genus of the +-(/.] A family of animalcules, mostly free- !
he'White-topped aster (ixnocarpus). 5. In

swimming, exceedingly plastic and variable in

form, bearing a single terminal flagelium, and
having the oral aperture distinct and the endo-

plasm colorless.

astatet, . An obsolete form of estate.

'., a karyolcinetic figure intervening in time
between the rosette and the diaster during the

changes in the nucleus of a cell. See diaster
and karyokinesis.
Astera

(as'ter), n. In ornith., same as Asttir.

astatic (as-tat'ik), a. [< Gr. a<rrarof, not stand-
-as*er - tL - '" dim- suffix, as

ing still, unstable, unsteady, < a-priv. + ararof,
verbal adj. of lardvat, stand: see-l8 andsfac.]
1. Unstable; unsteady.
The house was rested, at each of its piers, upon a hand-

ful of cast-iron shot, each one fourth of an inch in diame-
ter. By this means the building has been made astatic.

Hence 2. In phys., having no tendency
4-..!.^ J~G 1A_ /H J\ iil !A i Jf

Rivor-Crawfish (Astacitsjinviatilis). (From Huxley's
"
Crayfish.")

family Astfieiihe, and one of the two leading
genera of fluviatile crawfishes, the other being

-

astarboard (a-star'bord), prep. phr. as adv.

[<
3 + starboard.'] At or to the starboard or

right-hand side of a ship when looking forward.
astare (a-star'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3
+ store*.] Staring.

astartt (a-starf), v. [< ME. asterten, asteorten,
aaturten, startle, startup, escape, <<*-(< AS. a-)+ sterten, etc., start: see a-i and start1 .} I.
trans. 1. To escape; escape from.

Every tere which that Creseyde asterte,

Chaucer, Troillls, lii. 1070.

2. To cause to start
;
startle.

No daunger there the shepheard can astert.

Speiuier, Shep. Cal., Nov.

II. intraiis. I. To start up.

a bit of a parasite, Antoniaster, a little Antony,
oleaster, wild olive, pinaster, wild pine, surdatter,
deafish, etc.] A suffix of Latin origin, forming
contemptuous diminutives, as in criticaster,

poetaster. It occurs without recognized dimin-
utive force in pinaster, oleaster (w-hich see).

Pop. Sri. Mo., XXVIII. 566. Asteracantbiidae (as'te-ra-kan-thi'i-de), n. pi.
to [NL., < Asteracaitthion + "-ida;.] A family of

take a definite (fexed) positioTi ;
without direc- ordinary starfishes, of the order Asteroidea.

tive power: used especially of a magnetic nee- A8tera.canthion(as"te-ra-kan'thi-on), n. [NL.,
die whose directive property has been neutral- < G>r- acrrr/p, a star, + anavda, a spine.] A genus

ized. A needle may ' starfishes, typical of the family Astcracan-
S. be rendered astatic thiidai. A. rubens is a common British species,
y iii various ways, l>ut the "five-finger" of the oystennen.

"roximityof another AsteracanthuS (as"te-ra-kan'thus), w. [NL., <

needle of the same in- G>T- aori]p, a star, + andvda, a spine.] A genus
tensity nxed parallel of placoid fossil fishes, occurring in the Oolite
to it, and with the and Lias formations.

Sorth le

e
o7the ,ml Asteraceae (as-te-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Asterl,

being adjacent to the 3. + -ace<?.] Same as Composite.
south pole of the asteria(as-te'ri-a), n. [L.,<Gr. aarijp, astar. Cf.

In this posi- Asterias.] A variety of sapphire, not perfectly
transparent, but showing, when cut round, a
stellar opalescence in the direction of the verti-
cal axis of the crystal. Also called octtlus cati.

lley are^iii Asteriad.33 (as-te-ri'a-de), . pi. [NL., < Aste-

Out of her ld she did astart,
As one with vew of ghastly feends affright.

Spent
"

2. To be escaped from.

She hadde the herte,
And who hath that may not ajtterte.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 1153.

other. In this posi
tion the needles neu-
tralize each other,
and are therefore un-

^- .
,

. ._
affected by the mag-

Astatic Needles. thougn iney are still ~. T i

*
; * 4- ~~~"

'" f "
.*-~' ~~.',

'

^;

subject to the influ- nas
> * + **] * Same as Asterttda;. 2.

ence of an electric current properly situated. Such nee- Some other and major group of starfishes.

^SSS^tt^J^^S^JSSy&tZ* arterial (as-te'ri-al), a. [< Gr. dor./xor, starry,
< aartjp, a star.] Relating to or connected withIn an astatic
the stars.

astatically (as-tatl-kal-i), adv.
manner.

,
F. &, III. ii. 29. astaticism(as-tat'i-sizm), n. [< astatic + -ism.]

The state or quality of being astatic.

The nominal sensitiveness of a galvanometer can be in-
creased to any extent by increasing the axtaticimi of the
needle. Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXXII. 90.

Astarte (as-tar'te), n. [L., < Gr. 'AorapTi;, astatize (as'ta-tiz), v. t.; pret. and pp. astatized, -7iep~1"~A "fossil tarflsl
representing Phen. Ashtareth: see Ashtoreth.] ppr. astatiziny. [< astat-ic + -ire.] To render Asterias (as-te'ri-:
1. The principal female divinity of the Pheni-
cians, properly a chaste deity, goddess of the
moon or of the heavens, but frequently con- inside the globe. Encyc. Brit., xV.
founded with the unchaste Ashera. she was the astatizer (as'ta-ti-zer), n. A device for ren-
same as the Assyrian Istar. Also called Anhtoreth (A*h- Aer \ntr the neecfle of A o-alvnnnmptpi- aotatin
tareth. Antoreth), and, incorrectly, AMoroth (AMarM), a Q"!""

g
, f"T astatic,

plural fonn of AMureth. astay (a-sta ), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< aS
Naut., said of the anchor when, in

If the deep learn'd a*te,riitl quacks
Taint Time to life in almanacks,
He has on brow a lock of hair,
But all his head beside is bare.

T. Ward, England's Reformation, p. 298.

asterialite (as-te'ri-a-lit), n. [< Asterias, 1, +

. \ L. astfrias,

Mooned Axhtaroth,
Heaven's queen and mother both.

Milton, Nativity, 1. 200.

With these in troop
Paine Axtmvth, whom the 1'hienicians call'd

Antarte, queen of heaven, with crescent boms.
Hilton, P. L., i. 439.

The moon.
,lx/a*-/y- '.v lieiliatnunileil crescent,
liistinet with its duplicate horn.

foe, Ulalume.
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*3v\si. ifxa \t*o-\;\j ii-<*o/, n. IJ.1U*) \ u. iis* '< i t'tf*i \

Gr. aoreptof, a fish, lit. stan-y, < aarrip, a star.]
The deflexion of a properly totalized needle suspended 1. The genus of

starfishes which
is typical of the

family Asterii-

da;. 2. [1. c.]

, _ , _ In ornith.,
heaving in, the cable forms such an angle with
the surface of the water as to appear to be in a
line with the stays of the ship,
asteatodes (as-te-a-to'dez), . [NL., < Gr. a-

priv. 4- oreaTufiTK, "like tallow or fat, < areap
((near-), tallow or fat, + ridof, form.] Same as
asteaiosii,

asteatosis (as-te-a-to'sis), . [NL., < Gr. a-

priv. + crriap (areisr-), tallow or fat, -f- -osis.]

In ornif., an
old and disused
name of the gos-
hawk, goose-
hawk, or star-

hawk. See As-
tiir.

asteriated (as-

te'ri-a-ted), a.

[< Gr. aaripiof, Common Starfish (Attcrias/trrbtsi}.



Cross-section of ray of Asterias
aurantincus.

a, a, ambiilacral or vertebral os-

sicles ; b, adambulacral ;
c , c, margi-

nal ossicles ; d, paxiltae upon antam-
bulacral surface.

asteriated

starry, + -ate'2 + -cd".] Exhibiting the prop-
erty of asterism: as, asteriated sapphire. See

attti'rism, 4.

asterid (as'te-rid), n. [< Asterida;.] A starfish;
a member of the genus Asterias, or family As-

teriida', or some other division of the order As-
teroidea. Also called asteridan and asteridian.

Asterida (as-ter'i-dil), x.pl. [NL., < Asterias, 1,

+ -ida.] In Gegeiibaur's system of classifica-

tion, an order of the class Asteroida, including
the typical starfishes.

Asteridae (as-ter'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,<Agteriai, 1 ,

+ -ida:] 1. Same as Asteriida;. 2. Some su-

perfamily group of starfishes, more or less ex-

actly equivalent to Asteroidea (which see).

asteridan (as-ter'i-dan), n. Same as asterid.

Asteridea(as-te-rid'f-a),M.pZ. [NL.,< Asterias,

1, + -idea.] A superfamily group of starfishes,

(a) More or less nearly the same as an order Aitteroidea,

distinguishing the starfishes collectively from other echi-

noderms. (b) More or less nearly the same as a class

Asteroidea or Stellerida, distinguishing the starfishes and
sand-stars (ophiurians) together from other echinoderms.

asteridian (as-te-rid'i-an), n. and . [< asterid

+ -MM.] I. n. Same as asterid.

II. n. Of or pertaining to the Asteriida;.

The asteridian affinities of the class [Brachiopoda] have
been hinted at by King. Encyc. Brit., IV. 188.

asteriid (as-te'ri-id), n. A starfish of the fam-

ily Asteriida;.

Asteriidae (as-te-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Aste-

rias, 1, + -ida;. ]' A family of echinoderms, of

the order Asteroidea,
the starfishes, class

Asteroidea or Stelle-

rida, represented by
such genera as As-
terias or Astropecten
and Lnidia, having
four rows of pedi-
cellate feet in each

ray. Also Asterida;,

and, less correctly,
Asteriada:

Asterina (as-te-ri'-

na), n. [NL., <! Gr.

a star, + -ina.] The typical
starfishes of the family Asterinida;.

is the gibbous starlet.

Aiterina is a large genus, almost world-wide in its dis-

tribution. The skeleton is formed of imbricated or over-

lapping and notched ossicula. Stand. Nat. Hint., I. 159.

asterinid (as-ter'i-nid), n. A starlet of the fam-
ily Asterinida;.

Asterinidae (as-te-rin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < As-
terina + -ida;.] A family of starfishes, contain-

ing the starlets of the genera Asterina, Asteris-

cus, Goniastcr, etc.

asterion (as-te'ri-on), n. [NL.,< Gr. aarepiof,
neut. aarepiov, starry, starlike, < aarr/p, a star.]
In anat., the point where the lambdoid, parie-
tomastoid, and occipitomastoid sutures of the
skull meet.
Asteriscus (as-te-ris'kus), . [NL., < Gr. <ZOTE-

piaKof, a little star: see asterisk.] 1. A genus
of starfishes, of the family Asterinida;: synony-
mous with Palmipes. The species are known
as sea-stars. 2. \l. c.] An otolith lodged, in

most fishes, in a diverticulum of the vestibule,
beneath the ampulla of the posterior canal,

asterisk (as'te-risk), w. [< LL. astcriscus, < Gr.

aarepiaKOf, a little star, an asterisk, used in

manuscripts to mark passages, dim. of aarrip, a
star: see aster1

.] 1. The figure of a star (*),
used in printing and writing (a) as a reference
to a passage or note in the margiji; (6) to dis-

tinguish words or phrases as conjectural, theo-

retical, unverified, obscure, or as having some
other specified character

; (c) to mark the omis-
sion of words or letters

;
and (d) arbitrarily, as a

mark of classification. 2. Something in the
shape of or resembling an asterisk.

The lanthorn is in the centre of an asterisk of glades,
cut through the wood of all the country round, four or
five in a quarter. Roger North, Lord Guilford, I. 258.

3. In the Gr. Ch., a frame consisting of two
arches of metal, crossing each other at right

angles, placed on the paten
and over the prepared bread
of the eucharist to prevent
contact with the covering
veil.

The asterisk . . . folds and un-
folds for the purpose of being more
conveniently put away. Its use is

Asterisk. to prevent the veil of the disk from
disarranging the order of the por-

tions ; its mystical meaning ... is the star which led the
Wise Men to the Infant Saviour.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 350, note.
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asterism (as'te-rizm), n. [< Gr. armpia/i6f, a

marking with stars, a constellation, < aarepit^eiv,

mark with stars, < aarf/p, a star, = E. star.'] 1.

A group of stars : formerly equivalent to con-

stellation, but now appropriated to any small
cluster of stars, whether a part of a constella-

tion or not.

All set in number and in perfect form,
Even like the Asterwmx flx'd in heaven.

Chapman, Blind Beggar.

Any one who studies the heavens will recognize the fact

that the larger constellations have been robbed of their

just proportions to form the smaller asteriionx.

R. A. Proctor, Light Science, p. 335.

2. An asterisk, or mark of reference. [Rare.]
3. Three asterisks placed thus, %*, or thus,

*, ,
before a passage, to direct attention to it.

4. An optical property exhibited by some
crystallized minerals which show a star-shaped
luminous figure when viewed by reflected light,
as the asteriated sapphire, or by transmitted

light, as some kinds of phlogopite. in the former
case it is due to certain peculiarities of internal structure,
in the latter to the inclusion of symmetrically arranged
acicular crystals.

astern (a-stern'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<
a3 + stern2.] 1. At or toward the hinder part
of a ship: as, to go astern. 2. Behind, at any
indefinite distance: as, the ship was far astern

of us.

Captain Terry . . . put off in his boat at sunset for his

ship, which was now six or eight miles astern.
R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 36.

3. In the direction of the stern; backward;
back; to the rear: said of a ship: as, the cur-

rent drove us far astern TO back astern, to move
stern foremost ; go astern : said of a ship. To be astern
Of the reckoning, to be behind the position given for a
vessel by the reckoning. To fall astern. See fall.

asternal (a-ster'nal), a. [< Gr. a- priv. +
artpvav, sternum.] 1. Having no sternum or

breast-bone, as a serpent. [Rare.] 2. Not
reaching to or connected with the sternum : as,
asternal ribs, that is, floating ribs, ribs which
do not articulate with the breast-bone.

Asterodactylidse (as'te-ro-dak-tiri-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Asterodactylus '+ -ida;.] A family of

salient amphibians: synonymous with Fipidai
(which see). Also Asterodactyloida; and Astro-

dactylidai.

Asterodactylus (as''te-ro-dak'ti-lus), n. [NL.,
< Gr. aarf/p, a star, + <)oKn>Aof, finger.] A genus
of salient amphibians : synonymous with Pipa
(which see).

asteroid (as'te-roid), a. and n. [< Gr. aaTcpoeidfa,

star-like, < aorl/p, a star, + cMof, form.] I. a. 1.

Star-like. 2. Having a flower like that of an
aster.

II. w.l. One of the small planets, 280 or more
in number, between the orbits of Mars and Ju-

piter: more accurately called planetoids. See

planetoid. 2. One of the Asteroidea; a star-

fish, in a wide sense.

Asteroida (as-te-roi'da), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. aare-

potidr/f, star-like : see asteroid."] 1. In Gegen-
baur's system of classification, a class of echi-

noderms, the sea-stars or starfishes, consisting
of the orders Asterida, Srisinaida, Ophiurida,
and Euryalida. 2. Same as Aleyonaria.
asteroidal (as-te-roi'dal), a. [< asteroid (or
Asteroida) + -al.] 1'.' Resembling a star.

2. Pertaining to the asteroids. 3. Pertain-

ing to the starfishes. 4. Same as alcyonarian.
Asteroidea (as-te-roi'de-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.

acrrepoeidfa, star-like: see asteroid.] 1. An
order of echinoderms, the starfishes: so call-

ed from their star-like form. They have a more or

asthma

terinidw, Goniasteridce, Linfkiidfp, and Asteriidae, or the

starfishes proper as distinguished from the sand-stars and
other echinoderms of the class Stellerida (which see).

They have a coriaceous skin, in which arc implanted spines
or tubercles. The body is expanded into arms, the under
surface of which is marked with grooves, radiating from
the center, and pierced with rows of holes, whence issue

tentacular feet, by means of which the animals move.
Most have 5 arms or rays, but some have more, varying
from 8 to 30. They have the power of reproducing these

arms if they are broken off
;
and if an entire arm, with a

small portion of tiie body attached to it, is torn oil', it f< THIS

a new and perfect animal. The mouth is in the inferior

center of the rays, is not provided with teeth, and leads

by a short gullet into a large stomach, from which a pair
of lateral tubes are prolonged into each ray. A distinct

intestine and anus may or may not be present. The ani-

mals feed chiefly on mollusks.

2. A class of echinpderms, containing the

sand-stars or ophiurians together with the

starfishes, and more or less exactly equivalent
to Stellerida (which see). 3. Same as Aley-
onaria.

Asterolepis (as-te-rol'e-pis), n. [NL., < Gr.

aarrip, a star, +
p, a scale.]

A genus of gi-

gantic primi-
tive fishes,now
found only in a
fossil state in

the Old Red
Sandstone.
From their re-

mains it would
seem that these
fishes must some-
times have at I, hyoid plate of Asteroltpis, T-oth natural

tained the length St

e
uVa?' si

i

z

n '':rnal ridge ' h!">id platc ' 1-4th

of 18 or 20 feet.

One of

tral and dorsal sides of anterior end of body ; d, d , ciliated bands ;

h, c<ecal diverticulum, forming rudiment of the ambulacra! system,

less lobed or pentagonal disk
;
lohes continuous with the

disk, receiving prolongations of the viscera, and bearing
tube-feet with suckers, us locomotory organs ; and an
aboral madreporic body. The group includes several

families, as Brittingidce, Pterasteridce, Astropectinidce, As-

r 20 feet.

asterophrydid (as"te-rof'ri-did), 11.

the Asterophrydida:.
Asterophrydidse (as"te-ro-frid'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < AsteropJirys + -ida:.] A family of ar-

ciferous salient amphibians with maxillary
teeth, dilated sacral diapophyses (the coccyx
being connected with one or two condyles or
sacral vertebrae), and opisthocoelian vertebra.
It is a small group of toad-like animals.

Asterophrys (as-te-rof'ris), n. [NL., < Gr.

aarr/p, a star, + o^/rof, eyebrow : see l>row.~\

A genus of arciferous amphibians of New
Guinea, typical of the family Asterophrydida;.
asterophyllite (as"te-ro-firit), n. [< NL.
Asterophyllites.] A member of the genus Astc-

rophyllites.

Asterophyllites (as"te-ro-fi-li'tez), . [NL.,
< Gr. aorfjp, a star, + fGMav, a leaf, + /U'flor,

a stone.] A genus of fossil plants; star-leaf:
so called from the stellated disposition of the
leaves around the branches. They abound in the

coal-measures, and are believed to be the branches of the
Catamite* or Calamodendron.

astertt. r. See astart.

asthenia (as-the-m'a), n. [NL., < Gr. aaBeveta,

weakness, < aaOcv>K, 'without strength, < a-priv.
+ oOtvoc,, strength.] 1. In pathol., debility;
want of strength. Also astheny. 2. [cap.] In

eool., a genus of insects,

asthenia (as-then'ik), a. [< Gr. aofewoY, weak,
< aatifirff : see asthenia.] Of the nature of as-

thenia
;
characterized by or suffering from as-

thenia or debility ;
weak.

asthenologyt (as-the-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. aaflt-

i'f/(, weak (see asthenia), + -MYla, < Myeiv, speak :

see -ology.] The doctrine of diseases connected
with debility.

asthenopia (as-the-no'pi-a), n. [NL., < Gr. aadf-

vf/s, weak (see asthenia), +"uil/ (UK-), eye.] Weak-
ness of the eyes. Two forms are especially important :

(a) accommadatiix asthenopia, which is the result of the ex-
haustion of the ciliary muscle, as in hypermetropia ; and
(6) muscular asthenopia, which is the result of some ex-
haustion of the external muscles of the eye, usually the
internal rectus.

asthenopic (as-the-npp'ik), a. Pertaining to,

resembling, or suffering from asthenopia.
For reading, the manifest hypermetropia should be cor-

rected, the strength of the glasses being increased as often
as asthenopic symptoms reappear.

Eitcyc. Brit., XVII. 785.

Asthemirus (as-the-nu'rus), . [NL., < Gr.

aodev/K, weak (see asthenia), + ovpa, tail.] 1.

In ornith., a genus of woodpeckers: synony-
mous with Ficmnnus. Swainson, 1827. 2. In

ichth., a genus of fishes.

astheny (as'the-ni), n. Same as asthenia, 1.

asthma (ast'ma or as'ma), n. [Early mod. E.
also astma, astria, < ME. dsma, asmy, < ML. asma,
asthma,^ Gr. ao%a, asthma, panting/ affiv, also

adfriv, aidffiv, breathe hard, pant, < afrnai ("Farj-

vai), breathe, blow, = Goth, waiaii = AS. tcawan
= OHG. wajan, MHG. wayen, G. weheti = Skt.

V fa, blow. From the same root, in Gr., come



asthma

air1
, aurn, niiln, /ilni/i-, etc., and in Tent.,

q. v.] A paroxysmal disorder of respiration,
characterized by labored breathing, sibilant

rales, a feeling of const riction in the chest, and

COngh. The essential feature of the attacks is tin- con-

traction <if tin- bronchial tubes through spasm of the mus-
cles in their walls. Tin- 11:11111- i.i sometimes loosely applied
to other ilyspmi'ie, eujxiitioMs. Hay asthma. Siiim ,i>

htt>i i'<'! nrnich ^ee. uniler/'-fv;-).

asthmatic (ast- or as-mat'ik)
;
a. and n. [< L.

asthma#CV8,(. Gr. uo0/m<if, < aadfta(r-), asthma :

see asthma.'] I. a. 1. Pertaining to asthma:

as, asthmatic symptoms. 2. Affected by asth-

ma: as, ail asthmatic patient.
He reads fnnn paper ami book,

In a low and husky 'i*tlnn'iri>- t"iir.

\\'luttiiT, Demon of the Sillily.

II. . A person troubled with asthma.
asthmatica! (ast- or aSTmat'i-kal), a. Same
as ttsthntatU'.

asthmatically (ast- or as-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In
an asthmatic manner; as an asthmatic.

Asthmatos (ast'ma-tos), . [NL., < Gr. aaO-

fia(r-), panting, asthma: see asthma.] A ge-
nus of cilioflagellato iufusorians, having at the
anterior end a single flagellum in the midst
of a circlet of cilia. A. ciliaris is found in tile mucus
of the nose in cases of hay fever, and is supposed to cause
the complaint.
astichous (as'ti-kus), a. [< NL. astichus, < Gr.
d- priv. + arixof, a row.] In hot. and zool., not

arranged in ranks or rows.

astigmatic (as-tig-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. a- priv.
+ anyfia(T-), a point, + -ic: see a-18

, stigma,
and stigmatic] Pertaining to or exhibiting
astigmatism.
astigmation (as-tig-ma'shon), n. Same as

astigmatism.
astigmatism (as-tig'ma-tizm), . [Also astig-

mism, q. v. ; < Gr. a- priv. + ariyuo(r-), a point,
+ -ism.] 1. In ophthal., a defect in the refrac-

tive apparatus of the eye, the curvature of the

refracting surfaces being greater along certain

meridians than along others, so that rays of

light proceeding from an external point do not

converge to a point upon the retina, but to a
line. 2. A similar defect in a lens.

astigmism (as-tig'mizm), n. [See astigmatism,
which is

"
etymologically the better word,"

notwithstanding the extract.] Same as astig-
matism.
The late eminent scholar, Dr. Whewell, who had origi-

nally suggested the word astigmatism, . . . approves of

astir/imam as being etymologically the better word.
Quoted in JV. and Q., 7th ser., II. 344.

astigmometer (as-tig-mom'e-ter), n. [< astig-

m(ati.ii>i) + Gr. utrpov, a measure.] An instru-

ment for measuring astigmatism.
Zehender describes a new astigmometer, consisting of

two pasteboard tubes, one of which fitted into the other
and could be revolved around its long axis.

N. Y. Med. Jour., XL. 218.

astigmometry (as-tig-mom'e-tri), n. [< astig-

in(atisiii) + Gr. -fierpia,<. [itrpov, a measure.] The
measurement of astigmatism.
astipulatet (as-tip'u-lat), v. [< L. astipttlatus,

pp. of astipulari, adstipulari, agree with, < ad,

to, + stipulari, stipulate : see stipulate.] I. in-

trans. To make a stipulation ; agree.

All, but an hateful Epicurus, have (stipulated to this

truth. Bp. Hall, Invisible World, ii. 1.

II. trans. To assent or agree to.

astipulationt (as-tip-u-la'shon), n. [< L. astipu-
latio(n-), < astipulari, adstipulari, agree with:
see astipulate.] 1. Agreement; concurrence.

Gracing himself . . . with the astipulation of our rev-
erend Jewell. Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, ii. 8.

2. Assent.

astir (a-ster'), prep. plir. as adv. or a. [= Sc.

asteer,"earlier on steir ; < aS + stir.'] On the

stir; on the move; stirring; active.

For the Nantes youth, the Angers youth, all Brittany
was astir. Carlyte, French Rev., I. iv. 2.

Permeated and tinged and all astir with the principle
of equality. Ii. Choate, Addresses, p. 162.

Astoma (as'to-ma), n. [NL., fern. sing, or

neut. pi. of astomus, < Gr. doro/>f, mouthless:
see astomous.] 1. [NL., fern, sing.] A spuri-
ous genus of mites, the six-legged larval form
of acarines of the family Trombidiida;, retained
as a distinctive name of this stage. 2. [NL.,
neut. pi.] In Cuvier's system of classifica-

tion, a general name for those acalephs or me-
dusa) which have no central mouth, no rami-
fications of the peduncle, and no cavities for
the ovaries. [Not in use.]
Astomata (as-to'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of astomatus : see automatons.] That one of the
two groups into which the Protozoa are divided,
with reference to the presence or absence of a
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mouth, in which the mouth is wanting. The
group comprises two classes, Gr/'ijariiiiila and
l;/ii ni,mill. See I'rntozoa.

astomatous (as-to'ma-tus), a. [< NL. astomii-

tim, < (Jr. ii- priv. + o~oua(T-), mouth.] 1. Not
possessing a mouth; specifically, belonging or

pertaining to the .Ixtminilii. 2. In hot., with-

out an aperture ; specifically, without stomata
or breathing-pores.
astomous ( as to-mus), a. [< NL. astomus, < Gr.

anrniior, mouthless, < a- priv. + or6/*a, mouth.]
Without a stoma or mouth; astomatous: ap-
plied to mosses in which the capsule does not

open regularly by an operculum, but bursts ir-

regularly, as in 1'hascum and its allies. A. Cray.
astont, astonet, astunt,!'. t. [< Ji !;. .s7r, '.,-

tiiiK-H, iistiMini n, nsliiinifii (later and rarely as-

1111/111:), also astonirn, nxtitnicn (whence later and
mod. astony, q. v., and by extension astonish, q.

v.), oftenest in the pp. astoned, astuned, astouncd

(whence in mod. E. a new iiif. astounil, q. v. ),

also astonied (see atttony); of uncertain origin:
either (1) in the earlier normal form "astunini,
< AS. "astuninn (not found), < d- + stunian, re-

sound (not verified in the later sense of 'stun
with a noise,' stun in this sense being possibly

by apheresis from astun); cf. Swiss stuncn, )

NHG. stall/ten (in comp. erstauncit = AS. "dstu-

nianl), astonish; or (2) < OF. estoner, extuner,

cstonner, mod. F. itonner, stun, astonish, < L.
as if 'extonare, equiv. to attonare, chiefly in pp.
attonitux, strike with a thunderbolt, stun, as-

tonish, < ex, out (ad, to), + tonare, thunder: see

as-3
, ex-, and thunder. The indications point

to an orig. AS. word, merged in ME. with the

etymologically different but formally and no-

tionally equiv. OF. word. The forms aston,

astone, astun, astony, astonish, and astound are
thus variations of the same word. The normal
mod. form is astun (a-stun' ), or with further de-

velopment astound, the only form, besides as-

tonish, in actual use.] To confound; astonish;
amaze; bewilder; dismay. Chaucer.

On the solid ground
He fell rel>oundin breathless, and agtunn'd
His trunk extended lay.

SomeniUe, Hobbiuol, ii. 384.

astoniednesst, . [< astonied + -ness.] The
state of being astonished.

astonish (a-ston'ish), r. t. [First in early mod.
E.

;
either < aston, astone, or astony, + -islfi,

used (as in distinguish and extinguish) in imita-
tion of words like abolish, banish, cherish, etc.,
where -ish represents -iss- in certain parts of
F. verbs

;
or perhaps from an actual OF. "eston-

nir(*cstoniiis-), indicated in estonisscmen
t,
aston-

ishment (Palsgrave).] If. To stun, as with a
blow

;
benumb

; give a stupefying shock to.

Or as a thunder-clap, or cannons' noyse,
The power of hearing doth aitonith quite.

Sir J. Dames, Immortal, of Soul.

The knaves that lay in wait behind rose up and rolled
down two huge stones, whereof the one smote the king
upon the head, the other astonished his shoulder.

Holland, tr. of Livy, xlii. 15.

2f. To stun or strike dumb with sudden fear;
confound.

It is the part of men to fear and tremble,
When the most mighty gods, by tokens, send
Such dreadful heralds to antonigh us.

Shale., J. C., i. S.

3. To strike or impress with wonder, surprise,
or admiration

; surprise ;
amaze.

Thou hast astonith'd me with thy high trim-.

SAa*., 1 Hen. VI., 1. 2.

The student of Nature wonders the more and is aston-
ished the less, the more conversant he becomes with her

operations. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 2(K>.

What shall we say of the ocean telegraph, that exten-
sion of the eye and ear, whose sudden performance aston-
ished mankind ? Emerson, Works and Days.
= 8yn. 3. Surprint, Amaze, etc. (see surprise); startle,
shock.

astonishablet (a-ston'ish-a-bl), a. [< astonish
+ -able.] Astonishing.

astonishedly (a-ston'isht-li), adv. In an aston-
ished manner. [Rare.]
astonisher (a-ston'ish-er), n. One who or that
which astonishes.

astonishing (a-ston'ish-ing), p. a. Causing or
fitted to cause astonishment

; amazing ;
wonder-

ful. = Syn. Amazing, surprising, wonderful, marvelous.

astonishingly (a-ston'ish-ing-li), adv. In an
astonishing manner; to an astonishing degree.
astonishingness (a-ston'ish-ing-nes), . The
quality of exciting astonishment. [Rare.]
astonishment (a-ston'ish-ment), n. [< aston-

ish + -ment. Cf. OF. estonisseinent (Palsgrave).]
1. The state of being astonished, (at) The state

of being stunned or benumbed.

Astraeacea

A coldness and a t in his loins, as folk nay.

(M) Confusion of mind from .sinM--ii liar <T nth* \

tiiin ; fotiMU-rnation.

Attain. l,nn t>t i- that state of the s<ml in which all its

motions U1V .SIlS]ICIl'lHl U itll SOUK- ll'L'H > ,.[ llnll'il .

/;-'(/,.. Sultlllllr illnl liralltiflll.

(ct) Passion; excitement; frenzy.

Kliriitll.s < 'Vt T I klu w tii> r t" lir.

Vet never in this htrun^r ti*tm<l: m-'nt. fyteiuer.

(d) Great surprise or wonder
;
anm/cna-nt.

We found, with no U-ss wondt-r t<> 11* than r/-r-. ,,/.,/, /,/

to ttiriNx-h."-, th;it they \\t_-rt: tlir tun saliaul anl I'linmiH

l'nthiT8. >''/ /'. X"//-. '/.

2. A cause or matter of consternation.

Thou shall lu'i'iiiiii- -M ii*tnni..lt,iii-itt.n \<n>\i rb, and a
byword among all nations. l><.-iit. \\viii. 37.

Tbi'St: imaged, to tin- piiilf of kiii^-s ami priests,
A dark yet inMitv faith, :i power as hie

As is the world it wasted, and are now
But an astonishment.

Shelley, Promc tli.-n^ rnlmunil, ill. 4.

= Syn. 1. Amazement, admiration, awe.

astony (as-ton'i), v. t.; pret. and pp. antimi'-ii.

j)pr. astonying. [< ME. astonien, rarely n.ln-

nicn: see aston.] If. To stun, as with ;i blow.

The captain of the Helots . . . strake Palladias upon
the side of his head that he reeled axtnuifil.

Sir P. Siilnei/, An-adia. i. L';:.

2. To astonish
; terrify ;

confound. [Obsolete
or archaic.]
And when I heard this thin).', I rent my garment and

my mantle, . . . and sat down astonied. Ezra i\. 3.

Astottyinrf with their suddenness both their friends and
their enemies.

And I astonied fell and could not pray. Mrs. Browning.

astoret, v. t. [< ME. astorcn (and by apheresis
storen, > mod. E. store), < OF. estorer, cstattrer,
< L. iiistaurare, repair, renew: see instaura-
tion and store] To store; furnish with stores.

Ful riche he was astored prively.
Chaucer, Gen. Pro), to C. T., 1. 609.

Astoreth (as'to-reth), n. [See Ashtoreth.}
Same as Astartc.

astoundt (a-stound'), p. a. [Early mod. E. also

astown'd, ( ME. astouned, astoned, astuned, pp.
of astounen, astonen, astunen, astonish : see

aston, astony, and cf. astound, v.] Astonished
;

confounded. See aston.
The ell therewith astound

Upstarted lightly. Spenser.

astound (a-stound'), 0. [As an inf. this form
is late, being due in part to the pp. astound,
astouned, and in part perhaps to the frequent
dissimilated gemination of final -n into -nd, as
in sound for soun, etc.

;
so dial, drownd for

drown, pp. drownded for drowned] I. trans.

To astonish greatly ;
strike dumb with amaze-

ment
;
amaze

;
alarm.

These thoughts may startle well, but not astound
The virtuous mind. Milton, Comus, 1. 210.

In the architecture and embellishments of the chamber,
the evident design had been to dazzle and ast'tund.

Poe, Tales, I. 375.

= Syn. Surprise, Astonish, Amaze, etc. (see surprise)', con-

found, stagger, dumfounder, stupefy, shock.

H. in trans. To cause astonishment; amaze;
stun.

The lightnings flash a larger curve, and more
The noise astounds. Thomson, Summer, 1. 1138.

astounding (a-stoun'ding), p. a. Causing or
fitted to cause surprise or wonder; causing
amazement

; highly astonishing.
The third is your soldier's (ace, a menacing and astound-

ing face. /.'. Jonson, Cynthia's Kevels.

His [Corate's] astounding self-conceit was more akin to
that which may be seen in lunatic asylums than to any-
thing which is known to have been manifested by persons
in a state of health. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 142.

astoundingly (a-stoun'ding-li), adv. In an
astounding or amazing manner; amazingly.
astoundment (a-stound'ment), . [< astound
+ -ment.] Amazement. [Bare.]
To the astoundment of the young urchins, my contem-

poraries. Lamb, Old Benchers.

astraddle (a-strad'l), prep. plir. as adv. or a.

[< a3 + straddle: see straddle.] In a straddling
position ;

with one leg on each side of some-
thing; astride: as, to sit astraddle.

Astraea (as-tre'a), . [< L. Astrva, < Gr. 'Aa-

rpala, the goddess of justice, lit. starry, fern, of

acrrpaiof, starry, < aarpov, a star: see astral] 1.

A name sometimes given to the sign Virgo.
2. The 5th planetoid, discovered at Driesen by
Henke in 1845. 3. [NL.] In zool., a genus of

fixed coralligenous zoophytes, or stone-corals,

typical of the family Astrmda;, or star-corals.

See star-coral.

Also spelled Astrea.

Astraeacea (as-tre-a'se-a), n. pi. [NL., < As-
Iraia + -acea] In Verrill's system of classifi-



Astraeacea 356 astrlctiveness

cation, the third suborder of the order Maclre- astragaloscaphoid (as-trag'Vlo-skaf'oid), a.

poraria. The technical characters are: polyps mostly [< astragalus + scaphoid.'] Pertaining to both
compound, either by flssiparity or various modes of buil- the astragalus and the scaphoid or navicular
ding; tentacles usually well developed, long, subcylmdri- i)onp . (.omipotinf thep two hm P- n rlin 111
(id, limited in numher, in multiples of six, encircling the

'

. "? Wese two Dones . as, me OS-

disk ; the coral mural, septal, and endothecal, with yerti- tragalosciijilioid ligament.

both the

.Stiflj>lw/-/<(>r. Also written Atttreacea.

astraean (as-tre'an), a. 1. See astrean. 2.

Pertaining to or resembling the genus Astrcea.

Imbedded in the base of this cliff of coral limestone
were two dome-ahaped masses of Astrcean coral.

Triinx. A'u//. A'oc. Ellin., XXXII. 558.

astraeid (as-tre'id), a. and n.

astraiaii, -.

The large astraiid and brain corals imbedded in the up-
per portion of the cliff-face were only half the size of those
imbedded some 15 or 20 feet below.

Trans. Roy. Sac. JSdin., XXXII. 551.

II. n. A coral of the family AstraAdw,
Astraeidae (as-tre'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Astrwa
+ -ida:] A family of aporose scleroderma-
tous stone-corals, of the order Sclerodermata,
class Actinosoa; the star-corals: so called from
the radiated or star-like arrangement of their
tentacles. The family is a large and important one,
containing several genera, the animals of which largely
contribute to the formation of coral reefs. Its limits

vary with different authors. Also spelled Astreidoe.

astraeifprm (as-tre'i-f6rm), . [< NL. Astrcea
+ L. forma, form.] Resembling a star-coral;

having the characters of the Astraiidai or star-

corals: as, "astr&iform in shape," Encyc. Brit.,
VI. 383.

astragal (as'tra-gal), n. [< astragalus, q. v.]
1 . In arch. : (a) A small convex molding cut
into the form of a

string of beads, used
in classical architec-

ture, especially in
connection with the

egg-and-dart mold-
ing and between the
faces of different pro-
jection of Ionic and
Corinthian epistyle
and coffering beams. (6) A small plain convex

articulation.

astragal-plane (as'tra-gal-plan), n. Injoinn-y,
a bench-plane of the Shape necessary to form
astragals.

astragal-tool (as
'

tra-gal-tb'l), . A turning-
chisel with a concave face for cutting astragals.

I. a. Same as astragalus (as-trag'a-lus), .; pi. astragali
(-1J). [L., < Or. aoTpaya'Arx;, one of the ver-

tebrae, the ball of the ankle-joint, a die, an
architectural molding, a leguminous plant;

ated tail, like a magpie's, paired lateral crests
on the head, and the whole plumage brilliantly
iridescent. A. nii/rx, or A. rmlarit, is the paradise-pic,
also known as the incomparable.
astraughtt (as-tnif), p. a. [Substituted for

distraught, q. v.] Distracted; distraught;
aghast. Golding.

uxtragalolibial astraunget (as-tranj'), r. t. An old form of

estrange.

astrayt (a-stra'), v. i. [< ME. astraien, only in

pp. astrdied (after OF. estraie, estraye, whence
also appar. the ME. adj.: see astray, a.), or by
apheresis straicn (> E. stray), < OF. estraier,

stray, prob. = Pr. cstraguar, < late ML. extra ra-

garc, < L. extra, without, out, + vagarc, wander :

see ejctrar.agant. See estray and stray, which
are doublets of astray.'] To go out of the right
way; go astray; stray.

prob. from same root as bartov, a bone. Of. astray (a-stra'), adv. and a. [< ME. astray,
osteo-.'] 1. In anat., the tibiale, or innermost
one of the proximal row of tarsal bones, in
mammals it articulates with the tibia and enter* into tin-

tibiotarsul or ankle-joint; in birds it is ankylosed with
the tibia, forming more or less of the tibial condyles, and
entering into the mediotarsal or so-called tibionu-t.it ai>al

joint or heel-joint. In man and some other mammals it

is known as the talus, huckle-bone, ankle-bone, or sling-
bone, being the uppermost bone of the tarsus, and chiefly
or entirely receiving the weight of the body, in so far as
this is borne upon the foot or hind foot. See cuts under
Drointeux, foot, and Aocifcl.

2. leap.} [NL.] A very large genus of plants,
natural order Lcguininoso!, mostly low herbs,
found in all parts of the world except Austra-
lia and South Africa. Over 1,000 species are known
in the old world, and about 200 in North America, chiefly
west of the Mississippi. Very few are of any value. A.

tragacanth of commerce. Some of the same species also early mod.
yield a sort of manni

astraye (also, and earlier in recorded

date, by expansion and adaptation, o strai,
on stray, on Hie straye; mod. E. as if a3 +
stray), also astrayey, < OF. estraie, estraye,
strayed (cf. ME. astraied), pp. of estraier, es-

tra//cr, go astray: see astray, v. The word is

thus orig. a p. a., later assimilated to the form
of a prep. phr. like asleep, etc. Cf. alight^ and
aslope.] Out of the right way or proper place,
either literally or figuratively ; wandering.
Thou Shalt not see thy brother's ox or his sheep go

astray, and hide thyself from them. Dent. xxii. 1.

The guides would purposely lead the Castilians astray,
and involve them in morasses. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., 1.42.

With eyes astray, she told mechanic beads.

iMin-ll, Cathedral.

r coffee,

as loc<

3. dial, aitster, in austerland, q. v.,
!. astire, "asters, < ME. "astre, < OF.

A. Battimi is cultivated in some astre, aistre ( MLj astrum), mod. F. dire, a
hearth; origin unknown.] A hearth;

.

parts of Europe for its seeds, which are used as a substitute
for flee. In the United States several species are known /""

oweed, and are poisonous to animals eating them. AStrea, " i ie AStraxt.

in (a-stran'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<
3 astrean (as-tre'an), a.

rain.~\ On the strain: strainine. aorpa/of. pertaining to a

Astragal in Greek Architecture.

astrain (a-stran
+ strain"'] On

,
.

astrakhan (as'tra-kan). n. [< Astrakhan (Russ.
Astralchanu), a city and government (province)
of Russia.] 1. A name given to skins with a
curled wool (the pelts of young lambs) obtained
from Astrakhan in European Russia. 2. A

molding, usually with a fillet beneath it, some- rough fabric with a long and closely curled pile
times between two fillets, used between the in imitation of the fur.
capital and the shaft of classic orders, except astrakhanite (as'tra-kau-it), n.
the Greek Doric, and in many other positions + -ite^.~\ A variety of blodite
in classic, medieval, and later styles.

"-- * ' '

[< L. "astrceus, < Gr.

pertaining to a star, < aarpov, a star.]
Of or belonging to the stars. Also spelled as-
traian. [Rare.]
Every Star in Heaven is coloniz'd and replenish'd with

Astrean Inhabitants. Howell, Letters, iii. 9.

astreated (as'tre-a-ted), p. a. [< LL. as if

*astreatus,pp. of'*astreare, onlyinppr. astreans,

gleam like a star, < astrum, a star : see astral.]
Burnished with star-like ornaments. Imp. Diet.

,-,. , ,, M.OVAWA ^">3 <**/, Jiv* . l\ J-J4J. uolllttts, \ J-J. Ainu n I t_ 1ml }i__ (H UyiTVtOUff,
loldmg encircling a cannon near the mouth: astrum, a star, < Gr. Aarpov, a star, a constella- Astrelata (as-trel'a-ta), . See (Estrelata.not present on modern guns -3 In carp., one tion, < iurri,p, a star, == E. star: see asterl and astrict (as-trikf), v. f. [< L. astrictm, pp. of
the rabbeted bars which hold the panes of a star.1 I. a. 1. Belonging to the stars

; starry, astringere, draw close : see MMNM.1 If. To

[< Astraktiftn

.,
._ from the salt Astreidae, n. pi. See Astrmda;.

bee cut lakes of Astrakhan. astrelabiet, n. One of various Middle Eng-
lurnn. Also called lead. 2 A convex astral (as'tral), a. and . [< LL. astralis, < L. lish spellings of astrolabe.

ing encircling a cannon near the mouth: astrum, a star. < Gr. &OTOOV. a star, a constella- Astrekta fns-tr fi l' fl,-t,H.V . See (Estrelata.

astrictus,

astringe.']
Astral showers covered the heavens. bind fast

; confine. Hall. 2. In Scots law,
Palsgrave, Norm, and Eng., III. 331. (N. E. D.) to limit. See astriction, 3. 3. To constrict

;

2. Specifically, in theosophy, an epithet descrip- contract. [Rare.]
The solid parts were to be relaxed or astricted.

.
,

Arbuthnot, Aliments.

. biogenic Astral body, in theosoph,/, a living 4. To constrain
; restrict. [Rare.]

ssgsaaaw i mL*zz& ^^ * -^ $ sj^ ,<*'T r- Astral lamp, a lamp with an annular reservoir for oil
&lr * ' "a'">tto

, Metaph. ,
xl.

which is connected with the wick-tube by two small tubes. Formerly also adgtrict.
Inese tubes offer the only obstruction to the passage of
all rays which fall between the reservoir and the stem of
the lamp-stand, the shadow cast by lamps of the ordinary

window. 4. In anat., the astragalus.
astragalar (as-trag'a-ljir), a. [(astragalus +
-ar.] Pertaining to the astragalus.

astragali, n. Plural of astragalus.
Astragalinus (as-trag-a-li'nus), n. [NL., < as-

tragalus + -HIM*.] An old and disused name of
some European siskin, linnet, or thistle-bird.
In 1851 it was used by J. Cabanis as a genus name of the
American goldfinches, such as A. trintia, the common gold-
finch or thistle-bird of the United States, A. pialtria, the
Arkansas goldfinch, etc.

astragalocalcanea, . Plural of-astragaloeal-
caneum.

astragalocalcaneal(as-trag"a-16-kal-ka'ne-al),
a. Pertaining to the astragalocalcaneum!
astragalocalcaneum (as-trag"a-16-kal-ka'ne--

. 1 . , ./( r- r

[< L. aslrictus, pp. : see

r F f ,,.....,, j
- Brought into small compass ;

corn-
construction being thus in great measure avoided As- pendious ;

concise.
tral spirits, spirits believed, in the middle ages, to jico- astricted (as-trik'ted), p. a. Restricted. See

l, n,?iP"^ A
The

y.
w
,
ereval-10"8ly connived as fallen an- astriction. 3. Formfirlv also a/kn>fe/I

gels, souls of departed men, or spirit* originating
astriction, 3. Formerly also adstricted.isiragaiocaicaneum (as-trag"a-lo-kal-ka'ne- feu, souls of departed men, or spirits originating in fire '"." '."">

*
.,,?"* ~ " """" "

um), .
; pi. astragalocalcanea (-ii) K astraaa- and novering between heaven and earth, and between astriction (as-tnk shon), n. [< L. astnctw(n-),

lus + calcaneum.-] A bone of the tarsus repre-
ear$ and

''T

611
',,

a Power of contracting, < astringere, pp. asfric-

senting both the astragalus and the calcaneum ' n ~ tlieosophy, an astral form or body. tits, contract: see astringe.'] If. Restriction;sentiug both the astragalus and the calcaneum,
as in lizards and birds. It is supposed also to include
the naviculare, in some cases at least, and thus to repre-

perfectly distinct, extended transversely, but little back'
ward and movably articulated with the tibia, fibula, and
distal tarsal bones.

Two or more astralu will make this journey together.
A. 1'. Sinnett.

hr. as adv. or a. [<(a-strand'), prep.
a + strand.] Stranded.

.

astragalOld (as-trag'a-loid), a. [< astragalus+ -oid.~] In anat., of or pertaining to the as-

tragalus.

The tall ship, whose lofty prore
Snall neve/B^m the binow's

<

In

e
ore

,

Deserted by her gallant band,
Amid tne Breakers lies astrand.

Scott, L. of the L., vt. 13.

astragalpmancy (as-trag'a-lo-rnan-si), n. [< astranget, r. t. An old spelling of estrange.
Gr. aorpd-yafof, a die, + pavreia, divination; cf. Astrapaeus (as-tra-pe'us), n. [NL., < Gr. aa-

aaTpayaU/rnvTis, a diviner from dice (/idvrtf a rPa^alof, of lightning, < aarpam/, lightning.] A
diviner, a prophet): see astragalus.'] Divina- 8enu8 of brachelytrous beetles, of the family
tion by means of huckle-bones or dice. StapliylinicUe.

astragalonavicular(as-trag*a-16-na-vik'u-lar), astraphobia (as-tra-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.
a. and n. [< astragalus + navicular.'] I. a. "An aarpairri, var. of aorepoTrq, aTepoiri/, thunder and
epithet descriptive of a tarsal bone of some rep- Kg&tlllngi + -<t>pia, < (4<5/3of, fear.] In pathol.,
tiles, as a crocodile, supposed to represent an m rbid dread of thunder and lightning.
astragalus and a navicular bone combined. Astrapia (as-trap'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. aarpam""* "*""""""'- *'!;--*-: ' -

obligation.
Ol marriage he is the author and the witness; yet

hence will not follow any divine astriction more than
what is subordinate to the glory of God, and the main
good of either party. Milton, Divorce, xiii. (Ord MS.).

2. In med. : (a) The act of binding close or com-
pressing with ligatures. (6) A contraction of

parts by applications ;
the stopping of hemor-

rhages, (c) Constipation. 3. In Scots laic,
the obligation imposed by the servitude of

thiriage, by which certain lands are restricted
to the use of a particular mill for the grinding
of grain. See thiriage.

Formerly also adstriction.

astrictive (as-trik'tiv), a. [< L. astrictus,

pp. (see astrict), + -it-e ; = F. astrictif.'] 1.

Binding; obligatory. 2. Tending to contract
or draw together ; astringent; styptic.

Being sodden, it is astrictive, and will strengthen a weakj^ v f V .
!_"? ' * " I

/Jlt'ltv^, 0VUW (
, _______

The tarsus presents, proximally, an attragalo-navicular
var- ^ a

<""/Mt_ra<of, of lightning, < atTTpajrf?, light-
stomach. Holland, tr. of Pliny, x.\. 8.

"2 Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 220. ning.] A genus of sturnoid passerine birds of Formerly also adstrictive.
ii. n. A bone of the tarsus. See I. New Guinea, sometimes located in the family astrictiveness (as-trik'tiv-nes), . [< astrictive
The distal end of the astragalo-nammlar. Murnidfenextto Manucodia, sometimes refen-ed + -ness.'] The quality of being astrictive

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 221. to the Parudiseida;, having a very long gradu- Formerly also adstrictiveness.



astrictory

astrictoryt (as-trik'to-ri), . [< L. nstrictoriux,
binding, < iititi'irtux, pp. of iistrini/i'i-i : see

axlriiijic."] Astringent ; binding; *p( to hind.

astride (a-slnd'), !>/'< i>. plir. as iidr. or . [< <( :!

+ xtriilr.] With one leg on each side of gome
object; with the legs wide apart.

I'liK-fil fixlt-iil'' upon thr hars of the palisade. Xi-i>n.

astriferOUSt (as-trif'<;-nm), <l. [< L. iixti-ifi-r.

star-bearing
1

, (. axtrum, a star, + fcrrc = K.
ftcnr 1

.] Bearing or containing stars. Itliiunt.

astrigerOUSt (:is-tri.j';;-rusj, a. [< L. axlrii/ri;

star-bearing, < nxtrinii, u star, + </'''"'', bear.]

Bearing stars. Jiinli
;/.

astrild (as'trild), w. f< Axlri/ilii, I'.xlnlila: see

Kxtwlda."] A bird of tlie genus !'.!<! niilii (which
see): as, the gray uxtrilil. l-'.xinliln fnnrca.

astringe (as-trinj'), r.
; pret. and pp. nxlriiii/i-il,

ppr. antrint/iiig. [Early mod. E. also mlxfrini/1 ,

< L. iixtriitgrrr, itilxtriiiiirrf, draw close, con-
tract, < ml, to, + xtriiif/rrc, bind fast, strain:
see iix/i'ii'l. :ind xlriiifii ni, xtrict, and <rai.]
I. trans. 1. To compress; bind together; con-
strict. [Rare.]

\Vhi< h contraction . . . (iKtriwi/fli the moisture of the

brain, ami thereby si-ndeth teontnto the eyes.
Baciin, Nat. Hint., 714.

2f. Figuratively, to oblige ;
constrain

;
bind by

obligation.
II. intraiis. To become solid; congeal. Hol-

land.

astringency (as-trin'jen-si), n. [= F. astrin-

gence; < astringent: see -ence, -ency."] The
quality of being astringent; especially, that

property in certain substances by which they
cause contraction of soft or relaxed parts of
the body : as, the astringency of acids or bitters.

astringent (as-trin'jent), a. and H. [= F. astrin-

i/fiit.Cii. astringen(i-)x. adstringen(t-)s,ppT. of

astrini/err, udxtringere, draw close, contract: see

astringe.] I. a. Binding; contracting; con-

strictive; styptic.
A strengthening and astringent diet.

Arbuthnot, Aliment*.

II. . A substance which contracts the tis-

sues and canals of the body, condensing the
soft solids, and thereby checking or diminish-

ing excessive discharges, as of blood. The chief

astringents are the mineral acids, alum, lime-water, chalk,
t-uli- of copper, zinc, iron, lead, and silver, and among
vegetables catechu, kino, oak-bark, and galls. Vegetable
astringents owe their efficacy to the presence of tannin.

Formerly also adstringent.

astringently (as-trin'jent-li), adv. In an astrin-

gent manner.

astringer (as'trin-jer), n. See austringer.
astrite (as'trit), n. [< LL. astrites, also asteri-

tes, < Gr. aorepiTTK, a brilliant precious stone, <

aarf/p, a star: see aster1
."] Any radiated or star-

like fossil, as one of the detached articulations
of fossil encrinites

; star-stone. See encrinite.

Also asterite and astroite.

astro-. [< Gr. aarpo-, combining form of aarpov,
a star: see astral and astcr^."] The initial ele-

ment in many compound scientific terms of
Greek origin, meaning star.

Astrocaryum (as-tro-ka'ri-um), n. [NL., < Gr.

aarpov, a star, + ndpvov, a nut.] A genus of

palms from 10 to 40 feet in height, with beauti-
ful pinnated leaves, inhabiting the tropical parts
of America. The stems are covered with stiff and sharp
spines, often a foot in length. The seed is inclosed in a
hard stony nut, and that is enveloped by a fleshy fibrous

pericarp. The cattle of the upper Amazon feed on the
fleshy pericarp of A. Murunmru. The wood of A. Ayri
i
- much used for bows and for other purposes, and the fibers
of the leaves of A. Tucnma are used for fishing-nets.

astrofelt, astrophelt, . [Found only in Spen-
ser as quoted. It is in the first instance appar. a
manipulated form of asphodel (affodil, daffodil)
simulating L. astrum, a star, and/<?7, gall ('bit-
ter'). In the second instance the name is

professedly taken from "Astrophel" (Sir Philip
Sidney), the subject of the elegy of that name
and of another elegy (by Matthew Eoydon)
printed with it; in the latter also written As-
tropliill ("Our Astrophill did Stella love"), as
if < Gr. aarpov, L. astrum, a star ('Stella,' 'star-

light'), + 0i'/>0f, loving.] A name applied by
Spenser to some bitter herb.

My little flocke, whom earst I lov'd so well,
And wont to feede with finest grasse that grew,
Feede ye hencefoorth on bitter AstroftU,
And stinking Smallage, and unsaverie Rew.

Si>enser, Daphnaida, 1. 346.

That hearbe of some Starlight is cald by name,
Of others Penthia, though not so well:
Hut tliou, where ever thou doest flnde the same,
from this day forth do call it Astrophel.

Spenser, Astrophel, 1. 196.

astrogeny (as-troj'e-ni), . [< Gr. aarpov, a
star, + -jiveia, generation : see -geny.~\ The

Sir Francis Drake's Astrolabe.

Royal Naval College. England.
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theory of the creation or evolution of the
celestial bodies; stellar cosmogony. //.//-
i-i-r. Also axlfiifiiiiiy.

astrognosy (a*-trog'n$-si), w. [< <;r. aarpm,
a star, -r yvaau;, knowledge: see i/iiiixtn'.\

Knowledge of the stars,.especially of the fixed

slurs, in respect to their names, 'magnitudes,
situations, etc.

astrogonic (as-tro-gou'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to iistrogony or astrogeuy.
astrogony (as-trog'o-ni), H. [< Gr. aarpov, a
stiir, + -yovia, generation : see -finny.] Same
as uxtrogeiiy.

astrography (us-trog'ra-li), H. [< (ir. <'iarpov,&

star, + -jpaQia, < ypafyeiv, write, describe.] A
description of, or the art of describing or map-
ping, the stars.

astroid (as'troid), . [< Gr. aarpoiitw, star-

like^ aarpov, a star, + rMof, form, likeness.
Cf. asteroid.'] 1. In her., same as mullet. 2.
A plane curve of the sixth class and fourth or-

der, having two conjugate diameters of a conic
and the line at infinity as inflectional tangents.
astroite (as'tro-it), n. [< L. astroites (Pliny),
an unknown precious stone, < Gr. 'arrrpoirris, <

aarpov, a star. ( 'f. astrite.] Same as astrite.

astrolabe (as'tro-lab), n. [Early mod. E. also

iix/i-otalii/, ustroloby, etc., < ME. nxti-nluhr, uxlro-

labii', n.iii-elii/iii. axfrolabre, etc.,< OV.astrelabe,
mod. F. astrolabe, < -
ML. astrolabinm, < Gr.

aarpokaftov (sc. bpyavav,

instrument), an astro-

labe, prop. neut. of

*aarpo%.afia(;, lit. taking
stars, < aarpov, a star,+
/Mft/idveiv, Xo/iJciv, take.]
1. An obsolete astro-

nomical instrument of

different forms, used
for taking the altitude
of the sun or stars,
and for the solution
of other problems in

astronomy. The name
was applied to any instru-

ment with a graduated circle

or circles, but more especial-
ly to one intended to be held in the hand. Some astro-
labes were annillary spheres of complicated construction,
while others were planispheres intended to measure the
altitude only. One of the most important uses of the as-
trolabe was in navigation, for which it was superseded by
Hadley's quadrant and sextant.

My art cannot err ;

If it does, I'll burn my antrolabe.

Massinyer, City Madam, ii. 2.

2. A stereographic projection of the sphere,
either upon the plane of the equator, the eye
being supposed to be in the pole of the world,
or upon the plane of the meridian, the eye
being in the point of intersection of the equi-
noctial and the horizon.

astrolabyt, . Same as astrolabe.

astrolatry (as-trol'a-tri), n. [=F. astroldtrie,
< Gr. aarpov, a star, + Korpela, worship : see la-

tria. Cf. idolatry.] Worship of the heavenly
bodies, as stars, the sun, etc.

astrolithology (as'tro-li-thol'o-ji), M. [< Gr.

aarpov, a star, + MBof, a stone, -r- -/toy/a, < /lt-

yetv, speak: see -ology. Cf. lithology.] The
scientific study of aerolites or meteoric stones.

astrologer (as-trol'o-jer), . [< ME. astrolo-

ger, -ere (with suffix -<T as in astronomer, etc. ;

cf. astrologian), < L. astrologus, < Gr. aarpo'Xo-

yof, an astronomer, later an astrologer: see

astrology."] If. An astronomer; an observer
of the stars.

A worthy astrologer, by perspective glasses, hath found in
the stars many things unknown to the ancients. Kaleigh.

2. One who professes to determine the influence
of the stars on persons, events, qualities, etc.

Astrologer* that future fates foreshow. Pope.

astrologiant (as-tro-16'ji-an), n. [< ME. astro-

logien,(OF. astrologien= Pr. astrologian, < LL.
astrologia, astrology; L., astronomy: see astrol-

ogy and -an."] Same as astrologer.

astrologic (as-tro-loj'ik), a. Same as astrologi-
cal: as, "no astrologic wizard," Dryden.
astrological (as-tro-loj'i-kal), a. [< Gr. aarpo-
foyocof, < dorpo^oji'a: see astrology.] Pertain-

ing to astrology; professing or practising as-

trology.

astrologically (as-tro-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In an
astrological manner ; by means of or according
to astrology.
astrologize (as-trol'o-jiz), r.

; pret. and pp.
axtrnlofiized, ppr. <ixtriili>i/i.:iiii/. [< astrology +
-ire.] I. iiitrnnit. To practise astrology.

astronomer

II. trims. Toascertainbymeans of astrology.
Also spelled ilxti-iiliit/ixi:

astrologuet (M'trt-togX " [Karly mod. E.
and ME. axtrolng, < !'. uxtrnlogue, < L. tistroln-

i/ux, < (!r. iinr/Ki'/i'i)!)!". see tixtrologi/.~] An as-

trologer. If I' i fill.

astrology (as-ti-ol'o-ji), n. [< MK.
iixti-iil<ii/ir, < OF. iixtritliH/ii- = Sj). HxI

Pg. It. iintrnliii/ia, < L. aalroloi/ia, < (Ir. <m-/iii/n-

;ia. iistronoiny, biter astrology, < uc7yjo/<i) of , an
astronomer, lit. speaking about stars, < nm^xm, a
st;n', + /

, ni', speak: sei ,,/.,</,/. ]
1. Tin 1 sc-ience

or doctrine of the .stars : practical astronomy:
a-tnmoniy in its earliest form. '11,, i.-m, i n,,

rc.strii t (I in n]':uiiiix to the ji-rii.lo -. h h, "i :nl ].ruj,-

<Tly ("tiled nllllllllllll' llxt/-:>/:>!/'/, Mhilll Il-SIIIIIf, tllat tllf

hc-avciily lunlics i-icrt, iii'ciii'iliiiu I" thi'ir n-Intivi: posi-
tions at rritain times, a direct iiitlu< n>. iipmi liumali
life HIM! il.'stinv, ;int vOii'-h pritjMiscs to <l< t Miiinc in any
given rilM.' Mllilt this illlhliliri; in. unil thllrt to I. il.!. II

the f II till' . 'I'll Us, onr's tclll].rl Hill. Ill \\il^ UMTJIlc ll to tllr

JllillU-l IlluJl-r wlli.'h hi- u:i^ linni. ;t^ -ill n <-m !,, I I HIM Silt-

urn, jovial from .hij-ili-,-, inf,riu-i<i! HUM V
and the virtues of herbs, gcin.s. and n.. -ti. n,. -

\v<-resu]>-

]x>sed to be din- to tbrir i uiii, i

2f. An old name for the plant bistort, /''//-

,/OIIIIM Ilixlnrlii. Horary astrology, that branch of
the art hich shos how to Uliwer qneraon by the ngure
of tin- I ii ",\ \.-ii* at thr Ilioni'-nt uhrli th.- i|ilr>l ion ari.-i^.

Judicial astrology, that hiam-h of astrology which pro
fesses to fort-tell human affairs. The practice of judicial
astrology was forbithlcii iimlcr the severest penalti. - l>\

the Jewish, Komaii, and canon laws, a* imply-JIIL' idolatry
or heresy (equivalent t>> hich treason), and falling under
the greater excommunication. Natural astrology, (a)
Astrology applied to determining the destiny of a person
from the configuration of the planeta at his birth, (b)
That branch of astrology which professes to predict nat-
ural effects, as changes of the weather, winds, storms,
etc.

Astrolophida (as-tro-lof'i-da), . [NL., < Gr.

aarpov, a star, + Ao^of, a crest, + -trf.] A
genus of radiolarians, representing a special
family, the AstrolopJiUlitla:

Astrolophididae (as"tro-lo-fid'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., C Astrolophida + -ida:] A family of
acant harian radiolarians with a skeleton hav-

ing a varying number of spicules irregularly
distributed, consisting of the genera Astro-

In/iltida and Litholophtda : synonymous with
Actinellida. Haeckel.

astromancy (as'tro-man-si), n. [< Gr. aarpo-
fiavreia, < borpov, a star, + fiavreia, divination.]
Divination by means of the stars ; astrology.
astrometeorological (as'tro-me'te-o-ro-loj'i-
kal), a. Of or pertaining to astrometeor'ology.
astrometeorologist (as*tro-me

*te-o-rol
'

o-jist ),

n. One who believes in or practises astrome-

teorology.
astrometeorology (as'tro-me'te-o-roro-ji), n.

[< Gr. &arpov, a star, + //fTfupoXoyVo, meteorol-

ogy : see meteorology. ] 1 . The pretended art of

foretelling the weather and its changes from
the aspects and configurations of the moon and
stars: a branch of natural astrology. 2. Prog-
nostication of the weather from the appearance
of the heavenly bodies.
astrometer (as-trom'e-ter), . [< Gr. aarpov,
a star, -t- fierpov, a measure.] An instrument
designed to measure the relation, brightness,
or apparent magnitude of the stars, it was in-
vented by Sir John Herschel. By it an image of Jupiter,
the moon, or some other object of recognized brightness
is brought into direct comparison with a star, so that star
and image are seen in the same direction. By adjusting
the distance of the image so that it appears equal in

brightness to the star, ana by measuring this distance, the
luster of the star is readily determined.

astrometry (as-trom'e-tri), . [< Gr. aarpov,
a star, + -jierpia,

< fterpov, a measure.] The art
of determining by measurement the apparent
relative magnitude of the stars.

Astronesthes (as-tro-nes'thez),n. [NL-. irreg.
< torpor, a star, + fow/f, clothing.] The typical
genus of fishes of the family Astronesthiaa:.

Astronesthidae (as-tro-ues'thi-de), ii.pl. [NL.,
< Astronesthes + -4da;.'] A family of fishes, rep-
resented by the genus Astronesthes. They have a
clavifonn body ; the supramaxillaries as well as intermax-
illarics enter into the upper arch of the mouth ; a hyoid
barbel is developed ; the dorsal fin is in advance of the
anal ; and there is an adipose tin.

astronomer (as-tron'o-mer), n. [< ME. astron-

omer, earlier astronoinyer (with suffix -er; cf.

astronomian), < L. astronomia : see astronomy
and -er1

,
and cf. astrologer."] 1. One who is

versed in astronomy; a scientific observer of
the stars; a student of the laws of the heav-
enly bodies, or the principles by which their
motions are regulated, with their various phe-
nomena. 2f. An astrologer: as, "astronomers
foretell it," Shak., T. and C., v. 1 Astronomer
Royal, the official title of the astronomer in charge of any
one of the royal observatories of Great Britain, especially
of the Greenwich observatory.



astronomian

astronomiant (as-tro-no'mi-an), n. [< ME. as-

tronomifii, astronomyoi, < OF. nstronomien =
Pr. astrotiomidii, < ML. as if *astronnmianus, <

L. ustronoHiia: see astronomy and -aw.] An
astronomer; any one having knowledge of the
stars.

Astronomians came from the East. Wycli/, Mat. ii. 1.

astronomic (as-tro-nom'ik), a. [= F. antrono-

miquc, < L. astruiiomicus, < Gr. aarpovouu<6;, <

aarpovouia, astronomy.] Of or pertaining to

astronomy : as, astronomic facts.

astronomical (as-tro-npui'i-kal),
a. [< astro-

nomic + -al.] Pertaining or related to astron-

omy ;
connected with or relating to astronomic

observation or research Astronomical chronol-
ogy. See ijtrtinol<i: i!/. -Astronomical clock, a clock
which keeps sidereal time. Astronomical column,
day, horizon, etc. See the nouns. Astronomical lan-
tern, a lamp having a glass or paper screen on which a
celestial map is drawn. Astronomical Signs, the signs
of the zodiac. Astronomical year. See >//.

astronomically (as-tro-nom'i-kal-i), adv. In
an astronomical manner; by means of astron-

omy, or according to astronomic principles or

methods.
astronomicont (as-tro-nom'i-kon), . [< Gr.

aarpovo/uKov, neut. of acTpovofUKOf. see astro-

nomic.] A treatise on the stars.

astronomies (as-tro-nom'iks), n. [PI. of as-

tronomic: see -fcW.J Astronomy.
The laws of Gravitation, Statics, Acoustics, Chemics,

Optics, Pneumatics. Magnetics, Astronomic* . . . are all

reducible to numerical language.
G. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 310, App.

astronomize (as-tron'o-m!z), v. i.
; pret. and

pp. astronomized, ppr. astronomizing. [< Gr.

aarpovo/iifciv, study astronomy, be an astrono-

mer, < aarpovo/tof, astronomer: see astronomy."]
To study astronomy; apply the principles of

astronomy. Also spelled astronomise.

They astronomized in caves.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ii. 7.

astronomy (as-trou'o-mi), . [< ME. astrono-

mic, astronemie (also coutr. astrony), < OF. astro-

nomic, < L. astronomia, < Gr. brrpavouSa. astron-

omy, \ &orpoi>6fiof, an astronomer, lit.
' star-ar-

ranging' (with ref. to classifying or mapping
the stars or constellations), < aarpov, a star, +
vt/ietv, distribute, arrange: see name.'] 1. The
science which describes the heavenly bodies
and explains their apparent motions, etc. That
part of the science which gives a description of the mo-
tions, figures, periods of revolution, and other phenomena
of the heavenly bodies is called descriptive astronomy; that

part which teaches how to observe their motions, figures,
periodical revolutions, distances, etc., and how to use the

necessary instruments, is called practical astronomy ; and
that part which explains the causes of their motions, and
demonstrates the laws by which those causes operate, is

termed physical astronomy.

2|. Astrological skill.
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use ; obtained or made by means of the astro-

photometer.
astrophyllite (as-tro-fil'It), . [< Gr. aarpm,
a star, + QM/AV, a leaf, + -ite2.] A mineral of

a bronze- or gold-yellow color and micaceous

structure, sometimes found in tabular trielinie

crystals. It is a silicate of iron and manganese, with
potassium, sodium, and also some titanium. It is found
in Norway and in Colorado.

astrophysical (as-tro-fiz'i-kal), a. [< Gr. aarpov,
star, + 0wnif, phys'ical: see ph>jsical.~] Per-

taining to astronomical physics.
We need, and ought to have, a continuous record of the

state of the solar surface, such as it is hoped may be se-

cured by the cooperation of the new atttrophyKiatl observa-
tories at Potsdam and Meudon.

C. A. Yunng, The Sun, p. KM.

Astrophytidae (as-tro-fit'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Astrophyton + -idai.] A family of ophiuriaus,
of the order Ophiuroidea, containing those which
have branching arms. It corresponds to the

Kitryaleae.

Astrophyton (as-trof'i-ton), . [NL., < Gr.

aarpov, star, + (jivrov, plant.] The typical genus
of the family Astrophytidie,
containing the gorgon's-
head, basket-fish, or sea-bas-

ket, Astrophyton scutatmn.

Astrorhiza (as-tro-ri'za), .

[NL., < Gr. aarpov, star, +
p/fa, root.] A genus of fora-

miniferous rhizopods, typi-
cal of the family Astrorhizi-

da; and the subfamily Astro-
rllipiliip Thp RnApip nrA rtf Oral Skeleton ofAstro.rmzmw. ine species are 01

flv/tmt an ophidian,
Considerable Size. seen from within.

AstrOrhiZldae (as-tr6-riz'i- 4 * vertebral or axial

j-\ i I-XTT s A i i- ossicles of ray; e, inter-

de), n.pl. [NL.,< Astrorhiza ambulacral pieces; /,

astylar

is A. atricapillus ; there are other species, grading in size

down to the species of AccipUer, so that the limits of the

peristomiai plates; a,
la a

Not from the stars do I my judgment pluck,
And yet methinks I have astronomy.

Shdk., Sonnets, xiv.

Nautical astronomy. See nautical.

Astropecten (as-tro-pek'ten), n. [NL., < Gr.

aarpov, star, + L. pecten, comb : see Pecten.] A
genus of starfishes, typical of the family Astro-

pectinidw.

Astropectinidae (as
* tro -pek - tin

'
i - de ) ,

. jZ.
[NL., < Astropecten (-tin-) + -ida;.] A family of

starfishes, typified by the genus Astropecten.
They have a dorsal skeleton formed of raised ossicles and
somewhat irregular, the teeth saillant from the ventral
surface, no anus, no interbrachial system, and the ambu-
lacra biserial and conic. The family includes the genera
Astrof>ecten, Luidia, and Ctenodiscus.

astrophelt, See astrofel.

Astrophiura (as"tro-fi-u'ra), n. [NL., < Gr.

aarpov, a star, + NL. Ophiura, q. v.] A genus
of sand-stars representing a generalized form,
typical of the family Astrophiuridce.
Astrophiuridse (as"tro-fi-u'ri-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Astrophiura + -irte.]' A family of sand-stars,
order Ophiuroidea, typified by Astrophiura. They
have arms, with an ophiuroid disk, included in a pen-
tagonal body, a very broad interbrachial cavity, ambula-
cra! pores separated by septa perpendicular to the rays,
and the oral armature without teeth.

astrqphotography (as"tro-fo-tog'ra-fi), n. [<
Gr. aarpov, a star, + photography.]

"

The appli-
cation of photography to the delineation or
record of solar spots, the moon's disk, the
planets, and the constellations, and to other
astronomical ends.

astrqphotometer (as"tr6-fo-tom'e-ter), n. [<
Gr. aarpov, a star, + <t>uf (tylrr-), light, + fierpov,
a measure: see photometer.] A device fitted to
a telescope for comparing the brightness of a
star with a standard light.

astrophotometrical (as"tro-f6-to-met'ri-kal),
a. Pertaining to the astrophotometer or "its

pods with the test invariably
composite, usually of large

la aneularis-

size and monothalamous, often branched or

radiate, sometimes segmented by constriction
of the walls, but seldom or never truly septate.
The polythalamous forms are never symmetri-
cal.

Astrorhizinae (as"tro-ri-zi'n), n. pi. [NL.,
< Astrorhiza + -ina:.]

'

A subfamily of Astrorhi-

zidai, characterized by thick walls composed of
sand or mud but slightly cemented.

astroscope (as'tro-skop), n. [< Gr. aarpov, a star,+ CKcmelv, view: see astroscopy.] An astro-
nomical instrument composed of two cones on
the surfaces of which the constellations with
their stars are delineated. It was formerly
used as a substitute for the celestial globe.

astroSCOpyt (as-tros'ko-pi), n. [< MGr. aarpo-
OKoiria, observation of the stars, < Gr. aarpov, a
star, + -<TKom'a, < a/ioireiv, view.] Observation
of the stars.

astrotheology (as'tro-the-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr.

aarpov, a star, + Beofoyia, theology: see theol-

ogy.] Natural theology founded on the obser-
vation of the celestial bodies. Derham.
astructivet (as-truk'tiv), o. [< L. astructus,
pp. of astruere, build in addition, add (< ad, to,+ struere, heap up, pile), + -toe. Cf. destruc-

tive.] Building up; erecting; constructive:

opposed to destructive.

The true method of Christian practice is first destructive,
then obstructive. . . . "Cease to do evil, learn to do well."

Bp. Hall, Sermons, Rom. xii. 2.

astrut (a-struf), prep. phr. as adv. or o. [ME.
astrut, astrout, astrote, o strut, on strut ; < a3 +
strut.] Strutting; pompous. [Bare.]

Inflated and astrut with self-conceit.

Cowper, Task, v. 268.

astucious (as-tu'shus), . [< F. astucieux, as-

tute, < astuce, astuteness, < L. astutia, astute-

ness, <
astutuSj

astute: see astute.] Astute;
subtle

; designing. Also spelled astutious.

Louis, . . . like all ajttitcious persons, was as desirous
of looking into the hearts of others as of concealing his
own. Scott, Quentin Durward, ix.

astuciously (as-tu'shus-li), adr. Astutely.
But marked you not how astuciously the good father

. . . eluded the questions? Scott, The Abbot, II. xv.

astucity (as-tu'si-ti), n. [< astuci-ous + -ty.]
The quality of being astute

; astuteness.
With astucity, with swiftness, with audacity.

Carlyle, French Key., I. i. 3.

astunt, . t. See aston.

Astur (as'ter), n. [LL. astur, ML. also astor,
austur, etc., a goshawk: see austringer.] A
genus of hawks, formerly called star-hawks or

goose-hawks, now goshawks, of large size, with
short rounded wings, long tail, moderately long
legs, and the beak festooned but not toothed.
The European goshawk is A. palunibarius ; the American

American Goshawk (Astur atricapillns

genus are indefinite. The word has been used with much
latitude for various hawks and hawk-like birds. Also
spelled Aster.

Asturian (as-tu'ri-an), a. and H. [< Sp. Astu-

riano, < Asturias, Asturia, < L. Asturia, the

country of the Astures, in Hispania Tarraco-
nensis, < Astur, an Asturian. Cf. Astura, a riv-
er in Asturia, now the Esla.] I. a. Pertain-

ing to ancient Asturia or modern Asturias, a
northwestern province of Spain, on the bay
of Biscay.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Asturia.
Asturina (as-tu-ri'uil), n. [NL.,< Astur +
-ina.] A genus of comparatively small Amer-
ican hawks, of the buteonine division, the adults
of which have somewhat the pattern of plumage
of the goshawks, to which, however, they are
not specially related : synonymous with Astu-
risca (Sundevall, 1872). One species, A. plagiata,
occurs in the United States, and there are several others
in the warmer parts of America.

Asturinae (as-tu-ri'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Astur +
-ina!.] A subfamily or other group of hawks
having the genus Astur as its central figure :

synonymous with Accipitrina!. The name is used
with great latitude, and is incapable of exact definition.
In Sundevall's classification, for example, it is a family of
his Hemeroharpages, more than coextensive with Falco-
nidce.

asturine (as'ter-in), o. and n. [< NL. asturi-
nus: see Astur and -iwe1.] I. a. Like or lik-

ened to a hawk, especially of the genus Astur;
accipitrine.

II. n. An American hawk of the genus As-
turina.

Asturisca (as-tu-ris'ka), n. [NL., < Astur +
dim. -isca.] Same as Asturina.
astute (as-tuf), a. [< L. astutus, cunning,
crafty, < astus, cunning, craft.] Of keen pene-
tration or discernment

; cunning ; sagacious.
That astute little lady of Curzon Street. Thackeray.

Mighty clever you gentlemen think you are! . . .

Acute and astute, why are you not also omniscient?
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xx.

= Syn. Sagacious, Sage, Knowing, Astute, Subtle. Saga-
cious and sage are used only in good senses, and when ap-
plied to persons generally suggest the wisdom of age or
experience. The knowing man has wide knowledge and
often penetration. The word knowing has also a humor-
ous cast : as, he gave me a knowing wink ; it may be used
ironically : as, he is a little too knowing, that is, he thinks
he knows more than he does ; it may be used of knowing
more than one has a right to know

;
it sometimes suggests

a disposition to make ill use of knowledge : as, a knowing
leer. Astute is often the same as sagacious, but is sus-

ceptible of an unfavorable sense in the direction of a nar-
row shrewdness, slyness, or cunning ; it often means a
sagacity that knows how to be silent ; it is frequently ap-
plied to looks. Subtle, in its good sense, implies great
acuteness, delicacy, or refinement in mental action : as, a
subtle reasoner. For ite bad sense, see cunning.
Another effect of public instability is the unreasonable

advantage it gives to the sagacious, the enterprising, and
the monied few, over the industrious and uninformed mass
of the people. A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 62.

Let time, that makes you homely, make you sage.
Parnell, To an Old Beauty, 1. 35.

Not every one, knowing as he may be, knows when his

question is answered. Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 84.

No ambassadors to Western Courts were so instructed,
so decorous, so proud, so astute as the Venetian ambas-
sadors. D. O. Mitchell, Bound Together, ii.

A subtle disputant on creeds.

Byron, Napoleon Bonaparte.

astutely (as-tut'li), adv. In an astute manner
;

shrewdly; sharply; cunningly,
astuteness (as-tut'nes), n. The quality of be-

ing astute
; cunning ;

shrewdness.
All so smooth and fair,

Even Paul's astuteness sniffed no harm i' the world.

Browning, King and Book, I. 145.

astylar (a-stl'lar), a. [< Gr. aarvtof, without
pillars or columns (< <i- priv. + OTUAOf, a col-
umn : see style

1

*), + -ar.] In arch., having no
columns.



astyllen

astyllent (as-til'en), n. [E. dial.; etym. ob-

scure.] A small temporary (lam or partition,
made either of branches or twigs interlaced, or

perhaps sometimes of a simple piece of hoard,

and used either to check the flow of water

underground or to separate ore from refuse or

at tie on t he surface. [Eng.]
asunder (a-snn'der), /OT/i. /</(/'. a.s mlr. [< M K.

ii aiindir, ii suiiili ,-, mi an mil r, dr., < AS. mi KHII-

ilnin, apart : see n :i and nundir.] 1. In or into

a position apart ; apart or separate, either in

position or in direction: said of two or more

things: as, wide as the, poles asunder.

Tin' vanguard and rear-<;nard were almve half a league

"-'/;M/rr, uith the cavalgada between tliem.

Irriiiti, Qnud*, p. 78.

2. In or into a divided state; into separate

parts; in pieces: as, to tear, rend, break, burst,
or cut aguiidfr.

The Lord hathcut!<;ui<'/- the cords of the wicki d.
Pe. cxxi.v. 4.

What a planning thing it is to have a man's mind kirn

ttnuiuler by two projects of equal strength.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. si.

Ties the strongest, influences the sweetest, seem falling
oiumler as smoking flax. It. Chuate, Addresses, p. .">.

3. Separately; apart. [Archaic.]
It WHS impossible to know them asunder.

/),/,<, Plague, p. 2(14.

asura (as'o-rii), [< Skt. asura, spiritual ;
as

a noun, a spirit, later a demon (Hind, asur);
< l/ as, be, with which are connected E. am, arc :

see be, ens.] In Hindu my thai., one of a class

of demons in perpetual hostility to the gods :

parallel to a Titan or an afrit.

aswail (as'wal), n. [E. Ind.] The native name
of the sloth-bear of India, Mcliirsus or Prochilus
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aswought, inli: or a., orig. p. a. [ME., also

ii.tiriM/li, iifiirnwi', ixtriiirr, imn/yi , < AS. </i'str<M/i-n.

senseless, swooned (cf. </<x //<//'/;, .swooning).

pp. of sieugan, overgrow, choke: see sicouyli.]
In a swoon

;
aswoou.

aswoundt, /"'</>. /tin-, us tuli: or a. [< o3 +
.iii'niiiiil for tumuli : see .iiminul, iinil cf. usiriiini.

<i.iii-niifil.] In a swoon ; aswoon.

asylet (a-sil'), n. [< MK. nxili: < 1'. <ixil,; < L.

ii.iyliim : see ii.li/liiiii.] An old form of asylum.
asylum (a-si'lum), ii. [< L. asylum, a sanctu-

ary, asylum, < Gr. airtiXov, an asylum, neut. of

am>J.of, safe from violence, < a- priv. + m'/i/,

also av'Aov, a right of seizure, perhaps related
to mci'Xov = L. N/ioliiini. spoil: see spoil.] 1. A
sanctuary or place of refuge where criminals
and debtors formerly sought shelter from jus-

tice, and from which they could not he taken
without sacrilege.
So sacred was the church to some that it had the right

of ail nxi/luui in' sanctuary. Aylijtf, ('art-r^-.n.

Hence 2. Inviolable shelter: protection from

pursuit or arrest; security of the person: as,

the right of asylum, that is, of furnishing such

protection. Most Grecian temples had anciently this

right, and the custom, following .Jewish analogic.*, paved
into the Christian church. From the fourth century
the churches had widely extended rights of asylum, lint

modern legislation has nearly i \ei> where ended the cus-

tom. (See xaiictuary.) In MiniattoMd l<i"\ tJie right
of asylum was formerly claimed for the houses of amhas-
sadors. The term now specifically signifies the right of

one state to receive and shelter persons accused of crimes,
or especially of political offenses, committed in another.

See extradition.

3. Any place of retreat and security.
Earth has no other anylum for them than its own cold

l)08om. Southey.

Specifically 4. An institution for receiving,

maintaining, and, so far as possible, ameliorat-

ing the condition of persons suffering from

bodily defects, mental maladies, or other mis-
fortunes : as, an asylum for the blind, for the

deaf and dumb, for the insane, etc.; a mag-
dalen asylum.
asymbolia (as-im-bo'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr. a-

priv. + av/tpotjni, symbol.] Same as asemia.

asymmetralt (a-sim'e-tral), a. Same as asym-

asystaton

applied to those unios or river-mussels which
have the hinge free and the valves consequently
movable, as is usual in the genus I'm". Dr.
Ixilllf fill.

asymptote (as'im-tot), n. anil ii. [< <Jr. itni -

n-rurwi-, md dose, not falling together, < ri- priv.
+ aiv, together, + --UTW, falling, apt to fall, <

Aswiiil, or Sloth-bear (Prochilus labiatus).

liiliiiitux. It is an uncouth, unwieldy animal, with very
long black hair, and inoffensive when not attacked. Owing
to its exceeding sensitiveness to heat, it confines itself to

its den during the day. It never eats vertebrate animals

except when pYessed by hunger, its usual diet consisting
of roots, bees' nests, grubs, snails, ants, etc. Its tlesh is

used for food, and its fat is highly valued for the lubrica-

tion of the delicate steel-work in gun-locks. When cap-
tured young it is easily tamed, and can be taught to per-
form many curious tricks.

aswarm (a-swarm'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<
a3 + swarm.] In a swarm; swarming.

Carnival-time, another providence !

The town a-gwarm with strangers.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 73.

aswasht, prep. phr. as adv. or a. [Eariy mod.

E., also aswasshe, a sosshe, ashosshe; < a3 +
"swash, of obscure origin.] Slantingly; aslant

;

oblique ; (of looking) askant and with scorn.

Cotgrave.
asway (a-swa'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3

+ sway."] In a swaying state; rocking from
side to side.

aswevet, *' t. [ME. asweven, stupefy, < AS.
dswebban, soothe, still, put to death, < a-, in-

tensive, + swebban, put to sleep, < swefan,
sleep: see stceven.] To stupefy, as by terror.

So astonyed and axii'tved,
Was every vertu in my heved.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 649.

aswim (a-swim'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<
a3 + swim.] Swimming; overflowing; afloat.

aswing (a-swing'), prep. ]>hr. as adv. or a. [<
a3 + swing.'] In a swinging state ; asway.
aswoon (a-swon'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<
ME. aswoun, aswown, asiroune, asicoirne, also o

sicoune, on swoune, in swmtne, taken, as in mod.
E., as prep, with noun (a

3 + swoon), but origi-

nating in aswowen for iswowen, the fuller form
of aswotre, -iswowe, orig. pp. : see aswougli. Cf.

aslope, alight
1
.] In a swoon.

And with this word she fell to ground
Amvoon. Gower, Conf. Amant., iv.

Because I fell rtjwoon,
I think you'll do the like.

H'iin',1 ll<ul and the Beggar, in Child's Ballads, V. 203.

aswooned (a-swond'), adr. or a. [< ME. a-

mroiii'il, imrninii'tl, occasional var. of aswotine,
etc. : see asicoon and unwound.] Aswoon.

asymmetric (as-i-met'rik), . [< Gr. d- priv.

(a-
18

) + symmetric. Cf. a#ymmetrous.] Desti-

tute of symmetry; not symmetrical Asym-
metric system, in cn/stal., same as triclinic system:
so called from the fact that the crystals belonging to it are

without a plane of symmetry. See crystallography.

Many substances contain an asymmetric carbon atom,
but are optically inactive. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 314.

asymmetrical (as-i-met'ri-kal), a. [< Gr. d-

priv. (n-
18

) 4- symmetrical. C?. asymmetric.] 1.

Not symmetrical ; unsymmetrical.
In some Cetacea, the bones about the region of the nose

are unequally developed, and the skull becomes asymmet-
rical. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 30.

2f. In math., not having commenstirability ;

incommensurable. 3. Inharmonious; not re-

concilable. Boyle. [Rare.]

asymmetrically (as-i-met'ri-kal-i), adv. In an

asymmetric manner
;
without symmetry.

asymmetroust (a-sim'e-tms), a. [< Gr. aavfi-

uerpof, incommensurable, disproportionate, < d-

priv. + av/ifteTpof, commensurate : see symmet-
ric.] 1. Incommensu-
rate

;
incommensurable.

2. Asymmetrical.
Also asymmetral.

asymmetry (a-sim'e-tri),
n.

; pi. asymmetries (-triz).

[< Gr. aovuperpla, incom-

mensurability, dispropor-
tion^ davfiucTimf. eeeasym-
metrous. Cf. symmetry.] 1.

Want of symmetry or pro-
portion.

In the Flat-fishes (Pleuronec-
<id0, the skull becomes so com-
pletely distorted that the two
eyes lie on one side of the body.
... In certain of these fishes,

the rest of the skull and facial

bones, the spine, and even the

limbs, partake in this asymme-
try. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 30.

2f. The want of a com-
mon measure between two

quantities ;
incommensu-

rability. Barrow.

asympfaynote
; <a^

(rt-18) + symphynote.] Not
soldered together at the back, that is, at the

hinge : the opposite of symphynote (which see) :

Asymmetry of Skul
Plaice (Platessa vulra-
ris } , from above. (The dot-
ted line a * is the true mor-
phological median line.)

Or, Or, position of the two
eyes in their orbits; Eth,
ethmoid ; Prf, prefronta! ;

h'r, left, and />!, right
frontal ; Pa, parietal ; SO,
supra-occipital ; EfO, ept-
otic.

k, at, Asymptotes.

iriirretVj fall; cf. ovuir'urTeiv, fall together, meei.
]

I. a. In iiKitli., approaching indefinitely close.

as a line to a curve, but never meeting. See II.

II. n. A straight line whose distance from a
curve is less than any assignable quantity, but
which does not meet the curve at any finite dis-

tance from the origin. The asymptote is often de-
fined as ttie tanucut to the curve at an infinite distance,
and this definition answers fur Km lidcan space; but, in

view of iion-Kuelidean hypotheses, it is preferable to de-
fine it as a common chord of the curve and the absolute

(which see), and thus as not necessarily a tangent.

asymptotic (as-im-tot'ik), a. Same as asymp-
totical.

asymptotical (as-im-tot'i-kal), a. [< asymp-
totic + -al.] Belonging to or having the char-

acter of an asymptote ; approaching indefinite-

ly near, but never meeting.
In these perpetual lines and curves ran the asymptotical

negotiation from beginning to end and so it might have
run for two centuries without hope of coincidence.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 455.

Asymptotical lines or curves, lines or curves which

approach Indefinitely close, but never meet.

asymptotically (as-im-tot'i-kal-i), adv. In an

asymptotical manner ; in a manner so as gradu-
ally to approach indefinitely near, though never
to meet.
The theory is not a thing complete from the first, but a

thing which grows, as it were, asymptotically towards

certainty. Tytulatl.

The curve approaches . . . asymptotically.
G. M. Mitichin, Statics, I. 180.

asynartete (a-sin'ar-tet), a. [( Gr. davvdprrjro^,

not united, disconnected, of differing meters,
< d- priv. + *awdprr/TOf (cf. trwdpmau;, a junc-

tion), verbal adj. of awaprav, hangup with, con-

nect, < aim, together, + dprdv, join, fasten, re-

lated to &p6pav, joint. L. artus, joint, etc. : see

arthritic, article, arml, etc.] 1. Disconnected;
not fitted or adjusted. 2. In anc. pros.: (a)
With interior catalexis at the end of a colon;

procatalectic or dicatalectic : as, an asytwrtete

verse, meter, or period. (6) Composed of cola

of different kinds of feet; episynthetic. [I'sed

in this latter sense ((i)by most modern writers since Bent-

ley, the former sense (o), however, being restored by some
writers in accordance with ancient authority. ] Also a*yn-
artetic.

asynchronism (a-sin'kro-nizm), n. [< Gr. d-

priv. (a-18 ) + synchronism.] Want of synchro-
nism or correspondence in time.

asynchronous (a-sin'kro-nus), a. [< Gr. d-

priv. (o-
18

) + synchronous.] Not coinciding
in time.

asyndetic (as-in-det'ik), . [< asyndeton + -ic.]

Pertaining to or characterized by asyndeton.
asyndeton (a-sin'de-ton), n. [L., < Gr. dai-v-

dt-rov, asyndeton, neut. of daMeror,, uncon-

nected, without conjunction, < d- priv. -t- mvtt-

TOC, bound together, < awdeiv, bind together, <

ami, together, 4- 6eiv, bind.] In rhet., a figure
of speech consisting in the omission of connec-

tives, as in the following passage :

Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the dead, cast

out devils. -Mat. x. 8.

It is the opposite of polysyndeton, which is a multiplica-
tion of connectives.

asyntactic (as-in-tak'tik), a. [< Gr. daivraicTor,,

not ranged together, ungrammatical (< d- priv.
+ aivraKTOf, verbal adj. of aivrdoaew, put in

order together: see syntax), + -ic.] Loosely

?ut
together ; irregular ; ungrammatical. if.

:. D.

asystatont (a-sis'ta-ton), n. [< Gr. ao-t'irraror,

incoherent, incongruous, < a- priv. + ai-ararof,

verbal adj. of owundvai, hold together, < aim,

with, + lardvai, cause to stand, mid. ioraaOai,

stand.] The sophism of the liar (which see, un-
der liar). Formerly erroneously assistatioti.



asystaton

Assistation [a,s?/rfaf(m] is a kind of caviling not consist-

ing of any sure ground, as if a man should say that he doth

hold his peace or lyeth or knoweth nothing, another by

and by might cavil thereof in this sort, Ergo, He that

holdeth his peace speaketh, he that lyeth saith truth he

that knoweth nothing knoweth something. BtuadfeiUt.

asystole (a-sis'to-le), re. [NL., < Gr. d- priv. +
m'tjTo'r.r/, systole.] In patliol., that condition

in which a dilated and enfeebled heart remains

continuously filled with blood on account of the

inability of the left ventricle to discharge more

than a small part of its contents. Also called

asystoUsm.
asystolic (as-is-tol'ik), a. [< asystole + -ic.]

Pertaining to asystole ;
characterized by or af-

fected with asystole.

asystolism (a-sis'to-lizm), n. [< asystole +
-ism.'] Same as asystole.

asyzygetic (a-siz-i-jet'ik), a. [< Gr. a- priv.

(rt-18) + syzygetic.] Not connected by a syzy-

getic relation.

at (at), prep. [<ME. at, sometimes att, atte,et,

< AS. (ct= OS. at = OFries. et (in combination

also at, it) = OHG. a: = Icel. at, mod. atli = Sw.

At = Dan. ad = Goth, at = L. ad (> It. a = Sp. d

= Pg. a = F. a), to, at, = Skt. ddhi, unto, on.

This prep, is most nearly equiv. to to, without

the orig. implication of motion. In many con-

structions the two prepositions interchange.
In many E. dialects at has partly, and in Scand.

has wholly, displaced to, while on the other

hand in G. to (^) has wholly displaced at. In

L. and Rom. the form cognate with at covers

all the uses of to as well as of at, and extends

partly over the field of with.'] A preposition
of extremely various use, primarily meaning
to, without implication, in itself, of motion.
It expresses position attained by motion to, and hence

contact, contiguity, or coincidence, actual or approxi-

mate, in space or time. Being less restricted as to rela-

tive position than other prepositions, it may in different

constructions assume their office, and so become equiva-

lent, according to the context, to in, on, near, by, about,

under, over, through, from, to, toward, etc.

1. Of simple local position : (a) With verbs of

rest (be, live, etc.): In, on, near, by, etc., ac-

cording to the context: denoting usually a

place conceived of as a mere point: as, at the

center, at the top, at the corner, at the end,
at the next station, at the bend of the river, at

the north pole, at No. 48 Main street, etc. So

with names of towns, etc. : as, at Stratford, at Lexington,
etc. ; but if the city is of great size in is commonly used :

as, i London, in Paris, in New York ; unless, again, the city

is conceived of as a mere geographical point : as, our finan-

cial interests center at New York. The place implied by at

may be left indeterminate, with a reference rather to con-

dition than to mere location : as, at school, at college, at

court, at sea, etc. At may also express personal proxim-

ity : as, at one's side, at one's heels, at one's elbow, etc.

At hand, near by, has lost its personal reference.

I don't believe there's a circulating library in Bath I

ha'n't been at. Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

Muley Abul Hassan, at the head of a powerful force,

had hurried from Granada. Irving, Granada, p. 20.

He [Don Juan de Veral was armed at all points, gal-

lantly mounted, and followed by a moderate but well-ap-

pointed retinue. Irving, Granada, p. 10.

(6) With verbs of motion : (1) Through, by (im-

plying a starting-point or a point where a thing
enters or departs): as, to enter at the window,
to go out at the back door. (2) From (imply-

ing a source from which a thing comes or where
it is sought): as, to receive ill treatment at

their hands. (3) To, toward (implying a stop-

ping-point, a position attained or aimed at):

as, to come at, to get at, to aim at, fire at, shoot

at, drive at, point at, look at, shout at, reach

at, snatch at, clutch at, etc.
;
also be at when

it implies effort directed toward a thing.
No doubt hut they will soone answer that all these

things they seeke at God's hands.

Milton, Def. of Humb. Remonstrants.

360 ataxia

Really, sir, you have the advantage of me : I don't re- ataman (at'a-man), . [Russ. ataincmu = Pol.

member ever to have had the honour my name is Saun- ataman, also hetman: see hetman.'] Same as

del-son, at your service. Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 2. ^iman-
Success would place a rich town at their mercy. A member could he chosen chief of his kuren, and

Irving, Granada, p. 3:..

any tfhjef of a kur(in coul(] t)e t.ilosell Atamihi.

The ship in which he [Goldsmith] had taken his passage, D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 356.

having got a fair wind while he was at a party of pleasure, atamascn (at-a-mas'ko), . [Amer. Illd.] All
had sailed without him. Macaulay, Goldsmith.

amal.

yllida

v

ceOuS bulbous plant, Zephyrantiies

3. Of relative position : implying a point in an Atamasco, of the southern United States, with a

actual or possible series, and hence used of de- iow scape bearing a single white, lily-like flower,

gree, price, time, order, occasion, etc. : as, at atamaSCO-lily (at-a-mas'ko-lil"i), . Same as

the beginning, at the third house from the cor- atamasco.

ner, a t nine years of age, at seventy degrees in ataraxia (at-a-rak'si-a), . [< Gr. arapajia,

the shade, at four dollars a yard, at ten cents a calmness, < drapa/cTof, calm, impassive, < d-priv.

pound, at half past six, at midnight, at first, at + rapaKTof, verbal adj. of rapdaamv, disturb.]

last, etc. Freedom from the passions ;
calmness of mind

;

stoical indifference : a term used by the Stoics

and Skeptics.
Their ataraxia and freedom from passionate disturb-

ances, (flanville, Seep. Sci.

Gotama's Ataraxia is supreme and utter immobility.
The mystic quietism which determines nothing, denies

nothing. J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 416.

ataraxy (at'a-rak-si), n. Same as ataraxia.

atastet, >'. t.

"

[ME., < OF. ataster, < a- + taster,

taste : see a- and ta-ste.~] To taste.

But now is tyme that thou drynkc and atast[e] some softe

and delitable thinges. Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 1.

I'll take them at your own price.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

At present, if you please, we'll drop the subject.

Sheridan, The Duenna, i. 3.

In passing through the gate of Elvira, however, he ac-

cidentally broke his lance against the arch. At this, cer-

tain of his nobles turned pale, for they regarded it as an

evil omen. Irving, Granada, p. 108.

[In all uses, especially in those last mentioned, at is very

frequent in idiomatical phrases ; as, at all, at moxt, at

least, at last, at length, at any rate, at stake, at one, at
SI, til last, III IKflglll, Wt Ully Vltle, 1*1. l*lve, i*t ,., v

once, at large, at present, etc., for which see the principal

words, all, most, least, etc.)

4f. With the infinitive : To.

Faire gan him pray
At ride thurgh Ingland.

Minot, Poems (ed. Ritson), p. 40.

[Now only dialectal, but common in Middle English, and
the regular use in Scandinavian, to which the English use

is due. A relic of this use remains in ado, originally at

do. See ado.]

'at (at), pron. and con/. An obsolete and dia-

lectal form of that.

ataunt (a-tanf), adr. [< ME. ataunt, atoinit, <

OF. autant, altant (mod. F. autant), as much,
so much, < al, another (thing) (< L. aliud, neut.

of alias, other), + tant, so much, < L. tantum,
neut. of tantus, so much.] If. As much as

possible.
A dronglew [var. dronken] fole that sparythe for no dis-

pence
To drynk a-taunte til he slepe at tabille.

[ME. at-, < AS. (et-, being the prep, (et,

in comp.'with a verb (with the accent on 8.
_
Atf., with.all sails set

,;_ fully^ rigged.-.^fcWSK3^ggS= M'ti-p^^an^^'

properly a p'reflx'.'but Is thei preposition merged with its characterized by or exhibiting atavism;

object. versionary.
at-2 . [L. at-, assimilated form of ad- before t; atavism (at'a-vizm), n. [= F. atai-isme, < L.

in OF. and ME. reg. reduced to a-, later re- atavus, a great-grandfather's grandfather, an

stored to at-, as in attain, attainder, etc.] An ancestor (< at-, an element of undetermined

assimilated form of ad- before t, as in attract, origin, + amis, a grandfather), + -tsm.] 1. In

attend, etc. biol., reversion, through the influence of hered-

-ata1
. [L. -ata, fern. sing, of -afa.s= E.-e<Z2 : see ity, to ancestral characters; resemblance ex-

-ate 1
,
andef. -adel .~\ A suffix in New Latin (and hibited by a given organism to some remote

Italian) nouns, some of which are found in Eng- ancestor; the return to an early or original
lish. as armata. type by its modified descendants; restoration

-ata2 . [L. -ata, neut. pi. of -atus = E. -ed2 : see of structural characters which have been lost or

-ate1.] A suffix in New Latin names of zoo- obscured. Atavism, to some slight exteVt, is witnessed

logical divisions, properly adjectives, agreeing In the human race, when children exhibit some peculiarity

with animate understood: as Articulata joint- ^^^Z^'mion'^
ed animals

; Annulata, ringed animals, etc
rf^^^ wWi rf other than

atabal (at a-bal), . [Formerly also attaoall, the parental colm< a part mllst be attributed to atavism,
ataballe = F. attabak = It. ataballo, < Sp. ata- that is, to intermittent heredity. Science, IV. 367.

bal, = Pg. atabale, < Ar. at-tabl, < al, the, + 2 . In pathol., the recurrence of any peculiarity
tabl, drum: see tabor, tambour, and tunbal] A or ,jjseage of an ancestor in remote generations.
Moorish tambour. atavistic (at-a-vis'tik), a. [As atav-ism + -ist-

Don John gave orders for trumpet and ntniail to sound
j'c.] Pertaining to or characterized by atavism ;

the signal for action. Prescott.

atacamite (a-tak'a-mit), n. [< Atacama + -ite2
;

having been first found in Atacama, a province
of Chili. ] A mineral consisting of the hydrated

atavie.

Theoretically we may decompose that force which de-

termines human actions and, through them, social phe-
nomena, into its two component forces, the social and the

atavistic influence. N. A. Ret., CXX. 275.

oxyonlorid ol copper. It exists abundantly in some . . . -. .
, . ... , . ... , T

parts of South America, as Atacama, in Australia, near ataVlStlCally (at-a-vis'ti-kal-l), adv. In an
Ambriz on the west coast of Africa, and in Arizona in the atavistic manner ;

in atavistic examples,
western United States. It occurs massive, or in small

prismatic crystals of a bright emerald-green or blackish-

green color. A granular form from Chili is called art"

nillo. It also appears on copper long exposed to the air

But, after the lapse of thousands of years, the fusions

are incomplete, and the ancient types crop out atavisti-

cally everywhere. N. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 263.

or sea-water. ataxaphasia (a-tak-sa-fa'zia), . [NLi., irreg.

atactic (a-tak'tik), a. [< Gr. oraxrof, without < Gr. drafi'a, disorder (see ataxia), + a^aaia,~

There is no way of coming at a true theory of society
but by inquiring into the nature of its component indi-

viduals. //. Spem-er, Social Statics, p. 28.

What you can drive at, unless you mean to quarrel with

me, I cannot conceive ! Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 3.

In spite of his former submissions and promises, Lati-

mer was at it again.
K. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., iii.

Who but Henry could have been aware of what his father
was at? Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, p. 172.

2. Of circumstantial position, state, condition,
manner, environment, etc., in a great variety
of relations developed from the local sense:

as, at dinner, at play, at work, at service, at

right angles, at full length, at odds, at ease, at

war, at peace, at will, at pleasure, at discretion,
etc.

They let her goe at will, and wander waies unknowne.
Spenser, F. Q., I. viii. 49.

I have brought you a new song will make you laugh,
Though you were at your prayers.

Fletcher (and another), False One, i. 1.

order, < d- priv. + raxrof, verbal adj. of raaaeiv speechlessness : see apliasia.~\ Same as atoxic

[Rare.]
Porcelain images of "Josh" will find niches in Protes-

tant meeting-houses ; New England ancestral tablets will

be inscribed in perpendicular columns of atactic charac-

ters. //. C. Truvibull, Ancestral Worship.

at-aftert, prep. [ME., < at + after.'] After.

At-after soper fllle they in tretee.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 492.

atagas, n.

atagen,
[See attagas.']
See attagen.

Same as attagen.

(at'a-gan), n. Same as yataghan.
atak (at'ak),"n. [Native name.] The harp-
seal of Greenland, Pagophilus grcenlandicus.

ataket, v. t. [ME., < a-1 + take.'] To overtake.

At Boughton under Blee us gan atake
A man, that clothed was in clothes blake.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 3.

verbal adj. of raaaetv, order, arrange: see toe-

tic.] In pa thai., irregularity in the functions

of the body or in the course of a disease;

specifically, inability to coordinate voluntary
movements. Also ataxy Frtedrich's ataxia, a

form of ataxia usually affecting several members of a fam-

ily and developing at an early age. Usually it begins in

the legs and extends to the arms, is accompanied with

jerky movements of the head, disturbance of articulation,

loss of knee-jerk, and is characterized anatomically by

sclerosis of the posterior and lateral columns of the cord.

Also called hereditary ataxia. Locomotor ataxia, a

disease characterized clinically by want of power to coor-

dinate voluntary movements, by violent shooting pains,

especially in the legs, absence of knee-jerk, atrophy of the

optic nerve, parrcsthesia and anaesthesia in certain parts,

dysuria, and functional sexual disorders; anatomically,

by a sclerosis of the postero-external columns of the

spinal cord. Also called progressive locomotor ataxia and
tabes dorsalis.



atazic

ataxic (a-tak'sik), . [< atariu + -ic.~\ In

iiathol., of or pertaining to ataxia; character-

ized by irregularity in function or course;

irregular.
Boon ataxi<- ucj-vous symptoms de< tared themselves.

/(. W.BlUmtt, A Mortal Antipathy, xiv.

Ataxic aphasia, sec ,./,/....;,.. Ataxic fever, term

applied liy I'iucl to feiers attended with great VMkMM.
ataxy (a-tak'si or at'ak-si), n. [Formerly also,

as I-'., ///.//>,< XL. ii/iuiii, q. v.] If. Wiint of

order; disturbance.

Three ways of clmivli government I haw heard <if. and

no more; the EpUcopal, the Preabyterial, unil that new-

born bastard Independency : . . . the last. nS these is no-

thing lull a confounding </'",'//.

,v.v /:. Dtrtnff, Spwchet, p. HI.

2. In /iiillinl. , sume us nln.riti.

atazirt, [MK.. < Sp. ata;ir, ntitcir, < Ar. *at-

tatltir, < nl, the, + ///> (> IVrs. ///*</), im-

pression, effect, influence, < athara, leave a

mark, ntfwr, ithr, a mark, trace, footstep.] In s-

trol., according to modem authorities, the (evil)

influence of a star upon other stars or men. But
the Arabian astrologer Haly distinctly stales (('..minent.

on Ptolemy's opus tjmidripartitum, ill. 10) that it means
the direction of hyleg. This, according to the method of

Messahallah, determines the duration of life.

Infortunat ascendent tortuous,
Of which the lord is helpless falle, alias!

Out of his :oi'.'le ini.i the derkest hous.
() Mars, O Alazir, as in this cas!

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 172. (Steat.)

atche (at'che), . [Turk, aqcha : see under

//.s-/r
2
.] A small Turkish coin, somewhat less

than a cent in value.

atchison (ach'i-son), n. [So. ;
also spelled

titrJiesoii ; < Atchison, a So. form of Atkinson,
name of an Englishman who was master of the

Scottish mint in the reign of James VI. (James
I. of England).] A billon coin, or rather a cop-
per coin washed with silver, struck in Scotland
m the reign of James VI., of the value of eight

pennies Scots, or two thirds of an English pen-
ny. Jamieson.

atchorn, n. An obsolete or dialectal form of

acorn.

ate 1
(et or at). Preterit of eat.

Ate2
(a'te), . [< Gr. "A.rr/, a personification of

art/, infatuation, reckless impulse, sin, ruin,
dial, avdra, orig. 'aFarri, < adetv, orig. "aFaetv,

hurt, damage.] In Gr. myth., an ever-present
evil genius leading men on to crime

;
the god-

dess of blundering mischief; a personification
of the reckless blindness and moral distortion

inflicted by the gods in retribution for pre-

sumption and wickedness, typifying the self-

perpetuating nature of evil.

-ate 1
. [ME. reg. -at, < OF. -at, a later "learned"

form of vernacular -e (-6), fern, -ee (-ee), = Sp.

Pg. -ado, fern, -aila, = It. -ato, fern. -ato,< L. -dtus,

fern, -atti, neut. -dtum (stem -ato-), pp. and adj.

suffix, being -tu-s (= Gr. -ro-c = E. -(ft, -edV),
added to stem of verbs in -d-re (It. -are, Sp. Pg.
-ar, F. -er). This suffix also appears as -adc*,

-ado, -ato, -ee, -y, etc. Latin adjectives and par-

ticiples in -atus were usable as nouns, in masc.
of persons, as legdtus, one deputed, a legate,
ML. prwldtus, one preferred, a prelate, etc., in

neut. of things, as manddtum, a thing command-
ed, a mandate, etc. See -ate2 and -ate3 .] A
suffix of Latin origin : (a) In adjectives, where
-ate is equivalent to and cognate with English
-J2

,
-d2

,
-<2

,
in perfect participles and partici-

pial adjectives, the native English suffix being
often added to -ate when a verb in -ate2 exists,
as in desolate or desolat-ed, accumulate or ac-

cumulat-ed, situate or situat-ed, etc. In many in-

stances the adjective is not accompanied by a verb in -ate,

as innate, ornate, temperate, etc. ; this Is especially true of

botanical descriptives, as acuminate, crenate, cuspidate,

hastate, lanceolate, serrate, etc.
(ft) In nouns, of per-

sons, as legate, delegate, reprobate, etc., or of

things, as mandate, precipitate, etc.
; especially,

in chem., in nouns denoting a salt formed by the

action of an acid on a base, as in acetate, nitrate,

sulpliate, etc., the suffix being added to the

stem (often shortened) of the name of the acid.

[The corresponding New Latin forms are actinium, niifn-

tum, *"!i:li<ifi/jn, ete.. tint often erroneously aoetas, nitras,

xiillihas, genitive acetati*, etc., by confusion with -ale*.]

-ate-. [L. -titux, -dta, -dtum, pp. suffix of verbs
in -d-re (see -ate1 ), with supine in -alum (stem
-dtu-), to which, instead of the pp. stem, such
verbs are often referred. In this dictionary
E. verbs in -ate (and so verbs in -etc, -ite) are

reg. referred to the L. pp. -dtus (-etus, -itiis),

intimating that such verbs are taken from or

formed according to the L. pp. stem, though
with the force of the inf. From L. participles
in -tus (-d-tus, of the 1st conjugation, -e-tuy,
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-i-tus, of the 2d, -tun, -sus, of the 3d, -i-tus, of

the 4th), and from thence-formed freqiicntii-

lives, which became very numerous in LL. and

ML., arose many verbs in OF. and ME., based,
or appar. based, on L. participles, coinciding
thus with adjectives and nouns from such parti-

ciples. These, wit h verbs of other origin agree-

inj,' in form with adjectives, have made it a rule

in E. that any adj. maybe made a verb; hence

adjectives in -<//<' arc usually accompanied by
a verb in -ntc", and new verbs from L. verbs of

the 1st conjugation are rog. formed in -"''.

whether a corresponding adj. exists or not :

and -ate2
,
as a recogni/.ed verb-format ivc, nuy

be suffixed to other stems of any origin, us in

fi/icitiili. i-iiinii-iliili; xiibxliiii/itili-, iixxiixxiimtt;

en iniihorate, etc., based on felicity, rapacity. xnl>-

stance, etc., of Latin origin, axxaxsin. i-<un/ili<n;

etc., of other origin. Owing to the preponder-
ance of verbs in -ate over adjectives in -at<;

such verbs are in this dictionary placed before

the adjectives, even when the adjectives are of

earlier date.] A suffix of Latin origin, a com-
mon formative in verbs taken from the Latin,
as in tHTit HI itl/itf, imitate, militate, etc., or formed
in English, either on Latin stems, as \nfi-lii-i-

tate, rapiiritati; etc., or on stems of other ori-

gin. See etymology.
-ate3 . [< ME. -at, < OF. -at, a later "learned"
form of vernacular -e (-c ) (as in diirln', E. diick-y,

q. v.), = Sp. Pg. -ado = It. -ato, < L. -dtus (stem
-dtu-), forming nouns of the 4th declension

from nouns, but formed as if from verbs in

-d-re, with suffix -tu-, parallel with -to-, suffix

of pp. (hence the similarity to pp. -dtus, E. -ate1
,

q. v.), as in consuldtus, magistrdtus, pontijicdtus,

sendtus, LL. cpiscopatus, etc., with senses as in

corresponding E. words.] A suffix of Latin

origin, denoting office, an office, a body of of-

ficers, as in consulate, pontificate, decemnrate,
senate (Latin sendtus, from senex, an old man),
episcopate, etc., and sometimes a single officer,

as magistrate (Latin magistrdtus, properly ma-

gistracy, also a magistrate), the suffix in the last

use being equivalent to -ate1 in legate, etc., and
to -ate* in primate, etc.

-ate*. [< L. -as (-at-), as in magnas (gen. magnd-
tis) (parallel to magnates), primus (prop, adj.),

etc.] A suffix of Latin origin, practically equiv-
alent to -ate1 in nouns, and -ate3 (in magistrate),
as in magnate, primate, and (in Latin plural)

pcnates, optimates.
-ate5 . [< L. -ato, < Gr. -ar^r, a noun suffix, ult.

= L. -dtus, which differs in the inflexive sylla-

ble.] A suffix of Greek origin, occurring uu-
felt in pirate (which see).

atechnic (a-tek'nik), a. and n. [< Gr. drf^rof,
without art, < a- priv. + rexvri, art: see a-1"

and technic.'] I. a. Without technical know-

ledge, especially
of art.

fl. n. A person without technical knowledge,
especially of art.

In every fine art there is much which is illegible by
atechnics, and this is due to the habits of interpretation
into which artists always fall. North British Jter.

atechnical (a-tek'ni-kal), a. Free from techni-

cality; popular: as, atechnical treatment of a
technical subject.

atechny (a-tek'ni), n. [= F. atechnie, < Gr.

arcxvia, < ore^vof : see atechnic.] Ignorance of

art
;
unskilfulness. N. E. D.

atees (a'tes), n. [E. Ind.] The native Indian
name of the tuberous root of Aconitum hetem-

phyllum, which is used as an antiperiodic and
a tonic. In some sections the same name is given to the
root of A. Sapelhut, and to several other drugs.

atef (a'tef), n. [Egypt.] Father: an ancient

Egyptian title and component of proper names.
Also written atf. Atef-crown,
in Egypt, antiq., a symbolic head-
dress uniformly borne by the deities
Kliniini and Osiris, sometimes by
other gods, such as Sebek, Thoth,
Harmachis, etc., and occasionally
assumed by kings, as the Rameses.
It consisted regularly of the tall

conical white cap of upper Egypt,
flanked with a pair of long ostrich-

plumes, and having the solar disk
and linens in front, and was prob-
ably emblematic of the sovereignty
of Egypt under the attributes of

light, truth, and divinity. The con-
ical cap is sometimes omitted in /&'*
works of art. The atef is often men-

MHJ,
tioned iu the "Hook of the Dead.

, i^
and is frequently represented in it ^ft
frescos, bas-reliefs, and statues. (^^

ategart, //. See atgar. *f\

Atellane

plete,
+ iKTaaif, extension, < eicreiveiv, extend, <

m, 'f. out, + Trivfiv, stretch, = L. i.rlnnlr n : see

extend.'] Imperfect dilatation, especially of the

air-cells of the lungs of newly liorn children.

There is a class of eases in which a child is burn alive.

but its lungs remain in the fictal eoiiditi /. .., HIM
present no appearance of having rceeiied air by tile act

of breathing. 'I In ^- .in

.1. .V. 7V////".-, Med. .lour.. XI.V. 4(4.

atelectatic (at c-lek-tat'ik), a. [< tit<-ln-ttixi.

(-tut-) + -//-.] l'( rtaining to or clianictcri/.ed

I.V utelectusis.

ateleOCephaloUS (a-tel"e-o-sef'a-lus), //. [>r.
iir./v. incomplete, + Kt<t>a?Ji, head.] In :<./..

having the cranium more or less imperfect:
said of coi-tuin fishes: opposed to teboeepkaloiu.

ateleopodid (u-tel-e-op o-did), n. A fish of the

familv ./// Ifn/Hi<ti<lir.

Atelebpodida (a-tel'e-o-pod'i-de), n. ]>l. [XL.,
< .itiln>iix (-/mil-) + -/<//-.] A family of teleo-

cepli.-iloiis li-lies, represented by the genus Ate-

l<-i>l>im. It Is characterized by an elongated tail. t.-i|-r-

Ing backward but provided with a narrow caudal fin,

antenicdian anus, inndi-ratc suborbitals. inferior ninuth.

thorai-ie ventral HIIK reduced tod.. iiblc 01 simple lilauieiits.

a short anterior dorsal flu only, and a long anal tin con-

tinuous uitlt tile caudal.

Ateleopus (at-e-le'o-pus), n. [NL.. < Gr. are-

imperfect, + ftobf (nod-) = E. /oo.] The

n. [NL., < Gr. ar deity Khn

A lelfofus Japan icus.

typical genus of fishes of the family A teleopo-
didie : so named from the imperfect ventral fins.

ateleost (a-tel'e-ost), n. A fish of the subclass

Ateleostei.

Ateleostei (a-tel-e-os'te-I), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

arc^fa, incomplete, + OOTEOV, a bone. See Tele-

ostei.] A subclass of fishes contrasting with
the Teleostei and distinguished by the reduction
of the bones of the skiill and branchial skele-

ton, proposed for the order Lyomeri.
ateleosteous (a-tel-e-os'te-us), a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Ateleostei.

Ateles (at'e-lez), n. [NL., < Gr. dTe/bfa, incom-

plete, imperfect, < a- priv. + rftof, end, com-

pletion.] A genus of American platyrrhine

monkeys, of the family Cebida; and subfamily
Cebirue; the spider-monkeys or sapajous, with
attenuate bodies, veiy long slender limbs, and

long powerfully prehensile tails : so called be-

cause the thumb is rudimentary. There are sev-

eral species, among them the northernmost representa-
tives of the Quadntmana in America. Also called Ateltt-

chint*.

atelier (at-e-lya'), n. [F., formerly attelier,

hosteller; of disputed origin.] A workshop;
specifically, the workroom of a sculptor or

painter ;
a studio.

Modern sculptors . . . too often execute colossal works
in cramped ateliern, where the conditions of light are

wholly ditferent from those of the site for which the statue

is destined. C. T. A'ewton, Art and Archajol., p. 347.

ateline (at'e-lin), n. [< Gr. drr/lfo, imperfect,
+ -jne2.] An oxychlorid of copper allied to

atacamite, occurring at Vesuvius, and derived

from the alteration of the copper oxid tenorite.

atelite (at'e-lit), . [< Gr. arr/w, imperfect,
+ -j'te2.] Same as ateline.

Atellan (a-tel'an), a. and . [< L. Atellanus,

pertaining to Atella, an ancient town of the

Osci, in Campania ;
hence fabula- (or fabella-)

Atellana; Atellan plays: see def.] I. a. Per-

taining to or resembling in character the farces

or dramas called fabula; Atellana; ; farcical; ri-

bald. See II. Also spelled A tellane.

Their . . . Atellan way of wit.

Shafltdrury, Characteristics, II. 170.

These Atellane plays . . . seem to have been a union of

high comedy and its parody. . . . They were not per-
formed by regular actors (histriones), but by Roman citi-

zens of noble birth, who were not on that account sub-

jected to any degradation. W. Smith.

n. n. 1. One of a class of farces or dramatic

pieces (fabula; Atellana;) in vogue among the

ancient Osci, and early introduced into Kome.
The personages of these pieces were always the same, and
the wit was very broad. It is probable that their per-

petuation in rural districts was the origin of Punchinello
and the other Italian rustic masks. See I.

2. A satirical or licentious drama: as, "Ate/huts

and lascivious songs," Burton, Anat. of Mel.,

p. 425.

Atellane (a-tel'an), a. Same as Atellan.



atelocardia

atelocardia (at'e-lo-kiir'di-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.

drtAi/f, imperfect, + napAla = E. heart."] In tcra-

tol., imperfect development of the heart.

atelochllia (at'e-lo-kil'i-ii), H. [NL., < Gr.

areM/e, imperfect, + %ti'Aoc, a lip.] In teratol.,

imperfect development of the lip. Also spelled
ateloc/H-ili/i.

Atelochirus (at"e-lo-la'rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

OTSAJK, imperfect, 4- x?'P, hand.] Same as

Ateles. Also spelled Atelocheirus.

atelo-encephalia (at"e-16-en-se-fa'li-a), .

[NL., < Gr. are'AiK, imperfect, + iynetyaXcu;, the

brain: see encephalon.] In teratol., imperfect
development of the encephalon.
ateloglossia (at'e-lo-glos'i-a), . [NL., < Gr.

areAt/f, imperfect, + y'Aaaaa, tongue.] In tera-

tol., imperfect development of the tongue.
atelognathia (at'e-log-na'thi-a), . [NL., <

Gr. aTt'Afa, imperfect, + yvaffof, the jaw.] In

teratol., imperfect development of the jaw.
atelomyelia (at"e-lo-mi-e'li-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

arM/f, imperfect, + [tveMs, marrow.] In tera-

tol., imperfect development of the spinal cord.

ateloprosopia (at"e-lo-pro-s6'pi-ii), n. [NL., <

Gr. arel-iK, imperfect, + 7rp6aum>v, the face : see

Prosopis.] In teratol, imperfect development
of the face.

atelqrachidia (at"e-lo-ra-kid'i-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. arf/Lifc, imperfect, + pd^if, back-bone.] In

teratol., imperfect development of the spinal
column.
Atelornis (at-e-16r'nis), n. [NL., < Gr. areAfe,

imperfect, + opvi$, bird.] A genus of Madagas-
can ground-rollers, family Coranidw and sub-

family Brachypteraciinw. A. pittoidcs is a typi^
cal species, of gorgeous colors and terrestrial

nocturnal habits.

atelostomia (at'e-lo-sto'mi-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

areAfa, imperfect, + ar6fia, mouth: see stoma.~]
In teratol., imperfect development of the mouth.
a tempo, a tempo prime (a tem'po, pre'mo).
[It., lit. to time, to the first time : a, < L. ad, to

;

tempo, < L. tempus, time (see tempo) ; primo, <

L. primus, first: see prime.'] In music, a di-

rection, after any change of movement, as by
acceleration or retardation, that the original
time be restored. See a battuta.

a tempo giusto (ii tem'po jos'to). [It., lit. to

just time : a tempo (see a tempo) ; giusto, < L.

Justus, just: see just^.~\ In music, a direction
to sing or play in an equal, just, or strict time.
It is seldom used except when the time has been inter-

rupted, as during a recitative, to suit the action and pas-
sion of the piece.

Ateuchus (a-tu'kus), n. [NL., lit. without ar-

mor, in allusion to the absence of a scutellum,
< Gr. arcv^'K, unarmed, unequipped, < a- priv.
+ revxof, pi. reuxea, arms, armor, prop, imple-
ments, < Ttvxuv, make, produce.] A genus of
lamellicorn beetles, of the family Scarabceidw.
A . gacer seems to have been the sacred beetle, or scarabreus,
figured on Egyptian monuments, ornaments, amulets, etc.,
and of which a figure, either in porcelain or carved out of

stone, rarely a gem, was placed in the bosom of every
mummy, as a symbol of and prayer for resurrection.

atf (atf), n. Same as atcf.

atgart, . [Also improp. ategar, repr. AS. eet-

gdr, also aitgatru (only in glosses), (= OFries.

etger, etker = OHG. azger, aziger = Icel. at-

geirr), a spear, < tut-, appar. the prep, cet, at, +
gar, a spear : see ijw1

, garfish, gore*.] A kind
of spear or lance formerly in use.

Athabaskan (ath-a-bas'kan), a. and n. I. a.

Belonging to a certain great family of North
American Indian languages and tribes, occu-

pying a vast extent of country south from the
Eskimo region, between Hudson's Bay and the

Rocky Mountains, with outlying members also
west of the mountains, as far south as Mexico,
including the Apaches and Navajos.

II. n. A member or the language of this

family.
Also spelled Athabascan, AthapasTcan.

athalamous (a-thal'a-mus), a. [< Gr. a- priv.+ 0dAa//of, bed: see thalamus."] In bot., with-
out apotheeia : applied to lichens, or lichenoid

growths, the fructification of which is unknown.
Athalia (a-tha'li-a), n. [NL., named with al-
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athallinc (a-thal'in), . [< Gr. a- priv. +
Oa'AAuf, a frond : see thallus.] In bot., without
a thallus

;
characterized by the absence of a

thallus.

athamantin (ath-a-mau'tin), n. [< Athamanta

(see del'.) + -i>i2.] In client., a substance (34
H30O7 ) produced from the root and seeds of

the Athamanta oreoselinum and other species
of the same genus of European and Asiatic um-
belliferous herbs. It has a rancid soapy odor,
and a slightly bitter acrid taste. H. llatts.

athamauntt, '* An old form of adamant.
athanasia (ath-a-na'si-a), n. [< Gr. dttavaaia,

immortality (> ML. athanasia, tansy), < aSa-

TOTof, immortal, < a- priv. + Oavarof, death.] 1.

Deathlessness
; immortality. Msoathanasy.

2f. The herb tansy. See tansy.
Athanasian (ath-a-na'sian), a. and n. [< LL.

Athanasius, < Gr!' 'ABavuatos, a proper name,
< affdvarof, immortal.] I. a. Pertaining to

Athanasius (about 296 to 373), bishop of Alex-
andria. Athanasian creed, a creed formerly ascribed
to Athanasius, but whose real authorship is unknown. It

is an explicit assertion of the doctrines of the Trinity (as

opposed to Arianism) and of the incarnation, and contains
what are known as the "damnatory clauses" in the con-

cluding formulas of the two parts, viz.:
" Whosoever will

be saved, before all things it is necessary that he should
hold the catholic faith ; which faith, except every one do

keep whole and uudenled, without doubt he shall perish
everlastingly

"
; and "This is the catholic faith ; which ex-

cept a man believe faithfully he cannot be saved." This
creed is retained in the service of the Church of England,
but not in that of the American Episcopal Church.

II. n. A follower of Athanasius or a believer
in his creed.

Athanasianisin (ath-a-na'sian-izm), n. [<
Athanasian + ism.'] The principles or doc-
trines of the Athanasian creed.

Athanasianist (ath-a-na'sian-ist), n. [< Atha-
nasian + -ist.] An Athanasian.

athanasy (a-than'a-si), n. Same as athanasia, 1.

Time brings to obscure authors an odd kind of repara-
tion, an immortality not of love and interest and admira-

tion, but of curiosity merely. ... Is not then a scholas-
tic athanatty better than none V

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 346.

athanor (ath'a-nor), n. [Late ME. also athenor

(cf. F. athanor), < Sp. atanor, a siphon or pipe
for conveying water, < Ar. at-tannur, < al, the,
+ tannur, < Heb. or Aramaic tannur, an oven or

furnace, < nur, fire.] A self-feeding digesting
furnace formerly used by alchemists. It was
so made as to maintain a uniform and durable
heat.

Athecata (ath-e-ka'ta), n. pi. [NL., iieut. pi.
of athecatus, not sheathed : see athecate.] A
name of the gymnoblastie hydroid hydrozoans,
which are not sheathed, that is, have no go-
nangia and no hydrothecsB : a synonym of

(iymnoblastea (which see).
athecate (ath'e-kat), a. [< NL. atltecatus, < Gr.
d- priv. +

ft?*??, a sheath: see theca.] Not
sheathed

; specifically, of or pertaining to the
Athecata.

atheism (a'the-izm), . [= F. atheisme = Pg.
atheismo = Sp. It. ateismo, < NL. 'atheismus, <

Gr. dfeor, without a god, denying the gods, < d-

priv. + (feof, a god. The Gr. term for atheism
was dSforr/f.] 1. The doctrine that there is no
God

; denial of the existence of God.
Atheitm is a disbelief in the existence of God that is,

disbelief in any regularity in the universe to which man
must conform himself under penalties.

J. R. Setley, Nat. Religion, p. 26.

2. The denial of theism, that is, of the doctrine
that the great first cause is a supreme, intel-

ligent, righteous person. 3. A practical indif-

ference to and disregard of God
; godlessness.

[In the first sense above given, atheixm is to be discrimi-
nated from pr(ntli''iHin, uhk-h denies the person, 'ity n!'< .mi.
and from agnosticism, which denies the possibility of pos-
itive knowledge concerning him. In the second sense, athe-
ism includes both pantheism and agnosticism.]

atheist (a'the-ist), n. and a. [= F. atheists =
Pg. atheista = Sp. It. ateista, < NL. *<ttli< i.ita.

<Gr. a8cof. see atheism.'] I. . 1. One who de-
nies the existence of God, or of a supreme in-

telligent being.
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dency. 2. Denying the existence of God
; god-

atheistical (a-the-is'ti-kal), a. Marked by or

manifesting atheism
;
atheistic,

genus of saw-flies, or Terebrantia, of the order

Hymenoptera and family Tenthredinidte. A.
spinarum or A. cent /.folia is the turnip saw-fly of Europe,
whose larv.-o occasionally devastate turnip-fields. The
parent insect appears about the end of May, and deposits
its egg in the substance of the leaf, and in about six days
the larvte are hatched. Within a few days the vegetation
on which they appear is laid waste by their eating the soft
tissue of the leaf, leaving only skeletons und stalks.

Well, inunarrbifs ln;iy own n-liuioii's name,
But staU-s an- /iflo'i*'* in tln-ir very frame.

Dryden, I*rol. to Amboyna, 1. 22.

By night an ntht'i^t half brlirvi-s a Gi.il.

Viinnn, Nlight Thoughts, v. 177.

2. A godless man ;
one who disregards his duty

to God.=Syn. Skeiilic, Deist, etc. See inyw.y.
II. a. Godless; atheistic: as, "the atheist

crew," Milton, P. L., vi. 370.

atheistic (a-the-is'tik), n. [< atltrist + -ic.] 1.

Pertaining to or characteristic of atheists; in-

volving, containing, or tending to atheism : as,
atheistic doctrines or beliefs; an atheistic ten-

I was present, very seldom going to the publiq theaters
for many reasons, now as they were abused to an //<./*-

tical liberty. Eceliin, Diary, Oct. 18, 1666.

atheistically (a-the-is'ti-kal-i), adv. In an
atheistic manner ; impiously.

I entreat such as are atheistically inclined to consider
these things. Tillotnun.

atheisticalness (a-the-is'ti-kal-nes), . The
quality of being atheistic ; irreligiousness.

Purge out of all hearts profaneness and atheisticaliiexx.

Hammond, Works, I. 500.

atheize (a'the-iz), v. : pret. and pp. atheized,

ppr. athci-iiif/. [< Gr. adtof (see atheism) + -ize.\

I.f intrans. To discourse as an atheist.

We shall now make diligent search and inquiry, to see

if we can find any other philosophers who atheizfd before
Democritus und Leucippus.

Cudwoi-th, Intellectual System, p. 111.

II. trans. To render atheistic. [Bare.]
They endeavoured to atheize one another.

Bp. Berkeley, Minute Philosopher, ii.

atheizer (a'the-i-zer), . One who atheizes, or
renders atheistic. Cudworth. [Bare.]
athelH, [Early ME., < AS. aitheht, aithclo, pi..
= OS. adhal = OFries. ethel-, edel- (in comp. and
deriv. ) = D. adel= OHG. adal, MHG. adel, race,

family, ancestry, esp. noble ancestry, nobility,
G. adel, nobility, = Icel. adhal, nature, dis-

position, family, origin, in comp. chief-, head-

(mod. also nobility, = Sw. Dan. adel, nobility, a
sense due to the G.), = Goth. *athal (as in the

proper name "Athalareilcs (> ML. Athalaricus)
= AS. JEthelric) ;

not found outside of Teut.

Hence, athel% and atheling, q. v., and ethel, pat-
rimony (see ethet). In mod. E. only in proper
names, historical or in actual use, of AS. or
OHG. origin, as Ethel, Ethelbert, Athelbert =
Albert, Ethelred, Audrey (St. Audrey, > t-awdry,
q. v.), etc.] Race; family; ancestry; noble

ancestry; nobility; honor.
Her wes Arthur the king athelen bidasled (deprived).

Layainon, III. 453.

athel'2t, . and . [ME., also ethel, (ethel, and
prop, athete, ethele, aithele (in northern writers
often hathel, etc.), < AS. asthele, ethele = OS.
edili = OFries. ethel, edel = D. edel = OHG.
edili, MHG. edele, G. edel = Icel. edhal-, edhla-

(in comp.) = Sw. adel= Dan. a;del (the Scand.
after G.), noble, of noble family; from the
noun : see athel1 .'] I. a. Noble

;
illustrious

;

excellent.
Lutele children in the cradele,
.both chorles an ek alhele.

Owl and A'iyhtitigale, 1. (131.

II. . A noble
;
a chief

;
often simply a

man.
His hathel on hors watz thenue
That here his spere & launce.

Sir Oawayne and the Grene Kniyht (ed. Morris), 1. 2066.

atheling (ath'el-ing), n. [In mod. use, as a his-

torical term, also written etheling and wtheling,
repr. ME. atheling, < AS. aitheliny (= OS. edhi-

ling = OFries. etheling, edling = OHG. adaling,
ML. adalingus, adelingus), < cethelu, noble family
(see athel 1

), + -ing, a patronymic suffix. The
word survives in the place-name Athelney, AS.
^Ethelinga ig, lit. princes' island.] In Anglo-
Saxon hist. : (a) A crown prince or heir appar-
ent

J
one of the royal family. (6) A nobleman.

Originally none but Anglo-Saxon princes were called

atht-liiigs, and the atheling was the eldest son of the king
or nearest heir to the throne, to which, however, he did
not necessarily succeed ; but the term was afti-rnard ex-
tended to all who held noble rank. Also written etheling,
cetheliny.

An English community [A. 1>. 500-GOO] knew but two or-

ders of men, the ceorl or the freeman, and the corl or the
liolilf. The freeman \va.s the base of the village society.
He was the "free-necked man," whose long hah llnatnl
over a neck which lia-l never bowed to a lord. . . . But
the social centre of the village was the eorl, or, as he was
sometimes called, the n'tlu'lin<t, whose homestead rose

high above the lowlier dwellings of the ceorls.

J. J{. (jfreen, Making of England, p. 173.

One or two rebellions are mentioned, headed by .Elite-

///-'/v or men of the royal house.
. A. Fn-i-inuii. Did Eng. Hist., p. 71.

Athena (a-the'na), H. Same as Athene, 1.

Athenaeuin, Atheneum (ath-e-ue'um), . [L.
Atheiia'um, < Gr. 'ADifvaiov, a temple of Athene,
< 'AOijvn, Athene: see Athene.] I. A temple or
a place dedicated to Athene, or Minerva; spe-
cifically, an institution founded at Rome by
Hadrian for the promotion of literary and scien-
tific studies, and imitated in the provinces.
2. [7. e.

; pi. athena'a, nthenea (-a).] In mod-
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ern times, an institution for the encouragement
of literature and art, often possessing a library
for the use of those entitled to its privileges.
Athene (a-the'ne), . [L., also Athena, < Gr.

'A0>/v>/, Doric 'Atidva, also (prop, an udj. form)
'Afofvalti, ^Oolic 'ASavaia, 'AOavda, Attic 'A"'/'

1

'"".

contr. 'Afli/vii, a name of uncertain origin, as-

sociated with that of 'A&ffvai, Athens.] 1. In
Gr. myth., the goddess of knowledge, arts, sci-

Atbene. The Minerva Farnese, Museo Nazionale, Naples.

onces, and righteous war; particularly, the tute-

lary deity of Athens : identified by the Romans
with Minerva. She personified the clear upper air as
well as mental clearness and acuteness, embodying the
spirit of truth and divine wisdom, and was clothed with
the tegis symbolizing the dark storm-cloud, and armed with
the resistless spear the shaft of lightning. Also Athena.

2. [NL.] In ornith., an extensive genus of owls,
related to A. noctua of Europe, including small
earless species. The name is used by different authors
witli ten-lit latitude, and is not susceptible of exact defini-
tion. It was tirst used for a genus of birds by Boie, 1822.

Atheneum, n. See Athenu-itm.

Athenian (a-the'ni-an), a. and n. [< L. as if

"Athenianus, equivalent to Atheniensis, < Athe-

na, < Gr. 'ABjjvai, Athens, traditionally named
after 'A6i/v?/, Athene.] I. o. Pertaining to

Athens, anciently the metropolis of Attica in

Greece, and now the capital of the kingdom of
Greece.

II. n. A native or citizen of Athens.

atheologiant (a/'the-o-ld'ji-an), . [< Gr. a-

priv. (a-!8) + theologian.] "One who is not a

theologian; one who has no knowledge of the-

ology ;
an ignorant theologian.

They . . . [the Jesuits] are the only atheolumans whose
heads entertain no other object but the tumult of realms.

Sir J. Ilaitward, Answer to Doleman, Ix.

atheologic.il (a'the-o-loj'^!),!), o. [< Gr. a-

priv. (a-
1
**) + theological.] Untheological ;

con-

trary to theology.
In the curt atheological phrase of the Persian Lucretius,

"one thing is certain, and the rest is lies."

Swinburne, Shakespeare, p. 233.

atheologyt (a-the-ol'6-ji), n. [< Gr. a- priv.

(a-!8) + theology. Cff. atheous.] 1. Lack or
absence of theological knowledge; opposition
to theology. 2. Atheism.

Several of our learned members have written many pro-
found treatises on anarchy, but a brief, complete body of

alhfology seemed yet wanting.
Stcift, On Collins's Discourse.

atheous (a'the-us), a. [= Pg. atheo = Sp. It.

ati-D, an atheist, < L. atiieus, atheos, < Gr. A0o
of, without a god, godless: see atheism.] If.

Atheistic; ungodly.
The hypocrite or atheous priest. Miiton, P. R., i. 487.

2. Having no reference to God; irrespective of
divine existence or power.

"All physical science, properly so called, is compelled
by its very nature to take no account of the being of God :

as soon as it does this, it trenches upon theology, and
ceases to be physical science." And so, coining a dis-

criininuting word to express this, he [the Bishop of Car-

lisle] would say that science was atheous, and therefore
cinilil not be atheistic. Science, III. 132.

Athericera (ath-e-ris'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

adijp, awn or beard of an ear of corn, + Kepaf, a

horn.] In Latreille's system of classification,
the fifth family of dipterous insects, nearly
equivalent to the dichtetous division of brachy-
cerous l>t/>ti ro, but including the Syrphidai.
The division corresponded to the Linnean genera Coitopi
and iK.ifnf.-i, \vith most of the species of Mltsca, including
tlie but-llies and drone-llies with the Hies proper. [Not in
MtJ
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athericerous (ath-e-ris'e-niN), a. [<Athfrn-i m
+ -oux.] Pertaining to or resembling the Mln-
riccrn.

Atherina (ath-e-ri'nii), . [NL., < (ir. U
a kind of smelt.] A genus of abdominal iiean-

thopterygian fishes, typical <>f tin- family Allu-
riiiiilii

1

. containing the sand-smelts. A. ;/'..

the common liritish athcrinc or Kand-smelt, is a tish UJHIIII
G inches Ion--:. used as food.

atherine (uth'e-rin), . [< Athrrinn.] A fish

of the genus . I tin rinii ; a sand-smelt.
atherinid (ftth-j-rin'id), . A fish of th<- Cun-
ily Atln-fiinilii .

Atherinidae (ath-c-rin'i-do), .
/./. [XL., <

Alhrriiiii + -/>/'.] The atherinen or sand-

smelts; a family of abdominal arani hoplcry-iiiin
fishivs, typified by the genus Atherina, to which
varying limits have been ascribed by different

Writers. In (iiinther's system the AthpriniJir are a

family of A<'ttn1li-1>'i->t-ln >ni'';H(t:n'n<fH, luivillK Vertebre
in increased number and the dentition feeble m'of mod-
erate strength, anil including tin- tetragonurids as well as
the athcrinids proper. In innre recent systems they are a
family of I'ercettuce* with more than 24 vertebnc, i -v< -I'.iilnl

scales, dorsal Him two in number and separate, and feeble
dentition. The sjiccies are mostly small; those found in

America are known as J'rin />', or are confounded with the
< i. HI* , i under the name nt

atherinidan (ath-e-rin'i-dan), n. A fish of the

family Atherlnidas ; an atherinid. Kir ./. Itirli-

urihon.

Atherinina (ath*e-ri-ni'nil), H. pi. [NL.,<
Atherina + -/HO.] In Gttnther's classification
of fishes, the first subfamily < if. I lln-rin iilii', char-
acterized by feeble dentition, cycloidal scales,
the separation of the first dorsal fin from the

second, the presence of an air-bladder, and the
absence of pyloric appendages: same as Athe-
rinidie of recent systems.
atherinoid (ath'e-ri-noid), . and n. [< Athe-
rina + -oid.] I. a. Having the characters of
the Atherinidai.

II. n. A fish of the family Atherinidai; an
atherinid.

athermancy (a-ther'man-si), n. [< Gr. a8ipu9i>-

rof, not heated : see utliirmiiimus and -cy.] The

power or property of stopping radiant heat ;

impermeableness to radiant heat. It corre-

sponds to opacity in the case of light.
athermanous (a-ther'ma-nus), a. [< Gr. o-

priv. + fap/iaiveiv (Ospfiav-), heat, impart heat

(cf. aOippavrof, not heated), < Oep/iAf, hot (8(pfi?/,

heat): see thermo-.] Impermeable to radiant

heat; having the power of stopping radiant
heat

; opaque to heat.

atherinous (a-ther'mus), a. [< Gr. adep/iof,
without warmth, < a- priv. + 8cp/i6f, hot, Btp/a/,

heat.] Same as athermanous.
atheroma (ath-e-ro'ma), n.; pi. atheromata

(-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. aS^pu/^a(T-), a tumor full

of gruel-like matter, < aOf/ptj, a form of aSapy,

groats or meal, a porridge made therefrom.] 1.

A name given to various kinds of encysted tu-

mors, the contents of which have the appear-
ance of bread-sauce. 2. The formation of
thickened patches of the inner coat of an ar-

tery (much more rarely of a vein), constitut-

ing flattened cavities which contain a pasty
mass exhibiting fat-globules, fatty acid crys-
tals, cholesterin, more or less calcareous mat-
ter, etc. The endothelial film separating this from the
blood may give way, and an atheromatous ulcer \K formed.

Also athcrome.

atheromatous (ath-e-ro'ma-tus), a. [< athe-

roma(t-) + -OMS.] Pertaining to or resembling
atheroma

; having the qualities of atheroma.
atherome (ath'e-rom), n. Same as atheroma.
Atherura (ath-e-ro'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. a8r/p, the
beard of an ear of corn, + ovpd, tail.] A genus
of hystricomorph rodents, of the family Hystri-
eidae; the brush-tailed porcupines: so called
because the tail ends in a pencil of flattened

scaly bristles. The best-known species are A.ftuci-
culata, the Malacca porcupine of India, and the African A.
a^fricaiui. There are several others. Also Atherurus.
atherure (ath'e-ror), n. [< Atherura.] A
brush-tailed porcupine ;

a species of the genus
Atherura.
Atherurus (ath-e-ro'rus), n. Same as Athe-
riiru.

atheticize (a-thet'i-siz), . t. ; pret. and pp.
athcticized, ppr. atheticizing. [Irreg. < Gr. oferof,

set aside, invalid, + -ic + -ize. Cf. athetize.]
Same as athetize. Sevcrley.
athetize (ath'e-tiz), c. t.

; pret. and pp. athe-
-

athwart
He [Walter Leaf, in bis edition of the Iliad 1 iithelilf*

but r,:: lines in A M. . Amtr, Jaw. >> PMW., \ i

athetoid (ath'e-toid), . Of or resembling
atlietosis: us, tithi-timl moveinents.

athetosis (ath-e-to'sis). /. [NL., < <ir. ''"

\vithoutplace (see ulln ii::< ), + -nxix.] In piitlntl.,

a condition in which the hands ami feet can-
not be maintained in any position in which

they are placed, but continually perform in-

voluntary, slow, irregular movement*.

of oftliiiil;i; < AS. ii/'llii/iii-ini, inipers.. < /- +
llii/iii'iiii, seem: see a-4 and thi/il:.] To repent;
grieve. Me athlnketh 1

,
it repents me.

Me tltl'i nk>-tlt tluit I scluil reberce it tlere.

OUHUtr, I'n, I. to Millers Till.

athirst (a-thersf), (i. [< ME. iithiirnt, also
ullifi-stf and nfitrxt, contr. from oftliurnt, /-

tlii/rnt, < AS. ofthyrrted, very thirsty, ]i]i.
of /-

Ilii/rxltni, thirst, < of- (intensive) + 1/ii/rsUin,

pp. thi/rxti-il, thirst ; see a-4 and thirst, V.] 1.

Thirsty; wanting drink.
\\ lien thou art athi,:.t, -,. unto the vessels, and drink.

lintl.

2. Figuratively, having a keen appetite or de-
sire.

Their Ixjundlng hearts alike
Athirnt for battle. Cowper, Iliad.

athlete (ath'let), . [< \j.athleta,< Gr. /'/>/,-

nfo a combatant, contestant in the games, <

afffalv, contend, < (W?.or, a contest, esp.
for a

prize (neut. aS'fav, the prize of contest), contr.
of *aFe6hof, prob. < a- + / "FtO (= E. wed,
pledge: see wed) + formative -Xo-f.] 1. In
Gr. antiq., one who contended for a prize in the

public games. Hence 2. Any one trained to

exercises of agility and strength ;
one accom-

plished in athletics; a man full of strength
and activity.

Here rose an athlete, strong to break or bind
All force in bonds that might endure.

Tennymn, Palace of Art.

athletic (ath-let'ik), a. and n. [< L. athleticus,
< Gr. o<?X)/ToV, < a6).r/rf/f, athlete: see athlete.]
I. a. 1. Pertaining to athletes or to the exer-
cises practised by them: as, athletic sports.
Hence 2. Strong; robust; vigorous; physi-
cally powerful and active.

That athletie soundness and vigour of constitution
which is seen in cottages, where Nature is cook and Ne-
cessity caterer. South.

II. n. An athlete. [Rare.]
athletically (ath-let'i-kal-i), adv. In a strong,
robust, or athletic manner.
athleticism (ath-let'i-sizm), n. [< athletic +
-ism.] The act or practice of engaging in ath-
letic exercises; devotion to athletics.

athletics (ath-let'iks), . [Plural of athletic.]
The art or practice of athletic games or exer-

cises; the system of rules or principles em-
ployed for physical training, as in running,
rowing, boxing, gymnastics, etc.

athletism (ath'le-tizm), . [< athlete + -ism.]
The character or profession of an athlete.

Athole brose. See brose.

Athorybia (ath-o-rib'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. d-

priv. + OopVfiof, noise, murmur, confusion.] A
genus of oceanic hydrozoans,
type of the family Athorybi- f^\J ^ t

ida:. A. rosacea inhabits the
Mediterranean.

Athorybiadae (ath'o-ri-bi'a-
de), n. pi. Same as Atlior'y-

Athorybiidae (ath'o-ri-bi'i-

de), n.pl. [NL., < Athorybia
+ -trfoP.] A family of phy- jlthayHa macea,

sophorous oceanic Hydrozoa, J^^^of the order Siphonophora, cies, with , their sac-

d, ppr. athetizing. K Gr. aBerelv, set aside,

reject as spurious (X dferof, set aside, invalid,
without place or position, < a- priv. + 6tr6(,
verbal adj. of Ti-6t-vcu, put, place : see thesis,

etc.), + -tee.] To set aside
; reject as spurious.

having a bundle of tvdro-

phylha instead of a swim-
ming-column, and resembling a larval stage of
some other Physophora.
athreet, prep. phr. as adv. [ME., also a thre;
< aS + three.] In three parts. Chaucer.

athrepsia (a-threp'si-a), . [NL., < Gr. a-

priv. + 6pe-<l>tf, nourishment, < rpttyeiv, nourish.]
iapathol., a profound disturbance of nutrition
in children, due to neglect of hygiene and in-

sufficient or improper food.

athrob (a-throb ), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [<
3

+ throb.'] In or into a throbbing or palpitat-
ing state or manner ; throbbing.
[Language] is a mere dead Iwdy without a soul till some

man of genius set its arrested pulses once more athrob.

Lou-ell, Study Windows, p. 258.

athwart (a-thwart), prep. phr. as adv. andprep.
[Early mod. E. also athirt, So. athourt, athort,



athwart

< ME. athwart ; < + thwart. Cf . orerthwart.]

1. tulv. 1. Crosswise; from 'side to side; trans-

versely.
He caus'd to be drawn out and pav'd four main roads

to the utmost length and breadth of the island ; and two

others athieart. Milton, Hist. Bug., 1.

2. In opposition to the proper or expected

course; in a manner to cross and perplex;

crossly; wrongly; wrongfully. [Kare.]

The baby beats the nurse, and quite athwart

Goes all decorum. Shale., M. for M., i. 4.

II. prep. 1. Across
;
from side to side of.

A pine,

Bock-rooted, stretehed athwart the vacancy
Its swinging boughs. Shelley, Alastor.

The Fosse Way was one of the two great lines of commu-
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son, venison, which have differentiated doub-

lets in oration, venation (obs.).] A suffix of

Latin origin, occurring in nouns of action, etc.

These nouns are properly abstract nouns equivalent to

English nouns in -ing, and are () taken directly from

the Latin, as citation, cvmriwndatioii, creation, education,

libri-atum, etc., and formed in Latin (eoitiincmlntiu, etr.)

from the verbs represented in English either by forms

without suffix (from the Latin infinitive), as cite, commend,

etc., or by forms in -ate (from the Latin perfect partici-

ple) as create, educate, liberate ; or (b) formed in modern

speech, whether from verbs without suffix, as in fixation,

quotation, etc., from./!*, quote, etc., or from verbs in -ate,

as concentration, desiccation, from concentrate, desiccate,

X

atlas

pertaining to Atlas, < "Artaf ('AT/MVT-), Atlas, (1)

the Titan (see atlas1 ), or (2) the mountain-range
in northwestern Africa named from the Titan,

being regarded as the pillar of heaven ;
TO 'AT-

yiavriKov TTt/layof, the Atlantic ocean, named from

Mount Atlas.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to or de-

scended from Atlas: as, "the seven Atlantic

Sisters" (the Pleiades), Milton, P. L., x. 674.

2. Appellative of or pertaining to that division

of the ocean which lies between Europe and
Africa on the east and America on the west.

II. n. The Atlantic ocean.

heteropod mollusk

accompanying verb in English, as constellation, lunation,

negation, etc.
nication which ran athwart Britain from the northeast to ner/ation, etc.

,*;/ (see Atlantic), + -lOai,

the southwest. J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 193. -atlOUS. [< -atl(on) + -OUS, like, -fco*,< -ltt(o)
^

+ _.rf j
-L. ,,1.0 T A Ajumrtwrnnd a.liAptlvp Sllfnv. ROn- _. VH' T> >

.

j>Z. [NL., < Gr.

"'AT'AOVT-), Mount Atlas, taken for Africa

Atlantic), + -itiai, -idse. In sense 2, <

2. Naut., across the
line_

of a ship's course.

3. In opposition to
; against; contrary to.

I have seen this present work, and find nothing athwart

the Catholick faith and good manners.
Milton, Areopagitica, p. 11

+ -ous.]

~

A compound adjective suffix, con-

sisting of -ous added to a reduced form of

-ation, and serving to form adjectives from JSuS!
_ ._- ^ ,7,'~~,.^#'* J i, fwrtvv. tlio\,ltll- -fl-Lll^cfc (lll^l

One of the three

great divisions into which some ethnologists
divide the human race, including the tribes of

nouns in -ation, as disputatious from disputa-

tion.

Athwart hawse, said of a ship when she lies or" sails atiptOC (a-tip'to) , prep. phr. as adv. or a.

he stem of another, whether near or at some dis-
?
3 + tiptoe.] I. On tiptoe. 2. Figuratively,across the

tance.

We soon saw two sails to windward, going directly _ative.
athwart our hawse.

R. U. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 10.

Athwart the forefoot, said of the flight of a cannon-

ball fired across a ship's course before her bows, as a com-

mand to her to bring to.

athwartships (a-thwart'ships), prep. phr. as

adv. [< athwart + ship + adv. gen. sufflx -*.]

Athwart the ship; crosswise of the ship.

The foretopsail, which had been double reefed, split in

in a state of high expectation or eagerness.

two athwartships, just below the reef-band, from earing

to earing. R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 254.

athymiat (a-thim'i-a), n.

les of Asia. 2.

A family of heteropodous mollusks, typified by
the genus Atlanta. They are free-swimming pelagic

forms, of warm seas, with a small, thin, keeled, spiral

shell and calcareous operculum. Besides the type, At-

lanta, the family contains the genus Oxygyrus.

'[= F-atif~, fern, -ative, < "L. -at-ivus, Atlantides (at-lan'ti-dez), n. pi. [L., < Gr.

being' -ivus, E. -we, suffixed to the pp. stem in
'Arfavrttes, pi. of 'Ariavric, fern, patron., daugh-

-at- E. -ate1
,

-ate2.] A compound adjective ter of "ArAaf ('Ardour-), Atlas : see atlas1.] 1. A
suffix of Latin origin, consisting of -ive added to name given to the Pleiades, which were fabled

the stem represented by -ate2
,
and accompany- to be the seven daughters of Atlas who were

ing verbs with suffix -ate2
,
as in demonstrative, translated to heaven. 2. The inhabitants of

relative, etc., from demonstrate, relate, etc., or the legendary island of Atlantis.
-

etc., Atlantis (at-lan'tis), n. [L., < Gr. tortevrif.

see Atlantic.] A mythical island of vast extent,
verbs without a suffix, as in laudative,

from laud, etc., or standing without corre-

sponding verbs in English, as in amative, horta- mentioned by Plato and other ancient writers,

and placed by them in the far West.

stropheal (at - Ian " to - ep
"
i - stro -

fe'al), a.~ [< atlas (atlant-) + epistropha-us +
j. j ana t pertaining to the atlas and epi-

8"r
J

ph Ûs or axis.

five, lucrative, etc. : especially frequent in gra;

matical terms, as in vocative, locative, ablative, atlanto-epistropheal (at -Ian

etc., all used also as nouns. It is also found in a

few other nouns, as in prerogative, donative. It is added

five, and used in colloquial or slang expressions like 170- stropnaaus C IXIS.

ahead-ative. English formations in -ative, from verbs in atlantO-OCClpltal (at-lan"to-ok-Sip i-tal), a. (<,

', %e2, retain the accent of the verb, as decorative. atlas (atlant-) + occiput (occipit-) + -al.] In

[< Gr. advfiia, want of

courage or spirit, <"d(fyuof, wanting courage or

spirit, < a- priv. + Ovuof, courage, spirit, breath,

< 6iieiv, rush, rage, be eager.] Lowness of spir-

its; despondency; melancholy.
-atic1 . [< F.-atique (vernacularly -age, >~E. -age,

^ ^

q. v.) = Sp. Pg. It. -atico, < L. -aticus, a com- Atlanta (at-lan'ta), re. [NL., < L. Atlanticus, anat., pertaining to the atlas and the occipital

pound adj. suffix, being -4e-us, E. -ic, suffixed Atlantic: see Atlantic, a.] A genus of mol- bone.
to a pp. stem in -at-: see -ate1

, -ic, and -age.] iusks, typical of the family Atlantida;, having atlanto-odontoid (at-lan'to-o-don'toid), a. [<

A compound suffix of some adjectives of Latin the twisted visceral sac inclosed in a dextral atlas (atlant-) + odontoid.] Inanat., pertaining

origin, as aquatic, erratic, lymphatic, etc,., some 8piral shell, and the foot provided with an oper- to the atlas and the odontoid process of the axis.

culum. A. peroni is a Mediterranean species, atlantosaurid (at-lan-to-sa'rid), n. A dino-

atlantad (at-lan'tad), adv. [< atlas (atlant-) saurian reptile of the family Atlantosauridai.

+ -art's.] In anat., toward the atlas, or the Atlantosauridse (at-lan-to-sa'ri-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Atlantosaurus + 4dai.] A family of

of which are also used as nouns, as fanatic,

lunatic, etc._ [See remark under -atic2 .]

-atic2 . [< F. -atique = Sp. Pg. It. -atico

s, <C
< L.

-aticus, < Gr. -ar-uc-6s, being -oc-of, E. -ic, suffixed upper part of the body
to a noun stem in -or-, nom. -a, or-ap, or-ar-w: atlantal (at-lan'tal), a. [< NL. atlantalis, < aa u rA compound termination atlas1, 3, q. v.] In anat., of or pertaining to the tary canal, the ischia directed downward andsee -ate5 and -ic.]

of adjectives taken from or formed after Greek,
as grammatic, hepatic, pneumatic, some accom-

panying English nouns in -ma or -m, as dra-

matic, problematic, etc., or in -ate5
,
as piratic,

atlas. Atlantal foramen (foramen atlantale), a hole

through the fore-border of the atlas of many animals for

the transmission of the suboccipital nerve and vertebral

artery. In man it is present only exceptionally, and is

generally represented by a groove.

-atile. [=F. -atile, < L. -dtilis, a compound adj.

suffix, being -His, E. -He or -le, suffixed to a pp.
stem in -at-: see -ate1 and -He.] A suffix of

some adjectives of Latin origin, as aquatile,

fluviatile, etc.

atilt (a-tilf), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< aS +
tilt1

, re.] 1. Tilted up; set on tilt, literally or

figuratively.
Speak ;

if not, this stand
Of royal blood shall be abroach, atilt, and run
Even to the lees of honour.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. 1.

The little bird sits at his door in the sun,
Atilt like a blossom among the leaves.

Lowell, Sir Lauufal, i.

2-. In the manner of a tilter; in the position
or with the action of a man making a thrust :

as, to ride or run atilt.

atimy (at'i-mi), n. [< Gr. aTipia, disgrace, loss

of civil rights, dishonor, < drt/iof, dishonored,

deprived of civil rights, < a- priv. + ri/tq, honor,
< rietv, honor.] Iji Gr. antiq., disgrace; sus-

pension of the civil rights of a person in pun-
ishment of grave offenses

; outlawry ;
civil dis-

franchisement
; degradation, it was perpetual and

total (sometimes hereditary), or temporary, or partial and
affecting only certain privileges of the citizen. It often in-

volved confiscation of property.

-ation. [< F. -ation = Sp. -acion = Pg. -ajao= It. -azione, < L. -dtio(n-), ace. -dtionem, being
-tio(n-), E. -tion, q. v., suffixed to the stem of

verbs in -a-re, or, in other words, -io(n-), E.

-ion, suffixed to the pp. stem -at-, E. -ate1
,
of

verbs in -a-re : see -tion, -ion, and -ate1 . The reg.
OF. form of this suffix was -aisun, -eisun, later Atlantic (at-lan'-

-aison, etc. (later restored -ation, ME. -ation, tik), a. and re. [<

-acion, -atioun, -acioun), > ME. -aisun, -eisun, L. Atlanticus,

-esun, etc., which exists, unrecognized, in ori- Gr.

see atlas1 .] 1. Pertaining to Atlas;

resembling Atlas.
Sage he stood,

With A tlantean shoulders, fit to bear
The weight of mightiest monarchies.

Milton, P. L., ii. 306.

2. Pertaining to the island Atlantis of Plato

and Strabo, fabled to exist in the ocean of the

far West, or to

Bacon's ideal

commonwealth of

that name.
Sometimes writ-

ten Atlantian.

pi. of

Atlas : see

atlas1 .] Inarch.,

figures or half fig-

ures of men used
in place of col-

umns or pilas-

ters, to support
an entablature.
They were called tel-

anwnes by the Ro-
mans. Female figures
so employed are call-

ed caryatids or carya-
tides. See atlasl, 2.

Atlantian (at-
lan'ti-an), a. See
Atlantean.

Otto Heinrich's Palace, Heidelbenf Castle,
Baden.

sauropodous dinosaurian reptiles with a pitui-

tary canal, the ischia directed downward and

meeting at the middle, a hollow sacrum, and
the anterior and caudal vertebra excavated by
lateral cavities. It is a group of gigantic Juras-

sic herbivorous lizards. O. C. Marsh.

(at-lan-to-s&'rus), n. [NL., <

-), in allusion to their size, +
A genus of dinosaurians the

species of which were of gigantic size
;
the type

of the family Atlantosaurida;.

atlas1
(at'las), n. [= F. Sp. Pg. atlas = It. at-

lante = G."Dan. Sw. atlas, atlas (def. 4), < L.

Atlas (Atlant-), < Gr. "Arlaf ('Ar'Aavr-), in myth.
a member of the older family of gods, who
bore up the pillars of heaven

; later, one of the

Titans, condemned to bear up the heavens, or,

in other forms of the legend, the earth: the

name was also given to Mount Atlas (see At-

lantic), to a statue serving as a column (def. 2),

and to one of the cervical vertebra (def. 3) ;

appar. < d- euphonic + </ *r">.a (T^tjvai), endure,
= L. t/ *tla, in tlatus, latus, pp. (associated with

ferre = E. bear1
,
hold up, carry), and in tollere,

lift, tolerare, endure: see ablative nod tolerate.]

1. leap.] One who supports a heavy burden ;
a

mainstay; a 'pillar.' 2. [PI. atlantes (at-lan'-

tez).] A male human figure serving as a col-

umn or pilaster. See atlantes. 3. [NL.] In

anat., the first cer-

vical vertebra, by
which the skull ar-

ticulates with the

spinal column: so
called because it

supports the head,
as Atlas was fabled
to uphold the sky.
It is one of the most
modified and special-
ized of the vertebrae, of-

ten having no centrum,
as such, but a hypa-
pophysis instead, large
transverse processes or

lateral masses, and the

other processes small

s,

Human Atlas.

rudiment of neural spine in the
,

neural arch ; d, tubercular process, or

diapophysis proper, and p, capitular

process, or parapophysis these two

making the so-called transverse pro-

cess, and inclosing the vertebrarterial

foramen ; hy, hypapophysis, in place
of a centrum : a, articular surface for

occipital condyle.



atlas

or wanting. The general form of the hone is annular; It

revolves :il)"iit :i pivot liirnished hy the odontoid pi...-.--

of tin; axis, anil follows tin- rotatory movement* of the

head npim the neck. It is commonly aukylosccl with tin-

axis in CM000O. Baa anbj/totto.

4. A bound collection of maps. The wonl was first

used ill tliis sense liy Mereator in the sixteenth eentun,
in iillusion to the Atlas of mythology, whose 111:111.

senteil as bearing a globe on his shoulders, was given on

the title-page of such works.

Urnce 5. A volume of plates or table* illus-

trative or explanatory of sonic subject. 6.

A si/.c of writing- or drawing-paper, 'JO by TO or

34 inches. 7. [NL.] In cnto(.,alargelaiiielli-
eorn beetle of tin- f:nnil y !<<-<irttl>inil<r; the atlas

beetle, I'liiilciixiniHi nilnx. about I! inches long,
and of a brilliant nietnllii'-green color.

atlas- (nt'las), ii. [= Sp. ntlns = <). nllnxs =
S\v. iitlii* = Dan. iitlux, ntliixl;, satin, < Hind.

iillux, < Ar. ntlux, satin, < iitln.i, smooth, bare,

blank, < tnliixii, make smooth, delete.] A kind
of satin : a word formerly used in the Levant
and in India.

atlas-folio (at'las-fo'lio), n. [<otfal, 6, +
fiilin.] A litrge square folio size of books.

atlo-axoid (at 16-ak'soid), a. In anat., of or

pertaining to the atlas and axis, the first and
second cervical vertebne. Atlo-axoid ligament,
one of three ligaments, anterior, lateral, anil posterior,
connected with both the axis and the atlas.

atloid (at'loid), . [<riM*l, 3, + -aid.] In mini.,

of or pertaining to the atlas; atlantal: usually
as the second element of a compound: as,

orri/iito-itttiHil ligaments.
atmidometer (at-mi-dom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. a

(aTfit6-), vapor (< ar/iAf, steam, vapor)
a measure.] An instrument invented by Bab-
ington for measuring the evaporation from wa-

ter, ice, or snow. E. H. Knight. See atmom-
etcr.

atmo-. [< Gr. or/idf, vapor, steam (= Skt. dtiiirin,

breath, = AS. ivtlim = OS. athorn = OFries. eth-

ma= D. adem=OHG. dilum, dtum, MHG. atem,
uti'ii, G. atem, athem, orient, also (prop, dial.)

oden, breath), perhaps from the root repr. by
Skt. -\/ vd, Or. af/vai (y

* F
a), blow, and so related

to a^i>, air, aa6/ia, asthma, etc., and to E. wind2 :

see air 1

, axilinin, and wind2.] The first element,
meaning vapor, in some compound words of

Greek origin.

atmqlogical (at-mo-loj'i-kal), a. [< atmology
+ -ic-al.] Pertaining to atmology.
A classification of clouds can then only be consistent

and intelligible when it rests on their atmvlomcal condi-

tions. Whcmll, Hist. Induct. Sciences, x. 2.

atmologist (at-mol'o-jist), n. [< atmology +
-('<.] One skilled in atmology; a student of

atmology.
The atmoloriutH of the last century.

Wheimll, Nov. Org. Renovatum, III. ix. S 8.

atmology (at-mol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. ar/idc, steam,
vapor, + -Xoy/a, < ye>. speak: see -ology."]

That branch of science which treats of the laws
and phenomena of aqueous vapor.
The relations of heat and moisture give rise to another

extensive collection of laws and principles, which I shall

treat of in connection with themistics, and shall term "'-

molmi'i. Whetvell, Hist. Induct. Sciences, x., Int.

atmolysation, etc. See atmolysation, etc.

atmolysis (at-mol'i-sis), w. [< Gr. ar/jfa, vapor,
+ Ai'-oif, a loosing, < \vecv, loose.] A method of

separating mixed gases or vapors of unequal
diffusibility by confining the mixture in a ves-

sel of porous material, such as graphite, placed
in a vacuum. See atmolyser. This method was first

made known in 1863 by its discoverer, Professor T. Gra-

ham, master of the English mint.

atmolyzation (afmo-li-za'shon), . The sepa-
ration of mixed gases by atmolysis. Also at-
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atmosphere (at'mos-fer), . [= F. atmosphere
= I'g. lllll/nxjilnTll = Sp. llliiiiixl'i fit = It. illlllil-

xj'i
ni = S\v. alninxfi r = I >an. iitinimfii-ri- = ( i. nt-

iiinx/iliiiri; < XI,. iiliiiiixjilni-rii, < <lr. ti-u-, vapor.
+ mjxujia, sphere: see sphere.] 1. The aeriform
fluid which Hiirrounds the earth, and extends to

tin undetermined height above its surface; tin-

air. It is a mechanical mixtiM g robtm "I

nitrogen and ^1 of oxygen, with a trace of carlion dioxid
at 1. 1 a \ai ial.lc nuiintity of aqueous vapor, ammonia, o/.,ne.

anil organic matter. 1 he comjiosition of the normal atmo
sphere \niics hut slightly in din.-i.-nt lo.-aliti.-s. :dthotigh
near tow ns it usual 1} < "n tains impurities, sneli as snljihil-
fie :ieid, hyrlrochloric a.-id, etc. The movements of the

atmosphere Constitute till- Wltl.K .Mid III it ;0<- tolllle'l n]

produced clouds, mill, and .-now. Its density is gn-ate-t
at the earth's surface, and decreases as the height al.ov.-

thr earth ilHT.'a-e-v The atmosphere, like nther hodi.-s,

gravitates toward the earth, and then-ton- has weight and
exerts pressure. Its average weight at the level of the

sea is alum! l.'i pounds ( 1 1.7) t" the square inch.

2. A conventional unit of atmospheric pressure.
Au at ni. .sphere is in English use the pressure of a vertical

column of :(o inches of mercury at the freezing point
at London ; in French use it Is the pressure of 701 milli-

meters of mercnn-at the free/.in^ jHiint at Paris. For the

absolute atmosphere in the ('. (i. >. (centimeter-gram-
-i i ond) system, see altmjlutf. 'I he weight of the atmo-

sphere to the s.jiiar.- inch is commonly enip!
venient unit for pressures arising from other causes, such
a* the weight of liquids, the for. . ot -!. am, . t< . : thus, a

pressure ill a steam-boiler of n atmospheres means a pres-
sure equal to t.'. pounds per square inch.

I Ii. apparatus . . . was of great simplicity, allot glass,

capable of resisting the pressure of many atiiujxphereit.

Science, VIII. 66.

3. The gaseous envelop surrounding any of

the heavenly bodies.

Ko sound, either loud or soft, could be heard by any
inhabitant of the moon, Itecause the moon practically has
no atmosphere. J. X. Lockyer, Spect. Anal., p. 22.

4. Any gaseous medium: as,
" an atmosphere of

cold oxygen," Miller.

For an atmotphere of any gas at uniform temperature,
the height at which the density would be halved is the

height of the homogeneous atmosphere for that gas, mul-

tiplied by .69315; the gas is assumed to obey Boyle's law.
J. D. Everett, Unit* and Phys. Const., p. 41.

5f. An assumed outer envelop of force, efflu-

via, etc., surrounding a body : as, an electrical

tihiiox/i/icre. 6. Figuratively, intellectual or
moral environment ; pervading influence.

By the hearth the children sit

Cold in that atmosphere of Death.

Tennyson, In Meinoriam, xx.

Absolute atmosphere. See absolute. Electric at-
mosphere. See electric aura, under aural.

atmospheric (at-mps-fer'ik), a. [< atmosphere+ -ic. Cf . spherical.'] 1. Pertaining to, existing
in, or consisting of the atmosphere: as, atmo-

spheric air or vapors.
Quarantine cannot keep out an atmospheric disease.

Coleridge, Table-Talk.

2. Dependent on the atmosphere.
I am an atmospheric creature. Pope.

3. Caused, produced, or operated on by the

atmosphere: as, rust is an atmospheric effect.

Atmospheric Churn, a churn of various forms, in which
atmospheric air is driven into the milk in order to agitate

it, and also in order to obtain the specific effect of the air

upon the milk in aggregating the oleaginous globules.

Atmospheric currents. See current. Atmospheric
engine, a variety of steam-engine in which the steam is

admitted only to the under side of the piston and for the

.

atmblyze (at'mo-liz), v. t.; pret. and pp. at-

molysed, ppr. atiiiolyzing. [< atmolysis. Cf. an-

alyse, < analysis."] To separate, as gases or va-

pors, by atmolysis. Also atmolyse.

atmolyzer (at'mo-li-zer), . An instrument for

separating gases. It consists of a porous pipe sur-

rounded by an air-tighf cylinder connected with an aspi-

rator, the lighter gases passing through the pores of the

pipe, the heavier remaining in it. Also atmolyser.

atmometer (at-mom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. arjuof,

vapor, + ftcTpav, a measure.] An instrument,
invented by Sir John Leslie, for measuring the
amount of evaporation from a humid surface
in a given time ; an evaporometer. It consists of
a thin hollow ball of porous earthenware, to which is joined
;i ^radtiated glass tube. The ball ami the tube are filled

with water, the top of the tube is closed, and the instru-
ment is exposed to the free action of the air. As the
water transudes through the porous substance, and is

removed in the form of vapor by the air, the extent of

evaporation is shown by the sinking of the water in the

graduated tube.

Newcomen's Atmospheric Steam-engine.

A, A, working-beam ; B, boiler from which steam Is admitted
through the steam-cock, c, to the cylinder C ; A, rod, serving to lift

a small pump; i, injection-cock ; P, piston; S, blow-valve, or snifting-
valve ; T, tank ; IV, weights.

lip-stroke, the down-stroke being effected by the pres-
sure of the atmosphere caused by the formation of a
vacuum under the piston through the condensation of

the steam. This engine, invented by Papin in 1695, was
first made a practical success hy N'ewcomen, ami was
subsequently greatly improved by Watt, through the ad-
dition of a separate condenser and air-pump. Atmo-
spheric governor, an apparatus for controlling the move-
ments of machinery by the use of air under pressure.

Atmospheric hammer. () A hammer driven by means
of compressed air, as the steam-hammer is operated ny
steam. See xteam-hainm^r. (b) A hammer in which an at-

mospheric spring is employed. The hammer-head is con-
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nected by a rod with a pUton working in a cylinder to
which air is admit ted at the center ..( its length. V feip
lo, atitl^ motion i* ;:iven to the ejlili.

of the air routined between its other end and the pist.,n
a corresponding motion is yivcn to th>- piston h. .

m-eted with it. Atmospheric line, (a) In dlwnm ol
steam |, tq tin- pencil when the
-t.arn is shut otf from the piston of th<- indicator, and
thus under the pr< --me of th. an phen alone. The
li.-i^ht ot the sl< aneline altove this -how- tl,

lh.- steam, and the depth of the vacuum line l.elou .-hows
the degree of condensation which is then taking piaee
in the cmjih, -. ('u ft. I'ark lines in tlie si.hit -pcctrnni

produced l,\ th<- al.-oi ptioii of part of the solar ladiation

by the terrestrial at m. .sphere, s,-,
,-y.. .',",,

In addition to the lines of Kntunhofcr, imlnhita!.

longing to the sun, there an- mam other dark lines in the
solar sp.-' tinni uhieh originate from the absorptive ac-

tion of tie- t.rn-- trial atmosphere, and ate then foie called
Illnn,

,,,'' l.inii,- HI-,), p. ]!,.;.

Atmospheric pressure. BM stmotfktn. .'.Atmo-
spheric pump, a pnmp in which the water is forced nt-.

the >nr! i,.n j,jp.- !.> at -ph. 1 1- |,re>-nre.- Atmospheric
railway, a railway so constructed that th. motive [...wet-

is derived from tin- pressure of tin attno-pli'
a piston working in a continuous iron tube of nnitonn
ln>re laid from one place to another, the presMin 1,, in-

created by exhausting the air from that end of the tnl..-

towanl which it is desired that the piston should advance,
or by forcing in air behind it, or by both methods at

The system has not I., . n found suitable for the ON

purposes of a railway, though it is successfully worked
for the conveyance of letters, telegrams, and light pack-
ages. See jut. inn',.- i/.

: ..it'i,. under pfwunwMft At-
mospheric spring, a spring formed b\ the elasticity of

a confined body of air. Atmospheric stamp, a stamp
operated in the same manner as an atmospheric hammer
(which see, above). Atmospheric tides, diurnal oscilla-

tions of the atmosphere, produced by the attractions of
the sun and moon, like the tides of the ocean, and indi-

cated by minute variations of pressure on the barometer.

atmospherical (at-mos-fer'i-kal), a. Same as

fifni'txphfric.

atmospherically (at-mos-fer'i-kal-i), adv. As,
or as regards, the atmosphere ; by atmospheric
force or influence.

atmostea, n. Plural of atmosteon.

atmosteal (at-mos'te-al), a. [< atmosteon +
-al.] Pertaining to an atmosteon

; pneumatic,
as a bone.
atmosteon (at-mos'te-on), .: pi. atmostea (-ii).

[NL., < Gr. ar/tAf, air, + oareov, bone.] In

ornith., an air-bone
;
a scleroskeletal ossifica-

tion of a membranous tube or canal conveying
air into the interior of a bone of a bird.

The siphon-like tube which conveys air from the outer

ear-passage to the hollow of the mandible may ossify,
. . . resulting in a neat tubular " air-hone

"
or atmoitevn.

Co<, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 168.

atocha-grass (a-to'cha-gras), n. [Sp. atocha,

esparto-grass.] A name sometimes given to

the esparto-grass, Stipa tenacissiina.

atok (a-tok'), n. [Peruv.] The native name of

a kind of skunk, of the genus Conepatus, found
in Peru, originally described by Humboldt as
Gulo quitensis. Also called zorra.

atoll (a-tol' or at'ol), . [Formerly atollon ; the
name of such islands in the Maldive group;
prob. < Malayalam adal, closing, uniting
(Yule).] A coral island, consisting of a strip
or ring of coral surrounding a central lagoon.
Such islands are very common in the Pacific ocean. They
often present an exceedingly picturesque appearance, a

comparatively narrow strip of coral rock thinly coated
with soil, and covered with a vigorous growth of cocoa-

nut-, pam lanus-. and breadfruit-trees, inclosing a large still

sheet of water, usually of considerable depth, and often
well supplied with fish. The circle of coral is sometimes
complete, showing no apparent communication between
the inclosed lagoon and the surrounding sea ; but generally
it is interrupted, and presents one or more openings suita-

ble for the passage of boat*.

atollont, n. See atoll.

atom (at'om), n. [Early mod. E. also atoms,
attorn (ami as L. atomits, atonios, with pi. atomi,
sometimes atomic, ~> E. sing, atomic, atomyl, q.

v.),< ME. attome, atonic, < F. atome= Sp. dtomo
= Pg. It. atomo = G. Dan. Sw. atom, < L. atomus,
< Gr. &ro/2Of, an atom, prop, adj., indivisible,
that cannot be cut, < a- priv. + To/j6f, verbal

adj. otTtpveiv, rafieiv, cut : see tome.] 1. An ex-

tremely minute particle of matter: a term used

generally with certain philosophic or scientific

limitations, (a) A hypothetical particle of matter so
minute as to admit of no division ; an ultimate indivisible

particle of matter. See atomic philosophy, under atomic.

Xo atom* casually together huri'd
Could e'er produce so beautiful a world.

Drydm, Epistles, i. 31.

('<) A particle of matter assumed not to be divided under
the circumstances considered ; a molecule.

An a<om means something which is not divided in cer-

tain cases that we are considering.
W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, I. 186.

(c) In chem. and phytic*, the unit of matter; the smallest
mass of an element that exists in any molecule. The
number of kinds of atoms is the same as the number of

the elements. AU atoms of the same element have the
same constant weight. They are for the most part com-
bined with other atoms, either of the same or of a different

kind, forming molecules, and are indivisible by chemical
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force. The atom is sometimes called the chemical unit,

In distinction from the molecule or physical unit, the

latter being the smallest particle of any kind of matter

which can exhibit all the properties of that matter ;
but

uttnii K also sometimes used as synonymous with amevttle

in this sense.

Hence 2. Anything extremely small; a mi-

nute quantity: as, he has not an atom of sense.

3f. The smallest division of time, equal to

about of a second. 4. Anything indivisible
;

an individual. = Syn. Mnlmde, etc. See particle.

atomt (at'om), v. t. [<atom,n.'] To reduce to

atoms; atomize.

Anil atom'd mists turn instantly to hail.

Draifton, Elegies, i.

atomatic (at-o-mat'ik), a. [< atom + -atic.~\

Same as atomic.

atomic (a-tom'ik), a. [< atom + -ic; = F. ato-

mique."] "1. Pertaining to atoms; consisting of

atoms.
The atomic constitution of bodies.

Whetfell, Hist. Scientific Ideas.

The gods, the gods !

If all be atoms, how then should the gods,
Being atomic, not be dissoluble,
Not follow the great law ? Tennyson, Lucretius.

2. Extremely minute Atomic or molecular
heats of bodies, the product of the specific heats of bodies

into their atomic weights. These products are nearly the

same for all elementary bodies, and in compounds of like

atomic composition, though the products of the specific
heats into the atomic weights may differ in different classes

of compounds. Atomic < >r atomistic philosophy, a sys-
tem of philosophy, founded by Leucippus and Democritus,
which taught that the ultimate constituents of all things
are indivisible particles or atoms, which differ from one
another in form and position ; whether also in quality of

material was disputed among the atomists. From the
diverse combination and motions of these atoms all things,

including the soul, were supposed to arise. The atomistic

philosophy was perfected in its details by the Epicureans,
particularly by Lucretius, and was the first complete sys-
tem of materialism. It is the basis of the modern phys-
ical atomic theory, but, apart from the numerous special
modifications which the progress of modern science has
rendered necessary, it differs from it essentially in this,
that the ancient atomism was a philosophy of the uni-

verse, while modern atomism is, primarily at least, merely
a physical theory of the inner structure of matter, con-
structedfor the convenienceof physical research. Atomic
theory, or doctrine of definite proportions, in chem.,
the hypothesis that all chemical combinations take place
between the ultimate particles or atoms of bodies, and
that these unite either atom with atom or in proportions
expressed by some simple multiple of the number of atoms.
Atomic volume, in chem,, the space occupied by a

quantity of an element in the solid state proportional to
its atomic weight, and expressed by the quotient of the

specific gravity divided by the atomic weight Atomic
weight, in chem., the number expressing the relative

weight of one atom of an element compared with the weight
of some unit, usually that of the hydrogen atom, which is

the lightest at present known. The atomic weights of
the other elements, therefore, express how many times
the atoms of these elements are heavier than the atom of

hydrogen.
atomical (a-tom'i-kal), a. Same as atomic.

atomically (a-tom'i-kal-i), adv. In an atomic

manner; from an atomic point of view; re-

garded as an atom, or as made up of atoms.
atomician (at-o-mish'an), n. [< atomic + -ian."]
An adherent of the atomic philosophy or the-

ory. See atomic.

atomicismt (a-tom'i-gizm), . [< atomic + -ism.']
Atomism.
atomicity (at-o-mis'i-ti), n. [< atomic + -ity.]
In chem., same as equivalency and quantivalency.
The number of bonds possessed by an element, or its

atomicity, is apparently, at least, not a fixed and inva-
riable quantity. E. Frankland, Exper. in Chem., p. 9.

atomisation, etc. See atomization, etc.

atomism (at'om-izm), TO. [< atom + -ism; = F.
atomisms = Sp. Pg. It. atomismo.] 1. The
metaphysical or the physical theory of atoms

;

atomic philosophy or atomic theory. See atomic.

Atomism also is inconceivable ; for this supposes atoms,
minima, extended but indivisible.

Sir If. Hamilton, Metaphys., II. 528, App.
The result of atomism in any form, dealing with any

subject, is that the principle of uniformity is hunted down
into the elements of things: it is resolved into the uni-
formity of these elements or atoms, and of the relations
of those which are next to each other.

W. tf. Clifford, Lectures, II. 139.

2. The state of existing as an atom or a unit, or
of being composed of atoms or units

;
individ-

ualism.

atomist (at'om-ist), . and a. [< atom + -ist ;= F. atomisie = Sp. Pg. It. atomista.~\ I. n.
One who holds to or expounds the atomic phi-
losophy or the atomic theory.

II. a. Same as atomistic.

The more closely we follow the atomist doctrine to its

starting-point, and spread before us the necessary outfit
for its journey of deduction, the larger do its demands
appear. J. Martineau, Materialism.

atomistic (at-o-mis'tik), a. [< atomist + -ic.']
1. Pertaining to atomism or the atomists.
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It is the object of the mechanical atomistic philosophy
to confound synthesis with synartesis.

Coleridge, Friend, I. 121.

2. Consisting of atoms Atomistic philosophy.
See atomic philosophy, under atomic.

atomistical (at-o-mis'ti-kal), . Same as ato-

mistic.

atomistically (at-o-mis'ti-kal-i), adv. In an at-

omistic manner ;
as composed of distinct atoms.

atomization (at'om-i-za'shon), n. [< atomize
+ -ation.] The process of atomizing or the

state of being atomized; specifically, in med.,
the reduction of liquids to the form of spray for

inhalation or for application to the throat or

nasal passages, and for other purposes. Also

spelled atomisation.

atomize (at'om-Iz), v.
; pret. and pp. atomized,

ppr. atomizing. [< atom + -ize.] I.t intrans.

To speculate respecting atoms. Cudworth.

II. trans. To reduce to atoms
;
reduce to very

small particles, as a liquid ; spray.
Also spelled atomise.

atomizer (at'om-i-zer), n. One who or that

which atomizes or reduces to atoms or very
small particles; specifically, an apparatus de-

signed to reduce a liquid to spray for disinfect-

ing, cooling, perfuming, medicinal, and other

purposes. Also spelled atomiser.

atoinology (at-o-mol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. a-ro^oc,

atom, + -/j>yla, < Uyett, speak: see -ology.] The

metaphysical doctrine of atoms. See atomic.

atomy1
(at'om-i), n.

; pi. atomies (-iz). [Early
mod. E. also atomic, attomye, < atomic, prop.

atomi, pi. of atomus, prop, the L. form then in

current use along with atom, the form atomy
being regarded appar. as a dim. Cf. atomy2 .]

1. An atom; a mote.
Should he or hell

Affront me in the passage of my fate,
I'd crush them into atomics.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, iii. 3.

From the outer day,
Betwixt the close-set ivies came a broad
And solid beam of isolated light,
Crowded with driving atomies.

Tennyson, Lover's Tale, ii.

2. A tiny being; a pygmy.
Drawn with a team of little atomies.

Shak., R. and J., i. 4.

Epicurus makes them [souls] swarms of atomies,
Which do by chance into our bodies flee.

Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul.

atomy2
(at'om-i), n.

; pi. atomies (-iz). [For-
merly also atamy and natomy, for anatomy,
mistakenly divided an atomy."] 1. An anat-

omy; a skeleton. 2. A very lean person; a

walking skeleton.

Thou atomy, thou. Shak. (ed. Leopold), 2 Hen. IV., v. 4.

atonable (a-tp'na-bl),
a. [< atone + -able.]

Capable of being atoned for
;
reconcilable.

atonet, prep. phr. as adv. [ME., also attone,
earlier atoon, atom, at one, at on, lit. at one,
agreed. In mod. use written as two words, at

one: see at and one. In at-one, as in al-one

and on-ly, one preserves its proper pronuncia-
tion (on), the usual pronunciation (wun) being
a modern (16th century) corruption, which has
not affected the compounds.] 1. At one; rec-

onciled.

Make the wel at on with him . . . and dred the of the
dome. Early Eng. Psalter, p. 152.

A tun he was with the king. King Horn.

If gentil men, or othere of his contree,
Were wrothe, she wolde bringen hem atoon.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 381.

2. Together; at once.

All his sences seemd berefte attone.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 42.

atone (a-ton'), v.
; pret. and pp. atoned, ppr.

atoning. [< atone, adv., q. v.] I. intrans. If.
To be at one; agree; be in accordance; accord.

He and Aufidius can no more atone,
Than violentest contrariety. Shak., Cor., iv. 6.

2. To make reparation, amends, or satisfac-

tion, as for an offense or a crime, or for an
offender: with for.
The murderer fell, and blood atoned for blood. Pope.

The ministry not atoning fur their fonner conduct by
any wise or popular measure. Juni\t.

So It sometimes happens that a single bright and gen-
erous act serves to atone for the abuse of years.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 81.

3. To make up, as for errors or deficiencies;
be a set-off or palliative.

Or where the pictures for the page atone,
And Quarles is sav'd by beauties not his own.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 139.

H.t trans. 1. To bring into concord
;
recon-

cile, as parties at variance.

atonement
I would do much

To atone them, for the love I bear to Cassio.

Shak., Othello, iv. 1.

I am just at that hour
Upon some late conceived discontents
To atone me to my father.

Webster, Cure for a Cuckold, i. >.

Tigers and lions, boars and raging bulls,
Hath he aton'd with leopards and wolves.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

2. To put in accordance
;
harmonize.

To atone your fears

With my more noble meaning.
Shak., T. of A., v. 5.

3. To unite in forming.
The Four Elements, who joined

With the Four known Complexions, have aton'd
A noble league, and severally put on
Material bodies.

Dekker and Ford, The Sun's Darling, v. 1.

4. To conciliate
; appease.

So heaven, atoned, shall dying Greece restore.

Pope, Iliad, i. 89.

5. To expiate; answer or make satisfaction for.

Soon should yon boasters cease their haughty strife,
Or each atone his guilty love with life. Pope.

[Although atone as a transitive verb is essentially obsolete,
it is used occasionally by modern writers in several of the
senses above given.]

atone-makert, . [< atone, adr., + maker."]
One who makes reconciliation or atonement;
a reconciler; a mediator.
One God, one mediatour, that is to say, aduocate, inter-

cessor, or an atowmaker, between God and man.
Tyndale, Works, p. 158.

atonement (a-ton'ment), n. [< alone, v., +
-mt'iit; but tne noun'is found earlier than the

verb, arising perhaps from the phrase at one-

mcnt: see onement.] If. Reconciliation after

enmity or controversy; settlement, as of a dif-

ference; concord.

Hauying more regarde to their old variaunce than their
newe altonement. Sir T. More, Descrip. of Kich. III.

If we do now make our atonement well,
Our peace will, like a broken limb united,
Grow stronger for the breaking.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., IT. 1.

2. Satisfaction or reparation made for wrong
or injury, either by giving some equivalent or

by doing or suffering something which is re-

ceived in lieu of an equivalent.
O when did a morning shine
So rich in atonement as this

For my dark-dawning youth?
Tennyson, Maud, xix. 2.

3. In tiieol., the reconciliation of God and man
by means of the life, sufferings, and death of

Christ.

For God was in Christ, and made agrement bitwene the
worlde and hym sylfe, and imputed not their synnes vnto
them ; and hath committed to vs the preachynge of the
atonement. Tyndale, 2 Cor. v. 19.

When we were enemies we were reconciled to God by
the death of his Son ; ... we also joy in God through our
Lord Jesus Christ, by whom we have now received the
atonement. Rom. v. 10, 11.

This doctrine assumes that sin has made a spiritual sepa-
ration between God and the human soul. Different sys-
tems of theology explain differently the method of recon-

ciliation, and therefore use the word atonement with dif-

ferent meanings. The early fathers generally stated the
doctrine in the terms of Scripture, and it was not until the
time of the Reformation that the differences in philosoph-
ical statement were clearly marked. The modem state-
ments may be grouped under four general heads, as fol-

lows : (a) A reparation or satisfaction for sin made by the

sufferings of Christ as a substitute for the sinner, and in
lieu of the punishment to which the sinner was justly
amenable. Such satisfaction is regarded as necessary
either (1) to satisfy the justice of God, and so make for-
iveness possible, or (2) to satisfy the law of God, pro-
uce the public impression which punishment would have

produced, and so make forgiveness safe. The former is

known as the satisfaction, the latter as the governmental
theory.

The word atonement, in its original sense, always de-
notes some amends, or satisfaction, for the neglect of
some duty, or the commission of some fault ; a satisfac-
tion with which, when supposed to be complete, the per-
son injured ought reasonably to be contented, and to
demand of the offender nothing more on account of his

transgression. Dwight, Theology, Iv.

Taking the term atonement in its technical signification
to denote the satisfaction of divine justice for the sin of

man, by the substituted penal sufferings of the Son of

God, we shall find a slower scientific unfolding of this

great cardinal doctrine than of any other of the principal
truths of Christianity.

Shedd, Hist. Christian Doctrine, v. 1.

(&) The entrance of God into humanity, that he may
thereby drive out sin and make the human race at one
with himself.

Supposing the Father's will to be a will to all good ;

the Son of God, being one with him, and Lord of man,
to obey and fulfil in pur flesh that will by entering into
the lowest condition into which man had fallen through
their sin

;
this Man to be, for this reason, an object of

continual complacency to his Father, and that compla-
cency to be fully drawn out by the death of the cross :

his death to be a sacrifice, the only complete sacrifice
ever offered, the entire surrender of the whole spirit and
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body to God ;
is not this in tin- highest sense aim,.

is not the true root of humanity revealed? is not Cod in

him reconciled to limn? Main-i<-<; Theol. Essays.

It [the new theology] holds to 111.- .>'.( asadinnc
act and process of ethical and practical Import not as

a mystery of the distant heavens and isolated from the

Itruggleof the world, but a comprehensible force in the

actual redemption of the world from its evil.

T. T. Minuii-r, The- l-'n-cd .f taith.

The majority of orthodox divines, whether in the Ki.man

Catholic or 'the Protestant churches, ordinarlb hold one

,,f the above views or a combination formed from them.

more modern llroad church scl
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of the Latin first conjugation, which have in

Knglish the Sllfflx -ate~. It als .-enr.s in some nouns
derived from nouns without an intt -rim -diiite verb, a- '/'<"'

in'in' .-I'linf"!'.

-atory. [< L. -aturinx, being -iux added to nouns
in -illor.} A teriuiiiatioii of adjectives, of

Latin origin, in form from nouns in -iitor, but

in sense often to bo referred to the original

verb, as in nnntlori/. iii-ciixiilnri/, ilriidiiiittni //. use

rlllllitllnrij, /((/"'"'.'/ <-'tc. When from Klii.-li.sh nouns
in '/ii>,\ tl.'r termination is -ut*,,- -i<tl, a.s .<.'u<it<:,-</. ( ir.

atrloventrlcular

atractenchyma (at-rak-teng'ki-mil), . [XL.,
<(jlr. ari/aKTur, a spindle, -I- <; ('''"'. an infusion.

]

In hot., a tissue composed of Kpindle-sliapeil
cells.

atrament (at'i-a-ment), >i. [< L. iitrtiiiiriiltiiii.

black ink, < utrr, black.
] Illaeking; ink; any

blnek iluid, as the ink of tlie cuttlefish.

atramentaceoust (at ni-inen-tH'sliius), . [<

nh-iuiKiil + -ii<-f<>ii.i.
\

"Of the nature of ink;

black as ink. lii-rlinm.

illl'ilnniil

II'.

Even though we should reject all the Orthodox tin-ones

about atonement, we may accept the fact. We can be-

lieve that.(ioil in Christ docs reconcile tin- world to him-

in niu- conscience, -does help us into u living faith, hope,

peace, joy.
' /' <'//*., Orthodox;, p. 250.

(.7) In Xi'ir Ch urcli (SMcilcnborgiiin) tliriiliutii, the union and

acconl of flesh and spirit in man, ami so the union and

accord of man with (iod by a spiritual change wrought in

the individual.

This is what is understood in the New church by the

atiiiu'iiii'iit, or at-onc-ment, ... a bringing at one of the

human and the divine, or, as the apostle says,
"
making in

himself of twain one new man." And the purpose of this

atiniFiiifii' was, that the Lord might ever after be able to

bring our external or natural at one with our internal or

meat with himself
/i. t'. Barrett, Doctrine of the New Church.

Doctrine of blood atonement, the doctrine, attributed

to tlie Mormon church, that the'killinK of an apostate or

of one in danger of apostasy is a deed of love, since it makes

SoT?SM? apt"t"yi an" 9 "mke8 POS8'
'

atoner (a-t"'n6r) . One who makes atone-

meiit

atonest, ad,. [Early mod. E. and ME., prop,

: see /and <</-.-

I. prep. 1.

of place, over. 2. Of number or quantity,
over: beyond: more than.

II. adv. Over and above; besides. By and
atour (prep, and adv.), also by atour (adv.), over and

above. (Scotch in all uses.]

atour-t, . See attoiir'^.

atrabilarian (at"ra-bi-la'ri-an), a. and u. [<

Mlj. iitrubilariiis, ( L. atra'bilia, black bile:

see utrnliili- and Mfe2 .] I. fl. Affected with

melancholy, which the ancients attributed to

Mack bile; atrabilious.

Tlie uiriiiiiiiiriini constitution, or a black, viscous,

pitchy consistence of the fluids. Arlnitliiuit, Ailments.

II. a. Aperson of an atrabiliar temperament;
a hypochondriac. IHxriii'li.

atrabilarious (at'ra-bi-la'ri-us), a. [< ML.
iitrabilnriiis: see atrabilarian.] Same as atra-

bilarian.

Christopher Glowi-y, Esquire, . . . was naturally of an

titrubilarurnt temperament, and much troubled with those

phantoms of indigestion which are commonly called blue

devils. Peacock, Nightmare Abbey, i.

atrabilariousnesst (afra-bi-la'ri-us-nes), .

The state or quality of being atrabilious or

melancholy,
atrabilet, [< F. atrabile,^ formerly

rRarl> n

see atrament.'} Like ink; suitable for making
ink. Thus, the sulphate of iron, or copperas, is called

iitfinni'iil'ii'intix from its use in the niitnntactnre of ink.

atramentous (at-ra-mon'tus), a. [< atrtnnriit

+ -*-.] Same sxatrauit iitul.

Whenever provoked by anger or labour, an /;.//..

quality of most malignant nature was seen to distil from

liis lip,. *(,!. liattle "f the Books.

atredt,"- [< L. ater, black, + -ed2 . Ct.1i.atra-

tns, clothed in black.] Tinged with a black

color.

Yellow choler or '<<-/.

mtattr, BhKxl of the Grape, p. 7.

atredet, >'. t. [ME., < at-, from, + rcrlen, ad-

vise: see read, rede.'} To surpass in counsel.

Men may the olde atrenne, but nat atrede.

Chaiieer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1591.

atrent, v. t. [< ME. atrcnnen. < at-, from, +
rcnnen, mn.] To outrun. Chaucer.

;,
not

) oifice); o
^ *Tpa ) bore, pierce.] The state or condition

of being'closed or imperforate ; apecifieallv, ab-

2. At one and the same time.

Curious enditing and hard sentence is fulIhevy atoms
for swich a child to lerne. Chaucer, Prol. to Astrolabe.

atonic (a-ton'ik), a. and . [< Grdrovof, (a)

not stretched, relaxed, languid, < a- pnv. +
reiveiv, stretch; (6) without accent, < a- priv.

+ rfooc, accent, < rrimv stretch: see a-18 and

tonic.] I. a. 1. In pathol., characterized by
atony, or want of tone or power : as, an a tonic

disease. 2. In philol. : (a) Unaccented. (6)

Produced by the breath alone; surd Atonic
,
defective digestion, independent of inflamma-

bile; meiancholy: from the supposition that

melancholy is due to a preponderance of the

go^alled ,fblack wle a^ imagined secretion

o the renal or atrabiliary glands.

atrabiliar, atrabiliary (at-ra-bil'i-ar, -a-n), a.

r< NL *atrabili<iriu.i, < L. atfa Wis,''black bile:

8
L
ee ntraUU^ Melancholic or hypochondriacal ;

atrabilious. See atralnle.

complexion of a multiplex atraWliar character, the final

shade of which may be the pale sea-green.
Cartj/fe, French Rev., I. iv. 4.

Atral,mary capsules, glands. See capsule, gland.

1 a f< atrium + -M Of or

atrium
or orce

witfi the exterior. It forms one of the two apertures (the

other being the oral) with which ascidians or sea-squirts

%*^K*^^^S3^
cuts under Appmdindaria, DMolidas, and Tunicata.-

Atrial canal, the cavity of an atrium.

Each stignia leads into a funnel-shaped a(rini canoi.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 512.

Atrial membrane, the thin! tunic of ascidians; a deli-- ^ ike

accent

P. A. March, Angl

* calle onic

the
(6) An elementary sound produced by
breath; a_9

nrd consonant; a breathing

atony (at'o-ni) . [= F. atonic, < NL. atonia,

of

splenetic. See atraOtle.

A hard-faced, atrabilious, earnest-eyed race, stiff from

long wrestling with the Lord in prayer, and who had

gjj^^^ ^^^^ n<_w pm.ltan hu
LoweU, Tilglow Papers.

atracheate (a-tra'ke-at), a. [NL. atracheatus,

< Gr a riv . (a.i 8) 4. NL. (raokea.] Havingno
' SU

by the atrial aperture ; it communicates liy tlie stigmata
with the interior of the branchial sac and, by the anal

and genital openings, it receives the fteces and genital

products. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 517.

t
'
ri .ka) ,

rNL < Gr.

10^, without hair, < - priv. +
.) hairf ^ A divisio

'

u of 4e

.

muscular power ;
weakness of any organ, par-

ticularly of one that is contractile
; debility,

tract and expel the urine.

atop (a-top'), ]ireu. plir. as adv. or a. [<
3 H

top.] On or at the top.
'Tis but to shew that you can place sometimes
Your modesty a-tow of all your virtues.

Beaw. and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, iv. 1.

Despots atop, a wild clan below,
such is the Gaul from long ago.

Lovell, ^ Ula franca.

atopite(at'o-pit),. [< Gr.aro;rof, unusual, out

of place (< a- priv. + rd;roc, place: see topic),

+ -ife2.] A calcium autimouate said to occur

in Sweden in yellow or brown isometric octa-

hedrons.

-ator [L -afor, term, of nouns of agent, being
the 'agent-suffix -tor (Gr. -D7P,

-
,
Skt. -tor,

-tar) (E. -or) added to the stem in -a of verbs

in -d-re This termination was reg. reduced
in OF. to -tor, -eour, whence in ME. -eour (as
in aocor, mod. E. saviour), commonly -or,

-our, mod. E. -or, -or, as ^a^pellor, arbitror

or arbitrer, accuser, etc., from L. nouns in

-ator, the term, being merged with -er of AS.

origin.] A termination of nouns of agent
taken directlv from the Latin, as creator, edu-

OOter, lihcnit:,,; or formed in English or New
Latin, as detonator, corrugator, etc., from verbs

Atrachelia (at-ra-ke'li-a), . pi. [NL., < Gr.

aTpdxi^ot, without neck, < a- priv. + rpd^/loo,

neck.] A division of heteromerous beetles,

having the head not exserted nor narrowed be-

hind, the antenna linear or subclavate, and the

claws undivided, sometimes serrate or pecti-
nate: opposed to Trachelida. The group is chiefly

composed of the family TeiifkriotMts, which are plant-

eating terrestrial beetles having mostly connate elytra

and no lower wings.

atracheliate (at-ra-ke'li-at), . [< Atrachelia

+ -ate 1
.} Pertaining to or having the charac-

ters of the Atrachelia.

Atrachia (a-tra'ki-a), . pi. [NL., < Gr. n-

priv. + rpaxria, trachea: see trachea.} A di-

vision of Lamellibrancliiata : a synonym of

Asipltonata (which see).

atractaspidid (at-rak-tas'pi-did), u. A ser-

pent of the family Atractaspididw.

Atractaspididae (a-trak-ta-spid'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Atractaspi(d-)s + -ida?.} A family of

venomous African serpents, suborder Soleno-

fllypha (sometimes referred to Viperida;), hav-

ing extremely long venom-fangs.
Atractaspis (at-rak-tas'pis), . fNL., < Gr.

drpa/croc, a spindle, an arrow, + aonif, a ser-

pent : see asp*. ] A genus of venomous serpents,

typical of the family A tractaspididw. A. irregu-

lin-is and A. corpiileiitus are two African species,

from Angola and Liberia respectively.

the ventral surface of the body.

2. A name given to certain protozoans, or

lobose rhizopods having no permanent pro-
cesses : an inexact synonym of Atiiceboidea.

Atrichia (a-trik'i-ii), . [NL., < Gr. arpixof,

poet, for aBpi!-, witnout hair: see Atricha.} 1.

The typical and only genus of the family Atri-

chiido!. A. clatnosa is the scrub-bird of Aus-

tralia. J. Gould, 1844. Also called AMehornis.

2. A genus of dipterous insects.

Atrichiidse (at-ri-ki'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Atri-

cli ia, 1 ,
+ -irf/p. ] A remarkable family of anoma-

lous oscine passerine birds, forming with Menu-
ridce one of the major groups of birds, Passeres

abnwmalfS. It contains the Australian scrub-birds

of the genus Atricliia, which have the syrinx differently

constructed from that of normal oscines. Also called

Atrichtirnithida?.

Atrichornis (at-ri-kor'nis), n. [NL., < Gr.

arpixof, without hair (see Atricha), + 6pvtc, a

bird.] Same as Atrichia, 1.

Atricnornithidse (at'ri-kor-nith'i-de),^
n. pi.

[NL., < Atrichornis (-ornith-) + -Ida;.'} Same as

Atricliii</<r.

atrichosis (at-ri-ko'sis), n. [< Gr. arp/^of, with-

out hair (see Atricha), + -osis.] In pathol.,

failure to develop hair.

atrioventlicular (a'tri-6-ven-trik'u-lar), a.

[< atrium, 3, + ventricular.'} Pertaining to the



atrioventricular

atrial, or auricular, and ventricular cavities of
the heart: as, the atriorentricular valve.

atrip (a-trip'), i'rj>. /i//r. :is ndr. or a. [< <i* +
ti'i/i

1
, n.] Saiit. : (a) Just raised from the

ground in weighing: said of an anchor, (ft)

Hoisted from the cap, sheeted home, and ready
for trimming: said of sails, (c) Swayed up,
ready to have the stops cut for crossing : said
of yards, (d) Having the fid loosed : said of

an upper mast.

Atriplex (at'ri-ph'ks), n. [L., also atriplexum,
a perversion of Gr. arpdipa^vi;, also written arpa-

0<if<f, lu>dpAfat;i{} origin obscure.] A large ge-
iius of plants, natural order ('lir>io/io<liiirt;

mostly mealy or scurfy herbs or low shrubs,

growing usually in saline localities, and of very
little importance. The garden orach, A. horti-it*i*. is

cultivated to some extent as a salad, and a variety with
crimson foliage for ornament. A niimticr of sin-ubby spe-
cies are very frequent in the dry and alkaline portions of

western North America, and are generally known as
ti,-''<i'-/<-<,<!, a term which also includes some other Cheno-
/itn/iflcetV.

atrium (a'tri-um), .
; pi. atria (-a). [L., in

senses 1 and 2, also a hall in general ;
said to

have been orig. the kitchen, and so called be-
cause blackened with smoke, < atcr, black;
but perhaps the reference is to the hearth or

fireplace in the atrium, the name being con-
nected with cedes, orig. a fireplace (cf. E. oast),
later a house, temple : see edifice.] 1. In anc.

Rom. arch., the entrance-hall, the most impor-

Atrium. Restoration of a Pompeiian interior.

tant and usually the most splendid apartment
of the house. At an early period, and later among the

poor, the atrium was used not only as a ceremonial room,
but as a reception-room and for general domestic pur-
poses, as cooking and dining. In it were placed the ances-
tral images and heirlooms, the marriage-couch, the focus
or hearth, and generally a small altar. Later, among the

wealthy, and when separate apartments were built for
kitchen and dining-room, chapel of the lares, etc., it was
reserved as a general reception- and show-room. It was
lighted by an opening in the roof, called the compluvium,
toward which the roof sloped, so as to conduct the rain-
water into a cistern in the floor, called the impluvium.
2. A hall or court resembling in arrangement
an atrium proper, as at the entrance of some
classical or early Christian public buildings,
etc. 3. [NL.] In anat., an auricle of the heart,
or some equivalent venous cardiac cavity.

In all the other vertebrates [than Amphioxus] there is

a heart with at fewest three chambers (sinus venosus,
atrium, ventricle). Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 57.

4. [NL.] In nodi. : (a) The chamber or cavity
of ascidians, communicating with the exterior,
and with the cavity of the alimentary canal.
See atrial, and cut under Tunieata.
The atrium, into which the freces and genital products

are poured. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 514.

(6) A membranous saccular diverticulum of the
ear in fishes: as, the atrium sinus imparis, a
membranous sac given off from the sinus audi-
torius impar of fishes, and connected in various
ways with the air-bladder.

atrocet, [< F. atroce, < L. atrox (ace. atro-

cem), cruel: see atrocious.] Atrocious.
atroceruleous (at-ro-se-ro'le-us), a. [< L. ater,
black, + cwruleus, blue: see cerulean.] Of a
deep blackish-blue color, as an insect.

atrocha (at'ro-ka), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
atroclms: see atrochous,] 1. Ciliated embryos
of the polychsetous annelids, in which the cilia
form a broad zone around the body, leav-
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ing each end free of cilia, excepting, in some
cases, a tuft on the head. See mesotrocha,
teleotrocha. 2. [cup.] In Itotifera, a group of

wheel-animalcules having no cilia and the lobes

highly modified in shape ;
the wheelless roti-

fers.

atrochous (at'ro-kus), a. [< NL. atrochus, <

Gr. a- priv. + rpo^of, anything round or circu-

lar, a wheel, etc., < rpe^ttv, run.] 1. Of or per-
taining to atrocha

; having cilia disposed as
in those aunelidan larvss called atrocha. 2.

Wheelless, as a rotifer.

atrocious (si-tro'shus), a. [< L. atrox (atroc-),

cruel, fierce, horrible, < atcr, black: see atroce
and -ous.] 1. Manifesting or characterized by
atrocity ; extremely heinous, criminal, or cruel

;

enormously or outrageously wicked.
Revelations ... so atrocious that nothing in history

approaches them. De (Jin'</'-//.

In spite of the canon law, which forbade a churchman to
take any part in matters of blood, the archbishop signed
the "arrant for the atrociuux sentence.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

2f. Very grievous; violent: as, atrocious dis-

tempers. 3. Very bad; execrable: as, an atro-

cious pun. [Colloq.]=Syn. 1. Wicked, ScamMi^.
Shocking, FUt'jraut, lli'intmx, Infainotix, Outrageous,
Atrocious, JT<mffir0tM horrible, villainous, llagitious, dia-

bolical, agree in expressing great and intentional badness,
calling for strong abhorrence. Because they are used
with feeling, the recognition of their differences is not al-

ways practicable. Flagrant and heinous are hardly appli-
cable to persons ; the others apply to persons or things.
Wicked is the generic word, and is the lightest where all

are strong ; it is the one that is most common in a playful
use, yet it is at times an intense word, as forcible as any
of the others, though less definite. Scandalous means
offensive to decency, and so disgraceful. That which is

shocking, literally, gives a sudden and heavy blow, and
hence produces a corresponding feeling of horror or dis-

gust, or both. That which is flagrant, literally, flames
into notice, and hence is glaring, striking, and so notori-

ous, enormous in badness. Heinous means hateful, and
hence aggravated. That which is infamous is worthy of a
total loss of reputation, and hence has a reputation or
character of the worst kind, especially for baseness. Out-
rageous means attended with outrage, doing outrage,
especially outraging decency, going beyond all bounds,
like the acts of a madman. Atrocious is primarily fierce
or cruel, savage, bloody, and wicked, enormously wicked,
hence violating the first principles of humanity or of
human nature. That which is monstrous is so bad as to
be out of the course of nature ; a prodigy or miracle of
badness. See abandoned, criminal, irreligious, and nefa-
ruius.

As even here they talked at Almesbury
About the good King and his wicked Queen.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

So the king arose and went
To smoke the scandalous hive of those wild bees
That made such honey iu his realm.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

In this dreadful manner was one who had been till then
of an excellent character hurried on, from a single, and
seemingly slight, indulgence, into the depth of the gross-
est and most shocking villanies. Seeker, Sermons, I. xxv.

The offenses which prompt strong invective have been
far more numerous and Jtat/rant in his [Sydney Smith's]
own country than in ours. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., 1. 139.

The object of this society [Abolition] is now, as it has
always been, to convince our countrymen, by arguments
addressed to their hearts and consciences, that slave-

holding is a heinous crime. W, Phillips, Speeches, p. 98.

There is no crime more infamous than the violation of
truth. Johnson.

This ill day
A most outrageous fit of madness took him.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

It is a war base in its object, atrocious in its beginning,
immoral in all its influences.

Sumner, Speech against Mexican War, Nov. 4, 184C.

Pliny assures us that the most monstrous of all criminals
was the man who flrst devised the luxurious custom of

wearing golden rings. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 157.

atrociously (a-tro'shus-li), adv. In an atro-
cious manner; with great cruelty or wicked-
ness.

atrociousness (a-tro'shus-nes), . The state
or quality of being atrocious

; atrocity.
The atrociouxness of the crime made all men look with

an evil eye upon the claim of any privilege which might
prevent the severest justice.

Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist., Hi. 6.

atrocity (a-tros'i-ti), n.
; pi. atrocities (-tiz).

[Early mod. E. "atrocyte, < P. atrociU, < L.
atrocita(t-)s, cruelty, hatefulness, < atrox, cruel,
etc. : see atrocious.] 1. The state or quality
of being atrocious

; enormous wickedness
;
ex-

treme criminality or cruelty.
They desired justice might be done upon offenders, as

the atrocity of their crimes deserved. Clarendon.

Burke was the only man in England in whom the prose-
cution of Indian delinquency and atrocity was a fixed pas-
sion as well as a fixed principle.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., II. 318.

2. A specific act of extreme heinousness or

cruelty; an atrocious deed.
The atrocities which attend victory. Macaulay.

I'riiitof Dock (

Section shows erect (atropal)
seed. ( From Le Maout and
Decaisne's " Traite general
de Botanique." )

atropons

Atropa (at'ro-pa), n. [NL., < Gr. '{Vrpojrof, one
of the Fates, who cut the thread of life, lit. the

inflexible, < arpoirof, unchangeable, < a- priv. +
TpeKctv, turn: see trope.] A genus of plants,
natural order Solanaa-w, of a single species, A.

Belladonna, the deadly nightshade, a native
of Europe and western Asia. See belladonna.

atropal (at'ro-pal), a. [<
Gr. arpoTrof, inflexible,
not to be turned: see

Atropa.] In bot.
;

erect;

orthotropous : said of an
ovule. Also atropous.
atrophiated (a-tro'fi-a-
ted), . [< atrophy 4-

-ate? + -ed?.] Atrophied.
[Rare.]

atrophic (a-trof ik), a.

[< atrophy + -ic.] Pertaining to atrophy ;
char-

acterized by atrophy ; exhibiting or undergo-
ing atrophy: as, an atrophic process; an atroph-
ic organ.

atrophied (afro-fid), />. a. [< atrophy + -erf2.]

Exhibiting or a'ffected with atrophy ;
wasted.

In many instances special muscles, or sets of muscles,
are atrophied from want of use.

B. W. llw/iardson, Prevent. Med., p. 232.

The distrust of one's own atrophied faculties of loving.
E. S. Phclps, Beyond the Gates, p. 105.

atrophy (at'ro-fi), . [= F. atropMe, < LL. atro-

I ill / a, < Gr. arpfx/tia, wasting, lack of nourish-

ment, < drpo^iof, not well fed, < a- priv. + Tptyeiv,

nourish, feed.] 1. A wasting of the body, or
of a part of it, owing to defective nutrition.

There is no demand for the labour of the poor; the
fable of Menenius ceases to be applicable ; the belly com-
municates no nutriment to the members

;
there is an

atrophy in the body politic.

Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

2. In oot. and zool., arrested development of an
organ due to stoppage of growth at any stage
by the operation of causes either external to
or inherent in the organism Brown atrophy, a

very common degeneration of muscle in a heart hypcrtro-
phied as a result of valvular disease or of old age. The
heart, frequently of increased consistence, is dark red-

brown, and its fibers contain pigment, accumulated espe-
cially about the nuclei. Cruveilhier's atrophy, pro-
gressive muscular atrophy.

atrophy (at'ro-fi), v. i.
; pret. and pp. atrophied,

ppr. atrophying. [< atrophy, n.] To waste
away.
As the fruit ripens one of them almost always atrophies.

G. Allen, Colin Clout's Calendar, p. 121.

The tail gradually shrinks and atrophies.
Clans, Zoology (trans.), p. 120.

atropia (a-tro'pi-a), n. [NL.,< Atropa.] Same
as atropin.

atropic (a-trop'ik), a. [< atropia + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to atropiu.
atropin, atropine (afro-pin), n. [< NL. atro-

pina, < Atropa + -ilia : see -in2 .] A crystal-
obtained from the

,

line alkaloid (jvss oane rom e

deadly nightshade, Atropa Belladonna. It is

very poisonous, and produces temporary dila-
tation of the pupil. Also atropina and atropia.
atropina (at-ro-pi'na), n. [NL.] Same as at-

ropin.

atropine, . See atropin.
atropinise, . t. See atropinize.
atropinism (at'ro-pin-izm), n. [< atropin +
-ism.] Same as atropism.

atropinize (afro-pin-lz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

atropinized, pp.' atropinizing. [< atropin +
-ize.] To poison or affect with atropin. Also
sometimes spelled atropinise.

atropism (at'ro-pizm), n. [< atropia + -ism.]
The morbid state produced by atropin, charac-
terized by dilated pupil, frequent pulse, dry-
ness of mouth and skin, hallucinations, and
delirium. Also atropinism.
atropization (at"ro-pi-za'shpn), n. [< atro-

pize + -ation.] Tnat state of the body, or of

any of its organs, produced by the introduction
of atropin.

atropize (at'ro-piz), r. t.
; pret. and pp. atro-

pized, ppr. atr'opizing. [< atropia + -4ze.] To
add atropin to

;
affect with atropin.

AtropOS (at'ro-pos), n. [NL., < L. Atropos,
< Gr. 'ftrpojrof, one of the Fates: see Atropa.]
1. A genus of neuropterous insects, of the

family Psocidai : synonymous with Troetes. A.
jndxatoriux shares with certain beetles the popular name
of death-watch, and is a great pest in entomological collec-
tions.

2. A genus of venomous serpents. Wagler,
1830. [Not in use.] 3. A genus of lepidop-
terous insects._ Oken, 1815.

atropous (at'ro-pus), a. [< Gr. arpon-of, not to
be turned: see Atropa.] Same as atropal.



atrous

atrous (a'trus), it. [< L. nter, black, -t- -ovs."]

Intensely black. [Kare.]

atry (a-tri'), prep, jilir. as arlr. or a. [Appar.
< 3 + try: see try-tad,'] \/n/t., with the sails

so arranged that the bow is kipt to the sea:
said of a ship in a gale.

Atrypa (a-tri'pii), . [NL., < Gr. a- priv. +
Ti>iimt. a hole. J A gen us of linichiopods, typi-
cal of the family .-ttri/piiltr. Itnlman, 1K28.

atrypid (a-tri'p'id), n. A brachiopod of the

family Atr i//>i<ln .

Atrypidse (u-trip'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Atri/jin
+ -Ma:'] A family of fossil arthropomatous

Atrypa reticularil.

i. Dorsal valve : /, hinge-plate. 2. Ventral valve : a, impresrioru of
abductor muscles ; c, cardinal muscle ; /, pedicle muscle ; e, ovarian
sinus ; ft, dettidium.

brachiopods with the braohial appendages rigid
and spirally coiled toward the center of the

shell, and completely supported by spiral la-

raolloe, the valves generally subovate or tri-

lobed, the foramen beneath a produced beak
completed by a deltidium, and the shell-sub-
stance fibrous and impunctate.
Atta (at'ft), n. [NL., < L. Atta, a surname for

persons who walk on the tips of their shoes ;

of. atta = Gr. arra, a childish word for father,
used familiarly in addressing an old man. Cf.

Goth, atta, father.] A genus of hymenopterous

Texas Red Ant (Atta/trvens).
a, queen ; b, worker.

insects, of the suborder Heterogyna and family
Formicidte, or ants. They have very short palps, and
the heads of the workers are thick. A. crphalotes Is a
West Indian species called the visiting ant, and A.ferixns
is the red ant of Texas.

attaball, n. See atabal.

attac, n. See adag.
attacca (at-tak'kS). [It., impv. of attaccare,

join, fasten, tie, = F. attacher : see attach and
attack."] In music, begin ! a direction to pro-
ceed with a succeeding movement immediately,
without pause.
attach (a-tach'), v. [< ME. attachen, atachen

(only in the legal sense, the lit. sense being of
mod. adoption), < OF. atacher, atachier, later and
mod. F. attacher (also without assibilation OF.
ataqtier, mod. F. attaquer, > E. attack, q. v.) (=
Pr. attacar= Sp. Pg. atacar= It. attaccare : see
attacca), fasten, join, lit. tack to, < a- (< L. ad,
to) + "tac(not found in OF.), Genevese tache =
Sp. Pg. taclta = It. tacca, < Bret, tacit, a nail, =
IT. toco, a nail, peg, = Gael, tacaid, a nail, tack,
etc.: see facfci, and cf . detach.'} I. trans. 1. In
law, to take by legal authority. (> TO take bodily;
arrest in person : now applied only to arrest of a person
by civil process to answer for a contempt of court or dis-

regard of Its mandate, but formerly to arrests of all kinds :

with for, also formerly with of.

There were two or three attached for the same robbery.
Latimer, 4th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1649.

Of capital treason I attach you both.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., Iv. 2.

0) To take (real or personal property) by legal warrant,
to be held for the satisfaction of the judgment that may
be rendered in a suit. See attachment.

2f. To lay hold of; seize.

Then, homeward, every man attach the hand
Of his fair mistress. Shak., L. L L., iv. 3.

3. To take, seize, or lay hold on, by moral
force, as by affection or interest; fasten or
bind by moral influence

;
win : as, his kindness

attached us all to him.

Songs, garlands, flowers,
And charming symphonies attach'd the heart
Of Adam. Milton, P. L., xi. 595.

4. To tack or fix to ; fasten in any manner, as
one thing to another, by either natural or arti-
ficial means; bind; tie; cause to adhere.

869
The next group consists of thow Kotifern whli-l

,.r never ti'f'i'-li them-elve- \i\ the t<d, lint Hwim freely-

through the water. W. I: MI.T. .s., $ 4M.

Such temperament* . . . attarh themselves, like l.ai

nadcM, to what em* permanent.
/."".//, Fireside Travels, p. *;7.

5. Figuratively, to connect; associate: as, to
nttiii-li a particular significance to a word.
He nttiirhru very little i]ii|irtjinee to the invention "1

gunpowder. Mn:;iiiln,i, Maeliiavelh.

6. To joiu to or with in action or function ;

connect as an associate or adjunct ; adjoin for

duty or companionship: as, an officer is at-

tached to such a ship, regiment, battalion, etc. ;

our regiment is attached to the 1st brigade ;

t liis man is attached to my service
;
he attm-ln <l

himself to me for the entire journey.- Attached
column. In arch., same u engaged column (which see,
under mliim n). = gyn. 1. To seize, distrain, distress. 3.
To win, gain over, engage, charm, endear one's self to,

captivate. 4. Aitil, Aftx, Annex, eU-. See add. 8. To
attribute.

II. in trans. 1. To adhere; pertain, as a qual-
ity or circumstance; belong or be incident:
with to.

The fame of each discovery rightly attach to the mind
that made the formula which contains all the details, and
lint to the manufacturers who now make their gain by it.

Knirnm, Success.

To the healthful performance of each function of mind
or body attache* a pleasurable feeling.

//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 02.

2. To be fixed or fastened; rest as an appur-
tenance : with on or upon.
Blame attached upon Lord Aberdeen's Cabinet for yield-

ing. Kinglake, Crimea, I. 491. (If. E. D.)

3. To come into operation ;
take or have effect.

After the risk [In marine insurance) has once com-
menced, the whole premium is earned, even though the

voyage should not be prosecuted. . . . But if the risk
should not commence at all, or in technical phrase, If the
"
policy should not attach,

"
the premium must be returned

to the assured. Encyc. Brit., XIII. 185.

attacht (a-tach'), n. [< attach, v.~] 1. An at-

tachment.
I am made the unwilling instrument

Of your attach and apprehension.
Heywood. Woman Killed with Kindness.

2. An attack,

attachable (a-tach'a-bl), a. [< attach + -able."]

1. Capable of being attached, legally or other-
wise

;
liable to be taken by writ or precept.

2. Capable of being fastened or conjoined as
an adjunct or attribute.

attache (a-ta-sha'), n. [F., prop. pp. of at-

tacher, attach: see attach.'] One attached to

another, as a part of his suite or as one of his

attendants; specifically, one attached to an
embassy or a legation at a foreign court.

George Gaunt and I were intimate in early life : ht*vt&s

my junior when we were attaches at Pumpernickel to-

gether. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xlvii.

attachedly (a-tach'ed-li), adv. With attach-
ment. [Rare.]
attachment (a-tach'ment), n. [< ME. attach-
ment (in sense 1), < attachen, attach

;
in other

senses < F. attachement, < attacher : see attach.']
1. The act of attaching ; specifically, in law, a

taking of the person, goods, or estate by a writ
or precept in a civil action, to secure a debt or

demand, or to compel to appear in court, or to

punish for contempt. In American usage, attach-

ment, when used in reference to property, means the taking
of the defendant's property into custody by the law, by a

summary process from a court, in advance of the trial of
the merits of the case, as security for the payment of any
judgment that may be recovered. The grounds of grant-
ing it are usually evidence of fraud or fraudulent disposal
of property, or apprehension of absconding, etc. When
used in reference to the person, It means the taking of
the person into custody to answer to a charge of contempt
of court. Foreign attachment is the taking, from the
hands or control of a third person within the jurisdiction,
of the money or goods or rights of action of a debtor
who is not within the jurisdiction. Any person who has
goods or effects of a debtor Is considered in law as the

agent, attorney, factor, or trustee of the debtor; and an
attachment served on such person binds the property in
his hands to respond to the judgment against the debtor.
The process of foreign attachment has existed from time
immemorial in London, Bristol, Exeter, Lancaster, and
some other towns in England, and by the Common Law
Procedure Act of 1854 has been made general. It is also
sometimes known as garnishment, in Scotland as arrest-
ment. and In New England as tnutee proeem.
2. The writ or process directing the person or
estate of a person to be taken, for the purposes
above stated. 3. The act or state of being
attached, fastened on, or connected. 4. Close
adherence or affection ; regard ; any passion or
affection that binds a person to another person
or to a thing.
The attachment of the people to the institutions and the

laws under which they live is ... at once the strength,
the glory, and the safety of the land.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 276.

attagen
ii well had to determine whether he would put to

hazard the atturhn" ,,f bis

aiu.>, . . . to save u prince whom no < ii-a^;, nc nt runld
Mod. M'luiiilfii/. HUt Due., i.

Ih. h< i. .litan iitt<i<-!itn>'iii i.f tli. isc kiniis jKn^lish] lay
In Anjou and Aqultuinc far mlc than in I. upland. .<

ill Normandy. /.'. J U-cts., p. 159.

5. That which attaches one thing to another,
or a person to an objn-t : us, tin- iitlni-liiiifntnot

a muscle; the uttiirhuirntx of home. 6. That
which is attached to a principal object ;

an ad-

junct: as, the H'olian nttm -linn/it to tin- piano:
an iittiirlimi-nt to a sowing-machine. jEolian
attachment, sc. /;...,.! Court of Attachments.

Syn. 4. /"<'< '. 6.

\).],cti.|;i^.'. a]. |.ui tcnanec, addition,

attachment-screw (a-tach'ment-skro), n. A
liiniling-screw.

attack (a-tak'), r. [Formerly also uttm-i/iir, ul-

iin/ut ; < F. nltiii/uir, OF. ataijuer, unassibilat-
ed form (perhaps < Pr. attarar or It. attaccare)
of attacher, join, fasten: see attach.'] I. tnuix.

1. To assault ; fall upon with force ; assail, as
with force and arms

; begin hostilities against.
The strong tribe, In which war has become an art."'

tack and c.in.picr their neighbors, ami teach them their
art* ami virtues. L'tni-rnon, War.

2. To endeavor to injure, overthrow, or bring
into discredit by any act or proposal, or by un-

friendly words or writing, whether by satire,

calumny, criticism, or argument: as, to attack
a religious belief or a legislative measure; to
attack a man or his opinions in a newspaper.
The people's interest U the only object that we have

any right whatever to consider in deciding the question,
whether or not the present state of things shall be sub-
mitted to or attacked. Brougham.
3. To make an onset or attempt upon, in a gen-
eral sense

; begin action upon or in regard to ;

set about or upon : as, to attack a piece of work
or a problem, or (humorously) the dinner.
4. To begin to affect

; come or fall upon ; seize :

said of diseases and other destructive agencies :

as, yesterday he was attacked by fever; caries
attacked the bones

; locusts attacked the crops.
Specifically 5. In diem., to cause to decom-
pose or dissolve.
The bodies are of a siliceous character, for they are not

destroyed by ignition, nor attacked by hydrochloric acid.

Science, VII. 218.

=Syn. 1. Set ujjon, Fall upon, etc. (see assail), assault,
beset, besiege, beleaguer, charge upon, engage, challenge,
combat. 2. To impugn, criticize, censure.

II. intrant. To make an attack or onset:

as, the enemy attacked with great boldness.
Those that attack generally get the victory.

<'u in'. Campaigns.

attack (a-tak'), n. [= F. attaque; from the

verb.] 1. A falling on with force or violence,
or with calumny, satire, or criticism; an onset;
an assault.

I wish that he [Mr. Sumner) may know the shudder of
terror which ran through all this community on the first

tidings of this brutal attack.

Emerson, Assault upon Sir. Sumner.

2. Battle generally ; fight. [Rare.]
Long time in even scale

The battel hung ; till Satan, . . .

. . . ranging through the dire attack, . . .

Saw where the sword of Michael smote, and fell'd

Squadrons at once. Milton, P. L., vi. 248.

3. An onset of any kind
;
the initial movement

in any active proceeding or contest, as a game
of chess, cricket, etc.; in music, specifically,
the act (with reference to the manner) of be-

ginning a piece, passage, or phrase, especially
by an orchestra. 4. The aggressive part of
the art of fencing : opposed to defense.

Attackt are made In three ways : first, by a quick
thrust proceeding merely from the wrist,, the arm at the
same time being elevated and advanced, with the point
directed towards the adversary's breast; secondly, by
what Is technically called an extension ; and lastly, by
longeing and recovering. Encyc. Brit., IX. 70.

5. A seizure by a disease
;
the onset of a dis-

ease. Attack of a siege, an assault upon an enemy's
field or permanent fortifications, by means of parallels,
galleries, saps, trenches, mines, enfilading-, counter-, or
breaching-batteries, or by storming parties. To deliver
an attack. See deliverl. = Syn. 1. Charge, Onslaught, etc.

attackable (a-tak'a-bl), o. [< attack + -able;
= F. attaquable.~] Capable of being attacked;
assailable.

attacker (a-tak'er), n. One who attacks or
assaults ; an assailant.

attagas (at'a-gas), n. [NL., < Gr. arroyof, a
bird described as of a reddish color and spotted
on the back ; prob. a kind of partridge. See

attagfn."] Same as attagen.

attagen (at'a-jen), n. [L., also attagena, < Gr.

array?)', also array^f, a bird (appar. different
from the arrayac), prob. a kind of grouse, the

francolin, classed with the partridge, pheasant,
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etc.] 1. Properly, the common partridge of attainableness (a-ta'na-bl-nes), .

Europe, now known as Pcrdix cincrea. 2. A ity of being attainable,

name given to various other European birds, attainder (a-tan'der), n.

(a) Used indiscriminately by early writers for sundry gal-
linaceous birds of Europe, as grouse, ptarmigan, par-

tridges, franeolins, Plerudcs ah-itata, etc. (b) Used by
Moehring, 1752, for the frigate-bird or man-of-war bird,

Tachyjietes aquila, and adopted byO. K. Gray, 1871, in the

spelling Atagen, as the generic name of these birds :

whence Ata'Kiuiue (Gray) as a subfamily name, (c) [cap.]

[NL.] Made by Brisson in 1760 an indeterminable genus
of grouse, including, besides European species, two North
American birds called Attagen aitiericana and Attagen
pensilvanire. (d) Applied by Cuvier (1817) to the sand-

grouse of the genus Syrrhaptes (Illiger, 1811), the only
species of which known to Cuvier was Pallas's sand-grouse,
5. paradoxua, a bird of the suborder Pterocletes. (e) Ap-
plied by Gloger in 1842 to the franeolins, of which Perdix
francolinux (Linmcus), now Francolinus vulgaris, of Eu-

rope, etc., is the type.

Also fttagen, attagas, atagas.
Attageninae (at*a-je-ni'ne), n.pl. [NL.,<Atta-
gen, 2 (b), -t- -ince. Atatjenlna; is the form used

by Gray.] In G. R. Gray's system of classifica-

tion (1871), a subfamily of totipalmate birds,
named from Moehring's genus Attagen (1752),

equivalent to the family I'achypetida of authors
in general; the frigate-birds or man-of-war
birds. See Tachypetidce.

attaghant, . Same as yutaglian.

_ , ... [< late ME. attayn-
dere, < OF. ataindre, ateindre, attain, touch

upon, affect, accuse, attack, attaint, convict;
the inf. used as a noun. The idea of taint,

stain, or corruption has been erroneously con-
nected with this word : see attaint.] 1. The act
of attainting, or the state of being attainted

;

the legal consequence of judgment of death or

outlawry pronounced in respect of treason or

felony: as, a bill of attainder; to remove an
attainder. The consequence by the common law in-

cluded forfeiture of lands, tenements, and heredita-

ments, incapability of suing in a court of justice, or of

performing any of the duties or enjoying any of the priv-
ileges of a free citizen, and "corruption of blood," render-

attask

The qual- instituted for reversing a false verdict given by
a jury ;

conviction of a jury for giving such a
verdict. 4. In old law: (a) A conviction,. (6)
Impeachment. 5f. Infection; injurious or del-
eterious action.

The marrow-eating sickness, whose attaint
Disorder breeds. Shale., V. and A., L 741.

6. Attainder.
It was a point of honour with his [Bismarck's) Govern-

ment that the captive royalists should at every cost al-

most he set free, without attaint of life or fortune.

Lowe, Bismarck, I. 220.

7t. A stain, spot, or taint; hence, a disgrace;
an imputation involving dishonor.

What simple thief brags of his own attaint I

Shak., C. of E., iii. 2.

ing'the person affected incapable'of inheriting 'property attaintmentt (a-tanfment), n. [< attaint +
or transmitting it to heirs. .men f-] The a(ft m gt&i

~ J^ L

attainted or
An act of attainder was carried against him, as one who ""

had been indicted for piracy and murder, and had fled

from justice. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 188.

2. A bringing under some disgrace, stain, or

imputation ;
the state of being in dishonor.

affected with attainder; conviction; arrest;
impeachment.
When this man was attainted there, and they had lib-

erty to say nay to his attaintment if they would, sure I am
the most allowed it, and else it would not have gone for-
ward. Latlmer, quoted in Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

attainturet (a-tan'tur), n.

1. Same as attaintment.
[< attaint + -ure.~\

So to the laws at large I write my name :

And he that breaks them in the least degree
Stands in attainder of eternal shame.

,,
- - , Shot., L. L. L., i. 1.

attain (a-tan'), v. [< ME. attainen, atteinen, attaindryt, . An obsolete form of attainder.

atdincn, titeinen, etc., < OF. ataindre, ateindre attainduret, . [A mixture of attainder and
(ataign-, ateign-), F. atteindre = Pr. ateigner, attainture.'] An obsolete form of attainder.
atenher= It. attignere, attingere, attain, < L. at- attainment (a-tan'ment), n. [<attain + -ment.']

tingcre, touch upon, attain, < ad, to, + tangere, 1 . The act oil attaining ;
the act of arriving at

touch: see tangent. Cf. attainder and attain (.] or reaching; the act of obtaining by exertion attaket, v. t. See atake.

I. trans. If. To touch; strike; hit. 2f. To or effort. attal (af al), . Same as attlei.
* u j..- a. m.

The attatnMf of every desired object. Attalea (a-ta'le-a), n. [NL., named with allu-
Sir W. Jones, Hitdpadesa. sion to the beauty of the trees, < L. Attalus, <

2. That which is attained, or obtained by ex- Gr- 'Aira/tof, Attalus, the name of three kings of

ertion; acquisition; acquirement. Pergamum; Attalus I. and II. were noted for

Her attainture will be Humphrey's fall

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. -2.

2. Imputation; stain.

Without the least attainture of your valour.

Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, iii. 1.

touch upon; mention. 3f. To conviot; con-
demn. Compare attaint, v., 3-5. 4. To come
so near as to touch; reach, achieve, or accom-
plish (an end or object) by continued effort;
come into possession of

; acquire; gain.
Ends we seek we never shall attain.

M. Arnold, Self-Deception.

5. To come to or arrive at (a place) ;
reach (a

place, time, or state).
Canaan he now attain*. Milton, P. L., xii. 135.

He has scarce attained the age of thirty.

Goldsmith, Vicar, iii.

6. To reach in excellence or degree ; equal.
So the first precedent, if it be good, is seldom attained

by imitation. Bacon

Formerly the natural impulse of every man was, spon-
taneously to use the language of life ; the language of
books was a secondary attainment not made without
effort. De Quincey, Style, i.

Smatterers, whose attainments just suffice to elevate
them from the insignificance of dunces to the dignity of
bores. Macaulay, Mill on Government.
= Syn. 2. Acquirements, Acquisitions, etc. See acquire-
ment.

attainort, . [< attain + -or, after AF. attei-

their wealth and liberality.] A genus of palms,
allied to the cocpanut, natives of tropical
America, and distinguished by the fact that
the nut contains three cells, each inclosing a
single seed. There are about 20 species. The nuts,
which hang in great clusters, are egg-shaped, with a very
hard and thick pericarp inclosing the edible oily kernels.
The pinnate leaves are very large, and are often used for
thatching and other purposes. The fibers of the leaf-
stalks of A. funifera are made into ropes and brooms.

One of the jurors in the process'called ?ht
***&* ar

,

e mits
.
called coquilla-nuts ; they are 3 or 4

>
*** inp.npR Inntr hrnwrt in /Tkl/ii* liawl an/1 nf c.n*fW.; n .,t 4i,;A i,

attaint (which see).

7t. To overtake; come up with: as, "not at- attaint (a-tanf), v. t. [< ME. ataynten, ateyn- cohune r.

taining him in time," Bacon. 8f. To come to
ten

> attonten, etc., an inf. due to ataynt, attetnt, kOayte
. -n-n nf .,:.....,, ^4- .x **-,-,_ /~"Ei ,*._.* _.a _._.. aT.T.Q MAS

know; experience. Chaucer. =Syn. 4. Attain, Ob-
tain, Procure, reach, achieve, get possession of, carry.
(See lists under acquire and accomplish ; also note under
attainable.) Attain involves the idea of considerable ef-

inches long, brown in color, hard, and of sufficient thick-
ness to be turned into door-handles, small cups, etc. The

palm, A. Cohune, is the largest palm that is found
mala and Honduras.

pp. of ataynen, etc., afterOF.otet,pp. of atein- attalica (a-tal'i-ka), n. pi. [L., neut. pi. of
(Ire: see attain and attainder. Later errone- Attalicus,< Attalus, < Gr. %rra/lof.] Cloth of

ously associated with taint, stain, corruption,
to which some of the senses are due.] fj-. To

gold : a name derived from its supposed intro-
duction under King Attalus of Pergamum.

of obtain or procure.

The Khans, or story-tellers in Ispahan, attain a control-
ling power over their audience, keeping them for man

I dare undertake, that at this day there are more at-

taynted landes, concealed from her Majestic, then she
ung power over ineir audience, keeping them for many hath now possessions in all Ireland.
hours attentive to the most

fancifuljnd extravagant ad- Spenser, Present State of Ireland.
ventures. Emerson, Eloquence.

Some pray for riches
; riches they obtain ;

But, watch'd by robbers, for their wealth are slain.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 424.

Have you a catalogue
Of all the voices that we have procur'd,
Set down by the poll? Shak., Cor., iii. 3.

II. intrans. 1. To reach; come or arrive by
motion, bodily or mental exertion, or efforts of

any kind: followed by to or unto.

Such knowledge is too wonderful for me
; it is high ;

I
can not attaiit,unto it. P8 . cxxxix. 6.

2f. To pertain ;
have relation. Chaucer.

attaint (a-tan'), n. [< attain, .] Something
attained. Glanville.

attainability (a-ta-na-bil'i-ti), n. [< attmita-
ble: see -bility.] Attainableness. Coleridge.
attainable (a-ta'na-bl), a. [< attain + -able.]
Capable of being attained.

He [Plato] quits the normal for the attainable.

All that is said of the wise man by Stoic, or oriental o
modern essayist, describes to each reader his own idea,
his unattained but attainable self. Emerson, History.
"[Attainable was formerly sometimes used where obtainable
or procurable would now be preferred, as in the follow-

.. . ^ der pp.
taint, v. ] 1. Attainted; convicted. 2. Taint-
ed; corrupted; infected; attacked.

My tender youth was never yet attaint
With any passion. Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 5.

Auterfoits attaint. See auterfoits.
The kind and quality of food and liquor, the species of attaint (a-tanf). w. [X attaint, v.~\ It The

^ffs^ss^tssasStAssx Es*te^ t ***&'
with ease and certainty. Paley.

"*&' a hlt> [Archaic.]
General Howe would not permit them [clothes and

" vou, reverend sir," said the knight,
" have in the en-

blankets] to be purchased in Philadelphia and they were cou"tr of our wits made a fair attaint."
not attainable in the country. Scott, Monastery, I. xvi.

Marshall, Life of Washington. ] 2. A blow orwound on the leg of a horse caused
=Syn. Practicable, feasible, possible, within reach. by overreaching. 3. An ancient legal process

see contaminate.'] 1. To broach or open (a
cask, etc.). Chaucer. 2. To begin; venture
upon; undertake.

Ryght anon his tale he hath attained.

Chaucer, Prol. to Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 52.

[< L. attami-

natus, pp. of attaminare, contaminate: see at-

tame*.)
To contaminate. Blount.

5f. To accuse: with of: as, to attaint a person attap (afap), n. [Native name; also written

of sorcery. atap and adap.~\ The Stipa fruticans, a nearly
He was attainted . . . u/high treason. stemless palm of the tidal forests of the East

Goldsmith, Bolingbroke. Indian archipelago. Its smooth pinnate leaves are

6f. To affect with any passion or emotion.
This noble woman . . . attainted with extreme sorrow.

Hiatoria Anglica (trans.).

7. To taint; disgrace; cloud with infamy;
stain

; corrupt. attaquet, v. and n. A former spelling of attack.
Lest she with blame her honour should attaint. attar (afar), . [Also written atar, ottar, and

otto; < P'ers. 'atar, Hind, atr, < Ar. 'itr, fra-

grance, perfume, esp. of roses (Pers. 'atar-gul,
attar of roses), < 'atara, smell sweet.] In the
East Indies, a general term for a perfume
from flowers. In Europe it generally denotes only
the attar or otto of roseg, an essential oil made in Turkey
and various other eastern countries, chiefly from the
damask rose, Rosa Damatcena. The yield is very small.
150 pounds of rose-leaves yielding less than an ounce of
attar. The principal source of the attar of commerce is

in the vicinity of Kazanlik, on the southern side of the
Balkan mountains, hi Eastern Rumelia. The pure oil

solidifies at a temperature between 60 and 65 F. It is a
well-known perfume, but the odor is agreeable only when
diffused, being too powerful when it is concentrated. It
is largely used in the scenting of snuff. Also written ot-

tar, otto.

attaskt(a-task'), v. t. [< at- + tesfc.] To task;
tax; reprove; blame.

You are much more attaskd for want of wisdom,
Than prais'd for harmful mildness. Shak., Lear, i. 4.

I must offend before I be attainted.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 4.

No attainder of treason shall work corruption of blood, attammatet, (a-tam 1-nat), V. t.

or forfeiture except during the life of the person attainted.
Constitution of U. S., iii. 3.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 5.

That the pleasure is of an inferior order, can no more
attaint the idea or model of the composition, than it can
impeach the excellence of an epigram that it is not a
tr gedy. De Quincey, Rhetoric.

from 15 to 30 feet long, very thick and strong, and are ex-

tensively used for thatching.

The roof is thatched with the common Buttam attaps
in the same way as Malay houses.

Jour. Anthrop. Inst., XV. 293.

^Q
!!"!!f.'_"*

to
: attaintt_ (a-tanf ), j,. a. [The older pp. of at-



attaste

attastet,
' [ME. ataste, < OF. utaxter, taste, <

n-(L. ad) + tauter, taste: see taste.] I. trim*.

To taste. Chaucer.

H. intrans. To taste (of).

Ye shullcn atatle lioth thowe and shee
of thilki! water. /.w/v'. .

attet. Middle English assimilation of at tin .

Chaucer.
Attelabidae (au-lnb'i-de), ,,. pi. [NL., < At-

telahux + -ida:.] A family of rhynchophorous
booties. See ylf'< /"/""".

Attelabinse (at'e-la-bi'ne), n. ill. |NL., < Att,-

/ulnis + -ilia:] A 'subfamily of Curculiiiniiln,

typified by the genus Attelabus, containing
weevils with the abdomen alike in both sexes,

the mandibles pincer-like, the elytra without a

fold on the inner surface, and no labium. The

group is sometimes raised to the rank of a

family under the name Attelabido!.

Attelabus (a-tel'a-bus), H. [L.,< Gr. drrtto/Jof,

Ionic arrt/U/tof, a kind of locust without wings.]
A genus of weevils, typical of the family Attela-

hiila: A. rhoix is a reddish pubescent species with a

short proboscis, Infesting the hazel in the northeastern

parts of the United States.

attemper (a-tem'per), v. t. [< ME. attempren,

atrmpren, < OF. atemprer, < L. attemperare, fit,

adjust, accommodate, < ad, to, + temperare,
control, moderate, temper: see /o/r. /.

]
1.

To reduce, modify, or moderate by mixture : as,

to attemper spirits by diluting them with water.

Nobility attempers sovereignty. Bacon.

2. To soften, mollify, or moderate: as, to at-

temper justice with clemency.
Those smiling eyes attemp'ring every ray.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 63.

Those [influences] which, in older and more normally
constituted communities, modify and attemper Mammon-
worship. The American, IV. 65.

3. To mix in just proportion ; regulate.

God hath so attempered the blood and bodies of fishes.

Ray, Works of Creation.

Pure of blame,
In praise and in dispraise the same,
A man of wett-attemper^d frame.

Tennyson, Duke of Wellington.

4. To accommodate ;
fit or make suitable.

The joyous birdcs, shrouded in chearefull shade,
Their notes unto the voice attemprcd sweet.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 71.

Arts attempered to the lyre. Pope.

[In all its uses nearly obsolete, temper being generally

used.]

attemperament(a-tem'per-a-ment), n. A tem-

pering or mixing in due proportions. Also at-

temperment.
attemperancet (a-tem'per-ans), re. [< ME. at-

temperaunce, < OF. atemprance, < atemprer, at-

temper. Cf. temperance.] Temperance,
attemperate (a-tem'per-at), v. t.

; pret. and

pp. attemperated, ppr. attemperating. [< L.

attemperatus, pp. of attemperare, attemper: see

attemper.] If. To attemper ; regulate.
If any one do ... attemperate his actions accordingly.

Barrow, Math. Lectures, iv.

2. In brewing and distilling, to regulate the

temperature of, as the wort,

attemperatet (a-tem'per-at), p. a. [< L. at-

temperatus, pp. : see the verb.] 1. Tempered;
proportioned; suited.

Hope must be proportioned and attemperate to the

promise. Hammond, Pract. Catechism.

2. Moderate; equable; mild: applied to cli-

mate.

attemperation (a-tem-pe-ra'shon), n. [< at-

temperate, t).] If. The" act of attempering,

regulating, adjusting, or accommodating. Ba-
con. 2. The act of regulating the tempera-
ture of the wort in brewing and distilling.

attemperator (a-tem'per-a-tor), . [< attempe-

rate, i'.,
+ -or.] In brewing and distilling, a

contrivance for regulating the temperature of

the wort during the progress of fermentation.

attemperlyt, See attemprely.

attemperment (a-tem'per-ment), n. [< attem-

per + -ment.] Same as attemperament.
attempret, a. [ME., also atempre, < OF. atem-

pre, pp. of atemprer, attemper: see attemper.]

Temperate.
Altempre diete was all hire physike. Chaucer.

attemprelyt, '''' [ME., also attemperly, < at-

tempre + -ly, -ly
2
.] In a temperate manner.

Chaucer.

attempt (a-tempf), v. t. [< OF. atempter, fit-

tenter, moid. F. attenter = Pr. attentar = Sp.
atentar = Pg. attentar = It. attentare, < L. at-

temptnre, more correctly attentare, try, solicit,

< ad, to, + temptare, more correctly tentare, try:
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see tempt.] 1. To make an effort to effect or

do ; endeavor to perform ;
undertake

; essay :

as, ton/t, -in/it
:\ bold flight.

The wise and prudi-nt conquer difficulties by daring to

attempt them. Kuwf.

Something attempted, something >liic

Has earned a night's repose.
Lung/fellow, Village lilai-ksinith.

2. To venture upon: as, to attempt the sea.

3f. To make trial of; prove; test: as, "well-

iilli-iiijili',1 plate," r'dirf/ij-. 4f. To try with af-

flictions. Jer. Taylor. 5f. To endeavor to ob-

tain or attract.

This man of thine attempt* her love.

Shak., T. of A.,1. 1.

6. To try to win or seduce
; tempt ;

entice.

He will never . . . attempt us again.
Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2.

It made the laughter of an afternoon,
t,'MI,t till' bllllnt

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.
That Vivien should ntt,-,ni,t tlu- blameless king.- '

1 Viv

7. To attack
;
make an effort against ;

assail :

as, to attempt the enemy's camp; to attempt a

person's life.
M uster

Our soldiers up ; we'll stand upon our guard ;

For we shall ! tt<-,ui>ted.

Beau, and Ft., Thierry and Thi'inloivt, i. J.

Calumny never dared to suspect her morals, or attempt
her character. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 3.

SyTL 1. Attempt, Essay, Undertake, l-',nt:,n:^\ Strive,

Struggle, seek, aim. The italicized words agree in express-
ing t'lie beginning of a task, physical or intellectual, which
is difficult and often impossible. They are arranged In the

order of strength. Attempt is to try with some effort.

Essay is sometimes to try in order to see if a thing can be
done or attained, and sometimes simply to attempt : as,

"which the Egyptians assaying to do were drowned,"
Heb. xi. 29. Undertake is, literally, to take a task upon
one's self, perhaps formally, and hence to go about a task

with care and effort. Endeavor is to try with more ear-

nestness, labor, or exertion. Strive is to work hard and

earnestly, doing one's best. Struggle is to tax one's powers
to the extent of fatigue, pain, or exhaustion. The first

three words are more appropriate for a single effort, the

other three for continuous or continual efforts.

None are very violent against it [writing plays in verse]
but those who either have not attempted it, or who have
succeeded ill in their attempt.

Dryden, Ded. of Ess. on Dram. Poesy.

Instinct led him [Tennyson] to construct his machinery
before essaying to build. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 155.

I will . . . undertake one of Hercules' labours.

SAa*., Much Ado, 11. 1.

In what I did endeavour, it is no vanity to say, I have
succeeded. Drydm, Annus Mirabilis.

A certain truth possesses us, which we in all ways strive

to utter. Emerson, Clubs.

O limed soul, that, struggling to be free,

Art more engag'd! Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3.

attempt (a-tempf), n. [< attempt, v.] 1. A
putting forth of effort in the performance or

accomplishment of that which is difficult or un-

certain
; essay, trial, or endeavor

;
effort.

The attempt, and not the deed,
Confounds us. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 2.

By his blindness maim'd for high attempts
Milton, 8. A., 1. 1221.

2. An effort to accomplish something by force

or violence ;
an attack or assault : as, an attempt

upon one's life.

Foreign attempts against a state and kingdom
Are seldom without some great friends at home.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, i. 1.

3f. Temptation.
To avoid

The attempt itself intended by our foe.

For he who tempts, though in vain, at least asperses
The tempted with dishonour foul. Milton, P. L, ix 295.

4. In law, an act done in part execution of a

design to commit a crime. Judge May. Mere
solicitation or preparation, without a step taken toward
the actual commission, Is not a criminal attempt. = 8yTL
Undertaking, effort, endeavor, enterprise, experiment.

attemptability (a-temp-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< at-

temptable : see -bility.] 1" The quality of be-

ing attemptable. 2. A thing that may be at-

tempted. [Rare.]
Short way ahead of us it is all dim ; an unwound skein

of possibilities, of apprehensions, attemptabilitiet, vague-

looming hopes. Carlyle, Heroes (1858), p. 35.

attemptable (a-temp'ta-bl), a. [< attempt +
-able.} Capable of being attempted, tried, or

attacked
; likely to yield to an attempt or at-

tack.

Less attemptMe than any the rarest of our ladies in

France. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 5.

attemptatet (a-temp'tat), n. [< OF. attemp-

tat, mod. F. dttentat: see attentate.] An at-

tempt or endeavor; especially, a violent or

criminal attempt or attack ; assault ; outrage.

He called ... for redress of the attemptatt* committed

by the Greams. Strype, Eccles. Mem., IV. 364. (JV. E. D.)

attendance

Fur the better defense of his highness's loving subjects
In the same shires In case of any invasion or other atteuip-
tnl,' llV I'Ml'.-i^M CM' B

Snm. , :- I. . jui tr(i iii I )i \- Hi's Hint. I 'Jiiircli of Eng.,xv., note.

attempter (a-temp'ter), n. 1. One who at-

tempts, tries, or endeavors. 2. One who at-

tacks or assails
;
an assailant.

Against the ./;/'./ <>f thy Father's thrum-.

Mil!",,, l: ]!.. iv. 603.

3f. A tempter. Miltmi.

attemptive (ii-toinp'tiv), . [< attempt + -irr.
]

Kciidy to attempt; enterprising; venturous.

IIII Ilil I.

attend (a-tend'), v. [< OF. ateiulre, F. atten>t<-'.

wait, reflex, expect, = Sp. atender = Pg. alt, -

der=lt. attenderc, < L. attendere, stretch to-

ward, give heed to, < ad, to, + U'Hittn; stretch:

see tend, and cf. attempt.] I. trans. 1. To fix

the mind upon ;
listen to; have regard or pay

heed to
;
consider. [Archaic. See II., 1.]

The diligent pilot . . . doth not attend the unskilful

words of a passenger. Sir P. Sidney.

The crow doth sing as sweetly as the lark

When neither is attended. Shak., M. of V., v. 1.

Their hunger thus appeased, their care attends

The doubtful fortune of their absent friends.

Dryden.

2. To accompany or be present with, as a com-

panion, minister, or servant, or for the fulfil-

ment of any duty ;
wait upon.

The flft had charge sick persons to attend.

Sljenter, F. Q., I. X. 41.

Let one attend him with a silver bason.

Shak.,t. of the 8., Ind., 1.

You shall have men and horses to attend you,
And money in your purse.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, il. 3.

3. To be present at or in for purposes of duty,
business, curiosity, pleasure, etc. : as, to attend

a meeting. 4. To accompany or follow in im-
mediate sequence, especially with a causal con-

nection : said of things : as, a cold attended with
fever

;
a measure attended with bad results.

A correspondent revolution in things will attend the
influx of the spirit. Emerson, Nature.

5f. To wait or stay for ; expect, as a person or
an event.

Thy intercepter, . . . bloody as the hunter, attends thee
at the orchard end. Shak., T. N., iii. 4.

The trumpets, next the gate, in order plac'd,
Attend the sign to sound the martial blast.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 1741.

6f. To be in store for
;
await.

The state that attends all men after this. Locke.

One fate attends us, and one common grave.

Dryden, tr. of Lucretius, iii. 304.

II. intrans. 1. To give attention; pay re-

gard or heed: followed by to: as, my son,

attend to my words.

Attend to the voice of my supplications. Ps. Ixxxvi. 6.

It will be sufficient for me if I discover many Beauties

or Imperfections which others have not attended to.

Addison, Spectator, No. 282.

2. To be present, in pursuance of duty, busi-

ness, or pleasure ; especially, act as an atten-

dant: absolutely, or with on or upon, or at: as,

who attends here f to attend upon a committee
;

to attend at such a church. Hence 3. To fix

the mind in worship: with on or upon.
That ye may attend upon the Lord without distraction.

1 Cor. vii. 35.

4. To be consequent ;
wait : with on or upon.

It is good that a certain portion of disgrace should con-

stantly attend on certain bad actions.

Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

5t. To stay; wait; delay.
For this perfection she must yet attend,
Till to her Maker she espoused be.

Sir J. Daeiet, Immortal, of Soul.

attendt (a-tend')i " [< attend, v.] Attendance.

Stars have made your fortunes climb so high,
To give attend on Rasni's excellence.

Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

attendance (a-ten'dans), n. [< ME. atten-

daunce, < OF. atenddnce = Pr. atendensa, <

ML. attendentia, < L. attenden(t-)s, ppr. of at-

tendere : see attend and -ance.] 1. Tne act of

attending or attending on. (a) The act of waiting
on or serving ; the state of being present for purposes of

duty, business, pleasure, etc. ; service ; ministry.

No man gave uti, ,/:,, ; at the altar. Heb. vii. 13.

Lindamira, a lady whose . . . constant attendance at

church three times a day had utterly defeated many ma-
licious attacks upon her reputation.

Fielding, Joseph Andrews.

The other, after many years' attendance upon the duke,
was now one of the bed-chamber to the prince.

Clarendon.

(6t) Attention ; regard ; careful application of mind.

Give attendance to reading. 1 Tim. iv. IS.

*
) A waiting on, as in expectation.



attendance

That which causeth bitterness in death is the languish-

ing attendance anil expectation thereof ere it come.
Hooker.

2. The body of persons attending for any pur-

pose: as, a large attendance is requested.

The attendance of the Tories was scanty, as no impor-

tant discussion was expected, ilaatulaij. Hist. Lug., xv.

3f. Attendants.collectively ; persons waiting on

one to render him service; a train; a retinue.

To dance attandance. See dance.

attendancyt (a-ten' dan-si), n. 1. Attendance ;

a train or retinue. Puller.

Of honour another part is attendancy; and therefore,

in the visions of the glory of Ciod, angels are spoken of as

his attendants. ... It sheweth what honour is fit for pre-

lates, and what attendancy.
Hooker, Eccles. Pol., vn. 20 (Ord MS.).

2. Relation ;
relative position.

To name lands by the attendancy they have to other

lands more notorious. Bacon, Maxims of the Law, xxiv.

attendant (a-ten'dant), a. and n. [< F. atten-

dant (= It. "attendente), ppr. of attendre, wait:

see attend and -*!.] I. a. 1. Accompanying;
being present or in attendance.

Other suns perhaps,
With their attendant moons, thou wilt descry.

Milton, P. L., viii. 149.

2. Accompanying, connected, or immediately

following as consequential : as, intemperance,
with all its attendant evils.

Those bodily pains and sufferings which ... are but

too frequently attendant upon any disorder of the fancy.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 183.

3f. In law, depending on or connected with

something or some person ; owing duty or ser-

vice Attendant keys, in music, same as relative keys.

See relative.

II. n. 1. One who attends or accompanies
another, in any character; especially, one who

belongs to a train or retinue ;
a follower.

Brave attendants near him. Skak., T. of the 3., Ind., i.

The Furies, they said, are attendants on justice, and if

the sun in heaven should transgress his path, they would

punish him. Emerson, Compensation.

2. One who attends on or waits the pleasure
of another, as a suitor or the like.

To give an attendant quick despatch is a civility.

T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

Specifically 3. In law, one who owes a duty
or service to, or depends on, another. 4. One
who is present, as at a public meeting, for any
purpose.
He was a constant attendant at all meetings relating to

charity. Sunft.

5. That which accompanies or is consequent
on anything.
He that early arriveth unto the parts and prudence of

age, is happily old without the uncomfortable attendants

of it. Sir T. Browne, Letter to a Friend.

An extreme jealousy of power is the attendant on all

popular revolutions, and has seldom been without its

evils. A. Hamilton, Continentalist, No. 1.

Master attendant, an officer of an English dockyard,

generally a staff commander, whose duty it is to inspect

moorings, move and secure vessels, care for ships in ordi-

nary, and generally to assist the superintendent. =Syn. 1.

Associate, escort, retainer. 5. Accompaniment, concomi-
tant.

attender (a-ten'der), it. 1. One who attends
or gives heed.

Attending to conduct, to judgment, makes the attemler
feel that it is joy to do it.

M. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

2. An attendant; a companion.
attendingly (a-ten'ding-li), adv. With atten-

tion; attentively.
attendmentt (a-tend'ment), 11. [< attend +
-ment.~\ An accompanying circumstance : as,
"uncomfortable attendments of hell," Sir T.

Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 16.

attendresst (a-ten'dres), n. [< attender + -ess.]
A female attendant. Fuller.

attentt (a-tenf), c. t. [A later form of at-

tempt, after the orig. L. attentare : see attempt.]
To attempt. Quarles.
attentt (a-tenf), a. and n. [< L. attentus, pp.
of atteiidere, attend : see attend.'] I. a. Atten-
tive

;
intent: as,

" an attent ear," Sliak., Ham-
let, i. 2.

Let thine ears be attent. 2 Chron. vi. 40.

Whylest thus he talkt, the knight with greedy eare

Hong still upon his melting mouth attent.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ix. 26.

II. . [< ME. attente, atente, < OF. atente,
mod. F. attente = Pr. atenta, prop, pp., < L.

attenta, fern, of attentus, pp. of attendere: see

attend.'] Attention.

So being clad unto the fields he went
With the faire Pastorella every day,
And kept her sheepe with dilligent attent.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ix. 37.
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attentatet, attentatt (a-ten'tat, -tat), . [< F.

nt/i-iitat, crime, < ML. uttetttiitum, crime, at-

tempt, neut. of L. attentatus, pp. of attenta-

re, attempt: see attempt.'] 1. A criminal at-

tempt.
Affrighted at so damnable an attcntate.

Time's Storelwune, p. 154 (Ord MS.).

2. In law : (a) A proceeding in a court of ju-
dicature after an inhibition is decreed. (l>) A
thing done after an extra-judicial appeal, (c)

A matter improperly innovated or attempted
by an inferior judge.
attention (a-ten'snon), n. [< ME. attencioun

(F. attention), < L. attentio(n-), < attendere, pp.
attentus, attend, give heed to : see attend.] 1.

Active direction of the mind upon an object of

sense or of thought, giving it relative or abso-

lute prominence : it may be either voluntary or

involuntary.
When the ideas that offer themselves are taken notice

of, and, as it were, registered in the memory, it is atten-

tion. Locke, Human Understanding, ii. 19.

In the relation of events, and the delineation of char-

acters, they have paid little attention to facts, to the cos-

tume of the times of which they pretend to treat, or to

the general principles of human nature.

Macaulay, On History.

A trained pianist will play a new piece of music at

sight, and perhaps have so much attention to spare that

he can talk with you at the same time.
J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 308.

2. The power or faculty of mental concentra-

tion.

In the childhood of our race and of each one of us, the

attention was called forth by the actions upon us of exter-

nal nature. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 18.

3. Consideration; observant care
;
notice: as,

your letter has just arrived, and will receive

early attention. 4. Civility or courtesy, or an
act of civility or courtesy: as, attention to a

stranger; in the plural, acts of courtesy indi-

cating regard: as, his attentions to the lady
were most marked. 5. In milit. tactics, a cau-

tionary word used as a preparative to a com-
mand to execute some manoeuver: as, atten-

tion, company ! right face ! = gyn. l. Notice, heed,

mindfulness, observance; study. t Politeness, defer-

ence.

attentive (a-ten'tiv), a. [< F. attentif, < L. as

if *attentivus, < attendere, pp. attentus, attend:

see attend, attent, and -ire.] 1. Characterized

by or of the nature of attention; heedful: in-

tent
;
observant ; regarding with care

;
mindful :

as, an attentive ear or eye ;
an attentive listener ;

an attentive act.

Like Cato, give his little senate laws,
And sit attentive to his own applause.

Pope, Prol. to Satires, 1. 210.

They know the King to have been always their most at-

tentive scholar and imitator. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxiv.

2. Characterized by consideration or obser-

vant care ; assiduous in ministering to the com-
fort or pleasure of others ; polite ;

courteous :

as, attentive to the ladies.

Herbert proved one of the most attentive guards on the

line. 0- A. Sala.

= Syn. Regardful, watchful, circumspect, wary, careful,

thoughtful, alert.

attentively (a-ten'tiv-li), adv. [< attentive +
-lyt; ME. attentifly (Wyclif).] In an attentive

manner; needfully; carefully; with fixed at-

tention.

attentiveness (a-ten'tiv-nes), . The state of

being attentive
;
heedfulness

;
attention.

attentlyt (a-tenf li), adv. Attentively. Barrow.

attentort (a-ten'tor), n. [< L. as if "attentor

(cf. ML. aiiensor, an observer), < attendere, pp.

attentus, attend.] A listener.

Let ballad-rhymers tire their galled wits,
Scorns to their patrons, making juiceless mirth
To gross attentors by their hired writs.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

attenuant (a-ten'u-ant), a. and n. [= F. at-

tenuant, < L. attenuan(t-)s, ppr. of attenuare,
make thin: see attenuate."] I. a. Attenuating;
making thin, as fluids; diluting; rendering less

dense and viscid.

Things that be attenuant.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 642.

II. H. A medicine which increases the fluid-

ity of the humors
;
a diluent,

attenuate (a-ten'u-at), t>.
; pret. and pp. atten-

uated, ppr. attenuating. [< L. attenuates, pp.
of attenuare (> It. attenuare = Pg. attenutir

= Sp. Pr. atenuar = F. attenuer), make thin,

weaken, lessen, < ad, to, + tenuare, make thin,
< tenuis, thin, = E. thin, q. v.] I. trans. 1.

To make thin or slender; reduce in thickness;
wear or draw down: as, an attenuated thread
or wire.

atter

He pities his long, clammy, attenuated fingers.

Lamb, The Convalescent.

2. To reduce by comminution or attrition;
make small or fine: as, extremely attenuated

particles of dust or flour.

This uninterrupted motion must attenuate and wear

away the hardest rocks. Chaptal (trans.), 1791.

3. To make thin or rare; reduce in density;
increase the fluidity or rarity of.

The earliest conception of a soul is that of an attenuated

duplicate of the body, capable of detachment from the

body, yet generally resident in it.

Trans. Amer. Philol. Am., XV. 37.

The finer part belonging to the juice of grapes, being
attenuated and subtilized, was changed into an ardent

spirit. Boyle.

4. To lessen in complexity or intensity; re-

duce in strength or energy ; simplify ;
weaken :

as, the attenuated remedies of the homeopa-
thists.

To undersell our rivals . . . has led the manufacturer
to attenuate his processes, in the allotment of tasks, to

an extreme point. Is. Taylor.

If correctly reported, Pasteur is convinced that he has
discovered means by which the virus of hydrophobia can
be attenuated, and that, by the inoculation of the attenu-

ated virus, individuals may be rendered, for the time be-

ing, insusceptible to the disease. Science, VI. 399.

5. Figuratively, to weaken or reduce in force,

effect, or value
;
render meager or jejune ;

fine

down.
We may reject and reject till we attenuate history into

sapless meagreness.
Sir F. Palgrave, Eng. and Normandy, I. 533.

Men of taste are so often attenuated by their refine-

ments, and dwarfed by the overgrown accuracy and pol-

ish of their attainments.
Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 181.

Mentechikof tried to attenuate the extent and effect of

his demands. Kinglake.

6t. To lessen; diminish: said of number.
Howell,

II. intrans. 1. To become thin, slender, or

fine
;
diminish

;
lessen.

The attention attenuates as its sphere contracts.

Coleridge.

2. In brewing and distilling, to undergo the pro-
cess of attenuation. See attenuation, 4.

attenuate (a-ten'u-at), a. [< L. attenuatus,

pp.: see the verb.] 1. Slender; thin. 2. In

hot., tapering gradually to a narrow extremity.
3. Of thin consistency ; dilute; rarefied.

Spirits attenuate, which the cold doth congeal and co-

agulate. Bacon.

A series of captivating bubbles, each more airy and

evanescent, each more attenuate and fantastic, than its

glittering brother. H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 345.

attenuation (a-ten-u-a'shon), n. [< L. attenu-

atio(n-), < attenuare ': see attenuate, v."] 1. The
act or process of making slender, thin, or lean

;

the state of being thin; emaciation; reduced
thickness or proportions.

Age had worn to the extreme of attemmtion a face that

must always have been hard-featured.
R. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 26.

2. The act of making fine by comminution or

attrition.

The action of the air facilitates the attenuation of these

rocks. Cnaptal (trans.), 1791.

3. The act or process of lessening in complex-
ity or intensity; reduction of force, strength,
or energy; specifically, in homeopathy, the

reduction of the active principle of medicines
to minute or infinitesimal doses. 4. The act

of making thin or thinner, as a fluid, or the
state of being thin or thinned ;

diminution of

density or viscidity: as, the attenuation of the

humors
; specifically, in brewing and distilling,

the thinning or clarifying of saccharine worts

by the conversion of the sugar into alcohol and
carbonic acid.

The decrease in density (of the beer-worts] is called at-

tenuation. Thausing, Beer (trans.), p. 707.

atterH (at'er), . [< ME. atter, < AS. attor,

(Bttor, more correctly ator, dter, poison, = OS.

Star, ettar = V. etter = OHG. eitar, eitter, MHG.
G. eiter, poison, pus, = Icel. eitr = Sw. etter =
Dan. edder, adder, poison, connected with OHG.
MHG. eiz, a boil, sore ;

cf . Gr. olfoc, , nlfiua, a tu-

mor, swelling: see oedema.] Poison; venom;
pus. Holland.

atter2t (a-ter'), v. t. [< F. atterrer, < ML. otter-

rare, prostrate, cast down, carry earth from
one place to another, < L. ad, to, + terra, earth.

Cf. inter.'} To place upon or in the earth; cast

down to the earth; humble; subdue. Also
written atterr.

Atterrs the stubborn and attracts the prone.
Sylvester, tr. of Du lianas.
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atteratet, atterationt. See ntti;rrate, atterra- attestive (.i-tcs'tivj, n. [<. utt<-st + -//<.] <;i\-

tinii. ing attestation; attesting. [Rare.]
attestor, . See iltlixlir.

Atthis (at'this), n. [NL., < Gr. \\rlin , Attic. At-

tica.] A genus of diminutive humming-birds.

attercop (at'er-kop), . [=Sc. etterm/i ; < ME.
iittfiTi>t>, altercoppe, < AS. dttercoppe (= Dan.

edderkup), a spider, < dtor, poison (see alt< r ]

).

+ ''copite, < cop, head, round lump, or m/i/>,

a cup: see oofti, cobieeb, cop
1

, and cw;.] 1. A
spider. [Old and prov. Eng.] 2. Figura-
tively, a peevish, testy, ill-uatured person.

[North. Eng.]
atterlyt (at'er-li). n. [< ME. uttcrlirli, < AS. </-

ttc (= OHO. eit'irlili), poisonous, < dim; poison,
+ -lie: see ittterl and -/y

1
.] Poisonous; attery.

atterminal, . Seo adterminal.

atterrt, <. '. ( cr2 .

atterratet, atteratet (at'e-rat), r. . [< ML.
utterrutiiK, pp. <> iilliri'iin , carry earth from
one place to another: see otter2 .] To fill up
with earth, especially with alluvium.

Allfnilfd l>.v bind lirmiuht down by floods.

Ray, Diss. of World, v.

atterrationt, atterationt (at-e-ra'shon), n. [<
nit* rruti', <itti;rnte.~\ The process of filling up
with earth

; especially, the formation of land

by alluvial deposits.
atteryt, attryt, a. [< ME. attri, < AS. iettriy,

ivtrig, poisonous (=()ll(). < iliiriij), < n-ttnr, ator,

poison: see atter1 .] Poisonous; pernicious.
Than rnmeth also of ire attry anger.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

attest (a-tesf), v. [= F. attestcr, OF. atester

= Sp. atestar= Pg. attextar = It. attestare, < L.

attestari, bear witness to, < ad, to, + testari.

bear witness, < fes#, a witness: see testify.]

1. Zraws. 1. To bear witness to; certify; affirm

to be true or genuine ;
declare the truth of in

words or writing ; especially, affirm in an official

capacity: as, to attest the truth of a writing;
to attest a copy of a document.
The most monstrous fables . . . attested with the ut-

most solemnity. QoUxmtth, Citizen of the World, xvi.

This sale of a tract, twelve miles square, was formally
attested at Manhattan. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., II. 44.

2. To make evident
;
vouch for

; give proof or

evidence of; manifest.
The birds their notes renew, and bleating herds
Attest their Joy, that hill and valley rings.

Jfflfon, P. L., ii. 495.

The rancor of the disease attests the strength of the con*
stitutlon. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

3. To call to witness
;
invoke as knowing or

conscious. [Obsolete or archaic.]
The sacred streams which heaven's Imperial state

Attest* in oaths, and fears to violate. Dryden.

4. To put upon oath
;
swear in.

If a proposed recruit, when taken before a Justice of the

peace, . . . should change his mind, he is dismissed upon
paying a fine of twenty shillings, popularly called smart
money ; but If he does not, he is attested, and after that,
should he abscond, he is considered and punished as a de-

serter. A. Fonblanque, Jr.

Attesting Witness, a person who signs his name to an
instrument to prove it, and for the purpose of identifying
the maker or makers. =Syn. 1. To confirm, corroborate,
support, authenticate, prove.

II. intrans. To bear witness
; make an at-

testation : with to : as, to attest to a statement
or a document.
attest (a-tesf), n. [< attest, v.~\ Witness; tes-

timony ;
attestation. [Now chiefly used at the end

of a document, as introductory to the name of one au-

thenticating it by his signature.]
There is a credence in my heart,
An esperance so obstinately strong,
That doth invert the attest of eyes and ears.

SAo*., T. and C., v. 2.

attestation (at-es-ta'shon), n. [< F. attesta-

tion, < LL. attestatio(n-), < L. attestari, pp. at-

testatus: see attest, .] 1. The act of attest-

ing; a declaration, verbal or written, in sup-
port of a fact

;
evidence

; testimony.
The applause of the crowd makes the head giddy, but

the attestation of a reasonable man makes the heart glad.
Steele, Spectator, No. 188.

I would not willingly spare the attestation which they
took pleasure in rendering to each other's characters.

Everett, Orations, I. 146.

2. The administration of an oath, as to a mili-

tary recruit. See attest, 4 Attestation clause,
a clause usually appended to wills, after the signature of
the testator and before that of the witnesses, reciting the
due performance of the formalities required by the law.

attestative (a-tes'ta-tiv), a. [< L. attestatus,

pp. of attestari (see attest, v.), + -ive.] Of the
nature of attestation; corroborative: as, attes-

tuliri" evidence.
attestator (at'es-ta-tpr), . [= It. attestatore,
< L. as if 'attestator, <! attestare, pp. attestatus:

see attest, .] An attestor.

attester, attestor (a-tes'ter, -tor), . One who
attests or vouches for. [Attestor is the com-
mon form in legal phraseology.]

attire

atticet, i: t. [Early tnod. E. also n/w. < ME.
itlixi'H, illi/xru. < ']'. ulisirr, utiriir. nti.*-ir, mod.
I', n Him r = 1'r. Sp. aticar = I'K- iiticur = It.

iittiditre, < L. as if "nt/itiiiri', stir the lire, < ml,

to, + titio(n-), a firebrand: <-t. ML. tUionari =
F. tifiiiniii'f, stir the fire. (')'. r/iC/.] To insti-

gate; allure; entice,

atticementt, " Instigation; enlii'i'ini'iit.

Atticise, c. See I'

Atticism (at'i-sizm), . [< Gr. 'AmKiafior, a sid-

ing with Athens, Attic nt\|e, < bmxlftev, At-
ticize: see Atticize.] 1. A peculiarity of style
or idiom belonging to the (iroek language a

nsi'd by the Athenians; Attic elegance of dic-

tion
; concise and elegant expression.

They thought themselves gallant men. and I thought
thi'in fciolK, tlu-y made sjwrt, anil I hiught, they mispro-
nounc't and I mislik't, and T.I make up the atticism-, iln

,\

were out, and I hist. Hilton, Apology for .Smectyn.nuus.

Attic lliiiiii!Mtit-.|>ird (Atlhit /t

having the metallic scales of the throat pro-
longed into a ruff, as in A. helmsa:, the Attic

humming-bird of the southwestern United
States.

Attic 1
(at'ik), it. and . [= !'. . I Ifii/iif = Hp. Atl-

co = Pg. It. Attieo, < L. Atticus, < Gr. 'ATTIKOC,,

Attic, Athenian, < 'ATTIKJ/, Attica, a province of

Greece ; supposed by some to stand for *atcrurfi,

fern. adj. equiv. to aurata, on the coast, < aurii,

coast, prop, headland, promontory ; 'A/mJ is the
ancient name of the headland of the Piraeus.

According to others, ATTOB? stands for "'Aarm/,
< &OTV, city: see asteism.'] I. a. Pertaining to

Attica, or to the city or state of Athens
;
Athe-

nian; marked by such qualities as were char-
acteristic of the Athenians. Attic base, in arch.,
a base used properly with the Ionic order, consisting of
an upper torus, a scotla, and a lower torus, separated by
fillets. See cut under bane. Attic dialect, the dialect of

Greek used by the ancient Athenians, and regarded as the
standard of the language. It was a subdivision of the

Ionic, but is often spoken of as a coordinate dialect ;

it is distinguished from the Ionic by a more frequent
retention of an original a (a) sound, and by Its avoid-
ance of hiatus, especially through contraction. Its chief
literature belongs to the fifth and fourth centuries B. C.

As written during the greater part of the former cen-

tury, it is known as old Attic; in its transition to the
next century, as middle A Hie ; and during the greater part
of the fourth century, as new Attic. It passed after this

into the Koine or common dialect, the general Greek of

the Alexandrine and Roman periods, departing more or
less from its former classic standard. Attic faith, invio-

lable faith. Attic hummer, a humming-bird of the ge-
nus Atthis. Attic Salt, wit of a dry, delicate, and refined

quality. Attic school, in art. See Hellenic art, under
Hellenic. Attic Style, a pure, chaste, and elegant style.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Attica,
the territory of the ancient Athenian state,
now an eparchy of the kingdom of Greece

;
an

Athenian. 2. The Attic dialect
;
Attic Greek.

attic2 (at'ik), n. [= F. attique = Sp. dtico =
Pg. It. attico, an attic, < L. Atticus, Attic: see

Attic of St. Peter's. Rome.

A, attic of the main edifice ; ff, attic of the dome.

Attic1
,
and extract below.] 1. In arch., a low

story surmounting an entablature or the main
cornice of a building. Also called attic story.

The term [attic] appears to have been Introduced by the
architects of the seventeenth century, with the Intention
of conveying (falsely] the idea that the feature to which
it alluded was constructed or designed in the Athenian
manner. Audgley, Diet, of Architecture.

2. A room in the uppermost part of a house,
immediately beneath the roof or leads ;

a garret.
They stare not on the stars from out their attic*.

Byron, Beppo, St. 78.

Attic order, a name sometimes given to small pillars or

pilasters decorating the exterior of an attic.

Atticalt (at'i-kal), a. [< Attic* + -al.] Per-

taining to Attica or Athens
;
Attic ; pure ; clas-

sical. Hammond.

i lii>:h occurs Luke xiil. 9: "If it bear

fruit, well." Abp. Kewcome, Eng. Biblical Trans., p. 27K.

2. A siding with, or favoring the cause of, the
Athenians.
Put to death by I'ajdaritus for atlician.

ll>,ii<ji-x, It. at Thucydkles, viii. :o*.

Atticist (at'i-sist), n. One who affects Attii-

style.
Atticize (at'i-giz), t'. ; pret. and pp. Atticizett,

ppr. Atticizing. [= L. Atticissare, < Gr. 'Arri-

KI&IV, side with the Athenians, speak Attic,
< 'ATTIKOS, Attic, Athenian : see Attic1 .'] I. in-

trans. 1. To use Atticisms or idioms peculiar
to Attic Greek. 2. To favor or side with the
Athenians. Dean Smith.

II. trans. To make conformable to the lan-

guage or idiom of Attica.
Also spelled Atticise.

attid (at id), n. A jumping-spider; a member
of the family A ttida1

.

Attidae (at'i-<le), . pi. [NL., < Attus + -ida:.~}

A family of saltigrade dipneumonous araneids
with a short body, flattened cephalothorax, and
eyes usually in three transverse rows; the

jumping-spiders. Their chief characteristic is that the
median foremost pair of eyes are much larger and the
hindmost pair smaller than the others. They spin no
webs, but capture their prey by leaping upon It. The
species are very numerous.

Attidian (a-tid'i-an), a. Of or pertaining to

the ancient town of Attidium in Umbria At-
tldlan Brethren, a corporation of twelve priests in

ancient Umbria, who had authority over a considerable

region, and who are known only from the Kugubine tables,
the Umbrian inscriptions on which are records of their
acts. See Eutrubina.

attigUOUSt (a-tig'u-us), a. [< L. attiguus,

touching, contiguous, < attigere, older form of

attingere, touch: see attinge, a.n&zt. contiguous.']

Near; adjoining; contiguous.
attiguousnesst (a-tig'u-us-nes), n. The quali-

ty or state of being attiguous. Bailey.

attihawmeg (at-i-ha'meg), n. [Amer. Ind.]
A kind of whitefish, of the genus Curegonus
and family Salmonida?, abundant in the great
lakes of North America, and a delicious food-
fish.

Attila (at'i-la), . [NL., named from Attila,

king of the Huns.] In ornith., a genus of

South American tyrant flycatchers, family
Tyrannida; sometimes giving name to a sub-

family Attilina-. A. cinerea is the type, and
about 12 other species are included in the

genus.
attinget (a-tinj'), v. t. [< L. attingere, older
form attigere, touch, border upon, be near, < ad,

to, + tangere, touch: see tangent.] To touch;
come in contact with

; hence, affect
;
influence.

attire (a-tir'), r. t. ; pret. and pp. attired, ppr.
attiring. [Also by apheresis tire (see tin*) ;

< ME. atiren, atyren, < OF. atircr, earlier afirter

(= Pr. atieirar), put in order, arrange, dress;
< a tire (= Pr. a tieira), in order, in a row : a

(< L. ad), to
; tire, tiere (= Pr. tieira, tiera = It.

liera), order, row, file, dress: see tier2 ."] To
dress ;

clothe
; array ; adorn.

With the linen mitre shall he [Aaron] bv attired.

Lev. xvi. 4.

His shoulders large a mantle did attire,
With rubies thick, and sparkling as the fire.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 1346.

The woman who attired her head.

Tennyson, Geralnt.

attire (a-tir'), . [Also by apheresis tire (see
tire*, n"); < ME. atire, atir, atyr, dress, equip-
ment; from the verb.] 1. Dress; clothes;

garb; apparel.
Earth In her rich attire

Consummate lovely smiled.

Milton, P. L., vli. 601.
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2f. A dress or costume
;
an article of apparel, attollens (a-tol'enz),

Show me, my women, like a queen : go fetch Iriitcy (at-o-le_n'tez).
.My best attires. Shak., A. and C., v. 2.

3. pi. In her., the horns of a hart, when used
as a bearing.- 4f. In lot., the stamens collec-

tively.
Grew speaks of the attire, or the stamens, as being the

male parts. Enciic. Brit., IV. 82.

-Syn. 1. Raiment, array, costume, suit, toilet, wardrobe.

attired (a-tlrd'), j>. a. In her., having horns:

thus,
' ' a hart gules a Hired or " means a red stag

having horns of gold : used only of the hart and
buck. See armed, 3.

attirement (a-tlr'ment), n, [< attire + -ment.]

Dress; apparel; attire. [Obsolete or rare.]
attirer (a-tir'er), . One who dresses or adorns
with attire.

attirewoman (a-tir'wum"an), n.
; pi. attirewo-

iiicn (-wim"en).' Same as tirewoman.

attiring (a-tlr'ing), . 1. The act of dressing
or decking. 2f. Attire

;
dress

; array.
Each tree in his best attiring.

Sir P. Sidney, Astrophel and Stella.

Specifically 3f. A head-dress. Huloet. 4.
The attires of a stag.

attitlet, f. t. [< ME. attitlen, < OF. atiteler,
later atitrer, mod. F. attitre-r, < LL. attitulare,

name, entitle, < L. ad, to, + LL. titulare, give
a title, < L. titulus, title : see title. Cf. entitle.]
To name

;
name after. Gower.
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or. used as n.
; pi. attol-

^NL., < L. attollens, ppr. :

see atiolleitt.] In unat., an attollent muscle
;
a

levator Attollens aurem, a muscle which raises tin-

ear, or tends to do so. Attollens oculi, an old name of
the superior rectus muscle of the eyeball.

attollent (a-tol'ent), a. and re. [< L. attollen(t-)s,

ppr. of attollere, lift up, raise, < ad, to, + tol-

Icre, lift, related to tolerare, bear: see tolerate.]
I. a. Lifting up; raising: as, an attollent muscle.

II. . A muscle which raises some part, as
the ear; a levator; an attollens.

attollentes, . Plural of attollens.

attonable, . See atonable.

attonet, adv. See atone.

attraction

general is specially appointed by letters patent. In the
United States he is a member of the cabinet appointed by
the President, has the general management of the depart-
ments of justice throughout the country, advises the Pres-
ident and departments on questions of law, and appears
for the government in the Supreme Court and Court of
Claims. The individual States of the Union also have
their attorneys-general. See department.
2. In England, the title of the king's (or queen's)
attorney in the duchies of Lancaster and Corn-
wall and the county palatine of Durham. N.
E. D. 3. Formerly, an attorney having gen-
eral authority from his principal,

attorney-generalship (a-ter'ni-jen"e-ral-ship),
n. [< attorney-general '4- -ship.] The 'office of
or term of service as attorney-general.

v. [Early mod. E. a\so atturn attorneyism (a-ter'ni-izm), n. [< attorney1 +
< OF. attorner,'atorner, aturner. atourner (> ML. -'*'"] Tne practices of attorneys ;

the unscru-

attornare), transfer into the power of another, Pilous practices frequently attributed to attor-

<a (<L. ad), to, + tourner, turner, turn: see neys or lawyers. Carlylc.

turn. Cf. attorney."] I. trans. 1 . To turn over attorneyship (a-ter'ni-ship.), w.

to another; transfer; assign. 2. In old Eng.
late, to turn or transfer, as homage or service,
to a new possessor, and accept tenancy under
him.

II. intrans. 1. Infeudallaw, to turn or traus-

-ship.] The office of an attorney, or the period
during which the office is held; agency for
another.

Marriage is a matter of more worth
Than to he dealt in by attorneyship.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 6.! .

ter homage and service fromone lord toanother. attommpTit (a tprn'mpnn IY OP
This was the act of feudatories, vassals, or tenants upon

a1i1'< rn?ienT' 9* .

m )> * 15 UJ<

the alienation of the estate.

2. In modern law, to acknowledge being the
tenant of one who was not the landlord origi-
nally, but claims to have become such.

attitude (at'i-tud), . [< F. attitude, < It. attitu- attorney1
(a-ter'ni), re. [Early mod. E. also

(line, attitude, aptness, < ML. aptitudo (apti-

tudin-), aptitude: see aptitude.] 1. Posture
or position of the body, or the manner in which

atturney, atturny; < ME. atturny, attourney,
aturneye, aturne, < OF. atorne, attorne (ML. at-

tornatus), pp. of atorner, aturner, transfer into
its parts are disposed; especially, a posture or the power of another: see attorn.] 1. One
position as indicating emotion, purpose, etc.,
or as appropriate to the performance of some
act.

The demon sits on his furious horse as heedlessly as if

he were reposing on a chair. . . . The attitude of Faust,
on the contrary, is the perfection of horsemanship.

Macaulay, Dryden.
There sat my lords,

Here sit they now, so may they ever sit

In easier attitude than suits my haunch !

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 237.

Hence 2. Any condition of things or rela-
tion of persons viewed as the expression of, or
as affecting, feeling, opinion, intentions, etc.

England, though she occasionally took a menacing atti-

tude, remained inactive. Maeaulay, Hist. Eng., ii.

If we were to estimate the attitude of ecclesiastics to

sovereigns by the language of Eusebius, we should sup-
pose that they ascribed to them a direct Divine inspiration,
and exalted the Imperial dignity to an extent that was
before unknown. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 277.

To strike an attitude, to assume an emotional posture
or pose in a theatrical manner, and not as the instinctive
or natural expression of feeling. = Syn. Position, Pose,
etc. See posture.

attitudinal (at-i-tu'di-nal), a. [< attitude (It.

attitudine) + -nl.] Pertaining or relating to
attitude.

attitudinarian (afi-tu-di-na'ri-an), . [< atti-
d
?
eds and instrument* ' k

;"
d>>; and generally to ad-

tude (It. attitudine) + -arian,] One who studies
V18e wlth and "* for thelr cllellts m a11 matters connected

or practises attitudes.

Attitudinarians and face-makers ; these accompany
every word with a peculiar grimace and gesture. Cou<per.

attitudinarianism (at"i-tu-di-na'ri-an-ism), n.

The use of affected attitudes; insincerity of

expression.
attitudinise, attitudiniser. See attitudinize,
attitudinizer.

attitudinize (at-i-tu'di-niz), u. i.
; pret. and pp.

ment (ML. attornamenimn), < attorner: see at-

torn and -ment.] In old Eng. law, the act of
a feudatory, vassal, or tenant, by which he con-

sented, upon the alienation of an estate, to re-
ceive a new lord or superior, and transferred
to him his homage and service

;
the agreement

of a tenant to acknowledge as his landlord one
who was not originally such, but claimed to
have become such.
The necessity for attornment was done away with by

4 Anne, c. 16. Digby, Real Prop., v. 3, 227. (N. E. D.)

attour1
, prep, and adv. See atour1 .

attour2t, atour2t,
n, [ME., also aturn, < OF.

atour, older form atourn, aturn, dress, attire, <

atourner, atorner, turn, prepare, same as atorner,
..,...,,...., v . in v, vi*^ miv/ 10 e*j^pvAiii.ot* attorn: see attorn."] Attire; dress; specifi-
er admitted in the place of another to transact cally, head-dress: as, "her rich attour," Bom.
any business for him. An attorney infact, sometimes of the Rose, 1.3718.
called a private attorney, is an attorney authorized to make attract (a-trakf), t'. [< L. attractus, pp of
SSftB*J?**? "tier acts for his principal, out of court,

attrahere',' draw to, attract, < ad, to, + trahere,
draw : see tract1 .'] I. trans. If. To draw in,

to, or toward by direct mechanical agency or
action of any kind. 2. To draw to or toward
(itself) by inherent physical force; cause to

gravitate toward or cohere with.

It is a universal physical law that every particle of the
universe attracts every other particle with a certain force.

W. L. Carpenter, Energy in Nature, p. 21.

3. To draw by other than physical influence
;

invite or allure; win: as, to attract attention;
to attract admirers.

Adorn'd
She was indeed, and lovely, to attract

Thy love. Milton, P. L., x. 152.

At sea, everything that breaks the monotony of the sur-

rounding expanse attracts attention.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 19.

who is appointed by another to act in his place
or stead ; a proxy.

I will attend my husband, be his nurse,
Diet his sickness, for it is my office,
And will have no attorney but myself.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

Specifically 2. In law, one who is appointed

For this purpose a written authority is usual, but verbal
authority is in general sufficient. For the performance
of some acts, however, as conveyance of land, transfer of

stock, etc., a formal power of attorney is necessary. An
attorney at law, sometimes called a public attorney, is a

person qualified to appear for another before a court of
law to prosecute or defend an action on behalf of such other.
Tlie term was formerly applied especially to those practis-
ing before the supreme courts of common law, those prac-
tising in chancery being called solicitors. Under the pres-
ent English system, all persons practising before the su-

preme courts at Westminster are called solicitors. In
England attorneys or solicitors do not argue in court in
behalf of their clients, this being the part of the barristers
or counsel ; their special functions may be defined to be :

to institute actions on behalf of their clients and take
necessary steps for defending them ; to furnish counsel
with the necessary materials to enable them to get up
their pleadings ; to practise conveyancing ; to prepare legal

vise with and act for their clients in all matters connected
with law. An attorney, whether private or public, may
have general powers to act for another, or his power may
be special, and limited to a particular act or acts. In the
United States the term barrister is not used, the designa-
tion of a fully qualified lawyer being attorney and coun-
selor at law. When employed simply to present a cause
in court, an attorney is termed counsel. In Scotland
there is no class of practitioners of the law who take the
name of attorneys. See advocate, 1.

3. The general supervisor or manager of a
plantation. [British West Indies.] District at-

= Syn. 3. To entice, fascinate, charm.

II. intrans. 1. To possess or exert the power
of attraction : as, it is a property 'of matter to
attract. 2. Figuratively, to be attractive or

winning : as, his manners are calculated to at-

tract.

'attract! (a-trakf), . [< attract, r.] Attrac-
tion

;
in plural, attractive qualities ; charms.

What magical attracts and graces !

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. i. 1037.

attitudinized, ppr. attitudinizing. [< attitude (ft. in Jamaica to species of Climin, woody vines which fwine attractability (a-trak-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< attract-

attitudine) + -ize.] 1. To pose; strike or prac-
about the trunks of trees and strangle them. able: see -bility.~\ The quality of being at-

tise attitudes. attorney1
! (a-ter'ni), f. f. [< attorney

1
, .] 1. tractable, or of being subject to the law of at*

To perform by proxy. traction.

Their encounters, though not personal, have been royally
attorneyed. Shak., W. T., i. 1.

2. To employ as a proxy.
I am still

Attorneyed at your service.

Maria, who is the most picturesque figure, was put to
attitudinize at the harp. Mrs. H. More, Coelebs, ix.

2. To be affected in deportment or speech.
Also spelled attitudinise.

attitudinizer (at-i-tfi'di-nl-zer), n. One who
poses, or strikes attitudes. Also spelled atti-
tudiniser.

[Also written attal, addle, adall attorneyMa-ter m), . . . .

origin uncertain
; perhaps the same as addle*

atturltey, < ME. atorne, < OF. attornee, atournet, attractict, attracticalt (a-trak'tik, -ti-kal), a."

Thou wilt not find a corpuscle destitute of that natural
attractability. Sir W. Jones, Asiatic Researches, IV. 178.

attractable (a-trak'ta-bl), a. [< attract +
-able.] Capable of being attracted

; subject to
attraction.

Shak., M. forM., v. i. attracter (a-trak'ter), n. One who or that
[Early mod. E. also which attracts. Also spelled attractor.

filth, mud, mire: see 'addle1
.'] Dirt; filth;

rubbish; specifically, the refuse or worthless
rock which remains after the ore has been se-

prop. fern. pp. (ML. *attornata) of atourner,
attorn : see attorn, and cf. attorney

1
."] The

appointment of another to act in one's stead
;

[< attract + -ic, -ical.] Having power to at-
tract f attractive.

Some stones are endued with an electrical or attractical
virtue. Ray, Works of Creation (1714), p. 93.

attractile (a-trak'til), a. [< attract + -He.]

Having the power to attract
; attractive.

son authorizes another to do some act or acts for him, attraptinirlv (a tralt'timr lil ntin Rv wav nf
as to execute a deed, to collect rents or debts to sell aiiracimgiy ^a-traK tmg-li;, aav. ay way Ot

QTti^asttifYn cr* oc +*- nn>MUM

.-, warrant, o
power of attorney, an instrument by which one per-
son authorizes another to do some act

attraction
;
so as to attract.

lected from the material obtained by mining :

*he ct of naming an attorney : now used only
a term originally Cornish, but extensively usld

m the
J
ol

.

lowmg phrase.-
in other mining regions in both England and
America.
attle2t (at'l), v. An obsolete form of ettle1 . estates, etc.

attole (a-to'la), n. [Mex.] The Mexican name attorney-general (a-ter'ni-jen'e-ral), re.
; pi. attraction (a-trak'shon), n. [= F. attrae-

of a favorite dish prepared from wheat, maize, attorneys-general. [< attorney
1 '+ general, a.] Men, < L. attractio(n-), < attrahere, attract :

and various other nutritious seeds, which are ! The first ministerial law-officer of a state. see attract.] 1. The act, power, or property
parched and finely powdered, and then made H

f .

t
!
as .general powers to act in all legal proceedings in of attracting. Specifically (a) In phys., the force

into a eruel with boiling water , , ,

e 8tate
'f

a party ' and ta regariled as the official through which particles of matter are attracted or drawnCer '
'egal adviser of the executive. In England the attorney- toward one another ; a component acceleration of particles



attraction

toward one another, aecordiiiK to theit diManee. Such at

traction i* a mutual action which in Home form all Im.lieM,

whether at re.st or in motion, exert upon our another. The
attractive force with which the atom* of ililli Tent bodies

in certain cases tend to unite, so as to form a new Ix.dy <.r

hollies, is called cln'u>>:-nl uilinitii; that wliich hinds to-

gether the molecules of the MOM body is called <-A. >;,.>/

tb-.seof ditferent bodies, attliatioii. Coimaatad with the

last-named force* is ,-<;/"//<"'/ ,'ltnii-tnin, hy which lii(ui<N

tend to rise in line lubes or small interstices of porous
bodies. In all the eases mentioned the forces aei <,nl>

through very small distances. When liodies ten. I t<. come

together from sensible distances, the a, , el,-i;,t ion b. in-

inversely its the square of the .listance, and the force pro-

portional to the mass, the attraction is called ,in:r,lm ,,,,,.

as when the earth attracts anil is attracted by a falling

body, or attracts and is attracted hy the moon, etc.; or

mii'lii'-t^tn, as uhell exerted between the unlike ]M,les ot

a magnet; or rl,rtfi,-iin. as when dissimilarly clcctntlc.l

bodies attract one another. See rn^illnra, fit, miful
,

cohesion, ''/i-tri'-itii, !tt-<n'<t>iti"/i. magntttm. (ft) The
power or act of alluring, winning, or engaging; allure-

lucnt ;
enticement: as, the till i'<ii-tin of heauty or elo

queni'e.

s< tting the attraction of my good parts aside, I have no
other charms. Shale., M. W. of W., II. 2.

2. That which attracts feeling or desire; a
charm ;

au allurement.

She. questionless, with her sweet harmony,
And other chosen attraction*, would allure.

Shak., Pericles, v. 1.

It la probable that pollen was ;iboi i^inally the sole "'

traction to insecU.

liarwiit, Cross and .Self Fertilisation, p. 402.

Center of attraction. Hee center. Heterogeneous
attraction, s,. l,,i,mgeneou*. Molecular attrac-
tion. Hee molecular. = Syn, 2. Attractiveness, fascina-

tion, enticement.

attractionally (a-trak'shon-al-i), adv. By
means of attraction.

The advance and retreat of the water react attractionally

upon the plummet In a very marked degree.
The American, VI. 172.

attractive (a-trak'tiv), a. and n. [= F. attrac-

tif, -ive, = It. attrattivo, < L. as if 'attractivus :

see attract and -ive.~\ I. a. If. Having the

power or faculty of drawing in, to, or toward

by mechanical agency or action. 2. Having
the quality of attracting by inherent force;

causing to gravitate to or toward : as, the at-

tractive force of bodies.

A repulsive force Is positive ; an attractive, which di-

minishes the distance between two masses, is negative.
A. Daniell, Prin. of Physics, p. 168.

3. Having the power of charming or alluring

by agreeable qualities; inviting; engaging; en-

ticing.
For contemplation he and valour forni'd,
For softness she and sweet attractive grace.

Milton, P. L., iv. 29B.

For hers was one of those attractive faces.

That when you gaze upon them, never fail

To bid you look again. Halleck, Fauny.

Il.t ". That which draws or incites; allure-

ment
;
charm.

The dressing
Is a most main attractive.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ill. 2.

The gospel speaks nothing but attractive! and invita-

tion. South, Sermons.

attractively (a-trak'tiv-li), adv. In an attrac-

tive manner; with the power of attracting or

drawing to: as, to smile attractively.
attractiveness (a-trak'tiv-nes), n. The quality
of being attractive or engaging.
The same attractiveness in riches.

South, Sermons, VII. xiv.

attractivity (a-trak-tiv'i-ti), n. [< attractive +
-ity.] Attractive power"or influence.

attractor, n. See attracter.

attrahens (at'ra-benz), ppr., used also as n.;

pi. attrahentes (at-ra-hen tez). [NL., < L. attra-

hens, ppr. : see attrahent.'] In anat., drawing
forward, or that which draws forward; attra-

hent: the opposite of retrahens. Chiefly in the

phrase attrahens aurem, the name of a small muscle whose
action tends to draw the ear forward.

attrabent (at'ra-hent), a. and n. [< L. attra-

hen(t-)s, ppr. of attrahere, attract: see attract.']

I. a. 1. Drawing to; attracting. 2. In (Hint..

same as attrahens.

II. n. If. That which draws to or attracts,
as a magnet. Glanville. 2. In med., an ap-

plication
that attracts fluids to the part where

it is applied, as a blister or a rubefacient
;
an

epispastic.

attrahentes, n. Plural of attraheim.

attrap1
! (a-trap'), v. t. [< F. attraper, OF. atra-

per, trap, insnare, < a (< L. ad) + trappe, trap:
see trap

1
.] To insnare.

He [Kichard III.] was not attrapped either with net or
snare. Grafton, Hen. VII., an. 17.

attrap^t (a-trap'), v. t. [< a<-2 + traps, (!.] To
furnish with trappings; deck.

375
For all his aimotir was like salvage weed
With woody mo--. I,, d]-ht, ami all hi

With oaken leaves attnii>r.

Bptatfr, t. if.. IV n. .;..>.

attrectationt (at-rek-ta'shon), n. [< Ij.allfK-

tiitin(n-), < iillnr.tan; handle, pp. attrectatus, <

ad, to, + tractare, handle, freq. of trtiln-n; \>\>.

tfin-lit.t, draw. Ct.attract.] A touching; a han-

dling; frequent inanipiilittiiiii.

attributable (a-trib'u-ta-bl), <i. [< minimi, +
-nlilf.\ i':i|>;ilile of being or liable to be as-

cribed, imputed, or attributed; ascribable; im-

putable: as, the fault is not attributable to the
author.

Hibernation, although a result of cold, ill not its imme-
diate consequence, but is fi II fi liiitabU to that deprivation
of food and other essentials which extreme < ..Id oeea.sjon;,.

SirJ. K. Tenni-iit, Ceylon, ii. 4.

attribute (a-trib'ut), v. t.
; pret. and pp. alini'-

uted, l>pr. attributing. [< L. attributus, pp. of

attribuere, assign, < ad, to, + tribucre, give, as-

sign, bestow: see tribute,.} To ascribe; im-

pute; consider as belonging or as due; assign.

The merit of service is seldom attributed to the true
and exact performer. Shak., All's Well, iii. r>.

Narrow views of religion tend to attribute to Uod an ar-

bitrary and capricious action, not in harmony with cither
science or the Bible. Dawiton, Nat. and the I'.iblc, p. 12.

He does not hesitate to attribute the disease from which

they suffered to those depressing moral influences to which

they were subjected. O. W. Hairnet, Old Vol. of Life, p. 2.

The burning of New York was generally attributed to
New Englandincendiaries. Leclcy, Eng. In 18th Cent., xiv.

= 8yn. Attribute, Ascribe, Refer, Impute, Charge, have
two meanings in common : they may assign some attribute,

quality, or appurtenance to a person or thing, or they may
connect different things, as an effect with it* cause. Refer
is the weakest. Attribute is stronger : as, to attribute om-
niscience to Qod ; to attribute failure t. . incompetence.
Ascribe, being most manifestly figurative, is the strongest
and most common ; it is rarely used in a bad sense. That
which is imputed in the flrst sense named is generally but
not always bad : as, to impute folly to a man. To impute
anything good seems an archaic mode of expression. Im-
pute i.s not very common in the second sense : as, to im-

pute one's troubles to one's follies. The theological mean-
ing of impute, that of laying to a person's account some-

thing good or bad that does not belong to him, has affected

hut little the popular use of the word. That which is

charged. In either of the senses named, Is bad : as,
" His

angels he charged with folly," Job iv. 18; 1 chari/ed It to
their youth and inexperience. The word is a strong one,
on account of its connection with legal processes, etc.

The singular excellence to which eloquence attained at
Athens is to be mainly attributed to the influence which
It exerted there. Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

I have never yet encountered that bitter spirit of big-

otry which is so frequently ascribed to Mohammedans.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 24.

The salts, predominant in quick lime, we refer rather
to lixiviate than acid. /;...,/., Colours.

I desire that what I have said may not be imputed to
the colonies. I am a private person, and do not write by
their direction. Franklin, Life, p. 387.

What you have chary'd me with, that have I done,
And more, much more. Shak., Lear, v. S.

attribute (at'ri-but), n. [< L. attributum, pred-
icate, attribute, lit. what is ascribed, neut. of

attributus, pp. of attribuere, ascribe, attribute:

see attribute, v.~\ 1 . In logic, that which is pred-
icated or affirmed of a subject ;

a predicate ;
an

accident.

A predicate, the exact limits of which are not deter-

mined, cannot be used to deflne and determine a subject.
It may be called an attribute, and conveys not the whole
nature of the subject, but some one quality belonging to It.

Abp. Thomson, Laws of Thought, p. 120.

The term attribute simply directs the attention to the
fact that we attribute to, or affirm of, a being something
that we distinguish from Itself.

.V. Porter, Human Intellect, 642.

2. A character inseparable from its subject.

By this word attribute is meant something which is im-
movable and inseparable from the essence of its subject,
as that which constitutes it, and which is thus opposed to
mode. Detcarte*.

Some necessary marks belong to things as reasons of

other marks of the same things, others as consequences
of other marks. . . . The latter are called attributes.

Kant.

3. A characteristic or distinguishing mark; es-

pecially, an excellent or lofty quality or trait :

as, wisdom and goodness are his attributes.

Sen. . . . with him the mortal Venus, the heart-blood
of beauty, love's invisible soul.

Pan. Who, my cousin Cressida?
Sera. No, sir, Helen : could you not flnd out that by her

attributes? Shak., T. and C., ill. 1.

The term attribute is a word properly convertible with

quality, for every quality is an attribute, and every attri-

bute is a quality; but custom has introduced a certain
distinction in their application. Mtfiimt,- is considered
as a word of loftier significance, and is, therefore, con-

ventionally limited to qualities of a higher application.
Thus, for example, it would be felt as Indecorous to speak
of the qualities of God, ami as ridiculous to talk of the
attributes of matter. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., I. 151.

attrition

4. In thejitti- iirtn, it symbol of ollicc, character,
or personality: thus, tho eagle is the attrilmt'

of Jupiter,
The ladder is a striking nttribtitf for the patriarch Jacob,

and tl, . harp for King David. Fairholt.

plu.ne i> ii -ni-ed b> the lolty m.i'h

measure, on her head, the attribute of the Chthotiian
.1. in. - ''. '/'. Sevtun, Art and Archwol

8t. Reputation ;
honor.

Much mi,-, /,,,!, he hath ; and much the reason

Why w, a- ril.c it to him. .s'/int., T. and C., ii. :i.

6. In ijriini., an attributivi- word; a word de-

noting an atlrilMili-. Symbolical attributes, la*

'"vi/.^Syn. 1-3. l'n>t"'i'i'i, cf>" ' to. See

niaHly.

attribution (at-ri-bu'shon), H. [= F. iillnliu-

tion, < L. (ittriliiititiiii-). < ittti-i/HH-i-i; attribute:

see attribute, r.] 1. The act of attributing, in

any sense
; ascription.

His [Ood's] relative personality is shadow c< i forth hy the
itfri-i/nii'ion to bun of love, anger, and other human feel-

ings and sentiments. Dawson, Orlg. of World, p. 12.

2. That which is ascribed
;
attribute.

If speaking truth,
In this tine age, were not thought flattery,

Such attribution should the Douglas have,
As not a soldier of this season's stamp
Should go so general current through the world.

M<ik.. I Hen. IV., iv. 1.

3. Authority or function granted, as to a ruler,

minister, or court.

It is not desirable that to the ever-growing attribution*
of the government so delicate a function should be super-
added. J. S. Mill.

attributive (a-trib'u-tiv), a. and n. [= F.

attributif. < Li as if "attributivus, < attribuere:

see attribute.] I. a. 1. Pertaining to or hav-

ing the character of attribution: as, the attrib-

utive use or relation of certain words; attrib-

utive qualities or insignia; an attributive judg-
ment (in logic). 2. In gram., pertaining to or

expressing an attribute; used (as a word) in

direct description without predication: as, a
bad pen, a burning house, a ruined man. An at-

tributive word is to be distinguished from a predicative :

as, the pen is bad ; the man is ruined ; and from an appoin-
tive : as, the pen, bad as It Is, might be worse ; this man,
rained by another's misconduct, is in misery. All adjective

words, as proper adjectives, adjective pronouns, and
participles, may be used attributively ; also nouns : as, a
pine table ; a gold ring ; my hunter friend ; the young *</-

cfter-boy. The relation of an adverb to the adjective qual-
ified by it is also by some called attributive.

II. n. In gram., a word expressing an at-

tribute ;
an adjective, or a phrase or clause

performing the function of an adjective, which
describes a noun without being part of the as-

sertion or predication made about it.

attributively (a-trib'u-tiv-li), adc. In an at-

tributive manner; specifically, in gram., as
attribute or attributive

;
in direct ascription of

quality or circumstance without predication.
attristt (a-trisf), v. t. [< F. attrister, sadden,
< <i (< L. ad. to) -I- triste, < L. tristis, sad.] To
grieve; sadden.

How then could I write when it was impossible but to
attritt you ! when I could speak of nothing but unparal-
leled horrors. Valpole, Letters, IV. 626.

attrite (a-trit'), a. [< L. attritux, pp. of at-

tcrere, rub away, wear, < ad, to, + terere, rub :

see trite.'] If. Worn by rubbing or friction.

Milton. 2. In theol., imperfectly contrite or

repentant. See attrition, 3.

He that was attrite being, hy virtue of this [the priest's)
absolution, made contrite and justified.

Abp. tftmlier, Alls, to a Jesuit, v.

attritenesst (a-trit'nes), n. The state of being
attrite

;
the state of being much worn.

attrition (a-trish'on), n. [= F. attrition, < LL.
attritio(n-), a rubbing. < L.

attritus,j>p.
of attf-

rere, rub: see attrite.] 1. The rubbing of one

thing against another
;
mutual friction : as, the

abrasion of coins by attrition. 2. The act of

wearing away by rubbing ;
the state of being

worn down or smoothed by friction
;
abrasion.

The change of the aliment is effected by the attrition of

the inward stomach and dissolvent liquor assisted with
heat. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

These were people trained by attrition with many Influ-

ences. . S. Phelps, Beyond the Gates, p. 119.

3. In theol., imperfect contrition or repentance,
with real detestation of sin, and a true purpose
of amendment, arising from those supernatural
motives of faith which, are lower than charity,
or the true love of God for his own infinite per-
fections. Such motives are a love of justice for its own
sake, the intrinsic sliamefulness of sin, the fear of divine

punishment, etc. Attrition remits sin only when comple-
mented by the grace conferred through sacramental abso-

lution. See contrition.



attrition

Attrition by virtue of the keys is made contrition.

Quoted in Abp. Ussher's Ans. to a Jesuit, v.

attrition-mill (a-trish'on-mil), n. A mill,

usually centrifugal, in which grain is pulver-
ized by the mutual attrition of its particles,

and by frictional contact with the sides.

attritus (a-tri'tus), . [L., a rubbing on, an

inflammation caused by rubbing, < attritus, pp.

of atterere: see attrite. For the sense here

given, cf. detritus.} Matter reduced to powder
by attrition. Carlyle.

attryt, . See attcry.

attune (a-tun'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. attuned, ppr.

attuning". [< at-t + tune, q. v.] 1. To tune or

put in tune
; adjust to harmony of sound ;

make
accordant: as, to attune the voice to a harp.

And tongues, attuned to curses, roar'd applause.
Crabbe, The Borough.

2. Figuratively, to arrange fitly; make accor-

dant; bring into harmony: as, to attune our

aims to the divine will.

The landscape around . . . was one to attune, their

souls to holy musings. Longfellow, Hyperion, iv. 6.

Though my ear was attuned, the songster was tardy.
The Century, XXVII. 776.

3. To make musical. [Rare.]
Vernal airs,

Breathing the smell of field and grove, attune

The trembling leaves. Milton, P. L., iv. 265.

attune (a-tun'), [< attune, v.] Harmony of

sounds; accord. Mrs. Browning.
attunement (a-tun'ment), n. [< attune + -ment.~]

The act of attuning.
"

[Bare.]

atturnt, An obsolete spelling of attorn.

atturneyt, An obsolete spelling of attorney.

Attus (at'us), n. [NL.; cf. Atta.'] 1. A genus
of spiders, typical of the family Attida>. 2. A
genus of hemipterous insects.

attypic, attypical (a-tip'ik, -i-kal), a. [< at-?

+ typic, -al.~\ In zool., of the particular char-

acter acquired, or in process of acquisition, by
specialization, from a more generalized type,
as from a prototype or archetype : opposed to

etypical.

Attypical characters are those to the acquisition of

which, as a matter of fact, we find that forms, in their

journey to a specialized condition, tend.

Gill, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Sci., XX. -293.

attypically (a-tip'i-kal-i), adv. In an attypic
manner.
atumble (a-tum'bl), i>rej>. phi', as adv. [<

3 +
tumble.'} In a tumbling condition.

-atus1 . [L. -atus, fern, -ate, neut. -dtuin : see

-ate1.} A Latin termination, the original of

-ate1 ,
-ate2

,
-ode1

, -eel, etc., the suffix of perfect

participles of the Latin first conjugation, and
of adjectives similarly formed. It occurs fre-

quently in New Latin specific names in botany,

zoology, etc.

-atus2. [L. -atus (-ate-), in nouns of the 4th de-

clension, < -at-, pp. stem (see -atus1 ), + stem
vowel -u-. The Eng. form of this suffix is -ate :

see -ate3.] A termination of Latin nouns, many
of which have been adopted unaltered in Eng-
lish, as apparatus, afflatus, flatus, etc. Such
nouns, if they have a plural, retain the Latin form (L.

atun), as apparatus!, or, rarely, take an English plural, as

apparatuses.

atwaint (a-twan'), adv. [< ME. atwayne,
a-tweyne; '(. a3 + twain. Cf. atirin and atwo.}
In twain

;
asunder.

A fickle maid full pale,

Tearing of papers, breaking rings a-twain,
Storming her world with sorrow's wind and rain.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 6.

atweel (at-wel'). [So., appar. contr. from /

wat weel. I know well: wat = E. wot; weel = E.

well.} I wot well. [Scotch.]
Atweel I would fain tell him. Scott, Antiquary, xxxix.

atween (a-twen'), prep, and adv. [< ME.
atweene, atwene; (. a- + -tween, equiv. to between,
q. v.] Between; in or into an intervening
space. [Old English and Scotch. ]

But he, right well aware, his rage to ward
Did cast his shield atweene.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. xii. 30.

atwint, adv. [ME., also atwinne; (. a3 + twin.

Cf. atwain.'] Apart; asunder.

Thy wif and thou most hangen fer a-twinne.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 403.

atwirl (a-twerl' ), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3

+ twirl."] In a twirl; twirling.
Goody Cole

Sat by her door with her wheel atwirl.

Whittier, The Wreck of Rivet-mouth.

atwist (a-twisf), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3
+ twist, .] Awry ;

distorted
; tangled. [Rare.]

atwitet, v- t. [Early mod. E. also attwite, < ME.
atwiten, < AS. cetwitan, < cet, at, + witan, blame :
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see wife. Hence by apheresis mod. E. licit.}

To blame
; reproach ;

twit.

atwitter (a-twit'er), prep. phr. as adv. or a.

[<
3 + twitter.'} In a twitter,

atwixt, atwixent, atwixtt, prep. [ME. atwix,

iilirixcn, atwixe, atwixt, etc.; < a- + -twixen, twixt;

equiv. to betwijcen, betwixt, q. v.] Betwixt; be-

tween.
Atmxen sonne and see. Chaucer, Troilus, v. 886.

atWOt, adv. [ME., < AS. on twd, on tu : see a3

and two.} In two.

An axe to smite the cord atwo.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 383.

Atwood's machine. See machine.

atypic (a-tip'ik), a. [< (Jr. arun-of, conforming
to no distinct type (of illness) (< a- priv. +
i-inrof, type), + -io: see a-!8 and typic. ] 1.

Having no distinct typical character; not typi-

cal; not conformable to the type. 2. Produ-

cing a loss of typical
characters. Dana.

atypical (a-tip'i-kal), a.

[< atypic + -al.'} Same
as atypic.

atypically (a-tip'i-kal-i),
adv. In an atypicatypic man-
ner.

Atypinae (at-i-pi'ne), n.

pi. [NL., < Atypus, 1, +
-ince.} A subfamily of

Theraphosida; or Myga-
lidte distinguished by the

development of six spin-

ners, typified by the ge-
nus Atypus.

Atypus (at'i-pus), .

[NL., < Gr. arwrof, con-

forming tO nO distinct ^'^'JhoBs^turaTSe.')"'""

type, < a- priv. + rwrof,

type: see type.'} 1. A genus of spiders, of the

family Theraphosidce or Mygalidce, having six

arachnidial mammillae or spinnerets. A. piceu*
is a European species which digs a hole in the ground and
lines it with silk. The genus with some authors gives
name to a subfamily Atypince.

2. A genus of fishes, now called Ati/piehthyx.

(iiinfher, 1860.

au 1
. [< ME. au, aw, or a before a guttural, nasal,

or I (as, all, al (aul), etc.), of AS. or OF. or L.

origin.] A common English digraph repre-

senting generally the sound of "broad a" (a),

but often also a. It occurs only exceptionally, and by
conformation with Romanic analogies, in words of Anglo-
Saxon origin, as in aught, taught, daughter, haulmhalm,
baulk= balk (and formerly as a variant, medially, with aw,
as in baul, hauk, etc., for bawl, hawk, etc.). In words of

Old French (and ultimately Latin) origin it represents an

original al, now sometimes aul as in fault, assault, etc.,

or a before a nasal, as in aunt, haunch, launch, etc. (but
in most such words now usually simplified to a, as in

i/rand, grant, lance, etc.). It is frequently of Latin origin,
as in audit, cause, laud, etc., or of Greek origin, as in caut-

tic. In words from recent French it may have the present
F. sound (6) as in hauteur, aufait, etc. In words of Ger-
man and usually of other foreign origin, it has its analyti-
cal value (a + u), corresponding to English ou in sour, as

in sauerkraut, ablaut, umlaut. Formerly au and aw were
used almost indifferently ; but now au is never final in

English words, while aw is rarely medial, except in a few
familiar words, as in hawk, bawl, but regularly final, as in

law, saw, claw, etc. See aw.

au2
(6). [F., < OF. au, o, ou, earlier al, contr.

of a le = Sp. Pg. al = It. all, olio, < L. ad ilium

(m.) or ad Mud (neut.): ad, to, with ace. of

ille, that, in Rom. the def. art. 'the.' The cpr-
resp. fern, is a la, q. v.] To the

;
at the

;
with

the: the dative of the French definite article,

occurring in some phrases frequently used in

English, as an fait, aufond, au revoir, etc.

Au. The chemical symbol of gold (L., aurum).
aubade (6-bad'), . [F., < aube, dawn (< L. alba,
fern, of albuf, white

;
cf. aube = alb1 ), after Sp.

albada, aubade, < alba, dawn : see alb1 .'} 1. In
troubadour and similar music, a song or piece
to be performed in the open air in the early
morning, usually addressed to some special

person; a musical announcement of dawn.
See serenade.

There he lingered till the crowing cock,
The Alectryon of the farmyard and the flock,

Sang his aubade with lusty voice and clear.

Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Emma and Eginhard.

2. In modern music, a rarely used title for a
short instrumental composition in lyric style.
aubain (6-ban'; F. pron. 6-ban'), n. [F., < ML.
albanus, an alien, < L. alibi, elsewhere, + -anus :

see alibi.} A non-naturalized foreigner, subject
to the right of aubaine. N. E. D.
aubaine (6-ban'), n. [F., < aubain : see aubain.']
Succession to the goods of a stranger not nat-
uralized. The droit d'aubaine in France was a right of
the king to the goods of an alien dying within his realm,

auction

the king standing in the place of the heirs. This right
was abolished in 1819.

aubet, . [F., < L. /6a, alb: see aiftl.] Obso-
lete form of alb 1

. Fuller.

auberge (a'berj; F. pron. 6-barzh'), n. [F., <

OF. alberge (= Pr. alberc = Sp. albergue = It.

albergo, an inn), earlier helberge, orig. herberge,
a military station, < MHG. herberge, OHG. heri-

berga, a camp, lodging, G. herberge, an inn: see

harbinger and harbor^.} An inn. Beau, and Fl.

aubergine (a'b6r-jin; F. pron. 6-bar-zhen'), H.

gF.,

dim. of auberge, alberge, a kind of peach, <

p. alberchigo, alberchiga (= Pg. alperche), a

peach, < Ar. al, the, + Sp. persigo,prisco = Pg.

pecego = F. pjche (> E. peach*), < L. persicum :

see peach1
. The Sp. forms touch those of apri-

cot: see apricot.} The fruit of the egg-plant,
Solanum Melongena; the brinjal.

aubergist, aubergiste (a'ber-jist; F. pron. 6-

bar-zhest'), n. [< F. aubergiste, inn-keeper, <

auberge: see auberge.} The keeper of an au-

berge; an inn-keeper; a tavern-keeper ;
a land-

lord or landlady: as, "the aubergiste at Terni,"
Smollett.

aubin (6-ban'), n. [F., < OF. liaubin, hobin, an

ambling nag: see hobby.'} In the manege, a
kind of broken gait, between an amble and a

gallop, commonly called a "Canterbury gal-

lop," and accounted a defect.

auburn (a'bern), a. and n. [Early mod. E. au-

born, abourne (also abrown, abroun, abrune,

simulating brown), < ME. auburne, awburne (de-
nned "citrinus," i. e., citron-colored, in Prompt.
Parv.), < OF. auborne, alborne = It. alburno,

auburn, < ML. alburnus, whitish, < L. albus,
white. Cf. alburn, alburnum.'] I. a. Original-

ly, whitish or flaxen-colored; now, reddish-

brown : generally applied to hair.

That whitish colour of a woman's hair called an ahum
colour. Florin.

II. ii. An auburn color.

He's white-haired,
Not wanton white, but such a manly colour,
Next to an auburn.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, iv. 2.

A. U. C. Abbreviation of Latin ab urbe condita

or anno urbis condita; (which see).

Auchenia (a-ke'ni-a), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1811),
< Gr. avxfo, neck : in allusion to the long neck
of the llama.] A genus of ruminants, of the

family Camelida;, representing in the new world
the camels of the old, but naving no hump.
The genus includes four important and well-known quad-
rupeds indigenous to South America, namely, the llama

(A. llama), the guanaco (A. huanaco), the alpaca (A. pacos),
and the vicugna (A. vicugna). The second of these is by
some supposed to be the wild stock of the llama, which
is now known only in domestication. See cuts under

alpaca, ijuanaco, llama, and vicugna.

auchenium (a-ke'ni-um), .
; pi. auchenia (-a).

[NL., < Gr. avxyi>, neck.] In ornith., the lower
back part of the neck

;
the scruff of the neck,

just below the nape. Illiger; Smidevall. [Lit-
tle used.]

Auchenorhyncni (a-ke-no-ring'ki), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. aiixr/v, neck, + piyxCt snout.] A group of

hemipterous insects: synonymous with Homop-
tera.

auchlet (ach'let), n. [Sc., < aucht, = E. eight,
+ lot, part. Cf. firlot.~] In Scotland, a mea-
sure equal to the eighth part of a boll.

aucht 1
(acht), v. Same as aught?. [Scotch.]

aucht2 (acht), a. and n. Same as aughit.

[Scotch.]
au courant (6 ko-roii'). [F. : au, with the (see
a 2

); courant, current (see courant, current).'}

Literally, in the current, that is, of events;
well informed in regard to any event or subject.

auctificialt, a. Same as auctive. Coles.

auction (ak'shon), n. [< L. auctio(n-), an in-

creasing, a sale by auction, < augere, pp. auctus,

increase, = E. eke, v., q. v.] If. The act of in-

creasing; increase; growth. Bailey. 2. A
public sale in which each bidder offers an in-

crease on the previous bid, the highest bidder

becoming the purchaser. Called in Scotland a roup.
Goods may be said to be sold either at or by auction, the

former use prevailing in the United States and the latter

in Great Britain.

The old books would have been worth nothing at an
auction. Hawthorne, Old Manse, I.

3t. The property or goods put up for sale at

auction.

Ask you why Phryne the whole auction buys?
Phryne foresees a general excise.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 119.

Auction by inch of candle, an old method of selling

by auction, still sometimes practised, in which a small

piece of candle is lighted at the beginning of a sale, and
the highest bid made before the wick falls is successful.

Dutch auction. See Dutch.



auction

auction (iik'shon), r. t. [< inn-lion, u.
\

To
sell by auction : commonly used with

j)'.

A catalogue deals ttith artieles t) be nm-t,,.

'I'll, Amtriam, VII. 134.

auctionary (ak'shon-a-ri), n, [< L. ((//<//<////<-

riun, < iiiictiii(n-), :m unction. Cf. auctioneer.]

Pertaining or relating to an unction or public'
sale.

\\ Mil <i ui'tiinui nj hammer ill thy hallil.

iti-f/'tr,,, tr. of JuvenAl'i Sctlm, vii.

auctioneer (aU-shon-er'), . [<!/< + --r.

Cf. L. aui-tiiiiiiii-iux, under awtionory.'] One
whoso business is to offer goods or property
for sale by auction

;
the crier who calls for

bills ami strikes tin- bargain at an auction; a

person licensed to dispose of goods or property
by public sale to the highest bidder.

auctioneer (ak-shon-er'), c. t. [< aucliniieer, H.]
To sell by auction.

I. -I. lies are lamlsea|ies, i;a/,'il upon awhile,
Then advcrtis'il, nnil auctioneerd away.

Cwi'lH-r, Task, hi. 7 .Mi.

auction-pitch (ak'shgu-pitch), . See pitch
1

.

auction-pool (ak'shon-pol), n. In ln-ttinij, ;i

pool in which the highest bidder has the first

choice, the second, third, etc., choices being
then sold, and the remainder, comprising those
most unlikely to win, being "bunched" and
sold as "the field," the winner taking the en-
tire pool thus formed.
auctivet (ak'tiv), a. [< L. audits, pp. of <ni-

gere, increase (see auction), + -tie.] Increas-

ing; serving to increase. Coles, 1717.

auctort, An obsolete form of author.

auctorial (ak-to'ri-al), a. [< L. auctor (see
author) + -ial. Ct. authorial.] Of or pertaining
to an author.

There is more than people think In the gratification of
the auctorial eye. and the reflection that good writiim
will lie handsomely placed before the public.

The Century.

auctourt, . An obsolete form of author,
(.'haticer.

aucuba (a'ku-b&), . [NL.,prob. < Jap. aoki,

green, -t- ba = lia, a leaf.] 1. A shrub of the

genus Aucuba. 2. [cap.] A genus of plants,
natural order Cornaceee, consisting of six spe-
cies from eastern Asia. They are branching shrubs,
with smooth opposite leaves and small unisexual flowers.

I Jajmnica has long been iu cultivation, and is prized for

its mass of glossy leathery green leaves, mottled with yel-

low, and its coral-red berries.

aucupate (a'ku-pat), r. t.
; pret. and pp. aucu-

pated, ppr. aucupating. [< L. aucupatus, pp. of

aitcttpari, go bird-catching, < auceps (aucup-),
a bird-catcher, contr. of "aviccps, C avis, a bird

(see Aves), + capere, take : see capable.'] Liter-

ally, to go bird-catching; hence, to lie in wait

for; hunt after; gain by craft.

To aucupate benefices by cajoling the Patrons.
Gentleman* May., CIV. 66. (tf. E. D.)

aucupationt (a-ku-pa'shon), n. [< L. aucupa-
tio(n-), < aucupari: see aucupate.'] 1. The art
or practice of taking birds ; fowling ; bird-catch-

ing. Blount. 2. Hunting in general. Bullokar.
and (ad), a.

("Cf. auld.] A dialectal form of
old. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]
audacious (a-da'shus), a. [= F. audacieux, <

aiulace, boldness, < L. audacia, boldness, < ait-

dax (audac-), bold, < auilere, be bold, dare.] 1.

Bold or daring; spirited; adventurous
; intrepid.

She that shall be my wife, must be accomplished with
courtly and audacious ornaments.

li. Ji>n.'"n, Epicume, ii. 3.

Her sparkling eyes with manly vigour shone,
Big was her voice, attdaciowi was her tone.

Dnjden, tr. of Ovid's Iphis and lain In-.

Since the day when Martin Luther posted his audacious
heresies on the church -door at Wittemberg, a great change
has come over men's minds. J. Futke, Evolutionist, p. 268.

2. Unrestrained by law, religion, or propriety ;

characterized by contempt or defiance of the

principles of law or morality; presumptuously
wicked; shameless; insolent: impudent: as,
an audacious traitor; an audacious calumny;" audacious cruelty," Sfiak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 3.
= Syn. 1. Intrepid, foolhardy, rash. 2. Shameless, un-
abashed, presumptuous.

audaciously (a-da'shus-li), adr. In an auda-
cious manner; with excess of boldness or in-

solence.

The strongest, the best, the most audaciously indepen-
dent of us, will he conscious, as age assaults us, of our
weakness and helplessness.

R. T. Coohe, Somebody's Neighbors, p. itm.

audaciousness (a-da'shus-nes), n. The quality
of being audacious; boldness; reckless daring;
impudence; audacity.
audacity (a-das'i-ti), n.

; pi. audacities (-tiz).

[< ME. audaeite, <. L. as if *ttudacita(t-)s, bold-
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Mess, < IIHllll.l- Illlllllli:), bold: See

1. Boldness; daring; eonlidenee ; intrepidity.
'Ill-- lierilom anil in/,hi> in, necessary ill the eummei'ee

of men.

No Homer sail'.: these Norse sea-killKS; but
nou's iias a small audacity, and of small fruit in the
world to some of them to Rolf's of .Normandy for in

Carlyle.

2. Keckless daring; venturesomeness.
A touch of nttihu-itii, altogether short of ellrontery, ulnl

far less: rtpproai hinv, tn vulyarit} . e,ave as it Mere a wild-
nr-s to all that she dill. S,;,<t. Tin: Ahlxit, iv.

3. Audaciousness; presumptuous impudence;
effrontery: in a bad sense, and often implying
a contempt of law or moral restraint: as, ''ar-

rogant audacity," Joijc, Expos, of Daniel, vii.

4. An audacious person or act. [Bare.] =syn. 2.

Hardihood. 3. Presumption, coolness.

Audian (a'di-an), H. A follower of Audius or

Audteus, a Syrian layman in Mesopotamia, who
in the fourth century founded a sect holding
anthropomorphitic views, and was irregularly
ordained a bishop.
Audianism (a'di-an-i/m), n. The peculiar
doctrinal system of Audius and the Audians.
In addition to strict asceticism, it consisted mainly in a
literal interpretation of Gen. i. '26, '27, reasoning from the
constitution of man to the nature of God.

audibility (a-di-bil'j-ti), . [< audible: see

-hi/ity.] The quality of being audible.

The note itself is possibly too feeble for audiliiiii //.

J. K. U. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., II. 92.

audible (a'di-bl), a. and H. [< ML. audiliiiii,;

that may be heard, < L. audire, hear: see au-

diott.] I. a. Capable of being heard; perceiv-
able by the ear; loud enough to be heard: as,
an audible voice or whisper.
To man's eares not audible. Sir T. Store.

Even that stubborn church which has held its own
against so many governments, scarce dared to utter an
auditAe murmur. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

II. t " That which may be heard.

V'isibles are swiftlier carried to the sense than audioles.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 273.

audibleness (a'di-bl-nes), n. Audibility.
audibly (a'di-bli), adv. In an audible manner;
so as to be heard.
audience (a'di-ens), n. [< ME. audience, < OF.
audience (vernacularly oiance), mod. F. audi-
ence = Sp. Pg. audiencia = It. audienza, au-

dienzia, < L. audientia, attention, hearing, <

audien(t-)s, ppr. of audire, hear: see audient.]
1. The act or state of hearing or attending to
words or sounds; the act of listening.

His look
Drew audience, and attention still as night.

Milton, P. L., il. 308.

2. Liberty or opportunity of being heard; lib-

erty or opportunity of speaking with or before,
as before an assembly or a court of law

; spe-
cifically, admission of an ambassador, envoy,
or other applicant to a formal interview with a

sovereign or other high officer of government.
Were it reason to give men audience, pleading for the

overthrow of that which their own deed hath ratified?

Hooker.

That day Sir Lancelot at the palace craved
Audience of Guinevere.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

3. A hearing; an interview or conference.
This conversation was not ended under five audiences,

each of several hours. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, ii. .

4. An auditory ;
an assembly of hearers.

Still govern thou my song,
Urania, and flt audience flnd, though few.

Milton, P. L, vii. 31.

5. [Sp. audiencia, commonly used in English
writing without translation.] In Spain and
Spanish countries, a name given to certain

courts, also collectively to certain law-officers

appointed to institute a judicial inquiry.

Among those of the former class was the president,
Deza, with the members of the audience, and the civil

authorities in Granada. Prescott.

6. In England, an abbreviation for audience-
court (which see).=Syn. 4. See spectator.

audience-chamber (a'di-ens-cham*ber), n. An
apartment for an audience or a formal meeting.
audience-court (a'di-ens-kort), n. An ecclesi-
astical court, now disused, held by the arch-

bishojjs
of Canterbury and York or by auditors

in their behalf. That held by the Archbishop of Can-
terbury had equal authority with the Court of Arches,
though of less dignity, and is now merged in it.

audiencia (Sp. pron. ou-de-en-the'a), n. [Sp.]
See audience, 5.

audiendo et terminando (a-di-en'do et ter-mi-

nan'do). [ML., for hearing and deciding; dat.

ger. of L. audire, hear(see audient), and of termi-

nare, end, decide (see terminate). Cf. oyer and

audit

, under oytr.] In lute, a writ or com-
mission to certain persons for appeasing and
punishing any insurrection or great riot,

audient (u'di-ent), . and it. |X L. <tiulini(t-)s,

ppr. of ititilin- (> It. Miftjr = Sp. uir = Pg. ourir
= Pr. iiusir = OF. odir, air (AF. nycr;

>E. oiji-r,

q. v.), mod. F. ouir), hear; ef. Or. <i/m, hear:
sei- Imir and "<;'.] I. a. Hearing; listening.
Mrs. Ili-oiriiiii;/.

II. . 1. A hearer.
1 h. mtdL "'-v of her sad story felt great motions both of

pity ami admiration for her misfortune.
N/i. 'rtn/i, tr. nl Don (Quixote, iv. 2.

2. In the i

iii-lif
I'lniri-h: (a) One not yet bap-

tized, but receiving instruction preparatory to

baptism ;
a catechumen of the first stage, sm-h

IHTMHIS u. ii. p. i-mitti-d to hear the psalms, lessons, and
sermon, but were not present at the more sacred services
which followed,

(fc) In the Eastern Church, ac-

cording to the systematic classification of peni-
tents in force at the close of the third cen-

tury, but becoming obsolete
early

in the fifth,
one of the second class of public penitents,
occupying a station higher than that of the

weepers and lower than that of the prostrates.
The audients were not allowed to enter the body of the
church, hut heard the opening prayers and sermon stand-

ing in the narthcx, which was also the place of the cate-

chumens, and, like tlirm, had to depart )*foiv the i.ltn-

tory and anaphora, s, r /.;//<. Also called muliior.

audile (a'dil), . [Irreg. < L. audire, hear (see

iiudient), + -ile.~\ One in whose mind auditory
images are predominant, or especially distinct.

Strieker, a motile, declares that it is impossible to rep-
resent to ourselves other vowels while pronouncing any
particular one, say a: he can only represent them as
motor images which clash with the motor presentation.
M. Paulhan, an audile, declares he can easily do what
Strieker declares impossible, for he can represent the

auditory images of i and u while the motor presentation
of a is being presented. JHind, XI. 415.

audiometer (a-di-om'e-ter), n. [Irreg. < L. au-

dire, hear, + metrum, < Gr. /I(T/X>V, a measure.]
An instrument designed to gage the power of

hearing and record it upon an arbitrary scale.

audiometric (4"di-o-met'rik), . Of or per-
taining to audiometry.
audiometry (a-di-om e-tri), . [As audiometer
+ -y.] The testing of the sense of hearing,
especially by means of the audiometer.

audiphone (a'di-fon), . [Irreg. < L. audire,
hear, + Gr. <j>uvr/, a sound.] An instrument for

counteracting deafness by collecting the sound-
waves and transmitting the vibrations to the

auditory nerves through the bony part of the
head. It consists of a diaphragm, or plate, which Is held
in contact with the upper teeth, and is vibrated by sound-
waves.

audit (a'dit), n. [< L. auditus, a hearing, < a-
dire, pp. auditus, hear: see audient.'] If. Audi-
ence; hearing.
With his Orisons I meddle not, for hee appeals to a high

Audit. Hilton, Eikonoklastes, v.

Whoso seeks an audit here
Propitious, pays his tribute, game or flsh.

Cowper, Task, Iv. 610.

2. Official examination and verification of ac-
counts or claims ; an examination into ac-
counts or dealings with money or property ;

es-

pecially, an examination of accounts by proper
officers, or persons appointed for that, pur-
pose, who compare the charges with the vouch-
ers, examine witnesses, and state the result.
The rule of insisting on a proper audit of account was a

corollary from the practice of appropriating the supplies
to particular purposes. Stiivb*, Const. Hist., $ 094.

Hence 3. A calling to account; an exami-
nation into one's actions.
You must prepare against to-morrow for your last suf-

fering here, and your great audit hereafter. Scott.

4. An account or a statement of account ; a bal-
ance-sheet.

And, how his audit stands, who knows, save heaven?
Shot., Hamlet, ill. 3.

5f. A periodical auditing or settlement of ac-

counts; hence, receipts; revenues.
I knew a nobleman in England that had the greatest

audits of any man in my time : a great grazier, a great
sheep-master, a great timl>er-man, &c. Bacon, Riches.

Commissioners Of audit, formerly called auditors of
the Exchequer, in England, officers appointed to call on
all public accountants to account for money or stores in-

trusted to them, and to check the account* of the ord-

nance, army, and navy, and the land-revenue. The es-

tablishment consists of a chairman and five commissioners,
a secretary, and numerous subordinates,

audit (a'dit), v. [< audit, n.] I. trans. To make
audit of; examine and verify by reference to

vouchers, as an account or accounts : as, to
audit the accounts of a treasurer.
In 1406 the commons, who objected to making a grant

until the accounts of the last grant were audited, were
told by Henry that kings do not render accounts.

Stuobs. Const. Hist., $604.



audit

The commission under the convention with the Repub-
lic of New Granada closed its session without having

audited and passed upon all the claims which were sub-

mitted to it. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. sn.

II. intraits. To examine into the correctness

of an account
;
act as an auditor.

Let Hocus audit ; he
bursed.

audit-ale (a'dit-al), . .

kind of ale brewed at certain colleges in the

English universities, originally for use on audit-

day. It was formerly a custom in all the colleges to make
a great feast on the day on which the college accounts

were audited, and the very best ale was brought out for

the occasion. The audit-ale was first broached on that day

every year.

378 auger

pope: as, auditor of the apostolic chamber; au fond (6 foil). [F.: ,
at the (see au^; fond,

-' "-- " bottom: see fund.] At bottom; essentially.

Petrarch was timid. Laura was a woman of sense, and

yet, like all women, aufond, a coquette.
C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 9.

auget, augest, auxt, . [It. Sp. Pg. auge, acme,

summit, ML. auges, aux, < Ar. Pers. auj, top,

summit, altitude, zenith, ascendant of a plan-

et.] In old astron. : (a) Properly, the apogee
of a planet, or the longitude of the apogee.

(b) Either apsis of the orbit, (c) The culmi-

nation or point of culmination.

auditor of the pope; auditors of the Roman
rota (which see) Auditor of the Court of Ses-

sion, in Scotland, a crown officer to whom suits in which

expenses are found due may be remitted in order that the

costs may be taxed. Auditors of the Exchequer. See

commi&tuitiers of audit, under attdit.
WlK"rJohn Bun'l, 8t auditoria. . Plural of auditorium.

'

auditorial (a-di-to'ri-al), a. [Cf. LL. auditori-
A specially excellent

{ pertaiuing to a -school (auditorium), ML.
dW-QlM /irtllotmsi 1T1 thfl i. . i. i T j- / T T

auilttoriali.i scholastieus, an advocate; < LL,.

auditorius, auditory, < L. auditor, a hearer:

see auditory.'] 1. Auditory. Sir J. Stoddart.

accounts, or to audits.

auditorium (a-di-td'ri-um), n.
; pi. auditoriums,

auditoria (-umz, -a). [L., a court of justice,

a hall of audience, a school, assembled hear-

ers, in ML. also a reception-room in a monas-

tery ;
neut. of LL. auditorius, of or for hear-

ing: see auditory, a.] 1. In a church, theater,

public hall, or the like, the space allotted to

the hearers or audience. 2. In monasteries,
an apartment for receiving visitors; a parlor

- -
-s .

- iV- or reception-room,
ment to which he claims a valid defense ;

the
au(iitorship (a'di-tor-ship), n. The office of

:*- l^r ,,. M..1, .-ii,. I, ort+inTi ia Hwo-lin PNnw **** \

auditor.

Observin" from the goose on the table and the audit-

ale which was circling in the loving-cup that it was a feast.

Farrar.

audita querela (a-di'ta kwe-re'la). [L. (NL.),
the complaint having been heard : audita, fern,

of auditus, pp. of audire, hear; querela, com-

plaint: see audient and quarrel
1

.']
In law, a

form of action in which the judgment debtor

strives to recall or prevent execution on a judg-

writ by which such action is begun. [Now

[Rare.] 2. Of or pertaining to an auditor of Augean (a-je'an), a. [< L. Augeas, Augtas, <
-- - Gr. Aiytaf, AiTyf/of, king of Elis (see def.), ac-

cording to one tradition a son of the Sun and

Naupidame ; prob. < airyr/, splendor, sunlight.]

Of or pertaining to Augeas or Augeias, one of

the Argonauts, and afterward king of Elis, or

resembling his stables; hence, very filthy.

Augean stable, in Or. myth., a stable in which this king

kept 3,000 oxen, and which had not been cleaned for thirty

years, so that the task of cleaning it had come to be

deemed impracticable. Hercules accomplished the task

in a single day, by turning the river Alpheus through
the stable. Hence, cleansing the Augean stable has be-

come a synonym for the removal of long-standing nui-

sances, abuses, and the like.

auditory
n. A building or

or for h
-

earing;

pp. auditus,
to hearing or to the sense or organs of hear-

,. . . . ing: as, the auditory nerve. 2. Pertaining to

- '' a
an auditorium; designed for an audience: as,

the auditory part of a theater. [Rare.] Audi-

of the ear. Auditory canal, the meatus auditorius ex-

ternus and internus. See meatut, and cut under ear.

Auditory crest, auditory hairs, auditory plate, in

cephalopods. See extracts.

The terminations of the auditory nerves either form the

auditory plate, which is a thickened portion of the epi-

thelium, from which the cells send hair-like processes

(auditory hairs) (Sepia) ; or an auditory crest, which gen-

erally takes a curved direction, and which is likewise

generally superseded.]
audit-house (a'dit-hous), ...

room appended to an English cathedral, m
which the business belonging to the cathedral

is transacted.

audition (a-dish'on), n. [< L.

hearing, listening, < audire, pp. auditus, hear:

see audient.] 1. The act of hearing; a hearing
or listening ;

the sensation from an impression
on the auditory nerve by the vibrations of the

air produced by a sonorous body.
It is generally admitted that the audition of speech in

the telephone is the result of repetitions, by the dia-

phragm in the receiving instrument, ... of the vibra-

tions produced in the transmitter.

Quoted in G. B. Prescott's Elect. Invent., p. 288.

2. The sense of hearing; hearing, as a physio-

logical function or faculty ;
one of the five spe-

'

"""Oeg^baur Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 357.

cial senses. 3. Something heard. [Rare.]

I went to hear it [the Cock-Lane Ghost), for it is not an

apparition, but an audition. Walpole, Letters, II. 333.

Ossicles of audition. See ossicle.

auditive (a'di-tiv), a. [< F. auditif, < L. as if

*auditivus, < auditus, pp. of audire, hear: see

audient.] Of or pertaining to the sense of hear-

ing; concerned with the power of hearing;

auditory.
His heart is fixed and busily taken up in some object,

. . . and the ears, like faithful servants attending their

master, the heart, lose the act of that auditive organ by
some suspension, till the heart hath done with them.

Rev. T. Adanm, Works, I. 205.

audit-office (a'dit-of'is), n. An office where ac-

counts are audited: as, a railway audit-office;

specifically, in England, the office where the

commissioners for auditing the public accounts
of the United Kingdom transact their business.

The imperial audit-office is under the immedi-
ate control of the lords of the treasury.
auditor ja'di-tor), n. [< ME. auditour (AF. au-

ir Roquefort), < L. auditor,

nafegdr (= 'D. avegaar, eveger, egger = LGK no-
'

r, naviger = OHG. nabager, nabiger, trans-
~

nagiber, MHGK nabeger, negeber, neg-

ndber, neber = Icel. nafarr (for ^naf-

Cells bearing or developed into long auditory hairs,

which are to be regarded as the peripheral end-organs of

the vestibular branches of the auditory nerve.

Encyc. Brit., VII. 592.

Auditory duct (ductus cochlearis or ductus auditorius),
a terra applied to the interval between the membrana tec-

toria and the membrana basilaris of the human cochlea.

Auditory nerve, the special nerve of hearing, which
enters the ear-parts hy the meatus auditorius internus,
and is distributed to the membranous labyrinth. In

Willis's enumeration it was known as the portia mollis

of the seventh cranial nerve ; now it is generally reckoned
as the eighth cranial nerve. Also called the acoustic nerve.

See cut under train. Auditory ossicles. See ossiclr.

Auditory process, or external auditory process,
the projecting border of the external auditory meatus to

which the cartilage of the ear is attached. Auditory
vesicle, the vesicle formed in the embryo by the invo-

lution of the epiblast on either side of the head ; the rudi-

ment of the membranous labyrinth of the ear. Internal

auditory foramen. See foramen.

auditory (a'di-to-ri), n.
; pi. auditories (-riz).

[< L. auditorium: see auditorium.] 1. An
audience; an assembly of hearers, as in a

church, lecture-room, theater, etc.

He had not the popular way of preaching, nor is in any
measure fit for our plaint and vulgar auditorie, as his

predecessor was. Evelyn, Diary, Mar. 5, 1673.

Having entered his court, he [Bacon] addressed the

splendid auditory in a grave and dignified speech.
Mataulay, Lord Bacon.

2. A place for hearing or for the accommoda-
tion of hearers; an auditorium; specifically,
in a church, the nave, in which the hearers or

congregation are assembled.

ditour, OF. auditeur _._.,,
a hearer, in ML., specifically, a judge, commis-

sioner, notary, examiner of accounts, etc., <

audire, hear: see audient and audit.] 1. A
hearer

;
one who listens to what is said

;
a

member of an auditory.

What, a play toward 1 I'll be an auditor ;

An actor too, perhaps. Shak., M. N. D., iii. 1.

I was infinitely delighted with the station of a humble
auditor in such conversations.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 10.

2. Same as audient, n., 2. 3. A person ap-
pointed and authorized to examine an account
or accounts, compare the charges with the

vouchers, examine parties and witnesses, allow auditress (a'di-tres), n.

or reject charges, and state the result, it is A female hearer.
usual with courts to refer accounts involved in litigation
to auditors, in some jurisdictions called referees or com-

missioners, for adjustment, and their report, if received,
is the basis of the judgment. Sometimes an auditor is a
standing officer of political or corporate bodies. State or

municipal auditors are persons appointed or elected to

When Agrippa and Bernice entered into the auditory.

Wyclif, Acts xxv. 23.

3f. A bench on which a judge sits to hear
causes. 4f. A lecture-room; a philosophical
school. N. E. D.

[< auditor + -ess.]

Adam relating, she sole auditress.

Milton, P. L., viii. 51.

a. [< L. auditus (audi-a ,,jJt., a 1 /A-riifii nB n r<aUOltUal (a-Olt 11-al), a. K
tu-), hearing (see audit, n.), + -al.] Kelatmg

_,,._ to hearing; auditory. Coleridge. [Rare.]
examine the public accounts as they accrue or at such auft (&f) . The older form of oaf.intervals as may be designated. In the United States gov- . . . ..A nicer changeling, a very monster, an auf imperfect.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 607.
eminent there are six auditors of the treasury. The first

auditor has charge of the accounts of the civil service,
customs, judiciary, public debt, etc.; the second, those of au fait (6 fa).
Indian affairs and some of those of the army ; tKe third,
those of the quartermaster-general, engineer corps, com-
missary-general, war claims, etc. ; the fourth, those of the

navy ;
the fifth, those of the internal-revenue office, cen-

sus, patent-office, and state department; and the sixth,
those of the post-office department.
4. One of certain officers of high rank at the

papal court : so called from their connection
with business treated of in audiences with the

[F. ; lit., to the point or fact :

au, to the (see a 2
) ; fait, < L. factum, fact : see

feat and fact.] Up to the mark; fully skilled

or accomplished ; expert ; possessing or show-

ing the readiness or skill of an adept : followed

by at or in : as, he is quite aufait at the game.
The natives [of Maitea] seemed quite au fait in the

matter of monetary transactions and exchanges.
Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. xiii.

.

< +
napaka^ra, < Teut.), < nafu, nave, + gar, a

borer, spear : see navel, gar*, and gore
2
."] 1.^ instrument for boring holes larger than

Cook's Auger. Expanding Auge:

those bored by a bit or gimlet, it consists of an

iron shank ending in a steel bit, and a handle placed at

right angles with the shank. The augers formerly made
with a straight channel or groove are called

pod-augers; augers of the modern form, with

spiral channels, are called screw-augers. The
ordinary screw-auger is forged as a paralleled
blade of steel, which is twisted while red-hot.

The end terminates in a worm, by which the

auger is gradually drawn into the work, like

the gimlet. Another form is that of a cylindri-
cal shaft, around which is brazed a single fin

or rib, the end being made into a worm, and

immediately behind the worm a small diamet-

rical mortise is formed for the reception of a
detached cutter, which exactly resembles the

chisel-edge of the center-bit. Expaitding au-

yers have cutters susceptible of radial adjust-
ment for boring holes of different sizes. In the

slotting-auger, used for channels, mortises, etc.,

the cutting lips are upon the side of the auger
as well as at the end, and the piece to be groov-
ed is fed against them laterally. Mortises are

cut by causing the auger to penetrate to the

proper depth, and then feeding the work later-

ally to the required length. The two rounded
ends of the mortise are then squared with a

________ The square-hole aur>er is an auger revolving
within a rectangular tube or boring, whose lower edge is

sharpened to cut away the remaining substance of the

square circumscribing the round hole
which the auger bores a little in ad-

vance.

2. An instrument for boring the
soil. Such an in- _

chisel.

instrument used
setting posts is

called a post-hole

auger, and one for

ascertaining the
nature of the sub-

soil, the presence
or absence of wa-

ter, etc., is called

specifically an

earth-boring auger.
Augers for the lat-

ter use are of va-

rious kinds, but

they all consist of

three parts, name-
ly: a handle by
which two or more
men can work the instrument ; the bit, mouth, or cutting

piece ; and rods for connecting the handle with the bit or

cutting piece. Annular auger. See annular.

Post-hole Auger.



auger-bit

auger-bit (a'gi-r-bit), H. A small auger used

with a brace or bit-stock.

auger-faucet (u'ger-fa'set), n. A faucet with

an auger attached, liy means of the augur a Imli- i*

bum! nearly through the wood of the cask, or the like, In

which tin- laurel is to lie inserted. :nnl the fauo-i i< tin -n

fixed liy it MII|I- Mow. Tin- aiijti-r is withdrawn Baottpl
the faucet by a rack ami iiinlon.

auger-gage (a'ger-g41), . A collar, sleeve, or

clamp attached to the shank of an auger, to

prevent it from penetrating beyond the de--

Hired point.

auger-nole (a'ger-hol), . A hole made by an

auger.
Hid in ail IM/../.T /.'.-. Slink., Mai-bctll, ii. X

auger-Shell (a'ger-shel), H. A shell of the ge-

nus Trrebra and family Terebrulu: See cnl

miller l'i I'i'lirii.

auger-Stem (a'ger-stem), . The iron i-od or bar

to which the bit is attached in rope-drilling.

auger-twister (a'ger-twis'U-r), . A machine
for twisting the blanks for screw-augers.

aUgCSt, a. See tniijt:

auget (A'jetj F. pron. 6-zha'), . [F., dim. of

<IHI/<; a trough, < L. alveus, a trough, channel,
hollow: see alveus.'} Milit., a small trough ex-

tending from the chamber of a mine to the ex-

tremity of a gallery, to protect from dampness
a saucissou or tube tilled with powder.
augh (a; Sc. pron. ach), inter/. [Cf. air, ah,

o/i.] An exclamation of disgust. [U. 8. and

Scotch.]

aught 1
'(lit), H. or pron. [In two forms: (1)

aught, < ME. aught, aught, aulit, aght, a$t, aht,

< AS. awiht, aicuht, with vowel shortened from

orig. long, awiht; (2) ought, < ME. ought, ouht,

oght, ogt, oht, < AS. dtciht, dwuht, contr. aht, with

labialized vowel, owiht, dwuht (= OS. eowiht

=s OFries. dwet, det = D. iets = OHG. eowiht,

iowiht, icwiht, MHGr. ieht, iht, iewet, iet), < a,

ever, in comp. a generalizing prefix, + wiht,

wight, whit, thing: lit. 'ever a whit': see ay*\> i L; i u
,
^ 111 1 ,

i 1 1 1 1 1 _. MM " ' "-j

and whit, wight, and of. the negative naught,

nought, 'never a whit.' There is no essential

difference between the two spellings aught and

ought; the former is now preferred.] Any-
thing whatever; any part: used in interroga-

tive, negative, and conditional sentences.

Is there aught else, my friends, I can do for you 1

Addison, Cato, iv.

Unfaith in aught is want of faith in all.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

aught1
t (fit), adv. [< ME. aught, etc.; prop,

ace. of the noun.] In any respect ;
in any way ;

at all ; by any chance.

Can he aught telle a mery tale or tweye?
Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 44.

Thereon mused he
If that the childes nioder were anght she

That was his wyf.
Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 936.

aughtat,
'' An obsolete form of ought2 .

aught3
t (at), n. [Now only in Se., written aucht

(acht), < ME. aught, aughte, auchte, aght, auhte,

ahte, etc., < AS. ieht, pi. cehta (= OHG. eht =
Goth, aihts, prop_erty,

= Icel. tett, family), with

formative -t, < agan (pret. ahte), have, hold,

own : see ought2 and owe.} Possession ; prop-

erty.
The surest gear in their aught.

Scott, Quentin Durward, I. vii.

aught4 (at, acht), a. and . An obsolete or

dialectal form of eight
1

.

aughtwheret (at'hwar), adv. [< aught*-, adi-., +
where.} Anywhere. Chaucer.

augite (a' jit), n. [= F. augite, < L. augites, a

precious stone, < Gr. Avytrfc, < avrf, bright-

ness, sunlight.] The dark-green to black va-

riety of pyroxene characteristic of basic erup-
tive rocks like basalt. It differs from other varieties

of pyroxene in containing a considerable proportion of

alumina. The name is sometimes used to include the

whole species. See pyroxene.

augitic (a-jit'ik), a. [< augite + -ic.} Pertain-

ing to augite ; resembling augite, or partaking
of its nature and characters; composed of or

containing augite Augitic porphyry, a rock with

a dark-gray or greenish base, containing conspicuous crys-

tals of augite and Labrador feldspar.

auglettet, An obsolete form of aglet.

augment (ag'ment), n. [< ME. augment, < OF.

augment = Pg. augmento = Sp. It. aumento, <

L. augmentum, increase, growth, < augere, in-

crease: see auction.} If. Increase; enlarge-
ment by addition ; augmentation.

This augment of the tree. /. Walton, Complete Angler.

2. In gram., an addition at the beginning of

certain past indicative tenses of the verb in a

part of the Indo-European languages. In Sau-

xkrit it is always a-
;
in (in-ck it is .'- (<) before a conso-

nant (syllabic augment), but an initial vowel is 1.

clieil (i-, i-) (temporal ani;rii>-n(). Tilt- K.-IIIII- name is

sometime* uivcn to other prefixed intl.Ttinu.il i-lnm-nt-.

as to thutfc-of the German perfect putlclpk (pfrraMt,
liniUilllt).

Anoilii-r form, which we may call the
preterit" p

unites Hi.- iiii
:
n,fiit of the past and tin- ending of the

plvsrnt tense. Aun-f. -l'i<" . /'//></., VII. :i;,4.

3. Inpathol., the period of a fever between its

commencement and its height. [Rare.]

augment (ag-ment'), v. [< MK. niK/iiii-nten, <

OF. augmeiitfr, earlier aumenter = Sj>. </;'-
tar = I'g. augmentar = It. autm-nlnri: < Ll>.

itiii/iiinitiire, increase, < L. augnu ,///. an in-

crease: see augment, .] I. trans. 1. To in-

crease; enlarge in size or extent; swell: as, to

augment an anny by reinforcement; impatience

augments an evil.
Be it your care

To augment your heap of wealth.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, i. -2.

Though fortune change, his constant spouse remains :

.lil'lutrn'* his jn>> "I" niitlu:it<^ hi- I'alOft

Pope, January and May, 1. 42.

The general distress did but augment the piety and con-

firm the fortitude of the colonisU.

Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 284.

2. In gram., to add an augment to.

Most (Greek) verbs beginning with a consonant aufim- "'

the imperfect and aorist by prefixing .

Ooodunn, Greek Gram., 1 101.

3. In her., to make an honorable addition to,

as a coat of arms.

Henry VIII. granted to the earl of Surrey to augment
his arms with a demi-lion, gules, pierced through the

mouth with an arrow. Eneyc. Brit., XI. 690.

Augmented Interval. See interval. Augmented sur-

face, a term flrst used by Rankine to denote an immersed

or wetted surface sufficiently greater than the actual sur-

face of a vessel to give, when substituted for the actual

quantity in estimations of the speed of a vessel, results

which conform to the actual performance.

II. intrans. To become greater m size,

amount, degree, etc.
;
increase ; grow larger.

The winds redouble and the streams augment.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Oeorgics, i. 466.

augur

augmentative (ag-men'ta-tiv), . and H. [= F.

-'"' klj - as i' *<"'<""" '"'"'"" < '"''-

Her fears augmented as her comforts fled.

Crabbe, Tales of the Hall.

augmentable (ag-men'ta-bl), a. [< augment
+ -able.} Capable of being augmented or in-

creased.

augmentation (ag-men-ta'shon), . [< ML.

augmentatio(n-), < LL. augmentare, pp. augmen-

tatus, augment : see augment, v.} I. _The act

of increasing or making larger by addition, ex-

pansion, or dilatation ;
the act of adding to or

enlarging ;
the state or condition of being made

larger.

Bacon, holding that this method was insufficient and

futile for the augmentation of real and useful knowledge,

published his Novum Organon.
Whewell, Nov. Org. Renovatum, Pref.

2. That by which anything is augmented ; an

addition: as, the augmentation amounted to

$500 a year.
He does smile his face into more lines than are in the

new map with the augmentation of the Indies.

Shak., T. N., ill -i

Specifically 3. In music, where much repe-
tition and imitation of themes is required, the

modification of a theme
or subject by systemati-
cally increasingthe origi-
nal time-value of all its

notes. 4. In her., an ad-

ditional charge to a coat-

armor, granted as a mark
of honor to an anniger.
It is borne on an ordinary or

subordinary in such a way as

to be evidently an addition to

the paternal coat, and in an-

cient times was more rarely
used as an addition to the bear-

ings on the field. Also called

addition.

5. In pathol., same as

augment, 3. Augmenta-

Arms of first Duke of Wel-

lington with the augmenta-
tion granted to him, viz., AH
InesfUtcktim of England.
( From Boutell'B

" Herald-

ry.")

tlon Court in England, a court established by Henrj
VIII. to augment the revenues of the crown by the sup-

pression of monasteries. It was dissolved on the accession

of Queen Mary. By augmentation, in England, a phrase

formerly used in the army-promotion lists to signify that

an officer's appointment had been conferred by the crea-

tion of a new patent, not by the purchase of an old one.

Process of augmentation, in Scotland, a process in the

teind court, raised by the minister of a parish against the

titular and heritors, for the purpose of obtaining an aug-

mentation of his stipend.

augmentationer (ag-men-ta'shon-^r), n. An
officer belonging to the Augmentation Court

(which see, under augmentation).
Here now I speak to you my masters, minters, augmen-

tatianers. Latiiner, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

iiii'iitiirt; pp. iiui/iiii-iiliitim: see imi/nn nt, c.]

I. a. 1. Having the quality or power of aug-

menting. 2. In griiui., expresHiiig augmenta-
tion or increase in the force of the idea con-

veyed: applied both to words and to affixes

which effect Oils.

II. . A word formed to express increased

intensity of the idea convoyed by it, or an affix

wliich serves tills purpose.
Also augiiientiri:

augmentatively (ag-men'ta-tiv-li), adv. So
as to augment or increase

;
ill the manner of an

augment.
augmenter (ag-meu'ter), n. One who or that

which augments.
augmentive (ag-men'tiv), a. and n. [< aug-
ment + -ice.] Same as augmentative.

augmentless (ag'ment-les), a. [< augment +
-less. } Without an augment.
Additional forms agasisam, agasls, agasit, and tin

uua " - i -i-im-are found throughout the Bran-

inaiias and Upanlshads. Amer. Jour. Philot., VI. 278

augoert, augret, n. Obsolete spellings of </''

augrimt, . A Middle English form of algorism.

augrim-stonest, . /'' Stones used as counters

in arithmetical calculations, some standing for

units, others for tens, etc.

Uis auarim-itoanei, leyen faire apart.
Chaucer, Miller s Tale.

Augsburg Confession. See confession.

augur (a'ger), n. [< ME. augur, < L. augur, ear-

lier auger, of uncertain origin, perhaps < avis, a

bird (cf. au-spex and au-cupation), + -gur, con-

nected with garrirc, talk, chatter.] 1. Among
the ancient Romans, a functionary whose duty
it was to observe and to interpret, according to

traditional rules, the

auspices, or reputed
natural signs concern-

ing future events.
These auspices were stud-

ied, withaflxedcerenionial,
in the following classes of

phenomena : (1) signs from
the heavens, including
thunder and lightning, ana
other meteorological mani-

festations; (2) signs from
the direction of flight or

the various cries of birds ;

(8) signs from the manner
of eating of domestic hens

kept for this purpose ; (4)

signs from the movements
and attitudes of animals ;

(5) evil omens from various

fortuitous incidents, such
as the fall of any object,
the gnawing of a mouse,
the creaking of a chair,

etc., occurring during the

augural ceremonies, or

when these were about to begin. The official or public-

augurs, who constituted a college, probably founded by

Numa, were originally three in number. By the time of

Tarquin they had been increased to six. After 300 B. c.

the number became nine, of whom five must be plebeians.

Sulla made the number fifteen ; Julius Caesar, sixteen, not

including his own official membership in his character of

perpetual chief priest and dictator; and toward the close

of the empire the number was still further increased.

The augurs wore the sacerdotal pretext*, or toga with a

broad purple border, and their distinctive emblem was

the curved rod called the litvut, with which they marked
out the limits of the templum or boundary within which

the omens with which they had to do were to be observed.

Before any public business or ceremony was undertaken

the augurs decided whether the auspices were propitious,

or whether unfavorable omens demanded interruption or

delay ; they conducted the inauguration or exauguration
of priests, temples, and places, such as new settlements,

and fixed the times of movable festivals. In the engrav-

ing, the figure holds the lituus in his right hand, while

one of the sacred fowls appears at his feet.

Hence 2. One who pretends to foretell future

events by omens; a soothsayer; a prophet;
one who bodes, forebodes, or portends.

Augur of ill, whose tongue was never found
Without a priestly curse or boding sound.

Drydtn, Iliad, i. 166.

augur (a'ger), c. [= F. augurer = Sp. Pg. au-

gurar = It. augurare, < L. augurari; from the

noun.] I. trans. 1. To prognosticate from

signs, omens, or indications; predict; antici-

pate : with a personal subject.

Augur.

(From a Roman bas-relief.)

I did augur all this to him beforehand.
B. JonMn, Poetaster, i. 1.

I augur everything from the approbation the proposal
has met with. Sir J. Herschel.

2. To betoken ;
forebode : with a non-personal

or impersonal subject.
Sooth was my prophecy of fear ;

Believe it when it augur cheer.

Scott, L. of the L., iv. 11.

=Syn. 2. To portend, presage, foreshadow, be ominous of.



augur

II. in trans. 1. To conjecture from signs or

omens.
My power's a crescent, and my auguring hope
Says it will come to the full. Shak., A. and C., ii. 1.

2. To be a sign ;
bode: with well or ill.

It aw/iu-s ill fur an undertaking ... to Bud such dis-

sension's in headquarters. W. Beltliam, Hist. Eng.

augural (a'gu-ral), a. [< L. auguralis, pertain-

ing to an augur, < augur, augur.] Pertaining
to an augur, or to the duties or profession of an

augur; ot'or pertaining to divination; ominous:

as, "portents augural," Cowper.

augUrateH (a'gu-rat), v. t. or i.
; pret. and pp.

a lit/united, ppr.'augurating. [< L. augurdtus,

pp. of auyurari, augur: see augur, v., and-cife2.]

To conjecture or foretell by augury; predict;
act as an augur.

I awiiii-iiti truly the improvement they would receive

this way. Warburton, To Kurd, Letters, cii.

augurate2 (a'gu-rat), w. [< L. auguratus, the

office of augur', < augur: see augur, n., and

-afeS.] The office of augur; augurship.

augurationt (a-gu-ra'shon), n. [< L. augura-

tio(n-), < augurari, pp. 'auguratus, augur: see

augur, v.] The practice of augury, or the fore-

telling of events by signs or omens: as, "tri-

pudiary augurations," Sir T. Browne, Vulg.

Err., i. 11.

augureH, [For 'auger, for *algere, appar. <

D. aalgcer, aalger, elger, < aal (= E. eel) + -ger

(= AS. gar), a spear: see gar*, gore'*.] An
eel-spear.

augure2t, [Also augur, < OF. augure, < L.

augurium : see augury.] Augury.
augurert (a'ger-er), n. An augur. Shale.

augurial (a-gu'ri-al), a. [< L. augurialis, col-

lateral form of auguralis: see augural.'] Of or

pertaining to augurs or augury; augural.
As for the divination or decision from the staff, it is an

augurial relic. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

augurismt (a'ger-izm), n. [< augur + -ism.']

Augury.
auguristt (a'ger-ist), n. [< augur + -ist. Cf.

augurize.] An augur.
augurizet (a'ger-Iz), v. t. or i. [< augur + -ise.]

To augur ;
act as an augur.

auguroust (a'ger-us), a. [< augur + -ous.]

Predicting; foretelling; foreboding.

Presaging in their augurous hearts.

Chapman, Iliad, xviii. 191.

augursMp (a'ger-ship), n. [< augur + -ship.]

The office or period of office of an augur.

augury (a'gu-ri), n.
; pi. auguries (-riz). [< ME.

augury, < OF. augurie (ME. also augure, < OP.

augure) = Sp. Pg. It. augurio, < L. augurium,
divination, prognostication, omen, < augur, au-

gur: see augur, n.] 1. The art or practice of

foretelling events by signs or omens.
She knew by augury divine.

Swift, Cadenus and Vanessa.

The throne and sceptre of Ithaca were to be disposed
by auauru, by the will of Jove, signified by some omen.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 571.

2. That which forebodes
;
that from which a

prediction is drawn; an omen or significant
token.

Sad auguries of winter thence she drew.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 441.

I hail this interchange of sentiment ... as an augury
that . . . the peace and friendship which now exist be-

tween the two nations will be ... perpetual.
Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 462.

3. Figuratively, indication ; presage ; promise.
His diligence at school . . . gave augury of his future

accomplishments. Sumner, John Pickering.

=Syn. Portent, Sign, etc. See wtien.

august1
(a-gust'), a. [= F. auguste = Sp. Pg.

It. augusto, < L. augxstus, venerable, worthy of

honor (assumed as a title by Octavius Csesar
and his successors), perhaps orig.

' consecrated

by augury,' < augur, augur (cf. robust, < L. ro-

bustus, < robur) ;
but usually associated with

augere, increase, extol: see auction.] 1. In-

spiring reverence and admiration ; majestic ;

solemnly grand or stately; sublime; magnifi-
cent; imposing.

There is on earth a yet auyiister thing,
Veiled though it be, than parliament or king.

Wither.

That august face of Truth. Whittier, Eve of Election.

This was an extensive and magnificent structure, the
creation of the prince's own eccentric yet august taste.

Poe, Tales, I. 339.

2. Venerable; worshipful; eminent. =syn, state-

ly, etc. (see iiuijextic), awful, imposing.

August2 (a'gust),. [<ME. August, Augst, also

Aust, after OF. Aoust, mod. P. Aout = Sp. Pg.
It. Agosto = D. Augustus =G. Dan. Augu$t=Svr.
Augusti = Buss. Avgustu = Gr. Atyowrof, < L.
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Augustus (sc. mvnsis, month), August; so named
by the emperor Augustus Ceesar (see augusft) in

his own honor, following the example of Julius

Cassar, who gave his name to the preceding
month, July. The earlier name of August was
Sextilis (< sextus = E. sixtii, it being the sixth

month in the old calendar).] The eighth month
of the year, containing thirty-one days, reckon-

ed the first month of autumn in Great Britain,
but the last of summer in the United States.

See month.

august2 (a'gust), v. t. [= F. aoiiter, ripen, =
Sp. agostar, be parched, dial, plow land in

August, pasture cattle on stubble in sum-
mer (see agostadero); from August^, n.] If.

To make brown or sunburnt. Evelyn. 2. To

ripen; bring to fruition. [Poetical.]

He for ... dear nations toiled,
And augunted man's heavenly hopes.

Bailey, Mystic, 1. 55. (If. E. D.)

augUSta(a-gus'ta),. [See august1
.] A name

given in Central America to a valuable timber-

tree, the botanical relations of which are un-

known.

augustal (a-gus'tal), n. [< L. Augustalis, relat-

ing to Augustus, the title assumed by the em-

perors, < augustus, venerable : see august
1
.] 1.

Under the ancient Roman empire : (a) A priest
of the lares at the cross-roads, an office first

established by Augustus. (6) A priest of a

college or brotherhood (sodales Augustales) of

members of the imperial house and some other

persons of high rank, whose duty it was to

maintain the religious rites of the Julian fam-

ily: instituted by Tiberius, (c) A member of a

private college or corporation, of which there

were many in Borne and throughout the prov-
inces, formed to do reverence, by religious
ceremonies and otherwise, to the memory of

Augustus, and, at a later date, to pay divine

honors to the reigning emperor also. The office

uf augustal became hereditary, and carried with it the

assessment of certain public dues, and the giving to the

public of stated feasts and shows. The augustals wore dis-

tinctive ornaments, had places of honor in the theaters,
and enjoyed other privileges, (d) Under the early

empire, a general name for subaltern officers

of the legion. 2. The name of an Italian gold
coin, weigh-
ing from 30
to 40 grains,
issued in

the thirteenth

century by
the emperor
Frederick II.

as king of Si-

cily. It bears
a resemblance to gold coins of the ancient Bo-
man empire.
augustalis (a-gus-ta'lis), .; pi. augustales

(-lez). Same as augustal, 2.

Augustan (a-gus'tan), a. [< L. Augustanus,
pertaining to Augustus, or to cities named
Augusta: see August^.] 1. Pertaining to the

Emperor Augustus (31 B. c. to A. D. 14) : as,

the Augustan age. The Augustan age was the most
brilliant period in Roman literature ; hence the phrase
has been applied by analogy to similar periods in the lit-

erary history of other countries. Thus the reign of Louis
XIV. has been called the Augustan age of French litera-

ture, while that of Queen Anne has received this distinc-

tion in English.

2. Pertaining to the town Augusta Vindelico-

rum, now Augsburg, in Bavaria: as, the Au-

gustan Confession, commonly called the Augs-
burg Confession. See confession.

Augustin, Augustine (a-gus'tin or a'gus-tin),
n. [< L. Augustinus, a proper name, < Augus-
tus, name of Roman emperors: see August^.
The name Austin is a contraction of Augustin.]
A name formerly given to a member of one of

the monastic fraternities following the rule

of St. Augustine. See Augustinian Augustine
disputation, a disputation formerly held at Oxford on
the feast of St. Augustine.

Augustinian (a-gus-tin'i-an), a. and n. [< L.

Augustinus, Augustine.] I. a. Relating or

pertaining to St. Augustine or his doctrines, or
to the order of monks following his rule.

II. n. 1. A member of one of several reli-

gious orders deriving their name and rule from
St. Augustine. The regular canons of St. Augustine,
or Austin Canons, were introduced into Great Britain soon
after 1100, and had houses at Pontefract, Scone, Holyrood,
etc. The hermits of St. Augustine, or Austin Friars, now
known as Augustinians. form one of the four mendicant
orders of the Roman Catholic Church ; they were gathered
into one body from several congregations in the middle of
the thirteenth century. A reformed branch of this order is

known as the barefooted A uywttiniang. There have also

aulacanthid

been various congregations of nuns called by this name;
and many others follow the rule of St. Augustine, as the

Hospital Sisters of the H6tel-l)ieu in France, Canada, etc.

2. In theol., one who adopts the views of St. Au-

gustine, especially his doctrines of predestina-
tion and irresistible grace. See grace. 3. One
of a sect of the sixteenth century, which main-
tained that the gates of heaven will not be open
till the general resurrection.

Augustinianism (a-gus-tin'i-an-izm), n. [<

Augustinian + -ism.] 1. The doctrines of St.

Augustine. 2. The rules and practice of the

Augustinians.
augustly (a-gust'li), adv. In an august man-

ner; majestically.

augustness (a-gust'nes), w. The quality of

being august; dignity of mien; grandeur;
magnificence.
He was daunted at the augwitness of such an assembly.

Shaflesbury.

auk1
(ak), 11. [Also written awJc, E. dial, alk, <

Icel. alka, alka = Sw. alka =Dan. alk; > NL. Al-

ca, q. v.] A diving bird belonging to the fam-

ily Alcidte and the order Pygopodes, character-

ized by having 3 toes, webbed feet, and short

wings and tail. Originally the name was specifically

applied to the great auk, or garefowl, Alca impeiuiit, which
became extinct about 1844, notable as the largest bird of

the family and the only one deprived of the power of flight

by reason of the smallness of its wings, though these were
as perfectly formed as in other birds. It was about 30
inches long, the length of the wing being only about 6

inches. Its color was dark-brown above and white below,
with a large white spot before the eye. It abounded on
both coasts of the North Atlantic, nearly or quite to the

arctic circle, and south on the American side to Massa-
chusetts. The name came to be also specifically applied
to the razor-billed auk, Alca or Utamania torda, a simi-

lar but much smaller species, about 15 inches long, with
a white line instead of a spot before the eye ; and finally,

as a book-name, it was made synonymous with Alciaae.

Several North Pacific species still bear the name, as the

rhinoceros auk (Ceratorhina monocerata), the crested auk
(Simorhynchus crixtatellus'), etc. ; but other special names
are usually found for most of the birds of this family, as

puffin, murre, guillemot, dovekie, auklct, etc. There are

about 24 species belonging to the family. See Alea, Al-

cidoe.

auk2
t, a. Same as awki.

auklet (ak'let), n. [< auk + dim. -let.] A lit-

tle auk. Specifically applied to several small species of

Obverse.

Augustal, in the B (Size of the

t.S.

Crested Auklet (SimorkyHchus cristatellus}.

Alcidce, of the genera Simorhynchux, Ombria, and Pty-
fhorhamphux, as the crested auklet, Simorhynclins era-

tatellus; the parrakeet auklet, Ombria psittacula; the

Aleutian auklet, Ptychorhamplm* aleuticuft.

aul (al), . [E. dial., a reduction of alder1
.]

The alder.

When the bud of the aid is as big as the trout's eye,
Then that flsh is in season in the river Wye.

Local Eng. proverb.

aula (a'la), n.
; pi. aulce (-le). [L., a hall, a

court, < Gr. avtJ), a hall, a court, orig. an open
court, prob. as being open to the air, < aijvat,

blow: see air1
, aura, and asthma; cf. atvof, a

pipe, flute.] 1. A court or hall. 2. [NL.]
In anat., the anterior portion of the third ven-
tricle of the brain, corresponding to the cavity
of the primitive prosencephalon ;

a mesal por-
tion of the common ventricular cavity of the

brain; in the amphibian brain, the ventricle of

the unpaired cerebral rudiment. 3. [NL.] In

zool., the cavity of a colony of infusorians, as

members of Volvox or Eudorina. A. Hyatt.
Aula Regia or Regis (Royal or King's Court), a court
established by William the Conqueror in his own hall,
whence the name. It was composed of the great officers

of state resident in the palace, of the king's justiciars, and
the greater barons. It formed an advisory body consulted

by the king in matters of great importance. Also called

Curia Regie. See curia, 2.

Aulacantha (a-la-kan'tha), n. [NL., < Gr.

av?.6f, pipe, tube, + aKav6a, a spine.] A genus
of radiolarians, representing a peculiar family,
the Aulacanthidos. Haeckel, 1860.

aulacanthid (a-la-kan'thid), n. A radiolarian
of the family Auiacanthidce.



Aulacanthidae

Aulacanthids (a-la-kan'thi-de), . pi. [NL.,
< Aitlarantlia + -iifie.] A family of Iripylcaiis

or acantharian radiolarians, with a skeleton

consisting of a superficial pallium of five tan-

gential tubes and a number of strong radial

spiculos, simple or branched, which pierce the

mantle. They are deep-sea organism*, and are dividi-il

into a number of genera, as Aiiim-mitlm. .I"' 1

Atiliiaiitlu'*, Aitl(nlen<lritui, etc. lln"-k<'l.

aulacode(ii'la-k6d),n. [< jH/rtiwiMJi.] Aspiny
ground-rat of the tjeiius .tiilnmdits.

Aulacodus (a-la-ko'dus), n. [NL., < Gr. /> . B

furrow, + mloiY,' tooth.] 1. A genus of rodents.
of the family
OetodontidcB
and subfami-

ly Ecliimyi-
ii/i\ including
one African

species, A.

Ground-pig (Aitlacottits

Swinder's au-
lacode. the

ground-pig. It

is a large bur-

rowing animal,
about 2 feet long, with a stout body, short limbs, ears, and

tail, flattened and channeled bristly hairs like spiuea, and

triply grooved teeth.

2. A genus of coleopterous insects. Esch-

scholts, 1832.

aulss, H. Plural of aula.

aularian (a-la'ri-an), a. and M. [< ML. aularis,

< L. aula, hall.] I. a. Relating to a hall.

II. n. At English universities, especially Ox-

ford, a member of a hall, as distinguished from
a collegian.

aulary (ft'la-ri), a. [< ML. aularis: see anlti-

rian.] Same as aularian.

aulatela (a-la-te'lii), .
; pi. aulatelte (-le).

tNL.,
irreg. <.'aula (see aula) + L. tela, a web.]

n anat., the atrophied or membranous roof of

the aula. See aula, 2.

aulbet, " An obsolete form of aMA.
auld (aid), a. [So., = E. old, q. v.] Old.

Take thine auld cloak about thee.

Quoted in Sliak., Othello, II. 3.

Auld birkie. See birkie. Auld lang syne. (Auld - E.

old; latiff = E. long; syne E. since: see syne.\ A Scotch

p
h
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finally consisted of a president, a vice-president, and
eighteen councilors, six of whom were Protestant
unanimous vote of the hitter could not he set asiile tiy

the others. The Aulie I'oiinril i-easeil to exist on the ex-

tinction of the (icrinan empire in 1S08. Tile title is now
-iven to tin- roiincil of State. of tile Kmperor of Austria.
\l-n III <!n-'l!.

2. [<!//,'-] In mint., of or pertaining to the
imla. Wilder.

II. n. Formerly, in the University of P;n i-.

the ceremony of conferring the degree of doc-
tor in theology, including a harangue by the

chancellor and a disputation upon a thesis

written and defended by the candidate : BO

called because it was held in the great hall of

the archbishopric.
aulical (a'li-kal), n. Same as aulic, 1.

aulicism (a'li-sizm), n. [< aulic + -ism.] A
courtly phrase or expression.
aulin (a'lin), n. [Also written attin, alien, <il-

lun ; according to Edmonston (Shetland Gloss. )

< Icel. "alinn, a parasite
"
(cf. the specific name

prop, one fed, being pp. of ala,

bear, nourish, feed: see alie1 and all.] The
arctic gull, Stercorariim /tarasitictis, also call-

ed dirtij-allen, nmi(ti/-(iiiliii or aulin-scouty, and
xkait-lnrd. See strnutii-anlin and skait-bird.

aulin-SCOUty (a'lin-skou'ti), n. Same as aulin.

auliplexus (o-li-plek'sus), n.
; pi. auliplexus or

(-ez). [NL., < aula, 2, + plexus.]

.

hrase denoting days or times long since past, especially

py times. Auld wives' tongues, an old name of the

asp, Papulae tremula. "This tree is the matter whereof
,

.

women s toongs were made, as the poets and some others

report, which seldom cease wagging." Gerard.

Auldana (al-da'na), n. An Australian red wine.

auld-farand, auld-farrant (ald-fii'rand, -rant),
a. [Sc., < auld + farand.] Having the ways
or thoughts of an old person; resembling an
old or at least a grown-up person ; hence, saga-
cious ; wily ; knowing more than was expected :

most frequently applied to children. [Scotch.]
aulen (a'len), a. [E. dial., a reduction of al-

dern. Cf . aul.] Aldern
;
of alder. [Prov. Eng.]

auletes (a-le'tez), n.
; pi. auletai (-ti).

_
[Gr.

ai'^qrrif, < aii^elv, play on the flute, < avMs, a

flute, a pipe, tube, < iifivai, blow. Cf. aula."] In
ancient Greece, a flute-player.

Before him on the right stands an auletes.

Cat. of Vase* in Brit. Museum, II. 86.

auletic (i-let'ik), a. [< L. auleticus, < Gr. aii).>i-

T<K<5f, of or for the flute (cf. avKnjiis, a flute-

player), < aii/lfiv, play on the flute: see auletes.]

Pertaining to instruments of the flute kind.

It is true that the ancients also had an instrumental
music separate from poetry; but while this in modern
times has been coining more and more to be the crown of

musical art, it was confined in antiquity to the kitharistic

and auletic nonies. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 90.

auletris (a-le'tris), n.
; pi. auletrides (-tri-dez).

[Gr. av).tjTpif, fern, of avi.rrcfa'- see auletes.] In
ancient Greece, a fe-

male flute-player.

In the centre an auletris,

looking to the right, playing
on the double flute.

Cat. of rages in Brit.

[Museum, II. 16.

aulic (a'lik), a. and n.

[< L. aulicus. < Gr. oi/U-

icrff,
of the court, < av'Mi,

court: see aula.] I. a.

1 . Pertaining to a royal
court. In the old German
empire, the Aulic Council was
the personal council of the

emperor, and one of the two
supreme courts of the em-
pire which decided without
appeal. It was instituted
ifiniit TW7 ami nraflni7ai1 Auietns. Performer on the
about 1602, and organized ,i ,,blc flute or diaulos. (From
under a definite constitution

In anat., the aulic portion of the diaplexus;
that part of the choroid plexus which is in the
aula. Sec iinlii. L'. U'ililrr unit Gage, Anat.

Tech., p. 473.

aulmonieret, n. See aumtiniere.

aulnt, n. See aune.

aulnaget, n. See alnage.

aulnagert, n. See alnager.

aulopfiyte (a'lo-fit), n. [< Gr. aW.<5f, a
pipe,

tube, + Qwav, a plant.] A plant living within

another, but chiefly for shelter, not parasiti-

cally, as some minute algae.

Aulopora (a-lop'o-ra), n. [NL., < Gr. aW.of, a

pipe, + iropof, a pore.] A genus of fossil sclero-

dermatous corals, of the group Tubulosa, giving
name to a family Autoporida:.
aulorhynchid (a-lo-ring'kid), n. A fish of the

family Aulorhynchida;.
Aulofhynchidse (a-lo-ring'ki-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Aulorhynchus + -idm.] A family of hemi-
branchiate fishes, with an elongated subcylin-
drical body, elongated tubiform snout, sides

with rows of bony shields, and subthoracic

ventral fins having a spine and four rays each.

Aulorhynchus (a-lo-ring'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.

aiiXdf, a flute, pipe, '+ pvyxf, snout.] A genus
of fishes, typical of the family Aiilorliynchlda:
A. flavidus, the only known species, occurs on
the Pacific coast of the United States.

Aulosphsera (a-lo-sfe'rS), . [NL., < Gr. aWpc,
a pipe, + aQaipa,' sphere.] A genus of radio-

larians, typical of the family Aulospharrida;.

Aulosphaeridae (a-lo-sfe'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Aulosphcera + -ida;.] A family of tripylean
or acantharian radiolarians, with a fenestrated

shell composed in a peculiar fashion of hollow
tubes. It is a group of several deep-sea gen-
era, as Aulospliasra, Aulophlegma, etc. Haeckel.

Aulostoma (a-los'to-ma), n. [NL. (prop. fern.

of Aulostomus; cf. 'Aulostomus), < Gr. aMof, a

pipe, + <rr6/ja, mouth: see auletes and stoma.]
A genus of fishes, typical of the family Aulo-

stomidce. Also Aulostomus.

Aulostomatidae (a'lo-sto-mat'i-de), n. pi.
Same as Aulostomida!.

aulostomid (a-los'to-mid), n. A fish of the

family Aulostomida;.

Aulostomidse (a-lo-std'mi-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Aulostoma + -ida:.] A family of hemibranchi-
ate fishes, typified by the genus Aulostoma,

in 1559, modified in 1654. It
a Greek red-figured vase ; 5th
century B.C.)

with a long compressed body, elongated tubi-

form snout, imbricated ctenoid scales, numer-
ous dorsal spines, and abdominal spineless
ventral fins. Several species are known as

inhabitants of tropical and warm seas. Also
Aittostomatida:.

aulostomidan (a-16-sto'mi-dan), a. and n. I.

a. Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Aulostomida;.

II. n. A fish of the family Aulostomida;; an
aulostomid. Sir J. Richardson.

Aulostomus (a-los'to-mus), n. [NL., masc.:
see Aulostoma.] Same as Aulostoma.
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atun1 (am), n. A dialectal form of elm. [North.
Eng.]
aum'2 (am), n. See mini.

aum ;!
(iim), n. A dialectal form of alum. [North.

Eng]
aum 1

,
a. at/t "in.

aumailt, . and i
1

. An obNolete form of am< '.

aumbryt, - An obsolete form of ambry.
aumelett. An obsolete form of <>m<li t.

aumener't, . An obsolete form of

aumener'-'t, . An obsolete form of almoner".

aumeryt, An obsolete form of ambry.
aumone (li'mon), n. [< F. tinini'ine, < OF. nl-

mnxin, < LL. rlefiiiiixi/nii, alms: see iilinx ami

iiliiinii/.] In Inir, uliiis. Tenure In aumone, a ten-

ure by whieh liiinU are given in aim-- \" some elimeh "i

b H- house.

aumoniere, aulmonieret (6-m6-ni-ar'), w. [F. :

sec iiliiionei--.] A pouch or ]mrsc. often richly

embroidered, carried at the girdle by persons
of rank during the middle ages. The name is

also given to a bag or pouch similarly worn by
women at the present day.
aumuce, . See amice?.

auncelt, [Early mod. E. also aticel, < ME.
iiiiii<-fl, (luneeltr, autiselle, also auncere, aw...
< AF. auneelle, aunselle, appar. (by mistaking
the initial I for the article P, la) for "laimcelle,

< It. lancella, a little balance, dim. of lance, a

balance, < L. lanx, ace. lancem, a plate, a scale

of a balance: see lance'*, launceV, and balance.']

A kind of balance for weighing anciently used
in England, apparently that variety of the

steelyard commonly known as the Danish steel-

yard, which has a movable fulcrum and a fixed

weight, the forefinger often serving as the ful-

crum. It was very inaccurate, and was therefore prohib-
ited by statute. In many parts of England the term aun-

cel-uviyht is still used to signify weight, as of meat, which
has been estimated by the hand without scales.

aundert, . A dialectal form of undern.

aundiront, . An obsolete form of andiron.

aune (on), n. [F., < OF. dine, ell: see alnage
and ell.] A French cloth-measure, now super-
seded as a standard measure by the meter.
The use of the aune inftrique, uourellf, or umiette, equal
to H meters or 47J English Inches, established in 1812, was
forbidden after 1*39. The old measure of this name varied
at different places : at Rouen it was the same as the Eng-
lish ell, 45 Inches; at Paris, 48] Inches; at Lyons, 47}
Inches ; at Calais, 68J Inches. Formerly written aulii.

aunget, aungelt, [ME., < OF. ange, angel :

see angel.] Obsolete forms of angel.
aunt (ant), n. [< ME. aunte, aunt, < OF. ante,

aunte (F. tantc) = Pr. amda = It. dial, amida,

ameta, < L. ttmita, aunt; cf. Icel. amnm, grand-
mother: see amma 1

. For the change of ml
to nt, cf. <!.] 1. The sister of one's father

or mother; also, in address or familiar use,
the wife of one's uncle. 2f. Formerly used

by alumni of Oxford and Cambridge as a title

for the " sister university." N. E. D. 3f. An
old woman

;
an old gossip.

The wisest aunt telling the saddest talc.

Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1.

4t. A procuress ;
a loose woman.

Summer songs for me and my aunts,
While we lie tumbling in the hay.

Shak., \V. T., iv. 2.

Aunt Sally. () In England, a favorite game at race-

courses ana fairs. A wooden head is set on a pole, and a

clay pipe is placed in the mouth or nose. The game con-

sists In endeavoring to smash the pipe by throwing sticks

or other missiles at it. (b) The head so used.

auntert, n. The common Middle English form
of adrenture, n.

auntert, auntret, . '. and t. The common
Middle English forms of adventure, v.

I wol arise and auntre it by my fay.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, I. 290.

auntie, . See aunt;/.

auntroust, a. The common Middle English
form of adventurous. Chaucer.

aunty, auntie (an'ti), . Familiar diminutive
forms of aunt.

aura 1
(a'rii), n. [L., a breeze, a breath of air,

the air, (' Gr. av/>a, air in motion, a breeze,
< af/vai, breathe, blow. Cf. aula, and see air1

.]

1. A supposed influence, force, or imponder-
able matter proceeding from a body and sur-

rounding it as an atmosphere ; specifically, an

imponderable substance supposed to emanate
from all living things, to consist of the subtle

essence of the individual, and to be a means
of manifesting what is called animal mag-
netism, and also a medium for the operation
of alleged mesmeric, clairvoyant, and somnam-
bulic powers. Also called nerre-aura, or ner-

vaura. Hence 2. Figuratively, atmosphere;
air

; character, etc.
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He [Rossetti] appreciated to a generous extent the

poetry of present younger writers, but failed to see in

nine-tenths of it any of that originality and individual

aura that characterize work that will stand the stress of

time. W. Sharp, D. G. Rossetti, p. 35.

The personal aura which surrounded him [S. Bowles]
in social intercourse was nowhere more potent than with

his young men in the office.

Charles G. Whiting, in Merriam's Life of Bowles, II. 69.

3. A peculiar sensation resembling that pro-
duced by a current of air. See epileptic aura,
below. Electric aura, a supposed electric fluid ema-

nating from an electrified body, and forming a sort of at-

mosphere around it. Also called electric atmosphere.

Epileptic aura (aura epileptica), primarily, a sensation,
as of a current of air rising from some part of the body to

the head, preceding an attack of epilepsy ; in a more gen-
eral sense, any disturbance of consciousness or local mo-
tor symptoms immediately preceding an epileptic spasm.

Hysteric aura, a similar sensation preceding an at-

tack of hysteria.

aura2 (a'ra), n. [NL., appar. adapted (with ref.

to aura1 ) from a S. Amer. native name. The
form ouroua is given by Barrere as the native

name in Guiana.] An old native name of any
South American vulture excepting the condor

;

an urubu, tzopilotl, gallinazo, turkey-buzzard,
or carrion-crow. It was early Latinized in the form

regina aurarum, was adopted by Linnaeus as the specific
name of his Vultur aura, and is now used as the specific
name of the turkey-buzzard, Cathartes aura. See cut
under Cathartes.

aural1
(a'ral), a. [< L. aura (see aura1 ) + -al.]

Pertaining"to the air or to an aura.

aural2 (a'ral), a. [< L. auris, = E. ear1
,
+ -al.]

I. Relating to the ear: as, the aural orifice;

aural surgery. 2. Perceived by the ear;
learned by hearing ;

auricular.

That aural acquaintance with Latin phrases which the

unlearned might pick up from pulpit quotations con-

stantly interpreted by the preacher, could help them little

when they saw written Latin. George Eliot, Romola, Ixiii.

auramine (a'ra-min), n. [< aurum + amine.]
A coal-tar color used in dyeing. It is the hydro-
chlorid of tetra-methyl-diamido-benzo-phenon-imide. It

yields a pure and brilliant yellow on cotton, wool, and silk.

aurantia (a-ran'shi-a), n. [NL., < aurantium,
an orange : see orange.] A coal-tar color used in

dyeing. It is the ammonium salt of hexa-nitro-diphenyl-
amine. It produces shades of orange, but is only applied
to wool and silk. It has been said that this dye has poison-
ous properties, occasioning skin-eruptions.

Aurantiacese (a-ran-ti-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

aurantium, an orange (see orange), + -acea;.]
See Aurantiece.

aurantiaceous (a-ran-ti-a'shius), a. [< NL.
aurantiaceus : see above.] Of or belonging to

the Aurantiacece.

Aurantieae (a-ran-ti'e-e), n.pl. [NL., < auran-
tium (see orange) + -ea;.] A tribe in the natu-
ral order Rutacea, trees or shrubs, distinguished
from the rest of the order by their perfect
flowers and by their fruit, a large berry with
exalbuminous seeds. It has often been classed as a
distinct order, the Aurantiacece. There are about a dozen
genera, indigenous to tropical Asia, of which the most
familiar are Citrus, yielding the orange, etc.; Limonia, the
lemon

;
and Algle, the bhel-tree.

aurate 1
(a'rat), a. and n. [< L. auratus, over-

laid with gold, of gold, pp. of aurare, overlay
with gold, < aurum, gold: see aurum and -ate1 .]

I. a. Resembling gold; gold-colored; gilded.
[Rare.]
H. n. 1. A kind of pear. 2. A combination

of auric acid with a base : as, potassium aurate.

aurate2 (a'rat), a. [< L. auris, = E. ear1
,
+

-ate1 . Equiv. ioaurited, q.v.] Eared; having
ears, as the scallop-shell.
aurated1

, aurated2 (a'ra-ted), a. Same as
aurate1

,
aurate^.

aur6 (6-ra'), a. [Heraldic F., = aurate1 .] In

her., sprinkled with drops or spots of gold.
Otherwise termed gutte (for. See gutti.
aureate (a're-at), a. [Early mod. E. aureat, <

LL. aureatus, adorned with gold, < L. aureus,
golden, < aurum, gold: see aurum.] Golden;
gilded ; golden-yellow, as a flower.

aurei, n. Plural of aureus.

aureity (a-re'i-ti), n. [< aure-ous + -ity.] The
peculiar properties of gold ; goldenness. Cole-

aurelia (a-re'lya), . [NL., < It. aurelia, chrys-
alis, < aurelia, fern, of aurelio, golden (Florio),

^__^ < L. "aurelius (only as a

proper name, Aurelius,
earlier Auselius. a Ro-
man family), < aurum,
gold: see aurum.] If. In

entom., the nymph, chrys-
alis, or pupa of a lepi-

dopterous insect. See
chrysalis. 2. [cop.] A

C, genital chamber ; L, pro- genUS of pelagic disCO-"11"
phorous Hydromeduw,

JL

Aurelia aurita.
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typical of the family Anreliida', characterized

by having branched radial vessels and the edge
of the disk fringed with small tentacles. A. au-

rita is the type-species, found in European seas, the old

Medusa aurita of Liunams. A. Jlavidula occurs on the

coast of North America. The name is synonymous with
Medusa regarded as a genus and in its most restricted

sense.

In the study of the sunnsh (Aurelia) we are able to see

plainly the prominent differences between jelly-fishes as

a group and polyps as a group.
Pop. Set. Mo., July, 1878, p. 318.

3. The adult state of any medusa, or the per-
fected stage of a medusiform zooid.

aurelian (a-re'lyan), a. and n. [< aurelia, 1, +
-an.] I.f a. In "entom., like or pertaining to

the aurelia : as, the aurelian form of an insect.

II. n. An entomologist devoted to the study
of lepidopterous insects only.

With the exception of a few Aurelians, as the students

of Lepidoptera were then [1853] termed.
J. 0. Westwood, 1883.

Aureliidae (a-re-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Aurelia,

2, + -idee.] A family of pelagic Discophora,

containing the genus Aurelia.

aureola (a-re'o-la), n. [L., fern, of aureolus, of

gold, dim. of 'aureus, of gold, < aurum, gold:
see aurum.] 1. In rep-
resentations of the

Deity, the Virgin Mary,
saints, martyrs, etc., a
radiance or luminous
cloud emanating from
and surrounding the
whole figure. If the fig-

ure is represented in an erect

position, the aureola is usu-

ally oval, or of the form
known as the vesica piscis

(fish's bladder) ; if the figure
is sitting, the aureola often

approaches a circular form.

Aureola, nimbus, and glory
are frequently confounded,
though technically quite dis-

tinct. See nimbus and glory.

There are some poets
whom we picture to our-

selves as surrounded with
aureolas.

Aureola.- Figure of Christ. Stedman,Viet. Poets, p. 114.
from tympanum of portal of St.

Trophime, Aries, France; izth 2. Anything resem-

bling an aureola. Spe-
cifically (a) In astron., the ring of light seen around the
moon in total eclipses of the sun. (b) In meteor., a kind
of halo surrounding a shadow cast upon a cloud or fog-
bank or dew-covered grass : often observed by aeronauts
on the upper surface of clouds. Also called a glory.

3. In Bom. Cath. theol., a higher reward added
to the essential bliss of heaven as a recompense
for a special spiritual victory gained by the

person to whom it is attributed: as, the au-

reola of virgins, martyrs, doctors, etc.

aureole (a're-61), n. [< ME. aureole (cf. F. au-

reole), < L. aureola : see aureola. Cf. oriole.] A
luminous emanation or cloud surrounding a

figure or an object ;
an aureola.

Fair shines the gilded aureole
In which our highest painters place
Some living woman's simple face.

D. G. Rossetti, Jenny.
And round the grisly fighter's hair the martyr's aureole

bent ! Whittier, Brown of Ossawatomie.

When the electric arc is produced between carbons in

vacuo a beautiful glow is obtained, the negative pole being
surrounded by a blue aureole, and the positive by a strat-

ified pale-blue light. A. Daniell, Mn. of Physics, p. 583.

aureole (a're-61), v. t.
; pret. and pp. aureoled,

ppr. aureoling. [< aureole, n] To surround or
invest with an aureole.

aureolin (a-re'o-lin), n. [< L. aureolus, dim. of

aureus, golden,' yellow (see aureous), + -in2.]

A trade-name for the pigment cobalt yellow
(which see, under yellow).
aureosin (a-re'o-sin), n. [< L. aurum, gold, +
eosin] A coal-tar color used in dyeing, it is a
chlorinated fluorcscein (which see). It dyes light-rose
shades on silk, giving a greenish-yellow reflection.

aureous (a're-ns), a. [< L. aureus, of gold, gold-
en, < aurum, gold: see aurum.] Of a golden-
yellow color.

aures, . Plural of auris, 1.

aureus (a're-us), n.
; pi. aurei (-i). [L., prop,

adj. (sc. Hummus, coin), of gold: see aureous.]
A Roman
gold coin

equivalent
to 100 ses-

terces or 25

denarii, first

minted in

the first cen-
tury B. c.,

j . Aureus of Augustus, British Museum. (Sizeand ISSUed of th? original.)

auricular

under the empire till the reign of Constantino

I., who substituted for it the gold solidus. In

the time of Augustus the aureus weighed about 120 grains
and was worth about $5.02. Its weight and standard were
afterward reduced.

au revoir (6 re-vwor'). [F. : au (see au2 ) ;
re-

voir, < L. reviderc, see again, < re-, again, +
vlderc, see : lit. to the reseeing (inf. used as

n.).] Until we meet again; good-by for the

present.
auri-argentiferous (a"ri-ar-jen-tif'e-rus), a.

[< L. aurum, gold, + argentum, silver, + ferre =
E. bear1 : see aurum and argentiferous.] Bear-

ing or containing both gold and silver.

There are found in the lower levels pockets of auri-

argentiferous ore. L. Hamilton, Mex. Handbook, p. 128.

auric1
(a'rik), a. [< L. aurum, gold (see aurum),

+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to gold Auric oxid,
or gold trioxid, Au2 3 ,

is a blackish-brown powder, the

highest known oxid of gold.

auric2 (a'rik), a. [< aura 1 + -ic.] Of or per-

taining to the aura
;
aural. See aura1 .

aurichalc (a'ri-kalk), n. See orichalc.

aurichalcite (a-ri-kal'sit), n. [< L. aurichal-

cum (see orichalc) + -ite2.] A hydrous carbon-
ate of copper and zinc occurring in transpar-
ent verdigris-green to sky-blue needle-shaped
crystals, also in laminated or granular masses.
When reduced it yields a gold-colored alloy of copper and
zinc. Buratite is a variety which was supposed to be

singular in containing calcium.

aurichalcuni (a-ri-kal'kum), n. See orichalc.

auricle (a'ri-kl), n. [< L. auricula, the external

ear, the ear, dim. of auris= E. ear1
, q. v.] 1.

The pinna of the external ear
;
that part of the

organ of hearing which projects from the side

of the head. See pinna, and cut under ear.

Also auricula. 2. A chamber or one of the
chambers of the heart into which the blood
comes from the veins, and from which it passes
into the ventricle or one of the ventricles, in
the mammalian, avian, and reptilian heart there are two
auricles, the right and the left. The name is sometimes
used in a more special sense to designate an ear-like por-
tion or appendage (appendix auriculte) of each of these

chambers; the remainder is then distinguished as the
sinus. The right auricle receives venous blood from the

venie cavre ; the left auricle receives arterial blood from
the lungs through the pulmonary veins. See cuts under
heart and lung.

3. Something, or some part of a thing, like or

likened to an ear: variously applied, chiefly in

botany, zoology, and comparative anatomy.
Specifically (ffl) In entom., an appendage of the plantaof
certain insects, as bees, (b) In echinoderms, an auricula.

See auricula, 4. (c) In hot., an ear-shaped or ear-like ap-

pendage; the inflated lower lobe or appendage of the
leaves of some Ilepaticte.

4. An instrument applied to the ears to assist

in hearing ;
a kind of ear-trumpet.

auricled (a'ri-kld), a. [< auricle + -ed?.] Hav-
ing ears or auricles

; having appendages resem-

bling ears; in hot., same as auriculate.

auricomous (a-rik'o-mus), a. [< L. auricomus,
with golden hair, <.'aurum, gold, + coma, hair:

see aurum and coma 2
.] Having golden hair;

yellow-haired.
auricula (a-rik'u-lii), w.

; pi. auricula; (-le). [L.,
the external ear, the ear: see auricle.] 1. In

hot., a garden flower derived from the yellow
Primula Auricula, found native in the Swiss

Alps, and sometimes called bear's-ear from the

shape of its leaves. It has been cultivated for cen-
turies by florists, who have succeeded in raising from
seed a great number of beautiful varieties.

2. Same as auricle, 1. 3. [cap.] [NL.] In

zool., a genus of phytophagous or plant-eating
pulmonate gastropods, typical of
the family Auriculid<e. "A. judce
and A. mida; are examples. They
are known as ear-shells. 4. [NL.]
In echinoderms, one of the perfo-
rated processes into which the
ambulacral and sometimes the
interambulacral plates are pro-
duced, and which arch over the
interior of the ambulacra, as in

the typical echini, or sea-urchins.
See cut under Echinoidea.
auricular (a-rik'u-lSr), a. and n.

[< ML. auricularis,< L. auricula,
the ear: see auricle.] I. a. 1. Per-

taining to the ear, or to the auri-

cle of the ear; aural: as, the auricular nerve.
2. Used in connection with the ear: as, an

auricular tube (which see, below). 3. Ad-
dressed to the ear; privately confided to one's

ear, especially the ear of a priest : as, auricu-

lar confession. 4. Recognized or perceived
by the ear; audible.

. You shall ... by an auricular assurance have your
satisfaction. Shak., Lear, i. 2.
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5t. Communicated or known by report; hear-

say.
Auricular traditions and feigned testimonies.

liacon, Nat. Hist., 326.

6. Known or obtained by the sense of hearing :

as, auricular evidence. 7. Ear-shaped; auric-

ulato; auriform: as, the auricular articulating
surface of the human ilium. 8. In echino-

derms, of or pertaining to the auriculae : as, an
internal auricular process. 9. Pertaining to

the auricle of the heart. Anterior auricular ar-

teries, two or more branches of tliu temporal artery sup-

plying the external ear. Anterior auricular veins,
small veins from the external ear emptying into the tem-

poral vein. -Auricular feathers, in ornitli., the special
set of feathers, usually of peculiar structure, which overlie

ami defend thr i .uter nj idling of the cur.- Auricular fin-

ger, the little finger: so called from the fact that it is most

easily introduced into the ear. - Auricular foramen, the

mouth of the external auditory meatnsof the cur.-- Auric-
ular nerves, various small ncl'ves derived from the great
auricular, the MtrlonlotomporaL the facial, the second cer-

vical, the small or sometimes the large occipital, and the

vagus nerves, which supply the Integument and other

parts of the external ear and its vicinity. Auricular
point, in tntat., the center of the auricular foramen.
Auricular radii, in cranium., radii drawn from the pro-
jection of the auricular point on the median plane to the

projections of other points of the skull. See craniometry.
Auricular tube, a speaking-tube, either portable for

the use of deaf persons, or extending between different

parts of a building for the conveyance of messages. Auric-
ular Witness, a witness who relates what he has heard.

Deep auricular artery, a small branch from the inter-

nal maxillary artery, supplying the external meatus of tin-

ear. Great auricular nerve, the auricularis magnus, a
nerve arising from the second and third cervical nerves,
and distributed to the external ear and adjacent parts.
Posterior auricular artery, a branch of the external

carotid artery, supplying parts in the region of the ear.-
Posterior auricular vein, a vein which, descending be-

hind the pinna of the ear from the side of the head, joins
the external jugular vein.

II. n. 1. pi. In ornith., the auricular feath-

ers. 2. The auricular or little finger. See
auricular finger, above.

auriculares, . Plural of auricularis.

auricularia (a-rik-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < auricu-

la, 4, + -aria."} 1. [PI. "auricularite (-e).] A
term applied to an early stage of the develop-
ment of the embryo of certain echinoderms, as
those of the genera Holothuria, Synapta. etc.,
when it is ciliated. See Holothuridea. [It is a

generic name given by Mtiller through a mis-
take as to the nature of these larva?.] 2.

[cap.] In conck., a generic name variously
used: as, (a) by Do Blainville for a genus of

acephalous mollusks
; (6) by Fabricius for a

genus of gastropods.
auricularian (a-rik-u-la'ri-an), a. [< auricu-
laria + -an.] Of or pertaining to an auricula-

ria; echinopsdic.
auricularis (a-rik-u-la'ris), . : pi. auriculares

(-rez). [NL. : see auricular."] The little finger.
See auricular finger, under auricular.

auricularly (a-rik'u-ljir-li),
adv. 1. In an au-

ricular manner
; specifically, in a secret man-

ner; by whispers.
These will soon confess, and that not auricularly, but in

a loud and audible voice. Decay of Christ. Piety, vii. 4.

2. By means of auricles.

auriculate, auriculated (a-rik'u-lat, -la-ted),
a. [< NL. aurieulatus, < L. auricula: see au-

ricle.] 1. Ear-shaped; like or likened to an
auricle; auriform. 2. Having ears; provided
with ears, auricles, or ear-like parts : in bot.,
said of a leaf with a pair of small blunt projec-
tions or ears at the base Auriculate antennas,
in '// 1, ,1,1.. antennae in which one of the basal joints is ex-

panded laterally in a concave plate, as in certain aquatic
beetles. Auriculate elytra, in entom., elytra produced
laterally at the humeral angles into a free lobe.

auriculid (a-rik'u-lid), n. A gastropod of the

family AuricKlida'.

Auriculidse (a-ri-ku'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Au-
ricula, 3, + -o<e.] A family of pulmonate gas-
tropods with contractile tentacles, eyes ses-

sile at the inner or hinder bases of the tenta-

cles, rugose teguments, and a spiral shell whose
partitions are generally absorbed, and whose
columella is plicated. The family is divided into sub-
families and many genera. Some of the species frequent
banks, generally within tide-limits, others marshes and
wet woods, and a few (of the genus Carychium) are almost
exclusively terrestrial. See cut under Pythia.

auriculobregmatic (a-rik'u-16-breg-mat'ik), a.

[< auricula + bregma(t-) + -ic.] In anat., per-
taining to the auricular point and the bregma.
Auriculobregmatic line, a line drawn from the pro-

jection of the auricular points on the median plane of the
skull to the breirma. See craniometry.

auriculo-orbicularis (a - rik'u - 16 - 6r-bik-u-la'-

ris), n. [NL., < auricula + orbicularis.] A
muscle of the hedgehog connecting the pinna
of the ear with the orbicularis panmculi, which
it antagonizes.
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auriculoparotidean(!i-rik"u-16-pa-ro-tid'e-an),
a. [< auricula + parotid +:

-can!] Pertaining
to the auricle of the ear and the parotid gland :

specifically applied to a nerve which supplies
those parts.

auriculotemporal (a-rik'u-lo-tem'po-ral), n.

[< auricula + temporal.] Pertaining to the ear
and the temporal region : specifically applied to

a branch of the inferior maxillary nerve which

supplies the external ear and adjacent regions.
auriculoventricular (u - rik'ii - 16 - ven - trik'u-

liir), a. [< auricula + ventricular.'} Pertain-

ing both to the auricles and to the ventricles
of the heart: as, the aiiririiloniitricultir ori-

fice. See cut under heart Auriculoventricular
valves. See mine.

auriferous (a-rif'e-rus), a. [< L. aurifer, gold-

bearing, < auriim, gold, + ferre = K. bear1
."]

Yielding or producing gold ; containing gold :

as, auriferous quartz ; auriferous strata.

Mountains big with mines,
Whence many a bursting stream auriferous plays.

Thmumn, Summer, 1. M*.

aurific (a-rif'ik), a. [< L. aurum, gold, +
faccrc, make.] Capable of transmuting sub-
stances into gold ; gold-making.
Some experiments made with an aurific powder.

Southey, The Doctor, clxxxvi.

auriflamma, auriflamme (a -ri- flam'a, a'ri-

flam), H. [OIL. auriflamma, lit. golden flame,
< L. aurum, gold, + fiamma, flame.] The an-
cient royal banner of Prance. See oriflammc.
auriform (a'ri-form), a. [< L. auris, the ear,
+ forma, form. ] Ear-shaped ; having the form
of the external human ear: as, an auriform
shell.

aurifrisia (a-ri-friz'i-a), n. Same as auriphry-

gia.
aurifrisiate (a-ri-friz'i-at), a. Same as auri-

phrygiate.
aurify (a'ri-fi), f. t. and i.

; pret. and pp. auri-

fied, ppr. aurifying. [< L. aurum, gold, + fa-
cere, make: see -fy.] To turn into or become
gold.
Auriga (a-ri'ga), w. [L., a charioteer : as con-

stellation, the Wagoner; perhaps < aurea,
bridle (cf. oreae, the bit of a bridle, < os (or-),
the mouth : see os1 ),

-I- agere, drive
;
otherwise

< "aurus (not found, supposed to mean 'a

horse,' = Gr. avpof, swift) + agere, drive : see

act, v.] 1. A northern constellation contain-

with AimphrVK.a. .it Aunpliryi;
Miter, lath century.

( From "
I.'Art pour Tout." }

The Constellation Auriga.

ing the splendid star Capella ;
the Charioteer

or Wagoner. It is supposed to represent a charioteer

kneeling in his vehicle. He is often represented with a kid
on his left shoulder, this being doubtless an ancient con-

stellation-figure coincident in position with the Charioteer.

2. [/. c.] [NL.] A name of the fourth lobe of

the liver. [Rare.]

aurigal (a-ri'gal), a. [< LL. aurigalis, < L.

auriga : see Auriga.] Pertaining to a chariot
or carriage. [Rare.]
aurigation (a-ri-ga'shon), n. [< L. auriga-
tio(n-), < aurigare, pp. aurigatus, be a driver, <

auriga, a driver: see Auriga.] The act or prac-
tice of driving a chariot or coach. [Rare.]

If a man indulges in the vicious habit of sleeping, all

the skill in aurigation of Apollo himself, with the horses
of Aurora to execute his notions, avail him nothing.

/'. V""" 1

'

.". Eng. Mail-Coach.

aurigerous (a-rij'e-rus), a. [< L. aurum, gold,
+ gerere. bear.] Gold-bearing.

aurigraphy (a-rig'ra-fi), re. [< ML. aurigra-

phia, < aurigraphus, one who writes in golden
characters, < L. aurum, gold, 4- Gr. ypaipeiv,

write.] The art or practice of writing in

golden characters. Blount.

aurilave (a'ri-lav), n. [< L. auris, the ear, +
lavare, wash: see auricle and tore*.] An ear-

brush. E. H. Knight.

aurochs

aurin, aurine (li'rin), . [< L. aurum, ftold, +
-in".] The commercial name for impure rosolic

acid (which see, under rovolic), one of the coal-

tar colors. In it pure state it forms ruby-red crystals
with a blue fluorescence, Owing to its rnui'i\ ' n' ss, it is

-elili.in used in dyeing, but it is still u.-.-.i in printing <"tli

coca and woolens and (or pigments. It pi.niMc. - ..range-
red colors.

Auriiif dyes shades more inclining to orange than coral-

line. n'nrk*lmi> !! !
. p. 228.

auriphrygia (a-ri-fri.i'i-;i), . [< ML. aurifhry-
(jia, aiirifriijia, nNii spelled aini/'rinia, inin

fresia, also au-

rifryaiuni. also

simply pliry-

i/ii/>ii, j'rii/iinii.

gold embroid-

ery, < L. aurum

I'in-i/gium, lit.

Phrygian gold ;

the Phrygians
were noted for

their skill in

embroidering
with gold :

see aurum
and Phrygian.
From the same
source, through the French, come orfrays, or-

fnuj, orphrey, q. v.] Properly, gold embroid-

ery; eccles., an ornamental band on various
vestments ;

an orphrey : used especially of the

orphrey of a miter, which is a richly adorned
band around its lower edge. Also aurifrisia.

auriphrygiate (&-ri-frij'i-at), a. [< ML. "auri-

phrygiatus, auriphrigiatus, aurifrisiatus, auri-

friceatus, etc.,<
*
auriphrygia: Bee auriphrygia.]

Embroidered with gold ; provided witn an auri-

phrygia. Also aurifrisiate.
Nor wore he mitre here, precious or auriphryyiate.

Southey, Roderick, xviii.

auripigment, auripigmentum (a-ri-pig'ment,
a"ri-pig-men'tum), n. [L. auripigmentum, < au-

rum, gold, + pigmentum, pigment: see aurum
and pigment. From the L., through F., comes

orpiment.] Same as orpiment.
auris (a'ris), n. ; pi. aures (a'rez). [L., = E.
ear1

, q. v.] 1. In zool. and anat., an ear; the
outer ear or auricle. 2. [cap.] [NL.] In
conch., a genus of ear-shells: synonymous with
Haliotis.

auriscalp (a'ri-skalp), n. [< auriscaljrium.]
An instrument for cleaning the ears

; an ear-

pick; also, a similar instrument used in surgi-
cal operations on the ear.

auriscalpium (a-ri-skal'pi-um), n.
; pi. auri-

scalpia (-a). [NL., < L. auris, = E. ear', + scal-

pere, scrape, scratch: see scalpel.] 1. Same
as auriscalp. 2. [cap.] In conch., a genus of

bivalve mollusks.

auriscope (a'ri-skop), n. [< L. auris, = E. earl,
+ Gr. aKoirfiv, view, look at.] An instrument
for examining and exploring the ear.

auriscopy (a-ris'ko-pi), n. [< L. auris, = E.
ear1

,
+ Gr. -u/awr/a, < aitoireiv, view, look at.]

The use of the auriscope.
aurist (a'rist), n. [< L. auris, = E. ear1

,
+ -ist.]

One who treats disorders of the ear
;
an otolo-

gist.
In England the medical profession is divided into phy-

sicians, surgeons, apothecaries, accoucheurs, oculists, au-
rijtt, dentists.

Sir G. C. Letn, Authority in Matters of Opinion, v.

aurite (a'rit), a. Same as aurited.

aurited (a'ri-ted), a. [< L. auritus, = E. eared.
< auris = E. ear1 . Cf. aMratea"2.] In bot. ana
zool., eared

;
auriculate ; having lobes or ap-

pendages like an ear.

aurivorous (a-riv'o-rus), a. [< L. aurum, gold,
+ vorare, devour.] Gold-devouring. Walpole.

aurocephalous (a-ro-sef'a-lus), a. [< L. aurvm,
gold, + Gr. Ke<t>aty, head.] In zool., character-
ized by a gold-colored head.
aurochs (a'roks), n. [Gr., also auerochse,<. MHG.
urochse, < OHG. urohso, < ur, a wild ox (= AS.
ur = Icel. urr ; ef. L. urus = Gr. ovpos, from
Teut.), + ohso, G. oclise, ochs = E. ox: see urox
and urus.] A

species of wild ox or buffalo,
the bonasos of Aristotle, bison of Pliny, the Eu-
ropean bison, Bos or Bison bonasus of modern
naturalists. This animal was once abundant in many
parts of the continent of Europe, especially in the neigh-
borhood of large forests. The spread of population has
nearly exterminated it, and were it not for the protection
afforded by the emperor of Russia to a few herds which
inhabit the forests of Lithuania and of Kuban in the Cau-

casus, it would soon become extinct. Also called urochu,
urox, and, wrongly, auroch and aurock. See urus.

The relationships of the aurocht to the American bison,
while very close, do not warrant that specific Identity
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auscultatorship (as'kul-ta-tor-ship), H. [< ma-

cuitalor, 'A,
+ -MM?.] The office of or period of

service as auscultator.

l

Carlylc, Sartor Resar-

No auroral exhibition can be called complete without

them (streamers], and in their fitful and flickering play

auroral folklore has mainly originated.

Edinburgh Jter., CLXIV. 428.

4. In geol, appellative of the second of Pro-
a

l

u'scuitatory (as-kul'ta-to-ri), . [< L. as if

fessor H. D. Rogers's fifteen divisions ot tne *
([U!<cll i tfl t<)r i,,s, < (,,wiiltatoi:] Pertaining to

Paleozoic strata in Pennsylvania. As applied by ausouitation ;
auscultative.

"'

auset, arfr. Obsolete dialectal form of ?*.

ausier, n. A dialectal form of osier.

auslaut (ous'lout), . [G., <_aus,

Aurochs (Bison donasns}.

The

the Hudson River

group,"'according to the now generally adopted nomen-

clature of the New York Geological Survey.

aurorally (a-ro'ral-i), adv. 1. As the dawn ;

roseately: as,
" to blush aurorally," Browning,

Red Cotton Night-cap, 1. 117. 2. In the man-
ner of the polar aurora.

aurora-Shell (a-ro'ra-shel), n. The shell of the

Haliotid(E ; an ear-shell, sea-ear, ormer, or ab-

alone (which see). See also Haliotis.

aurorean (a-ro're-an), a. [< aurora + -eau.]

Belonging to or resembling the dawn.

At tender eyedawn of aurorean love.

Keats, Ode to Psyche.

aurotellurite (a-ro-tel'u-rit), . [< L. aurum,

gold, + NL. tellurium + -te2 : see aurum and

tellurite.] An ore of tellurium containing gold

which some authors have assumed to exist.

aurochs is rather larger, with a smaller thorax, larger and

stronger pelvis, longer and thicker tail, and less shaggy

fore parts' Coues, Encyc. Amer., I. 362.

Aurocores (a-rok'o-rez), n. pi. [NL., < L. -

rum, gold, + Gr. topic, a bug.] Literally, the
j

gold-bugs ;
a group of heteropterous hemipter- an(j silver; sylvanite.

ous insects, the same as Geocores, the name aurous (a'rus), a. [< L. aurum, gold, ;

Aurocores being considered more appropriate QJ LL. aurosus, golden.] Of or pertaining to

by Westwood, who proposed it as a substitute. gOi<j
.

in chem., a term applied to an oxid of

See Geocores. gold (AuO) whose molecule contains two atoms

Aurocorisa (a"ro-ko-ri'za), n.pl. [NL.] Same
as Aurocores.

aurocyanide (a-ro-si'a-nid or -nid), n. [< L,.

aurum, gold, + E.' cyanide.] In chem., a double

cyanide, one of the bases of which is gold: as,

potassium aurocyanide, KAu(CN)4 .

aurora (a-ro'ra), n. [L., the dawn, the goddess
of the dawn, "earlier "Ausosa, = Gr. aft&p (La-

conian), ava( (^olic), aof (Doric), ifa (Ionic),

j? (Attic), the dawn, goddess of dawn (related

to a'v/uov, to-morrow), = Skt. uskas, *ushdsd,

dawn, < \fush, burn, =Gr. a"veiv= L. mere, burn.

To the same source are referred L. aurum, gold,

auster, south wind, Gr. ij'Aiof, the sun, E. east,

etc. : see cast.] 1. The rising light of the morn-

ing ;
the dawn of day, or morning twilight.

2. [cap.] In Horn. (#W(.,the goddess of the

dawn : called Eos by the Greeks. The poets repre-

sented her as rising out of the ocean in a chariot, her rosy

fingers dropping gentle dew.

3. The aurora borealis or the aurora australis

(the polar lights)

. [., am, denoting

completion or termination (= E. out), + lout,

a sound (= E. loud). Cf. inlcntt, ablaut, umlaut.']

In philol., the final sound of a word.

Ausonian (a-so'ni-an), a. [< L. Ausonia,Tpoct.

name of Italy, prop, applied to middle and

lower Italy, < Ausones (Gr. At'O-ovff), a name

given to the primitive inhabitants of middle

and lower Italy.] Of or pertaining to Italy or

the Italians. Longfellow. [Poetical.]

auspex (as'peks), .; pi. auspices (as'pi-sez).

[L. auspex (auspic-), a diviner, contr. < *aci-

spex, < avis, a bird, + speccrc (spieere), view:

see species.] One who divines by observing
the motions, cries, etc., of birds; a diviner in

general ;
an augur,

"'*
auspicalt (as'pi-kal), a.

Fess of oxygen than auric oxid. See auric1 .

aurum (a'rum), . [L. (= Sabine ausum), in

colloq. speech orum (> It. Sp. oro = Pg. ouro =
F. or: see or3 ), gold ;

related to aurora, aure-

lia, auster, etc. : see aurora.] Gold. Its chemi-

cal symbol is Au Aurum fulmlnans, gold dissolved

in aqua regia or nitromuriatic acid, and precipitated by

ammonia; fulminating gold. This precipitate is of a

brown-yellow or orange color, and when exposed to a

moderate heat, or struck, detonates with considerable

noise. It is probably an ammonium aurate, Au(NH4X>-
NH3 . Aurum graphioum, the mineral sylvanite. Au-
rum mosaicum or musivum, mosaic gold, a yellow

gold-like alloy, containing about equal quantities of cop-

per and zinc, used both in the mass and as a bronzing

powder. Aurum potabile, literally, "drinkable gold
"

;

a cordial or medicine formerly much esteemed. It was
said to consist of "Gold itself, totally reduced, without

Corrosive, into a Mood-red, gummie or Honey-like sub-

stance." Phillips (1678). "Gold made liquid, or fit to be

drunk ;
or some rich Cordial Liquor, with pieces of Leaf-

gold in it." Kersey (1708).

Mons'. Roupel sent me a small phial of his aurum pota-

bile, with a letter shewing the way of administering it,

and v stupendous cures it had don at Paris.

Evelyn, Diary, June 27, 1653.

The most probable theory of the aurora is that origi- ..

nally due to Franklin, namely, that it is due to electric dis- aUSCUlt (as-kulf), V. t. [< L. aiiscultare, hs-

charges in the upper air. ten: see auscultate.~\ Same as auscultate.

[Rare.]"''p~Tiiompson, Elem. Lessons in Elect, and Mag., p. 264.

4. A reddish color produced by dyeing with auscultate (as'kul-tat), v. t. ;

arnotto. Aurora australis, the aurora of the south- auscultated, ppr. auscultating.
em hemisphere, a phenomenon similar to the aurora of

tlis pp_ of ausculture, listen.]
the north.-Aurora borealis, the boreal or northern

<>HVB njn. fo . s,inilifi(,anv jn

pret. and pp.

[< L. ausculta-

To listen to;
examine

[< L. auspicalis, <

diviner: see auspex.'] Auspicatory;

pertaining to omens or auspices. Blount.

auspicate (as'pi-kat), v. t.; pret. and pp. aus-

picated, ppr. auspicating. [< L. ampicatits,

pp. of auspicari, make a beginning for the sake

of a good omen, begin, prop, take the auspices,

act as auspex, < auspex, a diviner : see auspex.

Cf. augurate.] 1. To be an augury of; fore-

show.
Long mayst thou live, and see me thus appear,
As ominous a comet, from my sphere,
Unto thy reign, as that did auspicate
So lasting glory to Augustus' state.

B. Jonson, King James's Coronation Entertainment.

There are yet other special auguries of this great change,

auspicatinij, In the natural Progress of Man, the abandon-

ment of all international Preparations for War.
Sumiier, Orations, I. 111.

2. To initiate or inaugurate with ceremonies

calculated to insure good luck. This meaning of

the word was borrowed from the Roman practice of tak-

ing the auspices before undertaking any important busi-

ness.

If we are conscious of our situation, and glow with zeal

to fill our place as becomes our station and ourselves, we

ought to auspicate all our public proceedings on America
with the old warning of the Church, Sursmu corda !

Burke, Conciliation with America,

the . . . concern and set it agoing
Lamb, Ellistoniana.

3. To begin or introduce in a favorable or aus-

picious manner. [Rare.]
The London company merits the praise of having aus-

picated liberty in America. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 125.

To auspicate .

with a lustre.

teoric phenomenon appearing at night.- It usually mani-
cator, < auspicari : see auspicate.]

light _

places
" the merry dancers." They assume many shapes

and a variety of colors, from a pale red or yellow to a

deep red or blood-color ;
and in the northern latitudes

they serve to illuminate the earth and cheer the gloom of

the long winter night. The appearance of the aurora bo-

realis so exactly resembles the effects of artificial electri-

city that there is every reason to believe that their causes

are identical. When electricity passes through rarefied

air it exhibits a diffused luminous stream which has all

the characteristic appearances of the aurora, and hence

it is highly probable that this natural phenomenon is oc-

casioned by the passage of electricity through the upper
regions of the atmosphere, although under conditions not

as yet entirely understood. The connection of the au-

roral displays with disturbances of the magnetic needle is

now regarded as an ascertained fact. The aurora borealis

is said to be frequently accompanied by sound, which is

variously described as resembling the rustling of pieces

2. In patliol., a method of distinguishing the

state of the internal parts of the body, particu-

larly of the thorax and abdomen, by observing
the sounds arising in the part, either through
the direct application of the ear to the ad-

jacent external surface (immediate ausculta-

tion) or by applying the stethoscope over the

part and listening through it (mediate ausculta-

tion). See stethoscope. Auscultation may be used

with more or less advantage in all cases where morbid
sounds are produced, but its general applications are :

auscultation of respiration ; auscultation of the voice ;

auscultation of the cough ; auscultation of sounds foreign
to all these, but sometimes accompanying them ; auscul-

tation of the action of the heart ; obstetric auscultation.

of silk against each other, or the
3
sound of wind against aUSCUltative (as-kul'ta-tiv), a. [< auscultate

the flame of a candle. The spectrum of the aurora is pe- + _ive
-i Pertaining to'or of the nature of aus-

culiar in consisting of a prominent line in the greenish- ,, ,.
J

yellow (citron line), which has not been Identified with ' on -

any known substance; also occasionally a sharp line in auscultator (as'kul-ta-tor), n. [L., a listener,
the red and some others less prominent have been ob- < auscultare : see auscultate.] 1. A listener;

intspejc.'] 1. An augury from birds; an omen
or a sign in general : as, to take the auspices ;

an auspice of good fortune.

The tribunes were at first elected in the curise, where
the vote of the poorest citizen was equal to that of the

most wealthy. But, even here, the patricians, besides

their great influence, had a negative on all proceedings,

by holding the auspices. J. Adams, Works, IV. 524.

We then strive, as far as our poor philosophy can do it,

to read the country's reverend auspices.
Everett, Orations, p. 12.

2. Protection or lead
; favoring or propitious

influence
; patronage : especially in the phrase

under the auspices (of).

Great father Mars, and greater Jove,

By whose high atupice Rome hath stood

So long. B. Jonson, Catiline, ii. 1.

3. A circumstance or conjunction of circum-

stances betokening success : as, his career was

begun under the fairest auspices. [In all senses

ady discharges of auroral light

along innumerable conducting lines come, it is thought,
to equalize the electric conditions of the air.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, xiii.

2. Resembling the dawn in color, beauty, etc.
;

hence, roseate.

Her cheeks suffused with an auroral blush.

Longfellow, Falcon of Federigo, 1. 151.

3. Pertaining or relating to the polar aurora ;

resembling an aurora.

attends its sessions as a student but is not en- omens : as, auspieial
rites. [Rare.] 2. For-

titled to a vote ; specifically, in Prussia, before tunate; auspicious. [Rare.]

1869, one who had passed the first examination auspicious (as-pish'us), . [< L. aitspicium,

and begun his judicial career at a college of auspice, + -ous.] 1. Of good omen; betoken-

judges. See referendar. ing success, or a favorable issue ; prognosticat-

His first Law-Examination he has come through tri- ing good ;
favorable.

umphantly ; and can even boast that the Examen Rigoro-
sum need not have frightened him: but though he is

Auspicious omens from the past and the present cheer

lls for the future Sumner, True Grandeur of Nations.

2- Prosperous; fortunate: applied to persons.
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Auspicious chief ! thy race in times tu come
Shall spread the conquests of imperial Koine.

Dryden.

3. Favorable ;
kind

; propitious : applied to

persons or things.
Fortune play upon thy prosperous helm,
As thy tntxpii-iinu mistress !

Shak., All's Well, Hi. 3.

No day could be more auxiiii-itnt.i to the undertaking.
It. tt'ebsti'i; Speech, Hunker Hill Monument.

4+. Showing joy; happy. [Rare.]
With our "</<iV/'m> anil one dropping eye.

Mnk., Hamlet,!. 2.

= Syn. Ilri^ht, golden, lucky, promising. SatpropttttHU.

auspiciously (as-pish'us-li), dilr. Ill an auspi-
cious munuer; with favorable omens ; happily;
prosperously ; favorably ; propitiously.

I looked for ruin ;
and encrease of honour

Meets me atixitii-iuuxlti. Midtllt'ton, Witch, iv. 1.

auspiciousness (as-pish'us-nes), n. The quali-

ty of being auspicious ;
a state of fair promise ;

prosperity.
auster (as'ter), H. [L., the south wind; akin
to aurora, the dawn, and urcre, burn: see
aurora and ttitrum.] 1. The south wind (com-
monly with a capital, as a proper name): us,
"
drizzly Auster," Thomson, Castle of Indolence,

Ixxvi. Hence 2f. The south.

austere (as-ter'), a. [< ME. austere, < OF.
austere, < L. austerus. harsh, sour, tart, severe,
< Gr. avaTqp6<;. dry, harsh, bitter, < oi'of, Attic

ni'of, dry, withered, sear; related to E. scar,

sere, dry: see searl, serei.] 1. Sour; harsh;
rough to the taste: applied to things: as, aus-

tere fruit or wine; "sloes austere," Cowper,
Task, i. 122.

An austere grape
That hast no juice but what is verjuice in him !

B, Jonson, Staple of News, v. 1.

2. Severe ;
harsh

; rigid ; rigorous ;
stem : ap-

plied to persons and things : as, an austere mas-

ter; an austere look.

A stern lady, and austere, not only in her manners,
which made most people dislike her, but also in the char-

acter of her understanding ami morals.
De Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

But what chiefly distinguished the army of Cromwell
from other armies was the austere morality and the fear

of God which pervaded all ranks. Macaulay.

3. Grave; sober; serious: as, austere deport-
ment.

There lived a Lady, wise, austere, and nice,
Who show'd her virtue by her scorn of vice.

Crabbe, Parish Register.

Priest and sage, with solemn brows austere.

Whittier, Last Walk in Autumn.

4. Severely simple; unadorned. =gyn. 2. Aus-
tere, Seoere, Stern, Hard, llarsh. Strict, Rigorous, Rvjid,
stiff, uncompromising, relentless, may characterize a per-
son's dealings with himself or with others. Austere is the
most individual word in the list ; it still suggests the ety-
mological sense of dryness and hardness of nature. As
applied to manner of life, it implies self-mortification, re-

fusal of pleasure, or the self-infliction of pain, for the

purpose of self-discipline. The austere mail may treat
others as he treats himself

;
an austere manner is of a cor-

responding sort. There is no suggestion of hypocrisy or
self-righteousness in the word, nor does it go so far as
asceticism (see self-denial). Seoere starts from the no-
tion of seriousness or freedom from levity, but extends
through a wide range, covering most of the meanings of
the other words. Stern, while primarily meaning fixed
in facial expression, applies to almost anything to which
severe can apply. Hard is of the same character, but starts
from the notion of physical hardness, proceeding thence
to mean difficult to endure, unfeeling, etc. Harsh pri-
marily expresses physical roughness, as a harsh touch, and
retains some figurative suggestion akin to that idea. Strict
is drawn close, tense, not relaxed, observing exact rules
for one's self or requiring such observance from others.

Kiijorous means, literally, stiff, and hence allowing no
abatement or mitigation ; inflexible ; unsparing. Riffut is

the same as rigorous, but with somewhat more of the ori-

ginal flgurativeness than in rigorous ; both are opposed to
Tax or indulgent. Rigid is more often used of unneces-
sary, overwrought, or narrow-minded strictness than
rigorous. We speak of austere morality ; a severe aspect,
treatment, tone ; a stern rebuke ; a hard master, voice,
judgment ; harsh enforcement of laws ; strict rules, disci-

pline, repression of mischief ; rigorous justice ; rigid ad-
herence to petty restrictions. See acrimony.
He [Plutarch] was not so austere as to despise riches,

but being in possession of a large fortune, he lived, though
not splendidly, yet plentifully. Dryden, Plutarch.

For in their looks divine
The image of their glorious Maker shone,
Truth, wisdom, sanctitude severe and pure,
Severe, but in true filial freedom placed.

Milton, P. L., iv. 293.

Wrapped in his sad-colored cloak, the Day like a Puritan
standeth

Stern in the joyless field, rebuking the lingering color.
B. Taylor, Home Pastorals.

The common executioner,
Whose heart the accustom'd sight of death makes hard.

N/w/t., As you Like it, iii. 5.

Be sometimes lovely like a bride,
And put thy harsher moods aside,

If thou wilt have me wise and good.
Tennyson, In Memoriam. llx.
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Hirin statute! and most biting laws.

Shak., M. for M.. i. 4.

1 have heard
Your grace hath ta'en great pains (., qualify
His rigorous course. Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.

sternly he pronounced
The riyid interdiction. Uiltm, P. L., viii. :t:'.i.

austerely (iis-tr-r'li), aid: In an austere man-
ner; severely; rigidly; harshly.

Whatever hypocrites austerely talk
Of purity. Jrabm, p. L., iv. 744.

In the wonder whether a door so grimly bolted ;ml
austerely barred could p..--il.l> open into a hotel, with
cheerful overcharges for candles and sei vire

//./WJ., Venetian Life, ii.

austereness (as-ter'nes), . [ME. austrnuw
(Wyclif); < austere + -ness.] The state or

quality of being austere; harshness in taste;
severity in manners

; austerity.
For a subject

Towards his prince, in things indifferent
To use th' austereness of a censuring Cato
Is arrogance, not freedom.

Fletcher (ami others), Bloody Brother, v. 1.

austerity (as-ter'i-ti), .; pi. austerities (-tiz).

[< ME. austerite, < OF. austerite, F. austerite,
\ ML. austerita(t-)s, < L. austerus, austere: see

austere.] If. Harshness or astringency of taste.

The sweetness of the ripened fruit is not the less de-
licious for the austerity of its crude state.

liorsley, Sermons, II. xxviii.

2. Severity of manner, life, etc.
; rigor; strict-

ness
;
harshness of treatment or demeanor.

But the austerity of Dante will not condescend to the
conventional elegance which makes the charm of French.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 23.

There is no show of mercy In him. He carried his aus-

terity beyond the bounds of humanity.Whippie, Ess. and Rev., I. 20.

3. Severe or rigorous simplicity; absence of
adornment or luxury.
The Baptist we know was a strict man, remarkable for

austerity and set order of life.

Hilton, Apology for Smectynmuus.

4. Severe or ascetic practices : chiefly in the

plural: as, the austerities of the Flagellants.
The austerities and the blameless purity of Ximenes's

life had given him a reputation for sanctity throughout
Spain. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., II. 5.

= Syn. Self-sacrifice, Asceticism, etc. (see self-denial);
sternness, harshness. See comparison under austere.

austerland (as'ter-land), n. [E. dial., < "aunter
= astre

,
hearth (see astre),+ land.'] Land which

had a house upon it in ancient times. Elton,
Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 191. [Local Eng.]
Austin (as'tin), a. [< ME. Austyn, contr. of

Augustin, q. vj Same as Augustinian: as,
Austin friars. See Augustin.
austral (as'tral), a. [< ME. austral = F. 8p.
Pg. austral = It. australc, < L. australis, south-

ern, < auster, the south wind: see auster.]
Southern

; lying in or pertaining to the south :

as, austral lands; the austral signs of the zo-
diac. Austral pole, the name given by French authors
to that pole of a magnet which points to the north, and Is

called the north pole by English and American writers. So,
also, what is termed the south pole by the latter is termed
the boreal pole by the former. Austral Signs, the last
six signs of the zodiac, or those south of the equator.
Australasia (as-tra-la'sha or -zhS), n. [NL., <

austral, southern (cf. Australian")', + Asia.] 1.

In geog., a general name for Australia, Papua,
Tasmania, and the neighboring islands. 2. In

zoogeog., a division comprising the islands and
insular groups south of Asia : synonymous with

Austrogaia.
Australasian (as-tra-la'shan or -zhan), a. and
n. [< Australasia + '^an.] 1. n. 1. Relating to
Australasia. 2. In zoogeog., of or pertaining
to that primary fauna! area of the earth's
land-surface which extends from Wallace's
line (which separates Celebes from Borneo
and Lombok from Bali) to Tasmania.
H. . Anative oran inhabitant ofAustralasia.

australene (as'tra-len), n. [< L. australis, in
I'inus australis, tne American southern pine,
the chief source of the turpentine.] A liquid
hydrocarbon (C10H16), the chief constituent
of English and American oil of turpentine, ob-
tained by neutralizing turpentine-oil with an
alkaline carbonate, and by subsequent distil-

lation. It is
dextrogyrate.

Australian (as-tra'han), a. and . [< Austra-

lia, the NL. term for the earlier Australis terra,
lit. southern land: see austral.] I. a. Per-

taining to Australia, a large island, often class-
ed as a continent, south of Asia. Australian
beech. See beechl.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Australia ;

specifically, a member of the aboriginal race of
Australia.

Austromalayan
Australioid (as-tra'H-oid), a. and . [< lnx-

li-iilin + -niil.] I. ". In i-tliiinl., of tin- type of

tin- aborigines of Australia and of some of the
native races of the Dcn-an. The Australia !

(unit a t-MHip uf the l.<'i"ti-n-lii (\vliieh M-e), having dark
.mil skin, wavy lilai-k hair, and hniii prognathous

sklllls Vlith \vcll-. i.'M'lnpeil -llperrilhn-y I'i'l-es.

II. //. A iiirinlici- of the Australioid group
of men.

Also .liixlnilniil.

australizet (as'tra-li/.). c. i. [< ii usii-iil + -i;(.]
To point southward, or to the south magnetic
]HI|C, as a magnet.
They Uteel and in.tll do septentiionate at one extreme,

and a tin ntlu-r.

.sYi- T. AWMM, \ ulu. KIT., ii. >.

Australoid (as'tra-loid), a. and H. Australioid.

Austrasian (as-tra'sian or-7.mil). it. and w. I.

ii. Of or belonging to Austrasia, the eastern or
Teutonic portion of the Prankish empire under
the Merovingians.
The Aiixti-iixnin domination was more purely Germanic

than the Nenstnan which it siipei seiieil.

>',</,/,,, Const. Hist., |7.

II. . A native or an inhabitant of Austrasia.
Austrian 1

(as'tri-an), a. and n. [< Austria, a
ML. form of OHG.5tarr(/i/if,G.'>c*<<-rreic/(, Aus-
tria, lit. eastern kingdom (so called relatively
to the western dominions of Charlemagne), <

OHG. dstar, eastern, -I- rilihi = AS. rice, king-
dom, E. -rie in bishopric, etc. : see east and -ric.]

I. a. Of or pertaining to the archduchy of Aus-
tria, or to the Cisleithan division of the dual

Austro-Hungarian monarchy, or to the collec-
tive dominions of the house of Hapsburg.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of the

archduchy of Austria, the nucleus of the Haps-
burg dominions, comprising the crown lands
of Upper and Lower Austria. 2. A native
or an inhabitant of the Cisleithan division
of Austria-Hungary, which comprises all the
crown lands of the dual empire except Hun-
gary, Croatia with Slavonia, and Fiume. 3.
A native or an inhabitant of any part of the
dominions of the house of Hapsburg, known
since 1867 as Austria-Hungary.
austrian2t (as'tri-an), a. [< L. auster, the
south wind, south (see auster), + -tan.] South-

ern; austral.

austrinet (as'trin), a. [< L. austrinus, south-

ern, < auster, the south wind: see auster.]

South; southerly; southern. Bailey.
austringer (as'trin-jer), n. [Also written os-

tringer and astringer, early mod. E. ostreger,
(. ME. ostreger, < OF. ostruchier, austruchier

(autrucier. autoursier Roquefort) (ML. reflex

antorerius), < ML. 'austrucarius, one whose
business it was to breed and fly goshawks, <

"austrucus, austurcus,astruco, asturco, austurgo,
usturgo, asturgius, ostorius, etc., variations (per-
haps due in part to confusion with certain forms
of ostrich, q. v.) of austur, astur, astor, LL. astur

(> It. astore = Pg. afor = OSp. aztor, Sp. azor
= Pr. austor = OF. austour, ostor, hostur, mod.
F. autour), a goshawk: see Astur. The n is

inserted, as in porringer, passenger, messenger,
etc.] A keeper and trainer of goshawks.
Austrocolumbia (as

* tro - ko -Turn '
bi -

a), n.

[NL., < L. auster, the south wind, south, -t- NL.
Columbia, applied to America.] In zoogeog.,
a primary division of the earth's land-surface
with reference to its fauna, which consists of
all the American continent south of Mexico.
Austrocolumbian (as"tr6-ko-lum'bi-an), a. '[<

Austrocolumbia.'] Of or pertaining to Austro-
columbia : as, the Austrocolumbian fauna.

Austrogaea (as-tro-je'a), n. [NL., < L. auster,
the south wind, south, + Gr. yaia, the earth.]
In zoogeog., that prime zoSlogical division or
realm of the earth's land-surface which com-

prises Australia and its immediately outlying
islands, and the Austromalayan archipelago.
It is bounded on the west by Wallace's line, and includes
Papua or New Guinea and the Solomon islands on the east
and Tasmania on the south.

Austrogaean (as-tro-je'an), a. [< Austrogaea
+ -an.] Of or pertaining to Austrogsea: as, the

Austroga'an fauna.

Austromalaya (as*trd-ma-la'ya), . [NL., <

L. auster, the south wind, + NL. Malaya.]
In

zoogeog.,
the first subregion of the great

Australasian region, including Papua and the
islands zoologically pertaining thereto, on the
west the boundary passes between Borneo and Celebes,
and thence along Wallace's line between Lombok and Bali ;

eastward it extends to include San Christoval. It lies en-

tirely north of Australia.

Austromalayan (as'tro-ma-la'yan), a. [<

Aiistromalaya + -an.] Of or pertaining to

Austromalaya.



anstromancy

austromancy (as'tro-man-si), n. [< L. mister,

the south wind, + Gr. itavrda, divination, < imv-

Tevt-aOa', divine, < ftdvT.f, a diviner: see Mantis.']

Divination from observation of the winds.

aut-. See auto-.

autacanthid (a-ta-kan'thid), a. [< Gr. ofcrff,

self, + axavBa, spine, + -ill.'] In zool., having
the greater number of the intermediate spines

on special plates or local modifications of the

integument: applied to a starfish: opposed to

typacanthid.
autaesthesy, autesthesy (a-tes'the-si), n. [<

Gr. aunif, self, + aloOqot) perception: see tes-

thesia, esthetic.'] Self-consciousness. N. E. D.

autamoeba (a-ta-me'ba), . [NL., < Gr. av-

TO! , self, + NL" amciba.] A term applied by
Haeckel, without exact zoological significa-

tion, to any simple amoeba form regarded as

the nearest living representative of a hypo-
thetical primitive amoeba or archamoeba.

autantitypy (a-tan-tit'i-pi), . [< 8r. oMr,
self, + dvnTvrrla, resistance: see antitypy.] Ab-
solute incompressibility: attributed by many
metaphysicians to matter.

Autarachnae (a-ta-rak'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

aiiTof, self, + apdxvy, spider.] In Gegenbaur's

system of classification, a division of Arachnida,
the arachnids themselves, or Arachnida prop-

er, consisting of spiders, scorpions, mites,

etc., as distinguished from the Pseudarachnce

(Tardigrada, Pycnogonida). Oegenbaur divides the

Autarachnae into four groups : Arthrogastres, Aranea,
Acnrina, and Lingatulina. See these words.

autarchy1 (a'tar-M), n.
; pi. autarchies (-kiz).

[< Gr. amapxia, absolute power, < avrapx^, ab-

solute, < nimJf, self, + apxuv, rule.] Absolute

power; autocracy; self-government.

A certain government called an autarchy, of which he
the only judge.

J. Washington, tr. of Milton s Dei. Pop.
makes God the only judg
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As there is but one God, but one hope, but one anchor-

age for man so also there can be but one authentic

faith, but one derivation of truth, but one perfect revela-

tion. De Quincey, Essenes, iii.

3. In law, executed with all due formalities ;

executed by the proper person and legally
attested before the proper authorities : as, an
authentic deed. 4. Entitled to acceptance or

belief ;
reliable

; trustworthy ;
of established

credit, credibility, or authority: as, an authentic

tale, book, writer.

Origen, a most authentic author in this point.

Brevint, Saul and Samuel, p. 77.

Of the manner in which the ruin of Nineveh was

brought about we have nowhere any authentic record.

Von Ranke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 82.

That this mere dream is grown a stable truth

To-night's feast makes authentic.

Browning, In a Balcony.

5f. Original; first-hand, as opposed to copied
or transcribed. 6. Own; proper; properly be-

longing to one's self. [Archaic.]
It were extreme partiality and injustice, the flat denial

and overthrow of herself [Justice], to put her own authen-

tic sword into the hand of an unjust and wicked man.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxviii.

Men are ephemeral or evanescent, but whatever page
the authentic soul of man has touched with her immortal-

izing finger, no matter how long ago, is still young and
fair as it was to the world's gray fathers.

Lowell, Oration, Harvard, Nov. 8, 1886.

7. In music, having an immediate relation to the

key-note or tonic : in distinction from plagal,
which has a corresponding relation to the fifth

or dominant in the octave below the key-note.
Authentic act, in civil law, an act or deed performed

before and attested by a notary or other proper magis-
trate. Authentic cadence, same as perfect cadence

(which see, under cadence). Authentic melodies. See

melody. Authentic modes or tones. See mode. = Syn.
2 and 4. Authentic, Genuine, correct, trustworthy, relia-

ble, credible. When applied to a written document or a

book, authentic indicates that it is reliable as narrating
alfa<

autarchy2! (a'tar-ki), n. [Prop. *autarcy, < Gr.

avrapKeia, self-sufficiency, < avrdpia/f, self-suffi-

cient, < airof, self, + apiceiv, suffice.] Self-suf-

ficiency; independence.

[Conscience is] in man the principal part of God's image,
and that by which man resembleth most the autarchy
and self-sufficiency of God. 5. Ward, Sermons, p. 98.

autemt, n. [Obsolete slang.] A church.

autert, . Middle English form of altar. Chau-

cer.

auter droit (6'ter drwo or droi). [OF. (mod.
F. autre droit): auter, autre, altre, etc., < L.

alter, other; droit, < ML. drictum, directum,

right, neut. of L. directus, straight, direct: see

alter and direct.'] In law, another (another's)

right : thus, one who acts not on his own behalf,
but as trustee or representative of another, is

said to act in auter droit.

auterfoits (6-ter-fwo' or -foi'), adv. [OF. (mod.
F. autre/ois), at another time, < auter, autre,
altre (see auter droit), + foits, fois = Pi.fes
= It. vece, time, turn, < L. vice, in place of, in

turn : see Dice2
, vicar.] In law, formerly : a term

introduced into the plea of former trial as a bar
to a second prosecution for the same offense.

Auterfoits acquit (formerly acquitted), the plea of for-

mer acquittal. Auterfoits attaint (formerly attainted),
the plea of former attaint. Auterfoits convict (former-
ly convicted), the plea of former conviction.

auter Vie (6'ter ve). [OF.: auter (see auter

droit) ; vie, < L. irate, life : see vital.] In law,
another (another's) life. Tenant pour auter vie,
one who holds an estate by the life of another.

authentic (a-then'tik), a. and n. [Early mod.
E. also authentick, autentic, etc., < ME. auten-

tike, auctentylce, < OF. autentique (mod. F. au-

thentiqtie, being changed, like the E. word, to

suit the L. spelling) = Pg. authfntico = Sp.
autentico = It. autentico, < LL. authenticus, <

Gr. avflevTxoc, warranted, authentic, original,
< avdevria, original authority, < aiiBevrric, contr.

< avTosvrrif (rare), one who does anything with
his own hand, the real author of any act, < airof,

self, + *ew^f (found also in awtvrtif, equiv.
to cwepy6c_, a fellow-workman), of uncertain

origin, perhaps < *aevr-, < *aaavr-, orig. form of
Ionic iuv, Attic uv (= L. ens, "sens), ppr. of

elvai, be : see ens, lie1 . Cf . effendi, also ult. < Gr.

c&SevTiK.'] I. a. If. Having authority; pos-
sessing inherent authority; duly authorized;
authoritative.

Men ought to fly all pedantisms, and not rashly to use
all words that are met with in every English writer,
whether authentic or not. E. Phillips.

2. Heal; of genuine origin ; being what it pur-
ports to be: opposed to pretended or imaginary,
fictitious, counterfeit, apocryphal, or unauthor-
ized : as, authentic documents.

uine, to unadulterated. The "Memoirs of a Cavalier"

is a genuine work of Defoe's, for it was written by him,
but it is not an authentic work, although so plausibly as-

suming the tone of real biography that it
" deceived even

the great Chatham into citing the volume as an authentic

narrative" (Backus, Revision of Shaw's Eng. Lit., p. 250).

A genuine book is that which was written by the person
whose name it bears ; ... an authentic book is that

which relates matters of fact as they really happened.
A book may be authentic without being genuine, and

genuine without being authentic. Bp. Watson.

Il.t n. [< LL. authenticum, ML. also authen-

tica, the original (of a document), neut. or fern,

of authenticus : seel.] 1. An authoritative or

genuine document or book. 2. An original,
as opposed to a copy or transcript.
Authentics and transcripts. Fuller, Church Hist., 1. 42.

The Authentics, in civil law, a Latin translation from
the Greek of the novels or new constitutions of Justinian,
made by an anonymous author. So called as an un-

abridged translation of the novels, to distinguish it from
, the epitome made by Julian.

authentical (a-then'ti-kal), a. Same as authen-

tic.

The hopes thou dost conceive
Of thy quick death, and of thy future life,

Are not authentical. B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 6.

His testimony will be authentical. Beau, and Fl.

This, the squire confessed, with some little hesitation,
was a pheasant pie, though a peacock pie was certainly the
most authentical. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 277.

authentically (a-then'ti-kal-i), adv. In an au-
thentic manner, (a) With the requisite or gen-
uine authority, (b) With certainty.
He [Coleridge] was the man of all his generation to

whom we should most unhesitatingly allow the distinc-

tion of genius, that is, of one authentically possessed from
time to time by some influence that made him better and
greater than himself. Lowell, Coleridge.

(c) Actually; really.
Not yet authentically decided. Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err.

authenticalness (a-then'ti-kal-nes), . 1. The
quality of being authentic or trustworthy; the

quality of being of good authority ; authenticity.

They did not at all rely on the authenticalness thereof.

Barrow, Works, I. 357.

2. The quality of being genuine or what it pur-
ports to be

; genuineness ; authenticity.

Nothing can be more pleasant than to see virtuosos
about a cabinet of medals, descanting upon the value,
rarity, and authenticalness of the several pieces.

Addison, Ancient Medals.

[In both uses obsolete or obsolescent.]
authenticate (a-then'ti-kat), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
authenticated, ppr. authenticating. [< ML. au-

thenticatus, pp. of authenticare, confirm, < LL.
authenticus, authentic: see authentic.] 1. To
render authentic; give authority to by the

proof, attestation, or formalities required by
law or sufficient to entitle to credit.

author

The kingserves only as a notary to authenticate the choice

of judges. Burke.

Precisely as our researches are fortunate, they authen-
ticate themselves as privileged ;

and in such a chase all

success justifies itself. De Quincey, Essenes, i.

He [God] authenticates this instinctive yearning in the

creature after selfhood, in order that the latter . . . may
effectually aspire to the knowledge and obedience of those

laws of Divine order which alone give him rest.

//. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 61.

2. To prove authentic ;
establish as correct or

genuine.
I have authenticated two portraits of that prince.

Walpole, Anecdotes of Painting, I. ii.

There is little more left for Biblical research. The few

places which can be authenticated are now generally ac-

cepted. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 72.

On June 18, 1838, about 3,000 volumes, and in 1858, 265

other volumes of non-parochial registers, were authenti-

cated. If. and Q., 7th ser., III. 305.

3. To establish as true or worthy of belief: as,
to authenticate a statement.

One of the best authenticated ghost stories in existence.

Mem. of It. II. ftarham, in Ingoldsby Legends.

authenticate! (a-then'ti-kat), a. [< ML. au-

tlienticittus, pp. : see the verb.] Authenticated.
authentication (a-then-ti-ka'shon), n. [< au-
thenticate + -ion.'] The act of authenticating,

verifying, or establishing the authoritative-

ness, genuineness, validity, credibility, or truth

of anything ; specifically, in law, the official

attestation of a written instrument.

The authentication of every little detail in the text.

The American, VIII. 315.

authenticity (a-then-tis'i-ti), n. [< authentic

+ -ity; = F. authenticite.] The quality of be-

ing authentic, or entitled to acceptance as au-

thoritative, genuine, true, or correct: as, the

authenticity of the Scriptures or of a document ;

the authenticity of a portrait; the authenticity
of a statement.

We compare the narrative with the account of the times
when it was composed, and are left satisfied with the au-

thenticity of its leading anecdotes.

Milman, Latin Christianity, i. 3.

authenticlyt (a-then'tik-li), adv. Authenti-

cally.
He could learn no way so authenticly as from this testi-

mony. Whiston, tr. of Josephus, Antiq., i.

authenticness (a-then'tik-nes), n. Authen-

ticity. [Rare.]
The authenticnesi of that decree.

Hammond, Works, II. 106.

author (a'thpr), n. [Early mod. E. also authour,
auctour, auctor, and prop, autor, < ME. autour,
autor (later auctour or auctor, after the L.),
< AF. autour, OF. autor, later and mod. F.
auteur = Pr. auctor, actor = Sp. Pg. autor = It.

autore, < L. auctor (in ML., and hence in E.,

corruptly author, prob. through the influence

of LL. authenticus and its derivatives
;
cf . ML.

authorisare, authorize, confirm, var. authori-

carc, synonymous with authenticare, confirm;
authorabilis, synonymous with authenticus,

etc.), an originator, < augere, cause to grow,
increase: see auction,] 1. The beginner,
former, or first mover of anything; he to

whom something owes its origin; originator;

creator; efficient cause: as, God is the author
of the universe.

The law, the author . . . whereof is ... God.
Hooker.

The serpent autor was, Eve did proceed ;

Adam not autor, auctor was indeed. Vicars.

He was become the Authour of a Sect ever after to be
called Lutherans. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 33.

Thus King Latinus in the third degree
Had Saturn author of his family. Dryden.

2. Cause: applied to things. [Rare.]
That which is the strength of their amity shall prove

the immediate author of their variance.

Shah., A. andC., ii. 6.

3. The original composer of a book or writing
of any kind, as distinguished from a compiler,
translator, editor, or copyist.
An author has the choice of his own thoughts, which a

translator has not. Dryden.

[Often used elliptically for the literary produc-
tion itself: as, the statement occurs in Pliny
and other ancient authors.'] 4f. An editor:

as, the author of the Gentleman's Magazine.
[Rare.] 5f. A person who authorizes a state-

ment; an authority; an informant.

Look upon him ;

Such holy men are authors of no fables.

Fletcher (and Massinyerf), Lovers' Progress, v. 2.

6. In Scots law, one from whom a title to prop-
erty is derived either by inheritance or other-

wise; especially, one from whom title is de-



author

rived by purchase or otherwise than by way of

descent.

authort (a'thor), c. t. [< author, .] 1. To
occasion; effect; do.

Execrable slaughter! what hand hath uuflio,-l it?

/v. id,, r (mul othi-ff), Bloody Brother, ill. 4.

i>. ynii two think tmirh

Tliat he thus wisely ami with need consents

To what I uiitluir for your country's good,
You being Tny tutor, you ni.v duuUMuorl

FMMW(OM <itlu-,-s). Bloody Brother, 111. 1.

2. To be authority for; vouch for.

More "f him I ilui'e not author.
Mii-ixin'i'i- 'ti"l l-'ifl'l. Fatal Dowry, Iv. 2.

authoress (il'tlior-os), n. [Early mod. E. also

authoiiri'Kx, uiilhri-xm-, nm-tressc, auctfice, < late

ME. (iiiftiiiin : see mttlior and -ess.] A female

author, in any sense of that word. [Author is

commonly used for both sexes, except in case
of special discrimination.]
authorhood (a'thor-hud), it. [< author +
-linoil.] The state of being an author (of

books); the province of an author; author-

ship.
authorial (a-tho'ri-al), a. [< author + -iul.

Cf. tinctorial.] Pertaining to an author (of

books). Also niitorial.

Must we then )>ow to itutlitiriiil dignity, and kiss hands
because they are inked ?

/. D'/trarli, Lit. I'iiar. Men of Genius, p. I4f,.

Testing the aulnriat power. /'. Marginalia, cvi.

authorisable, authorisation, etc. See author-

izablc, etc.

authorism (a'thor-izm), n. [< author + -ism.]

Authorship ;
the position or character of an au-

thor. [Rare.]
He [Burke] is a sensible man, but has not worn off hi

authorism yet, and thinks there is nothing so charming
as writers, and to be one. Waipole, Letters, II. 90.

authoritarian (a-thor-i-ta'ri-an), n. and . [<

authority + -arian.] I. a. Favoring the prin-

ciple of authority, as opposed to that of indi-

vidual freedom.
The loyalists, who sympathized most strongly with . . .

his authoritarian views. Atheiumm, No. 3088, p. 202.

II. n. One who supports the principle of

authority, as opposed to that of individual

freedom.
By looking only at the beginning and end of liis career,

... an imaginary Napoleon has been obtained who Is ...
a lover of liberty, not an authoritarian.

Encyc. Brit., XVII. 226.

authoritative (a-thor'i-ta-tiv), . [< authority
+ -ative. Cf. ML. auctoritativus.'] 1. Having
due authority; having the sanction or weight
of authority ;

entitled to credence or obedience :

as, "authoritative teaching," Barrow.
The Law of Duty remains indeed authoritative, but its

authority seems scarcely so awful and unique as formerly.
J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 112.

Anselm was compelled to publish an authoritative edi-

tion of his Monologium, because BO many copies of it were

already in circulation from notes of lectures.

C. H. Pearson, Early and Mid. Ages of Eng., xxxv.

2. Having an air of authority; positive; per-

emptory; dictatorial.

The mock authoritative manner of the one and the in-

sipid mirth of the other. Svrtft, Examiner.

Dogmatic and authoritative by nature and education, he

hardly comprehended the meaning of toleration in mat-
ters of religion. Whipple, Ess. and Eev., II. 90.

= Syn. 2. Authoritative, Magisterial, etc. (see magisterial),
commanding.

authoritatively (a-thor'i-ta-tiv-li), adv. In an
authoritative manner, (a) "With due authority.

I think it [the law of repetition] is even more authorita-

tively present in the minus of most great composers than
the law of principality. Ruskin, Elem. of Drawing.

(6) With a show of authority.
authoritativeness (a-thor'i-ta-tiv-nes), n. The
quality of being authoritative; an acting by
authority ;

authoritative appearance.
authority (a-thor'i-ti), n.; pi. authorities (-iiz).

[Early mod. E. also autoritie, auctoritie, etc., <

ME. autorite, auctarite, < OF. autoritet. F. au-
torite = Pr. auctoritat = Sp. autoridaa = Pg.
autoridade = It. autorita, < L. auctorita(t-)g,

counsel, will, decree, liberty, power, weight,
authority, < auctor, author, originator: see au-

thor.'] 1. Power or admitted right to com-
mand or to act, whether original or delegated:
as, the authority of a prince over subjects and
of parents over children; the authority of an

agent to act for his principal. In lair, an authority
is general when it extends to all acts, or all connected
with a particular employment, and special when confined
to a single act.

By what authority doest thou these things, and who
uavethee this aullmrilii' Mark xi. 28.

If law, authority, and power deny not,
It will go hard with poor Antonio.

Shak., M. of V., iii. 2.
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If liis coiwvleiice were so narrow and peculiar to it selfe,

it was not lltl his Anttiritu -h"tiM be so am]>]i- ami I Hi-
vursall over others. Miltmi, Kikunokuutei, II.

2. The power derived from opinion, respect,
or long-estiililished reputation; influence con-
ferred by character, office, station, mental su-

periority, or the like; credit: as, the authority
of age or example; the authority of Aristotle.

But the mortallest enemy unto knowledge, ami tltat

which huth done the greatest execution upon truth, hath
tn'i n. a i>< ivinpt'Ty adhesion unto Auth'n-itii. ami esjie

eially tin 1

eitai'lishing of our !>eliefe upon the dictates of

Antiquities. For (as every capacity may observe), most
men of Ages present, so snperstitiously do look upon
A^'rs past, that the .1 ntlmt-it;,'* of the t<ne exi ee<l the rea-

-Mii~ of the other. ,sVr T. BroWM, \ nig. Err. (1046), I. 20.

Truth, wisdom, nanetitude severe and pure, . . .

\Vhcnre trui' H"t/i:> i-iiii in men. Miltmi. I'. L., iv. -1i.">.

3t. Power in a general sense.

The . . . corrigible fiiithoritif of this lies in our wills.

fihuk., nthello. i. :'..

4. A person or persons, or a body, exercising

power or command : generally in the plural :

,-!.-. the civil and military authorities. 6. The
outward marks of authority; especially, the

expression of authority in the countenance.

Kent. You have that in your countenance which I would
fain call master,

/..in-. What's that?
Kft/t. Anl/miifiL .SAii/,., Lear, i. 1.

6. That to which or one to whom an appeal or
reference may be made in support of any opin-

ion, action, or course of conduct. () Testimony;
witness ; that which or one who testifies.

Something I have heard of this, which I would he glad to

find by so sweet an authority confirmed. Sir P. Sidney.
Had seen . . .

Jesus, Messiah, Son of God declared,
And on that high authoriti/ had believed.

Milton, P. R., 11. s.

(&) Weight of testimony ; credibility : as, a historian of

no authority ; "authority of the Scriptures," Hooker.

The registers of the English Peerage are of far higher
iintltoritii than any other statistical documents.

Macaulay, Sadler's Law of Population.

(c) One who possesses adequate knowledge of a subject, and
whose opinions or statements may be relied on ; an ex-

S>ert
; a standard author or his writings : as, an authority

n matters pertaining to geology.

This practice we may learn, from a better and more
ancient authority then any heathen writer hath to give
us. Milton, Church-Government, Pref.

(-/ 1 In /"", a precedent; a judicial decision; an official

declaration or opinion, such as ought to be followed in

similar cases, (e) Justification ; countenance ; warrant.

Thieves for their robbery have authority,
When judges steal themselves.

Shak., M. for M., II. 2.

Argument from authority. Same as argmaentum ail

re I'n./m/ii cwhieh see, under amMMtmJi Consti-
tuted authorities, the magistrates or governors of a

nation, people, municipality, etc. General authority,
the authority of a general agent, intended to apply to all

matters which arise in the course of business, as distin-

guished from special instances, though it may lie limited
to a particular business and to a particular place. = Syn.
1. Rule, dominion, government; warrant, permission, au-
thorization. 2. Influence, Authority, Ascendancy, Con-

trol, Sway, Domination, may all apply to persons or

things, but seem primarily to belong to persons. Influ-
ence and authority imply moral power ; the others may
do so, and are considered to do so here. The words are

arranged in the order of their strength. Influence may
be small ; it is wholly apart from the power of office

; the
word expresses the extent to which one affects the con-
duct or character of others simply by their deference to

him on account of his station, wealth, ability, character,
etc. Authority is, in this connection, influence amount-
ing to a recognized right to command : as, the authority
of age, wisdom, experience. It is presumably rightful,
while the other words often express undue or unwhole-
some weight or power. Ascendancy is overmastering in-

fluence, supremacy by influence ; the word is often used
in a bad sense : as, the ascendancy of cunning over sim-

plicity. Control is complete, or successful and continued

authority: as, his control over the convicts was main-
tained without resort to force. Sway is, by its deriva-

tion, control over that which may be viewed as a weighty
or massive object ; hence, a solid or powerful or control-

ling influence. Domination, as it may be an absolute and
tyrannical rule, may also be an absolute and tyrannical in-

fluence or ascendancy: as, he was really under the domi-
nation of those whom he thought his servants or tools.

Mourn for the man of amplest influence,
Yet clearest of ambitious crime.

Tennyson, Duke of Wellington, iv.

In the absolute authority accorded [by the Romans] to

the father over the children we may trace the same habits
of discipline that proved so formidable In the field.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 181.

The application of gunpowder to the art of war has for

ever settled the long conflict for ascendancy between civ-

ilization and barbarism, in favor of the former.

Calhoun, Works, I. 88.

Government . . . has a general superintending control

over all the actions and over all the publicly propagated
doctrines of men. Burke, Unitarians, May 11, 1792.

Horrible forms of worship that of old

Held, o'er the shuddering realms, unquestioned suviy.

Bryant, The Ages, xxv.

They rose and took arms to resist Ordogno, son of Al-

fonsus III., whose domination was too severe for them.
J. Adams, Works, IV. 310.

autobiographer

authorizable (a'thor-I-za-bl), a. [Early mod.
K. aurtorizahlr : < Sll-. MIMWiMMKf, aurtori-

zdhiliM, etc., < aiirtorizarr: see authorize and
-n hti-.] That maybe authorized: as, "a ceu-
-in-c iii<tliiiri,:ali/i," Hammond, Works, I. 242.

Also spelled aittliorixniili .

authorization (a'thor-i-zn'shon), . [=.an-
tiifiMttioii, < Mlj.*aurtori:atio(ii-), < aui-tnri'.iin

,

pp. uurt<iri;atux: sc-c anthori-r.'] The act of

authorizing; the act of giving authority or legal

power; establishment by authority: as, "the
nutlinri:ation of laws," Motley. Also spelled
tiiitliorinatioit.

authorize (a'thor-iz), c. t.
; pret. and pp.

-

thori:eil, ppr. <n'itlt<in.:iii</. [Early mod. E. also

uuetori'i', < ME. iiiii'loi'ixni, iiutiinxeii, < OF. ane-

tin-ixi r, later autliorixer, mod. F. autorixer =
Pr. autliorinnr = Sp. nutoriziir = Pg. autorisar

= It. autori:;arr, < ML. auctorisarc, nuctori:ari;

niithorinare, etc., < L. auctor, author: seeauthor
and -ire.] 1. To give authority, warrant, or

legal power to; empower (a person): as. to

i-.-i c'ominissioners to settle the boundary
of a state. 2. To give authority for; approve
of and permit; formally sanction (an act or a

proceeding).
The report of the eommission was taken into Immediate

roiihiilenitimi by the estates. They resolved, without .me
dissentient voice, that the order signed by William did not

authorize the slaughter of Glencoe.

MiK'tiutati, Hist. Eng., xxl.

The money, then, is borrowed on the credit of the United
.States nn act which Congress alone is competent to au-

tharize. 1). Webster, Speech, Senate, May 7, 1834.

3f. To make authoritative or valid; legalize;
validate.

She shall authorize
Our undertakings to the ignorant people,
As if what we do were by her command.

Fletcher (anil another), False One, v. 2.

4. To establish by authority or usage : as, an
authorised idiom. 5. To warrant; vouch for.

[Rare.]
A woman's story, at a winter's fire,

Authoris'd by her grandam.
Shak., Macbeth, ill. 4.

6f. To support (one's self ) upon the authority
(of).

The Historian . . . authorizing himself, for the most
part, upon other histories.

Sir P. Sidney, Vet. of Poesie (Arber), p. 81.

Also spelled authorise.

authorizer (a'thor-I-zer), w. One who author-
izes. Also spelled authorise!'.

authorlet (a'thor-let), n. [< author + dim. -let.]

A petty author" Blackwood?s Mag. [Bare.]

authorling (a'thor-ling), . [< author + dim.

-ling.] A petty author. [Rare.]

Oh thou poor authorlinri .' Reach a little deeper Into the
human heart ! Longfellow, Hyperion, Iv. 1.

authorly (a'thor-li), a. [< author + -lyl.] Be-

longing to an author
;
authorial. [Bare.]

He keeps his own authorly secrets.

Counter, Letter to Unwin.

authorship (a'thor-ship), w. [< author + -ship.]
1 . The source or" cause of anything that may
be said to have an author

; origination ;
causa-

tion : as, the authorship of an invention or of

a political movement; a book whose author-

ship is unknown. 2. The state of being an
author

;
the occupation of writing books.

If the formalists of this sort were erected into patentees
with a sole commission of authorship, we should undoubt-

edly see such writing in our days as would either wholly
wean us from all books in general, or at least from all

such as were the product of our own nation.

Kha.ftebury, Characters (ed. 1869), I. S47.

auto (ou'to), w. [Sp. Pg., < L. Hi-tux, an act:

see act, n.] 1. In Spanish literature, a play.
The miracle-plays of the people attained a high degree

of excellence in the autos or sacred Christmas plays of

Gil Vicente (1470-1536). Encyc. Brit., XIX. 556.

2. In Spanish law : (a) An order
;
a decree ; a

sentence ;
a decision, (i) pi. The pleadings and

proceedings in a lawsuit. 3. An auto de fe.

auto-. [< Gr. avro- (before a vowel avr-, which
before a rough breathing becomes aH)-), stem
of oiVof, self (myself, thyself, himself, etc.).]
An element in compound words of Greek origin,

meaning self, of itself (natural), of one's self

(independently), of nothing but . . . , etc. :

very common in English and other modern lan-

guages, especially in scientific terms.

autobiographer (a"t6-bi-og'ra-fer), n. [< Gr.

otirof, self, + biogran'her.] One who writes an
account of his own life.

"And yet, O man born of Woman,' cries the Autobioy-
rapher, with one of his sudden whirls, "wherein is my
case peculiar?" Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 58.



autobiographic

autobiographic (a-to-bi-o-graf'ik), a. Of the

nature of autobiography.
The writings of Dunte . . . are all . . . autobiographic.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 20.

autobiographical (a-to-bl-o-grafi-kal), a. 1.

Of or pertaining to autobiography ;
character-

ized by an autobiographic tendency.

It ever remains doubtful whether he is laughing in his

sleeve at these Autobiographical times of ours.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 66.

2. Same as autobiographic.

autobiographically (a- to
- bi - 5 - graf 'i - kal -

1),

adv. In an autobiographic manner.

autobiographist (a"to-bi-og'ra-fist), . [<
-

tobiograplnj + -ist] 'Same as antobiograpker.

[Rare.]
autobiography (a"to-bi-og'ra-n), n.

; pi. anto-

biographies (-fiz). [< Gr. aMs, self, + biogra-

phy.] A biography or memoir of a person writ-

ten by himself.

autocarpian, autocarpic (a-to-kar'pi-an, -pik),

a. Same as Mttooarpotts,

autocarpOUS (a-to-kitr'pus), a. [< Gr. aiirof,

self (in comp. sometimes, as here, meaning 'of

nothing but . . . .' 'of mere . . .'), + naprrfa;,

fruit. The Gr. avr6napTrog means only 'self-

fructifying.'] In bot., consisting of pericarp
alone

; having no adnate parts ((fray) : applied
to fruits which are free from the perianth.
Same as superior.

autocephalic (a"to-se-fal'ik or a-to-sef'a-lik),

a. [As autocephal-ous + -ic.] Autocephalous;
autonomous.

autocephalous (ti-to-sef'a-lus), a. [< LGr. avn-

ntycAos, < Gr. avr6f, self,"+ /ce^a^, head.] 1.

Having a head or chief of its own ; independent
of jurisdiction ; applied to a church.

The Russian Church became autocephalous, and its pa-
triarch had immense power. Encyc. Brit., XI. 157.

2. Acting as an independent head; having
primary jurisdiction : as, an autocephalous

bishop or metropolitan.
We have seen Greece proclaim its Holy Governing Sy-

nod autocephalous. J. 31. fieale, Eastern Church, i. 10.

autochronograph (a-to-kron'o-graf), n. [< Gr.

airro?, self, + chronograph.'] An instrument
for instantaneously and automatically record-

ing time.

autochthon (a-tok'thon), .
; pi. autoehtltoim,

autochthones (-thons, -tho-nez). [< L. autoch-

thones, pi., < Gr."aMxSuv, pi. aMxBavec, abo-

rigines, primitive inhabitants, lit. sprung from
the land itself (it was the belief of the ancient
Athenians and some other Greeks that they
sprang originally from the soil on which they
lived), < amds, self, + x^v

, land, earth.] 1.

Literally, one sprung from the land he inhabits ;

hence, one of the primitive inhabitants of a

country; a member of the race found in a

country when first known; an aboriginal in-

habitant.
Whoever the artist may have been, it [a statue] is un-

doubtedly a very able conception, the figure seeming to

rise from the earth just as an autochthon would be thought
to rise. A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, I. 224, note.

Their own traditions appear to have made them [the

Phrygians] autochthones, or aboriginals, and it would seem
that they believed the re-peopling of the earth after the
flood to have begun in their country.

G. Rawlinson, Origin of Nations, p. 67.

2. pi. The primitive animals or plants of a

country or region, especially in geological time.

[Rare.]
autochthonal (a-tok'tho-nal), a. [< autochthon
+ -al.~] Autochthonic; aboriginal: as, autoch-
thonal peoples.
autochthones, . Plural of autochthon.

autochthpnic (a-tok-thon'ik), a. [< autoch-
thon + -ic.] Of or pertaining to an autoch-
thon

; native to or sprung from the soil
;
abo-

riginal; indigenous.
The aborigines of the country (were] driven, like the

Bheels and other autochthonic Indians, into the eastern
and southeastern wilds bordering upon the ocean.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 20.

We may, however, venture the assertion that the Eskimo
is of autochthonic origin in Asia.

Arc. Cruise of the. Corwin, 1881, p. 30.

autochthonism (a-tok'tho-nizm), n. [< autoch-
thon + -ism.] Birth from the soil.

According to the Scythians, Targitaus lived just a thou-
sand years before the year 513 B. c. a legend which, taken
with the tradition of autochthonism, indicates a much
earlier date for the immigration of the Scythians than we
should deduce from other narratives.

Encyc. Brit., XXI. 576.

autochthonous (a-tok'tho-nus), a. [< autoch-
thon + -ous.] 1. Pertaining to autochthons;
indigenous; sprung from the soil

; aboriginal.
I speak here ... of ancient religions only, of what are

sometimes called national or autochthonous religions
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not of those founded in later times by individual pro-

phets or reformers. Max Muller, India, p. 116.

One would almost be inclined to think from Herr Stahr's

account of the matter, that Leasing had been an autoch-

thonous birth of the German soil, without intellectual an-

cestry or helpful kindred.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 301.

2. In pathol., not extraneous; originating at

the place where found.

autochthonously (a-tok'tho-nus-li), adv. In an
autochthonous manner.
The larger number of maladies do not arise autochtho-

nously or "under a whole skin." Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 361.

autochthony (a-tok'tho-ni), n. [< autochthon
+ -y.] The condition of being autochthonous.

The practice of describing legendary heroes and men of

ancient lineage as earth-born, yriyevtis, strengthened great-

ly the doctrine of autochthony, and nowhere so much as

in Attica. Encyc. Brit., III. 141.

autoclave (a'to-klav), n. [F., self-regulating,
a digester, < dr. airof, self, + L. clavis, a key
(or davits, a iiail ?).] A kind of stewpan, the lid

of which is kept close and steam-tight by the

steam proceeding from the contents of the pan.
It is an application to culinary purposes of Pa-

pin's digester. See digester.

autocracy (a-tok'ra-si), .
; pi. autocracies (-siz).

[< F. autocratic, "< Gr. amonptnua, absolute

power, (. avroKparfff, absolute, ruling by one's

self: see autocrat.] If. The power of deter-

mining one's own actions
; independent or self-

derived power ; self-government ;
self-rule.

Man's will, that great seat of freedom, that, with a kind
of autocracy and supremacy within itself, commands its

own actions. South, Sermons, VII. i.

It [the divine will] moves, not by the external impulse
or inclination of objects, but determines itself by an ab-

solute autocracy. South, Sermons, VIII. x.

2. Uncontrolled or unlimited authority over

others, invested in a single person ;
the govern-

ment or power of an absolute monarch.

At least from the days of Hildebrand the mind of Eu-

rope had become familiarized with the assertion of those
claims which in their latent significance amounted to an
absolute irresponsible autocracy.

Milman, Latin Christianity, ix. 1.

3f. In med., action of the vital powers toward
the preservation of the individual. =8yn. 2. Tyr-
anny, Absolutism, etc. See despotism.

autocrat (a'to-krat), n. [< F. autocrate, < Gr.

avTOKparfif, ruling by one's self (cf. avTOK/iarup,
an autocrat: see autocrator), < aitrof, self, +
Kpdros, power, < Kpari'f, strong, = Goth, hardus
= E.hard: see hard.'] 1. An absolute prince
or sovereign ; a ruler or monarch who holds and
exercises the powers of government as by inher-

ent right, not subject to restrictions: as, "the
autocrat of all the Kussias," a title assumed

by the emperor of Russia. 2. One who is in-

vested with or assumes unlimited authority in

any relation: as,
" The Autocrat of the Break-

fast-Table" (title of a book), 0. W. Holmes.
autocratic (a-to-krat'ik), a. [< autocrat + -t'c.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of autocracy;
absolute; holding independent and unlimited

powers of government.
The Russian government is autocratic, inasmuch as over

the larger part of the country it has simply succeeded to

the position of the Mongolian khans, 'who from the thir-

teenth to the fifteenth century held the Russian people in

subjection. J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 43.

autocratical (a-to-krat'i-kal), n. Same as au-
tocratic.

autocratically (a-to-krat'i-kal-i), adv. In an
autocratic manner.
autocrator (a-tok'ra-tor), n. [< Gr. avToupdrup,
one's own master, an absolute ruler: see au-

tocrat.'] An autocrat; a dictator. [Rare.]
The picturesque spiked Macedonian helmet with a

goat's horn and cheek-piece which occupies the reverse

[of a coin], on which is written after "King Tryphon
"
the

strange title autocrator. Encyc. Brit., XVII. 649.

autocratorical (a"to-kra-tor'i-kal), a. [< Gr.

avToKparopiK6f, < avronparup: see autoerator.]
Pertaining to an autocrat or autocrator; su-

preme ;
absolute : as, autocratorical power.

[Rare.]
autocratrice (a-tok'ra-tris), . [F.] Same as
autocratrix.

autocratrix(a-tok'ra-triks), .; pi. autocratrices

(a-tok-ra-tri'sez). [NL. (cf. MGr. avronpaTo-

piaaa), fern, of autocrator."] A female sovereign
who is independent and absolute : a title some-
times given to a reigning empress of Russia.

[Rare.]
autocratship (a'to-krat-ship), n. [< autocrat
+ -skip.] The office of autocrat.

auto da fe (ou'to da fa) ; pi. autos da fe (ou'tos).
[Pg. auto dafe = Sp. auto defe (Pg. da, < de a,
where a is the fern, art., < L. ilia).] Same as

autogenic

auto defc. [This Portuguese form, commonly written
auto daje or auto-da-fe, was the first introduced, and has
been most used in English literature.]

auto de fe (ou'to da fa) ; pi. autos defc (ou'tos).

[Sp., lit. act (judicial process, judgment) of

faith : auto, < L. action, an act
; de, < L. dc,

from, of
; fe = Pg. fe, < L. fidem, ace. of fides,

faith: see act, n., de2
, fay**, and faith. Cf. auto

da fe.] The public declaration of the judg-
ment passed on accused persons who had been
tried before the courts of the Spanish Inquisi-

tion, and by extension the infliction of such

penalties as had been prescribed in the sen-

tence. The declaration of judgment was usually made
with much solemnity, in an open place, and included the

acquittals, reception to retraction, official admonition, and
sentence of punishment for the crimes within the com-
petency of tlie court. These crimes were public profes-
sion of heresy, apostasy, witchcraft, seduction by ecclesi-

astics, bigamy, unnatural crimes, church-robbery, blas-

phemy, usury, and, in general, crimes of or against the
officers of the Inquisition itself. Those convicted were
brought from prison, dressed in the sanbenito, or robe of
defamed criminals, which was worked with a cross and
other designs, sometimes with grotesque scenes of infernal
characters or torments, imil varied in its color and pattern
in accordance with the severity of the sentence to be
passed. Each offender was called by name, his crime spe-
cified, and its punishment declared, after which all were
delivered up to the civil officials. Here the auto proper
finished ; but as the execution of those penalties that were
of capital or corporal nature immediately followed, the
name was extended to this part, as applied to which it has
become popularly accepted. Such punishments were flog-

ging, the pillory, branding or maiming, and death by hang-
ing or burning, according to the prescriptions of the im-

perial or Caroline code.

autodidact(a'to-di-dakt'), n. [< Gr. avToSifmn-

rof, self-taught,' < avr6f, self, + cMaKTOf, verbal

adj. of SiAaanfiv, teach: see didactic.] A self-

taught person. [Rare.]
autodidactic (a"to-di-dak'tik), a. [< autodi-
dact + -ic.] Self-taught. [Rare.]
He [Menzel] was from the beginning an auto-didactic

realist; he drew and painted as he saw not as others

taught him how they had seen.

Contemporary Rev., XLIX. 293.

autodynamic (a"to-di-nam'ik), a. [<Gr. amo-

diivauos, powerful of itself, < atirof, self, + Siva-

ui$, power: see dynamic.] Having power or
force in itself Autodynamic elevator, a hydraulic
machine in which the weight of a falling column of water
is made to raise a smaller column to a height exceeding
that of the first.

autoecious (a-te'shus), a. [< Gr. airrtc, self, +
oUof, dwelling.] In bryology, having both male
and female inflorescence on the same plant;
monoecious. Three modifications are cladau-

toacious, goniautoacious, and rhizautoecious.
Also written autoicous.

autogamous (a-tog'a-mus), a. [< Gr. avr6f,

self, + yauof, marriage ;
cf. aMya/toc, willingly

married.] Self-fertilized : applied to flowers
which are fertilized by their own pollen, in
distinction from anemophilousand entomophilous
flowers, in which one flower is fertilized by
pollen from another through the intervention
of the wind or of insects.

autogamy (a-tog'a-mi), n. [< Gr. airof, self,
+ -yafiia, < ydfto^, marriage. Cf. autogamous.]
In bot., close fertilization, or self-fertilization ;

the fertilization of a flower by its own pollen.
See allogamy.
autogenealt (a-to-je'ne-al), a. [< Gr. atrroyewfr :

see autogenous.] Self-'begotten ; autogenous.
Waterhouse.

autogeneous (a-to-je'ne-us), a. Same as auto-

genous.

autogenesis (a-to-jen'e-sis), . [< Gr. airof,
self, -I- yheaif, production.] Self-production ;

production independent, (a) in organisms, of

parent organisms; (6) in tissues, of parent
tissues; and (c) in disease, of previous cases of

zymotic disease.

autogenetic (a*to-je-net'ik), a. [< autogenesis:
see genetic.] Self-producing; pertaining to au-

togenesis.
There was no doubt ... of the existence of autogenetic

puerperal fever. Brit. Med. Jour., No. 1319.

autogenetically (a"to-je-net'i-kal-i), adv. By
autogenesis, or autogenetic processes.
Some septic poison, either from without or autogeneti-

cally, might cause the same. Brit. Med. Jour., No. 1319.

autogenic (a-to-jen'ik), a. [As autogen-ous
+ -ic.] Self-produced ; independent of a me-
dium: specifically applied to a process of sol-

dering in which pieces of metal are united

by fusing the parts to be joined. See autoge-
nous.

Platinum workers . . . have long learned to unite two
platinum seams by the autogenic process the local

fusing of the two contiguous parts in the oxyhydrogen
flame. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 190.
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autogenous (a-toj'e-uus), a, [< Gr. airoynw/f, auto-inoculable (a'to-in-ok'u-la-bl), . [< Or.

elf-produced, < aij-dc, self, + yfvnr, kind, race, Bfrrof, self, + iiioriiltthti:'] Possessing the power

offspring: see i/tnutx, -ijiMtus.] 1. Self-pro- of auto-inoculntion; capable of being propa-

duced; self-generated; coming forth indepcn- gated by auto-inoculation: as, an auto-inoculable

dently. Specifically, In anat., i-mliim-ncnis: applied to disease.

those processes or parts of a bone whii-li arise from an autO-inOCUlatlon (a*to-in-ok-u-la shon), w. [<

independent or srparale renter of ossiliration. as ilistiti

Kin-died from nine I-MWIIOIU outgrowth*. Thus, the

cpiphyses of a bone air HI//O.VIIOM; kpOphfM may be

ritlirr iiitl'iil'-iiiin^ or rr</' KHIK.

The centrum anil several of the apophyscs of a vertebra

automatons

Mr went mi rmvinu iilly, luill "<'' ni">'

Kin,!, Mill mi tin' Floss, vi. l.'I.

We know that a frequently repeated act of muscular
kill Dually comes t be done aliiio-,t outomaMufiv and
itli little intervention of eonseloiiHic.-s. .SViVinv, IV. 473.

2. By automatic means ; by its own action.

Vn ini/'iiii'itically working machine.
Set. Ann;:, N. S., LV. 55.

ritlirr uponhyrtCH lire exogenous.
Owm,

2. Same as (iitlitijcitic.

Also i

out thc'nsc of a special" solder. It is performed by mean-.

of the airohyilrogen or oxjrbjrdngHI blowpipe and by elec-

tricity.

autogenously (a-toj'e-nus-li), adv. 1. In an

autogenous manner.
The anterior, or more properly inferior, bar of the trans-

verse process of the seventh, and occasionally of some of

the other cervical vertebras in Man, is autoyenoutly devel-

oped. I''. " t'loiet'r, Osteoloxy, p. 20.

2. By the autogenous process of soldering.

Gr. oi'rof, self, + inontlntion.']

'

The inoculation

of a healthy part of the body with the virus

from a diseased part of the same person, as from
a chancroid. automaticity (a"t6-ma-tis'i-ti), it.

auto-insufflator (a-t.i-in'siif-la-tor), . Gr. Of being automatic'; automatic acti

airof, self, + Initiator.] An instrument used Human Body (:!<! edj, p. 23.

for administering to one's self a medicinal automatism (a-tom'ii-tizm), . [< initnniaton +
powder. -ism. Cf. Gr. aitro/uitia/i6f, that which happens
autokinesyt, . [< LGr. aiiTomvr/aia, Gr. OVTOKI- of itself, a chance.] 1. Automatic or involun-

vr/aic, self-movement, < airomw/rof, self-moved: try action: inpatltol., sometimes specifically

Automatically keeping its temperature nniforin.

Jour. Frnnkliii /-'., CXXI., .siipp. 7.

The st:iti,

ug automatic; automatic action. .Martin,

Human Body (3d ed.), }).
-M.

see autokinetical.] Self-movement ; spontane-
ous motion. Ciulicorth.

autokineticalt (ato-ki-net'i-kal),
a. [< Gr.

auTOKii'r/TtKof, < avTOKtvi/rof, self-moved, < airof,

self ,
+ Kivelv, move : see kinetic.] Self-moving.

Hi: II. More.

autolaryngoscope (a'to-la-ring'go-skop), .

[< Gr. avrof, self, + loryHfOMOp*.] An instru-

This battery is constructed of a case of insnlite, having ment, consisting of a combination of mirrors,

a lid of the same material auto<ienmuly soldered in. by which one may inspect his own larynx. L.
J. W. Queen, Elect. Catalogue, 1883, p. 18. jf Knight.

autogeny (a-toj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. avroyeviK (see autolaryngOSCOpy (a'to-lar-iug-gos'ko-pi),
n.

autiigcnous): see -geny."] Autogenesis; autog- ^ Q,. P ,j;,rof) 8eTf, + laryngoncopy.] The in-

ony; spontaneous generation. spection of one's own larynx by means of an

autogony (a-tog'o-ni), n. [< Gr. amoyitvrx;, self-
autolaryngoscope.

produced, self-producing, <ai>rof, self, + -yovoc, autolatry (a-tol'a-tri), . [< Gr. aiVof, self, +
produced: see -</oi/.] The generation of simple /ar/)e ,'a) worship.} Self-worship,
organisms from a lifeless fluid; abiogenesis. autology (a-tof'o-ji), n. [< Gr. at/rof, self, +
autograph (a'to-graf), a. and n. [< F. auto-

.^j,/a> I Myeiv, 'speak: see -ology.] The sci-

iirajihr, < L. OUtOffrapMlf, < Or. cwoypoipor, writ- entific study of one's self.

ten with one's own hand, < oi/rof, self, + ypaQttv, AutolytUS (a-tol'i-tus), . [NL., < Gr. airrof,

write.] I. a. Written by one's self; in one's geif;
.f /trrdf,

verbal adj. of f.vtiv, loose.] A ge-;

nus of ehsetopodous annelids, of the famiiy Syl-

Atttolyttts comHtns.

own handwriting : as, an autograph letter.

II. n. [< P. autographe, < LL. autographum.,]

1. A person's own handwriting; something
written by a person's own hand

;
an original

manuscript or signature.
Autographs of famous names were to be seen in faded

ink on some of their fly leaves. Hawthorne, Old Manse, I.

2. An autographic press (which see, under
Hda, . a 8ynonym o S jfo . ^. ,jVer U an asexual

jiri'HS). form, the opposite sexual forms of which have been called

autograph (a'to-graf), t: t. [< autograph, n.J Polybostrichu* and Sacconercit.

1. To write with one's own hand. 2. To write automat, An erroneously assumed singular
one's autograph on or in. 3. To copy or pro- of automata. See automaton.
duce in autogranh, or by an autographic pro- it is an automa, runs under water,

cess. See autoy'raphic. With a snug nose, and has a nimble tail

Announcements and notices of various kinds, whether Made like an 8UPlr
Vmu m o,. nl. / N(>W8 m i

printed, engraved, lithographed, or autographed.
'* "' L

U. S. Postal Guide, July, 1879. automallte, - See automolite.

It contains 80 autographed pages out of the 1,100 of automata, M. Plural of automaton.
which the whole work will consist. automatalt (a-tom'a-tal), a. [< automaton +

Tn^r-*
American a,* Oriental Lt t

'

Record, X.. t
fl ,

-,
SaJe as ^owafec. [Rare.]

autographalt (a-tog ra-fal), a. [< autograph automath (ft'to-math), n. [< Gr. avrouaW,^,+ -al.] Autographic. Bennet.
self-taught, < airoc, self, + uavBaveiv, uadeiv,

autographic (a-to-graf'ik), a.
^.autograph

+ ,earn . |ee
'

mathen;atics,\
*c; = V.autoamphique.] 1 . Pertaining to or

tau_ht rRare.]
of the nature of an autograph;

contained m ^mal^ (a-to-mat'ik), a.
or furnished by ones own handwriting: as,

autographic authority; autographic evidence.

2. Relating to or used in the process of au-

tography: asj autographic ink; autographic

One who is self-

_ JGr.
self-moving' (see automaton), + -ic.] 1. Acting
as an automaton, (a) Having the power of self-

motion ; self-acting : as, automatic machinery, (o) Done

B.-r-rf
. , ._,. , ^ unconsciously or from force of habit ; mechanical, as op-

paper. 3. Self-recording : applied to a form of posed to voluntary,

telegraph. See^below.-Auto^rapMc^press.
See

^.Conducted
or earned on by self-acting ma-

press. Autographic process. ()In the fiiui art, any
process by means of which an artist's work is exactly pre-
served in mechanical reproductions, as in an autotype or

a photo-engraving. (6) A general term applied to those

chemical and mechanical processes in which a writing or

drawingis made with a peculiar Ink, and then transferred

to the stone, plate, or other matrix from which it is to

be printed. Autographic telegraph, an instrument for

transmitting a telegraphic despatch written in Insulating
ink upon a metallic paper,

and reproducing it with abso-

lute exactness on anotner prepared paper. The instru-

ment may be used for transmitting portraits or other fig-

ures, diagrams, etr.

autographical (a-to-graf'i-kal), a. Same as au-

autographically (a-to-graf'i-kal-i), adv. In an

autographic manner; by means of autographic
writings; in autograph.
And had "shaken hands autographically" with him

It is in our modern cotton and flax mills that automatic

operations are displayed to most advantage.
Ure, Diet., I. 274.

3. Inphysiol.: (a) Not voluntary; not under
the control of, or not effected by, volition : said

of certain muscular actions.

Let me briefly notice some of our other automatic ac-

tions. In the act of swallowing, which properly begins at

the back of the throat, the "swallow" lays hold of the

food or the drink brought to it by the muscles of the

applied to such purposeless actions as are often

exhibited by patients after an epileptic flt.

In considering the body as the instrument of the mind,
I shall show you, first, the large amount of mtOBMtlra
in the human body. W. B. Carpenter.

The imperfections in sensation, and the inhibition on
the moral faculties im|>osed by alcoholic anesthesia, so

depress the mental powers as to compel them to assume
the charaetcristk'S of autoiatwH ; but the semblances

of automation are to similar to conscious rationality,

that they disguise the actual Incompetency of the moral

powers. Alien, and fieurol., VI. 40.

2. The doctrine that animals, especially those

below man, are automata, in the sense that all

the phenomena exhibited by them are results

of physical laws; especially, the doctrine of

Descartes that animals are devoid of conscious-

ness. 3. The faculty of independently origi-

nating action or motion. [From the original
sense of automaton.} N. E. D.

automatist (a-tom'a-tist). . [< automaton +
-ist. Cf. LGr. avTofiaTtarj/f, one who refers all

things to chance.] 1. One who makes auto-

mata. 2. One who believes that animals

(sometimes including man) are automata. See

automatism, 2.

Though not a declared outomatwt, however, Mr. Spencer
is by virtue of his general philosophy a necessarian.

Pop. Set. Mo., XX. 768.

automatize (a-tom'a-tiz), i: t.
; pret. and pp.

automatized, ppr. automatizing. [< automaton
+ -ize. Cf. Gr. ai>ro/i<mfv, act of one's self,

introduce the agency of chance, happen by
chance.] To make an automaton or a self-

acting machine of.

A God-created man, all but abnegating the character of

man ; forced to exist, automatised, mummy-wise, ... as

Gentleman or Gigman. Carlyle, Diamond Necklace, I.

automaton (a-tom'a-ton), n.; pi. automata,

automatons\(-i&, -tonz). [Formerly also autom-

atum, < L. automaton, automatum, < Gr. aiir6fia-

TOV, neut. of avr6/MTO(, acting of one's self, self-

moving, spontaneous, < avr6f, self, + "/jarof

(> ftareveiv, seek, strive to do), verbal adj. of

y/*ua (perf . /tif^oa), strive after, move.] 1. That
which is self-moving, or has the power of spon-
taneous movement, but is not conscious.

So great and admirable an automaton as the world.

Boyle, Works, V. 251.

Specifically 2. A self-acting machine, or one
wnich is actuated in such a manner as to carry
on for some time certain movements without

the aid of external impulse, in this respect clocks

and watches, with a vast number of other machines, may
lie denominated automata ; but the term more specifically

denotes an apparatus in which the purposely concealed

power is made to imitate the voluntary or mechanical mo-
tions of living beings, such as men, horses, birds, fishes, etc.

A self-adjusting machine, containing the immediate
conditions of its action within itself, is what is properly
understood by an automaton. Huxley, Crayfish, p. 127.

3. A living being acting mechanically or as a
mere machine, especially without conscious-

ness ; a person or an animal whose actions are
__ __! !.__.,_food or the drink brought to it by me muscles 01 tne ". :

" - -

mouth and carries this down into the stomach. We are purely involuntary or mechanical, nee bestial

quite unconscious of its passage thither unless we have
taken a larger morsel or something hotter or colder than

ordinary. This is an instance of purely automatic action.

W. B. Carpenter.

In animals, too, to a far greater extent than In plants, is

the automatic activity which always resides in protoplasm
itself transmitted by the mechanism of the organization

across the Atlantic. D. Hill, Life of Irving, p. 160. to different parts of the organism or to the whole of it.

L. F. W,Ward, Dynam. Sociol., I. 353.

(6) Not reflex: said, for example, of certain

activities of ganglion-cells Automatic brake.

autography (a-tog'ra-fi), n. [< autograph + -y ;

= F. (HOograpMeJ "1. The act of writing with

one's own hand; autographic writing. 2.

That department of diplomatics, or the study S3teJgg^^?5S
and decipherment of old writings, which is under Aamwitr). Automatic theory. Same as automa-

concerned with autographs. 3. A process in twin, 2.

lithography by which copies of a writing, draw- automatical (a-to-mat'i-kal), a. 1. Same as

ing, etc., are produced in facsimile. automatic. 2. Having reference to or con-

autoicous (a-toi'kus), a. Same as autoxious. nected with automatic things,

auto-inoculability (a*t6-in-ok'u-la-biri.-ti), . automatically (a-to-mat'i-kal-i), adv. 1. In

[< auto-iiiofiilable : see -Mftiy.J Capacity for an automatic manner; mechanically; uncon-

auto-iuoculation. sciously.

automaton, below.
Obedience,

Bane of all genius, virtue, freedom, truth,
Makes slaves of men, and of the human frame
A mechanized automaton. Shelley, Queen Mali, iii.

4. A person who acts in a monotonous routine

manner, without active intelligence, especially
without being fully aware of what he is doing.
Automaton balance, a machine for weighing plan-

chets and coin, and sorting the pieces automatically, ac-

cording to their weight, as full, light, or heavy. Bestial

posed to lie devoid of consciousness and sensibility. Spir-
itual automaton, a mind not possessing free will, but

subject to necessity.

automatons* (a-tom'a-tus), a. [< Gr. amtiuaroc,,

automatic (see automaton), + -oiw.] Auto-

matic.
Clocks or automaton* organs, whereby we now distin-

guish of time, have found no mention In any ancient

writers. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 18.



autometric 390 autostylic

autometric (a-to-met'rik), a. Of or pertaining and immutable: opposed to heteronomy (which compauied with loss of substance are repaired
to autometry. see). by means of healthy portions of tissue taken

autometry (a-tom'e-tri), . [< Gr. i>r<}f, self, antonym (a'to-nim), . [< Gr. airdf, self, + from another part of the patient, and made to

+ -fierpia, < /icTfiov, measure.] Self-measure- ovofia, dial, uvv/ia, name.] 1. One's own name; a supply the deficiency. See
rhinoplasty.

ment; self-estimation. X. E. D. real name: opposed to pseudonym and anonym, autopolygraph (a-td-pol'i-graf), n. [<Gr. amot;,

automobile (a-to-mo'bil), a. [<Gr. avrAc,, self, 2. That which bears one's own name, as a self, + polyyrai>h.] An autographic printing
-I- L. mobilis, mobile.] Self-moving. book published under the author's real name, process. E. H. Knight.

A,, auto-mobil,' car, with isolated rails. 3. The self-same name; one and the same autopsiat (a-top'si-a), H. [NL., < Gr. avro^ia, a

Greer, Diet, of Elect., p. 48. name for two or more things; a homonym, seeing with one s own eyes, < auronrof, seen by
Our authorities are still in the dark as to what can ac- [Rare.] one's self, < avrof, self, + OTrrof, seen (cf. oijitf,

tually be done with automobile torpedoes. autopathic (a-to-path'ik), a. [< autopa thy + sight) : see optic.'] Same as autopsy, 1.
12S -

-ic.] In pathol, dependent on the original It is no small undertaking for a man ... to begin a

automolite (a-tom'o-llt), >/. [< Gr.
ai)ro/;o/lpf,

a structure and developmental tendencies of the natural history from his own autopsia. Gilbert White.

deserter, prop, adj.,'going of one's self (<ai>rdf, individual; endopathic, as opposed to exopath- autopsic (a-top'sik), a. [< autopsia + -ic.]
self, + [toteiv, go, or come), + -ite2.] A name ic: applied to certain forms of disease. 1. Same as autoptic. 2. In med., pertaining
sometimes given to gahiiite, from the fact that it is impossible, says Simon, absolutely to exclude au- to or obtained by means of an autopsy,
it contains a large proportion of zinc oxid, topathic diseased states ; there may be some such, mostly

T voaomVilnnpp to an nro SPB developmental, which "are actual caprices and snc.ntanei- Undoubtedly the late King of Bavaria was insane, and

/ /,-*? ties of >ife
.
without * exterior CMMtion whatsoever." the autoptic and the combined ante-mortem testimony to

gaknite. Also spelled automatm.
_ ^ Enci/c. Brit., XVIII. 362. his insanity was not more confirmatory of mental de-

automorphic (a-to-mor'fik), . [< Gr. avTOftop- antnnat'hv CA-ton'a-thil IX Gr avToiradeia rangement than that given in the history of Guiteau.

0of, self-formed, natural (taken as 'formed upon
B

2?*HJ* Yeel&e or experience <al7oS AKm ' and Nmml" V"' 538'

one's own self or pattern'), < air<fc, self, + uop-
one

1 -

Own ng
,

or exPeri
.

enoe
>

J
vrmraffK, Autopmc notes of cases of cellulitis.

Tform.]
S

Frame
P
dor conceived after Ihe al |^Mf >

+SZi SSteriS]"^ * ,/*T ' ""*" "'^
tern or form of one's self. taaHffieitTf^

8^^^^ autopsical (a-top'si-kal), a, Same as autopsic.

The conception which any one frames of another's mind gideration. I>r, H. More. See extract. Basing his opinion on the autopsical examination of

is inevitably more or less after the pattern of his own fever patients.
mind -Is automorphic; and in proportion as the mind of ,.

We
.

m
j.
ne * V W*** the Zirm^en, Cyc. of Med. (trans.), Supp., p. 561.

nhi.-h Via liao tn frnmo a cniicpntinn Hiffprs from hfa nu-n altruistic Sentiments US Subjective feellllgS. >O COITC- . .. ..
,

Sb^^totoS^ffl?^^^^^ sponding term exists for thi egoistic s
f
S,nents. The autopsically (a-top's.-kal-i), adv. Same as

truth // Suriirrr Study of Sociol p 114 word autopathy, could it be adopted m this sense, would autoptically.

automorphically (a-to-mo'r'fl-kal-i), *.' In
dOUbtle88be ' UndlTAFrd Dynam. Sociol II 371 autopsy (a'top-si), [< autopsia, q. v.] 1.
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governing; mofependent. feeding itself, as a precocial bird: equivalent *"Se AKo written ^ow?ci> n nn j k.. ... ..#.,.. .,,;.. (t n ... i... i_ __1: A; /i . . i_ : \ i_ i *i. _ twfww?

or self-government of the community to which _^ toptic manner; by ocular view or one's own
he belongs, or of any community. autophoby (a'to-fo-bi), n. [< Gr. airiif, self, -I- observation. Also written autojmcally.

The party of the Irreconcilables [in Alsace-Lorraine] -tpopia, fear: see -phobia.'} Fear of referring to That the galaxy is a meteor, was the account of Arts-
had been gradually giving way to the Autonomists, or one's self ; fear of being egotistical. Hare, totle ; but the telescope hath autoptically confuted it.

those who subordinated the question of nationality to that rRare 1 Glanville, Seep. Sci., p. 174.

of home rule. Lom , Bismarck, II. 385.
a
L

utopnon (rto-fon), n. [< Gr. avr^of, self- autort. . An obsolete form of author.
autonomous (a-ton o-mus), n. [< Gr. avrdvofwf, sounding, < aiVrff. self, + <t>uvf/, voice, sound.] autorialt, a. An obsolete form of authorial.

independent, of one's own free will, < BWttf. A form of barrel-organ, of which the tunes are autorityt, . An obsolete form of authority.
self, -r vtftetv, hold sway, > v6pO(, law : see nome. ] determined by perforations in a sheet of mill- autoschediasm (a - to - ske '

di - azm), n. [< Gr.
1. Of or pertaining to autonomy or an auton- board cut to correspond with the desired notes. airoo-^t&aoyHz, work 'done offhand (cf. avTooxe-
omy. 2. Independent in government; having E. H. Knight. fiaa/t6f, extemporaneous speaking), < avroaxe-
the right of self-government. autophony (a-tof'o-ni), w. [< NL. autophonia didfriv: see autoscliediaze.'] An offhand act or
The few brave men who seven years back first un- (in form as if < Gr. avroijxjvia, the voice itself), performance ; something nastily improvised,

sheathed their yataghans amid the hills of Herzegovina < Qr_ avruAuvtK, self-sounding : see autouhon.~\ autoschediastic (a"t6-ske-di-as'tik), a. [< Gr.

prov

n
inceTKterS,meHa

eme for an auto"<m '

In auscultation, the character of the sound of avroaxediao*, offhand, extemporaneous, <

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 445. the auscultators own voice when his head is aiiroo-^eoWrfc, one who acts or speaks offhand,

3. Subject to its own laws
; specifically, in biol., P,

laced against the chest of the patient. When < mnoxtM(ea>, do, act, or speak offhand: see

independent of any other organism; not a form there is a large cavity this sound may be ren- autosehediaze.] Slight; hasty; not fully con-

or stage of development of some other organ-
Jered of greater intensity than is normal. sidered; done hastily or on the spur of the

ism. autophthalmoscope (a - tof - thai
' mo - skop), H . moment.

autonomously (a-ton'6-mus-li), adv. In an au- [< Gr - airr6t> 8elf + ophthalmoscope^] An in- autoschediastical (a'to-ske-di-as'ti-kal), a.

tonomous manner
;
from one's own choice. strument by which one may inspect the interior Same as autoschediastic. Dean Martin.

we must know and a,,to,ic, / win t fniinw
of one '

s own eyes - autoschediaze (a-to-ske'di-az), v. i.; pret. and

egotatlcI ataomte?&^Te^enS^L^. autophyllogeny (ato-fi-loj'e-ni), n. [< Gr. oi- pp. autoschediazed, ppr. autoscTiediazing. [< Gr.
<?. S. Ball, German Culture, p. 183. T<if, self, + 0i'/./W, leaf, + -ykveia, production : avroaxeotafeiv, do, act, or speak offhand, <

autonomy (a-ton'6-mi), .; pi. autonomies see -ffcny-] A term proposed by Morren for avrooxeitof. offhand, < auric,, self, + axeoiof,

(-miz). [< Gr. avrovo'ftia, independence, < aiirovo- the abnormal growth of leaves from leaves. near, sudden, offhand: see schediastic.] To

fwf, independent: see autonomous.] 1 The autopisty (a'to-pis-ti), n. [< Gr. aMfttTOf, improvise or extemporize.

power or right of self-government, whether in credible in itself, < airof, self, + JTHTTOC, credi- autoscope (a'to-skop), n. [< Gr. aiirof, self, +
a community which elects its own magistrates

We
i worthy of belief, < xeiBeiv, irtSelv, persuade.] anoirelv, view.] An instrument invented by

and makes its own laws, or in an individual Worthiness of belief from internal evidence; Coccius for the self-examination of the eye.
who acts according to his own will the quality of credibility existing in a state- Syd. Soc. Lex.

There was nothing in the treaty of Adrianople that
ent itself, independently of external evidence autOSCOpy (a-tos'ko-pi), n. [< Gr. air6f self,

really interfered with the autonomy ot the Circassians. or corroboration. [Rare.] + -moma, < ancmew, view.] In med., the ex-

Latham, Nationalities of Europe, I. xxxii. autoplast (a'to-plast), w. [< Gr. aiiriSnvlaoTOf, animation of one's self, as by the autoscope or

That which is autonomy objectively will l>e self-deter- self-formed, < avrAf, self, + irAaanf, verbal adj. the autolaryngoscope.
mination subjectively. Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 189. of KAaaaeiv, form.] In embryol., an autogenous autositarius(a"to-si-ta'ri-us), w.

; pi. autositarii

2. A self-governing community. 3. An au- ceU> that is, a cell which appears to take form (-1). [NL., as autosite, q. v., + -anus.] In
tonomous condition; the condition of being spontaneously in the yolk of an ovum, not by teratol., either part of a double monster which

subject only to its own laws
; especially, in biol.,

fission or the regular process of cleavage of the is formed by the junction of two equally de-

organic independence. vitellus. See extract. veloped individuals, as by means of the umbili-

The government of the Arabs may be called almost an In ad(lition to the layer of cleavage cells which consists CUB.

autonomy. Ji. F. Burton El-Medinah p 341 of more than one stratum of cells in the future embryonic autosite (a'to-slt), n. [< Gr. aiiTuaiTof, bringing

Giventhebasisofgoodmentalnutritionandrespiration 3Ke mats^^d^^SS^^!. one's own provisions, < airof, self,+ olro, food ]
in a suitable socia atmosphere, and there take place from dependent process of segregation, each cell having a sena- teratol., that twin m an unequal double

/ZL,,
tl

f

n
;f,

spo '

'^i'.'
60118 variations testifying to the a,,- rate origin, whence they ai-e termed autoplast,,. monster which furnishes nutriment to the

tonony of the organism. Maudtky, Bodyand Will, p. 147. E. R. Laniceater
, Encye. Brit., XVI. 682. other, the latter being called the parasite or

4. In the phtlos. of Kant, the doctrine that the autoplastic (a-to-plas'tik), a. Pertaining to parasitic twin.
moral law is one which reason imposes upon autoplasty. autostylic (a-to-sti'lik), a. [< Gr. airoanAoc,,
itself a priori, that is, independently of sense autoplasty (a'to-plas-ti), . [As autoplast + resting on natural columns, < atrdr, self, +
and sense-experience, and is therefore absolute -y.] In surg., an operation bywhich lesions ac- bri/of, column: see *fyte

2
.] In anat., having



autostylic

no separate suspensorium or distinct suspen-
sory apparatus of the lower jaw.
An nntiattylie skull, thut is, a skull without separate

suspensorium. Eiu-i/c. Brit., XII. 64o.

Tile oldest tvpresentati\es of the *elachiali order had
skulls which were neither hyostvlie nor imroxM/.V.

.1. X. lf

r

.i./ ;rn/, 1'roc. Xxiol. Soc., 188(1, p. :!!.

autotemna, . I'lural of <//o/< //".
autotenmic (a-to-tem'nik), a. [< autotemnon +
-if.] Sitini' us mi/oil IIIIIIXIH. Hi/nil.

autotemnon (ii-to-tem'non), .: jil. /iiiliitiniiiii

(-nil). [NL., irreg. (better "uutotomon) < <!r.

ai-ruf, self. + rr/ivetv, Ta/it:n>, cut.] In liil., a

cell considered as an organism capable of self-

division. [Rare.]
We cannot use the words embryo and larva, which be-

long to the ovum after impreKimtion, and ue. lluirhii,,

propose to designate the OOlJ as an nut,,/, ,//,,, in c-olitrast

with the embryo, which is inure spei ialized.

limit, I'ror. Host. Wo. Nat. ili.-l., 1^S4, p. 143.

autotemnous (a-tii-tem'nus), a. [Irreg. < Gr.

aiiTof, self, + rcfjvuv, Ta/ieiv, cut, + -ous.] Self-

dividing; capable of spontaneous fission: ap-
plied to a cell or autotemnon which propagates
itself by fission and not by impregnation. Com-
mon tissue-cells of all kinds art* autotcmnous, as are

spermatocysts am! spermatozoa, ami also nvu that divide
belore the uuiou of male and female nuclei. Division

subsequent to such union constitutes an embryo. The
protozoans are autotenmous while growing by tission, but
are embryos or form-spores thereafter. Also nutotomnie.

autotheism (a'to-the-izm), n. [< Gr. avrtitieos,

very God, < abrtt, self, -f Qeoc, God.] 1. The
doctrine of the self-existence of God; specifi-

cally, the ascription of self-existence to the

second person of the Trinity. [Rare.] 2.

Assumption of divine powers ;
self-deification ;

excessive self-esteem. Nineteenth Century.
autotheist (a'to-the-ist), n. [< autotlie-ism +
-ist.] 1. One who believes in autotheism. 2.

One who ascribes to himself the possession of

divine powers.
He begins to mistake more and more the voice o( that

very (lesh of his, which he fancies he has conquered, for

the voice of God, and to become without knowing it an
autotheist. Kinyxlcy, Altx>n Locke, Pref.

autotomlc (a-to-tom'ik), a. [< Gr. avr6f, self,
+ Touuf, cutting, < Ttftvetv, ra/itiv, out.] Self-

intersecting, as a line or trace. y. E. D.

autotype (a'to-tip), . [< Gr. ai>r6f, self, +
ri'Trof, a stamp, type.] 1. The trade-name of a
certain photographic process for producing per-
manent prints in a carbon pigment. It is much
used for reproducing works of art. 2. A pic-
ture made by this process. 3. A copy; a re-

production in facsimile. Kingnley.

autotype (a'to-tip), v. t.
; pret. and pp. auto-

typed, ppr. autotyping. [< autotype, .] To
reproduce by means of the autotype process,
or in facsimile.

autotypic (a-to-tip'ik), a. Pertaining to an
autotype, or produced by the autotype process.
autotypography (a/to-ti-pog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr.

aiird;, self, -r typography.] Any process by
means of which drawings, manuscripts, etc.,
canbe transferred directly to a plate or material
from which impressions can be taken; espe-
cially, a process by which autographs executed
in a special ink are transferred to a plate of

zinc, which is then etched and prepared for

printing on an ordinary press. See zincography,
autrefois, adv. See auterfoits.
autumn (a'tum), . [Early mod. E. also au-

tomc, < ME. autumpne, <OF. autompne, mod. F.
autotne = Sp. otofto= Pg. outono= lt. autunno,
< L. antumnus, less correctly auctumnus, au-

tumn, perhaps related to arere, be well, Skt.

y/ av, satisfy one's self. The old derivation
from augere, increase, is not now accepted.]
1. The third season of the year, or the season
between summer and winter: often called fall,
as being the time of the falling of the leaves.
Astronomically it begins at the autumnal equinox, about
the 22d of September, when the sun enters Libra, and ends
at the winter solstice, about the 21st of December, when
the sun enters Capricorn. In popular language autumn is

regarded in \orth America as comprising September, Oc-

tober, and November, but in Great Britain, August, Sep-
tember, ami October.

Figuratively 2. A period of maturity, or of

incipient decay, abatement, or decline : as, the
autumn of life.

Dr. Preston was now entering into the autumn of the
duke's favour. Fuller.

autumnal (a-tum'nal), r. and n. [< L. autum-
iiiilix, auctuantalix, (.itHtuninux: see autumn and
-a/.] I. a. 1. Belonging to autumn

; produced
or gathered in autumn: as, autumnal fruits.

The little stunted bushes, on the snow-streaked slopes,
were all dyed with niitiniiiiii/ purples and crimsons.

//. Jamex, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 249.
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Figuratively 2. Belonging to a period corre-

sponding to autumn in the year; In ncc, past
the middle stage of life: as, "an aidau/nal ma-
tron," Jlawtlionie. Autumnal equinox, the time
when the sun crosses the equator as he proceeds south-
ward. This happen* almt the J:M of septi mlicr. See

I':I<I<IKIJ.-- Autumnal plumage, in <irnitii., the piuma-c
acquired by a bird after the ttrst molt, when that in whieh
the bird leaves the nest is exchanged Inr aiiothei : the

plumage of an annotinc ; also, that suhseqnenth acquired
each autumn by such birds as molt at that season as well

as in spring, or have what is termed the dnnl>le molt.
Autumnal Signs, the signs Libra, Scorpio, and Sagit-

tarius, through which the sun passes during the autumn,
astronomically considered.

II. . A plant that flowers in autumn,
autumn-bells (a'tum-belz), n. A name given
to a European gentian, Geutinmi 1'iniimnniinthe,

from its bell-shaped flowers and their season of

opening.
autumnian (a-tum'ni-an), a. [< unlit/mi +
-inn.] Autumnal. [Rare.]

Methiuks already
I grasp best part of ihe ntiliinini<n: Messing.

M i<l'tl'-t"/t. Michaelmas Term, Ind.

autumnity (a-tum'ni-ti), n. [< L. autumiiiinx.

the season of autumn, harvest, < aiitumnus, au-

tumn.] The season of autumn ; quality or con-
dition characteristic of autumn. [Rare.]

llraughts of sweet atituntiiitit. tll>. Hull, Satires, iii. 1.

autunite (a'tun-It), n. [< Autmi, a city in Bur-

gundy, France, + -i'te2.] A native hydrous
phosphate of uranium and calcium, occurring
m tabular crystals, nearly square in form, and
of a citron or sulphur-yellow color, it is usually
found with other uranium minerals, often as a result of

the decomposition of uraninite or pitch-blende. It is

closely related to the phosphate of uranium and copper,
torbernite or copper uranite, in distinction from which it

is called lime uranite, and also simply uranitf.

auturgy (a'ter-ji), n. [< Gr. avrovpyia, < ai>r6f,

self, + tpyav, work. Cf. chirurgeon.] Work
with one's own hands

;
self-action. [Rai-e.]

Auvergnat (F. pron. 6-var-nya'), n. [F., <

Aurergne.] 1. A native or an inhabitant of

Auvergne, a former province in the central

part of France, nearly corresponding to the
modern departments of Cantal and Ptiy-de-
D6me. 2. A French wine of a deep-red color,
made near Orleans: so called from the name
of the variety of grape.
auxt, . See auge.
auxanonieter (ak-sa-nom'e-ter), n. [Irreg. <

Gr. aiii-dveiv, grow, -f atrpuv, measure.] An in-

strument for measuring, or for measuring and
recording, the growth of plants. In the arc auxa-
nometer this is done with the aid of an index moving over
a vertical arc of a circle.

Auxerre (6-zar'), . [F.] A general name
often given to the Burgundy wines produced
near the city of Auxerre, in the department of

Yonne.
auxesis (ak-se'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. ai>i;r/aif, in-

crease, amplification, < avl-ctv, avi-dvftv (cf. L.

augere), increase, == E. wax: see auction and
wax1

.'] 1. In rhet., amplification; exaggera-
tion; hyperbole; the use of a more unusual
and high-sounding word for the ordinary and
proper word. 2. In math., the ratio in which
the element of a figure has to be magnified to

make it conform to the corresponding element
of a conformable figure.
auxetic (ak-set'ik), <z.

^
[< Gr. at>?<of, < aifi?-

r6f, verbal adj. of av^avetv, increase: see auxe-

sis.] Pertaining to auxesis; amplifying; in-

creasing.
This auxetic power of the preposition.

Dr. llutchinson, Sermon on Cerem. Law, p. 8, note.

auxetically (ak-set'i-kal-i), adv. By auxesis
or amplification.
auxiliantt (ag-zil'iant), a. [< L. atixilian(t-)s,

ppr. of auiiliari, help: see auxiliate.] Auxil-

iary ; affording help or assistance.

auxiliar (ag-zil'iiir), a. and n. [< L. auxiliaris,

helping, aiding, < auxilium, help, aid, < augere,
increase.] I. a. Helping; auxiliary.

Ostorius, though yet not strengthen'd with his Legions,
causes the auxiliar Bands, his Troops also allighting, to
assault the rampart. Hilton, Hist. Eng., ii.

There Athens sat, as in the foretime, on her citadel

rock, in sight of her auxiliar sea, crowned, garlanded,
wanton. R. Choate, Addresses, p. 180.

II. n. An auxiliary: usually in the plural,

auxiliary troops.
My auxiliary and allies.

Sir //. Taylor, Ph. van Art., II., v. 1.

Mighty were the auxiliarx which then stood

Upon our side, we who were strong in love !

Bliss was it in that dawn to Ire alive,
But to be young was very heaven !

Wordsworth, French Revolution.

[Archaic in both uses.]

avail

auxiliarly (ag-zil'iiir-li), aih\ By means of aid
or help, t'oli-riili/i:

auxiliary (iig-zil'ia-ri), a. and . [< L. tiuj-i-

liiti'iiis. "'quiv. tn tuisiliarix, helping: see ausil-

""'] I. a. Helping; aiding; assisting; giv-
ing support or sliced]-: IH-IKT, subsidiary ;

addi-
tional: as, auxiliary troops; auxiliary onginr.s.

Auxiliary bishop, auxiliary buffer-spring, auxil-
iary chaplain, etc. See the noun*. Auxiliary circle,
in <-<>/ii<- *"7/.Mi. a ein Ic having its center at the center
of a conie, which it touches at the extremities of the
transverse diameter. Auxiliary quantity, in ninth., a

quantity introduced i" simplify or facilitate an operation,
as maybe done inequations or trix 1 mcti y. Auxiliary
scales, in m"-iV, the six k>\^ 01 scales, eoiisi^tini; !' any
key major, with its relative minor, and the attendant keys
of Men. Auxiliary screw, s.c...,,. Auxiliary
verb.a verb that assists in the conjugation of other n ri>.

See II.,.'!.

II. ".; pi. as.ilitirii-x (-riz). [< L. auji/m
rinx, n.] 1. A helper; an Assistant; a confed-
erate in some action, enterprise, or undertak-

ing; an aid of any kind.

Aquatint is seldom practiced by itself; it is rather an
(ntxiliarif to line-etching. /'. <i. ll ,,* ,-t"

Specifically 2. pi. Foreign troops in the ser-

vice of a nation at war.
The Eleians often engaged as auxiliarin in the wars of

other states, on pretence of asserting the cause of religion.

J. Adams, Works, IV. S12.

3. In gram., a verb used in forming, with the
infinitive and participles of other verbs, phrases
having the value of, or a value analogous to that

of, modes and tenses: thus, I do love, I litn-r

loved, I shall love, I am loved. 4. In math.,
an auxiliary quantity (which see, under L).
auxiliatet (ag-zil'iat), r. t.

[<
L. auxiliatus,

pp. of dujciliari, help, < auxilium, help: see

auxiliar.] To aid or assist.

He [Day] then fell into a disputation with Cranmer and
Goodrich, in which he repeated his former Scripture, and
auxiliated it with another.

R. W. Dixan, Hist. Church of Eng., xvll.

auxiliatoryt (ag-zil'ia-to-ri), . and n. [< L.

as if
"
'auxiliatorius, '(. auxiliator, a helper, <

auxiliari, pp. auxiliatus, help, < auxilium, help.]
I. a. Helping; aiding; auxiliary.
Masses both auxiliator^ and expiatory.

Sir E. Sandy*, State of Religion.

II. n. A help; an aid; in the plural, auxilia-

ries.

There were no such auxiliatoriet within the walls.

K. Watnon, Hist Philip II.

auxometer (ak-som'e-ter), n. [Irreg. < Gr.

ai'fetv, increase, + fitrpov, measure. Cf. auxa-

nometer.] An instrument for measuring the

magnifying powers of an optical instrument.

auxospore (ak'so-spor), n. [Irreg. < Gr.
avjetv,

grow, + orriipof, seed, offspring.] In the IHato-

macea;, an enlarged individual, formed either

asexually, by the growth of the protoplasm at-

tended by renewal of the silicious envelop, or

sexually, by the union of the contents of two
separate cells.

auxotonic (ak-so-ton'ik), a. [Irreg. < Gr. aigfiv,

grow, + rovof, tension, tone.] Determined by
growth : in bot., applied to those movements of

plants which are the result of growth, in dis-

tinction from those of matured organs influ-

enced by stimulation. See allaxsotonic.

ava1
(a'va), n. [Also called Icara, kawa; a

native name.] A fermented drink used in the
South Sea islands, made from the roots of the

Piper methysticum. See kara.

ava2 (a'va), . A name of the topaz humming-
bird, Topaza pella.
ava' (a-va'), adv. Scotch for of a', that is, of
all, frequently used in the sense of at all.

avadavat (av'a-da-vaf), M. Same as amada-
vat.

avahi (av'a-hi), n. [Native name.] The woolly
lemur, or long-tailed indri, of Madagascar, Ara-
his laniger; the ampongue.
Avahis (av'a-his), n. [NL., < ara/i.] A genus
of lemurs, containing the ampongue, avani, or

woolly lemur of Madagascar, A. laniger: a syn-
onym of Microrhynchux (which see).
avail1

(a-val'), r. [< ME. arailen, < OF. a- (lor

L. ad-) + valer, ralbir, be of value or use, < L.

ralere, to be strong, to be worth: see value.]
1. intrans. 1. To have value or use; be of
service or advantage ; give profit : as, wealth
avails little to a castaway.
The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man amileth

much. Jas. v. 16.

2. To have force or efficacy; serve for a pur-
pose; give aid toward an end: as, his cries

availed to bring relief.

The thing to be taught has availed to obscure or even
to annihilate for their eyes every anxiety as to the mode
of teaching. 1>< Quincey. Style, i.



avail

3f. To take or draw advantage; make use or

profit.

But how out of this can she avail ?

Shak.,U. forM., Hi. 1.

II. trans. 1. To be for the advantage of;

assist or profit: as, what will skill avail us

against numbers?
Yet all this aoaileth me nothing. Esther v. 13.

All the songs and newspapers and money-subscriptions
and vituperations of such as do not think with us, will

avail nothing against a fact.

Emerson, West Indian Emancipation.
" God save us !" cried the captain,
"For naught can man a nail."

H'liittier, The Mantle of St. John De Matha.

2f. To promote; prosper; assist: said of things.
Meantime he voyaged to explore the will

Of Jove on high Uodona's holy hill,

What means might best his safe return avail. Pope.

3. To advantage ; profit ; give the benefit to :

used reflexively, with of: as, he availed liimm-IJ'

of the opportunity. [Often used colloquially
in the United States without the pronoun.]

Thfii shall they seek t' avail themxelveit'of names,
Places and titles. Milton, P. L., xii. 515.

The theatre avails itself of the best talent of poet, of

Sainter,
and of amateur of taste, to make the ensemble of

ramatic effect. Emernon, Misc., p. 396.

To avail one's self byt, to avail one's self of.

And my peculiar profit persuaded me, sometimes, to
avail myself by their folly. Sanford.

avail1
(a-val'), re. [< ME. availe, < availen : see

avail, .] 1. Advantage, profit, or benefit, in

a general sense; also, value or estimation.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
The avail of a death-bed repentance. Jer. Taylor.

Thy pardon ;
I but speak for thine avail.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

2. Efficacy for a purpose; advantage to an
object or end: now used chiefly in negative
phrases, or sentences of negative import: as,
of little or no avail; I doubt whether it will be
of much avail.

But Cranstoun's lance, of more avail,
Pierced through, like silk, the Borderer's mail;
Through shield, and jack, and acton passed.

Scott, L. of L. M., ill. 6.

3. pi. Profits or proceeds : as, the avails of a
sale by auction Avail of marriage, in Scots law,
a sum payable to the superior by the heir of a deceased
ward-vassal on his becoming marriageable. = Syn. 1 and
2. Use, utility, service. 3. Returns.

avai!2t, v. See avale.

availability (a-va-la-bil'i-ti), n. [< available:
see -bility.] "The "state" of being available;
suitableness for the accomplishment of a given
purpose; capability of advantageous use or

employment: as, the availability of a candidate
for office, or of a proposed method.
available (a-va'la-bl), a. [< ME. avaylaUe; <

avaift + -able.] i. Profitable; advantageous;
having efficacy.
Those who will consult him [Fourier] for no other rea-

son, might do so to see how the energies of Woman may
be made available in the pecuniary way.

Marg. Fuller, Woman in 10th Cent., p. 124.

2. Having sufficient power, force, or efficacy
for the object ;

valid.

Laws human are available by consent. Hooker.

She knows no commendation is more available with
thee than that of proper virtue.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

3. Capable of being used or employed with
advantage ; attainable

;
accessible

;
at one's

disposal: as, his resources were not available
at the time.
The whole army is called 700,000 men, but of these only

80,000 can be reckoned available. Brougham.
We do not choose our own candidate, no, nor any other

man's first choice, but only the available candidate,
whom, perhaps, no man loves. Emerson, Misc., p. 401.

Advailable is a rare and obsolete form,
availableness (a-va'la-bl-nes), re. 1. The state
of being available

; capability of being used
;

power or efficacy in promoting an end in view.
[Bare.]
The efficacy, or availablemst, ... or suitableness of

these rednctives to the end proposed.
Sir M. Hah, Orig. of Mankind, p. 225.

2. Competent power; legal force; validity:
as, the availableness of a title.

availably (a-va'la-bli), adv. In an available
manner

;
so as to be used with efficacy ; profit-

ably; advantageously; validly; efficaciously,
availingly (a-va'ling-li), adv. In an availing
manner; successfully.

It [the Bible] is worshipped with a positive idolatry, in
extenuation of whose gross fanaticism its intrinsic beauty
pleads availingly with the man of letters and the scholar

Faber, in Dublin Rev.. June, 1853.
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availment (a-val'meut), ;/. [< avail1
, v., +

-m/-iit.~\ Profit; efficacy; successful issue.

Itiiilry. _ [Rare.]
aval1

(a'val), a. [< L. avus, grandfather, +
-al.~\ Relating to grandparents.
The rare opportunities of authentic verification of spe-

cial parental or aval recollections. Science, III. 345.

aval2 (a-val'), n. [F., an indorsement, guar-
anty, < a val, at the bottom: see orofe.j In

Canada, an act of suretyship or guaranty on a

promissory note.

avalanche (av'a-laneh), . [< F. avalanche

(also aralaiige), dial, form (Swiss eralanche) of

*avalance (ML. acalantia), lit. descent, < avaler,
let fall down: see avale and -ance.] 1. The
fall or sliding down of a mass of snow or
ice from a mountain-slope. The sliding down of

ordinary snow is, in high snow-covered mountains, an
event of frequent occurrence, and is generally not danger-
ous or destructive, since it mostly takes place high above
habitations and forests. Partly consolidated snow, or

neve, however, is sometimes set in motion in large quan-
tities, and such an occurrence may be productive of very
serious injury, especially to the forests below. Small gla-
ciers sometimes detach themselves from their rocky beds
and fall into the valley below ; such events are rare, but
have sometimes been attended by very disastrous results.

The more terrible catastrophes which have occurred, and
by which, especially in the Alps, whole villages have been
buried, have been due to the sliding down of a portion of
the rock itself of which the mountain was formed. These
"rock-avalanches," as they are sometimes called, are more
properly denominated land-slips or land-slides. See land-
slip, land-slide.

Around his [Mont Blanc's] waist are forests braced,
The avalanche in his hand ;

But ere it fall, that thundering ball
Must pause at my command. Byron, Manfred, i. 1.

Hence 2. Anything resembling an avalanche
in suddenness and destructiveness : as, an ava-
lanclie of misfortunes.

avalet (a-val'), v. [< MB. avalen, auvalen, < OF.
avaler, avallw (= Pr. avalar = Olt. avallare),
come down, let down, < a val, downward, < L.
ad vallem, lit. to the valley: ad, to; vallem, ace.
of valles, valley, vale : see vale. Cf. amount, <

L. ad montem, to the hill
; down, adoicn, < AS.

of dune, from the hill.] I. intrans. 1. To come
down; fall.

A rayn from hevene gan avale.

Chamer, Troilus, iU. 620.

2. To descend; dismount.

They . . . from their sweaty Coursers did avale.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 10.

II. trans. 1. To lower; uncover; take off, as
a vizor or hood. Chaucer.

Hodid men were cleped thanne the Lolardis, that wold
never avale here hood in presens of the Sacrament.

Capyrave's Chron., p. 245, an. 1387. Quoted in G. P.

[Marsh's Hist. Eng. Lang., p. 7.

2. To let down; lower, as a sail: cause to de-
scend: as, "hath his saile avaled," Gower, Conf.

Amant., viii.

By that, the welked Phoebus gan availe
His weary waine. Speneer, Shep. Cal., Jan.

Thou seest my lowly saile,
That froward fortune doth ever availe.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., Sept.

3. To make low or abject; depress; degrade,
avalite (av'a-Ut), n. [< Avala (see def.) + -ite?.]
A silicate containing chromium, occurring in

emerald-green scales at the mercury-mines of
Mount Avala. near Belgrade.
Avallon (a-va-16n'), n. [P.] A French wine
of good quality, named from the town of Aval-
lon in the department of Yonne. There are sev-
eral varieties, named locally from the various vineyards.
These wines are free from sweetness, and are often sold
under the name of Chablis.

avance 1
!,

v. A Middle English form of advance.
avance2

t, Obsolete form of avens.
avaneh (a-va'ne), . A light scarf or sash,
generally of silk, worn in Asia Minor and Syria
as a girdle, or twisted around the tarboosh to
form the turban.
avania (a-va'ni-a), n. [Formerly also avarria,
avaria, also aveny, < F. avanie= It. Pg. avania,
< NGr. afiavia, Turk. Ar. awani, also awdri, also

'awan,'awania; origin uncertain.] An imposi-
tion by the (Turkish) government ; compulsory
tax; government exaction; "aid," "benevo-
lence" (Marsh); specifically (as applied by
Christians), an extortionate exaction or tax
levied by the Turks. N. E. D.
avanious (a-va'ni-us), a. [< avania + -oug.~\
Extortionate.

avantt (a-vanf), n. [Abbr. of avant-garde.
q. v.] The front of an army; the van.
avant% [< F. avant = Pr. avant = It. avante,
avantt, before, < LL. abante, i. e., ab ante, from
before : see ab- and ante-, and cf. avaunfl, ad-

avast

vance, advantage, etc.] A prefix of French ori-

gin, meaning before, fore. Also shortened to

milt-, run-.

avantaget, A Middle English form of ad-

vantage.
avant-bras (a-von'bra), re. A piece of plate-
armor, generally called in English vambrace
(which see). See brassart.

avant-courier (a-vant'ko'ri-tT; often, as F.,

a-von'ko-ria'), . [Formerly avant-courrier,
-currier, -coureur, < F. iirant-coureur, avant-coiir-

rier, m. (cf. avaitt-courri&re, f.), < avant, before,
+ coureur, courrier, courier: see courier.] 1.
One despatched in advance to give notice of
the approach of another or others. 2f. pi. The
scouts, skirmishers, or advance-guard of an
army. N. E. D.

avanterst, 1>1. [ME., also arancers, < OF.
avant, before : see avant-.] Portions of the
numbles of a deer which lie near the neck.

Ryuea hit vp ratlly, rijt to the byjt,
Voydeg out the a-vanters, & verayly ther-after
Alle the rymes by the rybbej radly they lance.

Sir Gamyne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1342.

Then dresse the nombles, fyrste that ye recke,
Downe the auancers kerue, that clength to the neck.

Bake of St. Albam, sig. d, iv.

avant-fosse' (a-von'fos-a'), n. [P., < avant, be-

fore, + fosse, a ditch: see fosse.] In fort., the
ditch of the counterscarp next to the country,
dug at the foot of the glacis. Wtihelm, Mil. Diet.

ayant-garde t (a-vant'gard; F. pron. a-von'-

gard), re. [< F. avant-garde, < avant, before, +
garde, guard: see vanguard.'] Advance-guard.
avantplat (a-von'pla), n. Same as vamplate.
avanturin, avanturine (a-van'tu-rin), n. and
a. See avcnturin.

avarice (av'a-ris), . [< ME. avarice, < OF.
avarice (F. avarice), < L. avaritia, < avarus,
greedy (cf. avidus, avid: see avid), < avere,
wish, desire.] An inordinate desire of gaining
and possessing wealth; covetpusness ; cupidity;
greediness, or insatiable desire of gain.

So for a good old-gentlemanly vice
1 think I must take up with avarice.

Byron, Don Juan, i. 216.

=8yn. Avarice, Covetowmess, Cupidity, penuriousness,
closeness, miserliness, all denote badqualities, corruptions
of the natural instinct of possession. Avarice, literally
greediness, a strong desire to get objects of value, has be-
come limited, except in figurative uses, so as to express
only a sordid and mastering desire to get wealth. Covet-
mumeit and cupidity are not limited to wealth, but may
have for their object anything that can be desired, cupidity
being directed especially toward material things. Covet-
oumes longs to possess that which belongs to another ;

hence the prohibition in the tenth commandment (Ex. xx.

17). Cupidity is more active than the others, less grovel-
ing, and more ready to snatch from others that which
covetousness may wish for without trying to get. See pe-
nitriou*.

There grows,
In my most ill-compos'd affection, such
A stanchless avarice, that, were I king,
I should cut off the nobles for their lands.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 8.

I would not have yon to think that my desire of having
is the sin of covetousnest. Shak., T. N., v. 1.

When this continent was first discovered, it became an
object of cupidity to the ambition of many of the nations
of Europe. Story, Speech, Salem, Sept. 18, 1828.

avaricious (av-a-rish'us), a. [< ME. avaricious,
< F. araricieux,<. avarice. Cf. avarous.'] Char-
acterized by avarice

; greedy of gain ;
immoder-

ately desirous of accumulating property ; eager
to acquire or possess.

Luxurious, avaricious, false, deceitful.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

Liberal of everything else, he [Walpole] was avaricious
of power. Macavlay, Horace Walpole.

avariciously (av-a-rish'us-li), adv. In an ava-
ricious manner

;
with inordinate desire of gain-

ing wealth
; covetously.

Each is contented with his own possessions, nor avari-

ciougly endeavours to heap up more than is necessary for
his own subsistence. Goldsmith, Essays, xvi.

avariciousness (av-a-rish'us-nes), re. The
quality of being avaricious

;
insatiable or inor-

dinate passion for property.
avaroust, [ME. avarous, averous, < OF. ave-

ros, aijerus (extended form as if < aver, posses-
sion : see avert) cf . aver, avar, mod. F. avare,
< L. avarus, greedy: see avarice.] Covetous;
avaricious: as, "the erle avarous," Piers Plow-
man.
avast (a-vasf), interj. [Prob. < D. hou' vast,
houd vast = E. hold fast, i.e., hold on, wait a
while. Cf. D. houvast E. holdfast, a cramp-
iron.] Naut., stop! hold! cease! stay! [Some-
times used colloquially.]

.\nift hailing ! Don't you know me, mother Partlett?
Cumberland.



avast

AvaBt heaving (ntltit.), tin- i r> tn arrest the capstan
when nippers are jaiimiril, or any other impediment or

curs in heaving the cable.

avatar(av-a-tar'orav'a-tar), . [< HM.aratara,

descent, < ara, down, -f- ]/ tin; cross over, pass

through.] 1. In Ilim/n nn/lli., the descent of

and awn are from the same root, differing only
jn ne auflJX- ] 'flic awn or beard of liarli'V.

(av'el-cr), . A machine f.n- removing
or aw s of barley from the grain; a

, .. ., . ,
'

^[Ea fy mod. F.., < ,,,, +. ..a y mo. ..,
,,,

a deity to the earth in an incarnate lonn or
Yclv"g?n suflix -,* the term, being assimilated

n of a od. >some manifest shape ;
the incarnation of agod. to _ /(

.~
y

-j
^ ^ oblong

Threeof the Amturii* or incarnations of Vishnu are con- .--ii /.,\,,.'l'i / r< T

necte.l With a deluge, . . . Vishnu in each case resell,,,;..
*" (l ),V. t.

^ ^
e"

iiiaiikind from destruction by water. < 0, away,t Cte, plUCK, War.
Max Miillfr, Inilia, p. 144. away. Sir T. Jirilll-lli:

Hence 2. A remarkable appearance, mani- avellan,". See inrl/itne.

festation, or embodiment of any kind
;
a do- avellanarious (av"el-a-na'ri-us), a. [< L. Avel-

scont into a lower sphere; an adorable or won- liinuti : see arellane.} Relating to the filbert,

derful exhibition of an abstract idea, principle, avellane, avellan (a-vel'an, -an
;

or av'el-an,

etc., in concrete form: as, "The In.-!, ,'r,,tar" -an), a. [< OF. tin
/,//,_<

(a poem by Byron on a visit of Oeorne IV. to

Ireland); "the aratar of mathematics," Mas-

son, Milton, I. 226.

(Carlyle is] tin' most shining avatar of whim the world
, MTU. Liiirrll, Study Windows, p. 148.

avatara (av-a-ta'rii), . Same as avatar.

avauncet, . An obsolete form of advance.

avaunt 1 (a-viinf or -vant'), adr. and interj.

[ME., < OF. avant, forward, < LU iibuntc, lit.

from before: see ai-ant-.} l.t adv. Forward.

And with that word came IJrede amimi.
lioin. o/the Jiw, 1. :iii:,s. ayelongt, "

II. interj. Away! begone! depart! an ex-

clamation of contempt or abhorrence.

.1 ruiiiit, thou hateful villain, Ret thee gone !

Skak., K. John, iv. 3.

avauntH, T< avaunt1
, inter>.~\ Dismissal.

1 shape,
pull away,
|

To pull

-an), a. [< OF. avelane, < b. Ai-cllana(*c. MKT,

nut), earlier Abellana, the fil-

bert, lit. the nut of Avella, <

Ahella, a town in Campania
abounding in fruit-trees and

nuts, now Avella. Cf. tiii/tli:}

In lift-., resembling a filbert:

specifically said of a cross each
of whose arms resembles the

filbert in its outer sheath,
sometimes blazoned as four

filberts conjoined in cross.

[E. dial, arflmtg, oval, < ME. are-

longe, awelonge, < Icel. o
"

Cross Avellane.

(From "Berry's Diet.

of Heraldry.")

Aventine

3t. To take revenge on
;
treat or deal with re-

vengefully.
It Ciiin shall be avenged sevenfold, truly Lamech seven

ty and seven fold. Uen. iv. 24.

= Sjm. .,'<</., Itfiviii/f. I'ntil lately these words c,c

n.cd with little or no difference "f meaning (see quota-
tions under each). Avenge In now restricted to the taking of

just punishment or the vindication of justice, and n

to the infliction of pain or evil to gratify resentful feelings,

or the desire of retaliation for some real or fancied wrong.
Poetic use sometimes returns to the earlier freedom in the

meaning of rciv/i.''1
',
"

I will acewje this insult, noble Queen.
7'. /tut/Mon, fJeraint.

If you poison us, do we not die',' and if you wrong us.

shall we not revenye! Miik., M. of V., iii. I.

II. in trans. To execute vengeance; inflict

retaliatory pain or injury on a wrong-doer.

Thou shall not avenge nur bear any grudge against the

children of thy people. Lev. xix 18.

The areiH.iiiuj horror of a conscious mind,
Whose deadly fear anticipates the hlow,
And sees no end of punishment and woe.

Dryilfii, tr. of Lucretius, Iii. 231.

avenget (a-venj'), . [< avenge, v.} 1. Re-

venge; retaliation.

That avenge by you decreed.

.>>.!, K. IJ.. IV. vi 8.

2. Punishment
; vengeance taken.

Why dotti mine hand from thine a mine abstaine?

Spenser, F. Q., IV. 1. 62.

[< avaunt1
, interj.}

After this process
To give her the avaunt .' It is a pity
Would move a monster.

67m*., Hen. VIII., 11. 8.

.,''' [A modification of avance1 =
advance, 'due to influence of avaunt1

, adv.} To
advance.

Avaunting in great bravery. Spenser, F. Q., II. ill. 8.

avaunt3t, [ME. avaunten, avanten, <

avan ter, araunter, < a- + vanter, vaunter, vaunt:

see vaunt, v.} I. trans. To praise highly;
vaunt

;
make renowned.

Do you favour you to avaimte.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1788.

II. intrans. or reflexive. To boast; brag;

speak or express vauntingly.

"Thanne," quod she,
"

I dar me wel avaunte,

Thy lif is sauf." Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 158.

Let now the papists avaunt themselves!

Dan. ajlang (the prefix being assimilated to af avengeancet (a-venMans), n. [< avenge + -ancc,

He told of Salutes and Popes, and evermore
He strowd an Ave-Mary after and before.

Spenser, F. Q., I. I 35.

I could never hear the Ave-Mary bell without an eleva-

tion, or think it a sufficient warrant because they erred

in one circumstance for me to err in all that is, in si-

lence and dumb contempt.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 3.

OF Avena (a-ve'nft), n. [L., oats.] A genus of

plants, natural order Graminea;, characterized

by having large membranous outer glumes,
which inclose two or three perfect flowers,
each with a long, bent, and twisted awn on the

back of the lower palet. The species are natives of

temperate and cold regions. Some are useful pasture-

grasses, but by far the most important species is A. saliva,
the cultivated oat. See oat.

avenaceous (av-e-na'shius), a. [< L. avena-

ceus, < avena, oats.] Belonging to or resem-

avengeful l...

after revengeful.} Avenging; executing ven-

geance. [Rare.]
avengement (a-venj'ment), n. [( avenge +
-meut.} The act of avenging; vengeance; pun-
ishment; satisfaction taken. [Rare.]

Nought may thee save from heavens avengement.
Spenser, Muiopotmos.

God's nmn:fin fnt of his repulse at Hull.

Miltun, Eikonoklastes.

avenger (a-ven'jer), n. One who avenges or

takes vengeance.
The Lord is the avenger of all such. 1 Thea. iv. 6.

Brutus, thou saint of the avenger's order.

lieddoes, Death's Jest-Book, i. 1.

avengeress (a-ven'jer-es), n. [< avenger + -ess.}

A female avenger. [Rare.]
That cruell Queene avengeresse.

Spenser, F. Q., III. viiL 20.
bling oats.

Cranmer, Ans. to Gardiner, p. 33.'i. avenage (av'e-naj), n. [< OF. avenage, < avene, avenlform (a-ve'ni-f&rm), a. [< L. avena, oats,

[ME. avaunt; < avaunt3
, v.} A oats, < L. avena', oats.] In old laic, a certain + forma, form.] Resembling a grain of oats.

quantity of oats paid by a tenant to a landlord

in lieu of rent or other duty.
avenarius, <

avenauntt, . [ME., also avenant, avenand,

avaunt3t,
boast; a vaunt. TO make avaunt, to assert confi-

dently ; declare positively. Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 289.

avauntancet, ". [ME.,< avaunten: see avaunt3 , avenaryt (av'e-na-ri), . [< L.

v., and-ance. Cf. OF. vantance, < vanter, vaunt.] avena, oats.] 'Same as avener.

Boasting.
avauntert, avauntourt, " [< ME. avauntour,

avauntei;<. OF. avantour, -ear, < avanter : see

avaunt3
, v.} A boaster.

He is not uyce
Ne avauntour. Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 724.

avauntryt, . [ME., also aiiauntarie, < OF.

"avanterie, found only as vanterie : see at'aunt3
,

t'.] Same as avauntance.

avdp. An abbreviation of avoirdupois.
ave (a've or a've), interj. [L., hail! orig. impv.
of avere, be well, be of good cheer

; esp. in LL.

phrase Ave Maria, hail Mary! in allusion to avener (av'e-n&r), n. [ME.
Luke i. 28: "Ave [Maria}, gratia plena."] OF. avenier,'< L. avenarius:
Hail ! Also, farewell!

And "Ave, Ave. Ave" said,

"Adieu, adieu for evermi ,,,
Tennyson, In Memoriam, ivil.

avenge (a-venj'), v.
; pret. and

t&M5SA^&'SS^gS^ ?Pr - a^i>ing. 1<UK avenge*,
'

.

the salutation of the angel Gabriel to the Virgin Mary
when he announced to her the incarnation (Luke i. 28),

together with the words of Elizabeth to Mary (Luke i. 42).

This form of the Hail Mary was used as an anthem in both
the Eastern and Western churches as early as the seventh

century. It came into wide use as a devotion in the eleventh

century. The concluding words, "Holy Mary, Mother of

God, pray for us," etc. were ftrst introduced in the fifteenth

century, and first authorized for daily use in the breviary
in 1568. Also called the anyelic salutation. See angelus.

ave (a've or a've), n. [< ave, interj.} 1. An
Ave Maria (which see, under ave, interj.).

Nine hundred Pater nosters every day,
And thrise nine hundred Aves she was wont to say.

Spenser, . Q., I. iii. 13.

2. A salutation.

Their loud applause and aves vehement.
SAa*., M. for M., i. 1.

avel (av'el), n. [E. dial., appar. due to a con-

fusion of ME. avene (Prompt. Parv.), for awene,
awn (cf. Dan. avne, awn), with E. dial, aifi, ME.
n Hi; eile, < AS. egl, awn, beard of grain. Aifi

Thomas, Med. Diet.

avenin (a-ve'nin), n. [< L. avena, oats, + -in 2.]

A nitrogenous prpteid substance found in oats,

similar to legumin, and probably a mixture of

, .. , . legumin and gluten.
etc., < OF. (and mod. F.) avenant, comely, con- avenious (a-ve'ni-us), a. Same as avenous.

venient, ppr. of avenir, come, suit, become, < avenort, ." See avener.

L. advenire, come: see advene, and cf. conve- avenous (a-ve'nus), a. [< Gr. a- priv. + L.

nient, comely, and becoming.} 1. Becoming; vena, vein.] In bot., wanting veins or nerves,
as the leaves of certain plants. Also avenious.

avens (av'enz), n. [< ME. avans, avance,

avaunce, avence, ML. avancia, avencia, avantia,

avens, harefoot; origin obscure.] The popu-
lar English name of species of plants of the

genus Geum. The common or yellow avens, or herb-

beunet, is O. urbanum; the purple or water avens, G.

^ riirate. Mountain avens, Drya octopetala.

In aventaile, aventail (av'en-tal), n.

aventayle, < OF. esventail, air-hole, <

(mod. F. eventer), < L. ex,

out. + ventus, wind.] In

medieval armor: (a) The

flap or adjustable part of

the hood of mail, which
when unfastened allowed
the hood to drop upon the

shoulders. (6) The mov-

well-looking.
Clere browne she was, and thereto bright
Of face, body avenaunt. Rom. of the Rose, 1. 1263.

2. Convenient; suitable.

Dyghttes his dowblettez for dukes and erles,

Aketouns avenaunt for Arthure hym selfue.

Morte Arthure (ed. Perry, E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2627.

avener, avenere, <

see avenary.}

feudal law, a chief officer of the stable, whose

duty it was to provide oats. Also spelled ave-

[< ME.
esventer

avenged,

f a ^ avengier,
^V (< ii" ad, to) + vengier, revenge, take ven-

geance, < L. vindicare, lay claim to, punish :

see vindicate, and cf. revenge and vengeance.}
1. trans. 1. To vindicate by inflicting pain or

evil on the wrong-doer ;
execute justice or ven-

geance on behalf of: with a person as object.

Avenge me of mine adversary. Luke xviii. 3.

Avenge, O Lord, thy slaughter'd saints, whose bones
Lie scatter'd on the Alpine mountains cold.

Milton, Sonnets, xiii.

2. To take satisfaction for, by pain or punish-
ment inflicted on the injuring party ;

deal pun-
ishment on account of: with a thing as object.

He will avenge the blood of his servants.
Deut. rail 43.

Never, till Cesar's three-and-thirty wounds
Be well aveng'd. Shak., J. C., v. 1.

I thought ten thousand swords must have leaped from
their scabbards to avenge even a look that threatened her
with insult. But the age of chivalry is gone.

Burke, Rev. ill France.

A, Aventaile Idef. a).

(From Viollet-le- Due's
"Diet, du Mobilier fran-

able front of the helmet.

Aventine (av
'

en-tin), .

and n. [< L. Aventinus.}
I. a. Appellative of one of

the seven hills on which
Rome was built. According
to a legend, it was called Mons
Aventinus, or the Aventine hill,

"

from an aboriginal king Aventinns who was burled there.

n.t n. A post of defense or safety ; security ;

defense.
Into the castle's tower.

That only Aventine that now is left us.

Beau, and Fl.

My strong Aventine b
That great Domitian . . . will once return,
Who can repair, with ease, the consul's ruins.

Hassinger, Roman Actor, L 1.



aventre

aventret, ' * [< It. amntare, throw, shoot,

dart, < a (< L. ad, to) + rentti, wind; cf. Pr.

i'cnttir= OF. venter, cast to the wind: see rent.]

To throw, as a spear or dart.

Her mortal! speare
She mightily areutred towards one,

And downe him sniot. Spenser, F. Q., III. l. 28.

aventuret, . [The older form of adventure,

q. v.] Adventure; chance; accident; specifi-

cally, in old laic, a mischance causing a per-

son's death without felony, as drowning or fall-

ing from a house.

aventurin, aventurine (a-ven'tu-rin), n. and

a. [< F. amiturinc, < It. avvent-urino, < amen-

tum, chance: see adventure, n.~\ I. . 1. A
sort of opaque golden-brown glass filled with

specks or drops of a bright gold-color and of

different sizes, used, under the name of gold-

stone, for various ornaments. Its preparation was

discovered at Murano, near Venice, by the accident of

dropping a quantity of brass filings into a pot of melted

glass ;
hence the name.

2. A variety of feldspar, usually ohgoclase,

spangled with scales of hematite, gothite, or

mica. It is often called sunstone. The most

highly prized variety is obtained in Russia.

3. A similar variety of quartz containing span-

gles of mica or other mineral. 4. A kind of

sealing-wax, of a translucent brpwTi color and

abounding in gold specks or particles Chrome
aventurin, a glass made by freely adding chromate of pot-

ash to the other materials used, thus separating spangles
of oxiti of chromium.

II. a. Having the appearance of aventurin :

as, aventurin lacquer, etc Aventurin glaze, a

glaze for porcelain. It is brownish, with crystalline lami-

nae of a golden luster.

Also written avanturin, avantnrine,

aventuroust (a-ven'tu-rus), a. Obsolete form
of adventurous.

avenue (av'e-nu), n. [Formerly also advenue,

avenevi, < F. avenue, orig. pp. fern, of avenir, <

L. advenire, come to, < ad, to, + venire, come.
Cf. advene.'] 1. A passage; a way or an open-

ing for entrance into a place ; any opening or

passage by which a thing is or may be intro-

duced or approached.
Good guards were set up at all the aeenufn of the city,

to keep all people from going out. Clarendon.

2. A roadway of approach to a country-house,

particularly when straight, of considerable

length, and shaded by a row of trees on each

side; a drive in a private country-place; a

walk in a garden or demain of some preten-
sions as to style or size.

A long avenue wound and circled from the outermost

gate through an untrimmed woodland.
//. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 4S.

8. A street; properly, a wide street planted
with trees and often with turfed spaces on
either side, or a garden or shaded promenade
in the middle : used in New York, Washington,
etc., in the names of the longest and general-

ly the widest streets, as Fifth or Pennsylvania
Avenue, but in some American cities without

special reference to the character of the street.

4. Figuratively, means of access or attain-

ment.

There are no avenue* to the public service opened for

talent. Brougham.

aver1
(a-ver'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. averred, ppr.

averring. [Early mod. E. also arerr, < ME.
averren, < OF. averrer, averer, mod. F. averer=
Pr. averar = Ii. awerare, < ML. adverare, make
true, prove true, be true, < L. ad, to, + verus,
true : see verify, verity, etc.] If. To assert the
truth of. 2f. To confirm; verify; prove to be
true. 3. To affirm with confidence; declare
in a positive or peremptory manner.
And I aver that, to this day, I have done no official act

in mere deference to my abstract judgment and feeling
on slavery. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 481.

4. In law, to avouch or verify ;
offer to verify ;

allege as a fact. See averment. 5. To assert
the existence of; offer in evidence. [Archaic.]

Averring notes
Of chamber-hangings, pictures, this her bracelet.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5.

=Syn. 3. Affirm, Declare, etc. (see asuert), say, allege, pro-
test, insist, maintain.

aver2 (a'ver), n. [Sc. aver, aiver (def. 3); <

ME. aver, avere, aveyr (later also avoir, havoir,

havor, havour, after later OF.), < OF. aver,

aveir, later avoir, mod. F. avoir = Sp. averes,

haveres, pi., now hater, = Pg. haveres, pi., = It.

avere (ML. averum, averium, avere, aver), sub-

stance, property, stock, lit. 'having,' being the
noun use of the inf., OF. aver, aveir, etc., < L.

habere, have : see have. From its use as a col-
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lectiye sing, arose its use in the plural, in the
,.^ "u'iation, tK'X amountof

special sense of stock, cattle, whence a new
to tne S(|ul;,.e llllle is tlle sanle the world over.

sing. (ML. averia, averius, as well as averum,

averium), a beast of burden.] If. Substance ;

property; estate.

Marchaunt he was of gret avoir.

Si'iiim Sagex, 1. 2205, in Weber's Metr. Rom., III.

2f. pi. Live stock
;
cattle

;
domestic animals.

3. A beast of burden; a draft-ox or draft-

horse
;
an old horse. [North. Eng. and Scotch.]

An inch of a nag is worth a span of an aver.

In Hay, Proverbs (1678), p. 36.

average 1 (av'e-raj), . [= Sc. avarage, contr.

iirrtif/e, arage, now arriage, esp. in the combi-

Luwell, Fireside Travels, p. 93.

Hence 2. Of medium character, quality, etc.
;

midway between extremes ; ordinary.

They all (the Palicocosmic skeletons] represent a race

of grand physical development, and of cranial capacity

equal to that of the average modern European.
Damson, Nature and the Bible, p. 174.

The average intellect of five hundred persons, taken as

they come, is not very high. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, vi.

We mortals cross the ocean of this world
Eacli in his average cabin of a life

The best's not big, the worst yields elbow-room.

Browning, Bishop Blougram's Apology.

3. Estimated in accordance with the rules of

was made good by an

rage, appar. the same, with suffix -age, as ML.
acera, a kind of service mentioned in Domes- market value of a ton of tongh-cake copper

old law, a kind of service owed by tenants to

their superior. The nature of the service is not clear.

It is usually explained as service done with beasts of bur-

den, but this appears to rest on a doubtful etymology
(see above).

average2 (av'e-raj), .and. [Earlymod. E. also

avenge, averidge, avaridge, < late ME. average, 3^ ^o divide among a number proportionally;
the same, with suffix -age (found only in E. and (jiyj^e the total amount of by the number of

quantities; reduce to a mean. 2. To result

in, as an arithmetical mean term
;
amount to,

as a mean sum or quantity : as, wheat averages
56 pounds to the bushel.

These spars average 10 feet in length. Belknap.

the same, with suffix -age (found only in &. and favi&e the total amount of by the numbe:
Anglo-L. averagium), as late ME. averays (for equal glares : as, to average a loss.

arenjs t), < F. avaris,
"
decay of wares or mer- The an(Jllt aeemged prlce all kinds of commodi-

chandise, leaking of wines, also the charges ot ties. Kni/lith Rev., VI. 261.

the carriage or measuring thereon, also the fees average3t (av'e-raj), n. [Also averaige, averish,
or veils of a cook, etc." (Cotgrave), sing. prop. b an expau

'

si6n (jn reverse imitation of Sc.
avarie = Sp. arena = Pg. It. avarta, in ML. ava-

\ir
.

na<je arrage, for average*-) of arrish, ersli :

ria, averia ; cf. MD. avarij, D. liavery = G. liafc- gee arris]i, ersli, eddish.'] The stubble and grass
ret, haverie = Dan. havart = Sw. Jiaveri, from ]et in corn.nel(is after harvest.
Rom. Origin disputed ;

the orig. sense, a duty these monthes afte]
. the corlme bee innede ,t u meete

on goods,' suggests a connection with ML. ave-
to putt draughte hor8e8 am| oxen into the averith.

ria, goods, property: see aver2 . Perhaps ava- Quoted in Arch&ologia, xiii. 379.

nia, through its appar. more orig. form avaria, is
average-adjuster (av'e-raj-a-jus"ter), . An

to be referred to the same source : see avania.~\ expert accountant who'is employed in cases of

I. n. 1. (of) A duty or tax upon goods. (6) A generai average to ascertain and state the sum
small charge payable by the shippers of goods wnich each of the parties interested has to pay
to the master of the ship, over and above the in order to make up the iogs sustained by some
freight, for his care of the goods. Hence the for tne generai goo(j. Also called average-
clause, in bills of lading, "paying so much siater

, average-taker.

averagely (av'e-raj-li), adv. In an average or

medial manner"; in the mean between two ex-

tremes.
Which tends to render living more difficult for every

anerarielu situated individual in the community.
J. S. Mill, Polit. Econ., I. xiii. 4.

safety is not in question, and which falls on average-stater, average-taker (av'e-raj-sta"-
the owner of the particular property lost: ter, -ta*ker), n. Same as average-adjuster.

averano (av-e-ra'no), n. [Appar. S. Amer.]
A name of the birds of the genus Chasmorhyn-
clius of Temminek, including several South
American fruit-crows of the family Cottoffitke
and subfamily Gymnodtrince, as C. variegattis,
the averano of Buffon, and the arapunga. See

freight, with primage and average accustomed."

(c) A small charge paid by the masteron account
of the ship and cargo, such as pilotage, towage,
etc.: called more specifically petty average.

(d) A loss, or the sum paid on account of a loss

(such as that of an anchor), when the general

called more specifically particular average,

(e) A contribution made by the owners of a

ship's freight and cargo, in proportion to their

several interests, to make good a loss that has
been sustained or an expense incurred for the

general safety of the ship and cargo. Thus,
when for the safety of a ship in distress any destruction
of property is incurred, either by cutting away the masts,
throwing goods overboard, or in other ways, all persons
who have goods on board or property in the ship (or the averCOrnt, " [Appar. < aver (repr. ML. avera

insurers) contribute to the loss according to their aver- (see average^}, a kind of service) + corn.~\ In
age, that is, according to the proportionate value of the ^ iaw corn paj(j by a tenant to his superior
goods of each on board. Average in this sense isalso called OQ /, ; , /_,! -.,, .,.., r,L ,

cut under arapuiit/n .

.n. See liavercake.

as rent or in lieu of service. This word, like aver-

Asm r>r rmnTitirv intprmndintp in a niim laml alul aorrpeiuiti, is not known ill vernacular use, and

,
' Un

i quantity intermediate to a num-
jts tech| , i(

.al sense ig u ,lcertain. See averaoe*.
ber of different sums or quantities, obtained by aver(Jant (a-ver'dant), a. [See verdant.-] In
adding them together and dividing the result

, covered with" green herbage: chiefly ap-
by the number of quantities added; an arith- lied to a mount in base .

metieal mean proportion. Thus, if four persons averisht (av'e-rish), n. Same as average*.
lose respectively $10, $20, ISO, and $40, the aver- averland (a'ver-land), n . [See avereorn.'] In
age loss by the four is $2o. Hence 3. Any old Uw land 8ub iect to the service called aver-
medial amount, estimate, or general statement _, cpp nr,Prnnel

, L , _ ... (t(/C. OlTtJ UvVI llt/C ,

based on a comparison of a number of diverse averment ( a-ver'ment), n. [< oi-erl + -ment.~\
specific cases; a medium. l The act

"
of avernng; affirmation; positive

assertion.

Publishing averments and innuendoes.
Burke, Powers of Juries.

2t. Verification; establishment by evidence.

Bacon, 3. In law, an allegation or statement
as a fact : commonly used of statements in a

pleading which the party thereby professes to

be ready to prove.
Avernian (a-ver'ni-an), a. [< L. Arernus (sc.

lacus), now (It.) Lagod'Arerno ; usually referred

to Gr. aopvof, without birds ( < a- priv. + opvtr,,

bird) ;
called aopvof ).iftvr/ by Aristotle, 6 "Aopvof

by Strabo.] Pertaining to Avernus, a lake of

Campania in Italy, looked upon by the ancients

as an entrance to hell. From its waters me-

phitic vapors arose, which were supposed to

kill birds that attempted to fly over it.

A like number of men, through various kinds and de-

grees of ill-success, reveal a mental capacity that is more
or less below the average. J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 177.

Yet I have no doubt that that people's rulers are as
wise as the average of civilized rulers.

Thorftm, Walden, p. 39.

Average bond. See bondi. Upon or on an average,
taking the arithmetical mean of several unequal numbers
or quantities ; taking the arithmetical mean deduced from
a great number of examples.

On an average the male and female births are tolerably
equal. Buckle, Civilization, I. iv.

= Syn. 2 and 3. Medium, etc. See mean, n.

II. a. 1 . Equal in amount to the sum of all

the particular quantities of the same sort di-

vided by the number of them : as, the average
yield of wheat to the acre

;
the average price of

anything for a year.



averpenny

averpennyt (a'ver-pen"i), . [See avercorn.]
In old (, money paid by a tenant to his lord

in lieu of the service called arerai/i:

averrable (a-ver'a-bl), . [< aver'- + -able.] 1.

Capable of being verified or proved. 2. Capa-
ble of being averred, asserted, or declared.

Averrhoa (av-e-ro'a), n. [ML., named from

Arerrhoes, Averroes: see Acrrroitst.] A genus
of small trees, natural order (leraniacru; tribe

OxaHdete, containing two Kast Indian species,
cultivated for their very acid fruit. The bilim-

hi, A. IliUnilji, is often pickled m- .'an. lie. 1, ami its juice
removes the stahi of iron-rust ami other spots from linen.

The caramlmla. A. Carnmkula, is also used as food.

Averroism, Averrhoism (av-e-ro'izm), n. [<
Arrrrhofn + -ism.] The doctrines held by
Averrhoos and his followers. See Arirroist.

The patriciansof Venice and the lecturers of Padua made
Ai'cn-uixm synonymous with doubt and criticism in theol-

ogy, and with sarcasm against the hierarchy.
EUCIIC. Brit., III. 151.

Averroist, Averrhoist (av-e-ro'ist), n. [<
Arerrlioes or Anrrorx + -int. Averroes is a

Latinized form of Ar. Ibn-I{o.thd.] A follower
of Averrhoe's, a celebrated Arabian philosopher
and commentator on Aristotle, who was born
at Cordova about A. D. 1126, and died 1198.
The philosophy of the Averroists was little more than
an imperfect interpretation of Aristotle's doctrines ;

but
Averroism was particularly characterized by its effort to

separate philosophy and religion.

Ayerroistic (av"e-ro-is'tik), a. [< Averroist +
-is.] Of or pertaining to the Averroists or their

doctrines.

The A verroistic school, mainly composed of physicists
and naturalists, was the most decided opponent of the
scholastic system in its relation to theology.

Prof. V. Botta, in Ueberweg's Hist. Phil., II. App. ii.

averruncatet (av-e-rung'kat), v. t. ; pret. and

pp. averruncated, ppr. averruncating. [< L.

averruncatus, pp. of averruncare, avert, re-

move, an ancient word
peculiar

to the lan-

guage of religion, < a for ab, from, + verruncare,
turn. Hence erroneously averruncate, averun-
cate (Cockeram), aberuncate (Bailey and John-

son), "to weed," "to pull up by the roots,"
from an erroneously assumed L. "aberuncarc,
as if < ab, from, + cruncare, < e for ex, out, +
rnncare, uproot, weed.] 1. To avert or ward
off. [Obsolete or rare.]

But sure some mischief will come of it,

Unless by providential wit,
Or force, we averruncate it.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 758.

2. [Improp. : see etym.] To weed; pull up by
the roots.

averruncationt (av'e-rung-ka'shon), . [<

averruncate.] 1. The act of averting or ward-

ing off (evils). [Obsolete or rare.]
AwTruncation of epidemical diseases by telesms.

J. Robinson, Eudoxa (1658), p. 82.

2. [Improp.] A rooting up; extirpation; re-

moval.
averruncator (av'e-rung-ka/tor), n. [< aver-
runcate + -or; also spelled aberuncator: see

aberuncate.] See aberuncator.

aversant (a-v6r'sant), a. [< L. aversan(t-)s,

ppr. of aversari, turn away, \ a for ab, away, +
versari, turn. Cf. averse.] In her.,
turned to show the back: said of a

right hand. Also called dorsed.

aversation (av-er-sa'shon), n. [< L.

aversatio(n-),( aversari, pp. aversatus:
see aversant.] Aversion; a turning
away from. [Obsolete or rare.]

I had an aversation to this voyage
When first my brother moved it.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy d'Ambois, ill. 1.

Certainly for a king himself to charge his subjects with
high treason, and so vehemently to prosecute them in his
own cause as to do the office of a searcher, argued in
him no great aversation from shedding blood.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, ix.

Some men have a natural aversation to some vices or
virtues and a natural affection to others. Jer. Taylor.

averse (a-vers'), a. [< L. aversus, pp. of aver-

tere, turn away: see avert.] 1. Turned away
from anything ;

turned backward
;
averted.

Earth . . . with her part averse
From the sun's beam. Milton, P. L., viii. 138.

The tracks averse a lying notice gave,
And led the searcher backward from the cave.

Dryden, Xneld, viii.

Hence 2. Specifically: (a) In bot., turned
away from the central axis : opposed to adverse

(which see). (6) In ornith., set back or turned

away from : applied to pygopodous or rump-
footed birds, wnose legs are set so far back
that the erect posture is necessitated, as in the
case of the loon, grebe, or auk. 3. Disliking;
unwilling ; having reluctance.
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Averse alike to flatter, or offend.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 743.

As Mr. Wilniot knew Unit I could make very handgun
settlement on my son, he was not vr*f to the match.

fr'>lfl*ntiH<, Vicar, ii.

4. Unfavorable; indisposed; adverse.
Stum- miicli nt; /> I found and wondrous harsh,
Contemptuous, proud, set on revenge and spite.

Mill,,n, S. A.,1. 1461.

Ami I'allas now accrue refused her aid. Iiri/dcn.

This wont ami its derivatives are now regularly followed

by tn, and not hy//vm<, allbi'ti^h the latter is used by some
iii'i.lern writers. The word itself includes the idea of

////) ; but the literal meaning is ignored, the affection of
the minit siKiiilieil by the word lieinu rc^anliM as exertel
Inward the object of dislike. Similarly, the. kindred tcrrn.-

,-imt<-<i r<i. r<'/i":rn<iitt t etc., are also followed by M.] = Syn.
3. Awrw, lii'lttctaiit, disinclined, backuanl, slow, loath,
opposed. Arn-xf implies habitual dislike or unwilling-
ness, though not of a very strong character, and is nearly
synonymous with dininclitted : as, <MW*' to study, to active

pursuits. Itffitftttnt, literally, stniijyling back from, im-

plies some degree of struggle either with others w]m m
inciting us on, or between our own inclination and some
strong motive, as sense of duty, whether it operates as an
impelling or as a restraining influence. See an

Averse to pure democracy, yet lirni in his regard for ex-

isting popular liberties. Bancroft, Hist. I*. S., I. 277.

I would force from the reluctant lips of the Secretary
of State his testimony to the real power of the masses.

W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 44.

4. Adverse, Inimical, etc. See A*v//. .

averset (a-y6rs'), v. t. and '. [< L. aversux:
see the adj.] To turn away; avert. Ii. .Inn-

son.
Wise Pallas' shield

(By which, ray face aversed, in open field

I slew the Gorgon).
B. Jonson, Masque of Queens.

aversely (a-vers 'li), adv. 1. In the reverse or

opposite direction
;
backward. 2. With aver-

sion or repugnance ; unwillingly. [Rare in

both senses.]
averseness (a-vers'nes), . [< averse + -ness.]
The state of being averse

; opposition of mind
;

dislike; unwillingness; backwardness.
aversion (a-ver'shon), n. [< L. aversio(n-), <

avertere : see averse, a., and avert.] If. A
turning away ;

a change of application.
A figurative speech called apostrophe, which is an aver-

sion of speech from one thing ... to another.

Bp. Morton, Episcopacy Asserted, p. 101.

2f. The act of averting or warding off. 3. An
averted state of the mind or feelings; opposi-
tion or repugnance of mind ; fixed or habitual
dislike

; antipathy : used absolutely or with to,

sometimes with from, for, or toward.

His aversion towards the house of York. Bacon.

Adhesion to vice, and aversion front goodness.
Bp. Atterbury.

A state for which they have so great an aversion.
Addition.

An aversion to a standing army in time of peace had
long been one of the strongest of English sentiments.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., Hi.

4t. Opposition or contrariety of nature: ap-
plied to inanimate substances.

Magnesia, notwithstanding this aversion to solution,
forms a kind of paste with water. Fourcroy (trans.).

5. A cause of dislike
;
an object of repugnance.

Had I no preference for any one else, the choice you
have made would be my aversion.

Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

= Syn. 3. Hatred, Dislike, Antipathy (see antipathy);
unwillingness, shrinking, hesitation, disrelish, distaste,
detestation.

aversivet (a-ver'siv), a. [< L. aversus (see
averse, a.) 4- -ive.] Averse; turning away.

Those strong-bent humours, which aversive grew.
Daniel, Civil Wars, vii. 78.

aversivelyt (a-ver'siv-li), adv. With aversion
;

backwaroly. Chapman.
avert (a-vert'), v. [< L. avertere, turn away, <

a for ab, from, away, + vertere, turn: see verse,

version, averse, etc. Cf. advert, convert, divert,

evert, invert, pervert, revert, subvert, etc.] I.
trans. 1. To turn away; turn or cause to turn
off or away: as, to avert the eyes from an
object: now seldom with a personal object.
When atheists and profane persons do hear of so many

discordant and contrary opinions in religion, it doth avert
them from the church. Bacon.

To associate Himself with some persons and to avert
Himself from others. //. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 158.

2f. To give a turn or direction to
;
direct.

Avert your liking a more worthier way,
Than on a wretch whom Nature is asham'd
Almost to acknowledge hers. Shak., Lear, 1. 1.

3. To ward off; prevent the occurrence or hap-
pening of (evil or something threatened).

Believing in the divine goodness, we must necessarily
believe that the evils which exist are necessary to avert

greater evils. Macavlay, Sadler's Ref. Refuted.

Avesta

4t. To oppose ;
view with aversion.

The nature of mankind doth certainly avert l>oth kilting
and being kill d.

lb;;,/i fhritt. Pin,, (Hun), vi. S it, i'il. (.V. K. ll.l

II. intraim. To turn away. [Hare.]

.1 f>'i-tni>> t'rnin ..in- nci-hli'iiM- s X'l.
Thornton, spiinn, 1. 301.

avertebrated (ii-ver'te-bra-ted), . [< Gr. a-

priv. (-!**) + m'l'hru'liil.] Kvi i-telirated; in-

vcrtebnite.

The Linmean classification of nrrrtrltniti-<l animals.

O.Joliu*tiiii(i-il. ofi'uvier, 184lt), p. 33.1.

averted (a-ver'ted), p. <i. 1. Turned away or
aside.

When food was brought to them, her share
TM his mvrlfil lips the child did bear.

Slii'llry, Revolt of Islam, V. 30.

2. Specifically, in anal, ilrnirint/, having the
head of the object turned to the top of the fig-
ure. Wilder.

averter (a-ver'ter), H. One who or that which
averts or turns away.

Avtrters&nt\ pursers must yo together, as tending all to
tin- same purpose, to divert this rebellious humour [mel-
ancholy] and turn It another way.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 407.

avertible (a-v6r'ti-bl), a. [< avert + -Me.]
Capable of" being averted

; preventable : as,
in-crliblc evils," Kinglake.

avertimentf, . An erroneous form of adver-
tisement. Milton.

Aves (a'vez), . ]il. [L., pi. of avis, a bird; cf.

Skt. vi = Zend vi, a bird. Cf. also ovum and
eyg

1
.] Birds

;
feathered animals, considered as

a class of vertebrates, next after mammals:
sometimes united with Ileptilia in a superclass
Sauropsida, distinguished on the one hand from
Mammalia, and on the other from Iclithyopsida,
or amphibians and fishes together. Aves are de-
fined by the following characteristics: a body covered
with feathers, a kind of exoskeleton no other animals

possess; hot blood; completely double circulation; per-
fectly 4-chanil>ered heart; single and dextral aortic arch;
fixed lungs; air-passages prolonged into various air-

sacs, even into the interior of some of the bones of the
skeleton ; oviparous reproduction ; eggs large and mero-
blastic, with copious food-yolk and albumen and a hard
calcareous shell ; limbs 4 in number, the anterior pair of
which are modified as wings, and generally subserve flight

by means of their large feathers, the distal segment of the
limb being compressed and reduced, with not more than
3 digits, usually not unguiculate ; the metacarpals more
or less ankylosed as a rule, and the free carpals normally
only 2 in adult life ; a large breast-bone, usually carinate,
and great pectoral muscles; numerous dorsolumbar, sa-

cral, and urosacral vertebra; ankylosed into a sacrarium ;

ilia greatly produced forward, and ilia and ischia back-

ward, normally without median symphyses ; perforate
cotyloid cavity ; the trochanter of the femur articulating
with an iliac antitrochanter, and the fibula incomplete
below ; the astragalus ankylosed with the tibia, and assist-

ing in forming the tibial condyles ; mcdiotarsal ankle-

joint ; not more than 4 metatarsals, 3 ankylosed together,
and not more than 4 digits, the phalanges of which are

usually 2, 3, 4, or 5 in number; the hind limb fitted as a
whole for bipedal locomotion ; and no teeth in any recent

forms, the jaws being sheathed in horn. Birds have un-

dergone little modification since their first appearance in

the Jurassic age ; their classification is consequently dif-

ficult, and no leading authors agree in detail. Linnaeus

(1766) divided them into 6 orders: Accipitres, Piece, An-
seres, Grallce, Gallince, and Passeres. Cuvier's arrange-
ment (1817) was similar, with the 6 orders Accipitres,
Passerince, Scansores, Gallince, Grallce, and Pahnijiedes.
A system said to have been originally proposed by Kirby,
and formerly much in vogue among English ornithologists,
recognized Natatores, Grallatores, Cursores, Jtasores, Scan-

sores, Inswsores, and Raptorex as orders. The latest arti-

ficial system is that of Sundevall (1872-3), with the orders

Oscines, Volucres, Accipitres, Gallince, Grallatores, jiata-

tores, Proceres, and Saurura*, 42 subordinate groups, and
1,229 genera. In 1867 Huxley divided birds into 3 orders :

Saururce, Ratitce, and Carinatce; the latter into 4 subor-

ders, Dromatoffnathce, Schizotfnathcc, Desmoynathce, and
AZffithognathce, and 16 superfamily groups an arrange-
ment very different from any preceding one. The dis-

covery of Odontornithes, or toothed birds, led to another
primary division by Marsh into Odmitolcct, Odontotornux,
and Saururce, this author not extending his classification
to recent birds. In 1884 Cones divided all birds into 5
subclasses : (1) Saururce, with teeth, amphiccclous verte-

brae, carinate sternum, separate metacarpals, and long,
lizard-like tail ; (2) Odontoturnue, with socketed teeth, bi-

concave vertebra;, carinate sternum, ankylosed metacar-
pals, and short tail ; (3) Odontulcce, with teeth in grooves,
heteroccelous vertebra;, rudimentary wings, ratite ster-

num, and short taJl ; (4) Ratitix, without teeth, with het-
erocoelous vertebra;, ratite sternum, rudimentary wings,
ankylosed metacarpals, and short tail ; (5) Carinatce, with-
out teeth, with hetenxxelous vertebra;, carinate sternum,
developed wings, ankylosed metacarpals, and short tail.

The Carinatce include all living birds, except the few strn-
thious or ratite birds. For the carinate suliclass or order,
some 15 or 20 ordinal or subordinal groups are now usually
adopted. One of these, Pattseres, includes a large majority
of all birds. The genera or subgenera of birds in use now
range from about 1,200 to about 2,900. The species are

usually estimated at about 10,000. See bird and Saurop-
sida.

Avesta (a-ves'ta), w. The sacred writings at-

tributed to Zoroaster. See Zend-Avesta.



Avestan

Avestan (a-ves'tnn), ti. and n. [< Avesta + -an.]

I. a. Belonging to the Avesta.

II. n. The language of the Avesta; Zend,

avestruz (a-ves-troz'), " UJ
f?-> a i s aoestrut, =

Kp. iiri'xtnt:, ostricli : soo oslricli.] A name
of the South American ostrich. /

396

Greediness
; strong appetite : applied to the

senses. 2. Eagerness ;
intenseness of desire :

applied to the mind.

Aviility to know the causes of things is the parent of

all philosophy. Jteitl.

Syn. 2. Earnestness, Zeal, etc. See eagerness.

aviador (av'i-ii-dcV), . [Amer. Sp., < Sp. aviet (a-vi'), prep. phr. as adv. [< a + vie,

to provide articles for a journey, pre- after F. a Venn, in emulation, emulously : see

pa iv, < a (< L. ltd), to, + ria, < L. via, way, vie.] Emulously.< it (< L. (/), f(>
!
+ '''" < L. fl, way,

road: see via."] One who furnishes to the pro-
prietor of a mine money and supplies for work-

ing it.

Mim-ral in-iniloi;^, nr providers nt' ^'muls :mil provisions,
which they obtained on credit.

Quoted ill Mi>/< >>/ '. Aii/.miii anil Soliora, p. 12(>.

avian (a'vi-an), a. and w. [< L. avis, a bird, +
-an.] I. n. Of or pertaining to Avcs, or birds

;

ornithic.

The fun-ilium is distinctly uriun.

O. C. Marth, Pop. Sci. Mo., X.X. 313.

Avian anatomy. See anatomy.
II. . A member of the class ^fles; a bird:

as, "this ancient ariitn," Cones.

They strive aoie our with another in variety of colours.

aviewt (a-vu'), r. t. [Early mod. E. also mi-
ni ii\ aavetce, < late ME. avcwe, < a-, ad-, +
rcii-i; view. Cf. OF. avucr, neater, follow with
the eye (iin-iniii'iit. a view), < a, to, + rue, view,
sight.] To view or inspect; survey; recon-
noiter.

avifauna (a'vi-fa-nS), n.
; pi. avifauna! (-ne).

[NL., < L. avis, a bird (see Aves), + fanna. <|.

v.] 1. A collective name for the birds of any
given locality or geographical area

;
the fauna

of a region or district so far as concerns birds.

2. A treatise upon the birds of a given re-

gionaviary (a'vi-a-ri), .
; pi. aviaries (-riz). [< L.

<";r;;""b1'rd

n'^isT^^^'^& avifaunal (a'vi-fa-nal), a. [< avifauna.] Of or
. avis, DI i . see A tes.j A wrg ng, pertammg to an avifauna,
or mclosure m which birds are reared or kept. ,iform (|'vi.f6nn), a, [< L. avis, a bird, +avicula (a-vik'u-la), . [L., dim. of am, a

/orafl form .] Bird-shaped ; having the stAic-
bird.] 1. A little bird; hence, any ungrown QJ characteristic of the class Aves; avian, in

Sssr? ^ -SZL 3ftss? Te
ew.ck. 4. ^irm-^r: sr,s=5^=2fe--^ avjiet (a-vil'), v. t. [ME. aoiten, < OF. aviler,

F. ajiiKf = Pr. Sp. avilar = It. awilire, avvilare,
< L. as if "advilare, "advilire, < orf, to, + vilis,

vile : see vile.] To make vile
;
treat as vile

;

depreciate ;
debase.

Want makes us know the price of what we avile.

B. Jonson, Prince Henry's Barriers.

avilementt, n. [< OF. avilement (mod. F. avilis-

sement) : see avile and -ment.] The act of ren-

Wing-shell (Atiicula hirundo).

dering vile, or of treating as vile,

avine (a'vin), a. [< L. avis, a bird, + -ine1 .]O '

name as avian.

avireptilian (a"vi-rep-tiri-an), o. [< L. avis,

bird, -f reptilis, reptile, -I- -an.] Combining
avian and reptilian characters; sauropsidan,
as a bird. [Rare.]
The head is in a stage of avi-reptUian transition."

W. Shu/eldt, in The Century, XXXI. 3S5.

[NL.:
in allusion to

the wing-like
expansion of

the hinge.] In

conch., a genus of bivalve mollusks, typical of

the family Aviculida; ; the wing-shells. A. Iti-

ruiido is the type.
avicular (a-vik'u-lar), a. [< L. avicularius, n.,
a bird-keeper, prop, adj., pertaining to birds, <

avicula, a little bird: see ay lento.] Pertaining
to birds. Thomas, Mod. Diet.

avicularia, n. Plural of avicularium.

avicularian (a-yik-u-la'ri-an),
a. Of or per-

taining to an avicularium.
"

avicularium (a-vik-u-la'ri-um), n. ; pi. avicu-
laria (-a). [NL., neut. of L. avicularius, adj. :

see avicular.] In zodl., a singular small pre-
hensile process, resembling a bird's head, with avist, An obsolete form of advice.

a movable mandible, which snaps incessantly, avisandt, Advising; giving advice,
found in many of the Polyzoa. Compare fldbel- avisandum, . See avizandwn.

larium, vibraeuUtrium. aviset, '' and v. An obsolete form of advice,
In the avicularia, a large adductor muscle which takes advise.

Its origin from the greater part of the inner surface of the aVised (a-visf), a. [Sc., prop, "vised, < F. vis,
head is attached by a slender tendon to the mandible. face, + -ecft, with unorig. n- developed in comp.]
_i j , , /- ,-jx

?.v,Anat. invert p 893. paoe(j. only iu composition: as, black-omrrf,
avicuhd (a-vik'u-lid), n. A bivalve of the fam-

dark-complexioned ; lung-avisA long-faced.
ily Avicuhdai.

[Scotch ]
Aviculid8e(av-i-ku'li-de), n. )>l. [NL. < Avicu-

avlseful't (a-viz'ful), . [Also arizefull; < avise,la + -tdai.] A family of lamellibranchs, with = advise, -ful.] Circumspect. Spenser.
oblique inequivalve shells, having an outer

aviselyt, adv. Advisedly. Chaucer.

prismatic
cellular layer and inner nacreous avisementt (a-viz'ment), n. Obsoli

layer, a small byssus-secretmg foot, and com- "

pletely open mantle. There are several genera be-
sides Avicula, the type, among them Melcayrma, which
contains the famous pearl-mussel, M. maraarittfera ,

of
the Indian ocean and Persian gulf and the Gulf of Mexico.
See cut under avicula.

aviculoid (a-vik'u-loid), a. [< Avicula + -oid.]

Resembling the Aniculidai: as, "an aviculoid

shell," Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXXI. 140.

Aviculopecten (a-vik"u-16-pek'ten), n. [NL.,
< Avicula + 1'ecten.] A genus of fossil bivalve
mollusks: so called because it combines char-
acters of the genera Avicula and 1'ecten. Spe-
cies occur in the Silurian and Carboniferous
rocks.

aviculture (a'vi-kul-tur), n. [< L. avis, a bird,

cultura, culture.] The care of birds; the
rearing or keeping of birds in domestication or

captivity.
avid (av'id), a. [< L. avidus, greedy, eager,
< avere, wish. Cf. avarice.] Eager; greedy.
Avid of gold, yet greedier of renown. Kimtlicii.

The voluptuous soul of Mirabeau was not more avid of
pleasure than the vain, ambitions soul of Robespierre was
of applause. <J. H, Lewes, Robespierre, p. 124.

avidioust (a-vid'i-us), a. [Expanded form for

"acidous, < L. avidus: see avid.] Same as
avid: as, "avidious greedinesse," Bn. Bale,
Select Works (1849), p. 418.

Obsolete form of
advisement.

I think there never
Marriage was managed with a more avisement.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, ii. 1.

ayisiont, w. [ME., also avisiun, -own, < OF. avi-

sion, avisiun (= Pr. avision). for vision ; confused
with avis, advice, counsel.] Vision. Chaucer.

avisot, n. [< Sp. aviso, advice, etc. : see advice.]
1. Advice; intelligence.

I had yours, . . . and besides your a vinos I must thank
you for the rich flourishes wherewith your letter was em-
broidered. HotcM, Letters, ii. 68.

I am no footpost,
No pedlar of avisos. Ford, Lady's Trial, i. 1.

2. An advice- or despatch-boat.
[< L. avitus, pertaining to

w, a grandfather), + -al.]
a grandfather; ancestral.

I sneered just now at avital simplicity.
C. Reade, Love me Little, etc., xi.

SoH,e,,
avivaKe (a-vi-vazh'), n. In dyeing, the process
of clearing a fabric of superfluous coloring
matter after it has left the vats, and of reviv-

ing and brightening the colors.

When the dyeing process is continued for more than six
boon the colours produced stand clearing (avivage) less
well than when the time has been shorter.

Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 301.

Avocado, or Alligntor-pear
(Persia grattssiMa).

avidiouslyt (a-vid'i-us-li), adv. In an avid or avizandum (av-i-zan dura), n. [Law L., also

avidious manner; eagerly; with greediness ansandum, gerund of aware, < F. aviser, con-
sider, advise : see advise.] In Scots law, private
consideration. To make avimndum with a cause is to

Nothing Is more avidiouslit desired than is the sweet
peace of God. Bp. Bale, Image of the Two Churches.

avidity (a-vid'i-ti), n. [< F. avidite, < L. avidi-
remove it from the public court to the private considera-

tio_n
of the judge. Also spelled avisandum.. . . . j" .. . - v..\. Jlltt^v*. ill. .TJH-llcu ([ t intllltl II HI.

ta(t-)s, < amdus, greedy, eager: see avid.] 1. avizeH, v. An obsolete form of advise.

avoid

Avize2
(a-yez') (

n. A sparkling wine named
from the village of Avize, in the department of

Marne, France. Soe champagne.
avocado (av-o-ka'do), n. [Corrupted from Mex-
ican name.] The alligator-pear, the fruit of
I'ersea aratissima, nat-
ural order Lavracea; a
tree common in trop-
ical America and the
West Indies. It is from
1 to 2 pounds in weight, is

jirar-.sliaped, of a brownish-
green or purple color, ami
is highly esteemed, though
rather as a vegetable than as
afruit. The pulpisfirm and
marrow-like, whence the
fruit is sometimes known as

vegetable marrow or mid-
x/iijii/K'n'it butter. The oil

is said to lie equal to palm
oil for soap. The trn- is an

evergreen, growing to the

height of 30 feet. Also ai'u-

cato, avifjato.

avocat (av-o-kii'), n.

[P., < L. advocat/ts:
see advocate, n.] An advocate

;
a lawyer.

avocate (av'o-kat), v. t.; pret. and pp. co-

cated, ppr. avocating. [< L. avocatus, pp. of

avocare, call away, < a for ab, away, + vocare,
call: see voice and vocal.] If. To call off or

away.
One . . . who avocateth his mind from other occupa-

tions. Barmir, Works, III. xxii.

2. To remove authoritatively from an inferior
to a superior court. [Archaic.]
Seeing . . . the cause avocated to Rome.

Liml 11,'rhcrt, Hen. VIII., p. 2ft9.

avocation (av-o-ka'shon), n. [< L. avocatio(n-),
a calling off, interruption, < avocare, call off:

see avocate.] If. The act of calling aside or

diverting from some object or employment.
God does frequently inject into the soul blessed im-

pulses to duty, and powerful avocations from sin. South.

2. The authoritative removal of a case or pro-
cess from an inferior to a superior court.
The pope's avocation of the process to Rome, by which

his duplicity and alienation from the king's side were
made evident, and the disgrace of Wolsey, took place in
the summer of 1529. tlallam.

3f. The state of being called, or of wandering
aside or away; a diversion of the thoughts.

If not from virtue, from its gravest ways,
The soul with pleasing avocation strays.

Parnell, To an Old Beauty.
Hence 4. That which calls one away from
one's proper business; a subordinate or occa-
sional occupation; a diversion or distraction.

Heaven is his vocation, and therefore he counts earthly
employments avocations. Fuller, Holy State, iv. 9.

Visits, business, cards, and I know not how many other
avocations ... do succeed one another so thick, that in
the day there is no time left for the distracted person to
converse with his own thoughts.

Boyle, Occasional Reflections, ii. 6.

6. A person's regular business or occupation ;

vocation
; calling. [An improper though com-

mon use of the word.]
Does it not require time for an individual, thrust out of

one avocation, to gain admittance to another?
Godwin, The Enquirer, p. 19fi.

The ancient avocation of picking pockets.
Sydney Smith.

In a few hours, above thirty thousand men left his stan-

dard, and returned to their ordinary avocations.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.
The wandering avocation of a shepherd.

Buckle, Civilization, II. i.

avocativet (a-vok'a-tiv), a. and n. [< avocate +
-ive. Cf. vocative.]" I. a. Calling off. Smollett.

II. ft. That which calls aside
;
a dissuasive.

Incentives to virtue, and avocatives from vice.

Barrow, The Creed.

avocato (av-o-ka'to), n. Same as avocado.

ayocatory (a-vok'a-to-ri), a. [< avocate + -ory.]
Calling off; recalling Letters avocatory, letters
by which the subjects of a sovereign are recalled from a
foreign state with which he is at war, or which bid them
abstain or desist from illegal acts.

avocet, . See avoset.

Avocetta (av-o-set'a), H. [NL.: see avoset.]
1. A genus of birds, the avosets: a synonym
of Eecurvirostra (which see). Brisson, 1760.
See cut under avoset. 2. A genus of hum-
ming-birds. Af/assiz. Also Avocettitltt.

Avqgadro's law. See lair.

avoid (a-void'), v. [< ME. avoiden, uroi/dcn, <

AF. avoider, OF. runiidifi; csveudicr, empty out,
< es- (< L. ex, out) + vuidirr. n mlier, < L. riduare,

empty, < viduus, empty: see void, a., which has
influenced avoid in some of its senses.] I.
trans. 1. To make void; annul; make of no
effect: chiefly used in legal phraseology: as,



avoid

this grant cannot be avoided without injustice
to the grantee. 2f. To empty.

Avoi/d thou till trenchrre. ''""*. p. '-'>-

3f. To eject ;
throw out

;
drive out.

And yf he at 1

"//'/'
1 linn

|
swine ^oini: at law] not, or put

bem in warde, an' warning m*d*, . . . b mute10 la de-

fault to paye the pcyne ivherccd.

Sngli A (Hbb(& i:. T. s.), p. 39s.

A toad contains ii"I those urinary parts . . . t

that serous excretion. NiV T. liruinii; Vulg. Err.

4f. To quit; evacuate; depart from.

Anil then tin 1 both maiivs to eliamme their plari-s. then

Vi<:,ii;.-.ii
i;i/, la (\:. r:. T. s.>, P. 4i,s.

Skat., 11.11. viu., v. :.

to <t!'ni>! I hr h;llle.

.In,;,/ Ihe jjallcry.

That prince shonld command him to nr,,i,l ih,- rnnntry.
Bacon.

5. To shun; krcp away from; eschew: as, to

iii-iiiil expense', danger, or bail company.
Tin' be-,1 way in urniil itroversies about words is to

Msr unhls ill their proper sell.-es.

Macnuliif/, Sa-ller's Ref. Refuted.

6f. To get rid of; get out or clear of.

I will n Ion;.;. T en. lure it, though yet I know no wine

remedy how to umid it. Shak., As you Like it, i. 1.

= Syn. 5. To escape, elnde, evade, keep clear of.

Il.t intrniix. 1. To become void, vacant, or

empty.
Bishopricks are not included under heucllei -s: so Unit ii

a person takes a liishoprick, it does not at-oiii l>> imv,- nl

that law of pluralities, lint by the ancient common law,

Ayliffe, Piirer^on.

2. To retire ;
withdraw.

David avoided out of his presence. 1 Sam. xviii. 11.

A void, my soul's vexation ! Satan, hence !

B. Jonson, Case is Altered, iv. 4.

Let him avoid, then,
And leave our walk.

Fletcher an,/ A'..V.
,./. Maid in the Mill, i. 1.

avoidable (a-voi'da-bl), a. [< aroid + -able.]
1. Liable to be annulled or to become void;
voidable. [Rare. ] 2. Capable of being avoid-

ed, shunned, escaped, or prevented.
avoidably (a-voi'da-bli), ailr. In au avoidable
manner.
avoidance (a-voi'dans), n. [< ME. uriiiiliiinii-i:

ni-iiidtiiix; < 'iirtiid + -ance.'] 1. The act of an-

nulling or making void
;
annulment.

The obsequious clergy of France . . . pronounced at

once the avoidance of the marriage.
Hitman, Latin Christianity, ix. 4.

2. The act of becoming, or the state of being,
vacant; especially, the state of a benefice when
it becomes void by death, deprivation, resigna-
tion, or preferment of the incumbent

; vacancy.
Wolsey, ... on every avoidance of St. Peter's chair,

was sitting down thereon, when suddenly some one or
other clapped in before him. Fuller.

3. The act of avoiding or shunning anything
disagreeable or unwelcome. 4f. A retiring
from or leaving a place. 5f. An emptying
out; that by which a fluid is carried off; an
outlet.

Avoidances and drainings of water. Bacon.

Confession and avoidance. See confession. Plea In
avoidance, in laic, a plea which, without denying the

plaintiff's allegation, sets up some new fact evading its

effect, as where the plaint in alleges a debt and the de-

fendant pleads a release in avoidance.

avoider (a-voi'der), n. 1. One who avoids,
shuns, or escapes.
Good sir, steal away : you were wont to be a curious

avoider of women's company.
Beau, and Ft., Honest Man's Fortune, iv. 1.

2f. That which empties.
avoidless (a-void'les), n. [< avoid + -less.]

That cannot be avoided; inevitable: as,"acoi'rf-
lesx ruin," Dennis, Letters. [Rare.]

avoir. An abbreviation of avoirdupois.

avoirdupois (av"or-du-poiz'), n. [Prop, aver-

depois. early mod. E\ averdepois, averdttpois,

haverdupois, -poise, < ME. aver de poiz, avoir de

pote, aver de peis (later also -paise, -pase), < OF.
aver de pes, aveir de peis ^equiv.

to ML. averia

ponderis), lit. goods of weight : aver, goods (see
aver2); de. < L. de, of; pes, peis, later pois (mod.
P. poids, by mistaken reference to L. pondus,
weight) = Pr. pes, pens = It. peso, < L. pen-
sum, weight, < pendere, weigh: see poise, pen-
(liiiit,~\ 1. A system of weight in which one
pound contains 16 ounces. It was introduced into
r.n-land from Itayonne about A. D. 1300, and is substantial-

1> the Spanish system. In avoirdupois weight 7,000 troy
aa (formerly, and now in the I'nited States, approxi-

mately, hut in Great Britain exactly) make a pound, while
In troy weight the pound contains 5,760 grains, the grain
being the same in both cases ; hence, 175 pounds troy are

ei|ii;tl to 144 pounds avoirdupois. The pound avoirdupois
is the standard weight of lireat Britain, and is equal to
453.0 grains in the French metric system. Avoirdupois
weight is used in determining the weights of all commodi-
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ties except gems and tli-' prri ions metals. It is reckoned
an follows :

Cwt. Qrs. Pounds. Ounce*. Drams.

1 ton = 20 - 80 = 2240 = :i5840 =
1 hundredweight = 4 = !]_> = 1792 = 2S72
1 quarter = 2s = 448 = Rl
I pound = 18 = 2M
1 OHIiee *= 16

III the Tinted States the liun.lieilwei^ht is now commonly
100 pounds, and the ton 2,000 i>ounds, called the xl"<>r in,.

in distinction from the inn^i tun of 2, 240 |iiin<l>.

2. The weight of anything according to the

avoirdupois system : as, his nroiriliiiinis \\;is l.'.n

pounds. [Colloq.]
Also written nn riln/mi.-: ami often abbrevi-

ated to ttroir. and anl/>.

avoket (a-vok'), r. t. [< L. avocare, call away:
see ai-ocate. <T. convoke, evoke, inml.-i; i>roml;i;

i-i-mke.] To call away or back. /.'/).
limml.

avolatet (av'o-lat), v. i. [< L. n ruin I n^, pp. of

iii-iilitrr. fly away, < for6, away, + mlnn , fly:

seei'oM<.] To fly off; escape; exhale, lioylc.

avolationt (av-o-la'shon), . K L. as if 'avola-

tiii(n-), < avolar'e: gee at'otete.] The act of fly-

ing away; flight; escape; exhalation; evapora-
tion.

Tlir ui'i,tati\,n of the fuvfllous particles.
>'./ '/'. BrmvM, Vulg. Err., v. 22.

ayoli (ii-vo'le), n. [It.] In glass-blowing, espe-
cially in Venetian work, the small circular piece
which covers the junction of the bowl and the
stem in a drinking-glass.

avoncet, ('. Variant of avance 1
, obsolete form

of uilriiiii-i .

avoset, avocet (av'6-set), . [Also as NL.
avocetta, avosctta; < P. arocette = It. avocetta =
Sp. avoceta; origin uncertain.] 1. A bird of
the genus Recurvirostra, family Kecurvirostridn;
and order Limicola;, characterized by extreme

European Avoset (.Recun-irostra avocetta}.

slenderness and upward curvature of the bill,
and by very long legs and webbed toes, in the
latter characteristic it ditfers from most wading birds. Its

length is from 15 to 18 inches from the tip of the bill to
the end of the tail, and its coloration is chiefly black and
white, the legs being blue. Several species are described.
The avoset of Europe is R. amcetta; that of the United
States is R. americana, distinguished by the chestnut-
brown coloration of the head. The former is sometimes
called the gcooper or acoopinfj avoset.

2. A humming-bird of the genus Avocetta.

avouch (a-vouch'), v. [< ME. avouclien (rare),
< AF. advoucher, OF. avochier, avoclicr, a part-
ly restored form, after the L., of avoer, avouer,
affirm, declare, avow, orig. call upon to defend,
< L. advocare: see advocate, avow^, and vouch,]
1. trans. 1. To affirm or acknowledge openly ;

declare or assert with positiveness ; proclaim.
Thou hast avouched the Lord this day to be thy God :

. . . And the Lord hath avouched thee this day to be his

peculiar people. Deut. xxvi. 17, 18.

Neither indeed would I have thought that any such an-

tiquities could have been avouched for the Irish.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

If this which he avouches does appear.
Shak., Macbeth, v. 5.

I speak what history avouches, that the mechanics, as a

class, were prime agents in all the measures of the revolu-
tion. Everett, Orations, 1. 363.

2. To admit, confess, or avow.
The first time that I have heard one with a beard on his

lip avouch himself a coward, Scott, Betrothed, iii.

Milton in his prose works frequently avouches the pecu-
liar affection to the Italian literature and language which
he bore.

Trench, Eng. Past and Present, iii. 119. (A
T
. E. D.)

3. To maintain, vindicate, or justify; make
good; answer for; establish; guarantee; sub-
stantiate.

avowal
What I have said

I will avouch, in presence of the king.
:., Rich. III., i. 3.

Ue miuht be .li-|H,scd to qucslli.il its authenticity If it

wet. n-'t -" ".'.//-/ (p\ the full evidi nee iii its favour.

ililinan. Latin Christianity, iv. 7

4t. To appeal to, or cite as proof or warrant :

as. to nriiin-li tlie authorities on any subject.
II. in trans. To give assurance or guaranty ;

vouch: as, "I i-an iinnifh for her reputation,"
Itcfiic, Mrs. Veal.

avoucht (a-vouch'), ti. [<roc/i. r.] Evidence;

testimony; assurance.
\\ ithont the sensible aii'l true at'ouch
of mine own eyes. >7it., Hamlet, I. 1.

avouchable (a-vou'eha-bl), a. [< aroueh +
-iilit<:] Capable of being avouched.
avoucher (a-vou'cher), n. One who avouches.

avouchment (a-vouch ment);
n. [< avourli +

-an nl.] Tin' act of avouching; declaration;
avowal

; acknowledgment.
By laying the foundation of hi dei'mee on the nn,nrl,

mi a' of that which is so manifestly untrue, he hath given
awome foil to his own cause than when his uh], facow
were iit any time overthrown. Hilton, Klkonoklastes, i.

avou6 (a-vo-a'), [F-> < OF. atone (pp. of

iinnii'i', nroer), < li.ttthoettUlt, advocate, patron:
see oroicec, advowee, and advocate.'] In France,

originally,
a protector of a church or religioux

community; now, a ministerial officer wlmsr

duty it is to represent parties before the tribu-

nals and to draw up acts of procedure.
avouret, . See avower?.

avoutert, avouterert, etc. See advouter, etc.

avow 1 (a-vou'), v. [Early mod. E. also advow,
afterthe L.; < ME. avowen, avouen,(.OF. avouer,
m-iii-r = Pr. avoar, < L. advocare, call to, call

upon, hence to call as a witness, defender,

patron, or advocate, own as such: see aroueh

(from later OF.) and advoke and advocate (di-

rectly from L.), doublets of avow1
. This verb,

in E. and F., was partly confused with the now
obsolete avow2

;
cf. the similar confusion of al-

low1 and allow2.'] I. trans. If. To own or ac-

knowledge obligation or relation to, as a per-
son: as, he avowed him for his son. 2t. To
sanction; approve. 3. To declare openly, of-

ten with a view to justify, maintain, or defend :

as, to avow one's principles.
If there be one amongst the falr'st of Greece . . .

That loves his mistress more than in confession, . . .

And dare avow her Iteauty and her worth
In other arms than hers to him this challenge.

Shah., T. andC., I. 3.

"Water, verdure, and a beautiful face," says an old
Arab proverb,

" are three things which delight the heart,"
and the .Syrians avow that all three are to be found in

Damascus. Ii Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 126.

4. Specifically, in laic, to acknowledge and
justify, as when the distrainer of goods de-
fends in an action of replevin, and avows the

taking, but insists that such taking was legal.
See avowry, 1. 5. To admit or confess open-
ly or frankly; acknowledge; own: as, to avow
one's self a convert.

Left to myself, I must avoir, I strove
From public shame to screen my secret love. Dryden.

= Syn. 3. To affirm, assert, profess. 5. Admit, Confess,
etc. See acknowledge.

II. intrans. In lair, to justify or maintain an
act done, specifically a distress for rent taken
in one's own right. N. E. D.
avowH (a-vou' ), w. [< avow1

, v."] An avowal;
a bold declaration. Dryden.
avow2

^ (a-vou'), v. [Early mod. E., also advow
(after the L.); < ME. avowen, avouen, < OF.
arouer, avoer, later advouer, < ML. as if *advo-

tare, < L. ad, to, + ML. votare, vow, > Pr. vodar
= OF. voer, vouer, > E. vow, q. v. This verb was
partly confused with avow1

, q. v.] I. trans. 1.

To bind with a vow. 2. To devote or dedicate

by a vow; vow. 3. To vow to do or keep;
promise; undertake.

II. intrans. To bind one's self by a vow;
make a vow ; vow.
avow2

t (a-vou'), n. [ME. avows, avou; from
the verb.] Avow; a promise.

I make acottx to my God here.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L 93.

I will make mine avow to do her as ill a turn.

Marriage of Sir Gawaync.
avowable (a-vou'a-bl), n. [< avowl + -able.']

Capable of being avowed or openly acknow-
ledged with confidence.

avowably (a-vou'a-bli), adi: In an avowable
manner. Imp. Diet.

avowal (a-vou'al), n. [< avow1 + -a?.] An
open declaration ; a frank acknowledgment.
His . . . avoimlol such . . . principles.

llmnr, Hist. Eng., an. 1628.
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y.] 1. In old law, the act of the distraiuer of

oods, who, in an action of replevin, avowed and

avowance

avowance (a-vou'ans), n. [< avow 1 + -(luce.]

1. The act of avowing; avowal. 2f. Justifi-

cation; defense; vindication.

Can my avowance of king-murdering be collected from

anything here written by inu? l''iillrr.

avowant (a-vou'ant), n. [< a row 1 + -aw/ 1
.] In

la it; the defendant in replevin, who avows the

distress of the goods, and justifies the taking.
avowed (a-voud'), ]> a. Declared; open.

I was thine open, thine amuwi enemy. Ma*siiiurr.

avowedly (a-vou'ed-li), adv. In an avowed or

open manner; with frank acknowledgment.
avoweet, [Also >-, (\. v.

;
< ME. avowe,

< OF. avoue (see avoite), earlier avoe, < L. advo-

caiws: see advowee, advocate.] An advocate
or patron ;

in Ian; same as advowee.

avower 1 (a-vou'er), H. [< avow 1 + -er 1 .] One
who avows, owns, or asserts.

avower-t, [Also advower, avoure; < OF.

avouer, inf. used as a noun: see avow 1
.
"\
Avowal.

He bad him stand t' abide the bitter stoure
Of his sore vengeaimce, or to make avoure.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. iii. 48.

avowry (a-vou'ri), . [< ME. avowerie, avou-

i-rie, acknowledgment, authority, < OF. avouerie,

avoerie, < avouer, avoer, avow: see avow1 and
-ry.

go
justified the taking by maintaining that he took
them in his own right : thus distinguished from
cognizance, which was the defense of one who
maintained that he took them in the right of
another as his bailiff or servant. 2f. A patron
saint chosen for one's advocacy in heaven:
often applied to a picture or representation of
the patron saint, and hence the cognizance by
which a knight was known, because the repre-
sentation of his patron saint borne on his pen-
non became such a cognizance.
Therefore away with these a cowrie*; let God alone be

our avowry.
Latimer, Sermons before Edw. VI. (Arber), p. 193.

Within this circle and close to the corpse were carried
the four banners two before, two behind of the dead
person's awwries, which were small square vanes beaten
out of gilt metal, painted with the figures of his patron saints
and fastened flag-wise upon staves.

Suck, Church of our Fathers, ii. 488.

avowtryt, etc. See adroutry, etc.

avoyt, interj. [< OF. avoi, avoy, interj.] An
exclamation of surprise or remonstrance.

Avoy, quod she, fy on yow herteless.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 88.

avoyer (a-voi'er), n. [Also advoyer; < F. avoyer,
prob. < Mii.*advocarius, equiv. toadvocatits, pro-
tector, patron ;

of. ML. advocaria, tribute paid
for protection, the protection itself: see advo-

cate.] In French Switzerland, the early title of
the chief magistrates of the cantons. In Bern
the title was used until 1794.

avulset (a-vuls'), i. t. [< L. avtilsus, pp. of avel-

lere, pluck off : see avell. ] To pluck or pull off.

Shenstonc.

avulsion (a-vul'shon), . [< L. avulsio(n-), <

avulsus, pp. of avellere, pluck off: see avell.~\

If. A pulling or tearing asunder or off; a rend-

ing or violent separation.
The thronging clusters thin

By kind avulsion. J. Philips, Cyder, i. 24.

On condition of everlasting avulsion from Great Britain.

Jefermn, Correspondence, I. 161.

2f. A fragment torn off. 3. In law, the sud-
den removal of soil from the land of one man
and its deposit upon the land of another by the
action of water.

avuncular (a-vung'ku-lSr), a. [< L. avuncwlus,
uncle, dim. of avus, grandfather: see uncle.]
Of or pertaining to an uncle.
In these rare instances the law of pedigree, whether di-

rect or avuncular, gives way. Is. Taylor.
Clive had passed the avuncular banking-house in the

city, without caring to face his relations there.

Thackeray, Kewcomes, II. ii.

awj
t, n. and r. See awe1

.

aw2
, interj. [Cf. augh, ah, oh.] An exclama-

tion of surprise, disgust, or remonstrance.
[Colloq.]

aw. [(1) < ME. aw, au, ay, ag (awe, etc.), < AS.
ag (aga, agu, etc.), that is, a followed by the
guttural g; (2) < ME. aw, au (aire, etc.), < AS.
aw (awn, etc.) (or aiw, edw), that is, a (or ce, ed)
followed by the labial w; (3) < ME. aw, au, ai;
< AS. (etc.) of (or); (4) of other origin.] A
common English digraph (pron. a), formerly in-

terchangeable in most instances with au (which
see), but now the regular form when final, and
when medial before

Jc, I, and n. Historically it

represents, in older words, (1) a (a) with an absorbed gut-
tural, as in Aawl, law', mawi, sowi, saw%, awn, dawn,
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etc.; (2), (3), a (a) with an absorbed labial (w or ), as
in awl, clttu-j raw, awkl, hawkl, crawl, etc.; (4) a, au, or o
in other positions and of various origin, as in yawn, yawl,
In wn, pawn, pawl, bawl, etc. In later words often a mere
accident of spelling.

awa (a-wa'), adv. A Scotch form of away.
awabi (a-wa 'be), n. [Jap.] The Japanese
abalone, or sea-ear, Haliotis gigantea, a shell-

fish found in great quantity oh the southern
shores of Japan and much used as food. The
shell is extensively used for inlaying in lacquer-work, and
in other ornamentation. See abalone.

await1 (a-waf), v. [< ME. awaiten, atcai/ten, <

OF. aicaitier, awaiter, later aguaitirr, agaiter,
watch for, lie in wait, < a, to, + waitier, later

i/iiaitier, gaitier, gaiter (mod. F. guetter), watch,
wait: see a-11

, wait, and watch.] I. trans. If.
To watch for

; lie in wait for.

Your ill-meaning politician lords,
Under pretence of bridal friends and guests,
Appointed to await me thirty spies.

Milton, 8. A., 1. 1196.

2. To wait for
;
look for or expect.

Betwixt these rocky pillars Gabriel sat,
Chief of the angelic guards, awaiting night.

Milton, P. L., iv. 550.

awald
Such as you

Nourish the cause of his a waking.
Shak., W. T., ii. 3.

The purple flowers droop : the golden bee
Is lily-cradled : I alone awake.

Teniiyxon, (Euone.

II. trail*. 1. To arouse from sleep.
I go that I may awake him out of sleep. John xi. 11.

2. To arouse from a state resembling sleep,
as from death, stupor, or inaction; put into
action or new life : as, to awake the dead

;
to

awake the dormant faculties.

My master is awak'd by great occasion
To call upon his own. Shak., T. of A., ii. 2.

Thou dost awake something that troubles me,
And says, I lov'd thee once.

Beau, ami Fl, Maid's Tragedy, v. 4.

= Syn. 2. To wake, excite, stir up, call forth, stimulate,
spur (up).

awake (a-wak'), a. [Formerly also awaken, <

ME. awake, awaken, < AS. dwacen, pp.: see
the verb.] Roused from sleep; not sleeping;
in a state of vigilance or action.

It is my love that keeps mine eye awake.
Shak., Sonnets, Ixi.

All through life I have awaited the fulfilment of a awakement (a-wak'ment), . [< awaJce, V., +
prophecy. Hawthorne. -me,,t.] The act of awakening, or the state of
3. To be in store for

;
attend

;
be ready for : being awake

; revival, especially revival of re-

ligion. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

awaken (a-wa'kn), v. [< ME. awakenen, awak-
nen, < AS. awcecnan, pres. used with strong

as, a glorious reward awaits the good.
Let all good things await

Him who cares not to be great.
Tennyson, Duke of Wellington, vlii.

H.t intrans. To watch
; give heed.

Awaitynpe on the reyn if he it heere.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 45B.

Ther is ful many an eye and many an ere
Awaitim<i on a lord, and he noot where.

Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 352.

await1
* (a-waf), n. [< ME. await, awayt, < OF.

await, later aguait, agait, etc., mod. F. aguets,
watch, ambush ;

from the verb.] A state of wait-

ing; watch; ambush.
The lyoun sit in his await alway
To slen the innocent, if that he may.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 359.

Themselves they set
There in await with thicke woods overgrowne.

Spenser, F. Q., III. v. 17.

To have In awaitt, to keep a watch on.

Fortune was first frend and sithen too,
No man ne tniste vp-on hir fauour longe,
But haue hir in awaitt for euer-moo.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 731

await2t (a-wat')j prep. phr. as adv. [< a3 +
wait, n.]

"
In wait. lyndale.

awaiter (a-wa'ter), n. [< ME. amayter, awai-

pret. dwoc (see awake, v.), also awcecnian (pret.

dwaicnedc, pp. awwcned), awake
; orig. intrans.,

but in mod. use more commonly trans.: see

awake, v.] I. intrans. 1. To become awake;
cease to sleep ;

be roused from sleep or a state

resembling sleep: as, to awaken early.
A music of preparation, of awakening suspense a mu-

sic like the opening of the coronation anthem.
De Quince;/.

2. To come into being or action as if from

sleep : as, hope awakened in his breast.

II. trans. 1. To rouse from sleep or a state

resembling sleep ; cause to revive from a state
of inaction.

Satan . . . his next subordinate
Awakening, thus to him in secret spake.

Milton, P. L, v. 672.

I offer'd to awaken his regard
For his private friends. Shak., Cor., v. 1.

2. To call into being or action.

Such a reverse in a man's life awakemt abetter principle
than curiosity. Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 77.

{Awaken is chiefly used in figurative or transferred ap-
.

*^. " L ff j
~- plications, awake being preferred in the sense of arousing

tour (cf . OF. aguaiteor, aguetteur) : see await from actual sleep.]

and -er1 .] 1. One who awaits. 2f. One who awakenable (a-wa'kn-a-bl), a. [< awaken +
lies in wait. -able.] Capable of being awakened. Carlyle.

Yef he be a prive auaitour yhid, and reioyseth hym to
awafcener (a-wak'ner), n. One who or that

rauysshe by wyles, thou shalt seyne him lyke to the fox which awakens or arouses from sleep or mac-
whelpes. Chaucer, Boethius.

awake (a-wak'), v.
; pret. awoke, awaked, pp.

awoke, awaked, ppr. awaking. [In this verb are
merged two orig. different but closely related

tion.

Though not the safest of guides in politics or practical
philosophy, his [Carlyle's] value as an inspirer and awa-
kener cannot be overestimated.

iotraa, Study Windows, p. 149.
forms :(1) ME. awaiten (strong verb; pret. awokt, w , -, , . >

amok, pp. awaken, awake), < AS. 'dlracan, onlv
awa

^enil .8 (a-wak'ning), n. 1. The act of

in pret. dwoc, pp. awacen, the pres. being sup-
awaklng from sleeP-

plied by dweccnan with formative -n (wnence
Some minute ere tlle time

prop. mod. E. awaken, q. v.), earlier "onwacan
(pret. onwoc, pres. onwaicnan, etc.), < o-, orig.
on-, + "u-acan, waicnan, wake; (2) ME. awaken,

Of her awakening.
Shak. (some editions), E. and J., v. 3.

.
,

awakien (weak verb; pret. awaked, pp. awaked),
< AS. dwacian (pret. dwacode, pp. dwacod) (=
OHG. arwaclien, MHG. G. erwaciien), < o- +
wacian, wake, watch. The above were prop.
intrans., the trans, form being ME. awecchen, <
AS. aweccan (= OS. awekkian = OHG. arwec-
chan, irweccheii, MHG. G. erwecken), < o- +

2. An arousing from what is like sleep ;
a re-

vival of interest in, or attention to, what has
been neglected.

It was a sign of a great awakeniiuj of the human mind
when theologians thought it both their duty and their
privilege to philosophize. Stitti, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 384.

Especially 3. A revival of religion, either in
an individual or in a community: a use of

weccan, trans., wake, arouse. The forms vary the word derived from the Scripture symbol
as those of the simple verb : see a-2

,
a-1

, and f 8ln as death or sleep, and conversion as

wake.] I. intrans. 1 . To cease to sleep : come resurrection or awakening The great awaken-
out of a State of natural sleep. ^8- tlle Sreat revival of religion in New England brought

:;tii^^
Mult needs

h
a.M

1

jte

ening 8eD8e8' h>mger^ awakeningly (a-wak'ning-li), adv. In a man-

nvratwth Ufe become
ahve: as, to awake from sloth

; to awake to the
consciousness nf a oroaf inoa

Awake, sword, against my shepherd. Zeeh. xiii. 7.

i COT. xv. 34.

And at his word the choral hymns awake.

. _, .
&, Don Roderick, st. 32.

4. To be or remain awake ; watch. [Obsolete
or poetical.]

awaid await (&'wald ji'waltl n and n rSoe4Wd,iu, dwd,n (a warn, a wan;, a. ana n. IDC.,
also written awelled, awart (and by simulation
awkward) ; origin uncertain. Cf. AS. wealtan,
wceltan, roll, *awa;ltan, pret. awtelte, roll: see
waiter, walty, welter.] I. a. Lying helplesslv
on the back: said of a sheep wHen unable,
through sickness or fatness, to get up.
n< . A sheep go lying _



awane

awane (a-wan'), i>rc/>. /ilir. as adv. [< ti3 +
irinif.] On the wane; waning.
awanting (a-wan'ting), [I'rop. a phrase,

iraiilinii : <!'. iiiitixxiiii/.'] Wanting; deficient;

absent; missing: not used attributively.
In either cose criticism waa required, ami criticism was

aii'iintiu'i. Sir 1C. Unm'/f'i'i.

awapet, t>. t, See /////.

award 1
(a-wiird'), r. i. [< MK. inrnnli-n, < AF.

'rrfer,"OF. rxirnrili-r, I'xu-ardrir, later exgnnl-

n; pxgutirder, exgiirdcir = Sp. rxi/iiardiir (obs.)
= It. .if/uiirdttri; look at, consider, decide, ad-

judge, < ML. *i:rirnrdarr, < L. ex, out, + ML.
Iranian; ijiianlun; observe, regard, guard : sec

ii-nnl, i/iiin-il, ami fii/iinl.] 1. To adjudge to

be due
; assign or bestow as of right ; give by

judicial determination or deliberate judgment,
especially upon arbitration or mnpirage: as,
to award the prizes at a school examination

;

the arbitrators <iwnrtli<t him heavy damages.
A iniimil of Hint mime merchant's flesh is thine :

The court '</<</* it, and tlie law doth give It.

.SVi*., M. of V., iv. 1.

To the woman who coiihl conquer, a triumph was
iiminlfil. Marg. Fuller, Woman in llrth Cent., p. 47.

2f. To sentence ; adjudge or determine the
doom of.

Lest . . . the supreme King of kings . . . u,>;,,<

Either of you to he the other's end.

Shak., Rich. III., il. 1.

The extremity of law
AtctintK you to lie branded in the front.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

3. In a general sense, to permit the possession
of; allow; allot; yield.
The child had many more luxuries and indulgences

than had heen aimnted to his father. Thackeray.

award1 (a-ward' ), n. [< ME. award, < AF. award,
OF. esteurt, esguart; from the verb.] 1. A deci-

sion after examination and deliberation
;
a ju-

dicial sentence
; especially, the decision of ar-

bitrators on points submitted to them, or the
document containing such a decision.

We cannot expect un equitable utnfnl where the judge
is m;ide u party. Qlanvillv.

2. That which is awarded or assigned by such
a decision, as a medal for merit, or a sum of

money as damages, etc Geneva award. See Ala-
tiaina claim*, under claim.

award2
t,

v. t. [< n-11 + ward.'] 1. To guard.
2. To ward off. Evelyn.

awarder (a-war'der), H. One who awards or as-

signs as of: right ;
a judge, arbitrator, or umpire.

aware (a-wSr'), a. [< ME. aware, iwar, iware,
//war, < AS. gewier (= OHG. giwar, MHO. gewar,
G. gewahr), < ye- + itwr, wary, cautious: see

a-8, ge-, and tiwre1 .] If. Watchful; vigilant;
on one's guard.

I have laid a snare for thee, and thou art also taken, O
Babylon, and thou wast not aware. Jer. 1. 24.

Are you all aware of ... tale-bearing and evil-speak-
ing? Wfflf<j. Works (1872), XIII. 19. (N. E. D.)

2. Apprised; cognizant; in possession of in-

formation: as, he was aware of the enemy's
designs.

I was so distinctly made aware of the presence of some-
thing kindred to me . . . that I thought no place could
ever be strange to me again. Thorean, Walden, p. 143.

Specifically 3. Informed by sight or other
sense.

Then Enid was aware of three tall knights
On horseback, wholly ariu'd, behind a rock,
In shadow, waiting. Tennyson, Qeraint.

= Syn. 2. Aware, Conscious (see consciomi), mindful, ac-

quainted (with), sensible, observant.

awareness (a-war'nes), n. The state of being
aware.

Recognition of reality in our view is not awareness.

Mind, X. 525.

This consciousness I speak of is not a direct perception
of the Absolute, but a general awareness that it exists.

New Princeton Rev., II. 178.

awarnt (a-warn'), c. t. [< a- + warn.'} To warn.

Every bird und beast awarned made
To shrowd themselves. Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 48.

awash (a-wosh'), prep. phr. as a. or adv. [< a3+ trash.
1

] Naut.: (a) Just level with or emerg-
ing from the surface of the water, so that the
waves break over it, as wreckage, or an anchor
when hove up to the surface, or rock, spit, or
bank just appearing above the water.
The wrecks are floating almost awash, presenting little

surface for the wind to blow upon. Science, III. 303.

(6) Covered with water; kept wet: as, the
decks were constantly awash, (c) Washing
about

; tossed about by the waves.
awaste (a-wasf). prefi. phr. as adv. [< a3 +
tfixte.] "Wasting; going to waste or decay.
Awata ware, pottery. See ware.
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awater (a-wa'ter), /n->/>. i>l<r. as mlr. [<
3 +

Wtttr.] < In the water.

awave (a-wav'), ]>rep. phr. as ailr. [< <i* +
irnrr.] On the wave ; waving.
away (a-wa/), j>r< \<. />lir. as mtr. [< ME. ainuj,

iiin-i/, inn-i, <r<iy, <>
iri'jl,

nn irn/i, etc., < AS.
(iirii/. curlier OH weg, lit. on way: sec n't and
'"///.] 1. On the way; onward; on; along:
as, come away.

Mi-tress, you must come nmm to \oin I'athi-r.

'Hlidk.. As you Like It, 1.2.

2. From this or that place; off: as, to go, run,
flee, or sail awtiy.
He rose and ran niray. .S'/itit-., 1'a.ss. rilgrim, iv. 14.

Anil we kiss'd the fringe of his heard and we pray'd as we
heard him pray,

And the Holy man he assoil'd us, and sadly we sail'd away.
T,',,,"/*i>/i, Voyage of Maeldune.

3. From one's own or accustomed place ; ab-
sent : as, he i away from home

;
I found him

nirni/ on a vacation.

Thyself away art present still with me ;

For thon not farther than my thoughts canst move.
Shak., bonnets, xlvil.

4. From contact or adherence; off: as, to

clear airay obstructions; cut away the broken

spars.
licfore the golden tresses of the dead
. . . were shorn mm v. ,sV/A-.

, Sonnets, Ixviii.

5. Removed; apart; remote: as, away from
the subject.

Quite amty from aught vulgar and extern.

liniii'iiiin,!, King anil Kook. II. I:!'-'.

6. From one's possession or keeping: as, to

give away one's books or money ; throw away
a worn-out or discarded thing.

O there, perchance, when all our wars are done,
The brand Excalibur will be cast away.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

7. From one's immediate presence, attention,
or use

;
aside : as, put or lay away your work

;

put away your fears
;
the things were laid away

for the summer.
Put ,">';

These dispositions, which of late transport you
From what you rightly are. Shak., Lear, I. 4.

8. From this or that direction
;
in another or

the other direction: as, turn your eyes away ;

he turned away.
Often, where clear-stemm d platans guard
I h.- outlet, did I turn "">[
The boat-head down a broad canal

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

9. At or to such a distance
;
distant

;
off : as,

the village is six miles away.
Mirthful sayings, children of the place,

That have no meaning half a league ateay.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

An hour away, I pulled up, and stood for some time at
the edge of a meadow.

H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 136.

10. From one state or condition to another
;

out of existence
;
to an end

;
to nothing : as,

to pass, wear, waste, fade, pine, or die away;
continual dropping wears away stone ; the im-

age soon faded away; the wind died away at
sunset

;
she pined away with consumption.

The new philosophy represented by Locke, in its confi-

dence and pride taking a parting look at the old philoso-
phy, represented by the scholastic discussions, passing
array in the midst of weakness and ridicule.

McCosh, Locke's Theory of Knowledge, p. 16.

Without adducing one fact, without taking the trouble
to perplex the question by one sophism, he [Mr. Mill]
placidly dogmatises amni the interest of one half of the
human race. Macavlay, Mill on Government.

11. Gone; vanished; departed: as, here's a
health to them that's away. [Chiefly prov. Eng.
and Scotch.] 12. On; continuously; stead-

ily ;
without interruption : as, he worked away ;

he kept pegging away ; and hence often as an
intensive: as, to fire away, eat away, laugh
away, snore away.
As if all the chimneys in Great Britain had, by one

consent, caught fire and were blazing away to their dear
hearts' content. Dickens.

13. Often used elliptically, with a verb (as 170,

get) suppressed, and simulating an imperative :

(go) away! (get) away! we must away ;,

whither away so fast f

Away, old man ! give me thy hand, away
'

Shak., 'Lear, v. 2.

Love hath wings, and will away. Waller.

Away, away, there is no danger in him.
Hriiu. and Fl., I'liilaster. T. 4.

Away back, far back ; long ago : as, away back in the

years before the war ; away back in 1844. [Colloq. often

way back. ] Away with, (a) Used as an imperative
phrase, commanding the removal of an object.

Away with this man, and release unto us Barabbas.
Luke xxiii. IK.

aweel

Atray trith you! . .
. Ill ]mt r\.-i\l,..)\ innler an ar-

rvst tli;it st;i>> lo listen to her. S/X-I-K/H/I. Tin- r;unp, i. 1.

(/*) An elliptical expression for "get away with," that is.

u-et on with; iicc'iiiiinoihite one's self to; einlnre.
|
\r

chile.]
Sonic ;t^ayne alllnne that he retorne.l into his conntre\ .

hat partly tor that he conlile not tt/ntii n-ith the fashions ol

in i ountrey folk, and partly for that bis mimic ami alti

tion was altogether set ami lixe<! upon t topia, II

that lie bathe taken his \n\a^e tlictherwarile ayavne.
>'/; T. V'./v. I tophi ( \ll.cl'i. p. II',:,.

Slutl. She never could iiirn/i irilli

/'(//. Never, m \ci ; she \\oulil always say Mie cnuhl not
ahi.li- Ma-ster Shallow. ., '1 lien. IV., iii. >.

I could ne\e! ,in, ,,t u ;th that stitf-neckc'l generation.

B.Junuin, linrtlmliiiiifw Fair, i. 1.

Far away, far and away, (a) At a great distance.

(fc)Byfar. [folli|.|

Of all the men whom she hail ever seen, he was tnr ,ni;i,i

the nicest and best. Trullni-

Right away, straightway : at MM : immediately ; forth-

with. - Say away, say on
; proceed with your remai k-.

|l". s. ami prov. Kn.] To bear away, explain away,
fire away, make away, it. . s.eti,, \di,s To make
away With. See m<l/rr.

away-going (a-wa'go"ing), a. and n. I. a. Go-
ing away; departing; leaving: as, an <///-

going tenant Away-going crops, crops sown during
the last year of a tenancy, but not ripe until after the c\

jiiration of it.

II. n. A going away ; departure,

awaywardt (a-wa'wiird), atlr. [ME., also awei-

ward, etc.
;
^ away 4- -ward."] Turned aside.

(iinrer.

awbert, [< F. avbour, OF. aubour, also au-
bourt (Cotgrave), laburnum, appar. < L. albur-
num : gee alburnum and laburnum.

~\
The la-

burnum-tree, Cytisus Laburnum. Increase Ma-
ther, Remark. Provid., p. 232. (N. M. D.)
awe1

(a), n. [Also, more prop., aw (like law,
hate, etc.), < ME. aw, awe, agh, aghe, age, < Icel.

agi = Dan. ave = AS. as if "ago, the same with
diff. formative as AS. ege, ME. ege, eghe, eye,

aye, ay, = OHG. agi, egi, MHG. ege = Goth, agis,

fear, < "agan, fear (in ppr. "agands, with nega-
tive unagands, unfearing) ; perhaps akin to Gr.

axw, anguish. Cf. o*fc2.J i. Dread
; fear, as of

something evil.

I had as lief not be as live to be
In awe of such a thing as I myself.

Shak., J. C., i. 2.

In every form of government, the rulers stand in some
awe ol the people. MacaiUay, Mill on Government.

2. Fear mingled with admiration or reverence
;

reverential fear; feeling inspired by something
sublime, not necessarily partaking of the nature
of fear or dread.
Stand in awe, and sin not. Ps. Iv. 4.

The [Egyptian] deities representing the great forces of

nature, and shrouded by mysterious symbols, excited a
degree of oice which no other ancient religion approached.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 345.

To feel once more, in placid awe,
The strong imagination roll

A sphere of stars about my goal,
In all her motion one with law.

Tennyson, In Menioriam, cxxil.

3. Overawing influence.

By my sceptre's awe I make a vow.
S/iaAr., Rich. II., 1. 1.

= Syn. Reverence, Veneration, etc. See reverence, n.

awe1
(a), v. t. ; pret. and pp. awed, ppr. atciiig.

[< awe 1
, n.] 1. To inspire with fear or dread ;

terrify ;
control or restrain by the influence of

fear.
Nor think thou with wind

Of aery threats to awe whom yet with deeds
Thou canst not. Milton, P. L., vl. 283.

Never be it said
That fate itself could am the soul of Richard.

Cibber, Rich. III., v. 3.

2. To strike with awe, reverence, or respect;
influence by exciting profound respect or rev-
erential fear.

awe2 (a),.. [Sc.,=E.o;e.] Toowe. [Scotch.]
awe3

(a), . [Sc. also are, early mod. E. also

aw, aue, ave, alre; origin obscure.] 1. One of
the float-boards of an undershot water-wheel,
on which the water acts. 2. One of the sails
of a windmill.

aweary (a-wer'i), a. [< a- expletive -I- weary.]
Weary; tired. [Archaic or poetical.]

She said, "I am aireary, aweary,
I would that I were dead !

"

Tennyson, Mariana.
And all his people told him that their horses were

aweary, and that they were aweary themselves.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 6.

aweather (a-weTH'er), prep.'phr. as adv. or a.

[< a3 + weather.] On the weather side, or to-
ward the wind: as, the helm is aweather: op-
posed to alee.

aweel (a-weV), adv. [Sc., < a for ah, oh, +
weel= K. weW.] Oh well; very well ;

well then.

Aweel, if your honour thinks I'm safe the story is just
this. Scott, Guy Mannering, II. 63.



aween

aweent, ?. ' [< ME. awenen, < a- + wenen, < AS.

wenan, think, ween: see a-1 and ween.'} To

ween; suppose.
The Jewes out of Jurselem awenden he were wade [mad].

Rel. Ant., I. 144.

aweigh (a-wa'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< a3

+ weigh.*] Naul., atrip. The anchor is aweigh when
it is just drawn from its hold in the ground and hangs

perpendicularly. See atrip.

aweless (a'les), a. [< ME. awles, etc.
;
Ab. eye-

leas, < ege, awe (see awe1
),
+ -leas, -less.] 1.

Wanting awe or reverence ;
void of deferential

fear.
Lordes bene lawles,

Chyldere bene awles.

A Prophecy, etc., I. 16 (E. E. T. S., extra ser., VIII. i. 85).

The aweless lion could not wage the fight.
Shale.

,
K. John, i. 1.

2. Wanting the power of inspiring reverence

or awe.
The innocent and awless throne. Shak.

,
Rich. III.

,
ii. 4.

Also spelled awless.

awesome (a'sum), a. [North. E. and So.; < awe1

+ -some.'] 1. Inspiring awe; awful: as, an

awesome sight.
"An awsome place," answered the blind woman, "as

ever living creature took refuge in."

Scott, Old Mortality, xliii.

The Wizard, on his part, manfully stuck up for his

price, declaring that to raise the Devil was really no joke,

and insinuating that to do so was an awesome crime.

Kinglake, Eothen, p. 168.

2. Evidencing or expressive of terror.

He did gie an awesome glance up at the auld castle.

Scott, Guy Mannering, I. xi.

Also spelled awsome.

awe-Strike (a'strik), v. t. To strike with awe.

[Rare.]
awe-Struck (a'struk),p . a. Impressed or struck

with awe.
awful (a'ful), a. [< ME. awful, agheful, aghful;
AS. egeful, < ege, awe (see awe1

),
+

-jnl.~j
1.

Striking or inspiring with awe
; filling with

dread, or dread mingled with profound rever-

ence : as, the awful majesty of Jehovah
;
the

awful approach of death.

Her fathers' God before her moved,
An awful guide in smoke and flame.

Scott, When Israel, of the Lord beloved.

The awful mysteries of the world unseen. J. Caird.

2. Of a dreadful character; causing fear or

horror ; terrible
; appalling : as, an awful disas-

ter; I heard an awful shriek.

Or if she slept, she dream'd
An awful dream. Tennyson, Guinevere.

3f. Inspiring or commanding respect, rever-

ence, or obedience.

An awful rule and right supremacy.
Shak., T. of the S., v. 2.

A parish priest was of the pilgrim train ;

An awful, reverend, and religious man.
Dryden, Char, of Good Parson, 1. 2.

She would, upon occasions, treat them with freedom ;

yet her demeanour was so awful, that they durst not fail

in the least point of respect. Swift, Death of Stella.

4. Expressive of or indicating deep awe, as
for the Deity.

Towards him they bend
With awful reverence prone. Milton, P. L., ii. 478.

Awful prostration, like Pascal's, before the divine idea.

De Quincey, Secret Societies, i.

5f. Impressed with or exhibiting respect or

reverence, as for authority; law-abiding; re-

spectful in the extreme.
Thrust from the company of awful men.

Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 1.

How dare thy joints forget
To pay their awful duty to our presence?

Shak., Rich. II., iii. 3.

6. Having some character in an extreme or
noticeable degree ;

excessive
; very great ;

ex-

traordinary ; preposterous : as, he is an awful
dandy ;

that is an awful bonnet. [Colloq. and
vulgar.]

Pot-pie is the favorite dish, and woodsmen, sharp-set,
are awful eaters.

Carleton, New Purchase, 1. 182. (Bartlett.)

= Syn. 1 and 2. Awful, Dreadful, Fearful, Frightful, sol-

emn, imposing, majestic ; dread, dire, dreadful, terrible.

The first four of these words are often loosely or col-

loquially used to express dislike, detestation, or horror,
but should in the main retain the same distinctions
of meaning as the nouns from which they are derived.

Thus, awful is full of awe, full of that which inspires awe,
exciting a feeling of deep solemnity and reverence, often
with a certain admixture of fear, acting especially upon
the imagination (see reverence, n.); the suggestion may
shift in all degrees from awe to horror : as, an awful
steamboat explosion. Dreadful is applied to what in-

spires dread, that is, an oppressive fear of coming evil,
and loosely to what is very bad. Fearful, full of fear,

impressing fear : as, "a certain fearful looking for of

judgment," Heb. x. 27. Frightful, not full of fright, but
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inspiring fright or sudden and almost paralyzing fear. An
awful sight ;

a dreadful disaster ; a fearful leap ;
a fright-

ful chasm.
Abash'd the Devil stood,

And felt how awful goodness is.

Milton, P. L., iv. 846.

The smoothness of flattery cannot save us in this rugged
and awful crisis Chatham, Speech on American War.

O Lord ! methought what pain it was to drown !

What dreadful noise of waters in mine ears!

What sights of ugly death within mine eyes!

Methought I saw a thousand fearful wracks.

Shak., Rich. HI., i. 4.

There was a fearful, sullen sound of rushing waves and

broken surges. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 21.

Their music, frightful as the serpents' hiss.

SAot.,2Hcn. VI., ill. 2.

_ely; majestically, (c) With a feeling c

reverential fear; reverently, (d) Excessively; extreme-

ly ; very : as, an awfully jolly man ; an awfully pretty girl.

[Slang.]

You'll be awfully glad to get rid of me.
W. Black, Green Pastures, ii.

awfulness (a'ful-nes), n. 1. The quality of

being awful, or of striking or inspiring with

awe, fear, or horror; impressive solemnity or

sublimity ;
dreadfulness

;
terribleness : as, the

awfulness of the sacred place, or of a casualty.

Contrasts which move, now our laughter at their incon-

gruity, and now our terror at their awfulness. J. Caird.

2+. The state of being full of or inspired with

awe; reverence; awe.

A help to prayer producing in us reverence and awful-
ness. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

awgrimt, . A Middle English form of algo-
rism.

awhapet, *' t. [Revived by Spenser from a

ME. verb found only in pp. awhaped, awaped,
terrified, confounded; a word of uncertain

origin. Cf. Goth, afhwapjan, choke, suffocate.]

To confound
; terrify. Also awape.

Not fulliehe alle awhaped,
Out of the temple alle esiliche he wente.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 316.

A wilde and salvage man, . . .

All overgrowne with hair, that could awhape
An hardy hart. Spenser, F. Q., IV. vii. 5.

awheels (a-hwelz'), prep. phr. as adv. [< o3 +
wheels.'] 'On wheels. B. Jonson.

awMle (a-hwil'), adv., prop. adv. phr. [< ME.
awhile, one while; the adv. ace. of a2 + while.']

For a space of time ; for some time
;
for a short

time.
Counsel may stop awhile what will not stay.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 159.

The company were all sorry to separate so soon, . . .

and stood a-while looking back on the water, upon which
the moonbeams played. Dryden, Essay on Dram. Poesy.

[Awhile is properly two words, as it has to be written

when an adjective is used, as a little while, and as it is

commonly and should be always written when preceded
by for.]

awidet, prep. phr. as adv. [< a3 + wide, after

afar, etc.] Wide; widely.

They opened their mouth awide (wide in authorized ver-

sion] upon me. Ps. xxxiv. 21 (Douay version).

(a-wing'), prep. phr. as a. or adv. [< a3

+ wing"] On the wing.
'Tis time his fortune be a-wing; high time, sir.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, i. 1.

Moving specks, which he thought might be ships in flight

or pursuit, or they might be white birds awing.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 161.

awk1
(ak), a. [< ME. awke, auke, < ONorth.

*afuh (in afulic, perverse) (= Icel. ofugr, ofigr

(for "afugr) = Sw. afvig = OS. abhuh, abhoh =
OHG. abuh, abah, abeh, MHG. ebich, ebech, G.

dial. abicM, abech, abach, dbich, abig = MD.
avesch, aefsch, awkward, contrary, perverse,
D. aafsch, crafty, artful), lit.

'

offward,' < af,

awkwardly

awkH (ak), adv. [< aw*1
, a.] Awkwardly;

wrongly.
Professors ringing as awk as the bells.

Sir It. L'Estrange, Fables, ccci.

awk2
,
n. See auk^.

awkerd, awkert (a'kerd, -kert), a. A dialec-

tal form of awkward. [Prov. Eng.]
awklyt (ak'li), adv. [ME. awkely; < aiofcl +
-fy'

2
.] In the wrong direction; left- or back-

handedly. Hence () Awkwardly ; clumsily.

(6) Perversely, (c) Untowardly; unluckily.

awklyt (ak'li), a. [< aiuk^ + -lyi. Cf. AS.

(ONorth.) afulic, perverse: see aiofc1 .] Per-

verse; untoward.
awknesst (ak'nes), n. [< flttJfc1 + -ness.] The
state of being awk or awkward.
awkward (ak'ward), adv. [Early mod. E. or

dial, also ovkword, awkwart, awkard, awkerd,

awkert, etc., ME. awkwarde, atikward, etc.,

transversely, sidewise, perversely; < awk1 +
-ward.] It. In the wrong direction; in the

wrong way ;
backward.

The emperour thane egerly at Arthure he strykez,
Awkwarde on the umbrere [vizor] and egerly hym hittez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2247.

2f. Asquint. 3. Awkwardly; clumsily. [Now
only prov. Eng.]
awkward (ak'ward), a. [Early mod. E. or dial,

also aukward, awkwart, awlcard, awkerd, etc.
;

< awkward, adv.] If. Turned the wrong way ;

backhanded. 2f. Perverted; perverse.

They with awkward judgment put the chief point of

godliness in outward things. Udall, Mat. v.

'Tis no sinister nor no awlcward claim.

Shak., Hen. V., ii. 4.

3f. Untoward; adverse.

Twice by awkward wind from England's bank
Drove back again unto my native clime.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

4. Ill adapted for use or handling; unhandy in

operation; clumsy: as, awkward instruments
or contrivances. 5. Wanting dexterity or skill

in action or movement
; clumsy in doing any-

thing, as in using tools or implements; bun-

gling.
So true that he was awkward at a trick. Dryden.

6. Ungraceful in action or person; ungainly;
uncouth: as, awkward gestures; the awkward

gambols of the elephant.
Drop'd an awkward court'sy to the Knight.

Dryden, Wife of Bath's Tale.

7. Embarrassed; not at ease: used in relation

to persons: as, an awkward feeling. 8. Not
easily dealt with

; troublesome; vexatious; re-

quiring caution : as, an awkward predicament.
[Colloq.]
Between the weir and the trees it is an awkward spot,

but difficulty is the charm of fly-fishing.

Froude, Sketches, p. 241.

9f. Unlucky.
The beast long struggled as being like to prove
An awkward sacrifice. Marlowe.

= Syn. B and 6. Awkward, Clumsy, Ungainly, Uncouth,
Bungling, unhandy, inexpert, unskilful, inapt, lubberly;
uncourtly, inelegant, constrained, clownish. Awkward is

generally applied to want of ease and grace or skill in bodi-

ly movement, especially of the arms or legs : as, vxiawkward

gait ; awkward in the use of a tool. Clumsy starts from
the notion of heaviness, and consequent unwieldiness or

awkwardness in use ; it is applicable to the whole body or
to any part of it, even when still : as, a clumsy figure ;

clumsy hands. This difference is also found in the figura-
tive use of the words : a clumsy excuse is one that is put
together badly ; an awkivard excuse is one that may be

good, but is not gracefully presented. Ungainly, literally

unhandsome, not pleasing to the eye, is applied generally
to awkwardness of appearance. Uncouth, literally un-

known, uncommon, and so, by a bit of human conceit,

uninstructed, untrained, unrefined, sometimes even rude,
barbarous : as, uncouth phrases, manners. Bungling,
awkward in doing, handling awkwardly, spoiling by awk-

figurative use : as, he made

form and obscure origin. Cf. Goth, ibuks, back,
backward, in which ib-, like the prefix in ib-

dalja, descent, declivity, is perhaps a var. of

*ab, af, thus making ibuks = OS. abhuh, etc., =
E. am1

.] It. Turned in the opposite direction;
directed the wrong way ;

backhanded: as, "an
awk stroke," Palsgrave. 2f. Left; left-handed.

On the awk or left hand.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 717.

3f. Wrong; erroneous; perverse: as, the awk
end of a rod.

Confuting . . . the awk opinions of the Stoics.

Golding, tr. of De Mornay's Trueness of Christ. Religion.

4. Awkward to use; clumsy: as, an awk tool.

[Prov. Eng.] 5f. Strange; singular; distin-

guished.
Off elders of aide tynie and of theire awke dedys,
How they were lele in theire lawe, and lovede God Al-

myghty. Morte Arthure (ed. Perry, E. E. T. S.), 1. 13.

With ridiculous and awkward action . . .

He pageants us. Shak., T. and C., i. 3.

re was
.,
some-

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ix.for ornament.

Who would have predicted that the prince of Grecian

eloquence should have been found in astammering orphan,
of feeble lungs and ungainly carriage, deprived of educa-

tion by avaricious guardians? Everett, Orations, II. 213.

Many uncouth phrases and forgotten words seemed to

her no less available than common forms.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 126.

He must be a bungling gamester who cannot win.

Macaulay.

awkwardly (ak'ward-li), adv. In an awkward
manner, (a) Clumsily ; without dexterity or grace in

action ;
in a rude or bungling manner ; inelegantly. (6)

Embarrassingly ; inconveniently : as, awktvardly fixed or

situated.



awkwardness

awkwardness (ak'wjird-nes), . The state or

quality of being awkward, (a) Clumsiness; un-
wk'tilinesM

; unsuitable ess : as, the (tirkit'tirdnciiit

or of a pi in MI opcratio
account of its size oral
in action. (<) l.ark i

(/) An awkward circiin

ii a tool,

is; UMawfcmnfeuMafl bund Icon

ape. (h) liek of skill or dexterity
i MM in action

; niunceiQlMM.
stance or feeling ;

embarrassment ;

l.awl; , Sewing-
awl.

Mli|ilt iisailtlless ; ineollveNU'Mcr.

awl (al), . [Early mod. K. also aul, all, and by
misdivision ( mnrl for tin aid) iiairl, until, nail,
ME. nal. The earlier forms are of four types :

(1) ME. null-, nniii; mil, < AS. mrel, nirii'l : (LM

ME. otile, mill, inn I, innil, < AS. awel, uiful ; (!)
ME. cl, clc, < AS. HI; (4) ME. alle, al, < AS.
al, cal = OLG. u< ( = <>HG. ala, MHG. ale, G.
ulilr = Icel. air, an awl; with added formative,
OHG. alaii.in, nlinisn, *<ilnsna (> ML. alesna, >

It. tesiiia = Sp. Icsnti, alrsna = Pr. alena = OF.
nli'nm; F. nli'ne) = OD. aelscne, elsene (mod. I).

<M, > Sc. i-l.tiii, rlxnti, Shetland alinon, an awl.
Of. Skt. ara, an awl.] 1.

A pointed instniiiicnt for

piercing small holes in

leather, wood, etc., as the

bent-pointed tticl of the
shoemaker and saddler and
the straight-pointed lirinl-

awl of the joiner. 2. The
popinjay or green woodpecker, 1'icus or Gecinus
ririili.t. [Local, British.]

awl-bird (al'berd), n. SameasawJ, 2. Montagu.
awl-clip (al'klip), n. A device for holding
blanks, memoranda, etc., consisting of an awl
or pin fixed to a stand. The papers to be kept
on file are thrust upon the pin.

awless, . See aweless.

awl-shaped (al'shapt), a. 1. Having the shape
of an awl. 2. In hot., slender and tapering
toward the extremity from a broadish base, as
a leaf; subulate.

awl-tree (al'tre), n. [< awl, repr. Hind, al (see
al1

, al-root), + tree.] Same as al1 .

awlwort (al'wert), n. The popular name of the
Subularia aquatica: so called from its awl-

shaped leaves (Latin subula, an awl), it is a very
small stemless aquatic plant, natural order Cruciferte,
found in Europe, Siberia, and North America.

awm (am), n. Same as aam.

awmbryt (am'bri), n. Same as ambry.
awmous (a'mus), n. A Scotch form of alms.

awn 1
(an), n. [E. dial, also ang ; < ME. awnc,

aune, awenc, earlier agun, < AS. "agun (not re-

corded; the ME. may be from the Scand.) =
OHG. agana, MHG. agent, agne, ane, G. nlnn

(also agen), awn, = Icel. ogn, pi. agnar, = Sw.
agn, only in pi. agnar, = Dan. avne = Goth.
ahana, chaff, = Gr. &xyri, Doric axya, chaff; cf.

(with diff. formative) Gr. a^vpov, chaff, L. acus

(acer-), chaff, and AS. egl, E. at?2
, awn, and AS.

ear (contr. of *ahur = ONorth. ehcr, aihher), E.
ear2 (of corn) (see aiP, avel, acerose, and ear2 ) ;

ult. < *ak, be sharp. But it is possible that
two orig. different words, meaning 'awn' and
'chaff' respectively, have hero run together.]
In bot., a bristle-shaped terminal or dorsal ap-
pendage, such as the beard of wheat, barley,
and many grasses.
awn2

,
a. and v. An obsolete or dialectal form

of own.
awned (and), a. [< awn1 + -erf2 .] Having awns :

applied to leaves, leaf-stalks, etc., bearing a

long rigid spine, as in barley, ete.

awner (a'ner), n. A machine for removing the
avels or awns from grain; an aveler; a hum-
meler. See Itummeling-maehine.
awning (a'ning), . [First recorded in the 17th

century, in uaut. use
;
of undetermined origin,

but appar. (with suffix -in//
2

) < *awn, prob. a
naut. reduction of F. auvent, "a penthouse of
cloth before a shop-window" (Cotgrave), OF.
auvant, ML. auranna (also spelled auventus,
appar. in simulation of L. ventvs, wind), of
unknown origin.] A movable roof-like cover-

ing of canvas or other cloth spread over any
place, or in front of a window, door, etc., as
a protection from the sun's rays.

A court

Compact with lucid marbles, boss'd with lengths
Of classic frieze, with ample avndnijs gay.

Tennyton, Princess, ii.

It was very hot, and sitting under the awning turned
out to be the pleasantest occupation.

Lady Rranufy, Voyage of Sunbeam, i. 1.

See backbone. To house

With-

Backbone of an awning.
awnings. Set- fmuxi; r.

awnless (an'les), a. [< awn1 + -less.]
out awns or beard.

awny (a'ni), n. [< rticx 1 + -y
1
.] Havingawns;

bearded; bristly.
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awoke (a-wok'). 1'reterit and past participle
of atraki;

aworkt (a-werk'), prep, phr. an mli: [< ME.
MMftv; <f o ;i + u-ork.] At work; in a state of
labor or action.

Twurc a good mirth now to set him a-mtrk
To make IIIT wedding-ring.

MilMtflun, Chasti- Maid, L 1.

The bad will have but small matter whereon to -t tlu-ir

mischiufe a mirk. Miltuu, Ajiology for Smectymniius.

aworking (a-wer'king), prep. phr. as adv. [<
*

+ working."] At work; in or into a state of

working or action.
Never met

Adventure which might them a working set.

.S>-iwr, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 224.

awreakt, c. t. [< ME. atcrcken, < AS. dtt-recan,
< a- + wrccan, wreak: see n- 1 and wreak.] To
wreak

;
take vengeance on

; avenge.
Me were lever than al this toun
Of this tlispit awoken for to be.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 566.

awrongt (a-rdng'), prep. jihr. as adv. [< a3 +
irrnng. Cf. aright, a much older word.] In a

wrong manner; wrongly.
If I aim ,i

Awrong, 'twas in an envy of thy goodness.
Pnnl, Lady's Trial, HI. 3.

awry (a-ri'), prep. phr. as adv. or a. [< ME.
uicry, awrye, on wry ; < 3 -f- wry.] 1. Turned
or twisted toward one side

;
not in a straight

or true direction or position; asquint: as, to

glance or look awry,- the lady's cap is awry.
If she steps, looks, or moves aipry. Spectator, No. 66.

2. Figuratively, away from the line of truth
or right reason

; perverse or perversely.
Much of the soul they talk, but all HUTU.

Milton, P. R., iv. 313.

The prince's counsels all awry do go.
Sir J. Davi&i, Immortal, of Soul, xxxii.

To go (run, step, tread, walk) awry. (<) of persons :

To fall into error; do wrong, (ft) Of things : To turn out
badly or untowardly ; go wrong.
awsk (ask), n. A dialectal form of ogfc2 .

awsome, a. See awesome.
ax 1

, axe 1
(aks), n. [The reg. mod. spelling is

ax, < ME. OJT, also axe, ex, tex, < AS. tex, also

eax, = ONorth. acasa, acase = OS. accus = OD.
akes, D. aks, aakse, aaks, = OHG. acchits, achus,
MHG. acfces, axt, G. ax, axt = Icel. ox, oxi =
Sw. yxa = Dan. oxe = L. ascia, ax, mattock,
akin to Gr. afiw?, ax.] An instrument used
for hewing timber and chopping wood, and also

axil

oxa, ax
;
from the noun.] To shape or trim

with an ax.

ax2
t, axe'-r (aks), n. [< ME. ui, me (in comp.),

ff, cic, also as, < AS. eax, cex = OD. s*e, D. as
= OHG. aksa, MHG. ahse, G. achse = Dan. IIJTI-

= L. axis = Gr. auv = OBulg. osi, Uulg. Kcrv.
os = Pol. os = Buss, ost = Lith. axziit = Skt.

iikxhti, axis, axle. Hence axle, q. v.] An axle
;

an axis,

ax", axe :i (ak), . t. Obsolete or dialectal forms
of ask 1

.

For I wol nit. if it hir willc be
To be my wyf. Chaucrr.

axal (ak'sal), a. Same as ajcial.

axe 1
,

. aiid r. See ax1 .

axe2
t, . See x2 .

axe3
,

t'. See ax3 .

axe1
(aks), n. An English name of a native

species of lobelia, L. ureas.

axed (akst), a. [< as 1 + -i?.] In masonry,
dressed with a stone hammer to a smooth sur-

face.

Good effect is obtained by the contrast of HJ-I and pol-
ihc-cl surfaces. Kncye. Brit., IV. 474.

axes, n. Plural of ax and of axis.

axfitcht, . [A'8 written axvitch, axfetfh ; <

ax 1 -f- Jitch. This and the other names axsecd,

axwort, hatchet-fitch, and NL. Securigera, refer
to the ax-shaped seed.] A leguminous plant,
Securigera coronilla. Cotgrave,
ax-form (aks'form), a. Same as ax-shaped.
ax-head (aks'hed), . The head or iron of an
ax. Ancient ax-heads, formed of stone and
sometimes of bronze, are called celts.

axial (ak'si-al), a. [< axis + -al.] 1. Pertain-

ing to or of the nature of an axis.

From central development we pass insensibly to that

higher kind of development for which axial seems the
most appropriate name. //. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., { 50.

2. Situated in an axis or in the axis. 3. In

anat., pertaining to the somatic as distinguished
from the membral portions of the body; not

appendicular. Axial parts or organs arc, in general,
divided into epaxlal, hypaxial, and i>artisiiil, according
as they are situated over, under, or alongside the spinal
column.

4. In geol., forming the axis, central domi-

nating portion, or crest of a mountain-range.

, Broad-ax, Tor hewing ; K, Ax for chopping.

as a weapon of offense. The modern ax consists
of a head of iron, with an arching edge of steel, and a
helve or handle. The edge is in the plane of the sweep of

the tool, thus ditfering
from the adz, in which
the edge is at right angles
to the plane of the sweep.
As a weapon, the ax was
in very common use from
the earliest times until
the general adoption of
firearms. It was used by
the Egyptians. By the
Greeks it was looked
upon as a weapon of their
own ancestors and of the
Asiatic nations, and so

figured in works of Greek
art. The northern na-
tions who overthrew the
Roman empire used
many varieties of this

weapon, and Its use pre-
vailed throughout the
middle ages in Europe.
A light ax was common

among the Arabs and Moors. Axes of various kinds of

stone, or entirely of copper or bronze, are found among
prehistoric and ancient remains, and In use by barbarous
races. See celt'*. An ax to grind (in allusion to a story
told by Franklin), some private purpose to subserve, or
selfish end to attain. Bullhead ax, a pole-ax with a
small hammer-head at the back, used in slaughter-houses.
Sacred ax, a name given by col-

lectors of Chinese porcelain to an em-
blem or mark supposed to resemble
an ax, and found either alone or as

forming part of the decoration of cer-

tain pieces said to be assigned to war-
riors. To put the ax In the helve,
to solve a doubt ; find out a puzzle.

ax 1
,
axe 1

(aks), r. t.; pret. and

of jaileite from New Ireland.

Sacred Ax.-
, ,

. . .
.

pp. axed, ppr. axing. [= Icel. Sn" chu>ese *"-

Section of mountain showing anticlinal structure with axial mass
of eruptive or metamorphic rock.

The central or axial portions of many mountain-ranges
consist of crystalline, azoic, or archiran rocks ; this is espe-
cially true of the numerous ranges of the North American
Cordilleras.

Sometimes axal.
Axial canal, in crinoids, the central canal within the
hard perisoma of the stem, extending the length of the
latter and filled with a soft solid substance. Axial cav-
ity, in Actinozoa, the cavity common to the gastric sac
ana intermesenteric chambers. See Actinozoa. Axial
circle, a circle having its center on the axis of a curve.

Axial line, the name given by Faraday to the line in

which the magnetic force passes from one pole of a horse-
shoe magnet to the other. Axial plane, in crystal., a

plane containing (1)
two of the crystallographic axes, or

(2) the optic axes in the case of a biaxial crystal. Axial
rotation, rotation upon an axis. Axial skeleton, the
skeleton of the trunk and head and tail, as distinct from
the skeleton of the limbs.

axially (ak'si-al-i), adv. In a line with or in

the direction of the axis
;
with reference to the

axis.

There are many Transparent Objects, however, whose
peculiar features can only be made out when they are
viewed by light transmitted through them obliquely in-

stead of axially. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 14f>.

axiferous (ak-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. axis, axis, +
ferre = E. bear1

'.']
In bot., consisting of an

axis only, without leaves or other appendages :

applied by Turpin to fungi and algie, consid-
ered as consisting essentially of an axis merely.
axiform (ak'si-form), a. [< L. axis, axis, +
forma, shape.] In the form of an axis.

axifugal (ak-sif'u-gal), a. [< L. axis, axis, +
fuqcre, flee, + -at.] Centrifugal. [Bare.]
axil (ak'sil), n. [< L. axilla, dim. (cf. ala for

"axla, dim. ) of axis, axis, armpit : see ala, aisle,

axis1
, andorfe.] 1. Thearm-

pit, or axilla (which see).

[Rare.] 2. In bot., the an-

gle formed between the up-
per side of a leaf and the
stem or branch to which it

is attached ;
in cryptogams,

the angle formed by the

branching of a frond.

1
,



axile

axile (ak'sil). n. [< L. as it' *a.rili>t. < turin: sec

.)/*!.] 1. Of or belonging to an axis or tin-

axis; axial. 2. Situated in an axis or t lip axis,

as an embryo which lies in the axis of a seed.

A large sinus, which separates the axilr portion of the

stem of the proboscis from its investing emit.

lluxlrii, Anat. Invert., p. 55o.

3. Iii rwV/., axial, with reference to ovarian or-

gans or ova : opposed in this sense to periph-
eral.

This mass IICCIMIICS differentiated into nn axile cord of

piiitoiiliisniie mtetuiee, the rhachis, anil peripheral

masses, . . . which are the developing ova.

nuxlfii, Anat. Invert., p. 64S.

axilla (ak-sil'ii), .; pi. nrilhe (-). [L.: see

axil.] In (indt., the armpit; a region of the

body in the recess between the upper arm (or

in birds the upper part of the wing) and the

side of the chest beneath the shoulder, it is

pyramidal in shape, its apex corresponding to the inter-

val between the scaleni muscles opposite the first rib.

Axilla thermometer, a clinical thermometer: so named
because it is placed in the axilla in observing the temper-
ature of a person.

axillant(ak-sirant),</. [< axil + -mill."] Form-

ing an axil, as a leaf with another leaf in whose
axil it is. [Rare.]

For him the tree is a colony of phytons, each being a

bud with its axilltuit leaf and fraction of the stem and
root. Unctjc. Brit., XVI. 841.

axillar (ak'si-liir), a. and . [< ML. axillarix,

< L. axilla, axil : see axil.'] I. a. Same as ax-

illary.

II. . In ornith., one of the under wing-cov-
erts of a bird, growing from the axilla or arm-

pit, and distinguished from the under coverts

in general by being the innermost feathers lin-

ing the wing, lying close to the body, and al-

most always longer, stiffer, and narrower than
the rest. Commonly used in the plural.

axillary (ak'si-la-ri), a. and n. [As axillar :

see -/*, -nry
2
.] I. a. 1. In anat., pertaining

to the axilla; contained in the axilla: as, the

axillary boundaries; the axillary vessels. 2.

In the arthropod animals, pertaining to an
articulation or joint : said of parts which are

attached to the point of union of two joints
or other movable parts of the body. 3. In

hot., pertaining to or growing from the axil (of

plants). Bee cut under axil. Axillary arches, in

anat., muscular slips which sometimes pass from the latis-

simus dorsi (broadest muscle of the back), near its inser-

tion, across the axilla, to terminate in the tendon of the

pectoralis major (greater pectoral muscle), in the coraco-

brachialis, or otherwise. Axillary artery, the contin-
uation of the subclavian artery, after it has passed the
lower border of the first rib, as far as the lower border of
the axilla, where it takes the name of brachial artery.
It is divided into three portions, that above, that behind,
and that l>elow the pectoralis minor (smaller pectoral)
muscle, and gives off numerous branches, thoracic, sub-

scapular, and circumflex. Axillary feathers, In ornith.,
the axillars. See axilla?, n. Axillary nerve, the cir-

cumflex nerve of the arm. Axillary vein, in anat., the
continuation through the axilla of the basilic vein rein-

forced by the venie comites of the brachial artery and
other veins, and ending in the snbclavian.

II. n. Same as axillar.

axine (ak'sin), a. and . [< axis2 + -il.] I.

a. Of or pertaining to the group of deer of
which the axis, or spotted Indian hog-deer, is

the type.
II, n. A deer of the axine group.

axinite (ak'si-nit), n. [< Gr. afi'w/, ax (see nx1
),

+ -itea.] A mineral occurring commonly in

crystals, whose general form is that of a very
oblique rhomb, so flattened that some of its

edges become thin and sharp like the edge of
an ax (whence its name), also sometimes found
in lamellar masses. It is a silicate of aluminium,
iron, and manganese and calcium, with 5 per cent, of boron
trioxid, and is commonly of a clove-brown or plum-blue
color.

axinomancy (ak'sin- or
ak-sin'o-man-sij, w.

[< L. axinomantia, < Gr. "at-tvo/javreia, < of/w/,

ax, + /imrreia, divination: see Mantis.] An
ancient kind of divination for the detection
of crime by means of an ax or axes. One ionn
consisted in poising an ax on a bar, and repeating the
names of persons suspected. If the ax moved at the name
of any one, he was pronounced guilty. For another form,
see extract.

[Jet] was moreover employed in the form of divination
called axinuinancy. Laid on a hatchet made hot, it was
stated not to consume if the desires of the consulting party
were destined to be fulfilled.

Archteolugia, XLIII. 517. (Dai'iet' Sup. Glons.)

axinometry, >i. See axonometry.
axiolite (ak'si-o-lit), w. [<L. axis, axis, + Gr.

'Ai6of, stone.] An aggregation of rudimentary
crystal-fibers and products of devitrification,
occurring in certain rocks like rhyolite. Axio-
lites resemble spherulites, except that their arrangement
is divergent from a line instead of from a point.
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Axiolite. Specimen of rhyolite from Virginia Range, Nevada,
magnified too diameters.

(From Zirkel's
"
Microscopical Petrography.")

axiolitic (ak"si-o-lit'ik), a. Of, pertaining to,
or of the nature of axiolite.

axiom (ak'si-om), n. [< L. axioma, < Gr. a^iuua,
that which is thought fit, a requisite, that which
a pupil is required to know beforehand, a self-

evident principle, < uS-toiv, think fit or worthy,
require, demand, < af'of, worthy, fit, lit. weigh-
ing as much as, of like value, < aj'ov, drive,

lead, also weigh, = L. agere, drive, do, etc. : see

act, v., agent, etc.] 1. A self-evident, un-

demonstrable, theoretical, and general propo-
sition to which every one who apprehends its

meaning must assent. The Greek word was prob-
ably applied by Plato (though it does not occur in his

dialogues in this sense) to certain first premises of mathe-
matics ; and this continues to be the ordinary use of the
term. It was extended by Aristotle to similar principles
supposed to underlie other branches of knowledge. The
axioms or "common notions" of Euclid, as given in Eng-
lish translations, are twelve in number, viz. : (1) Things
which are equal to the same are equal to one another. (2)
If equals be added to equals, the wholes are equal. (3) If

equals be taken from equals, the remainders are equal. (4)
If equals be added to unequals, the wholes are unequal.
(5) If equals he taken from unequals, the remainders are

unequal. (6) Things which are double of the same are

equal to one another. (7) Things which are halves of the
same are equal to one another. (8) Magnitudes which
coincide with one another, that is, which exactly fill the
same space, are equal to one another. (0) The whole
is greater than its part. (10) Two straight lines cannot
inclose a space. (11) All right angles are equal to one
another. (12) If a straight line meets two straight lines,
so as to make the two interior angles on the same side of
it taken together less than two right angles, these straight
lines, being continually produced, shall at length meet
upon that side on which are the angles which arc less

than two right angles. Only the flrst three of these are

universally acknowledged to be authentic, though the
latest editor, Heiberg, allows the eighth and ninth also.

Euclid gives besides a list of postulate*, which, as given
in English translations, are : (1) Let it he granted that a

straight line may he drawn from any one point to any
other point. (2) That a terminated straight line may be
produced to any length in a straight line. (3) And that a
circle may be described from any center, at any distance
from that center. What the English editions give as
the eleventh and twelfth axioms formed originally the
fourth and fifth jiosttilates, and in the best Ms. the tenth
axiom appeal's as the sixth postulate. It would thus
seem that he understood by "postulate "a geometrical
premise which was asked to be taken for granted, and
by "axiom" or "common notion," a not specially geo-
metrical principle with the use of which the learner
would be already familiar. This agrees with Aristotle's
definition of an axiom as a principle which he who would
learn must bring of himself. The Leihnitzians distin-

guish a postulate as a self-evident practical principle
from an axiom as a self-evident theoretical principle. Ac-
cording to Kant, an axiom is a necessary and general syn-
thetical proposition which declares a property of pure
space or time and rests directly on intuition, and is thus
self-evident. He refused the name to the genuine "com-
mon notions

"
of Euclid, holding these to he analytical

propositions. Modem mathematicians seem to regard the
axioms of geometry as an analysis of the independent
properties of space, so that the longer the list, provided
the propositions are really independent, the more per-
fectly has the design been fulfilled. Many eminent mathe-
maticians hold that there is no reason to think these
axioms to be exactly true, but that they must be assumed
to be slightly erroneous one way or the other ; although
experience shows that they approximate so nearly to the
truth that it may he doubted whether it will ever be pos-
sible to measure the amount of their error. A similar
doctrine is held by some thinkers concerning metaphysi-
cal axioms, such as the axiom that every event is deter-
mined by causes.

2. Any higher proposition, obtained by gen-
eralization ai\d induction from the observation
of individual instances; the enunciation of a

general fact; an empirical law. This use origi-
nated with Bacon, influenced probably by the employ-
ment of axiom by the Stoics to mean any proposition.

3f. In logic, a proposition, whether true or false :

a use of the term which originated with Zeno
the Stoic. -Syn. 1. Maxim, Trvim,etc. See aphorism.
axiomatic (ak"si-o-mat'ik), a. [< Gr. nfiu/ummif,
< ufj,ua(r-), an axiom: see attorn.] 1. Of the
nature of an axiom, self-evident truth, or re-
ceived principle ; self-evident.

axis

Many controversies arise touching tin 1 'i.rii,nttii' charac-
ter of the law. Sir )!'. llamillnn, Ixigic, I. 88.

2. Full of axioms or maxims ; aphoristic.
The mo.st uriinttntir of English poets.

Snlttltfll. lloctor, p. 381.

axiomatical (ak"si-o-mat'i-kal), a. 1. Of the
nature of an axiom

;
axiomatic. 2. ( )f or per-

taining to axioms or received first principles:
as. "materials of axiomatical knowledge," lio-

linghrolv. 3f. In logic, of, pertaining to, or

of the nature of a proposition, whether true or

I'alsr.

axiomatically (ak'si-o-mafi-kal-i), adv. In

an axiomatic manner, (a) By the use of axioms
;

as an axiom or axiomatic truth, (fef) In <V//'c.

in the form of asimple proposition. 8e<-.''/'i. !!.

axiometer (ak-si-orn'o-ti-r), . [< L. axis, axis,
+ mctrum, a measure.] An instrument for show-

ing the position of the tiller of a vessel which
uses a steering-wheel.
axiopistyt (ak'si-o-pis-ti), . [< Gr. aSinmaria,
< d|iu7rn-of, trustworthy, < nfif. worthy, +
-IOTOS, verbal adj. of Keifcatiai, trust, believe.]
Worthiness to be believed: trustworthiness.

Imp. Diet.

axis 1
(ak'sis), .

; pi. axes (-sez). [L., axle, axis,

pole of the earth; poet., the heavens; also, a
board or plank (see ashler) ;

= AS. eax, E. a*2 ,

axle: seej'2
, axle."] 1. The motionless, or rela-

tively motionless, imaginary line about which
a rotating body, such as the earth, turns: spe-
cifically called in this sense the axis of revolu-

tion or rotation (which see, below).
On their own axis as the planets run,
Yet make at once their circle round the sun.

I'npe, Essay on Man, iii. 31:i.

2. The axle of a wheel; the cylindrical portion
of any mechanical piece intended to turn in

bearings: as, the axis of a transit instrument.
The weightines of the wheele doth settle it vpon his

Axis. l-'ntlterbti, Atheomastix, xi. 1. (A". E. D.)

3. In anat.: (a) The second cervical vertebra :

so called because the atlas turns upon it as
about a pivot or axis, bearing the head with it.

A
Sf

Human Axis (upper figure, right side; lower figure, leftside).

ft, body ; f>, odontoid process; c, articulatory surface for atlas; rf,

foramen for vertebral artery ; e, superior articulating surface ; f, spi-
nous process ; f, inferior articulating surface ; h, transverse process.

It is usually distinguished from the other vertebra by hav-

ing an odontoid or tooth-like process, furnishing the pivot
about which the atlas turns : hence called the toothed wpr-

tebra (vertebra dentata), or the odontoid vertebra (vertebra
odontoidea). (ft) The odontoid process of the axis.

(c) The entire vertebral column. (<7) The
central or axial nervous system of a vertebrate :

as, the cerebrospiual axis, (e) The columella
or modiolus of the cochlea. (/) A short thick

artery which immediately divides into several
branches: as, the celiac axis; the thyroid axis,

(g) The axis-cylinder of a nerve, (h) Same as
axon. 4. The central line of a solid of revo-

lution; the central line of any symmetrical, or

nearly symmetrical, body : as, the axis of a cyl-
inder, of the eye, etc. 5. Any line with refer-

ence to which the physical properties of a body,
especially its elasticity, are symmetrical. 6.
In Trilobita, specifically, the tergum; the me-
dian colivex portion of a thoracic somite, inter-

vening between the pleura or flattened lateral

portions of the thorax. See cut under Trilnhi tit .

7. In conch., the imaginary line or space
around which the whorls of a spiral shell turn.

8. In hot., the stem; the central part or

longitudinal support on which organs or parts
are arranged. The root has sometimes been
called the descending axis. A. Gntif.
In many cases the floral axix is prolonged beyond one or

more circles of floral organs, and the sti-m again assumes
the ordinary leaf-bearing form. frit'itce, III. 302.



axis

9. In ijmff. and (/rot., the central or dominat-
ing region of a mountain-chain, or the line
which follows the crest of a range anil thus in-

dicates the position of the most conspicuous
portion of the uplift, in ., folded region, or une In

Section of iiiountain showing position of axis of synclinally
folded sti.it. i.

\\ lii.h the strata liavc )>een bent into anticlinals and syn-
clinals, the axis of each Mil is tin' plane indicating the
direction parallel to which the folding ha.s taken place, or
toward uhich the strata incline,

10. Iii analytical geom., any fixed line of refer-

ence used to determine the position of a point or
series of points (line, surface) in space. Anti-
clinal axis, in (ml. Sec initii-ii'iiHi. - Axes of an ellip-
soid, its maximum and minimum diameters and the diam-
eter perpendicular to these.- Axes of coordinates, or
Coordinate axes, in aiinliltiml ../...,;<., fixed lines on
which 01- parallel to which an element (ahsci.ssa or urdi-

nate) of the position of a point is measured. Axes Of
light-elasticity, the three directions at right angles to
one another in a biaxial crystal in which the elasticity of
the light-ether has its maximum, minimum, and mean
value. In a trimetriu (orthorhombic) crystal they coin-
cide with the crystallographic axes; in a monoclimc crys-
tal one coincides with the orthodiagonal axis, the others
lie in the plane of symmetry. In a triclinic crystal there
is no necessary relation between the two sets of axes.
Axis Of a beam of light, the middle ray of the beam.
Axis of a cone, a straight line drawn from the vertex

to the center of the base. Axis Of a conic, a diameter
perpendicular to the chords it bisects. Axis of a crys-
tal, in crtixtal., one of three or four imaginary lines as-
sumed for convenience to define the position of the

planes of the crystal, and to exhibit its symmetry. See
criistiiltiymiiliii. Axis of a curve, a right line dividing
it into two symmetrical parts, so as to bisect every chord
perpendicular to it, as in a parabola, ellipse, or hyperbola.
Axis of a cylinder, a straight line drawn from the

center of the one end to that of the other. Axis of
affinity, the axis of homology of figures homological by
affinity. Axis Of a gun or piece, the middle line of the
lx>re of the gun. Axis of a lens, a straight line drawn
through the optical center of the lens, and perpendicular
to both its surfaces. Axis of a magnet, the imaginary
line which connects the north and south poles of the

magnet. Axis of a sphere, any straight line drawn
through the center and terminated both ways by the sur-
face of the sphere. Axis of a spherical, concave, or
convex mirror, a straight line which passes through the

geometrical and optical centers of the mirror. Axis of
a telescope, a straight line passing through the centers
of all the glasses in the tube. Axis of collineation, in

math., a line which corresponds to itself in a projective
transformation. Axis of direct elasticity, a direction
in a solid body such that a longitudinal strain In that di-

rection produces a stress precisely opposed to the strain.

Axis of elasticity, a direction in a solid body with
respect to which some kind of symmetry exists in the
relation of strains and stresses. Axis of homology,

the
line upon which corresponding lines of two figures in

homology intersect each other. Axis of oscillation of
a pendulum, a right line passing through the center
alxmt which it vibrates, and perpendicular to the plane
of vibration. Axis of perspective, the line in which
the plane of a perspective representation cuts any plane
represented. Axis of reflection, in the method of in-

version in geometry, any line considered as perpendicular
to and bisecting the distance between two inverse points.
Axis Of refraction, a straight line drawn

perpendicular
to the surface of the refracting medium, through the point
of incidence of the refracted ray. Some crystals have two
axes of refraction. Axis Of rotation, the imaginary line

almut which all the parts of a rotating body turn. Axis
of similitude of three circles,

a line passing through
two intersections of corresponding pairs of common
tangents of two pairs out of the three circles. The axis
of similitude also necessarily passes through a third such
point, but this fact is not essential to its definition.

Axis Of symmetry, a line on both or all sides of which
the parts of a body or magnitude are symmetrically dis-

posed. Axis Of the earth, the straight line connecting
its two poles, and about which it performs its diurnal ro-

tation. Axis of the eye, a straight line passing through
the centers of the pupil and crystalline lens ; the optic
axis. Axis of the Ionic capital, a line passing peri>en-

dicularly through the middle of the eye of the volute.

Axis Of the world, the imaginary axis passing through
the celestial poles. Axis of vision. See rieual axis, be-
low. Baslcranlal axis, a straight line drawn from a

point midway between the occipital condyles, through the
median plane of the skull, to the junction of the ethmoid
and presplienolil, in the floor of the cerebral cavity.
Huxley. See cut under craniofacial. Baslfacial axis,
or facial axis, a straight line drawn from the anterior

extremity of the premaxilla to the anterior extremity of
the basicranial axis (which see, above): not to l>e con-
founded with/V/em/ line. See craninmetry, and cut under
'ranioj'wial. Cellac axis, (a) A short, thick branch of
the abdominal aorta, given off just below the diaphragm,
and immediately dividing into the gastric, hepatic, and
splenic arteries. (6) The sympathetic plexus which sur-
rounds this artery. Cerebrosplnal a^ See eerebro-

spinal. Conjugate or minor axis, in geom., an axis,

especially of a hyperlwla, perpendicular to the transverse
avis. The term was originally used in the plural for a pair
of conjugate diameters at right angles to each other. As
no\\ used, it is an abbreviated expression for axis conju-
gate to tin- t,-<iit*n-,-H> ajcix. Facial axis. -See brtsifncittl
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nxitt, above. - Harmonic axis. *r><hnnmiti><-. Instan-
taneous axis, l be axis about which a body is rotating at

any inMaii! : an e\prc.--ioii applicable uiien motion is

considered in only two dimensions or when a point of the

body is fixed ; in other cases It would be an inaccurate
abbreviation of the following: Instantaneous sliding
axis, that line about which a body is rotating and alonk'
whicli it is .simultaneously sliding at any instant. Every
rigid body at every instant of its motion has such an in-

stantaneous sliding axis. Macrodiagonal axis, mag-
netic axis. See the adjectives. NCUTal aXlS, in nn'lt..
the rei ebrospinal a\is; the axis or central trunk of the

ccrehroHpinai system. Neutral axis, in nn'<-lt.: (n) of a

beam, the plane in which the tensile and compressing
forces terminate, and in which the stress is therefore m<
thing, (li) of a deflected bar, the line along which then- is

neither extension nor compression. Optic axis, the axis
of the eye (which see, above). - Orthogonal or principal
metatatlc axes, three axes in a body such that, if a cube
be cut out having its faces normal to these axes, and if

there be a linear elongation along one of them and an
equal linear compression along a second, no tangential
stress will result round the third axis on planes normal
to the first two. Radical axis of two circles, the line

joining their pointe of intersection. This line is i.-al even
when the circles do not really Intersect, the difference of
its distance from the two centers being proportional to the
difference of the areas of the two circles.- Spiral axis,
in an-h., the axis of a twisted column spirally drawn in

order to trace the circumvolutions without. Synclinal
axis, in iiful. See synclinal. Tectonic axes, in crys-
tal., the lines along which the minute crystals are ar-

ranged in the formation of a complex crystalline growth.
Thus, dendritic crystallizations of gold and copper often
branch at angles of GO', their directions being parallel
to the sides of an octahedral face. The principal axes
of inertia of a body, those lines passing through its cen-
ter of mass about which its moments of Inertia are a maxi-
mum and a minimum, together with the third line per-
pendicular to these at their intersection. The princi-
pal axes Of stress in a body, the directions of the three

conjugate normal stresses. Thyroid axis, a short, thick
branch from the subclavian artery, dividing almost im-

mediately Into the inferior thyroid, suprascapular, and
transversalis colli. Transverse or major axis, in coY
section*, the diameter which passes through the foci. In
the ellipse it is the longest diameter ; in the hyperbola it

is the shortest ; and in the parabola it is, like all the other
diameters, infinite in length. Visual axis, in ph'jgiol.,
the straight line passing through the center of the pupil
and the middle of the macula lutea. It does not coincide
with the optic axis. Also called visual tine, or axis o/
nmVui. Zone axis. See zone.

axis2 (ak'sis), N. [L. axis (Pliny) ; perhaps of
E. Ind. origin.] 1. A kind of East Indian

deer, Cervius axis, of which there are several

varieties, perhaps species. The body is spotted
with white. Also called axig-deer, spotted deer,
and hog-deer. 2. [cap.'] [NL.] A genus of
such deer. Ham. Smith, 1827.

axis-cylinder (ak'sis-sil'in-der), w. In anat.,
the central part of a nerve-fiber; the core of
white nerve-tissue in a nerve-fiber, it is the es-

sential part of the nerve, and is the only part found at
its origin and termination. In cross-section, a bundle of
nerve-fibers appears like a bunch of lead pencils, the axis-

cylinder corresponding to the lead. Also called baiid-axi*
and axix-band.

axis-deer (ak'sis-der), . Same as axis'*, 1.

axisynimetric(ak"'si-8i-met'rik), . Symmetri-
cal with reference to an axis.

axle (ak'sl). n. [Early mod. E. also axel, axell,

axile, < ME. axel, axil (chiefly in comp. axel-

tree, q. v.
;
not in AS., where only the primitive

a-x, tux occurs: see <u;2) = Icel. oxall, m., =
Sw. Dan. nxel, axle; not found in this sense in

the other languages, where its place is supplied
by the primitive ax*, but ult. = ME. cexl, exl, <

axle-tooth

Leading axle, in British 1 ......motives, an axle of a wheel
in front of the driving-wheels.- Hail axle, in r<inch-t>iiild-

in'i, an axle which is secured by a plate at its back instead
of a nut on tin- end.

The commonest kind of oil axle is called the /,,ro7, be
can-, the peculiar mode of fastening was first used in

the mail coaches. J. W. Bury?**, Coach-Building, p. 1-1.

Telescopic axle, an extension-axle which permits the
running-wheels of a railroad-car to be slipped in or out.
thu^ making them adaptable to tracks of different ^'aL--'

Trailing axle, the rear axle of a locomotive. In Kng
lish engines it is usually placed under the foot-plate.

axle-adjuster (ak'sl-a-jus'ter), n. A machine
for straightening axles; a machine used in giv-

ing to the spindle its proper line of direction

n-hitivoly to the axletree.

axle-arm (ak'sl-arm), w. The spindle on the
end of an axle on which the box of the wheel

slips,
or one of the two pivots on which the

axle itself turns. See second cut under nsli-

lui.r.

axle-bar (ak'sl-biir), M. The bar of an axle-
tree.

axle-block (ak'sl-blok), M. The block placed
upon the axle of a vehicle to form a seat for
the spring when it is depressed.
axle-box (ak'sl-boks), H. The box which con-
tains the bearings for the spindle of an axle, or
the journal of an axle,
as of a carriage-wheel, a
railroad-car wheel, etc. ;

the bushing or metal

lining of the hub whicli

forms the rotatory bear-

ing of the axle of a ve-
hicle.- Axle-box guides,
the guides for the brasses of
an axle box. Radial axle-
box, in a railroad-car, a slid-

ing axle-box, so arranged that,
with its fellow, it maintains
the axle in a position radial to
the curve of the track, how-
ever its direction

Railroad-car Axle-box.

tt, axle ; *, journal ; c, sad-
dle, by means of which the

weight of the car rests on the
journal ; ,/, chamber for a lu-

bricating substance, having its

lid at i.

Miller's Rubber-cushioned Axle-boi.

*. hub : ff, axle-box ; C. axle-arm : A
rubber cushions ; E, compression-nut ; / .

cavities in compression-nut admitting points
of the wrench when compressing cushions ;

G, slotted retaining-steeve ; //, spuron axle-
box ; y, space between axle-box and hub.

AS. eaxl, exel = OHG. ahsala, MHG. ahsrl, G.
acliscl = Icel. oxl, {., = Sw. Dan. axel = Norw.
okxl, akul, axel, the shoulder, = L. dla (for "ax-

la), shoulder-joint, wing (see ala, aisle, and cf.

axilla): with formative -I, < ax2 (L. axix, etc.),
axle (the shoulder-joint being the axle or axis
on which the arm turns) : see ax2 .] 1. The pin
or spindle on which a wheel revolves, or which
forms the axis of the wheel and revolves with it.

Properly, the axle of a carriage-, cart-, or wagon-wheel is

the round arm of the axletree or axle-bar which is inserted
in the hub or nave, but the name is sometimes extended to
the whole axletree.

2f. An axis, as of the earth.

Whether . . .

He [the sun] from the east his flaming road begin,
Or she [the earth] from west her silent course advance,
With inoffensive pace that spinning sleeps
On her soft axle. Milton, P. L., viii. 165.

Axle stop-key, a plate upon the end of the axle of a ratl-

road-car, intended to prevent excessive lateral motion and
to take the wear. Blind axle, an axle that does not com-
municate power ; a dead axle. Collinge axle, in coach-

building, an axle the box of which is secured upon the
arm by two nuts screwed right and left. Compound
axle, an axle having two parts connected by a sleeve or
some other locking arrangement. Dead axle, one which
does not impart motion ; a blind axle : opposed to a lite axle.

or driring-aaclt. Dipping the axle, in enarh-buililiun,

bending the end of the axle so that the wheel shall strike

squarely upon the ground. Driving-axle, in locomotive
engines, the axle which receivesthe power from the

steam-piston transmitted through the piston-rod and con-

necting-rod. The rear end of the latter is connected
either with cranks formed in this axle, or more generally
with crank-pins upon the driving-wheels at its ends.

may change.

axle-clip (ak'sl-

klip), ii. A
clevis or bow
which unites
some other part
of a vehicle to

the axle Axle-
clip tie, the cross-

bar which joins
and secures the
ends of the how-
clip (which see)
V i >

aXie-COliar
(ak 'si ko] //: ir^

s' /'

n. The collar
on an axle which receives the lateral pressure
from the wheel or bearing.
axled (ak'sld), a. Furnished with an axle or
with axles.

axle-gage (ak'sl-gaj), . A wheelwright's in-
strument for giving to the spindle of an axle its

proper swing and gather.
axle-guard (ak'sl-giird), w. Those parts of a
railroad-car in which the axle-box plays verti-

cally under the yield and reaction of the car-

springs Axle-guard Stays, the iron rods or straps
which are bolted to the frame and to all the ends of the
axle-guards, to strengthen them.

axle-hook (ak'sl-huk), n. A hook in front of
the axle of a carriage, to which is attached the

stay-chain connecting the axle and the double-
tree.

axle-nut (ak'sl-nut), M. A screw-nut fitted to
the end of the arm of an axle to keep the wheel
in place.

axle-packing (ak'sl-pak'ing), M. The guard
or material placed about an axle to exclude
dust.

axle-pin (ak'sl-pin), n. Same as linch-pin.
axle-saddle (ak'sl-sad'l), n. A saddle-shaped
clip, used in securing a spring to an axle.

axle-seat (ak'sl-set). n. The hole in a rail-

road-car wheel which receives the arm of the
axle.

axle-skein (ak'sl-skiin), n. A band, strip, or
thimble of metal placed on a wooden axle-arm
to prevent the wood from wearing rapidly.
axle-sleeve (ak'sl-slev), . A sleeve placed
round a railroad-car axle in order to hold up
the ends should the axle be broken.
axle-tooth (ak'sl-toth), n. [E. dial., also assle-,

a~?te-, assal-tooth, early mod. E. axel-, axill-

tooth, < late ME. axyltothe (= Dan. axel-land);
< 'axel (Shetland yackle) (< Icel. jail = Norw.
jaksle, jakle = Sw. dial, jakkel, jaksl = Dan.
axel), a jaw-tooth, grinder, + tooth.'] A grind-
er; a molar. [Prov. Eng.]



axletree

axletree (ak'sl-tre), n. [< ME. axel-tree, axil-

trc, etc. (= Icel. oxul-tre), < axel + tree. Cf. ax-

tree.} 1. A bar or beam fixed crosswise under
the body of a carnage, having rounded axles at

the ends for a pair of wheels to revolve on.

Be hem tuniethe alle the firmament, right as clothe a

wheel, that turneth be his axille tree.

Maundemlle (eel. Halliwell), p. 182.

2f. An axis.

axle-yoke (ak'sl-yok), n. A plate beneath an
axle through which the ends of the saddle-clip

pass. It serves as a washer-plate for the nuts

upon the ends of the saddle-clip.

axman, axeman (aks'man), n.
; pi. axmen, axe-

men (-men). 1. One who wields an ax
;
one em-

ployed in chopping ;
a woodman..

Axemen were put to work getting out timber for bridges,
nd cutting fuel for the locomotives when the road was

completed. U. S. Grant, in The Century, XXXI. 136.

2. Formerly, a soldier whose weapon was an ax.

We hear nothing of any prisoners being taken, nothing
of any of the axemf.n taking to flight.

E. A. Freeman, Old Eng. Hist., p. 336.

ax-master (aks'mas"ter), n. A name given in

Honduras to a tree with very hard wood. Its

genus is not known.
Axminster carpet. See carpet.
axoid (ak'soid), a. [< axis1 + -aid.} Of or

pertaining to the axis : used in anatomical terms,
chiefly in composition: as, the occipito-axoid

ligament. See axis1
,
3.

Axolotes (ak-so-16'tez), n. A Latinized form
of axolotl, used as a generic name. See Sire-

don.

axolotl (ak'so-lotl), re. [Mex.] A urodele or
tailed amphibian found in Mexico, which is

supposed not to undergo metamorphosis, but

Axolotl (Atnblystoma).

to retain its gills throughout life, breeding in
the larval state. From this circumstance the ani-
mal was made the type of a distinct genus, Siredon,
and was placed with Proteus, Siren, etc., in the family
Proteidce, under the name of Siredon piscifonne. An-
other species has been named Siredon lichenoides. Later
observations, however, have shown that the axolotl, or

siredon, is simply a prolonged, sometimes permanent,
stage like that which all the species of salamandrines
of the family Amblystomidte pass through, and that the
animal is referable to the genus Amblystmna. Axolotls
are common in lakes and lagoons in Mexico, like the vari-

ous species of Amblystmna known in the United States
as mud-puppies, water-dogs, etc. They have the appear-
ance of gigantic tadpoles about to turn into frogs, being
from 6 to 9 inches long, with a large compressed tail, 4

legs, gill-tufts on each side of the neck, and obtuse flat-

tened head. They are marketable in Mexico, where they
are said to be deemed a luxury as an article of food.

axometer (ak-som'e-ter), n. [< L. axis (Gr.
afuv), axis, + metrum (Gr. /icrpov), measure.]
An instrument used in adjusting the height of
the bridge of a pair of spectacles, to bring the
centers of the lenses in line horizontally with
the centers of the pupils of the eyes.

axqn (ak'son), .
; pi. axones (-ez). [< Gr. afwv,

axis: see axis2
, ax*.] In anat., the body-axis;

the mesal, longitudinal, skeletal axis of the

body, represented in Branchiostoma and em-
bryos by a membrauogelatinous notochord, and
in most adult vertebrates by the cartilaginous
or osseous centra of the vertebra and the base
of the skull. Wilder, N. Y. Med. Jour., Aug.
2, 1884, p. 113. Also called axis.

Axonia (ak-so'ni-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. auv,
axis.] Organic forms, animal or vegetable,
having definite axes : the opposite of Anaxonia.
The Axonia are divided into Homaxonia, having all axes
equal, as spherical and polyhedral forms, and Protaxonia,
having one main axis about which other axes are arranged.
The latter are again subdivided into Monaxonia and Stan-
raxonia. See these words.

axonometry (ak-so-nom'e-tri), n. [Irreg. < Gr.

afuv, axis, + fterpov, measure.] The art of

making a perspective representation of figures
when the coordinates of points in them are
given. Also written axinontetry.

axqspermous ^ak-so-sper'mus), a. [< L. axis,
axis, + Gr. c^tpfia, seed.] In bot., an epithet
descriptive of compound fruits which have an
axile placentation, the attachment of the seeds
being toward the axis.

axotomous (ak-sot'o-mus), a. [< L. axis (Gr.
al-uv), axis, + Gr. TO^OC, < rifiveiv, ra/telv, cut.]
In mineral., cleavable in a direction perpendic-
ular to the axis.

axseedt, . [< axi + seed.] Same as axfitch.
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ax-shaped (aks'shapt), a. In bot., shaped like

an ax or a hatchet; dolabriform.

ax-stone (aks'ston), .. A mineral found chiefly
in New Zealand and the South Sea islands, and
used by the natives for axes and other cutting
instruments, whence the name. Also called

nephrite and jade.
axtree (aks'tre), . [Sc., also aixtree, extree, <

ME. axtre, extre, axtreo, < AS. *eaxtre6w, < eax,

E. arc2
,
+ treow, E. tree, beam. Cf. axletree.}

An axletree. [Obsolete, except in Scotland.]
A large pyn in maner of an extre.

Chaucer, Astrolabe, p. 8.

Thunder and earthquakes raging, and the rocks

Tumbling from down their scyts like mighty blocks
Rowl'd from huge mountains, such a noise they make,
As though in sunder heav'ns huge axtree brake.

Drayton, Poems (ed. Halliwell), p. 219.

axunge (ak'sunj), . [< F. axunge, now axonge,
< L. axungia, grease, fat, wagon-grease, < axis,

axle, + imgere, grease: see unguent.} The in-

ternal fat of the body, especially of pigs and
geese ; fat

;
lard.

axungious (ak-sun'ji-us), a. [< axunge + -ious.}
Lard-like

;
fat

; greasy. Sir T. Browne.

axvitcht, axwortt, Same as axfitch.

ay1
, aye1

(a), adv. [< ME. ay, aye, ai.ei (in
Ormulum agg), prop, a northern form (< Icel. ei,

ey), the native form being ME. oo, o, earlier a,
< AS. a (orig. *dw, with added adv. formative

awa, awo) = OS. eo, io, gio = OFries. a-, e- (in

comp.), = OHG. io, eo, MHG. ie, je, G. je = Icel.

ei, ey (as above) = Goth. aiio=Gr. act, Ionic ale/,

poet, or dial. aUf, aUv, ai$, aii, ai, aiv, airi, ai,

alt, a'uv, aiv, t/i, orig. a'tFei, ever, always, prop,
ace. (in Gr. locative) of a noun, AS. ai, cew (orig.

*aw), existence, law, marriage,= OS. eo, law, =
OFries. a, e, ewe, ewa, law, = OHG. ewa, MHG.
ewe, e, eternity, law, marriage, = G. ehe, mar-

riage, = Goth, aiws, an age, a long period, eter-

nity, = L. atvum, OL. aevom (whence ult. E. age,

eternal, q. v.) ;
cf. Gr. aiitv, "alfuv (with unorig.

formative v), an age, an eon (see eon) ; orig.

appar. a going, a course, with formative -va,
< I/ *i, Skt. i, Gr. l-evcu = L. i-re, go : see iter

and go. This adv. was much used as a general-

izing prefix (somewhat like the related suffix

ever in whoever, whatever, etc.), and, fused with

ge-, exists unrecognized in each, either. With
the negative it exists in nay and wo1

,
which are

related to each other as the simple ay and
(obs.) o. The spelling ay, like nay, is histor-

ically and analogically the proper one.] 1.

Ever; always; for ever; continually; for an
indefinite time. [Now only poetical and North.
E. dial.]

Care for the Conscience, & kepe it ai dene.
The ABC of Aristotle (E. E. T. S., extra ser., VIII. i. 65).

Let this pernicious hour
Stand aye accursed in the calendar !

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1.

St. Ever: indefinitely, after if.

Behold the man ! and tell me, Britomart,
If ay more goodly creature thou didst see?

Spenser, F. Q., III. ill. 32.

For ay, for ever : sometimes strengthened by combination
for ever and ay.

The soul, though made in time, survives for ay;
And though it hath beginning, sees no end.

Sir J. Dames, Immortal, of Soul, xxix.

ay2 (a), interj. [Also aye, eigh (and, in this use,
eh), < ME. ey, ei ; a mere interj., of no definite

history, but it may be regarded, formally, as a
variant of ME. a, E. ah,, oh. In the poetical
ay me, prob. in imitation of OF. aymi, Sp. ay
de mi, It. ahime; cf. F. ahi, ai, Sp. ay, It. ahi,
ah: see ah, 0, oh, and cf. eh.} Ah! O! oh!
an exclamation expressing surprise, interest,
regret, etc., according to the manner of utter-
ance. [North. Eng. and Scotch.] Ay me! ah
me ! an expression of regret or sorrow. [Poetical.]

Ay me ! that thankes so much should faile of meed.
Spenser, Virgil's Gnat, 1. 353.

ay3
,
adv. or interj. See ayeS.

ay3,
n. See aye*.

ay4!, See eyl.

Ay5
(a), . A sparkling wine taking its name

from the town of Ay in the department of

Marne, France. See champagne.
ay6 . _ [(1) < ME. ay, ai, ey, ei, eg, etc., < AS. teg,

eg, osg, eg, etc.
; (2) of other origin : see under

ai.] A common English digraph (pron. a),

formerly interchangeable in most instances
with ai, but now the regular form when final

occurring medially only in certain positions
Historically it represents, (1) in words of Anglo-Saxon ori

gin, a ()or e with an absorbed guttural, as in clai>, dayi
layl, mayl, sayi,stayl, etc.; (2) in words of Scandinavian
Romanic, Latin, or other origin, various diphthongs, ai
ei, etc., as in ayi, nay, rayi, raj/2, stay'2, etc. In recent

ayen
words it is the ordinary representative of the sound a
when final. See further under ai.

ayah (ay'a), n. [Anglo-Ind., < Hind., etc., aya,
aya, < Pg.' aia (= Sp. aya, = It. aja), nurse, gov-
erness, fern, of aio (= Sp. ai/o = It. ajo), tutor;
of uncertain origin.] In the East Indies, a
native waiting-woman or lady's-maid; a nurse.

ayapana (ii-ya-pa/na), n. [Braz.] The native
name of Eupatorium triplinervc, a Brazilian

plant, natural order Composite, at one time be-
lieved to be a panacea. It is still considered
to have some valuable medicinal properties.
ayaya, . See aiaia.

aye' (a), adv. See ayi.

aye2 (a), interj. See ay't.

aye3
, ay3

(ai or i), adv. or interj. [Formerly also

ai, ey, but at its first appearance, in the Eliza-
bethan period, invariably printed / (often asso-

ciated in puns with the pronoun 1). Earlier

history unknown; possibly orig. a dial, form
of ay, ever, always, worn down to a mere parti-
cle of assent. Hardly, as commonly supposed,
a corruption of yea. The spelling aye is pre-
ferred, as making a distinction like that in eye
from words in -ay, -ey with the reg. pron. a, as in

bay, bey, gray, grey, etc.] 1. Yes; yea: a word
expressing assent, or an affirmative answer to

a question : opposed to no. It is common in dia-

lectal and nautical language, and is the regular word used
in voting *'yes" in Congress, the House of Commons, and
other legislative bodies. In Congress the official terms,
as in the Constitution, are yea and nay; but the more
sonorous aye and 710 are preferred in making response.
2. Yes; yea; even so; truly: indicating as-

sent to what has been said, and introducing a
further or stronger statement.

What ! am I not your king?
If ay, then am I not to be obey'd ?

Beau, and Fl.
, Philaster, iv. 2.

The champions, ay, and exemplars too, of classical

learning. Story, Speech, Cambridge, Aug. 31, 1826.

3. Indeed : suggesting slight surprise, interro-

gation, anger, or reproach, or simple atten-

tion, according to the mode of pronunciation.
Aye. aye, nauf. : (a) The phrase by which comprehen-

sion of an order is expressed on board ship. (6) An answer
to a sentry's hail or to a call.

aye3, ay3
(ai or i), n . [< aye

;
adv. or in terj. ] An

affirmative answer or vote in deliberative bod-
ies. The ayes and noes, the yeas and nays, (a) The
affirmative and negative votes. (6) Those who so vote.
Hence The ayes have it, in deliberative bodies, the
phrase employed by the presiding officer in declaring
that the affirmative votes are in a majority.

Another was the late Speaker Trevor, who had, from the

chair, put the question, whether he was or was not a rogue,
and had been forced to pronounce that the Ayes had it.

lUacaulay, Hist. Eng., xxiii.

aye4t, See eyi.

aye-aye (i'i), n. [< F. aye-aye, < Malagasy aiay,
also dial, ahay, haihay, prob. of imitative origin
(cf. ai and ai-ai). Reduplication is characteris-
tic of imitative names, particularly in native

languages.] A name of a remarkable lemurine

Aye-aye (Danbentonia tnadagascaricnsis).

quadruped of Madagascar, of the suborder Pro-

simia;, family Daubentoniidce (or ChiromyicUe),
the Daubentonia (or Chiromys) madagascari-
ensis, which combines a rodent-like dentition
with the general characters of the lemurs.
It was originally referred to the Radentia, and was de-
scribed as a species of Scinrus, or squirrel. It is a small

squirrel-like animal (so far as its long bushy tail, general
configuration, and arboreal habits may warrant the com-
parison), with large thin ears opening forward, great eyes
looking forward, a very peculiar physiognomy, and an
attenuated middle finger, which seems as if withered.
The thumb is not apposable, in which respect it is unlike
the inner digit of the foot. The animal is nocturnal, arbo-

real, and peculiar to Madagascar. Its economy is still

imperfectly known. The meaningless name aye-aye was
in 1802 or 1803 made a barbarous generic name by Lace-

pfede. The genus is usually called by the name Chiromys,
given by Cuvier in, 1800, but this is antedated by Z>a-
bentonia, applied by Etienne Geoffroy St. Hilaire in 1798.

See Daubentonia.

ayeint, *' and prep. An old form of again.
ayelt, . See ayle.

ayelp (a-yelp' ), prep. phr. as adv. [<
3 + yelp.}

On the yelp; yelping. Browning.
ayent, adv. and prep. An old form of again.



ayenbite

ayenbitet, " [ME., < ttycn, again, + bite (a
translation of LL. remorttus, remorse) : see <i</in

and Mte.J Remorse. [Tin- Ayenbitc of inwyt"
(Remorse "t r.msciclicc) is the' title of il well-known nlil

BngUlb religious work adapted fnun the French. |

ayenee (ii-ye-ne'), n. [K. Ind.] Augili-wood
(which see).

ayenst, ayenstt, i-<-i>. Obsolete forms of

aga/tatt,

ayenwardt, '<< An obsolete form of </(-
irni'il.

ayenyeftet, [ME., < ayen, again, back, +
i/ifli', gift : see (ii/uin and tjift."] A recompense.
Ayculiiti- at' /inn/I.

ay-green, aye-green (ii'gren), . [<

qrccn. Cf. i'i-ii-</i->'<-n anil wmp
iiouselrek, fii-ni/M-rriritiii

tf<-tt<nnn.

aygulett, An obsolete form of

Kir.

thot-a/o-dichlor-phcnol and ammonium bisulphite, ltdyes
a brilliant red inclining to crimson.

azarole (az'a-rol), . [Also (i:i'roli' ; < F. azn-

roll , a;eruU'=: It. azzeruolii = Sp. nwnilo, <t:<irl<>

= Pg. (iziiniln (NL. aztirnlitx), < Ar. n:-zu'riir, <

al, the, + zu'riir, a/.arole.] The Neapolitan
medlar, a species of thorn, (.'ratayu* A:arnl<i*,

which bears a rather large, pleasant fruit.

azedarach (a-sed'a-nkk), . [< F. a:fdarac =
Sp. nci'daraque, prob. through Ar., < Pers. u;<id

dirakltt, lit. free (noble) tree: azdd, free; di-

rnklit, tree.] 1. An ornamental East Indian

tree, Melia Azedarnrh, cultivated in southern

Europe and America, and also known as li<'il-

ti-i'f, pride of India, etc. See Melia. 2. A
The drug, consisting of the bark of the root of the

azedarach. It is an emetic and a cathartic,
and is used as a vermifuge.

aylet, ayelt, [< ME. <>/, ayH, < AF. ayle, aziam (az'iam), . [Russ. azyamu.] A full

OF. aii'l, iiinl, F. iV-ii/ = Pr. arinl = Sp. nhin-- long outside garment, without
plaits,

made of

lo = It. arold, < MJ. "at-ioliix, dim. n( arias, for a coarse gray cloth; at Astrakhan, a sheep-
L. aniK, grandfather.] A grandfather. See skin coat covered with cloth. [Russian.]

besayle.
I am thin </</, ready at thy wille.

Chaurer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1619.

aylet (a'let), H. [Cf. ailrtte.~] Ill her., a bird

represented as sable, beaked and legged gules.
Also known as the sea-sicallow and as the

azimuth (az'i-muth), . [< ME. azymuth, azimut,

zimtitto, < Ar. as-sumut, < al, the, + sumut, pi.
of

samt, way or path, point or quarter ofthe horizon.

From the same word is derived zenith, q. v.] In

astron., an arc of the horizon intercepted be-

tween the meridian of a place and the vertical

aymantt, aymontt, . [< >K aymant, aimant circle passing through the center of a celestial
= Pr. ayman, (i^iitutit, (Htinitin, < ML. *adiiHas -1.-;--^ mi ; A.I 1 !*:*..,i .,*-.......,..,;,-..

(adimant-), var. of L. aduntax (adamant-), ada-

mant, diamond: see adamant, diamond.] Ada-
mant

;
a diamond,

ayniet, interj. See ay me! under ay2 .

Aymees and hearty heigh-hoes
Are sallads fit for soldiers.

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

aymerst, pi. Obsolete form of embers.

aymontt, See aym/uit.

ayni-wood (I'ni-wud), n. The timber of the

Term iitalia tomentosa, a combretaceous tree of

southern India.

ayont (a-yonf), prep. [So., = E. beyond, with

prefix a- instead of be- : see beyond.'] Beyond.
Some wee short hour ayvnt the twal.

Burns, Death and Doctor Hornbook.

ayr (ar), . [So., also air, < Icel. eyrr, mod.

eyri, the gravelly bank of a river, a small tongue
of land running into the sea (= Sw. or = Dan.

iire, seen in place-names, as in Elsinore, Dan.

Hel&ingor, Icel. as if
*
Melsingja-eyrr), < aurr,

clay, mud, = Norw. aur = AS. edr, earth,

Azimuth Compass.

object. The azimuth and altitude of a star give
its exact posi-
tion in the sky.
-Altitude and
azimuth circle.
See circfe. Azi-
muth compass,
a compass placed
in some convenient

part of a ship on the

midship line, and
provided with vanes,
screws, and other

apparatus for ob-

serving the bearings
of heavenly and ter-

restrial objects.
Azimuth dial, a
dial whose style or

gnomon is at right
angles to the plane of the horizon. The shadow marks
the sun's azimuth. Azimuth or vertical circles, great
circles intersecting one another in the zenith and nadir,
and cutting the horizon at right angles. Magnetic azi-

muth, an arc of the horizon intercepted between the

azimuth or vertical circle passing through the center of

any heavenly body and the magnetic meridian. This is

^_ ^
found by observing the object with an azimuth compass.

ground, "used also as the name of the runic azimuthal (az'i-muth-al), a. [< azimuth + -al.)

character for c.] An open sea-beach; a Pertaining to the azimuth
;
used in taking azi-

sand-bank. Also spelled air. [Scotch.] muths.

ayrant (ar'ant), a. [Also eyrant, a ppr. form,.< azimuthally (az'i-muth-al-i), adv. In the man-
ME. "aire, eyre, etc., aery: see aery2 and -an*1.] ner of an azimuth

;
in the direction of the azi-

In her., seated on its nest or aery: said of a

bird of prey when thus represented as a bearing.
Ayr stone. See stone.

ayuntamiento (a-yon*ta-mi-en'to), n. [Sp., <

muth.

Turning azimuthalty in either direction.

Nature, XXX. 526.

-t-OSp. ayuntar, < ML. "adjunctare, < ad, to,

*junctare (> Sp. juntar, join), < L.
jungere, pp.

junctus, join : see join. Cf. junta.] In Spam
and Spanish America, a corporation or body of

magistrates in a city or town ; a town council,

usually composed of alcaldes, regidors, and
other municipal officers.

ay-WOrdt (a'werd), n. [A form, appar.
an error,

appearing in some editions of Shakspere, spe-

cifically in " Twelfth Night," ii. 3, where others

give nayword, q. v.] A byword.
az. In her., an abbreviation of azure.

azale (a-zar),. [Appar. < azalea. Cf. azalein.']

A coloring matter obtained by extracting
"madder-flowers" with wood-naphtha at a boil-

ing temperature. It is no longer used.

Azalea (a-za'le-a), n. [NL., < Or. dCa>Uof, dry
(in allusion to'th'e dry habitat of the plant), <

afeiv, dry up, parch.] 1. A genus of erica-

ceous plants, now referred to Rhododendron. benzide.

2. II. c.] A plant or flower belonging to this azobenzol (az-o-ben'zol), n. [<aro(te) + ben-

genus. See Rhododendron. 3. [I.e.'] A name -oJ.l Same as azobenzene.

of a species of plants of the genus Loiseleuria, azo-blue (az'o-bl8), . A coal-tar color used for

the Alpine azalea, L. procunibens. dyeing cotton, and fast to soap and acids, it is

azalein (a-za'le-in), n. [< azalea + -tn2.] Same a dark-blue powdersoluble in water, and is formed by the

azo-. A curt form of azote in compounds.
Azo-compound, a compound intermediate between a
nitro- and an amido-compound, made from the former

by partial reduction, or from the latter by partial oxida-

tion : as, azobenzene, CH5 N = N C6H6 . Azo-dyes,
a well-defined group of the coal-tar colors, all containing
the diatomic group N=N , bound on either side to

a benzene radical. They may be prepared by reduction of

the nitro-compounds In alkaline solutions or by acting on

diazo-compounds with phenols or amines of the aromatic
series. Simple azo-compounds are for the most part
brightly colored bodies

;
but they are not coloring mat-

ters, since they do not possess the property of combining
with either acids or bases. The azo-dyes are the amido-
or hydroxyl-derivatives of simple azo-compounds, and are

distinguished as amidoazo- and oxyazo-dyes. In dyeing,
the atnidoazo-dyes can either be used as such or in the
form of their sulphonic acids, while the oxyazo-dyes
nearly always contain sulpho-groups.

azobenzene (az-o-ben'zen), . [< azo(te) +
benzene.] A crystalline substance, (CgHs^^,
obtained by the action of reducing agents upon
nitrobenzene. Also called azobenzol and azo-

actlon * 'tza-dUolyI chlorid on beta-naphthol-sulpho-

(a-fen.l, ,,. Same as Cou-

as n> aniline

call^ $ii
the crier from tbS minaet themosque.
When their crier, a sinall wizeii-faced man, began the

Azan, we received it with a shout of derision, and some,
hastily matching up their weapons, offered him an oppor-
tunlty of niiirtynlom. K. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 133. aZOgUB (Sp. pron. a-tho ga), w. [bp., = Pg.

azarin (az'a-rin), n. A coal-tar color of the azougue, quicksilver, < Sp. Ar. azaouga, < Ar.

aeo-gi'oup used in dyeing. It is applied only to cot- .
< " l

>
the

'
+

^ff' \ P. e - zhtwah
<

tluick-

ton, and is fairly fast to light. It is a compound of naph- Silver. Cf. assogue.] Quicksilver.

,
. ., [< azo(te) +

crythrin.~] A coloring principle obtained from
the archil of commerce.

azotized

All the different kinds of silver are rallnl lin MiAii-n]

./."/">, or (juii:kilvcr. .SVi. .{,,I>T. (N. s.), L\ 1. I'f^i.

azoic (a-zo'ik), a. [< Or. aC""f, lifeless, < a-

priv. + C"'/, life, < C'"'", s'/ 1
'. live.] Destitute

of organic life: in ijiol., applied to rocks which
are destitute of any fossil remains or other

evidence of the existence of life at the period
of their deposition. The " azoic system
!'..MIT and \\ hitncy ilii'ludi'H the stratillcd rocks, tngrlhrr
with the associated uiiHtratined or massive ones, uliirh

underiie unnmil'nniml'h . ur an- utlirrwise shown U> t>e

older thiin, the- I'otsdam naadstune, "r the lowcnt K<'<'"\'

i,I ro.'kH which has il]i to tin- present time been proved U)

contain traces of a former organic life.

The clreilue was sent down at each successive station,

hut with very poor result
;
and lr. Carpenter was driven

to the condlisioti that tile Inittomof the Mediterranean at

depths beyond a few hundred fathoms i nearly ai

Sir C. H'. Tlmmxnn, Depths of the Sea, p. }'.!>.

The enormously thick azoic slaty and other rocks, which
constitute the Laurentian and Cambrian formations, may
betoa great extent the nietanioi'plioseil products of Foia-

miniferal life. Ilialrii, Anat. Invert., p. H-2.

azolitmin (az-o-lit'min), n. [< azo(te) + litmus

+ -i 2
.] A deep blood-red coloring matter ob-

tained from litmus.

azonic (a-zon'ik), a. |X Gr. fifuvoc, confined to

no zone or region, < a- priv. + (,uvi/, a zone.]
Not confined to any particular zone or region ;

not local. Emerson.

azoospermatism (a-zo-o-sp6r'ma-tizm), w. [<

Gr. at,uo$, lifeless (see az'oic), + <7!rfp/ia(r-), seed,
+ -i'sm.j Same as a:<i<ix//crnii.

azodspermia (a-zo-o-sper'mi-a), n. [NL. : see

(i:ooajiir>/iiitisin.~\ liipathol., loss or diminution
of vitality of the spermatozoa, or their absence
from the semen.
azor (ii'zor), . A kind of beaver cloth, made
in Styria, Austria.

Azorian (a-zo'ri-an), a. and . [< Sp. Azores,

Pg. Azores, so named from the abundance of

hawks or buzzards there, < Sp. azor, Pg. acor,
a hawk: see Astur and austringer.'] I. a. Be-

longing or relating to the Azores, or to their

inhabitants.

U. n. A native or an inhabitant of the Azores,
a group of islands situated in the Atlantic ocean
about 800 miles west of Portugal, to which

country they belong.
azorite (az'o-rit), n. A mineral crystallizing
in tetragonal crystals, found in a granitic rock
in the Azores. Its chemical nature is doubtful ;

it may be identical with zircon.

azotatet (az'o-tat), . [< azot-ie + -atei
.'] A

compound formed by the union of nitric or

azotic acid with a base
;
nitrate.

azote (az'pt),
. [= F. azote, < NL. azotum, <

Gr. a- priv. + *for<Jc, assumed verbal adj. of

f(j(v, var. of detv, fiyv, live.] A name formerly
given to nitrogen, because it is unfit for respi-
ration.

Lavoisier suggested the propriety of giving to this foul

kind of air (air robbed of its oxygen) the name of Azutf,
... a name which it still retains in France, but which
has been superseded elsewhere by the term Sitrogen.

Huxley, Physiog., p. 79.

azoted (az'o-ted), a. [< azote + -ed2.] Nitro-

genized.
As animals are fed on animal diet or on azoted sub-

stances. Aitlcin, Med. Diet. (6th ed.), II. 1061.

azotht (az'oth), n. [Also azot and azook; a cor-

ruption of the Ar. original of azogue, q. v.] 1.

In alchemy, mercury, as the assumed first prin-

ciple of all metals. 2. The universal specific
or panacea of Paracelsus.

azotic (a-zot'ik), a. [< azote + -ic.] Pertain-

ing to azote; fatal to animal life Azotic acid.
Same as nitric acid. See nilric. Azotic gas, nitrogen,
or nitrogen gas.

azotide (az'o-tid or -tid), n. [< azote + -ide^.]
An azotized' body. See azotized.

azotin (az'o-tin), n. [< azote + -in2.] An ex-

plosive compound consisting of 15.23 parts of

carbon, 11.43 of sulphur, 69.05 of saltpeter, and
4.29 of petroleum.
azotise, azotised. See azotize, azotized.

azotite (az'o-tit), n.
[<

azote + -fc2.] A salt

formed by a combination of nitrous acid with a
base : synonymous with nitrite.

azotize (az'o-tiz), r. t.
; pret. and pp. azotized,

ppr. azottziiiy. [< azote + -ize.~] To nitro-

genize. Also spelled azotise.

azotized (az'o-tizd), p. a. Imbued with azote

or nitrogen. Also spelled azotised.

It has been maintained, on the basis of carefully-con-
ducted experiment*, . . . that the amount of work done

by an animal may be greater than can he accounted for by
the ultimate metamorphosis of the azotized constituents
of its food.

W. B. Carpenter, in Corr. and Conserv. of Forces, p. 431.

Organic compounds which contain nitrogen are fre-

quently termed azutwed substances.
W. A. Miller, Elem. of Chem., SS9.



azotometer

azotometer (az-6-tom'e-ter), n. [< a:otc + Gr.

/ifrpov, measure.] Same as nitrometer.

An azotometer containing a concentrated solution of po-
tassium hydroxide where the nitrogen was measured.

Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XXX. 57.

aZOtOUS(a-zo'tus),. [< azote + -oils.] Nitrous:

as, azotous (= nitrous) acid.

azoturia (az-o-tii'ri-a), n. [NL., < azote + L.

tir-iua, urine: 'see urea.'] InpatlioL, a condition

in which there is an excess of urea excreted.

Azrael, Azrail (az'ra-el, -il), n. [Heb. Azrael,
lit. help of God.] In Mohammedanism, the an-

gel of death, whose function it is to separate
men's souls from their bodies.

The second trumpet blast will be that of "Extermina-

tion," at the sound of which the lives of all creatures . . .

will in an instant be extinguished, the last to die being

Azrael, the angel of death. Jlcliyioits of the World, p. 3ti4.

Aztec (az'tek), . and a. [< Azteca, the native
name. Cf . Aztlan, the legendary but unknown
region from which the Aztecs came

;
said to be

< aztatl, heron, + tlan or titlan, place.] I. 11.

A member of one of the leading aboriginal
tribes of Mexico, which was dominant on the
central table-land at the time of the Spanish
invasion under Cortes in 1519.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Aztecs.
Aztecan (az'tek-an), a. Of or pertaining to the

Aztecs; Aztec.

Specimens of Aztecan aboriginal workmanship.
Science, VIII. 403.

azulejo (Sp. pron. a-tho-la'ho), n. [Sp., < azul,
blue : see azure.] An earthenware tile of Span-
ish manufacture, painted and enameled in rich

colors, especially one having a metallic luster.
[This use of the word, which is general among English col-

lectors and writers on decoration, is apparently founded
on the assumption that the word in the original Spanish
means a tile of any kind.]

azulene (az'u-len), . [< Sp. Pg. azul, blue,

azure, + -ene.~\ A vegetable principle which
imparts a blue color to many of the volatile oils.
It is a volatile liquid, with an intensely blue vapor. The
formula CjoHagO has been given to it. Also called cent-
lein.

azulin (az'u-lin), u. [< Sp. Pg. azul, blue,

azure, + -itft.'] A coal-tar color formerly used
in dyeing. It was prepared by heating coralline and
aniline together, and produced blue colors.

azulmin (az-ul'min), n. [< az(ure) + uli(ic) +
-in2 .] A name given to the brown ulmic ni-

trogenous substance which is formed by the

spontaneous decomposition of hydrocyanic
acid.

azumbre (Sp. pron. ii-thom'bra), n. [Sp.] A
Spanish liquid measure, equal to about half a

gallon.
azure (azh'ur or a'zhur), n. and a. [< ME.
azure, asure, ayur, < OF1

, azur, asur, F. azur =
Pr. azur = OSp. azur, Sp. Pg. azul = It. azzurro,
azzuolo, < ML. azura, azurum, etc., also lazur,
lazurius, lasulus, an azure-colored stone, lapis
lazuli, also azure, MGr. /lafoi'yxoi', < Ar. lazward,
< Pers. lazhward, lapis lazuli, azure : said to be
named from the mines of Lajwurd. The initial
I is supposed to have been lost in the Romanic
forms through confusion with the definite arti-

cle, F. le, V, etc.] I. n. If. Lapis lazuli.

But natheles this markis hath doon make
Of gemmes set in gold and in asure
Broches and ringes, for Grisildis sake.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 254.

2. The fine blue color of the sky: as, "her
eyes a bashful azure," Tennyson, The Brook.

If . . . the air were absolutely pure and devoid of mat-
ter foreign to it, the azure of the sky would no longer be
seen and the heaven would appear black.

Spottiswooae, Polarisation, p. 82.

A little speck of azure has widened in the western heav-
ens. Hawthorne, Twice-Told Tales, I.

Azure (heraldic
tincture).
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3. A name formerly applied to several sky-
colored or blue pigments, but now used for

cobalt blue (which see, under blue), u has been

applied to (a) that made from lapis la/uli, called genu-
ine ultramarine ; ('<> that made by fusing glass with oxid
of cobalt, and reducing this to a powder: in grains tin-

size of sand, thin is called smalt ; (<) an artificially pre-

pared carbonate of copper.

4. The sky, or blue vault of heaven.
Not like those steps

On lieitven s azure. Milton, P. L., i. 297.

5. In her., the tincture blue, which in uncol-
ored drawings or engravings is

represented by shading in hori-
zontal lines. Often abbreviated
to a.z.

II. a. Eesembling the clear
blue color of the sky; sky-blue.
-Azure blue. See U-ue. Azure
copper ore. Sec azurite, l.

azure (azh'ur or a'zhur), v. t.
;

pret. and pp. azured, ppr. azitr-

ing. [< azure, a."] To color blue.

Who az/tr'd the firmament? Gentleman Instructed, p. 394.

"I'wixt the greeu sea and the azur'd vault.

Shot., Tempest, v. 1.

azure-stone (azh'ur-ston), u. Same as azu-

rite, 1.

azurine (azh'u-rin), . and . [< ML. azuri-

nus, < azura, azure : see azure.'] I.t a. Azure.

Haklityt.
II. 11. 1. An English book-name of a fish

which is a variety of the rudd
;
the blue roach.

2. A bird of the genus Malurus (which see).
3. A bluish-black shade produced in print-

ing with aniline black, formed by treating the
fabric with ammonia after the black is com-
pletely developed.
azurite (azh'u-rit), n. [< azure + -ite2.] 1.

A blue mineral, a hydrous carbonate of copper.
It has been used as a pigment, under the name of itioun-

tain-blue. Azurite occurs nnely crystallized at Chessy,
near Lyons, France, whence it has been called cheetti/lite

and Chessy copper ; it is also obtained in tine crystals at
the Longfellow mine in Arizona. Also called azure copper
ore, azure-atone, blue copper ore, and blue malachite.

2. Same as lazulite.

azurnt (azh'urn or a'zhurn), a. [< azure + -eift.

Cf. golden.'] Of a blue color.

The azitrn sheen of turkis blue.

Milton, Comus, 1. 893.

azury (azh'u-ri or a'zhu-ri), a. [< azure + -y
1
.]

Of an azure or bluish color
; blue.

Azygobranchia (az*i-go-brang'ki-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. dfujof, not joined (see azygous), +
ftpayxia, gills.] A division of streptoneurous
gastropods, by which the Scutibranchia. the Cte-

nobranchia, and the Heteropoda are collectively
contrasted with the Zygobranckia. See extract.

All the remaining Gasteropoda contrast with the Zygo-
branchia in the fact that the torsion of the body has
caused the obsolescence or abortion of one of the true

gills, and for this reason Dr. Lankester has arranged them
under one ordinal head, Azyrjobranchia..

Stand. Xat. Hint., I. 322.

azygobranchiate (az*i-go-brang'ki-at), . [<
Azygobranchia + -ate1

.'] Pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the Azygobranchia.
azygomatOUS (az-i-gom'a-tus), a. [< Gr. a-

priv. (a-
18

) + zygomatic.'] Having no zygo-
mata; destitute of zygomatic arches, as the
skull of a shrew. Coues.

azygOS (az'i-gos), n. < Gr. afv>f, unpaired :

see azygous.'] An azygous part, as a muscle,
vein, etc Azygos pharyngis, a small muscle arising
from the pharyngeal spine of the basilar process of the
occipital bone, and lying along the middle line of the
back of the pharynx and inserted into the raphe. Azy-
gos uvulae, the fleshy substance of the uvula, supposed
to be a single symmetrical muscle, but really composed
of paired halves.

azygospore (a-zi'go-spor), n. [< Gr. <i- priv.
(-i) + zygo>pore,~] A spore exactly resem-

azzy

bliug a zygospore, but produced parthi'noge-
netically by an isolated reproductive organ in

some members of the order Zyyomycetes of the
lower fungi,

azygous (az'i-gus), a. [< Gr. a^of, unpaired,
< a- priv. + (,V)6v = E. yoke.~\ Having no fel-

low; not being one of a pair; single : in aintt.

applied to several parts, as muscles, veins,

bones, etc., that are apparently single, or
have no symmetrical fellow Azygoua artery,
an artery of the knee-joint, usually coming from the

popliteal, but sometimes from one of the superior articu-
lar arteries. Azygous veins, three veins of the trunk,
one on the right side and two on the left. The rii/ht m-

large azyyoux vein arises in small branches from the up-
per lumbar vertebne, passes up into the thorax to the

right of the aorta, and, receiving the eight inferior right
intercostal veins, the lesser azygous veins, the left supe-
rior intercostal vein, the right bronchial vein, and some
esophageal and mediastinal branches, empties into the

superior vena cava just above the pericardium. The left
luirer or small azyffoits vein begins in the upper lumbar
veins, enters the thorax, receives the four or five lower
left intercostal veins and some esophageal and medias-
tinal branches, and empties usually into the right azygous
vein, but sometimes into the left innominate vein. The
left ttini'T ^y/ii/.v i-i'in is derived from the left intercostal

veins, which lie between those that empty into the left

superior intercostal trunk and those that empty into the
left lower azygos. They are usually two or three in num-
ber. It communicates above with the left superior inter-
costal vein and below with the right azygous vein.

azym, azyme (az'im), n. [< LL. azymus, also

azymon, unleavened bread, < Gr. aCu//of, neut.

a^vuuv, unleavened, < a- priv. + ^'vfiij, leaven,
< fen>, boil, bubble, ferment.] Unleavened
bread, or a loaf of unleavened bread; espe-
cially, the bread eaten among the Jews at the
time of the Passover, or that used in part of
the Christian church for consecration in the
eucharist: generally in the plural. In the West
em Church azyms seem to have been used as far back as
positive testimony goes, but the evidence either for or
against their use in the earlier centuries is very scanty.
In the Eaateru Church consecration of leavened bread
seems to have been the universal rule since the earliest

times, but some early Oriental sects used azyms. The
Latin Church does not hold that the use of leavened
bread Invalidates consecration. The controversy between
the Eastern and Western churches as to azyms turns
mainly on the question whether the Last Supper was w ith-
in the period of unleavened bread, and whether therefore
the holy communion was instituted with azyms or not.

We have shunned the obscurity of the papists in their

azyrnes, tunlck, &c.
The Translators of the Bililt to the Rm.lrr.

Rome prescrites nothing to other nations on the point,
merely laying down that the blessed Sacrament may more
conveniently be consecrated in Azvmes.

J. M. Xeale, Eastern Church, i. 1055.

azymic (a-zim'ik), a. [< azym + -if.] Of or

pertaining to unleavened bread
;
unleavened

;

azymous.
Azymite (az'i-mlt), n. [< ML. azymita, < MGr.
b&n'mis, < dfty/of, unleavened: see azym and
-te2 .] A member of a church which uses un-
leavened bread for consecration in the eucha-
rist

; especially, a designation applied by con-
troversialists of the Greek Church to a member
of the Latin or Western Church, or to an ad-
herent of the Armenian or of the Maronite
Church, which also use azyms. See azym. The
terms Fertnentarians and Prozymitev have sometimes
been applied in return to members of the Greek Church by
Latin controversialists.

azymous (az'i-mus), a. [< Gr. dfiy/of, unleav-
ened : see azym.] Unleavened

;
unfermented :

as, sea-biscuit is azymous. [Rare.]
azzimina (at-si-me'nii), . [It.] Decoration
by damaskeening of the finer sort, especially
in gold or silver and in elaborate designs. Also
called agemina,
azzle-tooth (az'1-toth), . [See axle-tooth.]
Same as axle-tooth. Halliwell ; Dunulison.
[Prov. Eng.]

azzy, n. [E. dial.] A wayward child. Halli-
well. [Prov. Eng. (Yorkshire).]
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EnptUtf.
ypniCi lli.-r.itic.

1. The s<'c,on<l letter in

order in the English al-

phabet, as it was in the

Phcniciau, and has been
in most other alphabets
dcrivoil from the Pheni-
cian. (See A.) The mum-
itf the Hiriiii iaii rharacter was
/''/'. thralling house; from till-

comes the Creek name, beta.
Tlic I'henician beth, with some

early Greek iintl Latin forms of b, and witli the ancient

Egyptian character hieratic and hieroglyphic, from which
the others an- liy many authorities supposed to he ulti-

mately derived, are given below :

Early
Greek ami Latin.

The value of the eharaeter is the same in all these alpha-
bets. It is a luhial sonant (or voieed) mute (or stop, or

check) ; that is, it is made with the lips alone, by a com-
plete closure cutting off all exit of breath from the mouth,
hut with accompanying sonant vibrations of the vocal

chords, the eurrent of air neeessary to produce this being
driven from the lungs into the closed cavity of the mouth.
The corresponding surd (or voiceless) mute is p. (See 1'.)
11 has in 't hi M- of that variety of pronunciation shown by
most Knglish letters ; but it is sometimes silent, as when
tlnal after in, in liunlt, fimb, tomb, thumb, anil in a few
other cases, a.s <ti-l>t, il<ntlit. In most of these cases b is a
modern graphic insertion, and was never pronounced (in
tlie English forms); c. ?i.,liu<f>. tln'mh, ilcbt, ilituttt. In the
fundamental or Germanic part of our language a b comes
from a more original aspirate found in Sanskrit as bh, in

Greek as <f> (ph), in Latin usually as /. Examples are :

E. brother = Skt. bhnltar = Or. 0paT7jp = L. /rater; E.
bearl (v.) = Skt. y bluir - r. *ep.i- = L./erre. With tin-

English b corresponds that of most of ihe other Germanic
dialects. In tlie original Indo-European or Aryan lan-

guage b was nearly or altogether wanting.
2. As a numeral, B was used by the Hebrews
and Greeks, as now by the Arabians, for 2.

3. As a symbol : (a) In music, the seventh tone,
or "leading tone," of the model diatonic scale,
or scale of C. B was the last tone to be adopted into
the modern major scale. It was the first note to be modi*
tied by lowering its pitch a semitone ; its two forms, the
b rotnnduin or B flat (jj) and the b quadratttnt or li natu-
ral (C) (see below), afterward became conventional signs
which were applied as accidentals to all the notes of the
scale. See accidental, n., 1. In Italian and French the
same note is called it. In German use B denotes B fiat,
while B natural is represented by //, and is called lid.

(b) In client., the symbol of boron, (c) In oraitli.,

the accessory femorocaudal muscle, one of the
chief elassificatory muscles of the leg. A. H.
(larrod. (d) In math., see A, 2 (c). (e) In ab-
stract reasoning, suppositions, etc., the second
or other person or thing mentioned : as, if A
strike li. (/) In general, the second in any se-
ries : as, Company B (of a regiment), schedule
B, etc. ; in the form b, or b, the second column
of a page, in a book printed in columns. 4. As
an abbreviation, B. stands for (a) Bachelor

(or Middle Latin Bavcalaureus), iu B. A. or A.
B., B. C. E., B. D., B. L., B. M., etc. See these
abbreviations. (6) In dates, before, as in B. C.
or B. c., and born, as in 6. 1813. (c) In a ship's

log-book, in the form 6., blue sky. (d) In hy-
drometrie measurements, Bauine : as, 8 B. See
Buume'g hydrometer, under hydrometer. Also Jit:

B, or B Hat, an English humorous euphemism for '"''

(Cimex Irrtularitu). B cancellatum, in music, the sharp :

so called because it was originally indicated by crossing or

canceling the symbol of B quadratum. B quadratum,
in music, literally square B, a modified form (5) of the
black-letter b used before the invention of accidentals
to denote B natural in distinction from B Hat : now used
as the natural. See <n;'i</,'iit<it. n., 1. B rotunduin, in

music, literally round I!, a modified form ft) of the Roman
letter b first used to denote B Hat, as distinguished from
B quadratum : it is now the conventional sign of the Hat.
See ni-t-UicntttJ, n., i. Not to know B from a bull's

foot, or a broomstick, or a battledore, to be very il-

literate or very Ignorant: popular alliterative compari-
sons, the tlrst dating from the -Middle English period.
bax

t, c. t. [Perhaps a humorous imitation of a
smack

; but cf. OF. baer, beer, open the mouth,
gape (see buy*), and busy", kiss.] To kiss.

Let me tnl thy cheke.

Chaucer, 1'rol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 433.

ha'-1
(ba), c. I. [Imitative of I lie sound.] To lull

asleep by a continuous, inarticulate, musical
hum. [Hootch.]

I'll hit the bairn* i' an iinkelined tune.
II'. .v /,;.,.

Ba. The chemical symbol of hiiriiiin.

ba' (ba), H. [Sc., = E. bain. Cf. .] A ball.

[Scotch.]
B.A. An abbreviation of i) HuclielorofArte.
Si-.- .1. IS. and biti-lH'lttr. (b) Bachelor of Atjri-
i-iiUure: same as li. Ayr. ('') Britixh Associti-

tion (for the Advancement of Science): used iu
such phrases, as B. A. unit. See unit.

baa (ba), ''. i. [Imitative of the sound. Cf. L.
In-*; the sound made by a sheep (Varro), L.

haltirr, bleat, Gr. itt.r/xh Doric i)>.ax<i, a bleat-

ing; G. bit, bleating, Cat. be, a sheep, with simi-
lar forms in many languages.] To cry or bleat
as a sheep.

Like a lamb whose dam away is set
He treble baas for help. Sir P. Sidney.

baa (ba), n. [< baa, r.] The cry or bleating of
a sheep or lamb.

baag-nouk, . A weapon for secret attack used
among the Mahrattas in India, consisting of

short, sharp, curving steel blades, secured to a

strap or plate passing across the palm of the

hand, and so arranged as not to wound the
user. An apparently friendly movement of
the hand inflicts a terrible wound.
Baal (ba'al), . [LL. Baal, Gr. Baa?., Bad?., <

Heb. Ba'al, orig. 'lord,' or 'owner,' applied to

any deity, then to a particular deity ; pi.
/>'/</.] The name of a Semitic solar deity
worshiped, especially by the Phenicians and
their descendants the Carthaginians, with much
license and sensuality. Baal was derived from the
Babylonian Bel, a deity of a much higher type, and was
merged in the Tynan Melkarth. In its original generic
sense of 'lord, 'the name was applied to many different

divinities, or, with qualifying epithets, to the same divin-

ity regarded in different aspects and as exercising differ-

ent functions. Thus in Hos. ii. 1C it is applied to Jehovah
himself, while Baal-berith (the covenant-lord) was the god
of the Shechemites, and Baal-zebub (the fly-god) the idol of
the t'hilistines at Ekron. Baal-peor (lord of the opening)
was a god of Moah and Midian, probably the same as C'he-

uiosli. The word enters into the composition of many lie-

brew, Phenician, and Carthaginian names of persons and
places, as Jerubbanl, llasdrubal (help of Baal), Hannibal
(grace of Baal), Baal-Hammon, Baaf-Thawar, etc.

Baalism (ba'al-izm), M. [< Baal + -ism.'] The
worship of Baal

; gross idolatry of any kind.

His seven thousand whose knees were not suppled witli

the Baalism of that age. fuller.

Baalist (ba'al-ist), . [< Baal + -ist.] A wor-
shiper of Baal ; a Baalite.

Baalite (ba'al-it), . [< Baal + -ite*.] A wor-
shiper of Baal

; hence, a worshiper of heathen
gods in general ;

an idolater, or idolatrous

worshiper.
These Baalitet of pelf. Keats, Isabel.

Baanite (ba'an-it), n. [< Baaites + -ite%.] A
follower of Baanes, a I'aulician of the eighth
century.
baar, . See bahar.
bab 1

(bab), w. [Sc. and E. dial., = E. bobl, q.

v.] 1. A bunch; tassel; cockade. [Scotch.]
A cockit hat with a bab of blue ribbands at it. Scott.

2. A bob, as used in fishing.
Besides these eel-seta, however, the Norfolk Broadmen

also fish for eels with bab*, which can hardly be called
sport in any sense of the term. fop. Set. Mo., XXIX. 258.

bab 1 (bab), c. i. [E. dial., = ftofti, r.] To fish
with a bob. See bob 1

.

bab'2 (bab), n. [E. dial., = bubo, a. v.] A babe.
[Prov. Eng.]
Babs (bab), . [Ar. Pers. bab, a gate or door;
forming part of many eastern place-names, as

Bab-el-utantlcb.] 1. The title assumed by the
founder of Babism. 2. ABabist; an adherent
of or a believer in Babism.
baba1

(ba'ba'), ' A child's variant of papa.
baba- (ba-ba'), H. [F.] A light kind of fruit-

cake, of Polish origin.
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Baba :!
(bii'bii), . [Turk, and Ar. baba,

father. (.'(. lutlm.] An Oriental title of

applied (a) by tributary Arabs to the Turks,
(b) to the ushers of the seraglio, and (<) to

the Patriarch of Alexandria.

babacoote, . Same as bitbakuto.

babakoto (bii-ba-ko'to), H. [Native name.] A
name of the indri or short-tailed woolly lemur
of Madagascar, ludriti or LirlHtmitiix bn run,;

datus.

babber (bab'er), . [E. dial., = liulilnr^ .] One
who fishes with a bob

;
a bobber.

Norfolk babbers frequently catch foni >t"ii' \\tiuht ..l

vel.s to a boat per night, especially in thr >paunin^
grounds. /'"/.. M. M"

. XXIX. -J.V.i.

babbint. ". An obsolete fonn of //(///' .

babbitting (bab'it-ing), n. [Verbal u. of *bli-

bitt, v., < Babbitt (metal).] 1. The operation of

lining shells or bushings for a bearing with
Babbitt metal

; hence, commonly, the similar
use of any antifriction alloy. 2. Babbitt metal.

Babbitting Jig, a tool used to hold bearing-lK.xes ill

poatnon about tin- journals of shafts, etc., while any bo\

lining metal, as the Babbitt, is being poured in. Bab-
bitting ladle, an iron ladle used to pour the Babbitt
metal or any antifriction alloy uj>on the bearings of ma-
chinery.

Babbitt metal. See metal.

babblative (bab'la-tiv), a. [Formerly also bab-

latire; < babble + -atire. Cf. talkative.] Given
to babbling.
Argumentative, babblatice, and unpleasant to me.

Carlyle, in Froude, I. 119.

babble (bab'l). c. ; pret. and pp. babbled, ppr.
babbling. [< ME. babejen, bablen = D. babbe-
len = LG. babbelen = Icel. babbla = Dan. bablt

= G. bappeln, banpern, babble (cf. F. babillfi;

chatter) ;
all perhaps imitative, with freq. suf-

fix -I, from the redupl. syllable ba: see 6<A] I.

intrans. 1. To utter words imperfectly or in-

distinctly, as children do
; prattle ; jabber.

I babbled for yon, as babies for the moon,
Vague brightness. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

2. To talk idly, irrationally, or thoughtlessly ;

chatter or prate heedlessly or mischievously.
A babbled at green flelds. Shut., Hen. V., ii. :(.

The people, when they met, . . .

Began to scoff and jeer and balMe of him.

Tennyson, Geraint.

3. To make a continuous murmuring sound,
as a stream

; repeat a sound frequently and in-

distinctly.
The babblinf/ echo mocks the hounds.

Shak., T. of A., il. 3.

The babbtiny runnel crispeth. Tennyson, t'laribel.

II. trans. 1. To utter incoherently or with

meaningless iteration
; repeat ; prate.

These [words] he used to babble indifferently in all com-
panies. Arbuthnut.

2. To utter foolishly or thoughtlessly ;
let out

by babbling or prating: as, to babble a plot or
a secret.

babble (bab'l), . [< babble, t'.] Inarticulate

speech, such as that of an infant; idle talk;
senseless prattle; murmur, as of a stream.
Making merry in odd tones, and a babble of outlandish

words. llawthornf. Old Manse, II.

An extraordinary incessant babble of rapid prayer from
tlie priests in the stalls. fjathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 54.

= Syn. See prattle, n.

babblement (bab'1-ment), n. [< babble +
-inent.] Idle talk; senseless prate; unmean-
ing words.
Deluded all this while with ragged notions and babbU

iiii'iit*. Hilton, Education.

babbler (bab'ler), . 1. One who babbles; an
idle talker; an irrational prater; one who says
things heedlessly or mischievously.

i'" mi. No blabbing, as you love me.
Sir Grey. N'one of our blood

Were ever babblern.

Beau, and f'l., Wit at Several Weapons, iv. 1.

(treat babblers, or talkers, are not lit for trust.

.Sir it. L'Kttrawi.:

2. In oriiith.: (a) A name of various old-world
dentirostral osciue passerine birds more or less

nearly related to thrushes, (b) pi. The family
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TimaUida! or subfamily Timaliinte of Turdidae,

an uncertain group of generally short-winged
and short-tailed birds, definable by no common
characters. It contains a great number of birds not

satisfactorily located elsewhere, and has been called " the

ornithological waste-basket.
"

3. In hunting, a dog that yelps or gives tongue
too much when in the field.

After a fox has been found, the babbler announces the

fact for the next ten minutes, and repeats his refrain

whenever the least opportunity presents itself.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 315.

babbleryH, . [< babble + -ry. Cf. F. babil-

ti-ric (Cotgrave), babble.] Babbling; chatter-

ing; idle talk. Stubbes.

babblery2t, [Early mod. E. babblerie, bab-

Icric, appar. for babery or
ba_ublery.]

Some-

thing worthless
;
worthless things collectively.

Nares.
Other toyes, fantasies, and bableries, whereof the world

is fill, are suffered to be printed. Stubbes, Anat. of Abuses.

babbling (bab'ling), 11. [Verbal n. of babble,

v.] Foolish talk.

Avoiding profane and vain babblings. 1 Tim. vi. 20.

babblingly (bab'ling-li), adv. In a babbling
manner; with babblement

; pratingly.

babblishlyt (bab'lish-li), adv. Babblingly.

babbly (bab'li), a. [< babble + -y.] Full of

babble; chattering.

babby (bab'i), re. [E. dial., = baby, q. v.] A
baby. [Prov. Eng.]
babe (bab), n. [< ME. babe, prob. abbr. of

earlier baban; origin obscure, perhaps ult. imi-

tative; cf. 62. The Celtic words (W. Gael.

Ir. Corn, baban = Manx baban, bab, a babe,
child

; regarded by Skeat after Williams (Lex.
Cornu-Brit.) as a mutation of *maban, dim. of

W. mab, a son, = Gael. Ir. Manx mac, a son,
= Goth, magus, a boy, = AS. magu, a son,
related to may 1

, may*, might) are late, and

may be from E.] 1. An infant
;
a young child

of either sex. 2f. A child's doll.

All as a poore pedler he did wend,
Bearing a trusse of tryfles at hys backe,
As bells, and babe*, and glasses, in hys packe.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., May.

3. One who is like a babe in any respect ;
a

person of infantine or childish character or

ability: as, he is a mere babe in that man's
hands Babe In arms. See armi. Babe In Christ,
a recent convert to Christianity (1 Cor. iii. 1).

babehood (bab'hud), n. [< babe + -hood.] Same
as babyhood. Udall.

Babel (ba'bel), n. [LL. Babel, < Heb. Babel, re-

ferred in Genesis to the notion of 'confusion';
but perhaps < Assyrian bab-ilu, lit. gate of God,
or bab-ili, gate of the gods, < 606, gate, + ilu

= Heb. el, God: see Elohim and Allah."] 1.
The Semitic name of the city (Babylon) where,
according to Gen. ix., the construction of a tower
that would reach to heaven was attempted, and
where the confusion of tongues took place. See

Babylonian. Hence 2. A lofty structure.

3. A visionary scheme. 4. A scene of noise
and confusion, as a great city or a riotous as-

semblage.
"Tis pleasant, through the loopholes of retreat,
To peep at such a world to see the stir

Of the great Babel, and not feel the crowd.

Coirper, The Task, iv. 90.

5. [cap. or I. c.] A confused mixture of sounds
;

confusion; disorder.
That babel of strange heathen languages.

Hammond, Sermons, p. 508.
Babel quartz. See quartz.

baberyt (ba'ber-i), n. [< ME. babery, earlier

babeurie, babeutvrie, etc., appar. corrupt forms
of babicynrie, baboonery (see baboonery); but
in later use < babe + -ery.] 1. Grotesque or-

namentation in art or architecture, as carved
human figures or other decorations.

Many subtile compassinges,
As babeuwryex and pynacles,
Ymageries and tabernacles,
I saugh. Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1189.

2. Finery to please a child
; any trifling toy for

children: as, "painted babery," Sir P. Sidney,
Arcadia, x. 181.

babiant, babiont, . [Also baboyne, etc., vari-
ant forms of baboon, q. v.] A baboon. B.
Jonson; Massinger.
babillard (bab'i-lard), n. [F., < babiller, chat-
ter: see babble.] The chatterer: a name bor-
rowed from the French by Rennie for the lesser

white-throat, Sylvia curruca of Europe, la fau-
vette babittarde of Buffon. [Bare.]
babingtonite (bab'ing-ton-It), n. [After the

mineralogist William Babington (1756-1833).]A vitreous dark-green or bla.ck mineral of the

pyroxene group, occurring in small brilliant
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triclinic crystals in beds of magnetic iron ore

and in veins of quartz and feldspar. It is a
silicate of iron, manganese, and calcium.

Babington's-curse (bab'ing-tonz-kers), n. The
water-weed, Elodea Canadensis : so called in

England from the false supposition that it was
introduced there by the botanist Charles Bab-

ington (born about 1808).

babiont, . See babian.

babir (ba'ber), n . A Syrian name for the papy-
rus.

babirussa, babiroussa (bab-i-ro'sa), . [Also
formerly babirusa, barbirousa, etc. (NL. babinis-

sa), < Malay babi, hog, + rusa, deer.] 1. The
East Indian wild hog or horned hog. The upper

East Indian Wild Hog (Babirussa al/urus).

canines of the boar are sometimes 12 inches in length, and
nearly reach the forehead ; the lower pair partake of the
same unusual development and direction, but not to the
same extent, nor do they pierce the lips. The tusks of the
sow are much smaller. The general appearance of the ani-

mal is that of a hog, but the legs are longer and the pelage
is less bristly. The babirussa is gregarious and herbivo-

rous, like the rest of the pig tribe, and its flesh is used for

food ; it is sometimes domesticated.

2. [cap."] A genus of setiferous pachyderma-
tous ungulate quadrupeds, of the order Artiodac-

tyla, or even-toed ungulates, and family Suidts,

containing only the babirussa.
Also spelled babyrussa, babyroussa.

babisht (ba'bish), a. [< babe + -ish 1
.] Like a

babe; babyish.
If he be bashful and will soon blush, they call him a

babteh and ill brought up thing.
Aseham, The Scholemaster, 1.

babishlyt (ba'bish-li), adv. In the manner of a

babe; babyishly.
bahishnesst (ba'bish-nes), n. Babyishness;
childishness.

Babism (bab'ism), n. [< Pers. Babi, Babism (<

bob, a gate, the name assumed by the founder
of the sect, who claimed that no one could come
to know God except through him: see Bab3 ),

+ -ism.~\ A religious, political, and social sys-
tem founded in Persia about 1843 by Seyd Mo-
hammed Ali, a native of Shiraz, who pretended
to be descended from Mohammed, it Is a pan-
theistic offshoot of Mohammedanism, tinctured with Gnos-
tic, Buddhistic, and Jewish ideas. It inculcates a high mo-
rality ; discountenances polygamy ; forbids concubinage,
asceticism, and mendicancy ; recognizes the equality of
the sexes ; and encourages the practice of charity, hospi-
tality, and abstinence from intoxicants of all kinds.

Babist (bab'ist), n. [< Pers. Babi (see Babism)
+ -ist.] A believer in Babism.
bablah (bab'la), n. [See babul.'] The pod of
several species of Acacia, especially of A. Ara-
bica, which comes from the East and from Sene-

gal under the name of neb-neb, it contains gallic
acid aud tannin, and has been used in dyeing cotton for

producing various shades of drab. The seeds are said to
contain a red coloring matter, and to be used in India and
Egypt for dyeing morocco. Also called babool, babul, and
babulah. See cut under acacia.

bablativet, a. See babblative,

bable't, bable2
t, n. See bauble^, bauble*.

Bable3 (ba'bla), n. A dialect of Spanish, spo-
ken in Asturias. Encye. Brit., II. 824.

baboo, n. See babu.

babool, n. Same as bablah.

baboon (ba-bon'), n. [Early mod. E. also ba-

boone, baboune, babound (also babion, bdbian (<

Baboon (Cynotephahts ntafmon}.

baby
F. babion), and bavian, after D. Itaviaan, LG.
bavian, > Dan. bavian, G. pavian), < ME. bubc-

wync, babiryn, babwcn, baboyne, etc., < OF. ba-

buin, baboin, babouin, babion, mod. F. babouin
= Sp. Pg. babuino = It.babbuiiio; ML. babc-

irynun, babervynus, babuynus, babouinns. The
OF. forms appear to be the oldest. The origin
of the name is unknown. The Ar. maimun is

prob. from the European word.] A quadruma-
nous animal of the old world, of the subfamily
CynopitheciiKe, and especially of either of the

genera Cynoevphalus (or Pajrio) and Mandrilla

(or Mormon). The baboon has a large prominent muz-
zle and a low facial angle, constituting a physiognomy
to which the term "dog-faced" has been applied. It

has cheek-pouches, large canine teeth, tail usually short

(whence the term "
pig-tailed

"
applied to some), and larjit-

bare ischial callosities, often gayly colored. Its fore and
hind limbs are proportionate, so that the animal can go
upon all-fours like ordinary quadrupeds, or sit upright liku

most other monkeys. Baboons are generally large, heavy
animals, some equaling a mastiff in size and weight, and
are amongthe most sullen, intractable, ferocious, and filthy
brutes of the order to which they belong. Most of them
are African, and they are usually gregarious, goingin large

troops, and feeding on fruits, roots, birds' eggs, insects,
etc. Among those which have special names are the anu-

bis, chacma, mandrill, drill, etc. Some of the (Juaiin!-
iiinnii which belong technically to the same group as the
baboons do not usually take the name, as the black :ipe
of Celebes, Cynojritkectw niger, and the Barbary ape, Inu-
us ecaiidattu; while some monkeys of other groups are

occasionally called balloons.

baboonery (ba-bon'e-ri), .; pi. babooneries

(-riz). [< baboon + -e'i-y.] If. Same as babery,
1. 2. A collection of baboons. 3. Baboonish
conduct or condition.

baboonish (ba-b6n'ish), . [< baboon + -w/i 1
.]

Like a baboon
;
characteristic of baboons.

A series of baboonish chuckles and grins.

Pop. Sci. ilu., XXIX. 660.

baboosh (ba-bosh'), n. [Also babouclie, after F.
babouche (usually pi., baboucties) = Sp. babuclia

(pi. babuchas), < Ar. bdbftsh, < Pers. paposh, a

slipper, < pa, = E. foot, + posh, covering; cf.

poshidan, cover.] A kind of slipper without

quarters or heel, worn in Turkey and the East.

Babouvism (ba-b6'vizm), n. [< F. babom-isme,
< Babeuf (Babceuf) + -isnie.] The communistic

system promulgated by the French socialist

Francois Noel Babeuf during the revolution.
Its fundamental principles were summed up in the sen-

tence : "The aim of society is the happiness of all, and
happiness consists in equality." By

"
equality

" was meant
absolute uniformity in dress, food, elementary education,
etc. The property of corporations was to be seized at once,
and that of individuals at their death. Officers chosen by
the people were to have unlimited powers to divide the

product of the industry of all, according to the needs and
requirements of each. A great conspiracy was organized
by Babeuf and his followers for the establishment of a new
government based on these principles, but it was betrayed
to the Directory in May, 1796, and Babeuf was executed
in May, 1797. Also Baeovimi.

Babouvist (ba-bo'vist), n. [< F. baboitviste: see

Babouvism.] A follower of the French social-

ist Babeuf, or an adherent of Babouvism.
babu (ba-bo'), " [Also (as E.) baboo; <Hind.

babu, a title of respect ;
in Canarese it means

father. Cf. baba.] A Hindu title of address,
equivalent to sir or Mr., given to gentlemen,
clerks, etc. : formerly applied in some parts of

Hindustan to certain persons of distinction.
"In Bengal and elsewhere, among Anglo-Indians, it is of-

ten used with a slight savor of disparagement, as charac-

terizing a superficially cultivated but too often effemi-
nate Bengali ; and from the extensive employment of the
class to which the term was applied as a title in the ca-

pacity of clerks in English offices, the word has come often
to signify

' a native clerk who writes English.
' "

Yule and
Burnett, Anglo-Ind. Gloss.

babuina (bab-u-i'na), n. [ML., fern, of babui-

nus: see baboon.] A female baboon.
The depravity of an old babuina, or female Bhunder

baboon. Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 398.

babul (ba-bol'), n. [Also written babool, babu-

lah, repr. Hind, baliul, a species of Acacia."]
Same as bablah.

baby (ba'bi), n. and a. [Also dial, babby ; early
mod. E. also babie, < ME. babee, babi, dim. of

babe.] I. n.; pi. babies (-biz). 1. An infant or

young child of either sex; a babe.
I knew them all as babies, and now they're elderly men.

Tennyson, The Grandmother.

2f. A doll.

The archduke aw that Perkin would prove a runagate ;

and it was the part of children to fall out about babies.

Bacon.

These [boxes] are to have Folding-Doors, which being
open'd, you are to behold a Baby dress'd out in some
Fashion which has fiourisli'd, and standing upon a Pedes-

tal, where the Time of its Reign is mark'd down.
Spectator, No. 478.

3f. [Cf . E. pupil, < L. papilla, a girl, the pupil
of the eye.] The minute reflection which a

person sees of himself in the pupil of another's

eye. There are many allusions to this in our older poets ;
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hence such phrases as tt> !imk hahi*-* in ../i/* fyett, used with

regard to ii lover.
No Jllore fool,

To look ^-ay Ixtlli' * it! nnlll' Cf/r.v, \ouny Kohiml,
And huiiK ahont your pretty neck.

l-'liifhfr, Woman's I'riw, v. 1.

But wee cannot so passe the centre of the Eye, which
wee call 1'iipillit, ijuasi 1'llppu, the Mm- in Ilir cii- 'he

.Si^ht. 1'urclnif. \licrocos. (Kill)), p. 'JO.

4. Oue who is like a baby ;
a childish person.

Though he lie grave with years, he's a great baby.

I'letcher(aiut aiuitlirr), Elder Brother, ill. 6.

Baby act, a colloquial name Cor the leKal delense of in-

fancy. Hence To plead the baby act. (<0 T<> plead
that a contract is void lieean>e ma<le diiriTi^ one .s minor-

ity, (d) To attempt to e\cu.-.c excessive, or feigned ijoio-

rance or stupidity on the' ground of professed inexperience.
[Colloquial in hotli uses. |- Bartholomew baby, a kind
of doll sold originally at Bartholomew fair in London, and
celebrated as the lies! then known.

It also tells fanners what niniiner of wife they shall

choose; not one trickt up with riMiens anil knots like a
Ilarlfinlinit'-ir tialiif. J'oor Jtobin's Almaiutc, 1095.

II. <i. 1. Babyish; infantine; pertaining to

.in infant.
S a conscience-stricken cravens, rock to rest

Vour hull// hearts. SlirW-ii, 'Hie c Yuri, iv. '1.

.Moulded thy baby thought. Trmiiimii, Elea v.

2. Small, or comparatively small: as, a Italy

engine. [Colloq.]

baby (bii'bi), r. /.; pret. and pp. biibivd, ppr.

biilii/iiii/. [< buliy, .] To treat like a young
child.

At hest it lutbifN us with endless toys,
And keeps us children till we drop to dust.

Young, Night Thoughts, vi. 521.

baby-farm (ba'bi-farm), n. A place where chil-

dren are received and cared for.

baby-farmer (ba'bi-far*mer), n. One who re-

ceives and contracts to care for the infants of
those who, for any reason, may be unable or

unwilling to bring up their own children.

baby-farming (ba'bi-fiir"ming), n. The busi-
ness carried on by a baby-farmer.
babyhood (ba'bi-hud), n. < baby + -hood.']
The state of being a baby ; infancy.
baby-house (ba'bi-hous), n. A toy house for
children's dolls.

babyish (ba'bi-ish), a. [< baby + -*s/<i.] Like
a baby ;

childish.

babyishness (ba'bi-ish-nes), n. The quality of

being like a baby; extreme childishness.

babyism (ba'bi-izm), n. [< baby + -ism.'} 1.

The state of being a baby ; babyhood. Jeffrey.
2. A childish mode of speech ;

childishness.

liabyisim and dear diminutives.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

The egotism, the babyism, and the inconsistency of this

transaction have no parallel. The Century, XXIV. 148.

baby-jumper (ba'bi-jum'per), n. [< baby +
jumper.] A basket or sling in which a small
child may be fastened, having an adjustable
elastic cord which permits a dancing motion
when the child's feet touch the floor.

Babylonian (bab-i-16'ni-an), a. and n. [< L.

Babylon, < Gr. Ea/Mav (the city), or L. Baby-
lonia, < Gr. Ba/Su/iwm (the province), the Gr.
form of the Semitic name Babel or Bdbilu

(Heb. Babel). See Babel. The original Acca-
dian name of the city was Ca-dimirra.] I. a.

1. Pertaining to Babylon, the capital of the
ancient kingdom of Babylonia, or to the king-
dom itself, liiiins of the city, in the form of three

large mounds, exist near Hillah on the Euphrates, about
M miles south of Bagdad on the Tigris.

2. Like the confusion of tongues at Babel (=
Babylon) ;

mixed
; confused.

This formal error [of applying the word " force
"
to all

kinds of power, living or dead] has become a Pandora's

box, whence has sprung a Baliylvnian confusion of tongues.
Quoted in W. K. Grove's Corr. of Forces, p. 333.

3f. [From a former common identification by
Protestants of the "scarlet woman," "Baby-
lon the great, the mother of harlots and abomi-
nations" (Rev. xvii. 5), with the Papacy.] (a)

Popish. (6) Scarlet Babylonian art, a subdivi-
sion of Mesopotaiuiaii art ; the later development of Chal-
dean art as practised at Babylon, both prior to the Assyrian
domination, which began in the eleventh century B. c. and
culminated in the ninth century, and after the restoration
of the Babylonian kingdom, under Nabopolassar, about
600 B. c. The architecture of Babylon, like that of As-

syria, of which it was the model, employed as its chief
material of construction the sun-dried brick, and held in

general to the thick walls and massive forms which were
imposed by this friable material. Stone was much more
scarce in Babylonia than in Assyria ; hence Babylonian
decoration adhered in the main to painting on a surface
of plaster for interiors, and to brilliantly enameled tiles,

often forming pictorial subjects of great size and variety,
for exteriors. In Babylonia, contrary to Assyrian prac-
tice, the temple, rising pyramidally in stages, each as-

cended by broad flights of steps, and each of a distinct

color, was the most important development of architec-

ture, the royal palace being subordinated to it. The scar-

city of stone rendered sculpture scanty ; but the gem-cnt-
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tert art produced cylinder, or .seals in irrcat plenty and of claim the amount of their bet-, and the hanker takes the

much merit, and pottery, metal- work, and textile fabrics stakes of the others. In America the gUM it tUgbtl)
attained nre.it perfection. See Mi-*<>i>tiituiii lift, and com- dill'erent, court-cards and tens not counting.

pare ' Vi"/'/"Mi lift all'l A*H>i/-i>in ili't, under the adjectives. baCCaret, il'ttl'i. See

[<
from

-Babylonian Quartz sa as it,<M quarto (l,i.h baccarinine iba-kiir'i-iiin), .

hce. ler ./<"'-'). Babylonian scale, the sexagesimal
,2 ,

nlk-iloiil olit-iine.l
scale of numeration, whicli originateil in Babylonia.

tttel!}

II. . 1. An inhabitant of Babylonia; a
Chaldean. 2. An astrologer: so used from
the fact that the Chaldeans were remarkable
for the study of astrology. 3f. A Papist. See

I., 3.

Babylonic (bab-i-lon'ik), a. [< L. Babyloiiicnx,
< Hit Ill/Inn : see Babylonian.] 1. Pertaining to

Babylon, or made there : as, Babylonia gar-
ments, carpets, or hangings. 2. Tumultuous;
disorderly. Kir J. Hurimjton.
Babylonicalt (bab-i-lon'i-kal), a. Same as

fliibylonie.

Babylonish (bab-i-16'nish), a. [< Babylon +
-is/i.] 1. Belonging to or made at Babylon.
2. Babel-like; confused.

Words which were a jwrfect Babylonish jargon to the
bewildered Van Winkle. Irmmj, Sketch-Book, p. 59.

3t. Popish. See Babylonian, a., 3.

Babylonite (bab'i-lon-it), n. [< Babylon +
-ite~.] The arrow-shaped Babylonish charac-
ter. See arrow-headed and cuneiform.

baby-pin (ba'bi-pin), n. A safety-pin.

babyrussa, babyroussa, . See babirussa.

babyship (ba'bi-ship), n. [< baby + -ship.]
The state of being a baby ; babyhood.
baby-walker (ba'bi-w8,*'ker), n. A frame, mov-
ing on casters, in which a child may be sup-
ported while learning to walk.

bacH, n. An obsolete spelling of back1
.

bac2 . See back3 .

bacaba-palm (ba-ka'ba-pam), n. [< S. Amer.
bacaba + E. palm.] A' palm of northern Bra-

zil, (Enocarpus distichus, with a tall trunk and

widely spreading pinnate leaves. The drupaceous
fruits are used by the natives for making a pleasant drink,
and the kernels furnish an oil resembling that of the olive.

bacbakiri (bak-ba-ke'ri), re. [Native name.]
A name of an African shrike, Telejthonus guttu-
ralis.

baccalaurean (bak-a-la're-an), a. [< ML. bac-

calaureus : see baccalaureate.] Of, pertaining
to, or befitting a bachelor.

That quiet, comfortable, baccalaurian habitation, over

against the entrance into Bishopsgate Street.

Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 52.

baccalaureate (bak-a-la're-at), n. and a. [<
ML. NL. baccalaureatus, < baccalaureus, a cor-

ruption (simulating L. bacca, berry, and laurus,

laurel) of ML. baccalarius, a bachelor, one
who has attained the lowest degree in a uni-

versity: see bachelor.] I. n. 1. The university
degree of bachelor. 2. A baccalaureate ser-

mon (which see, below).
H. a. Pertaining to the university degree of

bachelor. Baccalaureate sermon, a farewell sermon
delivered in some American colleges to a graduating class.

Baccanarist (bak-a-nar'ist), n. In the Bom.
Cath. Ch., a member of a society founded in

Italy by one Baccanari after the suppression
of the Jesuits in 1773, with the object of restor-

ing that order under a new name and form.
The society was merged in the reestablished
order of Jesuits in 1814.

baccara, baccarat (bak-a-ra'), n. [F.; origin
unknown.] A French game of cards played by
any number of betters and a banker, and with
one or more packs of cards, according to the
number of players. Each better deposits a stake,
and all stakes are duplicated by the banker, after which
the latter deals two cards to each player, including him-
self. The aim is to decide each individual l>et by com-

parison of the total count held by each better with that
held by the banker. The court-cards each count 10, and
the others according to the spots. The counts range in

value by series of 9, 19, 29, 8, 18, 28, etc., 9 beating any
other count. A player may call for more cards, but at
the risk of exceeding 29 in count, which excess forfeits

his bet. If a player's cards count 9 he declares it, when
all who hold hands superior to that of the hanker may

.

baccate (Imk'sit ), (I. [< L. hiii-i-<itiin, liiii-iiliis, set

with puarls, lit. berried, < bnn-n. burn, ;i ln-ri->.

a pearl: sec /(//'] '" ''"' : '") I'nlpv '"id

berry-like: applied to fruits. Se,- berry*, (h)

Bearing berries ; berried.

baccatedt (bak'ii-ted), <i. [< burrnti- + -P.J
1. Set or ;n|orm>d with pcarl>. Hnili-i/. 2.

Having manv berries, llniln/.

Baccha (iMk'ii), .
[
XL.: rf. <ir. -^X'l. u kind

of pear.] A genus of tetiacliii'tous braehyce-
rous dipterous insects, of the family Hi/r/iliiilir.

bacchanal (bak'ii-iml), n. and H. [< L. luiri-lin-

ini/ix, pertaining to Bacchus: see IliK'chun.]

1. a. 1. Characterized by intemperate drink-

ing; riotous; noisy: as, "bacchanal feasts,"

I'l-iiirlru, Deliberate Answer, fol. 20 (1587).

2. Relating to or resembling a bacchanal or
the bacchanalia.

II. a. 1. One who celebrated the bacchanalia;
a votary of Bacchus. Hence 2. One who in-

dulges in drunken revels ; one who is noisy and

riotous; a drunkard:
as^

"each bold bni-rltu-

i/dl," Byron, Don Juan, iii. 86.

Each with the merry wink of a practiced bacchanal.
T. Winthmp, Cecil Dreeme, x.

3. i)l. Same as bacchanalia.

In this masquerade of mirth and love,
Mistook the bliss of heaven for bacchanals above.

Dryden, II ind and Panther, L 387.

Also bacchanalian.

bacchanalia (bak-a-ua'lia), n. pi. [L. (OL.
bacanalia), neut. pi', of bacchanalis, pertaining
to Bacchus: see bacchanal.] 1. [<*</'.] In Horn.

antiq., a festival in honor of Bacchus. These
festivals became the occasion of great excesses,
and were forbidden by the senate in 186 B. c.

2. Any festivities characterized by jollity
and good-fellowship, particularly if somewhat
boisterous, and accompanied by much wine-

drinking.
The morning after the bacchanalia in the saloon of the

palace. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 283.

3. Drunken orgies; riotous disorders; ruthless
and shameless excesses ;

unbounded license.

Plunging without restraint or shame into the Baccha-
nalia of despotism, the king [John] continued to pillage,
to banish, and to slay. Sir E. Creasy, Bug. Const., p. 110.

bacchanalian (bak-a-na'lian), a. and n. [<
bacchanalia + -an.] Same as bacchanal. [The
more common form of the adjective.]

Ev'n bacchanalian madness has its charms.

Cmcjter, Progress of Error, 1. 56.

Sculptures of the bacchanalians. StvJceley.

bacchanalianism (bak-a-na'lian-izm), n. [<
bacchanalian + -4gm.] The practice of baccha-
nalian rites; drunken revelry; riotous festivity.

bacchanalianly (bak-a-na'lian-li), adv. In a
bacchanalian manner.
bacchant (bak'ant), a. and . [< L. bacchan(t-)s,

ppr. of baechari, celebrate the feast of Bacchus,
< Bacchus, Bacchus. Cf. bacchante.] I. a.

Worshiping Bacchus; reveling.
Over his shoulder with a bacchant air

Presented the o'erflowing cup.
Byron, Don Juan, iii. 43.

II. n. 1. A priest, priestess, or votary of

Bacchus; a bacchanal.

They appear hi a state of intoxication, and are the bac-

chants in a delirium. Kees, Cyc., under Alme.

2. One addicted to intemperance or riotous

revelry. 3. A name given in Germany, in the

fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries,
to wandering scholars who traveled from one
institution of learning to another. These bac-

chants frequently had younger students under their pro-
tection and instruction, who waited upon them, begged
for them, etc.

bacchante (bak'ant, ba-kant', orba-kan'te), n.
;

pi. bacchantes (bak'antz; usually, as if L., ba-

kan'tez). [< F. bacchante = Sp. bacante = Pg.
bacchante =s It. baccante, < L. bacchan(t-)s (ace.

bacchantem), pi. bacchantes, used, as a noun,
only in fern, (equiv. to Bacchce), prop. ppr. of

baechari, celebrate the feast of Bacchus. In
mod. use also masc. : see bacchant. The E. form,

prop, bacchant, usually follows the F. spelling,
and often the F. accent (ba-kant'). The pi.
is usually in the L. form, whence the irreg.

sing, in 3 syllables (ba-kan'te).] 1. In antiq.,
a priestess of Bacchus, or a woman who joined
in the celebration of the festivals of Bacchus;



bacchante

a womau inspired with tho bacchic frenzy.
See mii'iidil.

Guide tlit revel nf frenzied Bacchantes.

Longfellow, Evangeline, ii. 2.

Bacchantes. Mythological festival of Bacchus, from an ancient

sarcophagus in the Vatican Museum.

2. A woman addicted to intemperance or riot-

ous revelry ;
a female bacchanal,

bacchantic (ba-kan'tik), a. [< bacchant + -ic.~\

Of or resembling a bacchant or bacchanal ;
bac-

chanalian
;
riotous

; jovial.

It is the feeblest band [of music] ; and yet it is subjeet
to spurts of ba?chantie fervor.

C. D. Warner, Winter on the Nile, p. 103.

I hardly know what of bacchant joyousness I had not
attributed to them [the Italians] oil their holidays.

Hou'ellit, Venetian Life, xviii.

baccharict, A corrupt form of Bacharach.
Baccharis (bak'a-ris), n. [NL., < L. bacchar, bet-

ter spelled Itaccdris, baccar, < Gr. ftanKapif (some-
times spelled ftdicxaptf, as if related to Ba/c^of,

Bacchus), an unknown plant with an aromatic
root yielding
an oil : said
to be a Lydi-
an word.] A
very large ge-
nus of plants
of the natural
order Com-
positai, some-
what nearly
allied to Eri-

yeron, but
with dioe-

cious whitish
or yellowish
flowers, and
the leaves
often coated
with a resin-

ous secretion.
They are most-
ly shrubs, some-
times small

trees, chiefly
tropical and
South Ameri-
can. About 20

species occur
in the United
States. In the

Andes extensive plateaus are covered with them. Sudor-
ific and tonic properties are ascribed to several of the more
resinous species. A decoction from the groundsel-tree
of the West Indies and Atlantic coast of North America,
n. halimifolia, is occasionally used as a remedy in diseases
of the lungs and as a demulcent.

baccharoid (bak'a-roid), a. [< Baccharis +
-oid.} Resembling in some respect the group
of composite plants of which the genus Bac-
charis is the type.
bacchiac (ba-ki'ak), a. [< Gr. /fa^a/cof, also

jiaKxeiaKo^, < pfavtoc, /So/c^eZof, a bacchius: see

bacchius.] Pertaining to or consisting of bac-
chii.

Bacchic (bak'ik), a. [< L. Bacchicus, < Gr. BOJC-

XIKOS, < Ba/c^of ,
Bacchus : see Bacchus.} 1 . Re-

lating to or in honor of Bacchus
; connected

with bacchanalian rites or revelries. [Often
without a capital.]
The bacchic orgia were celebrated on the tops of hills

and desolate wild places.

Stukeley, Palreographia Sacra, p. 39.

2. Jovial
;
drunken

;
mad with intoxication : as,

a Bacchic reveler. 3. [i.e.] Same as bacchiac.
Bacchic amphora or vase, in archmol., a Greek or

Roman amphora or vase decorated with scenes relating to
the myths or the festivals of Bacchus. Also called Diony-
siac amphora or vase. An example is shown in the cut of
a decorated amphora, under amphora.
Bacchicalt (bak'i-kal), a. Same as Bacchic:
as, "bacchical enthusiasm," J. Spencer, Vul-
gar Prophecies, p. 78.

bacchius (ba-ki'us), .; pi. Ixtcchii (-1). [L.
(so. pes = E. foot), < Gr. Bax^etuf (sc. iroi't = L.

Bacchus and Eros (
Love ) Museo

Nazionale, Naples.

Groundsel-tree (Baccharis haiimifolia).
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jicis),
a metrical loot: so named, it is said, from

its use in hymns in honor of Bacchus.] In

pros., a foot composed of one short and two

long syllables, with the ictus on the first long,
as in ava'ii, abovo'board. See antibacchiun
and hemiolie. (Before the Alexandrine period Baltics
meant the 'IWCIKOS (

w w or ^ w ) (see lot/it-) or the

Xopianfiot (
~ ^

) (see choriamb). Beginning with that

period, the Baxeio was ^, and U7ro0dx et
9 (ai-Ti-

aKX to, 7raAl^/3axeios) ^ . Ilepha'Stion, < tllilltiliaM,

and other writers IDvert this, and make the Ba*x<> w
.-

Bacchus (bak'us), n. [L., < Gr. Ba/vtof, an-
other name of Dionysus, the god of wine

;
also

one of his followers or priests. Also called
v

Ia/c,Yof, prob. related to taxeiv, shout, with allu-

sion to the noisy manner in which the festival

of Dionysus was celebrated.] In Hrtmiical myth.,
a name of Diony-
sus, the son of

Zeus (Jupiter) and
Semele, and the

god of wine, per-

sonifying both its

good and its bad
qualities. It was the
current name of this

god among the Ko-
mans. The orgiastic
worship of Bacchus
was especially charac-
teristic of Bajotia,
where his festivals

were celebrated on the

slopesof Mount Citlue-

ron, and extended to
those of the neighbor-
ing Parnassus. In At-
tica the rural and
somewhat savage cult

of Bacchus underwent
a metamorphosis, and
reached its highest ex-

pression in the cho-

ragic literary contests
in which originated
both tragedy and com-
edy, andforwhich were
written most of the

masterpieces of Greek
literature. Bacchus
was held to have taught
the cultivation of the grape and the preparation of wine.
In early art, and less commonly after the age of Phidias,
Bacchus is represented as a bearded man of full age, usu-

ally completely draped. After the time of Praxiteles he
appears almost universally, except in archaistic examples,
in the type of a beardless youth, of graceful and rounded
form, often entirely undraped or very lightly draped.
Among his usual attributes are the vine, the ivy, the thyr-
sus, the wine-cup, and the panther. Hee Dionysia, maenad,
and thiasus.

bacciferous (bak-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. baccifer,

bdcifer, < bacca, baca, berry (cf. baccate), +
ferre = E. bear1 .'] Bearing or producing ber-
ries.

bacciform (bak'si-form), a. [< L. bacca, baca,
a berry, + forma, shape.] Shaped like a berry.
baccivorous (bak-siv'o-rus), a. [< L. bacca,

baca,, berry, + vorare, eat, devour.] Eating or

subsisting on berries: as, baccieorous birds.

bacet, . An obsolete form of base, in various
senses.

Bacharach (bak'a-rak), n. A brand of Rhine
wine made at Bacharaeh, a small town in Rhe-
nish Prussia, on the left bank of the Rhine, 23
miles south of Coblentz. Formerly also backa-

rach, backrack, backrag, baccharic, etc. [In the
old forms generally without a capital.]

I'm for no tongues but dry'd ones, such as will
Give a flue relish to my backrag.

Jasper Maytw, City Match.

Good backrack ... to drink down in healths to this

day. Fletcher, Beggar's Bush, v. 2.

bachel (bak'el), . [See fcacife.] A grain-mea-
sure used in parts of Greece, varying in capacity
from of a bushel to Ii bushels, according to
the locality. Also bacile.

baehelert, n. An obsolete form of bachelor.

bacheleriat, . [ML., also bacelleria, etc.: see

bachelery.~\ In old records, the commonalty or

yeomanry, in contradistinction to the baron-

age.

bacheleryt, n. [ME., also bachelerie, lachelry,
-rie, etc., < OF. bachelerie (ML. baeheleria, etc.),
< baeheler: see bachelor and -y.~\ 1. The body
of young aspirants for knighthood.

And of his retenue the bachelrye.
Chaucer, Clerk s Tale, 1. 214.

2. The whole body of knights.
This Phebus that was flour of bachilrie.

Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, 1. 21.

bachelor (bach'e-lor), n. [Early mod. E. also

baeheler, batchtter, 'batchelor, -ar, -om; batchler,

etc.; < ME. baclteler, bachiler, bachler, etc., <

(a) OF. baeheler = It. baccalare = Pr. bacalar,

bachelorism

< ML. baecalaris; (b) later OF. btteli flier, ba-

cltilier, etc., F. bachclier = Pr. bachallier = Sp.
lini'/ii/ler = It. baecallierc, < ML. baccalaritis,

Imccl/alarius, etc. (later baccalawevs : see bac-

calaureate), a bachelor. Origin uncertain;

supposed by some to be orig. connected witli

ML. baccalai'ius, the holder, as vassal of a

superior vassal, of a farm called baocalaria,

perhaps < bacca, for L. raeca, a cow. By
others the OF. baeheler, in the assumed orig.
sense of ' a young man,' is connected with
OF. bticek; bacelle, bacliclc, baclielle (with dim.

bacclette, bachelote), a young woman, a female

servant, bacfieleric, youth, bacelage, appren-
ticeship, courtship, etc., words erroneously re-

ferred to a Celtic origin (W. bitch, little, btclittti,

a little girl, bacliyen, a boy, a child). The his-

tory of the forms mentioned above is not clear.

Perhaps several independent words have be-
come confused in form.] 1. Formerly, a per-
son in the first or probationary stage of knight-
hood; a knight not powerful enough to display
his banner in the field, and who therefore fol-

lowed the banner of another; a knight of low
rank. See knight bachelor, under knight.

I seke after a segge [man] that I seigh ons,
A ful bolde bacheler I knew him by his blasen.

Piers Plowman (B), xvi. 179.

With him ther was his sone, a yong Squyer,
A lovyere, and a lusty bacheler.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 79.

"Community of the bachelors at England," that is, no
doubt, the body of knights the tenants in chivalry, the
landowners below the rank of the baronage.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 170.

2. In universities and colleges : (a) Before the
fifteenth century, a young man in apprentice-
ship for the degree of master in one of the

higher faculties, that is, of theology, law, or

medicine, (b) In modern use, a person who
has taken the first degree (baccalaureate) in the
liberal arts and sciences, or in divinity, law,

medicine, etc., at a college or university: as,
a bachelor of arts

;
a bachelor of science. See

baccalaureate. Originally, a bachelor had not neces-

sarily taken any degree whatever ; but after the fourteenth

century the word, without ceasing to carry this significa-

tion, was also applied to a determinant, or young man \vho
had taken the lowest degree in the faculty of arts. This
degree seems to have been conferred not by the chancel-
lor nor by the faculty, but only by the "nation." It was
not accompanied by any regular diploma, but testimonial
letters were furnished if desired. In order to be admitted
to the degree, it was requisite for the candidate to be four-
teen years of age, to have followed a three years' course in

logic in the university, and also to sustain a disputation,
called the detenninanee. There were in the middle ages
three orders of bachelors of theology. The lower order
consisted of the ordinary biblice and cursors, the duty of
the former being to read and expound the Bible from be-

ginning to end, and that of the latter to give one course
of lectures upon a book of the Old and another upon a
book of the New Testament, which books they chose at

pleasure. Bachelors of the second order of theology were
called Hententiary bachelors, because they publicly read
and expounded the Book of the Sentences of Peter the
Lombard. It was not, however, till late in the thirteenth

century that auy bachelor was permitted to lecture on the
Sentences. According to the law, the lectures of the sen-

tentiary bachelors had to include the reading of the text of
the author, and the explanation of it phrase by phrase ;

and they were forbidden to trench upon questions of logic
and metaphysics. They also made certain acts called

pri
f

tici.pia. Hee principium. As soon as the sententiary
had completely tinished the exposition of the Sentences,
he became a formed bachelor (baccalariwt forwatw), and
had still to continue his theological studies for three years
longer before he could be licensed to preach and to teach
as a master.

3. A man of any age who has not been married.
It was my turquoise : I had it of Leah when I was a

bachelor : I would not have given it for a wilderness of

monkeys. Shak., M. of V., Hi. 1.

4f. A woman who has not been married.
He would keep you

A bachelor still, by keeping of your portion ;

And keep you not alone without a husband,
But in a sickness. B. Jonson, Maguetick Lady, ii. 1.

5. In London livery companies, a person not

yet admitted to the livery. 6. A local name
in the United States of a fish, Pomoxig niiini-

laris, of the Mississippi valley ;
a crappie.

Sometimes incorrectly spelled batchelor.

Budge, bachelors. See buagez. Knight bachelor.
See knight.

bachelorhood (bach'e-lor-hud), H. [< bachelor
+ -Aoorf.] The state or condition of being a

bachelor or unmarried man.
I can fancy nothing more cruel after a long easy life of

bachelorhood than to have to sit day after day with a dull

handsome woman opposite. Thackeray, Newcomes, II. ii.

Keeping in bachelorhood those least likely to be long-
lived. H. Spetvxr, Study of Sociol., p. 95.

bachelorism (bach'e-lpr-izm), n. [< bachelor
+ -**;.] 1. The state of being a bachelor;
bachelorhood. 2. A trait or habit peculiar to

a bachelor.



bachelor's-buttons

bachelor's-buttons (biii-h'e-ioi-x.-bnt'ni'.), . i>l.

[Said to be so named because country youths
used to carry the flower in their pockets to

divine their success with their sweethearts.]
1. The popular name of several plants, as the
double-flowered variety of Lychnis tliurna (tin-

red campion), Crntaurra nii/ra (knapweed),
but chiefly the double-flowered varieties of

ItanuitCHlux iimiiilifoliits (white bachelor's-but-

tons) and Rtinuiirulux arris (yellow bachelor's-

buttons). The name is also given to the ragged-robin
(Ijiii-linix l''(it*-<-itftili), to the globu-umaranth (wnqpfawui
//.i/*ix), to the NCI//;.'.,.." .Micci'xa, ami iu some parts of the
I Hite.l States to I'tili/i/tilii lnl,-n all. I to other plants.

2. A name for the seeds of Sfri/chi/os \ii.i--

t'ontiea, formerly used for ])oisouiug rats. JJun-

ijlixon.

bachelorship (buc-h'e-lor-ship), . [< //<//<Vr
+ -shi/i.] The state or condition of being a
bachelor in any sense

;
the rank or degree of a

bachelor; the unmarried state of a man.
bachle 1

,
. See bauchle 1

.

bachle-t, c. ' An obsolete Scotch form of baffle.

bacile (bu-che'le), .; pi. biieili (-16). [It., <

ML. bacile, baccilc, bacliilc, a basin, a dry mea-
sure; cf. bacillus, baccinus, barrli in us. bachiintx,
a basin, a dry measure: see battiii.'] 1. In

eerant., a basin or deep dish: in use in English
for an ornamental vessel of Italian make and
of that shape, especially for a vessel of enam-
eled and lustered pottery. 2. In metrology,
same as liachel.

bacillar (bus'i-lar), a. [< L. baeillum or NL. ba-

ril/itH, it. v.
,
+ -).] 1. Belonging or pertaining

to the genus Bacillus. 2. Resembling in form
a short rod or bacillus; bacilliform. As applied
to the valves of diatoms, it indicates that their greatest
dimension is in a direction parallel to the line of juncture
of the two valves ; that is, they are longer than broad, ami
therefore rod-like. Sec cut under bacilttt*.

Bacillaria (bas-i-la'ri-ij),
n. [NL., < bacillus +

-ana.] A genus of microscopic algae, belong-
ing to the class Diatomaeete. They consist of slen-
der rectangular segments, arranged iu tabular or oblique
series. The compound segments of frustules are inces-

santly slipping backward and forward over each other.

They are frequent on the coasts of Great Britain.

Bacillariaceae (bas-i-la-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Bacillaria + -aceat.] Same as Diatomaceai.

bacillary (bas'i-la-ri), a. [< bacillus + -ary,]
1. Pertaining to or consisting of bacilli : char-
acterized by the presence or agency of bacilli.

2. Having the form of small rods Badllary
layer, the layer of rods and cones of the retina. See ret inn.

bacilli, . Plural of bacillus.

bacillian (ba-sil'i-an), a. [< bacillus + -ian.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a bacillus:

as, "bacillian parasites," B. W. Richardson.
bacillicide (ba-sil'i-sid), . [< NL. bacillus +
L. -cida, < ccedere, kill.] A substance em-
ployed to kill bacilli or infectious germs; a

germicide.
A combination of lime with chlorine, perhaps the best

of all the bacillicides, is very generally employed.
Disinfectants, p. 19.

bacillicidic (ba-sil-i-sid'ik), a. [< bacillicide +
-jc.] Destructive to bacilli.

bacilliculture (ba-sil'i-kul-tur), . [< NL. ba-

cillus + L. cultura, culture.] The cultivation
of bacteria in vegetable or animal infusions or

otherwise, for purposes of investigation.
bacilliform (ba-sil'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. bacillus

+ L. forma, form.] Of the form of a small

rod; rod-shaped ;
bacillar in form.

bacillus (ba-sil'us), n.; pi. bacilli (-5). [NL.,
a particular use of LL. bacillus, L. baeillum, a
little rod or staff, dim. of L. baculus, baculum,
a stick, staff; cf. Gr. /JaKT/xtv, a staff, perhaps
akin to jialvetv, go, =
L. venire = E. come.]
1. In anat., a little

rod or rod-like body,
as one of the rods of

the retina. 2. An
individual of the

genus Bacillus. 3.

[cap.'] A so-called

genus of the micro-

scopical vegetable
organisms known as

bacteria, having the
form of very slender

straight filaments,
short or of moderate
length, and consist-

ing of one or more
elongated cylindri-
cal joints. Several _

forms, or species, are ree- p^'
uguized, Of these, tub- ure,

lacillus, highly magnified. Up-
figure, B. anlhracts ; lower tig-

:,
Comma Bacillus.

II I

till* is funnel in rennet, and is the agent in luityrie fer-

mentation ; ft. "<'<' known as an-
thrax oreharbon ; and 11. (iiit>il<iit<-t, i- is one of the spc. ics

which produce putrefaction, other species are believed
to cause tuberculosis, leprosy, ami cholera. Tin- ., .111111:1

bacillus, which is asserted to l>c a]wa>s present in the
eonr.se of tile last-nameil .ii-ca^. . i^ peculiar in having a

more or less curve-. I form. Sec /;.<./.;/..,,, aid >'/., a

/,///. vf.'*.

4. ['-'(/).] In ruttiiH., a genus of ortliopti-nms
gressorial insects, of the family riiaxuiitlir ; the

walking-sticks. 5f. Medicine maile up into a

long round figure like a stick. Ki-rscy (170H).

bacint, . An obsolete form of //*/.

bacinett, n. An obsolete form of haxini-t.

bacino (ba-che'no), .
; pi. /<r/i (-ne). [It., a

basin : see basin."] In cerani., one of the dishes
of richly colored pottery which are found built

into the walls of certain medieval buildings in

Italy, especially at Pesaro, Pisa, Rome, and

Bologna.
back! (bak), n. [< ME. bak, < AS. Ixee = OS.
buk = OFries. bek = Ml), bak (D. bak- in

comp. ) = LG. bak (also in cornp., bak-, > G.
bark- in comp., also separately, back, fore-

castle) = Icel. Sw. bak = Dan. bat/, buck.
Cf. AS. liri/r,/. back, E. ritli/f.] 1. The whole
hinder part of the human body, opposite the
front and between the sides, or the upper part
of the body of most animals; technically,
the spinal, dorsal, or tergal portion, surface,
or aspect of the trunk, extending from the
scruff of the neck between the shoulders to the

buttocks, hams, or bifurcation of the body at

the legs; the tergum; the dorsum; the notee-

um. 2. The corresponding or related portion
of any part or organ of the body ;

the posterior

aspect of a thing ; the part opposite to or fur-

thest from the front, or in any way correlated
with the back of the trunk : as, the back of the

head, neck, arm, leg; the back of the hand;
the back of the mouth. 3. Anything resem-

bling the back in position. () As being behind
or furthest from the face or front, like the back in man :

as, the back of a house.

Trees set upon the back* of chimneys do ripen fruits

sooner. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

(6) As being behind, or in the furthest distance, with ref-

erence to the spectator, speaker, scene of action, etc. : as,
the back of an island ; the back of a wood ; the '"'./. of a

village, (c) As being the part which comes behind in the

ordinary movements of a thing, or when it ia used : as.

the back of a knife, saw, etc. (d) As forming the upper,
and especially the outer and upper, portion of a thing,
like the back of one of the lower animals : as, the buck of
a hand-rail ; the back of a rafter. (<') The ridge of a hill.

The mountains huge appear
Emergent, and their broad bare backn upheave.

Hilton, f. L., vii. 2S6.

O'er the long bach of the bushless downs.

Tennywn, Lancelot and Elaine.

(/) As being that which supports the ribs : as, the back of
a ship (namely, the keel and keelson). See broken-baeknl.

to) The upright hind part of a chair, serving as a support
for the back. (A) In but., the outer side of an organ, or
the side turned away from the axis : as, the back of a leaf
or of a carpel.

4. By synecdoche, the whole body, with refer-

ence to clothing, because the back is usually
most fully covered: as, he has not clothes to

his back.

I bought you a dozen of shirts to your back.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ill. n.

5f. Clothing ; a garment to cover the back.

And owre bakken that moth-eaten be.
Piers Plomnan (B), x. ;2.

6. pi. In the leather trade, the thickest and
best-tanned hides. 7t. The address of a let-

ter, formerly written on the back of the letter

itself. Scott. 8f. A reserve or secondary re-

source.
This project

Should have a back, or second, that might hold,
If this should blast in proof. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7.

9. In ship-building, a timber bolted on the
after end of the rudder, to complete its form.

10. In metal-mining, the portion of the lode
which lies between any level or stope and the
one next above it, or the surface. Generally,
the backs are the unstoped portions of the lode,
as far as laid open, and ready to be mined or

stoped. 11. In coal-mining : (a) Same as face .

(6) The inner end of a heading where work is

going on. 12. In foot-ball, a position behind
the line of rushers, or a player in this position :

called quarter-back, half-back, three-quarters-
back, or full-back, according to the distance
from the rushers Back and belly, (n) Before and
behind ; all over : as, to beat a person&nct ami belly, (b)
With clothes and food : as, to keep a person back and belli/

(to keep him in clothes ami food). [Vulgar.] Back and
breast, the usual term in the seventeenth century for
the body-armor of the period. It consisted of a solid

breastplate in one piece, generally considered bullet-

back

proof, an.i a lighter Imekpieee. tile tuo secured together
mi'lcr the arms, usually l>> straps an. I !>u<-kl. s.

Armed uith '*/'/. ";"/ l>i:-u*l, head piece anil I.rac. !, -I -,.

.V'-"". l.ci:.-n'l nf \l-.hli ..-.:.

Back and edge*, hn> ; completely.

Th.-y have cu^auc'l themselves ours lull-It ,tn:t c//r/,-.

/.'"/'/ Afltllnn'/. iii.

Back Of a book, that part of the cover to ulneli the !.>
.sides are attached an.l on uhicli the title is usually printc.l
-Back Of a bOW, in ". !" f>/, th.- . \tci i,,r si.lc ,,l a IM.VS

,

\\ hi. 1 1 i- . ..nv.A u lien the lio\v is lieltt. Ill mo. l.-l 1 1 Km
pean IKIWS this part is Hal. gee '"'(. Stol Back Of a
hand-rail, the upper -urlacc : the nn.l. r siilc U th.

Back of a hip-rafter, the upper edge ..f the iatt. r

shaped to the alcjlc liich the adjoining shies make with
each other. See cut umlcr Itij-. Back Of an arch "i

Vault, the e.xtnnlos, ..r miter curve nr lace. >.-c I'n-t

cut under ,<rfh. Back of a roof-rafter, its upper sm
face. Back of a slate, in

/..../i/iy, the upper or weather
*i<lc. Back of a window, tiic \\ain-. ..tin^ i.elow the

sash-frame, .\ten.lini,' to the Moor. Backs and Cutters,
a miners' name for joint c. I mck-sirucl in --, I h,- Lacks run-

ning in lines more or less parallel to the strike of the

'liata, and forming the "hack
'

of tin: .juarry, and the
.utters crossing them at ri^ht anj.s. Behind one's
back, iu secret, or when one is absent.

I confess, Mr. Surface, I cannot hear t hear people at

tacked hrhiittl. tltfit- lKi<-kx ; and when tii:h ciieum.stan. .-*

come out against our acquaintance, 1 oun I aluay^ I"*.

to think the best. >/,.,.</,/, School for Scandal, i. I.

Lazy-back, a hi^h l.aek-har in a carriage scat. It It

times mail.- >o as to lie 1. IIIM\ ahle at will. K. II. Kui-lli'

Mltered back, in iKiiikbiiulinii. n back having line-,

usually in gold, connected ami miter.-. I in sqiiaie panel,
by means of cross-lines between the hands.- - Run-up
back, in hunklnii'liii'i, a back having two lines, usually in

gold, on its outer ed^e.s, running otf at top and hottoin.

Distinguished from the iiiiferrd back(whi<.-]i see).- Small
of the back, the loins ; the reins. Tne back of beyond.
See beyonil.'Io be on another's back, to he severe on
one for any fault or foolish act ; chide ; ridicule. [Colloq. |

TO be On one's (own) back, to be at the end of one's

resources; be aground. IColloq.] To bow down the
back, to submit to oppression. Rom. xi. lo. To break
the back. See break. TO cast behind the back, in

Scrip.: (a) To forget and forgive. Is. xxxviii. 17. (6) To
treat with contempt. E/ek. xxiii. 35; Xeh. ix. 26. To
get one's back up, to resist ; lie obstinate. See to put
nne't bade up, below. [C'olloq.] To give a back, to liend
the back and keep it firm so as to allow another to leap
over one by placing his hands upon the back, or to mount
up to anything, [t'olloq. ] To make a back. Same as
to give a back. "to put or get one's back up, to show
antipathy or aversion; resist; lie angry or indignant: a

metaphor probably taken from the habits of frightened or
angry cats. [Colloq. ] To see the back Of, to get rid of.

To turn the back on one, to forsake or neglect him.

back 1
(bak), . [< back1

, n., and back1
, adr., the

attributive use of the noun, as in backbone,
mingling with that of the adv., as in back yard,
the yard which is back, back spring, a spring
backward, etc. As with fore, hind, after, etc.,
there is no definite dividing line between the

separate adj. use and the use in composition.]
1 . Lying or being behind ; opposite to the front

;

hinder; rear: as, the back part of anything; a
back door or window ; back stairs

;
the back side

of a field.

I will take away mine hand, and thou shalt see mylMtfk
parts : but my face shall not lie seen. Ex. xxxiii. :

Hence 2. Away from the front position or
rank

;
remote in place or condition ; far in the

rear, literally or figuratively : as, the back set-

tlements of a country.
In December we had two insurrections of the back in-

habitants of our province. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 315.

3. In a backward direction
; returning in the

direction whence it came: as, a back stroke;
back water. [In this sense properly with a
hyphen.] 4. Inarrear; overdue : as, back pay
or rents Back action. See action. Back cylinder-
head, that head of a cylinder through which the piston-
rod passes in locomotives : the opposite head in stationary
engines.

back 1
(bak), adv. [By apheresis for aback, <

ME. abak, < AS. on ba>e: see aback and backi,
.] 1. To or toward the rear

; backward ; in
the reverse direction: as, to step or shrink
back; the tide flowed back.

All shrank back aghast, and left the denouncer of woe
standing alone in the centre of the hall.

Irving, Granada, p. as.

2. From forward motion or progress ;
from ad-

vancing or advancement
; in a state of restraint,

hindrance, or retardation : with such verbs as

keep and hold : as, he was held back with diffi-

culty; the police kept back the crowd.
The Lord hath kept thee back from honour.

Num. xxiv. 11.

3. To or toward one's (its or their) original
starting-point, place, or condition: as, to go
back to the city, to one's old occupation, to
one's former belief.

I must hear answer back
How you excuse my brother. Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3.

Each successive wave rushes forward, breaks, and rolls

back. Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh

4. From a present, usual, or natural position ;

in a direction opposite to some other, expressed



back

or understood; backward: as, to bend back

one's finger ;
to force back the bolt of a door.

The angel of the Lord . . . came ami rolled textile
stone from the door. >lat - Bwtt '-.

5. To or toward times or things past; back-

ward in time : as, to look lack on former ages.

Oh, that constant Time
Would but go back a week !

Fletcher (and another), Love s Cure, v. 6.

Volumes of this form dated back two hundred years or

more .
Ilaietlmnu; Old Manse.

The existence of this language [Singhalese ]
lias been taken

buck ut least two thousand years by the inscriptions found

by Goldschmidt of the Archaeological Survey.
R. K. Cunt, Mod. Lang. E. Indies, p. 62.

6. From the proper destination or purpose:

as, to keep bach despatches.
A certain man named Ananias, with Sapphira his wife,

sold a possession, and kept back part of the price.
Acts v. 1, 2.

7. Away from an undertaking, engagement, or

promise.
I've been surprised in an unguarded hour,
But must not now go back. Addison.

8. In a position of retirement or withdrawal
;

off; aloof: absolutely or with from: as, the

house stands a little backfrom the road.

Somewhat back from the village street

Stands the old-fashioned country-seat.
Longfellow, Old Clock.

9. Behind in position, literally or figuratively,

or as regards progress made : absolutely or

witho/: as, the hills back of the town; the feel-

ing back of his words; a few pages back.

10. Past in time; ago; since: as, a little back.

[Colloq.]
This precaution, still more salutary than offensive, has

for some years back been omitted.

Quoted in If. and Q., 7th ser., II. 106.

11. Again; in return: as, to answer back; to

pay back a loan.

"Kuth daughter Ruth !

"
the outlaw shrieks,

But no sound eomes back he is standing alone.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, i.

To and backt, forward and backward ; to and fro.

This common body,
Like to a vagabond flag upon the stream,
Goes to ana back, lackeying the varying tide.

Shak., A. and C., 1. 4.

To beat, draw, fall, hang, etc., back. See the verbs.

back1
(bak), v. [In senses I., 1-8, < back1

,
n.

;

in senses I., 9-11, and II., < ftacfc1
, adv.] I.

trans. 1. To furnish with a back or backing;

strengthen or support at the back : as, to back

a book ;
to back an electrotype-plate ; to back

the armor-plates of a war-vessel with teak.

2f. To cover the back of
;
clothe.

To breke beggeris bred and bakken hem with clothis.

Piers Plowman (A), xi. 185.

3. To support or aid, as with practical assist-

ance, money, authority, influence, etc.
;
second

or strengthen ;
reinforce : often with up : as,

in his efforts he was backed by many influen-

tial men ;
he backed up his argument with a bet.

Success still follows him and backs his crimes.
Addison.

The men of the northern Danelaw found themselves

backed, not only by their brethren from Ireland, but by
the mass of states around them.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 243.

Hence 4. In sporting, to recognize and sup-

port by standing or dropping: said of dogs
which follow the lead of a dog on point.
Both dogs went off finely ; soon after being put down

Foreman pointed and was backed by Gath.
Forest atul Stream, XXI. 418.

5. To act or wager in favor of; express con-

fidence in the success or superiority of : as, to

back a horse in a race, or one of the parties in

an argument.
I back him at a rebus or a charade against the best

rhymer in the kingdom.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

They [Bedouins] are fond of backing themselves with

wagers, and will shoot for a sheep, the loser inviting his

friends to a feast. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 338.

6. To get upon the back of; mount: as, to

back a horse.
We botli will back the winds,

And hunt the phtenix through the Arabian deserts.

Shirley, Grateful Servant, iv. 5.

And he has reached the northern plain,
And backed his fire-fly steed again.

J. R. Drake, Culprit Fay, p. 59.

7. To write something on the back of
; address,

as a letter; indorse. 8. To lie at the back
of

; adjoin in the rear
;
form a back or back-

ground to.
That length of cloistral roof,

Peering in air and backed by azure sky.
Wordsworth, Near Aquapendente.
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That snug and comfortable retreat which generally back*

the warerooms of an English tradesman. ootwr.

9. To carry on the back. [Colloq.]

If the men are expected to back the traps for any consid-

erable distance, the only admissible articles are, etc.

R. B. Roosevelt, Game-Fish, p. 300.

10. To cause to move backward
; propel back-

ward : as, to back a horse
;

to back a boat.

11. To reverse the action of: as, to back

a stationary engine. 12. In coal-mining, to

throw back into the gob or waste, as the small

slack made in holing or undercutting the

coal. Qresley. [Leicestershire, Eng.] To back
a chain or rope, to attach a preventer to it so as to

reduce the strain upon it. To back an anchor. See

anchurl, n.To back a sail, to brace the yards so

that the wind will press on the forward surface of the

gail, To back a warrant, to sign or indorse a warrant

issued in another county to apprehend an offender. To
back (a spindle) Off, in cotton-spinning, to reverse the

motion of mule-spindles at the end of a stretch, in un-

winding the last few coils of the thread about the cop, in

order to prepare for its proper distribution upon the cop
when the mule-carriage returns. To back the oars, to

row backward so as to check the boat's headway or to gain

backbone

back-balance (bak'bal"ans). n. A weight used
as a counterbalance for an eccentric, or an ec-

centric pulley or gear.
back-band (bak'band), n. A broad strap or

chain passing over the saddle of a cart- or car-

riage-horse, and used to support the shafts.

Called in Scotland a rigiriddie.

back-bar (bak'bar), n. The horizontal bar in

the old English open fireplace, on which the

heavy kettle was hung over the fire.

backbeart (bak'bar), . In old Eng. forest law,

the act of carrying on the back venison killed

illegally. See backcarry.
backbite (bak'bit), .;'pret. backbit, pp. back-

liittni, biH-kbit, ppr. backbiting. [< ME. bak-

b/ti'ii, earlier bacbiten (= Icel. bakbita (Haldor-

sen), appar. from E.), < bac, bak, n.,the back,

or, more prob., < bak, adv. (though this, the

apheretie form of abak, aback, is not found in

ME. except in conip. and deriv.), + bittn, bite:

see back1 and bite.] I. tram. To injure moral-

ly in a manner comparable to biting from be-
"

; attack the character or reputation of se-
'

vil of in

ing the surface even. To back up. (a) To lend support,

aid, or assistance to ;
stand by ; give countenance to : as,

to back up one's friends. (6) To move or force backward :

as, to back up a carriage, (c) To reverse, as an engine or

a press, (d) In electrotyping, to strengthen, as the thin

shell or electroplate obtained from a wax mold of a form

of type, an engraved plate, etc., by depositing upon its

back type-metal to a certain thickness, (e) In base-ball

and similar games, to stand behind, as another player, in

order to stop and return any balls that may pass him : as,

the center-field backs up the second-base. To back
water to propel a boat in the opposite direction to that

in which the prow is pointed, by reversing the action of

the rowing in the case of a rowboat, or of the machinery
in the case of a steamboat.

II. intrans. [< back*, adv.] 1. To move or

go backward: as, the horse backed; the train

backed. 2. To move in the reverse direction:

said specifically of the wind, in contradistinc-

tion to Itaul (which see), when it changes in a

manner contrary to the usual circuit, in the

northern hemisphere, on the polar side of the trade-winds,
the usual circuit of changes in the wind is from east by
the south to west, and so on to the north. In the same
latitudes in the southern hemisphere the reverse usually
takes place. The backing of the wind is regarded as an

indication of bad weather. To back and fill, (a) To get
a square-rigged vessel to windward in a narrow channel,
when the wind is against the tide and there is no room for

tacking, by alternately filling and backing the sails so as

to make the ship shoot from one side of the channel to

astern. See astern. To back down, to recede from a

position ; abandon an argument or opinion ; give in. To
back out, to retreat from a difficulty or withdraw from
an' engagement.
back2

t,
The earlier form of bat2 .

back3
(bak), TO. [< D. bak, a bowl, tray, =

Dan. bakke, a tray, < F. bac, a trough, basin,
a brewer's or distiller's back, also a ferry-

boat; cf. Bret, bak, bag, a boat, ML. bacus,

baccus, a ferry-boat, bacca, a bowl ('vas aqua-
rium'); origin uncertain. Cf. basin, from the

same source.] 1. A large flat-bottomed fer-

ry-boat, especially one adapted for carrying

vehicles, and worked by a chain or rope fas-

tened on each side of the stream. 2. A large
cistern or vat used by brewers, distillers, dyers,

etc., for holding liquids; a large tub or trough.
3. A kind of wooden trough for holding or

carrying fuel, ashes, etc.
;
a coal-scuttle : com-

monly in the diminutive form bakey. [Scotch.]

Narrowly escaping breaking my shins on a turf back.

Scott, Rob Roy, III. 13.

,
n. Any dull or continuous

And eke the verse of famous Poets witt

He does backebite. Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 32.

Most untruelye and maliciously doe these evill tonges
backbite and slaunder the sacred ashes of that personage.

Spenser, State of Ireland.

II. intrans. To slander or speak evil of the

absent.
To be prynces in pryde and pouerte to dispise,

To bakbite, and to bosten and here fals witnesse.

Piers Plowman (B), ii. 80.

He that backbiteth not with his tongue. Ps. xv. 3.

They are arrant knaves, and will backbite.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. i.

backbiter (bak'bl'ter), n. One who slanders,

calumniates, or speaks ill of the absent.

Satirists describe the age, and backbiters assign their de-

scriptions to private men. Steele, Tatler, No. 242.

Nine tithes of times
Face-flatterers and backbiters are the same.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

backbiting (bak'bi"ting), n. [ME. bacbiting,

baebitung; verbal n. of backbite.] The act of

slandering the absent ;
secret calumny.

Envyings, wraths, strifes, backbitings, whisperings.
2 Cor. xii. 20.

backbitingly (bak'bi'ting-li), adv. With back-

biting.
back-block (bak'blok), n. In piano-making, see

wrest-block.

backboard (bak'bord), n. [< back1 , n., + board.

The AS. bo-chord (= D. LG. bakboord (> G. back-

bord, P. babord) = Dan. bagbord = Icel. bak-

bordh, also bakbordhi) means 'larboard.'] A
board for the back

;
a board placed at the back

or serving as the back of something. Specifically

(a) A board placed across the stern-sheets of a boat to sup-

port the backs of the occupants, (b) A small strip of wood
used to support the back and give erectness to the figure.

A careful and undeviating use of the backboard ... is

recommended as necessary to the acquirement of that

dignified deportment and carriage so requisite for every

young lady of fashion. Thackeray,

(c) A board used in a lathe to sustain the pillars support-

ing the puppet-bar, (d) In English [Yorkshire] coal-min-

ing, a thirl or cross-hole communicating with the return

air-course. Orealey.

back-bond (bak'bond), n. In Scots law, a deed

attaching a qualification or condition to the

terms of a conveyance or other ^

backache-brake (bak'ak-brak), n. A name of

the lady-fern, Asplenium Filix-f&mina.
backache-root (bak'ak-rot), n. The button

snakeroot, Liatris spicata.
back-action (bak'ak'shon), a. In marine engin.,

having the conhections'between the piston-rod
and crank reversed: as, a back-action steam-

engine. See action.

backarack, n. See Bacharach.

backaret, interj. [Perhaps for back there. The

spelling baccare, orig. bacare, in the passage of

Shakspere has led to the fancy that the word
is dog-Latin, based on E. back.] Stand back!

go back!

Ah, backare, quod Mortimer to his sowe.

Udall, Roister Doister.

Backare, quoth Mortimer to his sow, see

Mortimer's sow speaketh as good Latyn as hee.

Heywood.

(A proverbial saying, derived apparently from some local

anecdote.]

Baccare ! you are marvellous forward.

Shak., T, of the S., ii. 1.

middle line of the back; the

spine; the vertebral column;
the vertebras collectively. 2.

Something resembling a back-
bone in appearance, position,
or office : as, the Apennines are

the backbone of Italy.

The plutocrats, shippers, merchants
and others who are the backbone of the
Conservative party.

R. J. llinton, Eng. Had. Leaders,
[p. 202.

3. Figuratively, firmness; sta-

bility of purpose; decision of

character; resolution; moral

principle.
The civilization is cheap and weak

which has not the backbone of con-

science in it.

J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, p. 202.

Backbone of an awning, a rope
sewed to the middle of a ship s awning,
and extending fore and aft, to strength-
en it and afford it support. To the

SI

Human Backbone.

C.i, first cervical
vertebra ; D.i, first

dorsal vertebra; L.I,
first lumbar vertebra ;

5.i, first sacral ver-
tebra; Co.i, first coc-

cygeal vertebra.



backbone

backbone, to the; utmost extent of one's power or nature;
i >ul unit "iti

; thoroughly ; entirely.

Jolly old Uurlio, staunch in th<- linrklxme.

lltiliin-, luit I>ays of I'olupeii, ii. 1.

A true-blue Tory /o the bftckliniie. T. //!/,///'*.

(ianie tu the txu'koniie. Trollop?.

backboned (bak'bond'), a. Vertebrated; fur-

nished with a backbone.

backcap (bak'kup), " ' To depreciate or dis-

parage. [U. S. slaiif^. |

backcarryt (bak'kar"i), . In old J'-m.l..furi'xt

law, the crime of having game on the back, as
deer unlawfully killed. See backlicar.

back-casing (bak'ka'siiig), ". In milting.

wall or lining of dry bricks, used in sinking

through sand or gravel. Within it the permanent
wall of the sliuft is built u|i, lifter the bed-rock or stone-
heail ll;uj been reached.

back-cast (bak'kast), n, [< back1
, adr., +

cast, .] 1. A cast or throw back. 2. A
backward stroke, or a stroke driving one back

;

hence, figuratively, any discouragement or
cause of relapse or failure. [Scotch.]
back-cast (bak'kast), a. [< back 1

, adr., +
cast, pp.] Cast or thrown back: as, "back-
cast thoughts," Joanna liaillie.

back-center (bak'sen*ter), n. In a lathe, the

point of the back or dead spindle of the tail-

stock. It supports thut end of the piece which is to lie

turned. The front miter is that part of the live spindle
which is in tin' headstoek. -Back-center screw, in a

lathe, the screw which gives longitudinal motion to the
back-center.

back-chain (bak'chan), n. A chain that passes
over the saddle of a horse's harness to support
the shafts of a cart or wagon.
back-cloth (bak'kloth), n. 1. In calico-print-
in/1, a reinforcing cloth used to support a fab-

ric which is being printed. 2. Naut., a tri-

angular piece of canvas fastened in the middle
of a topsail-yard to facilitate the stowing of

the bunt of the topsail.
backed (bakt), p. a. [< back1

,
n. or ., + -ed2.]

In composition, having a back (with the qual-
ity or characteristic noted in the first part
of the word): as, a high-backed chair; hump-
backed; broad-ftacfced.

Old rickety tables and chairs broken-Saafc'd. Thackeray.

backen (bak'n), v. t. [< back1
, adv., + -en 1

.] To
hold back

;
retard. Halliwell. [Local in Eng.

and U. S.]
back-end (bak'end), n. The latter end or part ;

especially (Scotch), the latter part of autumn.
The hedges will do, I clipped them wi' my ain hands

last back-end. J. Wilson.

backer1
(bak'er), n. [< back1

, v., + -er1 .] 1.
One who backs or gets on the back: as, a backer
of untamed horses. 2. One who backs or sup-
ports, or who aids and abets, another in an
undertaking, especially in any trial of skill,

agility, or strength; also, one who bets or

"lays" his money in favor of a particular per-
son, horse, etc., in a contest; one who indorses
the notes or sustains the credit of another.

The local combinations and their political backers found
opportunity to rally. A". A. Sev., CXXIII. 304.

3. In arch., a narrow slate laid on the back of
a broad square-headed one, where the slates

begin to diminish in width. 4. Naut., a strap
of rope or sennit fastened to a yard-arm to se-

cure the head-earings of a sail.

backer-t, adv. [< back1
, adv., + -er%.] Same as

backermore.

backermoret, <idv. [ME., a double compar., <

backer2 + -more. Cf. furthermore, Undermost,
etc.] More or further back.

With that anon I went me backirmore.
La Belle Vaine nans tlercie, 1. 85. (IlaUiwell.)

backermostt, " xii/nrl. [< barker- + -most.]
Backmost.
backet (bak'et). ii. [< F. baquet, trough, dim.
of bav : see back3 .] A trough or box, especially
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one for carrying ashes or cinders; a hod or
coal-scuttle. [Scotch.]
backfall (bak'fal), . 1. In wrestling, a fall or

trip-up in which a wrestler is thrown upon his
back. 2. In mitxic, an obsolete melodic deco-

ration, nearly like the modern long appoggia-
tura: called a double backfall when prolonged.

Written. I'layeil.

Double Backfall.

3. In orgfiii-biiildhig, a lever whose front end
is raised by the motion of a digital or pedal
transmitted through a sticker (which see), its

back end being correspondingly depressed : a
device for transforming upward motion into
downward.
backfallert (bak'fa'ler), n. [< back 1

, adv., +
fuller. Cf. backslider.'] A backslider; a rene-

gade.
Onias, with many lyke backJaUen from God, fled into

Egypte. Jy, Expos, of Daniel, xi.

back-fillet (bak'fil'et), n. The return of the

margin of a groin, or of a door- or window-jamb,
when it projects beyond the face of the wall.

Such margins are said to be back-filleted.

back-flap (bak'flap), . That part of a window-
shutter which folds into a recess made for it

in the window-casing.
back-frame (bak'fram), . An internally gear-
ed wheel supporting the twisting pinions or
whirlers of a rope-making machine.
back-friend (bak'frend), n. [< back1

, a., +
friend.] If. A false or pretended friend; a
secret enemy.

Let him take heed I prove not his back-friend.
Massiiiger, Virgin-Martyr, ii. 1.

Far is our church from incroaching upon the civil pow-
ers, as some who arc backfriends to both would mali-

ciously insinuate. South.

2. A friend at one's back
;
a backer. [Bare.]

back-game (bak'gam), n. [< back1
, a.,+ game.]

1. A game at backgammon or chess. 2. A
return-game.
backgammon (bak-gam'on), . [Also formerly
baggammon ; < back1

, a., + gammon 1
, game

(see gammon 1 and (/awe1
); appar. so called be-

cause in certain circumstances the pieces are

obliged to go back and reenter. The reason of
the name is not certain, but the formation is

clear. Cf. back-game.'] 1. A game played by
two persons upon a table or board made for
the purpose, with pieces or men, dice-boxes,
and dice. The board is in two parts, usually hinged to-

gether, on which twenty-four spaces, called points, are
marked. Each player has fifteen men, with which move-
ments are made in accordance with the numbers turned
up by the dice, the object of each player being to advance
his men to the last six points, and then " throw them off,"
or remove them entirely from the board.

2. A single bout at backgammon won by a

player before his opponent has advanced all of
his men from the first six points.
backgammon (bak-gam'on), v. t. To beat by
winning a backgammon. See backgammon,
n.,2.

backgammon-board (bak-gam'on-bord), n.

The board or table on which the game of back-

gammon is played.
back-gear (bak'ger), n. The variable speed-
gear in the headstoek of a power-lathe.
background (bak'ground), n. 1. The ground
at the back or behind, as opposed to the front

;

situation in the rear of those objects, considera-

tions, etc.,which engage the attention
; subordi-

nate or secondary position in contradistinction
to principal or important position ; place out of

sight: used both literally (of physical objects)
and figuratively : as, there were mountains in
the background ; the true reasons for this action
were kept in the background.
A husband somewhere In the background. Thackeray.
Forbearance and mercy to enemies are not unknown

to the Old Testament : but they are in the background.
G. P. Palter, Begin, of Christianity, p. 22.

Specifically 2. The part of a picture repre-
sented as furthest from the spectator's eye:
opposed to foreground. In pictures of which the
foreground possesses the chief interest, the background is

so designed as to enhance the etfect of objects in the fore-

ground, to which it is kept subordinate in color, etc., often
serving no other purpose than that of a mere screen or
setting behind the objects in which the interest U concen-

backing-boards
tr;tti-il: as, a portrait with a landscape l>'i<-k<n'")ld ; a
group of tlynres with buildings in tin- ti'-l^/i'""'l. In

landscapes, Wlldl 110 sltl-h evident opposition is intendl'll,
or when UK- chief interest lies in the background, the term

is proper 1> Used t,, denote the more 1 1 1st ;u it plain s

ill the picture, as dUtingUlabed from thttfurrymunil and
tllr ll,;,!'ll.' ,/<

'

Here we see the rude and simple expedient by whirh,
t-> atniie for the want of aerial pi rspi-c!i\e, tii

painters indicated the taofamWMi Of their e..|n]".sit j, >n~

Figures nmre distant trom the eye ;ire always represented
seated or standing' on ;i higher level than tiunre.s in the

foreground. 0. T. A'tipton, Art and Archa-ol., p. 388.

The leafless trees become spires of Maine in the siin-et.

with the blue east for their //n. /,.., mul.

Kini-i-min, Misc., p. 2.'i.

3. In plititog., the plain or decorated screens.

properties, etc., placed behind the subject in

taking portraits, especially in regular gallery-

work, in order to form an appropriate setting
in the finished picture.
backhand (bak'hand). . and rt. I. n. 1. Writ-

ing which slopes backward or to the left: as,
he writes backhand. 2t. In tennis, the posi-
tion behind the principal player.

No, faith, that's odds at tennis, my lord
;
not but if

your ladyship pleases, 111 endeavour to keep your lun'k-

hand a little, tho' IIJMUI m> soul you may safely set me up
at the line. Cibber, Careless Husband, iv.

II. . Backhanded; unfavorable; unfair: as,
it Ixirkltaiid influence.

backhanded (bak'han'ded), a. 1. With the
back of the hand: as, a backhanded blow. 2.
Done or effected with the hand turned back-

ward, crosswise, or in any oblique direction;
marked by a backward slope, direction, or ef-

fect: as, backhanded writing; a backhanded
stroke in sword-play or lawn-tennis, in the lat-

ter game a backhanded stroke is one that causes the ball

to rotate so as to have a tendency on striking the ground
to bound backward in the direction of the striker.

Hence 3. Figuratively, oblique in meaning;
indirect

; equivocal ; ambiguous ;
sarcastic : as,

a backhanded compliment. 4. Twisted in the

opposite way from the usual method : said of a

rope.
One part plain-laid and the other backhanded rope.

Luce, Seamanship, p. 252.

backhandedly (bak'han'ded-li), adv. With the
hand directed backward: as, to strike back-

handedly.
backhandedness (bak'han'ded-nes), n. The
state of being backhanded

;
unfairness.

backhander (bak'han'der), n. A blow with
the back of the hand : as, to strike one a back-
hander.

backhead (bak'hed), n. 1 . The back part of
the head: opposed to forehead. 2f. False hair
worn on the back of the head.
backhouse1 (bak'hous), n. [< back1

, a., +
house.] A building behind or back from the
main or front building; hence, in country
places, especially in New England, a privy.
backhouse'-H, Same as bakehouse.

backing (bak'ing), n. [Verbal n. of back1
, r.]

1. Support, physical or moral; supporters or
backers collectively. 2f. The address of a let-

ter. 3. Something placed at or attached to
the back of something else to support, strength-
en, or finish it

;
the act of providing anything

with such a support. Especially (a) A layer or lay-
ers of timber, generally teak, on which the iron plates of
armor-clad ships are bolted, (ft) A heavy plating of wood,
or wood and iron, supporting the armor-plates of fortifica-

tions or of targets from behind
; a thick bed of rammed

sand or concrete placed behind armored works or targets.

The concrete might be faced with a comparatively thin
steel plate which would explode the shell, and so save the

backing. London Engineer.
(c) In bookbinding, the curving of the back of sewed sheets
intended for a book, with intent (1) to spread the thread
so that the book will not be thicker at the back than at the
fore edge ; (2) to make a secure rest in the arched groove
at either side for the cover ; (3) to make the back flexible,
so that the leaves of the book shall be flat when open.
Backing is done by beating with a hammer or rolling with
a machine, (d) In weaviny, thewebof coarser or stronger
material at the back of such piled fabrics as velvet, plush,
satin, Brussels carpet, etc. (c) In photoft., a coating of a
dull, dark pigment, placed on the back of the sensitized

plate in some classes of work to absorb light that might
otherwise pass through the film, be reflected again upon
it from the back of the glass, and cause an effect of blur-

ring. Such a backing is useful in taking pictures in the
direction of the chief light, or those in which some por-
tions of the field are very highly illuminated while others
adjoining them are dark. (./) In printing, the printing of
the second side of a sheet, (a) In electrotupiny, the metal
used to back up or strengthen an electrotype. (A) In
theat., that portion of a scene on a stage which is revealed
through an open door or window. Backing Of an arch,
the course of masonry which rests upon the extrados of
an arch.

backing-boards (bak'ing-bordz), . pi. In

liin>l;hindinn, boards of hard wood, faced with

steel, which are used in pairs for the purpose
of clamping together the sewed sheets of an



backing-boards

unbound book while the l>ack is being roimclerl

with a hammer.
backing-deals (bak'iiig-delz), . //. In EIKJ-

lisii coal-mining, boards or plunks placed be-

hind the curb's of a shaft, to keep the earth

behind in place.

backing-hammer fbak'ing-liam'te),*. Aham-
mer used in beating into shape the backs of

books.

backing-iron (bak'ing-i"ern), n. Aii iron block

having upon four sides longitudinal grooves of

different widths and depths, suitable to different

sizes of books, and used in shaping their backs.

backing-metal (bak'ing-met"al), n. A compo-
sition of type-metal, in which' lead is the chief

ingredient, which is poured into an electrotype-
shell of copper to form the backing of the elec-

trotype-plate.
backing-pan (bak'ing-pan), n. A pan in which

electrotype-shells are placed face downward,
while the molten metal with which they are

backed is poured over them.

backings (bak'ingz), it. pi. The refuse of wool
or flax after it is dressed

;
the tow thrown off

by the second hackling of flax.

back-joint (bak'joint), n. In masonry, a rebate

such as that made on the inner side of a chim-

neypiece to receive a slip.

backlash (bak'lash), n. 1. In mccii., the jar-

ring reaction of each of a pair of wheels upon
the other, produced by irregularities of velocity
when the load is not constant or the moving
power is not uniform. 2. In coal-mining, the

backward suction of the air-current after an ex-

plosion of fire-damp Backlash of a screw, the

play between a screw ana its nut when the latter is loosely
fitted. Backlash-spring, a spring fitted to a machine to

keep the moving parts in contact and prevent backlash.

backless (bak'les), a. [< back1
, n., + -less.']

Without a back : as, backless benches.

backling, backlings (bak'ling, -lingz), adr.

[Sc. tackling, < AS. baicliny, in adv. phrase on

bwcliny, back, behind
;
< bate, back. + -ling, adv.

suffix. Cf. darkling, headlong.] Backward.

back-lining (bak'li'ning), n. In windows, a

piece of sash-frame parallel to the pulley-

piece and next to the jamb on each side.

back-link (bak'lingk), n. In engines, one of

the links in a parallel motion which connect
the air-pump rod to the beam.

backlog (bak'log), n. A large log placed at the

back of an open wood-fire to sustain combus-
tion and concentrate the heat.

1'ew people know how to make a wood fire, but every-

body thinks he or she does. You want, first, a large back-

log, which does not rest on the andirons.
C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 0.

backlook (bak'luk), n. Eetrospective view:

as, to take a backlook. [Rare.]

back-lye (bak'H), . [< back1 + lye for lie1
.']

In coat-mining, a siding or shunt on an under-

ground railway. Gresley. [North. Eng.]
back-mill (bak'mil), n. A fulling-mill. Ure,
Diet.

back-mold (bak'mold), n. In reversing mold-

ing, that part of the mold which conforms to

the back of the pattern or model.
backmost (bak'most), a. superl. [< back1

, adr.,
+ -most. Cf. backermore.] Hindmost: opposed
to foremost. [Rare.]
back-overman (bak'6"ver-man), H. In coal-

mining, a man whose
dutyit'is

to see to the

safety of a district of underground workings,
and of the men working in it, during the back-
shift. Gresley. [North. Eng.]
back-painting (bak'pan*ting), n. A method
of applying varnish colors to mezzotint prints
affixed to glass, in such a manner that they
appear as if painted on the glass.

backpiece (bak'pes), . A piece at the back
of something; specifically, a piece of armor
which covered the back and was connected
with the breastplate by straps and buckles,
hooks, and the like. See back and breast, un-
der back1

,
n.

backplate (bak'plat), n. Same as backpiece.

back-pressure (bak'presh'ur). . Pressure
backward or in the reverse of the normal direc-

tion
; specifically,

the resistance of
the atmosphere or
of waste steam to
the action of the

piston of a steam-

engine. - Back-pres-
sure valve, in math., a
valve placed within a

supply-pipe or over an
inlet-orifice, to prevent Back-pressure valve.
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the backward flow- of a fluid or gas when the pressure in

the normal direction falls below that in the reservoir or

chamber to which the fluid is supplied.

backrackt, backragt. . See Baebaraeh.
back-rackett (bak'rak"et), n. The return of a

ball in tennis; hence, figuratively, a counter-

charge.
/Ilia. Why, are not debts better than words, sir?

Wit. Are not words promises, and are not promises
debts, sir?

Iloa. He plays at b(t<-k-f<fk<'t with me.
MidMrtnn, Trick to Catch the Old One, iv. 4.

back-raking (bak'riV'king), ii. In farriery, an

operation by which hardened fseces are with-

drawn from the rectum.

back-rent (bak'rent), n. 1. Arrears of rent.

2. In Xcots l<nc, a rent paid subsequently to

reaping. Thus, when a tenant entering with a lease

is allowed to reap and sell his first crop before paying his

rent, the rent in this case is termed a back-rent, in con-

tradistinction to fore-rent, a rent payable before the first

croli is reaped.

back-rest (bak'rest), it. A guide attached to

the slide-rest of a lathe and placed in contact
with the work to steady it in turning.
back-returnt (bak're-tern"), n. A going or

coming back; return.

Harry's back-return again to France.

Skak., Hen. V., v. (cho).

backstay

back-slang (bak'slang), M. [< back*, a. oraiir.,
+ clang. Cf. palindrome.] A species of slang
in which the words are pronounced or written

backward, or as nearly so as the skill of the

speaker or writer, or the possibility of pro-
nouncing the word, will permit: thus, penny
becomes yennep ; woman, nammr, and so on.

backslide (bak-slld'), r. /. ; pret. backslid (some-
times backslided), pp. lxirk.ilid, backslidden

(sometimes backslided), ppr. backsliding. [<
back1

, adv., + slide.] To slide back, in a figu-
rative sense ; apostatize ;

turn from the faith ;

depart from or abandon religious principles or

practices.

I have fallen back to my carnal temper, from the holy

ways of (Jod, and have again baduMded.
Bp. Hoitkiiix, Works, p. 535.

When pciTions have been professors of religion, and
have for various reasons baekxlitiden and declined into a
carnal and secular life. //. W.

The back-return of Charon's boat. Marloicc.

backrope (bak'rop), n. Naut.: (a) The rope
or chain-stay extending from the lower end of

the dolphin-striker to each side of the bows of

a ship, (b) A small rope attached to the hook
of the cat-block or fish-nook, to facilitate hook-

ing it on the anchor__ Martingale backropes.
See martingale.

back-saw (bak'sa), /. A saw the web of which
is stiffened by a metallic back of greater sub-
stance. Such saws have specific names ac-

cording to their use, as tenon-saw, dorehiil-

*air, carcass-saw, etc.

back-Scraper (bak'skra"per), . Same as back-

scratcher.

back-scratcher (bak'skrach''^), w. 1. An im-

plement for scratching the back, generally
made of bone or ivory, in the form of a small
hand fixed to a long slender handle.

A back-scratcher of which the hand was ivory and the
handle black. Southeir, The Doctor, iv.

2. A toy of wood or bone having a thin tongue
which presses upon a toothed wheel, on the

principle of a watchman's rattle: when it is

rubbed on the back of a person, it produces a

sound like the tearing of cloth.

backset (bak'set), f. [< back1
, adv., + get1

,

i'.] I.t traits. To set upon in the rear.

The Israelites . . . [were] backxct, with Pharaoh's whole
power. Anderson, Expos, of Benedictus, fol. 71 b (1573).

II. intrans. To plow again, in the autumn,
]>rairie-land which has been plowed for the
first time in the preceding spring. [Western
U, S.]
backset (bak'set), n. [< back1 ,

a. or adv., + set1 ,

r. or .] 1 . A setting back or backward, as the
result of some untoward circumstance or op-
posing agency; a check to progress; retarda-

tion, or the losing of ground ; a relapse : as, he
suffered more than one serious backset; a back-
set which appeared to be fatal. 2. An eddy
or counter-current in flowing water.

Of course much of this was slack water, or the backset
caused by the overflow. Harper's Mag., LXV. 612.

back-settler (bak'sefler), n. One inhabiting
the back settlements of a country.
backsheesh, . See bakshish.

back-shift (bak'shift), 11. [< back1
, a., + shift.]

In coal-mining, a second shift or relay of hewers
who begin cutting the coal after another set

have begun to draw it, at the same place.
backside (bak'sid'), . [< ME. bakside; < back1

,

a., + side.] 1. The back part or aspect of any-
thing ;

the part opposite to the front, or behind
that which is presented to a spectator. [Prop-
erly two words in this use. See back, a., 1.]

Specifically 2. The hind part of an animal
;

the rump : often (vulgarly) in the plural. 3.
The back premises, back yard, or out-buildings
attached to a dwelling ; also, the privy. [Obso-
lete or dialectal.] N. E. D.

back-sight (bak'sit), n. 1. In surveying, the

reading of a leveling-rod, taken when looking
back to a station which has been passed. All
other readings are called foresights. 2. The
rear sight of a gun.
back-skin (bak'skin), . A leather dress used

by miners when at work in wet places.

backslider (bak-sli'der), . One who back-
slides, (n) An apostate; one who falls from the faith

and practice of religion. Prov. xiv. 14. (b) One who
neglects his religious vows and falls into habits of sill.

backsliding (bak-sll'ding), n. A falling back
in principle or practice ;

a lapse in or abandon-
ment of religious obligation ; apostasy.
Our iKtckxlidinnii are many: we have sinned against

thee. Jer. xiv. 7.

backslidingness (bak-sli'ding-nes), n. The
state of backsliding.
back-spear, r. t. See back-sneer.

back-speed (bak'sped), . In mecli., a second

speed-gear of a lathe, which can be brought
into action on the fore-speed, so that second
series of speeds of the spindle are thereby
obtained.

back-speer (bak'sper), v. t. [Sc., also written

back-spear, -speir, < back 1
, adv., + speer, ask,

question.] To reexamine or cross-examine.

[Scotch.]
back-splinting (bak

'

splin
'
ting), . Iii coal-

mining, a system of working coal over the goaf
and across the packs of a lower one got in ad-

vance upon the long-wall method. Gresley.

back-spring (bak'spring), . 1. A spring
formed in the bolt of a lock by cutting a longi-
tudinal slit near its upper edge, thus leaving a

strip of unsupported metal which by elastic

pressure springs the bolt into its place when it

is left by the key. 2. The spring at the rear
of the body of a vehicle

; specifically, a C-spring
which rides up at the back of the carriage, the

body of the latter being suspended from the
forward end. 3. A spring backward.

back-staff (bak'staf), n. An instrument for-

merly used for measuring the sun's altitude at

sea : so called because in using it the observer
turned his back to the sun.

backstair, backstairs (bak'star, -starz), .

and a. I. . A stair or stairs in the back
part of a house

; private stairs. [Properly two
words. See back1

, a., 1.]

II. n. 1 . Of or pertaining to stairs in the back
part of a house: as, a backstair entrance. 2.

Indirect; underhand; unfair; intriguing: as,
backstair influence.

He's like a backstair minister at court, who, whilst the

reputed favourites are sauntering in the l>ed-chamber, is

ruling the roast in the closet. I'anbntgh, Relapse, Ii. 1.

Is he not a back-stairs favourite one that can do what
he pleases with those that do what they please?

Ooldmnith, Good-Natured Man, ii.

back-Stall (bak'stal), . The thief who walks
behind the chief operator in a garrote-robbery
to conceal him when at work and make off with
the booty. [Thieves' slang.] See garrotc.
backstandt (bak'stand), . Support; some-
thing to fall back upon.
A sure etaye and a stedfast Imfataiule at home.

Ifall, Hen. VII.

backstay (bak'sta), u. 1. In printing, a strap
of leather used to check the carriage of a

printing-press. 2. In coal-mining, a forked bar
of wrought-iron attached to the back of the
mine-car when ascending an inclined plane,
for the purpose of stopping the car in case of
accident. [Yorkshire, Eng. ] 3. Arod extend-

ing from the perch to the outer end of the rear
axle of a carriage. 4. One of the flaps of a

carriage-top. 5. In purchase-shears, a power-
ful spring placed at the back of the moving
blade to keep the two cutting edges in contact.

6. In metal-turning, an adjustable support for

any very long or slender article. 7. pi. Naut.,
long ropes extending backward from the heads
of all masts above the lower mast and fastened
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on each side of the ship to the chnin-platcs,

serving to support the masts. Backstay-stools,
planking <>i' pieces of irnn projecting from the siilc ui ;i

ship, to which the hackstays arc matte fust. They sent- tin

same purpose 1'nr UK- backstay* that the ehannelsdo (or the

shrouds. Traveling backstays, backstays mted with

a traveler which slides up and down with the topnQ-ysrd.
Tile |iriiieipal support for the mast is thus Kept at tliat

part which is just ahove the yard. [Not now in use.
|

back-step (bak'step), n. A rearward movement
of a squad or body of troops, without change
of front.

backster't, SIT im.riir.

backster- (bak'ster), n. [Etym. uncertain.]
A flat piece of wood or cork fastened on the

feet for walking over loose bearh. .V. !',. II.

backstitch (bak'sticli), //. A method of sewing
in whic-h each stitch overlaps or doubles back
on the preceding one, the needle entering be-
hind the thread at the end of the stitch already
made and coining out in front of it.

backstitch (bak'stich), c. t. and /'. To sew
with stitches which overlap each other. See
Inii'k.ititi'li, n.

backstone (bak'ston), n. [E. dial., = haki:tlniii-,

< hake 4- atom:] The heated stone on which
oat-cake is baked. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

back-stop (bak'stop), it. In bane-ball, a fence

placed a short distance behind the catcher to

stdji
(lie ball if he fails to catch it.

back-strap (bak'strap), ii. A broad strap pass-
ing along the middle of a horse's back from the

upper hame-strap to the crupper or a point of

junction with the hip-straps in a wagon-har-
ness, and in a carriage-harness from the gig-
saddle to the crupper. K. II. Knit/lit.

back-strapped (bak'strapt), p. <i. Carried by
head-winds to the back of a cape or promontory :

said of a ship.
back-stream (bak'strSm), n. A current run-

ning against the regular course of the stream
;

an up-stream.
back-string (bak'striiig), n. A leading-string
by which a child is supported or guided from
behind.
The iHirk-xtriuii unit the liili. nvcyicr. Task, iv. 22$.

back-stroke (bak'strok), . 1. A blow or

stroke in return. 2. A backhanded stroke;
a back-hander.

My uncle Tnby never took this back-stroke of my father's

at his hobby-horse kindly.
Sternt, Tristram Shandy, vi. 31.

back-swimmer (bak
' swim *

er), . Same as

bout-fly,

back-SWOrd (bak'sord), n. 1. A sword with
one sharp edge, used for cutting rather than

thrusting, sometimes curved, and frequently
straight. It usually had a basket-hilt, and wag the
common weapon of citizens and country people when the

rapier anil afterward the snmll-sword were worn by
Kcntlemen.
2. A cudgel fitted with a basket-hilt, used for
a particular kind of single-stick play. 3. A
cudgel-play in which the back-sword (in sense

2) is used, peculiar to certain counties of Eng-
land, and still kept up at festivals and the like

in the attempt to preserve old customs. The
guard is with the left arm, and the object of each player
is to break the skiu of his adversary's forehead so as to
draw blinnl.

back-tack (bak'tak), . In Scots law, a tack
or lease connected with wadsets or mortgages,
by which the possession of the laud is returned
to the proprietor on payment of a rent corre-

sponding to the interest of the money advanced.
See wadset.

back-tool (bak'tol), re. Any tool, either fillet

or roll, used by bookbinders in decorating the
curved surface of the back of a book.
back-trick t (bak'trik), . A caper backward in

dancing.
I have the fxn-k-trit-k simply as strong us any mall ill

Illyria. NA.I*-., T. X.,i. 3.

backward, backwards (bak'wiird, -wardz),
adr. [< ME. bakward, bacivard, adv., by apher-
esis for abackward, < abak, adv., back, 4-

-irurd, -wards.} 1. In the direction of the back :

as, to throw the arms backward. 2. With the
back first in the direction of motion: as, to
walk backward;'to fall liackiru rd .

He [EH] fell from otf the seat Inekirunl, . . . and his
neck brake. 1 Sam. iv. 18.

Thou wilt fall Ixtrkminl. Shot., R. and J., L 3.

3. In the direction from which one has come
;

toward that which is or has been left behind :

as, he glanced backward. 4. Toward bygone
times or events; toward that which is past in

time: as, to look backward to the last century.
The lights of memory backward stream.

'r, Memories.
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5. In or by reflection; reflexively.
The mind can bnrkrnti-n ca*l

I p. .11 herself her tiiHlcrstaniliny light.
>//'./. /Mn.x, Introd. to Immnrta]. "(Soul.

6. In time past; ago.
Some iviuns /*"/, /'(/</. /.-.-;,.

7. In an opposite or contrary direction.

Kor every two steps they made forwards and upwards
they slipped uric Vrfl-//vm/x.

/.</<// /;/"...</, Vovauc of Sunbeam, I. ii.

8. In an opposite or reverse order; from tin-

end toward the beginning; in an order contrary
in the natural order: as, to read or spell back-

iriird: hence, perversely; in a wrong or per-
verse manner.

I never yet saw man,
Mow isc. how noble. young, how rarely fcatur'd,
Itilt stie would spell him Imclcirii r<l.

.-*-., Much Ado. iii. 1.

The Kospel of Christ is read 'w/rA'/m ;</*, when that world
uhich In- came to save is rcuarilcd as a world which it is

a merit to abandon.
i'. I-:. .V. ,,/.,, i. Travel and study in Italy, p. 47.

9. From a better to a worse state
; retrogres-

sively.
The work went iHtrktcant ; and the more he stj-.vc

T' advance the .suit, tlie farther from her love.

Backward and forward, to ami fro. -To ring bells

backward, to give an alarm by ringing the bells of a
chime in the wron^ nnler, lie<.'iiining with the bass bell.

The !({,< they i-in>i 1',1,-kicnril, the drums they are beat.

Scott, lionnic Dundee.

backward (back'ward), a. [< backward, adr.}
1. Directed to the back or rear: as, ''a back-

ward look," Shak., Sonnets, lix. 2. Keversed;
returning; directed to or toward the original

starting-point : as, a backward movement or

journey.
Anil now they do re-stem

Their iKickimrd course. Shale., Othello, i. x

3. Done in reverse order; done in an order

contrary to the natural order, as in repeating
a sentence from the end to the beginning.

Without his rod reversed,
And backward mutters of dissevering power,
We cannot free the lady. Milton. Comus, 1. S17.

4. Being in, or placed at, the back.

Four legs and two voices. . . . His forward voice now
is to speak well of his friend ; his backimrd voice is to

utter foul speeches, and to detract. Shak., Tempest, ii. 2.

5. Slow ; sluggish ; unprogressive ;
unadvanced ;

behind in progress: as, a backward learner.

UriiMiidaue survives only in out-of-the-way corners of

the most harkuwrd countries of Christendom, such as

Spain and Sicily. J. Fitkr, Evolutionist, p. 229.

6. Late
;
behind in time

; coming after some-

thing else, or after the usual time : as, backward
fruits

;
the season is backtcard.

A dry, cold, backward spring, easterly winds.

Evelyn, Diary, April 15, 168s.

7. Holding back; averse ;*reluctant ; hesitat-

ing.
The mind is backward to undergo the fatigue of weigh-

ing every argument. Watt*.

For wiser brutes were backimrd to be slaves.

Popt, Windsor Forest, 1. 50.

8. Timid; bashful; retiring in disposition;
modest. 9. Reaching back into the past;
already past.

Flies unconscious o'er each backward year.
Byron, Childe Harold, ii. 24.

backward! (bak'ward), n. [< backward, n.}
The things or state behind or past.

What see'st thou else
In the dark backward and abysm of time?

Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

backward! (bak'wiird), f. t. [< backward, adr.}
To obstruct; keep'back; retard; delay.
Doth clog and backmird us. Uatiimond, Sermons, xv.

backwardation (bak-wiir-da'shgn), n. [< back-

ward, t\, + -ation.} On the London Stock Ex-

change, the premium paid by a seller of stock
for the privilege of postponing its delivery to

the buyer until the next fortnightly settling-

day. See contango.

backwardljr (bak'ward-li), adr. 1. In a back-
ward direction.

The mandible is extremely massive and has a badnrardly
produced angle. Huxlfy, Auat. Vert., p. :>.

2. Unwillingly; reluctantly; aversely; per-

versely; ill.

I was the first man
That e'er receiv'd gift from him ;

And does he think so backipardly of me now,
That I'll requite it last? Shak., T. of A., iii. 3.

backwardness (bak'wiird-nes), . The state
or quality of being backward, (n) Backward state
us regards progress; slowness; tardiness; as, the back.

Baconian
irnnliifM nl the spring, (fc) rnwillimni'-Mi; reluctance;
dilatoriness or dullness in actinn.

i inr '"i.'l. " <n-'l /<ry\ to yoo.l storks. /,'/< ,\lf- ri>ifi-'i

'.fulness ; sit
1

,
'

backwards, adr. Sec badevard'.

back-washed (bak'woslit), a. Cleansed from
oil. as wool after combing.
back-water (bak'wa ti'-r), //. If. Water flow-

ing in IV In-hind. 2. Water thrown back by
the turning of a water-wheel or tin- paddles of

steamboats, etc. 3. Water held or forced

back, as in a mill-race or in n tributary stream,
in consequence of some obstruction, as a dam
or flood. 4. An artificial accumulation of wa-
ter obtained at high tide and reserved in reser-

voirs, to be discharged at low tide for clearing
off deposits in clianin-1-bi-ds and tideways. 5.
A creek or arm of the sea which runs parallel
to the coast, having only a narrow .slip of land
between it and the sen, and communicating
with the latter by barred entrances.

Ij it ci in- the mouth of the Mnrolali. an c \tensi\c '."/, -

irnti'i- into which fall the Piri-IIa/jiar and other streams.
' 00 alongside a fairly constructed quay.

O'Diiimrnii. \lerv, \iii.

backwood (bak'wud), ii. That portion of a

carpenter's plane which is immediately behind
the plane-iron.- To drive tne backwood up. t,,

drive the wedge of a plane too tightly. When this Isaone
the pressure of the plane-iron raises a bur or slight ridge
at the angle of the mouth and sole.

backwoods (bak'wudz' ), n. ]>l. Wooded or par-
tially uncleared and unsettled districts in the
remote parts of a new country ; hence, in the
United States and Canada, any rough or thin-

ly settled region far from the centers of popu-
lation.

The very ease with which books containing the worlds
best literature were obtainable in the backu-u<nl* made our

early writers copyists. .SV<-</m, Poets of America, p. 14.

He [fount Tolstoi] put into my hands a letter from some
man living in a village in the Itarkiroodn of Pennsylvania.

The Century, XXXIV. 261.

backwoodsman (bak'wudz'man), M.
; pi. back-

ir/iuilx/iii n (-men). An inhabitant of the back-
woods.

The General Boone, twkicooilHiiian of Kentucky,
Was happiest among mortals anywhere.

Byron, Don Juan, \ iii. 01.

backworm (bak'werm), n. A small worm gen-
erally found in the thin skin about the reins of
hawks. Qeejilander

1
.

backwort (bak'w6rt), n. The comfrey, tiym-

ftttijtunt officiiiale.

back-wounding (bak'w6n"ding), a. Wounding
at the back or Dehind one's back; backbiting;
injuring surreptitiously: as, "backicoundiny
calumny," Shak., M. for M., iii. 2.

bacon (ba'kon or -ku), n. [Early mod. E. also

bakon, bakeii, < ME. bacon, bacoun, bakoun, <

OF. bacon = Pr. bacon, < ML. baco(n-), bacon,
side of bacon, shoulder, ham, also a swine, <

OHG. bahho, bacho, MHG. bache, side of bacon,
ham, G. bacJie, a wild sow (obs. or dial., a ham),
= MD. bake, bacon, ham, a swine, < OHG. *6a/i,

etc., = AS. IMC, E. back1 : see back1
.'] 1. Hog's

flesh, especially the back and sides, salted or

pickled and dried, usually in smoke. 2t. Pork.

3f. A hog; hence, a grossly fat person. 4f.
A rustic : a clown : in allusion to the fact that
swine's flesh was the meat chiefly eaten by the
rural population. 2f. E. I).

On, bacon*, on ! Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 2.

To save one's bacon, to preserve one's self from harm.

But here I say the Turks were much mistaken,
Who, hating hogs, yet wished in saix their baron.

fit/roil, Don Juan, vii. 42.

bacon-beetle (ba'kon-be'tl), H. A species of
the genus Dermestes, D. lardarius, family Dcr-

titestida;, order Cole-

optera, whose larvae

are very destructive
to stuffed animals
in museums. The
larvB are hairy, and
whitish-brown in

color.

Baconian (ba-kd'ni-

an), a. and n. [<
Francis Bacon, born

1561,diedl626.]I.a.
Pertaining to Fran-
cis Bacon, Baron
Verulam, commonly
called Lord Bacon :

as, the Baconian phi-
losophy. Baconian
method, a term often. ^^ ,,
though incorrectly, ap- , bectlc Hair lin show natural

plied to the method of sizes.)



Baconian

induction (wliicli see) as developed by modern science, on

the aiiiiposition that Bacon was mainly instrumental in

bringing this method into general use.

II. n. \. An adherent of the Baconian

philosophy. 2. One who holds the theory
that Bacon wrote the plays usually attributed

to Shakspere.
Baconism (ba'kon-izm), n. [< Bacon + 4m.j
The philosophy of Francis Bacon, or the gen-
eral spirit of his writings.

These societies are schools of Baronimi, designed to

embody all that was of value in the thought and spirit of

Bacon namely, a protest against traditional authority
in science, with, of course, a recommendation of induction

and of the inductive sciences for their value in the arts of

life. Wright.

baconize (ba'kon-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. bacon-

i:cd,\>\>T.baconi:iny. [< &co + -i.e.] To make
into or like bacon

; smoke, as bacon.

baconweed (ba'kon-wed), . The pigweed,

ChenopotHtim album.

bacony (ba'kon-i), a. [< bacon + -y
1
.] Like

bacon; lardaceous.

bacteria (bak-te'ri-a), n. [NL. : see bacterium. ~\

1. Plural of bacterium, I. 2. [cap.'} A genus
of gressorial orthopterous insects, of the family
Pkasmida; ; the stick-insects or walking-sticks.
B. sarmentosa is about 10 inches long. See
Phasmidcc.

Bacteriaceae (bak-te-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Bacterium + -acece.] A group of the simplest

microscopic fungi, more usually called Schizo-

mycetes, the achlorophyllous division of the

Schizosporea; of Cohn, or of the Schizophyta of

more recent authorities. They exhibit a great va-

riety of forms, and are subdivided accordingly into (1)

Sphcembacteria, which are spherical, as in Micrococcu*;

(2) Microbacteria, which are elliptical or shortly cylindri-

cal, as in Bacterium, the only genus; (3) Desmobacteria,
which consist of straight filaments, as in Bacillus; (4)

Spirobacteria in which the filaments are more or less

coiled, as in Spirillum.

bacterial (bak-te'ri-al), a. [< bacterium + -al.~\

Pertaining to or resembling bacteria; of the

nature of or caused by bacteria : as, a bacterial

parasite in the blood
;
bacterial organisms; bac-

terial infusions.

The issue of a bacterial affection is either the death of

the patient, or the death and elimination of the bacteria.

Ziegler, Pathol. Anat. (trans.), I. 287.

bacterian (bak-te'ri-an), a. Same as bacterial.

bactericidal (bak-te
v
ri-si-dal), a. [< bacteri-

cide + -(d.] Destructive to bacteria.

bactericide (bak-te'ri-sid), n. [< NL. bacterium
+ L. -cida, < ccedere, kill.] A substance that

has the property of destroying bacteria.

A bactericide of great activity.

Therapeutic Gaz., VIII. 561.

Bacterides (bak-ter'i-dez), n.pl. [NL., prop.
*Bacterid(S, < Bacterium + -ides, -idee.] A name
sometimes given indefinitely to a group of mi-
crobes referable to the genera Bacillus and Bac-
terium (which see).

bacteriform (bak-te'ri-form), a. [< NL. bac-

terium + L. forma, form.] Of the form of

bacteria
; resembling bacteria.

bacterioid (bak-te'ri-oid), a. [< bacterium +
-aid.'] Kesembling or closely allied to bac-
teria.

bacteriological (bak-te"ri-o-loj'i-kal), a. Of or

pertaining to bacteriology.
bacteriologist (bak-te-ri-ol'o-jist), . [< bac-

teriology + -ist.~\ One skilled in bacteriology.
bacteriology (bak-te-ri-ol'o-ji), n. [< NL. bacte-

rium + Gr. -Aoy/a, < \iytiv, speak: see -ologi/.]
That department of biology which investigates
bacteria and other microbes, especially their

life-history and agency in disease; the scien-

tific study of bacteria.

Bacteriology is now a natural science of sufficient im-

portance and completeness to take its proper place in

hygiene, etiology, and pathological anatomy.
Science, VI. 77.

bacterioscopic (bak-te'ri-o-skop'ik), a. [< bac-

terioscopy + -ic.] Relating or pertaining to the

discovery or observation of bacteria.

bacterioscopy (bak-te-ri-os'ko-pi), n. [< NL.
bacterium -r Gr. -anoxia, < OKoireiv, view.] Mi-

croscopic investigation of bacteria.

bacteriotherapeutic (bak-te"ri-o-ther-a-pu'-
tik), a. [< bacterium + therapeutic.'] Pertain-

ing to bacteriotherapy.
Dr. Ballagi has carefully followed the bacteriotherapeutic

details advised by Cantani in eight cases of advanced phthi-
sis with moderate fever. Medical News, XLIX. 41.

bacteriotherapy (bak-te"ri-o-ther'a-pi), . [<
NL. bacterium + Gr. Bepaireta, medical treat-

ment.] In med., the introduction of bacteria
into the system for the cure of disease. Thus in

phthisis inhalations containing Bacterium termo have
been employed, with the idea that the bacterium de-
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stroyed the Bacillus tuberculosis which is characteristic of

the disease.

bacteritic (bak-te-rit'ik), a. [< bacterium + -it-

ic: see -itis.] Characterized or caused by the

presence of bacteria.

bacterium (bak-te'ri-um), n.
; pi. bacteria (-a).

[NL., < Gr. pa.KTi/pun; a little stick, dim. of fiaK-

T?/pia, a staff, stick, < jldnTpov, a staff, stick, akin

to L. baculum, a staff: see bacillus.'] 1. One
of the micro-organisms which are concerned in

the putrefactive processes, and are known as

Schizomycetcs, or fission fungi, in distinction

from Saccharomycetes, or budding fungi, which

produce alcoholic fermentation. Their true charac-

ter was long in doubt, but they are now generally regarded
as the lowest forms of vegetable life, and are known to mul-

tiply, in some species at least, by the formation of spores
and even of true sporangia. They consist of exceed-

ingly minute spherical, oblong, or cylindrical cells, with-
out ehlorophyl, multiply by transverse division, and may
be found anywhere. Their origin and the part they take
in putrefaction, fermentation, and disease have been the

subject in recent years of much study and discussion.

Very much remains in doubt, but there is no question of

the importance of these investigations from a sanitary

point of view. It also appears to have been demonstrated
that the bacteria which exist in the soil are active in

changing otherwise inert substances into matter suitable

for the food of plants, converting the nitrogenous matter
of organic origin into soluble nitrates. The genera and
species have l>een variously denned, and are necessarily
based on slight characters. The groups and principal

genera usually recognized are Micrococcug, with spherical

cells, concerned in certain fermentations and found in

connection with special contagious diseases
;
the rod-bac-

teria, Bacterium ; the straight filiform bacteria, Bacillus,
etc. ; and the spiral filiform bacteria, Vibrio, Spirillum,
etc. Of the genus Micrococcus, M. diphtheriticuit is con-

sidered to be the special cause of diphtheria, and Af. vac-

cince of smallpox. Hee BacteriacecK, and cut under bacillus.

2. [cap.] A genus of microscopic fungi, con-

sisting of a single short cylindrical or ellipti-
cal cell, or of two such cells united end to end,
and capable of spontaneous movement. The
best-known species, B. termo, is the prime cause of putre-

faction, occurring early in all infusions of animal and vege-
table substances and multiplying with great rapidity.
The individuals of this species are about one ten-thou-
sandth of an inch in length.

Bactrian (bak'tri-an), a. and n. K L. Bactri-

anus (Gr. Baicrpuivdr,), < Bactria, < Gr. Ba/cryx'a

(also Bdftrpa, < Pers. Bdkhtar), a province so

called.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Bactria or

Bactriana, an ancient country of central Asia,
with its capital, Bactra, on the site of the mod-
ern Balkh. It became a province of the Persian empire
under Cyrus, and from about 265 to about 128 a 0. was
a separate kingdom under a Greek dynasty. Bactrian
camel. Seecauwl.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Bactria.

Bactris (bak'tris), n. [NL., < Gr. ftdxTpov, a
staff: see bacterium.] A genus of slender

palms, consisting of about 40 species, found
about rivers and in marshy places in America
within the tropics. The stems are generally covered

/unjoin.

Bactris acanthocarpa, with fruit, and nut deprived of its husk,
the dots upon the latter showing position of embryos.

with spines, and the leaves are pinnate, though occasion-

ally simple or 2-lobed. The fruit is small, with a thin
fibrous pulp inclosing a hard black nut. The kernel of B.

major is eaten in Cartagena. The stems of B. minor are
used for walking-sticks, under the name of Tobago canes.

baculi, n. Plural of baculus.

baculine (bak'u-lin), a. [< L. baculum, a rod,
+ -inel.] Of or pertaining to the rod, or to its

use in punishment by flogging.
baculite (bak'u-lit), . and a. [< NL. Baculites,
q. v.J I. . A fossil cephalopod of the genus
Baculites; staff-stone.

bad

II. a. Pertaining to or containing baculites.

Also baculitic. Baculite limestone, a name given to

the ('balk of Normandy, from the abundance of baculites

which it contains.

Baculites (bak-u-li'tez), n. [NL., < L. baculum,
a staff, + -ites: see -ite2.] A genus of poly-
thalamous or many-chambered
cephalopods, belonging to the

family Ammonitida1
. The species

are known only in a fossil state, having
become extinct at the close of the Cre-

taceous period. The shell is straight,

more or less compressed, conical, and
very much elongated. The chambers
are sinuous and pierced by a marginal
siphon. The external chamber is con-

siderably larger than the rest. There
are about 20 species, found from the
Neocomian to the Chalk formation.

baculitic (bak-u-lit'ik), a. Same
Portionof/

,a,u/,to
as haeulttr.

baculometry (bak-u-lom'e-tri),
. [< L. baculum, a staff, + Gr. -uerpla,

a measure.] The measurement of heights or

distances by means of staves. Phillips.
baculus (bak'u-lus), n.

; pi. baculi (-15). [L.,
more commonly neut. baculum, a stick, staff,

scepter, etc.; cf. LL. dim. bacillus (see bacil-

hm); akin to Gr. /3d/cTpov, a rod, staff: see bac-

terium.] 1. A divining-rod. 2. A long staff

or crutch upon which worshipers were formerly
allowed to lean during long offices, such as the

psalms. 3. [cap.'] [NL.] A genus of crusta-

ceans.
bad1

(bad), o. and n. [< ME. bad, badde, bad,

worthless, wicked, prob. a generalized adj.
use (with loss of -I, as in ME. muchefor niuchel,

< AS. mycel, much
;
ME. li/te for lytel, < AS.

lytel, little
;
ME. wenche for wenchel, < AS. wen-

eel: see much,mickle, lite, lyte, little, and wench)
of a noun, "baddel, < AS. bmddel (twice, in gloss-

es), with equiv. deriv. baxtting (suffix -ing
s
),

an effeminate person, a hermaphrodite, with
formative -el, < *baid = OHG. "bad, pad, a

hermaphrodite (Leo). This word appears to

exist also in some AS. local names, but traces

elsewhere are slight; cf. AS. *bede, "pede,
immatura," negative "or-bede,

"
or-pede, adul-

tus," in glosses. This etymology, first sug-

gested by Leo, is uncertain, but it is the only
one that fairly satisfies the phonetic and his-

torical conditions; the word can have no con-

nection, as suggested, with Goth, bauttis, deaf
and dumb, with G. bo'se, bad, or with Corn.

bad, IT. Gael, baodh, foolish, etc. The orig.

word, AS. ba;ddel, ME. 'baddcl, on account of

its sinister import, is scarcely found in litera-

ture, but, like other words of similar sense, it

prob. flourished in vulgar speech as an indefi-

nite term of abuse, and at length, divested of

its original meaning, emerged in literary use
as a mere adj., badde, equiv. to the older evil.

(Cf. the similar development of the adj. wicked,
ME. wicked, wikked, earlier wicke, wikke, from
the noun AS. wicca, in., a witch, wizard, hence
an evil person : see wicked1

.) The adj. first ap-

pears at the end of the 13th century, and does
not become common till the 15th century. In

high literary use it is comparatively rare, as

against evil, till the 18th century. In the Eng-
lish Bible bad occurs but rarely, and only in the
familiar antithesis with good. Bad was former-

ly compared reg. badder, baddest, but has now
taken from evil the irreg. comparison worse,

worst.] I. a.; compar. worse, superl.
worst

(formerly badder, baddest). 1. Evil; ill; vi-

cious
;
wicked ; depraved : applied to persons,

conduct, character, influence, etc. : as, a bad
man ;

bad conduct ;
a bad life

;
a bad heart

;

bad influence, etc.
Wisest men

Have err'd, and by bad women been deceived.

Jfiiton, S. A., 1. 211.

2. Offensive
; disagreeable ; troublesome ; pain-

ful; grievous: as, bad treatment; a bad tem-

per ;
it is too bad that you had to wait so long.

The old soldiers of James were generally in a very bad

temper. Mataulay.

3. Hurtful; noxious; having an injurious or
unfavorable tendency or effect: with for: as,
bad air or bad food ;

late hours are bad for the

health; this step would be badfor your reputa-
tion or prospects.
Reading was bad far his eyes ; writing made his head

ache. Addition.

4. Ill
;
in ill health ; sick ;

in unsound condi-
tion : as, to feel bad ; to be bad with rheuma-
tism

;
a bad hand or leg. [Colloq.]

I have been, three days ago, bad again with a spitting
of blood. Sterne, Letters, cvi.



bad

5. Not good; defective; worthless; poor; of

no vulue : as, bad coin; Innl debts; a bad soil
;

a bad crop ;
a butt piece of work; bad health.

Perjuries are common as had pence.
fini'lirf, Kxpostlllatioti.

6. Incorrect
; faulty : as, a bud aim

;
bad Eng-

lish
;
a barf pronunciation.

Cull, if you will, Inn! rhyming a disease.

I'ni,,-. linit. of Horace, II. ii. is:!.

7. Not valid; not sound: as, a bud claim; a
Ixnl plea.
"You hail better get a porter's knot, ami earry trunks."

Nor was the advice luiil : for a porter was likely to lie a-

plentifully feil, and as comfortably lodged, as a poet.
Macunlttn, Samuel Johnson.

8. Unfavorable ;
unfortunate : as, barf news

;

bad success.

Perplex'd and troubled at his bail success
The tempter stood, nor had what to reply.

itiltim, P. JJ., iv. 1.

[
AW is the ordinary antithesis of '[inni, in all its sens. >,

whether positively, 'evil,' 'harmful,' or negatively, 'not

good,' -not satisfactory, 'and whcthcrsllbstantively,
'

beim."

evil,' or causally,
'

causing harm.' The senses run into

oni- another, the precise application being determined by
the context, i -Bad blood, bad conscience, etc. Seethe
nouns. Bad form, conduct not in accordance with good
taste or propriety, or not in keeping with the present
conventional usage; slightly vulgar; not very refilled.

(Slang.)

They are taught that to become emotional or enthusi-
astie over anything is Imii j'nrm. X. A. /;<;., CXI, II. iiL'1.

In bad odor. See /r. -With a bad grace. Heegntff.

II. . That which is bad. (a) A bad condi-

tion : as, to go to the barf (see below). (6) A
bad thing : as, there are bads and goods among
them To the bad. ('0 To ruin, financial or moral : as,
he and his affairs soon went to the Itad. (b) To the wrong
side of the account; inarrearor deficit: as, I am now 8100
In the bad.

bad2 (bad). Preterit of birf.

badak-tapa (bad'ak-tap'ii), n. [Malay.] The
Malay name of the rhinoceros of Sumatra.
badaneh (ba-da'ne), n. The tunic worn by the

Egyptian califs, made of the very finest quality
of linen. The weight of the garment was only 2 ounces,
and it is said to have cost 1,000 dinars (about 2,600).

baddam (bad'am), n. A species of bitter al-

mond imported into some parts of India from
Persia, and used as money, with a value of

about half a cent.

baddert (bad'er), n. Old comparative of barf.

See barfi.

Lewed peple . . . demen gladly to the badde-r ende.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 216.

Were it badder, it is not the worst. Lyly, Euphues.

badderlocks (bad'er-loks), n. [Supposed, with-
out evidence, to stand for Haider's locks. Cf.

balder-brae.'} A name given in Scotland to

the edible seaweed Alaria esculenta. The plant is

olive-green, belonging to the order Lamiiiariacece, ami has
a lanceolate frond borne upon a stipe which is continued
into a midrib. The stipe hears ribless leaflets along its

sides. Also called henware, and in the Orkney Islands
honey-ware ; in parts of Ireland, murlins.

baddestt (bad'est), a. Old superlative of barf.

See barfi.

The baddest among the cardinals is chosen pope.
Sir E. Sandys, State of Religion.

baddish (bad'ish), a. [< barfi + -is/a.] Some-
what bad

;
of inferior character or quality.

He wrote baddish verses. Jeffrey.

A snuffy, babbling, baddish fellow.

Carlyle, The Century, XXIV. 24.

baddock (bad'ok), n. [E.dial. Cf. badocfc.] A
local English name of the coalfish.

bade (bad). Preterit of bid.

badelaire (ba-de-lar'), [F., formerly baude-
laire: see ftarfeZar.] In her., a curved sword
or cutlas used as a bearing.

badelart, . [< P. badelaire (ML. badelare,
badarellus). Cf. baselard, baslard.~\ A short
curved sword. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais.

badge1
(baj), n. [< ME. barfgre, bagge, bage

(also bogy, early mod. Sc. bagie, badgie, bawgy),
later in ML. bagea, bagia, OP. bage (rare).

Origin unknown; perhaps < ML. baga, a ring,
< OS. bag, bog = AS. bcdg, bedh, a ring, orna-

ment, ME. beg, beigh, etc., mod. E. bee*, q. v.]
1. A token or cognizance worn in allusion to
the wearer's occupation, position, preferences,
or achievements. The badge in the middle ages was
not necessarily heraldic, though in many eases it was se-

lected from one or more of the heraldic bearings, and it is

not bound by heralds' rules. Thus, the white hart of
Richard II. is represented in different attitudes, and is not
described in the language of blazon. A figure for a badge
might also be chosen arbitrarily, as the hoar of Richard
III. Badges selected as personal tokens have often become
heraldic bearings, as the three feathers of the Prince of
Wales.

His gorgeous collar hung adown,
\V n mijht with the badije of Scotland's crown.

Scott, Marmion, v. 8.
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JJ. A mark, token, or device worn by servants,

retainers, parli/.ans. or followers, as a sij,'n of

their allegiance, or a similar token worn liy

members i if an association to indicate their

membership.
On hi.s breast a bloodie Crosse he bore,

The dcare remembrance of his dying l.md
;

Kor whose swei te sake that -loi -
i.,i./:,, be wore.

Sl'i'iiser, V. y., I. i. 2.

3. The mark or token of anything.
Swi-et mercv i.i nobility's true '*/'/'/'-.

Xltuk-., Tit. \ml., i. '-'.

Zeal for orthodoxy became a /i</v of Spanish patriot-
ism after the long struggle, tirst with Ariaus, and then
with Moors. //. A'. njri'n/iKiii, Short studii

4. \aut. : (a) A carved ornament formerly
placed on ships, near the stern, and often con-

taining the representa-
tion of a window, (ft) A
mark of good conduct
awarded in the United
States naval service to

seamen distinguished
for sobriety and obedi-
ence.-Badge of Ulster, in

lu'r., the ancient distinctive

ensign of the order of baro-
nets. (See baronet.) It is the
ancient badge of the Irish

kingdom of rister, and is thus
blazoned: arg., a sinister hand
appaiimee, couped at the
wrist, gules. This may be
borne upon a canton or an in-

escutcheon, and on that part
of the bearer's armorial shield
which is most convenient.
Sometimes called the bloody
hand of Ulster. Corps
badges, tokens worn by the
different United States army-
corps during the civil war of

1861-65, to distinguish them
one from another.

badge 1
(baj), . t.

; pret.
and pp. bodged, ppr.
budging. [< badge1

, .] __.
To mark or distinguish sh'p iven r r eacn succeeding

... * . D .,, recommendation for good con-
With a badge Or as With duct, to be worn on the pendant
a badge. [Rare.]

Their hands and faces were all bady'd with blood.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3.

badge2
t (baj), v. i. [Early mod. E. also bagge;

appar. the source of badger** as a noun of agent
(< badge% + -er1 ), but the verb appears later
than the noun and is prob. a reverse deriv. of

it, like peddle from peddler or pedler, etc. : see

badger*.] To hawk for sale
; buy up, as pro-

visions, for the purpose of selling again; re-

grate.

badgeer, . See badgir.

badgeless(baj'les), a. [< badge1 + -kss.] Hav-
ing no badge.

Some badgeless blue upon his back.

Bp. Hall, Satires, Iv. 5.

badgeman (baj'man), n. ; pi. badgemen (-men).
[< badge1 + man.'}' A man who wears a badge ;

specifically, in England, an almshouseman : so
called because a special dress or badge is worn
to indicate that the wearer belongs to a par-
ticular foundation.

He quits the gay and rich, the young and free,

Among the badgemen with a badge to be. Crabbe.

badger1
(baj'er), n. [< badge 1

, n., + -cr1 .] A
badgeman ; one entitled or required by law to
wear a badge, as the police, licensed porters,
and others.

badger2 (baj'er), n. [Early mod. E. also ftarf-

gerd, bagenrd (mod. dial, also budget, q. v. ), prob.
< badge1

(in allusion to the white stripes on its

forehead) + -arrf (reduced to -er) or -cr1 (ex-

Good-conduct Badge, U. S.

Navy._pen ,iant of sv : outer
edges, blue ;

white; center
second stripes,
red. Medal of

bronze. A clasp with name of

European Badger (Melts

tended to -ard, as in braggard, braggart, for

bragger, standard, a tree, for stander, etc.),

being thus identical with badger1
. Cf. F. blai-

reau, a badger, OF. blariau, a badger, < OFlem.

badget

<)!>. bltirr, bald, lilnri; lilm ,-<
,

I), liliiar, a while

.spot on til' fnn-lieail ; el', al.-o the ei|lliv. name
Iniiistin.} 1. A fossorial plantigrade carnivo-
rous inainiiial, of tin' l:unil\ .(/>/< lulu- and sub-

family Mi linn-. (l-'or itsteehniealcharaet, ,
- ., , I/,/,

/<"'.) The common Kuropran sj.rries, to bich the name
was first applied, is .//. . it is

about '!. feet long, of heavy am! clumsy shape, low on the
. itb a .-hurt thick tail, a loiix' snout, and Ion-

!il teil for dicing. The general enlnr i- -I ix/le-l -i ay, with
dark linilis, and black ami white stripe^ on the h. .eL I lii

animal inhabits temperate ami northerly portions of Kn

!"]> mil Asia. Its llcsh is used as food, it.s jielt in furri-

ery, and its hair for making shaving-brushes and the kind
ol arlists' hrushes i ,ill<-d /-if-/;/- /..-. In a .state- of nature
the animal is less fetid th;iii .-oni' of the other species.
'I'll'' \lneriran t'le! I OMMridftlM I r-t inlile.^ the

foi-euoing, but dillers in the dental formula and .*ome other
tei hnieal eliaraeti rs ; it is a common animal in the western
States ami Territories, ami in >onn le-i'in.-. :i> the Missouri
\\ .iti i ; -!iril. ii U \>iv abundant. The Indian badger is

.l/r/o/M/.r i'nll:i,-ix ; it is also called Mint ': "> ami ' "/ /'/.
The Javanese skunk (.so called from its exln me l, l i

the teledll or tele^o, .l/././^f/v /yM'/,,---//.,', i.-, a true i>

Si'e cut UM! i i he ratel, llone> -1 ladder, or l':i|M-

hadgiT, Mi'llii-ufn ,-,/,-,, is nearly related, though be

longing to a dilferent subfamily, the M< /fin./-mir. The
wombat is often ealle.l liail^er in Australia. It i.s a wide-

si, read Millar error that the legs of the hadiM r an- shorter
on one Bide than on tile other ; hence,

"
the '

badger," Draytvii.
\\ r ar. not //.//,-,.

For our legs are one as Ion;; as the other.

Midas,!. 2.

2. (a) An artists' brush made of badgers' hair,
used for blending or causing the pigments to

melt or shade into one another and for impart-
ing smoothness, (b) A flat brush used for re-

moving dust from a polished surface in some
photographic and other chemical operations,
etc. 3. The Lutraria vulgaris, a common eon-
chiferous or bivalve mollusk of northern Eu-

rope. It is especially used as bait for the cod.

4. A sobriquet of a resident of Wisconsin,
called the Badger State, in allusion to the abun-
dance of badgers in it Drawing the badger.
Same as badger-baiting.

badger'-' (baj'er), v. t. [< badger*, .] 1. To
attack, as the badger is attacked when being
drawn or baited

; bait; worry; pester.
Inconsistent professors, who seemed to have Ixidijered

him [Thomas Cooper] out of Methodism into scepticism.
Caroline Fax, Journal, p. 642.

When one lias to be badgered like this, one wants a drop
of something more than ordinary. Trollajv, Orley Farm.

2. To beat down in a bargain. [Prov. Eug.]
Halliwell. = Syr. Pester, Worn/, etc. See tease.

badger3 (baj'er), w. [< late ME. bagcr, of ob-
scure origin, perhaps an assibilated form (aris-

ing from its legal use, in an AF. or L. form) of

bagger (which does not occur in the lit. sense
till much later), in allusion to the hawker's bag,
< bag1 + -er1 . Cf. pedder, pedler, peddler, <.ped,
a basket, pannier.] One who buys corn and
other provisions to sell them elsewhere; a
hawker

;
a huckster ; a cadger. Badgers were re-

quired to take out a license, and were nmler certain legal
restrictions as to regrating or forestalling the market.
[Now only prov. Eng.j

badger-baiting (ba^'er-ba'ting), n. A barba-
rous sport formerly common, and still practised
to some extent, generally as an attraction to

public houses of the lowest sort. A badger is put
into a barrel, and one or more dogs are put in to drag him
out. When this is effected he is returned to his barrel,
to be similarly assailed by a fresh set of dogs. The badger
usually makes a most determined and savage resistance.
Also called dratriitg the badger.

badgering (baj'er-ing), n. [< badger'3 + -ing
1
.]

In England, the practice of buying corn or vict-

uals in one place and selling them in another
for profit : once restricted by statute.

badger-legged (baj'er-legd), a. [< badger? +
leg + -erf2.] Having one leg shorter than the
other : in allusion to the common but erroneous

supposition that the badger's legs on one side
are shorter than those on the other.

His body crooked all over, big-bellied, badger-lewed, and
his complexion swarthy. Sir Jl. L'K*trange.

badgerly (baj'er-li), a. [< badger"* + -ly
1
.]

Badger-like ; grizzled or gray in color.

badger-plane (baj'er-plan), n. [< badger'* (ap-
par. in allusion to its snout) + pkine.~\ In join-

ery, a hand-plane the mouth of which is cut

obliquely from side to side, so that it can work
close up to a corner in making a rabbet or

sinking.

badger's-bane (baj'erz-ban), n. A variety of

wolf's-bane, Aconitum lycoetonum.
badget (baj'et), n. [E. dial.

; appar., like barf-

ger, < badge 1
,
in allusion to the white stripes

on the badger's forehead. The same allusion
holds for a cart-horse

;
cf. baW3 .] 1. Same as

badger2 ,
1. 2. A common name for a cart-

horse. Halliwcll. [Prov. Eug.]



badgir

badgir (bad'ger), n. [Pers. badgir, < bad, wind,
+ yir, seizing, catching.] A wind-catcher or

wind-tower projecting above the roof of a

dwelling, used in Persia and northwestern In-

dia. The baclgirs are built like large chimneys, of wicker-

work and plaster, with openings toward the quarter of the

prevailing wind ; they are sometimes also made movable
or adjustable. See wind-sail. Also written badgeer.

badiaga (bad-i-a'gii), . [Buss. badyaga, also

bodyaga.j A small sponge (Sponffltta) com-
mon in the north of Europe, the powder of

which is used in removing the livid marks of

bruises.

badian, badiane (ba'di-an, -an), n. [< P. ba-

ftiane, said to be so named from the color of the

capsules, < L. badius, bay:
seebayO.] The fruit of Itli-

cium anisatum, the Chinese
anise-tree. It abounds in a vol-

atile oil which gives it an aro-

matic flavor and odor. On this

account it is much used in China
and India as a condiment, and is

imported into France for flavor- Badian
ing.

badigeon (ba-dij'ou),. [F.: origin unknown.]
1. A mixture of plaster and freestone, ground
together and sifted, used by sculptors to fill the

small holes and repair the defects of the stones
used by them. 2. A mixture of sawdust and

glue, or of whiting and glue, used by joiners to

fill up defects in their work. 3. A prepara-
tion or wash for coloring houses, or for giving
plaster the appearance of stone, consisting of

powdered stone, sawdust, slaked lime, alum,
and other ingredients. 4. A preparation of

tallow and chalk used by coopers.
badinage (bad-i-nazh' or bad'i-naj), n. [P.,
< badiner, jest, make merry, < badin, jesting,

frivolous, < Pr. Tutelar (= F. layer), gape, < ML.
badare, gape : see 6ay*.] Light playful banter
or raillery.

He seems most to have indulged himself only in an ele-

gant badinage. Warburton.

= Syn. Raillery, banter.

badinerie (ba-de'ne-re), n. [F., < badiner, jest:
see badinage.'] Light or playful discourse;
nonsense

; badinage. [Bare.]
The fund of sensible discourse is limited ; that of jest

and badinerie is infinite. Shenstone, Works, II. 240.

badineurt (bad-i-ner'), n. [P., < badiner, jest :

see badinage.] One who indulges in badinage ;

a trifler.

Rebuke him for it, as a divine, if you like it, or as a

badineur, if you think that more effectual.

Pope, To Swift (Ord MS.).

badious (ba'di-us), a. [< L. badius, bay : see

bay .] Of a bay color; reddish-brown; chest-
nut. [Kare.]
badling (bad'ling), n. [E. dial., appar. < bad*
+ -lingl, and not connected directly with AS.
btedling : see ftrtd1 .] If. An effeminate or wo-
manish man. N.E.I). 2. A worthless per-
son. Halliwell. [North. Eng.]
badly (bad'li), adv. [ME. badly, baddeliche ;
< bad1 + -ly

2
.] In a bad manner, (a) Wickedly;

wrongly; in an evil or an improper manner; as, the boys
behaved badly, (b) Grievously; dangerously; severely:
as, badly wounded, (c) In a manner which falls below a
recognized standard or fair average of excellence

;
unskil-

fully ; imperfectly ; defectively ; poorly ; not well : as, the
work was badly done, (d) Incorrectly ; faultily : as, to
speak French badly, (e) Unfortunately ; unsuccessfully :

as, the army fared badly. Badly off. See of.

badmash, n. Same as budmash.
badminton (bad'min-ton), n. [< Badminton,
in Gloucestershire, England, a seat of the duke
of Beaufort.] 1. An English outdoor game,
similar to lawn-tennis, but played with shuttle-
cocks. 2. A summer beverage, properly a
claret-cup made with soda-water instead of

plain water and flavored with cucumber.
[Eng.]
Soothed or stimulated by fragrant cheroots or beakers

of Badminton. Disraeli, Lothair, xxx. (N. E. D.)

[With or without a capital in either sense.]
badness (bad'nes), n. [< bad1 + -ness.'] The
state of being bad, evil, vicious, depraved,
wrong, improper, erroneous, etc. ; want or de-
ficiency of good qualities, physical or moral:
as, the badness of the heart, of the season, of
the roads, etc. See bad*.

" The badness of men," a Jewish writer emphatically de-
clared, "is better than the goodness of women."

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 357.

badoch (bad'och), n. [So. Of. baddock.] A
Scotch and local English name of one of the
jaegers or skua gulls, Stercorarius parasiticus, a
predatory marine bird of the family Laridce.
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bads (badz), n. pi. [E. dial.] The husks of

walnuts. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
bael, . See bel3 .

baeta (ba-a'tii), n. [Pg. baeta, baieta = Sp. ba-

yeta, baize : see baize.} A plain woolen stuff

manufactured in Spain and Portugal. Sim-
monda.

Bsetis (be'tis), n. [NL., < L. Baitis, Gr. Bom?,
a river in Spain, now called Guadalquivir.] A
genus of agnathous neuropterous insects, of the

family Jipliemeridm, or giving name to a group
Btetida, containing numerous species with 4

wings and 2 setse.

bsetyl (be'til), n. Same as bcetylus.

bsetylus (be'ti-lus), n. [L., also btetulus, betu-

Itis, < Gr. ftairvfats, also fiatTv'/uov, a meteoric

stone.] In classical antiq., a stone, whether
meteoric or artificially shaped, which was
venerated as of divine origin, or honored as a

symbol of divinity. Such stones were preferably of

conical form, and sometimes bore certain natunil symbols,
as at Emesa ; but, especially when meteoric, the form was
not considered material. Thus, the stone preserved on the

omphalos at Delphi, reputed to be the one swallowed by
Kronos (Saturn) through Rhea's stratagem in place of the
infant Zeus (Jove), was of spherical shape. Among the
most celebrated of these sacred stones were those of Pa-

phos in Cyprus, of Zeus Kasios at Seleucia, and of Zeus
Teleios at Tegea in Arcadia. See abadir. Also written

betyluts, bcutyl, and baitylos.

baffJ
t, v. i. [< ME. baffen= D. and LG. baffen=

MHG. baffen, beffen, G. baffen, bafzen = Dan.

bja'ffe = Sw. bjebba, bark ; appar. imitative. Of.

dial, buff, bark, and yaff.~\ To bark; yelp.
To say neither baff nor buffi, to say nothing.

baff2 (baf), v. i. [Sc., also beff. Cf. OF. baffe,
a blow with the back of the hand : see baffle.}
To beat; strike; specifically, in the game of

golf, to hit the ground with the club when strik-

ing at the ball. [Scotch.]
ban2

(baf), n. [Sc.: see the verb.] A blow;
a heavy thump.
baff-ends (baf'endz), n. pi. [< baff (dial.), per-

haps for baft, behind (see baft1 ), + end.] In

coal-mining, long wooden wedges for adjusting
tubbing-plates, or cribs, in sinking shafts dur-

ing the operation of fixing the tubbing. Ores-

ley. [Eng.]
baffert, n. [< 6o/l + -er1 .] A barker.

Houndes for the hauk beth filters and grete buffers.
Bodl. MS., 546. (Halliwell.)

baffeta (baf'e-ta), n. Same as bafft.
baffle (baf'l), v.

; pret. and pp. baffled, ppr.
baffling, [First in the 16th century, also written

bafful, baffol; origin uncertain. The senses

point to two or more independent sources : ef .

(1) Sc. bauchle, bachle, disgrace, treat with con-

tempt (see bauchle2 ) ; (2) F. bafouer, earlier baf-
fouer, disgrace, revile, scoff at, deceive, befler,
also beffer, deceive, mock, = Pr. bafar = Sp. be-

far = It. before, mock, deride
;

cf. OF. befe,

beffe = Pr. bafa = OSp. bafa, Sp. befa = It.

be~ffa, beffe, mockery; cf. Pr. baf, an interj. of
disdain ; cf. Sc. baffle, a trifle, nonsense, appar.
< OF. beffe, trifling, mockery (see above). Cf.

MHG. beffen, bark: see baff
1

.'] I. tram. If.
To disgrace ;

treat with mockery or contumely ;

hold up as an object of scorn or contempt;
insult; specifically, to subject to indignities,
as a recreant knight or traitor.

The whole kingdom took notice of me for a baffled,

whipped fellow. Beau, and Ft., King and No King, iii. 2.

You on your knees have curs'd that virtuous maiden,
And me for loving her ; yet do you now
Thus baffle me to my face.

Middleton and Dekker, Roaring Girl, i. 1.

Justice [in
" Measure for Measure"] is not merely evad-

ed or ignored or even defied : she is both in the older and
the newer sense of the word directly and deliberately
baffled ; buffeted, outraged, insulted, struck in the face.

Swinburne, Shakespeare, p. 203.

2f. To hoodwink
;
cheat.

Alas, poor fool ! how have they baffled thee !

Shah., T. N., v. 1.

3. To circumvent by interposing obstacles or
difficulties ; defeat the efforts, purpose, or suc-
cess of; frustrate; check; foil; thwart; dis-

concert; confound: as, the fox baffled his pur-
suers

;
to baffle curiosity or endeavor.

To paint lightning, and to give it no motion, is the
doom of the baffled artist.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 239.

Calculations so difficult as to have baffled . . . the most
enlightened nations. Prescott.

I never watched Robert in my life but my scrutiny was
presently baffled by finding he was watching me.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xv.

4. To beat about, as the wind or stray cattle
do standing grain or grass; twist irregularly
together. = Syn. 3. foil, Thwart, etc. 8ee/nwtroe.

bag

II. intrans. If. To practise deceit; shuffle;

quibble.
Do we not palpably baffle when, in respect to God, we

pretend to deny ourselves, yet, upon urgent occasion, al-

low him nothing'; Harrow, Works, I. 437.

2. To struggle ineffectually; strive in vain:

as, the ship baffled with the gale. 3. In coal-

mining, to brush out or mix fire-damp with air,
to such an extent as to render it non-explosive.

baffle (baf'l), . [< baffle, .] If. Disgrace;
affront. 2f. Defeat; discomfiture.

It is the skill of the disputant that keeps off a baffle.

South.

3. Same as baffler, 2.

bafflement (baf'1-ment), n. [< baffle + -ment.~]
The state of being baffled, frustrated, or
thwarted in one's endeavors

;
want of success

after repeated attempts. [Rare.]
Associated in his mind with bafflement and defeat.

J. S. Blackie, Self-Culture, p. 99.

baffle-plate (baf '1-plat), n. A metal plate used
to direct the flames and gas of a furnace to dif-

ferent parts of a steam-boiler, so that all por-
tions of it will be evenly heated

;
a deflector.

baffler (baf'ler), n. 1. One who or that which
baffles.

Experience, that great baffler of speculation.
Government of Tongue.

2. A partition in a furnace so placed as to aid
the convection of heat; a baffle-plate. San-

kine, Steam Engine, 304. Also baffle. 3. In

coal-mining, the lever with which the throttle-

valve of a winding-engine is worked. [North
Staffordshire, Eng.]

baffling (baf'ling), p. a. Frustrating ;
discon-

certing; confusing; perplexing: as, a baffling

wind, that is, one which frequently shifts from
one point to another.

Those are the true baffling prejudices for man, which he
never suspects for prejudices. De Quincey, Herodotus.

bafflingly (baf 'ling-li), adv. In a baffling
manner.

bafflingness (baf'ling-nes), n. The quality of

baffling.
baff-week (baf'wek), n. [E. dial., < baff, per-
haps for baft, behind (se.e bafft), + week.] In

coal-mining, the week next after pay-week,
when wages are paid once a fortnight. [Eng.]
baft1

(baft), adv. and prep. [< ME. baft, bafte,

baften, biaften, < AS. bceftan, beceftan, be ceftan,
< be, by, + aiftan, aft : see 6e-2 and aft, and cf .

abaft.] I. adv. Behind; in the rear; naut.,
abaft. [Archaic.]

Il.t prep. Behind.
baft2, bafta (baft, baf'ta), n. [Formerly also

baftali, baffeta, boffeta; < Hind, bdfta, a kind of

cotton cloth, baft, weaving, a web, < Pers. baft,

wrought, woven.] A fine cotton fabric of Ori-

ental manufacture
; especially, a plain muslin,

of which the Surat manufacture is said to be
the best. The bafts of Dacca in British India are an
inferior quality of the muslins made in that district, and
are said to be manufactured from European thread. The
name is also given to similar fabrics made in Great Britain.
Also baffeta.

bag1
(bag), n. [< ME. bag, bagge, of uncertain

origin, perhaps < Icel. baggi, a bag, pack, bun-
dle (cf. the older boggr, a bag), appar., with
assimilation, < *balgr, belgr, skin, bellows, =
Goth, balgs, a wine-skin, = OHG. balg, MHG.
bale, Gr. balg, a skin, = D. balg, skin, belly, =
AS. b&lg, belg, balig, belig, a bag, > mod. E. belly
and bellows : see belly, where other forms are

given, and bellows. Cf. OF. bague = Pr. bagua
= It. dial, baga, a bundle, baggage, ML. baga,
a bag, chest, baggage, belongings, appar. from
the Teut. or the similar Celtic forms.] 1. A
small sack; a portable receptacle or reposi-
tory of leather, cloth, paper, or other flexible

material, capable of being closed at the mouth ;

a wallet
;
a pouch : as, a flour-ftajr ; a carpet-ftogr

or traveling-&a<7/ a mail-6ap. Specifically 2.
A purse or money-bag.
He was a thief, and had the bay. John xii. 6.

3f. A small silken pouch in which the back hair
of the,wig was curled away.
A bob wig and a black silken bag tied to it. Addismi.

4. What is contained in a bag; in hunting, the
animals bagged or obtained in an expedition
or a day's sport.
The bag is not the sole aim of a day afield.

Forest and Stream, XXI. 2.

5. A sac or receptacle in animal bodies con-

taining some fluid or other substance : as, the

honey-Jap of a bee. 6. An udder.

The cow is sacrificed to her bag, the ox to his sirloin.

Emerson, Eng. Traits, p. 99.



bag

7. l>l. The stomach. [Scotch and north. Eng.]
8. pi. Trousers. [Vulgar.] 9. The middle

part of a large haul-seine: the two parts on tin 1

sides are called irini/x. lO. A flue in a porce-
lain-oven which ascends on the inner side, and
enters the oven high up, so as to heat the upper
part. 11. A customary measure of capacity,

generally from 2 to 4 bushels. 12. In <-nnl-

iiiiHiin/, a quantity of tire-damp suddenly given
off from the coal; also, the cavity from which
the gas is emitted: formerly used to include

cavities containing a largo amount of water.

Bag and baggage, nil one's belongings or j>ri>iH-rly :

originally a military pln-ase.

Conif. shepherd, It-t us make an hontmralile retreat;

though not with tnt<_i
nml /<;,/.</(/'/'', \ft uitli scrip and

serippage. >'/M/,., \s \mi l.ikr it, iii. -2.

Bag and spoon, an arrangement used in dredging fur

river-sand. It consists of a bag attached liy the mouth
to an iron hoop which is fastened to a lonur pole. l>y means
of which it is sunk to the bottom of the river ami draped
along so that tlio bug is nilcil. Bag Of bones, a very
lean person or animal. (Humorous.)

Such a limping hwj of bones an I was ! nickctu.

Bag of foulness, ill a coal-seam, a cavity tilled with fire-

damp. To bear the bag, to carry the purse ; have com-
mand of the money.

These are court-admirers,
Anil ever eclio him that beam the baft.

Fletrhrr (iiml iiimtlier), Elder Hrother, 1. 2.

To bring to bag. See briivi. To give one the bag.
See (" .'/"''' '""' '/"' xark, under nark. ( T) To leave one with-

out warning. (/*) To dismiss one from one's service, lliin-

yan. |l'olloq. or dial. I (rt) To cheat. U'ebnter. to leave
or give one the bag to hold, to leave one in the lurch.

To let the cat out of the bag. See cat 1.

bag1
(bag), v.

; prot. and pp. bagged, ppr. bag-
.'/'".'/ [fME. baggcn, intrans.

;
from the noun.]

I. intrans. 1. To swell or bulge. 2. To hang
loosely like a bag.

His frill and neck-cloth hung limp under his bagging
waistcoat. Thackeray.

3f. To grow big with child.

Then Venus shortly bagged, and
Ere long was Cupid bred.

Warner, Albion's England, vi. 148.

II. trans. 1. To put into a bag: as, to bag
hops. 2. To distend like a bag; swell.

How doth an unwelcome dropsy bag up his eyes.

Bp. ilall, Works, II. 408.

3. To secure as game ; shoot, entrap, or other-
wise lay hold of: as, to bag thirty brace of

grouse.
The disputes of Italians are very droll things, and I will

accordingly bag the one which is now imminent as a

specimen. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 245.

4. To make off with; steal. [Colloq.]

bag2 (bag), v. t.
; pret. and pp. bagged, ppr.

bagging. [E. dial., also bagge, badge; origin
obscure.] To cut with a reaping-hook or scythe :

used especially of cutting pease. Halliwell.

bagana (ba-gii'na), n. [Abyssinian.] An
Abyssinian lyre with ten strings, sounding
five notes and their octaves.

bagara (bag'a-ra), n. [Cf. Sagarins.] A scise-

noid fish of California, Menticirrus undulatus,
related to the kingfish of the eastern United
States.

Bagariinae (ba-ga-ri-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Baga-
riuji + -ma'.] A subfamily of Silurida:, having
the head naked above, and the anterior and
posterior nostrils close together with a barbel
between them. It contains ahout 20 species of Asiatic
and East Indian catushes, mostly of small size, some of
which are provided with a sucking-disk. Also written
Bayarina.

Bagarius (ba-ga'ri-us), n. [NL. Cf. Bagrte.]
A genus of catnshes, typical of the subfamily
Bagariina!.
The first appearance of Siluroids is indicated by some

fossil remains in the tertiary deposits of the highlands
of Padang, in Sumatra, where Pseudotropius and Bagariux,
types wefi represented in the living fauna, have been found.

Dr. A. anther, Study of Fishes.

bagasse (ba-gas'), [= F. bagasse, also bagace,
< Sp. bagazo (= Pg. bagaco), the refuse of sugar-
cane, grapes, olives, etc., which have been
pressed, prob. a dial. var. of bagage, trash,

lumber, baggage: see baggage1 and baggage2 .]

The sugar-cane after it has been crushed and
the juice extracted

;
cane-trash, it is used as fuel

in heating the boilers and pans in the sugar-manufactory,
and sometimes as manure. Also called bagazo, megais*,
and inegasse.

When they have finished grinding the cane, they form
the refuse of the stalks (which they call bagasse) into great
piles and set fire to them.

S. L. Clement, Life on the Mississippi, p. 130.

bagatelle (bag-a-tel'), [Formerly also baga-
iel, baggatelle (also bagatello), < F. bagatelle =
Sp. bagatela = Pg. bagatella, < It. bagattella, dim.

otdia,\.bagatta,bagtita, a trifle, prob. < ML. baga
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(It. dial, liiii/n, OF. IIII<I>K), a bundle: see IMHJ
I

and taggagfL.] 1. A trifle; a thing of no im-

portance.
Heaps of hair rings and cyphcr'd seals ;

Kirli tritli-s. sefi'ilis hu-fit!,'!!. ... /'//"(-.

'I here is a pleasure arising frotii the perusal of the very
li{i'r<tt?lleit of men renowned for their knowledge and ge-
nius. <i,:l,l*,,,itli. Criticisms.

The [cremation) furnace can not be erected in this coun-

try for less than from three to tiv,. thousand dollars a
mere banatelle compared with the cost of some of our
cemeteries. I;,,,. ;. M,,., XXII. 862.

2. A game played on a table having at one
end nine holes, into which balls are to be
struck with a billiard-cue.

bagatelle-board (bag-a-tel'bord), n. A pin-ta-
ble board on which bagatelle is played.
bagatelle-table (bag-a-tcl'ta'bl), . A table
on which bagatelle is played.
bagatinet, . [< It. bug/ittino : see bagattino.]
Same as bagattino.

Expect no lower price, for by the banner of my front, [

will not bate a bagatine. B. Jonxun, Volpone, ii. 1.

bagattino (bag-at-te'no), n.
; pi. baggatiiii (-ne).

[It., dim. of dial, bagattn, a trifle: see Imi/nli-l/i .
\

A copper coin of Venice, worth about half a
cent.

bagaty (bag'a-ti), n. [Also baggety ; origin not

ascertained.] A name of the female lumpfish,
'
'i/rtn/itfrit/t liimpus.

bagazo (Sp. pron. bii-ga'tho), n. [Sp., = Pg.
btii/nyo : see bagasse.] Same as bagasse.

bag-Clasp (bag'klasp), n. A clasp for closing
the mouth of a bag ; a bag-fastener.
bag-fastener (bag'fas'ner), n. A device made
of wire, twine, rope, etc., for closing the mouths
of bags.

bag-filler (bag'fiFer), n. A funnel used in fill-

ing bags.
bag-filter (bag'fil"ter), n. A filter usod in

sugar-refining to clear saccharine solutions of

feculencies and impurities suspended in them.
It consists of a series of sieves or strainers through which
the solutions pass into one or more flannel bags, whence
the juice drips into a receiver.

bag-fox (bag'foks), n. A fox kept in confine-

ment, and slipped from a bag when no other

game for a hunt can be had.
To have a sort of bay-fox to turn out, when fresh game

cannot be had. Minn Ferrier, Inheritance, I. x.

bagful (bag'ful), n. [< bag* + full] As much
as a bag will hold, of whatever size : as, three

bagfuls of wool.

baggage 1
(bag'aj), n. ando. [< ME. baggage, bag-

age, < OF. bagage, baggage, esp. of an army, also
the baggage-train, including the attendants,
mod. F. bagage, baggage (= Pr. bagatge = Sp.
bagage, baggage, esp. of an army, a beast of

burden, formerly also refuse, lumber, trash, =
Pg. bagagem, baggage, carriage ;

cf. It. bagaglia,

bagaglie, baggage), < OF. baguer, tie up, pack
up, truss up (mod. F. baguer, baste), < bague, a

bundle, pack, usually in pi. bagues, baggage, be-

longings : see bag 1 and -age. Cf. baggage2 /] I. n.

1. The bags, trunks,valises, satchels, packages,
etc., and their contents, which a traveler re-

baggie

1. ii. 1. A worthless person, especially a worth-
less woman; a strumpet.
A spark of indignation did rise in her not to sutler such

a IHH,:I,K,,' lo uiu away anything of hers. ,S<Y /'. ,s<'>/,/.
y.

You are a ba'^fff, and n>t worthy of u man.

SMrby, Um Trick*, i. i.

2. A playful, saucy young woman; a flirt:

usually in conjunction with such qualifying
words as CHiniini/, .v///, .<'//, ' te.

[ Familiar.]
Tell them they are two arrant little /*/i</'/^</''*, and that

1 am Ibis moment in a most violent passion with thrni.

u<itt>, vicur, xxviii.

Il.t ". Worthies- : vilr: said of persons: as.

a bagijnge fellow.

baggage-car (bag'uj-kiir), . A railroad-on-
built for heavy load's and

hi^h speed, and used
for carrying the baggage of the passengers on
a train. [I'. S. ami Canada.]
baggage-check (bag'aj-chek), n. A tag or labc I

to be attached to each article of a traveler'.

baggage, indicating its destination, and also

usually the point of departure and the company
Which issues it. A duplicate is given to the trav.-ler.
on the luvscMtatioti of whieh t!i it ! reelaim-
eil. |l . s. and Canada.)

baggaged (bag'ajd), a. [E. dial., appar. < biKj-

giir/fA + -ctl2.] Mad; bewitched. [Prov. Eng.]
baggageman (bag'j-man), .; pi. lini/i/iii/i mi ,i

(-men). A man who handles baggage; espe-
cially, one who carries or throws it into a bag-
gage-car.
baggage-master (bag'aj-inas"ter), 11. An offi-

cer of an express, railroad, or steamship com-

pany whoso duty is to look after the baggage
intrusted to the company's care.

baggagert (ba,g'aj-er), . [< baggage* + -eri.]
One who carries baggage ; specifically, one who
assists in carrying the baggage of an army.
The whole camp fled amain, the victuallers and bay-

yagers forsaking their camps.
Raleigh, Hist, of World, III. x. g 3.

baggage-truck (bag'aj-truk), . A hand-truck
for transferring baggage at a railroad station,

passenger wharf, etc.

baggala, baglo (bag'a-la, bag'16), n. [Ar.] A
two-masted Arab boat used for trading in the

passenger
his personal use or convenience, according to the habits or
wants of the particular class to which he belongs, with
reference either to the immediate necessities or to the ulti-

mate purpose of the Journey. (Chief Justice Cockburn.)

Mounting the baronet's baggage on the roof of the
coach. Thackeray.

Ilaving dispatched my baggage by water to Altdorf.
Coxe.

We were told to get our baggage in order and embark
for (JBSrantine. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 18.

Specifically 2. The portable equipment, in-

cluding the tents, clothing, utensils, and other

necessaries, of an army or other moving body
of men; impedimenta. 3f. Trash; rubbish;
refuse.

In the stomacke is engendered great abundance of

naughty baggage and hurt full phlegme.
Touchstone of Complexion*, p. 118.

Bag and baggage. See
tajri.

n.t a. Trashy; rubbishy; refuse; worthless.

baggage2 (bag'aj), . and a. [Prob. a particu-
lar use of baggage1 in sense 3; but the form
and sense agree closely with F. bagasse, strum-

pet, also bajasse, baiasse Pr. baguassa, prob.
< Sp. bagasa (obs.) = Pg. bagaxa = It. bagascia,
a strumpet; of uncertain origin; associated

with, and perhaps a particular use of, OF. ba-

gasse, Sp. bagazo, etc., refuse, trash, which is,

again, prob. a var. (in Sp.) of bagage, baggage:
see baggage^ and bagasse. But there are indi-

cations of two or more independent sources,]

Baggala. From model in South Ke .cum, London.

Indian ocean, between the Malabar coast and
the Red Sea. Large numbers of baggalas trade between
Muscat, the Red Sea, and India, making one voyage each
way annually with the monsoons. They are generally of
from 200 to 260 tons burden, are exceedingly weatherly,
and are remarkable for the elevation of the stern, which
is highly ornamented. Also bagla and Iniggalow.

bagget, v. i. [ME., found only twice, in the ap-
parent sense of 'squint,' or 'look aside'; adv.

baggingly, q. v. Origin obscure.] A word of
doubtful meaning, probably, to squint or look
aside.

False fortune . . . that bagtfeth foule, and looketh faire.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 621.

bagged (bagd), p. a. 1. Hanging in bags or
slack folds.

In a robe of russet and white mixt, full and baiaied.
B. Jvnwn, Masque of Beauty.

2. Provided with bags. 3. Retained in the

bags after filtration: applied to crude sperm
or other matter remaining in the filtering-bags
after the process of bagging,
bagger (bag'er), n. [< 6a</l, v., + -er*. Only
modern : see etym. of beggar, and cf. badger3.]
One who bags or incloses in a bog.
baggety (bag'e-ti), n. See bagaty.
baggie (bag'i), n. [Sc., dim. of bagi. Ct.betty.]
The belly.

A guid New-year I wish thee, Maggie !

Hae, there's a ripp to thy auld baggie.
Burnt, Farmer to bis Auld Mare Maggie.



baggily

baggily (bag'i-li), adi: In a loose or baggy way.

bagginess (bag'i-nes), n. [< baggy + -WCKS.]

The state or quality of being baggy.
There was a baiigintss about the trousers which indi-

cated the work-a-day costume of a man of might.
National Baptist, XVIII. C.

bagging1
(bag'ing), re. [Verbal n. of &</!.] 1.

The act of putting into bags. 2. Filtration

through canvas bags.

Separation of "browu paraffin scale" is effected by bag-

ging and pressing. Ure, Diet., III. 511.

The first operation needed to fit spermaceti for use is

technically termed bay<jin>i. The crude sperm oil, as

brought in by the whalers, is placed in a reservoir, at the

bottom of which are a number of pipes leading into long

bags lined with linen, and temporarily closed at tile bot-

tom by tying cords round the mouths.
W. L. Carpenter, Soap and Candles, p. 241.

3. Any coarse woven fabric of hemp, etc., out

of which bags are made, or which is used for

covering cotton-bales and for similar purposes.
4. In the northern counties of England, food

eaten between regular meals
; now, especially

in Lancashire, an afternoon meal,
' ' afternoon

tea " in a substantial form. N. K. I).

bagging2 (bag'ing), n. [Verbal n. of bag2.] A
method of reaping corn or pulse by chopping
it with a hook.

bagginglyt, adv. [ME., < lagge, q. v.] With a

leering expression. Bom. of the Rose.

bagging-time (bag'ing-tim), re. [E. dial., <

bagging + time.'} Lunch-time.

baggit (bag'it), n. [Sc., prop. p. a., = E.

bagged.] A female salmon after spawning.
baggy (bag'i), a. [< bagi + -yi.] Having the

appearance of a bag ; bulging out loosely like a

bag; puffy: as, a baggy umbrella
;
a baggy face.

We untwisted our turbans, kicked off our baggy trow-
sers. B. Tat/lor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 106.

He looked like a Hindoo idol, with his heavy-lidded orbs
and baggy cheeks.

T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 204.

bag-holder (bag'hol'der), n. A contrivance
for supporting a bag and holding it open dur-

ing the process of filling it.

Bagimont's Roll. See roll.

baglo, bagla, n. See baggala.

bag-machine (bag'ma-shen*), n. A machine
for making paper bags.
bagman (bag'man), n.

; pi. bagmen (-men).
One who carries a bag; especially, one who
travels on horseback carrying samples orwares
in saddle-bags : a name formerly given to com-
mercial travelers, but now used only as a term
of moderate contempt.
bagne (F. pron. bany), n. [F.] Same as

bagnio, 3.

bag-net (bag'net), n. An interwoven net in

the form of a bag for catching or landing fish.

bagnet (bag'net), n. An obsolete or dialectal

form of bayonet.

bagnio (ban'yo), n. [Early mod. E. also bagno,
banio, < It. bagno (> F. bagne in sense 3) = Sp.
baflo = F. bain (see bain2 ), < L. balneum, a bath :

see balneum.] 1. A bath ; a house for bathing,
cupping, sweating, and otherwise cleansing the

body. 2. A brothel; a stew. 3. In the Turk-
ish empire, a prison in general; in France, for-

merly, one of the great prisons (bagnes) substi-
tuted for the galleys, now superseded by trans-

portation : perhaps so calledfrom the former use
of ancient baths in Constantinople as prisons.
Bagnolian (bag-no'li-an), n. [From Bagnols,
in the department of Gard, France, where the

heresy had its rise.] One of a sect of French
heretics of the eighth century, who rejected
the whole of the Old and part of the New Tes-
tament, and generally held the doctrines of the
Manicheans. The name was again applied in
the thirteenth century to some of the Cathari.

They were also called
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air is pressed from the bag by the performer's
elbow. It originated in the East, was known to tile

(Jreeks ami Romans, \v:is popular in Europe throughout
tile middle ages, and is still used in many eastern coun-

tries, as well as among the country people of Poland,

Italy, the south of Finance, and in Scotland and Ireland.

Though now often regarded as the national instrument of

Scotland, especially Celtic Scotland, its origin and use
seem to belong to the Celtic race in general. In its best-

known form it has four pipes. One of these, called the

chanter, has a double reed and eight finger-holes, so that
melodies may be played upon it. Its compass may be ap-
proximately indicated thus :

bahut

tcction, and moves with it hanging downward; it has
also received the names basket-worm, drop-worm, etc. The
male insect hiis well-developed wings, but the female is

apterous, and lays her eggs within the pupariura.

T
Bag-pump.
valved disk

bag-nut (bag'nut), n.

The bladder-nut of Eu-

rope, Staphylea pin-
nata.

bagonet (bag'o-net), re.

[Of. bagnet.]
'

An ob-
solete or dialectal form
of bayonet.

bagpipe (bag'pip), n.

[ME. baggepipe; < bag1

+ pipe,] A musical
wind-instrument con-

sisting of a leathern

bag, which receives the
air from the mouth, or
from bellows, and of

pipes, into which the Old English Bagpipe.

There are three other pipes, called drones, with a single

reed, which give a continuous sound, and are tuned in

various ways. There are several kinds of bagpipes, as

the Scotch (Highland and Lowland), which is the most

important, most characteristic, best known, and perhaps
the oldest

;
the English, or perhaps more properly North-

umbrian, a feeble instrument, no longer in use ;
and the

Irish, which is the most elaborate and most in accordance
with modem ideas of musical accuracy. The word is now
used chiefly in the plural, especially in Scotland.

bagpipe (bag'pip), v. t.
; pret, and pp. bagpiped,

ppr. bagpiping. [< bagpipe, n.] To cause to

resemble a bagpipe To bagpipe the mizzen
(naut.), to lay it aback oy bringing the sheet to the iniz-

zen-shrouds.

bagpiper (bag'pi'per), re. [ME. baggepipere ; <

bagpipe + -er1 .] One who plays on a bagpipe.
Laugh, like parrots, at a bagpiper. Shak., M. of V., i. 1.

bag-press (bag'pres), n. A press
in which the materials to be

pressed are inclosed in sacks or

bags of linen or hair, it is used in

various manufacturing processes, as in

the expressing of oil from seeds.

bag-pudding (ba^'pud^ing), re. A
pudding boiled in a bag.

bag-pump (bag'pump), re. A form
of bellows-pump in which there

is an elastic bag, distended at in-

tervals by rings, fastened at one
end to the bottom of the piston-
chamber, and at the other to the which takes the

valve-disk.
,

of thc

B. Agr. An abbreviation of Bach-
elor of Agriculture, a title conferred by agricul-
tural colleges. See bachelor.

bagrationite (ba-gra'shon-It), re. [After P. E.

Bagration: see -ite2.] A mineral from the

Ural, resembling some forms of allanite, of

which it is probably a variety.

bag-reef (bag'ref), . The lowest reef of a
fore-and-aft sail, or the first reef of a topsail.

Bagrinae (ba-gri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Bagrus +
-ina!.] A subfamily of catfishes, of the family
Silurida?. They have the anterior and posterior nos-

trils remote from one another, the latter being provided
with barbels ; palatal teeth ; gill-membranes free from the
isthmus ; a short anal fin

; a long adipose fin
; and a short

dorsal fin in front of the ventral fins. There are many
species, mostly Asiatic and East Indian.

bag-room (bag'rom), n. A room on a man-of-
war where the clothing-bags of the crew are
stored. Luce.

Bagrus (bag'rus), n. [NL., < Sp. Pg. bagrc,
a fish, Silurus bagre.] The typical genus of

catfishes of the subfamily Bagrina?. Two spe-
cies, attaining a length of 5 or 6 feet, are found
in the Nile.

Bagshot beds. See bedi.

bag-trousers (bag'trou'zerz), re. pi. The cover-

ing for the legs worn by men in the Levant, and
to a certain extent by all Mohammedan peoples.
It consists of an undivided bag with two holes in the bot-

tom, through which the feet are passed. It is drawn up
with a cord, and tied around the waist and around the

ankles, or above them, and is commonly so full as nearly
to reach the ground in falling over the feet. The trousers
of the women are more commonly made with two legs,
like European drawers or trousers. See petticoat-trousers
and shinti-yan.

baguet, baguette (ba-gef), n. [< F. baguette,
a wand, rod, stick, < It. bacclwtta. a rod, stick,
dim. of bacchio, a rod, pole, < L. baculum, a

rod, stick: see baculus.] In arch., a small
convex semicircular molding: usually called
when plain a bead, when enriched with foliage
a chaplet.

bag-wig (bag'wig), re. A wig the back hair of
wnich was inclosed in a bag. See bag^, 3.

Expect at every turn to come upon intriguing spectres
in bag-trig*, immense hoops and patches.

Howells, Venetian Life, xxi.

bagwigged (bag'wigd), a. Wearing a bag-wig.
bag-worm (bag'werm), re. The larva of a

lepidopterous insect, Thyridopteryx ephemerai-
formis (Harris), common throughout the more
northern part of the United States. The larva is

called bag-worm because it spins a silken bog for its pro-

Bag-worm ( Thyridopteryx tpJiemeraformis}, larva and moths,
natural size.

a, larva ; *, male chrysalis ; c, female moth ; it, male moth ; e, fe-

male chrysalis in hag (sectional view);/, caterpillar and bag; e,

very young caterpillars in their bags.

bagwynt, . In her., a fabulous beast, like an

antelope with a horse's tail. Cussans.

bah (ba), interj. [< F. bah, interj. of contempt.]
An exclamation expressing contempt, disgust,
or incredulity.
Twenty-five years ago the vile ejaculation bah ! was ut-

terly unknown to the English public. De Quincey.

bahadur (ba-ha'dor), n. [Hind, bahadur, brave,
gallant; as a noun, a hero, champion.] A
title of respect commonly affixed to the
names of European officers in Indian docu-

ments, or used in ceremonious mention by na-
tives : as, Jones Sahib Bahadur. It may be com-
pared to the phrase "gallant officer" of parliamentary
courtesy, or the " illustrissimo signore

"
of the Italians.

It was conferred as a title of honor by the Great Mogul,
and by other native princes. Yule and Burnett, Anglo-
Ind. Glossary.

Bahama grass, sponge, etc. See the nouns.
bahar (ba-hiir' ), n. [Also baar, barr, barre ; < Ar.

bahdr.] An Eastern measure of weight, vary-
ing considerably in different localities and ac-

cording to the substances weighed, in Mozam-
bique it is about 250 pounds, in Mocha 450 pounds, in Su-
matra and Ceylon 440 pounds. It is also used as a mea-
sure of capacity.

bahrainga (ba-ring'gii), re. [E. Ind.] A name
of an East Indian deer

;
the spotted deer of the

Sunderbunds or swampy parts of the Ganges
delta ; the Rucerviis duvaucelli.

bahut1 (ba-h6f), n. [F., formerly also bahu,
balms, bahitce (= Pr. bauc = Pg. bahu, bahul =
Sp. baul=lt. baule), a chest, trunk, with arched

top, prob. < MHG. behuot, bchut, a keeping,
guarding, a magazine, < behnoten, behiieten, Or.

beJiiiten, keep, guard, < be- (=E. fte-1 ) + OHG.
hnotcn, MHG. hiieten, G. hiiten, keep, = E. heed,

q. v.] 1. A chest, often with an arched or con-
vex top, and frequently covered with leather,

richly carved, or otherwise ornamented. Such

Bahut. French i6th century work. (
From " L'Art pour Tous."

chests were a universal and very important article of fur-

niture during the medieval and Renaissance periods.

2. An ornamental cabinet, especially one hav-

ing doors. See cabinet. 3. Inarch.: (a) The
convex crowning course of a wall or parapet.
Victor Gay. (b) In great medieval buildings,
a low wall supporting the roof behind the gut-



bahut

ter and balustrade or parapet crowning the
main walls. This wall nerrw h..th t.. prevent hiintra-

tioTi of water from heavy >t.>nns :iml to plot, it tli- I<A\, T

part of the rool covering from damage which the u e "I

the gutters as passages wuukl t'c likely tn cause. I < >!> I

Je-Dve,

bahut-t, [<V.baiiutt<-. Gt.baJntft.'] Adress
for muquerading; a domino. A'. K. 1).

BaianismOjtVyan-i/.in), . [From Michel IS/ihix,

or dc lidij, its author.] A system of religions

opinions, regarded as an anticipation of Jan-
senism, found in part or constructively in the

writings of Haius (Michel de Hay, L513-1S89)
of the University of Louvain. As condemned by
I'ills V. ami lircgory XIII., its chief points are : that ori-

ginal righteousness was an integral part of human nature
before the fall, not an additional uit't of lio.l; that A.lani

could have merited eternal life as a mutter of strict jus-

tice; that man as fallen was mutilated in nature and capa-
ble ol sin only; and that all works are sinful unless done
from pure love of Cod. I'.aius submitted to tlic condem-
nation of his doctrines.

baicht, ". An obsolete form of batch2 . Kay
(Halliwell).

baid (bad). [North. Bug. and Sc., = E. bwlc3 .]

A preterit of bide.

baiclak (bi'dilk), . [Russ. baiildkii.] A river-

boat used on the Dnieper and its affluents. It
is from 100 to 150 feet long, and will carry from 175 to 250
tons. It has generally one mast and one large sail.

baidar (bi'dar), . [Native name.] A canoe
used by the inhabitants of the Aleutian and
Kurilo islands in the pursuit of otters and
whales. It is from 18 to 25 feet long, covered with hides,
and propelled by from 6 to 12 paddles.

baiet, n. and a. Obsolete form of bay1 , bay2 ,

etc.

baierine (bi'e-riu), w. [< G. Baiern, Bavaria,
+ -ic2.] A name given by Beudantto colum-
bite obtained in Bavaria,

baiest, An obsolete form of baize.

baignet, and v. See bain2 .

baignoire (ba-nwor'), [F., a bath-tub, a box
in a theater, < baigner, bathe : see bain2.'] A
box in a theater on the same level as the stalls.

Sometimes written baignoir.
The twelve baiyiioirs and the thirty-six boxes of the

second tier are left at the disposal of the manager.
Harper's May., LXVII. 884.

baikalite (bi'kal-It), . [< Baikal (Baiakhal,
said to mean ' abundant water'), a lake in south-
ern Siberia, + -tte2.] A dark-green variety of

pyroxene, occurring in crystals with a lame'llar

structure like that of salito near Lake Baikal
in southern Siberia.

bail 1
(bal), n. [Sometimes improp. bale; early

mod. E. bail, bayle, < ME. bayle, beyl, prob. < AS.
"begel, 'bygel (not recorded; cf. byge, a bend,
turn, beiih (>E. bee2 ), a ring) (=D. beugel, a hoop,
ring, bow, stirrup, handle, = MLG. bogel, bog-
gel, LG. biigcl, a bow, ring, = G. biegel, bugel, a

bow, bent piece of wood or metal, stirrup, =
Dan. bojlc, a bow, bar, boom-iron, = Sw. bogel,

bygel, a bow, hoop, ring, stirrup, = Icel. bygill, a

stirrup) ;
with formative -el, < bugan (pp. bogen)

(= G. biegen = Icel. bjnga, etc.), bow, bend, in

part from the causative bygan, began, ME. bei-

gen, beien, etc., mod. E. dial, bay (= G. beugen
= Icel. beygja, etc. : see bay ),

bend: see bow1
,

v., and cf. bow2
, n.] 1. A hoop or ring; a piece

of wood, metal, or other material bent into the
form of a circle or half-circle, as a hoop for sup-
porting the tilt of a boat, the cover of a wagon
or cradle, etc. Specifically 2. The hoop form-

ing the handle of a kettle or bucket. 3. One
of the iron yokes which serve to suspend a life-

car from the hawser on which it runs. 4. A
stout iron yoke placed over heavy guns and fit-

ting closely over the ends of the trunnions, to

which it is attached by pins in the axis of the
trunnions: used to raise the gun by means of
the gin. Farrow, Mil. Encyc. 5. An arched
support of a millstone. 6f. A wooden canopy
formed of bows. Halliwell.

bail 1
(bal), v. t. [< baifl-, .] To provide with

a bail
; hoop.

bail'-* (bal), v. t. [< ME. *baylen, < OF. bailler,

baillier, bailicr = Pr. bailor, carry, conduct, con-

trol, receive, keep in custody, give, deliver, <

L. bajulare, bear a burden, carry, ML. also

conduct, control, rule, (. bajitlus, a bearer, car-

rier, porter, in ML. (> It. bailo, balio = Pg. bailio

= Sp. Pr. baile = OF. bail, with ML. reflex

bailing, biiliux, etc.) a governor, administrator,
tutor, guardian, fern, bajula (> OF. bailie, etc.,
ML. reflex baila), a governess, nurse. In E. the

verb, in its customary senses, is rather from
the noun: see bail2

, n.] 1. In law: (a) To de-

liver, as goods, without transference of owner-
ship, on an agreement, expressed or implied,
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that they shall be returned or accounted for.

See biiiliin-iit.

If cloth be delivered (or in our legal dialed, tinitnl) to a

tailor to make a suit of clothes, lilnfkttoii'
1

, Com., 1 1. \'>'l.

(b) To set free, deliver, or liberate from arrest

and imprisonment. upon security given that the

person bailed shall appear and answer in court

or satisfy the judgment given: applied to the
action of the magistrate or the surety. The ma
'jiMrate is ^aid to Ifiil a |ersou (or to iflt/n'l Itiu, !> l,,,,l}

when he liberates him from arrest or imprisonment, uj
bond given with sureties. The surety is also said to l^nl

the person whose release he procures by giving the txnd.

Tit. Let me be their bail. . . .

Sat. Thou shall nut Innt them.

>'/.*-., Tit. And., ii. 4.

When they [the judges] hail bililnl thetwch, bishop...
the House of Commons, in ureat indignation, caused them
immediately to be recommitted. CVa/v//"/,.

2. Figuratively, to release
;
liberate.

Ne nolle there was to rc.sknc her, nc none to baile.

8pmt*r, K. i)., IV. ix. 7.

3. To be security for; secure; protect.
We can bail him from the cruelty

Of misconstruction. /'"/</, Fancies, v. 2.

TO bail OUt, to procure the release of (a person) by acting
as his bail. To ball over to keep the peace, to 'require

security from (a person) that he will keep the peace.

bail2 (bal), . [Early mod. E. also bayle, bale,
< ME. btiylf, baill (ML. ballium, balium),

< OF.
bail, power, control, custody, charge, jurisdic-

tion, also delivery, < bailler, bailicr, conduct,

control, etc., deliver. The noun is thus his-

torically from the verb, though in E. the verb
in some of its senses depends on the noun : see

bail2
, v.] If. Power; custody; jurisdiction.

So did Diana and her raaydcns all

Use silly Faunas, now within their baile.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vi. 49.

2. The keeping of a person in nominal custody
on security that he shall appear in court at a

Specified time. The person is said to be admitted to

bail, in which phrase, however, bail is now commonly
thought of as the security given. See 3.

3. Security given to obtain the release of a

prisoner from custody, pending final decision
in the action against him. In eivil cases a person
arrested has always the right to give sufficient bail, and
thereupon be released from custody. In criminal cases
the defendant has also this right, as a rule, when the
crime charged is a mere misdemeanor. Whether to bail

one charged with treason or felony is usually in the dis-

cretion of the judge, and in some states bail is always de-
nied to one held for a crime punishable with death. The
security is in the form of a bond executed by responsible
sureties, providing that the defendant shall appear at the
order of the court under i>enalty of forfeiture of the sum
named in the bond. The person bailed is regarded as but
transferred from the custody of the law to that of his

sureties, who may therefore seize and surrender him at

any time. In civil cases there are several kinds of bail at
common law, the chief being common lii! and sitecial bail.

Common bail, or bail below, which is now disused, was given
to the sheriff on a bail-bond entered into by two persons,
on condition that the defendant appear at the day and in

such place as the arresting process commands. Special
bail, bail above, or bail to the action, is given by persons
who undertake generally, after appearance of a defen-

dant, that if he be condemned in the action he shall satisfy
the debt, costs, and damages, or render himself to the

proper person, or that they will do so for him. (Wharton.)
In Scotland, bail in civil cases is called caution (which see).

4. Figuratively, security; guaranty.
Doubtless this man hath bail enough to lie no Adulterer.

Milton, Tetrachordon, Works (1738), I. 251.

5. Liberation on bail: as, to grant bail. 6.

The person or persons who provide bail, and
thus obtain the temporary release of a prisoner.
Persons who make a business of furnishing bail on pay-
ment of a fee often frequent law-courts. Formerly such
persons wore straws in their shoes as a sign of their occu-

pation ; hence the term straw bail, used to designate fic-

titious or irresponsible professional bail.

The bail must be real substantial bondsmen.
Blackstone.

The attorney whispered to Mr. Pickwick that he was
onlyabail. "\bail!" "

Yes, my dear sir, half-a-dozen
of em here. Bail you to any amount and only charge
half-a-crown." Dickens, Pickwick Papers.
Where those mysterious personages who were wont in

the old times to perambulate the great saloon of the futile

footsteps, Westminster Hall, with straws in their shoes,
and whose occupation is not by any means gone now-a-

days, are always in attendance in a philanthropic eager-
ness to render service to suffering humanity or in other

words, to become bail where bail is wanted, for a gratuity
of half-a-crown to twelve and sixpence. G. A. Sola.

[Bail, Iwing an abstract noun applicable to persons only
by ellipsis, is not used in the plural.] Ball a longues
annees, in Canadian law, a lease for more than nine

years, termed also an emphyteutic lease, whereby the les-

see enjoys for the term all the rights attached to the qual-
ity of proprietor, and can dispose of the property subject
to the rights of the lessor. On bail, on guaranties duly
given for the appearance or production of a prisoner in

court at the proper time : as, he was liberated on bail.

His [Somerset's] friends attempted to obtain his release
on bail. Stitbbs, Const. Hist., 672.

To admit to ball, or to take bail for, to release upon
security given. See above, 2. To find bail, to procure
persons to act as bail. To go ball, (a) To act as bail or

bailed

surety. (') To vouch (for a thing) t as, I'll yi> bail for
that. TO bold tO ball,!" oblige t., tlnd bail or p. t.. jail.
- TO perfect or Justify ball, t.. prove by the oath of the

pei>ou fnnii.shiiiK bail that, over and above his debts, he
is u..i th the sum for which he is about t > I" > 'iu>' BI . urity.

bail'5 dial), ii. [Kiirly mod. K. also Imi/li- (still

sometimes used nreiiuieally in del', fi), < ME.
liiii/li. luiili

1

, /mil, a barrier, palisade, prob. also
:i i.ar (= 1). Fleni. l,,iti,; a bar, rail), < OF. l,,iil,

luiili; Imi/li; a biirrier, palisade, prob. also (as
in mod. F. dial, /mil) a bar. cross-bar (cf. Icel.

lini/till, an episcopal staff, eru/.ier), prob. < L.
Ifiii-nliini. linriil/ix, a stick, ilid, staff (see luti-ii-

lus, and cf . bail*, < ML. "bacula) : see biriP, r.,

and ef. deriv. Imili-i/i. The noun //i7 :t in some
senses maybe from the verb, but all senses ap-
pear to depend ult. on that of a bar, or cross-

bar.] If. A bar; a cross-bar.
Set them npii.in some jicaicheor /*(///.' of wood that

they maye by that meanes the better keepe their feathers
unbroken ami eschue the dragging of their traines upon
the ground.

Turli . of I-'alconric, p. :O. (S.K.ll.)

2. In cricket, one of the two little bars or sticks,
about 4 inches long, which are laid on the tops
of the stumps, one end resting in the groove of
one stump, and the other in that of the next.
since they tall with the lightest blow, they serve to indi-
cate when tlie stumps have been struck.

Old Bailey gravely seta up the middle stump again, and
puts the bails on.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby, ii. 8.

3. A bar or pole to separate horses in a stable.

4. A framework for securing the head of a
cow while she is being milked. [Australia.]
5. [The earliest use in E.] Milit. : (a) pi.
The outer wall or line of defenses, originally
often made of stakes; barriers; palisades. See

palisade. Hence (6) The space inclosed by
the outer wall: the outer court of a castle or a
fortified post : in this sense usually called bailey.
See

baileyl.
6. A certain limit in a forest.

bail3 (bal), v. t. [Early mod. E. also bale; appar.
< OF. baillier, inclose, shut in, bar, appar. <

bailie, a bar, cross-bar, barrier; in the second

sense, directly < bail3
, n., 5.] 1. To bar in;

confine. [Rare.] 2. To provide with a bail.
To ball up. (a) To secure the head (of a cow) in a bail

while she is being milked. Hence (6) To disarm prepar-
atory to robbing ; order to throw up the anus. [Australia.]

bai!4t (bal), n. [< ME. beyle, "bayle = D. balie
= MLG. balge, ballige, balleif, LG. balje, a tub,
bucket, = G. Dan. balje = Sw. balja, a tub, =
It. baglia, a tub, bucket, < F. bailie, naut. a tub,
bucket, pail, prob. < ML. *bacula, a bucket or
tub (cf. bacitla, a small boat), dim. of baca,
bacca, a tub : see backa . Cf. bail3

, prob. < L.

baculum.] A bucket; a pail; especially, a
bucket or other small vessel used to dip water
out of a boat.

bail* (bal), v. [Also less prop, bale ; early mod.
E. baile, bayle (= D. balien, vit-balien) ;

from
the noun.] I. trans. To remove (water), or free

(a boat, etc.) from water, with a bail, bucket,
basin, or other small vessel : usually with out.

II. intrans. To remove water, as from a boat
or the like, with a bail or bucket.
bai!5t, etc. Obsolete and less proper spelling
of bale*, etc.

bailable (ba'la-bl), a. [Early mod. E. also

baleable, bailcable; < bail?, v. and n., + -able.']

1. Capable of being delivered; deliverable.
2. Capable of being set free upon giving bond
with sureties

; capable of being admitted to
bail : used of persons. 3. Admitting of bail :

as, a bailable offense.

bailage (ba'laj), n. [Also bailiagc, balltage, as
if < AF. *bailiagc, ML. balliagium : see bail2

,

v., and -age.'] A duty imposed upon the de-

livery of goods ;
an ancient duty received by

the city of London for all goods and merchan-
dise brought into or carried out of the port.
Chambers.

bail-bond (bal 'bond), n. A bond or obliga-
tion given by a prisoner and his surety to in-

sure the appearance of the former in court at
the return of the writ.

bail-dockt (bal'dok), n. [Prob. < bail3 + dock3.]

Formerly, at the Old Bailey in London, a small
room taken from one of the corners of the

court, and left open at the top, in which cer-
tain malefactors were placed during trial. Also

spelled bale-dock.
Penn and Mead, for their stout defence at their trial,

were dragged into the bale-dock, and the Recorder pro-
ceeded to charge the jury during their detention there,

urging for an excuse, that they were still within hearing
of the Court. K. and Q., 6th sen, XI. 87.

bailedt (bald), p. a. [< bail* + -ed2 .] Pro-
vided with a bail ; hooped and covered, as a

wagon.
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bailee (ba-le'), n. [< 6n 2
, r., + -eel.] In ?ai,

the person to whom goods are committed in

bailment. He has a temporary possession of

them and a qualified property in them for such

purpose only.
bailer1

,
n. [< bail2 + -er1 .] See lailor.

bailer2 (ba'ler), n. [< bail* + -<?>!.] 1. One
who bails out water, or frees a boat from water.

2. A vessel used for bailing water.

For river or lake work a sponge and baler may be suf-

ficient, but for sea cruising an effective pump should be

lilted. Qtiattiyiugh, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 194.

Also 'baler.

bailey1
(ba'li), n. [Early mod. E. also baily,

bailie,< ME. baily, bailie, baillie, bailly, baili, etc.,

an extended form (prob. after the ML. balium.

ballium, a reflex of the OF. bail) of bayle, bail,

mod. E. bail, a barrier, etc. : see bail3.] 1. The
external wall of defense about a feudal castle

(see bail3 ) ; by extension, any of the circuits of

wall other than a keep or donjon, that is, any
line of defense other than the innermost one.

2. As used by later writers, the outer court

or base-court of a castle; by extension, any
court of a defensive post used with a distinctive

epithet. The inner bailey contained the stables and often

the chapel, etc., and communicated directly with the keep ;

the outer bailey, when there were only two, more commonly
contained the chapel and sometimes a tilt-yard, exercise-

ground, or the like. The entranceway to a castle, after

passing the defenses of the barbican, led first into the outer

bailey and thence into the inner bailey ;
but it was usual

for the keep to have also a separate communication with
the exterior. [The word is still retained in some proper
names, as in the Old Bailey, the seat of the central crimi-

nal court of London, so called from the ancient bailey of

the city wall between Lud Gate and New Gate, within
which it was situated.]

Also ballium.

bailey
2
t, . See bailie^.

bailiage 1
,
n. See bailage.

bailiage
2

, bailliage (ba'li-aj), . [Formerly
also bailiage, baliage, and bailiage (cf. ML. bal-

liagium, baillagium., baliaticum), < F. bailliage

(=Pr. bailiatge= Sp. bailiage), < bailli, a bailiff,

bailie, + -age.] The jurisdiction or district of

a bailiff or bailli
;
a bailiwick : now used chiefly

(in the form bailliage) with reference to old

French or to Swiss bailiwicks.
At first four battliages were created. Brougham.
The several orders [in France] met in their bailliayes in

1789, to choose their representatives [in the Assembly]
and draw up their grievances and instructions.

John Morley, Burke, p. 161.

bailiary, n. See bailiery.
bailie 1

1, An obsolete spelling of bailey^.
bailie2 (ba'li), . [Now only as So., also spelled
baillie, baily, early mod. E. also baily, bailey, bay-

ley, etc., < ME. baylie, bayly, baillie, baili, bailli,

< OF. bailli, earlier baillif, > E. bailiff, of which
bailie2 is thus a doublet: see bailiff.'] If. A
bailiff. 2. In Scotland: (of) The chief magis-
trate of a barony or part of a county, having
functions equivalent to those of a sheriff, (b)
A municipal officer or magistrate, corresponding
to an alderman in England. He possesses a certain

jurisdiction by common law as well as by statute. The
criminal jurisdiction of the provost and bailies of royal
burghs extends to breaches of the peace, drunkenness,
adulteration of articles of diet, thefts not of an aggra-
vated character, and other offenses of a less serious na-
tui'e. Formerly, a person appointed by precept of sasine to

give infeftrnent in land (a legal formality now abolished)
was also called a bailie.

bailie3t, . See baity*.

bailiery, bailiary (ba'li-e-ri. -a-ri), n. [Early
mod. E. also baillierie, etc., < F. as if *baillerie,
< bailli : see bailie2 and -en/.] In Scots law, a
bailie's jurisdiction. Also bailliery, bailliary.
Letter Of bailiery, a commission by which a heritable

proprietor, entitled to grant such a commission, appoints
a baron bailie, with the usual powers, to hold courts, ap-
point officers under him, etc.

bailiff (ba'lif), n. [Early mod. E. also bayli/,
baliff'e, bailive, etc., < ME. bailif, baillif, balyf,
etc. (ML. ballivus), < OF. bailtif (later baitti,
E. bailie2

, q. v.), < ML. *bajuliwus, prop, adj., <

bajulus, an administrator, manager, guardian,
tutor, etc., in L. a carrier, porter: see bail2

, v.]
1. A subordinate civil officer or functionary.
There are in England several kinds of bailiffs, whose offices
differ widely, but all agree in this, that the keeping or pro-
tection of something belongs to them. The sheriff is the
sovereign's bailiff, and his county is a bailiwick. The
name is also applied to the chief magistrates of some
towns, to keepers of royal castles, as of Dover, to persons
having the conservation of the peace in hundreds and in
some special jurisdictions, as Westminster, and to the
returning-offlcers in the same. But the officials common-
ly designated by this name are the bailiffs of sheriffs, or
sheriffs' officers, who execute processes, etc., and bailiffs
of liberties, appointed by the lords in their respective
jurisdictions to perform similar functions.

2. An overseer or under-steward on an estate,
appointed to manage forests, direct husbandry
operations, collect rents, etc. Also called a
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bailiff offorests, or bailiff in husbandry. 3. An
officer of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem.

Bailiff of forests, or bailiff in husbandry. See

above, 2. High, bailiff, in England: (n) The chief offi-

cer of certain corporations, (li) The officer of a county
court, (c) The officer who serves writs and the like in

certain franchises not subject to the ordinary jurisdiction
of the sheriff. Special bailiff, a person named by a party
in a civil suit for the purpose of executing some particular

process therein, and appointed by the sheriff on the appli-
cation of such party. Water-bailiff, in England, an
officer employed in protecting a river from poachers and
from being fished at other times or in other ways than
those permitted by law.

bailiffryt (ba'lif-ri), n. [Early mod. E. also

bailivery; < bailiff + -ry.] The office or juris-
diction of a bailiff.

bailiffship (ba'lif-ship), . [< bailiff + -skip.']

The office of bailiff.

bailiffwickt (ba'lif-wik),w. [<bailiff+ -wick. Cf.

'bailiwick.'] The office of a bailiff or a sheriff, or

the district under his jurisdiction ; _a
bailiwick.

bailing-machine (ba'ling-ma-shen"), . A
form of bail-scoop (which see).

bailiwick (ba'K-wik), n. [< ME. bailie-, bayly-,

etc., + -wike, etc.
;
< bailitP + -wick.] The coun-

ty within which a sheriff exercises his office
;

the precincts in which a bailiff has jurisdiction ;

the limits of a bailiffs authority, as (in Eng-
land) a hundred, a liberty, or a forest over
which a bailiff is appointed.
There Is a proper officer allreadye appoynted for these

turnes, to witt the sheriff of the shire, whose peculiar office

it is to walke continuallye up and downe his balyuritk, as

ye would have a marshall. Spenser, State of Ireland.

bailliage, n. [F.] See bailiage
2

.

baillieH, . See bailey^.

baillie2t,
See bailie2.

baillie3t, . See baily*.

baillie-brushkie (ba 'li-brush'ki), m. [Native
name in Alaska.] The parrakeet-auklet, Pha-
leris or Ombria psittacula. H. W. Elliott.

bailliery, bailliary, n. See bailiery.

baillon (F. pron. ba-lyou'), n. [< F. baillon, a

fag,

of uncertain origin; either (1) dim. (as if

L. "baculo, *baculon-) of OF. bailie, bail, a bar,
barrier (see bail3 ) ;

or (2), written bdillon, < Mil-

ler, OF. baailler, baailer = Pr. badaillar = Cat.

badallar = It. sbadigliare, gape (cf. ML. badal-

lum, a gag), < ML. badare, gape, open the
mouth: see bay*.] A gag; specifically, a piece
of cork or other material used to keep the mouth
open during operations, dental or surgical, in

the mouth.
baillone (ba-lyo-na'), a. [< F. bdillonne, pp. of

bdillonner, gag, < bdillon, a gag: see baillon.]
In her., holding a stick between the teeth: said

of an animal used as a bearing.
bailment (bal'ment), n. [Early mod. E. also

bailement, < OF. "battlement, < battler, deliver,
bail: see bail2

, v., and -ment.] 1. The contract
or legal relation which is constituted by the

delivery of goods without transference of own-

ership, on an agreement expressed or implied
that they be returned or accounted for, as a

loan, a consignment, a delivery to a earner, a

pledge, a deposit for safe keeping, or a letting
on hire. 2. The act of bailing a prisoner or

an accused person ; also, the record of or doc-
uments relating to such a bailing.
bailo (ba'i-16), n. [It., < ML. bajulus, a mana-
ger, administrator, guardian, etc. : see bail2

, v.]

The title of the Venetian Resident at the Ot-
toman Porte. N. E. D.

bailor, bailer1 (ba'lor, -ler), n. [< bail2
, v., +

-or, -erl.] In law, one who delivers goods to

another in bailment. See bailment, 1.

bail-piece (bal'pes), n. In law, a certificate

issued to a person bv a court attesting his ac-

ceptance as a surety in a case before it.

bail-scoop (bal'skSp), re. [< bail^ + scoop.] A
scoop pivoted at one end, fitted with valves,
and so arranged that a large quantity of water

may be raised by it through a short distance :

used in draining and irrigating.
bailsman (balz'man), n.

; pi. bailsmen (-men).
[< bail's, poss. of bail?, n., + man.] One who
gives bail for another

;
a surety or bail.

baily1! (ba'li), n. Obsolete spelling of bailey^.

baily2t (ba'li), n. The regular English spell-

ing of the word now used only in the Scotch

spelling bailie. See bailie2 .

Lausanne is under the canton of Berne, governed by a
baily, sent every three years from the senate of Berne.

Addison, Travels in Italy.

baily3t (ba'li), n. [Also bailie, < ME. bailie,

bayly, baly, bailly, baillye, baillie, baili, < OF.
bailie, baillie = Pr. bailia = Sp. bailia = It. balia

(ML. balia, bailia, bailia, baillia, baylia, bayllia),
<. ML. bajulia, the jurisdiction or office of a bai-

bairman

liff,iff, < bajulus, an administrator, governor, bailiff :

see bail2 and bailiff, bailie'^.] 1. The jurisdic-

tion, authority, or office of a bailiff or bailie
;

hence, jurisdiction or authority, especially as

delegated; stewardship. 2. The district of a
bailiff or bailie ;

a bailiwick.

Baily's beads. See bead.

bain1 (ban), a. [Now only E. dial., also written

bane, < ME. bayne, bayn, beyn, < Icel. beinn,

straight, direct, hospitable, = Norw. bein,

straight, direct, easy to deal with.] 1 . Direct
;

near; short: as, that way's the bainent (banest).

[Prov. Bug.] 2f. Ready; willing.

Be thou buxom and right bayn.
Tuwneley Mysteries, p. 168.

3f. Limber; pliant; flexible.

bain1
(ban), adv. [E. dial., also bane, < ME.

bayn, bain; from the adj.] 1. Near by; at

hand. [Prov. Eng.] 2f. Readily; willingly.

The berne besily and bane blenkit hem about.

Gawan and Ooloijras, L 6 (in Pinkerton's Scottish Poems).

bain2t (ban), i. [Early mod. E. also bane, < ME.
bayne, baine, < OF. and F. bain = Pr. bank = Sp.
baiio = Pg. banho = It. bagno (> F. bayne, E.

bagnio, q. v.), < L. balneum, a bath, bath-house :

see balneum.] 1. A bath, in any of the senses
of that word. 2. A bagnio or brothel.

bain2t (ban), v. [< ME. bayncn, < OF. baigner =
Pr. Pg. banhar=Sp. baflar = It. bagnare, < ML.
balneare, bathe, < L. balneum, a bath : see bain^,

n.] I. trans. To bathe
;
wash.

He that in Eurotas' silver glide
Doth bain his tress. Greene, Palmer's Verses.

II. intrans. To bathe one's self
;
take a bath.

bain3t, etc. Obsolete spelling of bane, bone, etc.

bainbergt (bau'berg), n. [Appar. F., < G. *bein-

berg (not found) = AS. banbeorg, bdnberge,

bdngebeorg, also called scancgebeorg, lit. 'bone-
or leg-guard' (cf. cinberge, 'chin-guard'; hcals-

beorh,
'

neck-guard,' hauberk :

see hauberk), < ban, bone (=
G. bein, leg), or scanca, shank,
leg, + beorgan, protect.] A
name given to the plate-armor
ofthelegbelowtheknee,when
first introduced. It was worn
over the chain-mail, to pro-
tect the shin.

Baines's act. See act.

bainie ( ba'ni), a. Scotch form
of bony.
bain-marie (F. pron. ban-

ma-re'), n. [F., formerly bain

de Marie, < ML. balneum

Maria;, lit. bath of Mary; a
fanciful name, perhaps in al-

lusion to the 'gentle' heat.

The second element is some-
times erroneously referred
to L. mare, sea.] A vessel of any kind contain-

ing heated water, in which another vessel is

placed in order to heat its contents gently, or
with more regularity and evenness than if the
heat were applied directly to the second vessel :

used in some operations of cooking, manufac-

ture, chemistry, etc. Also called water-bath.

bainst, n. pi. Another spelling of banes, obso-
lete form of banns. Spenser.

baiocco, bajOCCO (bii-yok'ko), n.
; pi. baiocchi,

bajocchi (-ke). [Formerly in E. baiock, byok
(after F. bai-

ocque, bai-

oque), < It.

baiocco, ba-

jocco, a small

coin, so call-

ed from its

color, < baio,

bajo, brown
bay: see

bay&.] A
small coin of the former Papal States, struck in

both silver and copper, worth about a cent.

Bairam (bl-ram', bi'ram), n. [Formerly bay-

ram,.beyram, < Turk, bairdm, bayrdm, beiram, <

Pers. bairdm.] The name of two festivals in the
Mohammedan year, distinguished as the lesser

and the greater. The lesser Bairam follows immedi-
ately after the fast strictly kept during the ninth month
Ramadan, in the first three days of the tenth month, and
is devoted to feasting, rejoicing, visiting, and gifts, very
much as our Christmas holiday season is spent. The
greater Bairam occurs on the tenth day of the twelfth

month, and is everywhere observed with the slaughter of

sheep and general festivity by those at home, simultane-

ously with the great sacrificial feast at Mecca concluding
the ceremonies of the annual pilgrimage by the liadjis.

Also spelled Beiram.

bairmant, See bareman.

Bainberg worn over
chausses of chain-mail.
( From Viollet-le-Duc's
" Diet, du Mobilier

Baiocco of Pope Pius VI., British Museum.
( Size of the original. }



I

bairn

bairn (bam), . [Sc. form of the reg. E. bunt2

(now only dial.), < ME. ham, Inn/, < AS. Innm
( = OS. eon = OFries. barn = Ol). bari'ii =
OHG. MHO. barn = Icel. Sw. Dan. bant = (ioth.

barn), a child, < brran, E. bear1
.] A child: i.

son or daughter. See barrfi. [North. Eng.
and Scotch.]

Think, like -u.nl rhristians, on your tmii-n-v ami wives.

Drjfden,

As she annunciated to her bainix the upshot of her

practical experience, she pulled from her pocket the por-
tions of tape which showed the length and breadth of the

various rooms at the hospital house. Tr<itl<ii:

Bairns' part of gear. la .SVoi.v fii/f, same as /////(.

bairnliness (barn'li-nes), . [< "buirnli/ (< bairn

+ -/i/i) + -news.'] Childishness; the state of

being a child or like a child. [Scotch.]
bairntime (barn'tim), . [Sc., < ME. burii-

tcam, burn-tern, etc.,< AS. beam-team (= OFries.

barn-tain), a family, < beam, child, bairn, +
tetitit, family: see bairn and team.] A family
of children. [Old Eug. and Scotch.]

Time boiinic baii-ntinte Heav'n has lent.

Hums, A Dream.

bairnwort (barn'wfert), n. A name for the
common English daisy, litillis perennis.
baisemaint (baz'man), n. [F., < baiser, kiss

(< L. basiare, kiss, < basium, a kiss), + main,
<! L. maiius, hand.] A kissing of the hands; in

the plural, compliments ; respects. Spenser.

baisementt, n. Same as baisemain.

bait 1
(bat), v. [< ME. baiten, beiten, bayteii,

bet/ten (= OF. beter, bait, in comp. abeter, urge
on, abet, > E. abet, q. v.),< Icel. beita, feed, hunt,
as with hounds or hawks, bait, as a_hook (=
Sw. beta = Dan. bede, bait, = AS. b&tan, also

gebaitan, bridle, curb (of. batian, bait, < bat,

bait), = MD. beeten = OHG. beizen, beizsen,
MHG. G. beizen, bait), lit. cause to bite, < bita

= AS. bitan, E. bite : see bite. In senses 5 and
6 the verb is from the noun. Cf. bate&.] I.

trans. 1+. To cause to bite
;
set on (a dog) to

bite or worry (another animal). 2. To pro-
voke and harass by setting on dogs; set a dog
or dogs to worry or fight with for sport, as an
animal that is hampered or confined : as, to bait

a bull or a bear.

We'll bait thy bears to death. Shot., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1.

3. To set upon, as a dog upon a captive animal ;

hence, to harass in anyway; annoy; nag; bad-

ger ; worry.
As chained beare whom cruell dogs doe bait.

Spenser, Tf. Q., I. xii. 35.

How oft have I been baited by these peers,
And dare not be revenged.

Marlowe, Edward II., ii. 2.

Baited thus to vexation, I assuni'd
A dnlness of simplicity. Ford, Fancies, iv. 2.

4. To feed
; give a portion of food and drink to,

especially upon a journey: as, to bait horses.

The Sunne, that measures heaven all day long,
At night doth baite his steedes the Ocean waves emong.

Spenser, Y. Q., I. i. 32.

5. To put a bait on or in: as, to bait a hook,
line, suare, or trap.

Many sorts of fishes feed upon insects, as is well known
to anglers, who bait their hooks with them. Ray.

6f. To allure by a bait
;
catch ; captivate : as,

"to feaitfish," Shak., M. of V., iii. 1.

Do their gay vestments his affections bait!

Shak., C. of E., ii. 1.

But this day she baited
A stranger, a grave knight, with her loose eyes.

B. Jotison, Volpone, iv. 2.

II. intraim. 1|. To act in a worrying or har-

assing manner. 2. To take food; feed. 3.

To stop at an inn, while on a journey, to feed
the horses, or for rest and refreshment.

Thence baititvj at Newmarket, stepping in at Audley
End to see that house agaiae, I slept at Bishops Strotford,
and the next day home. Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 13, 1877.

bait 1
(bat), 11. [< ME. bait, bayte, bcite, beyte,

< Icel. beita, f., bait (cf. beit, neut., a pasture),
(= AS. bat, bait, = MHG. beiz, beige, hunting),
< beita, feed, bait: see the verb. The E. noun
is in part directly from the E. verb.] 1. Any
substance, as au attractive morsel of food,

placed on a hook or in a trap to allure fish or
other animals to swallow the hook or to enter
the trap, and thereby be caught; specifically,
worms, small fishes, etc.

,
used in fishing. Hence

2. An allurement; enticement; temptation.
I do uot tike that ring from him to her,
I mean to women of her way ; such tokens
Rather appear as bait* than royal bounties.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ii. 2.

Their riper years were knowne to be iiiiinov'd with the
baits of preferment. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

423
The chief bait which attra> t' <1 a n.'eily syeophaat to the

eourt was tlie hop,- uf (il)laiiiin^, as the rewanl <jt sen ll

it) anil Mattery, a rnyal letter to aa heiress. W"

3. A portion of food and drink; a slight or
informal repast, (a) Refreshment taken on
a journey, by man or beast.

I( you ni-ow dry before you cad ymir business, pray take
a '"' here : I've a freah hi,-^lie:el tor \<m.

II. Jn*nit, Seorafill 1-. ['!>.

(b) A luncheon
;
food eaten by a laborer dur-

ing his shift. [Prpv. Eug.] 4. A halt for re-

freshment or rest in the course of a journey.
The tedioiisaess of a tu.j II.MIIV /mil at I'etty France, in

which there W'as nothing to he done but to eat without
bcin^ hungry, ami loiter about uitliunt anything to Me,
next followed. Jane Autten, N'orthanger Abbey, p. 123.

5f. A refreshment or refresher.

A pleasaunt companion is a '""'' in a journy.
/,.</'.", Kaplmcs, Anat. of Wit, p. 198.

6f . A hasty meal
;
a snack.

He rather took a tmit than made a meal at the inns of

court, whilst he studied the laws therein.

/((.<, Worthies (ed. 1840), II. 607. (X. A', ll.)

7. Short for whitebait.

bait'-'t, etc. An obsolete form of bate1
,
etc.

bait-box (bat'boks), n. 1. A small box in

which anglers carry worms or small bait for

fish. 2. A tank in which bait for fish is taken
to the fishing-ground.
baiter (ba'ter), . One who baits or worries

(animals); hence, a tormentor; a tease.

baith (bath), a., ]>ron., or con/. A Scotch form
of both.

baiting (ba'ting), H. [< ME. liaitii/;/, buytinti,

etc. : verbal n. of bait 1
.] 1. The act of worry-

ing a chained or confined animal with dogs.
Hence 2. The act of worrying and harassing ;

persistent annoyance. 3. The act of halting
on a journey for rest and food for either man
or beast. 4. The act of furnishing a trap,

hook, etc., with bait.

bait-mill (bat'mil), n. A mill used by Ameri-
can fishermen for cutting mackerel, salted her-

rings, etc., into small pieces for bait. It consists

of a roller armed with knives and inclosed in an upright
wooden box, and is worked by a crank on the outside.

bait-poke (bat'pok), n. In coal-mining, the

bag in which bait or luncheon is carried into

the mine.
baittle (ba'tl), a. A Scotch form of battle*.

baitylos, - See bastylus.

baize (baz), n. [Early mod. E. also bays, bayes,

bease, baies, < OF. bales (Godefroy), pi., also

in sing, baye (Cotgrave), baize (whence also D.

baai, LG. baje (> G. 601) = Sw. boj = Dan. baj
= Russ. baika, baize

;
cf. dim. Sp. bayeta = Pg.

baeta = It. bajetta, baize), < bat (= Sp. bayo =
Pg. baio = It. bajo), bay-colored. The word is

thus prop. pi. of bay, formerly used also in the

singular: see bay6.] 1. A coarse woolen stuff

with a nap on one side, and dyed in plain colors,

usually red or green. Baize (or bay) was first manu-
factured in England in 1561, under letters patent issued
to certain refugees from the Netherlands, who had settled

at Sandwich and other places and were skilled in weaving.
Baize is now chiefly used for linings, table-covers, curtains,
etc. ; but when first introduced it was a much thinner
and finer material, and was used for clothing. See bay.
2. Any article, as a table-cover, a curtain, etc.,
made of baize; specifically, in theaters, the

plain curtain lowered at the end of a play.
baize (baz), r. t.

; pret. and pp. baized, ppr.
baizing. [< baize, n.] To cover or line with
baize.

bajadere, . See bayadere.
bajdarka, . Same as bidarkee.

Bajimont's Roll. See Bagimont's Boll, under
roll.

bajjerkeit (baj'er-kit), n. [< Beng. bajrakit
(Hunter).] A name of the Manispentaaactyla or

scaly ant-eater, an edentate mammal of Africa.

bajocco, w. See baiocco.

bajra1
(buj'ra), n. [Hind, and Beng. bajrd.]

Same as budgero.

bajra2, bajri (baj'rS, -re), n. [Also written

bajrce, bajeree, bajury, repr. Hind, bajra or bajri,
also bajra; bajri prop, denotes a smaller kind,
which ripens earlier.] A species of millet,
Pennisetuni typhoideum, much used in the East

Indies, especially for feeding cattle and horses.

bajulatet (baj'u-lat), v. t. [< L. bajulatus, pj
of bajulare, bear a burden: see bail2.]

carry to some other place, as in badgering
(which see).
bake (bak), v. ; pret. and pp. baked, ppr. bak-

ing. [< ME. buken, < AS. oaca (pret. hoc, pp.
bacen) = D. bakken= LG. bakken = Fries, backc
= OHG. bacchan, MHG. baclten, G. backtn =
Icel. baka = Sw. baka = Dan. bage, bake, prob.
= Gr. tjxjyeii.; roast, parch.] L trans. 1. To

bakey
cook by dry heat in a closed place, such as an
oven : primarily used of this manner of cooking
luvad, lint afterward applied to potatoes, ap-

ples, etc., and also flesh and lish: to be distin-

guished from must (which see).

1 have iHikftt bread upon the eoal-. Isa. xliv. W.

2. To harden by heat, either in an oven, kiln,

or furnace, or In the snu's heat: as, to bake
bricks or pottery. 3f. To harden by cold.

They linkf tln-ii
1 sides upon tile cold hard

P
To

Till-' ealth
When it is iMk'd with frost.

Mnk., Tempest, i. 2.

II. iitlranx. 1. To do the work of baking.
I keep hi, IU.II.M-; :ui. I I wash, wrili;:. brew, Imkr, . . .

and 'In all myself. Slink., M. W. of \V., i. 4.

2. To undergo the process of baking-
bake (bak), . [<''"''-' '''' '"''<''' ] A bak-

ing.
After this Ksaa lini-h. -I i !>< oven, and accomplished i>

bake of bread therein. Three in Xnfimii, p. 120.

bakeboard (bak'bord), . A board on which

dough is kneaded and rolled out in making
bread.

baked-apple (bakt'ap'l), . A name given in

Labrador to the dried fruit of the Kubiu Chilian -

iniirii.t, or cloudberry.
baked-meatt, bake-meatt (bakt'-, bak'met >. .

[Prop, bukeil mi at; < baked + meat.'] 1. Food
prepared by baking ; a dish of baked meat or

food.
In the uppermost basket there was of all manner of

bake-nuati for Pharaoh. Gen. xl. 17.

Thrift, thrift, Horatio ! the funeral l/ak'd ineatt

Did coldly furnish forth the marriage tables.

Slink., Hamlet, I. 2.

2. A meat-pie.
Vou speak as if a man

Should know what fowl is coflln'd in a bak'd-tncat

Afore you cut it up. Webster, White Devil, iv. 1.

bakehouse (bak'hous), . [E. dial, also back-

house; < ME. bak-house, bachouse (= LG. back-

hits), < AS. bcechus, < bacaii, bake, -I- lifts, house.]
A building or an apartment used for the pre-

paring and baking of bread, etc.

bake-meatt, See baked-ntcat.

bakent (ba'kn). An obsolete past participle of

bake.

baker (ba'ker), n. [< ME. baker, bakere, < AS.
bacere (= OS. bakkeri = D. bakker= G. backer,
becker = Icel. bakari = Sw. bayare = Dan. ba-

ger), < bacan, bake: see bake and -er l . Hence
bakester, huckster^, baxler.] 1 . One who bakes

;

specifically, one whose business it is to make
bread, biscuit, etc. 2. Asmall portable tin oven
used in

bakinjg. [U. S.] 3. The popular name
of the flesh-fly, Sarcophaga cantaria Bakers'
dozen, tliirteen reckoned as a dozen. It was customary
for bakers, like some other tradesmen, to give 13 for 12,

the extra piece being called among bakers the in-bread or

to-breatl. Brewer says the custom originated when heavy
penalties were inflicted for short weights, bakers giving
the extra bread to secure themselves. Bakers' itch, a

species of psoriasis, so called when it is confined to the
back of the hand. It often appears in bakers. Bakers'
salt, subcarlxinate of ammonia, or smelling-salts, so called

front its being used by bakers as a substitute for yeast in

the manufacture of some of the liner kinds of bread.

baker-foot (ba'ker-fut), .; pi. baker-feet (-fet).

[Cf. baker-legged.] An ill-shaped or distorted
foot: as, "bow-legs and baker-feet," Jer. Tay-
lor (f), Artif. Handsomeness (1662), p. 79.

baker-kneed (ba'ker-ned), a. Same as baker-

let/ged.

baker-legged (ba'ker-legd), a. Disfigured by
having crooked legs, or legs that bend inward
at the knees.

bakery (ba'ker-i), H.
; pi. bakeries (-iz). [< bake

+ -cry.] 1. The trade of a baker. [Rare.]
2. A place used for making bread, etc., or for

the sale of bakers' goods; a bakehouse or ba-
ker's establishment; a baker's shop.
bakestert, . [Also huckster, baiter (whence
thepropername Baxter),< ME. bakestere, bacster,

baiter, usually masc., < AS. baecestre (fern, in

form, but masc. in use), a baker, < bacan, bake,
+ -cs-tre, E. -ster.] A baker; properly, a female
baker: as, "brewesteres and bakesteres," Piers
Plowman. In Scotland commonly written bajc-

ter : as, baxter wives.
bakestone (bak'ston), n. [E. dial., also back-

stone.] A flat stone or slate on which cakes are
baked. [Prpv. Eng.]
bakey (ba'ki), . [Sc., also bakie and baikie,
dim. of back3 , .] A square wooden vessel.

narrower at the bottom than at the top, and
with a handle on each of two opposite sides,
used for carrying coals, ashes, etc. ; a wooden
coal-scuttle. Also spelled bakie and baikie. See

baclc^, 3. [Scotch.]



bakhshish

bakhshish, . See

baking (ba'ldng), n. [Verbal n. of bake.] 1.

The act of baking. 2. The quantity baked at

once: as, a bakiiiy of bread. Also called hake

and batch.

baking-powder (M'king-pon'dte), w. Any
powder used as a substitute for yeast in raising

bread, cakes, etc. Baking-powders are composed of

bicarbonate of sodium or potassium mixed with a dry

powder capable of setting carl ..... ic acid free when the

mixture is moistened.

bakshish, bakhshish (bak'shesh), n. [Also

backxltixh, backsheesh. bukshish, etc., < Turk. Ar.

Hind, bakhshish. < Pers. bakhshish, a present,

< baklisli'ulini, give.] In the East, a present or

gratuity in money.
We promised him backxhec.sh for a sight of the sacred

book. B. Taylor, Lauds of the Saracen, p. 94.

"Bakhshish," says a modern writer, "is afee or present
which the Arabs (he here means the Egyptians, who got

tlie word from the Persians through the Turks) claim on

all occasions for services you render them, as well as for

services they have rendered you. This tocAcMw, in fact,

is a sort of alms or tribute, which the poor Arab believes

himself entitled to claim from every respectable-looking

person." R- F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 23.

bakufu (bak'u-fo), n. [< Jap. baka, curtain, +
fu, office.] Curtain-government, that is, the

government or council of the former shoguns of

Japan: so called in allusion to the curtain used

in time of war to screen off that part of the

camp occupied by the general or shogun. See

shogun.
On the 3rd of June the Sh6guu had an audience of the

Mikado. His majesty's speech on the occasion was as

follows: "The duties of the bakufu are on the one hand
to govern the empire in peace, and on the other to subju-

gate the barbarians." F. 0. Adams, Japan, I. 384.

bal (bal), n. [Formerly
1

also ball, < Corn, lal, a
mine (Pryce), a cluster of mines (Borlase).] A
mine. [Cornwall.]

bal. An abbreviation of balance.

balaam (ba'lam), n. [In allusion to Balaam
and his " dumb ass speaking with man's voice "

(Num. xxii. 28-30; 2 Pet. ii. 16).] 1. Matter

regarding marvelous and incredible events in-

serted in a newspaper to fill space. [English

printers' cant.]
Balaam is the cant name for asinine paragraphs about

monstrous productions of nature and the like, kept stand-

ing in type to be used whenever the real news of the day
leave an awkward space that must be filled up somehow.

Lockhart, Life of Scott, Ixx.

2. Same as balaam-box.

Bring in Balaam, and place him on the table.

J, Wilson, Noctes Anibros., II. xxvi.

balaam-box, balaam-basket (ba'lam-boks,
-bas"ket), n. An editor's depository for worth-
less matter, rejected writings, etc.

Who can doubt that ... an Essay for the Edinburgh
Review, in " the old unpolluted English language," would
have been consigned, by the editor, to his balaain-basket 1

t\ Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 17.

Balaamitet (ba'lam-It), n. [< Salaam (Num.
xxii.) + -ite2.] One who makes a profession of

religion for the sake of gain : in allusion to the

prophet Balaam.
Balaamiticalt (ba-lam-it'i-kal), a. Pertaining
to or characteristic of a Balaamite.
Bala beds. See bed1 .

balachan (bal'a-chan), n. Same as balachong.
balachong (bai'a-chong), n. [< Malay bdla-

e/jart.] A substance composed of small fishes

or shrimps pounded up with salt and spices,
and then dried. It is much used in the East
as a condiment
for rice. Also

balachan, bala-

cltoung, bala-

chaun.

baladine, /'. See
balladiite.

Balsena (ba-le'-

na), n. [L., <

Gfr. (fiaAaiva,

more correctly
fyafc/jiLva, a

whale.] The
typical genus
of whalebone
whales, of the

family Balami-

cUe, having the
cervical verte-
bras ankylosed,
the fore limbs
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out furrows, and no dorsal fin. it contains the

(Ireenland or arctic whale, Jl. wytiticetus, and several

iithrr species found in all seas. See cuts under ankylimx
ami Htilii'iiiilir.

Balasniceps (ba-le'ni-seps), . [NL., < L. ba-

lu'ita, a whale, + -ccps, < caput, head.] A genus
of grallatorial altricial birds, of which the type
and only known member is the shoebill or

whalehead of Africa, B. rex, comparatively
lately discovered on the upper part of the

White Nile. The genus is the type of a family Bahe-

nicijridtr, of somewhat uncertain position, probably near

the storks. The bird is remarkable for its enormous
vaulted beak, which is ranch longer than the head. Lit-

tle is known of its habits and economy. It is a large

species, standing upward of 3 feet high. The bill some-
what resembles that of the boat-billed heron, Cancroma
coe.hlearta. See cut in preceding column.

Balaenicipid* (ba-le-ni-sip'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

lialumiccps (-tip-) + -feto.J A family of birds,

of which the genus Balainiccps is the type and

only known representative. It belongs to the altri-

cial or herodiouine series of wading birds, and is probably
nearly related to the Ciconiidat, or storks.

balaenid (bal'e-nid), n. A cetacean of the fam-

ily Jia/a-nidie ; any right whale.

Balaenidae (ba-le'ni-de), n. pi. [NL.,< Balama +
-ifte.] A family of right whales, or true whale-
bone whales, typi-
fied by the genera
Balama and Ba-

l&noptera, having
baleen instead of

teeth. Teeth are,

however, present in

the fetus, though they
never cut the gum.
The Balaniidae may be
divided into two sec-

tions, the smooth

whales, characterized

by smoothness of skin

and the absence of a
dorsal fin, as the
Greenland or right
whale, Balatna, mysti-
cetus ; and the fur-
rowed whales, iu which
the skin is furrowed
and the dorsal fin is

present, as the finncrs

(f'hygalux), hump-

Skull of Fetal Whale (Baltxnn aiistrnli^, side and top view.

ioid ; MH, mandible ; .

, prrmaxilla ; .v>/. squarno-
Eo, exoccipital ; Fr, frontal ; Gl, glenoul ; MH, mandible ; MX,
.axilla ; Na, nasal ; Pa, parietal ; Pntx, pren

balance

Balaenopterinae (bal-e-nop-te-ri'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Jliilirim/iffrti + -Mice.] A subfamily of

whalebone whales, typified by the genus liala:-

noptera. (a) A subfamily of Hiilifniilir, including the

furrowed as distinguished from the smooth right.whales

or Balteniiwe. (b) A subfamily of BdLasnopteridae, in-

cluding the tinner whales as distinguished from the hump-
backed whales OT Megapttrtno, having a high, erect, fal-

cate dorsal fin, and 4 digits of not more than 6 phalanges.

balafo (bal'a-fo)i n. [Native name.] A musi-

cal instrument of the Senegambian negroes,

consisting of graduated pieces of wood placed
over gourds to increase their resonance. Its

compass is two octaves.

balalaika (bal-a-li'ka), n. [= F. lalaleBca = G.

balalaika, repr. Russ. balalaika.] A musical

instrument of very ancient Slavic origin, com-
mon among the Russians and Tatars, and, ac-

cording to Niebuhr, also in Egypt and Arabia.
It is of the guitar kind, and has two, three, or four strings,

giving a minor chord. (Mendel.) It is now most used by
the gipsies of eastern Europe.

The dances of the gipsies, accompanied by the music of

the balalaika, and clapping of hands.
A. J. C. Hare, Studies in Kussia, vi.

Bala limestone. See limestone.

balance (bal'ans), n. [< ME. balance, balaunce,

early mod. E. also ballrmce, belauncc. etc., < OF.

balance, F. balance = Pr. balansa = Sp. balama,
balance = Pg. balanca = It. bilancia, < LL. *bi-

lancia, a balance, < bilanx (ace. bilancem), adj.,

in libra bilanx, a balance having two scales,
< L. bi-, bis, twice, -I- lanx, a dish, scale of a
balance. See bi-2

,
lance'2

,
launcc2

,
and auncel.']

1. An instrument for determining the weigbt
of bodies as compared with an assumed unit-

mass. In its simplest and most scientific form it con-

sists of a horizontal lever, having its fulcrum (which is a

knife-edge) just above the center of gravity of the whole

balance, and carrying two pans suspended as delicately as

possible (preferably from knife-edges) at equal distances

on the right and left of the fulcrum. It also carries a

tongue-pointer or index (a slender rod) rigidly attached to

the middle of the beam or lever, and extending vertically

up or down. Except in coarse balances, there is a divided

scale, over which the end of the tongue moves in the oscil-

lations of the balance. All delicate balances are protected
from currents of air by glass cases, and they have contri-

vances for steadying the pans, and often for removing the
knives from their bearings and for replacing them. Ex-

ceedingly delicate balances are sometimes inclosed in

vacuum-chambers, and have machinery for changing the

weights. In using the balance, the substance to be weighed
is placed in one pan or scale and the weights are put in

the other, and different combinations of weights are tried

until the pointer oscillates at equal distances to one side

and the other of the position it has when the scales are

empty. In chemical balances the last adjustment is ob-

tained by moving a minute weight, or rider, to different

points on the decimally graduated beam. The figure shows
the beam of a balance of precision. It is so formed as to

combine stiffness with lightness, and there are various ad-

justments for moving the center of gravity, the knife-edges,
etc. Other things being equal, the greater the length of

pentadactyl,the
bead enormous,
with long black
elastic baleen,
the throat with-

sal ; Sit, supra-occipital ; Ty, tympanic.

backed whales (Mer/aptera), and rorquals or piked whales

(nalcenoptera). The term is sometimes restricted to the
first of these sections, the other whalelmne whales then

constituting a separate family, Balcenopterulw. See whale.

Balaeninse (bal-e-ni'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Balama
+ -ino.'.] A subfamily of Balamidai, typified by
the genus Balama, containing only the smooth
right whales. See Balawidce.

Balacnoidea (bal-e-noi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Bakcna + -osrfea.]' One of the three primary
groups into which the Cetacea are divisible,
the other two being -the Delphinoidea and the

Phocodontia. It embraces the right whales

(Balama) and the fin-whales (Balatnoptera,

etc.).

Balaenoptera (bal-e-nop'te-ra), n. [NL., < L.

balwna, a whale, + Gr. KTepov, a wing.] A ge-
nus of whalebone whales, containing the sev-

eral species of piked whales, rorquals, tinners,

finbacks, or razor-backs, so called from their

long, sharp, falcate dorsal fin. They are found in

all seas. Some are very large, as Ii. fribbaldi, which attains
a length of 80 feet. The flippers have 4 digits ; the baleen
is short and coarse ; the skin of the throat is folded

;
the

head is small, flat, and pointed ; the body is long and slen-

der; and the cervical vertebrae are free. Common Atlan-
tic species are B. nni^culus and B. borealis. The whale-
bone is of comparatively little value.

balsenopterid (bal-e-nop'te-rid), n. A cetacean
of the family Bala'nopteriaa.

Balaenopteridae (bal"e-nop-ter'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., C Bal&noptera T -<te.] The furrowed
whalebone whales

;
a family of mysticete ceta-

ceans, typified by the genus Bahenoptera, hav-

ing the throat plicated, the dorsal fin developed,
the cervical vertebra free or incompletely anky-
losed, the nippers with only 4 digits, and the
baleen short and coarse. It contains the humpbacked
and the rtnner whales, sometimes respectively made types
of the subfamilies Meijapterince and Balcenopterince.

Beam and neighboring parts of a Balance of Precision.

A A, beam ; K, knife-edge on which tt turns ; C, C, knife-edges fixed
to the beam on which the pans are hung ; D, D, the bearing-pieces of
the pans; K., tongue, the lower extremity of which moves over a scale ;

F, screw with a nut for raising and lowering the center of gravity :

this has no connection with the horizontal rod //," G, screw with a
nut for carrying the center of gravity toward one or the other pan ; H,
a rider, or little weight, whose value depends on its position on the

beam, which it straddles ; / /, rod sliding horizontally, with a hook to

take up and set down the rider ; K K, piece which raises and lowers
the levers, /., L ; L, L, levers to take the beam and pans simultane-

ously off their bearings when the weights are to l>e changed ; M, At,

knobs supporting the beam when the levers. A, /-, are raised; N,N,
Y's supporting the pans when the levers, L, L, are raised. Many bal-

ances have arrangements for adjusting the relative positions of the
three knives, but these are discarded in the larger balances.

the arms and the smaller the distance of the center of

gravity below the center of suspension, the greater will be
the sensibility of the balance or the angular amount of

the deviation produced with a given slight addition to

either scale. The degree of sensibility to be desired de-

pends upon the use to which the instrument is to be put.
Such a balance as is employed in accurate chemical analy-
sis will indicate a difference of weight of a tenth or hun-
dredth of a milligram.

I have in equal balance justly weigh'd
What wrongs our amis may do, what wrongs we suffer.

Shale., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

2. Any apparatus for weighing, as a steel-

yard or a spring-balance. 3. One of the scales

of a balance
;
in the plural, scales.

And I beheld, and lo a black horse ; and he that sat on
Mm had a pair of balances in his hand. Kev. vi. 5.

Take a pinte of air; and weigh it against a pinte of wa-
ter, and you will see the ballanee of the last go down a

main. Digby, Nat. Bodies, iii. 19. (N. E. D.)

4. The act of weighing mentally; the act of

comparing or estimating two things as in a bal-



balance

Upon a fair finlanrr of tin- advantages on either side.

tip. Attt'ihiiril.

5. An equivalent or equalizing weight; that
Which is put into one scale to oll'set the weight
in the other; the weight necessary to make tt|>

the difference between two unequal weights; a

counterpoise, literally or figuratively. Spr. -id-

eally 6. In niiniiii/, a counterpoise or counter-

weight used in such a way as to assist the

engine in lifting the load. 7. The part of a
clock or watch which regulates the beats: for-

merly, a pin oscillating on its center, and thus

resembling the beam of a balance : now, n wheel.
See bala*ce-v>kel.8. The arithmetical differ-

ence between the two sides of an account: as,
to strike a hnlmn-r. 9. The sum or amount
necessary to balance the two sides of an ac-

count, usually spoken of as u ilrliit or a ov</,/

hiiliini-i : as, 1 have still u IHI/HIKT at my bank-

er's; a liiitiiui-r still due. 10. Asm-plus; a re-

mainder; the rest; the residue ; what remains
or is left over: as, he bequeathed the balance
of his estate to A. H.

;
the balance of a meal.

[A colloquial use, of commercial origin.] 11.
A balanced condition

; a state of equilibrium
or equipoise : as, to lose one's balance.

His credit Mow in doubtfilll ballttinii'i 1 hon^.V HUT, K. I.)., II. i. 3.

12. Harmonious arrangement or adjustment;
just proportion, especially in the arts of design.

13. [cap.'} In natron., a sign of the zodiac,
called in Latin Libra, which the sun enters at
the equinox in September Aerostatic balance.
sec u, rnsiniii:- Automaton balance. See auiimiitiini.

Balance of power, in international law, a distribution
anil an opposition of forces among; nations forming part of
one syste in, such that no state shall he in a position, either
atone or united with others, to impose iU own will on any
other state or interfere with its independence. (Ortolan.)
The leading rule by which it has been sought to effect this
in Kurope has been to oppose every new arrangement
which threatens either materially to augment the strength
of one of the greater powers or to diminish that of another.

The meaning of the balance of pouvr is this : that any
European state may be restrained from pursuing plans of

aci[iiisition, or making preparations looking towards fu-

ture acquisitions, which are judged to be hazardous to the

independence and national existence of its neighbors.
Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 43.

Balance Of probabilities, the excess of reasons for be-

lieving one of two alternatives over the reasons for be-

lieving the other. It is measured by the logarithm of the
ratio of the chances in favor of a proposition to the chances
against it. Balance Of trade, the difference between
the amount or value of the commodities exported from
and imported into a country. The balance is said to be
favorable for or in favor of a country when the value of
its exports exceeds that of its imports, and unfavorable
when the value of its imports exceeds that of its exports.
Bent-lever balance. See tanyent-balance. Compen-
sation balance. See compensation. Danish, balance,
a weighing apparatus somewhat resembling the steelyard,
but differing from it in hav-
ing the fulcrum movable,
the weight being at one end
and the load at the other ;

the loop by which it is sus-

pended is shifted along the
beam until equilibrium is es-

tablished. The weight of the
substance in the scale-pan is

indicated by the point at which the fulcrum is placed when
the instrument is in equilibrium. Electric balance. See
absolute electrometer, under electrometer; di/erential qalva-
nometer, under galvanometer; induction-balance; Wheat-
stone's bridge, under resistance. Expansive balance, a
compensation-balance in watches, consisting of a com-
pound rim whose outer and inner portions are made of
metals having different rates of expansion by heat. This
arrangement serves to counteract the effects of variations
of temperature upon thespeed of the watch. False bal-
ance, a balance having arms of unequal length, or of

equal length and unequal weight, so that its positions
when empty ami when carrying equal weights in the two
pans are different. Hydraulic balance. See hydraulic.

Hydrostatic balance. See hydrostatic. Hygromet-
ric balance. seeAjwr<mirric. Roberval's balance, a
balance having two Horizontal beams one over the other,
connected at their extremities by joints to vertical pieces,
so that the whole forms a linked parallelogram. The scales
are at the top. The advantage of the contrivance is, that
it makes it a matter of indilference at what point on the
pan the object to be weighed, or the counterpoise, is

placed. An improved form of this balance is commonly
used to weigh articles sold by druggists. Roman bal-
ance, a steelyard (which see). Spring-balance, a con-
trivance for determining the weight of any article by ob-

serving the amount of deflection or compression which it

produces upon a helical steel spring properly adjusted and
fitted with an index working against a graduated scale.
Another form of spring-balance is made in the shape of
the letter C, the upper end being suspended by a ring,
ami the lower end affording attachment for the hook
whereby the object is suspended. As the bow opens a fln-

i,
rer traverses a graduated arc and registers the weight.
Thermic or actinic balance. Same as bolometer. To
cast the balance, to turn the scale ; cause one scale to

preponderate : often used figuratively. South; Dryden.
To hold in balance, to keep in a state of uncertainty or

>anish Balance.

suspense.
She wolde not fonde

To holde no wight in balaunce
By halfe worde ne by counteuaunce.

ChatKf r, Death of Blanche, 1. 1020.
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To lay In balance, t<. put up as ;i pi. -din- ..r security.

\Y wi.Iile nat fitl'KHIi hi* a.)Ucyiltanc.
KIT in.iellel ui.nil. I dal /,;/, ffj

Al thiit I have in m> )..,--. -Mnun.
t't/uin'i-r, 1'rul. to I 'an. .u , Ye..man's Tut.

.
1. ."-

To pay a balance, t<> pay the diiivivn, -

t
. an,i make t..

a. -..unit:, equal. Torsion-balance, an instrument for

measuriu;: riTtaiu electrical force,- an.l the intensity uf

niaiini-ta. It consist* of a magnetic m.,n.
a silk thread or a very line wire in a glass cylinder, of
which the ei iv u MI lei. -nee i* graduated. The f. nee ..r ma-.-

net t.i In- measured is applied to one side ..f the cylinder,
cither inside .,i ,,nt -i.h

, and its intensity is indicated l.y

tile amount nf deflection of the suspended needle, uliicll

is i -ailM-d t> e\ert a force of t.irsiiui mi the thread or wire
which supports it. (See also alloy-balance, amay-bal-
a a,;

. coin l,nl, i u,
. lairroau I, i luilauet, inilMone-li"

= Syn. 10. See /', iii'iin.l, ,
.

balance (bal'ans), v.
; pret. and pp. balanced,

|i|ir. balancing. |= F. Imlu uri-r = I'r. Imlansar
= S[i. liiiln 11:111- (oiis.), Im/iincear = Pg. Imliiiii-iii-

= It. bilanciare, balance; from the noun.] I.

trims. 1. To weigh; especially, to weigh or con-
sider in the mind

; ponder over.

In the mean while I will go for the said Instrument,
and 'till my Return you may Imllnn,; this Matter in j out-

own Discretion. Congrece, Way of tin: World, v. (i.

She balanced this a little,
And told me she would answer us to-day.

Tennyson, Princess, iii. U!).

2. To estimate the relative weight or impor-
tance of, as two or more things; make a com-
parison between as to relative importance,
force, value, etc.

Balance the good and evil of things. Sir R. L'Estrange.

3. To bring into a state of equipoise or equi-
librium; arrange or adjust (the several parts of
a thing) symmetrically : as, to balance the sev-
eral parts of a machine or a painting. 4.
To keep in equilibrium or equipoise; poise;
steady: as, to balance a pole on one's chin.

I cannot give due action to my words,
Except a sword or sceptre balance it.

Shale., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1.

The maids of Nazareth, as they trooped to All

Their balanced urns beside the mountain rill.

O. W. Holmes, The Mother's Secret.

5. To serve as a counterpoise to
;
counter-

balance; offset: as, the ups and downs of
life balance each other.

One expression in the letter must check and balance the
other. Kent.

In the case of a precision steel-yard, it is best so to dis-

tribute the mass of the licam that the right arm hiliinc,-*

the left one. Encyc. Brit., III. 262.

6. To bring into a state of equality; make
equal; offset (one thing with another).

To iniiii,,,; fortune by a just expense,
Join with economy, magnificence ;

With splendour, charity ; with plenty, health.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 223.

Like souls that balance joy and pain.
Tennyson, Lancelot and Guinevere.

Weariness was balanced with delight.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 240.

7. To use as a counterpoise or set-off.

Is it a rule of oratory to balance the style against the

subject, and to handle the most sublime truths in the dull-
est language and the driest manner?

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, iii.

The . . . wisdom which balanced Egypt against Assyria.
Pusey, Minor Prophets, p. 47.

8. To sway up and down, like the arms of a
balance.

Henley stands,
Tuning his voice, and balancing his hands.

Pope, Dunciad, iii. 200.

9. To settle by paying what remains due on an
account

; equalize or adjust.

Though I am very well satisfied that it is not in my
power to balance accounts with my Maker, I am resolved,
however, to turn all my endeavours that way.

Addixon, Spectator.

10. To examine or compare by summations,
etc., so as to show how assets and liabilities or
debits and credits stand : as, let us balance our
accounts. 11. Naut., to steady (a ship in bad
weather) by reefing with a balance-reef Bal-
anced copula. See cojmla. To balance books, to close
or adjust each personal or general account in a ledger.

II. iii trans. 1. To have an equality or equiv-
alence in weight, parts, etc.; be in a state
of equipoise; be evenly adjusted: as, the two
things exactly balance; I cannot make the ac-
count balance. 2. To oscillate like the beams
of a balance; waver; hesitate. [Rare.]
He would not balance nor err in the determination of

his choice. Locke.

3. In dancing, to move forward and backward,
or in opposite directions, like the arms of a

balance; especially, to set to a partner. 4. To
be employed in finding the balance or balances
of an account or accounts.

balance-plow
Oh ! who wi.llld east and tml,i ,n;' at a desk,
I'ereh'd like a en.w Upon a Ihree-li-l-'^'il st.xd.
Till all his juice is dried ''. I', n,,,/.^.,,, Aii.lley Court.

balance-bar (bal'ans-l.;il ). . Same as /;/-
lirilllt, '_'.

balance-barometer (bal'ans-ba-rom'e-ter). .

A barometer consisting of a beam balanced on
a pivot, and formed, on opposite sides of the

pivot, of materials differing gresilly in specific

gravity. The bulks of the part- "ii .ill,, r -i.le of the
fulcnii niieutly the v.lnni. - "I air displaced
In ih, in, tlnis ditl.-r greatly. If the air increases in den-
sity, its effective bin ij alley on tile re bulky arm con-

xideraUy i -.. <t IIIKHI tile smaller ; thet'urnier
therefore rises. If the air becomes lighter, the reverse
happens. The vil.rati.ms are n..ted np..n a M ale.

balance-beam (bal'ans-bem), . 1. The beam
of a balance. 2. A long beam attached to a
drawbridge, the gate of a canal-lock, etc., serv-

ing partially to counterbalance its weight, and
used iii opening and closing it. Also called
liil/iniri- Ixir.

balance-bob (bal'ans-bob), n. A beam, bent
lever, or bob, rocking or oscillating on an axis,
and having at one end a counterpoise, while
the other is attached to the rod of a Cornish

pumping-engine. It is designed to relieve the strain
on the cuuiiic and rod resulting from lifting a heavy load.
Also called oscillating or rocking in,': See ho&l.

balance-book (bal'ans-buk). n. In com., a
book in which the adjusted debtor and credi-
tor accounts have been posted from the ledger.
balance-bridge (bal'ans-brij), n. A bridge in
which the overhang beyond an abutment is

counterbalanced either by means of heavy
weights connected with it by chains running
over pulleys, or by a portion of the roadway
which extends backward from the abutment.
See bascule-bridge.
balance-crane (bal'ans-kran), . A crane in
which the load is counterbalanced in whole or
in part by a weight, swinging with the load, but
placed upon the opposite side of the pintle or

post.

balance-dynamometer (bal'ans-di-na-mom'e-
ter), n. A form of dynamometer in which the

principle of the steelyard is used to estimate
the number of foot-pounds of power. The ap-
paratus is attached between two pulleys, of which one re-
ceives and the other transmits the motive force, and is

operated by means of loose pulleys, upon which the belts
are shifted when it is desired to test the power. Also
called bevel-gear transmitting dynamometer. See cut un-
der dynamometer.

balance-electrometer (bal'ans-e-lek-trom'e-
ter), n. A form of absolute electrometer. See
electrometer.

balance-engine (bal'ans-en'jin), n. A steam-
engine which has two pistons acting in oppo-
site directions in the same cylinder.
balance-fish (barans-fish), n. A name of the
hammerhead, or hammer-headed shark, Sphyr-
na malleus : so called because the sides of the
head resemble the arms of a balance. Also
called hammer-fish. See cut under hammer-
head.

balance-frame (bal'ans-fram), . One of two
frames of a ship which are of equal weight and
at equal distances from its center of gravity.
balance-gate (bal'ans-gSt). n. 1. Agate either
so supported in the middle, or so counter-

weighted, that its weight may rest vertically
upon the gate-post instead of hanging upon one
side of it. 2. In hydraulics, a gate having equal
areas upon each side of the supporting post, so
that the action of a current may not impede its

movement.
balance-level (barans-lev'el), n. A builders'
or surveyors' instrument, consisting of a bar
exactly balanced and suspended by a cord, and
carrying two sights which show the line of
level. Sometimes the bar is placed at right angles to a
rod, the whole being allowed to hang like a pendulum. A
telescope is sometimes substituted for the bar and sights.

balancement (bal'ans-ment), n. [< balance, t.,+ -ment.~\ The act of balancing, or the state
of being balanced. [Rare.]
The law of compensation or balancement . . . would

tend to cause the pistil to be reduced in those individuals
In which the stamens were greatly developed, and to be
increased in length in those which had their stamens but
little developed.

Dancin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 262.

balance-pit (bal'ans-pit), n. In mining, the
shaft or excavation in which the balance or

counterpoise moves.

balance-plow (bal'ans-plou), n. A plow in
which two sets of plow-bodies and colters are
attached to an iron frame moving on a fulcrum,
one set at either extremity, and pointing in
different directions. The balance-plow U Intended



balance-plow
to be used without turning, and is so arranged as to cast

all the furrows in the same direction, the one part of the

frame being raised outof the ground wlirii moving in one

direction, and the other when moving in the opposite. It

is the front part of the frame, or that furthest from where
the driver sits, which is elevated, the plowing apparatus
connected with the after part being always inserted in the

ground and doing the work. Balance-plows are used in

steam-plowing. Generally two, three, or four sets of plow-
bodies and colters are attached to either extremity, so

that two, three, or four furrows are made at once. See

plow.

balancer (bal'au-ser), n. 1. One who balances

or weighs ;
a weigher of things in or as in a

balance.
The nicest of our modern critical balancers.

Damon, Orig. of World, p. 59.

2. An acrobat; one who balances himself.

3. One who or that which keeps a thing or

things in equilibrium; that which maintains
or helps to maintain something in a state of

balance or equipoise. 4. Specifically, in cutom.,
a halter (which see) ;

a poiser ;
the small organ

supposed to be useful in balancing the body ;

one of a pair of slender processes with clubbed
ends placed near the insertion of the wings,

especially of dipterous insects. 5. In herpet.,
an elongate cylindrical rod protruding from
each side of the head of larval salamanders, in

front of the gills : permanently retained in cer-

tain forms, as the ceecilias and some sala-

manders. E. D. Cope,
balance-reef (bal'ans-ref), n. Naut., a reef-

band crossing a sail diagonally. A balance-reef

Balance-rudder.

Balance- reef,

a, sail before reefing ; b, balance-reefed sail.

is generally placed in all gaff-sails, the band running from
the throat to the clew. Either the upper or the lower half
of the sail may be reefed.

balance-rudder (bal'ans-rud"er), . A rudder

supported on a skeg
or projection from
the keel, about one
third of its surface

beingforward ofand
two thirds abaft its

vertical axis of mo-
tion. See rudder.

balance-rynd (bal'-

ans-rind), n. An iron
bar stretched across
the eye of a revolv-

ing millstone, to

support the stone

upon the top of its

spindle.
balance-sections (barans-sek"shgnz), n. pL In

ship-building, a pair of sections, one near each
end of the vessel, which are not designed till

after the midship section and the water-line
are determined.
balance-Sheet (bal'ans-shet), n. A statement
made by merchants and others to show the
true state of a particular business. A balance-
sheet should exhibit all the balances of debits and credits,
also the value of the merchandise, and the result of the
whole. (Bouvier.) A statement designed to show the as-
sets and liabilities and the profits and losses of a com-
pany. (Marsh, Bank Book-keeping.)

Many banks publish balance-sheets professing to show
the reserve of ready money.

Jecons, Money and Mech. of Exchange, p. 320.

balance-Step (bal'ans-step), n. In milit. tactics,
an exercise in squad-drill intended to teach
the principles of marching.
balance-thermometer (bal'ans -ther-mom^e -

ter), n. A device in which mercury inclosed in
a balanced tube is caused to make one or the
other of the ends preponderate, thereby open-
ing or closing a window or damper, or touch-
ing an alarm.

balance-valve (bal'ans-valv), . A valve in
which the fluid is admitted to both sides, and
acts with nearly equal pressure in opposite
directions, but with an excess in the direction
of the seat sufficient to keep the valve in con-
tact with it when closed. It is a construction de-
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signed to permit the operation of a valve by a slight

force. The balance puppet-valve has two disks upon a

single stem, the fluid being admitted either between the

two disks or above the upper and below the lower. One
disk is made larger than the other, that there may be a

slight excess of pressure tending to close the valve, or to

keep it pressed to its seat.

balance-vise (bal'ans-vis), . A small tail-

vise used by watchmakers.
balance-wheel (bal'ans-hwel), n. 1. Awheel
in a watch or chronometer which by the regu-
larity of its motion determines the beat or

strike. 2. Figuratively, whatever serves for

the regulation or coordination of movements.

These are in themselves very objectionable ; the true

regulator's, the proper balance-wheels, are those which
have been described. Brougham.

Balance-wheel engine, a watchmakers' instrument,
used in the construction of the balance-wheel. Bal-
ance-wheel file, a watchmakers' file with three sides,
one convex and cut. the others plane and smooth. It is

used in working in the sectoropenings of a balance-wheel.

Compensation balance-wheel, a balance-wheel whose
rim is formed of two metals of different expansive powers,
so arranged that the change of size of the wheel, as the

temperature rises or falls, is compensated for by the

change in position of the parts of the rim.

balandra (ba-lau'dra), . [Sp. Pg. balandra
= F. belandre, < D. bijlander, > E. Inlander : see

bilander.] A small coasting vessel used in

South America.
balandrana (ba-lan'dra-na), n. [ML. ;

OF.

balandran, F. balandras = Sp. balandran = It.

palandrano, palandrana; origin unknown.] A
wide cloak or mantle used as an additional gar-
ment by travelers and others in the twelfth
and thirteenth centuries. Also called super-
totus.

balanid (bal'a-nid), n. A cirriped of the family
Balanidte.

Balanidas (ba-lan'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Balanus
+ -ida'.] A family of sessile thoracic cirripeds,
of which the genus Balanus is the type. The
peduncle is absent or rudimentary, the operculum is

present, and the scuta and terga are movably articu-

lated. The species are commonly called acorn-shells or

sea-acorns, and often share the name barnacle with the

species of Lepas. They are found all over the world, ad-

hering closely to submerged rocks, timber, etc. Also
Balanoidea. See cuts under Balanus.

balaniferpus (bal-a-nif'e-rus), o. [< L. balamts

(< Gr. (tdfavoc,), an acorn, + jferre
= E. bear*.]

Bearing, yielding, or producing acorns.

Balaninus (bal-a-ni'nus), n. [NL., < L. balanus

(< Gr. jid'Aavof), an acorn, + -inus.] A genus of

rhynehophorous
beetles, of the

family Curculi-

onidos or weevils
;

the nut-weevils.
B. nucitni is the
weevil of hazels
and filberts

;
B.

glandium and B.

rectus, of acorns.

balanism (bal'a-

nizm), n. [< Gr.

ftdAavo;, an acorn,
a suppository, +
-ism ; cf. Gr. /fa/la-

vifctv, administer
a suppository.]
In med., the application of a suppository or

pessary.
balanite (bal'a-nit), n. [< L. balanites: see

Balanites.] If. A kind of precious stone. 2.
A fossil cirriped of the family Balanidte.
Balanites (bal-a-m'tez), . [L., < Gr. fkdartnK,
a precious stone, prop. adj. (sc. /U0of), acorn-

shaped, < /3d/laror, an acorn. Cf. Balanus.] 1.

[I.e.] A kind of precious stone; balanite. 2.

[NL. ] A simarubaceous genus of plants, includ-

ing two species, spiny shrubs or small trees, na-
tives of the drier parts of India, western Asia,
and tropical Africa. The fruit is a one-seeded drape,
the pulp of which is sometimes used in India in cleaning
silk. The oily seeds, as well as the bark and subacid leaves,
of the Indian species, B. Roxburyhii, areemployed in native
medicine, and the hard woody nut is made into a kind of
fireworks. The African species is B. .Vgi/ptiaca.
S. [NL.] A genus of fossil cirripeds, of the

family Balanidte.

balanitis (bal-a-nl'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. fldAavor,,

acorn, glans penis, + -itis.] In pathol., in-
flammation of the glans penis.
balanoglossid (baFa-uo-glos'id), n. A mem-
ber of the family Balanoglossidix.
Balanoglossidae (bal"a-no-glos'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Balanoglossus -f -ida;.] The family of
invertebrates represented by the genus Bala-
nonlossua.

Balanoglossus (baFa-uo-glos'us), . [NL., <
Gr. (id'/Mvuf, an acorn, -f- y/.ucoa, tongue.] 1. An

Balarms

extraordinary genus of invertebrate animals,
the type not only of a family, Jidlnnoghsnidce,
but also of an order or even a distinct class of

animals, Enteropneusta (which see), it is related
in its mode of development to the echinoderms, in some
respects to the ascidians, and is usually classed with the

I. The Tornaria larva, about 1-12 of an inch long, enlarged, side
view, a, anus ; *, vessels leading to the dorsal pore, rf, from sac of
the water-vascular system, w; u-

, prolongation of the sac ; it, heart;
r, intestine ; J, stomach ; e, esophagus ; in. mouth ; n, it

, lobes of

alimentary canal ; tnb. muscular band from eye-speck . f, to water-vas-
cular sac. II. Young balanoglossus. Letters as before, except g, the
first-formed branchial stigmata. III. Balanoglossus, more advanced.
c , collar ; /, proboscis.

Venues. The members of this genus are elongated, foot-

less, soft-bodied worms, with the mouth at one end of the

body and the anus at the other. The fore part of the body
presents a kind of collar surrounding a constriction from
which springs a long hollow proboscis-like organ, whence
the name Balanoylossus, this organ being like a tongue
somewhat acorn-shaped, proceeding from within the col-

lar like an acorn from its cup. On the portion of the body
from which the proboscis springs there is a flattened area
with a longitudinal series of branchial apertures, commu-
nicating with branchial sacs connected with the alimen-
tary canal; hence the term Enteropneusta. In consequence
of this relation of the respiratory to the alimentary canal,
Huxley associates Balanoylosints with Tunicata (or ascidi-

ans) as members of a pharyngopneustal series. The larval
form of Balanofflofifnut was formerly called Tornaria, and
regarded as an echinoderm from its great resemblance to
the larva of a starfish.

2. [1. c.] A member of the genus Balanof/lossus.
balanoid (bal'a-noid), a. and n. [< Gr. flaXa-

voutirK, like an acorn, < [id^avoe, an acorn, +
cldof, form.] I. a. Resembling an acorn : spe-
cifically applied to the acorn-shells of the fam-

ily Balanida>. See cut under Balanus.
H. n. An acorn-shell

;
a cirriped of the fam-

ily Balanidte.

Balanoidea (bal-a-noi'de-a), n. pi. [NL.,< Ba-
lanus + -oidea. Cf . balanoid.] Same as Bala-
nid(E.

Balanophoraceoe (baFa-no-fo-ra'se-e), n. pi.

[NL., CGr. /joXavof, an acorn, + -f6/>of, bearing
(< ificpeiv =E. bear1 ),

+ -acete.] An order of cu-
rious apetalous leafless plants, related to the

mistletoe, but parasitic upon the roots instead
of the branches of other plants. From their simple
structure, they were formerly thought to be allied to the

fungi. There are about 40 known species, grouped into 14

genera, natives of the tropics. They are generally of a

Nut-weevil (Balaninus rectus. Say).
a, dorsal view ; *, lateral view. (Verti-

iws natural size, i

Balanophoracfef. CynomoriMm coccintum, growing upon the root
of a salsola, 1-15 natural size : a. inflorescence, J4 size.

(From Le Maout and Dccaisne's "Traite general de Botanique.")

bright yellow or red color. Their small flowers, in most
cases unisexual, are aggregated into dense masses. The
fruit is one-celled, with a single seed.

balantt (ba'lant), a. [< L. balan(t-)s, ppr. of

balare, bleat. Cf. baa.] Bleating.
The balant and latrant noises of that sort of people.

C. Mather, Mag. Christ, (ed. 1852), App., p. 620.

Balanus (bal'a-nus), n. [L., < Gr. (3d2avor,, an
acorn. Cf. L. glans, an acorn : see gland. ] The
typical genus of sessile cir-

ripeds of the family Bala-

nidte'; the acorn-shells or

sea-acorns, called barna-

cles, except in Great Bri-

tain, where the peduncu-
lated Lepadidte have that
name. B. tmtinnabuhtm is the

representative species. The shell Kalanus farcana.
consists of 6 plates, with an oper-
culum of 4 valves. Colonies are to be found on rocks left

dry at low water, on ships, on timber, on lobsters and other
crustaceans, and on the shells of eonchifers and other mol-
lusks. They differ from the members of the genns Lepat
in having a symmetrical shell and in being destitute of a
flexible stalk. They pass through a larval stage of exis-



Balanus

J>i,i>;i.itiiiii,itii section ttf Acorn-shell (Balanus).

a, cavity of the sue lying over the UWmn ; f>, prosoint ; c, carina ;

f/, carinolateral compartment ; /, lateral compartment ; f, roslrum :

j, scutum ; f, tcryum ; /. penis ; ff, Eut-formeil gland ; h. duct con-
necting *' with i

1

, Mduncuur or ovanan tubule*, and J^ cttMOMaet
and glands ; / , antenna: ; >n, ovigerous fr.enum ; d, anus.

tence, at which period they are not fixed, hut move about
by means of swimmiiiK-tVet, and possess large stalked eyes,
both feet mid eyes disappearing ulieii they attaeh them-
selves to their tiu;il phiee of repose.

balas 1
, balass (bal' as, ba-las'), . [Early mod.

E. also ballan, etc.,< ME. bnln.i, ba/ncc, Ixilayx,

etc., < OF. Jxilain, balai = Pr. baloys, balacli

= Sp. balax = Pg. Ixihichc = It. lialaxcin, <

ML. lialaxciux, balafeux, < Ar. balaklixh, a

kind of ruby, < Pers. r>iiilnklii<titin, a country in
central Asia north of the Hindu Kush moun-
tains (called Balasian by Marco Polo), where
this ruby is found.] A variety of spinel ruby,
of a pale rose-red color, sometimes inclining to

orange. See spinel. Usually called balas-ruby.

William of Wykeham . . . bequeathed to his successor
in the bishopric of Winchester . . . his larger gold pon-
tifical ring, with a sapphire stone, surrounded with four

balat-rubies, and two small diamonds and eleven pearls.
Quoted in Itock'x Church of our Fathers, ii. 171.

balas'2 (bal'as), n. [Turk.] A long dagger in-

tended for thrusting rather than cutting, used
by the Turks

;
a Turkish yataghan. B. F. Bur-

ton.

balase't, n. See balas1 .

balase2t, See ballast.

balass, n. See balas1 .

balata (bal'a-ta), . Same as balata-gum.

balata-gum'(ba'ra-ta-gum), w. The inspissated
juice of a sapotaceous tree, Mimusojis ylobosa,
of tropical America from the Antilles to Guiana.
It is intermediate in character between caoutchouc and
gutta-percha, and from its great strength is especially
suited for belting and similar uses.

balata-tree (bal'a-ta-tre), . A large sapota-
ceous tree of the West Indies, Bumelia retusa,
the wood of which is very hard. See bully-
tree.

balatront (bal'a-tron), . [< L. balalro(n-), a

babbler, jester, buffoon, prob. for *blatei
-

o(n-), <

Waterare, babble.] A buffoon. Cockeram.
balatronic (bal-a-tron'ik), a. Of or pertaining
to buffoons. Sola. [Rare.]
balausta (ba-las'ta), n. [NL., < L. balaustium :

see Balaustion .] A fruit like the pomegranate,
succulent within and many-seeded, with a firm

rind, and tipped with the persistent lobes of the

calyx.
balaustine (ba-las'tin), a. [< L. balaustium (<
Gr. [iaAavoTiov, the flower of the wild pome-
granate) + -tue1.] Pertaining to the wild pome-
granate-tree. -Balaustine flowers, the dried flowers
of the pomiwiuiiite, used in medicine as an astringent.

Balaustion (ba-las'ti-on), n. [NL. ;
cf. L.

balaustium, < Gr. fia^avariov, the flower of the
wild pomegranate. Cf. baluster.] A genus of

myrtaceous plants, of a single species, B. pul-
cherrimum, a shrub inhabiting southwestern
Australia. It bears numerous flowers resembling in

shape and color those of the dwarf pomegranate.

balaustyt (ba-las'ti), . [< L. balaustium: see

Balaustion."] Same as balaustineflowers.
balayeuse (bal-a-yez'), n. [F., fern, of balayeur,
a sweeper, < balayer, sweep, < balai, OF. balei,

baleis, a broom, dial, the broom-plant, > ME.
baleis, a rod.] A strip of plaited muslin or lace

placed inside of the bottom of women's dresses
to protect them from the floor.

balaynt, An obsolete form of baleen.

balayst, An obsolete form of balas1 .

bal-boy (bal'boi), n. A boy working in a mine.
I're, Diet., I. 280. [Cornish.]

Balbriggan hosiery. See hosiery.
balbusard (bal'bu-sard), n. [F., also balbu-

rarrf.] A name of the osprey or bald buzzard,
Pandioti litiliiietits. It was taken in 1S-2S by Fleming
as a geinu name in the form liulbuimrtiii*. [Not in use.]
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balbutiatet (bal-bu'nhi-at), v. i. [< L. as if

"balbutiiirc for ballnilirt; stammer, < I
' '

stammering.] To stammer in speaking.
balbutientt (bal-bu'shi-ent), . [< L.
ticii(t-)s, ppr. of hallmtiri", stiniiiin r : see
liiitc.

| Staiiiinering.
balbuties (Iml-bii'shi-ez), . [XL., < L. balbus,
stammering. Cf. balbiitiatr.'] I. Stammering.

2. A vicious and incomplete pronunciation,
in which almost all the consonants are replaced
by b and /. Jtuiii/lixmi.

bal-captain Ojal'kap"tan), ". A mine-captain.
[Cornish.]

balcont, balconet, n. [< F. hnimn, < It. balcone,
a balcony: see hti/miii/.] A balcony or gallery.

balconet (bal-ko-nef), " [Also liilnnii Iti-, <

lialcon, balcony, + -ft, -Me. Cf. It. dim. hnl-

conata.] A low
ornamental rail-

ing to a door
or window, pro-
jecting but

slightly beyond
the threshold or
sill.

balconied (bal'-

ko-nid), it. Hav-
ing a balcony or
balconies.

The house was

Ruijrr North, Ex-

[amen, iii. 7.

balcony (bal'-

ko-ni, until re-

cently bal-ko'-

ni), n.; pi. bal-

conies (-niz).

[Formerly also

balconc, balco-

nie, balcony, etc.

(sometimes bal-

con, after F.

balcon), < It. bal-

cone, \ balco, a
beam scaffold, A Vcnctian BalcOD
< OHG. balko,

balcho, a scaffold, = E. balk, a beam, etc. : see
balk1

, .] 1. A stage or platform projecting
from the wall of a building within or without,
supported by columns, pillars, or consoles, and
encompassed with a balustrade, railing, or

parapet. Outer balconies are common before

windows, and inner ones in ball-rooms, public
halls, etc.

The flourish of trumpets and kettledrums from a high
balcony, which overlooked the hall, announced the en-
trance of the maskers. Scott, Kenilworth, II. xviii.

2. In theaters, a gallery occupying various po-
sitions. In some theaters it is a raised tier of seats sur-

rounding the parquette ; in others it takes the place of the
dress-circle ; and in others still it is the gallery immedi-
ately behind or above the dress-circle.

bald 1
(bald), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

baldc, bauldc, baFd, balFd, < ME. balde, beldc,
earlier balled, ballid, ballede, bald; of uncertain

origin, (1) by some regarded as identical with
the rare early ME. ballede, in the apparent
sense of rotund, corpulent, applied to the

body, lit. 'balled,' round like a ball (< bain +
-edj),

and hence, perhaps, of the head, smooth,
hairless; otherwise (2) perhaps < ball, a white
streak or spot (a word of Celtic origin not found
in ME., but prob. then existent: see ball3 ),

+
-ede, an adj. suffix connected with -erf2.] I. a.

1. Wanting hair, as the head, in some part
(usually the top, or front and top) where it

naturally grows ; partly or wholly deprived of
hair on the head, as a person.

His heed was bnHiil and schon as eny glas.

Chaucer, (Jen. Prol. to C. T., L 198.

Ceesar, . . . because hU head was bald, covered that de-
fect with laurels. Addiiton.

2. Without the natural or usual covering of
the head or top ;

bareheaded: as, aftaWoak; a
bald mountain.

No Question asked him by any of the senators, but they
stand bald before him. Shale., Cor., iv. 5.

Thy bald, awful head, O sovran Blanc !

Coleridge, Chamouni.

3. Destitute of beard or awn: as, bald wheat.
4. Wanting force or meaning; meager; pal-

try: as, zbald sermon; a 6aW truism. 5. Des-
titute of appropriate ornament ; too bare, plain,
or literal; unadorned; inelegant: as, "a bald

translation," Longfellow, Hyperion, iii. 6.

Balder-brae

Hi? l-Milton] could sti)p In a [/lain style, sonietimcseven
to a btiht style; lint false brilliancy was his utter aversion.

Mfii'inilnif, Milton.

<;h;is!ly thro tin- <ln//]in

On the Ixilil struct break* tliu blank day.
Tenii'ifii, In Mi nioriain, vii.

6. Bare; open; undisguised.
A bal'l egotism uhieh is ijiiiti ;il.ove anil beyond selftah-

III'--. /,"/''//, Alllnll^ !ll> I'.'.oks. !>! SIT., p. 814.

7. Having white mi the faco or head: speeili-

cally applied to several birds : as, the bald buz-
zard, eagle, ete.

II, ii. A natural meadow or grassy plain oc-

curring on the rounded summit of a high moun-
tain: a term in use in the southern extension
of the Appalachian ranges, where :i number of
the highest knobs have their dome-shaped tops
entirely bare of trees.

bald ]
t (Mid), ''. t. [< ///<(!, a.] To inakobald;

deprive of hair.

bald-'t, . An obsolete and dialectal form of
Imlil. It is ivtaineil in this spelling as all element in
ivi t:iiu proper names nf Auyli. Saxon or old Hiiih (Jerman
origin: as, Baldwin, ArfltH"t/'l. i:iln'!i,<ti<l. etc.

baldachin (bal'da-kin), n. [In def. 1 also for-

merly balditkiii, bnldi'l:iii, and earlier hnntli-l.-in.

i|. v. ; in def. '2 also baldm/niii, and, as It. or

Sp., lnildiiccliiiKi, luildaf/uino; < F. baldaquin =
Sji. linliliiimino = Pg. baldaquim, < It. balilitr-

cliino (ML. baldakinus, etc.), a canopy, <

liiildacco, It. form of Buijdad (Ar. llaijlidad),
where a rich cloth used for such canopies was
manufactured.] If. Same as baudekin. 2. A
canopy of various kinds, (a) A portable decorative

covering, borne in ceremonial processions as a sign of rank
or dignity ; particularly, the dais-like canopy carried over
tlie

i
u ,pe, which is supported on eight poles and carried by

clMiiiLMiisluil personages. (b) In the Rum. Calh. Ch., a
portable canopy home over the eucharist carried proces-
sionally, as on the feast of Corpus Christ!, (c) A stationary
covering, of baudekin, silk, or other rich stuff, stretched
above the seat of a dignitary ; in general, the canopy of a
dais ; sometimes, that of a bed with curtain*, (d) A fined

Double Baldachin. Shrine of the Crown of Thorns, high altar of
the Sainte Chapelle, Pahs; tjth century.

(From Viollet-le-Duc's "Diet, de 1'Architecture."}

canopy, often of metal or stone, above the Isolated high altar
in many churches, especially in Italy and the East. From
its center, according to the old ritual, usually hung by a
chain the vessel containing the Host ; but this usage has
now 1 ieeti superseded. Baldachins also occur in other po-
sitions than over altars, as over tombs, shrines, etc. Also
spelled baldaquin. Also called ciborium.

baldachino (bal-da-ke'no), H. [< It. baldac-

c/itno.] Same as baldachin.

baldaquin (bal'da-kin), . See baldachin.

baldaret, " [Origin obscure ; some suppose an
allusion to the god Balder and his restoration
to life.] An old name of the amaranth, Ama-
rantug caudatus.

bald-coot (bald'kot), . See baldicoot.

baldekint. n. An obsolete form of baldachin.
balden (bal'den), r. t. and t. [< baW + -!.]
To make or become bald. [Kare.]
Balder-brae, Balder's-brae (bal'der-, bal'-

derz-bra), n. [Xorth. E., < Icel. Balders-bra

(Cotula fetida) = Norw. balditr-braa, baltebraa

(Pyrethrum inodorum), that is, as also in E.,
Solder's brmo; also corruptly bald eyebrow.
From Balder, a Norse divinity, son of Odin.]
An old name for the mayweed, Antbemis Cotula.



balderdash

balderdash (biU'<U>r-dash), . [First in sense 1
;

of obscure origin, appar. dial, or slang: ac-

cording to one conjecture, < Dan. balder, noise,

clatter (from a verb repr. by Sw. dial, baJtra,

Norw. baldra, bellow, prattle, = Icel. ren. bal-

drast, ballrast, clatter; cf. D. LG. balderen, roar,

thunder), + (lush, repr. Dan. daxke, slap, flap:

see dash. But the word may be merely one of

the numerous popular formations, of no defi-

nite elements, so freelymade in the Elizabethan

period.] If. A jumbled mixture of frothy li-

quors.
To drink such balderdash or bonny-clabber.

B. JitHxon, New Inn, i. 2.

2. Senseless prate ;
an unmeaning or nonsen-

sical jumble of words ; trashy talk or writing.

I heard him charge this publication with ribaldry, scur-

rility, billingsgate, anil liaUerdath.
Home Tooke., Trial, p. 25.

= Syn. 2. See prattle, n.

balderdash (bal'der-dash), r. t. [< balderdaxli,

.] To jumble and adulterate (liquors) ; hence,
to mix with inferior ingredients; adulterate:

with with before the adulterant: as, to balder-

dash wine with cider. [Rare.]
The wine-merchants of Nice brew and balderdash and

even mix it with pigeon's dung and quicklime.
Smollett, Travels, xix.

Balder's-brae, . See Balder-brae.

bald-faced (bald'fast), . Having a white face

or white on the face: said of animals: as, a

bald-faced stag.
baldhead (bald'hed), n. 1. A man bald on the

head. 2 Ki. ii. 23. 2. The name of a breed of

domestic pigeons. 3. A name of the fruit-

crows (Cotingida:) of South America, of the

genus Gymnocephalus. G. calvus is the capu-
chin baldhead.
bald-headed (bald'hed"ed), a. Having a bald
head Bald-headed eagle. See eagle.

baldicoot (bal'di-kot), n. [Also baldecoot, bald-

coot, < bald1 + coot; the syllable
-'- is mean-

ingless.] 1. The common coot, Fidica atra.

Hence 2. Figuratively, a monk, on account
of his somber raiment and shaven crown.

Princesses that . . . demean themselves to hob and
nob with these black baldicoots.

Kingsley, Saint's Tragedy, iii. 4.

baldly (bald'li), adv. So as to be bald, in any
sense of that word.

baldmoney (bald'mun"i), n. [Early mod. E.

also baldimonie, baudmoney, etc., < ME. bald-

wony, baldemoyn, baldemoyne, baldemoin, an

early name of gentian; origin unknown.] If.
A name of various species of gentian. 2. A
name for the mew or spignel, an umbelliferous

plant of Europe, Meum athamanticum.
baldness (bald'nes), n. [< ME. ballednesse ; <

bold1 + -ness.'] The state or quality of being
bald, (a) Lack of hair or natural covering on the head
or top ; absence or loss of hair. (6) Deficiency of appro-
priate ornament, as in writing ; meanness or inelegance ;

want of ornament : as, baldness of style.

Baldness of allusion and barbarity of versification.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 74.

baldpate (bald'pat), n. 1. A person with a
baldhead.

Come hither, goodman baldpate.
Skak., M. forM., v. i.

2. In ornith., a kind of duck with white on the
head

;
a widgeon, Mareca penelope and M. ameri-

cana. See cut under widgeon.
baldpate, bald-pated (bald'pat, -parted ), a.

Lacking hair on the pate ;
shorn of hair.

You bald-pated, lying rascal. Shaff
,
M. for M., v. 1.

baldrib (bald'rib), n. 1. A joint of pork cut
from nearer the rump than the spare-rib, and
consisting of a rib from which the fat has been
removed.

Baldrib, griskin, chine, or chop.
Southey, To A. Cunningham.

Hence 2. Figuratively, a lean, lanky person.
[Rare.]
Faith, thou art such a spring baldrib, all the mistresses

in the town will never get thee up. Hiddleton.

baldric (bal'drik), . [Formerly also baudriek,
etc., < ME. baiidrik, bawdrik, bauderik, etc.,
earlier baitdry, < OF. baudrei, baldrei, baldret
(later baudroy and, with added suffix, battdrier)= Pr. baudrat (ML. baldringus), appar. < MHG.
balderich, a girdle, perhaps < OHG. balz = E.
belt, < L. balteus: see belt.} 1. A belt, or an
ornament resembling a belt.

A palmer's amice wrapt him round
With a wrought Spanish baldrick bound

Scoff, L. of L. M., ii. 19.

In particular (at) A belt worn round the waist, as the
Roman cingulum, or military belt. ((>) A jeweled orna-
ment worn round the neck by both ladies and gentlemen
in the sixteenth century. It. Mvrrii. (ct) Figuratively
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the zodiac, fipnvifr. (d) A belt worn over the right or

left shoulder, crossing the body diagonally to the waist or

1,,-lim- it, either simply as an ornament or to suspend a

swunl, da^urr, or horn. Such belts, in medieval and Re-

naissance times, were sometimes richly decorated and

garnished with bells, precious stones, etc.

Athwart his brest a baultlrick brave he ware
That shind, like twinkling stars, with stones most pretious

rare. Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 29.

And from his blazon 'd baldric slung
A mighty silver bugle hium.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott, iii.

2f. The leather thong or gear by which the clap-

per of a church-bell was formerly suspended.
In the earliest accounts the baldricks of the bells are

always referred to eo nomine, but later on they are called

"leathers." N. and Q., 7th ser., II. 495.

Also spelled baldrick.

baldric-wise (bal'drik-wi/.), adv. [< baldric +
ime'2 .] After the manner of a baldric; over
one shoulder and hanging down to the waist,

balductumt, n. [Also balducktum, < ML. bal-

ducta, curd, hot milk curdled with ale or wine,
a posset.] Balderdash; trash.

Baldwin bit. See bifl-.

name for a bald-headed person. [Colloq.]
bale1

(bal), n. [< ME. bale, balwe, balw, baluw,

balu, etc., < AS. balu, bealu, bealo (bealw-, bea-

low-)= OS. balu= OFries. balu-
t
bale- (in comp.)

= OHG. 6<zto = Icel. 667 (not in mod. G. Sw.

Dan.), evil, calamity; prop. neut. of the adj.
found only in AS. balu, bealu (balw-, bealw-)
MLG. bal- (in comp.), Goth, balws (in comp.
and deriv.), evil, dire.] Evil; woe; calamity;
misery ;

that which causes ruin, destruction, or

sorrow. [Long obsolete until recently revived
in poetry. It occurs especially in alliterative

antithesis to boot or bliss.]

For now this day thou art my bale,

My boote when thou shold bee.

Robin Hood, in Percy's Reliques.
Yett still he strove to cloke his inward bale.

Spenser, F. Q., I. ix. 10.

Brought hither from their homes to work our bale.

Southey.
A touch, and bliss is turned to bale.

C. Thaxter, The Pimpernel.

bale2 (bal), . [Sc. also beal, bail; < ME. bale,

baile, belle (chiefly northern
;
the reg. southern

ME. would be *bclc, "bel, giving mod. E. *beal or

"beel, like deafi or eel), < AS. bail = Icel. bal =
Sw. 6<3(= Dan. baal, a great fire, a blazing pile,
funeral pyre ;

cf . Skt. bhdlas, luster, Gr. tyaUc,,

shining, white: see ball3 .] A large fire built

out of doors and burning freely ;
a bonfire. Spe-

cifically (a) A funeral pile or pyre. [Obsolete and poet-
ical.] (b) A signal-fire ; a beacon. See beacon and bale-fire.

On Pcnchryst glows a bale of fire,
And three are kindling on Priesthaughswire.

Scoff, L, of L. II., iii. 27.

bale3 (bal), n. [< ME. bale, < OF. bale, balle =
Pr. Sp. Pg. bala = It. balla, < ML. bala, balla, a

ball, a round bundle, a package, < OHG. balla.

palla, MHG. balle, a ball: see bain, of whi h
bale is a doublet.] 1. A large bundle or pack-
age of merchandise prepared for transporta-
tion, either in a cloth cover, corded or banded,
or without cover, but compressed and secured

by transverse bands, wires, or withes and lon-

gitudinal slats. The chief articles of merchandise that
are baled are cotton, wool, and hay. The weight of a bale
of American cotton is between 400 and 500 pounds, vary-
ing with the season of production. A bale of cochineal is

Ii hundredweight, a bale of Spanish wood 2$ hundred-
weight, a bale of caraway-seeds 3 hundredweight, a bale
of Mocha coffee 303 pounds, a bale of thread 100 bolts.

2f. A pair or set of dice.

It is a false die of the same bale, but not the same cut.
Sir T. (Jverbury, Characters.

I have a crew of angels prisoners in my pocket, and
none but a good bale of dice can fetch them out.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, ii.

bale3 (bal), v. t.; pret. and pp. baled, ppr. baling.
[< fcate3, .] To make up into a bale or bales.

bale4 !, bale5
t, balet, bale7. See baift, bail*,

bail3
,
bail*.

Balearian (bal-e-a'ri-an), a. Same as Balearic.
Balearic (bal-e-ar'ik), a. [< L. Balearicus,
better Baliaricus (Gr. Ba/uap<Kof, also Ba/ltapiKOf
and BaAAttj/M/idf), < Baleares, better Baliares,
Gr. Bafoapeif, the ancient name of the islands
and of their inhabitants, lit., according to the
common tradition, the slingers, < Gr. B<U/lE<i>,

throw, sling.] Pertaining to the islands Major-
ca, Minorca, Iviza, etc., in the Mediterranean
sea, called the Balearic islands. Balearic crane
See Balearica.

Balearica (bal-e-ar'i-ka), n. [NL., fern. sing,
of L. Balearicus: see Balearic.] A genus of

cranes, family Gruidce, including the crowned
cranes, B. pavonina and B. regulorum. They
have a fastigiate fan-shaped erect crest of modified yel-

balin

lowish feathers resembling a miniature wisp-bi in. The
head is also variegated with black feathers and red naked
spaces, and the throat is wattled ; the general plumage is

blackish, with much white on the w ings. The total length
is about 4 feet. These cranes occur in various parts of

Africa, as well as in the islands to which they owe their

name, and one species has occasionally been found in En-

rope. The genus has also been named Balearius (Ran-
nesque, 1815) and Geranardiux (CJloger, 1842).

balearican (bal-e-ar'i-kan), . [< Batearica.]
A crane of the genus Balearica.

baleen (ba-len'), n. [< ME. balenc, baleyne, a

whale, < OF. balene, F. baleinc, < L. balmna, a
whale: see Baliena.] If. A whale. 2f. The
sea-bream. 3. Whalebone in its natural state:

a name given by whale-fishers.

The horny
' '

teeth
"
of the Lampreys, and of Ornithorhyn-

chus, appear'to be ecderonic structures, homologous with
the baleen of the Cetacea, with the palatal plates of the

Sirenia, or the beaks of Birds and Reptiles, and not with
true teeth. Iluxlry, Anat. Vert., p. 80.

baleen-knife (ba-len'nif ), n. A double-handled
knife with a curved blade, used for splitting
whalebone.

bale-fire (bfil'fir), . [< ME. balefyrc, < AS.
balfyr, < b

ularly, the fire of a funeral pile.
The festival [of the death of the earth in winter] was

. . . kept by the lighting of great fires, called bale-fires.

Keanj, Prim. Belief, p. 227.

2. A beacon- or signal-fire.

Sweet Teviot ! on thy silver tide

The glaring bale-fires blaze no more.

Scott, L. of L. M., iv. 1.

baleful (bal'ful), a. [< ME. baleful, baluful, <

AS. bealufull, bealofull, < bealu, bealo, bale, +
-full, -fill: see bale! and -ful.] 1. Full of

hurtful or malign influence ; destructive
; per-

nicious; noxious; direful; deadly: as, "baleful
breath," Dryden; "baleful drugs," Milton, Co-

mus, 1. 225.

And when he weeps, as you think for his vices,
'Tis but as killing drops from baleful yew-trees,
That rot their honest neighbour.

Fletcher, Valentinian, iii. 1.

This lustful, treacherous, and baleful woman.
Edinburgh Rev.

He reminded him that the baleful horoscope of Abdal-
lah had predicted the downfall of Granada.

Prexcott, Ferd. and Isa., I. xiv.

2. Fraught with bale
;
full of calamity or mis-

fortune; disastrous; wretched; miserable.
Ah ! lucklesse babe, borne under cruel starre,
And in dead parents balefull ashes bred.

Spenser, F. Q., II. il. 2.

That baleful burning night,
When subtle Greeks surpris'd King Priam's Troy.

Shalt., Tit. And., v. 3.

balefully (bal'ful-i), adv. [ME. balfullij, baill-

fully; < baleful + -ly
2
.] In a baleful manner.

(a) Calamitously; perniciously; noxiously. (6)

Miserably ; unhappily ; painfully,
balefulness (bal'ful-nes), n. The state or

quality of being baleful.

Their blisse he turn'd to balefulness?.

Siienser, F. Q., II. xii. 83.

bale-hook (bal'huk), n. I. A large hook sus-

pended from the chain of a crane or winch, for
use in lifting bales. 2. A smaller hand-hook
used in handling unwieldy bales, boxes, and
packages.
baleine (ba-lan'), n. [F., lit. a whale: see

baleen.] A movable platform for the support
of dumping-wagons, used in France in building
railroad embankments.

baleist, . [Early mod. E. balys, < ME. baleys,
baleis, < OF. baleis, bald, mod. F. balai, a
broom, besom, dial, also broom, genesta; cf.

Bret, balaen, a broom, besom, balaii, broom,
genesta.] A rod; a twig.
baleless (bal'les), . [< ME. baleles, < AS. bealu-

leds, beaMeds, < bealu, bealo, bale, 4- -leas, -less :

see bale1 and -less.] Harmless ; innocent.
baler1

(ba'ler), 11. [< bales, v.,
+ -er\] One

who bales, or makes up bales or bundles.
baler2

,
. See bailer^.

balest, n. A Middle English form of balas1 .

balestert, See balisteri.

bale-tie (bal'tl), . A contrivance for joining
the ends of the straps used in baling cotton,

hay, etc.

baliki (ba-le'ke), n. [Russ.] The back-pieces
of the sturgeon, salted and smoked in Kussia
for home use and exportation.

balint, n. [Irreg. < L. balin, ace. of balis, < Gr.

ficMir, an unknown plant: see def.] An un-
known plant, supposed to have wonderful me-
dicinal virtues. N. E. D.

Having th' herbe balin in his wounds infus'd.

Great Britaines Troy (1609>



baline

baline (ba-len'), . [K., packing-cloth; cf. ba-

lin, winnowing-eloth.] A coarse kind of can-
vas used for packing.

balingert (bal'in-jer), n, [< ME. liiiliiii/i f,

i-iii/i'/; etc., < OF. bati'iii/itr, litilli-iijn; hulrii

orig. ii whale-ship (= eg, Imli-i-irn, a whaler, ii

Whale-Ship, = It. Inllrnirril, a pinnace), < btlli-ilir,

a whale: sec bn/mi.] A small sea-going war-
vessel in use in the fifteenth ;nnl sixteenth

centuries, ami supposed to have been a kiml
of sloop without forecastle.

In Kchniiiry, 1117, the king possessed six great ships,

eight Imr^cs, ainl ten /"ifin'tt-i-t.:

f<ii,i,ia, CiniBt. Hist., 8650.

baling-press (ba'ling-pres), 11. A power-press
employed for compressing soft or fibrous ma-
terials, as raw cotton, hay, and cut ton and
woolen goods, into bales for transportation.
balisaur ibal'i-sar), H. [< Hind. bn/iixm; sand-

hog, < bdlu (Beng. ball), sand, + sur, a hog (cf.

Skt. sukant, a hog).] The common Indinn

badger, Antonys mllitrix. of the family Mustc-
Itilii' and subfamily Mcli/in: u resembles the com-
mon Kuropran luiil^rr of tin 1 ^cnus Mi'l':*, hut is larger,
ami is, from its technical characteristics, placed in a
ilittVivnt genus. It is a true bttdgOj one of several mem-
hris uf tin- M'-liuri'. See badyer'2. Also spelled balyxaur.

balise, . See Ixtlixc.

balista, . See bullista.

balisterH (bal'is-ter), n. [< ME. bulester, < OF.
balesticr, < LL. ballistarius, one who makes
crossbows, a crossbowrnan, < L. bullixta, :i

crossbow. Cf. areiibaliuter.'] A crossbowman.
balister-t (bal'is-ter), n. [< OF. balcstre, < ML.
balistra, a var. of L. ballista, a crossbow (cf.
ML. balixtariiis areas, a crossbow) : see ballista.]
An arbalist or crossbow. Also spelled ballister.

Balistes (ba-lis'tez),w. [NL., < L. balista, bet-
ter ballista, the military engine ;

so called for
the same reason as they are called trigger-fish :

^
Trigger-fish (Balistet cafrisctts},

see def.] A genus of plectognath fishes, typical
of the family Balistida;, containing such species
as B. capriscus. They are known as tn'wer-Jish, he-
cause one large ami sharp ttrst ray of the dorsal fin cannot
he pressed down until the second ray is depressed, when
the first shuts down as does the hammer of a gun when the

trigger is pulled.

balistid (ba-lis'tid), n. A fish of the family
lialiatiilir.

Balistidae (ba-lis'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Balistes
+ -idee.] A family of fishes, typified by the

genus Balistes, adopted by different authors
with various limits, (a) In Bonaparte's early system,
1H32, a family embracing the llalistidte, Triacanthidce, and
Ogtraciontidix, and thus equivalent to the Sclerodertnes of
Cuvier. (b) In Bonaparte's later systems (1840, etc.), a fam-
ily embracing the Baliittida: and Triacanthidce, thus equiv-
alent to the suborder Sclerodermi of Gill, (c) In Swain-
son's system, a family including all the plectognath fishes.

(</) In Gill's system, a family of scleroderm plectognaths
with reduced rhombiform or more or less spiniform der-
mal appendages ; a compressed body ; teeth few in number
and more or less compressed ; a long pelvis, compressed
and arcuate, with the tip sometimes prominent and some-
times concealed ; anil no paired ventral tins or spines.
The species are numerous in tropical and subtropical seas,
and are divided Into three subfamilies, the aalittiiur,
M(inafanthlnai,a\\<\Psilocephalince. See these words. Spe-
cies are known as /n'<7wr-ftWi, jile-fah, etc.

Balistina (bal-is-ti'nfi,), n. pi. [NL., < Balistes
+ -ina.~\ In GiinthePs classification of fishes,
the second group of his family Sclcrodcrnti, iden-
tical with the family Balistid&of recent authors.
Balistinae (bal-is-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Balistes
+ -ilia;.'] 1. A subfamily of balistoid fishes

having few vertebra (17), an anterior dorsal fin

consisting of 3 (rarely 2) spines, of which the
first is enlarged and the second locks it in

erection, branchial apertures behind the eyes,
a compressed ovate form, and rhombiform
Scales. The most common English names of the species
are Jile-jixh and Iriii'jiT-jixh. The flesh is generally hut
little esteemed, ami may even he poisonous ; hut in some

places, as in Bermuda, one of the species of the genus
llalixtet is highly esteemed and locally called turtiot. The
skin is used for filing and as a substitute for sandpaper.
See cut under Ralisteg.

2. In early systems of classification, a sub-

family embracing the Balistida; and Triacan-
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Iliiiln; and equivalent to the suborder
ili-rmi of (fill. 3. In some systems, a subfam-

ily equivalent to the family BoUlUda of < Jill.

balistine (ba-lis'tin), . A fish of the subfamily
Balistina.

balistoid (Im-lis'tnid), n. and n. |< Hulisii-x +
-uiil.\ I. a. IVHaining to or having the char-
acters of the /talixlida:

II. n. A balistid.

balistraria (bal-is-tra'ri-il), . [ML., < bHx-
tra, a form of lialliulu, a crossbow: see bal-

ixii ;-.
1

1 n nlil j'nrl. : (a) A loophole or aperture
in tho wall of a fortification, or in a wood-
en hoarding temporarily put up for defense,
through which crossbowmen might discharge
their bolts. See loophole, and compare arcln fin.

(l>) A room in which balisters or crossbows
were kept.
balize, balise (ba-leV), . [< F. &/w- = sp .

l
j

g. bttliza, Sp. also balixa, raliza, a beacon,
buoy, sea-mark; origin unknown.] A sea-mark
or beacon at the mouth of a river or the en-
trance to a harbor

;
a barrel-buoy, a pole sur-

mounted by a peculiar flag or other object, etc.

balk 1
, baulk (bak), . [< ME. balk, balke, < AS.

l/iili-ii, a ridge, = OS. balco = OFries. balka =
OD. balke, I), hulk= MLG. balke, a beam, bal-

ance, corn-loft, LG. balke, corn-loft, = OHG.
lialclin, btilkn (>It. balco, abeam, ~>balcone, >E.
balcony, q. v.), MHO. balke, G. balke, balken, a

beam, bar; also, with diff. formative, AS. bale

(once), a ridge, = Icel. bdlkr, bolkr = Sw. balk
= Norw. bulk, bollc, beam, bar, partition, divi-

sion, = Dan. balk, ridge, partition ;
AS. bolca,

gangway, = Icel. bjdlki = Sw. bjatke, bjelke =
Dan. bja'lke, a beam ;

cf. AS. b(elc, covering ; per-
haps akin to Gr. ^d/-a> f,

a beam, pole, log, trunk,
block: see phalanx.'] I. A ridge ; especially, a

ridge left unploweu in the body of a field, or
between fields

;
an uncultivated strip of land

serving as a boundary, often between pieces of

ground held by different tenants. The latter use

originated in the open-field system (which see, under Jield).

[Common in provincial English and Scotch.]

Dikercs and delueres digged vp the balkes.
1'iert 1'lomnan (B), vi. 109.

Green balks and furrow'd lands.

COWJKT, Retirement.

The property consisted of 2,752 acres, which were di-

vided into 3,509 strips of land set at every possible angle,
from nine to thirty feet wide and about nine or ten chains
long, with a grass path called a balk between each.

Nineteenth Century, XIX. 902.

2. A piece missed in plowing. Hence 3f.
An omission ; an exception.

The mad steele about doth fiercely fly,
Not sparing wight, ne leaving any balke.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. xi. 16.

4. A blunder; a failure or miscarriage: as, to
make a balk; you have made a bad balk of it.

[Now chiefly colloq.] Hence 5. luba-se-ball,
a motion made by the pitcher as if to pitch the

ball, but without actually doing so. 6f. A
barrier in one's way; an obstacle or stumbling-
block. 7. A check or defeat; a disappoint-
ment.
A balk to the confidence of the bold undertaker. Smith.

8. In coal-mining, a more or less sudden thin-

ning out, for a certain distance, of a bed of

coal; a nip or want. 9. A beam or piece of
timber of considerable length and thickness.
Specifically (a) A cross-beam in the roof of a house which
unites and supports the rafters ; a tie-beam. In old-fash-
ioned one-story houses of Scotland, Ireland, and the North
of England these tie-beams were often exposed, and boards
or peeled saplings called cabers were laid across them,
forming a kind of loft often called the balks. From these

exposed tie-beams or from the calwrs articles were often

suspended. [Prov. Bug. and Scotch.]

Tubbes hanging in the balkei.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, I. 440.

The stiffest balk bends more or less ; all joists creak.

Carlyle, French Rev., II. i. 12.

(&) Milit., one of the beams connecting the successive sup-
ports of a trestle-bridge or bateau-bridge, (c) In carji., a
squared timber, long or short ; a large timber in a frame,
rtoor, etc. ; a square log.

10. The beam of a balance. [Obsolete, except
in dialectal usage.] 1 1. In billiards, the space
between the cushion of the table and the balk-
line. A ball inside this space is said to be in
balk. 12. A long wooden or iron table on
which paper is laid in the press-room of a print-
ing-office. 13. A set of stout stakes sur-

rounded by netting or wickerwork for catching
fish. N. E. D. [Prov. Eng.] 14. The stout

rope at the top of fishing-nets by which they
are fastened one to another in a fleet. [In
Cornwall, batch.'] N. E. D.
balk1

, baulk (bak), F. [< ME. balken, make a
balk in laud, that is, leave a strip or ridge of

ball

land unplowed,< bulk, u ridge: SIT balk 1
, n. Cf.

Norw. lia/ka, do rlumsy work.J I. tnnix. If.
To make a balk or ridge in plowing; make a

ridge in by leaving a strip unplowed.
To tille a ffldr IIKIM must luivr ilili-nux-,
And l,alk it not.

1'alltlilii:*, [Illslpulnllir (K. K. T. S.), p. a
Hence 2f. To leave untouched generally;
omit; passover; neglect; shun.

Balk logic with acquaintance that you li:m>.

>'/../*-., T. of tin-
.S.,

I 1

By reason of \* contagion BIMI ill London, we ftmttvtf tilt

inns. Kn'/i/n, Diary, Oct. 10, n;4I.

3. To place a balk in the way of; hence, to

hinder; thwart; frustrate; disappoint.
My Sin>rt is always l-nlkt, or < nt short I tum)ile over

the gaiur I would pursm-. fin^ii-' >-, HM I'.ntrhi Inr, iv. S.

Alike to the riti/.rn ami to the k'^JKlator, IIUMM- rxiirri-
1'iin-s diiily supply proofs that tin- i-ondiift of human l-
in^s iialkx cali-ulatioii. //. ,s//.-m-.-<-, sins of Legislators, ii.

4f. To miss by error or inadvertence.

YuucannottoiiM-yonritnailMillmut tin- hazard o( drown-
ing. I'fllliHiii, l.ow Countries (1077), p. 41). (.V. K. 1>.)

5f. To heap up so as to form a balk or ridge.
[Rare.]

'IVn thousand bold Scots, two-and-twi-nty knights,
Balk'd in their own hlo.nl, did sir Walter gee
On Holmcdon's plains. ,s'Ai/|-., 1 Ih-n. IV., i. 1.

[Some editors read bakj <l in this passage.] =syn.
3. 1-'"H. ritirnrt, i-ti-. S,-, //,</, >..

II. iii trans. 1. To stop short in one's course,
as at a balk or obstacle: as, the horse balked;
he balked in his speech. 'Spenser. [Obsolete iu

England, but in common use in the United
States.] 2f. To quibble; bandy words.

But to occasion him to further talke,
To feed her humour with his pleasing style,
Her list in stryfull termes with him to balkr.

Spenser, . Q., III. II. 12.

They do not divide and baulk with God.
Manton, Works (1653), IV. 227. (JV. B. D.)

balk2 (bak), v. i. [Prob. < ME. "balken (not
found in this sense, but cf. balken, var. of beucen,

belchen, belch, vociferate), < AS. ba;leian, shout,= Fries, balckien = Flem. and D. balken, bawl,
bray ; cf. Flem. and D. bulken = LG. bolken,

low, bellow, = G. bolken, blo'ken, bleat, low,
bellow. The AS. form, which occurs but once
in this sense, is by some identified with the

closely related bealcan, or, with an added form-

ative, bealcettan, belcettan, > ME. balken, belkcn,

belchen, E. belk, belch, used also, in AS. chiefly,
like L. eructarc, as a transitive verb, and with-
out offensive implication, belch out, vociferate,
utter (words, hymns, etc.) ;

so ME. bolken, mod.
dial, bouk, bokc, bock, etc.: see belch, belk, bolk.

All these words are prob. based on the same
imitative root; cf. bawl, bellow, bleat.] To sig-

nify to fishing-boats the direction taken by the
shoals of

herrings or pilchards, as seen from
heights overlooking the sea: done at first by
bawling or shouting, subsequently by signals.
N. E. D. [Local, Eng.]
Balkan (bal-kan' or bal'kan), a. [Formerly
also Balcan; = F. Balcan = G. Balkan, etc., a
name appar. of Slavic origin.] Of or pertain-
ing to the Balkans, a mountain-range crossing
Bulgaria from west to east, or to the peninsula
embracing European Turkey, Greece, Bulgaria,
Rumania, Servia, and the regions westward to

the Adriatic.

balker1
(bA'ker), n. [< bam, v., + -cri.] One

who balks, in any sense of the verb.
balker2 (ba'ker), n. [< balk* + -eri.] A man
stationed on a cliff or an eminence to look out
for shoals of herrings or pilchards, and signal
the direction taken oy them. [Local, Eng.]
The pilchards are pursued by a bigger fish, called a

plusher, who leapeth above water and bewrayeth them to
the bolter. B. Carew, Survey of Cornwall.

balkisht (ba'kish), a. [< balk\ n., + -i*A.]

Furrowy; ridged; uneven.
That craggy and baltcinh way.

Stanihurtt, Ded. of Holinshed's Chronicles, II.

balk-line (bak'lin), n. In billiards, a diagonal
line cutting off a corner, or a straight line cut-

ting off a uniform space on each side (generally
14 inches), from the main field of the table.

balk-staff (bak'staf), n. A quarter-staff.
balky (ba'ki), a. [< 6W-l, r., + -y.~\ Given to

balking; apt to stop abruptly and obstinately
refuse to move: as, a balky horse. [U. S.]
ball1

(bal), n. [Early mod. E. also balle, some-
times baule, bawle, < ME. bal, ball, balle, either

from Icel. (see below) or < AS. *beallu or
*bealla (not found, but evidenced by the dim.

beallue, E. ballock, lit. a little ball : see bollock)
= D. bal = Flem. bal, MLG. bal, LG. ball, a



ball

ball, = OHG. *bal, m., ballo, pallo, m., balla,

palla, f., MHG. Ml, ballc, m., G. ball, m., a ball,

ballen, m., a bale, package, = Icel. b<illr= Norw.

ball, ball, = Sw. boll, ball, bal, bale, = Dan. bal,

billiard-ball, balde, ball (in anat.), balle, bale,

bold, playing-ball ;
not found in Goth. Hence

(from OHG.) ML. ba/la, jiaUti, bala, a ball, a

bale, >li. balla, pa/la, aball (now distinguished:

btdla, a bale, palla, a ball), Sp. Pg. Pr. bala, a

ball, a bale, = F. balle, OF. balle, bale, a ball, a

bale, > D. baal = OFlem. bale, Flem. bal, MLG.
bale = ME. bale, E. bale, prop, a round bundle:

see bales . Appar. a native Teut. word, akin to

boll1
,
bowl1

, q. v., and to L.foltifi, a wind-bag,
an inflated ball for playing, > ult. E. fool : see

fool1 and follicle, etc. The Gr. miiUa, a ball, is

appar. a different word, but it may be the source

of ML. and It. palla. See balloon, ballot.] 1.

A spherical or approximately spherical body ;
a

sphere ;
a globe : as, a ball of snow, of thread,

of twine, etc. Specifically 2. A round or

nearly round body, of different materials and

sizes, for use in various games, as base-ball,

foot-ball, cricket, tennis, billiards, etc. 3. A
game played with a ball, especially base-ball

or any modification of it. 4. A toss or throw
of a ball in a game : as, a swift ball; a high or
low ball. 5. In base-ball, a pitch such that the

ball fails to pass over the home-plate not high-
er than the shoulder nor lower than the knees
of the striker: as, the pitcher is allowed five

balls by the rules of the game. 6. A small

spherical body of wood or ivory used in voting
by ballot. See ballot1 and blackball. 7. The
missile or projectile thrown from a firearm or
other engine of war; a bullet or cannon-ball,
whether spherical (as originally) or conical or

cylindrical (as now commonly) ;
in artillery, a

solid projectile, as distinguished from a hollow
one called a shell (which see). 8. Projectiles,
and more particularly bullets, collectively: as,
to supply a regiment with powder and ball; the

troops were ordered to load with ball. 9. In

printing, a rounded mass or cushion of hair or

wool, covered with soft leather or skin, and fas-

tened to a stock called a ball-stock, used (gen-
erally in pairs, one for each hand) before the
invention of the roller to ink type on the press :

still in use by wood-engravers, but made of

smaller size, and with a silk instead of a lea-

ther face. A similar ball is used in inking the blocks in

calico-printing. That used by engravers in spreading an
etching-ground is called a dabber.

10. A clew or cop of thread, twine, or yarn.
lit. A spherical piece of soap.
Then she said to her maids, bring me oil and washing

bull*, and shut the garden doors, that I may wash me.
Susantm (Apocrypha), i. 17.

For my part, I'll go and get a sweet ball, and wash my
hands of it. Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, ii. 1.

12. A rounded package; a bale. 13. In

metal., one of the masses of iron, weighing
about 80 pounds, into which, in the process
of converting pig-iron into wrought-iron by
puddling, the iron in the reyerberatory fur-
nace is made up as soon as it begins to as-

sume a pasty condition. As fast as the iron is

balled it is taken out of the furnace, and is first ham-
mered or squeezed, and then rolled into bars of any
desired form.

14. In med., a bolus
;
a large pill : now only in

veterinary medicine. 15. In pyrotechnics, a

globular mass of combustible ingredients, or a
case filled with them, designed to set fire to

something or to give forth light, etc.
;
a fire-

ball. 16. In cabinet-work, the composition of
shoemakers' wax used in waxing black-work.

17. Any part of a thing, especially of the
human body, that is rounded or protuberant :

as, the ball of the eye ; the ball of the thumb
;

the ball of a dumb-bell
;
the ball of a pendulum,

that is, the bob or weight at the bottom.
Is the ball of his sight much more dear to him ?

Lamb, My Relations.

18f. The central hollow of the palm of the
hand. 19. The central part of an animal's
foot. 20. A testicle: generally in the plural.
[Vulgar. ] 2 1 . A hand-tool with a rounded end
arranged for cutting hollow forms. 22. A
round valve in an inclosed chamber, operated
by the flow of the liquid through the chamber ;

a ball-valve. 23. In lapidary-work, a small
spherical grinder of lead used in hollowing out
the under side of certain stones, as carbuncles,
to make them thinner and thus more transpar-
ent. 24. The globe; the earth. [Now rare.]

Julius and Anthony, those lords of all,
low at her feet present the conquered ball.

Granville.

Ball-and-Socket
Joint.

430
Ye gods, what justice rules the ball ?

Freedom and arts together fall.

Pope, Chorus to Brutus, 1. 25.

I
A globe representing the earth is a common symbol of

sovereignty ;
hence Bacon has the phrase tf> hold the ball

of a kingdom, in the sense of to bear sovereignty over it.]

A ball fired, in her., a globe with fire issuing from the

top. When it is intended to represent the lire issuing in

more places than one, it is so expressed in the blazon : as,

a ball fired in four places. Ball and socket, an in-

strument made of brass, with a universal screw, to move
horizontally, obliquely, or vertically, used in managing
surveying and astronomical instruments. Ball-and-
socket coupling, a ball-and-socket joint used for a re-

volving rod or sluift, principally to change the direction of

the line of transmission of motion, but sometimes to allow
for any yielding of the supports which would bring the

shafting out of line. Ball-and-socket hanger, a hanger
in which the box or bearing is attached to the bracket or

pendant by a spherical segment-joint, to allow for a spring
of the shaft or rod, or other cause which may bring the

shaft out of line and thus occasion excessive friction and
wear. Ball-and-socket joint, a natural or an artificial

joint formed by a ball or knob working in
a socket. In anat. it is a kind of articu-

lation technically called enarthrotfin, ex-

emplified in the hip-joint and shoul-

der-joint. Also called cup-and-ball joint.
Ball-and-socket pillow-block, in

mech., a pillow-block which, within cer-

tain limits, can accommodate itself to the
line of the shafting. Ball Of a pendu-
lum, a bob. See bobl. Ball Of the eye. See eyeball.
Ball Of the foot, the protuberant part of the sole at
the base of the great toe, with the smaller eminences at
the bases of the other toes, upon which the body rests

when the heel is elevated. Ball Of the thumb, the

fleshy mass at the base of the thumb on the side of the

palm ; the volar or thenar eminence. Ball soda, crude
soda. Golden balls. See golden. Venetian ball, in

jllaas-manuf., a filigree work inclosed in a transparent
ball. = Syn. Sphere, etc. See globe.

ball1
(bal), v. [<6aKi,.j I. trans. 1. To make

into a ball. Specifically (a) In the manufacture of

cotton, to wind into balls. (6) In metal., to heat in a fur-
nace and then form into balls for rolling.

2. To surround in a compact cluster, as bees
when they surround the queen bee.

This is more apt to happen when a strange queen is

introduced to a colony, but sometimes a colony will ball
their own queen if unusually excited or disturbed. ... If

not soon released, the queen dies and is thrown out of
the hive. Dzieron tells us that bees sometimes ball their

queen for the purpose of protecting her from the attacks
of strange bees. Phin, Diet. Apiculture, p. 10.

II. intrans. 1 . To form or gather into a ball,
as snow on horses' hoofs, or mud on the feet.

2. To remain in a solid mass instead of scat-

tering: said of shot discharged from a gun.
To ball up. (a) In a puddling- or balling-furnace, to
form the ball preparatory to rolling. (&) To fail

;
mis-

carry. [Slang.]

ball2 (bal), n. [First in the 17th century, =
D. Sw. Dan. bal = G. ball, < F. bal = Pr. bal =
Sp. Pg. baile = It. ballo (ML. ballus), dancing,
a dance; from the verb, F. bailer, OF. baler (>
ME. balen, rare) = Pr. bailor = Sp. Pg. bailar
= It. ballare, < LL. ballare, dance, < Gr. (in Sicily
and Italy) /3a/l/U'fe(i>, dance, jump about, appar.
< fid'AAetv, throw. Hence ballad, ballet^.] It. A
dance; dancing.
They had got a Calf of Gold and were Dancing about it.

But it was a Dismal Ball, and they paid dear for their
Junket. Penn, Add. to Prot., p. 19. (A". E. D.)

2. A social assembly of persons of both sexes
for the purpose of dancing.

In various talk th' instructive hours they pass'd,
Who gave the ball, or paid the visit last.

Pope, K. of the!., iii. 12.

She began, for the first time that evening, to feel her-
self at a ball: she longed to dance, but she had not an ac-

quaintance in the room.
Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, p. 8.

To open the ball, to begin the dancing ; hence, figura-
tively, to begin operations ; lead otf, as in a discussion or
a battle.

ball2 (bal), v. i. [< ball?, .] To take part in

aball; dance. [Rare.]
It is the temperature that sets people dancinp and ball-

nig. Harper's Mag., X. 821.

balPt (bal), n. [Not found in ME., but per-
haps existent, as the possible source of the

adj. ballede, balled, balde, E. bald1
, q. v., and of

ballard1
, q. v.

;
< W. bal, having a white streak

on the forehead, as a horse, bali, a white streak,= Bret, bal, a white mark on an animal's face,= Ir. Gael, bal, a spot, mark, freckle. Cf. Gr.

<f><zAof, shining, white, 0aAi6f, white, ^a/lapof, <j>d-

/>.apof, having a spot of white, as a dog, ^aAa/cpoc,

bald-headed, perhaps ult. connected with E.
fiafe2

,
a fire. Hence prob. bald1 and ballard1.]

1. A white streak or spot.
The ii. propertyes of a bauson [badger]. The fyrste

is to haue a whyte rase or a ball in the foreheed ; the
seconde, to haue a whyte fote.

Fitzherbert, Husbandry, 73. (N. E. D.)

2. A horse or nag (originally, white-faced) :

used appellatively, like dun, bayard.
ball*t, " An obsolete form of bawl1

.

balladry

bal!5t, An obsolete form of bal.

balla (biU'la), n. [It., a bundle, package, bale :

see bale3.}

"
In lace-making, a sort of cushion

used by the Maltese laee-makers.

ballacet, An obsolete form of ballast.

ballad (bal'ad), n. [Early mod. E. also ballade,
also (after "It.) ballat, ballatt, ballet, ballette,
balette (with term, conformed to -et ; cf. salad,

formerly sallet), Sc. corruptly ballant ; < ME.
balade, < OF. balade, mod. ballade, a dancing-
song, < Pr. Pg. ballada = OSp. balada = It. bal-

lata, a dance, a dancing-song, < ballare, dance :

see feW2.] If. A song intended as an accom-

paniment to a dance. 2f. The tune to which
such a song is sung. 3. A short narrative

poem, especially one adapted for singing; a

poem partly epic and partly lyric. As applied to
the minstrelsy of the borders of England and Scotland, and
of Scandinavia and Spain, the ballad is a sort of minor
epic, reciting in verse more or less rude the exploits of

warriors, the adventures of lovers, and the mysteries of

fairyland, designed to be rehearsed in musical recitative

accompanied by the harp.

Roundel, baladc.s, and virelay. Gower, Conf. Amant.

The ballad ... is the lyrically dramatic expression of
actions and events in the lives of others.

W. Sharp, D. O. Rossetti, p. 355.

4. In music, originally, a short and simple
vocal melody, often adapted to more than one
stanza of poetry and having a simple instru-

mental accompaniment. The term is sometimes
applied to instrumental melodies of a similar character,
and more loosely to more elaborate compositions in which
a narrative idea is intended to be expressed.

balladt (Bal'ad), v. [Early mod. E. also ballat,

ballet; from the noun.] I. intrans. To make
or sing ballads.

These envious libellers ballad against them.

Donne, Juvenilia, i.

II. trans. To celebrate in a ballad.

Rhymers ballad us out o' tune.

Shak., A. and C., v. 2.

She has told all : I shall be balloted,
Sung up and downe by Minstrells.

Heywood, A Challenge, iii. 1.

I make but repetition
Of what is ordinary and Ryalto talk,
And ballated, and wouId be play'd o' the stage.

Webster, White Devil.

ballade (ba-lad'), m. [F. : see ballad, n.~] 1. A
poem consisting of one or more triplets each
formed of stanzas of seven or eight lines, the
last line being a refrain common to all the
stanzas. 2. A poem divided into stanzas hav-

ing the same number of lines, commonly seven
or eight Ballade royal, a ballade in which each line
consists of ten syllables.

ballader (bal'ad-er), . [Early mod. E. also

ballater, balletter; < ballad, v., + -er1.] A writer
or singer of ballads

;
a balladist.

balladic (ba-lad'ik), , [< ballad + -jc.] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of ballads.

balladical (ba-lad'i-kal), a. Same as balladic.

balladiert, n. [< ballad + -ier: see -eer.~] A
public ballad-singer.
balladine (bal'a-den). n. [Formerly also bal-

ladin, recently also baladine; < F. balladin, now
baladin, m., baladine, f., < ballade, a ballad: see

ballad.'] It. A theatrical dancer. 2. A fe-

male public dancer. [Bare.]
The first breathing woman's cheek,

First dancer's, gipsy's, or street baladine'*.

Broitming, In a Balcony.

3t. A ballad-maker.
balladism (bal'ad-izm), . [< ballad + -ism.']
The characteristic quality of ballads. N. E. D.

balladist (bal'ad-ist), n. [< ballad + -**.]
A writer or singer of ballads.

balladize (bal'ad-Iz), t
1

.
; pret. and pp. ballad-

ized, ppr. balladizing. [< ballad + -ise.'] I.
trans. To convert into the form of a ballad

;

make a ballad of or about.
II. intrans. To make ballads.

balladling (bal'ad-ling), n. [< ballad + -ling.'}
A little ballad. Southey.
ballad-maker (barad-ma"ker), n. A writer of

ballads. Shak.

balladmonger (barad-mung"ger), n. A dealer
in ballads

;
an inferior poet ;

a poetaster.
I had rather be a kitten and cry mew,
Than one of these same metre ballad-mongers.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

To make herself the pipe and balladmonger of a circle !

to soothe her light heart with catches and glees !

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. 1.

ballad-opera (barad-op"e-ra), n. An opera in

which ballads or popular songs are sung.
balladry (bal'ad-ri), n. [Early mod. E. also

balletry, ballatry; < ballad + -ry.~\ Poetry of

the ballad kind
;
the style of ballads.
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Wlmt though the greedy fry
he taken with false baits

Of worded bnllwli".
And think it pu<>\

li. JoiMm, Inderwoods, xli.

Tlie villages also must have their visitors to inquire
what lectures the bagpipe and the rebec reailrt. even tu the

ballatrtj anil the gamut of every municipal fiddler.

MiltiHi, Aivopagitiea.

ballad-singer (bar ad- sing 'tr), . A person
whose employment consists in singing ballads
in public.

ballahou(biU'a-ho), H. [Prob. of native origin.]
1. A fast-sailing two-masted vessel, rigged
with high foro-aud-aft sails, much used in the
West Indies. The foremast rakes forward, the
mainmast aft. 2. A term of derision applied
to an ill-conditioned, slovenly ship.
ballam (bal'iim), //. [Native name, prob. same
as Malayalam vallum, a large basket for storing
grain, a dam.] A sort of canoe hollowed out
of timber, in which Singhalese pearl-fishers
wash out the pearls from pearl-oysters.
ballan ( Ind'an), H. [Appar. < Gael, and Ir. bal-

lach, spotted, speckled, < Gael, and Ir. bal, a spot,
speck: see balfi.] A fish, the ballan-wrasse.
balland (bal'and), n. [Origin unknown.] In

mining, pulverized lead ore, after separation
from its gangue. [North. Eng.]
ballant (bal'ant), n. [Sc., a corruption of bal-

lad.] A ballad.

They're dying to rhyme ower prayers, and ballant*. nuA
charms. Scott.

ballan-wrasse (bal'an-ras), n. The most gen-
eral English name of the Labrus maculatus, a
fish of the family Labrida;.

ballaragt, . t. An obsolete form of bullyrag.
You vainly thought to ballarag us.

T. H'arton, Newsman's Verses.

ballardH, . [ME., also balard; prob. < ball?

+ -ant.] A bald-headed person ;
a baldhead.

And scornede to hym saying, stye up, bollard! ["Go
up, thou haldhead," in authorized version.}

Wycl(f, 2 Ki. ii. 23.

ballard2
t;

. [Origin unknown.] A kind of

musical instrument. Purchas, Pilgrims. (N.
E.D.)

ballast, ballaset, . and v. See ballast.

ballast (bal'ast), . [Early mod. E. also balast,

balest, balist, and, with loss of t, ballas, ballass,

ballasse, ballace, ballesse, balase, etc. (not in

ME.), = F. balast = G. ballast (> Pol. balast=
Russ. balastu, ballastu),< OLG. LG. Fries. D. bal-

last, Plem. ballas, Dan. ballast, Sw. ballast, bar-

last, OSw. ODan. barlast, the last being appar.
the orig. form, < 6or= E. bare, mere, + last= E.

last, load or weight ;
but the first element is un-

certain. The Dan. baglast, 'back-load,' D. obs.

balglast, 'belly-load,' appear to be due to popu-
lar etymology. The explanation of ballast as <

MLG. bal-, = AS. balu, bad, evil (see bale1 ), +
last, load, that is, unprofitable cargo, is not

satisfactory.] 1. Weight earned by a ship or
boat for the purpose of insuring the proper sta-

bility, both to avoid risk of capsizing and to se-

cure the greatest effectiveness of the propel-
ling power. A usual modem form of ballast is water,
which is pumped in or out of compartments arranged to
receive it ; lead is also much used, especially for craft of
moderate size, and is often run into a space left for it be-
tween the plates of the keel, or cost into plates of appro-
priate form and bolted to the exterior of the keel. Gravel,
stones, pig-iron, and other weighty materials are in com-
mon use as ballast, in cases where the requisite weight
cannot be found in the regular cargo itself.

So rich shall be the rubbish of our barks,
Ta'en here for ballam to the ports of France,
That Charles himself shall wonder at the sight.

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

2. Bags of sand placed in the car of a balloon
to steady it and to enable the aeronaut to light-
en the balloon, when necessary to effect a rise,

by throwing part of the sand out. 3. Gravel,
broken stones, slag, or similar material (usually
called road-metal), placed between the sleep-
ers or ties of a railroad, to prevent them from
shifting, and generally to give solidity to the
road. The name is also given to the stones, burnt clay,
etc., used as a foundation in making new roads, laying
concrete floors, etc.

Depressions frequently occur in concrete flooring when
the ballast has been badly stamped down.

Thausing, Beer (trans.), p. 298.

4. Figuratively, that which gives stability or

steadiness, mental, moral, or political.
Those that are of solid and sober natures have more of

the ballast than of the sail. Bacon, Vain Glory.

These men have not bailout enough of humility and fear.

Hammond, Sermons, p. 612.

Ballast-plants, plants that grow upon the ballast of a
ship after it has been discharged, from the seeds that may
accidentally be brought with it. In ballast, without
cargo : said of a ship laden with ballast only.
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ballast (bal'ast), r. t. [Early mod. E. also

linlii.it, and, with loss of t, Imllns (prct. and

pp. linllttxi'il, sometimes lMilln.it. ]>|ir. lni/ln.--iiiii).

eattaae, imiim-i, imin.-o, etc., =<;. D. Klem. !.<;.

ballaxtfii = Dan. bitllitxti', b/uilii.ili- = S\v. Imr-
lastn : I'rmii the imuu.] 1. To place ballast
in or on; furnish with ballast : as, i Imllnst a

ship ;
to Ita/litxt a balloon

;
to bailout the bed of

a railroad. See the noun.
Thr Mi;ul \\;t-. -- |M I h-i 1 1\ !,<i/l,,*t>-<t \vitll st-.Mr t hat \\r

had no dust. L\ I>. \V<i^n>-,\ Koutniabuut .Pminn

2. Figuratively : (a) To give steadiness to
;

keep steady.
'Tis charity must ballast the heart.

Hammond, Sermons, p. 611.

(b) To serve as a counterpoise to
; keep down

by counteraction.
Nnw you have ^ivrn nit- virtue fur my guide,
And with tnn- honour ballasted my pride. Ifnjtlfn.

3f. To load; freight. 4. To load or weigh
down.
When his belly is well ballaccd, and his brain rigged a

little, he sails away withal.
11. Jonson, Ind. to Kvery Man in his Humour.

These yellow rascals [coins] must serve to hnll<i*t my
purse a little longi-r. Scott, Old Mortality, ix.

ballastt (bal'ast), pp. Ballasted.
Who sent whole armadas of carracks to 1- '<//>^'.

Hhak., (.'. of K., iii. >.

Hulks of burden great,
Which Brandimart rebated from his coast,
And sent them home balfint with little wealth.

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

ballastage (bal'as-taj), n. [< ballast + -age.]
1. An old right of the admiralty in all the

royal rivers of Great Britain to levy a rate
for supplying ships with ballast. 2. The toll

paid for the privilege of taking ballast, as from
a gravel-bed, etc.

ballast-engine (bal'ast-en'jin), . A steam-

engine used for dredging a river or drawing
earth and ballast on a railroad.

ballast-getter (bal'ast-gef'er), n. One who is

employed in procuring ballast for ships.
I now come to the nature of the ballast labour itself.

This is divisible into three classes : that performed by the

ballast-getters, or those who are engaged in raising it from
the bed of the Thames ; by the ballast-lighters, or those
who are engaged in carrying it from the getters to the

ships requiring it ; and by the ballast-heavers, or those
who are engaged in putting it on board of such ships.

Mayltew, London Labour, III. 278.

ballast-hammer (bal'ast-ham'er), n. Adouble-
faced, long-handled hammer used in laying
railroad-tracks.

ballast-heaver (bal'ast-he"ver), . 1. One
who is employed in putting ballast on board
ships. See extract under ballast-getter. 2.
A dredging-machine for raising ballast from a
river-bed; a ballast-lighter.

ballast-hole (bal'ast-hol), n. Same as ballast-

port.

ballasting (bal'as-ting), n. 1. The act of fur-

nishing with ballast, as a ship or railroad.
2. Ballast; that which is used for ballast, as

gravel or broken stones, cinders, or other ma-
terial used for the covering of roads or to form
the upper works or permanent way of a rail-

road.

ballast-lighter (bal'ast-U'ter), n. [< ballast +
lighter

2
.] 1. A person employed in convey-

ing ballast for ships. See extract under bal-

last-getter. 2. A large flat-bottomed barge
for receiving and transporting ballast, or for

removing sand, silt, ashes, or other deposits
dredged from the beds of rivers and the bot-
toms of harbors, docks, etc.

ballast-port (bal'ast-port), . A large square
port in the side of a merchant-ship serving for
the reception and discharge of ballast. Also
called ballast-hole.

ballast-trim (bid'ast-trim), n. The state of a

ship when she is merely in ballast or has no
cargo on board: as, she is in ballast-trim.

ballatt, . and v. An obsolete form of ballad.

ballatoon (bal-a-tpn'),
A heavy boat em-

ployed in Russia in the transportation of tim-

ber, especially from Astrakhan to Moscow.
ballatorium (bal-a-td'ri-um), . : pi. ballatoria

(-a). [ML., < 'ballare, < Gr. /3dl.teiv, throw.
Cf. balista, ballista, etc.] The forecastle or
the stern-castle of a medieval ship of war:
so called because it was a position of vantage
from which missiles were discharged.
ballatryt. . An obsolete form of balladry.
ball-bearing (bal'bar'ing), n. In mech., a
method of lessening friction by causing a shaft
to rest upon or to be surrounded by balls partly
contained in sockets, each ball being loose,
and turning with the shaft.

Ftff. f. CLstcm with ball-cock at-

tached. Fin. ? Section of ball-cock
on larger scale '. a, valve shown open
so as to admit water ; *, arm of the
lever which being raised shuts the
valve.

ballimong
If necessary, ball bearim/* ran t,<- plar, .1 n|>ii tin- crank-

pin, tmar. <v s.i, i.l\

ball-block (bal'blok), . In printing with
balls, the slab or plate which 1ml, Is the ink.

ball-blue (bal' bio), . Same as soluble blue

(which see, under blue).

ball-caliber (bal'kal"i-ber), . A ring-gage for

determining the diameter of gun-shot.

ball-cartridge (bal'kiir 'tri.j). . A partridge

containing a ball, in contradistinction to a shot-

rurtritlgr or a Maul: i-m-lni/i/i .

ball-caster (barkus"ter), . A caster for the

legs of furniture, etc., having a ball instead of

an ordinary roller.

ball-COck (bal'kok), H. A hollow sphere or ball

of metal attached to the end of a lever, which
turns the stop-cock
of a water-pipe and
regulates the supply
of water. The ball,
tluatiri 1

.,'
in the water of a

tank or cistern, ri-<

falls with it, shutting off

the flow when the water
has reached a certain

level, ami letting it on
when it falls below this

level.

balledt, . An obso-
lete form of bald1 .

bailer 1
(ba'U-r), n.

[< bain, v., + -er*.]
One who or that
which forms any-
thing into balls.

bailer2* (ba'ler), n. [< balft, v., + -er1 .] One
who takes part in a ball for dancing.
ballerina (bal-la-re'nii), n.

; pi. ballerinas, bal-

lerine (-naz, -na). [It., fern, of ballerina (pi. bal-

lerine), a dancer, < ballare, dance : see balft.] A
female ballet-dancer.

ballet1
(bal'et), . [< OF. balette, a little ball,

dim. of bale, balle, a ball: see bain and -et.]
A little ball : in her., a bearing in coats of arms,
denominated, according to the color, bezants,
plates, hurts, etc.

ballet2 (bal'a, formerly and still sometimes
bal'et), n. [First in the 17th century, also

ballot, toilette, balette, balet, < F. ballet (= It.

balletto), dim. of bal = It. ballo, a dance : see
ball2 and -et.] 1. A spectacular dance, more
or less elaborate in steps, poses, and costumes,
in which a number of performers, chiefly fe-

males, take part. It is led or conducted by one or
more chief dancers or coryphees, and is usually incidental
to an operatic or other dramatic representation.
2. A complete pantomime or theatrical repre-
sentation, in which a story is told, and actions,
characters, and passions are represented, by
gestures and grouping, accompanied by char-
acteristic or illustrative music, dancing, and
often rich scenery and decorations. 3. The
corps of dancers who perform ballets.

ballet2 (bal'a), r. . [< balled, n.] To express
by dancing or in a ballet. [Bare.]
He ballets to her :

" Will you come down here and dance?"
Matjheu', London Labour, III. 155.

ballet3t, " and v. An obsolete form of ballad.

balletryt, w. An obsolete form of balladry.
ball-flower (barflou'er), . In arch., an orna-
ment resembling a ball placed in a circular

'

flower, the three petals of which form a cup
round it. This ornament is usually found inserted In a
hollow molding, and is generally characteristic in Eng-
land of the decorated style of the thirteenth century.
Some variations of form occur, as four petals instead of
three (York cathedral), and balls of different sizes and
shapes.

ball-grinder (bal'grin'der), n. A pulverizer
or disintegrator formed by balls of metal in-

closed in a rotating cylinder. The material to

be crushed is broken by the attrition of the

rolling balls.

ball-gudgeon (barguj^on), . A spherical
gudgeon, permitting a lateral deflection of the
arbor or shaft, while still remaining itself in

the socket. E. H. Knight.
balliage, n. See bailage.
balliardst, . pi. Billiards. Spenser.
ballimongt(bari-mong), w. [Origin unknown.]
A dredge. Holland.



balling

balling
1

(ba'ling), n. [Verbal n. of ball 1
, r.]

The act or process of making into balls
;
the

act of assuming the form of a ball
; specifically,

in the process of puddling, the forming of the

iron into balls or rounded masses of a size con-
venient for handling.

balling'-
2
(ba'ling), w. [Verbal n. of balP, v.]

The frequenting of balls
; dancing. [Rare.]

balling-furnace (ba'liug-fer"nas), n. [< bull-

ing, verbal n. of ball 1
, v., + furnace.'] 1. A

furnace in which piles or fagots of metal are

placed to be heated preparatory to rolling. It

resembles a puddling-fumace. 2. A reverbe-

ratory furnace used in alkali-works.

balling-gun (ba'ling-gun), n. An instrument
for administering to horses medicine rolled

into balls. It consists of a tube from which the air is

partially exhausted ; the ball is held on the end of the
tube by atmospheric pressure, and is released by a piston
when fairly within the esophagus. E. If. Kniyht.

balling-iron (ba/ling-I"ern), n. A hook-shaped
tool for removing snow from the feet of a horse.

balling-machine (ba'ling-ma-shen"), n. A ma-
chine for balling cotton thread.

balling-tool (ba'ling-tol), n. The tool used in

collecting into a mass the iron in a puddling-
furnace preparatory to taking it to the hammer
or squeezer ;

a rabble.

ball-ironstone (bal'i"ern-st6n), 7i.. In English
mining, nodular iron ore. Also called ball-mine

and ball-vein.

ballisedt, . [Appar. for 'pallised, < F. palisse',

pp. of palisser, surround with pales : see pali-
sade.] Inclosed with a railing or balustrade.
Wotton. (N. E. D.)
ballismus (ba-lis'mus), re. [NL., < Gr.

/if, a jumping about, dancing, < fl

jump about, dance: see balft.] In pathol., a
name which has been given to chorea, to pa-
ralysis agitans, and to other forms of tremor.

ballist (bal'ist), n. [Early mod. E. also balist,
< ME. balist, < L. ballista, balista : see ballista.]
Same as ballista. [Rare.]

ballista, balista (ba-lis'ta), re.
; pi. ballistte, ba-

lista (-te). [L., occasionally (in gloss.) ballistra,

appar. formed on a Greek model, < Gr.

throw.] 1. An ancient military engine used
for throwing missiles. The different references to
It are contradictory, as it is described as acting by means
of a bow, but also as throwing large stones rather than
darts. An attempt has been made to reconcile these
statements by representing the engine as composed of a
strong shaft, rotating on one of its ends, and having at
the other end a receptacle for the missile

; this shaft would
be thrown forward by the recoil of a steel bow, and stopped
suddenly against a transom, thus releasing the missile.

Throughout the middle ages the term is used in Latin
writings for military engines of different kinds. See tre-

bucket, mangonel, enable, petronel, piernere, and catapult.
When used as a bearing in heraldry, the ballista is repre-
sented so simplified as to be hardly recognizable. It has
generally two upright posts with a movable bar between
them, shown loaded at one end.

2. [NL.] In anat., the astragalus, a bone of
the tarsus.

ballistic (ba-lis'tik), a. [< ballista + -K.] Per-
taining to ballistics

r
or the scientific construc-

tion and use of projectiles Ballistic curve, the
actual path of a projectile, as distinguished from the theo-
retical or parabolic path. Ballistic galvanometer.
See galvanometer. Ballistic pendulum, an apparatus
invented by Benjamin Robins for ascertaining the velocity
of military projectiles, and consequent]; the explosive
force of gunpowder. A piece of ordnance is Bred against
a cast-iron case filled with bags of sand, which forms the
ball of a pendulum, and the percussion causes the pendu-
lum to vibrate. The distance through which it vibrates
is measured on a copper arc by an index carrying a ver-

nier, and the amount of vibration forms a measure of the
force or velocity of the ball. The ballistic pendulum is
now nearly superseded by various forms of apparatus for
measuring the time occupied by the passage of the shot
from one screen or wire to another. See elcctnballiitic.

ballistics (ba-lis'tiks), n. [PI. of ballistic : see
-4es.] 1. The science or art of discharging
large missiles by the use of the ballista or other
engine. 2. The science of the motion of pro-
jectiles.

ballium (bal'i-um), n. [ML. : see baitf and bai-

leul.] 1. Same as bail*, 5. 2. Same as bailey
1

.

ball-ioint (bal'joint), n. A jointed connection
in which one of the connected pieces has a ball-

shaped extremity, fitting a cup-shaped socket
in the other.

ball-lever (bariev"er), n. The lever of a ball-
cock.

ball-mine (bal'mln), . Same as ball-ironstone.

ball-mounting (barmoun"ting), . A kind of

harness-mounting having a ball where a ring
is fastened to the base.
ballock (bal'ok), n. [< ME. ballok, balJidc, balok,
< AS. beallue, < *beallu or 'bealla, a ball, + dim.
-ttc: see ball1

, 20, and -ocfc.] A testicle. [Ob-
solete or vulgar.]
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ballont, " [< F. ballon, balon, dim. of ballc,

bale, a bale
;
in def. 2, obs. form of balloon : see

balloon 1
.] 1. A bale of paper, etc. 2. Same

as balloon 1
, \. '2.

balloon 1
(ba-lon'), n. [In some senses also

ballon, after F.
; early mod. E. baloon, balounc,

balone, liallonc, < It. ballone, pullone, a large
ball, a foot-ball (now distinguished: ballone, a

large bale, pullonf, a foot-ball, balloon) (= Sp.
balon, a foot-ball, a large bale, = Pg. balao, a

balloon, = F. ballon, a fardle or small pack,
balon,

" a little ball or pack, also a foot-ball or
balloon" (Cotgrave), now ballon (after It.), a

foot-ball, balloon, swelling hill), aug. (in F.

prop, dim.) of balla, etc., a ball, bale: see
ball1

, bait*.] If. A large inflated ball of leather,

used in playing certain games; a game played
with such a ball. It was tossed to and fro by either
hand or foot, the hand being defended by a guard (bnl-

loon-brasser). See fool-ball.

'Tis easier sport than the baloon. lleywood.

It was my envied lot to lead the winning party at that
wondrous match at ballon, made betwixt the divine As-

trophel (our matchless Sidney) and the right honourable
my very good Lord of Oxford. Scott, Monastery, II. iii.

2. In chcni., a round vessel with a short neck,
used as a receiver in distillation; a glass re-

ceiver of a spherical form. 3. In arch., a ball
or globe on the top of a pillar. 4. In pyro-
technics, a ball of pasteboard or a kind of bomb
stuffed with combustibles, which, bursting like

a bomb, exhibits sparks of fire like stars. 5.
In weaving, a cylindrical reel on which sized
woolen yarn for warp is wound in order to be
dried by rapid revolution in a heated chamber.

6. A bag or hollow vessel filled with hydro-

fen
gas or heated air, or any other gaseous

uid lighter than common air, and thus caused
to rise and float in the atmosphere, it is made
of silk or other light material, varnished with caoutchouc
dissolved in turpentine. A network of twine envelops the

balloon, and is tied to a circular hoop a little below it, from
which a car, usually consisting of a large wicker basket, is

suspended. A valve in the bottom of the balloon can be
opened and closed at pleasure by means of a string, and
the basket is furnished with sand-bags as ballast. If the
aeronaut wishes to ascend, he throws out some of the bal-

last; if to descend, be opens the valve. Balloons have
been successfully used for military purposes (see captive
balloon, below), and, in the case of besieged cities, as a
medium of communication with the outside world.

7. In comic engravings, a figure shaped like a
balloon and inclosing words which are repre-
sented as issuing from the mouth of a speaker.
Captive balloon, a balloon anchored or attached to

the ground by means of a rope, which may be either per-
manently fixed or connected with an anchor which can
be raised at pleasure. Such balloons have been employed
for military reconnoissance. Steering balloon, a bal-
loon capable of being steered. One such was invented
by M. Dupuy de Lome during the siege of Paris in 1871.
The rudder is said to be able to deflect the machine 11" to
either side of the direct line in which the wind is blow-
ing, so that a balloon leaving Paris with the wind straight
for Brussels could be landed at either London or Cologne.

balloon'2 (bal'o-on), n. [Also balloen, balon,
ballong= Sp. balon = Pg. balao; from the native

name.] A state barge of Siam, made in fanci-
ful imitation of a sea-monster, and having 70 to
100 oars on a side.

balloon-ballt (ba-lon'bal), n. Same as bal-

loon 1
,
1.

I'll make him the balloon-ball of the churches,
And both the sides shall toss him.

Sliddleton, Game at Chess, ii. 2.

balloon-boiler (ba-lon'boi"ler), n. A steam-
boiler having a form somewhat resembling that
of a balloon.

balloon-brassert, n. [< balloon1 + brasser, a
form of bracer, after P. brassard, also brassal

(Cotgrave): see def.] A brace or guard of

wood, tised by balloon-players (see balloon1
, 1)

to protect the hand and arm.
ballooned (ba-16nd'), a. Swelled out like a
balloon.

ballooner (ba-lo'ner), n. A balloonist; an
aeronaut.
balloon-fish (ba-lon 'fish), H. A globefish; a
fish of the order Pleetognathi and suborder Gym-

mu [^i nuiloii tes, as
thetropical Tc-

-- traodon linea-

tus, or striped
J spine-belly, or
* a species of

i one of the gen-
f era Trioilon

i? stnAIHodon. So
called because it

has the power of

swallowing air,
which is retained
in a dilatation of

Balloon-fish ( Tetraodon lineatits}. the esophagus,

ballot

and thus nf blowing itself up into a nearly spherical shape
like a balloon. The ivory-like tips of the jawbones cleft

above and below, as in Trtraodon, give the fish the appear-
ance of having four teeth, two above and two below. See

ballooning (ba-16'ning), n. [< balloon 1 + -ing
1
.]

1. The art or practice of ascending in and of

managing balloons. 2. In political and stock-

exchange slang, the operation of booming a

candidate, or of inflating the money-market,
by means of ficti-

tious favorable re-

ports.

i:<>/{:,<>itmy indeed

goes on.

Je/erson, Correspon-
dence, I. 323.

balloonist (ba-16'-

uist), 11. [< bal-

loun 1 + -int.] One
who ascends in a
balloon

;
an aero-

naut.

balloon-jib (ba-

lou'jib), H. A tri- -

angular sail made
of light canvas,
used onlyby yachts
and in light winds, set between the foretop-
mast-head and the end of the jib-boom.
balloon-net (ba-lon'net), 7i. A kind of woven
lace in which the weft-threads are twisted in a

peculiar manner round the warps. E. H. Knight.
balloonry (ba-16n'ri), n. [< balloon1 + -rij.]

The art or practice of ascending in a balloon.

Quarterly Rev.

balloon-sail (ba-lon'sal), n. Light canvas used
in yachts, as the balloon-jib, the spinnaker,
balloon-topsails and -foresails, and the shadow-
sail and water-sail.

balloon-vine (ba-lon'vin), n. A herbaceous
climbing plant, Cardiospermum Halicacabum,

a. Balloon-jib.

Balloon-vine (Cardiospermunt Halicacatntm).

a, inflated capsule or pod, about one half natural size. ( From Gray's
"Genera of the Plants of the United States.")

natural order Sapindacea:, found in all tropical
countries. It bears a large, 3-celled, bladder-
like pod. Also called hcartseed.

ballot1
(bal'ot), n. [First in the 16th century,

< It. ballotta"= F. ballotte, balotte, a little ball,

esp. as used for voting, a vote, suffrage, = Sp.
batata, a ballot (ML. ballotta), dim. of balla, a
ball: see ball* and -o*.] 1. A little ball used
in voting. Hence 2. A ticket or slip of pa-
per, sometimes called a voting-paper, used for
the same purpose, on which is printed or writ-
ten an expression of the elector's choice as be-
tween candidates or propositions to be voted
for. 3. A method of secret voting by means
of small balls, or of printed or written ballots,
which are deposited in an urn or a box called
a ballot-box. In the former case, each person who is

entitled to vote, having the choice of two balls, one white
and one black, places a white ball in the box if he is in
favor of the resolution proposed, as the admission of a
person to membership in a club, or a black ball if he is op-
posed to it. Hence, to blackball a person is to vote against
his election. In the latter case, the ballots or voting-
papers are so folded as to prevent the voter's preference
from being disclosed, and are usually handed to an au-
thorized officer called an inspector of elections, to be de-

posited in the box in the voter's presence. The ballot is

now employed in all popular elections in the United
States(except in the State elections of Kentucky, in which
the voting is viva voce), throughout the United Kingdom
and the British colonies, and in the national or parliamen-
tary elections in Germany, France, Belgium, Italy, and
most other countries of continental Europe.
4. A casting of ballots

;
a vote by ballot

; also,
the whole number of votes cast or recorded:



ballot

as, a ballot was taken on tlio resolution; there

was a large lid/ltit. 5. A method of drawing
lots by taking out small balls, or the liko, from
a box

; hence, lot-drawing. .V. K. l>. Tlaaue-
ballots, ballots printed mi tliin tissue -pa pi r, t.> the end
that a large Dumber of fraudulent votes folded touether

may be snmuu'led into the ball"t-lio\ without drt- lititi.

TO cast a ballot, to deposit in a hallot-ho\, or present
fur deposit, a iiiiiint HP vcitim-.paper. To cast tlie bal-

lOt, to rernnl, as it ;i-eertained by ballot, the vote ..[ ,m

wembly or meeting. Tin- seeivtary is often itMniet,,!

tn "rust tlir Imlliii when tup convenience tin 1 aeiual

process, as rciiiiircd by rule, is dispensed with.

ballot 1
(bal'ot), r. [Early mod. E. also bnlln/.

ballet; < It. bauottare = F. baUotter, earlier baiot-

ter, = Sp. balotai; vote by ballot ; from (lie

noun.] I. iii/i'inin. 1. To decide upon a ques-

tion, proposition, or candidacy by Casting bal-

lots; take a ballot or a vote by ballot: often

with for iu the sense of 'in relation to': as, to

ballot for members of a club. See the noun.

The judges . . . would never take thi-ir balls tu l>uil"t

against him. North, tr. of Plutarch, p. !t27.

MM- convention iliil ll'it ballot until its third day.
<!. ,s

f

. Mfrriaui, s. Howies, II. 18S.

2. To bound, us in the bore of a cannon : as,

spherical projectiles ballot in the bore of the

piece. 3. To select by lot; draw lots (for):

as, to ballot for places.
II.t lrn#. 1. To vote for or against by bal-

lot
;
choose or elect by ballot.

.Vine of the competitors arriving at a sufficient niiinlicr

of balls, they fell to ballot some others.
ftif 11. n'otton, Keliiiniie, p. 2B2.

2. To choose by lot; select by drawing lots

for.

Peasants . . . who will not be balloted for soldiers.

Carlyle, French Rev., III. i. 1.

ballot2
(bal'ot), n. [< F. ballot, a bale, prop,

a small bale, dim. of oalle, a bale : see bale* and

-ot, and cf. the ult. identical ballot1
.']

A small

bale, weighing from 70 to 120 pounds.

Alpaca is imported in ballot*, hales of about 70 Ibs.

weight />ra/wi-' Diet., p. 4.

Ballota (ba-16'ta), n. [NL. (L. ballote), < Gr.

Ja'/J.uTti, a plant believed to be black hoar-

hound, origin unknown.] A genus of labiate

plants, of about 25 species, mostly natives of

the Mediterranean region. The black hoarhound,
B. nitjra, sometimes used in medicine, is found through-
out Europe and Russian Asia.

ballotade, ballottade (bal-o-tad' or -tad'), n.

[< F. ballottade (Sp. balotada), < ballotter, toss,

prob. < ballotte, a little ball: see ballot1
, .]

In the manage, a leap of a horse in which all

four legs are bent witliout jerking out the hind
ones. Also spelled balotade.

ballotantt (bal'ot-ant), n. [< F. ballottant, pp.
of ballotter, ballot: see ballot1

, r.] A voter by
ballot. ./. Harrington. [Rare.]
ballotationt (bal-o-ta'shon). n. [< ballot1 +
-ation, after It. ballottazioiie.] A voting by bal-

lot; a balloting. [Rare.]
The election of the Duke of Venice is one of the most

intricate and curious forms in the world, consisting of ten

several ballotationn. Sir 11. Wotttm, Reliquiae, p. 260.
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ballow:i
,

A word used only by Sliakspere
in the passage cited, in the folio of KiL1

:!, where
the quarto editions have bull: m and Imi ; it is,

liko baltero, aj>parently a misprint for Imtlon,

lull/noil, or batloiin, a stick, cudgel. See Inii-

ton, butouii, baton, and bat 1
.

Keepe out, . . . or ice try whltner your Costard or nu
Ballow be the harder. Shale., Lear, iv.

ballot-box (bal'ot-boks), TO. A box for receiv-

ing ballots.

For all except those who before 1787 had already ac-

quired the elective franchise, color barred the way to the
ballot-box. Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 129.

balloter (bal'ot-er), . 1. One who ballots or
votes by ballot. 2. A mechanical device for

receiving, counting, and recording ballots.

ballqtint, . [< ballot1 + -in, irreg. used.] The
carrier of tho ballot-box

;
the taker of the votes

bv ballot. J. Harrington. [Rare.]
balloting (bal'ot-ing), n. [Verbal n. of ballot1

,

t?.] 1. The act of casting or taking a ballot:

as, the balloting began at 2 o'clock. 2. A spe-
cific instance in which a ballot is taken

;
a vote.

From the result of the balloting* yesterday, I deem it

highly improbable that I shall receive the nomination.

Buchanan, in Curtis, ii. -J.

ballotist (bal'ot-ist), n. [< ballot1 + -ist.'] An
advocate of voting by ballot,

ballottade, . See ballotade.

ballottement (ba-lot'ment), n. [F., a tossing,
< ballotter, toss: see ballotade.'] In obstet., a
method of testing pregnancy.
ballow 1

1, a. [Appar. < ME. baloicc, balwe, balge,

balgh, round, rounded, smooth, appar. < AS.

batlg, ba'li;/, a bag: see bellows and belly.'] An
epithet of uncertain meaning, in the following
passage: the apparent etymology suggests
round,' 'pot-bellied.'
The ballow nag outstrips the winds in chase.

lifiiiitnn, Polyolbion, iii. 40. (A'. K. D.)

ballow'2 (bal'6), . [Etym. unknown.] Naut.,
deep water inside a shoal or bar. Smyth, Sail-

or's Word-Book. (N. E. D.)
28

ball-proof (bal'prdf), a. Capable of resisting
balls from lirearnis; impenetrable by bullets.

ball-rack (bal'rak), n. In /irintiiti/, the ruck
which held the balls formerly used in inking.

ball-rOOm (bal'riim), n. A room expressly de-

signed for balls or dancing parties, or a room
in which such entertainments are given.
ball-screw (biil'skro), . A screw which can
be attached to the end of the ramrod of a gun.
for the purpose of extracting a bullet from the

barrel.

ball-seater (bal'se'ter), n. A tool used in

lining the ball of a cartridge accurately in line

with the axis of the shell.

ball-Stock (bal'stok), n. In printing, formerly,
a stock somewhat hollow at one end, to which
the ball was attached, and which served as a

handle. See ball 1
,
9.

ball-train (bal'trau), n. A set of rolls for roll-

ing pnddlers' balls or loops into bars.

ball-trimmer (bal'trim'er), n. A lathe for fin-

ishing musket-balls.

ball-trolly (bal'trol'i), n. A small iron truck

used in conveying the balls of puddled iron

from the puddling-furnace to the tilt-hammer
or squeezer. E. H. Knight.
ballustredt (bal'us-terd), a. Same as balustered.

Dryden.
ball-valve (bal'valv), . A valve formed by a

globe resting upon a concave circular seat.

It is lifted by tlie upward pressure of the fluid, and de-

scends by gravity when that pressure is removed. See

ball-cock.

ball-vein (bal'van), . Same as ball-ironstone.

bally (bal'i), . [Repr. Ir. Gael, baile, Manx
l>i</ley, a town, village.] A town: an element
in many place-names in Ireland: as, Ballywa\-

ter, upper town; .BaHycastle, castle-town;

/JaHymoney, town on the moss, etc.

The old tribal division of the ballyi Into
"
quarters

"
and

" tates
"
has left distinct and numerous traces in the names

of the present townlands In Ireland.

Seebohm, Eng. Vill. Communities, p. 223.

balm (bam), . [The spelling has been altered

to bring it nearer balsam ; early mod. E. also

baulm, baum, < ME. baume, bawme, basme, bame,
< OF. bausine, basme, mod. F. baume = Pr. basme
= Sp. bdlsamo =Pg. It. balsamo, < L. balsainum,
< Gr. (id^aa/iov, balsam : see balsam.'] 1 . An oily,

aromatic, resinous substance, exuding sponta-
neously from trees of the genus Balsamoden-
dron ; hence, by extension, any aromatic or odo-
riferous exudation from trees or shrubs, whether

spontaneous or after incision
;
balsam.

And sweetest breath of woodland balm.

Whittier, Flowers in Winter.

2f. An aromatic preparation used in embalm-

ing the dead. See embalm. 3. Any aromatic
or fragrant ointment, whether for ceremonial
or for medicinal use, as for healing wounds or

soothing pain. (For the ecclesiastical use, see

balsam.)
Thy place is flll'd, thy sceptre wrung from thee.

Thy balm rtiash'd off, wherewith thou wast anointed.

SAot., 3 Hen. VI., ill. I.

4. Aromatic fragrance ;
sweet odor. 5. Any-

thing which heals, soothes, or mitigates pain.

Sleep, that knits up the ravell'd sleave of care,
The death of each day's life, sore labour's bath,
Balm of hurt minds, great nature's second course.

S/tat., Macbeth, ii. 2.

Heal the wounded spirit with the balm
Of pity. Bryant, Better Age.

6. A tree that yields balm ; especially, a tree

of the genus Balsamodendron. 7. One of sev-

eral aromatic plants of the natural order Labi-

ato, particularly plants of the genus Melissa.
The garden- or lemon-balm, bee-balm, or balm-mint is

M. ojlicinali*. Plants of other genera so named are the
bastard balm, Melittis meli#sophyllu>n ; the bee-balm of

American gardens, Moiuirda didyma ; the horse-balm, Col-

linsonia Canadeiunt; the nVld-halm. Xeptta Cataria; the

Molucca balm, Molitcctlla Icevi* ; and the sweet balm, some-
times called balm of Oilead, Dracocephalum Canarien*e.

Abraham's-balm, an old name for an Italian willow.

Balm of Gilead. (a) Balm or balsam of Mecca, or of Syria,
an oleo-resin, once of great repute and still esteemed in

the East for its fragrance and medicinal properties. Mixed
with oil, it constitutes the chrism of the Roman Catholic

Church. It is the product of a tree or shrub, Cmiimi-

phora (Balmnwleiulron) Opobalnamum, which also yields

myrrh. It is now produced, so far as is known, only iu

Arabia. (6) A fragrant resin from South America. See
carauna. (c)

In North America, the balsam-poplar. Pop-
uiue balmmifera, the buds of which are coated In spring

balneary
with an iidiipiiiiM balxani ; al><> "<< :i^i"ii;ill\ tin h.-iNain-tir,

Aii>>-* luti"'!!!!'''!, irhiob yulda the Canada tialsam. <</) The
BWee1 lialin. /'"" "' //'"/"/*' ' ' '">\r).

Balm of heaven, <N'' "f the many nani'-- -iu T] in Cali-

fornia to the '/''"" a JaimiecoitD tree

with very strongly m-'iiiatii
1 f<l

balm (liiini), r. t. [< MK. IIIIIIIHI-II. hamm, <

baume, balm. Cf. OF. i/i//r, embalm: see

i-inlMiliH.] 1. To embalm.
Shrnuded ill cloth of state '.

/;.</, ./ and eiitreasnr'd with full lints* "1 spices!
.SA.it- . Ivri.-lei,. iii. 'J.

2. To anoint as witli balm or with anything
fragrant or medicinal.

/,Wm his f"iil head in warm distilled waters.

Mule., T. of the s., I ml., i.

3. To soothe; mitigate; assuage; heal.

Oppressed nature sleeps:
Thin rest might yet have l*il,n / thy broken .sennet

,s/ii-., Lear, iii. 6.

[Obsolete or archaic in all uses.]
balmaiden (bal'ma'dn), . [< but + maiiii-n.]

A girl or young woman employed in the mines
of Cornwall, England.
The smock-frock is a survival of a ploughman's dress,

and the Cornish miner and mine-girl (or ///;/. <i/,/o ba>e

a sort of peasant dress. -V. ///;' ','
lith Mr., IX. 508.

balm-cricket (bitm'krik"et), . [Earlier baum-

n-irl.-et, appar. a half translation of G. buuni-

i/i-illt; tree-cricket, < baum, a tree (= E. beam),
+ grille, n cricket: see tlri/llits.] The field-

cricket, Crrylliis <-n HI iicntris.

Tlie balm-cricM carols clear

In the green that folds thy grave.

fennt/ton, A Dirge.

balmert (bS'mer), n. One who or that which
embalms.

Blood must be my trody's only bahner,
No other balm will there be given.

Kaleiijh, The Pilgrimage.

balmify (ba'mi-fi), r. *. ; pret. and pp. balmi-

fied, ppr. balmifying. [< balm -t- -i-fy : see -fy."\

To render balmy. [Rare.]
Tlie fluids have been entirely sweetened and balmiftd.

O. Cheyne, Eng. Malady, p. 806.

balmily (ba'mi-li), adv. In a balmy manner.
balminess (ba'mi-nes), n. The state or quality
of being balmy.
balm-mint (bam'mint), . Same as garden-
balm. See balm, 7.

balmony (bal'mo-ni), . [Appar. a var. of bald-

money.] Aname sometimes given in the United
States to the plant snakehead, Chelone glabra.
Balmoral (bal-mor'al), a. or n. A name given
(usually with a capital as an adjective and with-

out as a noun) to various articles of dress pos-

sessing unusual strength and weight, in imi-

tation of the materials or style of those worn
out of doors by Queen Victoria, or the mem-
bers of her family, during visits to the royal
residence at Balmoral, in Aberdeenshire, Scot-

land. Balmoral boots, shoes or ankle-boots that lace

up in front, worn by both men and women. Also called

balmorals. Balmoral petticoat, a woolen petticoat,

originally red with black stripes, intended to 1* displayed
below the skirt of the dress, which was looped up.

balmy (ba'mi), a. [< balm + -y
1
.] 1. Having

the qualities of balm ;
aromatic

; fragrant.
O balmy breath, that doth almost persuade
Justice to break her sword ! Shat., Othello, v. 2.

And I would be the necklace,
And all day long to fall and rise

Upon her balmy bosom,
With her laughter or her sighs.

Tennynon, Miller's Daughter.

2. Producing balm : as, "the balmy tree," Pope,
Windsor Forest, 1. 30. 3. Soft; soothing; as-

suaging; refreshing.
Now with the drops of this most balmy time

My love looks fresh. Shale., Sonnets, cvii.

Tired nature's sweet restorer, balmy sleep.

Young, Night Thoughts, V. I.

4. Of healing virtue
; healing: as, balmy medi-

cines.

balnea, . Plural of balneum.

balnealt (bal'ne-al), n. [< L. balneum, a (warm)
bath (see balneum), + -al. The L.

adj.
is bal-

nearis or balnearius.} Of or pertaining to a

bath: as, "balneal heat," Howell, Letters, I.

vi. 35.

balneary (bal'ne-a-ri), a. and n. [< L. balnea-

rim, pertaining to a bath (neut. pi. balnearia, a

bathing-room), < balneum, abath: see balneum."]

I. a. Of or pertaining to baths or bathing.
The French do not treat their beaches as we do oure

as places for a glance, a
dip,

or a trot, places animated

simply during the balneary hours.
H. Jame*, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 142.

II. n.
; pi. balnearies (-riz). A room or pro-

vision of any kind for bathing.
The balnearitt and bathing-places.

SiV T. Bnncnf, Vnlg. Krr., vl. 7.



balneation

balneationt (bal-ne-a'shon), . [< ML. balne-

arc, pp. balneatus, bathe" < L. balneum, a bath:

see balneum.'] The act of bathing.

Balneatiiia*, washings, and fomentations.
>;/ T. firtncne, Vulg. Err., 11. 6.

balneatory (bal'ne-a-to-ri), a. [< L. balnea-

torii/x, < balnea tor, 'a"bath-keeper, < balneum, a

bath : see balneum.'] Of or pertaining to a bath

or bath-keeper.
All the refinements of tile antique balnfalary art.

L. Hearii, tr. of Gautier's Cleop. Nights, p. 45.

balneot, . [For Itatjnin, after L. balneum.']

Same as bagnio, 1.

Then began Christian churches ... to outshine . . .

the Balnfta anil Theatres of free Cities.

Bp. Gaudeii, Tears of the Church, p. 3fil.

balneography (bal-nf-og'ra-fi), . [< L. bal-

neum, & bath (see balneum), + Gr. -ypa<t>ia, <

ypaiptiv, write.] A description of baths. Dun-

glison.

balneological (bal-ne-o-loj'i-kal), a. Of or per-

taining to balneology.
balneology (bal-nf-ol'6-ji), n. [< L. balneum,
a bath, + Gr. -fayta, (ftfeiv, speak: see balneum

and -oloyy.'] A treatise on baths or bathing ;

the use of baths and bathing as a department
of therapeutics.

Among our medical schools balneology as a subject of

systematic study is entirely neglected.
Harper's May., LXIX. 438.

balneotherapeutics (baFne-6-ther-a-pu'tiks),
n. [< L. balneum, bath (see 'balneum), + thera-

peutics.'] Balneotherapy.
balneotherapia (bal*ne-6-ther-a-pi '&), n . [NL. ,

< L. balneum, a bath (see balneum), + Gr. 8cpa-

ireia, medical treatment : see therapeutic."] Same
as balneotherapy.

balneotherapy (bal*ne-o-ther'a-pi), n. [Eng-
lished from balneotherapia.] The treatment of

disease by baths ;
water-cure.

Balneotherapy, or bathing, and treatment by medica-
ments. Sci. Amer. (N. 8.), LIV. 4.

balneum (bal'ne-um), . ; pi. balnea (-&). [L.,
fuller form balineum, < Gr. [3a?Mvelov, a bath, <

flafaveveiv, bathe. From L. balneum come bag-
nio and 6ai 2

, q. v.] In chem., a vessel filled

with water or sand, in which another vessel is

placed to be heated
;
a bath. See bath1

,
S.

balolo (ba-16'16), . A sea-worm found in the

South Pacific ocean. See palolo.
The balolo is a small sea-worm, long and thin as ordi

nary vermicelli. Some are fully a yard long, others about
an inch. It has a jointed body and many legs, and lives

in the deep sea.

C. F. Oordon-Cmnmiiig, At Home 111 Fiji, p. 66.

balont, balonet, See balloon^.

balonea (ba-16'ne-a), n. [See ralonia."] A name
for an oak, Quereus dZgitops, large quantities
of the cups of which are exported from the
Mediterranean basin for tanners' use. See
ralonia.

baloot, inter}, and n. See batoic.

balotade, n. See ballotade.

balowt, baloot, interj. and n. [Nursery sylla-

bles.] I. interj. An utterance used in lulling
to sleep.

434 balsamy

Hee balutt ! my sweet wee Donald. Burns, Song.

from trees or shrubs, whether spontaneous or

after incision; balm. A great variety of substances

pass under this name ; but ill chemistry the term is con-

II. . 1. A lullaby. 2. A song containing
this word. N. E. D.

bals. An abbreviation of the Latin balsamum,
that is, balsam, used in medical prescriptions.

balsa, balza (bal'sft, -zii), n. [< Sp. Pg. balsa (>
F. balse, baize), < Peruv. balza, a kind of light

porous wood used in Peru for constructing
rafts.] 1. The native name of the Ochroma

Lagopus, a bombaceous tree common in the
forests upon the coasts of tropical America.
The wood is very soft and light, and is used for stopping
bottles, as well as in the construction of rafts which take
its name.

2. A kind of raft or float much used on the
west coast of South America for crossing lakes
or rivers, for landing through the surf, and by
fishermen. It is there formed of two inflated cylinders
of seal-skin or bullock's hide, joined by a sort of platform
on which the passengers or goods are placed. In the
United States the name is given to two or more inflated

cylinders of india-rubber, or long casks of metal or wood,
secured together in pairs by a framework, and used as a

life-saving raft or for crossing heavy surf. See l(fe-rafl.

balsam (bal'sam), n. [Early mod. E. also bal-

sem, balsum, toboiM (in ME. only as balm, q. v.),
< AS. balsam, balsam, < L. balsamum, < Gr. /?aX-

aaiwv, the resin of the balsam-tree, the tree it-

self
; /3dAo-a/ior, a balsam-tree ; prob. of Semitic

origin: seefeofm.] 1. An oily, aromatic, resinous

substance, exuding spontaneously from trees
of the genus BaUamodendron ; hence, by ex-

tension, any aromatic or odoriferous exudation

tween a volatile oil and a resin. It is soluble ill alcohol

and ether, and capable of yielding benzoic acid. The bal-

sams are either liquid or solid : of the former are the balm
of cileadand the balsams of copaiba, Peru, and Tolu (see

below); of the latter, benzoin, dragon's blood, and storax.

2. To embalm. [Rare.]
\Ve had him balxnwt'd and sent home.

Mi'tl.'i,, Hutch Republic, I. 222.

An annual

regions, Mo-
small warty fruit

of a red or orange color. Both the fruit and the

root are actively purgative. Wild balsam-apple, of the

t'nited States, an annual vine, Kclrinnrn*ti* Inhntn. of the

orcU-r Cttcurbitacecp, bearing numerous white flowers and
n flbrous fruit opening at the summit.

-

n), n. [< ML. bal-

baltiauiatHx. tobal-

by the popes for the use of the balsams of Brazil, sam, <, L,. oainamtini, oaisaui.] The act of ren-

Tolu, Peru, etc. dering balsamic. [Rare.]
Many of the resins occur in plants dissolved in ethereal balsam-bog (bal'sam-bog), n. A curious urn-

oils. Should the vessels which contain this solution be belliferous plant o? the Falkland islands, form-

oii

U
expo8ureto

S

tlie af" partly 'from evaporation" of"the ing hard hemispherical hillocks often from 2

solvent oil, and partly 'by its oxidation. Such mixtures to 4 feet in height. It yields a gum which has
of oils and resins are termed balsams. been used in medicine.

Strieker, Organic Chemistry, p. 73-2.
balsam.herb (bal'sam-erb), n. A name given

2t. An aromatic preparation used for embalm- in jamaica to Dianihera reptans, an acantha-
ingthe dead. 3. Any aromatic fragrant oint- eeous p

iant

ment, whether for ceremonial or for medicinal baisamic (b'al- or bal-sam'ik), a. and n. [< bal-

use, as for healing wounds or soothing pain. 8a/M + .,> ] I . 1 Pertaining to or of the na-
4. Figuratively, any healing or soothing agent ture of balsam: as, balsamic juices. 2. Yield-
or agency.

la this the balsam that the usuring senate
Pours into captains' wounds? Shak. . T. of A.

,
iii. S.

Was not the people's blessing . . . a balsam to thy blood?

Tennyson, Becket, 1. 24.

5f. In alchemy, a healthful preservative essence,
of oily penetrative nature, conceived by Para-

celsus to exist in all organic bodies. JV. E. D.
6. A tree yielding an aromatic, oily resin. In

the Vnited States the name is often applied generally to

the firs (species of Abies), and sometimes ignorantly to the

ing balsam: as, balsamic pine. 3. Having the

fragrance of balsam ;
aromatic

; balmy.
The new-leaved butternut

And quivering poplar to the roving breeze

Gave a balsamic fragrance.
Brj/ant, Old Man's Counsel.

4. Having the healing or soothing qualities of

balsam; healing; soothing; mild: as, balsamic

remedies. 5t. Of or pertaining to the balsam
of the alchemists. See balsam, 5.

H. n. Any warm, stimulating, demulcent

medicine, of a smooth and oily consistence.
spruces also. See balsam-tree.

7. Thelmpatiensbalsamina, a familiar flowering ,

annual, of Eastern origin, cultivated in many balsamicalt (bal- or bal-sam i-kal), a. bame as

balsamic.
The balsatnical humour of my blood.

Sir M. Halt, Orig. of Mankind, i. 1.

balsamically (bal- or bal-sam'i-kal-i), adv. In
a balsamic manner ;

as a balsam.
balsamiferous (bal- or bal-sa-mif 'e-rus). a.

[< L. balsamum, balsam, + ferre = E. bear1
."]

Producing balm or balsam : said of those trees

and shrubs which yield balsam.

balsamina (bal-sa-ml'na), n. [NL. : see bal-

samine.'] Same as balsamine.

balsamine (bal'sam-in), H. [< F. balsamine =
Sp. Pg. It. balsamina, < NL. balsamina (< Gr.

fU).aauivn), balsam-plant, prop. fern, of L. balsa-

minus, < Gr. */3aA<jd/j>of, pertaining to balsam,
< ftafaafurv, balsam.] A name given to the

garden-balsam and to some other species of

the genus Impatiens (which see).

balsamitict (bal-sa-mit'ik), a. [< ML. 'balsa-

mitieus (cf. ML. balsamaticus), < L. balsamum."]
Balsamic.
balsamito (bal-sa-me'to), n. [In form Sp. or

Pg. ; cf. Sp. balsa'inita (= Pg. balsamita), tansy,
< balsa mo, balsam: see balm."] A liquid having
a bitter taste, the odor of the Tonquin bean, and

Flowering br.inch of Balsam (linfatbns/Mlva,.

(From Gray's
" Genera of the Plants of the United States.")

varieties, often called garden-balsam, and in the
United States lady's-slipper; also, the native Eu-

ropean species, /. Noli-me-tangere,&nAihe Amer- a light sherry-color, produced by digesting the
ican /. fulca. See Impatiens and balsam-weed, fruit of the balsam of Peru in rum. It is used a

In medical prescriptions abbreviated to bals. a medicine, and also as an application to sloughing sores,

especially to those caused by the chigoe.

alsamize (bal'sam-iz), V. t.; pret. and pp. bal-
~

[< balsam + -ize.~]

Balsam of Mecca, balm of Gilead. See bairn. Balsam
of Peru, the product of MyroxyloH Pereirae, a leguminous ball
tree of San Salvador. It is employed in perfumery and x wired, ppr. balsamizinq.
the manufacture of soaps, and in medicine as a stimulat- m , ,_,i,_t,%,!,,,
ing ointment and for the relief of asthma and coughs.- .

1
! r . , .

Balsam of Saturn, a solution of lead acetate in tin-pen- balsamoUS (bal'sam-us), a. [< balsam + -ous.]

tine, concentrated by evaporation and mixed with cam- Having the qualities of balsam
; abounding in

phor, formerly used to hasten the cicatrization of wounds balsam ; consisting of balsam.
Balsam Of Tolu (from Tolu, a seaport in the United

States of Colombia), a product of Mi/rorvlon Toluifera of Now the radical moisture is not the tallow or fat of ani-

Venezuela and the fuited States of Colombia, a species mals, but an oily and balsamous substance,

closely allied to 1U . Pereir<t (see above) It has an agree- 9am, Tristram Shandy, v. 86.

able flavor, and is used in medicine as an expectorant and balsam-root (bal'sam-rot), n. A name given-
its properties are not

^important.-
in California to species of Balsamvrrhiza, & ge-

balsaiii of
C

peru. Broad-leafed bal- nus ^ l w
>
coarse

> perennial composite plants,

sam, of the West Indies, a small tree belonging to the allied to the sunflower. They have deep thick roots

natural order Araliafrt*, Sciadophyttvw eapitatiim, yield- which contain a terebinthinate balsam. These roots are

ing an aromatic balsam, which is derived chiefly from the eaten by the natives after leing peeled and baked,
berries. Canada balsam, a transparent liquid resin or balsam-tree (bal'sam-tre), . A name given

lentine obtained by puncturing the vesicles which form
to many of fne balsam-bearing trees of the

tropics (see balsam), and to the mastic-tree,
Pistacia Lentisncs. In North America it is applied
to Papultis balsam(fera, and on the western coast to P.

trichocarpa. It is also given especially to the balsam-

bearing conifers, Abies balsamea and A. Fraseri in the

east (the latter tree being distinguished as the she-balsa in),

and in the Rocky Mountains and westward to A. concolor

under the bark of the balsam-fir, Abies balsawea of N
America. It is much valued for mounting objects for the

microscope, as it remains permanently transparent, and
it is also used in making varnish. The principal supply is

from Canada. Other forms of turpentine from European
coniferous trees are sometimes called balttam*. Copal
balsam, ;i balsam obtained from the sweet-gum, Liquid-
ambar Slyraciftita, very similar to storax and used for

similar purposes. Yellow balsam, of Jamaica, Crotwi
fla mi*, an aromatic euphorbiaceous shrub, covered with a

and A. xitbaljrina.
rnaica is the Cli

The balsam-tree or balsam-flg of Ja-
.

yellow wool. (For other kinds of balsam, see amiicki-rtsiu, balsam-WCed (bal'sam Ted), n. A name of the
nuaiba, ffrm, and laaam.) common everlastings of the United States,

anoint with balm or balsam.
oTt~hei7 balsamic fragrance.

JS^tt^'JSt- JSTJKSa^
^ ^.W^ (bal'sam-i), a. [<

Bp. HacM, Abp. Williams, i. 57. Balsam-like ; balmy.



baltei

baltei, ". I'lm-al of .

baiter, r. [Kurly mod. K. baiiltri; bnlti-r (in

bloiiil-ltnltrri'il, <j. v.), now only dial, lunilii. <

ME. biiltrn n, prob. (if Scaiul. origin; of. Dan.
balln; var. otooltrt. roll, tumble, gambol.] I.

inli'<iitx. If. To tumble; dance clumsily.
S.i l.Iythc ..f liis wodhyne lie liall. ,v< (h. r vnde[r).

Mlii'-mi;,:- pomu(L \i.,ms>, in, i.-,t>.

2. To become tangled ormatted. [Prov. Eng.]
It [a goat

'

heard
|
ImltrrrHi nn. I clnttcrcth liitn knot*

!ind balls. l/nllnn.l. (r. ..f l-liny, xii. 17. (.V. /;. /<. >

II. trims. 1. To tread down iu a olumsyman-
ncr. [Prov. Kng.] 2f. To tangle; clot; mat,
as the hair.

balteus (bal'te-us), n.
; pi. faf/fet (-i). [L., a

belt: according to Varro, a Tuscan word, but

perhaps of Critic- origin: see hi-lt.] 1. In /,'</-

niiiii <niti(/.. a belt : either a girdle, or a baldric
worn over the shoulder to support a sword,
shield, or quiver. 2. In arch.: (a) A band
perpendicular to the axis in the lateral part of

the volute of an Ionic- pnlvinated capital. (6)
One of the passages dividing the auditorium
of ancient Roman theaters and amphitheaters
horizontally into upper and lower zones, and
affording access to the different cunei, or wedge-
shaped divisions of the auditorium, without dis-

turbing persons occupying seats. Such a pas-
sage hail usually the form of a wide step.
Baltic (bal'tik), a. [< NL. Jktlticux, prob. <

Lith. bnlliiK, white, Imlli, be white.] Appella-
tive of or pertaining to the sea which separates
Sweden from Denmark, Germany, and Russia

;

situated on or bordering the Baltic sea: as, the
linltic islands; the Baltic coasts.

Baltimore bird, oriole. See oriole.

baltimorite (bai'ti-mor-it), n. [< Baltimore, the
chief city in Maryland. + -ifc-2.] A variety of

serpentine from Bare Hills, Maryland.
balu(ba'lo), . [Native name.] A kind of wild-

cat, Felis nnintitraiiti, native in Sumatra.
Baluchi (ba-16'che), n. [Pers. Baluchi, Belu-

chi.] 1. A native or an inhabitant of Balu-

chistan, a country lying to the east of Persia
and between Afghanistan and the Arabian sea ;

specifically, a member of one of the tribes of

Baluchistan, a distinct race from the present
dominant tribe, the Brahoes. 2. The language
spoken by the Baluchis and by over 300,000
British subjects inhabiting Sind and the Pan-
jab. It belongs to the Iranlc branch of the Aryan family
of languages. It has no literature and written characters
cif its own, Arabic characters having been used for such
works in Baluchi as have recently appeared.
Also written Beloochee and Beloocli.

baluster (bal'us-ter), . [Also ballitster, ballix-

ter (and corruptly bannister, banister, q. v.),

formerly also ballester; < F. baltistre, < It. ba-
laustro (= Sp. Pg. balaustre), a baluster, small

pillar, so called from a fancied resemblance to
the flower of the wild pomegranate, < balausto,

balausta,, bataustra = Sp. balaustra, balaustriti

= Pg. balaustia = F. balauste, formerly also ba-

lustre, < L. balaustium, < Gr. fiaZaiiarcov, the
flower of the wild pomegranate-tree. Cf. Ba-
lu us/ inn.] 1. In in-i-li. and building, a small

upright member made in a great variety of

At tin- l..,lt,,n, i- a parterre; tin- lip|er terraee neere
half u mylc in length, ". a.nil,], ,1, . li\ iii, ,, an h.-.l an. I

i:,ttini, r ,i \\- *i,,n, ,,f uint and royal
K'-r/llll. Illlirj. Ki-h. 27, H. I I.

baluster-Shaft (lial'us-ter-shaft), n. A form
of pillar occiii-riii!.' in so-called Anirlo-Savon

architecture, and
in work influenced

by it as lat.

twelftli century.
It serves espe. ialh a-

a separation of win-

dow-ifghU and other
..pennies, ami iMiameil
I'runi its niile i, -,in

blanre in shape l.i a

lialn.-terof thee.,ii\,n
tii.nal t\ pe.

baluster-stem

bamboo-brier
tinnativr ; i, ttiat tluTont'tii^ioii iHaparticnlarnmrnmtiv. ;

an.l i'. thiit tin: roncliiiiinn of iKiriinru has in the rc-.hi. ti..n

to In.- o.livrrtfl IM-I- ar. i.l. n~ I" -ivi- tin: o.inc-ln^ioll of

bainalif. '!'bi in.i"'l \iax originally 'all.'.l A-i,,.//, -

Petrns llis|>ami~. linuli-h l.iui.'ian- m.irc: n>nini<inly call

the llHHt'l >l>-<II/Ul,tftj' ill onllT t'l inak'- 111.- ll.-\alll.-Irt

I'.i ,un:tiit !i )i p.' fr.-sison.

"
. , f

e
i T a

goblet, chalice', or
otlii-r similar vessel when of the bulging shape
characteristic of a baluster.

balustrade (bal-us-trad'j, M. [<F. Imliistraitc, <

It. balamtrata (= Sp. Pg. biiliinxtriiiln I. a bains-

trade, prop. adj. fern., furnished with balusters,
< balaitiitro, a baluster.] In iirch., strictly, a
barrier or railing consisting of a horizontal

.

bamalipton (bam-a-li|i'ton), . [An artificial

term.] A mood of syllogism, differing from
baralipton only in having !! names of tin- ma-
jor and minor pri.ini~. -> Iransposeil. 'I'll.- uani.
wallnvrliteil by Ji.il...- Ti nti". .l.-i ..( l.i-. iia.'li a I. ail,, i ,,i

l.ulh. i, li.i .In-.l in I.M'.i.

bambara(liam'lia-rii), . (An artilicial term.]
A mood of syllogism, differing from bavbara

only in having the names of the major and
minor premises transposed. The name was in-

vi-nted by .lodoe Trutfeder. Sfe Imiiiiil^iliiii.

bambino (bam-lie'nc"i). n. ; pi. bambini (-no).

[It., a child, dim. of IHIHI/HI. c-hildish, simple;
cf. bimbo, a child, Sp. buiiibnrriii, a child, a
foolish man, Austrian bums, child. 1'roli. c,l

imitative origin, and so far related to (!i.

.. diatti-r with the teeth, also stamm. -i ;

M,'i/r, In it in'/.i-*itv, .1ii/i : iii'/i~in', stammer.
Cf. babble.] A child or baby; specifically, u

figure of the Child Jesus. It is ,-iiminnly repn--
-' Ml. 'I a~ in tllr InaliL' I a!

Balusters.

A, from church of Santa Trinita del Monte, Rome; B, from pulpit-
stairs, Duomo of Siena ; C (bronze), from Casa de Pilatos, Seville.

forms, but typically strongly swelled outward
at some point between the base and the top or

capital, and commonly vase- or urn-shaped,
used in series to support the rail of a railing or
balustrade. The baluster, asdistingulshed from a small
column serving the same purpose, originated in the archl-
tertnre nf the Renaissance. Now often called banister.

2. In iirch., the lateral part of the volute of the
Ionic capital. Also bolster.

balustered (bal'us-terd), a. [< baluster + -erf2.]
Furnished with balusters.

Balustrade. From the Villa d'Este, Tivoli. Italy.

member resting on a series of balusters ; but.

commonly, an ornamental railing or pierced
parapet of any kind, whether serving as a bar-
rier or merely as a decorative feature, and
whether composed of balusters or not.

Rrnad-based flights of marble stairs
Ran up with golden balustrade.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

balustraded (bal-us-tra'ded), a. [< balustrade
+ -erf2.] Furnished with a balustrade or bal-

ustrades.
I like the balunlradeil terraces, the sun-proof laurel

walks, the vases and statues.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 321.

balustrading (bal-us-tra'ding), n. [< balus-

trade + -ing':'] A balustrade or balustrades;
balustrade-work.
The upper [floor] was terraced and defended by strong

l*duxti-adiny. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 92.

balysaur, n. See balisaur.

balza, . See balsa.

balzant, n. [F., < It. balzano, white-footed,
white-spotted, = OF. bausan, bansant : see bau-

nond, fcawsoM.] A horse having four white feet.

balzarine (bal-za-ren'), n. [Origin obscure.]
A light mixed fabric of cotton and wool for

women's dresses, commonly used for summer
gowns before the introduction of barege.
bam (bam), r. ; pret. and pp. bammed, ppr.
bamming. [A slang word, formerly also bamb,
either an abbr., or the source of the first syl-

lable, of bamboozle, q. v.] I. trans. To bam-
boozle

;
cheat

;
hoax

;
wheedle. [Slang.]

Tills is some conspiracy, I suppose, to bam, to chouse
me out of my money. Foote.

H. intrans. To practise hoaxing or imposi-
tion. [Slang.]
bam (bam), . [< bam, r.] A cheat; a hoax;
an imposition. [Slang. ]

It was all a 6ai, madam, a scene we thought proper to
act

. A. Murphy.
To relieve the tedium he kept plying them with all

manner of bam*. J. H't/non.

bamalip (bam'a-lip), . [An artificial term.]
In logic, a mnemonic word denoting a mood of
the fourth figure, containing syllogisms with
universal affirmative premises and a particular
affirmative conclusion : as, All greyhounds are

dogs ; but all dogs are quadrupeds ; therefore,
some quadrupeds are greyhounds. of the
seven letters composing the word are significant. /.' shows
that the mood is to be rednced to barbara (which see) : o,
that the major premise is a universal affirmative ; in. that
the premises are to In- transposed in reducing it to the
first figure ; a, that the minor premise is a universal at-

II. u n i .nn .. Church of Ara c . , li

Rome.

n, an, I

in many Kuinun talli.,li<

i Imirhe.s tin , >ii-lu, ut the
world from Christmas to

Epiphany, the effect beiiiK
often heightened by figures
of angels, of the shepherds,
of the Magi, etc. Tlie whole
togetlier is commonly call-

ed in English the crib. As
a subject of popular devo-

tion, it owes its origin to
St. Francis of Assist in the

early part of the thirteenth

century. The famous bam-
bino in the church of Ara
Cu-li at Rome is of olive-

wood, and was made in Pal-

estine by a Franciscan lay
brother some time l>ef<ne

the seventeenth century:
it is in repute for minu-u-
lons healing, and ha.s 1.. en

richly decorated by the
faithful. In the tine arts
this subject has been often

treated, notably in the

glazed terra-cotta reliefs of
l.ii.-a della Robbia.

bambocciade (bam-boch-i-ad'), [Also bam-
bocciate, and bainbofciatn (after It.); < F. bitm-

bocliade, < It. bambocciaiit, grotesque painting,
caricature, < bamboccio, a little child, puppet,
simpleton (like bambino, a dim. of bambo, child-

ish, simple : see bambino) ; said to have been a
nickname given to Pieter van Laer (17th cen-

tury), a painter of such scenes.] In painting,
a grotesque scene from common life, as rustic

games, a village festival, rollicking peasants
drinking and smoking, and kindred

subjects.
Tenters is the great master of this style, and in British art
Wilkie is probably its best representative.

bamboo (bam-bo'), n. [Also bambti, and for-

merly also bambou, btimboir, bambo, and (after
D.) bamboHse, bambua; = D. bamboes= G. Dan.
bambus = Sw. bambit = Pol. Bohem. bambits =
Russ. bambnkii = F. bambou = Sp. bambit = Pg.
bambti (first recorded as manibu) = It. bambii

(ML. bambiisa) ;
from the native E. Ind. name,

MalayandJav. banibn, Cunaresebanbuorbantcu.
The orig. language is uncertain.] 1. (a) The
common name of the arborescent grasses be-

longing to the genus Bambiisa (which see) and
its allies. (6) In tho West Indies, a tall climb-

ing grass of the genus Paiiiciim, P. dirarica-
ttim. (c) In Queensland, a coarse grass, Stipa
micrantha. 2. A stick or cane from the stem
of the bamboo. 3. In potter;/, a name given to
a cane-colored biscuit made by Wedgwood.
4. An Eastern measure of length, equal in

Pondieherry to 3} meters. 5. In Sumatra, a
measure of capacity : in Bencoolen, eq^ual

to the
United States (Winchester) gallon ;

in Achin.
to 5 pints Bamboo books, a collection of ancient
Chinese writings, chiefly historical, said to have been dis-

covered in the tomb of a prince of Wei, A. D. 279. The
writings were engraved on slips of bamboo, as was cus-

tomary in China before the invention of
paper. Sacred

bamboo, the Xanditia domfxtica, a handsome evergreen
IjtTberidaceons shrub, bearing red berries, and extensively
cultivated in China and Japan. It is chiefly used for dec-
oration.

bamboo (bam-b8'), r. /. [< bamboo, n.] To
beat with a bamboo ; punish by flogging with
a smooth lath of bamboo ; bastinado.
bamboo-brier (bam-bo'bri'fer), n. The green-
brier of the United States, Smilax rotunaifolia,
a tall thorny climber.



bamboo-partridge

bamboo-partridge (bam-b5'par"trij), n. A
member of the genus Vamlmsicola.

bambOO-rat (bam-bo'rat), . A species
of ro-

dent animal of the size of a rabbit, belonging
to the genus Khison/ytt, found in Malacca.

bamboozle (bam-bo'xl), r.; pret. and pp. bum-

booked, ppr. bamboozling. [Mentioned by Swift

in 1710 among
" certainwords invented by some

pretty fellows, snchasbantcr, bamboozle, country

nut . . some of which are now struggling for

the vogue" (Tatler, No. 230); appar. a slang

word, of no definite origin, connected with

(prob. abbreviated to) bamb, bam, which ap-

pears a little later: see bam. Cf. Sc. bombasc,

bumbazc, confuse, stupefy, based, based, basit,

confused, stupid.] I. trans. 1. To hoax; de-

ceive
;
trick ; impose upon.

All the people upon earth, excepting these two or three

worthy "entlemen, are imposed upon, cheated, bubbled,

abused, bamboozled! Addison, Drummer, i. 1.

Americans are neither to be dragooned nor bamboozled

out of their liberty. Franklin, Life, p. 514.

436

It's supposed by this trick

He bamboozled Old Nick.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 203.

2. To perplex ; mystify.

banana

the verb: see Sow1
, v., and of. banish.] 1. In

feudal times: (a) A public proclamation or

edict; especially, a proclamation summoning
to arms, (fe) The array or body so summoned.
See arriere-ban, 2.

The ban was sometimes convoked, that is, the possessors
of the fiefs were called upon for military services in sub-

sequent ages. Haitian, Middle Ages, ii. 2.

(c) A proclamation made at the head of a body
of troops, or in the cantonments of an army, by
beat of drum or sound of trumpet, to announce
the appointment of an officer or the punishment
of a soldier, to enforce discipline, etc. in mod-
ern times these proclamations are published in the writ-

ten orders of the day.

2. A proclamation or notice given in a church

of an intended marriage : generally used in the

plural, bans, usually spelled banns (which see).

3. An edict of interdiction; a sentence of

outlawry. Thus, to put a prince under the ban of the

empire was to divest him of his dignities, and to interdict

all intercourse and all offices of humanity with the offend-

er. Sometimes whole cities have been put under the ban,

that is, deprived of their rights and
privileges_.

4. Interdiction; authoritative prohibition. 5.

A formal ecclesiastical denunciation; curse;

excommunication; anathema. 6. A maledic-

tion; expression of execration
;
curse.

Her fyrie eyes with furious sparkes did stare,

And with blasphemous tonnes high God in peeces tare.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vii. 39.

Clump of Giant Bamboo (Dendrocalamus gigantens

soides, which produces an edible, fleshy, pear-shaped fruit

from 3 to 5 inches long. The same species, as also some
.. r r . ,

_ . others, yields the tabasheer (which see), a secretion in the

II intrans. To use trickery; practise cheating, joints, mainly silicious, which is used as a medicine.

bamboozler (bam-bo'zler), n. One who bam- Bambusicdla (bam-bu-sik'o-la), n. [NL., <

boozles
;
a cheat

;
one who plays tricks upon bambusa, bamboo, + L. colere, inhabit.] A ge- ,.. ,

. . .,

another. nus of gallinaceous birds of Asia, the bamboo- 7 A pecuniary mulct or penalty laid upon a
There are a set of fellows they call banterers and bam- partridges. B. thoracica is a Chinese species ; deimquent for offending against a ban. 8. A

boozlers, that play such tricks ]B. sonorivox is found in Formosa. mulct paid to the bishop, in addition to other
Arbuthnot, John Bull (1765), p. 58. bambusicoline (bam-bu-sik'o-lm), a. [< NL. . ,_ !it _

bambosh (bam'bosh), . [< bam + bosh, prob. bambuxifulinus, < bambusa, bamboo, + L. colere,

with ref. to bamboozle.'] Humbug. [Slang.] inhabit: see -ine1.] Inhabiting cane-brakes;

N. E. D. living in bamboo-grass: said of sundry animals,

bamboula (bam-bo'la), . [Creole P., < F. as certain partridges, rats, etc.

bambou, bamboo.] 1. A small drum consist- bamia (ba'mi-a), n. A fish of the family Silu-

ing of a section of bamboo covered at one end
rida', taken in'the Red Sea. In a dried state

with sheepskin, formerly in use among slaves jt is much used as food by sailors,

in Louisiana. 2. A dance performed to the bamlite (bam'lit), n. [< Bamle + -ite1 .] A va-

accompaniment of such a drum. riety of fibrolite from Bamle, Norway.

penalties, for certain crimes connected with sa-

,
'

, . cred things, chiefly sacrilege and perjury.
Inhabiting cane-brakes ; b 2 f n. [Croatian ban = Bulg. Serv. bar,,
,. nnM f\f QllTlHl\7 QTlllYinlM w*** \ ""/! L c -. .'

Hung, ban, < Pers. ban, a lord, master.] A
title formerly given to the military chiefs who

guarded the southern marches of Hungary (the

Banat), but now only to the governor of Croatia

and Slavonia, who is appointed by the emperor
of Austria as king of Hungary, and is respon-
sible to the landtag of Croatia and Slavonia.

'Bambusa (bam-bu'sa), . [NL., th"!?11 D - ban1
(ban), v.

; pret..and pp. banned, ppr. banning.
fe

3 b }

,& banana^ A fine sort of
c., < E. Ind. bambu: see

f
< ME. bannen, < AS.bannan, bonnan, summon, ^.^ JJ*^ ^^ agt j,^ from the leaf.bamboes, G. bambus, etc.

, L . ,
.

bamboo.'] A genus of arborescent grasses, of m Comp. dbannan, summon, gebannan, summon
the tribe -Bamfeitsere (which see), of about 25 well- command, proclaim, = OFries. banna, bonna,

known species, command, proclaim, = OD. bannen, prohibit,
natives of south- moci. j). banish, exile, exorcise, trump, = OHG.
ern and eastern bannan, MHG. G. bannen, banish, expel, exor-

stalk fibers of the banana.
banal1

(ban'al), a. [Formerly also bannal, <

F. bannal (Cbtgrave), now banal = Pr. banal,
< ML. bannalis, pertaining to compulsory feu-
* '

service : applied especially to mills, wells,
in common by people of theAsia, one species cigei = loel. banna, forbid, curse, refl. swear, = t

'

CUI1U11U11 UJ , ^^ _ ^
only being cos- Sw . 6<mno> reprOve, chide, refl. curse, swear, = lower

'

clas^es upon the command of a feudal

rpec^thTcom^ ^^^^a^ttS2e' superior ;hence,
P
common, commonplace; <&,,-

bamboo J) mil- recorded), orig. appar. proclaim o ice, num command proclamation: see ban^, .]

alty,' prob. akin to L. fan, say, speak (> ult.
nowhere

as iudige-

i, Bamboo (Bambusa vttlgaris), show-

ing its mode of growth ; 2, flowers, leaves,
and stem on a larger scale.

yons,
known
notiSj

but is natural-

ized in many places,
and is cultivated

extensively in the
old world, the West
Indies, and South
America, Some of

the species are spi-
nose at the joints,
others are climbers.
The steins attain a

height of 20, 50, or

even 120 feet, with
a diameter, in the

larger species, of

from 4 to 8 inches.
The uses that are
made of the stems
and leaves of the
various species of
bamboo in the East

1. Subject to manorial rights; used in com-

i,
a banal mill or oven. See banal-

Common; commonplace; hackneyed;

BilllltJ. l Mf ,iii. vciw i/i*'t'-t'' t/j o.ijjjjjui-Mj t4.*j j.-v/ nnyinty no*< \ti. u.,

claim, banish, is formally from the noun: see banal2 (ban'al), a. [< 6ai2 + -al.~\

banish. The sense of 'curse 'is appar. due to
taining to a ban, or provincial gc

Scand.use.] I. trans. If. To summon; call out. the royal banal court at Agram. See 6n2
.

- ,. m . , ,, 100 iimcii 01 what [England] gives us from her painters
make appear, show, shine, bkt. -/ ona, appear, of modern llfe i9 familiar, tawdry, banal.

shine. The ML. verb bannire, summon, pro- Fortnightly Rev. (N. S.), XXXIII. 76.

] Of or per-

governor: as,

iyal banal court at Agram. See ban2 .

banality (ba-nal'i-ti), n.
; pi. banalities (-tiz).

[< F. banalM, < banal: see banal1 .'] 1. In old

French and French-Canadian law, the right by
which a lord compelled his vassals to grind at

his mill, bake at his oven, etc. : applied also to

the regions within which this right was exer-

He . . . bannede his cnihtes. Layamon, I. 324.

Pharaon bannede vt his here. Gen. and Ex., L 3213.

2. To anathematize; pronounce an ecclesias-

tical curse upon; place under a ban.

It is hard to admire the man [Henry VIII.] who was

burning and bannin/f Lutherans at home, while he was

trying to ally himself with them abroad. cised. 2. The state of being banal, trite, or
K. w.Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., iii.

gt^le; commonplaceness ; triviality. 3. Any-
Indies and eastern

Asia are innumerable. Houses and their furniture, the

musts, sails, and rigging of ships, rafts, bridges, fences,

carts, palanquins, water-pipes, cordage, paper, boxes, bas-

kets, mats, pipe-stems, and in fact nearly all articles of or-

dinary use, are made entirely or in part from this material.

The seeds and young shoots are used as food, and the leaves

furnish fodder for cattle.

bambusaceous (bam-bu-sa'shius), a. [< Bam-
busa + -aceous.] Resembling the bamboo ;

be-

longing to the gramineous tribe Bambusece.

BambuseaB (bam-bu' se-e), n.pl. [NL.,< Bambu-
sa + -con.'] A tribe of grasses, of great economic

importance, including nearly 200 species in

about 20 genera, of which Bambusa (which see)

may be considered the type. They are mostly con-
fined to the warmer regions of the globe, though some are ban1

(ban), n. [< Mt. ban, banne, bane; partly
there foundatanaltitudeoffromlo,oootol6,000feetabove identical with iban, < AS. gebann, proclamation,
the sea. They are gregarious in habit, and have woody,
tall, and often arborescent stems, hollow between the

joints, the taller species reaching an extreme height of 120

feet, with a diameter of 6 or 8 inches. Most of the species
flower but rarely, but the flowering of any species, when
it occurs, is usually general, and the consequent harvest

3. To curse
;
execrate.

Here upon my knees, striking the earth,
I ban their souls to everlasting pains.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, i. 2.

He cursed and bamied the Christians. Knolles.

4. To prohibit; interdict; proscribe.
The religion of the immense majority . . . was banned

and proscribed.
Leclcy, Rationalism (1878), II. 41. (&. E. D.)

Working his best with beads and cross to ban
The enemy that comes in like a flood.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 46.

II. intrans. To curse ;
utter curses or male-

dictions.

And curst, and band, and blasphemies forth threw.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 12.

decree, = (without prefix) OS. ban = OFries.

ban, ban = OD. ban = OHG. MHG. ban, bann,
G. bann, proclamation (of command or prohibi-

tion), = Icel. bann = Sw. bann = Dan. ban, band,

of seed has at time? prevented famine in India. The prohibition interdict, excommunication; and
bamboos of tropical America belong to several genera partly (in the form ban, bane) <, O* . ban = i*r.

(chiefly Arthnstylidium, Chusqiiea, and Guadua), some Jan= Sp. Pg. It. bando, < ML. bannum, bannus,
species attaining nearly the size of those of the old world, also 0(mdum, proclamation, summons, edict,
the genus Guadua scarcely differing from Bambusa. Sev- . , .

7

nr.; f,\.mf.t *i-^rtiiiv,inof^
eral of the Indian genera are berfy-bearing, the species proscription, banishment, excommunication,
most remarkable in this respect being Melocanna bambtt- etc., from the Teut. (OHG.) form, which IS from

thing common, trite, or trivial
;
a commonplace.

He has a good sense that enables him to see through
the banalities of English political life and to shrink from

involving his own existence in such littleness.

Lanier, The English Novel, p. 253.

banana (ba-nan'a), n. [Also formerly banana

(tree) ;
= F. banane, < Sp. Pg. banana, the fruit

of the banana-tree, Sp. banana (Pg. bananeira,
F. bananier), the tree itself ; cited in the 16th

century as the

native name in

Guinea, but the

plant is prob-
ably a native
of the East In-

dies.] An endo-

genous plant of

the genus Mu-
sa, M. sapien-

tum, now culti-

vated for its fruit

everywhere in

the tropics. The
stem - like trunk,
formed of the com-
pact sheathing leaf-

stalks, grows to a
Banana (Kfusa sapienttmt). height usually of 8



banana
or 10 feet, bearing its oblong fruit in a dense cluster 2 or 3
feet long and sometimes weighing 70 or 80 pounds. The
fruit is soft, sweetish, not highly flavored, ami without
seeds. It is eaten either raw or rooked. Several varieties

are cultivated, differing in size, color, and tliivor. Ml. r

fruiting the stem decays, or is cut down, and new shoots

spring from the root and produce a new crop in a few
months. The llher of the stem and leaves is of little value.

The plantain, M. f>afit<liKiitca, is probably only a vanity
of the same speeics. See M//*rt and ///</////////. Banana
essence, an artillcial fruit-essence used for flavoring jel-

lies, ices, and confectionery. It is a mi xlmv of amyl
acetate and liulyrie ether. -Mexican banana, a iiiLiii.

sometimes given to a species of tuewt, 1'. li<i<-rata, of

northern Mexico and the adjacent I'nited Stales, which
hears a lame, juicy, edible fruit.

banana-bird (ba-imu'ii-berd), H. A name given
by early writers to several West Indian and

tropical Ainenciin species of the large genus
Icterutt, which contains Ihe American orioles or

hangnests, more or less nearly related to the

Baltimore bird, Ictemn i/itllnilit. Thus, under this

name, Edwards describes a species, afterward the A'a/i-

llnn'm'* a" -i " ->///".* of llrisson (17W), and the Orivlu* ba-

/iidiniif I.iinueus(17oB). The Irtrriixli ''/trri/xot Jamaica
is also one of the species \vhich have home the name.
One section of the genus Isti'i-u* has liccn nani.,1 /,'(////////

voniK from the implied habit (of banana-eating) of the
birds composing it; the type of this is the common or-

chard-oriole of the I'nited States, Icterux spurius.

banana-eater (ba-nau'a-e"ter), n. A plantain-
eater; a bird of the genus Muitn/iliai/it.

banana-quit (ba-uan'a-kwit), n. A name of the
black and yellow honey-creeper, Certhioln Jl<i-

reolti, and other species of birds of the same

genus.
bananist (ba-uau'ist), . [< banana + -igt.']

A banana-bird: a name given to various birds

besides those of the genus Icterus, as, for ex-

ample, to Certhiola bananivom of San Domingo.
bananivorous (ban-a-niv'o-rus), a. [< banana
+ L. vnrare, eat.] Feeding upon bananas.

banat, banate (ban'at, -at), n. [Also bannat;
< ban- + -at, -ate3

.'] 1. In Hungary, a border

province ruled by a ban ; the territory or juris-
diction of a ban

; specifically, the Temesvar
banat in southeastern Hungary, distinctively
called the Bauat, formally reunited to Hungary
in 1860. 2. The office of a ban.
banatite (ban'a-tit), w, [< Banat + -ite*.] A
name given by Von Cotta to a variety of dio-

rite occurring in the Banat, Hungary.
banausic (ba-na'sik). a. [< Gr. flavavoiK6f, of

or for mechanics, < fiavavaia, the practice of a
mechanical art, the habits of a mechanic, <

ftavavaoc,, mechanical, < fiavvof, a furnace, forge.]

Merely mechanical
;
characteristic of mechan-

ics or a mechanic. [Rare.]

By this term [Americanisms) he [Du Bois-Reymond|
designates materialistic and banausic tendencies in gen-
eral, which are more specifically expressed in making
money-getting the prime object of life, in love of display,
and in public and private corruption.

ft S. Hall, German Culture, p. 149.

bane (bangk), . [< AF. and F. bane (ML. ban-

cus), bench : see bank1
."] In law, a seat or bench

of justice A court In bane, a court in which the full

bench of judges is present : as, before the court in bane.

A sitting In bane, a session of court held by all the judges
or by a quorum of them. Days in bane. See day*.

bancal 1
(bang'kal), . [F., prop, adj., bandy-

legged.] A saber more curved than usual, as
if in imitation of the simitar

; specifically, the
saber of this form worn by officers of the first

French republic and empire, during 1792-1810.

bancal2 (bang'kal), n. [E. Ind.] A weight
equal to about 1 pound, used in India.

banco (bang'ko), n. [It., a bank, bench, coun-

ter, < ML. bancus: see fcanfr1 .] In com., the

money in which the banks of some countries

keep or kept their accounts, in contradistinction
to tie current money of the place. The distinc-
tion was more necessary when the currency consisted, as
it often did, of clipped, worn, and foreign coins. Banco
mark. See mark banco, under inark.

band1 (band), . [< ME. band, bande, also

bond, bonde ( > mod. E. bond, the same word,
now partly discriminated in use), < AS. "band
= OS. &and= OFries. band=D. band= OHG.
MHG. bant, G. band = Icel. Sw. band = Dan.
baand, a band, a tie, a neut. noun (in D. and G.
also masc.), developing in later use a great
variety of particular senses, and merged in ME.
with the synonymous bend, bende, batnde, < AS.
bend, rarely bcend, in mod. E. prop, bend, and
with the slightly different bande, E. band2

,
a

strip, hoop, etc., derived through the F. from
the same ult. source, namely, Teut. (AS., etc.)
bindan (pret. band), E. bind: see bind, bendl,
bind'*, bend3

,
and cf. bond1

, band%, band3.'] 1.

Anything which binds the person or the limbs,
and serves to restrain or to deprive of liberty ;

a shackle, manacle, or fetter: usually in the

plural.
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And I'haraoh-ncebob put him in band* at Kihlah.

i Ki. xxiii. .'.

And suddenly then- was a nival earthquake, so that the

foundations of the prison were shaken : and iiumcdiateU
all tile doors were opened, and every one's Ixitnlx \veiv

loosed. Acts ivi. 26.

Did. In chains of adamant .'

J/rtm. Yes, the strongest hiuti!*.

/;. ./</,*/<//, Alchemist, iv. 1.

2. That by which loose things of the same or a
similar kind are bound together, spc, ilk-ally ()
The' tic of straw used in biinlinu sheaves of wheat or other
grain. (') 111 '/<>/t///m//'/e/, one of tin; conls, tapes, or

strips of parchment which hold together the several sec-

tions of the sewed book. The thread is drawn from with-
in each section around or over the bands.

3. That which connects; a connecting piece,
or means of connection; that which connect-
or unites the several parts of a complex thing.
The body, by joints and '/////./. . . . knit together, in

creaseth with the increase of God. Col. ii. In.

He [hope] Is a flatterer,
A parasite, a keeper-back of death,
Who gently would dissolve the bandg of life.

Xlnill.. Itich. II., il. 2.

Specifically (at) In loyic, the copula. [Kare.]

A simple Axiome is that, the batitl whereof is a Verbe.
'/'. Xi*?ncer (1628), Logick, p. Kill. (.V. E. D.)

(h) The metallic sleeve which binds the barrel and stock
of a musket together. (<) One of two pieces of iron fas-

tened to tin- liws of a saddle to keep them in place. (</)

A leaden came. See came'*. (H) A hyphen.
4. A binding or uniting power or influence : as,
a band of union. [Now usually 6orf.]

I drew them with cords of a man, with bandt of love.
Hos. xi. 4.

Land of my sires ! what mortal hand
Can e'er untie the filial band
That knits me to thy rugged strand?

Scott, L. of L. M., vL 2.

5. An obligation imposing reciprocal, legal, or

moral duties: as, the nuptial bands. [Now
usually bond."]

Here's eight that must take hands,
To join in Hymen's bands.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 4.

6f. A binding promise or agreement; a bond
or security given.

Adr. Tell me, waa he arrested on a land!
Dro. S. Not on a band, but on a stronger thing.

Shak., C. of E., iv. 2.

You know my debts are many more than means,
My bands not taken in, my friends at home
Drawn dry with these expenses.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, I. 1.

7t. A surety; a bondsman.
Since faith could get no credit at his hand,
I sent him word to come and sue my band.

Churchyard, Challenge (ed. 1778), p. 152.

8t. A covenant or league. [Scotch.] - False
bands, in bookbindint/, strips of leather or strands of

twisted cord, pasted across the Inner side of the backs of

books, and afterward molded in high relief to give the

appearance of bands of unusual thickness or strength.
Raised bands, in bookbinding, strips of leather or braided
cord of unusual thickness, fastened on the outside of the
sewed sheets of a hook-back, making a noticeable projec-
tion on the back, and intended to give increased strength
to sewing.

band'2 (band), n. [< ME. bande, < OF. bande,
earlier bcnde, mod. F. bande = Pr. benda = Sp.

banda, renda = Pg. banda = It. banda and
benda, dial, binda, a band, strip, side, etc.,
in various particular senses, < OHG. bindn,

binta, MHG. G. binde, i., a band, fillet, tie,

cravat (cf. D. bind, neut., a crossbeam, joint,
= Dan. bind, neut., a band, tie, etc.), < OHG.
bintan, MHG. G. binden, etc., = AS. bindan, E.
bind. The word is thus ult. cognate with
feawrfl and with bend1

,
with which it has been

mixed, but it differs in its orig. formation : see

band1
,
bend1

,
and the doublet bend?."] 1. A

flat strip of any material, but especially of a

flexible material, used to bind round anything ;

a fillet: as, a rubber band ; a band around the
head ; a hat-band.

A single band of gold about her hair.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

2. Anything resembling a band in form or func-

tion, (a) A bandage ; specifically, a swaddling-band.

Henry the Sixth, in infant bands crown'd king
Of France and England. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

(6) A border or strip on an article of dress serving to

strengthen it or to confine it, as at the waist, neck, or

wrist: as, a waist/"'//-/; a wristband; a neck-franrf. (r)

\(int. : (I) A strip of canvas sewed across a sail to

strengthen it. (2) An Iron hoop round a spar, (d) In

inach., a belt, cord, or chain for transmitting power. Such
hands generally pass over two pulleys, wheels, or drums,
communicating motion from one to the other, (e) In
arch. : (1) Any flat member or molding, broad but of small

projection : also called fascia, face, or plinth. (2) A tab-

let or string-course carried around a tower or other part
of a building. (/) In decorative art, a horizontal strip of

decoration separated from the general wall-surface by
parallel lines. (17) A more or less broad space crossing a

surface, and distinguished from it by difference of color

or aspect : as, absorption-bamfo in the spectrum. (A) In

zotil., a transverse stripe of any color. Also called faxia.

band

3. The form of collar commonly worn by men
and women in the seventeenth century in u c---l

ern Europe. It was originally starched and fixed in a

half-erect jiosition, nearly like- the mlf. which it Miper
seded, and was often of lace and of immense si/e. After-
ward It was turned down uver the shoulders, and called a

falliii<f-l"in'f.
This band

Shews not my neck enough.
/;. .Idiixiiit, Volume, ill. 2.

K i-Mii;.' your finger that hath the ruby, or pla> inu with
Home string of your ////////. li. ./<-// */,,/, i '\ ntliia'n Hcvels, II. 1.

The next that mounted the St. ILCC ai an I'uder-i 'in/en

of the liath, a IVrs-.n remarkable am->ti^ the inferior |Vo-

l>le of that Place for his great Wisdom and his Broad
/;:<, i 6M, in liohson. p. i.-.-j.

4. The linen ornament worn about the neck,
with the ends hanging down in front, by certain

Protestant clergymen, it was prescribed by (juccn
l.li/abcth as a part of the even day dress of Anglican
e t 'rlesia-li, s. |Now only ill the plural.)

5. In mining, a layer of rock interstratified with
the coal; sometimes, as in Cumberland, Eng-
land, the coal itself. Band of rock, a phrase some
times used for bed of rock. Sei W./.* //////./. Gastroparle-
tal baud, hypopnaryngeal band, illoparietal band,
illotiblal band, etc. See the adjectives.

band-* (band), H. [Early mod. E. also brml, <

late ME. bande, also bende, < OF. and F. bumli
= Pr. Sp. It. banda (ML. bandum, bandm ; so
G. bande, D. bande, now bende, Dan. bande, Sw.
Iin mi, after Rom.), a band or company, < OHG.
bant, OS. OFries., etc., band, a band or tie,

the sense of '

company
'

being developed first

in Rom. : see bantl*, band2
,
and cf . the doublet

bend3 ."] 1. A company of persons, especially
a body of armed men ; a company of soldiers,
or of persons united for any purpose.

We few, we happy few, we band of brothers.

Shak., Hen. V., Iv. 8.

My lord of Somerset, unite
Your troops of horsemen with his /<////- of foot.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., Iv. 1.

Originally there were usuallyin each considerable society
[of Methodists) four bands, the members of which were
collected from the various society classes one band
composed of married and another of unmarried men, one
of married and another of unmarried women. All the
members of society, however, were not of necessity mem-
bers of bands. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 188.

Did not Sefior Felipe tell you that he had positively en-

gaged the same baml of shearers we had last autumn,
Alessandro's band from Temecula ?

Mrg. II. Jackson, Ramona, L

2. In music, a company of musicians playing
various instruments in combination, in the
manner of an orchestra: most frequently ap-

plied to a company of musicians playing such
instruments as may be used in marching. 3.
A collection of animals of any kind, as a drove
of cattle or horses, or a flock of sheep. [West-
ern U. S.]

In California every collection of animals of any sort is

called a band. A herd of cattle, a flock of sheep, a party
of Indians anything and everything that walks when
seen in numbers is known as a band, and it is regarded as
a sure sign of being a ' ' tenderfoot

"
to use any other tenn.

if. K. Evening Post (letter), Dec., 188.

Knights of the band. See knir/ht. Military band,
a body of musicians enlisted and attached to a regiment
or military post.

band3 (band), v. [< band3
, n.~] I. trans. To

unite in a troop, company, or confederacy:
generally reflexive.

They band themselves with the prevalent things of this
world to overrun the weak things which Christ hath made
choice to work by. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

Among the sons of mom, what multitudes
Were banded to oppose his high decree.

Milton, P.L..V. 717.

//"//// them into pueblos ; make them work ; and, above
all, keep peace with the whites.

Xri. II. Jackson, Ramona, v.

II. intrans. To unite; associate; confederate
for some common purpose.

With them great Ashur also bands,
And doth confirm the knot.

Milton, Ps. Ixxxili. 29.

The great lords

Banded, and so brake out in open war.

Tennyson, Coming of Arthur.

The weak will band against her when she becomes too

strong. R. H. Stoddard, Guests of State.

band4 (band), n. [Local E., perhaps a particu-
lar use of band2, a strip, or possibly of early
mod. E. bande, < ME. bande, var. of bonde, a

bound, limit: see /////////.] A ridge of a hill:

commonly applied in the English lake district

to a long ridge-like hill of minor height, or to

a long narrow sloping offshoot from a higher
hill or mountain. If. E. D.
bandB

t. An obsolete or Scotch preterit of bind.

bandt (band), v. t. [Same as Mml, after ML.
and It. bandire, a form of ML. bannire, banish,



band

ban: see ban 1
,
banish. Otherwise taken, in the

passage quoted, as IxiniF, for bandy1
.] To

interdict; banish.

Swecte. love such lewdnes bands from hisfaireconipaiiee.

Spenser, F. Q., III. ii. 41.

band7
t,

" Same as bandy1 .

band8 (band), n. [Native name.] A weight
equal to about 2 ounces troy, in use in western
Africa for weighing gold-dust. Simuioiuk.

bandage (bau'daj), n. [< F. bandage, < baitde,

a band, strip: see band2 and -age.] 1. A
strip, band, or swathe of cotton cloth, or other
soft woven material, used in dressing and bind-

ing up wounds, stopping hemorrhages, joining
fractured and dislocated bones, etc. 2. A
band or ligature in general ;

that which is bound
over something else.

Zeal tno had a place among the rest, with a bandage
over her eyes. Addison.

3. In arch., an iron ring or a chain bound
around the springing of a dome, the circum-
ference of a tower, or some similar part of a

building, to tie it together.

bandage (ban'daj), v. t.
; pret. and pp. ban-

daged, ppr. bandaging. [< bandage, n.] To
bind up or dress, as a wound, a fractured limb,
etc., with a roller or bandage; cover with a

bandage for the purpose of binding or con-

cealing: as, to bandage the eyes.

bandager (ban'daj-er), w. One who bandages
or binds up wounds, etc.

bandagist (ban'daj-ist), n. [< F. bandagiste, <

bandage: see bandage and -int.] A maker of

bandages, especially for hernia.

bandal, . See bandle2 .

bandala (ban-da'la), n. [Native name.] The
strong outer fiber of the abaca or Mtisa textilis

of Manila, made into cordage, especially into
the well-known Manila white rope.

bandalore, bandelore (ban'da-lor, -de-lor), n.

[Origin obscure. Cf. bandore 1
.] 1. A kind of

toy very much used at the beginning of the

present century. See quiz. 2. Same as ban-
dore1

.

bandana, bandanna (ban-dan'a), n. [First in
form bandanna, later bandanna, prob. through
Pg., < Hind, bdndhnu, "a mode of dyeing in
which the cloth is tied in different places to

prevent the parts from receiving the dye"
(Shakspear, Hind. Diet.), < bandit, or preferably
bandh, a cord, ligature, tie, band, ult. = E.
band1

.] 1. A large handkerchief, dyed blue,
yellow, or red, with small spots left white,
where the stuff has been pressed to prevent
it from receiving the dye. 2. A style of

calico-printing in imitation of bandana hand-
kerchiefs, white spots being produced on a
red or dark-colored ground by discharging the
color.

band-axis (band
' ak *

sis), n. Same as axis-

ci/Under.
band-bird (band'berd), H. A name of the
African collared finch, Amadina fasciata.
bandbox (band'boks), n. A light box made
of pasteboard or thin flexible pieces of wood
and paper, for holding caps, bonnets, or other

light articles of attire : so called because origi-
nally made to contain the starched bands com-
monly worn in the seventeenth century. See
band*, 3.

She deposited by her side a capacious buiuibox, in which,
as is the custom among travelers of her sex, she carried a
great deal of valuable property. Hawthorne.

bandboxical (band'bok"si-kal), a. [< bandbox
+ -ical.] Of the size or appearance of a band-
box: as, bandboxical rooms. [Colloq.]
band-brake (band'brak), n. A form of brake
used to prevent or to control the revolution of
a shaft. It consists of a pulley secured upon the shaft,
the circumference of which is embraced by a strap or
band, usually of metal, which is capable of being adjusted
to any desired degree of tightness.

band-coupling (band'kup"ling), . Any device
for uniting together the ends of a band.
band-driver (band'drT'ver), n. A tool used for

correcting irregularities in the bands of ma-
chinery. E. H. Knight.
bandg (bon-da'), a. [F., pp. of bander, band:
see band2

, v.] In her., bendy dexter, as dis-

tinguished from bendy sinister. See barre.
bandeau (ban-do'), n.

; pi. bandeaux (-doz').
[F., < OF. bandel, m., dim. of bande, band: see
band2

,
and cf. bandore2.] 1. A fillet worn

round the head; a head-band; especially, a
ribbon worn by girls and women above the
forehead. 2. A horizontal band or ring form-
ing a part of the headpiece of armor.
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Around the edge of this c;ip WAS a stilf bandeau of

leather. Saitt, Ivanhoe.

banded 1
(ban'ded), p. a. [< band1 + -ed2.]

Bound or fastened with a band.
banded-' (bau'ded), p. a. [< band2 + -ed2

.']

Having bands
;
crossed or encircled by a band

or bands
; specifically, in her.

,
encircled with a

band, often of a different color from the sheaf
or bundle which it surrounds : as, a bundle of

lances proper, banded gules, or the like Banded
column. See column.- Banded mall, a kind of mail-
armor shown in works of art of the thirteenth century, in

which the rings are arranged in bands running around the

arms, l>ody, etc. lietween the rows of rings there are

ridges like slender bars, having apparently the same thick-
ness as the rings. This mail is found represented not only
in the miniatures of manuscripts, but also in life-size

effigies in stone ; but it is not definitely known how it

was made. Banded
structure, (a) In

geol., the structure
of a rock which is

more or less dis-

tinctly divided into

layers of different

color, texture, or

composition. The
term implies, ordi-

narily, something
different from true

stratification, and is

applicable chiefly to
volcanic masses. (6)
In mineral., the
structure of a min-

Banded Structure (i). Onyx.

eral made up of a series of layers, usually parallel and dif-

fering in color or texture, as onyx.
banded3

(ban'ded), p. a. United as in a band.

Though banded Europe stood her foes
The star of Brandenburg arose.

Scott, Marmion, iii., Int.

bandelt, handle1
!, [< OF. bandel, m., ban-

deU, bandelle, {., dim. of bande, a strip: see
band2 . Cf. bandeau.] A swaddling-band.
bandelet, . Same as bandlet.

bandeliert, See bandoleer.

bandelore, n. See bandalore.

bandert (ban'der), n. One who bands or as-

sociates with others
;
a member of a band or

confederacy.

bandoleer

Indian name of the Mus giganteus of Hard-
wicke, a large Indian rat, upward of 2 feet

long including the tail, and weighing 2 or 3

pounds. It is very abundant in some regions, a great
pest in the rice-fields and gardens, and is said to be good
eating.

2. The Anglo-Australian name of any marsu-

pial animal of the family Peramelidai. Also
called bandicoot rat.

bandie (ban'di), n. [Local So.] The stickle-

back: a name current around Moray Frith,
Scotland.

bandikai (ban'di-ka), n. One of the names of

the Abelmoschus esculentus. See Abelmoschus.
handileer (ban-di-ler'), . Same as bandoleer.

banding-machine (ban'ding-ma-shen"), n. A
blocking-machine for forming the band of a
hat.

handing-plane (ban 'ding-plan), . A plane
used for cutting out grooves and inlaying
strings and bands in straight and circular work.
It bears a general resemblance to the plane
called a plow.
banding-ring (ban'ding-ring), n. In hat-mak-

imj, a ring which passes over the body of a hat,

keeping it pressed to the hat-block. Its lower
edge is at the band, or angle formed by the body
and the brim.
bandit (ban'dit), n.

; pi. bandits, banditti (ban'-
dits, ban-dit'i). [Early mod. E. bandetto, later

banditto, bandito, bandite,ete., pi. bandetti, ban-

ditti, banditi, banditti/, and with added E. pi. ban-

ditties, etc.; < It. bandito (pi. banditi), a bandit,
pp. of bandire, < ML. bandire, bannire, banish,
outlaw: see ban1

, banish.] If. An outlaw; one
who is proscribed. Hence 2. A lawless or

desperate fellow; a brigand; a robber; espe-
cially, one of an organized band of lawless ma-
rauders.

The Ripon men brought down the half-outlawed bandita
from the Archbishop's liberty of Tynedale.

Stubbi, Const. Hist., 696.

= Syn. 2. Brigand, etc. See robber.

bandit t (ban'dit), r. t. To outlaw; proscribe;
banish.

banditti,". 1. Plural of bandit, banditto. 2f.

[Used as a singular.] A band or company of
JJlfltJlfl jntflfO,, }l, LH'i,. > J*J. Cl 1* J_i. T. 1'

You are to waU* every attempt which is made ... to v^1'8 '

. ??fe? Wntt
^
n

<""?M', .
,
~

open any communication with any of the lords who may DanOlttOt (ban-ait O), n.
; pi. banditti (-1). [It.

hum hAMM &MU&M in MM &,*# A KKrt* T vv bandito : see bandit.] A bandit.

Yorke and his bandera proudly pressed in
To challenge the crown by title of right.

Mir. for Mag^., p. 362.

[Swiss F., = F.ban-
A Swiss armv com-

i>|ji n aiij UVUUUUUUMMUUU WMH ttuj ui me jurus wuu luu.y
have become bander* in the west. Scott, Abbot, I. xx.

banderet (ban'de-ret), n.

neret, E. banneret2
, q. v.]

mander.
banderilla (ban-de-rel'ya), n. [Sp., dim. of

bandera, banner: see banner.] A small dart-
like javelin ornamentedwith a banderole, used
in bull-fights to goad and infuriate the bull.

banderillero (ban-de-rel-ya'ro), n. [Sp., < ban-
derilla : see banderilla.] A bull-fighter who
uses banderillas.

banderole, banderol (ban'de-rol, -rol), .

[Early mod. E. also bandrol, bandroll, etc.,

bannerol, banerol, etc., < F. banderole (OF.
banerolle), < It. banderuola, banderola (= Sp.
banderola), a little banner, dim. of bandiera
(= Sp. bandera = F. banniere), a banner: see

lianner.] 1. A small flag or streamer. Specifi-
cally (o) A small ornamental streamer carried on the
shaft of a lance, near the head.

Then take my banderol of red
;

Mine, and none but mine, shall honour thee,
And safe conduct thee. Greene, Orlando Furioso.

From the extremity . . . fluttered a small banderole or
streamer bearing a cross. Scott,

(b) In tier., a streamer affixed immediately beneath the
crook on the top of the staff of a bishop, and folding over

the staff,
(p)

A long narrow streamer with cleft

ends, carried at the masthead of shins, as in

battle, etc.

2. A band of various form adapted to
receive an inscription, used in deco-
rative sculpture and other decorative
art, especially of the Renaissance pe-
riod.

Also written bannerol.
band-fish (band'fish), . An English name of

(a) the Cepola rubescens, a species of the family
Cepolida;, more specifically called red band-fish;
(b) the oar-fish, Regalecus glesne. Also called

snake-fish.
handful (band'fiil; by miners, bon'tl), u. [<
band2 + -ful

2
.] In coal-mining, a load of men

carried up or down in the mine by sitting on
chain-loops attached to the hoisting-rope, as
was customary before the introduction of the

cage and man-engine. [S. Staffordshire, Eng.]
bandicoot (ban'di-kot), n. [Cf. G. bandikut,
from E.

;
said to be a corruption of the Telugu

n&me pandi-kokku, lit. pig-rat.] 1. The Anglo-

Heraldic
Banderole.

A Roman sworderand banditto [originally printed bandettuj
slave

Murther'd sweet Tully. Sltak., 2 Hen. VI., Iv. 1.

That ruthless hearse of her dear spouse,
Slain by bandittoes. Chapman, Widow's Tears, iv. 2.

band-lacing (band 'la* sing), n. Strips of
leather used in

fastening^ together the ends of
a band or belt used in driving machinery.
bandie 1

!, See bandel.

bandie2 (ban'di), n. [Also sometimes bandal,
< Ir. and Gael, bannlamh, a cubit, < bann, a

measure, + lamh, hand, arm.] A lineal mea-
sure or cloth-measure somewhat more than
half a yard in length, used in the southern and
western parts of Ireland.

handle-linen (ban'dl-lin"en), n. Acoarsehome-
made Irish linen of narrow width.
bandlet (band'let), n. [< F. bandelette, dim. of
OF. bandel, a band. Cf. bandeau.] 1. In arch.,

any little band or flat molding, as that which
crowns the Doric architrave

;
a fillet or listel.

2. A small band for encircling anything: as,
an india-rubber bandlet.

Also bandelet.

band-master (band'mas"ter), n. The leader or
director of a band of music.

band-mounting (band'moun'ting), n. In har-

ness-malting, a style of harness-mounting in
which the rings are broad and flat with square
edges.
band-nippers (band'nip"erz), . sing, and pi.
An instrument used in bookbinding to draw the
leather on the back close to the sides of the
bands.

bandog (ban'dog), n. [ME. band dogge, etc. ;

< band1 + dog.] A large, fierce kind of dog,
in England generally a mastiff, usually kept
chained.

They pray us that it would please us to let them still

hale us, and worry us with their band-dogs, and Pursui-
vants. Milton, Ref. in Eng., ii.

The keeper entered leading his bandog, a large blood-
hound, tied in a learn or band, from which he takes his
name. Scott.

bandoleer (ban-do-ler'), . [Early mod. E.
also bandoleer, bandeleer, bandileer, -ier, etc., <

F. bandouillere, now bandouliere, < It. bandoliera

(= Sp. bandolero), a shoulder-belt, < "bandola



bandoleer

(of. bandolo, head of a skein), dim. of himda
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Sp. banda = F. bande), a baud, sash: see

luinil2.] It. A broad belt or

baldric worn overthe shoulder

and across the breast, and
used for suspending a wallet

by the side.

I threw mine arm-., lib- a scarf or

l.ini'HI, ,,-, cross the lieutenant's mel-

ancholy boMim.
Middleton, The Black Book.

The Baillie now came bustling in.

in ' 'I i" his blue coat and bautla-

litfl, and attended by two or three

halberdiers. Scott, Monastery, I. x.

Specifically 2. Such a belt

worn by soldiers; a shoulder-

belt from which cartridges
are suspended.
The dagger is stuck in the sash, and

a h,n i, /"/'''-I- slung over the shoulders

Mtrle* their cartridge-case, powder-
tlask, flint and steel, priming-horn,
mid other necessaries.

R. F. Bui-ton, El-Medinah, p. 151.

Hence 3. A nearly cylindrical case of copper
or other material formerly used to contain a

charge of powder. A number of these were slung to

a baldric or shoulder-belt, and formed the common means
of charging the harquebuse, or in modern times the

musket.
And, as Sym Ilall stood by the fire.

He lighted the match of his baiulaier.

Scott, L. of L. M., iii. 21.

Also spelled bandileer, bandalier, bandelier.

bandoleer-fruit (ban-do-ler'frot), n. The ber-

ries of Zanonia Indica, an Indian cucurbita-

cutting _ like a plane-iron, which is held against the

wheel while the latter is revolving, thus scraping off its

surface. A narrow upright cutter at the same time forms

a slight shoulder.

bandsman 1 (bandz'man), n.
; pi. bantumeu

(-men). [< band's, poss" of band?, + man.'] In

mining, a miner who works in connection with

the band or flat rope by which the coal or other

mineral is hoisted.I r: ..-, i rmnenu IN iiuiateu.
ceous vine bearing a fleshy fruit with winged

j,an(}8man2 (bandz'man), n.
; pi. bandsmen

seeds. (-men) [X band's, poss. of bands, + man.'] A ban
bandoline (ban'do-lin), n. [Origin obscure ; j^g^$ lay

'

8
?
n a band .

appar. a trade-name, perhaps based on Sand*.] ban(l-spectrum (band'spek'trum), . A spec-
A gummy perfumed substance, originally p trum ,fonsigting of a number of bright bands.
tained mainly from quince-seeds, used to un- gee Spec trum-

jjj^gtar (band'ster), n. [< band1 , r., + -ster.]

jn England, one who binds sheaves after reap-

bane

4. To give and take
; exchange, especially con-

tentiotisly: as, to lt<in<li/ compliments; to baiu/i/

words, reproaches, etc.

Do you iKiinlfi looks with me, yon ra^.il-

Stink., Lear, i. 4.

I'll not bi'inl't

Words with y.mr nilglithn >-.

Mangimjer, Emperor of the East, iv. 3.

Mischief, spirit, and glee sparkled all over her face as

she thus banaifil words uith the old Cos-nek, who almost

tonally enjoyed the tilt. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xii.

5t. To discuss ;
debate.

(i, what a thing is man,
To bandy faction^ "i <li-t< mp.-i-'d passions

Against the sacred Providence above him !

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, v. 1.

6t. To band together; league: chiefly reflexive.

All the kings of the earth bandy themselves to fight witli

him. llu.,hfi, SalnU Losse (163:!), p. 38. (.V. E. !>.}

II. in trans. It. To bound, as a ball that i.s

struck. 2t. To form a band or league. 3.

To contend; strive, whether in emulation or

in enmity.
One fit to bandy with thy lawless sons.

SAa*.,Tit. And., i. i.

bandy1 (ban'di), n. [< bandy 1
,

i:
; appar. for

liitnilii-dub, club used at bandy; but see bandy1
,

a.] It. A particular manner of playing tennis,

the nature of which is not now known. 2t.

A stroke with a racket, or a ball so struck ;

a return at tennis. N. E. D. 3. A game

Slaved
with a bent club, better known as

ockey, and, in the United States, shinny

(which see). 4. A club bent at the end, used

in ths game of hockey or bandy-ball ;
a shinny

part glossiness to the hair, or to fix it in any

particular form.

bandoline (ban'do-lin), v.
; pret. and pp. bando-

lined, ppr. banddlining. [< bandoline, n.] I.

(ban'di), a. [Appar. attrib. use of

bandy1 , n., a bent club, but some refer both to

F. bande, pp. of bander, bend a bow, < bande, a

band. The second sense seems to rest on
bend1.] 1. Having a bend or crook outward:
said of a person's legs: as, his legs are quite

bandy.
Nor make a scruple to expose
Your bandy leg, or crooked nose.

band-String (baud'strmg), n. One Of the laces Swift, Furniture of a Woman's Mind,

used in securing the bands formerly worn
t. Limp; without sufficient substance: said

round the neck. They were usually tied in a large of bad cfoth.
bow in front, and often had rich tassels and even jewels

|,an(Jy2 (ban'di), <J. [< band2 + -y ; but cf. F.
at the ends.

bande, pp. of bander, bend, and bendy.] Marked
If he should go Into Fleet street, and sit upon a Stall . , j srrinps

and twirl a BamWrinff, ... then all the Boys in the Street Wltn Danas or stnpes. /mi
would laugh at him. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 86. bandy3 (ban'di), n. [Anglo-Ind., < Telugu

went away and with Mr Creed to the Exchange, and bandi, Tamil vandi, vandil] A kind of cart or

much used in India. See extracts.

in bands or companies.
The practice of band-trork, or comradeship, the organic bandy-ball (ban'di-bal), n. [< bandy1 , n.,

,

action of society, has so moulded the nature of man as to

ined, ppr. . .

tniiix. To apply bandoline to, as the hair; ren-

der stiff, as tne mustache, by applying bando-

line.

II. intrans. To apply bandoline to the hair.

Dickens.

bandont, n. [Early mod. E., < ME. bandon,

bandoun, bandun, etc., < OF. bandon, < ML.

*bando(n-) for bandum, bannum, proclamation,
command, edict, ban : see ban 1

, n.. and cf. aban- Pfpytt tnkry, 1. 173.

don.] Jurisdiction ; power of disposal ;
dis-

j,and_wheei (band'hwel), n. 1. Tnmach., same
cretion.

band-pulley. 2. A small wheel with a
bandont, . t [Early mod E< late ME ban-

ed rf driven b a round beU or
done, by apheresis for abandon, q. v.] lo

awheel round which a band-saw
abandon. turns

S^SS: orJWSBSCga wssssS'' 1 ' Co8peration; work

bandola, formerly pandurria, = Pg. bandurra =
It. mandora ("> F. mandore) and mandola (dim.

mandolino, y E. mandoline), and pandora, pan-
dura ; variously corrupted (as also E. banjo, q.

v.), < LL. pandura, pandurium, < Gr. iravAovpa, 'bandv1 (ban'di), v. ; pret. and
also (pdvtiovpa, a musical instrument with three

strings.] An old variety of the zither. Also

called bandalore.

Sound lute, bandora, gittem,
Viol, virginals, and cittern.

Middleton, Your Five Gallants, v. 2.

bandore2t, n. [For "bando, i. e., bandeau, < F.

bandeau, a band, in the particular sense of a

widow's head-dress : see bandeau.] A widow's

veil for covering the head and face. Prior.

band-pulley (band'pul'i), n.

A flat or slightly crown-faced

pulley. Also called band-

wheel.

band-robin (band'rob'in), n.

In hat-making, a piece of cloth

saturated with cement, bound
and ironed around the body
of a hat to hold the brim firm-

ly in its place.
bandrolt, . An obsolete form
of banderole.

band-saw (band'sa), n. An endless narrow
baud or ribbon of steel with a serrated edge,

passing over two large wheels, which give a

continuous uniform motion instead of the re-

ciprocating action of the jig-saw. It was in-

vented by William Newberry of London. Also

called belt-saic and endless saw.

band-setter (band'set'er), . A tool used for

shaving off the surface of a band-wheel so that

the band-saw can be forced on. It has a broad

A buggy being a oue-horse vehicle . . . (at Madras they
call it a bandv).

Stocqueler, Handbook of Brit. India, p. 109. (N. E. D.)

The framework of bandies is made of light wood, but of

wood as strong as possible. Above it is spread a semicir-

cular awning of bamboos supporting mats of cloth or can-

vas. The bandy is a cross-country vehicle, and as a rule

possesses no springs of any kind. The conveyance Is

dragged by oxen. Caldwell

j,alll 1 1 The ball used in the game of bandy
or hockey,-a. The

game^itself.

knees turned in. Mayhew.
-legged (ban'di-legd or -leg'ed), a. [<
"

t., + leg + -ed2.] Having bandy or

legs; bow-legged.
D. (ban'di-man), n.: pi. handymen

^ [< bandy3 + man.] In British India,

a man engaged in driving a bandy.

bandy1 (ban'di), v.
; pret. and pp,

ppr. bandying. [First in Elizabethan K, also

written bandie, and less commonly but more

reg. band (the term, -ie, -y being irreg., and due

perhaps to the Sp. Pg. bande-ar), < F. bander,

bandy at tennis, refl. band together, join in a

league (= Sp. Pg. bandear, refl. band together,
form a party or side, = It. bandare, "to side or

bandy" Florio), appar. the same as bander,

tie with a band, < bande (= Sp. Pg. It. banda), a

band, side, party, E. band2
,
mixed with bande=

gfnipiy the old Tamilian one. Caldwell.

Sp. It. banda, a band, company, troop, E. band*.
fe

t (bn)
rEarl mod- E aiso legg p,.^

The senses 'throw from side to side' (from bain ain < ME. bane! < AS. bana, bona, a
touP) and ' band together' (from band) appear gl

'

f murderer _ QS. bano - OFries. bona =
to meet in the sense f

contend, strive. ] I. trans. ogQ 6fl MHG. bane, ban = Icel. bani = Sw.
1. To throw or strike to and fro, or from side Dan 6an

'

deatn murder (not in Goth); akin
to side, as a ball in play.
Tennis balls bandied and struck upon us ... by rackets

from without. Cudtmrth, Intellectual System, p. 845.

To fly sublime
Thro' the courts, the camps, the schools,

Is to be the ball of Time,
Hi i iuli' 1 1 by the hands of fools.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

2t. To toss aside ;
drive or send off.

If the Earth had been bandied out of one Vortex into

another. Dr. H. More, Div. Dial., i. 17. (.V. E. D.)

3. To toss about, as from man to man ; pass
from one to another, or back and forth.

Let not . . . known truth

tion.

But now her wary ears did hear
The new king's name bandied from mouth to mouth.

WiOta

to AS. benn = Icel. ben = Goth, banja, a wound,
#, killing, murder, (povei-f, a slayer,

(aor. cireijivov, irt<tn>e/iv), slay ;

be bandied in disputa-
Watt.

.Worm, Earthly Paradise, III. 276.

cf. / V, slay, ?<ITOC, verbal adj. in comp.,

slain.] It. A slayer or murderer; a worker
of death, as a man or an animal.

He overcame this beeste and was his bane.

Chatuer, Good Women, 1. 2147.

Lest Rome herself be bane unto herself,

And she ...
Do shameful execution on herself.

Shak., Tit. And., v. S.

2. That which causes death or destroys life
;

especially, poison of a deadly quality.

A sword and a dagger he wore by his side,

Of manye a man the bane.
Robin Hood, in Percy's Rellquem.



bane

Hence 3. Any fatal cause of mischief, injury,
or destruction : as, vice is the bane of society.

Bane of the poor ! it wounds their weaker mind
To miss one favour which their neighbours flnd.

Crabbe, The Parish Eegister.

Thoughts witli better thoughts at strife,
The most familiar bane of life.

Wordsworth, Sequel to Beggars.

4. Euin; destruction.
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'Twas over the head, he fell down for dead,
O, that was a damnable bany !

Robin Hood and the Ranyer, in Child's Ballads, V. 209.

banish

to the Christian ministry. Convocation declared that
Hoadly's teaching tended to subvert all government in

[< bang1 , v.,

The cup of deception spiced and tempered to their bane.
Milton.

I heard several bangs or buffets . . . given to the eagle
that held the ring of my box in his beak.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels.

2 A loud, sudden, explosive noise, as the dis-
bang-pitchert (bang'pich'ei

charge of a gun or cannon, the slamming of a + { pitc]ier .] A clrunka]
door, etc.

The steps
with a bitntf.

He made his exit, clearing the stairs at a stride or two,
and making the house shake with the bang of the front ,

hlm
; hence, a victor or champion. [Scotch.]

door behind him. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, i. bang-straw (bang stra), n. A thresher. [Prov.

the church of Christ, reducing his kingdom to anarchy,
and it was about to proceed against him when the king
saved him by proroguing Convocation, and renewing the
prorogation as often as it had to be. summoned again.

er), n.

pitcher.] A drunkard.

bangsring (bangz'ring). n. Same as banxring.
.The steps of a nne-belozenged carriage were let down

bangster (bang'ster), n. [< bang1, V., + -ster.]
A violent fellow who carries everything before

5t. Death : usually with such verbs as catch,
nK """ le "K " ll

' "emlac uic stalrs at a stmle or two ' "--'-- -----

get, take: as, to catch one's bane.

She catch'd her bane o' th' water. 3. A sudden, impetuous movement; an ener- ^ng-J
Middleton, chaste Maid, v. 2.

getic dagh or bounce : aS; he got up with a bang, bangue, n. See bhang.
6. A disease in sheep, more commonly called 4. A stick; a club. [North. Eng.]=gyn i bang-up (bang up), a. or adv. [< bang1 ,

v. or
the rot. =Syn. 3. Pest, curse, scourge. See thump.

'

adv., implying energy or dash, + up, implying
bane 1

! (ban),_. t. [< bane1
, n.] 1. To kill; bang1

(bang), adv. [Adverbial use of bang1
,
v. completeness.] In fine style ;

in the best man-
or .] With a sudden or violent blow or clap ; ner; complete; perfect: as, a bang-up enter-
all of a sudden

; abruptly: especially with come tainment; "task bang-up," Scott, Diary, Sept.
or go : as, bang went the guns. 8, 1826 (in Lockhart's Life). [Slang.]
A 321b. shot struck us bang on the quarter. bangy, n. See banghy.

Tom Cringle's Lay, Blackwood's Mag., XXXII. 31. banian1
, banyan 1

(ban'ian), n. [Formerly
bang2 (bang), v. t. [< bang1 , adv.; to cut the also baunian, bannyan, baniane; = P. banian, <

hair 'bang off.'] To cut across: used of hair. pg- banian, prob., through Ar. banyan, < Hind.

(a) To cut (the hair) so as to form a fringe over banya (also banik), Beng. baniya, banya, benya,
the forehead: a common fashion with girls and

a
,
trader, merchant, Girjarati vaniyo, a man of

young women.

poison. 2. To injure; ruin.

for minors have not only baned families but ruined
realms. Fidler.

bane2
(ban), n. Scotch form of bone1 .

bane3
t,

An obsolete form of ban 1
, especially

in plural banes, now banns (which see).
bane4

t, # An obsolete form of bain1
.

baneB
t,

. and a. An obsolete form of bain2 .

baneberry (ban'ber"i), n. [< bane1 + berry
1
.]

The common name of plants of the genus
Actwa: so called because of their nauseous
poisonous berries. Also called herb-christopher.
ee Actcea.

He was bareheaded, his hair banged even with his eye-
brows in front. The Century, XXV. 192.

(b) To dock (a horse's tail).

a merchant,
1. A Hindu

baneful (bau'ful), a. [< bane1 + -ful.] De- bang2 (bang), . [< bang*, v.] The front hair
structive; pernicious; poisonous: as, "baneful cut so as to hang evenly over the forehead:
wrath," Chapman, Iliad, i. 1; "baneful hem- often in the ph
lock," Garth, The Dispensary, ii.

Like baneful herbs the gazer's eye they seize,
Rush to the head, and poison where they please.

Crabbe, The Newspaper.
= Syn. Hurtful, harmful, mischievous, deadly.

banefully (ban'ful-i), adv. In a baneful man-
ner; perniciously; destructively.
banefulness (ban'ful-nes), n. The quality of

being baneful or hurtful
; poisonousness.

banewort (ban'wert), n. A name applied to
two plants : (a) A tropa Belladonna, or deadly
nightshade; (b) Ranunculus Flammtila, or lesser

spearwort, from the supposition that it is a
bane to sheep.
bang1

(bang), T^ [Early mod. E. also bangue;

(lural : as, to wear bangs.
Dang'

1
. . See bhang.

bang-beggar (bang'beg'ar), n. [< bang1
, v., +

obj. beggar.] 1. A strong staff. 2. A consta-
ble or beadle. [Scotch and prov. Eng.]
bangerts (ban'gerts), n. [E. dial., possibly
connected with bank1

.] In mining, a coarse
kind of stopping used to hold up the earth.

[Eng.]
banghy (bang'i), n. [Hind, banghi.] 1. In
the East Indies, a sort of bamboo pole or yoke
carried on a person's shoulder with a load sus-

pended at each end. Hence 2. A parcel-
post: a carrier.

banghy-post (bang'i-post), n.. . Same as bang-

nottound in ME., but prob. existent
;
of native banghy-wallah (bang'i-waFa), n. [< Hind,

or bound, origin, = LG. bangen, freq. bangeln, banghi (see banghy) + -wdld (in comp.), -man.]
strike, beaMcf. D. bengel, a bell, bengelen, ring In British India, one who carries a banghy.

the trading caste, < Skt. rniiij.

possibly < y pan, buy, bargain.]
trader or merchant, especially of the province
of Guzerat; one engaged in commerce gener-
ally, but more particularly one of the great
traders of western India, as in the seaports of

Bombay, Kurrachee, etc., who carry on a large
trade with the interior of Asia by means of cara-

vans, and with Africa by vessels. They form a
class of the caste Vaisya, wear a peculiar dress, and are
strict in the observance of fasts and in abstaining from
the use of flesh.

The Banians would eat nothing that had life. Their
priests were called verteai, and wore white clothes, which
they never took off until worn to rags. They lived upon
charity, and kept nothing till the next day.

J. T. Wheeler, Hist. India, III. 421.

2. In British India, originally, a cotton shirt
worn by the Hindus. Hence (a) Any under-
garment, even of the elastic web made in Eng-
land, (b) Any loose or easy dress worn in the

house, especially one modeled on the native
dress of the Hindus Banian days, originally two
days in the week, and afterward one, in whichsailors in the
British navy had no flesh-meat served out to them. Ban-
ian days are now abolished, but the term is still applied
to days of poor fare.

a bell MHG. bengel, a club, G. bengel, a club, banging (bang'ing), a. [Prop. ppr. of bang1 . banian2, banyan2
(ban'ian), n. [For banian-

ciown), = lcel. oanga = Obw. bttnga, hammer, Cf. thumping, whopping.] Huge; great; sur- r banyan-tree, that is, banians' tree, tree of= Norw. banka = Dan. banke, beat. In popn- passing in size. [Vulgar]
"" *----- "--

lar apprehension the word is imitative.] I. bangle1
! (bang'gl), v. [Prob. freq. of bano1

v.]trans. 1. To beat, as with a club or cudgel; I. trans. 1. To beat about or down, as corn by
thump; cudgel. the ^^ rprov . Eng.] 2. To waste by lit>
He having got some iron out of the earth, put it into his

servants' hands to fence with, and bang one another.
Locke.

2. To beat or handle roughly in any way;
treat with violence; knock about; drub; de-
feat: often with about: as, to bang' the furni-
ture about.

The desperate tempest hath so bang'd the Turks
That their designment halts. Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

What galleys have we bang'd, and sunk, and taken,Whose only fraughts were fire and stern defiance.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, ii. 1.

3. To produce a loud noise from or by, as in

slamming a door, and the like : as, he went out
and banged the door behind him.
Twa unlucky redcoats . . . banged aff a gun at him.

Scott, Waverley, II. xxviii.

4. To beat in any quality or action
; surpass ;

excel. [Colloq.]
The practical denial of the common brotherhood of the

same family bangs heathenism. J. Mill.

That bangs Banagher, and Banagher bangs the world.
Irish saying.

II. intrans. 1. To strike violently or noisily ;

thump : usually with against.
Now there are certain particles or small masses of mat-

let of glass^

tie and little
; squander carelessly; fritter.

If we bangle away the legacy of peace left us by Christ,
it is a sign of our want of regard for him.

Whole Duty of Man.
II. intrants. 1. In falconry, to beat about in

the air
;
flutter : said of a hawk which does not

rise steadily and then swoop down upon its

prey. 2. To flap or hang down loosely, as a
hat-brim or an animal's ear.

bangle2 (bang'gl), n. [< Hind, bangri, a brace-
s.] 1. An ornamental ring worn

upon the arms
and ankles in
India and Af-
rica. Hence
2. A bracelet
without a clasp;
a ring-bracelet,
generally with

small ornaments suspended from it.

We hear too often of Bertha's various dresses, and a
great deal too much of her bangles.

The American.VI. 124.
o. Naut., a hoop of a spar.

the banians or Hindu merchants
; orig. applied

to an individual tree of this species at Gom-
broon, a port of the Persian gulf, and then ex-
tended to all trees of the species, from their
frequent use as market-places. The native
Hind, name for the tree is bar, < Skt. vata
(cerebral t), the banian-tree.] An East Indian

Bangles from East India Museum, London.

^ - - -*-

bangle-ear (bang'gl-er), n. [< bangle1 + ear1.]A loose, hanging ear, as of a dog.-

ter which we know to bang against one another according garded as an imperfection.
to certain laws. w. K. Clifford, Lectures, 1. 177 bangle-
2. To resound with clashing noises.

The maid and page renew'd their strife,
The palace bang'd and buzz'd and clackt.

Tennyson, Day-Dream.
3. To spring or move with sudden energy or
impetus; bounce: as, he banged up at once.
bang1

(bang), n. [= Icel. bang = Sw. bdng, a
hammering, = Norw. Dan. bank, a beating; from
the verb.] 1. A heavy, resounding blow; a
thump, as with a club.

The very first blow that the forester gave,He made his broad weapon cry twang ;

Banian (Ficus Bengatensis).

fig-tree, Ficus Sengalensis, natural order Urti-

cacece, remarkable for the area which individ-
ual trees cover through the development of
roots from the branches, which descend to the
ground and become trunks for the support and
nourishment of the extending crown, it is ex-
tensively planted throughout India as a shade-tree, and is
of rapid'growth, frequently covering a space 100 yards in
diameter and reaching a height of 80 or 100 feet. The
fruit is of the size of a cherry. As in some other tropical
species of the genus, the seeds rarely germinate in the
ground, but usually in the crowns of palms or other trees,
where they have been deposited by birds. Roots are sent
down to the ground, and they embrace and finally kill the
nurse-palm. The tree furnishes lac, the bark is made
into cordage, the milky juice yields a bird-lime, and the
leaves are fashioned into platters. The wood is soft and
of little value.

banie (ba'ni), a. A Scotch form of bony.
Dr. Hoaaly,bishoP~of~B"angor7from' the text" My kingdom

banish (ban'ish), v. t. [< ME. banishen, ban-
is not of this world," from which the bishop argued that Vsen j < OF. banir, bannir (baniss-), mod. F. bannir
Christ had not delegated judicial and disciplinary powers = OSp. Pg. bandir = It. bandire, ML. bannire,

It is re-

bangle-eared (bang'gl-erd), a. [Also bangled-
eared; as bangle-ear + -ed^.] Flap-eared, like
a spaniel.

banglingt (bang'gling), B. [Verbal n. of bo-
gle

1
, v.] Contention; squabbling.
rorian (bang-go'ri-an),_a. [< Bangor,

Bangorian controversy, a controversy stirred up by
sermon preached before George I. on MarSi 31, 1717, ]by



banish

bandire, proclaim, ban, banish, < bannum, ban-

dum, ban: see ban1
,
n. aud t>.] If. To outlaw;

put under ban.

When he had in Lough-leveii been

Many azimuth :tlni minis a day :

To the regent the lord wanlen sent,
That baniiixht earl fur to betray.

Percy'* nelujites, p. 150.

For I inn- 1' to the grene wode goo,
Alone, a bani/xxhrit 111:111.

Tli:' Xitlltnit'iit Miiiil, in Child's Ballads.

2. To condemn to exile by political or judicial

authority ; expel from or relegate to a country
or a place, either permanently or for a time :

often with objectives of both person and place :

as, he was banished the kingdom ;
Ovid was

banished to Tomi.
'<,

From this instant, haniuli him our city.

Shak., Cor., iii. :).

Six years we banish him. Sluik., Itidi. II., i. 3.

Thou knuwest what it is to he banished thy native

country, to he over-ruled, as well as to rule and sit upon
the throne. R. Banian, Vrrt. to An Apology.

3. To send or drive away; expel; dismiss:
with a person or thing as object: as, to banish

sorrow; to banish an obnoxious person from
one's presence or thoughts.

These evils thou repeat'st upon thyself.
Have baninh'd me from Scotland.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

You have already banished slavery from this common-
wealth. Suinner, Arg. against Sep. Colored Schools.

= Svn. Banixh, Exile, Expel, expatriate, put away, are all

used of removal hy physical or moral compulsion ; they
all have a tigurative as well as a literal use. To banish is,

literally, to put out of a community or country hy ban or
civil interdict, and indicates a complete removal out of

sight, perhaps to a distance. To exile is simply to cause
Co leave one's place or country, and is often used reflex-

ively ; it emphasizes the idea of leaving home, while ban-
ish emphasizes rather that of being forced by some au-

thority to leave it : as, the bitterness of exile ; banished
to Siberia. Expel, literally, to drive out, means prima-
rily to cast out forcibly and violently, and secondarily
with disgrace : as, to expel from the chamber, or from col-

lege ; he was expelled the country.

Banished from Rome ! what's banished but set free

From daily contact with the things I loathe?

Crvly, Catiline.

The intrigues of Richelieu compelled her [Mary of Me-
dicisj to exile herself, and live an unhappy fugitive.

/. D'Israeli, Curios, of Lit., I. 266.

When the French Revolution of February, 1848, broke

out, Marx was expelled without circumstance from Brus-
sels. Roe, Contemp. Socialism, p. 132.

banisher (ban'ish-er), n. One who banishes.

To be full quit of those my banishers
Stand I before thee here. Shak,, Cor., iv. 5.

banishment (ban'ish-ment), n. [< banish +
-ment, after F. bannissement.] 1. The act of

banishing or compelling a citizen to leave his

country or place of residence by political or

judicial authority.
He secured himself by the banishment of his enemies.

Johnson.

2. The state of being banished
;
enforced ab-

sence
; expulsion ; exile, in either a legal or a

general sense : as, banishment from thy presence
is worse than death.

Six frozen winters spent,
Return with welcome home from banishment.

Shak, Rich. II., i. 3.

Fields whose thrifty occupants abide
As in a dear and chosen banishment,
With every semblance of entire content.

Wordfimrth, Sonnets, iii. 21.

3. The act of driving away or dispelling: as,
the banishment of care from the mind.

banister, bannister (ban'is-ter), n. Corrupt
forms of baluster.

He struggled to ascend the pulpit stairs, holding hard
on the tanutert. Scott, Woodstock, I. i.

banister-cross (ban'is-ter-kr6s), n. In her., see
cross-banister.

banjert (ban'jer), . See banjo.

banjo (ban'jo), n. [Negro pron. of banjore, a

corruption (in another form banjer) of ban-
dore1

, q. v.] 1. A musical instrument of the

guitar class, having a neck with or without
frets, and a circular body covered in front with

tightly stretched parchment, like a tambourine.
It has from five to nine strings, of which the melody-
string, the highest in pitch, but placed outside of the low-
est of the others, is played by the thumb. As in the gui-
tar, the pitch of the strings is fixed by stopping them with
the left hand, while the right hand produces the tone by
plucking or striking. It is a favorite instrument iuiinni;

the negroes of the southern United States, and U much
used hy other persons.
2. A banjo-frame (which see).

banjo-frame (ban'jo-fram), n. A rectangular
frame of metal, fitted in the stern of a ship,
for carrying and hoisting or lowering a two-
bladed screw-propeller. It works in guides in the
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stern-post and rudder-post, and enables tin- M TCW to In-

lifted out of the water when it is ilesireil to proeeed under
siiil, iind to be lowered and
connected to the shaft wln-u
steaming is resumed.

banjoist (ban'jo-ist), n.

[< liiinjit + -jgt.] One
who plays the banjo.
bank 1

(baugk), . [<
Ml-). lunik, liniic, baiiki',

also bonk, bone, bonkr,
< AS. "banca (found only
once, in a gloss, in comp.
ho-banca, a couch, lit.
' heel-bench ': see hock1

),

the ME. being perhaps
from the cognate Icel.

"liiinki, assimilated bak-

ki, a bank (of a river,
of a chasm, of clouds,
etc.), ridge or eminence,
= Sw. backe = Dan.

bakke, a hill, hillock, ris-

ing ground, eminence
;

Banjo-frame.

a, two-bladed screw ; t>, pur-
chase fur raising screw ; t ,

coupling connecting screw with
in. lin shaft ; d, rudder ; e, stern-

post.

with weak suffix, cognate with AS. benc, etc.,
E. bench, with orig. strong suffix: see bench.

Some senses of bank1 are due to the F. bane, a

bench, etc., from Teut. ; so the distinct bank%,
ult. a doublet of bench.] 1. A mound, pile, or

ridge of earth raised above the surrounding
plain; an artificial embankment, especially for

military use.

They cast up a bank against the city. 2 Sam. xx. 15.

2. Any steep acclivity, as one rising from a

river, a lake, or the sea, or forming the side of

a ravine, or the steep side of a hillock on a

plain.
Tiber trembled underneath her banks. Shak., J.C.,1 1.

Moored against the grassy bank of the brimming river,
the black ships were taking in hides and furs.

0. W. Cable, Creoles of Louisiana, p. 104.

3. An elevation or rising ground in the sea or
the bed of a river, composed of sand or other

soil, and either partly above water or covered

everywhere with shoal water; a shoal; a shal-
low : as, the banks of Newfoundland ; the Dog-
ger bank in the North Sea. 4f. A bench or

long seat; also, a stage or platform to speak
from. See mountebank.

Per. Who be these, sir? . . .

Sir P. Fellows, to mount a bank. Did your instructor
In the dear tongues never discourse to you
Of the Italian mountebanks? B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

The heads of the couches were towards the walls ; and
so far as one can gather from the vague descriptions which
have come down to us, the ends of them towards the fire

served as a bank to sit upon.
W. K. Sullivan, Int. to O'Curry's Auc. Irish, p. cccxlix.

5. A bench in a galley for rowers; hence, the
number of rowers seated on one bench. A galley
was double-hanked when there were two tiers or rows of

benches, one above the other, triple-banked when there
were three tiers, and so on. In modern phraseology, a boat
is single-banked when the oars are pulled each by one man,
the men sitting one upon a seat and alternately on oppo-
site sides of a boat ; it is double-banked when two men sit

upon one seat, each man with an oar. An oar is single-
banked when worked by one man, and double-banked
when worked by two men.

Meantime the king with gifts a vessel stores,

Supplies the banks with twenty chosen oars. Dryden.

6f. In law, the bench or seat upon which the

judges sat. See bane. 7. A bench or row
of keys in an organ or similar instrument.
8. In carp., a, long piece of timber, especially
of fir-wood unslit, from 4 to 10 inches square.

9. In coal-mining : (a) The surface around the
mouth of a shaft : in this sense nearly synony-
mous with the Cornish grass, to bank being the
same as to grass, (b) In England, the whole or
one end or side of a working-place under ground.
(e) In Pennsylvania, a coal-working opened by
water-level drifts. Penn. Geol. Surr. Glossary,
(d) In England (Cumberland), a large heap or
stack of coal on the surface. Gresley. 10.
The support of the moving carriage of a print-
ing-press. 11. In the fire-chamber of a glass-
furnace, one of the banked-up parts which sup-
port the melting-pots. 12. In printing: (a)
The table used by a hand-pressman for his un-

E
rinted paper and his printed sheets, (b) A
:ame, with sloping top, on which are placed

the galleys for use in collecting and proving the

type set: mainly used in newspaper compos-
ing-rooms. 13. In thread or yarn manufac-
ture, a creel in which rows of bobbins are held.
Bank of clouds, a mass of clouds appearing as if piled

up in the form of a bank. Bank oil, menhaden-oil.
Spoil bank, in civil engineering, earth obtained from dis-

tant points in the line pf a work, or purchased for use
where a sufficient quantity for the needed fillings is not
furnished by the cuttings.

bank

bank 1 (bnngk), r. [< littiiki, .] I. trans. 1.

To rai^c- a mound or dike about; inclose, de-

fend. or toi-tily witli H bank; embank: as, to
lunik a river. 2. To form into a bank or heap;
heap or pile: with x\> : as, to bank ;/ the snow.

3. To lie around or encircle, as a bank; CUM-
stitute a bank uroutid; form a bank or border

to; hem in as a bank.

Kuniili^ *;iii'N tliat t-ntik tin- Mliruhby vales.
'//,. ./o/i. Summer. 1. mi.

4f. To pass by the banks or fortifications of.

Have I not heard tli.-.e Manilers shout out
"Vive le roy" as I have bank <t their towns?

Shak., K. John, v. 2.

To bank a fire, to cover up a tire with ashes, an
other means, as closing the d;tm]>er and ash-]'it door, to

make it burn low mid at the .same time to prevent its be-

coming extinguished.

Towards the afternoon a nice lin >/. sprang up, and we
were able to bank tires and sail.

Lady />V'/x,s.-i/, \ oyage of Sunbeam, I. i.

To bank out, in < "' nfofn /, to stack, as coal, on the

surface, in default of means fur removing it. |Kng.)

II. intrans. If. To border upon. 2. To im-

pinge upon the banking-pins of a watch: said

of the escapement.
bank- (bangk)i n. [Early mod. E. also bmd.r,

/><iiu/iie, < late ME. bankc, < F. banque, < It.

i (= F. banche = Pr. Sp. Pg. banca, < ML.
, f.), a bench, esp. (in It. and thence in

other languages) a money-changer's bench or

table, later a bank
;

cf. It. Sp. Pg. banco = Pr.

F. bane, < ML. bancug, m., a bank, bench, <

MHG. bane, G. bank = E. bank*-, a bench : see
fianfc1 .] If. A money-dealer's table, counter,
or shop.
Exchangers of Money made the temple to be the market

and the banke. Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, ii. 11.

These established their banks or tables in the forum,
like ordinary bankers.

Arnold, Hist. Rome, II. xxvii. 72. (X. E. D.)

2f. A sum of money, especially a gum to draw

upon, as in a loan-bank. 3. In games of

chance, the amount or pile which the proprie-
tor of the gaming-table, or the person who
plays against all the others, has before him;
the funds of a gaming establishment ; a fund
in certain games at cards : as, a faro-bank. 4.
An institution for receiving and lending money.
The banking institutions of the United States may be
classed as national aud State banks, savings-banks, pri-
vate banks or bankers, and loan and trust companies.
National banks were first authorized by a law of the
United States enacted in 1863, for a term of twenty years.
In 1864 another act was adopted (allowing the like term
of. twenty years), which was thereafter known as the
National Bank Act. In 1883 they were authorized to
continue twenty years longer. They receive, lend, and
transmit money, and issue notes which are used as money,
and buy, sell, and collect bills of exchange. Their circu-

lating notes are secured by United States bonds deposited
with the government, and their operations are subject to
the inspection and supervision of the Comptroller of the

Currency. State banks perform the same functions except
that of issuing notes. The notes of the State banks were
taxed 10 per cent, by Congress in 1865, in order to cause
their retirement, which was speedily accomplished. Pri-

vate banks and bankers cany on the same business as
State banks. Sometimes one person constitutes a private
bank, but generally several persons associate together and
form a partnership. Loan and trust companies are incor-

porated ; institutions, and receive deposits, usually for a
fixed period, and loan them on the pledge of stocks, bonds,
and other securities, while national and State banks lend

largely on the promises pf the borrowers ; they have also
a capital which is subscribed and paid by the stockholders.

Savings-hanks receive money and lend it chiefly on the

security of real estate. See savings-bank. In Europe
several great national banks are intimately associated
with the fiscal departments of the governments of their

respective countries, as the Bank of England and the Bank
of France. Banks of issue are such as issue notes that cir-

culate as currency. In London and for sixty-five miles
around no bank having more than ten partners, save the
Bank of England, is allowed to issue its own notes.

5. The office in which the transactions of a

bankingcompany are conducted Bank-charter
Act, an English statute of 1844 (7 and 8 Viet., c. 32) defining
the powers of the Bank of England in respect to the issue
of notes and the amount of bullion reserve. Its object
was to avoid the danger of the over-issue of circulating

notes, which it accomplished by fixing a limit to the
amount of bullion held by the bank. It also regulated
the issue of notes by other banks. Also known as the
Peel Act, and .Sir Robert 1'eefs Act. Bank discount.
See discount. Bank men. in U. S. hist., supirters of

the second United States Bank in its contest with Presi-

dent Jackson. Two institutions have been chartered by
Congress under the title Bank of the United States, having
their seat in Philadelphia, and intimately connected with
the national finances. The charter of the first, granted
in 1791, expired in 1811, its renewal having been refused.
The second lasted from 1816 to 1836 under the national

charter, and was continued for a time as a State bank.
The opposition of President Jackson to the renewal of its

charter, and his removal of the government deposits from
it in 1833, led to a violent political contest, in which his
course was ultimately sustained. Bank of issue, a bank
or banking company duly authorized by law to issue bank-
notes of its own. Bank post-bill. See &iW.--Daysin
bane. See dayi.~ National Bank Act, an act of Con-

9 of 1S64, providing for the organization throughout the



bank
United States of banks whose circulating notes were re-

quired to be .secured by u deposit of United States boti.ls,

which resulted, as was intended, in providing a market
for a very large government loan, and at the same time a

secure currency equally acceptable in all parts of the coun-

try. Penny-banks Act, an English statute of 1859 (22
and 23 Viet., c. 53) authorizing the investing of the funds
of penny savings-bank*, charitable societies, etc., in the

money of established savings-banks. To break the

bank, to win, as in faro, from the management a certain

sum which has been fixed upon as the limit which the
kink is willing to lose in a single day. To play against
the bank, to take the risks of a game, as rouge-et-noir or

faro, in opposition to its manager.
bank2

(bangk), v. [< bonk", n.} I. intrans.

To have an account with a banker; deposit
money in a bank ; transact business with a bank
or as a bank

;
exercise the trade or profession

of a banker.

I 6011* witli one of my sons' fathers-in-law, and the other
Ixuilfs with me. Thackeray.

II. trans. To lay up on deposit in a bank:
as, he banked $500:
banka (bang'ka), u. [Native.] A passenger-
boat without outrigger, used on the river and
harbor at Manila. It is hewn from a single log of
wood from 16 to 23 feet long, and carries three or four

passengers. IIH/I. Diet.

bankable (bang'ka-bl), a. [< bank2 , i:, + -able.}
Receivable as cash by a bank, as bank-notes,
checks, and other securities for money.
bank-account (bangk'a-kount"), . A sum de-

posited in a bank to be drawn out on the writ-
ten order of tbe depositor.
bank-bait (bangk'bat), n. A name of May-flies.

A great many fall into the water a prey to fishes, and
at that time [May], especially at Dordrecht, the roach is

noted as being peculiarly fat and good. Hence the name
bank-bait (in some parts of France, la nianne).

E. P. Wright, Aniln. Life, p. 485.

bank-bill (baugk'bil), . 1. A note or bill

drawn by one bank on another, and payable
either on demand or at some future specified
date. 2. In the United States and some parts
of England, a bank-note (which see).
bank-book (bangk'buk), n. The pass-book in
which an officer of a bank enters tne debits and
credits of a customer. The initials of the teller or
accountant of the bank affixed to the sums entered in the
bank-book to the credit of the customer constitute a valid

receipt.

bank-credit (bangk'kred"it), . A credit with
a bank, by which, on proper security given to
the bank, a person receives liberty to draw to
a certain extent agreed upon : in Scotland also
called a cash-account. Such credits were long
a distinctive feature of Scotch banking.
banker1

(bang'ker), n. [< bankl, n. or v., in
various senses, + -fr1.] 1. A vessel employed
in the cod-fishery on the banks of Newfound-
land. J. Q. Adams. 2. The bench or table upon
which bricklayers and stone-masons prepare
and shape their material; a banket. 3. In

sculp., a modeler's bench provided with a cir-

cular platform turning on wheels so that the
work can be revolved to expose any portion
to the light. 4. A covering for a bench or

seat, made of tapestry, rich stuff, or embroi-
dered cloth. 5. A hanging for a church wall
or screen; specifically, the curtains placed at
the ends of an altar. 6. A ditcher; one en-

gaged in embanking.
The discovery was made by some bankers (men who

work in the fens) from Lincolnshire.
J. Freeman, Life of W. Kirby, p. 155.

7. In hunting, a horse which can jump on and
off field-banks too large to be cleared. N. E.
D. 8. In Australia, a river full to the brim.
AT

. E. D.
banker2

(baug'ker), . [< bank'*, v., + -ei-l.]
1 . One who keeps a bank ; one who traffics in

money, receives and remits money, negotiates
bills of exchange, etc. 2. The holder of the
funds of a gaming establishment

;
in games of

chance, that player who deposits a certain sum
of money against which bets are made, or that
player who for the sake of convenience receives
and pays out bets won and lost Banker's note,
a promissory note given by a private banker or an onkt.
corporated bank.

bankeress (bang'ker-es), n. [< banker"* + -ess.}A female banker; a banker's wife. Thackeray.
[Rare.]
The late Countess of Jersey was only received on suffer-

ance in some houses in Vienna, because she was a bank-
eress. The American, V. 200.

bankerless (bang'ker-les), a. [< banker* +
-less.} Without bankers. Quarterly Rev.

bankeroutt, ., a., and v. An obsolete form of

bankrupt.
banket1

!, and r. An obsolete form of ban-

quet.
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banket2 (bang'ket), n. [< bank1
,
a bench, +

dim. -et.] A piece of wood on which brick-

layers cut their bricks to the size proper for

the place into which they are about to lay
them. [Eng.]
bank-fence (bangk'fens), . A fence made of

a bank of earth.

bank-game (bangk'gam), . In billiards, a

game in which only bank-shots count.

bank-head (bangk'hed), n. In coal-mining, the

upper level end of an inclined plane next the

engine. [Eng.]
bank-holiday (bangk'hol'i-da), u. In Great

Britain, a secular day on which the law ex-

empts the parties to negotiable paper from the

obligation of presentment, payment, etc., and
consequently allows banks to be closed, its

effect on such paper differs from that of Sunday in the
fact that the laws establishing such holidays usually, if

not always, provide that paper falling due on such day is

payable on the next following secular day, while paper
entitled by commercial usage to days of grace, and falling
due on Sunday, is payable on Saturday. By a statute of

1871, the hank-holidays in England and Ireland are Easter

Monday, Whit Monday, the first Monday in August, ami
the 26th of December (boxing-day); in Scotland, New-
Year's day, the first Monday in May, the first Monday in

August, and Christmas day. See holiday.

bank-hook (bangk'huk), n. 1. A large form
of fish-hook for catching cod, used on the banks
of Newfoundland. 2. In coal-mining, the iron
hook withwhich the banksman draws the loaded
tubs off the cage. [Eng.]
banking 1

(bang'king), n. [Verbal n. of bank 1
,

I
1

.] 1. The act of raising a mound or bank, or
of inclosing with a bank. 2. The bank or
mound raised; anything piled up to serve as a
bank, as a raised edging of wax on a plate that
is to be treated with acids for etching. 3. A
general term for fishing as practised on the
banks of Newfoundland. 4. In coal-mining,
the sorting or loading of coals "at bank," or at
the mouth of the shaft. [Eng.]
banking2

(bang'king), n. and a. I. . [Verbal
n. of bank2

, r.] The business or employment of
a banker

;
the business carried on by a bank.

The term bankinrf was then (1742] applied only to the
issue of notes and the taking up of money on bills on de-
mand. W. Bagehot, Lombard Street, p. 98.

II. a. Pertaining to or conducted by a bank :

as, banking operations.
banking-file (bang'king-fll), n. A file with

parallel edges and a triangular section.

banking-pin (bang'king-pin), n. In a watch,
one of two pins serving to confine the move-
ments of the escapement.
banking-wax (bang'king-waks), n. A compo-
sition of beeswax, common pitch, Burgundy
pitch, and sweet oil, melted in a crucible and
poured into cold water, used in etching to form
a border around the plate, to prevent the over-
flow of the acid.

bankless (bangk'les), a. [< bank1 + -lens.'}
Without banks or limits: as, "the bankless

sea," Dairies.

bank-level (bangk'lev"el), n. In coal-mining,
the level headingfrom which the bank is worked.
[Yorkshire, Eng.]
bank-martin (bangk'mar'tin), n. Same as
bank-swallow.
bank-note (bangk'not), n. A promissory note
payable on demand, made and issued by a
bank authorized by law, and intended to cir-

culate as money. In the United States fre-

quently called bank-bill Bank-note paper, paper
used for hank-notes and government bonds. It is made
in such a way that it is very diflicult to imitate it, and
such imitation is a felony. Bank-note press, a machine
for pressing bank-notes and arranging them in packages.
banko-ware (bang'ko-war), n. A Japanese
unglazed stoneware made near Kuwana on
the Tokaido. It is very light and durable, is made in
molds of irregular shapes, and decorated with figures in
relief. So called from Nunami Banko, the original maker.

bank-plate (bangk'plat), n. In coal-mining,
one of the cast-iron plates with which the sur-
face at the mouth of the shaft or the bank is

floored. [Eng. ]

bank-post (bangk'post), n. [< bank2 + post2 ,

.] A large size of letter-paper, ranging in

weight from 5^ to 10 pounds to the ream.
bankroutt (bangk'rout), .,., and v. One of
the older forms of bankrupt.

Being bank-rout both of wealth and worth.
Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, v. 1.

For these modern languages will at one time or other
play the bank-rowtes with books

; and since I have lost
much time with this age, I would be glad, as God shall
give me leave, to recover it with posterity.

Bacon, Letter, in Spedding, VII. 436.

bankrupt (bangk'rupt), n. and a. [Early mod. .

E. bankrout, bankerout, banqueroute, etc., later

bankruptcy

banqucroupt, and finally bankrupt (in imitation
of L. niptus), < F. bauqueroutte, now banque-
route (> banquerouttier, a bankrupt), orig. in E.
bnnkc rota (def. 1), < It. banca rotta (ML. as if

"banca rupta), bankruptcy, lit. broken bank or
bench: banco, < ML. banco, < MH6. bane, a
bank (see bankl, bank2); rotta, fern, of rotto,

broken, wrecked, < L. ruptus, broken (in ML.
also as a noun, a bankrupt). It is said to have
been the custom in Italy to break the bench or
counter of a money-changer upon his failure

;

but the allusion is prob. figurative, like break,

craahl, smash, similarly used in English. See

bankl, bank2
, rupture, rout2.} I. n. If. The

breaking up of a trader's business due to his

inability to meet his obligations ; bankruptcy.
2. An insolvent person whose property is

administered for, and distributed among, his

creditors in accordance with the provisions of
a system of laws called bankrupt, bankruptcy, or
insolvent laics. See bankruptcy. In particular (nt)
In old law, a trailer who secretes himself, or does certain
other acts tending to defraud his creditors. Blackulone.

(hi) A fugitive from his creditors
; one who by extrava-

gance and reckless expenditure had brought himself into
a state of insolvency and had absconded, or retired into
a place of sanctuary, (c) In mod. law, any person who
upon his own petition or that of his creditors is adjudged
insolvent by a bankruptcy court. His estate may be ad-
ministered by an assignee or trustee, under the direction
of the court, for the benefit of the creditors.

3. In popular language, a hopelessly insolvent

person ; one who is notoriously unable to pay
his debts

; hence, one who is unable to satisfy
just claims of any kind made upon him.

What a bauJcntpt I am made
Of a full stock of blessings. Ford.

Cessionary bankrupt. See sessionary.

II. a. 1 . In the state of onewho has committed
an act of bankruptcy, or is insolvent; subject
to or under legal process because of insolvency.

2. Unable to pay just debts, or to meet one's

obligations ; insolvent.

Willo. The king's grown bankrupt, like a broken man. . . .

ROM. He hath not money for these Irish wars,
Hisburthenous taxations notwithstanding.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1.

The beggared, the bankrupt society, not only proved
able to meet all its obligations, but . . . grew richer and
richer. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xix.

3. Figuratively, at the end of one's resources :

as, to be bankrupt in thanks.

Do you see ? he has tears
To lend to him whom prodigal expence
Of sorrow has made bankrupt of such treasure.

Beau, and Ft., Thierry and Theodoret, iv. 2.

Bankrupt laws. Same as bankruptcy laws (which see,
under bankruptcy).

bankrupt (bangk'rupt), j). [< bankrupt, n.~\ I.
trans. I . To make insolvent

;
render unable to

meet just claims.

We cast off the care of all future thrift because we are
already bankrupted. Haminoiul.

Iron-dads, more than anything else, bankrupted Turkey.
Jf. A. Rev., CXLIII. 214.

2f. To reduce to beggary; exhaust the re-
sources of.

Fat paunches have lean pates ; and dainty bits
Make rich the ribs, but bankerout the wits.

Shak., L. L. L., i. 1.

Il.t intrans. To become bankrupt; fail or
become insolvent.

bankruptcy (bangk'rupt-si), n. [< bankrupt +
-cy.} 1. The state of being bankrupt or in-

solvent; inability to pay all debts; failure in
trade. In taw, specifically, the status of a person or cor-

poration that by reason of insolvency has been adjudi-
cated a bankrupt.
2. Figuratively, utter wreck; ruin. Act of
bankruptcy, in law, an act the commission of which by
a debtor renders him liable to be adjudged a bankrupt.
Among acts of bankruptcy are the assignment of his prop-
erty by a debtor to a trustee for the benefit of his cred-
itors ; the making of a transfer of any of his property in
fraud of his creditors, or the concealment or removal of
it to evade legal process ; departing from the country, or
remaining out of it, in order to defeat or delay creditors

;

the filing in court of a declaration of inability to pay debts ;

non-payment of debts under certain other circumstances
denned by the law as indicating insolvency. Assignee
In bankruptcy. See assignee. Bankruptcy commis-
sioner, i>r register In bankruptcy, a judicial officer

empowered, subject to the supervision of the court, to in-

vestigate and adjudicate upon the affairs of bankrupts.
Bankruptcy laws, the statutory regulations under which
the property of an insolvent may be distributed among
his creditors, with the double object of enforcing a com-
plete discovery and an equitable distribution of the prop-
erty, and of discharging the debtor from his obligations
and from future molestation by his creditors. Formerly,
only a trader could be made a bankrupt under the bank-
ruptcy laws, other persons who were unable to meet their
obligations being insolvents. The distinction was abolished
ill the United States in 1841 and in Great Britain in 1869.
In the United States, Congress has the power of enacting
bankruptcy laws which shall be uniform throughout the
country. These laws are administered by the federal



bankruptcy
courts. Laws having similar objccta, hut less ellieacion.s

in respect of discharging the debtor, are maintained by

many uf the States, but can operate to give a discharge

irrespective of creditors' assent only when then- is no fed-

eral bankruptcy law. TiieM an termed i,i*"lr<',<r hnt'H. Ill

England bankruptcy laws have existed from tin; time ot

Henry VIII. The principal acts are: 34 and .*> Hm. VIII.,

c. 4, directed against fraudulent debtors, ami empowering
the lord chancellor and other high oinccrs to seize their

estates and divide them among the creditors ;
in KM/., e.

7, restricting bankruptcy to traders, and prescribing cer-

tain acts by committing which a trader became a bank-

rupt; 4 Aime, 0.17, and 10 Aune, e. lf>, removing the crim-

inal character borne hv baiikruptev prooeedlngl up to that

time, and permitting; a debtor to obtain a certillcate of

having conformed to the reaninmaati of the bankrupt
law; Ueo. IV., c. Hi, allowing a debtor to procure lii.-

own bankruptcy, and introducing the principle of private
si ttlcmelits between debtors and creditors; 1 and '1 Win.

IV., c. 5ti, establishing a court of bankruptcy, conMsting oi

six commissioners along with four judges, iis a court of re

view and making provision for official assignees. By the

Bankrupt Consolidation Act of IS4'.>, proceedings might he

begun by petition to the Court of llankruptey, and

44H

f ,. ndtheeom
missiouers were authorized to award cei-tillcates according
to the merit of the bankruptcy. The
1801(24 and 'ii Viet., c. 134) aluilishcd special

bankruptcy act <

1 legislation

Flowering b f Banksia trici/ttlia.

relating to insolvent debtors, and permitted persons other
than trailers to avail themselves of the relief afforded by
the liankruptey court. In 1S01I (.'):> and :a Viet., e. 71) the

cominissionersliips and official assignees were aliolished, of t]ie shaft, who superintends the sorting and
a new Court of Bankruptcy was established, and provision

of its criminal jurisdiction, the criminal clauses being

placed in another statute, the Debtors' Act, which abol-
, ,

.

hed imprisonment for debt except in certain cases. In joint-stock banks is divided into shares.

883 (40 and 47 Viet, c. 52, taking effect Jan. 1, 1HK4) the bank-SWallOW (bangk'swol'6), ft.lyyy __ } ^
English bankruptcy acts were amended and consolidated.

In the United States the subject has been, except during
the periods of the operation of the United States bank

ruptcy acts, left to the imperfect regulation of diverse

State laws. Such a law in any particular State may, when
there is no United States act conflicting, provide for the

distribution of an insolvent's property, may dim-barge him
from imprisonment for debt, and may discharge him, if a

citizen of such State, from indebtedness to another citi-

zen thereof contracted while such State law was in force,

so far as to make the discharge a protection in the courts

of the same State. The first United States bankrupt law,
known as the act of 1800(2 Stat. at L., p. 19), was based

on a consolidation of then existing English statutes, and
was in force from June 2, 1800, till Dec. 19, 1803. The sec-

ond, the act of 1841 (5 Stat. at L., p. 440), was in force

from Feb. 1, 1842, till March 3, 1843. The third, the act

of 1867 (14 Stat. at L, p. 517), repeatedly amended, and

finally revised in the United States Revised Statutes, tit.

LXI., and reenacted with modifications in 1874 (18 Stat.

at L., p. 178), was in force from June 1, 1867, till Sept. 1,

1878. In general, debts contracted by fraud, or in a

fiduciary capacity, are not discharged by the bankruptcy
laws. Commission of bankruptcy, a commission for-

merly issued by the English lord chancellor, appointing
and empowering certain persons to examine into the

facts relative to an alleged bankruptcy, and to secure

bank. In England the term is applied chiefly to the

lock of the liankof England. The stock of other English

^ _
Hiriiiiiln

or Culiie ripurid, a very common bird of Eu-

rope, Asia,
and Ameri-

ca, of the

family Hi-
rundinida: so

called from
its habit of

burrowing in

banks tobuild
its nest. It is

a small swal-

low, mouse-gray
above and white
below, witli a

gray collar. In

places where it is

numerous, hun-
dreds or thou-
sands gather to

Bank-swallow (Calile rifaria). breed in com-
pany, and a sand-

bank may be riddled with their holes, which are exca-

vated to the depth of a foot or more. Also called sand-
the bankrupt's property for the creditors. Discharge ,.,,,,, and bank-Martin. See Cattle.

in bankruptcy. see.//.,<v,,v/c. Flat in bankruptcy, bank-work (bangk'werk), . In coal-mining,

-tavoiunty
d
ban^ a method of working coal in use in South

the petition of creditors, showing cause why the bank- Yorkshire, England, and in some of the North
rupt should not he allowed to continue in possession of \Velsh collieries, combining some of the pecu-

jud^oWSffifSS&^die^rSM Hatities of the pillar system with those of the

to surrender his assets and be discharged. =Syn. Inml- long-wall system.
vency, etc. See failure. banky (bang'ki), a. [< bank>- + -y.\ Full of

bankruptismt (bangk'rup-tizm), n. [< bank- banks or ridges ; ridgy ; hilly. [Bare.]

rupt + -ism.] Bankruptcy. banlieue (ban'lu), n. [F. (in ML. banleuca,

bankruptlyt (bangk'rupt-li), adv. Like a bank- banmtm leuca-), < ban, command, jurisdiction,

rapt. + lieue, league, also an indefinite extent of ter-

bankruptshipt (bangk'rupt-ship), n. [< bank- ritory. Cf. G. bann-meilc in same sense: see

rupt + -ship.] Bankruptcy. ban* and /ear/we
2
.] The territory without the

bankrupturet (bangk'rup-tur), n. [< bankrupt walls, but within the legal limits, of a town or

+ -ure; after rupture.] Bankruptcy. city. Sometimes erroneously spelled banlieu,

bankshall (bangk'shal), n. [Anglo-Ind., for- as M from French lieu, a, place,

medy also !,a,L,ll, -sa,d, JoH, repr. Malay bannat (ban'at), n. Scotch form of bonnet.

g. bankcal, bankacala, lit. hall of bannaH n.
f

See banat.

oilier ui i mi' MM -iii;ir*Lci ur utiiri LV/I L HUMW- . m . . , , -,, -
, e

ity 2 In Java a large hall of audience in a Plece of cloth > attached to the upper part ot

princely residence, without regular walls, but a pole or staff, which in former times served

supported by wooden pillars. Yule and Burnett. the standard of a sovereign, lord, or knight,

7SJ5 "fi==^'r-rf "
"SSi ,

shrubs or trees, for the most part of small size,

of the natural order Proteaceaf, natives of west-
ern extra-tropical Australia and Tasmania,
where with other shrubs of the same order they
constitute most of the so-called "scrub." The
foliage is hard and dry, and extremely variable in form,
and the flowers form close cylindrical heads resembling
liottle-brushes. Many species have been cultivated in

European conservatories and gardens.

Hang out our banners on the outward walls ;

The cry is still,
"
They come !

" Our castle's strength
Will laugh a siege to scorn. Shak., Macbeth, v. 0.

2. In her., a square flag which in the middle

ages was the ensign of a knight banneret.
Instances are related of a knight companion being made
a knight banneret on the field of battle, the mark of his

promotion being the tearing off of the points of his pennon,
leaving the flag square. In modern usage, any square Hag
is termed a banner when it bears heraldic devices. The

VianlramsTi fhmiirlra ' muni i, r.1 litinlcmirn most familiar instance is the royal banner of England.DanKSman (bangles man), n.
, pi. omuumm

commollly called the royai standard ;
but other heraldic

(-men). [< bank's, poss.
of bank*, + mail.] In banner* are used in the funeral ceremonies of knights of

c<Kil-mining, a man in attendance at the mouth the Garter and the higher nobility.

banner-stone

3. An ensign or Hag bearing a. badge or em-

blem, as of a society or order, and borne in

processions. Haulier* "ere early used in the ).

Moii!, of tin- rliri.tian church, usually of the form adopted
li\ I'oii.ttantini-. It ConiUted of a -i|iiareclotll suspended
from a cron-i-bar near tile top of a gilt |ilc, bearing or

surmounted M the >acrc<l Mmbol jp.
s.-c (nlm, <///,.

4. Figuratively, anything displayed as a pro-
fession of principles.
Thou hast gi\rn a lunnu-r to tliciu that fear tliec, that it

maj be display 'I lie, -an-,- of the truth. PS. IX. 4.

See fii/iii/ii, fliu/, IK nniiii, and utandaril.

5. In lint'., the 'vcxilluin or up]>er petal of a

papilionaceous Mower. Also

called the .itinnlni-il. 6. One
of eio;|it divisions into wliiclt

the .Manchus are inarsiialed.

each with distinguishing flag
or banner. Four of tin- Hags are

plain (red. yellow, white, or blue).

Hi.' other four having a margin of a

different color. Hence, the Man-
cbii> are knoun collectively a-s the
/;/,/A' tlfiin"->-* and a- txltnu > ntfil. Pea-blotsom willi ex-

H. '/. Leading Or foremost panded lUnner. a, bju

in regaitl to some particular
e

cause or matter, such as giving the largest

majority to a political party, etc.

I am reminded that there is an Alleghany City as well

a* an AUcghaiiy I'oiinty, the former the banner town,
and the latter the banner county, perhaps, of the world.

l.iiirnln, in Raymond, p. 84.

banneralt, A corrupt form of bannerol, 2.

bannered (ban'erd), a. [< banner + -fP.] 1.

Furnished with or bearing a banner
; display-

ing banners.
A baniier'd host

t'ndcr spread ensigns marching.
Jfftton, P. L., II. 885.

Bothwell's banneml hall. Scott, L. of the L., II. 8.

2. Borne or blazoned on a banner.
bannerer (ban'er-er), n. A standard-bearer;
one who carries a banner.
banneret1

(ban'er-et), n. [Also bannerette, <

ME. banneret, banerett, < OF. baneret, banerette,
dim. of banere, banner : see banner and -et.~] A
little banner; a banderole.
The scarfs and the banneret* about thee did manifoldly

dissuade me from believing thee a vessel of too great a

burthen. Shale., All's Well, il. 3.

banneret2 (ban'er-et), n. [< ME. baneret, < OF.

banerct, banneret, < banere, a banner (see ban-

ner), + -ct, < L. -atus (see -ate1 ) = E. -erf2
; lit.,

one bannered: see banner and -erf2.] 1. One
who is bannered or entitled to a banner ; spe-
cifically, a knight of a certain grade in the mili-

tary hierarchy of the middle ages. Originally the

right to display a banner (as distinguished from a pennon)
was limited to those who could bring a certain array of

followers into the field, and who had also been dublied or

accoutred knight. As the military distinctions of earlier

feudalism became confused by the employment of paid
soldiers, the right of displaying a banner became more and
more a reward for distinguished prowess in battle. After

a victory or a notable achievement a banneret elect, carry-

ing his pennon in his hand, was, it is said, conducted be-

tween two knights of note, and presented to the king or

general, who cut off the point or ends of his pennon, making
it square. He was then called a hiight of the square flag.

Also, called knight banneret.

Sir Richard Croftes, who was made banneret at ...
Stoke, was a wise man. Camden, Remains (ed. 1637), p. 271 .

2. Formerly, the title of magistrates of the

second rank in some Swiss cantons, and also of

certain officers of some of the Italian republics.
Melchior Sturmthal, . . . Banneret of Berne.

Scott, Anne of Geierstein, I. vii.

[In Solnthuni] on the death of an avoyer, the banneret

succeeds to his place. J. Adams, Works, IV". 335.

bannerless (ban'er-les), a. [< banner + -less.]

Having no banner. J. H. Jesse.

bannerman (ban'er-man), . ; pi. bannermen

(-men). 1. A standard-bearer; a banuerer.

2. A person belonging to one of the eight ban-
ners into which the Manchus are marshaled.
See banner, 6.

bannerol (ban'e-rol), . [See banderole. This
is the usual spelling in sense 2.] 1. Same as

banderole. 2. In England, a banner, about a

yard square, borne at the funerals of prominent
men, and placed over the tomb. It bears the

arms of the ancestors and alliances of the de-

ceased, painted on silk. Also erroneously writ-

ten banner-roll and bannerol.

banner-plant (ban'er-plaut), n. A name given
to some cultivated species of Anthwiwn, natural

order Araceoe, in which the bright-scarlet spathe
is broadly expanded at right angles to the spadix.
banner-roll (ban'er-rol), n. An erroneous form
of bannerol, 2.

banner-stone (ban'er-ston), . A name some-
times given, not very aptly, to certain stone

objects shaped like a small two-edged ax. which



banner-stone

are supposed to have been worn as ornaments
in prehistoric times, or held in the hand as

badges of authority. They have an eye for

the insertion of a handle.

Some banner-stones of striped slate have been found in

Camillus, and one on Skaneateles Lake [New York].
Smithsonian Rep., 1881, p. 657.

banner-vane (ban'er-van), n. A weather-vane

having the shape of a banner, balanced by a

weight on the other side of the staff.

bannet (ban'et), . [Sc., = E. bonnet.'] A bon-
net. Scott.

bannimust, n. [< ML. bannimus, we banish,
1st pers. pi. pres. ind. of bannire, banish: see

banish.] Same as bannition.

banning (ban'ing), . [Verbal n. of ban1
, v.]

The act of uttering a ban or curse
;
an execra-

tion or cursing of another.

Especially when the names of the infernal fiends or un-

lucky soules are used in such banning*.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxvii. 2.

bannition f (ba-nish'on), n. [< ML. bannitio(n-),
< bannire, banish: see banish, and cf. abtm-

nition.] The act of banishing or the state of

being banished; expulsion, especially from a

university.
You will take order, when he comes out of the castle,

to send him out of the university too by bannition.

Abp. Laud, Remains, II. Ifll.

bannock (ban'ok), . [Sc., < ME. bannok, < AS.
bannuc, < Gael, bannach, also bonnack, = Ir. boin-

neog, a cake.] A thick cake made of oatmeal,
barley-meal, or pease-meal, baked on the embers
or on an iron plate or griddle over the fire.

Bannoks is better nor na kin bread.

Bay's Scottish Proverbs (1678), p. 364.

bannock-fluke (ban'ok-flok), n. [Sc., < ban-
nock + fluket.] A Scotch name of the com-
mon turbot.

banns (banz), n. pi. [Formerly bannes, often

banes, mod. more correctly bans, pi. of ban1
,

q. v. The spelling banns is now usual in this

sense.] 1. The proclamation of intended mar-
riage in order that those who know of any im-

pediment thereto may state it to the proper
authorities. Banns were made a part of ecclesiastical

legislation by the fourth Council of the Lateran, A. D.

1215, whose decrees were confirmed by the Council of
Trent. In the Komau Catholic Church the celebration of

marriage without previous proclamation of the banns,
unless by special dispensation, is gravely illicit, but not
invalid. The proclamation is made by the parish priest
of each contracting party, on three consecutive festivals

during public mass. The proclamation of banns is no
longer required in order to a valid civil marriage in Eng-
land, Scotland, or the United States.

2f. The proclamation or prologue of a play.
Banes or Prologue [to] the Fall of Lucifer.

York Plays, Int., p. Ixii.

To bid or ask the bannsl, to publish the banns.
If all parties be pleased, ask their banns, 'tis a match.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 561.

To forbid the banns, to make formal objection to an
intended marriage.
A better fate did Maria deserve than to have her bantu

forbid. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 24.

bannut (ban'ut), n. [E. dial., also written ban-

net, < late ME. bannenote (in comp. bannenote-

tre, glossed avetana, filbert); < "ban, *banne
(origin unknown) + nut.'] A walnut, the fruit
of Juglans regia (bannut-tree). [Obsolete or
dialectal.]

banquet (bang'kwet), n. [Earlier banket, < F.
banquet (= It. banchetto = Sp. banquete), a
feast, orig. a little bench or table, dim. of bane
(= It. Sp. banco), a bench or table : see bank!
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Justin time to bain/u.i

The illustrious company assembled there. fV< ///</..

II. intrans. 1. To feast; regale one's self

with good eating and drinking ;
fare daintily.

The mind shall banqiu'1, though the body pine.

Shak., L. L. L., i. 1.

Were it a draught for Juno when she banquets,
I would not taste thy treasonous offer.

Milton, Comus, 1. 701.

2f. To take part in a light refection after a
feast. See banquet, n., 2.

Then was the banquetiug-chamber in the tilt-yard at
Greenwich furnished for the entertainment of these

strangers, where they did both sup and banquet.
G. Cavendish.

banquetantt (bang'kwet-ant), n. [< F. ban-

quetant, ppr. of banqueter : see banquet, v.]
One who banquets; a banqueter.

Are there not beside
Other great banquetants?

Chapman, Odyssey, xx.

banqueter (bang'kwet-er), n. 1. A guest at
a banquet ;

a feaster.

Great banqueters do seldom great exploits. Cotgrave.

2f. One who provides feasts or rich entertain-
ments.

banquet-hall (bang'kwet-hal), n. A hall in
which banquets are held. Also called banquet-

tfalr Pelela" Tennyson, (Enone.

banquet-house (bang'kwet-hous), . A ban-

queting-house.
A banquet-house salutes the southern sky. Dryden.

banqueting (bang'kwet-ing), n. The act of

feasting; luxurious living; rich entertainment;
a feast.

Excess of wine, revellings, banquetings. 1 Pet. iv. 3.

banqueting-hall (bang'kwet-ing-hal), n. Same
as banquet-hall.

banqueting-house (bang'kwet-ing-hous), n. A
house where banquets are given.
In a banqueting-house, among certain pleasant trees, the

table was set. Sidney.

banquette (bong-kef), n. [F., fern. dim. of

bane, a bench: see 6afc2
,
and cf. banquet.] 1.

(a) In fort., a raised way or foot-bank, run-

ning along the inside of a parapet breast-high
above it, on which riflemen stand to fire upon
the enemy. (6) In medieval fort., an advanced
earthwork or palisaded defense outside of the
ditch. The space between the ditch and the parapet
was wide enough for a line of soldiers, but too narrow to
allow of its being fortified if occupied by the besiegers.
Formerly sometimes written banquet, as English.
2. The footway of a bridge when raised above
the carriageway. 3. A bench for passengers,
or the space occupied by benches, on the top
of a French diligence, and hence of any public
vehicle. 4. A sidewalk. [Common in the
southern and southwestern United States.]
Standing outside on the banquette, he bowed not to Dr.

Mossy, but to the balcony of the big red-brick front.
G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 144.

Banquette slope, in fort., an incline connecting the
banquette tread with the terreplein or interior of the
work. Banquette tread, the level surface of the ban-
quette on which the soldiers stand while firing over the
crest of the parapet ;

the tread.

bans, n. pi. See banns.
banshee (ban'she), . [< Gael, ban-sith, Ir. bean-

sidhe, lit. woman of the fairies, < Gael, ban,
Ir. bean, woman, + sith, Ir. sigh, sighe, sighidh
(the final consonant being scarcely sounded),

Bantu

tive size. Many of these varieties are the exact counter-

parts, except in size, of the corresponding breeds of full

size, and were originally reduced in weight by careful
selection and breeding of small specimens from these
full-sized breeds. There are other varieties, however, as
the Japanese and the Sebright bantams, which do not re-

semble any of the large breeds. The chief varieties are
the African, game (in the several colors), Japanese, Pekin,
Polish, and Sebright bantams.

2. Same as Bantam-work.
II. a. Pertaining to or resembling the ban-

tam; of the breed of the bantam; hence, dimin-
utive

; puny ; absurdly combative, or fussy and
consequential.
Bantam-work (ban'tam-werk), n. An old name
for carved work, painted in party-colors, im-

ported from the East Indies ;

" a kind of Indian

painting and carving on wood, resembling Ja-

pan-work, only more gay," Chambers's Cyc.,

Supp., 1753.

banteng (ban'teng), n. [Native name; alsospell-
ed banting."] A species of ox, Bos banteng or H.

sondaicus, a local race in the Malay archipelago.
banter (ban'ter), v. t. [First in the latter part
of the 17th century; regarded then as slang.]
1 . To address good-humored raillery to

;
attack

with jokes or jests ;
make fun of

; rally.
The magistrate took it that he bantered him, and bade

an officer take him into custody. Sir H. L'Estrange.
Not succeeding in bantering me out of my epistolary

proprieties. Blackwood's Mag., XXIII. 384.

So home we went, and all the livelong way
With solemn jibe did Eustace banter me.

Tennyson, Gardener's Daughter.

2. To impose upon or cheat, originally in a jest-

ing or bantering way ;
bamboozle. [Archaic.]

Somebody had been bantenng him with an imposition.
Scott, Guy Mannering, li.

3. To challenge; invite to a contest. [South-
ern and western U. S.]=Syn. Banter, Rally, quiz,
tease, joke. We banter another in good humor chiefly for

something he or she has done or neglected to do, whether
the act or omission be faulty or ridiculous or not, if it

only affords a subject for a laugh or smile at his or her
expense, or causes a blush not altogether painful. Sally,
literally to rail, generally implies some degree of sarcasm
or pungency, and is aimed at some specific fault, offense,
or weakness.

The sort of mock-heroic gigantesque
With which we banter'd little Lilia first.

Tennyson, Princess, Conclusion.

Lest you think I rally more than teach,
Or praise malignly arts I cannot reach.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, i. 2.

banter (ban'tfer), . [< banter, v.~] 1. A joking
or jesting; good-humored ridicule or raillery;
wit or humor

; pleasantry.
When wit has any mixture of raillery, it is but calling

it banter and the work is done.

Swift, Tale of a Tub, Author's Apol.

Mr. Adams made his contribution to the service of the
table in the form of that good-humored, easy banter
which makes a dinner of herbs more digestible than a
stalled ox without it.

Josiah Quincy, Figures of the Past, p. 62.

2. A challenge to a match or contest
;
the

match or contest itself. [Southern, and west-
ern U. S.]
banterer (ban'ter-er), n. 1. One who banters
or assails with good-humored jests or pleas-
antry. 2. One who cheats or bamboozles.
[Archaic.]
His dress, his gait, his accent, . . . marked him out as

an excellent subject for the operations of swindlers and
banterers. ilacaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

(ban'ter-i), a. Full of banter or good-

A napkin of fine linen to be laid on the table at the
coronation banquet. Macaulay, Hist. Eug., xxiii.

2f. A light entertainment at the end of a feast
;

Also beiishie, benshi.
a dessert ; a refection at which wine is drunk.

We'll dine in the great room ; but let the music
And banquet be prepared here.

Uassinger, Unnatural Combat, iii. 1.

There were all the dainties, not only of the season, but
of what art could add, venison, plain solid meate, fowle
bak'd and boil'd meats, banquet (desert) in exceeding
plenty, and exquisitely dress'd.

Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 27, 1685.

3f. A slight repast between meals : sometimes
called running banquet. N. E. D.
The running banquet of two beadles

Shak., Henry VIII., v. 3.

4f. In fort., same as banquette, 1. 5. A small
rod-shaped part of a horse's bridle coming un-
der the eye.=Syn. 1. Feast, Festival, etc. See feast.

banquet (bang'kwet), r. [Earlier banket, < F.
banqueter; from the noun.] I. trans. To treat
with a feast or rich entertainment.

You exceed in entertainment ;

Banquet our eyes too? Shirley, The Traitor, iii. 2.

The banshee is a species of aristocratic fairy, who, in the
shape of a little hideous old woman, has been known to
appear, and heard to sing in a mournful supernatural voice
under the windows of great houses, to warn the family
that some of them were soon to die. In the last century
every great family in Ireland had a banshee, who attended
regularly but latterly their visits and songs have been dis-
continued. Miss Edgeumth.
banstickle (ban'stik-1), n. [Sc., < ME. banstickle,
< bane, < AS. ban, bone, q. v., + stickle, < AS.
sticels, prickle. Cf . stickleback.'] A name of the
three-spined stickleback.
bant (bant), v. i. [Ludicrously formed from the
phrase

" the Banting system," the proper name
being taken as banting, ppr. and verbal noun
of an assumed verb bant.] To practise bant-
ingism (which see).
bantam (ban'tam), n. and a. [So named, prob.,
from Bow Jam, in Java.] !..!. A general name
for a number of varieties of the common hen
possessing the characteristic of veiy diminu-

go through a course of banting.
bantingism (ban'ting-izm), n. [Named after
William Hanting.'] A course of diet for re-

ducing corpulence, adopted and recommended
in 1863 by William Banting, a merchant of
London. The dietary recommended was the use of lean
meat principally, and abstinence from fata, starches, and
sugars.

bantling (bant'ling), n. [Perhaps a corruption
of "handling, meaning a child in swaddling-
clothes, < band2

,
a wrapping, + -ling, dim. suffix,

as in foundling, fondling, nurseling, etc.; more
prob. for "bankling, < Q. bankling, a bastard, <

bank, bench, + -ling; cf. equiv. G. bankert,
LG. bankert, < bank, bench, + -ert= E. -ard.~\
A young child

;
an infant : a term carrying

with it a shade of contempt.
It's a rickety sort of bantling. I'm told,
That'll die of old age when it s seven years old.

James Smith, Rejected Addresses.

Bantu (ban'to), n. [A native name, lit. 'peo-
ple.' ] A name sometimes applied to the South



Bantu
African family of tongues. The most m.irk<-ii pe-
culiarity of these languages is their prevailing ue <>l pre-
fixes instead of suffixes in derivation mid inflection.
Those nf Ihc-iii that border on tin- llotti-ntot emphu
clleks or ducks as alphabetic elements. Also calleil Chu-
niui anil y.iit'K't n ,

banxring (haugks'ring), n. [Native name.]A name of a squirrel-like insectivorous mam-
mal of Java, the Tupain jiii'diiii-n. Also culled

banysriny and xiiixrini/. See '1'n/Miiiiln:

banyan 1
,

. See i>u>n<ni\.

banyan'-', banyan-tree, . See banian".
baobab (ba'o-bab), w. [Formerly also li/ilto-

liab ; a native African name.] An African tree,
the A<kt><soiii<t </ii/iliitn, belonging to the tribe

Bombacete, natural order Mali-iimi; also called
the Ethiopian sour-gourd, and in South Africa
the cream-of-tartar tree. It is a native of tropical
Africa, :ind has been intriHlueecl anil naturalized in various

parts of l IK- Cast anil West Indies. It is one of the largest
trees in the world, being often found :t(i feet in diameter,
though it grows to a height of only from 40 to 70 feet. The
branches shoot out from (JO to 70 feet, bearing a dense
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Baobab of Madagascar (Adansanta Madagascaritttsis).

mass of deciduous leaves, somewhat similar to those of
the horse-chestnut. The white flowers are from 4 to 6
inches broad, and the oblong gourd-like fruit, about a
foot in length, is eaten by monkeys, and hence is called

monkey-bread (which see). The juice of the fruit mixed
with sugar is much esteemed as a beverage ; and the pulp,
which is pleasantly acid, is eaten, and is employed as a
remedy In Egyptian dysentery. The dried and powdered
mucilaginous bark and leaves are used by the negroes,
under the name of lalo, on their food, like pepper, to dimin-
ish perspiration ; and the strong fiber of the bark is made
into ropes and cloth. The only other known species of
this genus are the Australian sour-gourd or cream-of-tartar
tree, Adanxonia Qregorii, which differs chiefly in its

smaller fruit, and the Madagascar baobab, A. Madagaa-
carirnxis, which has red flowers.

bap (bap), n. [Sc. ; origin unknown.] A roll

ofbread of various shapes, costing generally a
halfpenny or a penny.
The young baker who brings the baps in the mornings.

Blackwood'i Mag., XXV. 392.

baphe (ba'fe), n. . [< Gr. ftafiii, a dye, dyeing,
dipping in dye, a dipping, < flairTEtv, dip : see

baptize.] The brilliant red color used in illu-

minating ancient manuscripts.
Baphomet (baf'6-met), n. [F. Baphomet; Pr.

Bafomet. OSp. Mafomat, regarded as a corrup-
tion of Mahomet. Cf. Mahound and Mammet.']
The imaginary idol or symbol which the Tem-
plars were accused of worshiping. By some mod-
ern writers the Templars are charged with a depraved
Gnosticism, and the word Baphomet has had given to it

the signification of baptism of wisdom (as if < Gr. 3acf>7j,

baptism, + I^TU, wisdom), baptism of fire ; in other words,
the Gnostic baptism, a species of spiritual illumination.
But this and the other guesses are of no value. The word
may be a manipulated form of Mahomet, a name which
took strange shapes in the middle ages.

Baphometic (baf-o-met'ik), a. [< Baphomet.']
Of or pertaining to Baphomet, or to the rites
in which it was supposed to be employed.

It is from this hour that I incline to date my spiritual
new-birth or Baphometic Fire-baptism ; perhaps I directly
thereupon began to be a man.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, p. 117.

Bapta (bap'ta), n. [NL., < Gr. /JaTrroo, dipped,
dyed, verbal adj. of /M^rero, dip.] A genus of

geometrid moths. The white piuion-spotted moth
Is B. biinactilata ; the clouded silver-moth is B. punctata.

baptise, r. t. See baptize.
Baptisia (bap-tiz'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr. /3<i7mo-<f, a
dipping (dyeing! c'f. /3anror, dyed), < /fanrffov,

thai-tie and emetic. Some IpadM, es|M-cially the blui-tlow-
rn-il /;. inixlnilit. an- oi-i-uxionally cultivated in gardens.

baptism (bap'ti/.m), n. [< ME. iHiplixiiii- (usu-
ally and earlier Im/ilim, btiptym, li(iptrin), < OF.

iiiiti-iin; Ixitcsmr, hiiti-mr (mod. F.

of baptism. Baptismal Shell, a real shell polished or
a small metal vessel in tin- shape of a scallop-shell
to take water from the font and pour it upon the head of
the candidate in baptism. Baptismal VOWS, the prom-
[Ml Niaile at MpttBD by the per.-.in bajiti/i-d, t.r by the
>'t'>ii-ors in his name.

hn/ili
:

iHi-), < 1,1,. hiiiilimiti, < (Jr. .lii-nm,,,. nlso baptismally (Imp-tiy.'mal-i),,'/>. In or through

Christian church, instituted by Christ as an ini- baptize: see baptize.} 1. One who administers

tiatory rite, consisting in the immersion of the baptism : the title (with a capital letter) of

person in water, or in the application of water J ll
>
the forerunner of Christ,

to the person by affusion or by sprinkling, by an Him the Baptist soon descried. Milton, P. R., L 25.

authorized administrator,
" in the name of the 2. [cap.] A member or an adherent of one of

Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost." those Christian denominations which maintain
The proper signification of the rite the proper subjects that baptism can be administered onlv upon a
of it, and the proper method* of administering it, are mat- ..

lers of dispute in the Christian church. In Protestant l>ersollal profession of Christian faith. Qmm
churches it is generally regarded as a symbol of purinca- W 'hough not always, Baptists are immersionUts. This

doctrine has been held from a very early age of the Chris-tion, a rite of initiation into the visible church of Christ,
and a sign ratifying (!od s covenant with his people. In the
I .'oinan Catholic Church baptism is the sacrament of inltia-
ti"ii into the church of Christ, consisting essentially in the

application of water to the person baptized by one'having
the intention of conferring the sacrament, and who pro-
nounces at the same time the words, "N., I baptize

"

in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
nhost." TheGreekformula/'Theservant ofGod is baptized
in the name," etc., is also recognized as valid. In all branches
of thechurch a layman may, in case of necessity.administer
baptism. In the Roman Catholic, Greek, and most Protes-
tant churches, infant children are admitted to baptism ;

but among the various Baptist denominations only those
are admitted who give credible evidence of possessing a
( 'hristian experience. Among them, also, it is generally per-
formed by immersion, which they regard as the Scriptural
mode. This is also the common mode in the Eastern
churches; in the Western churches sprinkling or pouring
is commonly substituted. The Friends reject ali baptism
with water, regarding Christian baptism as spiritual only.

Baptism is not only a sign of profession, and mark of dif-

ference, whereby Christian men are discerned from others
that be not christened, but it is also a sign of Regenera-
tion or New-Birth, whereby, as by an instrument, they that
receive Baptixm rightly are grafted into the Church ; the
promises of the forgiveness of sin, and of our adoption to
be the sons of God by the Holy Ghost, are visibly signed
and sealed ; Faith is confirmed, and Grace increased by
virtue of prayer unto God.

Articles of Religion of Ch. of Eng. and Prot. Epis. Ch.

We believe in ... baptism to be administered to be-
lievers and their children, as the sign of cleansing from
sin, of union

'

tian church; but the Baptists as a distinct denonihia
tion date from the epoch of the Reformation, and were
originally called Analtaptists by their opponent*. In the
Tinted States the Baptists owe their origin to Roger

. Williams, who was originally a minister of the Church of

thee England. The principal Baptist denominations are the

jlojv Baptists, sometimes called Calvinint Iiapti*ts, from their

tiled I'afvinistic theology ; Freeirill Baptists, who are Anninian
in theology and OJKMI e'linmiinionisto in practice; German
Kijittxts, popularly called Dvnlcers; General Baptists, e.

party of English Baptists who are Anninian in tneology
and hold to a general atonement (opposed to Particular
Baptists, who are C'alvinistic) ; Old-School Baptists, some-
times called Anti-Mission or Hard-Shell Baptists, from
their extreme Calvinism, which leads them to oppose all
active measures for the conversion of the world (a sect
numbering 40,000) ; Seventh-Day Baptists, who keep the
seventh day, instead of the first, as the sabbath; Six-
Principle Baptists, so called from the six principles which
constitute their creed (they practise

"
laying on of hands,"

and refuse communion to all who do not); Disciples of
Christ, also called Christians or Campbellites, an American
denomination growing out of the labors of Alexander
Campbell, and separately organized in 1827; Winebren-
neriani, or Church of God (organized in 1830 by John
Winebrenner), who maintain the washing of feet as an
ordinance of perpetual obligation ; and Christians, or the
Christian Connection, an American sect of Unitarian Bap-
tists founded about 1800. The Baptists are congregational
in polity, and generally Calvinistic or semi-Calvinistic in

theology. Those of Great Britain do not generally regard
baptism by immersion as a prerequisite to communion, and
therefore commune with other churches ; but the opposite
position is, with few exceptions, adopted by the Baptists
of the United States. The former are popularly ca"
communwnists, the latter cloge-communioniits.

2. Any ceremonial ablution intended as a sign baptistery, baptistry (bap'tis-ter-i, -tri), n.
; pi.

of purification, dedication, etc.: as, the baptism baptisteries, baptistries (-iz, -triz). [< L. baptis-
administered by John the Baptist, or that ad- terium.e, place for bathing (LL. in eccl. sense),
ministered to proselytes by the ancient Jews; < Gr. pavTioTr/piov, < fiairri^eiv, baptize: see

"

the baptism or christening of bells, ships, and
other objects in the Roman Catholic Church, etc.

The publicans justified God, being baptized with the
baptism of John. Luke vii. 29.

Baptism for the dead, the baptism of a living person
instead of and for the sake of one who has died unbaptized.
The performance ofsuch aceremony, although disapproved
by the church, is on record in a number of individual
cases among the early Christians, and is also said to have
been a custom of several ancient sects, the Ebionites, Mar-
cionites, and others. In modern times it has been revived

by the Monnons. This practice has been supposed by
many to be alluded to in 1 Cor. xv. 29, but other expla-
nations of the passage have been given. Baptism of
blood, martyrdom for the sake of Christ, regarded as sup-
plying the absence of the sacrament of baptism. Baptism
Of desire, the virtue or grace of baptism received by a
person who dies earnestly desiring that sacrament, but
unable to obtain it. Baptism Of flre. (a) The gift or

gifts of the Holy Spirit ; the grace of baptism considered

separately from the outer form, (b) Martyrdom. Clinic
or clinical baptism, baptism on a sick-bed. In the early
church this was allowed only in case of impending death,
and was sometimes refused even then, except to persons
already candidates. Such baptism was recognized as
valid ; but a person so baptized was not ordinarily eligible
to orders, perhaps because it was judged that fear had
induced the reception of the sacrament. Conditional
baptism (also called hypothetical baptism\ in the Roman
Catholic and Anglican churches, baptism administered to

persons in respect to whom it is doubtful whether they
have been baptized or not, or whose known baptism is of
doubtful validity. The condition is then regularly insert-
ed in the formula: "If thouart not baptized, "etc. Pri-
vate baptism, baptism conferred in the home or else-

where, without the ceremonies prescribed for the rite of
solemn baptism in the church. Seal Of baptism, (a)
The rite of unction in baptism. (6) Same as baptismal
character (which see, under baptismal).

baptismal (bap-tiz'mal), a. [< baptism + -al; =
F. baptismal.'] Pertaining to baptism : as, "the
baptismal vow," Hammond. Baptismal charac-
ter, a spiritual and indelible mark attaching to the souls
of baptized Christians from their reception of the sacra-
ment. This term is used officially by the Roman Cath-
olic Church, and also by theologians of the Greek, Ori-

ental, and Anglican churches, to express the doctrine of
those churches that a baptized person can for good or for

Baptistery of the Duomo, Pisa, Italy.

tize.~\ A building or a portion of a building in
which is administered the rite of baptism, in
the early Christian church the baptistery was distinct from
the church-building, and was situated near its west end ;

it was generally circular or octagonal in form, and dome-
roofed. About the end of the sixth century the baptistery
began to be absorbed in the church, within which the font
was placed, not far from the western door. The detached
baptistery was, however, often preserved, especially in

Italy : and many such baptisteries still remain in use, as
that of St. John Lateran in Rome, and those of the cathe-
drals of Pisa, Florence, etc. As a separate building the

baptistery was often of considerable size and great archi-
tectural beauty ; that of Florence is 108 feet In external
diameter. In the West, baptisteries were in early tunes
commonly dedicated to St. John the Baptist. See/ontl

uiuse cimrciies mat a napu/eu person can lor gooa or lor * ^ -,
.,

evil never he as one unbaptized, and that the sacrament DaptlStlC, baptlStlcal (bap-tis tlk, -tl-kal), O.

cannot be repeated without sacrilege. Also called the [< Gr. /IcmTioTmof, < /iairrtOTJK, baptist : see bap-



baptistic

fist.'] Pertaining to baptism, or (with a capital)

to the doctrine of the Baptists.

This baptistwal profession, which he ignorantly laugheth

at, is attested by fathers, by councils, by liturgies.

Abp. Bramhall, Schism Uuarded, p. 205.

Baptistically (bap-tis'ti-kal-i), adr. Accord-

ing to Baptist doctrine ;
in the manner of the

Baptists.

baptizable (bap-ti'za-bl), , [< baptue H

-6(e.] That may be baptized. [Rare.]

As for the condition limiting persons hiptizable, which

is actual believing, this also the Church of Christ under-

stood in a limited and temporary sense.

Up. Ga uden, Tears of the Church, p. 284.

baptizationt (bap-ti-za'shon), n. [< LL. bapti-

-titio(n-), < baptizare, baptize: see baptize.'] The
act of baptizing ; baptism. [Rare.]

If they had been lay persons, their baptizations were

null and invalid. Jrr. Taijlor, Clerus Domini, iv.

baptize (bap-tiz'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. baptized,

ppr. baptizing. [< ME. baplizcn, < LL. bap-

tizare, < Gr. ftatm^eai, dip in or under water,

baptize, < fiairreiv, dip in water. See etym. of

baptism. ] 1. To administer the rite of bap-
tism to. See baptism.
None [in Yucatan] might marry who had not been bap-

tised. Faiths of the World, p. 24S.

2. To christen ;
name

;
denominate : with al-

lusion to the naming of infants at baptism.
Call me but love, and I'll be new baptiz'd ;

Henceforth I never will be Romeo.
Shak., R. and J., ii. 2.

Sometimes spelled baptise.

baptizement (bap-tiz'ment), n. [< baptize +
-ment."] The act of baptizing ; baptism. [Rare.]

baptizer (bap-ti'zer), n. One who baptizes.

On the part of the baptizer, baptism was a form of re-

ception to instruction. Rees, Cyc., Baptism.

baquet (ba-ka'), n. [F. : see backet.] A small

tub or trough.
bar 1

(bar), n. [< ME. barr, barre, < OF. barre,
F. barre = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. barra, < ML. barra,
of unknown origin. The Celtic words, Bret.

barren, a bar, a branch, W. bar, a bar, rail,

Gael, and Ir. barra, a bar, spike, Corn, bara (v.),

bar, as well as MHG. bar, barre, a barrier, G.

barre, Dan. barre, a bar, ingot, Russ. barii, bar

(of a harbor), are from the ML., Rom., or E.

Hence barrier, barrister, barricade, barrace, em-

bar, embarrass, debar, debarrass, etc.] 1. A
piece of wood, metal, or other solid matter,

long in proportion to its thickness, used for

some mechanical purpose ;
a rod : as, a cap-

stan-fear; the bars of a grate; the splinter-Jar
of a vehicle

; especially, such a piece of wood
or metal used as an obstruction or guard : as,
the bars of a fence or gate ;

the bar of a door
or window. 2. Anything which obstructs,

hinders, or impedes ;
an obstruction

;
an ob-

stacle
;
a barrier.

Must I new bars to my own joy create? Dryden.

The incapacity to breed under confinement is one of the
commonest bars to domestication.

Damtrin, Var. of Animals and Plants, I. 21.

3. A barrier (a) At the entrance to a city, or

between the city proper and its suburbs ; hence,
the gate at which the barrier was placed in

former times, as Temple Bar in London, now
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mouth of a river or harhin-. obstructing entrance or ren-

dering it difficult.

He rose at dawn, and, tired with hope,
Shot o'er the seething harbour bar.

Tennyson, The Sailor Boy.

(Ii) A narrow point of land jutting out into the water. (<)

In placer-mfninff, an accumulation of sand or gravel in or

near the bed of a stream.

5. In law : (a) The railing inclosing the place
which counsel occupy in courts of justice.

[Hence the phrase at the bar of the court signi-

fies in open court.]
Some at the bar with subtlety defend,
Or on the bench the knotty laws untie. Dryden.

(b) The place in court where prisoners are sta-

tioned for arraignment, trial, or sentence.

The great duke
Came to the bar; where to his accusations

He pleaded still, not guilty. Shah., Hen. VIII., U. 1.

(c) The practising members of the legal pro-
fession in a given community; all those who
have the right to plead in a court

;
counsel or

barristers in general, or those present in court.

It is the bench, the magistracy, the tor the profession
as a profession ... a class, a body, of which I mean
exclusively to speak. S. Choate, Addresses, p. 137.

The storm of invective which burst upon him from ba-r,

bench, and witness-box. Macmtlay, Hist. Eng., iv.

(d) A stoppage or defeat in an action or suit

by countervailing the alleged right of action.

6. In England, a railing or barrier which sep-
arates a space near the door from the body
of either house of Parliament, beyond which
none but members and clerks are admitted. At
these bars counsel stand when pleading before the house,
and to the same bar witnesses and such as have been
ordered into custody for breaches of privilege are brought.
In the houses of Congress, the bar, for the latter purpose,
is the area in front of the presiding officer.

7. Figuratively, any tribunal: as, the bar of

public opinion ;
the bar of God. 8. That por-

tion of a tavern, inn, coffee-house, or the like,

where liquors, etc., are set out; the counter
over which articles are served in such an es-

tablishment.

I was under some apprehension that they would appeal
to me ; and therefore laid down my penny at the bar, . . .

and made the best of my way to Cheapside.
Addwon, Spectator, No. 40:i.

9. A band or stripe : as, a bar of light.

The long, slender bars of cloud float like fishes in the

sea of crimson light. Emerson, Nature.

10. In farriery, the upper part of the gums of

a horse between the grinders and tusks, which
bears no teeth, and to which the bit is fitted.

11. In music, a line drawn perpendicularly
across the staff, dividing it into equal measures
of time and marking the place of the strong

Temple Bar, London. Founded 1670, demolished 1878.

removed, and the existing medieval bars of
York. (6) At a toll-house ; a toll-gate. Also
called toll-bar. 4. An accumulation forming
a bank obstructive to navigation or to the flow
Of water, (a) A bank of sand, gravel, or earth forming
a shoal in any body of water ; a bank ur shoal at the

accent; hence, the space and notes included
between two such lines

;
the portion of music

represented by the included notes. See also

double bar, below.

Whistling a random bar of Bonny Doon.

Tennyson, The Brook.

12. In com. : (a) An ingot, a lump, or a wedge,
as of gold or silver, from the mines, run in a

mold, and unwrought. (6) A short piece of

bar-iron about half a pound in weight, used as

a medium of traffic with African negroes. 13.
In printing : (a) The lever by which the pres-
sure is applied in a hand-press, (b) The middle

cross-piece of a printers' chase. 14. In her.,
a horizontal stripe crossing the field, narrow-
er than the fesse, and occupying
usually one fifth or less of the
field: one of the nine ordinaries.
It is rare that one bar only is used ;

bars may be borne in any number, and
the blazon always names the number

;

but when more than four, as they are

smaller, they are called bamtlets. See

6arry2 and barunse.

15. In a bridle, the mouthpiece
connecting the checks. 16. In a rifle-sight, a

plate in the form of a segment, with its upper
or chord edge horizontal, and secured in a ring.
If the plate has a vertical slot in it, it is called a slit bar-

night ; if it has an annnlus or smaller ring attached to it, it

is a bar-sight or open bead-sight.

17. In saddlery, one of the side pieces connect-

ing the pommel and cantle of a saddle Ac-
cented parts of a bar. See accent, v. (. Bar of
ground, a term used in Cornwall, England, and else-

where to designate a stratum or mass of rock coming
near to or crossing the lode, and of a different character
from that adjacent to it. Bar sinister, a phrase erro-

neously used for bend sinister. See beads.

baraket

Thackeray falls into the common error of describing "a
bar-xinMer

"
as a mark of bastardy. A bar in heraldry, be-

ing horizontal, cannot be dexter or sinister ; a bend may
be either. N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 40.

Bar super, in apicultvrp, a case or crate in which the

honeycomb is hutiK from bars, instead of being built in sec-

tions or boxes. Phin, Diet. Apiculture, p. 70. Bastard
bar. Same as batton, 1 (r). Blank bar, in law, a plea
in bar which in an action of trespass is put in to compel
the plaintiff to assign the certain place where the trespass
was committed ; a common bar. It is most used by the

practisers in the Common Bench, for in the King's Bench
the place is commonly ascertained in the declaration.

Mount. Branchial bar. See branchial. Double bar,
in music, two bars placed together at the conclusion of a

movement or strain. If two or four dots are added to it,

the strain on that side should be repeated. Equalizing-
bar, (a) In a car-truck, a wrought-iron beam which bears

upon the top of the journal-boxes on the same side of the

track. The springs which sustain the weight of the body
of the car upon that side rest upon the center of this bar,
which distributes the weight upon the two journals. (6)

In a vehicle, a bar to each end of which a whippletree is

attached. It is pivoted at the middle, and is used to

equalize the draft of two horses harnessed abreast. Also

called emner and doubletree. Father of the bar. See

.father. Horizontal bar, a round bar placed horizontal-

ly at some distance above the ground, on which athletes

exercise. Landing-bar, in lace-making, a shuttle-box;
a receptacle for the shuttle at the end of each cast.

Loosening-bar, in mnlilinn, a pointed steel wire which is

driven into the pattern and struck lightly with a hammer
to loosen it from its mold, so that it can be withdrawn.

Parallel bars, a pair of bars raised about 4 to 6 feet

above the ground and placed about a foot and a half apart,
used in gymnastics to develop the muscles of the arms,

chest, etc. Plea in bar. in law, a plea of matter of such
a nature that if sustained it would defeat not merely the

present action, but any other for the same cause. See

abatement. Splinter-bar, in cuach-biiildiny, the bar of

a carriage to which the traces are attached. To call

to the bar. See call. Trial at bar, a trial in one of

the superior courts before all the judges of the court in

which the action is brought, or a quorum sufficient to

make a full court. = Syn. 2 and 3. Barricade, etc. See
barrier.

bar1
(bar), v. t.

; pret. and pp. barred, ppr.

barring. [< ME. barren, < OF. barrer = Pr.

Sp. Pg. barrar, < ML. barrare, bar; from the

noun.] 1. To fasten with a bar, or as with a
bar.

Every door is barr'd with gold, and opens but togolden keys.

Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

Now to all hope her heart is barred and cold.

Longfellow, Blind Girl of Castel-Cuille, ii.

2. To hinder ;
obstruct ; prevent ; prohibit ;

restrain.
If you cannot

Bar his access to the king, never attempt
Anything on him. fihak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

The houses of the country were all scattered, and yet
not so far olf as that it barred mutual succour.

Sir P. Sidney.

Though the law of arms doth bar
The use of venom'd shot in war.

S. Butler, Hudibras.

3. To except ;
exclude by exception.

Nay, but I bar to-night ; you shall not gage me
By what we do to-night. Shak., M. of V., ii. 2.

4. To provide with a bar or bars
;
mark with

bars
;
cross with one or more stripes or linesi

A Ceynt she wered, barred al of silke.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 49.

He bars his surfaces with horizontal lines of colour, the

expression of the level of the Desert. Ruskin.

5. To make into bars. [Rare.] To bar a vein,
in farriery, to open the skin above a vein in a horse's leg,

disengaging it, tying it both above and below, and strik-

ing between the two ligatures : an operation intended
to stop malignant humors. Johnson. To bar dower.
See dowerV. To bar an entail. See entail.

bar 1
(bar), prep. [Prop. impv. of fear1

, tf.,3; cf.

barring.] Except; omitting; but: as, to offer

to bet two to one against any horse bar one.

bar2 rbar), n. [< F. bar, "the fish called a
base" (Cotgrave): see&ose5.] An acanthopte-
rygian European fish, Scicena aqmla. Also
called maigre.
bar3

,
a. An obsolete (Middle English) or dia-

lectal form of bare1 .

bar4!. A Middle English preterit of bear1 .

bar5
(bar), n. A dialectal form of bear*. [U.S.]

bart, n. A Middle English form of baron.

baracan, . See barracan.

baraesthesiometer, . See baresthesio meter.

baragouin (ba-ra-gwan' or -gwin'), n. [P.,
said to be < Bret, bara, bread, + gwin, wine, or

gwemi, white, "in reference to the astonish-

ment of Breton soldiers at the sight of white

bread"; but this reads like a popular etymol-
ogy, with the usual fictitious anecdote append-
ed. The word may be merely imitative.] Un-
intelligible jargon; language so altered in sound
or sense as not to be generally understood.
baraket (bar'a-ket), n. [Heb.] In Jewish
an tig., the third jewel in the first row in the

breastplate of the high priest : it is thought to

be the garnet.



baralipton

baralipton (bar-a-lip'ton), n. [An artificial

term.J 1. In logic, a, mnemonic name of an
indirect mood of the first figure of syllogism,
in which the two premises are universal aflir-

matives and the conclusion is a particular
affirmative: as, Every animal is a substance ;

every man is an animal; therefore, some sub-

stance is a man. The name was probably in-

vented by Petrus Ilispanus. Sec /i/ini<ili/> iiml

mootfi, 2. [cap.'] [SL.] In rooV., a genus of

coleopterous insects.

baranco (ba-rang'ko), n. Same as Ixirriiin-n.

baranee (bar-a-ne'), n. [Anglo-Ind.. repr.
Hind, liiinuii, 1'il. keeping off the rain, < liiiniii.

rain.] A cloak made of felted woolen cloth,

used in India.

baraniline (ba-ran
'

i-lin), n. [< Gr. iiapv(,

heavy, + aniline.'] A name given by Keimann
to heavy aniline oil, to distinguish it from the

light aniline oil or kuphaniline.
barathea-cloth (bar-a-the'ft-kldth),

. 1. A
woolen cloth made at Leeds, England. 2. A
silk, either plain or twilled, made in England.
Also spelled barrathea-clolli.

barathrum (bar'a-thrum), n.
; pi. iMiritthni

(-tlira). [L., < (IT. jidpatipov, Ionic jUped/xm,
coutr. fti-Ufiov, a gulf, pit.] 1. A rocky place
or

pit
outside the walls of ancient Athens, into

which criminals were thrown. 2t. The abyss ;

hell.

He will eat a letf of mutton wllilr 1 HIM III my porriduc.
. . . Ills belly is like n^rntln-inii.

B. Jttitson, Poetaster, ill. 1.

3f. Anything that swallows up or devours
;
the.

belly; an insatiable glutton or extortioner.

You come
To scour your dirty maw with the good cheer,
Which will lie damn'd in your lean baralhrmn,
That kitchen-stuff devourer.

Shirley, The Wedding, ii. 3.

You barathrum of the shambles!

!Hasii\gtr, A New Way to Pay Old Debts, iii. -j.

barato (bii-ra'to), n. [Sp., as in def., lit. cheap-

ness, low price, bargain, barato, cheap: see

barrat.] A portion of a gamester's winnings
given

' ' for luck " to the bystanders. Ar
. E. D.

barb 1
(barb), n. [< ME. barbe, < OF. barbe, F.

barbe = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. barba, < L. barba, beard :

see beard.'] 1. A beard; anything which re-

sembles a beard or grows in the place of it.

The barbel, so called by reason of his lxirk>, or wattles

in his mouth. /. Walton, Complete Angler.

2. In bot., a terminal tuft of hairs; a beard;
more usually, a retrorse tooth or double tooth

terminating an awn or

prickle. 3. In ornith.,
one of the processes, of

the first order, given off

by the rachis of a feather.

// The vane [of a feather] con-
' sists of a series of appressed,

flat, narrowly linear or lance-
linear laminte or plates, set ob-

liquely on the rhachis by their

bases, diverging out from it at

a varying open angle, ending in

a free point ; each such narrow
acute plate is called a barb.

Cmux, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 84.

4. One of the sharp points projecting backward
from the penetrating extremity of an arrow,

fish-hook, or other instrument for piercing, in-

tended to fix it in place ;
a beard.

Having two points or barbn.

Afchain, Toxophilns (Arber), p. 1SS.

5. A linen covering for the throat and breast,
sometimes also for the lower part of the face,

worn by women through-
out the middle ages in

western Europe. It was
at times peculiar to nuns
or women in mourning.
Do wey your barbe and shew

youre face bare.

Chawer, Troilus, ii. 110.

6. A band or small scarf

of lace, or other fine ma-
terial, worn by women
at the neck or as a head-
dress. 7. Same as bar-

bel, 3. 8. In her., one of
the five leaves of the

calyx which project be-

yond and between the

petals of the heraldic
rose. See barbe<A, 3. 9.
A bur or roughness pro-
duced in the course of metal-working, as in

(dining and engraving. 10. A military term

lurv. ( From Viollet-le-Duc's
"
Diet, du Mohilier franijais." )
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used in the phrase l<> fin- in hnrh, in l>m-l>< ti* , m-

f.n barbt, that is, to fire cannon over the para-

pet instead of through the embrasures.
Also spelled hiirln:

barb 1
(biirb), r. [< OF. barber, shave, < burin:

beard. In E. the verb is now generally re-

garded as formed from barber, like ]i<-il<llt
from

/n-ililli-r, and is used only colloquially.] I.

IrtniK. 1. To shave; dress the beard. [Now
only colloq.] 2f. To pare or shave close to the

surface
;
mow.

The stooping scytheman, that doth barb the tlcld.

M<ir<tnn inn! Wt'hxt'i: Miileontelit, HI. 2.

3f. To clip, as gold. Ji. Jonson.l. To fur-

nish with barbs, as an arrow, fish-hook, spear,
or other instrument.

II. t intrans. To shave.

To SlrO. Smith's, it being now night, and there up to

his chamber, and sat talking, and 1 bnrl,in:i against to-

morrow. Prpy*, Diary, II. 329.

barb-t (biirb), n. [A corruption of fiord2
, per-

haps by confusion with barb 1
,
a beard, or barb3

,

a Barbary horse.] Same as barif-. n.

He left hla loftle steed w ith golden sell

And goodly gorgeous barbe.
X,u;i*-r, K. !).. II. ii. 11.

Thi-ir h..rscs were naked, without iin> bnflw. fur iilln-it

many brought barbs, few regarded to put them on.
.SVr ./. Ilni/iriiril, F.dw. VI., p. 32.

barb-t (biirb), c. t. [< burlft. .] Same as

hard-, i
1

.

A brave courser trapped and I.Htrl'<l.

Holland, tr. of Llvy, p. IITH.

Karbfd with frontlet of steel, I trow,
And with Jedwood-axe at saddle-bow.

Scott, L of L. M., i. 6.

barb3 (barb), H. [< F. barbe, a Barbary horse

(ML. cavallus de barba, indicating a supposed
connection with L. barba, a beard), < Barbaric,

Barbary: see barbary.] 1. A horse of the

breed introduced by the Moors into Spain from

Barbaryand Morocco, and remarkable for speed,
endurance, and docility. In Spain this noble race
has degenerated, and true barbs are rare even in their na-

tive country.

The importance of improving our studs by an infusion

of new blood was strongly felt ; and with this view a con-
siderable number of barb* had lately been brought into

the country. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

2. A breed of domestic pigeons having a short

broad beak, classed by Darwin with the carriers

and runts. Also called barb-pigeon, Barbary

pigeon, and Barbary carrier. 3. A scinoid
fish, MenHcirrus alburnus, better known as king-

Jish. See kingfish.

barbacant, . See barbican^.

barbacou (bar'ba-ko), n. [< F. barba&nt, irreg.

barbu, abarbet, -f(tur)acou or (cou)cou, cuckoo.]
A name given by Le Vaillant to the American
barbets of the family Bucconida;, to distinguish
them from the barbets proper of the family
Capitonida;. The South American barbacous
are the birds of the genera Monasa and Cheli-

doptera.
barbacue, . See barbecue.

Barbadian (bar-ba'di-an), a. and n. [< Barba-

dos, the Barbados, a name said to be due to Pg.
as barbadas, the bearded, applied by the Portu-

rese
to the Indian fig-trees growing there.]

a. Of or pertaining to Barbados (also spell-
ed Barbadoes).

II. . An inhabitant of Barbados, the most
eastern island of the West Indies, belonging to

Great Britain.

Barbados cherry, leg, nut, tar, etc. See the
nouns.

Barbados-pride (biir-ba'doz-prid), . 1. A
prickly leguminous shrub, Caxalpinia pulclter-

rima, of tropical regions, planted for hedges as

well as for the beauty of its flowers. Also
called Barbados flower-fence. 2. In the West
Indies, a handsome flowering leguminous tree,
Adenanthera pavonina, introduced from the
East Indies.

barba Hispanica (bar'ba his-pan'i-ka), .

[NL., lit. Spanish beard.] A name given to

the plant Tillandsia usneoides. See long-moss.
barbaloin (bar'ba-16-in or -loin), n. A neu-
tral substance (C^llsgO^-r-H2O) crystallizing
in tufts of small yellow pnsms, extracted from
Barbados aloes.

barbart (bar'bar), a. and n. [Early mod. E.

also barbare, <"ME. barbar, OF. barbare, < L.
barbarus : see barbarous.'] I. a. Barbarous.

II. . A barbarian.

barbara (bar'ba-rii), . In logic, a mnemonic
name of a syllogism of the first figure, all

whose parts are universal affirmative proposi-
tions: as, All men are mortal; all the patri-

barbarianism

archs( Enoch. Elijah, etc.) are men; hence, all

patriarchs are mortal. It is the type "f all syllo-

i:i-in. 'I bis name is believed to have been invented b.\

IVtrns HUpanim (Pupe John XXI., died I'-'TT). although
I'ranll thihks the wnrk of Willnim "I shjrwodc (died

l^4!l) ill Which it is fnlllld is e:irlier. See n , ..!/-'.

barbaresque (biir-ba-resk'). . and H. [< F.

liiii-liiir<-ni/iif',
of Barbary. Sp. l'g. linrban-si-o =

It. liiirbiii-rnfii (olis.). of Hiirliiiry. barbarous:

see bill-lull- and IXI/IH:
( 'f. hiirlnii //.] I. <l. 1.

Clianicteristic of or appropriate to barbarians;

barbarous in style. [Hare.]

Our European ami Kast Indian coins are the basest of all

base products from rude l><<> '>"> ;'" ti:nn!i' lat't.

/). i,>,<:,,., ,,. gi oret Sn.'ieties, i.

2. [''/)(.] Of or pertaining to Barbary in north-

ern Africa.

II. ". [<'J>.] A native of Barbary. Jefferxon.

[Rare.]
barbari (biir'ba-ri), . In Iw/ic, the mnemonic
name of a kind of syllogism the premises of

which are those of a syllogism in barbara

(which see), while the conclusion is only a par-
ticular instead of a universal affirmative: as,

All men are mortal; all kings are men; hence,
some kings are mortal. This kind of syllogism was
noticed by Occam, and the name was invented by one of

his followers, Albert c,f Siivm.v . See i,,../-.

barbarian (bar-ba'ri-an), //.and a. [<F. bar-

barien,< barbaric, < L."barbaria, barbarotisness

(see barbary), < barbarus, barbarous, a barba-

rian: see barbarous and -('.] I. n. 1. A for-

eigner; one whose language and customs differ

from those of the speaker or writer. [This is

the uniform meaning of the word in the New
Testament.]
Therefore if I know not the meaning of the voice, I shall

be unto him that speaketh a barbarian, and he that speak-
eth shall be a barbarian unto me. 1 Cor. \iv. 11.

It is well known that many of the Roman Emperors
were barbarian* who had lieen successful soldiers in the

Imperial army. SlilU, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 50.

[With the Greeks, one not a Greek was a barbarian ; with

the Romans, one outside the pale of the Roman empire
or its civilization, and especially a person belonging to

one of the northern nations who overthrew the empire ;

with the Italians of the Renaissance period, one of a nation

outside of Italy. Among the Chinese, one who is not a

Chinaman, and especially a European or an American, is

commonly spoken of as a mutern barbarian. The treaties

with the Chinese government, however, stipulate that the

Chinese term (i/f) thus translated shall not be used in

documents of any of the treaty powers, or of their sub-

jects or citizens. ]

2. One outside the pale of Christian civiliza-

tion. 3. A man in a rude, savage state; an
uncivilized person.

There were his young barbarian* all at play,
There was their Dacian mother he, their sire,

Butcher'd to make a Roman holiday !

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 141.

4. An uncultured person ;
one who has no sym-

pathy with culture; a philistine. 5. A cruel,

savage, brutal person ; one destitute of pity or

humanity: as, "thoufell barbarian," Philips.

6f. [cop.] A native of Barbary. =Syn. Heathen,
etc. See gentile, H.

II. a. 1 . Foreign ;
of another or outside na-

tion; hence, non-Hellenic, non-Roman, non-

Christian, non-Chinese, etc.

Thou art bought and sold among those of any wit, like

a barbarian slave. Shak., T. and ('., ii. 1.

2. Of or pertaining to savages; rude; uncivil-

ized. 3. Cruel; inhuman; barbarous.

The stormy rage and hate of a barbarian tyrant.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxiii.

4f. leap.'] Of or belonging to Barbary. =Syn.
Barbarian, BarbaroitH, Barbaric, unlettered, uncultivated,

untutored, ignorant. Barbarian applies to whatever per-
tains to the life of an uncivilized people, without special
reference to its moral aspects. Barbarous properly ex-

presses the bad side of barbarian life and character, espe-

cially its inhumanity or cruelty : as, a barbarous act. Bar-
baric expresses the characteristic love of barbarians for

adornment, magnificence, noise, etc., but it is not com-

monly applied to persons ; it implies the lack of culti-

vated taste : as, barbaric music ; barbaric splendor. Bar-
barian and barbaric are now strictly confined to the

meanings named above.

This barbarian tongue raises him far above what he

could have become had he never learned to speak at all.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., ii.

The boast of the barbarian freeman was that a true

equality, founded on the supposed common possession of

honor, courage, devotion, had always been recognized

among them as their most precious inheritance.

SttlU, Stud. Med. Hist., p. 47.

O barbarous and bloody spectacle !

His body will I bear unto the king.

Shot., 2 Hen. VI., Iv. 1.

Something of indescribable barbaric magnificence.
Bowells, Venetian Life, ii.

barbarianism (bar-ba'ri-an-izm), n. [< barba-

rian + -ism.'] The state or condition of being
a barbarian.



barbarianize

barbarianize (bar-ba'ri-an-iz), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. barbariiniized, ppr. barbiiriftiii-iiii/. To make

barbarian; barbarize.

barbaric (bar-bar'ik), a. [< L. barbaricus, <

Gr. ftapfiaptKoc,, foreign, barbaric,

barbarous : see barbarous.] It. Foreign.

The gorgeous east witli richest hand

Showers on her kings Barbaric pearl and gold.

MMmi, P. L., n. 4.

2 Uncivilized; barbarian: as,
" barbaric or

Gothic invaders," T. ll'arton, On Milton's

Smaller Poems. 3. Of, pertaining to, or

characteristic of barbarians or their art;

hence, ornate without being in accordance with

cultivated taste ; wildly rich or magnificent.

We are by no means insensible ... to the wild and

barbaric melody. Macaulay.

His plans were bold and fiery, and his conceptions

glowed with barbaric lustre. Poe, Tales, I. S41.

= Syn. Barbarian, Barbarous, Barbaric. See barbarian.

barbarically (bar-bar' i-kal-i), adv. In a bar-

baric manner; after the fashion of barbarians

or uncivilized persons.
barbaris (bar'ba-ris), n. In logic, a mnemonic
name for the syllogistic mood baralipton : used

by some later nominalists. See wood2 .

barbarisation, barbarise. See barbarization,

barbarize.

barbarism (bar'ba-rizm). . [= F. barbarismc,

< L. barbarismus,"< Gr. fiappapiafiof, the use of

a foreign, or misuse of one's native, tongue, <

/jap/lapi&iv, speak like a foreigner or barbarian:

see barbarize.] 1. An offense against purity
of style or language ; originally, the mixing of

foreign words and phrases in Latin or Greek;
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Hideous changes have barbariznl France.

Burke, To a Noble Lord.

To habitual residents among the Alps this absence of

social duties and advantages may be barliarising, even

brutalising. J. A . Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 301.

Also spelled barbarise.

barbarous (biir'ba-rus), . [Earlier barbar,

q. v.
;
< L. barbariis, < Gr. papflapor,, foreign, un-

civilized: applied orig. to one whose language
was unintelligible. Cf. Skt. barbara, stammer-

ing, in pi. foreigners; L. balbus, stammering:
see balbuties and booby; cf. babble.] 1. For-

eign; not classical or pure; abounding in bar-

barbel

guages which were not Greek or Latin.

barbarism.

See

Long-eared Bat (Barbastellns comntunis).

barbate (bar'bat), a. [< L. barbatus, bearded,

A wholly barbarous use of the word.
Ruskin, Pol. Econ., Art. ix.

2. Speaking a foreign language ; foreign ;
out-

landish: applied to people. [Archaic.] See

barbarian, n., 1.

The island was called Melita. And the barbarous
;
people

with long andweak hairs. 3. In zool., bearded ;

having a tuft of hair or feathers on the chin
;

in entom., bordered by long hairs.

See barbatedt (biir'ba-ted), a. Barbed or bearded ;

barbate: as, "a dart uncommonly barbated,"

e T. Warton, Hist, of Kiddington, p. 63.

shewed"us"no little kindness : for they kindled a fire and Barbatula (bar-bat'u-la), n. [NL., fern, of L.

received us every one. Acts xxviii. l, 2.
barbatulus, dim. of barbatus, bearded : see bar-

bate.] A genus of African scansorial barbets,
the barbions, of the family Megalcemida; or

Capitonidce.
barD-bolt (barb'bolt), n. A bolt whose edges
are jagged to prevent it from being withdrawn
from that into which it is driven; a rag-bolt.

hence, the use of words or forms not made ac- ans ; adapted to the taste of barbarians ; bar-

cording to the accepted usages of a language :
'

limited by some modern writers on rhetoric to

an offense against the accepted rules of deri-

vation or inflection, as hisn or hern for Ms or

her, gooses for geese, goodest for best, pled for

pleaded, proven for proved. 2. A word or form

so used; an expression not made in accordance

with the proper usages of a language.
The Greeks were the first that branded a foreign term

3. Characterized by or showing ignorance of

arts and civilization; uncivilized; rude; wild;

savage : as, barbarous peoples, nations, or coun-

tries; barbarous habits or customs.

Thou art a Roman ; be not barbarous.

Shak., Tit. And., i. 2.

What we most require is the actual examination by barbe1
,
n. See oarft1 .

trained observers of some barbarous or semi-barbarous barb62t,
" Same as bard2 .

community, whose Aryan pedigree is reasonably pure. barbe3 (barb), . [F., It., and Rumonsch barba,
Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 233.

"

4. Pertaining to or characteristic of barbari-

in anv of their writers with the odious name of barbarism.
O. Campbell.

A barbarism may be in one word ; a solecism must be

of more. Johnson.

3. An uncivilized state or condition
;
want of

civilization; rudeness of life resulting from

ignorance or want of culture.

Times of barbarism and ignorance.

Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting, Pref.

Divers great monarchies have risen from barbarism to

civility, and fallen again to ruin.

Sir J. Davies, State of Ireland.

4f. An act of barbarity ;
an outrage.

A heinous barbarism . . . against the honour of mar-

riage, Milton.

= Svn. 1. Barbarism, Solecism, etc. See impropriety.

barbarity (biir-bar'i-ti), n.
; pi. barbarities (-tiz).

[< barbarous.] 1. Brutal or inhuman conduct
;

barbarousness ; savageness; cruelty.

Another ground of violent outcry against the Indians is

their barbarity to the vanquished.
Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 848.

2. An act of cruelty or inhumanity ;
a barba-

rous deed: as, the barbarities of war or of sav- barbarousness (biir'ba-rus-nes), n.

baric
;
of outlandish character.

Emetrius, king of Inde, a mighty name,
On a bay courser, goodly to behold,
The trappings of his horse emboss'd with barbarous gold.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., Hi. 65.

Pyrrhus, seeing the Romans marshal their army with

some art and skill, said, with surprise,
" These barbarians

have nothing barbarous in their discipline.
"

Hume, Refinement in the Arts.

5. Cruel; ferocious; inhuman: as, barbarous

treatment.

By their barbarous usage he died within a few days, to

the grief of all that knew him. Clarendon.

6. Harsh-sounding, like the speech of barbari-

ans: as, wild and barbarous music.

A barbarous noise environs me. Milton, Sonnets, vii.

= Syn. Barbarian, Barbarous, Barbaric (see barbarian) ;

ruthless, brutal, fierce, bloody, savage, truculent.

barbarously (bar'ba-rus-li), adv. In a barba-
rous manner ;

as a barbarian, (n) Imperfectly ;

without regard to purity of speech ; with admixture of

foreign or unclassical words and phrases.

How barbarously we yet speak and write, your lordship

knows, and I am sufficiently sensible in my own English.

Dryden, Ded. of Troilus and Cressida.

Modern Fl'ench, the most polite of languages, is barba-

rously vulgar if compared with the Latin out of which it

has been corrupted, or even with Italian.

Lou-ell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

(b) As an uncivilized, illiterate, or uncultured person, (c)

Savagely; cruelly; ferociously; inhumanly.

The English law touching forgery became, at a later

period, ba rbarously severe. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxiii.

The state

age life. 3f. Barbarism.

The barbarity and narrowness of modern tongues.
Dryden.

barbarization (bar-ba-ri-za'shon), H. [< bar-

barize + -ation.] Tie act of rendering bar-

barous; a reduction to barbarism, or to a
barbarous state : said of language, and of per-
sons and communities. Also spelled barbarisa-

barbarize (bar'ba-riz), v.
; pret. and pp. bar-

barized, ppr. barbarizing. [= F. barbariser, <

LL. barbariaare, < Gr. jjapftapi&a; speak like a

foreigner or barbarian, hold with the barbari-

ans, < fidpSapof, foreign, barbarian. See bar-

barous.] I. intrans. 1. To speak or write like

a barbarian or foreigner; use barbarisms in

speech or writing.
The ill habit which they got of wretched barbarizing

against the Latin and Greek idiom. Milton, Education.

2. To become barbarous.

or quality of being barbarous, (a) Rudeness or

incivility of manners, (b) Impurity of language.

It is much degenerated, as touching the pureness of

speech ; being overgrown with barbarousness. Brerewood.

bery, barbarie, < OF. barbarie = Sp. It. barbaric,
< L. barbaria, barbaries (MGr. flapftapia), a

foreign country, barbarism, < barbarus, < Gr.

pdpftapoc,, foreign, barbarous. Hence, specifi-

cally, Barbary, a collective name for the coun-
tries on the north and northwest coasts of

Africa, < F. Barbarie, < ML. Barbaria ; G. Ber-

berei; Ar. Barbariyan, < Barbar, Berber, the

Berbers, people of Barbary in northern Af-

rica, ult. < Gr. /3dp/3apof, foreigner.] 1. For-

eign or barbarous nationality; paganism; hea-
thenism. 2. Barbarity; barbarism. 3. Bar-
barous speech. 4. A Barbary horse

;
a barb.

See barb, i.

They are ill-built,

Pin-buttocked, like your dainty barbaries.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase.

uncle, lit. hav-

ing a beard', < L. barba, beard: see barb1
.]

A superior teacher or ecclesiastic among the

Vaudois.
barbecue (bar'be-ku), n. [Also barbacue, and

formerly barbicue, barbecu, borbecu= Sp. barba-

coa, < Haytian barbacoa, a framework of sticks

set upon posts. In Cuba barbacoa designates
a platform or floor in the top story of country
houses where fruits and grain are kept.] 1. A
wooden framework used for supporting over a

fire meat or fish to be smoked or dried. 2. An
iron frame on which large joints are placed
for broiling, or on which whole animals are

roasted; a large gridiron. 3. The carcass of

an ox, hog, or other animal, roasted whole.

A kid that had been cooked in a hole in the ground, with
embers upon it. . . . This is called a "barbacoa" a bar-

becue. Tylor, Anahuac, iv. 95. (A'. E. D.)

4. A large social or political entertainment in

the open air, at which animals are roasted

whole, and feasting on a generous scale is in-

dulged in. [U. S.J 5. An open floor or ter-

race smoothly covered with plaster or asphalt,
on which to dry coffee-beans, etc.

barbecue (bar'be-ku), v. t.
; pret. and pp. bar-

becued, ppr. barbecuing. [< barbecue, n.] 1.

To cure by smoking or drying on a barbecue

(which see). 2. To dress and roast whole,
as an ox or a hog, by splitting it to the back-

bone, and roasting it on a gridiron.

Rich puddings and big, and a barbecued pig.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 228.

barbed1 (barbd), p. a. [< barb\ v. or n., +
-ed?.] If. Shaved ;

trimmed
; having the beard

dressed. 2. Furnished with barbs, as an ar-

row, the point of a fish-hook, and the like : as,

"arrows barbed with fire," Milton, P- L-> vi.

546; "&barbed proboscis," Sir E. Tennent, Cey-

lon, ii. 7.

And, with the same strong hand
That flung the barbtd spear, he tilled the land.

Bryant, Christmas in 1875.

3. In her. : (a) Having barbs: said of the rose

used as a bearing. The barbs are commonly
colored green, and the blazon is a rose gules
barbed proper. (6) Having gills or wattles, as

a cock: as, a cock sable, barbed or (that is, a

black cock having golden gills). Also called

wattled, (c) Having the ends made with barbs
like those of an arrow-head: said especially of

a cross of this form. Also called bearded.

Barbed bolt. See 6o((i. Barbed shot, a shot having
barbs or grapnels. It is fired from a mortar to carry a

life-line to a wreck. Barbed wire, two or more wins
twisted together, with spikes, hooks, or points clinched or

woven into the strands, or a single wire furnished with

sharp points or barbs : used for fences, and so made for

[Rare.]
The Roman Empire was barbarizing rapidly.

De Quincey, Philos. of Rom. Hist.

II. trans. 1. To corrupt (language, art, etc.) Barbary ape, gum, etc. See the nouns.

by introducing impurities, or by departing from Barbary horse. Same as barb3
,
1.

recognized classical standards. barbastel, barbastelle (bar'bas-tel or bar-bas- barbel (bar'bel), n. [ME. barbelle, barbylle, <

He [Inigo Jones] barbarised the ancient cathedral of tel'), n. [< F. barbastelle = It. barbastello, <"L. OF. barbel (F. barbeau), < ML. barbellus, dim.

St.j>aul in London, by repairing it according to his notions barba, beard.] A common European species of barbus, a barbel (fish), < barba, beard: see

Encyc. Brit., II. 443. of long-eared bat, Barbastellus communis, B. barbi. In the sense of an appendage, barbel

the restraint of animals.

barbed2 (barbd), p. a. [<&ar&2, v .,
+ -ed?. Prop.

barded, q. v.] Same as barded.

of Pointed architecture.

To render barbarous. daubentoni, or Plecotus barbastellus. is rather < NL. barbella : see barbella, and cf.



barbel

linrliulf.] 1. The common English name of the

fish JliirbuH mli/aris, also extended to other spe-
cii's of the geuus liarlmx. 2. A small cylin-
drical vermiform process appended to the mouth
of certain fishes, serving as an organ of touch.

3. A knot of superfluous flesh growing in the

channel of a horse's mouth. Also barbie and hurli.

barbella (bar-bel'ft),i.;pL&<w&eZte(-$). [NL.,
dim. of I.i. barba, a beard. Cf. barbulc and bar-

bel, !, ;!.] A small barb or bristle.

barbellate (bar-bel'at), . [< NL. b<trbrllatux,

< NL. biirbi'lln, (|. v.] Having small bristles or

barbules: used chiefly in botany. Also bui-lni-

Intc.

barbellula (biir-bel'u-lii), n.
; pi. barbellula;

(-Ie). [NL., dim. of' barbella, q. v.] A very
small barb or bristle.

barbellulate (biir-bel'u-lat), n. [< NL. barbel-

luliifi/H, < biirbrlliila, q. v.] Having very small
bristles or barbules.

barber (har'brr), . [Early mod. E. also bnr-

li/nir, < (n) Ml'], bin-hour, bnrbor, bitrbiir, < AF.
lull-haul-, OF. barbeor (< L. as if *barbator, <

"burbam, shave: see barb 1
, v.) ; mixed with (6)

ME. barber, < OF. barbicr, F. barbier = It. bar-

Were, < L. as if *barbarius, (. L. barba, a beard :

see barb1
, n.] 1. One whose occupation is to

shave the beard and cut and dress the hair.

2. Same as surijuni-jlxli. -Barber's basin, ii 1'nsin

or bowl formerly used in shaving, having a broad rim
with a semicircular opening to fit the neck of the cus-

tomrr, who held it, while the barber made the lather with
his hand and applied it directly : still in use ill some parts
of Europe as a barber's sign. Barber's pole, a pole

1 I'.i

barber-surgery (biir'bcr-srr'jer-i), . Tho
occupation or practice of a barber-surgeon;
hence, bungling work, like that of a low prac-
titioner of surgery.

SlitH it into four, that lit- may tlitr belter cixnr at it with
IliS /Mll'h. f-*lt,->r: , <l. Miltlltl, l'l,[;i

barbery 1
(biir'bi'-r-i). . [Early mod. E. iilso

btirbiiri/ (ME. bur/mri n/). < <>!'. Imrlnri'-, < bar-

bii-r, a barber : see barbi -r and -fry.] If. A
lull bcr's shop. 2. The occupation or craft of

a barber. [Rare.]
The union of siuxa-rv ami M// /-</ \s as partially dissolved

In 1540 (32 Henry VIII., c. 42), the barbers being confined

by that Act to their own tuuiimws, pins blood letting :uxl

tooth-drawing. -V. mid y., 7th ser., II. I
1

.*;.

striped spirally with alternate bands of colors, generally
red or black and white, and often, in Europe, having
brass basin at the end, placed as a sign at the door of
barber's shop. The striping is in imitation of the ribbon
with which the arm of a person who has been bled is

bound up, and originally indicated that the barter com-
bined minor surgical operations with his other work.

barber (biir'ber), v. t. [< barber, n.] To shave
and dress the hair of.

Our courteous Antony, . . .

Being barber'd ten times o'er, goes to the feast.

Shak., A. and <:., ii. 2.

barbera (bar-ba'ra), w. [It.] An Italian red

wine, made in t'iedinont from a variety of

grapes so called.

barber-boat (bar'ber-bot), . A small boat
like a canoe, in use at Canton in the south of

China: probably so called because in the early

days of trade with China native barbers used
such boats in going about among the shipping.
barber-chirurgeont (bar'ber-kl-rer'jon), n. A
barber-surgeon.
He put himself into a barber-chirurffeon'g hands, who, by

unfit applications, rarefied the tumour.
Wiieman, Surgery.

barberess (bar'ber-es), n. [< barber + -ess.]
A female barber; a barber's wife.

barber-fish, (bar'ber-fish), n. In ichth., Teuthis
eceruleus or some other fish of the family Tcu-
thididte.

barbermongert (bar'ber-mung"ger), n. A man
who frequents the barber's shop, or prides him-
self on being dressed by a barber

;
a fop. Shak.

,

Lear, ii. 2.

barberry (bar'ber-i), . ; pi. barberries (-iz).

[Also berberry, early mod. E. also barbery, bar-

bary, berbery (the term, simulating 6erry1),<ME.
barbere (cf. F. berberis, formerly berbere) = Sp.
berberis = It. berberi, < ML. berberis, barbaris,
of uncertain origin. The Ar. barbaris, Pers.

barbari, are from the ML.] 1. A shrub of the

genus Berberis, B. vulgaris, bearing racemes of

yellow ill-smelling flowers, which produce red

elongated berries of a pleasantly acid flavor, a
native of Europe and extensively naturalized
in New England. From the root of the barberry a yel-
low coloring matter is obtained, which when rendered
brown by alkalis is used in the manufacture of morocco
leather. In England also called pepperidge or piprayc.
See Berberis.

2. The fruit of this shrub.

barberry-fungus (bar'ber-i-fung'gus), n. A
fungus which attacks the leaves of the common
barberry, formerly known as JEeidium Ber-

beridig, but now proved to be the eecidiospore
stage of the red and black rust (Puccinia gra-
in in is) which is found upon wheat, oats, other
kinds of grain, and various species of grass.
Also called barberry-rust or barberry-clustcr-

cups. See cut under Puccinia.

barber-surgeon (bar'ber-ser"jon), . Formerly,
one who united the practice of surgery with
that of a barber

; hence, an inferior practitioner
of surgery.

Those deep and public brands,
Tli:it flu 1 whole company of barber-sttryeont
SliuuM not take off with all their arts and plaisters.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, To the Reader.

barbery-t. . See
barbevt (bar'bet), n. [< F. b<irbi-lii; OF. biir-

bi-ti; dim. of barbe, < L. barba, a beard : sec
barb1

."} 1. A small beard. 2. A part of the
helmet in use in the sixteenth century; either

(a) the fixed beaver or mentonni^re, or (b) the

1OW6Tpart of the vizorwhen made in two pieces,
so that either could be raised without the other.

Compare barbate. Also spelled barbett.

barbet2 (bar'bet), n. [< F. barbel (prob. for

barbe), < OF. barbet, < L. barbatus, bearded.
Cf. barbate.] 1. A variety of dog having long
curly hair

j
a poodle. 2. In oritith., any bird

of the families Capitonidte (or Megala'tiiidw) and
liuceoniila:. It is a book-name which bus followed tin-

generic names Capita and Btuxu in their various applica-
tions to numerous zygodactyl birds with large heads, stout

bills, and prominent rictal vibrissw, inhabiting both the old
and the new world, and has consequently no exact techni-
cal meaning. Flsslrostral barbets, the puff-birds ; the
birds of the family Buccunidft (which see). They are con-
fined to America, belong to the three leading genera,
Bucco, Monasa, and Cheluluptera, and include the birds
known as barbacous, tamatias, or monases. (See these

words.) They are closely related to the jacamars or Gal-

bitlidce, but have no special affinity with the scr.nsorial

barbels. Scansortal barbets, the barbets proper; the
birds of the family CapitimMce (which see). They are

chiefly birds of the old world, of the leading genera Po~

gvnias (or Pogunorhynch\ut\ Meyalcetiia, Calvrhamphus,
Trachyphvnu*, Psttopoyon, etc., including the African
birds known as barbions and barbicans ;

but they also

include the South American genus Capita.

barbettt, . See barbel, 2.

barbette (bar-bet'), n. [F., fern. dim. of barbe,
< L. barba, beard. Cf. barbefl.] The platform
or breastwork of a fortification, from which
cannon may be fired over the parapet instead
of through embrasures Barbette-carriage, a car-

riage which elevates a gun sufficiently to enable it to be
fired over the parapet, and lowers it again behind the

parapet after the discharge. See gun^arriage. Bar-
bette gun, or battery, one gun, or several, mounted in

barbette. Barbette ship, a war-vessel, generally an
ironclad, carrying heavy guns which are fired over the
bulwarks and not through port-holes. To flre In bar-
bette. See ftarfcl, 10.

barb-feathers (barb
' feTH '

erz), . pi. The
feathers under the beak of a hawk.
barbican1 (bar'bi-kan), n. [Early mod. E.

also barbacan, etc., < ME. barbican, berbikan,

barbygan, etc., < OF. barbicane, barbaquenne,
mod. F. barbicane = Pr. Sp. barbicana = Pg.
barbicao = It. barbicane, < ML. barbicana, bar-

bacana, "barbacanvs, a barbican : supposed to be

Barbus

of Ar. or Pers. origin, introduced into Europe by
the crusaders; cf. Ar. IVrs. linli-lchiiimli, a gate-

house, gateway with a tower.] 1. In meili' //

fort., an outwork of a castle or fortified place.
(*/) Properly, a [Mist in whieh a forre could tie .shelter- >I -

as to be ready for a sortie to pi..t. rl communication., etc,

Such a work frequently .supplied an advantageous means
for taking an a-ssailant in the Hank, and, while ri>nnnnni-

cating with the main )>ost, seldom euntaineil the ehii-r

entrance to it. (') An ontiwst of any nature, an a l.ihluc

tower, ur adef.'HM- oUtsi.le of tin 1 lll.iat pr-'tertillL,' tllr ;ip

proaeb to the drawbritlge ; also a gateway-tower throiiKh
which the main entiaurc was carried.

\V ithin the llarlrirnu a Porter sate.

Day and night dncly keeping watch ami ward.

N//.-/IH.-C, K. i;., 11. \\. 2ii.

He leads a Ix.-ly of men close under the outer barrier of
the W"V.(/i. >'<,/, Ivanhoe, II. vi.

2. A loophole. [Bare and obsolete.]

He caused certain barbacmi* <r l(K>p-h'ile.s t>. 'n- pi- ir, I

through the walls. Holland, tr. of IJvy. xxtv. :<1.

3. A channel or scupper in ;i parap"! for the

discharge of water.
barbican- (biir'bi-kan), H. [Appar. a made
word, based (like barbion, <j. v.) on F. barbe,
a beard.] A scansorial barbet of the family
Cajntonida; and subfamily PMOnorkyNoMlMV, or
the genus 1'ogonias in a broad sense. The bar-
bicans are all African, like the barbious.

barbicel (bar'bi-sel), n. [< NL. "barbicelUi,
dim. of L. barba, a beard. Cf. barbel.~\ In

uriiitH., a fringing process of the third order of
a feather ;

a fringe of a barbule ; one of the

processes with which a barbule is fringed, dif-

fering from a hamulus or booklet in not being
recurved.

barbiers (bar'berz), n. [Seedef.] A paralytic
disease formerly very common in India, and
believed to be identical with beriberi (which
see), or to be another form of that disease.

barbigerOUS (bar-bij'e-rus), a. [< L. barbiyer
((. barba, beard, + gerere, carry) + -ow*.]

Bearded; wearing a beard: in bot., applied to

petals that are hairy all over.

barbion (bar'bi-on), n. [< F. barbion (t). <

barbe, a beard. Cf. barbet2 .] An African scan-
sorial barbet of the genus Harbatula, family

Megalcemida; or Cajiitonida;.

barbiton, barbitos (bar'bi-ton, -tps),
n. ; pi.

barbita (-ta). [< Gr. fiapfiiTav, earlier /IdpfiiTof,
a word prob. of Eastern origin.] An ancient
Greek musical instrument of the lyre kind.

barbie, . See barbel, 3.

barbole t, n. A very heavy battle-ax.

barbotine (bar'bo-tin), . [F., wormwood, se-

men-contra, < ba'rboter, dabble.] 1. An East
Indian vegetable product, the chief constituents
of which are wax, gum, and bitter extract.

Simmonds. 2. Worm-seed. Simmonds. 3. In

ceram., same as slip.

barb-pigeon (barb'pij"on), n. Same as barb3
,
2.

barbret, See barbar.

barbu (bar'bu), n. [F., < barbe: see barb1.]
1. A name, derived from Buffon and other
French naturalists, equivalent to barbet in any
of the senses of the latter, as applied to birds
either of the family Bucconidai or family Capi-
tonidai. See these words, and barbe ft. 2. pi.
The birds of the family Capitonida; alone, as

distinguished from the Bucconidce.

barbula (bar'bu-la), w.
; pi. barbate (-le). .[L., a

little beard, a small barb: see barbule.] 1.

Same as barbide, 1. 2. [cap.] [NL..] A large

genus of true mosses characterized by termi-

nal, erect fruit, and a peristome of long fili-

form segments spirally twisted to the left.

3. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of bivalve mol-
lusks.

barbulate (bar'bu-lat), a. Same as barbellate.

barbule (bar'bul), . [< L. barbula, dim. of

barba, beard.] 1. A small barb, as of a plant;
a little beard. Also barbula.

2. In ornith., one of a
series of pointed, barb-like

processes fringing the barbs
of a feather.

i

Barbican. Plan of Castle of Carcassonne, France ; irth and i^th
centuries.

A t C, barbican protecting the approach on the side of the town ; B,
sally-port; Amain barbican without the walls; Et K , Z. F. H, forti-

tied way between the castle and the barbican ; /, postem-^ate, de-
fended by machicolations, drawbridge, a berse, etc. ; /,, interior court
of castle ; M, secondary court ; N, J\, covered galleries affording ac-
commodations in case of siege ; O, O, chief gate of the castle and
bridge over the moat ; P, Q, Q, permanent lodgings, three stories high ;

K, X, double donjon, or keep; S, watch-tower; T, guard-post ne-
tween the double walls of the city ; Vt barriers earned across the

space intervening between the city walls; ,f, Y. X, towers connected
by curtains. (From Violtet-le-Duc's

" Diet, de 1'Architecture.")

As the rhachis [of a feather]
bears its vane or series of barbs,
so does each barb bear its vaties of

the second order, or little vanes,
called barfntlet.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 84.

3. The part of a helmet
which protects the cheeks *.*. Barbs ; , a. Barbuics.

and Chin. (Highly magnified.)

Barbus (bar'bus), . [NLM < L. fairbm, a bar-

bel, < barbdj beard: see barbel.] An extensive

genus of cyprinoid fishes, containing the bar-

bels, typified by the common barbel of Europe,



Barbus

Barbel (Barbus vul^aris],

B. vulgaris : used with varying latitude by dif-

ferent writers.

barbutet, [OF., orig. fern, of "barbut. barbn.
mod. F. barton, bearded, < barbe, beard.] 1. A
steel cap without vizor, but covering the cheeks
and ears, used in the fifteenth century and
later by foot-soldiers, archers, etc., and by the

common people in times of danger. 2. A man-
at-arms: from the name of the helmet worn by
heavily armed men.
barca1

(biir'kii), . A fish of the family Ojiliio-

cephalidce (Ophiocephahis barca), living in the

fresh waters of Bengal.
barca2

(biir'ka), n. [It., Sp., bark: see bark'*.']

A boat, skiff,'or barge. N. E. I) Barca longa
(lit. long boat), a fishing-boat, common in the Mediterra-
nean. Fini'liuiii, Ship-building, iv. 11.

Barcan (bar'kan), a. Of or pertaining to Bar-

ca, a vilayet of the Turkish empire, in northern

Africa, lying to the north of the Libyan desert,
and between Egypt and the gulf of Sidra.

Take the wings
Of morning, pierce the Barcan wilderness.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.

barcarole (bar'ka-rol), . [< It. barcarolo, bar-

caruolo, a boatman (fem. barcaruola, > F. bar-

carolle, > E. barcarole, a boatman's song), <

barca, a bark, barge: see bark3.] 1. An Ital-

ian boatman. 2. A simple song or melody
sung by Venetian gondoliers. 3. A piece of
instrumental music composed in imitation of

such a song.
Also spelled barcarolle.

barce (bars), n. [Another spelling of barse,

q. v.] An English (Yorkshire) name of the
stickleback.

barcelonat (bar-se-16'na), n. [Named from Bar-
celona, a city in Spaing A neck-cloth of soft

silk.

The author of Waveiiey entered ; . . . a double barcelona

protected his neck. Scolt, Peveril of the Peak, Pref.

barcenite (bar'se-nit), n. [After Prof. Mari-
ano Barcema, of Mexico.] A hydrous antimo-
niate of mercury from Huitzuco, Mexico, de-
rived from the alteration of livingstonite.
B. Arch. An abbreviation of Bachelor ofArchi-

tecture, a degree granted by some colleges and
schools in the United States.

Barclayite (biir'kla-It), . Same as Bcrean, 2.

barcon, barcone (b'ar'kon, bar-ko'ne), n. [< It.

barcone, aug. of barca, a bark : see bark3.] A
trading-vessel used in the Mediterranean.

bar-cutter (bar'kut"er), n. A shearing-machine
which cuts metallic bars into lengths. M. H.
Knight.
bard1

(bard), n. [Formerly also barth, bardh
(< W.), and Sc. baird (< Gael.); = F. barde
= Sp. Pg. It. bardo, < LL. bardus, Gr. jidpiof ;

of Celtic origin: W. bardd = Ir. and Gael.
bard = Corn, bardh = Bret, barz, a poet.]
1. A poet and singer among the ancient Celts;
one whose occupation was to compose and sing
verses in honor of the heroic achievements
of princes and brave men, and on other sub-

jects, generally to the accompaniment of the
harp. The Welsh bards formed a hereditary order regu-
lated by laws, and held stated festivals for competition,
called eisteddfods, which after a long suspension were re-
vived in the eighteenth century. (See eisteddfod.) There
was also a hereditary gild of bards in Ireland, many of
whom attained great skill.

There is amongest the Irish a certayne kind of people
called Bards, which are to them insteede of poetts, whose
profession is to sett foorth the prayses and disprayses of
men in theyr poems and rimes. Spenser, State of Ireland.

2f. Formerly, in Scotland, a strolling musician ;

a minstrel : classed with vagabonds, as an ob-
ject of penal laws.
All vagabundis, fulis [fools], bardit, scudlaris, and siclike

idill pepill, sail be brint in the cheek.
Kenneth's Stat., in Sir J. Balfour's Practick, 680. (.V. E. D.)

3. In modern use, a poet: as, the bard of Avon
(Shakspere) ; the Ayrshire bard (Burns).

u * . t Sard, who with some diviner art
Hast touched the bard's true lyre, a nation's heart.

Lowell, To Lamartine.

4. [See def. 2 and bardy, and cf. skald, scald,
a poet, as related to scold."] A scold: applied
only to women. [Shetland.]
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bard2 (bard), H. [Also corruptly burlft, formerly
bardc, < F. bardc (= It. Sp. "Pg. barda), the

trappings of a

horse, the de-
fensive armor
of a war-horse.
Cf. OF. barddli-

(see bardelle), F.

dial. aubarde,

Sp. Pg. albarda,
a pack-saddle, <

Ar. al-barda'ah,
< al, the, + bar-

da'alt, a pad of

wool placed un-
der a saddle,
a pack-saddle.
But the meaning
Seems to have Horse-armor of Maximilian I. of Germany.

bppn illflnpnc pfl a < chamfron; *. criniere; c, poitre! ; ft,Q
croupiere, or buttock-piecc.

by Icel. bardh,
the beak or prow of a ship of war, the brim of
a helmet, orig. a beard, = E. beard (see beard) ;

hence the variations of form, barde and barbe.]
1 . Any one of the pieces of defensive armor used
in medieval Europe to protect the horse. There is

no record of any general use of such armor in antiquity or

among Oriental peoples, or in the European middle ages
before the fifteenth century. Housings of different kinds
of stuff, sometimes quilted and wadded in exposed parts,
the saddle with its appurtenances, and occasionally a

chamfron, were all the defense provided for horses until
that time. The piece of armor most commonly used after
the chamfron (which see) was the bard of the breast. See
poitrel. The croupiere, or part covering the haunches, was
added at the close of the fifteenth century ; but after the
wars of the Roses the bards reached their fullest develop-
ment, and the upper part of the body of the horse was
covered as completely with steel as the body of his rider.

See croupiere.

Hence 2. pi. The housings of a horse, used
in tourneys, justs, and processions during the
later middle ages. They were most commonly
of stuff woven or embroidered with the arms
of the rider.

The bases and bardes of their horse were grene sattyn.
Hall, Henry VIII., an. 1 (1548).

3. pi. Armor of metal plates, worn in the six-

teenth century and later. See armor.
A compleat French man-at-armes with all his bards.

florin, tr. of Montaigne, II. ix. 225. (N. E. D.)

bard2
(bard), v. t. [< bard2

, n.] To caparison
with bards, as a horse ;

to furnish or accoutre
with armor, as a man.

Fifteen hundred men . . . barded and richly trapped.
S(oic, Edw. IV., an. 1474.

Above the foaming tide, I ween,
Scarce half the charger's neck was seen ;

For he was barded from counter to tail,
And the rider was armed complete in mail.

Scott, L. of L. M., i. 29.

bard3 (bard), n. [< F. barde (= Pg. barda = Sp.
albarda), a strip of bacon ; a particular use of

barde, trappings: see bard2.] A strip of bacon
used to cover a fowl or meat in roasting.
bard3 (bard), v. t. [< Sards, n.] To cover with
thin bacon, as a bird or meat to be roasted.

bardaslff (bar'dash), n. [< F. bardache, < Sp.
bardaxa = It. bardancia, < Ar. bardaj, slave,
captive.] A boy kept for unnatural purposes.
barde1 barde2 ,

. See bardi, bard2 .

barded (bar'ded), p. H. [< bard2 + -erf2 . Cf.
barbed2.] Furnished with or clad in armor:
said of a war-horse.

bardelle, (bar-del'), n. [< OF. bardelle (= It.

bardella), dim. of barde : see bard2.] A pack-
saddle made of cloth, stuffed with straw, and
tied down tightly with pack-thread.
Bardesanism (bar-des'a-nizm), n. [< Barde-
sanes + -ism.] The doctrinal system of the
Bardesanists.

Bardesanist (baixles'a-nist), w. One of the
followers of Bardesanes, of Edessa, in Meso-
potamia, in the second and third centuries.
He is said to have taught doctrines resembling those of
the Gnostic Valentinus, namely: a self-existent principle
of evil

; that the soul is imprisoned in the body by way
of punishment ; and that therefore a body was not assumed
by Christ in his incarnation, and is not to be raised at the
resurrection. Recent discussions have shown, however,
that the true nature of his doctrines remains an open
question. There are still extant Syriac hymns and prose
works ascribed to Bardesanes.

Bardesanite (bar-des'a-nit), n. [< Bardesanes
+ -ite2.] A Bardesanist.
He [Man!) looked upon what he considered to be Chris-

tianity proper, that is, Christianity as it had been devel-
oped among the sects of the Basilidians, Marcionites, and
perhaps Bardesanites, as a comparatively valuable and
sound religion. Encyc. Brit., XV. 485.

bardic (bar'dik), a. [< bard* + -ic.] Of, per-
taining to, or of the character of a bard or
bards.

bare

Here, in the open air in "the eye of light and the face
of the sun," to use the bardic style the decrees were pro-

nounced, and the Druids harangued the people.
/. D'litraeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 20.

barding (bill
1

'ding), . [< bard2 + -z/ir/
1
.]

Horse-armor in general: usually in the plural.
See bard2

,
1.

bardish (biir'dish), a. [< feorrf1 + -i*7<i.] Per-

taining to or characteristic of bards: as, "bard-
ish impostures," Selden, Drayton's Polyolbion.
bardism (bar'dizm), . [< bard1 + -ism.'] The
science of bards

;
bardic principles or methods.

bardlet (bard'let), n. [< bardi + -let.] A bard-

ling.

bardling (biird'ling), H. [< bard1 + -liny
1
.] An

inferior bard
;

a mediocre or inexperienced
poet.
The forte of baritliixjs is the foible of a bard.

Stedinan, Poets of America, p. Hi!'.

bardocucullus (biir"do-ku-kul'us), n.
; pi. bar-

docuculli (-i). [NL.]
'

A kind of cowled cloak

anciently worn by some Gallic peasants, and
adopted by Romans and monks. See cucullus.

bards (biirdz), n. [Sc. ;
cf. F. barbate, an eel-

pout.] A local name in Edinburgh of the eel-

pout, Zparce.1 viriparus.

hardship (bard'ship), n. [< bard1 + -ship.]
The office of bard; position or standing as a
bard.

The Captain . . . showed a particular respect for my
hardship. Hums, Border Tour, p. 59. (N. E. D.)

bardy (biir'di), a. [< bardl, in the depreeiative
senses (defs. 2 and 4), + -/y

1
.] Bold-faced; de-

fiant; audacious. [Scotch.]
bare1

(bar), a. [< ME. bare, bar, < AS. bar =
05. 6ar=OFries. ber= D. baar = OHG. MHG.
bar, G. bar, baar = Ioe\. berr=Sw. Dan. bar
= OBulg. ?>OSM = Lith. basus, bogus, bare; orig.

meaning prob. 'shining'; cf. Skt. / bhds,

shine.] 1. Naked; without covering: as, bare

arms; the trees are bare.

Thou wast naked and bare. K/.rk. xvi. 7.

Envy finds

More food in cities than on mountains bare.

Lowell, Dara.

2. With the head uncovered. In numismatic de-

scriptions, said of a head on a coin or medal when uncov-
ered or devoid of any adornment, such as a diadem or
laurel-wreath.

When once thy foot enters the church, be bare.

Herbert, Church Porch.

Thou standest bare to him now, workest for him.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 357.

3. Open to view
;
unconcealed

; undisguised.
Bare in thy guilt, how foul must thou appear!

Milton, S. A., 1. 902.

4. Lacking in appropriate covering or equip-
ment; unfurnished : as, bare walls. 5f. Plain;
simple ;

unadorned
;
without polish.

Yet was their manners then but bare and plain.

Spenser.
6. Threadlese; napless.

It appears, by their bare liveries,
That they live by your bare words.

Shak., T. O. of V., ii. 4.

7. Poor; destitute; indigent; empty; unfur-
nished

; unprovided with what is necessary
or comfortable : absolutely or with of.

I have made Esau bare. Jer. xlix. 10.

Upon her death, when her nearest friends thought her
very bare, her executors found in her strong box about
150 in gold. Sw\ft, Death of Stella.

Tho' your violence should leave them bare

O/gold and silver, swords and darts remain.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's .Satires.

8. Empty; valueless; paltry; worthless.

Not what we give, but what we share
For the gift without the giver is bare.

Louvll, Sir Launful.

9. Mere; scarcely or just sufficient: as, the
bare necessaries of life

;
a bare subsistence.

Pray you, cast off these fellows, as unfitting
For your bare knowledge, aud far more your company.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, iv. 2.

10. Unaccompanied; without addition; sim-

ple.
It was-a bare petition of a state. Shale., Cor., v. 1.

11. Unadorned; without literary or artistic ef-

fect; bald; meager.
Much has yet to be done to make even the bare annals

of the time coherent. Athen&wn, No. 3067, p. 170.

12. In beer-making, not completely covered by
the bubbles formed in fermentation : said of the
surface of beer. 13f. Raw; excoriated.

How many flyes in whottest sommers day
Do seize upon some beast, whose flesh is bare.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. xi. 48.

14f. Lean; spare.



bare

t'al. Km- iheir hiirencas, 1 am sure they never learned

that of me.
I'riiu-e. . . . 1,'ulessyou call three tlngerson the ribs inn;-.

.S/nl/r., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 2.

Bare contract, in fine, an uueonditional promise or sur-

render. - Bare Wlndt, nnnt., a wiml that is scant, or too

much ahead to III! the sails. The bare. () In aft, the

nude.
|
Rare.

| (lit) Tile un. -overcd or nnhidileii sin-face;

the body; the sulistiince. (Kare.]

Von have touched '/ \<TV 1,/t,-,' of truth. Miu-*l,,n.

TO lay bare, to uncover; c\|mse t., \ie\v or to know-

ledge, as sometliinu bi'iden or a secret of any kiml.

Under bare poles (nuu'.i sai<l of a ship with no sail s< t.

in a gale of wind. =Syn. See mtn.

bare 1 (bar), r. '.
; pret. and pp. Inircil, ppr.

Itiii-jti;/. [< ME. bari-ii, < AS. Inn-inn (in comp.
ibartan), also bcrinn (= OIKl. /nil-nil = Icel.

ln-ra), make bare, < IMI-I; bare: see Inn-rl, a.}

1. To make bare; uncover; divest of covering:
as, to biiri- nne's head or one's breast.

He l,'if,;l an ancient ak of all her biiiiuhs. llf,i,l,-n.

That cry . . . that seemed to bare.

\ notched life ol everj softening veil.

U'illiiiin Mi:,-ri*. Karthly I'aradise, II. l.v.i.

2. To disclose
;
make manifest

; lay bare : as,

to ban' the secrets of the grave. [Archaic.]
bare- (bar). Old preterit of bear'1

.

Barea (ba're-ii), H. pi. [Gr., ueut. pi. of <<//!..

lia/iia, heavy.] An Aristotelian group of birds.

corresponding to the Linnean (lull/mi; includ-

ing the gallinaceous or rasorial birds.

bareback (bar'bak), n. ninl ii'lr. I. n. I'sing

or performing on a barebacked horse: as, a
biiriliiick rider.

II. adr. On a barebacked home: as, to ride

bareback.

barebacked (bar'bakt), <i. Having i he back
uncovered

; unsaddled, as a horse.

barebind, . See bear/tine.

barebone (bar'bon), n. A very lean person.
[Kare.]
Here comes lean Jack, here comes bare-bone.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., it 4.

bareboned (bar'bond), a. Having the bones
bare or scantily covered with flesh; so lean
that the bones show their forms.

lint now that fair fresh mirror, dim and old,
Shows me a bfirelHtneil death by time outworn.

Shot., Lucrece, 1. 1761.

barefaced (bar'fast), . 1. With the face un-
covered

;
not masked.

Then you will play bare-faced. Shak., M. N. D., i. 2.

2. Undisguised ; unreserved
;
without conceal-

ment; open: in a good or an indifferent sense.

[Obsolete or archaic in this use.]
It [Christianity] did not peep in dark corners, . . . but

with a barefaced confidence it openly proclaimed itself.

Barrow, Works, II. 418.

3. Undisguised or open, in a bad sense
; hence,

shameless; impudent; audacious: as, a bare-

faced falsehood.
See the barefaced villain, how he cheats, lies, perjures,

robs, murders I Sterne, Tristram Shandy, it 17.

A wretch, . . . guilty of ... barefaced inconstancy.
GoldJtmith, Citizen of the World, xviii.

barefacedly (bar'fast-li), adv. In a barefaced
manner

;
without disguise or reserve

; openly ;

shamelessly ; impudently.
Some profligate wretches own U too barefacedly. Locke.

Barefacedlii unjust. Carlyle, Fred, the at, IV. xii. 11.

barefacedness (bar'fast-nes), M. 1. Openness.
2. Effrontery; assurance; audaciousness.

barefit (bar' fit), a. Barefoot or barefooted.

[Scotch.]
barefoot (bar'fut), a. and adv. [< ME. bare-

fote, barfot, < AS. bcerfot (= OFries. berfot =
D. barrevoet = Icel. berfiettr), < bar, bare, +
fot, foot.] I. a. Having the feet bare; with-
out shoes and stockings.

Going to find a barefoot brother out,
One of our order. Shak., K. and J., v. 2.

Blessings on thce, little man,
Bare.foot boy, with cheek of tan !

Whittier, Barefoot Boy.

II. adr. With the feet bare.

I must dance barefoot. Shak., T. of the 8., it 1.

barefooted (bar'fut-ed), a. [< barefoot + -edi.]

Having the feet bare Barefooted Augustlnlans.
See AuijuttinitiH.- Barefooted Carmelites. See Cnr-
melite.

barege (ba-razh'), n. [< F. barege, so called
from Rariyes, a watering-place in the Pyrenees.
See def.] A thin gauze-like fabric for women's
dresses, usually made of silk and worsted, but,
in the inferior sorts, with cotton in place of silk.
In reality bareges were never made in the village from
which they have their name, the seat of the manufacture
liein.L: al I'.aunt n s-,u I'.iiiorre iii the Pyrenees.

baregin, baregine (ba-ra'zhiu), . [< Bareaex

(see barege), the springs of which yield the sub-
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stance, + -I'M-.] A transparent, gelatinous,
mucus-like substance, the product of certain

algffi growing in thermal sulphur-springs, to

which they impart the flavor and odor of ilesh-

broth. Ilaregin in itself odorless ami tasteless. It con-

tains, when dry. from :;o to so per cent, of minrral maun-.
chiefly silica. The organic matter i ..ntaiu- n -ulplmr ati'l

from '.> to 1-^ ]n-r rent, of nitrogen.

bare-gnawnt fbSr'nta), . Onuwed or eaten
liill'e. >'//(//.'., Le;ir. V, U.

barehanded (bfn-'lmuMed), . 1. With un-
covereil liands. 2. Destitute iif means ; with
no aid but one's own hands: as. he begun life

hi/r/ li/iinli il.

bareheaded (biir'hed'ed), . Having the head

uncovered, especially as a token of respect.

Kirst, yon shall swear never to nainr my lord,

or hear him nam'il hen -a HIT. l>iit '""' -In-ml"/.

l-'l,l:-l,:',' (,,,,: I Hllll/ll: l".). IJIIeCIl lit I'llrilltll, IV. 1.

On liein firnt lirouuht Ix-fore the court, Ridlej
/(,. I,, ml, ,1. l-'<-"i"l>'. Hist. J-iriu'.. \\xiii.

bareheadedness (bar'hed'
l

'ed-nes), . The
slule of being liareheaded.

r,in- !> mli'ilnfxx Wiw in Corinth, as also in all lin-.-n- and

Uome, a token of honour and siiperioritv.

Hi,. 11,1/1 i;.-in!iins. IL -J.-17.

barely (bar'li), adr. [< fcdirl +-///-.] 1. Xu-

kedly; openly; without disguise or conceal-

ment. 2. Scantily; poorly: as, u man IMH-I-II/

clad, or a room burclij furnislied. 3. Only
just; no move than; with nothing over or to

spare : as, she is barrly sixteen.

In paying his debts a man l,n,->'l,i does his duty.
tiolaniiiiili. Tin' I'n-e, No. :;.

Fox himself barely succeeded in retaining his seat for

Westminster. Leckij, Eng. in Isth <'ent., xv.

4. Merely; only. [Archaic.]
It is not barely a man's abridgment in his external ac-

commodations which makes him miserable. Soiil/i.

baremant (bar'man), n. [Sc., also bail-man; <

fcnrel + iaw.] A bankrupt. [Scotch.]
bareness (bar'nes), n. The state of being bare,

(a) Want or deficiency of clothing or covering ; naked-
ness. (6) Deficiency of appropriate covering, equipment,
furniture, ornament, etc.; as, ''old Decemlnr's barens**,"

Sliftk., Sonnets, xcvii.

To make old bttreiie** picturesque,
And tuft with grass a feudal tower.

Tennykon, In Memoriam, cxxviii.

(e) l.t-aiin. --. [Rare.] (rf) Poverty ; indigence.

Stript of ... its Priveleges, and made like the primitive
Church for its Bareness. Smith, Sermons, I. 229.

bare-picked (bar'pikt), . Picked bare;
stripped of all flesh, as a bone.

The bare-picked bone of majesty. Slutk., K. John, iv. 3.

bare-pump (bar'pump), . A pump for drawing
licpuor from a cask: used in vinegar-works,
wine- and beer-cellars, in sampling, etc. Also
called bar-pump.
bare-ribbed (bar'ribd), a. With bare ribs like

a skeleton: as, "bare-ribbed death," Sltak., K.

John, v. 2.

bares, . Plural of baris, 1.

baresark (bar'sark), . [< bare1 + sark; a
lit. translation of berserker, Icel. berserkr, in

the supposed sense of ' bare shirt '

;
but see

berserker.'] A berserk or berserker.

Many of Harold's brothers in arms fell, and on his own
ship every man before the mast, except his band of Bare-

Karka, was either wounded or slain. Edinburgh Rev.

baresark (bar'sark), adv. In a shirt only;
without armor.

I will go baresark to-morrow to the war.

Kingtley, Hereward, p. lisa.

baresthesiometer (bar-es-the-si-om'e-t6r), .

[< Gr. fiapof, weight, + acoOrjatf, perception, +
fitrpov, measure.] An instrument for testing
the sense of pressure. Also spelled bar&sthe-
giometer.

baret, n. See barretf.

bare-worn (bar'worn), a. Worn bare
;
naked :

as, ''the bare-worn common," Goldsmith, Des.
Vil.

barf (barf), M. Same as bargh.
bar-fee (bar'fe), . In English laic, a fee of 20

pence, which every prisoner acquitted (at the

bar) of felony formerly paid to the jailer.
bar-fish (bar'fish), n. Same as calico-bass.

bar-frame (bar'fram), n. The frame support-
ing the ends of the grate-bars in furnaces.

barful (bar'ful), a. [< bari + -M.} Full of

obstructions or impediments. [Rare.]
I'll do my best

To woo your lady : [Aside] yet, a barful strife .'

Whoe'er I woo, myself would be his wife.

Shut., T. N., I. 4.

bargain (bar'gan), n. [< ME. bargain, bar-

<l</i/ne, bargeyn, bargen, etc., < OF. bargaine,
bargaigne = Pr. barganli, bargaiilia = Pg. bar-

bargain-chop

i/iinltii = It. iMirgiignfi (Pr. also bitnjitnh = it.

oargagno), < Ml^. "&raji, "Imri-niiium, a bar-

gaiii, traffic; cf. bargain, r. Origin unknown ;

supposed by Die/ and others to be from ML.
liiirm, a boat, bark, or barge, but evidence is

wanting.] If. The act of discussing the terms
of a proposed agreement ; bargaining.

1 11 L,ivc thrice sii much latnl

To alij well-'leservillu' fl'ii'ii'l ;

Hut in the way of htif'jttin. mark ye me,
I II ravli on the ninth part of a hair.

,s7,t.. 1 Hen. IV., iii, |.

2f. A contention or contest for the inastery or

upper hand; a struggle.
On l!ruduaide the lirtt.-i- of that liloudi.- li/r,,/,,,, ,.|,i

H'lirnrr, Albion's Knt:., XIV. XI'. :!:.. (.V. K. !>.}

3. A contract or an agreement between two or

more parties; a compact settling that some-

thing shall be dune; spccilicnlly. a contract by
which one party binds himself tn transfer the

right to some property for a consideration, uml
the other party bimls himself to receive the

property and pay the consideration.

To clap this nival Inn-win up of peace.
.V/.-l/.., K. John, iii. 1.

/.'".>. I'.ut if Jim do refuse to marry me,
Vou 11 ^ive >ourself to this m,.st faithful shi'j.hcrtl .'

/'/'.-. .-o'is the 'Ian-:mi,,. .sVii/4-.. As you Like it. v. I.

"Our father,' said in lator, "sold their killli for

x'nthern !4old, and we still lie under the rrproarh of that

foul IMI ,,,,,,. .\ln,;i"f,i,i. Hist. Rng., vi.

4. The outcome of an agreement as regards
one of the parties ;

that which is acquired by
bargaining ; the thing purchased or stipulated
for : as, look at my Ixiri/iiiii ; a bad bargain ;

" a

losing bari/tiiit," .inniiis, Letters, v.

She was too fond of her most filthy banjaiii.

Slink., Othello, v. 2.

5. Something bought or sold at a low price ;

an advantageous purchase.
If you have a taste for paintings, egad, you shall have

'em a bargain. Sheridan, School for Scandal, III. 3.

Bargain and Bale, or, more fully, deed of bargain and
sale, in late, the form of deed now in common use for the

conveyance of land ; BO called because it is expressed as a

sale for a pecuniary consideration agreed on, being thus

distinguished on the one hand from a quitclaim, which is

a release, and on the other hand from the old conveyance
by covenant to stand seized to uses. Dutch or wet bar-
gain, a bargain sealed by the parties drinking over It.

Into the bargain, over and aliove what is stipulated ;

moreover ; besides.

Faith, Charles, this is the most convenient thing yon
could have found for the business, for 'twill serve not only
as a hammer, but a catalogue into the bargain.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, Iv. 1.

To beat a bargain, to bargain ; haggle. To buy at a
bargain, to buy cheaply. To buy the bargain dear*,
tu pay dearly for a thing. To make the best of a bad
bargain, to do the best one can in untoward circum-
stances.

I am sorry for thy misfortune ; however, we must make
the bett ufa bad bargain. Arbuthnot, Hist, of John Bull.

To sell a bargain', to entrap one into asking innocent

questions, so as to give an unexpected answer, usually a

coarse or indelicate one.

The boy hath sold him a bargain. Shak., L. L. L., lit 1.

I see him ogle still, and hear him chat ;

Selling facetious bargains, and propounding
That witty recreation call'd dumfouuding.

Dryden, Prol. to Prophetess. I. 40.

No maid at court is less asham'd,
Howe'er for selling bargains fam'd. Sirift.

To strike a bargain, to complete or ratify a bargain
or an agreement, originally by striking or Bhaking hands.

Syn. 3. Covenant, mutual engagement,

bargain (biir'gan), r. [< ME. bargaincii, bargaij-

nen, etc., < OF. bargaigner (F. bargiiigner) = Pr.

Pg. barganhur = It. bargagnare, < ML. barctt-

niare, traffic, trade, < 'barcania, traffic: see the

noun.] I. intrang. 1. To treat about a trans-

action ;
make terms.

The thrifty state will bargain ere they tight. Drytlen.

2. To come to or make an agreement ; stipu-

late; make or strike a bargain: with a person.

for an object: as, he bargained with the pro-
ducers/or a daily supply.

So worthless peasants bargain for their wives
As market-men /or oxen, sheep, or horse.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 5.

I alighted, and having bargained tcith my host for 20
crownes a moneth, 1 caused a good fire to be made In my
chamber. Evelyn, Diary, >'ov. 4, 1644.

II. trans. 1. To arrange beforehand by nego-
tiation and agreement.

'Tis bargain'd . . .

That she shall still be curst in company.
Shak., T. of the S., U. 1.

2t. To agree to buy or sell.-To bargain away,
to part with or lose as the result of a bargain.

The heir . . . had somehow bargained away the estate.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, Int.

bargain-chop (bar'gan-chop), . A kind of

gambling
"
option

" on opium to arrive, formerly
common among foreign traders in China.



bargainee

bargainee (biir-ga-ne'), n. [< bargain, v., + -cc;

Qi\T.bargaignf, pp. of
barg(Uffner7\

In laic, the

party to whom a bargain and sale is made.
Jr'harton.

bargainer (biir'gan-er), . [ME. larganar;
< bart/aiii, r., + -ec1 .] One who bargains or

stipulates ; specifically, in law, the party in a
contract who stipulates to sell and convey
property to another by bargain and sale. In

the latter sense also spelled bargainer.

Though a generous giver, she [Nature] is a hard bar-

imiiii-i: II'. Miitlieirx, Getting on in the World, p. 339.

bargainman (biir'gan-man), n.
; pi. bargainmen

(-men). In cofil-miiiiiig, a man who does bar-

gain-work. [North. Eng.]
bargainer (biir'gaii-or), n. In law, same as

biiri/iiinrr.

bargain-work (bar'gan-werk), n. In coal-min-

ing, any underground work done by contract.

[North. Eng.]
bargander (bar'gan-der), n. A local (Norfolk,

England) form of bergander.

bargarett, A variant of bergeret.

barge1
(barj), n. [< ME. barge, < OF. barge

(ML. reflex bargia) = Pr. barga, < ML. barga,

appar. a
yar.

of LL. barca, a bark: see iarfc3.]
1. A sailing vessel of any sort.

His barge ycleped was the Maudeleyne.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 410.

2. A flat-bottomed vessel of burden used in

loading and unloading ships, and, on rivers and
canals, for conveying goods from one place to

another.

152 bark

been removed for the purpose of getting at the

underlying rock.

bar-iron (bar'i"ern), n. Wrought-iron rolled
into the form of bars. See iron.

baris (bar'is), .; pi. barex (-ez). [< Gr. ftaptf,
a boat: see OOnfl,] 1. In E/iypt. antiq.: (a)
A flat-bottomed boat, used for transporting
merchandise, etc., on the Nile: the Greek
term for the Egyptian makhen. (b) The sacred

Barge-boards.

A, carved example from Warwick, England ;

C, openwork. New York.

C

J>, cuspcd ;

By slow horses. Tennyson, Lady of Shalott.
_ . .

3. A long, double-banked boat, spacious and

decorated, beinj; cusped, feathered, paneled, pierced with
a series of trefoils, quatrefoils, etc., or carved with foliage.
After the medieval period barge-boards gradually become
less bold and rich in treatment. Also called yable-buard.

barge-couple (barj'kup"!), n. [Cf . barge-board.']
In arch., one of the rafters placed under the

barge-course, which serve as grounds for the

barge-boards, and carry the plastering or

boarding of the soffits. Also called barge-rafter.

barge-COUrse (barj'kors), . [Cf. barge-board.^
In bricklaying : (a) A part of the tiling which

projects beyond the principal rafters in build-

ings where there is a gable. (6) The coping of
a wall formed by a course of bricks set on edge.
bargee (bar-je'), n. [< barge1 + -ee.] One of
the crew of a barge or canal-boat.

bargeman (barj'man), n.
; pi. bargemen (-men).

A man employed on a barge ;
an oarsman.

And backward yode, as Bargemen wont to fare.

Spenser, F. Q., VII. vii. 35.

las'ter), n. The

used by crews in training for a race. It is com-
monlya long, narrow, lap-streak boat, somewhat
wider and stronger than a shell, and thus better
fitted for rough water. [U. S.] 5. A boat for

passengers or freight, two-decked, but without
sails or power, and in service towed by a steam-
boat or tug: used for pleasure-excursions and
for the transportation of hay and other bulky
merchandise. [U. S.] 6. A pleasure-boat;
in former times, a vessel or boat of state, often

The Lolull>" *>** Carew
>
Sllrve5r of Cornwall.

barge-rafter (biirj'raf"t6r), n. Same as barge-
couple.

bargerett, n. See bergeret.

State Barge.

burgh
1. A low ridge or hill. 2f. A road up

a hill. Bay. 3f. A mine. [Prov. Eng. in all

senses.]

barghmotet, . See barmote.

bar-gown (biir'goun), n. The gown or dress
of a lawyer.
bargnest (bar'gest), n. [Also barghcst, bargest,
Sc. barghaist; perhaps < G. berggeist, moun-
tain (or mine) spirit, gnome. Cf. barghmote,
barmote. Ritson says the ghost was so called
from appearing near bars or stiles.] A kind of

hobgoblin, spirit, or ghost believed in in the
north of England, whose appearance to any
one is supposed to prognosticate death or some
great calamity.
He understood Greek, Latin, and Hebrew, and there-

fore, according to his brother Wilfrid, needed not to care
for ghaist or bar-ghaist, devil or dobbie.

Scott, Rob Boy, I. 223.

barhal (bar'hal), . [E. Ind.] Same as burrhel.
The barhal, or blue wild sheep [inhabits the Himalayas).

Eneye. Brit., XII. 742.. ., . .

bari 1
(bii're), . [It.] That part of a roofing-

slate which is exposed to the weather. Weale.
Bari2 (bii're), n. [It.] A wine grown near Bari,
on the Adriatic coast of Italy.

bariat (ba'ri-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. ftap'vs, heavy.'

magnificently adorned, furnished with elegant
apartments, canopied and cushioned, decorated
with banners and draperies, and propelled by
a numerous body of oarsmen: used by sover-
eigns, officers, magistrates, etc., and in various , ... L , , .. ,,,"> ,..
pageants, as the marriage of the Adriatic at Cf. baryta, barytes.'] Same as baryta.
Venice and the Lord Mayor's parade at London, baric (bar'ik),

a. [In sense 1, < Gr. {Sapor,,weight,
< /lapvf, heavy; in sense 2, < barium + -ie.] 1.
Same as barometric. 2. Of or pertaining to
barium

;
derived from barium : as, baric iodide,

barilla (ba-ril'a), . [= P. barille, < Sp. barril-
la = Pg. barrilha, impure soda, also the plant
from which it is derived.] The commercial
name of the impure carbonate and sulphate of
soda imported from Spain and the Levant, and
obtained from several fleshy plants growing
by the sea or in saline localities, mostly belong-
ing to the chenopodiaceous genera Salsola, Sali-

cornia, and Chenopodium. The plants are dried and
burned, and the incinerated ashes constitute barilla. This
was once the chief source of carbonate of soda, but is now
used principally in the manufacture of soap and glass.
British barilla is the crude soda-ash left from common
salt in the manufacture of carbonate of soda

barillet (bar'i-let), n. [P., dim. of baril, a
barrel.] 1. The barrel or case containing the
mainspring of a watch or spring-clock. 2.
The funnel of a sucking-pump.
baring (bar'ing), n. [Verbal n. of bare*, v.']
In mining, soil or surface detritus, which has

The bartje she sat in, like a burnish'd throne,
Burnt on the water. Shak., A. and C., ii. 2.

7. In New England, a large wagon, coach, or
omnibus for carrying picnic parties or convey-
ing passengers to and from hotels, etc.
Marcia watched him drive off toward the station in the

hotel barge, llowells, Modem Instance.

barge1
(barj), r. t.

; pret. and pp. barged, ppr.
barging. [< barge1 , .] To carry or transport
by means of barges.
barge2

(biirzh), . [F.] A book-name of the
godwit.
barge-board (biirj'bord), n. [Hardly, as has
been suggested, a corruption of verge-boardwhich is also used. Cf. ML. bargus, a kind of
gallows.] In arch., a board placed in ad-
vance of a gable and underneath the barge-
course, where the roof extends over the wall,
either covering the rafter that would otherwise
be visible, or occupying its place. The earliest
barge-boards date from the fourteenth century many
examples of this and the fifteenth century are beautifully

Baris. Temple of Seti I

boat, represented in art as bearing an enthroned
deity or some symbolical or venerated object.

2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of rhynchophorous
beetles, of the family Curculionidas, or weevils.
B. lignarius feeds upon the elm.
Barita (ba-ri'ta), n. [NL.] In ornith., a generic
name variously used. () In Cuvier's system of classi-

fication (1817), a genus of shrikes or Laniidce: a synonym
of Crartfciis (Vieillot), of prior date. [Disused.] (b) Trans-
ferred by Temminck in 1820 to the Australian and Papuan
manucodes. See Manucodia. [Disused.] (c) Transferred
by Swainson in 1837 to, and used by Vigors and others for,
the Australian and Papuan cassicans, or corvine birds of
the modern genera Bymnorhina and Strepera, of which
the piping-crow of Australia (tiymnarluna or Barita
tibiten) is the best-known species. This is the usual sense
of the word, and the above-noted transfers of the name
account for the common statement that the genus Barita,
is sometimes classed with the Laniulce, sometimes with
the Cormdfe. [Not now in use.]

baritah (ba-ri'ta), n. A name of the Austra-
lian birds of the genus Barita.

barite (ba'rit), w. [< bar(ium) + -ite2.~\ Native
barium sulphate : also called barytes and heavy-
spar, because of its high specific gravity, it oc-
curs in orthorhombic crystals, commonly tabular, and
with perfect prismatic and basal cleavage. It is often
transparent, and varies in color from white to yellow, gray,
red, blue, or brown. There are also massive varieties,
columnar, granular, and compact, resembling marble. It
is a common mineral in metallic veins and beds. It is

sometimes mined and ground in a mill, and used to adul-
terate white lead. Also baroselcnite, barytine.

baritone, n. and a. See barytone.
barium (ba'ri-um), n. [NL., < bar(yta) or ba-

r(ytes) + -mm, as in other names of metals
;
so

named by Davy.] Chemical symbol, Ba; atomic
weight, 137.1. A chemical element belonging
to the group of metals whose oxids are the alka-
line earths. It is obtained as a silver-white powder,
which oxidizes quickly and burns when heated in air. Its

melting-point is about that of cast-iron. It does not occur
native, but is found abundantly in combination in the
minerals barite, barium sulphate, and witherite or ba-
rium carbonate, and less commonly in several other min-
erals. Barium combines with most acids to form salte
which are more or less soluble in water, and these soluble
salts, together witli the carbonate, are active poisons.
Barium chromate, a yellow, insoluble salt, BaCrO4 ,

formed by precipitating any soluble salt of barium with
chromate of potassium. It finds a limited use as a
pigment both for painting and for calico-printing, under
the name of yellow ultramarine. TteXl'OXn. hydrate,
Ba(OH)2, a caustic alkaline powder, soluble in water,
formerly used in sugar-refining to form an insoluble sac-
charine compound. Barium nitrate, Ba(N03)2, a sub-
stance used extensively in pyrotechny for producing red
fire, and to some extent in the manufacture of explosives.
Barium OXld. See baryta. Barium sulphate, or

heaey-ipar, 80804, tne commonest of the barium minerals,
almost perfectly insoluble in water. Artificially prepared
barium sulphate is used as a pigment, under the name of

permanent white. See barytes.
bark1

(bark), v. [< ME. barken, lerkew, barken,
< AS. beorcan (strong verb, pp. borceii, > bor-

cian, bark, weak verb) = Icel. berkja (weak
verb), bark, bluster. Supposed by some to be
orig. another form of AS. brecan (pp. brocen),
break, snap. Cf. Icel. brcekta, bleat, = Norw.
bratkta, bra;ka = Sw. bra'ka = Dan. bra-ge, bleat.]
1. intrans. 1. To utter an abrupt explosive cry:
said of a dog, and hence of other animals.

No dog shall rouse thee, though a thousand bark.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 240.

2. Figuratively, to clamor; pursue with un-
reasonable clamor or reproach: usually fol-
lowed by at.

Vile is the vengeaunce on the ashes cold,
And envy base to barke at sleeping fame.

Spemer, . Q., II. viii. 13.

The lank hungry belly barks for food.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, i. 1.

3. To cough. [Colloq.]_To bark at the moon,
to clamor or agitate to no purpose. To bark up the
wrong tree, to mistake one's object; attack or pursue
another than the person or thing intended, as when a dog



bark

by harking brings tin limit. -r to a tree other than that in

which the name has really taken refuse. [('ol!i>i(., I . S.
j

II. t li'niiK. 1. To utter or give fortli witli ;t

bark. 2. To break out with: as, to barl; out
flame.

bark 1

(biirk), . [< biu-lc\ .] Tlio abrupt ex-

plosive cry of a dog; hence, n cry resembling
that of tlic dog, uttered by soino other animals.
-His bark Is worse than his bite, little harm in |.,,r-

tended ly his an^ry thtvats, faultllndnr.,', ete., as liy the

threatening Imrk of a dog which ruruly or never bites.

bark" (liiivk), . [< ME. b<irl;<; \inrk, Imrc, < lato

AS. bare, < Icel. Ix'irkr (gen. liarkar) = Sw. btirk

= Dan. hnrk = ML(1. Ui. borke (> G. borl.-r],

bark. Possibly connected with Icel. bjarga =
AS. beorqun <1. ln-ri/fn, etc., cover, protect:
Bee&wy". The older E. word for 'bark' is )/<,.]
1. Generally, the covering of the woody stems,

branches, and roots of plants, as distinct and

separable from the wood itself. In its strictest
.. n-iil i!i<- sense it is limited to the dry and dead portion

i>i tiiis covering, as futind on exogenous plants, which
usually consists of parenehymu or soft cellular tissue, cork,
anil hast, in varying proportions. See bastl, corfcl, and
i-/>/>li'rin/x. It is very diverse and often complicated in

structure, varying in these respects with the species upon
vvliirh it i.s found; hut it is usually arranged in annular
roncvntrir layers. As these become distended hy the
thickening of the, stern, the outer layers often eraek and
art! gradually east off. In the bark the nieilieinal and
other peculiar properties of the plant are usually abun-
ilant, t-speeially tannin and many alkaloids. The younger
and softer layer lyinii next to tin; young wood is called
inner bark, librr, or h<t*t. See cut under li*t.

2. Specifically () In jihar., Peruvian or
Jesuits' bark (KIT I'iiicliiiiin). (l>) In tanning,
oak and hemlock barks Alstonia bark, a hitter
liark obtained from the Alstonia scholaris, an apocyna-
ceous forest-tree of the tropics of the old world. It is

used in India as a tonic and antiperiodic. The Alstonia or

Qmeadud fever-bark of Australia is the product of Al-
xtmiia constricta. Angostura or Cusparia bark, the

product of a rutaeeous shruh, Galipea Cusparia, of the
niouiitains of Venezuela, a valuable tonic in dyspepsia
dysentery, and chronic diarrhea. It was formerly prized
as a febrifuge, and is now much used in making a kind
of hitters. Its use in medicine was discontinued for a
time, because of the introduction into the markets of a
false An-ostiira bark, obtained from the nnx-vomica tree,
which produced fatal effects. Also Angustura bark.
Arlca bark, same as Cuxco bark. Ashy crown bark,
the bark of Cinchona jnacrocalyx. Bebeeru or bibiru
bark. See Mteent. Bitter bark. See Georgia bark.

Bogota bark, the bark of Cinchona lanei.Mia.- Boldo
bark. See Miln. Bolivian or callsaya bark, the bark
of I'inchnna Calisaya. Canella bark. See Canellal.

Carabaya bark, the bark of Cinchona elliptica. Carib-
bean or West Indian bark, the bark of a rubiacemis
tree, Kxoxtt'miiM Cariblnvum, nearly allied to the genus
Cinchona, used in making tonic hitters and in medicine
as a substitute for cinchona bark. Carolina bark. See

Georgia bark. Carthagena bark, a general name for
varieties of cinchona bark brought from the northern ports
of South America, generally of inferior quality. Cas-
cara amarga or Honduras bark, a bitter bark, said to be
obtained from I'icrainnia antide-sina. a simaruhaceous tree
of t ropical America. Cascara sagrada bark, the bark
of Rhammtx t'nrshiana of California, used as a tonic aperi-
ent Cascarilla, sweetwood, or Eleuthera bark, the
bark of (Jroton Kleitteria

t
a euphorbiaceous shrub of the Ba-

hamas. It is an aromatic, bitter tonic. Cassia bark.
SeeCaxia. China bark, Peruvian bark, (a) See Cm-
chona. (b) The bark of Cascnrilla (Bueiui) hexandra, a
ruhiaceous tree of the western coast of South America,
which is used as a substitute for cinchona. Clove-bark.
Same as clove-cassia (which see, under cassia). Colom-
bian bark, the bark of Cinchona pitayensin, C. lancifolia,
and C. cordifolia.Conesai bark, a bark obtained from
Holarrhena antidysent.rrica, an arborescent composite of

India, where it is of considerable repute as a remedy for

dysentery and as a tonic febrifuge. Sometimes called

TMic.herry bark. Coquetta bark, the bark of Cinchona
lancifolia. Ciown bark. Same as loxa bark. Culila-
wan bark, a valuable aromatic, pungent bark, the pro-
duce of Cinnamomnni or Launts Culilaican, a tree of the
Moluccas, useful in indigestion, diarrhea, etc. Sometimes
written culilaivanff. Cuprea bark, a bark obtained from
several species of the rulnaceous genus Remijia, of tropi-
cal South America, largely imported into England for the
manufacture of quinine. CuscO bark, the bark of Cin-
chona pubesceng, variant Pelleleriana. Also called Arica
fcanfc. Cusparia bark. See Angostura bark. Boom
bark, the bark of Enfthrophlteum Guineense. Doun-
dake bark, the name of several barks obtained from the
west coast of Africa, possessing tonic, febrifugal, and other
medicinal properties. The best-known kind is the pro-
duct of a rubiaceous plant, Sarcocephalun esculentus.
Eleuthera bark. See cascarilla bark. Elk bark, the
bark of 3lH<iiiolia uliiitm. Also called Indian bark.
Essential salt of bark, an aqueous extract of cinchona
bark. -False loxa bark, the bark of Cinchona Iluin-
bolittiana. -Florida bark. See Georgia bark. French
Guiana bark, a bark obtained from Coutarea speciosa,
a rubiaceous tree of tropical South America, having feb-

rifugal properties. Fusagasuga bark, a variety of Car-

thagena bark. Georgia, bitter, Carolina, or Florida
bark, the hark of the Pinckneya pitbens, a small ruhia-
ceous tree of the southern United States, having the same
properties as French Guiana hark. Honduras bark,
See cascara ainarfja bark. Huamilies bark, the bark
of Cin<-ln*n:t /"iffnin'a. Indian barberry bark, the
root-bark of several East Indian speeies of lierberi#, used
as a tonic ami in the treatment of fevers, diarrhea, etc.

Indian bark, the bark of Maunolia alauca. Also called
elk bark. lion bark, the bark of Evcalijptus rerinifera.
Jaen bark, the bark of Cinchona Ilumboldtiana.

Jamaica bark, the bark of Cinchona Caribbcea. Jes-
uits' bark, 1'eruvian bark. Jesuits' Bark Act, an
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English statute of 180S forbidding the exportation of

Jesuits (Peruvian) bark, e\t ept to Ireland. Lima bark,
the bark of ('.'//,-/..,,, I'l-i-nriniin, l\ niliila. and C. mi
cniniiia,- Loxa bark, the bark of r>m7,..,

Also called cnnm luirk. Malambo bark, an aromatic
balk obtained from the <Y,I/M,I Mutn nifm, a eliphorbia-

.hrubof Vene/uelaand .V-u (iranada. it is employ'fil
as a remedy for diarrhea and as a M iniifii-e. and is -aid

to be largely used in the Inited States f,,i- the a.lnlter-

ati f spices. Mancona bark, tin- bark of Kriiiln-n-

fitiiifnin tiiiini, >!."'. - Maracaibo bark, tbe bark of r/,,-

i-honii in. 'a i, n ;... Margpsa or Him bark, the bark of
M i-lut 1 ilii-n, used ill India as a tonie and ant i periodic.
Mezereon bark, the bark of /;/''"" Matrnm. It is

aerid and irritant and is used in liniments and as a rem-

edy in venereal, rheninatie, and serufnlinis eutiiplainK
Neem bark, the bark of ,uw, ,-,;,/,/ imin-n. New

bark, the bark t,f Casmrilla Mongolia. Nim bark,
See MOfffOM brti-lc. - Oak bark. >' i <,i"-',

> i (llha, under
Quercus. Ordeal bark, the bark of A', -.//A.-../'/</''
Guineeiute. Pale bark, a name applied to tbe haiksni
Cinchfina ttfficinalis, C. itiii>/''. i

'. tMcrtmtha, (.'. purpurea,
and C. iiuiH i,iii,iiiii,i,i. Palton bark, the bark of >',

(innin iiiiti-i'iii'iiti/.i-. \ariant 1'i'itnn. Peruvian bark. -
s ei

chiiutiinrk. pitaya bark, the bark ot fi,,, -in, mi /ninin-n-
rig. Quebracho bark, the bark of Atpidomtrna ',"<--

bracho, an api iey M act-oils tree of Hrazil. It contains se\eia!

peculiar alkaloitls, and is said to be eitieaeious in the cure
of dyspno'a. -Red bark, the bark of fiwlmmi si>,-fn-,iliru .

Red Cusco bark, the hark of Cinflt"nn < min'i-olata.

Rohun bark, a bitterMtringeut tiark, fromNi<v/i iitu ii in-,

J a 'in, a meli aeeni is tree of India, where it is used as an as-

tringent, tonic, ami ant i perindie.-- Royal bark, the bark
tjf ('iiti'ltonit I'nfilir'nti't. St. Lucia bark, tin; bark of Kx-
tuii'iiiiun tlin-ihiimlii. Samadera bark, the inner bark of

It is intensely i .in er. Santa Ana bark, the bark of Cin-
chona xiv./</< -iiiiitn. Santa Martha bark, a cinchona
hark shipped from Santa Martha. Sassy bark, the bark
ot BrytXrophlaum Ovirufiut. Sweetwood bark. See
cascarilla bark. West Indian bark. See Caribbean
bark. Wild-cherry bark, the hark of /YI//H/* i

ana. Winter's bark, an astringent pungent bark ob-
tained from a magnoliaceous tree, MMmyt KV/if.-/-/, native
of the mountains of western America from Mexico to
t 'ape Horn. It is a stimulating tonic and antiscorbutic.
Paratudo bark is a variety of it. Most of the so-called
Winter's bark of commerce is the product of Cinnamo-
deiulron corticosum and Canella alba of the West Indies.

bark2
(bark), r. t. [= Sw. barka = Dan. barke,

tan; from the noun.] 1. To strip off the bark

of, or remove a circle of bark from, as a tree ;

peel; specifically, to scrape off the outer or
dead bark of. See barking

2
, 1.

This pine is bark'd
That overtopp'd them all.

shnk., A. and ('., iv. 10.

Hence 2. To strip or rub off the outer cov-

ering of (anything, as the skin) : as, to bark
one's shins.
So after getting up [the tree] three or four feet, down

they came slithering to the ground, barkiny their arms
and faces. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 4.

3. To cover or inclose with bark : as, to bark
a house. 4f. To cover, as the bark does a
tree

;
incrust.

A most instant tetter Itarkd about,
Most lazar-like, with vile and loathsome crust,
All my smooth body. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5.

5. To apply bark to, as in the process of tan-

ning ;
tan. 6. To color with an infusion or a

decoction of bark : as, to bark sails or cordage.
7. To kill (game) by the concussion of a

bullet which strikes the bark of a limb at the

spot on which the animal is crouched, or by
the flying bark.

fiarkinff off squirrels is a delightful sport, and in my
opinion requires a greater degree of accuracy than any
other. I first witnessed this near Frankfort. The per-
former was the celebrated Daniel lioone.

J. J. Audubon, Ornith. Biog., I. 293.

bark3
(bark), n. [Also barque, after P.

;
< late

ME. barke, barque, < F. barque= Pr. Sp. Pg. It.

barca = D. bark = MHG. G. barke = Dan.
bark = Icel. barki, < LL. barca (ML. also barga,
> OP. barge, > E. barge1

, q. v.), regarded by
some as a syncopated form of an assumed LL.
"barica, a quasi-adj. formation, < L. baris, <

Gr. (tapir, < Egypt. (Coptic) bari, a flat-bottomed
boat used in Egypt ;

but more prob. of Celtic
or even of Teut. origin.] 1. Naut., a three-
masted vessel, fore-and-aft rigged on the miz-

zenmast, the other two masts being square-
rigged. 2. A vessel of any kind, especially a

sailing vessel of small size.

bark-mill

barkeeper (biir'ke'
l

'per), . One who has dun-",.-
of the bar of an inn or other place of public
entertainment

;
a bartender.

barken 1 (biir'kenor-kn), . [So.; < bark'* + -,-i,

as in harden, stiffen, etc.] I. iittrami. To !

come hard; form a crust.

O steer my bark to Erin's isle,
For Erin is my home. Moore.

barkantine, barkentine (bar'kan-ten, -ken-

ten), n. [< bark3
, on type of brigantine^."] A

three-masted vessel, with the foremast square-
rigged, and the mainmast and mizzenmast fore-
and-aft rigged. Also barquantine, barquenthie.
bark-bed (bark'bed), n. In hort., a bed formed
of the spent bark that has been used by tan-
ners. The bark is placed in a brick pit in a glazed house
constructed for forcing or for the growth of tender plants.
Artificial warmth and dampness are produced by the
fermentation of the bark. Also called oark-*toce.

bark-bound (bark
'

bound), a. Hindered in

growth by having the bark too firm or close.

that saves plaisters. N.wf, <;u\ Manneiin--'. 1. 171.

II. trtinx. To tan (or dye) with bark.
Erne tlsed to help me tumble the bundles o' barkened

leather up ami down. ,SV'^, Heart of Midlothian, v.

barken2 (bar'ken or -kn), a. [< burkV + -*'-'.]

Consisting or made of bark : as,
" barken knots,"

H'hittier. [Rare.]
barkentine, n. See barkantine.

barker 1
(bar'ker), n. [< bark1

, r., + -cr1 .] 1.

An animal that barks
;
a person who clamors

unreasonably.
They are rather enemies of my fame than me, these

barkers. B. Jontion, Discoveries.

2. The spotted redshank, Totanus fnscus. Al-

bin; Montagu. [Prov. Eng.] 3. A person sta-

tioned at the door of a house where auctions
of inferior goods are held, to invite strangers
to enter; atouter; a tout. [Cant.] 4. A pis-
tol. [Slang.] 5. A lower-deck gun in a ship.
barker2 (bar'ker), n. [< bark?, v., + -er1 .] 1.
One who strips trees of their bark. 2f. A tan-
ner.

Barker's mill. See mill1 .

barkery (bar'ker-i), n.
; pi. barkeries (-iz). [<

bark'2 + -ery.'} A tan-house, or a place where
bark is kept.
bark-feeder (biirk'fe'der), n. A bark-eating
insect or animal.

barking1
(bar'king), n. [Verbal n. of bark1

, r.]
The uttering of an abrupt explosive cry, as that
of a dog.
barking* (bar'king), n. [Verbal n. of bark*, .]

1. The process of stripping bark from trees, of

removing a ring of bark from a tree so as to
kill it, or of scraping dead bark from fruit-trees
to promote their growth. 2. The operation of

tanning leather with bark
; also, the operation

of dyeing fabrics with an infusion of bark.

barking-ax (bar'king-aks), H. An ax used in

scraping bark from trees.

barking-bill (bar'king-bil), n. A sharp-point-
ed instrument used to make transverse cuts

through the bark of trees, preparatory to the

process of stripping them.

barking-bird (bar'king-berd), n. [< barking.
ppr. of bark1

,
+ bird 1

.'] The name of a rock-

wren, Pteroptocliiis
or Hylactes tarni, of the

island of Chiloe : also said to be applied to an-
other and smaller species, P. rubecula. The name
is due, in either case, to the similarity of the cry of the
birds to the yelping of a puppy. Dartrin. Also called

ytiid-ffitid.

barking-iron1
(bar'king-i'ern), n. [< barking,

ppr. of bark1
, r., + iron.] A pistol. JUarn/at.

[Slang.]
barking-iron2 (bar'king-i''ern), n. [< barking2

+ iron."] An instrument for removing the bark
of oak and other trees, for use in tanning.

barking-mallet (bar'king-maFet), n. A ham-
mer with a wedge-shaped edge, used in bark-

ing trees.

barklak (bar'klak), n. A myrtaceous tree of
Venezuela.
barkless (bark'les), a. [< bark2 + -lesx.~\ Des-
titute of bark.
bark-louse (bark'lous), n. A minute insect of
the genus Aphis that infests trees ; an aphid.
bark-mill (bark'mil), n. A mill for grinding
bark for tanners' and dyers' uses, or for medi-
cinal purposes.
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barkometer (bar-kom'e-ter), M. [Irreg. < baric'2 barley-bree, barley-broo (biir'li-bre, -bro), . barm-clptht, AD apron. Chaucer.
+ -o-meter, < Gr. fierpov, a measure.] A hy- Liquor made from malt, whether by brewing Barmecidal (bar'me-sl-dal), a. Same as Bnr-
ilrometer used by tanners in ascertaining the or distillation

;
ale or whisky. [Scotch.] mcciilc.

barley-broth 0>ar'li-br6th), H. 1. Broth made Barmecide, Barmacide (bar'me-sid, -ma-sH),
by boiling barley and meat with vegetables, n. and . [< one of the Barme'cidce (a Latin-

[Scotch.] 2. Ale or beer: used jocosely, and ized form, with patronymic suffix -idee) or Bar-
also in contempt, as in the extract.

Can sodden water,
A drench for siir-rein'd jades, their barley broth,
Decoct their cold blood to such valiant heat?

Mai:, Hen. V., iii. 5.

1. A grain of

strength of infusions of bark, or ooze,

bark-paper (bark'pa/'per), 11. Paper made from

bark; specifically, paper made from the bark
of Brounsonetia papyri/era, a tree common in

southeastern Asia and Oceanica. Most of the

paper used in Japan is of this kind.

bark-pit (biirk'pit), w. A tan-pit, or pit for

tanning or steeping leather,

barkstone (bark'ston), H. The concrete musky barleycorn (bar'li-korn),

secretion taken from the castor-glands of the

beaver; castor; castoreum.
bark-stove (biirk'stov), n. Same as bark-bed.

bark-tanned (bark'tand), . Tanned by the
slow action of oak, hemlock, or other barks,
as leather, in contradistinction to that tanned

wholly or in part by chemicals.

barky (biir'ki), a. [< bark2 + -yl.] Consist-

ing of bark; containing bark; covered with
bark.
The barky fingers of the elm. Shale., M. N. D., iv. 1.

bar-lathe (biir'laTH), M. A lathe with a single

beam, usually having a triangular section, on
which the heads or puppets slide.

barley. 2. A measure equal to the third part
of an inch

; originally, the length of a grain of

barley. A statute of Edward II. (A. n. 1324) makes
"three barley-corns round and dry" the definition of an
inch.

3. A measure equal to the breadth of a fine

grain of barley, about 0.155 inch John or sir
John Barleycorn, a humorous personification of the

spirit of barley, or malt liquor : a usage of considerable

antiquity.
John Barleycorn was a hero bold
Of noble enterprise,

Tor. if you do but taste his blood,
'Twill make your courage rise.

meeicles, a noble Persian family founded by
Barmek or Barmak, and having great power
under the Abbasside califs.] I. n. One who
offers imaginary food or illusory benefits : in al-

lusion to the story, told in the Arabian Nights,
of a member of the Barmecide family of Bag-
dad, who on one occasion placed a succession of

empty dishes before a beggar, pretending that

they contained a sumptuous repast, a fiction

which the beggar humorously accepted.
II. a. Like, or like the entertainment of,

the Barmecide of the story; hence, unreal,

sham, illusory, etc.: as, "my Barmecide friend,"
Thackeray; a Barmecide feast or repast.

It is a Barmecide Feast ; a pleasant field for the imagi-
nation to rove in. Dickens, Amer. Notes.

barmilian (bar-mil'yan), n. [Origin unknown.]
An old name for a kind of fustian goods largely
exported from England. E. H. Kn if/lit.

Burn*, John Barleycorn

_--- barley-fever (bar'li-fe"ver), M. [< barley
1
(as bar-mining (bar'mi"ning), n. In placer-min-

barley1
(bar'li), H. [Early mod. E. also barly, a source of strong drink) + fever.'] Illness ing, the washing of the sand or gravel in the bed

barlye, Sc. barlick ; < ME. barly, berley, bar- caused by intemperance. [North. Eng.] of a stream, when laid bare by the diminution of

lich, < late AS. ba>rlic, barley, appar. < bere, E. barley-fork (bar'li-fork), n. A hand-fork with the stream at low water, orby building a flume,
bear3

, barley, 4- -lie, E. -ly
1

;
the word appears a guard at the root of the tines, used for gath- and thus carrying the water to one side of the

ering up stalks of barley. channel. The latter method is more commonly
barleyhood (bar'li-hud), . A fit of drunken- called fltiming. [California.]
ness, or of ill humor brought on by drinking, barmkin (barm'kin), n. [Also spelled barm-

Thefirst as an attrib., being formally an adj.
Icel. barlak, and W. barlys,

barley (as if < barn, bread,+
llysiau, ttysau, plants, herbs),
Corn, barliz, are from E.]
The name of a grain, and of

the plant yielding it, belong-
ing to the genus Hordeum,
natural order Gramineai.
This grain lias been cultivated
from the very earliest times, when
it formed an important article of

food, as it still does where other
cereals cannot be raised. It is

largely employed for feeding ani-

mals, but its chief use is in the
manufacture of fermented liquors,
as beer, ale, and porter, and of

whisky. No other grain can be
cultivated through so great a range
of climate, for it matures in Lap-
land, Norway, and Iceland, in 66
and 70 north latitude, and at an
altitude of 11,000 feet in the Andes
and Himalaya. The only cultivat-
ed species that has been found
wild is the two-rowed or long-eared
barley, //. dieliclion, a native of
western Asia, but in cultivation in

prehistoric times, as was also the
six-rowed species, or winter barley,
//. hexaiftichon. Of later origin
is the common four-rowed species,
spring or summer barley, H. rulyare. Fan-shaped bar-

ley, also called battledore- or sprat-barley, //. zeocritun,
is perhaps only a cultivated form of the two-rowed species.
Several varieties of these species are found in cultivation.

An ale-
[Chiefly Scotch.]

barley-islandt (bar 'li-i 'land),
\, house.

// barley-meal (bar'li-mel), . Meal or flour
made from barley.
barley-milkt (bar'li -milk), n. Gruel made
with barley or barley-meal.
barley-Sick (bar'li-sik), a. [< barley* (see bar-

ley-fecer) + sick.-] Intoxicated. [Scotch.]
barley-SUgar (bar'li-shug*'er), w. Sugar boiled

(formerly in a decoction of barley) till it be-
comes brittle and candied.

barley-water (bar'li-wa"ter), . A decoction
of barley used as a demulcent nutritious drink
in fevers, and in inflammations of the air-pas-
sages and of the alimentary canal.

barley-wine (biir'li-win), n. Ale or beer.
bar-lift (bar'lift), n. A short metal bar fas-

Barley.

Spike of Horiietim vitl-

fare.

tened to a heavy window as a convenience in

lifting it.

barlingt, n. [North. E. and Sc., < Sw. barling,
a pole, <. btira = E. bear1

, q. v.] A pole,
bar-loom (bar'lom), n. A ribbon-loom.

barm^t, [ME. barmc, barm, berm,
bearm (ONorth. barm = OS. OFries.
barm = Icel. barmr = Sw. Dan. barm = Goth.
barms), the bosom, with formative -m, < beran,
E. bear1

, q. v.] The bosom
;
the lap.

kyn, barnekin, barnkyn; < ME. barmelcen, Ixirnr-

kijnclt ; origin uncertain; possibly < barinS =
berm, brim, border, edge (the forms in b/ini-

being then corruptions), + -kin; but more prob.
all corruptions of barbican.'] The rampart or
outer fortification of a castle. [Lowland Scotch
and North. Eng.]

And broad and bloody rose the sun,
And on the barmkyn shone.

Old ballad, in Boucher's Border Minstrelsy, ii. 341.

Lord Soulis he sat in Hermitage Castle,
And Redcap was not hy ;

And he called on a page, who was witty and sage,
To go to the barmkin high.

J. Lei/den, Lord Soulis, in N. and ()., 6th ser., XI. 386.

Battlements and barmkinz and all the other appurte-
nances of Strength, as such places were called. Lever.

barmote (biir'mot), . [A reduction of earlier

bargemote, also barahmote and berghmote, < G.

berg, a hill, mine, + E. mote, meeting. Cf. bar-
master. ] A court established in the reign ofEd-
ward III. and held twice a year in Derbyshire,
England, in which matters connected with

mining are considered. Also written bergmote.

< AS barmy (bar'mi), a. [< barmV + -y
1
.] Contain-

OHG *n or resembling barm or yeast; frothy.
Of windy cider and of barm;/ beer.

Dnjden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iii.

The grain differs generally from wheat in retaining closely barm2
(barm), H. [< ME. barme, bermc, < AS.

Why, thou bottle-ale,
Thou barjnie froth i

its husks; it is also somewhat less nutritious and palata-
ble as an article of food. See Hordevm. Caustic bar-
ley, an early name for the seeds of Schanoraulon ofe.i-
'iwle, called in medicine mbadilla, and used as a source of
veratrin. Mouse, wall, way, or wild barley, Hor-
deum murinuiii, a grass of little value. Patent barley,
the farina obtained by grinding pearl-barley. Pearl-bar-
ley, the grain deprived of husk and pellicle and completely
rounded by grinding. It is used in making broths and
in soups. -Scotch, pot, or hulled barley, the grain de-
prived of the husk in a mill.

beorma = Fries, lerme, barm = MLG. berm, barmy - brained
barm, LG. bonne, barme, barm (> G. barme) = headed; giddy.
Sw.barma = Dan.KErm*/ prob. akin to L. fer- barn1

(barn), n.

mentuiii, yeast, < fercere, boil : see ferment, .]

The scum or foam rising upon beer or other
malt liquors when fermenting; yeast, it is used
as leaven in bread to make it swell, causing it to become
softer, lighter, and more delicate. It may be used in
liquors to make them ferment or work. It is a fungus,

/" e"""' <>"-

Marston, Scourge of Villanie, vi.

(bar 'mi -brand), a. Light-

[< ME. barn, bern, < AS. bern,

barley-bigg (biir'li-big), n. Same as
barley-bird (bar'li-berd), i. [< barley

1 '+ bird;
applied to various birds which appear about
the time of sowing barley.] 1. A name of the
European wryneck, Tunx torquilla. 2. A
name of some small bird: said to be either
the siskin (Cltrysomitris spiinis) or the nightin-
gale (Daulias plnlomela). [Eng.]

certain whether barley
1 or barley

2
, or from some

other source) + break.] An old game played
by six persons, three of each sex, formed into
couples. Three contiguoi
and one couple, placed in

,

catch the others as they passed through. The "middle
plot was called hell, whence the allusions in old plays to
the last couple in hel*

"

Sir P. Sidttey, Arcadia, i.

A thousand agues
1'lay at bamy-break in my bones.

Mannnger, Parliament of Love, iv. 5.

a contr. of berern, bcre-ern, as in ONorth., <

bere, barley (E. bear%), + ern, a place.] A
covered building designed for the storage of

grain, hay, flax, or other farm-produce. In
America barns also usually contain stabling
for horses a.nd cattle.

barn 1
(barn), v. t. [< bam 1

, .] To store up
in a barn. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 859.

Men . . . often barn up the chaff, and burn up the
grain. Fuller, Good Thoughts, p. 110.

barn-t, n. [Early mod. and dial. E.,< Sc. bairn,
q. v., < ME. beern, bern, < AS. beam, a child.
See bairn.-] A child.

Mercy on 's, a barn ; a very pretty barn ! A boy or a
child, I wonder? Shak., W. T., iii. 3.

barnabee (bar'na-be), n. [E. dial. (Suffolk);
prob. in allusion to Barnaby dav. See Bar-

earher barghmajter, barge master, prob. < G. naby-bright.-] The lady-bird.
bergmeister, a surveyor of mines, < berg, a hill, Barnabite (bar'na-bit), n. [=F. Barnabite, <
a mine (= E. barrow: see barroic1 and bargh), LL. Barnabas, < Gr. Bapvd/3af, a Hebrew name
4- meistcr = E. master. A number of E. min- translated "son of consolation" (Acts iv. 36),
ing terms are of G. origin. Cf. barmote.'] In more accurately "son of exhortation" or "son
mining, the title of an officer who acts as man- of prophecy."] In the Horn. Catli. CIi., a mem-

'igioi
:ierl

, having their popular designation
Also called bailiff, bergmaster, and burghmas- from the church of St. Barnabas in Milan, which
ter. [Derbyshire, Eng.] was granted to them in 1545, soon after the
barmbrack (barm'brak), . [A corruption of foundation of the congregation. Their princi-
Ir. bairigen breac, speckled cake : bairigen, pal house is now in Rome.
bairghean, bairin, a cake; breac, speckled, barnabyt (bar'na-bi), . [Prob. connected
spotted.] A currant-bun. [Anglo-Irish.] with the celebration of Barnaby day, < Barna-

An artificial

made in the form of a straight
nder bar.

'mad), n. A maid or woman who
attends the bar of an inn or other place of re-
freshment.
barman (bar'man), n.

; pi. barmen (-men). If.A barrister. 2. A barkeeper or bartender,
barmaster (bar'mas <

'ter), it. [Reduced from



barnaby

by, formerly also Baniubii; < F. BanuiM, < LL.

Barnabas, Barnabas: see Barnabite.] An old

dance to a quick movement.
Bounce! cries the port-hole -nut they fly,

And make the world dance Bariiiibn.

Cotton, Virgil Travestie.

Barnaby-bright (bilr'na-bi-brit), . [Also

Humility bright, Jtiiniii/n/ tin- bright, and (Srnlt.
L. of L. M., iv. 4) ,S7. liiiniiibright ; also called

IMHIJ Itnniii/ii/, in ref. to the eoineidence of

Barnaby day with the summer solstice.] The

day of St. Barnabas the Apostle, the llth of

June, which in old style was the day of the

summer solstice.

HiiniHliii-liri'ilit, the limgcxt <luy and the shortest niirht.

Okl rime.

This .lay the snnnc is in his ehi.-fest higlit,

Witll llctrnilt'i/ tin' ln-i<ilif.

>>,!.,/-, r.pithalamlon, 1. 2MS.

Barnaby day. Same as Banaby-brigkt,
barnacle 1

(biir-nii-kl), . [Also barnidt; h> !-

nude; < ME. bariiaki/lli'. In rniikill, bernacle, ap-

par. a dim. of the earlier bmnike, heniak, ber-

itack, brnu-kkr; cf. OF. bernaque (ML. Ixriini-ii,

brrneka), later F. beriiaclie, mod. barmn-hi .

barnacle = Sp. bernache = Pg. IM-I-HUCII, bernu-

cha, bi-niidiii = It. bi-niiidtt, later ML. or NL.
lii-niidn. Inn da, bernacula ; (i. In-riiikd-giittx,

Dan. bernukel-gaas. Ultimate origin unknown.
The word seems to have arisen in England.
The oldest ME. form, bernekke, could be simply
'bare-neck,' with a possible allusion to the

large white patches on the bird's neck and head.
If this were a popular designation, it could

easily, when taken into book-language and Lat-

inized, assume the above and the other numer-
ous corrupt forms (ML. berniclia, bernceha, ber-

nfscha, bernesta, etc. ) in which it appears. The
loss of a knowledge of its meaning would assist

the growth of the fables connected with the

word.] 1. A species of wild goose, Anser ber-

Barnacle-goose (Bernitla leucopsis}.

nicla or Rernicla leucopsis, also called barnacle-

goose or bernacle-goose. It is one of several species
of the genus Bernicla, inhabiting the northern parts of

Rurope, and occasionally appearing as a straggler in North
America. It la smaller than the various wild geese of the

genus Anser proper, has dark-brown or blackish upper

farts,

and a Mack neck and head, witli large white patches,
t is related to the common wild goose of North America,

B. eanadtniis, and still more closely to the brent- or brant-

goose, Bernicla brenta. This bird, which was known in the
British islands only as a visitor, became the subject of a
curious popular fable, not yet extinct, being believed to be
bred from a tree growing on the sea-shore, either from the
fruit of the tree or as itself the fruit (hence called tree-

!/oose), or from a shell-fish which grew on this tree (see
def. 2), or from rotting wood in the water.

So rotten planks of broken ships do change
To Barnacles. . . .

"fwas flret a green tree, then a broken hull,
Lately a Mushroom, now a flying Gull.

Sylcfsler, tr. of Du Bartas, 1. 6.

2. A species of stalked cirriped, Lepas anali-

fera, of the family Lepadidce, found hanging in

clusters by the long peduncle to the bottoms of

ships, to floating timber, or to submerged wood
of any kind; the goose-mussel, fabled to fall

from its support and turn into a goose (see def.

1 ). The name is sometimes extended or transferred to
various other

cirripeds,
as the sessile acorn-shells or sea-

:irorus of the family Halunidfr, such as Balanux tintinna-
liiilHiit. See tliiliiHim. This is the usual sense of the word,
except in Great Britain.

A barnacle may be said to be a crustacean fixed by its

head, and kicking the food into its mouth with its legs.

Htaley, Anat. Invert., p. 256.
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3. Anything resembling a barnacle (in sense 2).

(a) Any anomalous growth orextraneoua adhering matter
orarranj-iement tend

ing to impede pro-

greaa.

i 'ompnlsory pilot-

age, tile three
months extra pay to

crews discharged in

foreign lands, and
the obligatory em-
ployment of govern-
ment ottieials for the

shipment of sailors

in American ports,
are all lut ,-,i<K'l,>>< . . .

Which impede the

pro-iess of onr com-
menial marine.
It. A. HV//x,Merehant

I
Marine, p. 181.

(6) A person holding
on tenaciously to a Barnacle (Lefas analifera}.

plaee or position ;

one who is a useless or incompetent fixture in an office

or employment ;
a follower who will not be dismissed or

shaken off.

4f. [Cf. Imriiiiril.] A decoy swindler. [Cant.]
barnacle 1

(bar'na-kl), r. t.
; pret. and pp. bar-

niidi-il, ppr. barniidiiig. [< bariiadfl, .] To
fix or attach, as a barnacle upon the bottom
of a ship. [Kare.]
He barnacled himself toGershon. now, and shipped with

him always. 3lrs. Vhiim-ii, liayworthys, xxiv.

barnacle2 (bar'na-kl), n. [Also barnicle, ber-

nide; < ME. biiriiiik/illf. bi/rniidf, bi-nxtdi- (< OF.
bernicle, an instrument of torture), appar. a dim.
of the earlier brriiaki: Ixrnak, bernac,< OF. ber-

nac, a barnacle (def. 1) ; origin unknown. The
word branlcs, q. v., has a similar meaning, but
no connection can be made out. The sense
of '

spectacles
'

easily arises from the original
sense

;
but some coniiect barnacles in this sense

with OF. bcricle, mod. F. beside, eye-glass (<
ML. "bericulus, dim. of berillus, berMus, beryl :

see beryl and brills), or with mod. F. dial, ber-

ni(jiies, spectacles.] 1. Akind of bit or muzzle
used to restrain an unruly horse or ass; now
(usually in the plural), an instrument consist-

ing of two branches joined at one end with a

hinge, placed on a horse's nose to restrain him
while being shod, bled, or dressed.

A scourge to an hors and a tentacle [bridle, A. V.] to an
asse. Wyclif, Prov. xxvi. 3.

Hence 2. An instrument of torture applied in

a similar way to persons. 3. pi. Spectacles.

[Colloq.]
What d'ye lack? What d'ye lack? Clocks, watches, bar-

nuclei! What d'ye lack, air? What d'ye lack, madam?
Scoff, Fortunes of Nigel.

barnacle2 (bar'na-kl), v. t.
; pret. and pp. bar-

nacled, ppr. barnacling. [< barnacle^, n.] To
apply barnacles to : as, to barnacle a horse.

barnacle-goose (bar'na-kl-g6s), n. [Formerly
also abbr. bargoose; t barnacle1

, I, + goose.~\

Same as barnacle^, 1.

barnardt (bar'nard), n. [Also bernard ; per-

haps for berncr, q. v.] One of a gang of swin-
dlers who acted as a decoy.
Barnburner (barn'ber'ner), n. [In reference
to the story of a farmer who burned his barn
to get rid of the rats.] A member of the more
progressive of the two factions into which the
Democratic party in the State of New York
was long divided, the other faction being called

the Hunkers. The Barnburners opposed the extension
of the canal system, and after 1840 they opposed the ex-

tension of slavery in the Territories. In a few years most
of them joined the new Free-soil party.

The internal reform of a party cannot be carried out by
corrupt leaders. One of the main objects of the reform-
ers was to break the influence of the latter, and to this

they owed their appellation of barnburners, their enemies

charging them with a readiness to burn the building with
the vermin, in default of a less radical means of purifica-
tion. H. ran Hoist, Const. Hist, (trans), III. 369.

barncock (bam'kok), n. A local Scotch name
of the turbot : so called on account of its round
shape. Day.
barn-door (barn'dor'), n. The door of a barn.

Barn-door fowl, a mongrel or cross-bred specimen of

the common hen ; a dunghill or barn-yard fowl.

bar-net (bar'net), n. A net placed across a
stream to guide fish into a wing-pond.
barney (biir'ni), n. [Perhaps from the proper
name Barney for Barnaby, formerly very com-
mon as a Christian name, and still common
among the Irish. But in 3d sense cf. blarney.]
1. In mining, a small car used in the anthracite

region of Pennsylvania on inclined planes and

slopes to push the mine-car iip the slope. 2.

A prize-fight. [Slang.] 3. Humbug.
barney-pit (bar'ni-pit), n. In the anthracite
mines of Pennsylvania, a pit at the bottom of

baroco

a slope or plane into which the barney runs.

in order to allow the mine-car to run in over
it to tin' foot of the plane.

barn-gallon (barn'gal'pn), n. A measure con-

taining two imperial gallons of milk; a double

gallon.

barn-grass (biirn'grus), >/. The common
s]>ur-o;rass, 1'tinirniii I

'

barnhardtite (barn'lmr-tit), n. [<
name of the owner of land in North Carolina
where it is found, + -i7ca.] A snlpliid of cop-
per and iron occurring massi vi' and t'a liron/.c-

yellow color in North Carolina and eli-cwhiTr.

barnman (biirn'nmn), .; pi. biirnmen (-men).
A laborer in a barn; a thresher.

liiiinninn, -nuer ha> uard. and \\oodward were alike

xerfs. J. It. <;;, ,,. Short Mi.-t. "t Kng., p. 50.

barn-owl (barn'oul), n. 1. The common white

owl, Ntris Jin tunica or Alttco flammrux : so called

from being often found in bams, where it is

useful as a destroyer of mice. It* i-onxpe.
varieties inhabit neurl) all temperate regions nf the^lolie.
The variety found in the Tinted states is .!/</... ,

cola. Also called church

Barn-owl (Aluca flammttta].

2. pi. The owls of the barn-owl type, genera
Strix or Aluco and Phodilus, which differ so

decidedly from all other owls that naturalists

now consider them types of a distinct family.
See owl and Aluconidte.

barns-breaking (barnz'bra'king), . [Sc., in

allusion to the act of breaking open a barn to

steal grain.] Any mischievous or injurious
action

;
an idle frolic.

There is blood on your hand, and your clothes are toni.

What banut-breakiwi have you been at ? You have been

drunk, Richard, and fighting. Scott.

barn-stormer (barn'stdr^mfer), . A strolling

player ;
an actor who plays

' ' in the provinces."
barn-Storming (bam'stor'niing), . [In

allu-

sion to "
taking by storm " the barns in which

strolling actors often played.] The practice of

acting in barns, as strolling players; hence,
the practice of playing "upon the road " or " in

the provinces."
barn-swallow (barn'swol'o), . The common
swallow of the United States, Hirundo horren-

rum or H. erythro-

gastra: so called

because it habit-

ually breeds in

barns. The upper
parts are dark steel-

blue, the lower parts JHwI^I ^^ \*-

chestnut with an im- >^-^* ^*
perfect collar, and the
tail deeply forked and
spotted with white.
It is the American
representative of the
similar //. mstica of

Europe.

barn-yard (biirn'-

yard), n. A yard
surrounding or ad-

joining a barn.
Barn-yard fOWl, any Barn-swallow > /HrnHtto erytttrofaslra .

specimen of the com-
mon domestic fowl, including hens, geese, ducks, guineas,
and turkeys ; specifically, a mongrel or cross-bred speci-
men of these fowls ; a barn-door fowl.

baro-. [< Gr. /Jiipof, weight, < ftapi't, heavy, =
L. gravis, heavy: see grare

9
.']

An element
in certain compound scientific terms, implying
heaviness.
baroco1

(ba-ro'ko), n. [An artificial name in-

vented by Petrus Hispanus.] In logic, the
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mnemonic name of a mood of syllogism in the

second figure, having a universal affirmative

major premise, a particular negative minor,
and a particular negative conclusion : as,

Every true patriot is a friend to religion ;
some

great statesmen are not friends to religion;

therefore, some great statesmen are not true

patriots. Five of the six letters that compose the word
are significant. B means that it is to be reduced to bar-

barn; a, that the major premise is universal aftirmative ;

o, that the minor premise is particular negative ; c, that

the syllogism is to be reduced per impossible (see reduc-

tion); and o, that the conclusion is particular negative.
See M>orf2. Also spelled baroko.

baroco'-, barocco (ba-ro'ko), a.

Same as baroque.

barogram (bar'o-gram), n. The record traced

by a barograph.
barograph (bar'o-graf), . [< Gr. fidnoc., weight,
+ ypdfyfiv, write.] A self-registering instrument
for recording variations in the pressure of the

atmosphere. It is made by attaching to the lever of a

counterpoised barometer an arm with a pencil in contact
with a sheet of paper, and moved uniformly by clockwork.
The result is a continuous trace, whose changes of form

correspond to the variations of pressure. In another form
a ray of light is made to traverse the upper part of the
barometer-tube and fall on a moving ribbon of sensitized

paper, the rising and falling of the mercury in the barome-
ter causing the beam of light to be increased or dimin-
ished in width, thus showing the changes in the barometer
by the continuous photographic record of the paper. In
still another form the movement of the mercury-column
is used to close an electric circuit and thus report its

movements. Also called barowetroffraph.

barographic (bar-o-graf'ik), a. [< barograph
+ -ic.~\ Of or pertaining to a barograph; fur-

nished by the barograph : as, barographic rec-

ords.

baroko, n. See baroco^.

barolite (bar'o-lit), n. [< Gr. fiapoc, weight, -f-

Aidof, stone.] Barium carbonate. Seewitherite.

barology (ba-rol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. flapof, weight,
+ -foyia, < heyeiv, speak: see -ology.] The sci-

ence of weight or of the gravity of

bodies.

baromacrometer (bar"o-mak-rom'-
e-ter), n. [< Gr. /idpof, weight, +
[taupdc., long, + fdrpov, a measure.]
An instrument invented by Pro-
fessor Stein for ascertaining the

weight and the length of new-born
infants.

barometer (ba -rom '
e -

ter), n. [<
Gr. fidpof, weight, + fitrpov, a mea-
sure.] An instrument for measur-

ing the weight or pressure of the

atmosphere, invented by Evange-
lista Torricelli, an Italian mathe-
matician and physicist, in 1643.
The simplest form of this instrument is a
glass tube over 30 inches long, sealed at one
end, and then filled with mercury. When
the tube is inverted, with the open end
dipping into a cup or cistern of mercury,
the column sinks, leaving a vacuum at the

top, till the pressure of the atmosphere on
each unit of surface of the mercury in the
cistern equals the weight of the column in
the tube over each unit of surface of the
horizontal section at the level of the mer-
cury outside, when the pressure of the
column of mercury just balances that of

the atmosphere.
The rise and fall

can be measured
on a graduated
scale. Barome-
ters of this form
are called cis-

tern barometers.

They are the
commonest of

rough mercurial

metric measurements, experiments, observa-

tions, or the like.

A scrap of parchment hung by geometry,
(A great refinement in baroinetry),
Can, like the stars, foretell the weather.

Sttrift, Grub Street Elegy.

^^(^^IS^^Sftfe^lo^ barometz (bar'o-mets), . [Appar. an errone-
ous transliteration of Kuss. haranetsu, club-

moss, connected with baranu, a ram, sheep.]
The decumbent caudex of the fern Dicknoi/in

Baromctz, also called Agnus Scythicvs, the

Scythian or Tatarian lamb. See Agnus Scythi-

cus, under agnuK. Also written boramez.

phon barometer having a float resting on the surface of

the mercury in the open branch, and a thread attached to

the float passing over a pulley, and having a weight at its

extremity ;is u t-oimUTpoisc to the float. As the mercury
rises and falls the thread turns the pulley which moves
the index of the dial. The barometer is used in many
I>hy.sic:il and chemical determinations, but its most ordi-

naryr-
--"- -"-- - - -

the w<

of stations above the sea-level. Aneroid barometer, .*

portable instrument, invented by 51. Vidi of Paris, for in-

dicating the pressure of the atmosphere without the use of

mercury orother fluid. It consists of a circular metallic box
which is exhausted of air, and of which the corrugated dia-

phragms are held in -a state of tension by powerful springs.
The varying pressure of the atmosphere causes a variation . ...

Fit baroCCoA of the rarfece of the diaphragm, which variation, being harnmntnr rhar'o mo tori K (JrJ
multiplied by delicate levers and a nne chain wound around DaromOTOr (,Dai o-mo-tpr;, . LS *

. .

a pinion, actuates an index-pointer which moves over a weight, + li. motor. J A portable nand- and
graduated scale. Bourdon's metallic barometer is an ane- foot-power having two treadles connecting
roid barometer consisting of a flattened, curved tube, ex- ^th cranks on a fly-shaft. E. H. Knight.

baron (bar'on), n. [Early mod. E. also barron,
< ME. baroii, barun, baroun, < OF. baron, barun

(orig. ace. of ber) = Pr. bar, ace. baron, baro
= Sp. varon = Pg. rarao = It. barone, prop,
a man (It. now a vagabond), then specifically
one who was a 'man' or vassal of the king or
other superior, whence the later use of the
term as a title, F. baron, fern, baronne, whence,
from F. or E., in other languages, Sp. baron,
Pg. barao, It. barone, G. Dan. Sw. baron, Icel.

barun, Russ. baronu, etc. ; < ML. baro(n-), a man
(L. homo or vir), hence, in particular uses, vas-

sal, servant, freeman, husband. Origin un-

certain; by some connected through 'servant'
with L. baro(n-), a simpleton, blockhead,
dunce.] 1. In Great Britain, the title of a no-
bleman holding the lowest rank in the peer-
age ;

a member of the baronage : as, Huron
haustedof airandhavingoneendflxedandtheothergeared Arundell of Wardour

; a Scotch baron. The
to an index-pointer which traverses a graduated arc. The
curvature of the tube is affected by variations in the

atmospheric pressure, and the pointer is moved corre-

spondingly on the dial. Marine barometer, a cistern
barometer adapted to the conditions of a ships motion,
being suspended by gimbals, and having a stricture in
the tube to lessen the oscillations of the mercury.
Pumping of the barometer, an unsteadiness in the
barometric column, due to a gusty wind. Self-register-
ing barometer, a barograph (which see). True height
of the barometer, the height of the barometer corrected
to the standard density of mercury (that is, its density at
the freezing-point of water), for variations of gravity, for
the effect of capillarity, index-error, expansion of the

scale, etc. The United States Signal Office also corrects
for the elevation of the station above the sea-leveL See
atmoujthere and sympiesonieter.

barometer-flowers (ba-rom'e-ter-flou"erz), n.

pi. Artificial flowers colored with chlorid of
cobalt. In dry air they are blue, and in moist
air they turn pink.
barometer-gage (ba-roni'e-ter-gaj),n. Anappa-
ratus attachedto the boiler of a steam-engine, to
a condenser, or to some other

A, It

Bourdon's Metallic Barometer.

nt view, showing hand or indicator, a, and the scale ; 6, c,
mercurial thermometers. B, back view : d, d, tube secured at its mid-
dle, e, and having its ends connected by links, f,f, to two short levers,

. H. n the same axis as the hand, a ; h, open plate.

.

children of barons have the title "Honorable." Origi-
nally the barons, being the feudatories of princes, were
the proprietors of land held by honorable service. Hence
in ancient records the word barons comprehends all the
nobility. All such in England had in early times a right
to sit in Parliament. Anciently barons were greater,
such as held their lands of the king in capite, or lewer,
such aa held their lands of the greater barons by military
service in capite. "The present barons are (1) Barons
by prescription, for that they and their ancestors have
immemorially sat in the Upper House. (2) Banna by
patent, having obtained a patent of this dignity to them

chamber in which a more or
less perfect vacuum is liable

to be formed, to indicate the
state of the vacuum, in one
form a reversed U-tnbe has one end
plunged in a basin of mercury and
the other connected with the vacu-
um-chamber. Another common
form is a U-tube partially filled

with mercury, and having one end
open to the air and the other con-
nected with the vacuum-chamber.
Any exhaustion in the chamber
causes the mercury to rise in the
leg connected with it and to fall in
the other. The fluctuations are
noted upon a scale placed between
the two legs of the tube.

barometric (bar-o-met'rik),
a. Pertaining to, made with,
or indicated by a barometer:

frequently used is Fortin's ba-

rometer, in which the cistern is

adjustable, the zero of the scale

coinciding with the extremity
of an ivory pointer (a in second
figure) which projects down-
ward from the top of the cis-

tern-box. The bottom of the
cistern is made of leather, and
by a scr

Two forms of Barome-
ter-gage. a. bent glass
tube ; b, mercury-cis-
tern ; c, c, points at
which tubes connect with

metric experiments or mea-
surements

; barometric changes. Also baric.
Barometric depression. See depression. -Barometric
trough, an area of low barometer. See barometer.

Tornadoes are more frequent when the major axes of
the barometric troughs trend north and south, or north-
east and southwest, than when f"

liament, the name of barons by writ was given to those
who actually were so summoned. Barons in the peerages
of Scotland and Ireland have seats in the British Parlia-
ment only when elected by their order.
See peer. The word baron was not
known in the British isles till intro-
duced from the continent under the
Norman princes. The coronet of a
baron of England consists of a plain
gold circle, with six balls or large pearls
on its edge, and with the cap, etc., as
in a viscount's.

2. A title of the judges or offi-

cers of the English Court of Ex-
chequer, hence called barons of the Exchequer,
the president of the court being called chief
baron. 3. In law and her., a husband : as, baron
and feme, husband and wife. 4. On the conti-
nent of Europe, especially in France and Ger-
many, a member of the lowest order of heredi-

tary nobility: in Germany, same as Freiherr.
Baron of beef, in cookery, two sirloins not cut asunder.
Barons of the Cinque Ports, members of the British

House of Commons formerly elected, two for each of the
seven (originally five) Cinque Ports Dover, Sandwich,
Romney, Hastings, Hythe, Winchelsea, and Rye.

baronage (bar'on-aj). n. [< ME. baronage,
barunage, barnage, <[ OF. barnage, barnaige, F.
baronnage = Pr. barnatge = It. baronaggio, bar-

naggio (ML. reflex baronagium), < ML. "barona-

.-j body of British barons; formerly, the
nobility or peerage in general.
The baronage is divided so narrowly that the summons

or exclusion of half a dozen members changes the fate of
a ministry or of a dynasty. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 886.

2. The dignity or rank of a baron. 3f. The

cury can be raised or low-
ered until its surface just
touches the point of the index ;

this operation must be per-
formed before each observa-
tion. The riphon barometer con-
sists of a bent tube, generally
nf uniform bore, having two
unequal legs. The longer leg,
which must be more than 30
inches long, is closed, while the
shorter leg is open ; the differ-
ence of the levels in the two

ete^-iTexSr/ofiZ
1

; |* represents the pressure of

pointer marking the zero of '"e atmosphere. The wheel ba-
the scale. rometer usually consists of a si-

barometrical (bar-o-met'ri-kal), a. Pertain-
ing to or of the nature of a barometer

;
baro-

metric Barometrical aerometer. See aerometer.

barometrically (bar-o-met'ri-kal-i), adv. By
means of a barometer.'

barometrograph (bar-o-met'ro-graf), n. [<
Gr. [Jdpof, weight, + fierpov, a measure (see ba-

rometer), + ypdtyuv, write.] Same as barograph.
barometrography (bar"6-met-rog'ra-'fi), n.

[As barometrograph + -y."] The science of the
barometer

; also, the art of making barometric
observations.

barometry (ba-rom'e-tri), w. [As barometer +
-j.] The art or operation of conducting baro-

(bar'on-es), ." [< ME. baronesse,
baronys, < OF. barnesse, baronnesse = Pr. It.

baronessa (ML. baronissa) : see baron and -ess.]
The wife of a baron, or (in a few cases in Eng-
land) a lady holding a baronial title as a peer-
ess in her own right.
baronet (bar'on-et), n. [< ME. baronet, baro-
nete (ML. baronettus, F. baronnet, G. baronet,
Russ. baronetu, after E.), < baron + -et.'} If. A
lesser or inferior baron, in this use the word had
not the specific sense that it received in the time of James
I.

"
According'to Spenser ('State of Ireland '), originally

applied to gentlemen, not barons by tenure, summoned
to the House of Lords by Edward III. ; perhaps to the
heirs of barons summoned by writ in their fathers' life-



baronet

linn-. Applied in Ireland to the holdcrof it small Imrony.
Ol'tell synonymous with hntt/n-f't. .\ . I'.. It.

He liiul soc many Harrons in his Parliament, MS were

able to waigh downe the Cleargye and theyr frcmlcs; the

which liarmns, tlii:y say, were not afterwardcs Lontes, Imt

only Harruuetl,ea tUSOTjeot them doe yd rctnyne Hie

name. Sf-u*<'r, state of Ireland.
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forms, particularly in church architecture, and its oae barra't (bar'ii), n. [ML., a bar: See twirl.] A
torted ornamentation, made up in meat part ol meaning

| (
.

()
.

(||
. tuW |,,'.' i, bleed at 1 he end of a bridge.

less scrolls and inorganic shell-work. Also called, s e-

from the many and remarkaliK

2. A British title. of hereditary rank or

of honor next below tlmt of a baron, and thus

not conferring a peerage; the only title of

hereditary knighthood. A baronet is designated sir

So.and -so. I'iitrt. (Christian name! and surname bcingglven),
an. I ranks above all kniu'hts except those of tin- darter.

There is no ceremony of investiture, the title being given by

patent The order was founded liy .lames I. in 1611, pro-

fessedly to promote the English and Scotch ootonlutlon

of Ulster, for which each haronet paid 1,(WO. The ori-

ginal limitation of the onlcr to 100 member! was set aside

and the payment remitted at an early date. (For the

badge of the order, see Ijailye uf l.'Mff, under badgtl.)
The title is abbreviated Hurl, after a name. Baronet's
hand the Moody hand of lister. See badge of UMtr,
under ''/< 1

, Baronets of Ireland, an order of knights
haroiiets banded hy .lames I. of England, in the seven-

teenth year of his reign (Kill!), for the same purpose and
with the same privileges in Ireland as had heen conferred

times, the
. ,

ugly examples supplied by churches founded by the

.Ic-iiit order. This word is often used iutcrchan-calih

with ntcofu ; but f'H-tH-ii is pret'efably reset veil to]-ornament
of the same period, particularly in France, which, thou-li

overcharged and inorganic, still retains so beauty and
artistic quality; fo(r<"/"> implies the presence of ngly and

repellent iinalities.

Sometimes written baroco, tarm-i-n. Imrork.

Baroque pearl, a rough pearl of irregular or contorted

Weale.

barra- (bar'ii), /. [Pg., a particular use of

barrn, ;\ bar (el
1

. K. //""' '''"' i>"'<-li. similarly
: ,cc ///!.

|
A I 'iirt ugiiese linear measure.

ei|iinl 1o ].-'* yards, u-oil for cloths of various

kinds.

barrable fi)iir'a-bl). . [<tW. r. , + -ni>i,-.~\ In

lii ir , c.-ipiililc o'i' being barred or stayed.
barra-boat (Imr'jj-bot). . [Named from the

island of lliii'iii iti'the Hebrides.] A vessel car-

rying ten or twelve men, used in the Hebrides.
It K , [tram ]\ -baip ton .md alt, and has no Hour, the

sides rising straight Iroi.

rcpre-cnts the l.-tlei- \ .

on the order created in England in Kill. Baronets Of u-. ... /!-_/= ]

Scotland, an order instituted hy Charles I. of Kngland barOSCOpe (MJ o-skop),n. [<.
0-r. liapof, weigut,

'

ment of Nova + moirew, view.] 1. An instrument useu to
i KiiV The nominal ohject was the settle

II. n. 1. An object of irregular and peculiar
form, especially in ornamental art.

On the scroll handle is a pearl l/,-..v
. of Neptune rid-

ing on H dolphin. X. A'. /.,,/i Eslnint.n,,, ]-.,,]. ^J^."^ (bar'a-kan). n. [< F. bnmi<-iin. liiirn-

2. Ornament, design, etc.,_of
the style and pe-

f(ln> now /,,.;: = p, .. /,,/.//-//, = Sp. barra-

ijtin (whence also K. b<irrn</<iit) = Pg. ////</'"'"
= It. bnriiriiiii' = 1). biirknii = MIKJ. bun-limit,

/Mii-i-liiit. (!. linri-lii-iil. fustian, berkan, barracan,
= Pol. barcfxin, baratm/ ( .Ml., bun-tin HX), < Turk.
bit mil-mi, < Ar. barrakdn, tartan, a kind of

black gown, < Pers. barak, a stuff made of

camel's hair.] A thick, strong stuff made in

, .,

riod called baroque. See I., 2.

Tile mad extravagances of the ),.>,.,</! a style, if style

it can lie called, which declared ar au'ainst the itrelgbl

line, eraseil loK ic in eonstrnetion from it* ftaanOTOt ait,

and overloaileil buildings with meretricious ornament.
C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. :;i;i.

arms with the bad^e of Ulster, and became baronets of

the I'nited Kingdom. The baronets of .Scotland are often

called Nova Scotia baronets. None have been created since

the union.

baronet (bar'on-et), . t. To raise to the rank
of baronet: generally in the passive: as, he

expects to be baroneted.

baronetage (bar'on-et-aj), . [< baronet +

of physical apparatus used to demonstrate the
,,..,;;; | Ma ie',ial is appaivntiy'nn error. Also written bara-

upward pressure of the air. It consists of a law '<"< tarnOmn, tomtom, and Imrragan.
hodv "f small density attached to the beam of a balance, baiTaCet, " [ME., also tKWTOi*, Imrrcs, barms,

. , 11.. 1...1 1 1... !! :,,Ut \fl,.,,, tliio -'- -- - - -

jj), [<

.] 1. Tl

and exactly balanced hy a small weight. When this is

placed under the receiver of an air-pump and the air is

exhausted, the arm of the balance to which the large

body is attached tips down, since the upward pressure
now taken from it is greater than that removed from the

small counterpoise.

< OF. bin-rim, a barrier, < barrc, a bar: see bar1
,

and cf. I'liibtirruxx, <lr1>arrass.~\ 1. A barrier or

outwork in front of a fortress. 2. The bar of

a tribunal. [Karc.] 3. A hindrance or ob-

struction. [Rare.] 4. The inclosure within
-!,<-, on type of

baronage.}
l. me oaroneis fearoscopic (bar-o-skop'ik;, a. K oaroseope which knightly encounters took place. Hence

as a body.- 2. The dignity 'or rank of a bar- _fc.] Pertaining to or determined by the baro- ^ Ho8filit .

contention; strife. N. E. D.
net - . scope. barrack (bar'ak), . [= D. barak = G. baracke,

baronetcy (bar on-et-si), n. [< tow* + -ey.] baroscopical (bar-o-skop'i-kal), a. Same as ^"^J Dan
"

barakke, < F. baraque, < It. ta-
T'liii fttl/i ni-isl rtuvnir.tr /if Q nA.iv%TkAT I,*^...,,-,A,,*^I *

, J. . , ,

rocca = Sp. Pg. barraca, a tent, soldiers hut:

of uncertain origin. Some compare Gael, and
Ir. barrachad, a hut or booth; Gael, barrack,

_ top branches of trees; Bret, barrel:, full of
Barosma (ba-ros'ma), H. [NL., also Baryosma, branchea < 6flr a braneh: see 6arl.] 1. A
\ Gr. papixtGfioc, also papvoo/iof;, of oppressive

.

q. v.]

smell, < /fapi'f, heavy, oppressive, -f- 6074, older

form odju?/, smell, odor, < ofetv, smell, akin to L.

odor, odor.] A genus of shrubs, natural order

Rutacea;, natives of the Cape of Good Hope, pos-

sessing a strong, heavy odor. The leaves of several

species, as B. crenulata, B. serratifolia, and B. bttulina,
are largely used in medicine under the name of bvchit,

chiefly in disorders of the urinogenital organs. In Cape
Colony they are employed as a stimulant and stomachic.

The title and dignity of a baronet. baroxmjric.
baronial (ba-ro'ni-al), fl. [< taron + -ial. Cf. baroselenite (bar-o-sel'e-mt), n. [< Gr.

ML. baronatis.] Pertaining to a baron or a weight (or (iapvf', heavy), + selfnil':

barony, or to the order of barons : as, baronial same as barite.

possessions; the baronial dignity,
baronism (bar'pn-izm), n. [< baron + -ton.]
Feudalism ; the baronial system.
The spirit of Norman baromum on one side, and the

spirit of Anglo-Saxon freedom on the other.

Harper's May., LXIX. 422.

baronnette (bar-on-ef), n. [F., dim. of baronne,
tern, of baron, baron.] A little baroness; a

baron's daughter: sometimes used for the wife

of a baronet. N. E. D.
b
r
a
x
r
??t̂ yt, (bar'9n-.

ri )' 'L PL 6': s (-riz )- barouche" (ba-roW), n. [Spelled as if P., but
[< ME. barunnc < OF. baronnerie : see baron

tXn directly < G. dial. ten<t**c, < It. baroccio,
an 'r^ l

,

A ba'?ny.i
the domain of a baron.

hirnKaio ,witb
r

term assimiiated to that of car-
2. The rank or dignity of a baron. 3. Bar-

ons collectively.

barony (bar'on-i), n.
; pi. baronies (-iz). [<

ME. baronie, "< OF. baronie, barunie (F.baron-
nie), < ML. baronia, < baro(n-), a baron.] 1.

The rank or dignity of a baron. 2. The do-

main of a baron
;
the territory or lordship of a

baron. 3. In Scotland, a large freehold estate,
even though the proprietor is not a baron. 4.

In Ireland, a territorial division corresponding
nearly to the English hundred, and supposed to

have been originally the district of a native

chief. There are 316 baronies in the island.

Whatever the regular troops spared was devoured by
bands of marauders who overran almost every barony in

the island. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xii.

5. Formerly, the tenure by which a baron held

of his superior, namely, military or other hon-
orable service. 6t. The body of barons and
other peers; the baronage Burgh of barony.
See burgh.

baroque (ba-rok'), a. and n. [Also baroco; = G.

biroccio (with term, assimilated to that of car-

roccio, a chariot) = Sp. barrocho, orig. a two-

wheeled vehicle, < LL. birota, a cabriolet, orig.

A. body: K. perch; C, lee-spring; D, dummy; E, iinder-spiintf

F. thorough-brace ; G, rocker ; H, hub._, _. /, spoke; y, rim.
elly '

barraclade (bar'a-klad), .
when the
when it is composed of several pieces.

building for lodging soldiers, especially in gar-
rison

;
a permanent building or range of build-

ings in which both officers and men are lodged
in fortified towns or other places.
He [Bishop Hall] lived to see his cathedral converted

into a barrack and his palace into an alehouse.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, IV. 2.

2. A largo building, or a collection of huts or

cabins, especially within a common inclosure,
in which large numbers of men are lodged.
Most of the quarrymen are Bretons, and live In wooden

barracks. Aiwted, Channel Islands, L 6.

The railway has come close under the wallsof the chateau,
while an ugly barrack has sprung up on the other side.

Contemporary Rev., L. 329.

[In both senses generally in the plural.] 3.

A straw-thatched roof supported by four posts,
under which hay is kept, and which is capa-
ble of being raised or lowered at pleasure.
In Maryland, and perhaps elsewhere, the word is used for

a building of any kind intended for the storage of straw
or hay. [U. S.] Barrack allowance, a specific quan-

tity of bread, l>eef, wood, coal, etc., issued by authority to

British regiments stationed in barracks. Barrack case-

mate, a bomb-proof casemate for shelter and supplies.
Also called store casemate.

barrack-master (bar'ak-mas'ter), n. The of-

ficer who superintends the barracks of soldiers.

Barrack-master general, an officer who superintends
the construction and reimirs of barracks, and adapts the

accommodation to the requirements. |Eng.)

iarraclade (bar'a-klad), n. [< D. baar, = E.

tare1
,
+ kleed = E. cloth.'] A home-made woolen

blanket without nap. [Peculiar to those^partsfern, of the adj. birotus, two-wheeled, < L. bis, r .

double, -t- rota, a wheel.] A large four-wheeled of New York originally settled by the Dutch,
carriage with a falling or folding top over the an,j now little used, if at all.]

Dan. barok, < F. baroque, barroque = It. barocco, back seat, and the seats arranged as in a coach, barracoon (bar-a-kon'), [< Sp. barracon
< Pg. barroco = Sp. barrueco, irregular, bizarre, barouchet (ba-ro-sha'), n. [As if F. ;

dim. of
(used in the West Indies) = Pg. "barracilo, aug.

esp. in architecture, orig. irregular-shaped, as barouche.] A small kind of barouche. of Sp. Pg. barraca, barrack: see barrack.] A
applied to a pearl. Origin uncertain

; perhaps, baroxyton (ba-rok 'si-ton), n. [< Gr. /Japi'f, barrack or an inclosure containing sheds in

with some confusion with other words, < L. ver- heavy, + 6|iTovof, sharp-sounding.] A brass which negro slaves were temporarily detained ;

ruca, a steep place, a height ; hence, a wart, an instrument of music invented in 1853, having a a slave-pen or slave-depot. Barracoons formerly
excrescence on precious stones.] I. a. 1. Odd; compass of three and a half octaves, beginning existed at various points on the west coast of Africa, also

bizarre ; corrupt and fantastic in style. nearly three octaves below middle C : occasion- in Cuba, Brazil, etc. African harracoons were composed
., : 1 1 1 , ,., l>. ,i. 1

of large but tow-roofed wooden sheds, and were sometimes
The Oncidium leucochilum is by no means the most cc- ally used in military bands.

provided with defensive works, in order to resist attack
centric or baroque member of the family of orchids. bar-post (bar post), n. One of the posts driven from tne British forces engaged in breaking up the slave-

Encyc. Bnt., XIII. 589.
jnto the ground to form the sides of a field- trade.

Happy the artist whose women-friends or relatives are Kate barraCOUta (bar-a-ko"ta), n. A corrupt form

Sn^hK,;^ Sameasftare-w of /,,,,
especially in genre subjects. The Century, xxv. 575. barquantme, barquentine, n. See tarKan tt in: barracuda (bar-a-ko da), n. [Native name.J

A large voracious fish, Sphyra^na picuda, of the

barrir, < L.
Westliidian and neighboring seas. It belongs
to the perch family, and is from 6 to 10 feet in

lilCilL imn OL U1C BllfUMjeilWl ocutiuv, OIIIA uiaj - \ 7-
i i i -T m 1 1 _AU "

be considered to have begun toward the close barnre, cry as an elephant.] To cry as an ele- length

of the seven! ee.nth century. It is nearly equivalent Phant. barrad barraid (bar ad, -ad), H. [<bba.rread,
t,, the l.o,,is xv. style, and is distinguished by its clumsy ban3

,
. See bahar. Ixnri'iiil. < k. barret^, q. v., or from the F. origi-



barrad

nal.] A conical cap of very ancient origin,
worn by the Irish till as late as the seventeenth

century.
barragant (bar'a-gau), n. Same as barracan.

barrage (bar'aj)" . [P., a bar, barrier, dam,
< bnrrer, bar,' obstruct, < barre, bar, obstruc-
tion : see btu-l and -age. ] 1 . The act of barring ;

specifically, the formation of an artificial ob-

struction in a watercourse, in order to increase
the depth of the water, to facilitate irrigation,
and for other purposes. 2. The artificial bar
thus formed; especially, one of those on the

river Nile in Egypt.
barragont (bar'a-gon), . Same as barracan.

Barragons a genteel corded stuff much in vogue at that
time fur summer we;ir. GiH'i-t \\'hit>'. SrU'nnie, v. 14.

barragudo (bar-a-go'do), n. [S. Amer.] A na-
tive Indian name of a large South American
monkey of the genus Lagothrij:.

barraiu, n. See barrail.

barrakant, . See barracan.

barramunda (bar-a-muu'da), n. [Native Aus-
tralian.] An Australian fish, Ceratodusforsteri,
of the order Dipnoi, representative of a sub-
order Monopneumona . It attains a length of 6

feet, and its flesh is esteemed for food. See
Ceratodus.

barranca (ba-rang'ka), n. [Sp., also barranco
= Pg. barranco.'] A deep ravine, mountain-
gorge, or defile: a word frequently used by
writers on Mexican and South American geog-
raphy and travel.

Only in the valleys of erosion, true baraneos, into which
the fire cannot penetrate. J'. J. Rein, Japan (trans.), p. 8;j.

barras1
t (bar'as), M. [Origin obscure.] A coarse

linen fabric originally imported from Holland.
Thewordwas in use in the seventeenth century.
barras2 (bar'as; P. pron. ba-ra'), n. [P., <

barre, a bar, in ref. to its appearance on the

tree.] The French name for the turpentine
obtained in the south of France from Pinus
Pinaster. Also called galipot.

barratt, n. [< ME. barrat, barret, barat, baret,
< OF. barat (= Pr. barat = Sp. barato (obs.) =
It. baratto), m., also barate = Pr. barata = Sp.
barata (obs.), f. (ML. baratus, baratum, and ba-

rata), of uncertain origin ; orig. appar. traffic,

dealing (as in the E. deriv. barter, q. v.), then
fraudulent dealing, fraud, etc. In sense 3, cf.

Icel. baratta, fight, strife, trouble.] 1. Fraud;
deception. 2. Trouble; distress.
How he has in greate burett bene sithen he was borne.

1'or/c Plays, p. 179.

3. Contention; strife.

barratt, v. i. [Also barret; < barrat, n.~\ To
quarrel; brawl.

barrathea-cloth, n. See barathea-cloth.

barrator (bar'a-tor), . [< ME. barator, baritor,

banter, baratdur^baratur, etc., < AF. "baratour,
OF. barateor (= Pr. baratador = It. bamttatore ;
ML. barratator), < barater, barter, cheat, de-

ceive, < barat, etc., barter: see barrat.] If. In
old Taw, one who buys or sells ecclesiastical pre-
ferment; a simonist. 2. In Scots law, a judge
who takes a bribe. 3. One who buys or sells
offices of state. 4. One who commits barratry ;

one who, being the master of a ship or one of its
officers or seamen, commits any fraud or frau-
dulent act in the management of the ship or

cargo, by which the owner, freighters, or in-
surers are injured, as by running away with
the ship, sinking or deserting her, wilful devi-
ation from the fixed course, or embezzlement
of the cargo. 5f. A quarrelsome, brawling
person; a rowdy. 6. One who frequently ex-
cites others to lawsuits or quarrels ; a common
mover and maintainer of suits and controver-
sies

;
an encpurager of litigation between other

persons : chiefly in the phrase common barrator.
See barratry, 4.

Will it not reflect as much on thy character, Nic, to turn
barrator in thy old days, a stirrer up of quarrels amongst
thy neighbours? Artmthnot, Hist, of John Bull.

Also spelled barrater, and, especially in the
last sense, barretor.

barratoust (bar'a-tus), a. [< ME. baratous, <
OF. baratcits, < 'barat: see barrat.] Conten-
tious; quarrelsome.
The world is too full of litigious and ban-atom pennes

G. Harvey, Pierces Supererogation, p. 97. (JV. E. D.)
barratrous (bar'a-trus), a. [< barratry + -otts.~\
Of the nature of or characterized by barratry ;

fraudulent. Also spelled barretrous.

barratrously (bar'a-trus-li), adv. In a barra-
trous or fraudulent manner

; by barratry. Also
spelled barretrously.
barratry (bar'a-tri), n. [< ME. barratrie, <
OF. baraterie, barterie = Pr. barntaria (ML.
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barataria), < barat: see barrat and -ry.~\ 1.

The purchase or sale of ecclesiastical prefer-
ments or of offices of state. See barrator, 1, 3.

2. In old Scots law, the taking of bribes by a

judge. 3. The fraud or offense committed by
a barrator. See barrator, 4. 4. A vexatious
and persistent inciting of others to lawsuits
and litigation; a stirring up and maintaining
of controversies and litigation. This is a crim-
inal offense at common law.
Also barrctry, especially in the last sense.

barr6 (ba-ra'), . [F., pp. otbarrer, bar, < barre,
bar: see Sac1

.] 1. In her., divided by a bend
sinister: the reverse of bendwisc or bandv. [This
French terra is used because English heraldry lias no single
term for bendwise in a sinister sense.]

2. In music for the guitar or lute, barred : con-

veying a direction to press with the forefinger
of the left hand across all the strings, in order
to raise their pitch, and thus facilitate a tempo-
rary change of key.
barfed (bard), p. a. 1. Secured with a bar or
bars: as, "the olose-barred portal," Scott, Ab-
bot, xix. 2. Furnished or made with bars:

as, a five-barred gate. 3. Obstructed by a bar,
as a harbor. 4. Striped; streaked: used espe-
cially of textile fabrics: as, "barred al of silk,"

Chaucer, Miller's Tale. 5. In music: (a) Mark-
ed offby bars. (6) Same as barre, 2. 6. Inker.,
same as barry%.
barrel (bar'el), n. [< ME. barel, barele, barayl,
< OF. bareil, baril, mod. F. baril = Pr. Sp. Pg.
barril = It. barile = G. barel = OBulg. Serv.
Russ. barilo = Pol. baryla (barred f) = NGr.
fiape'Ai, < ML. barile, barillus, barellus, baurilis,
a barrel. Origin uncertain

; perhaps connected
with bar1

. The Celtic words, W. baril = Gael.
/>nr/iill=Ir. 6M-*te = Manx barrel = Corn, bul-

liar, are of E. origin.] 1. A vessel or cask of
a cylindrical form, generally bulging in the mid-
dle, usually made of wooden staves bound toge-
ther with hoops, and having flat parallel heads.

2. As a measure of capacity, the quantity of

anything, liquid or solid, which a barrel should
contain. In English metrology there were four prin-
cipal kinds of barrels : the wine-barrel of 31* wine gallons ;

the London ale-barrel of 32 beer gallons ; trie country ale-
and beer-barrel of 34 beer gallons ; and the London beer-
barrel of 36 beer gallons. The wine-barrel was legalized
in the reign of Kichard III., the others under Henry VIII.
Under George III. the barrel of ale or beer for town and
country was made 36 gallons. Oil, spirits, tar, and pork
were measured by the wine-barrel

; vinegar, by the barrel
of 34 gallons. A barrel of eels or herrings contained 30
gallons by a statute of Henry VI., but by another of Ed-
ward IV. this was made 42 gallons. Salmon and spruce
beer were also measured by barrels of 42 gallons. A bar-
rel of beef, wet codfish, or honey contained 32 wine gal-
lons ; but honey was sometimes sold by barrels of 42 gal-
lons of 12 pounds each. By a statute of George III., a
barrel of fish was made 38 wine gallons ; but a barrel of
salt pilchards or mackerel measured 50 gallons. The bar-
rel of apples, coal, or nuts contained 3 Winchester bush-
els, each of 8 gallons, dry measure. The barrel of ancho-
vies contained 16 pounds ; of gunpowder, 100 pounds ; of
raisins, 1 hundredweight; of candles, 120 pounds; of ba-
rilla, potash, or butter, 2 hundredweight (but only 106
pounds of Essex butter, and 156 of Sussex); the barrel of
soap, 256 pounds. A barrel of plates, by a statute of
Charles II., contained 300 pounds. There were besides a
great variety of other barrels in Scotland and Ireland. In
England the barrel is no longer a legal measure. In the
United States the barrel in liquid measure is commonly
31J gallons, and for solid substances it is generally a unit
of weight, a barrel of flour, for example, being 196 pounds
and a barrel of beef or pork 200 pounds. In Maine a bar-
rel of flsh is by law 200 pounds. In Louisiana a barrel in
dry measure is 3J bushels. The bushels vary in different
States. On the continent of Europe, previous to the in-
troduction of the metric system, there were many barrels.
In each state of Italy the barile for wine was a little
smaller than that for oil ; they were about 30 to 60 liters.
The barril of Normandy was about 60 Paris pintes The
baral of Hontpellier was 25| liters ; the barrallon of Bar-

celona, 30f liters
; the baril of Riga, 137} liters. The bar-

ri(jtu!
was commonly larger than the baril. The abbrevi-

ation is bbl., pi. bbli.

3. The contents of a barrel : sometimes, like

bottle, used to signify intoxicating drink. 4.
The money (especially when the sum is large)
supplied by a candidate in a political cam-
paign, for campaign expenses, but especially
for corrupt purposes : hence, a barrel campaign
is one in which money is lavishly employed to
bribe voters: in this sense often written and
pronounced bafl (barl), in humorous imitation
of vulgar speech. [U. S. political slang.]
5. Anything resembling a barrel; a drum or
cylinder. In particular (a) The drum or roller in a
crane, about which the rope or chain winds. (V) The main
portion of a capstan, about which the rope winds, between
the drumhead at the top and the pawl-rim at the bottom.
See cut under capstan, (c) In the steering apparatus of
a ship, the cylinder on which the tiller-ropes or -chains
are wound, (d) The rim in a drum or pulley about which
the belt works, (e) The cylinder studded with pins which
in the barrel-organ opens the key-valves, and in the mu-
sical box sets in vibration the teeth of the steel comb by

barrel-organ
which the sound is produced. (/) The cylindrical portion
of a boiler between the fire-box and the smoke-box, con-

taining the tubes or flues, (g) The body or trunk of n

quadruped, especially of a horse, ox, etc.

Lofty is his neck,
And elegant his head, his barrel short.

Singleton, tr. of Virgil, 1. 151.

(/i) The cylindrical case in a watch, within which the

mainspring is coiled, and round which the chain is wound.
(i) The chamber of a pump, in which the piston works,
(j) The tube in a lock into which the key enters. (*) The
vibrating portion of a bell between the lower thickened
part or sound-bow and the top or cannon. (0 The hard,
horny, hollow part of the stem of a feather, the calamus
proper, or quill. See cut under aftershaft. (in) That
part of the hilt of a sword which is grasped' by the hand.
() The metal tube of a gun. Barrel of the ear. the

tympanum or ear-drum. Set- ttnn^ttnuin. Rolling-bar-
rel, tumbling-barrel, a tumbling-box, or vessel mounted
on a shaft and made to revolve, for the purpose of polish-
ing orcleaning by attrition materials placed within it, and
for cutting shellac, etc. Slack barrel, a coopered vessel

shaped like a cask, but not made water-tight, being in-

tended for dry substances.

barrel (bar'el), v. t. ; pret. and pp. barreled or

barrelled, ppr. barreling or barrelling. [< barrel,

n.] To put or pack in a barrel or barrels : as,
to barrel beef, pork, or fish.

Stale . . . butter, and such, I fear, it is by the being
barrelled up so long. It. Jonmn, Staple of News, ii. 1.

barrel-bayonet (bar'el-ba'o-net), n. A bayo-
net, formerly used, fitted to a haft which was
inserted into the barrel of the gun. See plug-

barrel-bellied (bar'el-bel"id), a. Having a
round and protuberant or barrel-shaped belly.
barrel-bolt (bar'el-bolt), n. A door-bolt mov-
ing in a cylindrical casing.
barrel-bulk (bar'el-bulk), n. Naut., a measure
of capacity for freight, equal to 5 cubic feet.

Eight barrel-bulks, or 40 cubic feet, are equiva-
lent to one ton by measurement.
barrel-curb (bar'el-kerb), n. An open cylin-
der, 3^ or 4 feet in length, formed of strips of
wood nailed on horizontal circular ribs of elm,
used as a mold in well-sinking to keep the ex-
cavation cylindrical.
barrel-drain (bar'el-dran), n. A cylindrical
drain of masonry.
barreled, barrelled (bar'eld), p. a. l . Packed,
stowed, or stored away in barrels: as, barreled
butter. 2. Inclosed in a cylinder or barrel:
as, barreled bolts. 3. Having a barrel or bar-
rels of a kind or number indicated : used chief-

ly in composition: as, a double-barreled gun.
Barreled crossbow. See crossbow.

barrelet. . See barrulet.

barrel-filler (bar'el-fil'er), n. An apparatus
for filling barrels, provided with an automatic
arrangement, generally in the nature of a float,
for cutting off the supply of liquid in time to
prevent overflow.

barrel-fish (bar'el-fish), n. A name of the
log-fish or rudder-fish (which see), Lirus perci-
formis, of the family Strom ateidce.

They are almost always found in the vicinity of floating
barrels and spars, and sometimes inside of the barrels.
Hence the fishermen call them barrel-fish, though the most
usual name is rudder-fish. Stand. Xat. UM., III. 191.

barrel-gage (bar'el-gaj), . An automatic
device to indicate when a barrel is full, or to
shut off the supply and prevent overflow.
barrel-hooks (bar'el-hukz), n. pi. A pair of
iron hooks for lifting bar-
rels by the chines.

barrelled, p. a. See bar-
reled.

barrel-lifter (bar'el-lif "-

ter),w. Ahand-toolfor lift-

ing a barrel by the chines.
barrel-loom (bar'el-lom),
n. 1. A loom in which
the pattern of the fabric
to be woven is determined
by a chain of perforated
cards passing over a drum
or barrel. See Jacquard
loom, under loom. 2. A Barrel-hooks,

loom in which pins pro-
jecting from a revolving barrel determine the
elevation and depression of the warp-threads.
barrel-organ (bar 'el -origan), n. An organ
with a cylinder or barrel turned by a crank
and furnished with pegs or staples, which,
when the barrel revolves, open a series of
valves admitting currents of air from a bellows
actuated by the same motion to a set of pipes,
thus producing a tune either in melody or in

harmony. In another form of the instrument wires like
those of the piano are acted on instead of pipes. Many
large instruments have been made on this principle, but
it is chiefly applied to the hand-organs carried about by
street musicians.



A plate employed
in machine-guns to assemble and hold the

barrel-pen

barrel-pen (bar' el-pen), . A pen with a cy-
lindrical shank adapting it to slip upon a round
holder.

barrel-pier (bar'el-per), . A support for a

military bridge formed of empty casks or bar-

rels joined together in a raft, in the absence of

pontoons or boats. The rafts of barrels for tin abut

nients an- made fast to the shore on cadi side of the

stream or body of water to be crossed, and those loriniiiu-

the pier* arc anchored at proper intervals between the

two banks. These raits are connected by sleepers or tim-

bers, which are lashed to them and support the planks
toruiiim the roadway of the hri'h -

.

barrel-plate (bur' el-plat), n.

in machine-gnnfl to assem
barrels in place about the axis. Tin- Catling gun
ha- a front and a rear barrel-plate, the barrels pausing
through both plates.

barrel-saw (bar'cl-s&), n. A cylinder with a

serrated edge, or a band-saw bent into a circle

;in<l titled to a cylindrical frame, used for cut-

ting barrel-staves, fellies, the curved work in

furniture, etc.

barrel-screw (bar'el-skr8), n. A powerful ap-

paratus consisting of two large poppets or

male screws, moved by levers inserted into

their heads upon a bank of plank, with a female
screw at each end: of great use in starting a

launch. Also called bed-wren '.

barrel-setter (bar'ol-set'er), n. A cylindrical
mandrel used for straightening the barrel or

truing tho bore of a firearm.

(bar'el-shapt), a.
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Barren flowers, such as for any reason produce no sc, -d.

Barren ground, unproductive beds of rock,

especially with retard to coal, tor areas where there is no

coal -seam of slltticient thick lie-- to be worked with profit.

Barren measures, in -'"'/., those portions of coal

measures which contain no workable scams of coal.

Barren signs, in -'/"/.. (o-mini. i.eo, and \ ir-jo. Bar-
ren stamens, ill '"''., such as produce no pollen ill thc

anther.

II. n. A tract or region of more or less un-

productive land, partly or entirely treeless.

The term is best known in the I nited states as the name
of a district in Kentucky, "the llarrcns. underlaid l.\

the sulu-arhonifcrous limestone, but ixissessing a fertile

soil, which was nearly or quite treeless when that Slate

bei-an to be settled by the whites, but which at present,
where not cultivated, is partly covered with tree-. In

northeastern Canada the name Imrrrn* is given to n-

less, grass-covered areas, once the beds of lakes, hut now
desiccated and in most cases the exact counterpart ot n
rious tracts existing in the western lulled states, and

there generally called prairies, hut sonu-ti s /,.-'..,. The

pine-barrens of the southern Atlantic States are sandy
plains on which is a valuable grow th of southern or long-
leleafed pine, 1'inlK [Hill'*' :

The "pine barren" is traversed by several excellent

roads, and a iimrninx ride or drive while the delicate ba/.u

barrier

Kv'n tbo' thrice again
The red fnol-flll-y of the Seme

Should pile her l,rr-;<-'"l''x with dead.

Tennyun, In Memoriam, cxxvii.

2. A teui]ioi-afy barrier of any kind designed
In obstruct passage into or through a space in-

tended to lie kept free fora particular use.

3. Any bar or obstruction ; that which defends.

'I here must be -uch a l"i i- 1 ''-'"' II would greatly annoy
or ali-ohitch -top tin- curl cuts <>t the atmosphere.

Dcrkm,

4f. In nariil itrrli., a strong wooden rail, sup-

ported by static h ions, extend! ng a cros- the fore-

most part of the i|tiarter-deck, in ships of war,
and backed with ropes, mats, pii sol' old cable,

and full hammocks, as a protection against
small shot in time of action. = Syn. /'", etc. s, .,-

borri r.

barricade (bar-i-kad'), r. (. ; pret. and pp. bar-

liriiilnl, jipr. litirrii'inliiig. [
< luirririiile, n.] 1.

To obstruct or block (a path or p:i>sage) witli

a barricade. 2. To block or render irnpass-
abli-.

N"W all the pavement sounds with trampling i> ' -t.

And the mix'd hurry ///--./.-- the sir. . t

Wot/, Trivia, lii.

still lingers among the forest of stems, and the air is full

of tin- fresh scent of the pine woods, is not easily for-

gotten. Fiirlni'ilitlii !! f. (N. S.), XXXIX. 17!-.

To fertili/e especially the barrens of Surrey and lierk-

shiiv. Ki'iinsli'ii. Life, II. ]l x>.

[< barren, a.]Having the barrent (bar en), r. t.

or quality of being barren, (a) Incapability of pro
creation ; want of the power of conception.

I pray'd for children, and thought barrennttt
In wedlock a reproach. M i/fim, S. A., L 352.

(b) Want of fertility -,
total or partial sterility ; infertility :

as, the barrenness of the land. (<) Want of the power of

producing anything ; want of instructiveness, suggestive-

ness, interest, or the like; want of matter: as,
"

nesg of invention,"

[<

ing the eggs'of certain insects. .
A cow not in calf for the year,

barrel-vault (ba
cylindrical vault

tects, and empl _ .,

builders before the reappearance of groined

vaulting at the close of the eleventh century,
barrel-vise (bar'el-vis), n. A bench-vise whoso

jaws are grooved longitudinally, adapted for

holding a gun-barrel or other similar object.
barrel-work (bar'el-werk), . In mining, pieces
of native copper large enough to be sorted out

by hand and shipped in barrels, but not large

enough to come under the head of mass copper.
The latter is sent to the smeltiiig-works after being cut, if

necessary, into pieces of manageable size, and is shipped
without being barreled. [Lake Superior.]

barren (bar'en), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also

liamiine, < ME. barein, barain, < OF. "barain,

braliain, brchaing, fern, baraine, baraigne, bre-

haigne, mod. F. brehaigne, barren: origin un-
known. The Bret, brechagn, sterile, is from F.]
I a. 1 . Incapable of producing or that does not

produce its kind: applied to animals and plants, barren-spirited (bar'en-spir'i-ted),

There shall not be male or female barren among you.
Dent. vit. 14.

In particular (n) Sterile; castrated: said of male ani-

mals. (6) Without fruit or seed : said of trees or plants.

(c) Bearing no children ; childless ;
without issue : said of

a woman.

3. To shut in and defend with a barricade;
hem in.

He is so Itari-i'-ftflii'il in bis house,
And arrn'd with guard still.

Chajiinini, Keu-nge of Bussy D'AmboiB, 1. 1.

Also formerly barricado.

To ren- barricader (ba"r-i-ka'der), n. One who barri-

cades.

a., 1 (rf).] barricadot (bar-i-ka'do), n. and v. Same as

biirricHilr : the older form in English use.

Shall I have a barricado made against my friends, to be
barred of any pleasure they can bring in to me?

B. Joiison, Epica-ne, lii. 2.

And this leads me to wonder why Lisideins and many
others should cry up the barrenness of the French plots,
above the variety and copiousness of the English.

Dryden, Ess. on Dram. Poesy.

The barrenness of his fellow students forced him gener-

ally into other company at his hours of entertainment.
Johnson, Rambler, No. 10.

(<() Defect of emotion, sensibility, or fervency.

The greatest saints sometimes arc fervent, and some-
times feel a barrenness of devotion. Jer. Taylor.

.
- -f ., a. Of a

poor or mean spirit. Shak., J. C., iv. 1.

barrenwort (bar'en-wert), n. [< barren +
wort1

.] The common name of Epimeilium, a

genus of low herbaceous plants, natural order

Jierberidacea;, having creeping roots and many
stalks, each of which has three flowers. The

. but Saral was only European species is E. alpimim. Species occur also

Gen. xi. 29, 30. jn central Asia and Japan. American barrenwort,
Vancouveria hexanttra, a nearly allied species found in

Oregon.

SA^t
e
'M N D i 1 barret1

!,
w- [<F. barrettc (= Sp. barreta), dim.

(d) Not bearing or pregnant at the usual season': said of * ba^e
'^

b
,

ar = see b" r
.\^ ,

A *"?^
female animals : as! barren heifers. barret2 (bar'et), W. [Also baret, < F. barrettc

2. Producing little or no vegetation; unpro- = Pr. barreta, berreta = Sp. birreta^
= It. bcr-

Tlie name of Abram's wife was Sarai,
barren ; she had no child.

For aye to be in shady cloister niew'd,
To live a barren sister all your life.

retta: see biretta, and birrun.] 1. Same as bi-

retta. 2. A sort of ancient military cap or

headpiece. Scott. Also called barret-cap.
Ji. Curzon, Mouast. in the Levant, p. 144. barT6t3ti " See barrat.

(bar'et-kap), n. Same as barret2
,
2.

Old England's sign, St. George's cross,
His barret-cav did grace.

Scott, L. of L. M., iii. 16.

[Sp., < barreta.

ductive ;
unfruitful

;
sterile : applied to land.

Another rocky valley yawned beneath us, and another
barren stony hill rose up beyond.

3. In mining, unproductive ; unprofitable : ap-

plied to rocks. 4. Void of vital germs.

It is particularly difficult to protect a liquid from all

germs, or to destroy all those which have penetrated it ;

however.it is possible, and the liquid is then said to be barretero (bar-e-ta ro), n.

barren. Science, III. 128.

5. Mentally unproductive ; unresponsive; dull;

stupid. [Rare.]

There be of them, that will themselves laugh, to set on
some quantity of barren spectators to laugh too.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

6. Devoid; lacking; wanting: with of: as, a barretor, barretry, etc. See barrator, etc.

hill barren of trees; a mind barren of ideas. barr-fsh (bar'fish), n rrw 7,/,^2 A r, m .

4-liA AWnwma /'/, XJ/1-1-1/O

Our latest letters from America are of the middle of

April, and are extremely barren of news.

dim. of barra, a bar, crowbar : see barret1 and
bar1 .] A miner who wields a crowbar, wedge,
or pick.
The ores . . . are so soft that a single barretero can

throw down many tons a day.
L. Hamilton, Mex. Handbook, p. 73.

[Cf. bar2.] A name of

the crappie, Pomvxys annularis, a centrarchoid

fish. See cut under erappie.

Je/ermn, Correspondence, I. 242. barricade (bar-i-kad'), n. [First in the form

barricot, . [< Sp. Pg. barricn, a cask, barrel:

see barricade.] A small barrel or keg.
barrier (bar'i-er), M. [Early mod. E. also bar-

ter, baryer (with term, accom. to mod. F.),

< ME. barrere, barere, < AF. barrere, OF. bar-

rii re, F. barriere = Pr. It. barriera = Sp. bar-

n-rii =Pg. barreira (ML. reflex liarrera), < ML.
"barraria, a barrier, < barra, a bar: see bar1

.]

1. In fort., anything, as a palisade or stock-

ade, designed to obstruct entrance into a for-

tified place. 2. pi. The palisades or railing

surrounding the ground where tourneys and

justs were carried on
; hence, the sports them-

selves (formerly sometimes with the plural in a

singular sense).
Deny me not to stay

To see a barriers prepared to-night.

Webster, White Devil, Iv. 4.

The young Earl of Essex and others among them enter-

tained her majesty with tiltings and tourneys, barriers,
mock fights, and such like arts. Oldys, Sir W. Kaleigh.

3. Any obstruction
; anything which hinders

approach, attack, or progress; anything stand-

ing in the way ;
an obstacle : as, to build a

wall as a barrier against trespassers ;
consti-

tutional barriers.

Constantly strengthening the barriers opposed to our

passions. Bp. Porteous, Works, II. iv.

A barrier to defend us from popery.
lilt. Bnrnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1885.

4. A fortress or fortified town on the frontier

of a country.
The queen is guarantee of the Dutch, having possession

of the barrier, and the revenues thereof, before a peace.
Sieift.

5. A limit or boundary of any kind
;
a line of

separation.
I was persuaded that when once that nice barrier which

marked the boundaries of what we owed to each other

should be thrown down, it might be propped again, but
could never be restored. A. Hamilton, Works, I. 213.

6. The gate, in towns on the continent of Eu-

rope, at which localrevenue duties are collected.

7. In China, a subordinate customs station

placed on an inland trade-route for the collec-

tion of duties on goods in transit. 8. In coal-

mining, a solid block of coal left unworked
between two collieries, for security against the

accidents which might occur in consequence of

communication between them. [Eng.]_ Bar-
rier Act, the name given to an act passed by the General

Assembly of the Church of Scotland in 1697, providing
that no change can be made in the laws of the church
without first being submitted to all the presbyteries for

their judgment, and having received the approval of at

It is impossible to look without amazement on a mind
so fertile in combinations, yet so barren o/ images.

Macaulay, Petrarch.

7. Not producing or leading to anything; prof-
itless

;
fruitless : as, barren tears

;
a barren at-

tachment. 8. Destitute of interest or attrac-

tion; unsuggestive ;
uninstructive ; bald; bare:

as, a barren list of names.

Uctliiuctuc ^ wi-i-ivc*ti /, rt. L-1
- *AI ineir judgment, nmi iiaviu^

barricado (after Sp.), < F. barricade = It. bar- least a majority of them. The Barrier Act is held both
-- r-' - - '

by the Established and by the Free Church as of high im-

portance, and analogous regulations have been adopted
liy other Presbyterian churches. Barrier reef. See

reef. Barrier system, in North of England coal-mining,
a method of working a coal-mine by pillar and stall, when
solid masses or barriers of coal are left between the work-

ing-places. Barrier treaty, a treaty fixing the frontier

of a country ; especially, the treaty signed at Antwerp,
Nov. 15, 1715, by Austria, Great Britain, and the Nether-

ricata, < Sp. Pg. barricada, a barricade, lit.

made of barrels, < barrica (= F. barrique), a

barrel, prob. < barra, a bar: see bar1
, and cf.

barrel.] 1. A hastily made fortification of

trees, earth, paving-stones, palisades, wagons,
or anything that can obstruct the progress of

an enemy or serve for defense or security.



barrier

lands, determining the relations of the Dutch and the

Austrians in the strategic towiis of the Low Countries.

= Syn. 3. Bar, Barrier, Barricade. Bar is the most gen-

eral, and takes almost all the many figurative meanings.
Barrier is also full in figurative meaning. Barricade is

confined strictly to obstructions set with the specific inten-

tion of stopping passage, as in streets and narrow passes.

My spirit beats her mortal bars.

Tennyson, Sir Galahad.

The barriers which they builded from the soil

To keep the foe at bay. Bryant, The Prairies.

The Milanese threw up barricades at their leisure, and

still the Austrian government remained passive spectators

of this defiance of the Imperial authority.
E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 77.

barrier (bar'i-er), r. t. [< barrier, n.] To shut

in or off with a barrier.

barrier-gate (bar'i-er-gat), n. A gate which
closes the entrance through a stockade or bar-

rier.

barrigudo (bar-i-go'do), n. [Sp. Pg., big-bel-

lied, < burriga, belly ;
of uncertain origin.] The

Brazilian name for several monkeys of the ge-
nus Lagothrix. They are the largest of South Amer-
ican monkeys, one measuring 53 inches in length, of which
the tail constituted 26.

barring1
(biir'ing), n. [Verbal n. of bar1

.] In

mining, timber used for supporting the roof or

sides of shafts. [Eng.]

barring2 (bar'ing), ppr. as prep. [Prop. ppr. of

bar1
.] Excepting ; leaving out of the account

;

apart from: as, barring accidents, I shall be
there. [Colloq.]

Little writing-desks, constructed after the fashion of

those used by the judges of the land, barring the French

polish.
Dickent.

barring-out (bar'ing-ouf), . Exclusion from
a place by means of locks or bars

; specifically,

the act of excluding a schoolmaster from school

by barricading the doors and windows : a boyish

sport indulged in at Christmas in Great Britain,

now nearly obsolete, and sometimes practised
for mischief in parts of the United States.

Revolts, republics, revolutions, most
No graver than a schoolboys' barring-out.

Tennyson, Princess, Conclusion.

barris (bar'is). . A name given on the Guinea
coast to the chimpanzee, and also to the man-
drill.

barrister (bar'is-ter), n. [First in the 16th

century, written barrester, barester, later tar-

raster, barrister (NL. barrasterius), < barre, bar

(bar
1

, n.) + -ster, the term, being appar. assim-
ilated to that of sophister, etc.] A counselor
or an advocate learned in the law, admitted to

plead at the bar in protection and defense of

clients : called in full a barrister at law. The term
is more especially used in England and Ireland, the cor-

responding term in Scotland being advocate and in the
United States counselor at law. In England barristers

alone are admitted to plead in the superior courts. They
must previously have belonged to one of the inns of court,
and are divided into utter or outer barristers, who plead
without the bar, and queen's (or king's) counsel or ser-

jeants at law, who plead within the bar.

After applying himself to the study of the law Bacon
was admitted in his twenty-second year (1582) as an Utter
Barrister of Gray's Inn. E. A. Abbott, Bacon, p. 15.

Inner barrister. Same as bencher, 1.

bar-roll (biir'rol), n. A bookbinders' tool, of

circular form, that makes a broad, flat line on
the sides or backs of books.

bar-room (bar'rom), n. A room in a public
house, hotel, restaurant, or other place of re-

sort, containing a bar or counter where liquors
or other refreshments are served.

barrow1
(bar'o), n. [Early mod. E. also barow,

barrough (mod. dial, bargli, barf, q. v., also

berry
2
); < ME. berw, berug, berg, bergh, beoruh

(also, with vowel appar. affected by association
with other words, borw, borgh, burgh, etc.,
whence the mod. form with differentiated

meaning burrow'*, q. v.), < AS. beorg, beorh
= OS. berg = OFries. berg, berch = D. berg =
OHG. berg, MHG. berc, G. berg (>E. berg in ice-

berg) = Sw. berg = Dan. bjwrg = Goth. *bairgs
(in deriv. bairgahei, a mountainous district), a

hill, mountain, = Icel. berg, bjarg, a rock, preci-

pice, = Olr. brigh, Ir. bri =W. bre = Bret, bre, a

mountain, hill (cf . W. bry, high), = OBulg. bregu
= Serv. brijeg = Bohem. breh = Pol. brzeg =
Buss, beregu, shore, bank ;

cf. Zend berezanh, a

height, berezant, high, = Skt. brihant, strong,
mighty, lofty, ppr. of / brih, barh, be thick, be
strong. The orig. notion is that of a height,
and there is no connection with AS. beorgan,
etc., cover: see bury

1
,] If. A hill or moun-

tain: originally applied to hills or mountains
of any height, even the greatest, but later re-

stricted to lower elevations. In this sense the
word survives only in provincial use or as a

part of local names in England. 2. A mound;
a heap. [Prov. Eng.] In particular 3. A
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mound of earth or stones raised over a grave ;

a sepulchral mound; a tumulus. Barrows are

among the most important monuments of primitive an-

tiquity. They are found in Creat Britain and other dis-

-

tricts of Europe, and in North America and Asia. They
are distinguished, according to their peculiarities of form
and construction, as long, bmad, hotel, bell, cime, etc., bar-

rows. In the more ancient barrows the bodies are found

lying extended on the ground, with implements and weap-
ons of stone or bone beside them. In barrows of later

date the implements are of bronze, and sometimes, though

Long Ba

rarely, of iron, while the remains are often inclosed in a

stone or earthenware cist and doubled up. Where the

body was burned the ashes were usually deposited in an

urn. Barrow-burial is supposed not to have been aban-

doned in Great Britain until the eighth century. In Eng-

land, Wilts and Dorset are the counties in which barrows

most abound. Stone barrows in Scotland are called cairns.

The numerous barrows of North America are generally
classed along with other ancient earthworks as mounds,
or distinguished as burial-mounds.

Whilst the term tumulus is almost exclusively used in

speaking of the sepulchral mounds of the ancient Greeks,
and the conical mounds formed by the Romans, adjoining
their camps and stations, to serve as land-marks and

watching-stations, it is used indifferently with the word
barrow to designate the sepulchral mounds of the ancient
inhabitants of this and other northern countries.

Audsley, III. 18.

A long street climbs to one tall-tower'd mill ;

And high in heaven behind it a gray down
With Danish barrows. Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

4. A burrow or warren. See burrow'*, berry
2

.

The coney-barrmo of Lincoln's Inn is now covered by
smooth lawns. Blacktvood's Mag., XXII. 587.

barrow2
(bar'o), n. [< ME. barrow, barow,

barowe, barewe, barwe, < AS. *bcarwe (a form
"bercwe is cited but not authenticated), a bar-

row (cf. D. berrie, MHG. bere, a hand-barrow,
MHG. rade-ber, G. radberge, radbiirge, dial, rade-

bcrre, a wheelbarrow, Icel. barar, mod. borur,

pi., a bier, Sw. bar, barrow, bier, Dan. baare,

bier, AS. bier, E. bier; also L. feretrum, < Gr.

feperpov, a litter, bier, all from the same ult.

source), < beran, bear : see bear1 and bier.] 1. A
frame used by two or more men in carrying a

load
; formerly, any such frame, as a stretcher or

bier; specifically, a flat rectangular frame of

bars or boards, with projecting shafts or han-
dles (in England called trams) at both ends, by
which it is carried: usually called a hand-bar-

row. 2. A similar frame, generally used in the
form of a shallow box with either flaring or up-
right sides, and supported in front formerly by
two wheels, now by a single small wheel in-

serted between the front shafts, and pushed by
one man, who supports the end opposite to the
wheel by means of the rear shafts: usually
called a wheelbarrow. 3. A frame or box of

larger size, resting on an axle between two

large wheels, and pushed or pulled by means
of shafts at one end

;
a hand-cart : as, a cos-

termonger's barrow. [Local Eng. (London) and
Scotch.] 4. Abarrowful; the load carried in

or on a barrow.

Have I lived to be carried in a basket, like a bai~row of

butcher's offal ; and to be thrown in the Thames ?

Shak., M. W. of W., Hi. 5.

5. In salt-works, a wicker case in which the
salt is put to drain. 6. The egg-case of a
skate or a ray : so called from its resemblance
to a hand-barrow.
barrow2

(bar'o), r. t. [< barrow2
, n.] To

wheel or convey in a barrow: as, to barrow
coal in a pit.

barrow3 (bar'o), n. [< ME. barow, barowe,
baru, < AS. bearg, bearh = Fries, baerg = D.

barg, berg = OHG. barg, barug, MHG. bare, G.
larch = Icel. borgr, a castrated boar. Not
connected, as sometimes suggested, with L.

verres, a boar, Skt. vardha, a boar. Cf. hog,
of the same orig. sense.] A castrated boar.
Also called barrow-pig or barrow-hog. [Now
chiefly prov. Eng.]

I say "gentle," though this barrow grunt at the word.
Milton, Colasterion.

bars-gemel

barrow4 (bar'o), n. [< ME. berwc, < AS. leant,

a grove (= Icel. borr, a kind of tree); perhaps

orig. a fruit-bearing tree, < beran = Icel. bera,

bear.] A wood or grove: a word surviving

only in English local names, as Jlarrow-in-

Furness, Barrotc&elA.

barrow5 (bar'o), . [E. dial., also larry, Inr-

rie. Origin obscure, perhaps ult. < AS. beor-

gan, cover, protect.] Same as barrow-coat.

barrow-coat (bar'6-kot), n, [E. dial., also btir-

ricoat; < barrow5 + coat.] A square or oblong

piece of flannel, wrapped round an infant's

body below the arms, the part extending be-

yond the feet being turned up and pinned.
Also called barrow and larry.
barrowman (bar'6-man), n.

; pi. barrowmen

(-men). A man employed in wheeling a bar-

row
; specifically, in coal-mining, one who con-

veys the coal in a wheelbarrow from the point
where it is mined to the trolleyway or tram-

way on which it is carried to the place where
it is raised to the surface.

barrow-pig (bar'6-pig), n. Same as barrow^.

A barrow-pig, that is, one which lias been gelded.
Dryden, Plutarch, II. 397.

barrow-pump (bar'6-pump), n. A combined
suction- and force-pump mounted on a two-
wheeled barrow.
barrow-tram (bar'6-tram), n. The tram or

shaft of a wheelbarrow; hence, jocularly, a

raw-boned fellow.

Sit down there, and gather your wind and your senses,

ye black barrow-tram o' the kirk that ye are. Are ye foil

or fasting? Scott, Guy Mannering, II. xiii.

barrow-truck (bar'6-truk), n. A two-wheeled
hand-truck

; especially, such a truck for use in

moving baggage or freight.

barrowway (bar'6-wa), n. In coal-mining, an

underground road on which coal is transported
from the place where it is mined to the tram-

way. [Eng.]
barrule'e (bar-o-la'), a. In her., same as barruly.
barrulet (bar'o-let), n. [Also barrulette, dim.

of AF. "barrule, dim. of OF. barre, a bar : see

bar1
.] In her., a diminutive of the bar, gen-

erally considered as being one fourth of its

width. It is never used alone. Also written

barrelet. See barruletty.

barruletty (bar'o-let-i), a. [< barrulet.] In

her., divided into barrulets: said of the heral-

dic field. See harry? and barruly.

barruly (bar'6-li), a. [< AF. barrulee, < 'bar-

rule, dim. of OF. barre, a bar: see bar1.] In

her., divided into bars or barrulets: said of the

field when divided into not less than eight parts ;

if the number is much greater, it is called bar-

ruletty. Also barrule'e.

barry1
(bar'i), . Same as barrow-coat. [Prov.

Eng.]
barry2 (ba'ri), a. [< F. larre, pp. of barrer,
bar: see bar1

, v.] In her., divided into bars:
said of the heraldic field. The
number of divisions is always even and
is always mentioned, as barry of four
pieces, barry of six. etc. ;

if there are

not less than eight divisions, the words

barruly and barruletty may be em-

loyed. Also barred. Barry bendy,
ivided into lozengesby the intersection

of lines drawn barwise and bendwise.
This is always supposed to be bendy
dexter ; when bendy sinister, it is writ-

ten barry bendy sinister. Also bendy
barry. Barry paly, divided both barwise and palewise,
and therefore either cheeky or billety. See these words.

Barry pily, divided both barwise and diagonally, the
division forming piles across the field. It is more prop-
erty blazoned as of piles barmte, the number being men-
tioned. Barry wavy, divided into waving bands of gen-

erally horizontal direction : said of the field. This charge
is used to represent water in cases where a ship or the

like is to be depicted as afloat.

Barsac (bar'sak), n. [F.] A general name for

the white wines made in Barsac, department
of Gironde, France. All the Barsac wines are sweet-

ish ; but they have a certain bitterness, and sometimes a

tarry or resinous flavor, which prevents their being lus-

cious.

barse (bars), n. [The original form of the word
now corrupted to bass (see bass1) ;

< ME. barse,
< AS. bars, bears, perch, = D. baars = MHG.
bars, G. larsch, OHG. (with added formative)

bersich, a perch ; prob. akin to birse, bristle, q. v.

Cf. Sw. and Dan. aborre, perch.] The com-
mon perch. [Local Eng. (West-
moreland).]
bars-gemel (barz'jem'el), n. pi.

[< fear* + gemel, q. v.] In her.,

two bars placed very near to-

gether, having more of the field

above and below them than be-

tween them. Bars-jtemel.

Barry of six.



bar-shear

bar-shear (bar'sher), . A machine for cut I ing
metal hill's. It consists of a very strong frame having
a fixed lower Made and u vertically reciprocating upper
blade, between which the har is cut.

bar-shoe (bar'sho), n. A kind of horseshoe

having a bar across the usual opening at the
heel to protect a tender frog from injury.

bar-shooting (bar'sho'ting), n. The practice
of shooting wild fowl from the bars of rivers

jind bays.
bar-shot (biir'shot), i. 1. Double-headed shot,

consisting of a bar with a half-ball or round
head at eadi end, for-

merly used for destroy-
ing masts and rigging in

naval warfare. 2. In

her., two bullets or balls

connected by a short bar like a dumb-bell.

bar-sight (biir'sit), >/. A form of rifle-sight.
See /(;', Hi.

barsowite (biir'so-wit), . [< Ilarsow(skoi) +
-ilc-.\ A mineral occurring as the gangue of

blue corundum at Barsowskoi or Barsovskoi in

the Ural. Its true nature is uncertain, but it

may bo identical with anorthite.

Bart. The contraction of baronet appended to

H name : as. Sir John Doe, Bart.

bar-tailed (bar'tald), a. Having the tail barred
crosswise with different colors: as, the bar-

tailed godwit, LiiiKittu Itt/ijioiiica. See cut un-
der l./ttntxil.

bartender (bar'ten'der), n. A barkeeper; a
waiter in a bar-room who serves out drinks and
refreshment-.
barter (bar'ter), v. [< late ME. bartren for

*barten, "bareten (the inserted r being due

perhaps to the suffix of the OF. infinitive, or to

dependence on the noun barator, bareter, etc. :

see barrator), < OF. bareter, barater, barter,
truck, cheat, < barat, barate, barete, barter,

cheating: see I/iimit.] I. intrans. To traffic

or trade by exchanging one commodity for an-

other, in distinction from buying and selling for

money.
II. trans. 1. To give (one thing or com-

modity) for another of equivalent or supposed
equivalent value : with a person, for (formerly
tcith) a thing: as, to barter one's jewels for
bread.

As my faith has once heen given to you, I never will

barter it with another. Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 1.

Rude people who were willing to barter costly fura for
trifles. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 91.

2. To exchange, in general TO barter away, to

dispose of by barter, especially in an unwise or dishonor-
aide way ; bargain away : as, to barter away human rights
for the patronage of the great.

He also bartered away plums . . . for nuts. Locke.

barter (bar't6r), n. [< barter, .] 1. The act
of exchanging ; specifically, the act or practice
of trafficking by exchange of commodities.

All government, indeed every human benefit and enjoy-
ment, every virtue, and every prudent act, is founded on
compromise and barter.

Burke, Conciliation with America, 1775.

Article is exchanged for article without the use of money
or credit. This is simple barter.

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, March 18, 1834.

2. The thing given in exchange. 3. An arith-

metical rule by which the values of different

goods are ascertained and compared. = Syn. 1.

Dealing, trade, traffic, truck, interchange.

barterer (baVter-er), n. One who barters or
traffics by exchanging commodities.

barteryt (bar'ter-i), n. [< barter + -y.] Ex-
change of commodities in trade

;
barter.

It is a received opinion that, in most ancient ages, there
was only bartery or exchange of ... commodities amongst
most nations. Camden, Remains, Money.

barth (biirth), n. [E. dial., of obscure origin.
Cf. IrrtA 2.] A warm inclosed place of shelter
for young cattle.

Bartholomew baby, day, etc. See the nouns.
Bartholomew-tide (bar-thol'o-mu-tid), n. The
season near St. Bartholomew's day (August
24). See dayi.

Like flies at Bartholomew-tide, blind.

Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

Bartholomite (bar-thol'o-mit), H. [< Bartholo-
ninr + -j'te2.] 1. A member of the community
of Basil ian monks of the Armenian rite who
took refuge in the West and were assigned the
church of St. Bartholomew, in Genoa, in 1307.
The community was finally suppressed in 1650.

2. One of a congregation of secular priests

following a rule drawn up by Bartholomew
Holzhausen, in Germany, in 1640. They spread

1C, 1

to Hungary, Poland, and Spain, but, under this

name, became extinct after 1700.

bartizan (biir'ti-zan), w. [Not found before
Sir W. Scott,
who uses the
word frequently ;

prob. adapted
from a corrupt
Sc. spelling (//-

of brctti-

Bartizan. Carcassonne. France.

^, merlon ; H, embrasure ; C, loophole ;

). machicolation. ( From Viollet-lc-Uuc's
'

Diet, de I'Architecrure.")

see

In arch., a small

overhanging tur-

ret, pierced with

loopholes or em-
brasures, or with

both, and pro-
jecting general-
ly from an an-

gle at the top of
a tower, or from
the parapet of a

building or medieval fortification-wall.

On battlement and liartizan

Gleamed axe, and spear, and partisan.
". L. of I. M., iv. 20.

He pass'd the court-gate, and he ope'd the tower-grate,
And he mounted the narrow stall-

To the iar(i>an-seat, where, with maids that on her wait,
He found his lady fair. Scott, Eve "f Saint John.

bartizaned (bar'ti-zand), . Furnished with
a bartizan or bartizans. Scott.

Bartolist (biir'to-list), w. A student of Bar-

tolo, a famous Italian jurist (1314-57); one
skilled in the law.

bartont (bar'ton), n. [< AS. (ONorth.) bere-tun,

courtyard, manor, threshing-floor, < bere, bar-

ley, T tun, inclosure: see bear3
, barley^, and

town, and cf. 6am1
.] 1. The demain lands of

a manor, not rented, but retained for the use
of the lord of the manor. Also called beriri<-lc.

2. A farm-yard.
Spacious bartons, clean, well-wall'd around,
Where all the wealth of rural life was found.

Southey, Poet's Pilgrimage, iii. 41.

bartram, n. See bertram.

Bartramia (bar-tra'mi-a), n. [NL., after the
naturalist William Bartram (1739-1823).] A
genus of sandpipers the type of which is Tringa
bartramia of Wilson, now Bartramia longicau-

Bartram's Sandpiper, or Upland Plover (Btirtramin longicauda}.

da, a common species of North America, va-

riously called Bartram's sandpiper, upland
plover, prairie pigeon, and quailly. it belongs to
the family Scolopacidie and subfamily Totanince, and is

peculiar for the length and graduation of its tail.

bam (ba-ro'), n. [Malay name.] A fine woolly
substance, used for calking ships, stuffing
cushions, etc., found at the base of the leaves
of the Arenga saccharifera, a sago-palm of the
East Indies.

baruria (ba-ro'ri-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. flapvc,,

heavy, + oiipov, urine.] In pathol., a morbid
condition of the body characterized by the

passage of urine of a high specific gravity.
barutine (bar'ij-tm), n. [Prob. of Pers. origin.]
A kind of silk manufactured in Persia. Sim-
monds.

barvel, barrel! (bar'vel), w. [E. dial., per-
haps a corruption of "barm-fell, < barm 1

, lap,
+ fell

3
,
a skm.] A kind of leather apron.

[Prov. Eng.]
barways (bar'waz), adv. In her., same as l>ar-

wise.

bar-weir (bar'wer), . A weir which rises and
falls with the tide, placed in a stream to pre-
vent the return seaward of any fish which may
have passed it.

barwin (bar'win), n. [Cf. Ir. Gael, bar, the

sea.] A name applied in County Antrim,
Ireland, to the common sea-bream, Pagettus
centrodontus.

barwise (biir'wiz), adi: [< fcori + -irae2.] in

her., in the direction of the bar, that is, hori-

barytone

zontally across the field : said of the divisions
of the field, and also of any bearing; thus, a
sword litmeisf is a sword borne horizontally.
Also luli'irili/x.

barwood (biir'wud), H. [Prob. so called be-

(iiuseex|>(>rtediiibars: cf. lui/irniul.] A red dye
wood obtained from Sierra Leone and Angola,
Atl'ica. It is the proitlli-t of the tree 1'xti'ti'm uiliiht . ami
is found in roiimielve a* a nui^h rnl ]iu\vilrr, iiruilnri-d

by ra-jiin- the lugs. Its coloring matter is insoluble in

water, but yields alumt ! per cent, to alcnbolir inriiMon.

It is used for dyeing cotton yarns the brilliant orange-red
known a.-t im/cit Turkey ml or luirii;,,,,l ,,./. BaTWOOd
Spirits. Same as tin */iirit* (which set-, nnilrr tut}.

bary-. [L., etc., < Gr. fiapi't, heavy, = L. grtin.i.

heavy, > K. grave*, q. y.]
An element in many

words of Greek origin, meaning heavy, dull,

hard, difficult, etc.

barycentric (bar-i-sen'trik), a. [< Gr. /J/Y,
heavy, + Kevr/mv, center.] Of or pertaining to

the center of gravity. - Barycentric calculus, an

application to geometry of the mechanical theory <>f the
center of gravity, executed in two distinct ways, according
as metrieal in- .Ir.Mi iptivr L'I'UIN. triral |n-Mpcrtirs are !< !>

investigated. Barycentric coordinates.
nate.

baryecoia (bar-i-e-koi'a), n. [NL., < Gr. fiapvr/-

Koia, hardness of hearing, < ftapvijuoor, hard of

hearing, < (iapi'f, hard, + axoiietv, hear: see

iii-<iiix/i<:] In. pathol., dullness of hearing;
deafness.

baryglossia (bar-i-glos'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

^i/nr, heavy, + y'f.aaaa, tongue.] In pathol.,

difficulty of speech ; baryphonia. Dutiglison.

barylite (bar'i-lit), n. f< Gr. fiapiif, heavy, +
?./0oc, stone.] A silicate of aluminium and
barium occurring in white cleavable masses in

Sweden.

baryphonia (bar-i-fo'ni-a), n. [NL. (cf. Gr.

jiapv^uvia, a deep voice, < iiapvQuvrx;, with a deep
voice), < Gr. (tapiif, heavy, hard, + <txjvJi, voice.]
In pathol., difficulty of speech.
baryta (ba-ri'ta), n. [NL., formerly also ba-

rita, < barytes, q. v.] Barium oxid, BaO : also
called heavy earth, because it is the heaviest of

the earths, its specific gravity being 4.7. it is

a gray powder having a sharp, caustic, alkaline taste, and
a strong amnity for water, with which it combines to form
barium hydrate. It fonns salts with the acids, all of

which are poisonous, except the sulphate, which is quite
insoluble in the juices of the stomach. The carbonate
of baryta is much used in the preparation of beet-root

sugar, and in the manufacture of plate-glass and of colors.

Formerly called baria. Baryta-water, a solution of the

hydrate of barium in water, used as a reagent In chemical
analysis.

barytes (ba-ri'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. ftapvrrK,

weight, heaviness, < flapi'f, heavy; the term,

being associated with that of minerals in -ites,

-zte2.] If. Baryta. 2. The native sulphate of

barium, BaSOi, a common name for the min-
eral barite or heavy-spar. It is sometimes mined
and ground in a mill, and used to adulterate white lead,
to weight paper, etc. See barite.

barytic (ba-rit'ik), a. Pertaining to, formed
of, or containing baryta.
barytine (bar'i-tin), n. [< barytes 4- -iwe2.]
Same as barite.

barytocalcite (ba-ri-to-kal'slt), n. [< baryta,
+ calcite.] A mineral consisting of the carbo-
nates of barium and calcium. It occurs in

monoclinic crystals, also massive, of a white,
grayish, greenish, or yellow color.

barytoceiestite (ba-ri*to-se-les'tit), . [< ba-

ryta + celestite."] A variety of celestite con-

taining some barium sulphate.
barytone (bar'i-ton), a. and n. [Also baritone;
< It. baritono, < Gr. ftapvrovot, deep-toned, with

grave accent, < ftapiif, heavy, deep, grave, +
Titvof, tone: see tone.'] I. a. 1. Having the

quality of a voice or instrument intermediate
between a bass and a tenor: as, a barytone
voice. See II.

The voice [of the Hejazi] is strong and clear, but rather

barytone than bass : in anger it becomes a shrill chattering
like the cry of a wild animal.

K. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 318.

2. In Gr. gram.: (a) Pronounced with the

(theoretical) grave accent on the last syllable

(see grave, a.) ; having the last syllable unac-
cented: as, a barytone word, such as ruvof. (6)

Causing a word to be without accent on the
final syllable: as, a barytone suffix.

H. n. 1. In music: (a) A male voice, the

compass of which partakes of the bass and the

tenor, but which does not descend so low as tho
one nor rise so high as the other, its range is

from the lower G of the bass stall to the lower F of the
treble. The quality is that of a high bass rather than that
of a low tenor. Frequently applied to the person possess-
ing a voice of this quality : as, Signor S. is a great barytone.

Haunting harmonies hover arouud us, deep and eternal
like the undying barytone of the sea.

Lou/ell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 240.



barytone

(ti) A stringed instrument played with a bow,

resembling "the viola da garnba, called in Italian

viola di bardonc or bordone. It had sometimes (i,

usually 7 gut strings, stopped by the fingers of the left

hand, and from !) to 24 sympathetic strings of brass or

steel running under the finger-board. These were some-

times plucked with the thumb of the left hand. The in-

strument was a great favorite in the eighteenth century,

and much music was composed especially for it. It is

now obsolete, (c) The name usually given to the

smaller brass sax-horn in Bb or C. 2. In Gr.

!/mm., a word which has the last syllable un-

accented.

barytone (bar'i-tou), -v. t.; pret. and pp. barij-

toned, ppr. barytoning. [< barytone, n.~\ In (Ii:

gram., to pronounce or write without accent on

the last syllable : as, to barytone a word.

barytrope (bar'i-trop), . [< Gr. /iapvc, heavy,
+ rpoTrof, a turning: see trope.'] A curve de-

fined by the condition that, if a heavy body
slides down an incline having this form, the

pressure on the incline will follow a given law.

basal (ba'sal), a. and n. [< base* + -al.~\ I. a.

1. Of or pertaining to the base; constituting
the base ;

fundamental.
The basal idea of Bishop Butler's profound treatise, The

Analogy of Religion.
G. D. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 28.

2. Pertaining to the base of a part or organ.

(a) On or near the base : as, a basal mark, (b)

Nearest the base : as, the basal joint, or the four

basal joints of an insect's antenna. 3. In ichth.,

of or pertaining to the basalia. See basale.

The Elasmobranchii possess three basal cartilages, which

articulate with the pectoral arch.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 38.

Basal cell, (a) A cell at the base of the segmented ovum
of some embryos, as sponges : the opposite of apical cell.

(b) In the wings of Diptem, one of the elongate cells near

the base of the wing between the second and fifth or second

and sixth longitudinal veins ; they are numbered, the first

being the one nearest the costal margin. Basal cleav-

age, in crystal., cleavage in the direction of a basal plane.

Basal field, area, or space, a portion of an insect's

wing lying at the base, but very diversely defined in the

different groups. In the Lepidnptera it occupies the

whole width of the wing for about one fourth of its length,

and in the fore wings of the Noctuidai is limited exter-

nally by the anterior or extra-basilar cross-line. In the

dragon-flies it is a small space at the extreme base of the

wing, between the median and submedian veins, and
bounded exteriorly by the arc or arculus, a small cross-

vein. In other groups it is generally an indeterminate

portion occupying about one third of the wing. Basal
ganglion. See ganglion. Basal half-line, in the noc-

tuid moths, a line extending from the costal border of the

anterior wing, near the base, half way across the surface.

Basal plane, in cn/stal., a plane parallel to the lateral

or horizontal axes. Basal valve, that valve in bivalves

by which they adhere to other substances.

II. . 1. One of the basal joints of the

branches of a crinoid, bearing the radials. 2.

In ichth., the basisphenoid. [Rare.]
basale (ba-sa'le), n.

; pi. basalia (-li-a). [NL.,
< E. basal, q. v.] 1. In ichth., one of several

cartilages which may compose the basis of the

pectoral limb of a fish, and to which the series

of radialia, or radial cartilages, is attached : as,

the propterygial basale ; the mesopterygial and

metapterygial basalia. See pterygium, and cut

under scapulocoracoid. 2. One of the bones
which form the base for the pectoral fin

;
an

actinost. 3. In crinoids, same as basal, 1.

A central piece, which probably represents the basalia

of other crinoids. Huxleii, Anat. Invert., p. 500.

basal-nerved (ba'sal-nervd), n. In bot., de-

scriptive of leaves the nerves of which all

proceed from the base.

basalt (ba-salf or bas'alt), n. [First in E. as

L., basaltes ; = F. basalte, < L. basaltes, a
dark and very hard species of marble in Ethi-

opia; said to be an African word (Pliny).] A
volcanic rock occurring widely, and consisting
of a triclinic feldspar, together with augite and

magnetite or titaniferous iron.
Olivin and nephelin are also often
found in the basalts, especially the for-

mer. Apatite, leucite, and haiiyne are

occasionally present. The basalts have
been variously classed by different

writers. Basalt proper is the dark,
compact variety, breaking with a

splintery fracture. Under the name
dolerite are included all the more
coarsely crystallized varieties in which
the component minerals can be made
out with the naked eye, while anam-
esite is the name given to those varie-
ties which have a finely granular tex-

ture. In the modern eruptive regions
basalt has almost always been the last rock to be emitted
from the volcanic orifice. The cooling of lava often gives
rise to the formation of hexagonal prisms or columns,
which are occasionally extremely regular in fonn and of

great size. Basalt displays this structure more frequently
and in greater perfectness than any other rock

; hence
this kind of structure is frequently called basaltic. (See
cut.) Remarkable formations of columnar basalt exist in
various parts of the world, as the Giant's Causeway on the

Columnar Basalt.
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northeast coast of Ireland, and Fingal's ('ave in the island

of Statfa, Scotland.- Basalt ware, a kind of stoneware

made by Josiali Wedgwood and his successors. It is usually

black, colored throughout the paste, and has a dull gloss :

hence also called Mm* mire. Articles made of it are much
admired, and those made by Wedgwood himself are rare

and costly.

basaltic (ba-sul'tik), a. [< basalt + -ic.~\ Per-

taining to" basalt; formed of or containing
basalt

;
of the nature of or resembling basalt :

as, basaltic lava.

basaltiform (ba-sal'ti-form), a. [< L. basal-

ten, basalt, + forma, shape.] Of the form of

prismatic basalt ;
columnar.

basalting (ba-sal'ting), n. [< basalt + -tea1.]
A process of making paving- and building-
blocks from the scoriie of blast-furnaces.

basaltoid (ba-sal'toid), a. [< basalt + -aid.']

Allied in appearance or nature to basalt; re-

sembling basalt.

basan, basane (baz'an, ba-zan'), [Also

bazan, basin, basin, and more corruptly basil,

bazil; < F. basane, bazane (Cotgrave), < Sp. Pg.
badana, (ML. bedane), a tanned sheepskin, < Ar.

bitdnah, lining.] Sheepskin tanned in oak- or

larch-bark, and used for bookbinding, etc. It

is distinguished from roan, which is tanned in

sumac.
basanite (bas'a-nlt), n. [< L. basanites (sc.

lapis, stone), < Gr. *
[iaaaviTtjc, (sc. /U0of, stone),

< flaaavos, a touchstone, a dark-colored stone on
which pure gold when rubbed makes a peculiar

mark; origin uncertain.] A silicious rock or

jasper, of a velvety-black color, used as a touch-

stone for determining the amount of alloy in

gold. The touchstone was formerly extensive-

ly used, but is now much less common. See
touchstone and touch-needle.

bas-bleu (bii-ble'), . [F., blue-stocking: bas,

abbr. of bas de chausses, nether-stock, stock-

ing (see base1 ) ; bleu, blue : a translation of the

E. term.] Same as blue-stocking, 1.

bas-chevaliert, [A fictitious term, based on
a false etymology of bachelor; < F. bas, low,
inferior (see base*), + chevalier : see chevalier.]

One of a class of low or inferior knights, by
bare tenure of a military fee, as distinguished
from bannerets and baronets. Phillips, 1706.

[A spurious term, without historical support.]

bascinet, . See basinet.

Bascuencet, The Basque language.
basculation (bas-ku-la'shon), n. [< F. bascu-

ler, swing, see-saw, < bascule : see ba&culc.~\ In

patliol., the movement by which a retroverted

uterus is"swung back into position.
bascule (bas'kul), . [< F. bascule, swing,

poise, balance, see-saw, formerly baculc, appar.
< battre, beat, bump (or bas, low), + cul, the

posteriors.] 1. An arrangement in bridges

by which one portion balances another. 2.

A form of bailing-scoop.
bascule-bridge (bas'kul-brij), n. A drawbridge
arranged with a counterpoise, so that, as the

floor of the

bridge is raised,
the counter-

poise descends
into a pit pre-

pared for it :

the commonest
form of me-
dieval draw-

bridge. See bal-

ance-bridge.
base1

(bas), a.

and n. [Early mod. E. also bace; < ME. base,

bass, baas, < OF. (and F.) bas, masc., basse,

fern., = Pr. bas = Sp. bajo = Pg. baixo = It. bas-

so, low, < LL. bassus, low, short, thick; iii clas-

sical L. found only as a cognomen, Bassus,
' Short.' Perhaps of Celtic origin ; cf. W. bas, =
Corn. 6s = Bret, baz, shallow

;
W. basu, make

shallow, lower; Corn, basse, fall, lower, abate
;

but the Celtic terms may be from the L. In mu-
sic, now generally bass : see bass3 . As a noun,
base of this origin (the lower part) is confused
with base2 (the supporting part).] I. a. 1. Low;
of small height : applied to things. [Archaic.]

The cedar stoops not to the base shrub's foot.

Sfaifc., Lucrece, 1. 664.

Hence 2. In bo t., of low or lowly growth: as,
base broom; base rocket. 3. Low in place,

position, or degree. [Archaic.]
By that same hole an entraunce, darke and bace,
With smoake and sulphur hiding all the place,
Descends to hell. Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 31.

Men acting gregariously are always in extremes; as

they are one moment capable of higher courage, so they
are liable, the next, to baser depression.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 161.

7
Bascule-bridge at Brussels.

base

4. Of little value ;
coarse in quality ; worth-

less, absolutely or comparatively: as, the base

metals (so called in contrast with the noble or

precious metals).
The harvest white plumb is a bane plumb.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 609.

Often haa the vein of gold displayed itself amid the

baser ores. Mary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 15.

Hence 5. Fraudulently debased in value;

spurious ;
false : as, base coin.

They were compelled to accept base money in exchange
for those commodities they were forced to sell.

Goldsmith, Hist. Ens;., x.

6. Low in scale or rank; of humble origin,

grade, or station ; wanting dignity or estima-

tion; mean; lowly: as, base menials.

Base things of the world, and things which are despised,
hath God chosen. 1 Cor. i. 28.

Tis the plague of great ones ;

Prerogative!! are they less than the base.

Shak., Othello, iii. 3.

7. Suitable to or characteristic of a low con-

dition; depressed; abject: as, base servility.

I am fire and air ; my other elements
I give to baser life. Shot., A. and C., v. 2.

8. Of mean spirit ; morally low
;
without dig-

nity of sentiment: said of persons.
Base is the slave that pays. Slink., Hen. V., ii. 1.

The base and abject multitude. /uniw.

9. Showing or proceeding from a mean spirit :

said of things.
Him that utter'd nothing base.

Tennyson, To the Queen.

The one bate thing in the universe to receive favors

and to render none. Jiuierson, Compensation.

10. Of illegitimate birth ; born out of wedlock.

Why bastard? wherefore base! Shak., Lear, i. 2.

I din'il with S' Bob' Fasten, since Earle of Yarmouth,
and saw the Duke of Verneuille, bane brother to the Q.
Mother. Evelyn, Diary, June 23, 1665.

11. Deep; grave: applied to sounds: as, the
base tones of a viol. See bass3 .

The silver sounding instruments did meet
With the base murmure of the waters fall.

Spenser, F. Q., II. xii. 71.

12. In old Eng. law, not held or holding by
honorable tenure : as, a base estate, that is, an
estate held by services not honorable nor in

capite, or by villeinage. Such a tenure is called

base or low, and the tenant a base tenant.

13. Not classical or refined : as, "base Latin,"
Fuller.

No Muses aide me needes heretoo to call ;

Base is the style, and matter meane withall.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 44.

Base bullion. See bullion. Base court. See base-

court. Base fee, Infeftment, right, etc. See the nouns.

Base metals. See metal. = Syn. Ignoble, vulgar, ple-

beian, mean, contemptible, despicable, abject, sordid,

groveling, servile, slavish, menial, rascally, villainous.

II. n. If. A plaited skirt, reaching from the
waist to the knee, worn during the first half of

the sixteenth

century. In civil

costume it was ap-

S
ended to the

oublet, or secur-
ed to the girdle;
it was also worn
over armor.

2f. A skirt of

plate - armor,
corrugated or
ribbed vertical-

ly, as if in imi-
tation of the

preceding. See

lowboys. 3f.
The skirt of a
Woman's Outer Base of rich stuff, the border embroidered ;

mi beginning of i6th century. From lomb of

garment. The Maximilian I. at Innspruck.

word was used

throughout the seventeenth and part of the

eighteenth century. 4f. An apron.
With gauntlets blue and banes white.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. ii. 768.

Bakers In their linen basts. Marriott.

5f. The housing of a horse : used in the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries.

The bases and bardes of their horse were grene sattyn.

Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 1.

Or to describe races and games, . . .

Bises and tinsel trappings, gorgeous knights
At joust and tournament. MUton, P. L., ix. 36.

6. In music, same as bass3 .

base1
! (bas), v. t. [< base^, a., but in first

sense < F. baisser, lower, < bas, low, base. Cf.

abase.] 1. To let down; abase; lower.

The great warrior . . . baxed his arms and ensigns of
state. Holland.



base

2. To lower in character, condition, or rank;

degrade; debase. 3. To reduce the value of

by the admixture of meaner elements
;
debase.

[Rare.]
Metals which we cannot /m.,\ l;.'>,n

base- (lias), . [< ME. basi; hit.*, buns, < OF.
Imsr, !'. ln/sr. < L. Imsix, < <ir. ,Mnvf, a going, ;i

stepping, a step, pedestal, foot, base, < / *jia,

in fiaimr, go, = L. n-i/in: come, = E. <(/.
|

1. The bottom of anything, considered as its

support, or the part of the thing itself, or a

separate feature, on which the thing stands or

rests : as, tln> Imsr of a column ; the IKISV of a
mountain.

For want like thine a \x>if witliuiit a base

Ingulfs all ^ain.s I gather fur tile place. Crabbe.

Against the l>ax>'* l the southern hills.

l.nli-,'11. ll.dcr till- Willows.

Hence 2. A fundamental priucipleorground-
work; foundation: basis.

Antonio never .vet was thief, or pirate,
Though, I confess, on /M.SV and ground enough,
Orsino's enemy. Shak., T. N., v. 1.

Hereby he underniineth the lm*e of religion.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

3. In arch., specifically (a) The lowest mem-
ber of a wall, either projecting beyond the
face of the portion of the wall above it, or dif-

fering otherwise from it in construction, and
often resting on a plinth, with or without in-

tervening moldings. (6) The member on which

3 4

Bases.

I, from nave of Lyons cathedral, I3th century ; a. from eastern porch
of Hrechtheum, Athens. 5th century B. c. ; 3, from nave of Orvieto
cathedral. i3th century. 4, Attic base: A, C, E. fillets; B, upper
torus; Ascotia; F, lowertonis; G, plinth, orstylobate.

the shaft rests in columns of nearly all styles.
It appears in most Egyptian forms, but is not present in
tlie Oreek Doric column, of which the shaft rests directly
on the stylobate. In purely Hellenic examples of the
Ionic and Corinthian the base consists of various combina-
tions of moldings on a circular plan, without the awk-
ward square plinth which was universally adopted by the
Romans, and was generally retained in the elaborately
molded bases of Byzantine and medieval architecture.
See cut under column.

4. (a) In zool. and bot., the extremity opposite
to the apex; the point of attachment, or the

part of an organ which is nearest its point of at-
tachment : as, the base of a leaf

;
the base of a

shell. The point of attachment of an anther,
however, is sometimes at the apex. (6) In zool.,

also, that part or extremity of anything by
which it is attached to another of higher value
or significance. 5. In chem., a compound sub-
stance which unites with an acid to form a salt.
The term is applied to the hydroxids of the metals, to cer-
tain metallic oxids, and to groups of atoms containing one
or more hydroxyl groups (OH) in which hydrogen is re-
laceable by an acid radical.

. In jthar., the principal ingredient of any
compound preparation. 7. In crystal., same
as basal plane (which see, under basal). 8. In
petrog., the amorphous or isotropic portion of
the ground-mass of a rock. This may possess a cer-
tain amount of structure, rendering it distinct from glass,
while not crystalline, when it is known as a micrqr'rl*itu-
base. If a true glass, it may be, according to the amount
of devitrification products present, murolitic, globulitic, or
glassy. In some recent andesitic lavas it possesses a pe-
culiar appearance, so similar to felt that it is known as a
felt-like base. The terra mattma (which see) has also been
used by some writers as equivalent to base.

9. In dentistry, the setting for artificial teeth.
10. In dyeing, a substance that has an affin-

ity for both the cloth and the coloring matter :

a mordant. 11. In fort., the exterior side of
the polygon, or that imaginary line which is
(brawn from the point or salient angle of one
bastion to the point of the next. 12. In geom.,
the line or surface forming that part of a figure
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on which it is supposed to stand; the side op-
posite tO the apex. The base ,,r a hyperbola or a

parabola is a line formed by the common intetse'tioti oi

the secant plane and the ha.sc of the cone.

13. In aritli. and />///, a number from the
different powers of which all numbers are con-
ceived as produced. The base of a system of ariib
metical notation is a number the multiples ,,[ whose
|ntwers are added together to express any number: thus,
10 is the base of the decimal system of

'

arithmetic. In
the theory of numbers, the base of an index is a number
which, bein^ raised to the power represented by the in-

dex, gives a number congruent to the number w hose index
is spoken of. The base of a system of logarithms is the
number which, raised to the jtower indicated by the log-
arithm, gives the number to which the logarithm belong*.
The Napierian /., or base of the Napierian system of

logarithms, is the number represented by the infinite

series,

1 + 1 + J +
2-j

+ s- + inrrE +
It is 2.718281828459 +

2.374 1533

pl

6

14. In her,, the lower part of the field, the

charges in which are said to be in bane, it is

sometimes considered as divided into dexter, sinister, and
middle base, and the charges arc bla/oncd accordingly.
See dexti'i- and minister.

15. Alilit. : (a) A tract of country protected by
fortificatioiis, strong by natural advantages, or
for any other reason comparatively secure,
from which the operations ot an army proceed,
or from which supplies are obtained: called

distinctively the bane of operations or the base

of supply.
Bane, in military operations, is simply a secure starting-

point, or rather tract of country behind, in which an
army is in comparative safety, and in which the stores and
reserves of men for the force are situated. Saturday Rev.

(b) The rounded hinder portion of a gun, gen-
erally called the base of the breech, (c) A small

light cannon used in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries. 16. Inrc., same as base-
line. 17. The place from which racers or tilt-

ers start
;
a starting-post.

To their appointed bate they went.

Dryden, vKneid, v.

18. An old game, played in various ways, in
some of which it is still practised, and in all of
which there are certain spaces marked out, be-

yond or off which any player is liable to be
touched with the hand or struck with a ball by
a player on the enemy's side. Forms of this game
are known under the names of prisoners' base, rounders,
and base-ball, under which last name it has become the
national game of the United States.

After a course at Barley-break or Base.
B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

19. One of the spaces marked off in the game of
base or prisoners' base. See 18. 20. In base-

ball, one of the four corners of the diamond.
See base-ball. 21. That part of an electro-

magnetic apparatus which contains the helix,
switch, and first and secondary binding-posts.
Altern base, Attic base, etc. See the adjectives.

Organic bases. See organic. Prisoners' base. See
prisoner. To bid the or a baset, to challenge to a game
of base, and hence, from the popularity of the game, to
challenge to a trial of dexterity, skill, or strength, or to a
trial of any kind ; challenge generally.

To bid the wind a base he now prepares.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. SOU.

We will find comfort, money, men, and friends,
Ere long to bid the English king a bane.

Marloice, Edw. II., ii.

base- (bas), r. t.
; pret. and pp. based, ppr. bas-

ing. [< base?, .] 1. To form a foundation
for. [Bare.] 2. To use as a groundwork or
foundation for; ground; found; establish: with
on or upon : as, all sound paper currency must
be based on coin or bullion

; he bases his argu-
ments upon false premises.

It is o/i the understanding, and not on the sentiment, of
a nation that all safe legislation must lie based.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 165.

base3 (bas), . Another form of bass* and barse.

[Local Eng. (Cumberland).]
base-bag (bas'bag), H. In base-ball, one of the

bags often used to mark first, second, and third
base.

base-ball (bas'bal'), . 1. A game of ball

played by eighteen persons, nine on a side. A
square plot of ground called the diamond, with sides 00
feet long, is marked off, at the corners of which are the
bases, known as home or home base (B), first base (D), sec-

ond base (E), and third base (F). The players on one side
take their positions in the Held, the catcher (A) just behind
the home base, the pitcher (IT) at a distance of 50 feet from
the home base on the line from home to second base, the
three basemen near first, second, and third base, the short-

gtop (U) between second and third, and three fielders,
known as right (II), center (I), and left (J), at some dis-
tance behind and on each side of the second base. The
pitcher pitches the ball over the home plate to the catcher.
< me of the other side, which is said to be in, or at the bat,
takes a position by the home base, and tries to strike the
ball as it passes him. If he knocks it into the air, anil one

base-line

of the other side catches it before it reaehc- the -round.
the striker is mil or ,-.,,/.//,( ,,(, that is, retires from tie

bat. and another takes his place, should the I

oiit-ide the line from
home to first or from J
bom.' to third lia-e cou tf

*
ff

tinned indefinitely, it is a .

/<./// and does not count
at all, unless it is caught
before it touches the
ground, in which ea.-e the
-trikcr is out. Should it

strike inside these lines.

the hatter runs to first

base, and then or later to

second, third, and home
base. If he reaches home
base ho scores a /".
Should the ball he thrown
to and caught by a player
standing on first base
before the bait. :

eeeds in reaching it, or
should the batter he
touched with the ball In

the hands of any of his
adversaries while running
from one base to another.
he is out. One player after another of the side which is

"in" goes to the bat until three men have been put out.
This constitutes an hmin'i. Nine innings for each side
make a game, and that side which succeeds in makin- tic

greater number of runs wins the irame.

2. The ball with which this game is played.
base-board (bas'bord), n. A line of boarding
around the interior walls of a room, next to

the floor,

base-born (bas'born), o. Of base or low birth
;

born out of wedlock
; of low or mean parentage

or origin ; spurious.

Thy base-born child, thy babe of sham.. (Jay.

It is justly expected that they should bring forth a base-
born issue of divinity. Milton, l>ef. of Humb. Kemonst.

base-bred (baVbred), a. Of low or base breed-

ing; mean; of discreditable origin.

As little souls their base-bred fancies feed. J. Baillir.

base-broom (bas'brom), n. A name given to
Genista tinctoria, with reference to its low
stature.

base-burner (bas'ber-'ner), w. A stove or fur-
nace constructed on the base-burning princi-
ple.

base-burning (bas'ber'ning), a. Burning at
the base Base-burning furnace or stove, a fur-
nace or stove in which the fuel burns at the bottom, and
is renewed from a self-acting hopper or chamber above.

base-court (bas'kort), n. 1. A secondary or
inferior court or yard, generally at the back of
a house, opposed to the chief court or main
quadrangle ;

a farm-yard. 2. In Eny. law, an
inferior court of justice, but a court of record,
as a court-baron, court-leet, etc.

basedt (bast), a. [< bascl, n., + -erf2.] Wear-
ing or clothed in a base or skirt.

Based in lawny velvet. flail, Hen. VIII., an. .

base-dance (bas'dans), n. A slow dance in J
time, resembling the minuet.

When the said Morris is doone, then the gentillmen to
com unto the women and make their obeisaunce, and
every of them to taike oon by thand, and daunce niche
base daunce* as is apointed theym.

Quoted in J. P. Collier's Eng. Drain. Poetry, I., notes.

Basedow's disease. See disease.

base-hearted (bas'liar'ted), a. Having a base,
treacherous heart

; deceitful.

baselardt. . Same as bastard.

baseless (bas'les), a. [< 6ase2 + -less.'] With-
out a base ; having no foundation or support.

Like the baseless fabric of this vision,
The cloud-capp'd towers, the gorgeous palaces,
The solemn temples, the great globe itself,

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve ;

And, like this insubstantial pageant faded,
Leave not a rack behind. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

baselessness (bas'les-nes), . The quality of

being baseless, or without foundation
; ground-

lessness.

The batflesmtts of this hypothesis has been shown.
Encyc. Brit., XIII. 382.

base-line (bas'lm), . 1. A line adopted as a
base or foundation from which future opera-
tions are carried on, or on which they depend
or rest, (n) In jierspect., the bottom line of a picture,
in which the foremost vertical plane of delineation cuts
the ground-plane, on which the objects represented in
the picture stand. (6) In rr., any measured line form-
ing a side of a triangle, the adjacent angles of which beini;

measured, the relative position of the third vertex is

determined ; especially, in yeodetfi, a line measured with
the utmost precision to serve as the origin of a system of
triangles, and as the foundation for the computation of
the length of their sides. In the process of triangulation,
the angles of these triangles and the length of a single side
(the base or base-line) being known, the lengths of all can
be computed. In every great survey a number of base-lines
are measured, each Wing from 3 to 10 miles In length.



base-line

(c) Milit., a line, as of frontier, sea-coast, or forts, taken

by an army as the base of operations, from which move-

ments have their origin, anil supplies of food, ammunition,
ami men are sent to the front, and to which the army may
retreat in case of disaster. Also called base.

2. A line traced round a cannon behind the

vent._3. In the game of lawn-tennis, the end

line of the court; the line from which the
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Stare on him with big lookes basen wide.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 670.

baseness (bas'nes), n. [< base1 + -ness.~\ 1. bashaw (ba-sha'), n.

The state or condition of being base or low in

scale ;
meanness of grade ; lowliness, as of birth

or station.

Baseness of birth is a great disparagement to some men.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 347.

He mixing with his proper sphere,
She flnds the baseness of her lot.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ix.

2. That which is base or low
; anything of an

ignoble grade or quality ; meanness, as of re-

lation or employment.
Some kinds of baseness

Are nobly undergone. Shak., Tempest, iii. 1. baghful (bash'ful), a.

I once did hold it a baseness to write fair.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

3t. Illegitimacy of birth; bastardy.

Why brand they us
With base? with baseness, bastardy?

Shak., Lear, i. 2.

4. The state or quality of being morally mean
or vile; vileness; worthlessness.

Villains,

Whose baseness all disgraceful words made one

Cannot express !

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iv. 4.

Equal baseness lived in sleeker times.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

player serves the ball. 4. In base-ball, the line 5. Of metals: (a) Liability to rust: opposed
i- _ __ ._ T :A"U 4-1.,, ,,..>-< 4-n ,,././,..,.>, fJ\\ TrffTn/Yt* m* rl*>Tfl.An fiTiii.nt.v.

connecting one base with the next.

basely (bas'li), adv. 1, In a base manner;
meanly; dishonorably.

Warr'd he hath not,

But basely yielded upon compromise
That which his ancestors achiev'd with blows.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1.

2. In a base or mean condition ; illegitimately ;

in bastardy.
Two Mitylene brethren, basely born.

3f. At a low rate
; cheaply.

Them that desire to look big, and to live basely.

Venner, Via Recta, iii. 52. (If. '. D.)

to nobleness, (b) Inferior or debased quality,

the result of having been alloyedwith a cheaper
metal ; spuriousness.
We alledged the fraudulent obtaining his patent, the base-

ness of his metal, and the prodigious sum to be coined.

Swift.

6f. Deepness of sound.

The baseness or trebleness of tones.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 1 184.

Knottes. basenett, n. See basinet.

baseology (ba-se-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. pdaif, base,
-t- -rayia, < Itretf, speak : see -ology. Cf. phrase-

ology.] Fundamental philosophy. Krauth.
PmOWT. lit awM, 1". ^. V** " ^-^ i/^-J T-,* * 4 rnl_ J? 3 A- lllellV, ll&H UU0H/1U) a

baseman (bas'man), ,,; pi. basenen (-men), base-plate (bas
^plat)

n. The foundation-
equivalent to mode,,,.

bashlyk

bish (space from which coal has been taken).

[S. Wales.]
lashaw (ba-sha'), n. [Early mod. E. also bas-

saw, basha, baclia (P. baclia, It. btissa, bascia_,
ML. bassa), etc., < Turk. &</.*/ (Pers. basha,

badshah), another form (perhaps after bash,

head, chief) of pasha, < Pers. pddshdh, a gov-
ernor, prince, king: see pasJta.'] 1. Same as

pasha. 2. A grandee; an important person-

age; a bigwig. [Colloq.] Bashaw of three

tails, a bashaw or pasha of the rank indicated by that

number of horse-tails borne upon his standard.

'Tis a very fine thing to be father-in-law

To a very magnificent three-tailed Bashaw !

G. Coltnan the Younger, Blue Beard, ii. 5.

^ ^ basil? + -ful.~] It.

Wanting^in self-possession ;
fearful ; dismayed.

And bashful Henry depos'd, whose cowardice
Hath made us bywords to our enemies.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 1.

2. Easily put to confusion ;
modest to excess ;

diffident; shy; sheepish. [Formerly used also

in the sense of modest, unassuming, as a term
of commendation.]
Come, you pernicious ass [to the page], you bashful fool,

must you be blushing? wherefore blush you now?
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2.

3. Indicative of, accompanied with, or proceed-
ing from bashfulness.

The refusal which his cousin had steadfastly given him
would naturally flow from her bashful modesty and the

genuine delicacy of her character.
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 95.

4t. Exciting bashfulness or shame.

A woman yet must blush when bashful is the case.

Mir. for Mags., p. 59.

bashfully (bash'ful-i), adi: It. Without self-

possession; with misgivings. 2. In a bashful,

modest, or shy manner.
bashfulness (bash'ful-nes), n. The quality of

being bashful
;
excessive or extreme modesty ;

timorous shyness ;
want of confidence. [For-

merly, like bashful, a term of commendation,

Any one of the three players who in the game
of base-ball are stationed at first, second, and
third bases.

basement (bas'ment), n. [= MLG. basement,

basiment, oasmenf, base, pedestal; cf. F. sou-

merty often used to mark the bases; hence, by

tion ,
a base. ['

Up from its deep reservoirs, from the mysterious base- gnonette, Reseda lutea : so called from its

S Itfc. 1 1 low stati.rpire -

menu of the mountain, wells the silent stream.

j. A. 'Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 322. base-running (bas'run"ing), n. In base-ball,

2. In arch. : (a) The portion of the elevation the act of running from base to base,

of a structure which performs the function in bases, n. Plural of oasis.

the design of constituting a support to those base-spirited (bas spir'i-ted), a. Having a

portions which come above it; especially, the base or mean spirit; mean; cowardly,

substructure of a columnar or arched construe- bash1
(bash), v. [E. dial, or colloq. ;

in popular

tion, but also the lowest member in the design apprehension regarded as imitative (cf. bang,

of a wall, etc. Compare 6ase2, 3. dash, smash, etc.), but prob. of Scand. origin,
ndVflA4-Ari fntrm f\f haoLS /nriTw rKc /if fiiol

It [the tomb] consisted of a square basement surrounded

by a Doric peristyle with engaged columns, and surmounted

by a pyramid, on the apex of which was placed the lion as

the epitheraa, or crowning ornament.
C. T. Newton, Art and Archceol., p. 83.

(b) A floor or story which is wholly or in part
beneath the surface of the ground, but is usu-

ally, as distinguished from a cellar, well lighted,
and fitted up and used for household or other

usual purposes. 3. The act of basing, or the

state of being based. [Bare.] Basement mem-
brane, in anat., a delicate membrane, formed of flat-

tened cells, which underlies the epithelium of mucous
membranes, and covers that of secreting glands. Also

assibilated form of bask3 (now obs.
;

cf. dial.

basking, a sound thrashing), < Dan. baske, slap,

drub, Sw. basa, whip, drub, beat.] I. trans.

To strike with a heavy blow; beat violently;
knock out of shape. [Colloq. and prov. Eng.]

A woman, a whelp, and a walnut-tree,
The more you bash 'em the better they be.

Proverbial saying.

[The above proverb refers to the practice of beating wal-

nut-trees when in bud with poles, or beating off the fruit,

a proceeding which was thought to increase their produc-
tiveness.]

II. intrans. To strike; knock. [Colloq. and

prov. Eng.]
called membrana propria. Basement tissue, the suii- bash1 (bash), n, fCf. Dan. bask, a blow. Sw.

,1 __ f ______ n i;_*_ i
*

A j.*.- . i . ,'' ,
*

. . i_ T i

bas, whipping, beating; from the verb.] A
blow that knocks out of shape, or leaves a dent.

and prov. Eng.]
(bash), t>. [< ME. basshen, baschen, bat-

sen, by apheresis for abashen, etc., abash: see

abash.] I. trans. To daunt; dismay; abash;
confound; confuse.

She that bash'd the sun-god with her eyes.
Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

H, intrans. 1. To be daunted, dismayed, or
confounded.
His countenaunce was bold, and bashed not
For Guyons lookes, but scornefull eyeglaunce at him shot.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 37.

Make Venus' leman, arm'd in all his pomp,
Bash at the brightness of your hardy looks.

Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

2. To be abashed or ashamed
;
be put out of

countenance.

stance of basement membrane. English basement, the

entrance-story of a city house when it is on the level of

But the most conspicuous importation from Britain

was the house New Yorkers call the English basement
the house which has its entrance at the level of the street

and its drawing-rooms upstairs, as distinguished from the
Dutch type with its "high stoop" giving immediate ac-

cess to the chief apartments. The Century, XXXI. 549.

basement-story (bas'ment-st6'
i

'ri), n. Same
as basement, 2 (b).

base-minded (bas'min
//

ded), a. Of a low spirit
or mind

;
mean

; dishonorably inclined.

base-mindedly (bas'mln"ded-li), adv. In a
base-minded or dishonorable manner.

base-molding (bas'm61"ding), n. In arch., an
ornamental molding at the base of any archi-

tectural feature, as a column, pedestal, or espe-

cially a wall.

basenti a. [Appar. one of Spenser's made words.._. . ,.
Cf. Sc. bazed, stupefied; "D.rcrbazen, astonish.] bash3 (bash), v. t. [E. dial.; perhaps another
Extended as with astonishment.

He full of bashfulness and truth.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Bulloigne, ii. ]

We have in England a particular bashfulness in every-

thing that regards religion. Addiaon, Spectator, No. 458.

=Syn, Bashfulness, Modesty, Diffidence, Shyness, Coy-
ness, timidity, sheepishness. Bashfulness, literally readi-

ness to be abashed, designates timidity and a disturbed

state of feeling at meeting with others, or being brought
into any prominence. It is natural and not unbecoming
to the young, but with advancing years seems a defect;
it is often a transient state of feeling. Modesty goes
deeper into the character ; it is either a proper and be-

coming distrust of one's self and one's powers, or a high-
minded freedom from assurance and assumption ; it is

always an excellence, unless explicitly said to be excessive.

Dijfidence is a defect ; it is an undue distrust of self, with
fear of being censured for failure, tending to unfit one for

duty. Shyness is simply a constitutional shrinking from
contact with others; it is the result of sensitiveness.

Coyness is shyness where advances are made by others ; a

shrinking from familiarity, perhaps in a coquettish way.

Yet unask'd,
His bashfulness and tenderness at war,
He set himself beside her.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

It is to be noted that modesty in a man is never to be
allowed as a good quality, but a weakness, if it suppresses
his virtue, when he has at the same time a mind to exert
himself. Sir R. Steele, Tatler, No. 52.

As an actor, Mr. Cunningham obtained little reputa-

tion, for his dij/idence was too great to be overcome.
Johnson.

For the very cause of shyness is an over-anxiety as to

what people are thinking of you ; a morbid attention to

your own appearance.
Whately, Bacon's Essay of Discourse.

The laugh that guides thee to the mark,
When the kind nymph would coyness feign,
And hides but to be found again.

Dryden, tr. of Horace, I. ix. 36.

bashi-bazouk (bash'i-ba-zok'), n. [Turk.
bashi-bozuq, one who is in no particular dress
or uniform, an irregular soldier or civilian,
< bashi, head, head-dress, dress and appear-
ance, 4- bozuq, spoilt, disorderly, bad, < boz,

spoil, damage, destroy.] A volunteer and ir-

regular auxiliary, serving in connection with
the Turkish army for maintenance, but with-

out pay or uniform. Bashi-bazouks are generally

mounted, and because unpaid frequently resort to pillage.

They are also at the command of municipal governors,
and when detailed to accompany travelers or expeditions

through the country they expect not only to be "found,"
but to be suitably rewarded with bakshish.

bashlesst (bash'les), a. [< basli^ + -less. Cf.

bashful.] Shameless; unblushing. Spenser.

bashlyk (bash'lik), n. [Also bashlik, repr. Russ.

bashluiku, a Caucasian hood or cowl.] A sort

of hood or head-covering with long ends, usu-

ally made in one piece, worn in Russia. Theoiou ywaou/, i/. t,. L^J. UMU.
| ptiii<*pa OUVVUVA ally luaue in uiic picue, wurii iii MIISMII. rue

use of iosft1.] In coal-mining, to fill with rub- best qualities are of a fine light-brown camel's-hair cloth



bashlyk
ornamented with silver or silver-gilt galloon. A similar

article to which this name li;is In-fit niven is worn by
women in the United States as a light covering for the
head.

ll;mi,'ing between the shoulders, and knotted around the
neek [of the Dttghcstani] is the Intuhlik, or hood, worn dur-

ing bad weather, this hood being of a nim^'ii roior.

O'Dotiuvan, Merv, ii.

I considered that a light fur and a bashlyk a cloth

hood which protects the ears would be quite Milticient

to keep out the cold. D. il. Wallace, Russia, p. 21.

Bashmuric (bash-mS'rik), n. A dialect of Cop-
tic, named from the district Bashmur of Lower
Egypt, in the eastern part of the Delta: as, the

Basnmuric version of the New Testament. Also
Basnturic.

basi-. The combining form, in various scien-

tific terms, of Latin basis (Or. fidaif), base. See
ftufe

basia (ba'/i-a), n. pi. [Lit. kisses; pi. of L.
litifiHiii, a kiss.] A name for erotic verses or
amorous writings of any kind; anacreontics;
sapphics : as, the basia of Bonnefons and Se-
cundus.
basial (ba'zi-al), a. [< L. basium, a kiss, + -?.]

Relating to or consisting of a kiss. [Rare.]

The innocent gaiety of his sister-in-law expressed itself

in the
"
funny answers

"
and the baitial salutation.

Quarterly Rev.

basi-alveolar (ba"si-al-ve'o-lar), a. [< ba.tion +
<i!i-riiltii-.~] In craniam., pertaining to the basion
and the alveolar point. Also buxio-iilniilitr.

Basi-alveolar length, the distance between the basfon
and tlie alveolar point. Bast-alveolar line, the line Join-
ing the hasion and the alveolar point. See craniometry.
basiation (ba-zi-a'shon), n. [< L. basiatio(n-),
< basiare, pp. basiatus, kiss, < basium, a kiss.]

Kissing. [Rare.]
basiator (ba'zi-a-tor), n. [NL., < L. basiator, a

kisser, < basiare, kiss: see basia tion.~] The or-

bicular muscle of the mouth. Also called or-

biculiiris oris and oscularis.

basibrachial (ba-si-bra'ki-al),
n. In some mollusks, a piece
like an inverted T, which
forms a support to the base
of the " arms" of the fore foot.

basibracteolate (ba-si-brak'-
te-o-lat). a. [< L. basis, a

base, T NL. bracteola +
-ate 1

.] In bot., having bracts
at the base : applied especially
to the involucre of a compo-
site flower when it is sur-
rounded at the base by a series showing

of bracts, as in the dandelion.
"

basibranchial (ba-si-brang'ki-al), a. and n.

i<

L. basis, a base, + branchiie, gills, + -al.~\

. a. Pertaining to the base or bony basis of

gills or branchise, or to the corresponding vis-

ceral arches of abranchiate vertebrates.

II. n. A bone or cartilage forming the base
of a branchia, gill-arch, or visceral arch, in
birds, the basibranchial is the single median piece of the
hyoid apparatus usually called urohyal. In typical fishes

there are three basibranchials in a longitudinal row, be-
neath the foremost of which is the urohyal, and In front
the glossohyal.

basic (ba'sik), a. [< base* + -c.] 1. Relat-

ing to a base ;
of the nature of a base

;
funda-

mental.

This fciixi'r principle runs through the literature of the
past from the days of the Zend A vesta.

If. A. Rev., CXLIII. 373.

2. In chem. : (a) Performing the office of a base
in a salt. (6) Having the base in excess

;
hav-

ing more than one equivalent of the base for
each equivalent of acid. 3. In gcol., contain-

ing a relatively small amount of silica: ap-
plied to crystalline rocks, as basalt : opposed
to acidic. 4. In anat., basal; basilar Basic
alum. See alum. Basic blue. See blue. Basic line,
in the spectrum, a name given by Lockyer to those lines in
the spectrum of an element which, as the spectrum changes
under increase of temperature, become more conspicuous
while the others disappear. Certain of these lines being
common to the spectra of two substances(e. (/..cadmium
and iron), it is inferred that they may belong to a common
element present in both and liberated at the highest tem-
perature. Basic lining, a lining fitted to the interior of
a Bessemer converter, having a tendency to absorb the
phosphorus in the melted metal. Basic process, a pro-
cess of making steel or homogeneous iron, consisting in

introducing into the lining composition of the Bessemer
converter and into the charges lime or other earthy base,
which absorbs phosphorus and other impurities in the
pig-iron, and permits the use of cheap grades of metal for
conversion into steel. Also called the Thoman-Gilchrixt
process. Basic water, water when, as in some cases, it

appears to act as a base.

basicerite (ba^sis'e-rit), n. [< Gr. ftaoif, base, +
Ktpaf, horn.] In Crustacea, the second joint of
the antenna, or long feeler, succeeding the coxo-
Cerite. In the crawfish (Astaau) it bears the scaphoccrite

30
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(considered to represent an exopodltc) and ischiocerite.
Sre 1'iniofititltnlmia.

basicity (ba-sis'i-ti), . [< basic + -ity.] In
cln in. : (a) The state of being a base, or of play-
ing the part of a base in combination. (Ii) The
power of an acid to unite with one or more
atoms of a base.
Another way in w;h!ch acids may be classified has refer-

ence to their batticittf: they may be divided into mono-
basic, dibasic, and tribasic acids.

//. Walt*, Diet, of Chem., I. 46.

basicranial (ba-si-kra'ni-al), a. [< L. basis, a

base, + NL. cranium + -aL] Pertaining to the
base of the skull. Baslcranial axis. See niisi.

basidia. n. Plural of basidium.

basidigltal (ba-si-dij'i-tal), a. [< L. basis, a

base, + digitus. finger, 4- -al.] In anat., of or

pertaining to the bases of the digits: applied
to the metacarpal and metatarsal bones.
Each digit has a proximal basi-dimtal . . . bone, upon

which follows a linear series of phalanges.
Huxley, Anat Vert., p. 31.

basidigitale (ba'si-dij-i-ta'le), n.
; pi. basidiiji-

iiilm (-li-a). [NL. : see basidigital.] One of
the basidigital bones; a metacarpal or meta-
tarsal bone.

Basidiomycetes (ba-sid'i-o-mi-se'tez), n. pi.

[NL., < basidium T Gr. uiixr/f, pi. ulna/res, mush-
room.] The group of fungi in which the spores
are borne on basidia, including the Hymenomy-
cetes, (lasteromi/cetes, and most of the larger
fungi known as mushrooms and toadstools.
See cut under basidium.

basidiomycetous (ba-sid'i-o-mi-se'tus), a. [<
Basidioiiii/rt -Irs + -oiis.] Belonging to or hav-

ing the characters of the Basidiomycetes.
basidiospore (ba-sid'i-6-spor), n. [< NL. basi-

dium + Gr. airopa, seed.] A spore borne on a
basidium.

basidiosporous
(ba-sid-i-os'po-
rus), a. [< ba-

sidiospore +
-ous. ] Produ-

cing spores by
means of ba-
sidia.

basidium (ba-
sid'i-um), n!

;
Basidia.

lttni<li/i f i^^ a t basidium of Ctathrtts fanfettatus ; 6,of.oasmia ^a; .

Aearicu, , c. Or Lycopv&m Ctp/.
NL., dim. of
r. f}datf, a base.] In bot., an enlarged cell in

basidiomycetous fungi, arising from the hyme-
nium, and producingby abstraction spores borne

upon slender projections at its summit.
basifacial (ba-si-fa'shial), a. [< L. basis, base,
+ fades, face, + -al.] Relating to the base of
the face, or of the facial, as distinguished from
the proper cranial, part of the whole skull : ap-
plied to an anterior evertebral region of the
base of the primordial skull, corresponding to
the situation of the trabeculss cranii, and con-

sequently in advance of the notochordal region
known as the basicranial. See cut under
craniofadal.

This section of the primordial skull maybe conveniently
termed the basi-facial region, the trabeculse forming a
support for the forebram.

Button, Proc. Zool. Soc., 1885, p. 577.

Basifacial axis. See oxtsi.

basification (ba'si-fi-ka'shon), n. [< basify :

see -ation.] In chem., the act of basifying.
basifler (ba'si-fi-er), n. In chem., that which
basifies, or converts into a salifiable base.
basiflxed (ba'si-fikst), a. [< L. basis, base, +
ftriw, fixed, + -ed2.] In bot., attached by the
base or lower end, as an
anther upon the filament.

basifugal (ba-sif'u-gal), a.

[< L. basis, a base, + fu-
gere, flee.] Receding from
the base: in bot., said of
thegrowth of leaveswhich
are developed from the
base upward.
Two extreme cases may there-

fore be distinguished in leaves,
althoughcloselyconnected byin-
termediate forms : the predom-
inantly bairifugal or apical, and _. , . .,

the predominantly basal growth, de Botanique." )

Sarht, Botany (trans.), p. 138.

basify (ba'si-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. basified,

ppr. basifying. [< L. basis, a base, + facere,
make: see -fy.] In chem., to convert into a
salifiable base.

basigynium (ba-si-jin'i-um), . ; pi. basi-

1/1/11111 (-a). [NL., < Gr. /idaif, a base, + ywfi,
a female.] In bot., a stalk rising above the
base of the flower, and bearing the ovary at its

Basifixed Anthers.

Basilian

summit, as in plants of the genus Clmnif. Also
called />iiiloi/i/iiium, or more frequently gyno-
lilinrc (which see).

basihyal (bii-si-hi'al), w. and a. [< L. basis, a
base, + hy(i)iit) + -nl.] I. n. 1. In vertebrate
a n i it. . 1 1 1 1 < listal bony element of the second post-
oral visceral arch, or hyoidean apparatus, rep-
resented in human anatomy by the so-called

body of the hyoid bone, bearing two pairs of
horns or cornua ; in general, the basis or body
proper of the hyoid arch ;

the basihyoid. See
cut under shall. 2. In irlitlt., the segment of
the branchiostegal arch next to the basibran-
chial and urohyal. It is generally double, or

composed of two pieces on each side.

IT. a. Relating to the basis or body of the

hyoid bone or hyoid arch.

basihyoid (ba-si-hi'oid), a. and n. [< L. basin,

a base, + E. hyoid.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

the basihyal.
II. n. Same as basihyal.

basil 1
(baz'il), n. [Early mod. E. also bazil, bas-

scl, < ME. basile. < OF. basile, mod. F. batsUir =
It. basilico, < ML. basilicum, basilicon (cf. L. ba-

ttilisca, a plant, also called regula, mentioned as
an antidote for the bite of the basilisk : see

basilisk), < Gr. fiaathK6v (sc. Aa^avw, herb),
basil, neut. of paadiKOf, royal, < flaoifovf, king,
a word of unknown origin.] A name of several
labiate plants, especially of the genus Ocyntum.
0. baxilicum, a native of India, is much used in cookery,
especially in France, and is known as sweet or common
basiL Bush or lesser basil is 0. minimum. The holy basil
of India, O. sanctum, is considered sacred to Vishnu, and
rosaries are made of its wood. For the wild, stone, or
field basil of Europe, see basil-weed. In the United States
the name is given to other aromatic labiates, especially
to species of Fycnantheinum.
The ancienta had a curious notion relative to the plant

basil (O. basilicum), viz., that there IB a property in l*i*il

to propagate scorpions, and that by the smell thereof

they are bred in the brains of men.
Quoted in N. and Q., 1st Her., VIII. 40.

He once called her his basil plant ; and when she asked
for an explanation, said that bturtt was a plant which had
flourished wonderfully on a murdered man's brains.

George Eliot, Middlemarch, Finale.

Basil-oil, an aromatic oil obtained from the roots of the
basil. McMrath.

basil2t, ". [Early mod. E. (def. 1) bassil, < OF.
tin fill-, mod. F. basilic, a basilisk : see basilisk.]
1. A large cannon throwing a heavy shot. See
basilisk, 4. 2. [Perhaps in allusion to a can-

non-ball.] An iron or fetter fastened round the
ankle of a prisoner.
basi!3t (baz'il), . A corruption of bezel.

basil* (baz'il), n. A corruption of basan.

basilad (bas'i-lad), adv. [< NL. basil(aris) (see
basilar) + -ad3.] To or toward the base.

basilar (bas'i-lar), a. [= F. basilaire, < NL.
basilaris, < L. basis, a base.] Relating to or sit-

uated at the base, especially of the skull.
Basilar angle. See eranimi>etry. Baailar artery, the
artery formed by the junction of the vertebral arteries,
and lying on the basilar process of the occipital bone.
Basilar groove, a smooth depression on the upper side of
the basilar process. Basllar membrane of the cochlea,
a delicate membrane stretching from the lamina spiralis
to the outer wall. It forms the floor of the canal of the

cochlea, and supports the organ
of Corti. Basilar process,
that portion .of the occipital
bone which lies in front of the
foramen magnum. Basilar
segment, the compound and
otherwise modified segment of
the body of a centiped immedi-
ately succeeding the cephalic
segment. It hears several pairs
of appendages, and has neen
considered to be composed of
four morphological somites.
Basilar sinus, or basilar
plexus, the transverse sinus.

-Basiiar suture, in anat.,
the suture between the basilar

process of the occipital bone
and the body of the sphenoid. Basilar vein, a vein
ascending from the base of the brain on the outer side of
the crus cerebri and emptying into the vena Galeni.

basilary (bas'i-la-ri), a. Same as basilar.

basilateral (ba-si-lat'e-ral), a. [< L. basis, a
base, + latus (toter-),"side, + -al.] Situated
at the side of the base. Also basotateral.

Basileuterns (bas-i-lu'te-rus), n. [NL., with

quasi-compar. suffix, < Gr. fiaotfalf, a king.]
A large genus of tropical and subtropical
American oscine passerine birds, of the fam-
ily MniotUtidte and subfamily Setophagiiue ; a
group of pretty fly-catching warblers related
to the common American redstart. Several of the
Mexican species reach the lower Rio Grande, but most are
more southerly. B. rufifrons is a characteristic example.
Basilian (ba-sil'i-an). a. and n. [< LL. Basilius,
Basil the Great (died A. D. 379), < Gr. /3oo-i'Xe)f,
lit. kingly, < flaatf^if, king.] I. a. Relating
to St. Basil the Great, a Greek father of the
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basin

appar. for 'baccinus, 'baccinum, prop, an adj.

form, < bacca, a bowl ('vas aquarium': see

backs), perhaps of Celtic origin ;
cf . Gael, bac,

a hollow, a hook, crook, = W. bach, a hook, =
Bret, bak, bag, a shallow boat : see back3 .

Hence basinet.] 1. A circular dish or vessel
of greater width than depth, contracting to-

ward the bottom, and used chiefly to hold water
or other liquid, especially for washing, but also

for various other purposes.
Let one attend him with a silver baton,
Full of rose-water, snd bestrew d with flowers, . . .

And nay, Will't please your lordship cool your hands?
Slink., T. of the S., Ind., i.

2. As much as a basin will hold; a basinful.

3. In the arts and manuf. : (a) In hat-making, a
vessel filled with boiling water in which the
loose mat of felted fur formed on the cone for

a hat-body is dipped in the process of basining
(see basin, r. t.), in order to shrink it to the

proper size. Also called tizing-kettlt. (ft) A
concave piece of metal on which glass-grinders
form their convex glasses, (c) The scale or
scale-dish of a balance when concave. 4t. A
pair of hollow metal dishes clashed together
like cymbals to produce sound: formerly beat-
en when infamous persons were exposed in a

cart as a punishment. 5. A basin-shaped ves-
sel hung by chains from the roof of a church,
with a pricket in the middle for the serges. See

xerge
2

. When of silver, such vessels usuallyhad
a brass or latten basin within to catch the wax-

droppings. 6f. The hollow part of a plate or

dish.
Silver dishes snd plates ... in the edges snd batint of

which wss placed . . . gold medals.

Pepyt, Diary, July 21, 1882. (A'. B. D.)

7. A natural or artificial reservoir for water.
() A pond ; a bay ; a dock for ships. (4) In a canal, a

space which enables boats to turn, or to lie and unload,
without obstructing the passage of other boats, () The

re
between the gates in a dock.

In geog. : (a) The area drained by a river.
The term fa ordinarily used only when speaking of a
large river, and then includes toe entire area drained by
the main stream and its tributaries. The line separating
two river-systems from each other Is the watershed. A
etosofowus fa an area which has no outlet to the sea. In
the United States, the Great Satin fa that portion of the
Cordfllenn region which has no such outlet, comprising
an area of about 225,000 square miles. (6) A basin-

shaped depression or hollow ; a circular or oval

valley. 9. Ingeol., an area overwhich the strat-

ified formations are so disposed as to show
that they were deposited in succession within
a basin-shaped depression of the original sur-

face, thus giving rise to a series of beds which
have a general dip toward a common center,

especially near the edges of the area. In some in-

stances the basin structure U very marked, ss in the case of

the Forest of Dean and Inde coal-flelds. Sometimes, how-

ever, a mere synclinal depression of the strata fa called a
basin ; and this is especially the case in the Appalachian
coal-field, where any smaller area, separated by erosion
from the main body of the coal-bearing strata, may be
called a basin. The geological basins of London and ParU
are especially known and interesting. The rocks of both are

chiefly Lower Tertiary, or Eocene and OUgocene, the name
sometimes given to that part of the series which is inter-

mediate in age between Eocene and Miocene. The impor-
tant member of the London basin the " London clay

"

fa absent from the Paris basin. The Middle Eocene fa rep-
resented in the Paris basin by an extremely fossiliferous

rock, the Calcaire grottier (which see). The Tertiary of
the Paris basin, like that of the London basin, rests on a
thick mass of white chalk. This has been completely bored
through at various points, for the purpose of obtaining

water, which rises above the surface in large quantities at

the wells of Crenelle and Passy, and at other points.

10. In anat.: (a) The third ventricle of the
brain. (6) [Cf. P. bassin in same sense.] The
pelvis. 11. In entom., a large concavity in a
surface ; specifically, a concave portion of the
metatboracic segment over the base of the
abdomen. The basin of the antenna fa a concavity in

which the antenna fa inserted, often limited on the inner
side by a carina, as in the ants.

Formerly also spelled bason.
Barber's basin. See barber.

basin (ba'sn), r. t. [< basin, n.] In hat-making,
to harden or shrink to the proper size, as a hat-

body in the process of felting, by dipping in the

basin of hot water, wrapping in the basining-
cloth (which see), and rolling on a table. Also

spelled bason.

The hat fa bammed, or rendered tolerably firm.

L'rc, Diet, IL 784.

basinasal (ba-si-na'zal), a. [< basion + nation
+ -al.] In craniom.,"pertaining to the basion
and the nasion pa1"a?|i length, the distance be-
tween the basion snd the nasion. See craniometry.
basined (ba'snd), a. Inclosed in a basin.

[Rare.]

Thy barined rivers and imprisoned seas.

Young, Night Thoughts, U. 1.
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basinerved (ba'si-nervd), a. [< L. basin, a

base, + nerrus, nerve, + -ed2.] In hot., bavin*;
the nerves all springing from the base : applied
to leav--.

basinet, basnet (bas'i-net, bas'net), n. [Also
baftxinet, bascinet, < ME. bonnet, basenet, basnet,

bacenett, bacynet, < OF. bacinet (P. bassinet = Pr.

bacinet Sp. Pg. bacinete = It. bacinetto), dim.
of bacin, a basin, a helmet in the form of a
basin : see basin and -ft.] A steel cap, original-

ly of very simple form, named from its resem-
blance to a little basin. It was ordinarily worn
alone ; but in battle the heavy helmet or heaume was
placed over it, resting upon the armor of the neck and
boulders. When the heaume came to be abandoned, on
account of its great weight, the basinet was furnished
with a vizor. It was the commonest form of headpiece
during the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and so
continued until the Introduction of the arniet. See hel-

met, viior, aventaiU, eamail, and armor.

"So, youngster," said he, looking at Glendinning, and
seeing hfa military dress,

" thou hast ta'en the bam* at

last? It fa a better cap to live in than die in."

Seott, Monastery. II. 213.

basinful (ba'sn-fnl), n. As much as a basin
will hold.

basining-cloth (bas'ning-kldth), . [< basin-

ing, verbal n. of basin, c., + cloth.] In hat-

making, the cloth in which a hat-body as taken
from the cone is wrapped after dipping in the

basin, and rolled on a table, to complete the

process of felting.

basin-trap (ba'sn-trap), n. A seal or trap
placed in the waste-pipe of a set basin to pre-
vent the escape of sewer-gas.
basin-wrench (ba'sn-rench), n. A plumbers'
wrench, having the jaws presented on one side,
for working in contracted spaces.
basio-alveolar (ba'si-o-al-ve'o-lar), a. [< ba-

sion + alveolar.] Same as basi-alveolar.

basioccipital (ba'si-ok-sip'i-tal), a. and n. [<
L. basis, a base, + occiput (occipit-), occiput, +
-al.] L, a. Pertaining to the base of the occi-

put, or to the basilar process of the occipital
bone Basioccipital tooth, a tooth attached to a pro-
longation downward of the basioccipital bone, as In the

carp and tench.

IL n. The centrum of the first (hindmost)
cranial segment, forming the basis of the com-

pound occipital bone, called in human anat-

omy the basilar process of the occipital, which

anteriorly articulates or ankyloses with the

basisphenoid, and posteriorly circumscribes in

part the foramen magnum. Its normal union with
two exoccipitals and a supraoccipital constitutes the thus

compound occipital bone. See cuts under eraniofaeial,
Crotalut, Etoi, and GaUinae.

basioglossns (ba'si-o-glos'us), n. [< L. basis,
a base, + Gr. y/^aaa, tongue.] That portion of

the hyoglossns muscle which arises from the

body of the hyoid bone.
basion (ba'si-on), n. [XL.] In anat., the mid-
dle of the anterior margin of the foramen

magnum. See cut under craniometry.
basiophthaLmite( ba'si-of-thal'mit), n. [< Or.

paou;, a base, + ofSaAfwf, eye.] The proximal or
basal joint of the movable two-jointed ophthal-
mite or peduncle of the eye of a stalk-eyed
crustacean, the other joint being the podoph-
thalmite. See cut under stalk-eyed.

basipetal (ba-sip'e-tal). a. [< L. basis, a base
+ petere, seek. + -al.] Directed toward the

base; in bot., developing from the apex down-
ward: applied to growth in the leaf when the
rachis or midvein is developed first, then the
leaflets or lobes in succession from the top
downward.
basipodite (ba-sip'o-dit).n. [< Gr. Paaif, base,
+ jrotf (iro<5-)'= E.'foot.] In crustaceans: (a)
The proximal joint of the limb of an arthropod
animal, by which the limb is articulated with
the body. Dunman. (b) The second joint of

a developed endopodite, between the coxopo-
dite (protopodite) and the ischiopodite. Hilnt-

basisylvian

Edtrards ; Huxley. See also cut under endoji"-
dite.

basipoditic (ba-sip-o-dit'ik), a. Pertaining to

or of the nature of a basipodite. Huxley, Cray-
. Iftt.

basipterygial (ba-sip-te-rij'i-al), a. [< L. basis,

a base, + pterygial.] "Situated at the base of

the fin, as of a eephalopod.
In Sepia, along the whole base-line of each lateral On of

the mantle, fa a "batl-fterwrial cartilage."
B. R^Lanlcetter, Encyc. Brit, XVI. 875.

basipterygoid (ba-sip-ter'i-goid), a. and n. [<
L. basis, a base, 4- pterygoid.] L a. Pertain-

ing or related to the base of the pterygoid
bone, or the sphenoid Baripterygoid procenet,
in the anatomy of birds, processes which are or may be
situated upon the body or beak of the sphenoid, and ar-

ticulate, or may articulate, with the pterygoki bones. See
cuts under damaynaHma and ilivmauanatktml

II. . A lateral bone or process of bone at

the base of the skull, developed in connection
or relation with sphenoidal and pterygoid ele-

ments.
basirhinal (ba-si-ri'nal), a. [< (ir. ,1acHf, abase,
+ ptf, piv, nose, + -al.] Situated at the base
of the rhinencepbaloQ : applied to a fissure of

the brain called by Wilder postrninal. Oven.

basirostral (ba-si-ros'tral), a. [< L. basis, a

base, + rostrum, beak, Hr -al.] Of, pertaining
to, or situated at the base of the beak or bill

of a bird: as, basirostral bristles.

basifl (ba'sis), B.; pi. bases (-sez). [L-. < Gr.

ftdatc. a going, step, foundation: see base
1

*.]

1. The foundation of anything; that on which
a thing stands or on which anything is reared;
a foundation, groundwork, or supporting prin-

ciple : now most commonly used of immaterial

things.
Build me thy fortunes upon the batit of valour. Chal-

lenge me the Count's youth to fight with him ; hurt him
in eleven places. Skat., T. N., UL 2.

Who builds a monument, the batit Jasper,
And the main body brick?

Fletcher, Mad Lover, Iv. 4.

Good health to the bant of all physical, Intellectual,

moral, and spiritual development.
J. P. Clarice, Self-Culture, IL

2. In arch., same as base?, 3. 3t. A pedestal.

Observing an English inscription upon the batit, we
read it over several times. Additon.

4. The principal constituent of a compound;
a fundamental ingredient. 5. ililit., same
as base2, 15 (a). 6. In crystal, and petrog.,
same as basal plane (which see, under basal).

7. In bot. and conch., same as base2,
4. 8.

[XL.] In ana t., the base; the fundamental or

basilar part of anything : as, basis cranii, the

base of the skull. 9. In pros., a trochee
or its substitute preceding the dactyls of a

logaoedic series. An apparent spondee or iambus,
a Ring syllable of three times, or even a pyrrbic, tri-

brach, or anapest, may be used as a basis, and an anacrusis

may be prefixed to it. The basis fa sometimes double.

[This meaning of the word fa of modern introduction

(Gottfried Hermann). In ancient Greek writers on met-
rics the meaning of S<urn is : (a) That part of the foot

which takes the <nwi<x7ia (ictus) ; the V<rcc. (ft) A series of

syllables united under one principal ictus, whether con-

stituting a single foot or a dipody ; a measure.] EoUc
basis, a basis at the beginning of a dactylic line.

basiscopic (ba-si-kop'ik), a. [< Gr. paau;, a

base, + oiaxreiv, view, + -ic.] Looking toward
the base ; on the side toward the base.

basisolnte (ba-sis'o-lut), a. [< L. basis, a base,
+ solutus, free, loosed: see solution.'] In bot.,

prolonged at the base below the point of origin :

said of leaves.

basisphenoid (ba-si-sfe'noid), a. and n. < ba-

sis -r sphenoid.] I. a. In anat., pertaining
to the body or basis of the compound sphenoid
bone.
IL n. In anat., the centrum of the second

cranial segment, or basis, of the compound
sphenoid bone, represented in human anatomy
by the greater part of the body of the sphenoid
(all that part behind the sella turcica), as

distinguished from its wings and pterygoid
processes, situated in the basicranial axis of

the skull, between the basioccipital and the

presphenoid. It fa always combined with other sphe-
noidal elements, and frequently ankyloses also with the

basioccipiUL See cuts nnder Crataliu, Etox, and tpkenoid.

basispnenoidal (ba'si-sfe-noi'dal), a. Same
as basispltenmd.

basistt (ba'sist), n. [< base* + -ist.] A singer
of bass.

basisylvian (ba-si-sil'vi-an), a. [< L. basis, a

base, + Sylvius, an anatomist after whom the

aqueduct of Sylvius in the brain is named.]
Appellative of one of the lateral fissures of the

brain.



basitemporal

basitemporal (ba-si-tem'po-ral), a. and re. [<
L. basis, a base, + tempora, temples.] I. a.

Situated at the base of the temporal region of

the skull.

II. . A membrane-bone developed at the

base of the skull of many vertebrates, as birds,

opposite the temporal region, underlying the

true basis eranii (which is developed from car-

tilage), and on the same plane as the parasphe-
noid. W. K. Parker.

basivertebral (ba-si-v6r'te-bral), a. [< basis

+ vertebral.] Pertaining to the body or cen-
trum of a vertebra

;
central in a vertebra : as,

basivertebral veins.

bask 1
(bask), v. [< ME. basken, < Icel. "badhask,

now bad/tost, bathe one's self, < badha, = E.

bathe, + sik=G. sich, reflex, pron., one's self;
less prob. < Icel. "bakask, now bakast, warm
one's self at the fire, < baka, = E. bake, + sik,

as above. Cf. Sw. dial, basa sig i solen, bask in

the sun
; badfisk, fishes basking in the sun

;
LG.

sick baken, warm one's self in the sun, lit. bake
one's self; North. E. and So. beak, bask, lit.

bake. For the form, of. busk1 .] I. intrans. If.

To bathe, especially in warm water (and hence
in blood, etc.).

Basked and baththed in their wylde burblyng . . .

Mode. Skeltm, Works, I. 209. (N. E. D.)

2. To lie in or be exposed to a pleasant
warmth ;

luxuriate in the genial heat or rays
of anything : as, to bask in the sunshine.

She desires no isles of the blest, no quiet seats of the just,
To rest in a golden grove, or to bask in a summer sky.

Tennyson, Wages.

3. Figuratively, tobe at ease and thriving under
benign or gratifying influences : as, to bask in
the favor of a king or of one's lady-love.

Merely to bask and ripen is sometimes
The student's wiser business:

Lowell, Under the Willows.

H. trans. To expose to genial warmth; suf-
fuse with agreeable heat.

As I do live by food, I met a fool,
Who laid him down, and bask'd him in the sun,
And rail'd on lady Fortune.

Shak., As you Like it, il. 7.

Basks at the fire his hairy strength.
Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 112.

bask1
(bask), n. (Xftosfci, v.] Emitted warmth

;

a genial radiation or suffusion. [Rare.]
Milton and La Fontaine did not write in the bask of

court favor. /. D'IsraeK, Calam. of Auth., I. 78.

bask2
t, a. [So., prop, baislc, < ME. bask, baisk,

< Icel. beiskr = Sw. Dan. besk, bitter, acrid.]
Bitter. [Old Eng. and Scotch. ]

bask3t (bask), i). [E. dial., obs.: see bash1
.]

Same as bash1 .

basket (bas'ket), n. [< ME. basket; of un-
known origin. The Celtic words, W. basged,
Corn, baseed, Ir. basceid, Gael, bascaid (cf . W.
basg, a netting or piece of wickerwork), are
mod. and from Eug. The supposed original,
L. bascauda, which is mentioned by Martial as

directly of Celtic origin, is defined as a wash-
ing-tub or brazen vessel, and is prob. not con-
nected with basket.] 1. A vessel made of

twigs, rushes, thin strips of wood, or other flex-
ible materials, interwoven in a great variety of

forms, and used for many purposes.
Rude bankets . . .

Woven of the flexile willow. Dyer, The Fleece, ti.

2. The contents of a basket; as much as a bas-
ket will hold : as, a basket of fish.

Do ye not . . . remember the five loaves of the five thou-
sand, and how many baskets ye took up ? Mat. xvi. 9.

3. A measure for fruit, equal in the United
States to three fifths of a bushel, and in Great
Britain to about two bushels. 4. Figuratively,
that which is gathered or placed in a basket or
baskets

; provision for sustenance or use.
Blessed shall be thy basket and thy store. Deut. xxviu. 5.

Making baby-clothes for a charitable basket. Dickens.

5. In old stage-coaches, the two outside seats
facing each other behind.

Its [London's] fopperies come down not only as inside
passengers, but in the very basket.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, i. 1.

6. In hat-making, a wickerwork or wire screen
of an oval shape, for receiving the filaments of
hair which are deposited on it in the operation
of bowing. 7. Milit., a gabion (which see).
8. A protection of wickerwork for the handle
of a sword-stick. 9. In arch., the echinus or
bell of the Corinthian capital, denuded of its
acanthus-leaves. 10. In ichth., the gill-sup-
port in the lamprey (Petromyzon). it consists of
cartilaginous arcs depending from the soft representative
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of the backbone and connected by cross-bars. Basket-
handle arch, see arcAi. Cartilaginous branchial

basket. See Mar-
sipobranchii.ttit
pick of the bas-
ket, the finest of

the whole lot or
number. To be
left in the bas-
ket, to remain un-
chosen or to the

last, like the worst

apples, etc. Togo
,to

Cartilaginous Branchial Basket of lain-

(Pttrm>
column.

prey {Petromyzon ), depending from verte-
bral i

'

(Astrophyton afai

to the basket'
.

go to prison, with
special reference to the alms-basket on which prisoners in

the public jails were formerly dependent for support.
TO pin the baakett, to conclude or settle the matter.

basket (bas'ket), v. t. 1. To put in a basket.

All that come shall be basketed in time, and conveyed
to your door. Cowper, Correspondence, p. 259 (Ord MS.).

2. To cover or protect with basketwork.
Basketed bottles of Zem Zem water appeared standing in

solid columns. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 454.

basket-beagle (bas'ket-be"gl), TO. A beagle
used in hunting a hare that was slipped from
a basket to be coursed.

Gray-headed sportsmen, who had sunk from fox-hounds
to basket-beagles and coursing. Scott, St. Ronan's Well, L

basket-button (bas'ket-but"n), TO. A metal
button with a pattern resembling basketwork.
Dickens.

basket-carriage (bag
'
ket - kar '

aj), re. A light
carriage made of wick-
erwork.

basket-couching(bas'-
ket-kou"ching), TO. A
kind of embroidery; a
stitch used in embroi-

dery. See couching,
basket-fern (bas'ket-
fern), TO. The common
male fern, Aspidium
Filix-mas, from the bas-
ket-like form of its

growth.
basket-fish (bas'ket-
fish), n. A kind of Me-
dusa's-head or ophiurian, Astrophyton agassizi;
a euryalean sand-star of the family Astrophy-
tidce, found on the coast of New England: so
named by Governor John Winthrop of Connec-

ticut, about 1670. The name is given to other species
of the same genus, all alike remarkable for the extraordi-

nary subdivision of the rays into minute tendrils, which
have been estimated to number 80,000. Astrophi/tan ecu-
ini n in is also called the Shetland argus. Also called bas-

ket-urchin and sea-basket.

"Until a better English name be found for it, why may
it not be called ... a basket-fish, or a net-fish, or a purse-
net fish?" And so it remains to this day, as the Governor
of Connecticut first christened it.

E. P. Wrigh',, Anim. Life, p. 569.

basketful (bas'ket-ful), TO. As much as a bas-
ket will hold.

basket-grate (bas'ket-grat), TO. A grate with
bars at bottom, front, and sides.

basket-hare (bas'ket-har), TO. A captive hare

slipped from a basket to be coursed in the ab-
sence of other game.
basket-hilt (bas'ket-hilt). TO. A hilt, as of a

sword, which covers the hand, and defends it

from injury.
Would my sword had a close basket-hilt, to hold wine,

and the blade would make knives !

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, 1. 1.

You see where his viol hangs by his basket-hilt sword.

Steele, Spectator, No. 109.

basket-halted (bas'ket-hil'ted), a. Furnished
with a basket-hilt.

basket-hoop (bas'ket-hop), TO. A name in Ja-
maica of Croton lucidus, an aromatic euphorbia-
ceous shrub.

basket-lizard (bas'ket-liz'ard), TO. A book-
name of lizards of the genus Gerrhosaurus, hav-
ing a coloration resembling wickerwork.
basket-of-gold (bas'ket-ov-gold'), TO. The yel-
low alyssum, Alyssum saxatile.

basket-palm (bas'ket-pam), TO. The talipot-
palm of the East Indies, Corypha umbraculi-

fera.

basketry (bas'ket-ri), TO. [< basket+ -ry.] Bas-
ketwork or basketware ; basket-making.
basket-urchin (bas'ket-er"chin), re. Same as

basket-fish.

basket-withe (bas'ket-with), n. A twining
shrub of tropical America, Tournefortia volu-

bilis, natural order Boraginacece.
basket-wood (bas'ket-wud), TO. A tall woody
climber of the West Indies, Serjania polyphylla,
the slender, supple stems of which are used
for basketwork.

Basquish

basketwork (bas'ket-werk), n. Wickerwork;
anything made in the form or manner of a bas-
ket

; specifically, in fort., work composed of
withes and stakes interwoven, as in wicker con-
structions of gabions, fascines, hurdles, etc.

basket-worm (bas'ket-werm), n. Same as

bag-worm.
baskingt (bas'king), n. [E. dial., verbal n. of

bask'**.] A sound thrashing. [Prov. Eng.]
basking-shark (bas'king-shark), n. A popular
name of the Cetorhimts maximus (or Selache max-
ima), one of the largest of the sharks, it is an
inhabitant of the northern seas, and has been known to
reach the length of 40 feet. It frequently comes to the sur-
face and basks in the sunshine. Its food consists chiefly of
small animals, which are strained from the water by a pe-

Basking- or Bone-shark (Cetorhinus maximits}.

culiar development of the gill-structures. The liver is very
large and yields a great quantity of oil, as much as twelve
barrels having been obtained from a single individual.
Other popular names are bone-shark (by which it is gen-
erally known along the American coast), homer or hoe-

mother, sailfish, and sunfijih. See Cetorhinidce.

baslard (bas'lard), re. [< ME. baselard, baslard,

baselarde, < AF. baselard, < OF. basalart (ML.
bassilardus, basalardus), appar. (. base, a short
knife or saber

;
but cf . OF. baselaire, bazelaire,

badelaire, a short sword: see badelaire.] An
ornamental dagger worn in the fifteenth cen-

tury, hanging at the girdle in front. Baslards
were considered^indispensable to all having claim to gen-
tility. In a satirical song of the reign of Henry V. we are
told that

There is no man worth a leke,
Be he sturdy, be he meke,
But he bere a baselard.

Basmuric, n. See Bashmuric.

basnet, . See basinet.

basolateral (ba-so-lat'e-ral), a. Same as bast-

lateral.

The Bono-lateral angle [of the scutum]. Darurin.

Basommatophora (ba-som-a-tof
'

o-ra), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. jiaaif, base, + O[I/M(T-), eye, + -<j>6pof,

< <t>epi:tv = E. bear1.] A division of pulmonate
gastropodous mollusks. including those which
have the eves at the base of the tentacles, as
in the families Auriculidai, lAmnceidce, etc. : op-
posed to Stylommatophora. See cut under Lim-

basommatophorous (ba-som-a-tof 'o-rus), a.

In conch., having eyes at the base of the ten-

tacles, as a pond-snail ; specifically, pertaining
to the Basommatophora.
bason, TO. and v. t. Same as basin.

Basque1
(bask), TO. and a. [Also Bask; < P.

Basque= Sp. Pg. Basco; ult. = F. Gascon (see
gasconade), < LL. Fosco(re-), one of the inhabi-
tants of Vasconia, Gascony. The Basques call

their language Eskuara.] I. n. 1. One of a
race of unknown origin inhabiting the Basque
provinces and other parts of Spain in the neigh-
borhood of the Pyrenees, and part of the de-

partment of Basses-Pyr6n6es, France. 2. The
language of the Basques, supposed to represent
the tongue of the ancient Iberians, the primi-
tive inhabitants of Spain. No connection between
it and any other language has as yet been made out. Like
the tongues of America, it is highly polysynthetic. It is

supposed to represent the tongue of a race existing in
southwestern Europe before the immigration of the Indo-
European tribes.

IT. a. Pertaining to the Basques or their

language.
basque^ (bask), TO. [< F. barque, appar. with
ref. to the Basque people. Cf. basquine.] 1.

(at) The short skirt of the body-garment worn
by both sexes. (6) A kind of short-skirted

jacket worn by women, forming the upper part
of a dress : probably so called because it was
worn by the Basques. 2f. A dish of minced
mutton, mixed with bread-crumbs, eggs, etc.,
seasoned and baked.

basqued (baskt), a. Furnished with or having
a basque, as a woman's dress.

basquine (bas-ken'), n. [< F. basquine, < Sp.
basquina, < Basco, Basque.] An outer petti-
coat worn by Basque and Spanish women.
Basquisht (bask'ish), a. and n. [= G. Baskisch ;
< Basque + -ish 1 .] Basque; the Basque lan-

guage.



bas-relief

bas-relief (ba-re-lef, bas-r^-lef), n. [For-

merly base ri'liii'; < F. bag-relief, < It. IMIXSH-

riliei'O (also used in K.), < /;.<.,, low, + rilii r,
relief: sec //.' and >vVi>;/'.] how ri'lirf; in

senlp., a foion of relief in which the figures or

I
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singer having such a voice. 4. A musical in-

strument of any class having a deep, grim-
lour, excelled in gravity only by the contra-
bass. 6. Same us IMI.I.I Hrf (which see, under
clef) Albertl bass, a hass consisting of arpoKui"" "r
lirnkrn chords: so calMd from iu reputed inventor, !)<>-

im-niro Albcrti n[ Vrnirc, who di-<l in 1731*.

Albcrti Uass.

Double bass. See tintbir-bn**. Drone bass,
baHS. -Figured bass, a .;...-* part liavin- the aeeompiiny-
in^' elmnls Kii^Kested by figures written above or l.< lu\v

theii'ites: ttieTiiu^t sueci-.^flll SyS-
tcni of shurtlmml senriiiK at pres-
ent in usu ani'MiLC organisU and
pianists. Also called on

Bassia

'x*-rtoM///uMj).
- Funda-

mental bass. Si-e ftindatntntal.
Ground basa, a fundamental

bass consisting of 4 or 8 bars
whieh an- I'lintiniially repeated
during the whole movement. Also
called btixno-ostinato. Murky
basa. Si-f mm-^n. Supposed

Supposed Bass.

Bas-relief. Tomtwitone of Hc^eso, daiiyhtcr of I'roxeiios. from the
Sacred Way, Athens ; 4th century R. C.

other objects represented project very slightly
from the ground. The most artistic examples of bas-

relief often present to the observer the illusion that their

carving has considerable projection. A bas-relief, or a
work in bas-relief, is a piece of sculpture in this form,

fompare alto-rifievo and mezzo-rilievo. Also bans-relief,

ftan*t>-rilit'vo, ami baimo-relievo,

bass1
(bas), n. [Early mod. E. bos, base, < ME.

base, bace, a corruption of barse: see barse.]

Originally, the perch, but now restricted to

fishes more or less like the true perch, (a) In

Striped-bass, or Kockftsh (Roccuf lineatus}.

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

England, the Labrax lupus, an acanthopterygian fish with
a compressed fusiform contour, two dorsal mis, the first

with 9 spinea, the second with from 12 to 14 rays, a general
grayish or greenish color, relieved by small black spots, and
a whitish belly. It is an esteemed food-fish. (b) In other

English-speaking countries, the name of various fishes,

generally distinguished by a qualifying prefix, as black-

bass, brass-bang, calico-bass, channel-bass, grass-bass, Os-

weffo bass, red-bass, rock-bass, sea-bass, striped-bass, and
white-bass. See the compounded words. Of these the
nearest American relation of the European bass Is the

striped-bass or rockflsh, Kaccus lineattw. Also spelled
hyM

bass2 (bas), n. [A corruption of bast1
, q. v.]

1. Same as bast1 . 2. The American linden
or lime-tree, Tilia Americana. See basswood.
3. A mat made of bass or bast; a bass-mat;
hence, any thick mat or matting; formerly, a
straw hassock or cushion.

Targets consist of straw basses with painted canvas
faces sewed on them. Encyc. Brit., II. 376.

bass3
(bas), o. and n. [Also and more prop.

base (the spelling bass being mod. ,
after It. basso,

and the pron. being that of base), < ME. base,

bace, bas, < OF. bas, fern, basse, low: see base1.]
1. a. In music, low: deep; grave.Bass clari-
net, Clef, cornet. See the nouns.- Bass counter, the
lower or under bass ; that part of a composition having
two bases which is taken by voices or instruments of the
lowest range, as the second-bass voices (bassi profundi)
and the violoncellos. Bass or Turkish drum. See
(truil. Bass horn. Staff. See the nouns. Bass
String, tile name popularly given to the lowest string in

stringed instruments. Bass vloL Sen wof. Bass voice,
a voice adapted for singing bass; the lowest male voice,
the extreme compass of which is from D below the bass
start to I) or E above it, the ordinary compass being from
K below the bass staff to middle C, the note on the first

ledger-line above it.

II. n. 1. In music, the lowest part in the har-

mony of a musical composition, whether vocal or
instrumental. According to some it is the fundamen-
tal or most important part, while others regard the mel-
ody or highest part in that light. Next to the melody, the
bass part is the most striking, the freest and boldest in its

movements, and the richest in effect.

2. A male voice of the lowest or gravest kind,
having a compass of about two octaves from
the second F below middle C, or lower. 3. A

bass, in inttxic, tile lowest note in an inverted chord, as E
in the first inversion of the major common chord <>f (', in

contradistinction to (', which is considered the real basn,
i t, or HciK-nitor of the chord. (See also thorouyh-bass.)

bass3 (bas), v. [< bass*, n.] I. tram. 1. To
sing or play the bass part of

; accompany with
the bass. [Rare.] 2. To sound in a deep
tone. [Rare.]

The thunder,
That deep and dreadful organ-pipe, pronounc'd
The name of i'rospcr ; it did bass my trespass.

Shak., Tempest, iii. 3.

II. intrans. To take the bass part in a concert-
ed piece of music : as, he basses very steadily.
bass4 (bas), n. [Origin uncertain; perhaps for

base (formerly also ban), coal.] In coal-mining,
black carbonaceous shale.

bassr
't (bas), v. t. [< late ME. basse; cf. OF.

baisier. mod. F. baiser, < L. basiare, kiss, < basi-

ii in. a kiss. Cf. In' 1 and />'.] To kiss.

bass5t (bas), n. [< ME. basse, a kiss; prob. from
the verb; cf. L. basium, a kiss.] A kiss; a
buss. Court of Love.

Bassalia (ba-sa'li-a), n. CNL., < LL. bassus,

low, deep (see base1
),+ Gr. dtia, an assemblage,

with an intended allusion to a/?, sea.] In zoii-

geog., the deep-sea realm; a zoological divi-

sion, in a vertical direction, of the waters of the

globe. The depth is not fixed, but depends upon temper-
ature and consequently upon latitude, Bassalia being deep-
est in tropical regions, and more shallow or even super-
ficial toward or at either pole.

Bassalian (ba-sa'li-an), a. Pertaining to the

deep-sea realm called Bassalia.

The ichthyological peculiarities of the Bassalian realm,
as he has proposed to call the deep-sea region.

Science, III. 605.

Bassano ware. See majolica.

Bassaricyon (bas-a-ris'i-on), n. [NL., < Gr.

ftaaeapif, a fox (see Bassaris), + KVOV, a dog.]
A genus of procyoniform quadrupeds^ related
to Bassaris, resembling the kinkajou in exter-
nal form, but having the skull and teeth more
like those of the racoons and coatis. S. gabbi
of Costa Rica is the type. Another species
from Ecuador is B. alleni.

Bassaricyonidae (bas-a-ris-i-on'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Bassaricyon + -idee.'] Another name of

the family Bassarididai. Cones.

Bassarididae(bas-a-rid'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Bas-

sari(d-)s + -idee.] A family of American car-

nivorous quadrupeds, of the arctoid series of

the order Fer<e, suborder Fissipedia, and section

Arctoidea procyoniformia, most nearly related
to the racoons (Procyonidce), having some su-

perficial resemblance to the civets and genets,
and therefore long supposed to represent in the
new world the numerous viverrine quadrupeds
of the old. It is constituted by the genera Bas-
saris (or Bassariscus) and Bassaricyon.
Bassaris (bas'a-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. [laooapie,
a Thracian bacchanal, lit. a fox, equiv. to pao-
adpa, a fox, a Thracian bacchanal.] 1. The
typical genus of the family Bassarididte (which
see). B. astuta is the type-species, inhabiting the south-
western United States and Mexico, where it is called
mountain-cat and cacomixl. It is a pretty and intelli-

gent creature, about as large as a cat, resembling the ra-

coon in some respects, but slenderer, and with a long
furry tail marked with black and white rings, as in the
common lemur. It is frequently tamed, and makes an
interesting pet. Also called Bassariscus.

2. [I. c.] An animal of this genus: as, the

ring-tailed bassaris. Also called bassarisk. 3.

A genus of lepidopterous insects. [The use of

the word in entomology antedates that in mam-
malogy.]

Ring-tailed Bassaris (Battarit aitttta].

Bassariscus (bas-a-ris'kus), n. [NL. (Coues,
1887), < Gr. ftaaaaiilf, a fox (see Bassaris), with
dim. suffix.] Same as Basxaris, 1.

bassarisk (bas'a-risk), n. [< NL. Bassariscus.']
Same as bassaris, 2. Coues.

bass-bar (bas'bar), . In instruments of the
violin class, an oblong wooden bar, running
lengthwise within the instrument, designed to

strengthen it and enable it to resist the pres-
sure of the bridge and the tension of the strings.

basse, n. See bass*.

basseUt, An obsolete form of basifl.

bassel-t, . Same as basan.

basse-lisse (bas-leV), a. [F., low warp, < basse,
fern, of bas, low (see base*), + lisse, also lice,

warp, < L. licium, the thrum or leash, a thread
of tne web.] Wrought with the warp in the
usual horizontal position;

as distinguished from
that which is wrought with the warp placed in

a perpendicular, and described as haute-lisse :

applied to tapestry.
bassenett, . An obsolete form of basinet.

basset1 (bas'et or ba-set'), n. [< F. bassette, <

It. bassetta, basset, orig. fern, of bassetto, some-
what low, dim. of basso, low: see base1 .'] A
game of cards resembling faro, invented in

Venice, and popular throughout Europe during
the eighteenth century and the latter part of
the seventeenth.
We went to the Chetto de San Felice, to see the noble-

men and their ladies at basset, a game at cards which is

much used, but they play not in public, and all that have
inclination to it are in masquerade, without speaking one
word. Evelyn, Diary, June, 1645.

Some dress, some dance, some play, not to forget
Your piquet parties, and your dear basset.

Rows, Royal Convert, ProL, L 8.

basset2 (bas'et), n. and o. [Origin obscure;
perhaps < OF. basset (= It. bassetto), somewhat
low, dim. of bas, low: see basset1.] I. n. In

geol. and mining, an outcrop.
II. a. In geol. and mining, outcropping Bas-

set edges, the outcrop, or outcropping edges, of a series
of stratified beds.

The inside [ridge in St. Helena] is much steeper, and is

almost precipitous ; it is formed of the basset edges of the

strata, which gently decline outwards.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, i. 4.

basset2 (bas'et), v. i. [< basset^, n.] In geol.
and mining, to appear at the surface; crop
out : said of the edges of strata.

basset-horn (bas'et-hdrn). n. [< basset, for It.

bassetto, somewhat low (see basset1 ), + horn ;

tr. It. corno di bassetto.] A musical instru-

ment of the clarinet class, having a single reed
and a long twice-bent wooden tube

; really the
tenor clarinet, being intermediate between the
clarinet proper and the bass clarinet. Its com-

pass is four octaves and two tones from the
second F below middle C.

basseting (bas'et-ing), p. a. and n. [< basset2

+ -ing.] I. p. a. In geol. and mining, outcrop-
ping.

II. n. The cropping out or appearance of
rock on the surface of a stratum, or series of
strata.

bassetto, bassette (ba-set'o, ba-set'), n. [< It.

bassetto, somewhat low : see basset1 .] A small
bass viol with three strings : now obsolete.

Bassia (bas'i-a), n. [NL., named in honor of Fer-
dinando Bassi (died 1774), an Italian physician
and writer on botany.] A genus of tropical
trees found in the East Indies and Africa, natu-
ral order Sanotacece. Several species are valuable for
the oil yielded by the seeds and for their fleshy flowers,
which are largely used as food in central India, and yield
a coarse spirit by distillation. The mahwa-tree, B. lati-

S'llitt, is cultivated throughout India for these purposes.
The mee or illupi, K. lonirifolia, is a large evergreen tree
of India. B. butyracea yields a solid white oil known as

fulwa-butter. The bark, leaves, and oil of these trees are



Bassia

used in rheumatic and cutaneous diseases, and the timber

is hard and very durable.-Bassia oil, an aromatic oil or

butter obtained from the seeds of the Ba*ia lo,,yifoha,

used for illumination and in the manufacture oi soap.

bassie (bas'i), , [So., prob. dim.
yar.

of basin.]

A basin-shaped wooden vessel for holding meal.

bassinet (bas'i-net), . [< OF. bacinet, a basinet ;

also, as in defs. 2 and 3, mod. F. bassinet, Aim.

of bassin, basin: see basin, basinet.] If. bame

as basinet. 2. A wicker basket with a covering

or hood over one end, serving as a cradle tor

young children. 3. A name given to several

common European species of Ranunculus. 4f.

The pan of a harquebuse or musket. See pan.

bass-mat (bas'mat), n. A mat made of bass

or bast; specifically, a matting made of bast,

used for packing furniture, etc., and for sugar-

bags in sugar-producing countries : in the lat-

ter sense, usually in the plural.

basso1
(bas'o), a. or n. [It., = E. bassS.] 1.

In music, the Italian word for bass. 2. One who

sings bass.

basso2!,
n. An obsolete form of bashaw. Mar-

!<>we -
, ^, A bast2t.". and a. [Early mod. E., < ME. bast,

bassockt, H. .[Cf. "ban,
^ssock"

Bracketed
< OF . 6a^

L

mod;F. bat (cf. bat*, bat-

as synonyms m Bailey,***!%&*_ ltorSe, etc.) = Pr! bast = Sp. It.
basto,_ {_

*
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trees, especially of species of linden (Tilia), of

which the Russia matting of commerce is made.
Cuba bast, used for tying up cigars, etc., is the inner bark

of a malvaceous tree, Paritium elatum.

2. In bot., a tissue, otherwise called the liber

or phlceum, formed of or containing very

narrow, long, and tough flexible cells, called

bast-cells or bast-fibers, and occurring most

abundantly in the inner bark of dicotyledons.
The younger and
softer portion ly-

ing nearest to

the cambium has
been called soft

bast. Bast-cells

are the essential

constituents of all

textile fibers that
are derived from
thebark of plants,
as flax, hemp,
jute, ramie, etc.

3. A rope or

cord made of

the inner bark
of the lime-tree, or the bark made into ropes
or mats. See bass2 , 3.

Portions of Bast-fiber, showing oblique and
transverse striation of the cell-walls. (From
Sachs's "Uehrbuch der Botanik.")

earlier editions, as also in Phillips and Kersey
1706 and 1708, the second form is printed has-

sock. Bassock, though a possible dim. of bass-,

is prob. a mere misprint for hassock.] A has-

sock. See etymology.

pack-saddle (see bastard), prob. <

MHG. bast = E. basft, bass*. Cf. bass?, a cush-

ion.] I. n. Bastardy Son of bastt, a bastard.

II. a. Bastard ; illegitimate.

basta1
(bas'ta), interj. = Sp. basta, orig., _,_..,--,- DaSiiax (Das la;, mien. in., = op. uuaiu, uiig.

baSSO-COntinuO(bas' 9 -kon-te no-o),n. [It..
a*

^ ^stare, = Pr. Sp. Pg. bastar, suf-
. V. hf,nii3- rnntinun. < L. KOntmUUS. COU- lpp\. 01 J.I. ui *'">_ t'T? -?_=. jXl-1.basso = E. bass* ; continuo, < L. continuus, con-

tinuous.] Same as figured bass (which see, un-

der boss3).

>assO-di-camera (bas'o-de-kam'e-rii), n. [It. :

basso = E. 6ossS; di, < L. de, of; camera, < L.

camera, chamber: see camera.] A double-bass

or contra-basso, reduced in size and power, Dasta/ (

but not in compass, and thus adapted to small

or private rooms. It has four strings, of the same

,
-

fice, satisfy, < Sp. Pg. basto, copious, thick,

gross.] Enough! stop ! (a term not uncommon
in old dramatists).

Basta ; content thee ; for I have it full.

Shak.,1. of the S., 1.1.

quality as those of the violoncello, but all proportionally

thicker.

basson (ba-s6n'), n. The French form of bas-

), n. [Appar. a fern, form of bas-

to. the ace of clubs : see basto.] In the game
of solo, the queen of spades, which is always
the third trump,
bastantt, a. [< F. bastant, < It. bastante (=

Pg. bastante), ppr. of bastare, suffice : see

baste

II. . 1. Begotten and born out of wedlock
;

illegitimate: as, a&o-starrfchild. 2f. Mongrel;

hybrid: as, a bastard brood. 3f. Unauthor-

ized; unrecognized: as, "bastard officers be-

fore God," Knox, First Blast (Arber), p. 48.

(N. E. I>.) 4. Spurious; not genuine; false;

supposititious; adulterate: as,
" bustard hope,"

Shak., M. of V., iii. 5; "bastard honours,"

Temple.
(They] at the best attain but to some bastard piece of

fortitude. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 25.

5. Having the appearance of being genuine ;

resembling in some degree : an epithet applied

especially in botany, zoology, medicine, etc.,

to things which resemble, but are not identical

with, the things named : as, bastard mahogany,
bastard pimpernel, bastard caddis, bastard mar-

ble, bastard measles, etc. See phrases below.

Also bastardly. 6. Of abnormal or irregular

shape or size
;
of unusual make or propor-

tions: applied to guns, ships, swords: as, bas-

tard culverin, bastard galley, etc. See phrases.
Bastard Baltlmoret, bastard oriolet, the orchard-

oriole, Icterus spuriwt. Bastard bar, in her., same as

baston, 1 (c). Bastard branch, a shoot or sucker spring-

ing up of its own accord from the root of a tree, or where

it is not wanted. Bastard breadnut. See breadnut.

Bastard cod. Runeuartm-cod, 2. Bastard culverint.
See euherin.- Bastard file, a file of a grade between
smooth and rough. Bastard limestone, an Impure sili-

cious limestone, incapable of being converted into quick-

lime by burning. Bastard manchineeL See man-
chineel. Bastard musket. See iimxkft. Bastard
plover a name for the lapwing, Vanellus cristatvs.

Bastard saltle, a local Scotch name (about Aberdeen) of

the rough dab, Hippogtossoides KmandoidM, Bastard
senna. Same as bladder-senna. Bastard sole, (a) A
local English name of the smear-dab, Cynieoplotta

micro-

cephala. (b) A local English name (in \Veymouth) of

the variegated sole, Solea variegata. Bastard stucco,
in plastering. See stucco. Bastard sugar. Same as

bastard, n., 2 (b). Bastard title, in printing, an ab-

breviated title of a book on an otherwise blank page

preceding the full title-page. Bastard turbot, the brill.

[Local Scotch (about Moray Frith).] Bastard type,
in printing, type with a face larger or smaller than that

proper to the size of the body, as bourgeois on a brevier

body. Bastard wheel, in mach., a flat bevel-wheel, or

one which is a near approach to a spur-wheel. Bas-
tard wlnet, wine which is neither sweet nor sour. Bas-

bassoon x ,, ..

sone. a bassoon, aug. of basso, low: see base*,

bass3,bassol.] 1. A musical instrument of the

oboe class, having a double reed, a

long, curved metallic mouthpiece,
and a doubled wooden tube or body.
Its compass is about three octaves risins,'

from Bb below the bass stafl. Its diameter

at the bottom is about 2 inches, and for con-

venience of carriage it is divided into two or

more parts, whence its Italian name fagotto,

a bundle. It serves for the bass among wood
wind-instruments, as hautboys, flutes, etc.

2. A reed-pipe stop in an organ,

having a quality of tone resembling
that of the bassoon.

bassoonist (ba-son'ist), . [< bas-

soon + -ist.] A performer on the

bassoon.
basso-ostinato (bas'o-os-ti-na'to), n.

[It., lit. obstinate bass: basso = E.

boss3
;
ostinato = E. obstinate, q. v.]

Same as around bass (which see,

under bass*).

basso-profondo (bas'6-pro-fon'do),
n. [It. : basso E. bass*

; profondo,
< L. profundus, deep, profound : see profound.']
In music: (a) The lowest bass voice, having a

compass of about two octaves rising from D
below the bass-staff, (b) One possessing a

voice of this compass.
Bassora gnm. See gum*.
basso-rilievo (bas'o-re-lya'vo), n. See OOS-

relief.

bassorin (bas'o-rin), . [< Bassora, also written

Sassorah, Bus'sorah, or Basra, a city in Asiatic

Turkey. ] A gum (CeH10O5) insoluble in water,

the essential constituent of gum tragacanth and
of cherry and plum gums. Also called tragan-
thin and adraganthin.

bass-relief (bas're-lef), n. Same as bas-relief.

bass-rope (bas'rop), n. [< bass2 + rope.] A
rope or cord made from bass or bast, used for

tying cigars and for other purposes.
basswood (bas'wud), n. [< bass2 + wood.]
The common name of the American linden or

lime-tree, Tilia Americana. The white bass-

wood is T. heterophylla. Also called bass.

bast1
(bast), n. [Also corruptly bass2

, q. v.
;

< ME. bast, < AS. bcest = D. MHG. G. bast(m.)
= Icel. Sw. 6s<(neut.) = Dan. bast; origin un-

certain
; perhaps connected with besom, q. v.]

1. The strong inner fibrous bark of various

< OF. bastard, bastart (F. bdtard = Pr. bastard

= Sp. Pg. It. bastardo ; ML. bastardus), a bas-

tard, prob. < bast (F. bdt = Pr. 6asJ = Sp. It.

basto: see bast2 ), a pack-saddle, + -ard; equiv.

to OF. fils de bas, fils de bast, a bastard, lit.

son of a pack-saddle : see bast2 and -ard, and
cf. bantling. The first known_application _of
the word was to

[< bastard, n.] To
stigmatize as a bas-

tard; bastardize. [Rare.]
Have I ever cozened any friends of yours of their land?

bought their possessions? . . . bastarded their issue?
B. Joruon, Epiccene, ii. 1.

To bastard our children. Bp. Burnet, Records, II. it 3.

] Bastardyworu. was to TYiinam cuu vyvimucivi, Y?HV -

was called William the Bastard before the con- Bastardise, v.
f

t

quest, am
,

Wilhelmus cogno

See bastardize.

rd/YndeTd clffed himsrif sV ("Ego bastardismt (bas'tar-dizm), n.

us'cognomine bastardus").]. I. . 1. +S3J*%%^.,., ,

[< bastard +

child by the marriage of the parents at any future time.

Hut by the laws of England a child to be legitimate,

must at least be born after the lawful marriage ; it does

not require that the child shall be begotten in wed-

lock, but it is indispensable that it should be born after

marriage, no matter how short the time, the law presum-
ing it to be the child of the husband. The only legal in-

capacity of a bastard is that he cannot be heir or next of

kin to any one save his own issue. Inheritance from the

mother is allowed in some jurisdictions. In England the

maintenance of a bastard in the first instance devolves on
the mother, while in Scotland it is a joint burden upon
both parents. The mother is entitled to the custody of

the child in preference to the father. In the United States

the father may be compelled to provide support.

2. In sugar-refining : (a) A large mold into

which sugar is drained, (b) An impure, coarse

brown sugar made from the refuse syrup of

previous boilings. 3f. An animal of inferior

breed; a mongrel. 4f. A kind of woolen

The law is so indulgent as not to bastardize the child if

born, though not begotten, in lawful wedlock.

Blackstone, Com., I. xvi.

2f. To beget out of wedlock. Shak. 3. To
render mongrel or hybrid ;

make degenerate ;

debase: as, "a bastardized race of the Ro-

mans," /. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 260.

II. intrans. To become degenerate.
Also spelled bastardise.

bastardlyt (bas'tard-li), a. [< bastard + -ly
1
.]

1. Bastard; base-born.

Thou bastardly rogue ! Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1.

2. Spurious; counterfeit.

A furtive simulation, and a bastardly kind of adoption.
Jer. Taylor (?), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 96.

3. Degenerate; debased. 4. Same as bas-

tard, a., 5.

cloth, probably of inferior quality, or of unu-
bastardy (bas'tar-di), n. [< bastard + -y. Cf.

sual width, or both. 5t. A kind of war-vessel
bastardice.] l."The state of being a bastard,
or begotten and born out of lawful wedlock.

Born in bastardy. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

used in the middle ages, probably of unusual
size . 6f. in the seventeenth century, a small

cannon, otherwise known as a bastard culverin

(which see, under culverin). 7t. A sweet Span-
ish wine resembling muscadel ; any kind of

sweetened wine.

We shall have all the world drink brown and white

Imtard. Shak., M. lor M., iii. 2.

Why, this now, which you account so choice, were
counted but as a cup of bastard at the Groyne, or at Port

St. Mary's. Scott, Kenilworth, I. i.

8. hi falconry, a kind of hawk. 9. [Sp. bas-

tardo, a bastard, a short, thick-bodied snake,

etc.] A local name of Kemp's gulf-turtle,

Thalassochelys (Colpochelys) kempi, of the Gulf
of Mexico Special bastard, a child born before the

marriage of its parents.

They blot my name with hateful bastardy.
Drayton, Rosamond to K. Henry.

2. The act of begetting a bastard. 3. A
ju-

dicial proceeding to determine the paternity
of a bastard child and compel its father to

support it Declarator of bastardy, in Scots law, an
action instituted in the Court of Session by the donatory
in a gift of bastardy, for the purpose of having it declared

that the land or the effects which belonged to the deceased

bastard belong to the donatory, in virtue of the gift from
the crown. Gift of bastardy, in Scots law, a gift from
the crown of the heritable or movable effects of a bastard

who has died without lawful issue, and without having
disposed of his property in liege-poustie.

baste1 (bast), v. t.
; pret. and pp. basted, ppr.

basting. [First known in pret. or pp. baste,



baste

hiiist, linxit, perhaps with orig. inf. 'hum , < Sw.
basa, strike, beat, whip (cf. /mx/i', busk*);
some compare Icel. beusta, bcyrxlu = Sw. /w-
to = Dan. /Wsfc, beat, drub, generally assorint-
ed with borste (= Sw. bnrxlu), brush, < lnii-.^/i ,

a brush, bristle, = Sw. horxlr, a brush, /i-.s7, a

bristle. Others take l><ixt<-i to be a tig. use of

busli'~; cf. iiiiiiint in sense <if //.</'.] To boat
with a stick; thrash; cudgel.

Minr hail struck down CfeMd I bM in tic dirt, with his
new unit MIL aii.l tin- 1".\ . . .

u;i in a pitiful taking ami
pickle, but I iKuteil my I-OJMJ. ,,,un.ili.

Diary, 1. :!7'J.

Would now and then (,ci/e . . .

A stick, or stool, nr iinytliin^ that round did Hi-,

And txtnif her lord and master most confoundedly.
Bar/in in. lii'4olilsliy l.cKcmls. I. 100.

baste- (bast), i'. t.
; pret. and pp. banted, ppr.

biixtiiit/. [Origin unknown; the word first oc-
curs in the Ifith century. Cf. haute 1

.] 1. To
moisten (incut that is being roasted or baked)
with melted fat, gravy, etc., to improve the
flavor or prevent burning.
The fut of roasted mutton falling on the birds will serve

to Imxtc them. .S'V.
Down run the wine into the road,
Most piteous t<> IKS seen,

Whirl) made his home's flanks to smoke
\- tin > hinl '/.,/../ been. 1'iiii-iH'i-, John (iilpin.

2. To mark (slieep) with tar. [Prov. Eng.]
baste :!

(biist), t). t.
; pret. and pp. hn.vti-il, pju-.

baxtiiit/. [< ME. hasten, < OF. bnxtir, V. btitir

= Sp. basteur = It. imbastire, baste, sew (cf.

Sp. PR. It. bantu, basting), prob. < OHG. bestan,

patch (MHG. besten, lace, tie, OFries. beaten,

baste), < bast, bast, the fibers of which were
used for thread: see bast1 .'] To sew slightly;
fasten together with long stitches, as the parts
of a garment, for trying on or fitting, or for
convenience in handling during the process of

making.
Tin I., M|\ of your discourse is sometime guarded [trim-

med] with fragments, and the guards [trimminxsl are lint

slightly batted ou neither. Shot., Much Ado, i. 1.

baste4 (bast), . [Another spelling of beast, re-

taining the former pronunciation of that word.]
In card-playing, same as beast, 7.

bastel-houset, n. [< ME. hostel, bastele, hostile

(see hostile) + house.'] A fortified house, espe-
cially one built in an outlying and exposed po-
sition. See border-tower.

baster1
(bas'ter), n. [< baste* + -er1 .] 1. One

who bastes or beats with a stick. 2. A blow
with a stick or other weapon. [Colloq.]
baster2 (bas'ter), n. [< haste^ + -er1.] One
who bastes meat.
baster3 (bas'ter), . [< bash + -er 1 .] One
who bastes or joins the parts of a garment
loosely with long stitches; also, an attachment
to a sewing-machine used for basting.
basterna (bas-ter'nH,), n. [LL.] 1. A sort of
litter or sedan, borne by two mules, used by
the Romans. 2. An ox-cart or wagon used
by the early French kings.
bastida (bas-te'da), n. [ML., also bastita: see

bastifle."] Same as bastide.

bastide (bas-ted'), n. [P., a farm-house, a
fortress, < Pr. bastida, < ML. bastida, prop, bas-

tita, lit. a building, prop. fern, of bastitns, pp.
of hastire, build, > OF. bastir = Pr. basiir,
build: seei hostile, bastion.'] If. A small forti-

fied building, often of timber, corresponding
nearly to a modern blockhouse. 2+. A tem-
porary or movable hut or tower erected for be-

sieging purposes. See hostile, 4. 3. A small
farm-house or country dwelling in the south of

France, especially in the neighborhood of Mar-
seilles.

bastile, bastille (bas-tel'). . [In spelling and
pron. conformed to mod. F.; < ME. hostile, bas-

tille, bastele, hostel, etc., < OF. (and mod. F.)
bastille, < ML. bastile, pi. bastilia, a tower, for-

tress, < hastire (> OF. bastir, F. 6rfr= Pr. OSp.
bastir = It. bastire), build, of unknown origin ;

referred by Diez to Gr. /?aora\(w, raise, support.]
1. A bridge-tower, gate-tower, outlying de-

fense, or citadel.

At vch brugge a berfray on baMm wyse,
That scuen sythe vch a day asayled the gates.

Alliterative forms (ed. Morris), ii. 1187.

2. In French hist., a fortress used as a state

prison. Many French cities had bastiles of this kind in
feudal times, but the one especially known Is that of

Paris, called specifically the Bastille. It commanded the
Porte St. Antoinc, and iu erection was begun by Charles
V. in 13(81. This, being of peculiar strength, remained
alter the other medieval fortifications of the city had
been removed, and its use as a prison for persons con-
tin. .1 at the arbitrary will of the king or his ministers
gave it celebrity as a reputed stronghold of royal des-
potism and cruelty. Jt was stormed with much blood-
she.l by the populace July 14, 17S9, and was demolished
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shortly afterward. There weie delivered from the prison
ccllx four forgers, two lunatics, and a n. .1.1. 111:111 who hud
I.eeii coiithicd at the demand of hU family.

In Paris la Itanlilf is, as our Tower, the chief prison of
the kingdom. Ooiffmv
That rock-fortrcsH, Tyranny's stronghold, whieh tin \

'i .111. lsif,iiii.-. CarlyU, French Rev., I. Iv. X.

Hi nee 3. By extension, any prison, espe-
cially one conducted in an arbitrary or op-
pressive way.
The modern hospital for the ill.sanc, especially the m:m\

private and corporate homes, conducted as they are with
the utmost humanity and skill, an- not lm..Hti'in>r prisons,
furnishing only restraint behind the bars.

.l/.Vli. ami Neural., VII. 700.

4. A movable tower used by the besiegers of
a strong place, whether for approaching the
walls (see belfri/) or as a defense and protec-
tion for the besiegers.

bastile, bastille (bas-tel'), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

hiixtilril or luixtillnl, ppr. hastilinfi or btixlillini/.

[< bastile, n.] To confine in a bastile; im-

prison
bastilliont (tms-til'yon), n. [< OF. bastillon,

hostile.'

or castle.

dim. of huxtillf : see i .
]

A Miiall fortress

bastimentt (bas'ti-ment), n. [< OF. biixliiin nl

(F. bdtimoit = Sp. bnxlimi-ntu), a building,
structure, ship(

< bnxiir, build: see hostile.] 1.

Military supplies. 2. A rampart. 3. A ship
of war.

bastimentot (bas-ti-men'to), H. [Sp.] Same
as ba.itime.nt, Ii.

Then the liaxtilllfntos never
Mad our foul dishonour seen,

Nor the sea the sad receiver
Of this gallant train had been.

Qtnter, Hosier's Ghost, St. 7.

bastinade (bas-ti-nad'), n. and r. Same as
bastinado.

bastinado (bas-ti-na'do), n. [Formerly also
bastonado (-ado, -ode) = F. bastowtade, < Sp.
bastonada, also bastonazo (= It. bastonata), a

beating with a stick, < Sp. baston = OF. baston
= It . bastone, a stick, cudgel : see baston, baton.]
1. A blow or beating with a stick or cudgel,
especially on the soles of the feet or on the
buttocks

;
a cudgeling.

He brags he will gi' me the banliiuidit, as I hear. How?
he the bastinado? How came he by that word, trow?
Nay, indeed, he said cudgel me; I termed it so for my
more grace. B. Jmuoti.

2. A mode of punishment in some Oriental

countries, especially Turkey, Persia, and China,
in which blows with a stick or lath of bamboo
are inflicted on the soles of the feet or on the
buttocks. 3. A stick or cudgel; the imple-
ment used in administering the bastinado.
bastinado (bas-ti-na'do), . t. [< bastinado, .]

To beat with a stick or cudgel ; specifically, to
beat on the buttocks or the soles of the feet,
as a judicial punishment.
The Sallee rover, who threatened to bastinado a Chris-

tian captive to death. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.

basting1
(bas'ting), n. [Verbal n. of hostel.]

A cudgeling ;
a beating.

A good batting . . . was a sovereign remedy for sea-sick-
ness. Marryat, Peter Simple, p. 64.

basting'2 (bas'ting), n. [Verbal n. of baste^.]
1 . The moistening of meat that is being roasted
with its own fat, butter, etc. 2. The gravy,
melted fat, butter, etc., used in moistening
roasting beef, etc. 3. In candle-making, the

process of pouring melted wax over the wicks.

basting8 (bas'ting), n. [Verbal n. of baste^.]
1. The act of sewing together with long, loose
stitches. 2. The stitches themselves,

basting-machine (bas
'

ting -ma -shen '
), n. A

sewing-machine used for basting'together pieces
of fabrics, to make a continuous piece for

bleaching, dyeing, etc.

bastion (bas'tion), n. [< F. bastion, < It. bas-
tinnr (= Sp. bastion), < bastire = OF. bastir,

etc., build: see

lMixiili-.\ In

fort., a mass
of earth, faced
with sods, brick,
or stones, stand-

ing out from
a rampart, of
which it is a

principal part.
A basti..ii consists
of two flanki, each
commanding and
defending the adja-
centcurtain, or that

portion of the wall

extending from one
bastion to another, and two/ace* making with each other
an acute angle called the salient angle, and commanding

.1, Bastion.

a, a, curtain-angles ; t>, t. shoulder-an-
ides; c, salient angle ; a 6, a 6, flanks; be,
p f, faces ; a a, gorge ; a d, a J, parts of
curtains.

basyloua
the outworks and mound before the foi tillcatiou. Tlir

inuerspace between the two Hanks ith, '/,,/. <u . mialic.
int.. th. l.asti..n. Tin us.- of tin . bring every
|X(int at til. fnt.t ..f the rampart I under
the ^UIIS of the place. formerly , ailed liiilu-ark.

And !j.pics round lip .li < u \

A loomiuu '*'-'m fringed with tire.

TVmi.'/".". In Menioriam, xv.

.r Hunt was a long embattled line, with many a
' ,ui.l round. O timtnr,,,,. Mci v, xviil.

Center of a bastion, a point at the middle of th.

when. > the capital lill. J.loc. cits. It Is ill UCIH 1

imitii- "f the inner polygon. Detached bastion, in/ort.,
E bastion which is separated from the cue, -int.- by a ditch.

. Mil. Knc>e.

bastionary (Ims'tion-a-ri), . [< hiiKtiitn +
-ii>'!/

1
.

1
I'crt ;i ill ill"; tdiir consist inn of bastions:

as, systems uf lni*tininiri/ I'ortificntiou.

bastioned (bax'tipnd), a. [< bastion + -e<&.}
Provided with or defended by bastions.

His palace l>M_ht.

Battiun'd with pyramids of glowing pild.

Kealr, ]ly|>criun, i.

From the hili"ti'il walls,
Like threaded spiders, one by one, we dn.pt.

Tennyrnn, PrtnceM, I.

Bastioned fort, a fort having two or n: i . n. us con-
I liy curtains : a term commonly rest li.t.-d to field

..iks Bastioned front. **! front.

bastionet (bas'tion-et), n. [< bastion + -et.]

lujtii't., a small bomb-proof chamber placed in
a position flanking the ditch of a lunette or
redoubt. Bastioncts are usually placed at the ullent
angles of redoubts, and are furnished with loopholes for
small arms, and sometimes are pierced for one or two gims.

bastite (bas'tit), n. [< Baste (see def .) + -ite*.]
A serpentinous mineral occurring embedded in

serpentine at Baste in the Harz and elsewhere,
and probably derived from the alteration of a

variety of enstatite (bronzite). It often shows a
metallic-pearly luster, or sclilller, In the cleavage-face, and
is hence called tchiUer-itpar,

bastnasite (bast'na-sit), n. [< Sastnas (see
def.) + -ite2.] A fluocarbonate of cerium,
lanthanum, and didymium from the Bastnas
mine, Sweden. It also occnrs as an alteration

product of tysonite near Pike's Peak, Colorado.
basto (bas'to), n. [< It. Sp. Pg. basto, ace of
clubs ; cf. It. bastone = Sp. baston = Pg. hagttto,
a stick, club : see baston.} In card-playing, the
ace of clubs in quadrille and ombre.
In Spanish cards clubs are really represented by "clubs,"

for which iiniin is the Spanish word. In certain garnet,
e. g., Ombre, the ace of clubs plays an important part,
and is emphatically called basto.

A', and Q., 7th ser., II. 115.

bastont (bas'ton), n. [< ME. baston, bastun, <
OF. baston, ~F"bdton = Sp. baston = Pg. bastSo
= It. bastone, < ML. "basto(n-), a stick, club,
cudgel. Origin unknown. The word appears in

E. also as baton, hatoon, batton,
batten^: see these forms.] 1. A

or _ stick, staff, or cudgel; a baton./ Specifically (a) A mace of wood used in
/ a tourney, instead of the mace of metal

v/ used in war. It was usually shaped into
_J a handle, and had a guard like a sword.

~^V (6) A leading-staff or ensign of command.
Baston. See baton, 1. (c) In her., a bendlet sinis-

ter cut on* at each end, so as not to
reach the edge of the field : it is generally considered in

English heraldry a mark of illegitimacy, [still used in
this sense.) Also baton and bastard bar.

2. In arch., a segmental molding used espe-
cially in the bases of columns; a torus. 3. A
servant of the warden of the Fleet, who attend-
ed the king's courts as an officer, carrying a
red truncheon. It was his duty to take to ward such
prisoners as had been committed by the court, and also to
attend those suffered to go at large by license. Hence, to

go out of prison by baston was to go at large In the custody
of a servant of the warden of Fleetprison. [London, Eng.]

bast-palm (bast'pam), n. Two species of Bra-
zilian palms which yield the piassaba fiber, a
coarse fiber from the sheathing-bases of the

leaf-stalks, used for cordage, brooms, etc. The
I la hi a bast-palm is the . I ttaleafuni/era (see . I ttalea) ; that
of Para is the Leopoldinia Piassaba.

Bastramia (bas-tra'mi-a), n. [NL.] A genus
of mosses, of the tribe "baxiramiece. it has erect,
dichotomous stems, yellowish-green leaves, and terminal
fruit, which is a nearly spherical capsule.

bast-tree (bast'tre), n. [ME. baste-tre; < bas ft

+ tree.] A tree furnishing bast, in Europe espe-
cially the linden, Tilia Europ&a. See bast1 .

basyl, basyle (ba'sil), n. [< Or. /Matt, a base,
+

I'/'tf, substance.] In diem., a name given by
Graham to the electropositive constituent of a
salt.

basylous (ba'si-lus), a. [< bast/I + -otis.] In

chem., of the nature of or relating to a basyl,
or electropositive constituent of a salt.

The name of the electro-negative ingredient . . . being
that which is placed first as the genetic term, whilst that
of the electro-positive or bamilous element follows as indi-

cating the species. W. A. ililler, Elem. of Chem., i 331.



bat

bat1
(bat), . [< ME. bat, batte

s botte, the ear-

liest recorded forms being dat. sing, bottc, noin.

pi. bottvn (noin. sing. *bat, *bott), pointing to

an AS. *l>at (gen. dat. *battc), given by Somner,
but not authenticated, appar. < Ir. Gael, bat,

bata, a staff, cudgel. But in part at least the

word rests on OF. butte, F. battc, a rammer, a

wand, appar. < battre, beat: see batter1 . Some
of the noun senses are from the verb (see bat1

,

v.), while others are perhaps from orig. diff.

sources.] 1. A heavy stick or club
; formerly,

a walking-stick.
A handsome bat he held,

On which he leaned, as one farre in eldo,

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 217.

2. The wooden club with which the players in

base-ball, cricket, and similar games bat or

drive the ball. That used in base-ball is a round ta-

pering stick of varying size and weight to suit the strength
of the player ; that used in cricket is shaped somewhat like

the broad end of au oar, and is provided with a round
handle.

3. A batsman or batter.

W. is the best bat left.

T. Hiujhes, Tom Brown's School-Days, ii. 8.

4. A blow as with a bat or baton : as, he re-

ceived a bat in the face. [Colloq.] 5. A tool

made of beech, used by plumbers in dressing
and flatting sheet-lead. 6. A rammer used

by founders. 7. A blade used for beating or

scutching hemp or flax. 8. A piece of brick

having one end entire : hence, any portion of

a brick; a brickbat. 9. A kind of sun-dried
brick. Southey. 10. Shale; hardened clay,
but not fire-clay: same as bind, 2. Penn. Surv.

Glossary. Also spelled batt. 11. In hat-mak-

ina, a felted mass of fur, or of hair and wool.
Two such masses are required to form the body
of a hat. Also spelled batt.

One half of the intended hat, called a bat, is bowed at a
time. J. Thomson, Hats and Felting, p. 39.

12. A continuous wad of cotton from the

batting-machine, ready for carding; also, a
sheet of cotton wadding or batting. See bat-

ting. 13. In ceram. : (a) A flexible sheet of

gelatin used in transferring impressions to the
biscuit.

Batt or bat is ... a plate of gelatine, used in printing
on to pottery or porcelain, over the glaze. In bat-print-
ing, the impression is transferred from an engraved cop-
per plate to a bat of gelatine or glue, whence it is printed
on the glaze, in oil or tar. Enamel powder being then
dusted over the print, adheres to the oiled surface, and
the porcelain is then fired at a low temperature.

Ure, Diet., I. 298.

(b) A shelf or slab of baked clay used to sup-
port pieces of biscuit which have been painted,
and are being fired again. See enamel-kiln.
14. Bate; speed; style. [Scotch and prov.
Eng.] At the bat, in the position of the batter or
striker in base-ball and similar games ; having the right
to wield the bat. To carry one's bat. See carry. To
go on a bat, to go off for a drunken carousal or spree.
[Slang.]

bat1
(bat), v.

; pret. and pp. batted, ppr. batting.
[< late ME. batten, beat with a stick, < batte, a
bat, stick: see bat1

, n., and of. batter1 . In part
perhaps regarded as imitative of a heavy, dull

blow; cl.pat.] I. trans. To beat
;
hit

;
strike.

Especially (a) In base-ball and similar games, to knock
or drive as the ball. (b) In ceram., to flatten out to the
required thickness, as unbaked clay, preparatory to mold-
imj on the block or throwing on the wheel.

II. intrans. In base-ball and similar games,
to strike the ball: as, he bats well To bat at
to attempt unsuccessfully to knock, as a ball ; strike a
but miss.

bat2 (bat), n. [A corruption of earlier back,
bak, So. back, bak (also bakie-bird, bawkie-bird),
a bat, < ME. bakke, backe, < Dan. bakke, in comp.
aftenbakke, evening-bat, = QSw. bakka, in comp.
natt-bakka, night-jar, Sw. dial, nattabatta, natt-

blacka, = Icel. blaka, in comp. ledhr-blaka, bat,
lit. leather-flapper, < blaka, flutter, flap. The
orig. form is uncertain. Cf. ML. blatta, blacta,
batta, a bat, another application of L. blatta,
an insect that shuns the light, a cockroach : see
Blatta1

. For the change of k to t, cf. E. make2 =
mate1

,
and E. crae=Dan. trane, Sw. trana, Icel.

trani. The AS. name of the bat is hreremus,
> E. rercmouse. The G. name is fledermaus; of.
E. flitter mouse.] A wing-handed, wing-footed
flying mammal, of the order Chiroptera (which
Bee). The species are upward of 450 in number, nearly
cosmopolitan, but largest, most varied in character, and
most abundant in individuals in tropical and subtropical
countries. The species of temperate countries, as of the
United States and Europe, are comparatively few, small,and of such uniform characters that they give little idea
of the extent and diversity of the order in warmer re-
gions. Bats are the most aerial or volitant of all animals,
even more so than birds or insects, for they have scarcely
any other means of locomotion than flying. They are
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nocturnal and crepuscular, passing most of the daytime
in dusky retreats, where they gather sometimes in almost
incredible multitudes, and generally repose hanging head
downward by their hind feet. In size they range from less

than the size of a mouse to large forms with some five feet

spread of wing. The body is usually softly furry ;
the

wings are membranous and naked. The great majority

Hoary Bat (Lastiirut pntiitosus).

are insectivorous and carnivorous, and constitute the sub-
order Animalivora or Insectivora; of these, a few prey
upon other bats, and some of the genera Dexmodus and
Diphylla, suck the blood of large animals ; but the great
bats of South America called vampire* are chiefly fru-

'vorous. See Desmodonten, Vampyri. The old-world
fruit-bats, flying-foxes, or roussettes are mostly large spe-
cies, constituting the family I'teropodidce and suborder

Frugivora. See cut under fying-fox. The physiognomy
of many of the bats is grotesque, owing to the extraordi-

nary appendages of the snout, especially in the families

Rhinolophidce and PhyUontomatidoz, or horseshoe bats
and leaf-nosed bats. The ears, too, are often of great size
and much complexity of detail, and, like the various ap-
pendages of the face, and the wing-membranes themselves,
serve as tactile organs of extreme delicacy, even to the ex-
tent of sensing objects without actual contact. The wings
of bats are commonly given to representations of evil ge-
nii and demons, as those of birds are attached to good
angels. The large bat represented on Egyptian monu-
ments is one of the fruit-bats, the Cynonycteria cegyptiaca.
The Hebrew name of the bat of the Old Testament, atal-

leph, is now used in the form Atalapha for a genus of
American bats. The commonest species of the United
States are the small brown bat, Vespertilio subulatus, and
the red bat, Lasiurus noveboracensis. Among European
species may be noted the serotine ( Vespertilio serotinus),
the pipistrelle (V. pipistrellus), the barbastel (Barbastel-
lus communis), the oreillard (Plecotus auritui), and the
horseshoe bats (Rhinolophus hipposideros and R. ferroe-
quinum). In heraldry the bat is always represented dis-

played, that is, with the wings opened, and is often called

by its older name reremouse. Bat's wing, in anat. See
ala vespertilumi*, under ala. Bat's-wlng burner. See
burner. Bulldog bats, the molossoid chiropterans. See
Molossus. Harlequin bat. See harlequin.
bat3 (bat), v. t. [Variant of bate1

, prob. now
taken in allusion to the eyes of a bat.] To bate
or flutter, as in the phrase to bat the eyes, that

is, wink. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]
You hoi' your head high; don't you bat your eyes to

please none of 'em. Tlie Century, XXVII. 146.

bat* (bat or ba), n. [< F. bdt, < OF. bast, a
pack-saddle: see basts.'] A pack-saddle: only
in composition, as 6a<horse, oataan, etc.

bat5
t (bat), n. See batz.

bat6 (bat), n. [Hind, bat, a weight, a measure
of weight.] Same as tical.

bat7
,
n. A measure of land formerly used in

South Wales
;
a perch of 11 feet square.

batst, n. Same as bath2 .

batablet(ba'ta-bl), a. [Alsobateable; short for

debatable, as bate3 for debate. See debatable."}A shortened form of debatable, as in batable

ground, batable land. See debatable.

As we crossed the Eatable land. Border ballad.

batailet, bataillert, etc. Obsolete forms of
battle1

,
battler1

,
etc.

batara (ba-ta'ra), n. [S. Amer.] A name of

sundry bush-shrikes or formicaroid passerine
birds of South America, of the subfamily Tham-
nophilina! and family Formicariida;; specifically,
the Thamnophilus cinereus (Vieillot). it was used
as a generic name by Lesson in 1831, and by Sclater in 1858,
to distinguish the last-named species generically from
other ThamnophilinfE, under the name Batara cinerea;
also by Temminck, 1820, as a generic name of species of
Thamnophilus proper.
batardeau (ba-tar-do'), .; pi. batardeaux
(-doz'). [F.j dike, dam, coffer-dam, formerly
bastardeau, dim. of OF. bastard, dike, perhaps
connected with bastir, build.] 1. A coffer-dam;
a casing of piles made water-tight, fixed in the
bed of a river to exclude the water from the
site of the pier or other work while it is being
constructed. 2. In fort., a wall, generally fur-
nished with a sluice-gate, built across a moat
or ditch, to retain the water in those parts of
the ditch which require tp be inundated.
batata (ba-ta'ta), n. [Sp.' Pg. batata, < Haytian
batata, the native name of the sweet potato;
>ult.E. potato, applied to a different plant: see
potato.] The sweet potato.
The product* of both China and Japan are here [Loo-

choo] cultivated, especially batatas and the sugar-cane.
J. J. Rein, Japan (trans.), p. 532.

bate

Batavian (ba-tii'vi-an), a. and u. [< L. liata-

ria, the country of the Batavi, a people an-

ciently inhabiting an island (Batavorum In-
sula or Bataria) formed by the rivers Rhine,
Waal, and Maas, and the ocean.] I. a. 1.

Pertaining to the ancient Batavia, or by ex-
tension to the Netherlands or their inhabi-

tants, the Dutch. 2. Pertaining to Batavia,
the chief city of the island of Java, and the

capital of the Dutch possessions in the East.

II. n. 1. A native of the Netherlands; a
Dutchman. 2. A native of Batavia in Java.
bat-bolt (bat'bolt), n. [< bat1 + bolt1 .] A
bolt barbed or jagged at its butt or tang to

give it a firmer hold.

batch1
(bach), n. [< ME. baccke, batclie, < AS.

as if "bwcce, < bacan, bake
;
cf . Dan. bcegt, G.

geb&ck, a batch: see bake.] 1. A quantity
produced at one operation ; specifically, the

quantity of bread made at one baking. 2. The
quantity of material prepared or required for
one operation. Specifically (a) In glass-making, the
frit ready for the glass-pot. See frit, (b) The quantity of
flour or dough to be used at one baking, (c) The quantity
of grain sent at one time to the mill to be ground ; a grist.

3. An aggregation of individuals or articles
similar to each other

; especially, a number or

aggregation received, despatched, etc., at one
time: as, a batch of letters; a batdi of pris-
oners.
The Turkish troops are being hurried to the front in

batches of 40,000 at a time. Times (London).
When he had her all to himself, ... he would pull out

his last batch of sonnets, and read them in a voice tremu-
lous with emotion. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxvii.

4f. Kind, sort, or lot.

One is a rimer, sir, of your own batch, your own leaven.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 1.

batch.1
(bach), v. t. [< batch 1

, n.] To mass;
bring together in a batch or the quantity re-

quired.
The white calico Is batched. Encyc. Brit., IV. 685.

batch2 (bach), . [E. dial.
, formerly also baiche ;

< ME. bache, bwcche, perhaps for 'becche, < AS.
bece, basce, a brook: see beck1. For the trans-
fer of sense from ' stream ' to '

bank, mound,
vale,' cf. dike and ditch.] 1. A bank

;
a sand-

bank. 2. A field or patch of (pound lying
near a stream

;
the valley in which a stream

flows: especially in local English names. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]
batch2 (bach), v. t. [E. dial., < batch2 , n.] To
protect (the bank of a river) by facing it with

stones, so as to prevent the water from eating
into it. [Local, Eng.]
batch3t,

n- [Appar. an assibilated form of
back3.] A vessel used in brewing. N. E. D.

batchelor, n. See bachelor.

bate1
(bat), v. ; pret. and pp. bated, ppr. bating.

[Also bait; < ME. baten (only intrans.), < OF.
batre, mod. F. battre, beat, flap (battre les ailes,
beat the wings, flutter

; reflex., se battre, flutter),= Pr. batre = Sp. batir = Pg. bater = It. bat-

tere, beat, etc., < ML. (LL.)batere, battere, for
L. batuere, battuere, beat, strike, whence also
ult. E. batter1

,
battle1

, etc., and prob. in part
the simple baft, v. : see these words. The
orig. sense ' beat '

is covered by bate2
,
for abate,

and batter1.] I.t trans. To beat: in the phrase
to bate the wings, to flutter, fly. [In the passage
quoted, there is an allusion to bate2 for abate.]

Till the Soule by this meanes of overbodying herselfe
. . . bated her wing apace downeward.

Milton, Church Discipline. (JV. E. Z>.)

U. intrans. 1. In falconry, to beat the wings
impatiently ;

flutter as preparing for flight, par-
ticularly at the sight of prey ;

flutter away.
I am like a hawk that bates but cannot fly, because I am

ty'd to another's flst. Bacon.
These kites

That bate and beat and will not be obedient.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1.

2f. To flutter; be eager or restless. 3f. To
flutter or fly down. [With allusion to bate2

for abate.]
bate2 (bat), v.

; pret. and pp. bated, ppr. bating.
[Early mod. E. also bait; < ME. baten, by
apheresis for abaten, abate, which thus be-
comes in form and in some senses identical
with the orig. simple form represented by
bate1 : see abate and bate1 .] I. trans. If. To
beat down or away ;

remove by beating.
About autumn bate the earth from about the roots of

olives, and lay them bare. Holland, tr. of Pliny, II. 521.

2f. To beat back, or blunt.

Spite of cormorant devouring Time,
Tli' endeavour of this present breath may buy
That honour which shall bate his scythe's keen edge.

Shut., L. L. L., i. 1.



bate

3f. To weaken; impair tlio strength of.
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These griefs and losses have so httli-it me,
That I Khali hardly spare a pound of BflHL

filmk., M. of V., lih X.

4f. To lessen or decrease in

estimation, etc.; lower; reduce.

This sour informer, this l't<- '//..'////</ spy,
This canker that eats up Love's tender spring,
This carry-tale, disscntious .Jealousy.

Shak., V. and A.,

: batefult (bat'ful), a. [< bates + -/?.] Con-am, i int, w
tentious; given to strife; exciting contention.

It did Imti'ful question fntme. Sir /'. Si'lu- u.

Who bain* mine honour, shall not know my com.

Shot., T. of A., ill. 3. batelesst (bat'les), a. [< bate* + -?.] Not to

6. To strike off; deduct; abate. be abated; not to be dulled or blunted. [Rare.]

There is twelve shillings to pay, and, as I am a true Hajily that name of "chaste" unhappily set

knight, I will not half a penny.
H'ls tatlltm edge on his keen aii|x.-tite.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Burning Pestle, ill. 2. filmic., Lucrece, 1. 9.

I would rather da(e him a few strokes of his oar, than bateleur (bat'e-ler), n. [Appar. a particular
not employ an honest man that has i , n wounded in the

application of F. bateleur, a juggler, buffoon.]
A name of an African eagle, the Ifelotarswi

ecaudatus.

t. [< ML. as if 'battllatus, pp.
assumed from OF. butnilliir, or

E. battel, battle, fortify: see battle'*.] Milit., \o
breath (see phrases, below) ;

to bate one's or a
f rfif

'

mftk<; defei/8ibie ag a dwelling-house,
person's curiosity.- 7f. To rob or depnve of.

baten{entt (bat'ment), n. [By apheresis for

abatement : see bate2 and -meat.] Abatement ;

diminution; lessening; specifically, among car-

penters, the portion to be cut off from a piece
of timber to bring it to a desired length,

batement-light (oat'ment-lit), n. In arch., a
vertical light in the upper part of a window of

Queen's service. .!''< li.,nn, sir Roger at Vauxhall.

I bate no Jot of trust that this noble trial of self-govern-
ment will succeed. IP. /'Al/ii/i*, Speeches, p. S2I>. ,

^

6. To lessen in force or intensity; moderate;
(>f

- '

diminish: as, to bate one's breath, or with bated

When baseness is exalted, do not bate
The place its honour for the person's sake.

6. Herbert, Church Porch, xlv.

8f. To leave out
; except ;

bar.

Bate me the king, and, be he Hesh and blood,
Me lies who said it.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, i. 1.

To bate Oft, to make a reduction in or an abatement from
;

lessen or moderate.

Abate thy speed, and I will bate fi/mine.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., i.

To bate one'a breath, to check one's breathing ; breathe

restrainedly, as from fear, humility, or deference. With
bated breath, with subdued or restrained breathing, as

from fear or awe.

Shall I bend low. and in a bond-mans key,
With bated breath and whispring humbleness,
Say this? Shak., M. of V., i. 3 (1623).

H.t intrans. To decrease or fall away in size,

amount, force, estimate, etc.

Bardolph, am I not fallen away vilely since this last

action? do I not bate! do I not dwindle ?

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Hi. S.

I know 'twas this which made the envy and pride
Of the great Roman blood bate and give way
To my election. B. Jonson, Catiline, ill. 1.

bate3
t (bat), v. i. [< ME. baten, by apheresis for

debaten, debate: see debate1, v.] To contend;
strive; quarrel.

the Perpendic-
ular style, of
which the nor-
mal rectangular
form at the bot-

tom is altered
or abated so as
to fit in the
arched head of

a light below.

Compare angel-

light.

batestone (baf-
ston),n. [<6ote

6

+ stone.'] A
curved scour-

ing-stone used
in bating hides.

When the hides have been properly worked with the

batestone, they are placed in a wash-wheel and worked
for about twenty minutes. C. T. Davit, Leather, p. 686.

bath

bath' (bath, pi. IHITH/), n. [< ME. bath, < AS.

forth, pi. bathu, = OS. hiith = 1). hail = OHG.
MIK!. (!. hml, bath, = Ifr]. badh = Sw. Dan.

bad; prob., with formative -th (-/I), from the

verb re|>ivseiited by ()H(i. hnjan, M1KJ. IMIJI-H,

li/i-n, <!. hiihi-n = LG. baen, foment, = ME. 6<e-

ii-' a. cleanse, prob. = L. forerc, foment: see/o-
inriit.] 1. A washing of the body in, or an ex-

posure of it to the action of, water or other

fluid agent, for cleansing, refreshment, medi-
cal treatment, ete. : as, to take a bath; to ad-

minister a bath to a patient. 2. A provision
or arrangement for bathing: as, to prepare a
linth ; a not or cold bath; a va,por-bath ; an
electric bnth. Time lire many kinds of baths, all nf

which may ! divided into four classes: (a) according to

the- mcdiuin in u hi. h the body is immersed, a-

or mud-bath, a annpregned-air bath, a medicated or min-
eral bath, etc. ; (b) according to manner of application or

use, as a ylunge-, nhuwer-, vapor-, dmtche-, xjtra]/-, or CTTO-

iinth, etc.; (c) according to the parts bathed, as a

foot-, tilz-, or eye-lath, etc.; (</) according to temperature,
as a hot, tepid, warm, or add btiih.

3. A vessel for holding water in which to

plunge, wash, or bathe the body. 4. More gen-
erally, an apartment or apparatus by means of

which the body, or a part of it, may be bathed
in any medium differing in nature or temper-
ature from its natural medium. 5. An edifice

containing apartments fitted up for bathing; a
bath-house

; particularly, in the plural, one of

the elaborate bathing establishments of the

Head of Perpendicular Window.

a, ft, a, batement-lights; f>, f>, angel-lights.

bate3t (bat), n. [< ME. bate, bat, by apheresis bat-fish (bat'fish), n. [< baft

for debate, debat, debate : see debate1
, .] Con-

tention; strife; debate.

Breeds no bate with telling. Shak., 2 Hn. IV., U. 4.

bate4t (bat), v. and n. Obsolete and less cor-

rect spelling of bait1 .

bate5
(bat), v. t.

; pret. and pp. bated, ppr. bat-

ing. [Prob. a particular use of bate*, properly
spelled bait; cf. Sw. beta, tan, bait, = Gf. bei-

zen, steep in lye, macerate, bait, lit. cause to

bite : see bait1 .] 1. To steep, as a hide, in an
alkaline lye. See bate5

,
n. 2. Injute-manuf..

to separate (the raw material) into layers, and
then soften by sprinkling with oil and water.

bate5 (bat), . [< bate5, v.] The alkaline solu-

tion in which hides are steeped after being
limed, in order to remove or neutralize the lime.

bate6t. Obsolete or dialectal preterit of bite.

Yet there the steel stayd not, but inly bate ,

Deepe in his Hesh, and opened wide a red floodgate.

Spenser, F. Q., II. v. 7.

bate7 (bat), n. [Also bait; origin unknown.
Hence cross-bated.'] The grain of wood or
stone. [Scotch.]
bate8^ n. [< LL. batus, < Gr. Bfcof, < Heb.
bath : see bath^.] Same as bath*.

batea (bat'e-a), n. [Sp. Pg.] A wooden ves-

sel in the form of a very flat hollow cone,
about 20 inches in diameter and 2 or 3 inches

deep, used by Mexican and Californian miners
for washing auriferous sands and pulverized
ores of various kinds.

In the rubbish which was thrown out of the old mine, a
comfortable subsistence is gained by washing in baUas.

Mowry, Arizona and Sonora, p. 44.

1. A
fish of the family Maltheida: (which see). The
best-known species is Malthe venpertUio. It has a heart-

Dorsal view.

Bat-fish (Mallht vesftrtilio).

shaped trunk, produced anteriorly in a prolonged snout
a short coniform tail, a small inferior mouth, and a rostral

tentacle under the snout. It inhabits the Atlantic along
the southern coast of the United States.

2. A name of the flying-fish or flying-robin,

Cephalaeanthus volttans.

bat-fowler (bat'fou'ler), n. [< ME. battfowl-

ere, < battfowlen: see bat-fowling.] 1. One
who practises bat-fowling. 2f. A swindler.

[Slang.1

bateau, batteau (ba-to'), n.
; pi. bateaux, bat- bat-fowling (bat'fouling), n. [< ME. battefowl-

teaujc (-toz'). [< F. bateau, < OF. batel = Pr.

batelh = Sp. Pg. batel = It. battello, < ML. ba-

tellus, dim. of ML. batus, battus (> It. batto),
a boat, prob. < AS. bat, a boat : see boat.] 1.

A light boat for river navigation, long in pro-
portion to its breadth, and wider in the middle
than at the ends. 2. A pontoon of a floating

bridge.

bateau-bridge (ba-to'brij), n. Milit., a floating batfult (bat'ful), a. [< bat- in battle^, batten*,

bridge supported by bateaux or boats. etc., + -ful; possibly, like batirell, a perversion
bateaux, . Plural of bateau. of battle or battel, fertile: see battle3

, a.] Rich;
bate-breedingt (bat'bre'ding), a. [< bate* + fertile, as land : as, "batful pastures," Drayton,

bm-iliity, ppr. of breed.] Breeding strife. Polyolbion, iii.

Plan of the Baths of Caracalla, Rome.

ancients, as the Baths of Caracalla at Rome.
See therm<e. 6. In science and the arts, any
vessel containing a liquid for treating any ob-

ject by immersion, (a) In photog., the vessel in which
a collodionized plate is submitted to the action of a solu-
tion of nitrate of silver, or the tray in which an exposed
dry plate is immersed in the developing solution, (ft) In

etching, the pan of acid into which the plate is plunged to
be bitten.

7. An arrangement or preparation for immers-

ing anything, as the silver-bath in photography.
8. In chem., an apparatus for modifvmg and

regulating the heat in various chemical pro-
cesses, by interposing a quantity of sand, wa-
ter, or other substance between the fire and the
vessel intended to be heated, when a liquid bath
of a higher temperature than 212 is required, saturated
solutions are employed in which the boiling-point is

higher than that of water. Companions of the Bath,
the third or lowest class of the members of the order of
the Bath. Compressed-air bath, a bath consisting in

remaining for a longer or shorter time in a chamber filled

with compressed air. Such baths have been recommended
as useful in certain diseases, in which an increased expan-
sive force is required to cause the air to inflate the more
delicate air-passages of the lungs. Dung-bath, a bath
used in calico-printing. See dunging.-^Knights of the
Bath, an order of knighthood supposed to have been insti-

tuted at the coronation of Henry IV. In 1399. It received
this name from the fact that the candidates for the honor
were put into a bath the preceding evening, to denote a
purification or absolution from all former stain, and that
they were now to begin a new life. The present order of
the Bath, however, was instituted by George I. in 1725, as
a military order, consisting, exclusive of the sovereign, of
a grand master and thirty-six companions. In 1816 the
order was greatly extended, and in 1847 it was opened to
civilians. It is now composed of three classes, viz. : mili-

tary and civil knights grand-crosses, O. C. B. ; knights
commanders, K. C. B. ; and knights companions, C. B. The

ynge, < battfowlen, snare birds, < butte, by some
supposed to refer to the bat or stick on which
the nets were fastened, + fowlen, v.

,
fowl. The

first element is now often associated with 6a(2.]
A mode of catching birds at night by holding
a torch or other light, and beating the bushes
or trees where they roost. The birds fly toward
the light, and are caught with nets or otherwise. I. Badge worn suspended from the collarof a knightof the Bath.

3. Star of the Grand Cross.

badge (fig. 1) is a golden Maltese cross of eight points,
with the lion of England in the four principal angles, and
having in a circle in the center the rose, thistle, and sham-
rock (representing respectively England, Scotland, and Ire-

laud), between three imperial crowns ; motto, Tria juncta



bath

in uno. Stars are also worn by the first two classes.

That of the knights grand-crosses (ng. 2) is of silver, with

eight points of rays wavy, on which is a gold cross bearing

three crowns, encircled by a ribbon displaying
the motto

of the order, while beneath is a scroll Inscribed Ich dien

(I serve), the motto of the Prince of Wales. The star of

the knights commanders differs chiefly in lacking the

wavy rays. Medicated bath, a bath of liquid or vapor

designed to produce a curative elfect by virtue of some
medicine mixed in it. Mercurial bath, a bath used in

the pneumatic trough to collect such gases as are readily

absorbed by water.- Metal-bath, a bath used in chemical

operations requiring a higher temperature than can be

produced by means of a water-bath. Mercury, fusible

metal, tin, and lead are employed for such baths. Rus-
sian bath, a kind of bath employed in Russia, and in-

troduced thence in other countries. It resembles in prin-

ciple the ancient and the Turkish baths, but differs from
the latter in that the subject, after exposure to the in-

Huence of very hot vapor, with the attendant kneading,

lathering, etc., is suddenly and violently cooled by means
of a jet of ice-cold water. It is said to be of service in

alleviating rheumatism. Sour bath, in tanning, an acid

liquid made of bran and refuse malt. It is employed to

remove the lime used in a previous process, and also to

soften the skin to render it more absorbent of the tanning
materials. Tin-bath, molten tin covered with melted

tallow to prevent the oxidation of the metal. It is used

in giving a coating of tin to other metals, as sheet-iron,

to form the so-called tin-plate. Turkish bath, a kind of

bath introduced from the East, in which the subject, after

having undergone copious perspiration in a heated room,
is subjected to various processes, as soaping, washing,

kneading (shampooing), etc., and ultimately proceeds to

an outer apartment, where he is placed on a couch to

cool. Turkish baths, or modifications of them, are pro-
vided in all hydrotherapeutic establishments, and are to

be found in most towns of considerable size. White
bath, a bath used in dyeing ; an emulsion formed by Gal-

lipoli oil and the carbonates of alkalis.

bath1
(bath), v. t. [Later form for bathe, di-

rectly from the noun.] To put into a bath;
wash in a bath. [Bare.]
bath2 (bath), . [Earlier in E., as LL., batus, or

else bat, bate, < LL. batus, < Gr. /3arof, < Heb.

bath.'] A Hebrew liquid measure = 72 logs =
6 hins = iV cor, and corresponding to the dry
measure the ephah = 72 logs = 18 cabs = 3

saths = -jV cor. There were two measures of this

name, one equal to about two thirds of the other, as is seen

by comparing 1 Ki. vii. 26 with 2 Chron. iv. 5. The larger
bath seems to have contained about 36 liters = 9J United
States gallons = 8 British gallons. The smaller bath seems
to have contained about 28 liters = 7J United States gal-

lons = 6 British gallons.

Bath brick, bun, chair. See the nouns.

bath-chops (bath'chops), n. pi. The cheeks or

face of the hog cured or smoked.
bathe (baTH), v.

; pret. and pp. bathed, ppr.
bathing. [Also in var. form (now only dial.)

beath, q. v. ; < ME. bathien, < AS. bathian (= D.
baden = OHG. badon, MHG. G. laden = Icel.

badha = Sw. bada Dan. bade), < bceth, bath :

see bath1 ."] I. trans. 1. To place in a bath;
immerse in water or other fluid, for cleanli-

ness, health, or pleasure.
Chancing to bathe himself in the river Cydnus, ... he

fell sick, near unto death, for three days. South.

Others, on silver lakes and rivers, bathed
Their downy breast. Milton, P. L., vii. 437.

2. To apply water or other liquid to with a

sponge, cloth, or the like, generally for thera-

peutic purposes. 3. To wash, moisten, or suf-

fuse with any liquid.
Her bosom bathed in blood. Dryden.

4. To immerse in or surround with anything
analogous to water : as, bathed in sunlight.

One sip of this

Will bathe the drooping spirits in delight.

Milton, Comus, 1. 812.

Thy rosy shadows bathe me. Tennyson, Tithonus.

The sun was past the middle of the day,
But bathed in flood of light the world still lay.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 221.

5. In zool., to tint; tinge in a uniform man-
ner, giving the appearance of one color seen

through another: as, black bathed with purple,
brown bathed with rosy, etc.

II. intrans. 1. To take a bath; be in water
or other liquid ; go into water to bathe one's
self.

They bathe in summer, and in winter slide. Waller.

2. To be immersed or surrounded as if with
water.

bathe (baTH), . [< bathe, v.~] The act of

bathing; the immersion of the body in water:
as, to take one's usual bathe. Edinburgh Rev,
[Confined almost entirely to Scotland, where a distinction
is made between a bathe and a bath, the former being ap-
plied to an immersion in the sea, a river, or a lake, and
the latter to a bath for which artificial conveniences are
used.]

bather1
(ba'THer), n. 1. One who bathes; one

who immerses himself in water. 2. One who
bathes another.
bather2 (baTH'er), v. i. [E. dial.] To scratch
and rub in the dust, as birds do. HalliweU.

[Prov. Eug.]
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bathetic (ba-thet'ik), (i. [< bathos, on type of

jxillietic,
< pathos."] Relating to or character-

ized by bathos
; sinking rhetorically, or in style.

Coleridge.

A fatal insensibility to the ludicrous and the bathetic.

The Academy, July 3, 1875, p. ft.

bath-house (bath'hous), n. 1 . A house fitted up
with conveniences for bathing, as bath-rooms,

tubs, sometimes a tank or swimming-bath, etc.

2. A small house, or a house divided into a

number of small rooms, at a bathing-place,
or place for open-air bathing, where bathers

change their dress.

bathing-box (ba'Hing-boks), n. A covered
shed or bath-house in which open-air bathers

change their dress. [Eng.]
bathing-dress (ba'THing-dres), . A partial
or loose costume used by open-air bathers, as

on a sea-beach.

bathing-house (ba'THing-hous), . A bath-

house. [U. S.]

bathing-machine (ba'THing-ma-shen"), n. A
covered vehicle used at the seaside resorts of

Great Britain, in which bathers dress and un-

dress. It is driven into the water to a sufficient

distance to suit the convenience of the bather.

bathing-tub (ba'THing-tub), . Same as bath-

tub.

bath-kol (bath'kol), n. [Heb., < bath, daugh-
ter, + kol, voice.] A kind of oracular voice

frequently referred to in the Talmud, the later

Targums, and rabbinical writers, as the fourth

grade of revelation, constituting an instrument
of divine communication throughout the early

history of the Israelites, and the sole prophetic
manifestation which they possessed during the

period of the second temple.

From the death of Haggai, Zechariah, and Malachi, the

Holy Spirit [which, according to the Jewish distinction,
is only the second degree of the prophetical gift)

was
withdrawn from Israel; but they nevertheless enjoyed
the use of the Bath Kol.
The treatise Sanhedrim, quoted itiKitto'sBib. Cyc., 1.316.

Bath metal. See metal.

bathmic (bath'mik), a. [< Gr. j3a8u6f (see bath-

mism) + -ic.~] Pertaining to or of the nature
of bathmism.

I compared the transmission of bathmic force to that of

the phenomenon of combustion, which is a force conver-

sion transmitted from substance to substance by contact.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 229.

Bathymaster
In his lift!) sonnet he [Petrarch] may, I think, lie said

to have sounded the lowest chasm of the Bathos.
M'li-itnlfnj, IVtralvh.

= Syn. 2. Fustian, Turgidnexx, etc. See bombast.

bath-room (bath'rom), M. A room for bathing
in.

bath-sponge (bath'spuuj), n. A sponge used in

bathing, etc. .Sponges suitable for this use all belong
to the genus Spvnyia, of which there are six commercial

species or varieties, deriving their value from the fineness

and elasticity of the skeletal libers. The bath-sponge of

the Mediterranean is S. equina, resembling the wool-

sponge, S. gouyptntt. of the United States. Other species
are the zimocca, S. zimocca ; the cup-sponge, S. adriatica,
of Turkey and the Levant ; the American yellow sponge,
S. corlosia ; and the American hard-head, S. dura.

Bath stone. See stone.

bath-tub (bath/tub), n. A tub to bathe in: in

the usual form, approximately of the length of

the body, and often permanently fixed in a
bath-room. Also called bathing-tub.

bathukolpian, . See bathycolpian.
bathvillite (bath'vil-It), . [< BathvUle (see

def.) + -Jte2 .] A brown, dull, amorphous min-
eral resin, occurring in torbanite, or boghead
coal, on the estate of Bathville, near Bathgate,
Linlithgowshire, Scotland.

bathwort (bath'wert), n. [Corruption of birth-

wort, after bath 1
."]

Same as birthroot.

bathybial (ba-thib'i-al), a. [< bathybius + -/.]
Of or pertaining to bathybius or the depths
at which it is found; bathybiau: as, "bathybial
fauna," Encyc. Brit., XXI. 774.

bathybian (ba-thib'i-an), . [< bathybius +
-.] Pertaining to bathybius ; composed of

or resembling bathybius.
The use of the dredge resulted in finding the usual 60-

thybian forms that have been already described in works
relating to Arctic voyages.

Arc. Cruise of the Conein, 1881, p. 14.

bathmism (bath'mizm), n. [< Gr. paS/iAs, also

: too/i6e, a step, threshold (< fiaivetv (/ */fa), go),
+ -ism.'] See extract.

It is here left open whether there be any form of force
which may be especially designated as "vital." Many of

the animal functions are known to be physical and chem-
ical, and if there be any one which appears to be less ex-

plicable by reference to these forces than the others, it is

that of nutrition. Probably in this instance force has
been so metamorphosed through the influence of the origi-
native or conscious force in evolution, that it is a distinct

species in the category of forces. Assuming it to be such,
I have given it the name of Bathmism.

E. D. Cope, Meth. of Creation, p. 26.

Bathmodon (bath'mo-don), . [NL., < Gr. fia.6-

fi6f, a step, + orfot'f = E. tooth."] A genus of

fossil hoofed quadrupeds named by Cope in

1872, subsequently identified by him with Cory-
phodon (which see).
bathmodont (bath'mo-dont), a. [< Bathmo-

don(t-).] In odontog,, noting a pattern of denti-

tion in which the posterior pair of tubercles of

the upper molars are approximated, connected

together, and compressed and subcrescentic
in section, and the anterior outer tubercle is

connected with the anterior inner one by an

oblique crest forming a V. Such dentition is

characteristic of the genus Bathmodon.
Bath note. See note.

bathometer (ba-thom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. flatiot,

depth, + [terpov, a measure.] An apparatus,
consisting of a spring-balance of peculiar con-

struction, used for ascertaining the depth of
water.

Bath oolite. See Bath stone, under stone.

bathorse (bat'- or ba'hors), n. [< bat* (F.

bdt), a pack-saddle, + horse."] In the British

army, a horse for carrying baggage belonging
to an officer or to the baggage-train. Also writ-
ten bawhorse.

bathos (ba'thos). M. [Gr. {tides, depth, < (JaOif,

deep. In def. 2, orig. an antithesis to tfjxx,

height, the sublime.] 1. Depth; lowest part
or stage; bottom. [Rare.] 2. A ludicrous
descent from the elevated to the commonplace
or ridiculous in writing or speech; a sinking;
anticlimax.

bathybius (ba-thib'i-us), n. [NL., < Gr. jiaOvf,

deep, + jiior, life.] A name given by Huxley
to masses of so-called animal matter said to

have been found covering the sea-bottom at

great depths (over 2,000 fathoms), and in such
abundance as to form in some places deposits

upward of 30 feet in thickness. It was described
as consisting of a tenacious, viscid, slimy substance, ex-

hibiting under the microscope a network of granular,

mucilaginous matter, which expands and contracts spon-

taneously, forming a very simple organism, and corre-

sponding in all respects to protoplasm (which see). Em-
bedded in it were calcareous bodies with an organic

structure, called discoliths, coccoliths, and coccospheret,
which seemed to belong to bathybius as such. The exis-

tence of any such living substance is now generally denied.

bathycolpian (bath-i-kol'pi-an), a. [Also less

prop, bathukolpian; < Gr. [iaffwtofarof. < (3a8i'f,

deep, + /ciJAffOf, breast, bosom.] Deep-bosomed:
as, "bathycolpian Here," O. W. Holmes.

Bathyerginse (bath"i-er-ji'ne), n. pi [NL.. <

Bathyergus + -inai.~\ A subfamily of Ethi-

opian mole-like rodents, of the family Spala-
cida;, or mole-rats, differing from Spahichm in

having the mandibular angle arising beside the

socket of the lower incisors. There are three

genera, Bathyergus, Georyrhus, and BeUopho-
bius.

bathyergue (bath'i-erg), n. A rodent quadru-
ped of the genus Bathyergus.
Bathyergus (bath-i-er'gus), n. [NL., after Gr.

llafh'epyeiv, plow deep, < ftaBif, deep, + ipyov,

work.] A genus of mole-rats, of the subfamily
Bathyergina; having grooved upper incisors.

JB. maritimug is

a large species
burrowing in

the sand-dunes
of the Cape of
liood Hope, and
called coast-rat
and zand- or
nand-mole ; it is

very abundant,
and in some
places the sandy
soil is honey-

combed with its extensive excavations. The fur is grayish-
brown, and might possess commercial value.

Bathymaster (bath'i-mas-ter), . [NL., < Gr.

jia6i>, deep, + fiaarj/p, a seeker.] A genus of

fishes, typical of the family Bathymasterida;.

Coast-rut {BatHyerstts

konquil ( Bathymaster signatus).

The only known species inhabits water of moderate depth
about rocks along the northern Pacific coast sonth to

Puget Sound, and is popularly known as the ronquil or
ronchil.



Bathymasteridae

Bathymasteridse (bath"i-mas-ter'i-de), n. //I.

[NL., < Batliymaster + -iiUc.] A family of acan-

thopterygiau fishes, represented by the genus
Bathymaster, and scarcely distinct from Latili-

ila' (which see).

bathymeter (ba-thim'e-ter), n. [< Gr. fiaOhf,

deep, + JU:T/X>V, a measure.] An instrument
for taking soundings at sea.

bathymetric fbath-i-mefrik), a. [< batlii/un-

try T -ic.] Pertaining to bathymetry or tho
measurement of depths, especially at sea.

Bathymetric zone, in :""//".'/. . one of the horizontal
lielts of the depths of the sea vertically separated by their

characteristic fauna and flora. Five such zones are reek
oned: (1) the littoral, between tide-marks; (2) the lami-

narian, from low water to about 15 fathoms; (3) the

coralline, from that to about 60 fathoms; (4) the defp-aea,
from that to about 300; (5) the abyssal, from that to the
lowest depths.

bathymetrical (bath-i-met'ri-kal), </. Same as

bathymetrically (bath-i-met'ri-kal-i), adv. As
regards bathymetry ; by deep-sea measurement
or sounding.
bathymetry (ba-thim'e-tri), n. [< Gr. ,3o0t'c,

deep, + -iierpia, < fierpov, a measure.] The art

of sounding or of measuring depths in the sea.

bathyphon (bath'i-fon), n. A musical instru-

ment of the clarinet class, having a single
reed and a wooden tube, and a compass of

nearly three octaves from the third D below
middle C. It was invented in 1829 in Berlin,
but was soon supplanted by the tuba.

Bathythrissa (bath-i-thris'ii), n. [NL., < Gr.

flaffi-f, deep, + Oplaaa, Attic Bpirra, a certain fish,

otherwise called rpixiat, < 6pi% (rptx-), hair.]
The typical genus of the family Bathythrissidce,

containing one known species (Bathythrissa
dorsalis) of deep-water fishes with some resem-
blance to a herring or whitefish, found off the
coast of Japan.
Bathythrissidae (bath-i-thris'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Bathythrissa + -ida;.] A family of malacop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus Bathy-
thrissa. They have an oblong body and rounded abdo-

men, covered with cycloid scales ; the margin of the upper
jaw formed by the intermaxillaries mesially and by the
maxillaries laterally ; complete opercular apparatus ; very
elongate dorsal flu ; a short anal I'm

; the stomach with a
blind sac; numerous pyloric appendages; and ductless
ovaries.

batiator-root (bat'i-a-tpr-rot"), n. The root of

an undetermined Brazilian plant, used as an
emetic and in dysentery.
Batides (bat'i-dez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Batis (a

genus of fishes), < Gr. /Jan'c, a flat fish, perhaps
the skate or ray.] The rays, as an order of

selachians. L. Agassiz. See Itaiai.

bating1
(ba'ting), n. [Verbal n. of bate1

, v.]

The act of beating the wings; fluttering; flut-

tering away.
bating2 (ba'ting), prep. [Orig. ppr. of bate2

,

for abate; now regarded as a prep.] Abating;
taking away; deducting; excepting.
Bating the outward respect due to his birth, they treat-

ed him [the Prince of Condi] very hardly in all his preten-
sions. Bp. But-net, Hist. Own Times, an. 1677.

bating3 (ba'ting), n. [Verbal n. of bate5
, v.]

The process of steeping hides and skins in

an alkaline bath, to separate the lime, oil, and

glutinous matter, and render them soft and

pliable, and fit for tanning.
batiste (ba-tesf), n. [< F. batiste, < OF. bap-
tiste; so called, it is said, from its inventor,
one Baptiste, a linen-weaver of Cambrai (see

cambric) in French Flanders.] A fine linen

clothmade in Flanders and Picardy, of three dif-

ferent kinds or thicknesses
;
a kind of cambric.

batler1
*/ (bat'ler), n. [Appar. for battler2

, q. v.

Found only in Shakspere, with a var. batlet.] A
small bat or beetle for beating clothes in wash-

ing; a clothes-pounder. Also called batlet, bat-

tler, battril.

I remember the kissing of her batter [so in early edi-

tions, but in most modern editions batlet], and the cow's

dugs that her pretty chopped hands had milked.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 4.

batler2t. See batteler.

batlett (bat'let), n. [< bat1 + dim. -let ; but

perhaps an error for batler1
, q. v.] Same as

batter1 .

batman1
(bat'- or ba'man), n.

; pi. batmen

(-men). [Formerly also "bateman; < bat* (F.

bdt), a pack-saddle, + man.] A person al-

lowed by the government to every company of

a regiment on foreign service. His duty is to take

charge of the cooking utensils, etc., of the company.
There is in the charge of the batman a bathorse for each

company to convey the cooking utensils from place to

place. Imp. Diet. (Great Britain.]

batman'-' (bat'man), n. [= Russ. batmanu, <

Turk, batman, batman, a weight, the same as
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the Pers. ;</ : sec ///</-.] A Turkish weight
varying in amount in different localities, i h

li:it!n;tii formerly legal throughout the empire, now used
in t'ntistantinople and Smyrna, is 17 poumls avuinlupoi-
The great batman of Constantinople is J..

r
, ponmls; tin-

little batman is .. ii pounds. The batman of Tabriz is 6.4

IMHimls : tin- batman of Shiraz is lti.7 pounds ;
tin 1 batman-

rei of Tehrran i> >.:; pounds.

bat-money, baw-money (bat'- or ba'-, ba'-

inun'i), n. [< bat* + money.'] Money paid to

a batman.
batoid (bat'oid), a. and n. [< fiafb(gWMU
of fishes) + -o/rf.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
Batoidei.

II. n. One of the Batoidei.

Batoidei (ba-toi'de-i), n. pi. [NL., < Batis (a

genus of fishes) + -oideus, pi. -oidei.] In ( liin-

ther's system of classification, a suborder <>(

plagiostomatous fishes having ventral gill-

openings : synonymous with Raice.

BatolitCS (bat-o-li'tez), n. [NL., < F. Mton, a

staff (see baton), + Gr. /iflof, a stone.] A genus
of straight cylindrical bivalve fossil shells, al-

lied to the hippurites. Some are of great length,
and form masses of rock in the high Alps. Also
written Batolithes and Batolithus.

batologist (ba-tol'o-jist), n. [< "batoloi/:i (<

Gr. /farof, a bramble-bush, + -Aoyi'a, < ttyetv,

speak: see -ology) + -int.] A botanist who hus

made a special study of the genus Rubus, or I he

brambles, the numerous European species of

which are very variable and exceedingly diffi-

cult to determine.
baton (bat'on, ba-ton', or, as F., ba-t6n'), n.

[This word" appears in E. in various forms ;

first as boston (< OF. boston = Sp. bastoit =
Pg. bastHo = It. bastone, < ML. basto(n~), a stick,

staff, of unknown origin), then baton (< F. ba-

ton), with accent on first syllable, also spelled
batton and batten (see batten2 ), and with F. ac-

cent baton', also spelled batoon, battoon (see

batoon), and recently, esp. in the musical use,

S
renounced as F. : see boston, battoon. batten2.]
. A staff or club; a truncheon: carried either

(a) for use as a weapon, as a policeman's bat-

on; (6) as a mark of authority, as the baton of

a field-marshal; or (c) as a warrant to do

something, as the baton or staff carried in

Great Britain by the engineer of a train on a

single-track railway, as his authority to pro-
ceed. 2. In music : (a) The stick or wand used

by the leader of a chorus or an orchestra in di-

recting the performance.
When I went home I made myself a baton, and went

about the fields conducting an orchestra. Ditkens.

(6) A rest of two or more measures. 3. In

her., same as baston, 1 (c).

Also spelled batton.

To Wield a good baton, to conduct a musical perform-
ance well,

baton (bat'on), v. t. [< baton, n.] To strike

with a baton
; cudgel.

baton-crOSS (bat'on-kr6s), . In her., same as

cross potent (which see, under cross1 ).

batoont (ba-ton'), n. [An older form of baton,
<.F. baton: see baton.] 1. A club or truncheon

;

a baton.
Although his shoulders with batoon
He claw'd and cudgell'd to some tune.

S. Butler, Hudibras, II. it 710.

2. A staff of office. See&otoH, 1. 3. In her.,

same as baston, 1 (c). 4. In arch., same as

baston, 2.

bat-printing (bat'prin'ting), n. In ceram., a
mode of printing patterns in color upon glazed
ware. An engraving on copper is made with fine lines,

from which an impression is taken in linseed-oil on a thin

slabof gelatin. This impression is transferred to the glazed

ware, and over it is then dusted a metallic color which

clings to the oil, and is afterward melted and fixed by fir-

ins;. See ixrti, 13.

Batrachia (ba-tra'ki-a), n. pi. [NL., prop.
Batrachia, < Gr. paTpaxcta,

neut. pi. (sc. fya,

animals) of /Jarpa^etof, frog-like, < /Jarpa^of, a

frog, with numerous dialectic variants, (idpanof,

Pparaxof, ftpAraxof, pfopaxof, Bf^ftjfti W**fi
/)dt)paKo(, etc., indicating an imitative origin.]
1 . Formerly, as in Cuvier's system of classifica-

tion, an order of reptiles, containing the frogs,

toads, newts, salamanders, etc., and coexten-
sive with the modern class Amphibia ; the am-
phibians, or those vertebrates which breathe
at first by gills, and then, generally, lose the

gills and breathe by lungs. 2. Now, an order
of Amphibia, synonymous with Anura2 (which
see), containing the frogs and toads only, or
those amphibians which lose the tail as well as

the gills. The leading families are the Pipidtr, or Suri-

nam toads ; the Ranidff, frogs ; the Bufonidff. ordinary
toads ; and the Uylida, tree-frogs. See cut under Anum.

batster

batrachian (bn-tnVki-un), n. and ii.
[_<.

llatra-

cliia + -tin.] I. n. Of or pertaining to the Bti-

trni-hiit, especially frogs and toads.

Tin- tatraeMon hymni from tin- nriuhboring swamp.
il. H'. llnlinrx, Autocrat, ix.

II. n. flue i,f I lie ll'itrni-lii'l.

batrachid (but'r;i-kidj. /. A fish of the family
Balrackidtr.

Batrachidae (ba-trak'i-iei, . /./. [NL., < />-
trnc/iii!; + -iiln:] A family of acanthopterygian
lislies, typified by the genus Hntriirhiix, with un-

armed cheeks, a dorsal fin developed and com-

posed of a few sharp spines, and jugular and

imperfect ventral fins. The -p. . -i,-* an- mostly inhabi-

tants of subtropical or temperate seas, and are known In

North America as t<m<l-rixhf*. S< < <nt ntxii r tiiaii-Jih.

batrachite (bat'nt-kit), . [< L. batrachites, <

Gr. ffarpaxlrr/r, a frog-green stone, < /<ar/j^oc, a

frog.] 1. A fossil or stone in color resembling
a frog; toadstone. 2. A mineral identical

with the Vi'snvian monticellite (which see), be-

longing to the chrysolite group.
batrachoid (bat'ra-koid), a. [< Gr. 'Barpaxott-

I'li/r,
eontr. liar/iaxu^'K, frog-like, < flarpaxor, a

frog, + fMof, form.] Having the form of a

frog; pertaining to the Batrachia.

batracholite (ba-trak'o-lit), n. [< Gr. pdrpaxoi;.
a frog, + >Mo(, a stone.'] A fossil batrachian.

batrachomyomachy (bat*ra-ko-mi-om'a-ki), .

'

'

.

name of a mock-heroic poem traditionally as-

cribed to Homer, < /"Jarpa^of, a frog, + /*i>c,
=

E. mouse, + uaxn, a battle.] A battle between
the frogs and mice

; specifically (cap.), the title

of an ancient Greek parody on the Iliad.

batrachophagous (bat-ra-kof'a-gus), a. [< Gr.

parpaxof, a frog, + <j>ayeiv, eat.] Feeding on

frogs ; frog-eating ;
ranivorous.

Batrachophidia (bat"ra-ko-fid'i-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. fidrpaxoc, a frog," +

'

60/c, a serpent: see

ophidian.} An order of Amphibia represented
by the family Caciliida; : same as Ophiomorpha.
Also Batrachonhidii.

batrachophobia (bat'ra-ko-fo'bi-a), n. [< Gr.

jlaTpaxof, a frog, + -^o/)('a. < $o[ieiv, fear.]
Dread of batrachians ;

aversion to toads, frogs,
etc. [Rare.]
Batrachopsida (bat-ra-kop'si-da), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. pdrpaxof, a frog, + 6^<r, appearance, +
cliof, form.] A primary group or superclass of

Vertebrata, conterminous with the class Am-
phibia. contrasted with Sauropsida.
Batrachospermeae (bafra-ko-sper'me-e), 71. pi.

[NL., < Jiatrachospermuin + -ece.~] A small

group of fresh-water alg classed with the red

seaweeds, consisting of articulated filaments

with whorls of necklace-like branches. The
principal genus is Batrachospermum, sparingly
represented in the United States.

Batrachospermum (bat"ra-ko-sper'mum), n.

[NL., < Gr. pdrpaxof, a frog, -f <mtpjia, seed.]
A genus of algas, belonging to the order of red

seaweeds, Floridece, and family Batrachosper-
mecE. Batrachospermum moniliforme is the commonest
of the few red algse which are found in fresh water. It

consists of necklace-like branching filaments tinged with
some shade of red or sometimes only grass-green, and
grows in ditches and springs.

batrachostomous (bat-ra-kos'to-mus), a. [<
Gr. pdrpaxof, a frog, + orA/ia, mouth.] Frog-
mouthed ; having a mouth like a frog : spe-

cifically applied to birds of the genus Ba-
tracltostomus.

Batrachostomus (bat-ra-kos'to-mns), n. [NL.,
< Gr. /idrpaxof, a frog, + oroua, mouth.] A
genus of East Indian fissirostral picarian birds,
of the family Caprimulgidte, or goatsuckers,
sometimes combined with Podargusin a family
I'odargidce, the frogmouths, or frog-mouthed
goatsuckers: so called from the enormous ex-

tent of the mouth. The genus includes a number of

species of India, Java, Borneo, Ceylon, Malacca, etc., which
are among the very largest and most notable of the capri-

mulgine series. B. javanenris is a leading species, fiom-

bycintoma and Bomoycistomus are synonyms.
Batrachus (bat'ra-kus), n. [L.,< Gr. fldrpaxof, a

frog: see Batrachia.] A genus of fishes, typi-
cal of the family Batrachida;, containing the

toad-fish, B. tau, of the North Atlantic, and
several closely related species. See toad-fish.

bat-shell (bat'shel), n. [< bat2 + shell.] A
mollusk, a species of Valuta, V. respertilio, of a

dusky-brown color.

batsman (bats'man), n. ; pi. batsmen (-men).
[< bafs, poss. of bat1

,
+ man.] One who wields

the bat in base-ball, cricket, and similar

games; a batter.

batster (bat'ster), n. [< bat1
, r., + -uter.] A

batsman or batter.



batt

batt, . An obsolete spoiling of bail, still occa-

sionally used in some senses. See bat 1
, 10, 11.

batta1 (bat'a), w. [Anglo-Ind., formerly also

battee (cf. batty
3
), Pg. bata (later in Hind., etc.,

li/Ki/d, lilidtd, allowance for maintenance), per-

haps < Canarese bhattn, rice in the husk (see

biit/i/V), generalized to '

subsistence.'] In Brit-

ish India: (a) Subsistence-money given to

soldiers, witnesses, prisoners, and others, (ft)

An allowance in addition to their pay origi-

nally made to troops serving in the field.

"Military batta, originally an occasional allowance, as

clrtlnuil, grew to he a constant addition to the pay of offi-

cers in India, and constituted the chief part of the excess
of Indian over Knglish military emoluments." (Vide ami
ItiiriieU.) It was reduced one half by the governor-gen-
(nil I, "i.l William llentinck ill 1828.

batta2 (bat'a), n. [Anglo-Ind. Hind, batta,

Bong, batta, (cerebral <).] In British India,
agio; discount; difference of exchange.

battablet (bat'a-bl), a. [< bat- in battle^, bat-

ten 1
, etc., + -able; perhaps, like hatful, a per-

version of battle3
, a.] Fattening ;

serviceable
as pasture. Also spelled batable.

Masfnissa made many inward parts of liarhary and Nu-
midia in Afriek (before his time, incult and horrid) fruit-

ful and battable by this means.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader.

battage (ba-tazh'), n. [F., < battre, beat: see
batcl 7\ 1. Beating; the operation of beating.

2. In agri., threshing. 3. The operation of

pulverizing or incorporating the ingredients of

gunpowder by the old method of stamping with

pestles.
Also wrongly spelled batage.

battailantt, a. and n. [Also batteilant, battel-

lant, < F. bataillant, ppr. of batailler, combat :

see battle1
, t>.] I. a. Combatant.

I saw an Elephant,
Adorn'd with bells and bosses gorgeouslle,
That on his backe did beare (as batteilant)
A gilden towre, which shone exceedinglie.

Spenser, World's Vanitie, at. 8.

II. n. A combatant.
battailoust (bat'e-lus), a. [Early mod. E. also

battelous, battellous, battlous, etc., < ME. batai-

lous, batelouse, batellous, < OF. bataillous,

bateillous, warlike, < bataille, battle.] War-
like

;
bellicose

; ready for battle.

In sunbright armes, and battailous array.
Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 2.

The French came foremost, battailous and bold.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, i. 87.

Thoughts and images like stately fleets, . . . some deep
with silk and spicery, some brooding over the silent thun-
ders of their battailous armaments.

Lowell, Among my Books, it. 241.

battaliat (ba-ta'lia), n. [Early mod. E. also ba-

talia, batallia, batiaglio, etc., < It. battaglia (=
Sp. batalla = Pg. Pr. batalha = OF. bataille, >

K battle1
), battle, squadron: see battle1 .'] 1.

Order of battle
;
battle array.

I have made all his troops and companisa._
Advance and put themselves raHgeit in battalia.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy D'Ambols, ill. 1.

2. Milit. : (a) A. large body of men in order of
battle or on the march, whether a whole army
or one of the great divisions of it; a host; an
army.
K. Kick. Who hath descried the number of the traitors?
Nor. Six or seven thousand is their utmost power.
K. Rwh. Why, our battalia trebles that account.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 8.

[Tills is the reading of the folios ; the quarto editions read
battalion.]

In three battalias does the king dispose
His strength, which all in ready order stand,
And to each other's rescue near at hand.

May, Edward III.

(6) The main body or center of an army.
Wee quickly plac'd Jockey in the right wing, Sir John

In the left wing, and Old Nick in the Battalia.
Soar. Decretal, 14. (N. E. D.)

battalion (ba-tal'yon), n. [Formerly also ba-

tallion, bataillon, etc., < F. bataillon, < It. bat-

taglione, battalion, aug. of battaglia, a battle,
squadron: see battalia, battle1 .'] If. An army
in battle array.

He through the armed flies

Darts his experienced eye, and soon traverse
The whole battalion views. Milton, P. L., t 569.

2. In general, any distinct portion of an army
or minor body of troops acting together: as,
God is on the side of the largest battalions (a
saying attributed to Turenne) ;

a battalion of

infantry, cavalry, grenadiers, voltigeurs, etc. in
the United States two or more detached companies of in-

fantry, squadrons of cavalry, or batteries of artillery serv-
ing together are called a battalion, simply for convenience.
3. Technically, a body of infantry composed
of two or more companies forming part of a
regiment, or sometimes constituting a whole
regiment. In European armies an infantry regiment is

usually divided into three battalions, sometimes with a
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fourth in reserve from whieh losses in the others are
tilled. Formerly the regiments of the United States

army, then consisting of twelve companies, were divided
into three battalions ; but now each regiment of ten com-
panies constitutes a single battalion.

battalioned (ba-tal'yond). a. [< battalion +
-/'*.] Formed into battalions.

batteau, . See bateau.

battel 1
!, n. and v. See battle1 .

battel2!,
v. See battle*.

battePr, a. and v. See battle^.

battel4 (bat'l), n. [Usually in pi. battels, also

battiet, battclls, first found in the 16th century,
Latinized batitli, batella;; a peculiar college

use, of uncertain origin. The sense of 'provi-
sions' appears much later than that of 'charges
therefor,' but, if original, suggests a connection
with battel3

, battle^, v., feed : see battle3.'} 1 . pi.
At the university of Oxford in England : (a) Col-

lege accounts for board and provisions supplied
from the kitchen and buttery, (b) The whole
of the college accounts for board and lodgings,

rates, tuition, and contributions to various
funds. 2. At Eton college, a small allowance
of food which, in addition to the college allow-

ance, the collegers receive from their dames.
Richardson.
battel4 (bat'l), v. i. [< battel*, n.~\ To stand
indebted in the college-books at Oxford for

provisions and drink from the buttery.
battelert, [Also batteller, battler, batter ; <

battel*, battle*, + -er1.] 1 . A student at Oxford
indebted in the college-books for provisions
and drink at the buttery. 2. One of a rank or
order of students at Oxford below commoners

;

a poor student.

Pierce Pennyless, exceeding poor scholar, that hath made
clean shoes in both universities, and been a pitiful battler

all thy lifetime. Middleton, The Black Book.

battement (bat'ment ;
F. pron. bak-e-moii'), n.

[F., < battre, beat:' see bate1
,
bat1

,
and -ment.']

1. A beating; striking; impulse. 2. In music,
a trill-like ornament, consisting of a slow shake
of a tone with the next tone below, beginning
with the latter : common in old-fashioned music.
batten1

(bat'n), v. [Not found in ME., but

prob. existent dialectally; < Icel. batna, grow
better, improve, recover, = Goth, ga-batnan, be
bettered, profit, avail, a neut. passive form from
the pp. *batans of a lost strong verb, "batan

(pret. *bot), be useful, profit, boot, represented
secondarily by D. MLG. LG. baten, profit, avail,

help, and in E. by the derived forms bet1
,
bet-

ter1
,
and boot1 : see bet1

,
better 1

,
and boot1 . A

noun, "bat, improvement, profit (cf. Icel. bati,

improvement, advantage, D. baat, MLG. LG.
bate, advantage, profit, gain), is implied as the
formal base of the adjectives batj'ul, battable,
but these are appar. manipulated forms of the
Cr!. adj. battle*, from the verbal root.] I. in-

trans. 1. To become better; improve m condi-
tion (especially by feeding); grow fat; thrive.

It makes her fat, you see ; she battens with It.

D. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, II. 1.

2. To feed gluttonously; figuratively, gratify
a morbid appetite or craving; gloat: absolute-

ly, or with on or upon.
Have you eyes 1

Could you on this fair mountain leave to feed,
And batten on this moor? Shak., Hamlet, 111. 4.

Her savage birds
O'er human carcasses do scream and batten. J. Baillie.

The moths, that were then battening upon its obsolete
ledgers and day-books, have rested from their depreda-
tions. /.K,/,/,. South-Sea House.

Melancholy sceptics . . . who batten on the hideous
facts in history. Emerson, Society and Solitude, x. 220.

3. Figuratively, to thrive; prosper; live in
ease and luxury, especially at the expense or
to the detriment of others : with on, formerly
also with : as, to batten on ill-gotten gains.

And with these thoughts so batten*, as If fate
Would be as easily cheated on as he.

B. Jonson, Volpone, L 1.

H. trans. 1. To improve by feeding; fat-
ten

;
make fat or cause to thrive with plenteous

feeding.
Battening our flocks with the fresh dews of night.

Milton, Lycidas, L 29.

2f. To fertilize or enrich (the soil).
batten2 (bat'n), n. [A more English spelling
of batton, baton, prevailing in the

non-literary
uses of the word: see baton, batoon, boston.]
1. A strip or scantling of wood. Specifically
(a) A bar nailed across parallel boards (as those forming a
door, shutter, etc.) to keep them together, (b) One of the
strips used as supports for the laths of a plastered wall,
or for nailing over the cracks between boards, (c) One of
the narrow strips nailed to a mast or spar, at a place ex-
posed to friction, to prevent chafing, (rf) A narrow strip
used to nail down the edges of a tarpaulin over a hatch-

batter

way, to prevent leaking in stormy weather, (e) A wooden
bar or cleat nailed to the lieain of a ship, from which the
seamen's hammocks are slung. (/) One of the long slips
used in the molding-loft of a ship-yard in tracing lines
and setting fair the shear of a ship in molding.

2. In com., squared timber of 6 or more feet
in length, 7 inches in width, and 24 inches
in thickness, used in carpentry and house-

building for various purposes. Pieces less

than 6 feet long are known as batten-ends.

3. In wanning, the beam for striking the weft

home; a lathe Louvered or loovered battens,
battens fitted in frames, or between stanchions, in parti-

tions, etc., at such an angle as to admit air, and yet to pre-
vent dirt from entering. Fincham, Ship-building, iv. 83.
See louver.

batten2 (bat'n), r. t. [< batterfi, n.] To form
or fasten with battens To batten down the
hatches of a ship, to cover them with tarpaulins ami nail

battens over their edges, so as to prevent water from leak-

ing below during bad weather.

batten-door (bat'n-dor), n. A door made of

narrow boards held together by means of cross-
battens nailed to them.
[He] stepped cautiously up to one of the batten doors

with an auger, and succeeded, without arousing any one,
in boring a hole. G. W. Cable, The Grandissimes, p. 407.

battening (bat'ning), w. [Verbal n. of 6ai-

<e 2
.] 1. The operation of fixing to a wall bat-

tens, to which are to be nailed laths to receive

plastering. 2. The battens fixed to a wall for

this purpose.
batter1

(bat'er), v. [< ME. bateren, batren,
with freq. formative -er, < bat- (repr. in ME. by
baten (only intrans.) in the sense of bate or
flutter as a hawk (see bate1 ); in later ME.
and mod. E. regarded as freq. of bat (late ME.
batten), from the noun bat1

,
which may be of

the same ult. origin), < OF. batrc, F. battre =
Pr. batre = Sp. batir = Pg. bater = It. battere,
< ML. (LL.) batere, battere for L. batuere, bat-

tuere, beat, strike : see bate1
,
battle1

,
etc. Not

connected with E. beat1
.] I. trans. 1. To beat

upon or against ;
strike with repeated blows

;

pound violently, as with the fist, a hammer or

bludgeon, a battering-ram, cannon-shot, etc.:

as, to batter a door for admittance; to batter
the walls of a city (with or without effect).

The thunderer, whose bolt, you know,
Sky-planted, batters all rebellious coasts.

Shak., Cymbeline, T. 4.

[The) whole artillery of the western blast,
Battering the Temple's front, its long-drawn nave,
Smiting as if each moment were their last.

Wordsworth, Cave of Staffa.

2. To bruise, break, or shatter by beating ; in-

jure the substance of by blows
; pound out of

form or condition: as, to batter a person's
countenance

;
a battered wall or tower ; to bat-

ter type (that is, bruise the face of it).

Now were the walls beaten with the rams, and many parts
thereof shaken and battered. Holland, tr. of Livy, p. 397.

3. In forging, to spread outwardly, as the ends
of a metal bar or rod, by hammering; upset.
E. H. Knight.

II. intrans. To act by beating or striking;
use repeated blows

; practise pounding : as, to
batter away at a door ; to batter upon a wall ;

battering cannon.
With all her battering engines bent to rase
Some capital city. Milton, P. L, II. 923.

Besiegers break ground at a safe distance, and advance
gradually till near enough to batter.

Abp. Whately, Elem. of Rhetoric, I. ill. 6.

To batter at, to make attacks upon ; try to overthrow or
destroy.

The tyrant has not batter'd at their peace?
Shak., Macbeth, iv. 8.

To batter In breach, (a) To direct a heavy cannonade
from a breaching battery against a selected part of the
wall or rampart inclosing an enemy's fortification, in
order to level or destroy it, and make an effective breach
or opening through which an assault In force may be
made, (b) Specifically, to attempt to breach an enemy's
works by means of a battery mounted in the third paral-
lel. To batter in breach, a sufficient number of guns
should be employed to maintain a practically continuous
fire, so as to prevent the enemy from repairing the dam-
age, and to obtain the cumulative effect due to heavy
firing against a single point. Breaching is sometimes ac-

complished by firing simultaneous or alternate volleys
from two or more batteries.

batter1
(bat'er), n. [< batter1

, .] 1. A heavy
blow. 2. In printing, a blur or defect in a
sheet produced by battered type ;

a spot show-
ing the broken state of the type. 3. In ceram.,
a mallet used to flatten out wet clay before

molding. See batting-block.
batter2 (bat'er), v. i. [Origin unknown; per-
haps connected in some way with batter1

,
or

with F. abattre, beat down.] To incline from
the perpendicular: said of a wall whose face
recedes as it rises : opposed to overhang.

Retaining and breast walls Imttrr towards the bank.
E. a. Knight, Amer. Mech. Diet., I. 247.



batter

batter3 (bat'er), n. [< ME. h,it,r, bati-r,; tmtnur,
linlnri; < OF. baton; a boating, metal beaten
out tliin, < lititrt; beat

;
ct'. Hp. hutiitti, liallrr, <

litttir, boat: nee Imllir 1
. <Y. lt<itlitrr.] 1. A

mixturo <> several ingredients, as flour, eggs,
salt, rlc., beaten together witli HOIIIU liquid,
used in cookery. 2. Flour and water made
into paste; s|ieoiticallv, the paste used iii si /.ing
cloth. (Scotch.]
batter :!

(bat'er), v, t. [Sc., < bun,;*, a., 1 To
l>aste together; cover wit li tilings pasted on:

us, to hulli r (lie walls with placards. |
Scotch.

]

batter1 (bat'6r), n. [< 6<i, *., + -!.] One
who bats; especially, in base-ball and cricket,
one who wields the hat

;
the halsnian.

Mr
|
tltr ho\\ I IT] turn Is a 1 iii II almost u iile to I tic .iir ; tho

hitter steps nut, and cuts it beautifully to where OOTI
poillt I - t.lll.illr

'/'. //HI/A,*, Tom lirottii 's School-Days, II. 8.

battered (bat'ord), j>.
a. [< batter*- + -V.]

r.eaten down or hruised
;
worn or impaired, as

by boat ing or lung service: as, a buttered pave-
ment

;
haltered type; a battered jade.

The Tory party, according to those perverted views of
Ti>r\ism unhappily too IOIIK prevalent in this cuiiuln,
WHS held to IKI literally ilufuuot, except by a few olil tail

t''n-'t i- s ..I' .iltire. />l',s,

batterer (bat'er-er), n. One who batters or
boats.

batterfangt, v. t. [Appar. < batter* + fang.']
To assail with lists and nails; beat and beclaw.

[Obsolete or prov. Kng.] if, K. f).

batter-head (bat'i-r-hod), n. That head of a
drum which is beaten.

batteriat (ba-te'ri-ft), n. [ML.: see battery,

13.] Beaten metal, of metal prepared for beat-

ing: a term used from the fourteenth to the
seventeenth century for the thin plate-metal of

which vessels and utensils were made. See bat-

In-i/, 13.

batterie (bat'er-i), n. [P., a beating, etc. : see

battery.] 1. A roll upon the side- or snaro-
drum. 2. A method of playing the guitar by
striking the strings instead of plucking thorn.

3. An obsolete designation for a staccato arpeg-
giation of the chords of an accompaniment.
Compare Alberti bass funder basx3 ) and arpeggio.
battering (bat'er-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of batter*.]

Sloping upward and inward, as a terrace or
bank.
The system of Its construction Is thut known its pyram-

Will or batttrinff. Athemruni, No. 8087, p. 182.

battering-charge (bat'6r-ing-charj), n. The
maximum charge of powder prescribed for use
in heavy guns; a charge used in battering an
enemy's works.

battering-gun (bat
'
er - ing - gun), . Same as

liattrriii</-i>iccr.

battering-piece (bat'er-ing-pes). n. Milit., a
cannon oflioavy caliber adapted for demolish-

ing defensive works.

battering-ram (bat'er-ing-ram), n. 1. An an-
cient military engine consisting of a large beam
shod with metal, sometimes with a head some-
what resembling the hoad of a ram (whence the

name); used to batter or beat down the defenses
of besieged places. In Its ulmplest form It was car-
ried and forcibly driven against the wall liy the hands of
the soldiers, but more commonly it was suspended by ropes
from a beam which was supported by posts, and balanced
BO as to wiiiK backward and fin-ward. Iwlng In this way
impelled against the wall with much more ease and effect.

It was also often mounted on wheels nml workeil ninlrr

cover, the assailants lielnv protected by a movable shed
from the missiles of the besieged.

2. A heavy blacksmiths' hammer, suspended,
and worked horizontally.
battering-rule, n. Bee batter-rule.

battering-train (bat'cr-ing-tran), n. Milit., a
train of Tioavy ordnance for siege operations.
batter-level (bat'6r-loy'

r
el)

;
n. An instrument

for measuring the inclination of a slope. Bee
cinioiiK li-r.

batter-rule, battering-rule (bat'6r-rl, -ing-
riil), n. An instrument for regulating the bat-
tor or inclination in building a sloping wall.
It consists of a plumb line attached to a triangular frame,
one side of which Is fixed at the required anglo with the
line, the plummet hanging vertically.

Battersea enamel. Sen enamel.

battery (bat'er-i), n.
; pi. batterieH (-iz). [Karly

mod. E. also batery, batterie, < F. batterie (= Pr.
li/ituria = Sp. Pg. bateria = It. batteria; ML.
battrriii), a beating, battery, < battre, beat: see
hull/I^ and -<n/.] It. The act of battering; at-
tack or assault, with the' view ,,f hral in:,' down,
as by a halt, ring-ram or by ordnance.

At one place above the rest, by continual klttrrie there
wan such a breach as the. towm la> <>]><-n :ui<l naked to the.
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lirlnj; therefore all the forces that yo may,
Anil lay in. i-"alif hill- i >, I., lirr In .ill

.S'i-ii.

Long time you font-lit, redoubled lltl:-iii hole,
I'.nl. after all, a^an i voui ' \onsume.

Bind ami I'.inlher, 1. IWll.

2. In lair, tho utihiwl'iil beating of another.
Tile least ile^I-i-e of Mi.lrluv, nr .' \.-li till- tiinrhillL: .M

ting in tbe fa. e ot anotber, in anm-i or Insn!

lutes a I. alt, TV. I A, i> i. .n.-n I, links an luwanlt, though
nn assault ili.es nut necessarily Imply that it must l><

a^ t" Mil', alt II a I'.il '

3. The instrument or agency employed in bat-

tering or attacking: us, a 'hii/lin/ of gun
littttin/ of abuse. Specifically 4. .Milit.: M
A bo<fy of cannon for field operations, consint-

ing generally of from 4 to 8 gnus, with com-

plement of wagons, artillerymen, etc. (/) The
armament of a ship of war: us, (lie Colorado's
Imlli ni consists of -Iti nine-inch guns. B. The
personnel or complement of officers and men
attached to a military battery. 6. In fort., a

parapet thrown up to cover (lie gunners and
others from tin- enem\'s shut, with the irnn>

employed; a fortified work mounting artillery.
Admiral Karragut had run the Imttfrii-* at Port Hudson

with the HaKsliin Hartford and iron , lad and visited
me from below vUdntHUV.

/'. ,s'. 1,'rnnt, I'lTM-nal Meniuirs, 1.404.

7. Ill b<mf-l><itl, the pitcher and catcher together;
as, the work of the battery was excellent.
8. (n) I nj'rictiiiiiitl rlrct., a number of Loyden

Lcyden-jar Battery.

jars usually arranged with their inner coatings
connected together, and their outer coatings
also connected, so that they may all bo charged
and discharged at the same time, it arranged <>

that the Inner coating of one is In connection with tho
onler coating of tbe next, and so on, they art- said to In-

charged (or discharged) ill cascade.
(t>) In I'nftiin-

-'.,-

Voltaic Plunge-battery.

elect., a voltaic cell, or more properly a num-
ber of voltaic cells (see cell) arranged together
so as to give a powerful current of electricity.
The way In which tne cells are coupled
depends ujMin tho nature of the cur-
rent which Is desired and the relation
between the external and Internal re-

sistance. (Hoor-*ifamK-.) For example,
If the cells are arranged In series, the

copper of the first with the zinc of the

next, and so on tho result Is to give
the maximum electromotive force; on
tho other hand, If arranged abreast, all

the zincs being connected together,
and all the copper plates together, the
electromotive force Is the same u for
a single cell, but the Internal or b.it

tery resistance Isdlmlnlshed, and hence
the strength of the current or the quan-
tity of electricity may. under certain
condition*, IHI much increased. The
first method Is sometimes sftoken of
In popular language as the arrange-
ment tor iiitfuxitu, the second for

quantity. An early form of battery

Volte's Pile or Hal-

Wry.

/, |N>sltlve wire | M,
negative wire.

eni-lllie. UMaiut, tr. of Llvy, p. 397.

wan I'titta'x ;iuV, and another his cou-
ronne tltt tHairs, or "crown of cups."
Hie ilitferent kinds of battery are
named at rdlng to the materials or the for f the colls
of which they are composed, or the way In which the cells
arc arranged. Some of the commoner kinds are the
Hanitll, Orote, Bunten, Le ClamcM, iiramty, bichromate,
etc. For a description of these and others, we eeU.

0. In optics, a series of lenses or of prisms,
as in the spectroscope, combined in use. 10.

battery

In much., an assemblage of similar construc-
tions or parts: as. a hutt, n/ of boilers: n Ittittcry

of stamps in a stamping-mill ;
a battery of

sugar kettles.

I In- ilark Miu:ir h. with
their ycll" jnii-e tioilin^ II ii lo.M. n in clouds

am. I. II
.

i minium!, |>. Hi.

11. Ill the manufactnre ,,f nitric acid, u com-
bination of large bottles nml carboys serving
as a condensing apparatus for the acid vapors.

12. In lint-making^ a largo open boiler con-

taining water to which sonic- sulphuric acid

lias been added. It is surrounded by planks
which slope toward the center, and is used
in felting. 13. Metals, or articles of metal,

especially of brass or copper, wrought by i

menng; hammered metals or utensils; espe-

cially, apparatus for pro pa ring tir serving meaU;
all metallic utensils of service for tho kitchen.

Compare batteria.

Soon our tea Ixttti-m came In, and sin- [tin- inalil servant)
wa forced to surreinli r tin table lor mil DM, I be Mist

Instruments of (In- aforesaid battrrit looked h

lions for scrubbing the tlu-ir. //

I In re are [In Mlddelbuiv Town hall milseuml. IIIMOIIK

otber things, the Krand idd feasting liti "I II

OUS gllilil^ anil rul
|

ii -I at inns. ll'li .".
; 'N V.i'/

,

I XI

14. An oblong box submerged to the rim in tho
water, used as a boat, and for concealment, by

Cions
engaged in shooting wild fowl; a sink-

t.

i '-i .it H i liniment and mo*t successful methods of

killing fowl along tho soalioat-d Is from l-altfritt.

forut and Strtam, XXIII. 441.

IB. In coal-mining : (a) A structure built of

timber, to keep the coal In the breast or pre-
vent it from sliding down the shute. (fc) A

Slat

form on which miners stand while work-

ig in thin and steeply pitching beds of coal.

[Pennsylvania.] -Ambulant battery, a battery of

heavy siege-guns provided with traveling.carrlagM to

transport them from point to point. Anderson bat-
tery, a galvanic battery using zinc and carbon In baths
of muriate of ammonia, oxalate of i-hromium, ami po-
tassium.- Barbette battery. &-e barMtt.- Battery
amalgamation. In miniiuj. amalgamation effected by
placing mercury In the battery or mortars while the
metalliferous rock Is being stamped. Blinded bat-
tery, a battery In which the guns are protected by an
armored parapet, by bomb proof blinds or casemates, or

by embrasure-casings or inanU-lct*. Breachlng-bat-
tery, a battery so placed that 1U fire Is |K>rpendlciilar, or

nearly so, to a line of wall or parapet to be breached. It
Is used for making an opening In the enemy's works
through which an assaulting column may enter. Cava-
lier battery, a battery mounted In the cavalier (which
see), and arranged to deliver a plunging fire Into tho
works of an assailant. Clearing-battery, In breweries,
an arrangement for straining the wort from the vat. It
includes a device for cutting off the flow when tho wort
has attained a sutiiciont depth. Counter-battery, (a)
A battery Intended to silence and overthrow guns of the
defense which Ix-ar upon the brcaehinu batteries. Its

gnus are generally so placed as to tire along the ditches
of the works. (A) Any battery opposed to another. Tid-
ball.- Covered battery, a battery concealed from tho

enemy, and intended to deliver a vertical fire. Tutball.

Cross-batteries, two or more batteries whose linn of
lire Intersect.- Direct battery, a battery whose fire Is

perpendicular to the Hue of works attacked. Enfilading
battery, a battery which sweeps tho length of an enemy s

line, or takes him on the Hank.- Fascine battery, a
battery of which the parupet Is wholly or partially made
of fascines : used where tho earth Is loose or sandy.
Floating battery, a battery erected either on a simple
raft or on a ship s hull, for the defense of the coast or
for the bombardment of an enemy's ports. Hie name is

sometimes given to a I y pe of ship which, though It may be
provided with independent propelling powi\ Ii designed
primarily not for navigation, hut merely to afford support
and cover to heavy guns. Gabion battery, a battery
with a parapet formed of gabions filled with earth or
sand. Galvanic battery, a pile or series of plates of

copper and zinc, or of any materials susceptible of gal-
vanic action. See galvanic. Grove'i gas-battery, a

battery In which the celt consists of two glass t ubes partly
tilled with water, and the remainder with oxygen and
hydrogen respectively : In these tubes two platinum elec-

trodes are Immersed. Horizontal battery, a battery
the Interior or terrepleln of which Is on the natural
level of the ground. Tiiitmii. indented battery, or

battery a. croiimlllere. a battery constructed with sa-
lient and reentrant angles for obtaining an obllijue as well
as a direct Are, and to alforil shelter from the enfilade tire

of tbe enemy. Tiitball. Joint batteries, batteries whoso
Are In directed against the same object.- Latlmer-Clark
battery, an electric battery Intended as a standard, the
electromotive force tit-lug constant. It Is a combination of
zinc in suliihateof zinc and mercury In sulphate of mercury.
K. It. Km,, lit. Light battery. (") A mounted field-bat-

tery, (h) A battery composed of guns of small caliber.

Magnetic battery. Heo maimrtir. - Masked battery, a
battery artificially e ealeil until required to open upon
tin- enemy. Tiillmll. Mortar-battery, a battery having
an armament of mortars. Sncb batteries are enn*tin tcil

with a para|iot without embrasures, an Interior S|O]H< not re-
\ - n. 1

1. inn retaining the natural slope of tile soil, and plat-
forms horizontal Instead of Inclining slightly toward tho
front, as In gun batteries). See out on next page. Moun-
tain battery, a battery of light guru, so titled that tho

pieces and their carriages may lie transported upon the
liaeks of mules or pack horses. Oblique battery, a bat-

tery whose line of lire makes an angle of90*or more with the



battery

\e

Plan and Section of Mortar-battery for four mortars.

P parapet! E, E. epaulments: T T, teneplein; F, F, ditches to battery,
provide earth for epaulments ; />/, Af, mortar-platforms ; C B , section

-

onC/).
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battery-head (bat'er-i-hed), . The extreme

end of a railroad embankment over which
earth is tipped during the process of construc-

tion.

battery-Shooting (bat'er-i-sh6"tuig), n. The

shooting of wild fowl from a battery. See bat-

tery, 14.

It would he far hetter, however, to decide upon some

plan of action by which battery-shooting could he wholly
done away with. Forest and Stream, XXIII. 441.

battery-wagon (bat'6r-i-wag"on), n. Milit., a

vehicle accompanying each field-battery to car-

ry tools, paints, oils, veterinary supplies, etc.,

to be used for repairs and the service of the

into a spiral form, and in the improved Faure form covered

_ operation. See operation.

bat-tick (bat'tik), n. A small wingless tick-like

perpendicular to the interior crest of the enemy's works :

jD8ect of the Order Diptera and family Nycteri-
so called in contradistinction to a direct battery. Open j,-^ (^jeh gee) : so called because it infests

bv^a^pet^iunge-battery! an electric" battery so bats. The name is given to all the species of

arranged that the metals can be removed from the liquid the family.
when not in use.- Raised battery, a battery whose terre-

T,attilt battillt, . Variant spellings of battle^.

Vl^*m S*^ti^K^ Batting (bat'tag), H. [Verbal n. of bat, r 11.
nrefronfaSiienfor reentrant angle of a fortification.- The act or process of washing or smoothing
Reverse battery, a battery which fires directly or oh- ijnen with a bat. 2. The process of beating
liqtiely upon the rear of a work or line of troops. KicO- raw cottonwith hazel- or holly-twigs, on a frame

Sn"U:
1

?^{ion
a
so

e

tha
(

t

h
the proi^'cSgra^andbound made of cords, for the purpose of opening the

along the surface'of the ground or water. Smooth-bore matted locks, or of beating out impurities. 3.

guns firing spherical projectiles are most effective for Cotton or wool prepared in thick but light mat-
ricochet flre. Siege-battery, battery for siege opera- t d greets for quilts or bed-covers, the quilting
tions. Such batteries are either fixed, comprising siege-

>*u
^ ., na h

'

f ft,,*/, _4
guns and mortars of the heaviest caliber and largest size, of garments, etc. Also called Oat, Dam. 4.

or movable, consisting of field-guns and small mortars. The act or manner ot using a bat in a game ot

Storage battery, or secondary battery, in elect., a com-
jjau . ag their batting was good,

bination of secondary cells or accumulators which when
bj^jngJIjiock (bat'ing-blok), n. In ceram., a

aT a" smfr'cf'ofTn electrical curren^The^lRnteTeu'on- block of wet plaster uponwhich clay is flattened

sists essentially of two plates of metallic lead (C,C"> rolled out by a batter before it is shaped on the

potter's wheel or by a mold and templet. See

batter*, 3.

batting-machine (bat'ing-ma-shen*), n. A
machine in which cotton taken from the wil-

lowing-machine is scutched, blown, and lapped
to prepare it for the carding-machine.
batting-Staff (bat'ing-staf), n. [Cf. battler*

and batlei.'] A small mallet sometimes used
in laundries for beating linen

;
a beetle,

battish (bat'ish), a. [< baft + -ts/J1 .] Of, per-

taining to, or resembling a bat. [Kare.]
She clasp'd his limbs, by impious labour tired,
With battish wings.

Vernon, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viii.

battle1
(bat'l), n. [Early mod. E. also battel (a

spelling still often used archaically, as in wager
of battel). < ME. batel, batelle, batayle, bataite,

bataille, < OF. bataille = Pr. Pg. batalha = Sp.
batalla = It. battaglia, < LL. battalia, battualia,
the fighting and fencing exercises of soldiers and

gladiators, < battere, L. battuere, batuere, beat,

fight, fence: see batter* and bate'-.'} 1. A fight,

hostile encounter, or engagement between op-

posing forces on land or sea; an important and

systematic engagement between independent
armies or fleets. Actions and affairs are engagements
of less magnitude than battles, and are often unpremedi-
tated, the result of surprises, or the meeting of armed re-

connoitering parties, though the latter is usually termed
a skirmish. Battles are classed as parallel or oblique, ac-

cording to the relative positions of the contending armies
in order of battle ; strategic, when fought upon an objec-
tive point selected in planning a campaign, as were the
battles of Marengo and Nashville ; general, when the
whole or the greater part of both armies are engaged ;

partial, when only brigades, divisions, or army corps are

brought into action ; offensive, when an army seeks the

enemy and attacks him wherever he is encountered ; de-

fensive, when a position is selected with the design of

awaiting and repelling the enemy ; mixed or defensive-

offensive, when an army selects and occupies a position in

advance, awaits the approach of the enemy, and at the

rper
moment moves out to engage him.

An encounter between two persons ;
a duel

or single combat. 3. A fight or encounter be-

tween animals, especially when pitted against
each other for the amusement of spectators.

If we draw lots, he [Caesar] speeds :

His cocks do win the battle still of mine,
When it is all to nought ; and his quails ever
Beat mine, inhoop'd, at odds.

Shak., A. and C., ii. 3.

4. Warfare
;

hostile action
;

actual conflict

with enemies: as, wounds received or honors

gained in battle.

Who is this King of glory ? The Lord strong and mighty,
the Lord mighty in battle. Ps. xxiv. 8.

5. Any contest or conflict; struggle for mas-

tery or victory : as, the battle of hfe.
Of the six genera, Drosera has been incomparably the

most successful in the battle for life ; and a large part of

its success may be attributed to its manner of catching
insects. Darwin, Insectiv. Plants, p. 357.

6f. An army prepared for or engaged in fight.
Fire answers fire, and through their paly flames
Each battle sees the other's umbeiM face.

Shot., Hen. V., iv. (cho.).

Storage or Secondary Cell, or Accumulator, Plante form.

C, C'
f lead plates rolled in a spiral and separated by pieces of rub-

ber; G, H, wires from the primary or charging battery ; A, A', poles
ofsecondary cell.

with red oxid of lead ; the primary current with which the
cell is charged (by the wires G and H) serves to peroxi-
dize and reduce this coating, respectively, on the sheets

connected with the two poles ; the chemical energy thus
stored up is given back In the form of a continuous and
regular electric current when the poles of the charged cell

(A, A) are connected and the chemical action is reversed.

Sunken battery, a battery in which the sole of the
embrasure is on a level with the ground, and the platform
is consequently sunk below it. (Tidball.) The parapet is

formed from the earth excavated from the site constitut-

ing the platform. Half-sunken battery, a battery of
which the parapet is formed partly from earth taken
from the inside or terreplein, and partly from a ditch
outside. Urticating batteries, in tool., thenematocysts
or thread-cells of hydroid polyps. Water-battery, an
electric battery in which the liquid employed is water. It
is useless as a source of a current, because of the high re-

sistance of the water, but, by having a large number of zinc-

copper couples, a high and constant difference of poten-
tials is obtained at the two poles ; it is thus valuable in

many electrostatic experiments.

battery-box (bat'er-i-boks), n. A square chest
or box, filled with earth, used for making para-
pets for batteries where gabions or sand-bags
are not to be had. Farrow, Mil. Eneyc.
battery-gun (bat'er-i-gun), n. A machine-gun
(whicn see).

battle

7f. A body of forces, or division of an army:
a battalion.

The king divided his army into three battles, whereof the

vanguard only with wings came to light. Bacon.

Then the Battels were staled, and set in such order as

they should fight.
J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, ill. 32.

8f. More specifically (a) The main or middle

body of an army or fleet, as distinguished
from the van and rear.

Angus led the avant-guard, himself followed with the

battle a good distance behind, and after came the arrier.

Sir J. Hayward.

The centre, or battle as it was called, consisting of sixty-

three galleys, was led by John of Austria. Prescott.

The van outsailed before, by him had run
E'en as lie stayed for us, and now indeed
Of Ins main battle must he take good heed.

William Morrin, Earthly Paradise, I. 17.

(6) That portion of the army, wherever placed
and of whatever consisting, which is regarded
as of main importance.
The cavalry, by way of distinction, was called the battle,

and on it alone depended the fate of every action.
Robertson.

9f. A formidable array similar to an army in

battle order.

On his bow-back he [the boar] hath a battle set

Of bristly pikes, that ever threat his foes.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 61fl.

Battle-range, the range best suited to firing on an ene-

my's line of battle. Upon the rear sights of the latest

military rifles the elevation corresponding to that range
is designated by stamping the letter "B" opposite the

battle-range elevation. This range is 262 yards, corre-

sponding to a continuous dangerous space of 337 yards,
for the Springfield rifle, caliber .45, used against foot-

troops. Battle royal, (a) A battle with flsts or cudgels,
in which more than two combatants are engaged ; a free

fight, (b) A fight of game-cocks, in which more than two
are engaged. Drawn battle, a battle in which neither

party gains the victory.- Order of battle. See order.

Pitched battle, a battle in which the armies are pre-

viously drawn up in form, with a regular disposition of the

forces. To give battle, to attack an enemy. To Join
battle, properly, to meet the attack ; commonly, to begin
a battle. Trial by battle. Same as wager of battle.

Wager of battle or battel, in law, a species of trial for

the decision of controversies used among the rude mili-

tary peoples of Europe. It was introduced into England
by William the Conqueror, and practised in three cases

only : in the court martial, or court of chivalry or honor ;

in appeals of felony ; and in issues joined upon a writ of

right. The contest was held before the judges on a piece
of ground inclosed, and the combatants were bound to

fight till the stars appeared, unless the death or defeat

of one party sooner decided the contest. The weapons
used were batons or staves an ell long. Women, priests,

men above sixty, and lame and blind persons might appear
by champions. Though long fallen into desuetude, it was
a valid and legal mode of trial in England down to 1818,

and was then formally abolished in consequence of the

demand by the defendant in a suit for this mode of ar-

bitrament, and of the fact that this demand could not

legally be denied him. =Syn. 1. Battle, Engagement, Con-

flict, Fight, Combat, Contest, Action. Battle is a general

term, and the most common. It is the appropriate word
for great engagements: as, the battle of Waterloo. A battle

may last merely a few hours or for days : as, the battle of

Gettysburg lasted three days. Engagement is in techni-

cal military usage practically equivalent to battle, but it is

a less forcible word. Conflict, literally, a clashing together,
is a strong word, implying fierce physical encounter. Fight
lias the energy of a monosyllable ; it denotes actual conflict.

A man may take part in a battle without actually fighting.
A battle may include many fights : as, the fight at the flag-

staff in the battle of the Alma ; or it may itself be described

as a fight. Combat, like conflict, is a word of more dignity
than fight ; it is by its history suggestive of a struggle be-

tween two, as persons, animals, squadrons, armies. Con-
test is a very general word, of uncertain strength, but often

joined with a strong adjective : as, a stubborn contest.

An action is a minor or incidental act of war, a single act

of fighting : as, the whole action lasted but an hour. All

these words apply equally to operations by land or by sea.

See encounter and strife.

The distant battle fiash'd and rung.
Tennyson, Two Voices.

Two thousand of the enemy were slain and taken in the

engagement, which lasted only a short time.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 15.

About 100,000 men were engaged, and the conflict raged
with great fury from daylight till dark.

World's Progress, Antietam.

My lord is weary with the fight before,
And they will fall upon him unawares.

Tennyson, Oeraint.

Numerous were the combats which took place between
the high-mettled cavaliers on both sides, who met on the

level arena, as on a tilting ground.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 15.

The whole plan of the Italian campaign had been based

upon the assumption that the contest between the two

great Teutonic States would prove a not unequal one.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 284.

How many gentlemen have you lost in this action ?

Shak., Much Ado, i. 1.

battle1
(bat'l), v.

; pret. and pp. battled, ppr.

battling. [< ME. batailen, bataillen, < OF. ba-

tailler, < bataille, a battle: see battle1 , n."] I.

intrans. 1. To join or engage in battle; con-
tend in fight; fight: as, to battle with wolves.



battle

"Hs ours by craft and by surprise to Rain :

TIs yours to meet in arms and Imttlr in the plain. Prior.

2. To struggle; contend; strive for mastery:
either absolutely or with for, with, or agaiitKt:

as, to battle with the winds; to /</</<>
dom, or against adversity; to Ixittli- irith igno-
rance.

Who battled fur the TI-III-, tin- .lu.-t.

Tennyson, In Mi iiiori:iin, Ivi.

Regret, resolve, awe, and joy, every high human emo-
tion excepting fear, battled about u.

K. S. Phelps, Beyond the Gates, p. 94.

II. trans. If. To embattle; put into battle

array. 2f. To fight for.

Whom thel have seyn nlwey batailen and defendeu

uoodc in. ii. Chaucer, Boethlus, i. prose 4.

3. To give battle to; fight against; contend

with; fight. [Bare.]
Ue can Imttle theologians with weapons drawn from an-

li'iue sirmories iinknmvn t" themselves.
'

hippie, Ess. and Rev., 1. 15.

battle2t (bat'l), v. t. ; pret. and pp. battled, ppr.

battling. [Early mod. E. also battel ; < ME.
hii/iii/lf-ii, bittailen, < OF. bataillier, bateillier (=
Pr. batalhar), fortify with battlements, < ba-

taille, battlement, appar. identical with bataille,

battle
;
but in later OF. the verb was merged

in batillicr, bastillier, < bastille, a fortress: see

hostile, battle1
,
and battlement, and cf. embattle1

,

embattle2.] To furnish or strengthen with bat-

tlements; embattle.

l.c^t any tyiue it were a>sayi'd,
Knl wel aboute it was batayled.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 4161.

battle3 (bat'l), a. [Appears first in the 16th

century, in Scotch and North. E., also written

battel, battil, battill, baittle, bettle, batwellj
etc.

;

in form < "bat, a verbal root appearing in the
verb batten1

, improve, etc., + -el, -le, an adj.
formative suffixed to verbal roots, as in brittle,

lid.-le, etc. : see batten*, and cf. the later adjec-
tives battable and hatful, appar. modifications
of battle3.'] In agri.: (a) Improving; nutri-

tious; fattening: as, battfe grass; battle pas-
ture. (6) Fertile; fruitful: as, torn Mil: battle

land. [Now only North. Eng. and Scotch.]

A baud soil for grain, for pasture good. Fairfax.

battled (bat'l), v. [So. and North. E., also

written battel, battil, etc., from the adj. Cf.

batten 1
, P.] I. trans. 1. To nourish; feed. 2.

To render fertile or fruitful, as the soil.

Ashes are marvellous improvements to battel barren
laud. Say'* Proverbs.

II. intrans. 1. To grow fat; thrive.

Sleepe, they sayd, would make her battill better.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. viii. 3.

2. To become fertile or fruitful, as soil.

battle4t, . and v. See battel*.

battle5 (bat'l), v. t. [Freq. of baft (f. batter*),
or perhaps a var. of

beetle1
, v., simulating

baft, v. (ef. baft, .),

or perhaps from bat-

tledore, 1, q. v.] To
beat (clothes) with a
battler or beetle in

washing.
battle-ax (bat'l-
aks), a. An ax used
as a weapon of war.
It was in almost universal

use before the introduc-
tion of firearms, and is

still employed among un-
civilized peoples. In her-

aldry it is always repre-
sented with a blade on one
(usually the dexter) side

and a point on the other,
the Staff terminating in a Persian Battle-ax, i8th century.

spear-head.

battle-bolt (bat'1-bolt), n. A bolt or missile

of any kind used in battle.

The rushing battle-bolt sang from the three-decker.

Tennyson, Maud, i. IS.

battle-brand (bat'l-brand), . A sword used
in battle.

Thy father's battle-brand. Scott, L. of the L., ii. 15.

battle-club (bat'1-klub), n. A club used in

battle, especially by barbarians, as the South
Sea islanders.

The cursed Malayan crease, and battle-clubs

From the isles of palm.
Tennyson, Prol. to Princess.
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battled 1 (bat'ld), p. a. 1. Ranged in battle

array: disposed in order of battle. 2. Con-

tested; fought.
Soldier, rest ! thy warfare o'er,
Dream of battled fields no more.

Scott, L. of theL.,i. 81.

battled2 (bat'ld), a. 1. Furnished or strength-
ened with battlements.

Batailled as it were a casU'l wal.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 40.

The battled tower. Tennyson, Fair Women.

2. In her., broken in the form of battlement s :

said (n) of any horizontal line dividing the

field; (6) of a bar or fesse, when one side only
is broken in this way. Also embattled. See
cut under embattled Battled arrondl, in her., hav-

ing the heads of the battlements curved or rounded.-
Battled counter, in /(*/., same as comit>-r->-iniiu'tl--'l.

Battled embattled, in her., doubly battled, or battled

in sU-jis. Also called <jra<i;i and battled ffrady.

battledore, battledoor (bat'1-dor), n. [< ME.
batyldore, -doure, -dure; appar. a modification

(simulating "battle, as if dim. of baft
;
cf . battle^)

of Pr. bateaor (= Sp. batidor, a beater, formerly
also batador, a bat for beating clothes Min-

slieu), < batre = Sp. batir, beat: see batter*.

For the term., cf. xtevedore. Cf. E. dial, battle-

ton, in sense 1.] 1. A bat or beetle used in

washing clothes, or for smoothing them out
while being laundered. 2. An instrument

shaped like a racket, but smaller, used in

playing the game of battledore and shuttle-

cock. 3f. A paddle for a canoe. 4. In glass-

nmking, a flat square piece of polished iron with

a wooden handle, used for flattening the bot-

toms of tumblers, or for similar purposes.
5. A kind of paddle with a long handle, used
for placing loaves in a baker's oven. 6f. A
kind of horn-book : so called from its shape.
Battledore-boy t, an abecedarian. Battledore-bar-
ley, a species of cultivated barley, Hordeum zeocriton, with

short, broad ears. Also called sprat-barley. A'. E. D.

battle-field (bat'1-feld), n. The scene of a
battle.

Oh 1 who would light and march and countermarch,
Be shot for sixpence in a battle-field I

Tennyson, Audley Court.

battle-flag (bat'1-flag), n. A military flag; a

flag carried in battle.

Till the war-drum throbb'd no longer, and the battle- faiji

were furl'd. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

battle-ground (bat'l-ground), n. A battle-field.

battle-lantern (bat'l-lan"tern), n. A lantern

placed at each gun on the gun-deck of a ship of

war, to light up the deck during an engagement
at night.
battle-mace (bat'1-mas), n. A mace designed
for use in war; specifically, a name given to the

spiked heads for clubs, usually of bronze, which
are found among ancient remains in the British

islands and elsewhere.

battlement (bat'1-ment), n. [< ME. batelment,

bati/lment, of uncertain origin ; perhaps due to

an unrecorded OF. "bastillement, < bastilter,

fortify: see hostile and bastiment. The word
was popularly associated with battle* ; hence
ME. bataylynge, battlement, and battle*, q. v.]
1. In fort., an indented parapet, formed by a
series of rising A A A

Sal
members called

cops or mer-

battle-cry (bat'1-kri), n.

troops engaged in battle.

A cry or shout of

It was evident that their battle-cry was conquer or die.

Thoreaw, Walden, p. 247

lons, separated
by openings
called crenelles
or embrasures,
the soldier shel-

tering himself
behind the mer-
lon while he
fires through
the embrasure
or through a

loophole in the Battlement-Fortified Church of Royat,

merlon. Battle-
PUy-de-D6n,e, France.

ments although ^^^"K ^^^"''^
originally purely Viollet-le-Duc's

" Diet, de ['Architecture." )

military, and used
from the earliest times in Egypt, Assyria, and Greece,
were also employed freely, generally in reduced size, dur-

ing the middle ages, especially in England, upon ecclesi-

astical and civil buildings by way of mere ornament, on
I'oili parapets and cornices, and on tabernacle-work, tran-

soms of windows, etc.

Hence 2. Any high wall for defense.

This was the valley of the pools of Gihon, where Solo-

mon was crowned, and the battlements which rose above
it were the long looked -for walls of Jerusalem.

R. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 144.

battlemented (bat'1-men-ted), a. Furnished
with battlements, as th'e ramparts of a city or
castle.

battue

The w:ilN of Babylon, ... so broad that six chariots
rou]. I \\vii drive together at the top, and so battlemented
that they could not fall. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 228.

Tin' old lutttlfiiifiited walls of the city.

//"O"''< .I/,|./., l.\

battle-piece (bat'1-pes), n. A painting which
IT presents a battle.

Looking at Crimean batili--i'i''f*, in which French sol-

diers are shown to have achieved everything, we see ex-

emplified a national sentiment.
//. >'/';</, study of SocioL, p. 214.

battler1
(bat'ler), B. [< battle* + -cr*; appar.

not descended from ME. batelur (< OF. batail-

leor), liatailler, < OF. bataillier.'] One who bat-

tles or flghts; a warrior or contender.
battler2! (bat'ler), n. [< battle* + -cr*.] 1.

One who beats with a bat or battledore. 2.

A bat or beetle. 3. See batter*.

battler't, See battcler.

battle-scarred (but'l-skiird), a. Scarred with
wounds received in battle.

The appeal of a Roman soldier, battli'-xcarred in the ser-

\ ice of his country, could arouse to vengeance the populace
of the great undent republic. K. A. Rev., CXXVI. 60.

battle-shout (bat'l-shout), n. A shout raisod

in battle,

battle-song (bat'1-song), . A song sung on
the battle-field, or relating to battle

;
a martial

song.
The chivalrous buttle-sony
That she warbled alone in her joy.

Tennyson, Maud, x. 4.

battleton (bat'1-ton), n. [E. dial., appar. a

var. of battledore.,] Same as battledore, 1.

[Prov. Eng.]
battletwig (bat'1-twig), . [E. dial.] An ear-

wig. [Prov. Eng.] Halliwett.

battle-writhen (bat'l-riTH'en), a. [< battle*

+ writhen, old pp. of writhe.'} Twisted or dis-

torted by stress of battle. [Poetic.]

His batth-itrrithen arms and mighty hands.

Tennymn, Lancelot and Elaine.

battlingt (bat'ling), a. and n. [Also batteling;

ppr. and verbal n. of battle3
, r.] I. a. 1. Nour-

isning ; fattening.
The meads environ'd with the silver streams,
Whose batt'ling pastures fatten all my flocks.

Greene, Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.
2. Fertile.

II. n. 1. A growing fat, or the process of

causing to grow fat; a fattening. 2. That
which nourishes or fattens, as food, or feed for

animals, or manure for soil.

battological (bat-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< battology
+ -icaL] Given to or of"the nature of bat-

tology.

battologist (ba-tol'o-^ist),
. [< battology +

-is?.] One who talk's idly; one who needlessly
repeats the same thing in speaking or writing.
A truly dull battologist.

Whitlack, Manners of Eng. People, p. 209.

battologize (ba-tol'o-jiz), r.
; pret. and pp.

battologized, ppr. battologizing. [< battology +
-ize.~] I. trans. To repeat needlessly ;

iterate.

Sir T. Herbert.

II. intrans. To repeat words or phrases with
needless iteration.

battology (ba-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. /JarroXoyi'a, <

/faTTo/Wj-of, a stammerer, < POTTOS, a stammerer

(used only as a proper name), + teyetv, speak:
see -ology.'] Idle talk or babbling; a needless

repetition of words in speaking. [With refer-

ence to Mat. vi. 7.]
That heathenish battoloqy of multiplying words.

MUlon, Def. of Humb. Eemonst
Mere surplusage of battology.

Prynne, Treachery and Disloyalty of Papists, Ii. 67.

battont, n. An obsolete form of baton and hat-

teift.

battoont, n. Same as batoon.

battoryt (bat'o-ri). n. A factory or warehouse
established abroad by the Hanse towns.
battoule-board (ba-tol'bord), n. A spring-
board used for jumping particularly, in cir-

cuses, for vaulting over horses, elephants, etc.
It consists of a few planks fastened at one end to a pole

supported by two uprights, the other end resting upon a

floor or other surface.

battrilt (bat'ril), n. [E. dial. Cf. battler*, bat-

ler*.] Same as batter*.

batts (bats), n. pi. Same as batting, 3.

battue (ba-tu'), n. [F. (= Pr. batuda = It.

hut i ii i
it), prop. fern. pp. of hattre. beat: see

bate*, hatter*.} 1. A method of hunting in

which the game is driven from cover by
beaters toward a point where the sportsmen
are in wait.
He has not a word to say against battue shooting, though

for his own part he greatly prefers shooting over a well-

trained dog to having the game put up in droves by a ser-

ried line of beaters. Westminster Rev. ,
CXXV. 800.



battue

Hence 2. Any beat-up or thorough search,
or undiscrimiuating slaughter, especially of de-

fenseless or unresisting crowds. 3. The game
driven from cover by the battue method,
batture (ba-tur'), n. [F., a sand-bank, a shoal,

< battre, beat, beat as waves: see bate1
,
batter1

,

and cf. batter3.] An alluvial elevation of the

bed of a river; in particular, one of those por-
tions of the bed of the Mississippi river which
are dry or submerged according to the season.

In September, 1S07, occurred the "batture riots." The
batture was the sandy deposits made by the Mississippi
in front of the Faubourg Ste. Marie [in New Orleans].
The noted jurist, Edward Livingston, representing private
claimants, took possession of this ground, and was opposed
by the public in two distinct outbreaks.

6. W. Cable, C'reoles of Louisiana, xxiii.

battuta (bat-to'ta), n. [It., < battere, beat. Cf.

battue.] In music: (a) A beat in keeping time.

(6) A bar or measure. See a battuta and a

tempo, (c) In medieval music, a forbidden pro-
gression of the outer voice-parts of a harmony
from a tenth on the up-beat to an octave on
the down-beat.

batty1
(bat'i), a. [< baft + -y

1
.] Of or resem-

bling a bat; battish.

Till o'er their brows death-counterfeiting sleep
With leaden legs and batty wings doth creep.

Shak., M. N. D., lii. 2.

batty2 (bat'i), re.
; pi. batties (-iz). [Anglo-Ind.,

used in southern India for northern paddy,
rice; < Canarese batta, bhatta, rice: see batta 1

and paddy2 . Cf. bat, a weight.] 1. Rice while

growing. 2. A measure for rice in India,
equal to 120 pounds. McElrath, Com. Diet.

batweed (bat'wed), n. The burdock, Arctium

Lappa.
batz, batzen (bats, bat'sen), n. [Formerly
also bats, taken as plural, with an assumed
sing., bat, < MHO. batze, Or. batzen, bazen, the
coin so called, (. MHG. betz, G. batz, petz, a

bear, the bear being the arms of Bern, where
the coin was first issued.] A small billon coin

Obverse. Reverse.

Batz of St. Gall, Switzerland. British Museum. (Size of original.)

worth four kreutzers (about three cents), first

issued toward the end of the fifteenth century
by the canton of Bern, and afterward by other
Swiss cantons, which placed their respective
arms upon it. The name came to be applied
also to certain small German coins,

baubee, n. See bawbee.
bauble1

(ba'bl), n. and a. [Early mod. E. bable,
babel, < ME. bable, babylle, babulle, babel, < OF.
babel, baubel(witk dim. baubelet, beubelet, > early
ME. beaubelet), a child's toy, plaything, trinket.

Origin doubtful; cf. mod. F. babiole, a toy.
gewgaw, It. babbola, a toy, appar. connected
with It. babbeo, a fool, blockhead (babbano,
silly), = Pr. baban, a fool, < ML. babulus, a bab-
bler, fool. Cf. babble. The forms, if from the
same source, show imitative variation. Bauble1

in this sense was early confused with bauble2
,

appar. of different origin.] I. n. If. A child's

plaything or toy. 2. A trifling piece of finery ;

that which is gay or showy without real value
;

a gewgaw.
O, trinkets, sir, trinkets a bauble for Lydia !

Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 2.

Are all these worlds, that speed their circling flight
Dumb, vacant, soulless bawbles of the night?

O. W. Holmes, The Secret of the Stare.

3. A trifle
;
a thing of little or no value

;
a

childish or foolish matter or affair.

II.t a. Trifling; insignificant; contemptible.
The sea being smooth,How many shallow, bauble boats dare sail

Upon her patient breast ! Shak., T. and C., L 3.

Also spelled bawble.
bauble1

!, . i. [< bauble1
, n.] To trifle.

bauble2 (ba'bl), n. [Early mod. E. bable, babel,
< ME. bable, babulle, babel, a fool's mace, also
(appar. the same word) a stick with a heavy
weight at the end, used for weighing, < ME.
babelen, bablen, waver, swing to and fro, appar.
a freq. form from same source as bob1

,
bob1 .

Bauble may thus be regarded as for "bobble.
But the word was early confused with bauble*,

480

q. v.] Primarily, a sort of scepter or staff of

office, the attribute of Folly personified, car-
ried by the jesters of kings and
great lords in the middle ages,
and down to the seventeenth cen-

tury. It is generally represented as
crowned with the head of a fool or zany,
wearing a party-colored hood with asses'

ears, and with a ring of little bells, like

sleigh-bells. At the other end there was
sometimes a ball or bladder inflated with
air, with which to belabor people. Also
spelled bawble.

The kynges foole
Sate by the fire upon a stoole,
As he that with his bauble plaide.

Gower, Conf. Amaut., vii.

Fools, who only wanted a party-col-
oured coat, a cap, and a bawble, to pass
for such amongst reasonable men.

Dryden, Post, to Hist, of League.
rool s Bauble.

baublery!, . [Early mod. E. also

bablerie, babelry; < bauble1 + -ry.] Childish

trifling; a trifling matter,

baubling! (ba'bling), a. [< bauble1
, v., + -ing

2
.]

Contemptible; paltry.
A baubling vessel was he captain of. Shak., T. N., v. 1.

bauch, baugh (bach), a. [Sc., perhaps < Icel.

bagr, uneasy, poor, hard up ;
cf. bagr, awkward,

clumsy.] Weak; pithless; shaky. [Scotch.]
bauchee-seed (ba'che-sed), n. Same as baw-
ehan-seed.

bauchle 1
,
bachle1

(bach'l), n. [Sc.; origin un-
known. Cf. bauch.] 1. An old shoe worn
down at the heel, or one with the counter
turned down and worn as a slipper. 2. A
slovenly, pithless, or shiftless person ; a sham-
bling good-for-nothing. [Scotch.]

He'll be but a bauchle in this world, and a backsitter in
the neist. Hogg, Shep. CaL, II. 195. (N. E. D.)

bauchle2!, v. t. [Sc. : see baffle.] To maltreat
;

baffle.

bauchly (bach'li), adv. [Sc., < bauch + -ly
2
.]

Weakly; indifferently; poorly. [Scotch.]
baud1

!, n. See bawd1
.

baud2
!, v. t. See bawd2.

baud3
!, TO. See bawd3 .

baud4 (bad), . [Origin obscure. Cf. bawd3.]
The fish otherwise called the rockling. [Local
Eng. (Cornish).]

baude!, a. [ME., < OF. baud, < OLG. bald,

bold, lusty, = E. bold. See bawd1 .] Joyous;
riotously gay. Boni. of the Rose.

baudekin, baudkin (ba'de-kin, bad'kin), n.

[Obsolete, except in historical use
; early mod.

E. also irreg. bodkin ; < ME. baudkin, baudekin,
etc., < OF. baudekin, baudequin (ML. baldaki-

nus), < It. baldacchino, > also E. baldakin, bal-

dachin: see baldachin.] A rich embroidered
or brocaded silk fabric woven originally with a

warp of gold thread, and properly called cloth

of baudekin. It was used for garments, sacred vest-

ments, altar-cloths, canopies, etc., and is first mentioned
in English history in connection with the knighting of
William of Valence in 1247 by Henry III. It was proba-
bly known on the continent before that date. Later the
name was applied to any rich brocade, and even to shot
silk. It is not found in use after the middle of the six-
teenth century. Also called baldachin.

There were no fewer than "
Thirty albs of old cloth of

bawdkyn," that is, cloth of gold, at Peterborough.
Quoted in Rock, Church of our Fathers, i. 431.

baudekyn!, TO. See baudekin.

baudelaire!, TO. See badelaire.

baudkin, TO. See baudekin.

baudrey! (bad'ri), TO. A variant form of baldric.

baudrickt, n. See baldric.

baudrons (bad'ronz), TO. [Sc., also badrans,
bathrons; of unknowrij perhaps Celtic, origin.]A name for the cat (like reynard for the fox,
bruin for the bear, etc.). [Scotch.]

Auld baudrons by the ingle sits,
An' wi' her loot her face a washin'.

Burns, Willie Wastle.

The neebor's auld baudrons.
T. Martin, tr. of Heine's " Mein Kind, wir waren Kinder."

baudy1
!, baudy2

!,
a. See bawdy1

, bawdy2 .

baufrey!, . [Origin obscure
; perhaps a form

of belfry.] A beam.
bauge (bozh), . [F. ;

of uncertain origin.]
1 . A kind of coarse drugget made in Burgundy,
France. 2. Mortar made of clay and straw.

baugh, a. See bauch.

Bauhinia (ba-hiu'i-a), . [NL., named in hon-
or of Jean and Gaspard Bauhin, eminent Swiss
botanists (died in 1613 and 1624 respectively),
because the leaves generally consist of two
lobes or parts, and were thus taken as sym-
bolic of the two brothers.] A genus of plants,
natural order Leguminosee. The species are usually
twining plants, found in the woods of hot countries, often

bavardage
stretching from tree to tree like cables. The tough fibrous
bark of the Maloo climber, B. Valdii, of India, is used fin-

making ropes and bridges, and is suitable for paper-mak-
ing. The wood of B.

varitgata is one of the
varieties of ebony, and
its bark is used in dye-
ing and tanning. Other

species are equally use-

ful.

Bauhinian (ba-

hin'i-an), a. Ke-

lating to the Swiss
anatomist and bot-

anist Gaspard Bau-
hin (1560-1624).
Bauhinian valve,
valvula Bauhlnla,
the ileocsecal valve.
See tteoccKcal.

bauk (bak), n. A
Scotch form of
balk1 .

bauld (bald), a. A
Scotch form of bold.

. See
.

baldric.

baulea (ba'le-a), n. [E. Ind.] A round-bot-
tomed passenger-boat, having a mast and sail,
but generally propelled by oars, used on the
shallower parts of the Ganges.

baulite (ba'Ht), n. [< Baula, a mountain in

Iceland, + -ite2. The mountain prob. derives
its name from Icel. baula, a cow, an imitative
name

;
cf. mod. Icel. baula, low as a cow : see

bawl1
.] A white transparent mineral, found

in the matter ejected by the volcano of Krabla
in Iceland. It is a variety of glassy feldspar
or sanadine. Also called krablite.

baulk, n. and v. See balk1 .

baulmet, n. See balm.

baulter!, v. See baiter.

baumt, n. See balm.

baunscheidtism (boun'shit-izm), n. [From
the inventor. Karl Baunscheidt, a German
mechanician.] A form of acupuncture, in
which about 25 needles, set in a metal disk and
dipped in an irritant oil, are thrust into the skin

by a spring. Its action seems to bo accordant
with that of ordinary counter-irritants.

bauset, v. t. [Appar. a var. of bass6
, q. v.] To

kiss. Marston. [A doubtful sense.]
bauson (ba'sn), w. and a. [Early mod. E. also

bawson, bauzon, etc., and corruptly boson, bore-

son, < ME. bauson, bawson, baucyn, bausen, a
particular application of the adj. bauson,
white-spotted, in ME. bausand, mod. bausond,
etc. : see bausond. The adj. is rarely found in

ME., but must have preceded the noun use.
The badger has received other names in allu-
sion to the white mark on its face : see bad-

ger2.] I. TO. An old name of the badger: some-
times applied ludicrously or in contempt to a
fat or pertinacious person.

His mittens were of bawson's skin.

Drayton, Dowsabell, st. 10 (1593).

II. a. Same as bausond.
bausond (ba'snd), a. [Early mod. E. also baw-
sonde, bawsand, mod. dial, bawsont, bawsand.
also (erroneously written as if a participle)
bauson'd, bassen'd, baws'nt, etc.

;
< ME. bausand

(also, as a noun, bauson, bawson, bausen, etc.), <
OF. bausant, baussant, bausent, bauzant, baucant,
balcent, bauchant, etc. (with appar. unorig. -t),
also bauzan, bausen, bausain (> ML. bausendus,
bausennus) = Pr. bausan = It. balzano, white-
spotted; cf. mod. F. (from It.) balzan, a black
or bay horse with white feet. Origin un-
known; possibly connected with the equiv.
Celtic words mentioned as the source of E.
ball3

, q. v.] Having white spots on a black or

bay ground; having a white strip down the
face, or a patch on the forehead : applied -to

animals. [Scotch.]

His honest, sonsie, bawa'nt face

Aye gat him friends in ilka place.
Burns, The Twa Dogs, 1. 31.

bauson-faced (ba'sn-fast), a. Having a white
mark on the face, like a badger ;

bausond.
bauteroll. . See boterol.

bauxite (bo'zlt), n. [< Baux (see def. ) + -ite2.]

A clay found at Les Baux, near Aries in France,
and elsewhere, in concretionary grains or oolit-

ic. It contains about one half of its weight of alumina,
with iron and water, and silica as an impurity. It is used as
a source of alum, of the metal aluminium, and to some ex-
tent in the preparation of crucibles. Also spelled beauxite.

bavardage (ba-var-dazh'), n. [F., < bavarder,
chatter, < bavard, talkative, < bave, drivel, sa-
liva: see bavette.] Idle talk; chatter. [Rare.]



bavardage

Replying only by monosyllables to the Kay twin-'/'"" 1

of tbe knit-lit. Bulirrr. Kien/i. II. 13:i.

bavarettet (bav-a-ref), n. Same as baeette.

Bavarian (lui-va'ri-an), n. and . [< Havana,
NL. formofML. Howrin, the country of tho ISnii

(G. linii-rii), whose name is also found in />'-

lit-inin, the country of the Hui<:>iti or Uolmm
(G. Biihiiirn).'] I. <i. of or pertaining t<> Ha-

varia, a kingdom of southern Germany. Bava-
rian bronze, u bron/e. miming in color from a bright

yellow to a copper-red. The yellow bron/c contains about

82J per rent, of copper to 175 per cent, of tin: the red

about !)7 per cent, of copper to :', per cent, of tin.

II. . A native or an inhabitant of Bavaria.

bavaroyt (bav'a-roi), n. [< F. Jitirtiniix, Bava-

rian.] A kind of cloak.

l,et the loop'd bam run the fop embrace.
tin ii. Trivia, i. 53.

Baveno twins. Wee ,/.
bavert, An obsolete form of beaver2 .

bavette (ba-vet'), n. [F., with dim. term, -ette,

< bave = Pr. It. bava = Sp. Pg. baba (ML.
burn), drivel, slaver, saliva.] 1. A bib. 2.

The upper part of a child's apron turned over
to serve as a bib.

baviant (ba'vi-an), H. A variant form of baboon.

baviert, An obsolete form of bearer2 .

bavin 1
(bav'in), n. and a. [E. dial, bavin, bav-

rH, nlso bobbin; of obscure origin ;
cf. OF. baffe,

a bundle.] I. n. 1. A fagot of brushwood;
light and combustible wood used for kindling
fires. [Now rare.]

The Hun in, though it burne bright, Is but a blaze.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 73.

If he outlasts not a hundred such crackling bavins as

thou art, God and men neglect industry.
Marston, Jimson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, I. 1.

About two in the morning they felt themselves almost
choked with smoke, and rising, did find the Are coining
up stairs : so they rose to save themselves ;

but that, at

that time, the bavins were not on fire in the yard.
Pepys, Diary, III. 73.

2f. .\filit., a fascine.

II. a. Resembling bavin. [Poetic.]
Shallow jesters, and rash bavin wits,
Soon kindled and soon burn'd.

Shak., I Hen. IV., iii. 2.

bavin1
! (bav'in), v. t. [< bavin, n.] To make

up into fagots.
Kid or bavin them, and pitch them upon their ends to

preserve them from rotting. Evelyn, Sylva, p. 538.

bavin2 (bav'in), n. [E. dial.
; origin obscure.]

Impure limestone. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
bavin3 (bav'in), n. [Origin obscure.] A name
on the northeastern coast of Ireland of the bal-

lan-wrasse.
Bavouism (ba-vo'izm), . Same as Babouvism.

Bavimimn, as Babceuf's system was called, was thus en-

abled to play a role in French history from 1880 to 1839.

R. T. Ely, Fr. and Ger. Socialism, p. 34.

baw1
(ba), n. [E. dial, and Sc. (Sc. also ba'),

= 6ai.] A ball. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
baw2

(ba), v. i. [E. dial., = bawfl. In def. 2,

cf. L. baubari, bark.] 1. To bawl. [Prov.
Eng.] 2f. To bark. Topsell.
baw3

(ba), interj. [< ME. baw, bawe; a natural
exclamation of disgust, like btih.] An ejacu-
lation of disgust or contempt. Goldsmith.

bawbee, baubee (ba-be'), n. [Sc., formerly
also bawbie, bauble, rarely babie : first mentioned
in pi. baubeis. Of uncertain origin; prob. an
abbr. of the name of the laird of Sillebawby, a
mint-master mentioned at the date of the issu-

ance of the bawbee, in connection with Atcltison,
another mint^master whose name was applied
to the coin called atchison ; cf. also bodle, bod-

die, said to be named from a mint-master Bod-
well or Bo1hwell,~\ 1. A Scotch billon coin,

weighing about 29 grains troy, first issued in

Obveree. Reverse.

Bawbee of James V. British Museum. (Size of the original.)

1542 by James V. of Scotland, and worth at

that time lid. Scotch. A half-bawbee, worth M.
Scotch, was coined at the same time and had similar

types. In Scotland the name is now given to the bronze

halfpenny current throughout the British islands.

2. ill. Money; cash. [Scotch.]
bawbie1

,
n. See bauble^.

bawbie-, . See bauble*.
31
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bawchan-seedOia'oiiaii-scd), //. [E. Iml.-. also

written liinK'1'i, -Kinl.] The seed of I'xunili/i

ftiri/liftiliti, a leguminous plant, of the East In-

dies, used by the natives as a tonic and in skin-

diseases, and exported as an oil-seed.

bawcock (bii'kok), . [< F. beau cot], fine cock:
see hfiiti and cork1

.] Afinefellow. [Archaic.]
How now. my ltu;-i,<-k _' Slink., 'I'. N'., iii. 4.

bawd 1
(bad), n. [Early mod. E. also litnl, <

.Ml). /Miinli, \uiiu\i, in the earliest instance

varying with hawtlntrot, of which bated is prob.
an abbr., being thus (prob. ) indirectly, and not,
as commonly supposed, directly, derived from
the OF. bund, bold, lively, gay. The OF. adj.
is not used as a noun, and does not have the

sense of the E. word. See bawdntrot, and <!'.

bawdy1
, bawdy-.] A procurer or procuress ;

a

person who keeps a house of prostitution, and
conducts illicit intrigues : now usually applied
only to women.

He [Pandarus] is named Troilus' baml.
Skeltim, Poems, p. 235.

bawdH (bad), v. i. [< bawd1, .] To pander ;

act as procurer or procuress.
l.eticippe is agent for the king's lust, and bawds . . .

for the whole court. Spectator, No. 200.

bawd'2t (bad), i'. t. [Also spelled baud; < bainli/-,

q. v.] To foul or dirty.

Her shoone smeredwith tallow,
Gresed upon dyrt
That baudfth her skyrt.

Skelton, Poems, p. 126.

bawd3 (bad), . [Early mod. E. also baud, per-
haps abbr. from baudrons, or perhaps a var. of

ME. badde, a cat, the name being transferred

to the hare.] A hare. [In the extract there is

a play on bawd in this sense and bawd1
.']

Mer. A bated, a bawd ! so ho !

Rum. What hast thou found ?

Mer. No hare, sir. Shak., B. and J., ii. 4.

bawd-born (bad'born), a. Born of a bawd
;
a

bawd from birth. Shak.. M. for M., iii. 2.

bawdekynt, . See bauaekin.

bawdily (ba'di-li), adv. In a bawdy manner;
obscenely; lewdly.
bawdiness (ba'di-nes), . [< bawdy1 + -ness.']

Obscenity; lewdness.

bawdmoney, See baldmoney,
bawdrickt (bad'rik), n. See baldric.

bawdry (bad'ri), n. [< ME. bauderye, < baude,
bawd, + -ry. Cf. OF. bauderie, boldness,
gayety. See bawd1 .] 1. The business of a
bawd or procuress. 2. Illicit intercourse

;

fornication.

We must be married, or we must live in bawdry.
Shak., As you Like it, iii. 3.

3. Obscenity ;
lewd language ; smuttiness.

It is most certain that barefaced bawdry is the poorest
pretence to wit imaginable. Dryden.

4f. Bawds collectively. Udall.

bawdship (bad'ship), . [< bawd1 + -ship.}
The office or employment of a bawd. Ford.

bawdstrott, . [ME., also baudstrot, baustrot,

baldestrot, baldystrot, < OF. "baudestrot, "bal-

destrot, found only in later form baudetrot,

prob. a cant name, and as such of obscure ori-

gin ; possibly < OF. baud, bald, bold (< OLG.
bald = E. bold). + "strot, < OLG. strotten, "strut-

ten= Dan. strutte = MHG. G. strotzen= E. strut ;

cf. LG. G. strutt, stiff.] A bawd; a pander.
Piers Plowman.

bawdy1 (ba'di), a. [< bawdl + -y
1
.] Obscene;

lewd; indecent; unchaste.

bawdy2
t (ba'di), a. [Early mod. E. also bawdy,

< ME. bawdy, bandy, dirty, appar. from a sim-

ple form "baud, which is not found till much
later, and onlyas a verb (see bawd2); origin

unknown; cf. W. bawaidd, dirty, < baw, dirt,

mire; F. bone, mud. Not connected with

bawdy1
, though the two words are commonly

associated.] Dirty; filthy.

His oversloppe . . . is al bandy and to-tore also.

Chancer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 82.

Slovenly cooks, that . . . never wash their baietiy hands.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., II. 323.

bawdy-house (ba'di-hous), n. A house of

lewdness and prostitution ;
a house of ill-fame,

bawhorse (ba'hors), n. Same as bathorse.

bawl 1
(bal), v. [Early mod. E. also ball, baul,

< ME. bawlen, bark, prob. < ML. baulare, bark

(cf. L. baubari, bark) ;
cf. mod. Icel. baula =

Sw. bola, low as a cow (Icel. baula, a cow);
cf. also Sw. b&la, roar, G. bailen, bark, and see

bell?, bellow, balk2 , etc., all prob. orig. imitative.]
I. intrans. If. To bark or howl, as a dog. 2.

To cry out with a loud full sound
;
make vehe-

bay
mnnt or clamorous outcries, as in pain, exulta-

tion, etc. ;
slioiit.

That /*(f/7for frcolntn ill their senseless ],| I

Ami still revolt wbcii truth WIMIM -ei them free.

M'/ioit, s, inneta, vii.

ing under Lndgilte the other day. 1 heard a rota
i,,,,i-i,ii:i for charity. ,sv. ,/,. Spectator, No. v_'.

II. Iranx. 1. To utter or proclaim by outcry;
shout out.

Still must I hear? shall boar*- Kitznerald bawl
Ilisereakini; ciiiipIcK iii a tavern hall'/

Iti/fiii, Kn-lisli llar-ls ami Seut.'h Reviewers.

2. To cry for sale, as a hawker.
I saw my labours, which had cost me so much thought

and watching, batrli''! about by the common hawkers of

Drub Street. Sfffl, Hickerstalf I'apera.

bawl 1
(bal), ii. [< btiii-n, r.] A shout at the

top of one's voice; an outcry: as, the children
set up a loud bind.

bawl-t, Obsolete spelling of bain.

bawla (ba'lft), n. [Native term.] A matting
made in the islands of the Pacific from the
leaves of the cocoanut-palm, used for thatching.
bawler (bii'ler), n. One who bawls.

bawmet, An obsolete form of balm. Chaucer.

baw-money, . See bat-M<im //.

bawn (ban), . [< Ir. babhiin = Gael, bablnnin

(pron. nearly as bawn), an inclosure for cattle,
a fortification.] 1. Formerly, an outer in-

closure of an Irish castle : nearly equivalent
to bailey and outi >' btii/ri/. In the seventeenth cen-

tury grants of government hind in Ireland were made on
the condition that the grantee should build a castle and
bawn, the latter for the protection of the cattle of the
tenants.

2. In modern times, in some parts of Ireland

(a) The cattle-yard near a farm-house. (6) A
large house, including all its appurtenances,
as offices, courtyard, etc. Swift.
bawn (ban), v. t. [< baton, .] In Ireland, to

surround or inclose with a bawn.

bawrelt, [A corresponding masc. bawret is

found; appar. of F. origin. Cf. bockerel, bock-

eret.~\ A kind of hawk. Phillips.

bawsin, . and a. See bauson.

bawsint (ba'sint), a. See bausond.

bawson, . and a. See btiuson.

bawtie, bawty (ba'ti), . [Sc. Cf. baiorf3.] In

Scotland, a name for a dog, especially one of

large size, and also for a hare.

baxa, bazea (bak'sa, -se-ii), n. [L.] In Rom.
antiq., a sandal or low shoe of various forms,
often plaited from papyrus or palm-leaves;
generally, an inexpensive foot-covering worn
by the poorer classes, but also referred to as

occurring in rich materials and workmanship,
and specifically as the shoe of comic actors, as

distinguished from the cothurnus used by tra-

gedians.
bazter (bak'ster), n. [Also backster, < ME.
baxtcr, bacster, bakestre, < AS. btecestre, a baker:
see bakester. Hence the proper name Baxter,
equiv. to Baker.] A baker; properly, a female
baker. [Old Eng. and Scotch.]
Baxterian (baks-te'ri-an), a. Pertaining to or

propounded by Richard Baxter, a celebrated

English nonconformist divine (1615-1691): as,
Baxterian doctrines.

Baxterianism (baks-te'ri-an-izm), n. The
doctrines of Richard Baxter, who amalgamated
the Arminian doctrine of free grace with the
Calvinistic doctrine of election.

bay1
(ba), n. [Early mod. E. also baye, bate, <

ME. bay, baie, a berry, esp. that of the laurel-

or bay-tree, perhaps < AS. beg, berry, occurring
only in pi. Oeger, begir, glossed baccinia, i. e.

vaccinia, 'blueberries' (see Vaceinium), and in

comp. begbedm, lit. 'berry-tree,' applied both to

the mulberry-tree (Gr. ftopea) and to the bram-
ble or blackberry-bush (Gr. /Jdrof ). But the
ME. form, like MD. beye, baeye, a berry, a lau-

rel-berry, agrees also with, and may have come
directly from, OF. baie, baye, mod. F. baie = Pr.

bata = Sp. baya, OSp. baca = Pg. bat)a, baca =
It. bacca, a berry, < L. baca, less correctly bacca,
a berry; cf. Lith. bapka, a laurel-berry.] If.
A berry, especially of the laurel-tree.

The bays or berries that it beareth.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xv. 30.

2. The laurel-tree, noble laurel, or sweet-bay,
Laurus nobilis. See laurel. The name bay is also

given to a number of trees and shrubs more or less re-

sembling the noble laurel. See phrases below.

Hence (like laurel, and in reference to the an-
cient use of the laurel) 3. Anhonorary garland
or crown bestowed as a prize for victory or ex-

cellence ; also, fame or renown due to achieve-
ment or merit : in this sense used chiefly in the



bay

plural, with reference to tho leaves or branches

of laurel. Also called bay-leaf.
Yet as you hope hereafter to see plays,

Encourage us, and give our poet bays.
Beau, ami FL, Thierry and Theodoret, Epil.

I play'd to please myself, on rustick reed,

Nor sought for bay, the learned shepherd's meed.
W. Broutne, Jiritannia's Pastorals, i. 1.

[In the following quotation, the office of poet laureate :

formerly a not uncommon use.

If you needs must write, write Ctesar's praise.

You'll gain at least a knighthood, or the bay*.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, Satire i. 22.

Bays was sometimes used as a singular (compare bay*,

baize, as singular).

Do plant a sprig of cypress, not of bays.
Robert Randotyh.

A greener bays shall crown Ben Jonson's name.

Fcltltaw, Jonsonus Virbius.]

4. [Of. bay2.] A piece of low, marshy ground
producing large numbers of bay-trees. [N.
Carolina and Florida.] liartlett Bull-bay, the

Magnolia graiuliJium. CheTTy-ba,y, Prunus Laurocera-

sus. Dwarf bay, <>f Knrope, the Daphne Laiirwla. In-

dian or royal bay, Laura* liuiim. Loblolly-bay, r

tan-bay, the Gunluida Lasianthus. 'Re& bay, the Per-

sea CaroKnensie. Rose-bay, a name given (a) to the

willow-herb, Epilobium anniittifnUum; (b) in the United
States to the great laurel, Rhododendron maximum.
Sweet-bay. See above, 2. Sweet-bay, or white bay,
of the United States, the Magnolia plauca.

bay2 (ba), n. [Early mod. E. also baye, < ME.
baye, < OF. baie, baye, mod. F. baie = Pr. baia

= Sp. bahia, formerly also baia, baya (> Basque
baia, baiya), = Pg. bahia = It. baja (cf . G. bai, <

D. baai, MD. baeye = Dan. bai, < E. bay2 ), < LL.

baia, a bay, first mentioned by Isidore, and said

to have its j*en. in -as, implying its existence at

a much earlier period ; perhaps connected with
L. Bai<e,yl., a noted watering-place on the

coast of Campania, hence applied also to any
watering-place. Bay in this sense has been
confused in E. and Bom. with bay3 ."] 1. A re-

cess in the shore of a sea or lake, differing from
a creek in being less long and narrow

;
the ex-

panse of water between two capes or head-
lands.

The sea winding, and breaking in bays into the land.

Gray, Letters, I. 265.

2f. An anchorage or roadstead for ships; a

port ;
a harbor.

A bay or rode for ships. Cotgrave.
I prithee, good lago,

Go to the bay. and disembark my coffers.

Shak., Othello, il. 1.

3. A recess of land, as in a range of hills
;

a level space partly surrounded by heights.

[Bare.] 4. An arm of a prairie extending
into woods and partly surrounded by them.

[U. 8.] Bartlett. 5. A kind of mahogany
obtained from Campeachy Bay (whence the

name).
bay3

(ba), n. [Early mod. E. also baye, baie, <

ME. bay, baye, < OF. baee, an opening, gap,
mod. F. baie, a bay (< ML. as if *badata), on

type of fern, pp., < baer, beer, bayer, mod. F.

bayer, < LL. badare, gape (cf. E. gap, n., gape,
.): see bay*. This word has been confused

with&a^
2
.] 1. A

principal compartment or di-

vision in the architectural arrangement of a

building, marked by buttresses or pilasters on
the walls, by the disposition of

the main ribs (arcs doubleaux)
of the interior vaulting, by
the placing of the main arches
and pillars or of the principals
of the roof, or by any other

leading features that separate
the design into corresponding
parts. Oxford Glossary. 2.
The part of a window included
between two mullions

;
a light.

Also called window-bay. 3. A
bay-window.
Some ladies walking with me, see-

ing my father sitting at his singular
writing establishment in the bay,
went in through his glorified win-
dows, and established themselves
round his table.

Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, vii.

4. A compartment in a barn
for the storage of hay or

grain. 5. In carp., a portion
of a compound or framed floor
included between two girders,
or between a girder and the
wall. 6. In plastering, the

space between two screeds.
See screed. 7. Naut., that

part of a ship between decks
which lies forward of the bitts,

Architectural Bays.
Nave of Notre

Dame, Dijon.

F, C, A.bays; F, F,
window-bays; C, tri-

forium; A, arch of
aisle. ( From Viollet-
le-Duc's " Diet, de
1'Architecture." )
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on either side ;
in a

ship
of war, the foremost

messing-plaee between decks. See sick-bay.
8. In bridge-building, the portion between two

Eiers.

9. In coal-mining : (a) An open spuce
:>r the gob or waste in a long-wall working.

(b) The space between two frames or sets in a
level : synonymous with board. [Leicester-

shire, Eng.] Bay Of joists, the joists between two
binding-joists, or between two girders, in a framed iloor.

Bay Of roofing, the small rafters and their supporting
purlins between two principal rafters.

bay4t (ba), v. i. [< OF. bayer, beer, baer, gape,
< LL. badare, mod. F. bayer, dial, bader = Pr.

badar = Cat. badar = It. badare, < LL. ba-

dare, gape, be open. Cf. bays and 6//5.] To
open the mouth, as for food; seek with open
mouth.

Bayer a la mamelle, to seeke or baye for the dugge.
Hollyband, Treasurie of the French Tongue.

bay5 (ba), v. [Early mod. E. also baye, < ME.
bayen, < OF. bayer = It. bajare (also in comp.,
ME. abayen, < OF. abayer, abater, abbayer, mod.
F. aboyer = It. abbajare), bark

;
of uncertain

origin, perhaps imitative (cf. E. bawl1
, bark,

L. baubari, ML. baulare, G. bailen, bark, and E.

6aw2
, bow-wow), but prob. associated in earlier

use with OF. baer, beer, bayer = It. badare, <

LL. badare, gape: see bay*, and cf. bay5 , n., in

which the two notions unite. In some senses
the verb is from the noun.] I. intrans. To
bark, as a dog ; especially, to bark with a deep
prolonged sound, as hounds in the chase.

The hounds at nearer distance hoarsely bayed.
Dryden, Theodore and Honoria, 1. 271).

II. trans. 1. To bark at; beset with deep
prolonged barking.

I had rather be a dog, and bay the moon,
Than such a Koman. Shak., J. C., iv. :i.

2. To express by barking.
'Tis sweet to hear the watch-dog's honest bark
Bay deep-mouthed welcome as we draw near home.

Byron, Don Juan, i. 123.

3. To drive or pursue so as to compel to stand
at bay ; chase or hunt.

They bay'd the bear
With hounds of Sparta.

Shak., M. N. D., iv. 1.

4. To hold at bay.
For we are at the stake,

And bay'd about with many enemies.

Shak., J. C., iv. 1.

bay5
(ba), n. [Early mod. E. also baye, beye, <

ME. bay, baie, of different origin, according as
it stands (a) for bay, a barking, < bay, ME. bay-
en, bark; (6) by apheresis for abay, < OF. abai,

abay, abbay, aboy, mod. F. aboi, a barking, <

abayer, bark (see bay6 , v.), esp. in the phrase
to be or stand at bay (or at a bay, which is per-

haps always to be read at abay), to bring to bay;
(c) in the phrase to hold at bay, repr. OF. tenir

a bay, It. tenere a bada, hold in suspense or ex-

pectation, lit. on the gape : OF. bay (= It. bada),
suspense, lit. gaping, < baer= It. badare, gape, a
verb prob. in part connected with bay5, bark:
see above. ] 1 . The deep-toned barking of a dog
in pursuit of game ; especially, the barking of
a pack of hounds. 2. The state of being so
hard pressed, as a hunted animal by dogs and
hunters, as to be compelled, from impossibility
of escape, to turn and face the danger: with at
or to : as, to be at bay, stand at bay. hold at

bay (formerly also at a bay), bring to bay, etc.:
often used figuratively, in these and other con-

structions, with reference to persons beset by
enemies or held at a disadvantage: strait;
distress.

Unhappy Squire ! what hard mishap thee brought
Into this bay of perill and disgrace ?

Spenser, F. Q., VI. 1. 12.

Nor flight was left, nor hopes to force his way :

Emboldened by despair, he stood at bay. Dryden.

3. The state of being kept off by the bold at-
titude of an opponent ;

the state of being pre-
vented by an enemy, or by any kind of resist-

ance, from making further advance : with at.

We have now, for ten years together, turned the whole
force and expense of the war where the enemy was best
able to hold us at bay. Swift.

The barriers which they builded from the soil
To keep the foe at bay. Bryant, The Prairies.

bay6 (ba), a. and . [I. a. Early mod. E. also

baye, baie, < ME. bay, baye, < OF. bai, mod. F. bai
= Pr. bai = Sp. bayo = Pg. &io= It. bajo, < L.
badius (> E. badious), bay, in ref. to a color of
horses. II. re. 1. Barely in sing, bay (= D.
baai = MLG. baie, LG. baje (> G. boi) = Dan.
bai = Sw. boi), usually in pi. bays, early mod.
E. bayes, bates, baize (whence the mod. sing.

bayard

baize, q. v.), < OF. baies, pi. of baie, fern, of bai,

adj.] I. a. Reddish or brownish-red, inclining
to chestnut

;
rufous

;
badious

;
castaneous : ap-

plied most frequently to horses, but also to
other animals displaying the same color.

II. . It. A light woolen fabric (originally
of a bay color), the manufacture of which was
introduced into England in 1561 by refugees
from France and the Netherlands : usually in

plural bays, now, as singular, baize (which see).

2. A bay horse.

The ploughman stopped to gaze
Whene'er his chariot swept in view
Behind the shining bays.

0. W. Holmes, Agnes.

bay7
(ba), n. [Origin uncertain ;

the ME. "
bay,

or withstondynge, obstaculum," may possibly
be a use of bay$ in to stand at bay, etc. : see

bayT, v.~] A dam
;
a pond-head ;

an embank-
ment. [Eng.]
bay7

(ba), r. t. [Perhaps from the related noun
(buyl), or, as the source of that, < Icel. bcea-

ja, push back, hinder, < bdgr, opposition, colli-

sion; cf.fara i bag, come athwart.] To dam:
as, to buy back the water.

bay8
(ba), n. [Short for bay-antler.'] The bay-

antler or bez-antler of a stag.

bay9
(ba), v. t. [E. dial., < ME. beien, bcighen,

beigen, bien, btiyen, bugcii, (. AS. began, biegan,

bigan, bygan (= OFries. beja = MD. boghen=
MLG. bogen = OHG. bougen, MHG. bmtgen,
G. beugen = Icel. beygja = Sw. biija = Dan. boje
= Goth, baugjan), trans, bend, causative of

bugan (= Goth, biwgan, etc.), E. bowl, intrans.

bend: see Ziow1
,
and cf. baifi.] To bend. [Prov.

Eng.]
bayWf, v. [Only in Spenser, who also uses em-

bay for embathe, in most instances for the sake
of rime.] A poetical perversion of bathe.

Hee feedes upon the cooling shade, and bayes
His sweatie forehead in the breathing wynd.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 3.

baya (ba'ya), n. [Hind.] The weaver-bird,
I'loceus pliilijipinus, an East Indian passerine
bird, somewhat like the bulfinch, remarkable
for its extremely curious nest. See weaver-
bird.

baya-bird, n. Same as baya.

bayadere, bayadeer (ba-ya-der'), [Also
spelled bajadere (< F. bayadere); formerly bal-

liadere, balliadera, < Pg. bailadeira (fern, of bai-

lador = Sp. bailador), a dancer, < bailor = Sp.

bailar, dance : see balP.~\ An East Indian dan-

cing girl.

bayal (ba'al), n. A fine kind of cotton. Sim-
monds.

bayamo (ba-ya'mo), n. [Cuban.] A violent
blast of wind, accompanied by vivid lightning,
blowing from the land on the south coast of

Cuba, and especially from the Bight of Bayamo.
bay-antler, n. See beg-antler.

bayard1
(ba'ard), a. and . [Early mod. E.

also bayerd, tiaiard, bayart, < ME. bayard, bay-

art, < OF. bayard, baiard, baiart (= Pr. baiart),

bay, a bay horse, < bai, bay : see bay6 and -ard.

The adj. came to be a general appellative of a

bay horse, esp. of Benaud's (Binaldo's) magic
steed in the Charlemagne romances; later of

any horse, esp. in alliterative proverbial use,
bold bayard, blind bayard, often with reference
to reckless or stupid persons, perhaps associated
in the latter sense with OF. bayard, gaping,
staring, one who gapes or gazes, < bayer, baer,

gape, gaze: see Zww*.] I.t a. Bay; of a bay
color: applied to a horse.

II. n, 1. A bay horse; generally, any horse :

formerly frequent in proverbial use, especially
with the epithet blind or bold.

Blind bayard moves the mill. Philips.

Who so bold as blind bayard ? Proverbial saying.

2. A person who is self-confident and ignorant :

usually with the epithet blind or bold.

The more we know, the more we know we want :

What Bayard boulder then the ignorant ?

Marston, What you Will, Iml.

Phillip the second, late king of Spain, perceiving that

inanyTJlind Bayards were overbold to undertake the work-

ing of his mines of silver in the West Indies, etc.

Gerard Malynes, Lex Mercatoria (1622), p. 189.

What are most of our papists, hut stupid, ignorant and
blind bayards! Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 609.

[Obsolete or archaic in all uses.]

bayard2t, [< OF. baiard, bayart. a basket
used for the carrying of earth and fastened
about the neck; perhaps a fanciful application
of bayard, a horse: see bayard^.] A kind of

hand-barrow used for carrying heavy loads,

especially of stones.



bayardly

bayardlyt (M'ilrd-li), a. [< bayard 1 + -ly
1
.]

Blind; stupid.
A blind crediilitj ,

:i />ir>iiii-ilh/ confidence, or an imperious
insolence. Jer. Taylur(':), Artif. Handsomeness. IP. U:i.

bayberry (ba'ber'i), .
; pi. liai/l>rrrirn (-\7.). [<

/)(/' +
lii-rrij

1
. } 1. The fruit of the bay-tree,

or La urun mthilin. 2. Tlic wax-myrtle, .t/i/''"'"

iTi-ifera, and itH fruit. Tin- coating of wax up"" tin

berries is known as l. l rf/l,,-,',-i/-lrf//t>/r or in>ntl> i/;,r. Sec
\ln,,,'n AlsocaMc.l I'll ,ll<-l' frif .

3. In Jamaica, the I'imenta acris, from which
an oil is obtained which is used in the manu-
t'ad lire of biiy-nnn.

bay-birds (bri'lierd/,), n. ///. A collective 7I1I1IH'

ot numerous SHIM II WMiI'mir liinls or shore-birds,

chiefly <il' the sni|ie and plover families, which

frequent the muddy shores of the bays and es-

tuaries ailing I he Atlantic coast of the United
States.

bay-bolt (ba'bolt), . A kind of barbed bolt.

See Imin.

bay-breasted (ba'bres'ted), a. Having the
breast bay in color: as, the. bay-breasted v/a.r\>[<-\-.

Hi iiilrircii I'li.i/niiin, one of the commonest birds

of the United States.

bay-cod (ba'kod), n. The name of a fish of the

family O/iliidiidti
1

, (Irmjiitrrux lilnfidoi, of New-

Zealand, also called cloudi/ lmi/-n>il and liny.

bayed (bad), . K
ftoy

8+ -*#>.] 1. Having
bay or bays, as a building: as, "the large Imi/'ii

barn," Dray ton, Polyolbion, iii. 2. Formed as

a bay or recess.

A handsome anil substantial mansion, the numerous Ka-
ble-ends jiml bayeft windows of which bespoke the owner
a man of worship. Barham, Ingoldshy Legends, I. 119.

bayest, See

bayeta (ba-ya'ta), n. [Sp., baize: see baize.]
A common kind of coarse baize manufactured
in Spain.
Bayeux tapestry. See tapestry.

bay-gall (ba'gal), . A watercourse covered
with spongy earth, mixed with matted fibers,
and impregnated with acids. See gall

2
,
5.

bay-leaf (ba'lef), n.
; pi. bay-leaves (-levz). 1.

The leaf of the sweet-bay or laurel-tree, Laurus
nobilis. Bay-leaves are aromatic, are reputed stimulant
and narcotic, and are used in medicine, cookery, and con-

fectionery.

2. Same as bay1
, n., 3.

baylerbay (ba
;

ler-ba), . Same as beylerbey.

baylet (ba'let), n. [< bay? + -let.] A little

bay.
bay-mahogany (ba'ma-hog'

r
a-ni), . Same as

bay-wood.
bayman1 (ba'man), n.

; pi. baymen (-men). [<

bay2 + man.] "1. One who lives on a bay, or
who fishes, shoots, or pursues his occupation in

or on a bay.
When the birds are traveling with the wind, or as bay-

men call it, a "
free wind." Shore Birds, p. 43.

2. Specifically, in British Honduras, a mahog-
any-cutter of the coast.

bayman'^ (ba'man), n.
; pi. baymen (-men). [<

bays + man.] A sick-bay attendant; a nurse
for sick or wounded men on a vessel of war.

bay-oil (ba'oil), . An oil manufactured from
the ripe berries of the bay-tree of Italy, used
in veterinary medicine. McElratTi.

bayonet (ba'o-net), . [< P. baionnette, for-

merly bayonnette, a small flat pocket-dagger,
or a knife hung at the girdle, like a dagger,
now a bayonet, = Sp. bayoneta = It. baionetta,
a bayonet, usually derived from Jiayonne, in

France, because bayonets are said to have
been first made there (Bayonne, Sp. Bayona, is

said to mean 'good harbor,' < Basque baia,
harbor (see bay%), + ona, good) ;

but of. F.

"bayonnier, as arbalestier [see arbalwter] ;
an

old word" (Cotgrave), < bayon, baton, the arrow
or shaft of a crossbow.] If. A short flat dag-
ger. 2. A dagger or short stabbing instru-
ment of steel for infantry soldiers, made to be
attached to the muzzle of a gun. in its original

form it has a sharp

Bayonet-clutch.

I, Common Bayonet ; a, Sword-Bayonet.

point and three

edges, but other
forms have been
introduced. (See
below.) It was at
first inserted in the
barrel of the gun,
after the soldier
had fired, by a

wooden handle fitted to the bore ; but it was afterward
made with an iron socket and ring passing over the muz-
zle, and attached to the Made by a shoulder, so that the
soldier minht tire with his bayonet fixed.

3. In much., a pin which plays in and out of
holes made to receive it, and which thus serves
to connect and disconnect parts of the machin-
ery. See bayonet-clutch Knife-bayonet, a com-
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billed knife rind bayonet arranged to lit the nmz/lr of a
lille. carried when not in Use in ii shcatli attached I" the
waist-belt. Rod-bayonet, a lout- steel rod ith tnannu
lar-shaped end. n~i d as :l bayonet. It i attached to the
ritle by aprint:-ea!i h, and uia> al-., be used a* a wipiui;
fo. I It il> pertectcd by l.lclll. -I 'o|. A. K. I lllltil IK I oil.

i
. s. A. Spanish bayonet, a com n name IM\CH to

plants bdoicjM'.: to several sp.cicsof }'i/*v/i. w ith iianow
,

llKid, spine-tipped leave-., especially to )'. :l/ui I, ,/,,!, )'.

,;iiiiili:-ii/iiln, and }'. laimiln. SWOrd-bayOnet, a sliort

sword with a cutting edue ami sharp jioint, made to fasten

by a ipring-cmtch to the- barrel nf a rille or carbine. It is

carried ill a scabbard when not fixed to the piece. Thi- i-

now thi' usual form of military bayuet. Trowel-bayo-
net, a form ot bayonet with a short and broad but shaip-
pointcd blade, intendeil to serve in case of need, alter the
inanneriif a I rowel, as an intrenching tool. It wa invent-
ed by Col. Kdmuiid Hice, t

!

. S. A., and lia done K'>od set--

\ io in I Mili.in Icjht iicj.

bayonet (ba'o-net), . t. [< bayonrt, n.] To
stab with a bayonet; compel or drive by the

bayonet.
^ on Mjiul inn,],, to sabre and to bayonet us Into a sub-

mission. Burkf, Kev. iu r'rance.

bayonet-clasp (ba'o-net-klasp), n. A movable
ring of metal about the socket of a bayonet,
which serves to strengthen it and to prevent
its disengagement.
bayonet-clutch (ba'o-net-kluch), H. In mndi.,
a form of clutch armed usually with two prongs
( u), which when in gear act on the ends or

lilt's of a friction-strap (6),
fitted on a side-boss of the
wheel to be driven, the lat-

ter being loose on the same
shaft. The clutch is attached to
the shaft by a feather-key, and
when drawn back or out of gear
with the strap the wheel remains at

rest, and the clutch continues to re-

volve with the shaft. When it is

required to set the machinery again
in motion, the clutch is thrown for-

ward by the fork c, and its prongs, engaging with the

strap, gradually put the wheel in motion.

bayonet-joint (ba'o-net-joint), n. A form of

coupling or socket-joint resembling the mode
of attachment commonly adopted for fixing a

bayonet on a musket.

bayou (bi'6), . [A corrupt form of F. boyau,
a grit, a long, narrow passage (cf. a similar use
of E. gut), < OF. boyel, boel, a gut, > E. bowel, q.

v.] In the southern United States, the outlet
of a lake, or one of the several outlets of a
river through its delta

;
a sluggish watercourse.

For hours, in fall days, I watched the ducks cunningly
tack anil veer and hold the middle of the pond, far from the

sportsman ; tricks which they will have less need to prac-
tise in Louisiana bayou*. Thoreau, Walden, p. 254.

Under the shore his boat was tied,
And all her listless crew

Watched the gray alligator slide

Into the still bayou. Longfelkiw, Quadroon Girl.

bay-porpoise (ba'por'pus), n. A typical por-
poise, as of the genus Phoccena; a puffing-pig:
so called from the frequent appearance of the
animals in bays or estuaries.

bay-rum (ba'rum'), n. [< bay1 + rum 1
.] A

fragrant spirit much used as a cosmetic, etc.,

especially by barbers, obtained by distilling
the leaves of the Pimenta acris (see bayberry,
3), of the natural order Myrtacea?, with rum, or

by mixing the volatile oil procured from the
leaves by distillation with alcohol, water, and
acetic ether. It is the spiritus myrcice of the
United States Pharmacopoeia.
bays 1

(baz), n. [Prop. pi. of bay1 .] See bay1
.

bays'^t, n. [Prop. pi. of bay6.] See baize.

bay-salt (ba'salf), n. [Formerly sometimes
baisalt, base-salt, < late ME. bayesalt; cf. Dan.
baisalt= G. baisate, after E. ; appar. < bay% (some
suppose orig. in ref. to the Bay of Biscay) +
salt1 .] Coarse-grained salt: properly applied
to salt obtained by spontaneous or natural

evaporation of sea-water.

bay-stall (ba'stal), n. In arch., the bay of a
window

;
a window-seat.

baytt, v. and n. Obsolete spelling of bait1 .

Spenser.
bay-tree (ba'tre), n. [< ME. baytre (whence
appar. MD. baeytere); < bay1 + tree.] 1. The
laurel-tree, Laurus nobilis, a native of Italy
and Greece, growing to the height of 30 feet.

2. In the eastern United States, a name of the

Mniinnlin glnuca, and in California of the Vm-
bellularia Californica.

bayur (ba-ySr'), n. Javanese name of the tree
I'tfrosnermum Javanicum.

bay-window (ba'win'do), n. [< 6ay3 ,
a recess,+

irin<low.] Tn arcli., properly, a window forming
a recess or bay in a room, projecting outward,
and rising from the ground or basement on a

plan rectangular, semi-octagonal, or semi-hex-

agonal, but always straight-sided. The term is,
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Bdella

however, also often applied to a bo window, which prop-
erly forms in plan the segment of a circle, or to an oricl-

v\ nidnvs
,
which is supported

on a console or corbcliiik'.
[ ^*^^^^^^&A

and U usually on the first

Bear,

bay -winged (ba'-

wmgil), n. Having
clii-slniit cnliir "ii the

wiiif:s. Bay - winged
bunting, the urass tmen or

hifd, l'<,n'<-'!'< 'ir'i-

nintu . OEM ' '' t be i om-
inoiiot sparrows of North
America. Bay - Winged
longapur, BJiyndiuyhani -

//t>-ri,,l,
.
a column!) frjll-

Killilie bird of the u. -t.in

prairies, related to the

l.apland loimspur. Bay-
winged summer-finch,
r<'tn;l',l ,-ii,-f"il<^ of Ari-

/oiia.

bay-wood (ba'wi'nl i, .

[</<i/- + iroml 1
.] The

lighter unil coarser
kind of mahogany,
comingespeciallyl'roiii
British Honduras. See

milll'li/il/lll.

bay-yarn' (ba'yarn), H.

[< binj
(

>, n., + yarn.]
Woolen yarn used in the manufacture of baize.

baza (bii'/.ii), H. [E. Ind.
;

cf. Ar. bdz
{
a

hawk.] In nriiith., the name of an East Indian
kite. It is also used as a generic name.
bazaar, bazar (ba-ziir'), n. [Formerly also

Imxiir, linear, bussar, also bazarro (cf. It. baz-

:arro, traffic, Olt. bazarra, a market-place), < F.

bazar, < Ar. bazar, Turk,
jidzdr,

Hind, bazar, <

Pers. bazar, a market.] 1. In the East, an ex-

change, market-place, or place where goods are

exposed for sale, consisting either of small

shops or stalls in a narrow street or series of

streets, or of a certain section in a town under
one roof and divided by narrower passage-
ways, in which all or most of the merchants and
artisans in a certain material or metal, or any
single class of goods, are gathered both for
manufacture and traffic. These bazaar-streeU are

frequently shaded by a light material laid from roof to

roof, and are sometimes arched over. Marts bearing the
name of bazaars, for the sale of miscellaneous articles,

chiefly fancy goods, are now to be found in most Euro-
pean and American cities ; and the term has been ex.
tended to structures arranged as market-places for spe-
cific articles : as, a horse-doaiar.

The streets of the town are narrow, terribly rough, and
very dirty, but the bazaars are extensive and well stocked.

B. Taylof, Lands of the Saracen, p. 40.

2. A sale of miscellaneous articles in further-
ance of some charitable or other purpose; a
fancy fair. The articles there sold are mostly
of fancy work, and contributed gratuitously.
bazaar-maund (ba-zar'mand' ), n. [< bazaar +
maunift, n.] An East Indian weight, differing
in different localities : equal in Calcutta to 82-J

pounds avoirdupois. So called in contradis-
tinction to factory-maund. See maundV.

bazan, . Same as basan.

bazar, . See bazaar.
bazaras (ba-za'ras), n. [E. Ind.] A large flat-

bottomed pleasure-boat used on the Ganges,
propelled with sails and oars.

bazet, v. t. [Also written baize, appar. < D. 60-

zen, rerbazen, astonish, stupefy (cf. abash) ; cf.

G. (obs.) basen, rave.] To stupefy ; frighten.
baziers (ba'zerz), . sing. orpl. [Corruption of
bear's ears.] The plant bear's-ears, Primula
Auricula : used in some parts of England.

The baziert are sweet in the morning of May.
Book of Dayi, i. 547.

bazil (baz'il), n. Same as basan.

Tanned with bark, . . . [sheep-skins] constitute bazilit,
and are used for making slippers and as bellows-leather.

C. T. Davit, Leather, p. 42.

B. B. A common abbreviation in mineralogi-
cal works for before the blowpipe : as, quartz
is infusible B. B.

bbl., bbls. Abbreviations of barrel and barrels

respectively: as, 1,000 bbls. flour.

B. 0. An abbreviation of before Christ, used
in noting dates preceding the Christian era:

as, the battle of Thermopylte was fought 480
B. C.i Julius Csesar invaded Britain 55 B. C.

B. C. E. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Civil

Eni/iiKi riiiy. See bachelor.

B. I). An abbreviation of Bachelor of Divinity.
Bdella (del'a), . [NL., < Gr. jHt'tla, a leech.]
1. A genus of leeches, of the family Hirudi-
nida; or Gnathobdellida'. Also written Bdellia.

[Not in use.] 2. The typical genus of the

family HiMlidtr. B. longicomis is an example.



bdellatomy

bdellatomy (de-lat'6-mi), w. [< Gr. ftiDM, a

leech, + ropi, a cutting.] 1. The act or oper-

ation of incising a leech while sucking, so that

the ingested blood may escape, and the leech

continue to suck. 2. The application of the

bdellometer.
Bdellia (del'i-a), n. [NL. : see Bdella.] Same
as Bdella, 1.

Bdellidae (del'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Bdella +
-j'rftf?.] A family of tracheate mites, of the or-

der Acarida, class Araclmida, having the head

distinct from the thorax and elongated into a

proboscis, chelate cheliceres, long thin rap-

torial pedipalps, cursorial legs of six or more

joints, stigmate near the rostrum, and skeleton

composed of sclerites embedded in soft skin.

The animals are found creeping in damp places. Besides

Bdella, the family contains the genus Scinw.

Bdellinse (de-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Bdella +
-inn:] A subfamily of tracheate Acarina. See

Bdellidtr.

bdellium (del'i-um), n. [In ME. bdelyum, bidel-

lium, < LL. bdellium, < Gr. /ItetoMv, a plant,
a

fragrant gum which exudes from it (Dipscori-
des, Pliny) ;

used (also in the form ftdMa) to

translate Heb. b'dolakh, a precious article of

merchandise mentioned along with gold and

precious stones (Gen. ii. 12). The opinion of

the rabbins, which Bochart supports, is that

b'dolakh signifies orig. a pearl, and as a collec-

tive noun pearls, which may be compared to

grains of manna; hence its secondary sense of

a gum.] A name given to two aromatic gum-
resins, similar to myrrh, but weaker. Indian

bdellium is believed to be the product of Balsamodendron

Mukul, and African bdellium of B. Africanum. They are

used for the same purposes as myrrh, but chiefly as an

ingredient in plasters and as a perfume. An Egyptian
resin also called bdellium is obtained from the doum-palm,
Hypham Thebaica, of Upper Egypt.

Bdelloida (de-loi'da), n. [NL., < Gr. RttUa, a

leech, + -oida.~\ A'family of rotifers that swim
and creep like a leech, with the foot retractile,

jointed, telescopic, and forked at the end.

bdellometer (de-lom'e-ter), n. [< Gr. pieMa,
a leech (< /)6d?.fatv, milk, suck), + ftcrpav, a

measure.] An instrument used as a substi-

tute for the leech. It consists of a cupping-glass, to

which a scariflcator and an exhausting syringe are at-

tached. Dunglitson.

Bdellostoma (de-los'to-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

{itleMa, a leech, + ar6/ia, mouth.] A genus of

cyclostomous or marsipobranchiate fishes, or

myzonts, referred to the family Myxinidce, or

made the type of a family Bdellostomida : so

called from the comparison of the suctorial

mouth to that of a leech. There are 7 branchial

apertures or openings of the branchial sacs. B. heptatre-
ma, is found at the Cape of Good Hope. The genus is the
same as Heptatrema.

bdellostpmid (de-los'to-mid), . A myzont of

the family Bdellostomidce.

Bdellostomidae (del-os-tom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Bdellostoma + -idte.~\ A family of hypero-
tretous myzonts, represented by the genus
Bdellostoma : synonymous with Heptatremida;
(which see).

bds. An abbreviation of boards, in use among
bookbinders and booksellers.

be1
(be), n. i., substantive verb ; pres. am, art

(sometimes beest), is, are (sometimes be) ; pret.

was, wast, were ; subj. be, were, wert ; impv. be ;

pp. been; ppr. being. [Under the verb lie are

classed, as identical in sense, the surviving
forms of three orig. independent verbs, which,
supplementing each other's defects, serve to-

gether to make up the substantive verb or cop-
ula

; they are represented by the forms be, am,
and was. 1. Be, inf., early mod. E. also bee, <

ME. be, bee, been, ben, beon, < AS. bedn, bion;
pres. ind. sing. 1st pers. be, early mod. E. also

bee, < ME. be, bee, beo, < AS. bed, rarely beom,
biom (retaining the suffix -m, which appears
also in am) = OS. Hum = OFries. bem = OHG.
pirn (him), MHG. G. bin; 2d pers. beest, be'st,
dial, bist, < ME. beest, best, beost, bist, < AS. bist

= OS. bist = OHG. pis, pist, MHG. G. bist; 3d
pers. be, dial, also beeth, bes, < ME. beth, beoth,
north, bes, < AS. bith; pi. be, archaic and dial.

been, ben, bin, also beth, < ME. been, ben, bin,

etc., prop, (as ind.) beeth, beth, beoth, < AS.
bedth (in all three persons) = OHG. 1st pers. pi-
rumes, 2dj>irtt<!(MHG. birnt, bint) (3d tin*); with
similar forms in subj., etc.

;
all from a common

Teut. t/ *ben L. fit- in perf . fuisse, have been
(ind. fui, I was, I have been), fut. part. /-
turns, about to be (see future), rut. inf. fore, be
about to be, = Gr. QveoOai, be, become, grow
(act. ifii'eiv, produce) (> ult. E. physic, physical,
etc.), = Skt. / bhu, become, come into being,
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take place, exist, be ;
the sense 'become' being

still evident in AS., and giving the present gen-

erally a future implication. 2. Am, etc., pres.
ind. (without inf.): 1st pers. am (often contr.

'TO in I'm), < MPj. am, amm, em, < ONorth. earn,

(an, AS. eom= Icel. cm (mod. usually er) = Goth.
im (orig. "ism) = L. sum (orig. *esum) = Gr. ei/ii,

dial, e/iui (orig. *'ea[ii), = OBulg. yesmi = Bohem.

jsem, etc., = Lith. esmi, etc., = Skt. asmi; 2d

pers. art, < ME. art, ert, < AS. eart, ONorth. arth

= Icel. crt = Goth, is = L. es = Gr. el, dial, iaai,

= OBulg. yesi, etc.. = Skt. asi; 3d pers. is, < ME.
is, es, < AS. is = OS. ist = OFries. ist = OHG.
MHG. G. ist = Icel. er, earlier es, = Sw. iir =
Dan. er (extended in Sw. Dan. also to 1st and
2d pers. ) = Goth, ist= L. est= Gr. earl = OBulg.
ycstl, etc., = Skt. asti; pi. are, < ME. are, aren,

arne, ere, eren. erne, < ONorth. aron, earon (in all

three persons) = Icel. 1st erum, 2d eruth, 3d rru,
= Sw. 1st tiro, 2d aren, 3d ciro, = Dan. ere: a
new formation from the stem as seen in the

sing, art, etc., taking the place in Scand. and

ONorth., etc., of the older form, namely, AS.

sind, also in double pi. sindon (in all three per-

sons), = OS. sind, sinden = OFries. send= OHG.
MHG. 3d pi. sint, G. sind = Goth. 3d pi. sind =
L. 1st sumus, 2d estis, 3d sunt, = Gr. 1st eapiv, 2d

core, 3d elai, dial, caai, = Skt. 1st smas, 2d stha,

3d santi; also in subj. (lost since early ME.),
AS. 1st pers. si, pi. sin, = OFries. se = OS. si=
OHG. MHG. si, G. sei = Icel. se, earlier sjd, =
Goth, sijau, etc., = L. sim, OL. stem = Gr. eir/v =
Skt. sydm, etc., with similar (in AS. identical)
forms for the other persons; all from a com-
mon root represented by Skt. / as, be, exist. 3.

Was, pret. ind. (without inf. in mod. E. ) : sing.,
1st and 3d pers. was, < ME. was, wees, ices, < AS.
wais = OS. was= OFries. was= D. was = OHG.
was, MHG. G. war = Icel. rar, earlier vas, = Sw.
Dan. var = Goth, was; 2d pers. wert, earlier

were, < ME. were, < AS. wcere; pi. were, < ME.
were, weren, < AS. wieron (so subj. were, < ME.
were, < AS. wcere, etc.

;
AS. impv. wes, of which

a relic remains in E. wassail, q. v.), with similar

forms in the other tongues; pp., AS. gewesen
(usually be6n, E. been), etc.: prop. pret. (and
pp.) of the strong verb, AS. inf. wesan = OS.
wesan = OFries. wesa= D. wezen= OHG. wesan,
MHG. wesen (G. wesen, n., being, a being) =
Icel. vera, earlier vesa, = Sw. vara = Dan. were
= Goth, wisan, be, = Skt. / "*> dwell, abide,
live. To the same root are referred Gr. aarv. a

city, dwelling-place (see asteism), L. verna (for

*vcsna), a household slave (see vernacular). In
mod. literary E. the form be in the ind. is only
archaic or poetical, but it still flourishes in dial,

use.] 1. To exist; have existence or being;
possess reality ;

be the case
;
be true or real.

To be, or not to be, that is the question.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

Creatures which only are, and have a dull kind of being
not yet privileged with life.

Sir T. Brmme, Religio Medici, i. 34.

Time was, Time if, and Time shall be no more.

Southey.

2. To take place ;
occur

; happen ;
come about :

as, the wedding will be to-morrow : his birth-

dav was last week; it was to be. 3. Usually,
be is a mere copula, or sign of predication, a
link between a subject and a predicate. As such
it asserts, or expresses as fact, the inclusion of the subject
among the things denoted by the predicate, or the posses-
sion by the subject of the characters signined by the pred-
icate ; and this it does with temporal and modal modifi-

cations, while the whole substance of the predication, or
all that is predicated, is expressed separately, in noun or

adjective form, or the equivalent of such : thus, I am
good, he was a hero, they will be there, we should have
been beloved. Hence, every other predicating word or
verb may be analyzed into a form of be, expressing the

predication, and an adjective or noun expressing what
is predicated : thus, he loves into he is loving, or he u a
lover, and so on. Such a copula is possessed by many
languages, being, as in English, reduced to that value by
gradual attenuation of an originally substantial meaning ;

as in modern French, etait,
'

was,' from Latin stabat, or

nearly as exist, literally
' stand forth.'

4. In metaph., to subsist in a state not neces-

sarily amounting to actual existence ;
have the

rudiments of existence. See being. 5. An
auxiliary verb denoting subsistence in or sub-

jection to the mode of action or being ex-

pressed by the principal verb, (a) Joined with a
present participle, it has the grammatical construction
of a predicate adjective qualifying the subject, to make
a continuous or progressive or imperfect present : thus,
7 am loving, etc., beside / love, etc. to match which
the language has rather recently acquired a correspond-
ing passive, / am being loved, beside / am loved, (b) It
is joined with a past participle (having the same con-
struction as above), to make phrases equivalent with the
passive verb-forms or verb-phrases of other languages :

thus, he is loved, Latin amatur, German er imra geliebt.

beach-birds

Hence such phrases are ordinarily viewed as making a

passive conjugation of the English verb. They are un-

distinguished in form from mere combinations of be.

with a predicate participle : thus, he is beaten is passive
when it means 'somebody is beating him,' but not when
it means ' he is a beaten man,' or

'

somebody has beaten
him.' (c) Formerly, as still to a very limited extent (much
more in other related languages, as German and French),
be was the auxiliary used in making the past tenses of in-

transitive verbs, as have of transitives: thus, he i* come,
they were gone (German er ist gekom men, French ilsetaient

alien), and so on. At present, have has come to be the

auxiliary almost universally used in this sense.

The heathen are perished out of his land [that is, have

perished and now no longer exist in the land]. Ps. x. 16.

(d) An infinitive with to after be forms a sort of future,
often with a certain implication of obligation : thus, he
is to come, they were, to appear, she would have been to

blame or to be blamed. [Be, with to, in perfect tenses

(ha iv been, had been, etc.), is used in the sense of go, yet

hardly except in colloquial style : thus, he has been to

Paris; we had been to see her.] Been and, a common
vulgarism introduced pleonastically into the perfect and

pluperfect tenses of other verbs: sometimes extended to

been and gone and.

Sir Pitt has been and proposed for to marry Miss Sharp.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, I. xv.

Let be, to omit or leave untouched ; let alone ;
cease.

Let be, said he, my prey. Dryden.

Let be thy wail and help thy fellow-men.
7V'n,nixon, Ancient Sage.

There IS, etc. See there.

be2 (be), n. [< ME. be, < AS. be = D. G. Dan.

Sw., etc., be = F. 6<<=Sp. Pg. It. be, < L. be,

shortened from beta (< Gr. (if/ra: see beta), or

formed from b + e, the usual assistant vowel
in the names of the letters.] The name of the

second letter of the alphabet, usually written

simply b or B. See B.

be3t, prep. Obsolete form of by. Chaucer.

Be. In chem., the symbol for beryllium (the same
as glucinum).

be- 1
. [ME. be-, in early ME. commonly bi-, <

AS. be-, bi-, = OS. bi- = OFries. be-, bi-, = D.

be-, MLG. bi-, be-, LG. be- = OHG. bi-, be-,

MHG. G. be- = Goth, bi- (lengthened under

stress, as in comp. with a noun, AS. M-, big-,

D. bij-, OHG. MHG. bi-, Or. bei-), an insepa-
rable prefix, orig. the same as the prep., AS.
be, bi, E. by, meaning primarily 'about,' being
prob. = L. -bi, Gr. -<t>i, in L. ambi-, Gr. an&i,
about (see ambi-, amphi-): see by

1 and 6e-2.]
An inseparable prefix of verbs, and of nouns
thence derived. It means primarily 'about,' 'around,'
as in beset, begird, whence the more general sense

'around,' 'all over,' leading to a merely intensive use,
as in besmear, bespatter, besprinkle, etc. It is also used
to form transitive verbs from nouns, as begem, bedew, be-

fog, bemire, etc., or from intransitive verbs, as belie, be-

howl, besing, etc., verbs of either class often conveying
slight contempt, as bepraite, beplaster, bepowder, etc., and
are hence often made for the nonce. In a few verbs, all

obsolete except behead, be- assumed a privative force;
while in many verbs this prefix, through loss of the simple
verb, or a deflection of its sense, or by mere dilution, has
now no assignable force, as in begin, bequeath, become, be-

hold, etc.

be-2 . [ME. and AS. be-, bi-, or separately be,

bi, being the prep, with following adv. or noun :

see 6c-f.] An inseparable prefix of adverbs,
which may also be used as prepositions or

conjunctions. It is properly the preposition by,
Mid-

dle English be, bi, (a) used adverbially, as in before, behind,
between, betwixt, below, etc., contracted in above, about ;

or (6) merged with the governed noun, as in because, be-

side, that is, 'by cause,' 'by side': BO also in behalf, origi-

nally a prepositional phrase, now taken as a noun. See
the words cited.

beach (bech), n. [Formerly also beech, beaten,

batch, baiche, bache ; first in early mod. E., ap-

par. dial., with the meaning first given. Origin
unknown.] 1. The loose pebbles of the sea-

shore; shingle. [Eng.] 2. That part of the
shore of the sea or of a lake which is washed

by the tide and waves
;
the strand, it may be

sometimes used for the shore of large rivers. It usually
means the tract between high- and low-water mark.

Only the long waves as they broke
In ripples on the pebbly beach.

Longfellow, Building of the Ship.

Raised beach, in geol,, a shelf or terrace of shingle,

gravel, and sand, elevated above the sea-level, and indi-

cating a pause in the upheaval of the land, or a depression
and subsequent iipheaval ; the margin of an ancient sea,

now inland.

beach (bech), v. [< beach, .] I. trans. To
run or haul up (a ship or boat) on the beach.

We rowed ashsre, dressed in our uniform, beached the

boat, and went up to the fandango.
R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 281.

II. intrans. To land upon a beach.

All that afternoon we drifted between sea and shore,
and beached at sunset in a new land.

C. W. Stoddard, South-Sea Idyls, p. 344.

beach-birds (bech'berdz), n. pi. A collective

name of sundry sandpipers or other small wad-

ing birds found in flocks on beaches.



beach-clam

beach-clam (bech'klam), n. A pojiuliir narao
of the MiK'tnt milidixximii. [Local, I'. S.]

beach-comber (bech'k6"mer), n. 1. A long
wave rolling in from the ocean, liartli-ll.

[U. 8.] 2. A seafaring man, generally of

vagrant and drunken habits, who idles about
the wharves of seaports : used most t'ri-<|in-ntly

in countries bordering on the Pacific ocean.

This is u H]ic<-iiiifii n[ the life nf half of tin- Aini-i i.-an-

unit Knglitih who are adrift alinik' thr cn:usts of tile I'a.-iti.

ami iu islands, commonly called />i'iu-fi i-./m/-rv.

It. II. hn'iM. Jr., IVti.iv til. Mast, ].. -JIM.

beached (becht), />. . 1. Having a beach;
bordered by a beach ; formed by or consisting
of a beach. [Rare.]

Timon hath made liU e\.T]a^tiiiK' niiinsi..n

I pun til.; Ijfilftn-'t ver^e of the salt flood.

*l:',l,-.,'r. .,f A., V. 2.

2. Kuu on a beach
;
stranded.

beach-flea (bech'fle), n. A name of sundry
small amphipod crustaceans. Also called smttt-

luifijier, shore-jumper, and xmid-flm.

beach-grass (bech'gras), . The sand-reed,
Aniiiiii/ilii/ii iiniiiiliiiacea, a coarse grass with
stout running root-stocks, growing on sandy
benches and protecting them from the winds.
beachman (bech'man), n. ; pi. bi'in-lnin n (-men).
A person on the coast of Africa who acts as in-

terpreter to ship-masters, and assists iu con-

ducting the trade. Imp. Diet.

beach-master (bech'mas"t6r), n. 1. Naut., a
naval officer appointed to superintend the dis-

embarkation of an attacking force. 2. A name
used in some places for a male seal.

beach-wagon (bech'wag"on), n. A light open
wagon with two or more seats, used on beaches.

beachyt (be'chi), a. [< beach + -y
1
.] Covered

with beach or shingle ; pebbly; shingly.
The beachy girdle of the ocean. Mak., 2 Hen. IV.,iii. 1.

beacon (be'kon or -kn), n. [< ME. beken, bekene,
< AS. bedcen, becen, been, a sign, signal-standard,
= OS. bokan = OFries. bekcn, bdkcn= D. buak =
LG. bake (> G. bake) = OHG. bouhhan, MHG.
bouchen = Icel. bakn (after AS.), a sign. Hence
beckon and fiecfc2.] 1. A guiding or warning
signal; anything fixed or set up as a token;
especially, a signal-fire, either in a cresset

and placed on a pole, or lighted on a tower or
an eminence. Such beacons were formerly much used
ti. signal the approach of an enemy or to spread a call or

warning for any purpose, a chain of them often conveying
intelligence to great distances.

Modest doubt is call'd

The beacon of the wise. Shak., 1. and C., II. 2.

Uncertain, troubled, earnest wonderers beheld his intel-

lectual lire as a beacon burning on a hill-top.

Hawthorne, Old Manse, I.

2. A tower or hill formerly used for such pur-
poses. Various hills in England and the older parts of
the United States have the name of Beacon, from the fact
that signal-fires were formerly lighted on them.

3. A lighthouse or other object placed conspic-
uously on a coast, or over a rock or shoal at

sea, to give notice of danger, or for the guid-
ance of vessels. 4. A painted staff about 9

feet long, carrying a small square flag at the

top, used in camps to indicate an angle of the

quarters assigned to a regiment or company.
5f. In England, formerly, a division of a

wapentake; probably a district throughout
which a beacon could be seen, or which was
bound to furnish one. N, E. D.
beacon (be'kon or -kn), v. [< beacon, n. Cf.

beckon.] I. trans. 1. To illumine or light up
as a beacon.

That beacons the darkness of heaven.

Campbell, Lochiel's Warning.

2. To afford light or aid to ; lead ; guide as a
beacon. 3. To furnish or mark with beacons :

as, to beacon a coast or a boundary : sometimes
with off. 4f. To use as a beacon; make a bea-
con of!

N"", if other things as great in the Church and in the
rule of life both economicall and political! be not lookt
intii and refunu'd, we have lookt so long upon the blaze
that Zwinglius and Calvin hath beacon'tt up to us, that we
are stark blind. Miltim, AreopiiKitica, p. 44.
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II. intranx. To servo or shine as a beacon.
Tht' 8011) uf Admmis, like a sUir,
lleacons from the abode where the Kternal are.

N/..7/. !/, Adoiiali, Iv.

Where tin- lii,'hth'.i: i-riKht
Far in the bay. M. ,\nuil,l, A Southern Night.

beaconage (bu'kon-iij
1

,
. [< beaain + -".</']

Money paid for the maintenance of beacons,
beacon-blaze (be'kon-blaz), . A signal-light
of -tire. Tr-titn/xim.

beaconed (be'kond), a. Having a beacon.
Thf fuss that skirts the lirnninfil hill.

T. W'lrl'ni. (lilrs, x.

beacon-fire (be'kon-fir), n A fire lighted up as
a beacon or signal ; a signal-fire.
beacon-tower (be'kon-tou''6r), . A tower on
which a beacon is raised.

AiVrtcon-f""-'-'- at.. >u- tlie waves. Tennyson, Prim-ess, iv.

bead (bed), . [< ME. bedc, a prayer, also (in

in in- nf hnli-x, a pair of beads) a bead used in

counting prayers, < AS. bedu (rare, and the
IIOIM. is not found), in comp. bed- (= OS. beda
= OFries. bede = D. bede = OHG. beta, MHG.
bete, G. bitte = Goth, bida), fern, (also gebal
= OS. <jibcd = OHG. gabet, MHG. G. gcbet,

neut.), a prayer, < biddan, etc., pray: see bill.

Beads are used by Roman Catholics to keep
them right as to the number of their prayers,
one bead of the rosary being dropped every
time a prayer is said

;
hence the transference

of the name from that which is counted (the

prayers) to that which is used to count with.
Cf. Sp. cuentas, Pg. cantos, the beads of a

rosary, < Sp. Pg. contar, count.] If. Prayer; a

prayer; specifically, a prayer of the list or

bead-roll, read at public church-services by the

preacher before his sermon, or by the curate

(see bead-roll) : usually in the plural. Hence, in
this sense, to bid (one's) beads, to say (one's) prayers. See

phrases below.

When holy and devout religious men
Are at their beads, 'tis much to draw them thence ;

So sweet is zealous contemplation.
Shak., Rich. III., ill. 7.

2. One of the little balls, of wood, cocoanut-

shell, pearl, glass, jewels, or other material,

strung in a prescribed order, which form the

chaplet or rosary in use in the devotions of
Roman Catholics, Buddhists, etc., to keep count
of the number of prayers said. See pair of
beads, below.
The commonest, though not the only, appliance for

reckoning these prayers was, and still is, a stnng of beads
so put together that every set of ten smaller ones for the
" Hail Marys" is parted by a larger bead, to tell when the
" Our Father

" must be recited.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 320.

3. Anything resembling a rosary-bead, strung
with others for ornament, as in necklaces or

beadwork: as, glass, amber, metal, coral, or

other beads.

With scarfs, and fans, and double change of bravery,
With ;unl.(T bracelets, beads, and all this knavery.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 3.

4. Any small globular, cylindrical, or annular

body, as the small projecting piece of metal at

the end of a gun-barrel used as a sight, a drop
of liquid, etc.

Brads of sweat have stood upon thy brow.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. S.

He raised his piece gradually, until the bead . . . of the
barrel was brought to a line with the spot which he in-

tended to hit. J. J. Audubon, Ornith. Biog., I. 298.

5. One of the circular markings of certain dia-

toms. 6. The bubble or mass of bubbles ris-

ing to the top or resting on the surface of a

liquid when shaken or decanted : as, the bead
of wines or spirits.

Give me the wine of thought whose bead
Sparkles along the page I read.

Whittier, Lines on a Fly-Leaf.

Pleasure, that immortal essence, the beauteous bead

sparkling in the cup, effervesces soon and subsides.

Alcott, Table-Talk, p. 75.

7. A glass globule for trying the strength of

alcoholic spirits. Beads are numbered according to
their specific gravities, and the strength of the spirit is

denominated by the number of that one which remains
suspended in it, and neither sinks to the bottom nor floats

on the surface. Beads, in determining the strength of

spirits, are now for the most part superseded by the

hydrometer.
8. In mineral., in the blowpipe examination of

minerals, a globule of borax or other flux which
is supported on a platinum wire, and in which
the substance under examination is dissolved
in the blowpipe flame. 9. In arcli. and join-
en/, a small convex molding, in section a semi-
circle or greater than a semicircle; properly,
a plain molding, but often synonymous with
astragal, which is better reserved for a small
convex molding cut into the form of a string of

bead-furnace

Tin- Wad is a \c-ry frfqiletit ornament, used in
111:11 k n junction or a separation, as between the shaft anil
til.- <:i|ill..l uf a
riilllliill, tu iliv--

an an^'l.-, . [<-. It

is Inn. I. used ill

u...,.lu,.]k of all

kinds, fi.'in . :u-

lenters' wi.rk to
till- till. '-I kill. Is. if

J..JII. t> :nnt ealii-

ni-t-iii-k. Among
joiners tin- bead
is variously In-

tr.'.lu.v.l ; sa: (a)

..BIA.O

Bead as used beneath a capital. AM>ey-
church or Vezelay. Vonnc. France; nth

,, lury . ( From Vtollet-le-Duc's "Diet, dc

Fig. 4 .

1), framed u.nkin
whieh the panel
is tlii>h with the
framing and has
a I iea. I i nn on tw.i

edge* in the .11

reetioii of the
grain only, while
the ends are left

plain ; (b) bead
and flush (fig. 2),

framed work in

which a I., a.t i-

rimontheedgoof __ ,

the framing; (r) fArchitecture." )

bMd itntl guint
(fig. 3). the edge of a piece of stuff on which a bead is

formed, or stuck, as it Is called, flush with the surface;
(d) bead and double quirk, or return ttead (fig. 4), the

angle of a piece
of stuff on which a
bead Is stuck and
quirked or relieved
on both surfaces ;

(') I'-uif, butt, and
square work, a

panel which has
beads on two of its

edges on one side

only, while the
other side is plain.

(/) bead,flush, and
s</uare, framing
which is beaded
on one side only.

10. In bookbinding, shoemaking, etc., any cord-
like prominence, as the roll on the head-band
of a book, the seam of a shoe, etc. Bally'a
beads, appearances resembling a row of bright beads, seen
at the moon's limb in a total solar eclipse about the instant
of internal contact. The phenomenon is due to diffrac-
tion and irradiation, and is much exaggerated in case the
telescope is imperfect or out of focus. 80 called from the
English astronomer Francis Baily, who observed these ob-
jects in the annular eclipse of May 15, 1836. Druidical
bead. Same as adder-stone. Pair of beads IM E. peire
of bedes], that is, "set of beads" (Shak., Rich. II., 1U. S),
a rosary ; now, specifically, a chaplet of five decades, that
is, a third part of the rosary. A chaplet or pair of beads,
as thus restricted, is the form iu common use under the
name of the beads. The large beads between the decades
were formerly called gaudies (see gaud, gaudy) ; each
separate bead, or grain, as it is now termed, Tynuale calls
n stone.

Of smal coral aboute hir arm she bar
A peire of bedes gauded al with grene.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 169.

The beads for saying the rosary went by several names,
"a pair of beads"; "a pair of Pater nosters"; "ave

beads
'

; but never were they called a rosary.
Quoted in Rock's Church of our Fathers, III. i. 327, note.

St. Cuthbert's beads, or fairy beads, the small perfo-
rated joints of the steins of fossil encrinites, formerly
much used in rosaries. To bid (one's) beads (formerly
also in singular, to bid a bead) [ME. bidden or beden a bede
or bedes], literally, to offer (one's) prayers ; hence the later

equivalent phrases to say or recite (one's) beads, now with
reference, as literally in the phrase to tell (one's) beads, to

counting off prayers by means of the beads on the rosary.
The phrases to count and to number (one's) beads are merely
literary.

A peire of bedis eke she here

Upon a lace, all.- of white threde,
On which that she hir bedfs bede.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 7872.

To draw a bead on, to take deliberate aim at, with a
musket or other firearm. (See def. 4.)

bead (bed), r. t. [< bead, n.'] To ornament
with beads ;

raise beads upon,
beaded (be'ded), p. a. [< bead + -*rf2.] i. in
the form of a bead or of a collection of beads.

With beaded bubbles winking at the brim.

Keats, Ode to a Nightingale.

With woolly breasts and beaded eyes.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xcv.

2. Provided with or formed of beads, or of
small bodies having the appearance of beads:

as, a.beaded necklace or bracelet. 3. In bot.,
moniliform: said of vessels that are deeply
constricted so as to resemble strings of beads.

4. Having a bead: as, beaded ale Beaded
lace, lace through which beads are woven in the pattern.
Beaded Wire, wire ornamented with Lead-like swellings.

header (be'der), n. A tool for raising orna-
mental beadwork on metal boxes.
bead-furnace (bed'fer'nas), M. A furnace in

which the small glass cylinders from which
beads are made are rounded. The cylinders are

placed in a drum over a fire sufficiently hot to soften the

glass, and the rounding is effected by revolving the drum.



beadhook

beadhookt (bed'huk), . [Early mod. E. also

heedhook (uaut.), corruptly bid/took; < bead (un-

certain) + hook.'] A kind of boat-hook.
2d Le. Arm 'd men? with drum and colours?

Se. No, my lord,

But bright in arms, yet bear half pikes or beadhooks.

(.'hnt'titan, Csesar and Pompey, v. 1.

beadhouse (bed'hous), . [Also archaically

bedehouse, north, dial, beadus (not found in

ME.), < AS. bedims, < bedu, prayer, + Juts,

house : see bead and liouse.] Formerly, a hos-

pital or an almshouse for the founders and
benefactors of which prayers were required to

be said by the beneficiaries. Also spelled bede-

house.

beadiuess (be'di-nes), n. The quality of being
beady.
beading (be'ding), . [< bead + -ing^.] 1. In
arch, andjoinery, a bead ; collectively, the beads
used in ornamenting a given structure or sur-

face. 2. In bookbinding, see bead, n., 10. 3.

In com., a preparation added to weak spiritu-
ous liquors to cause them to carry a bead, and
to hang in pearly drops about the sides of the

bottle or glass when poured out or shaken, it

being a popular notion that spirit is strong in

proportion as it shows such globules. A very
small quantity of oil of vitriol or oil of almonds mixed
with rectified spirit is often used for this purpose.

beadle (be'dl), n. [Early mod. E. also bedle,

beedle(Se. beddal), < ME. bedel, bidel,biidel (with
accent on first syllable), < AS. bydel (=D. bcul
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shaking will stand for some time on the sur-

face : said of spirituous liquors, and errone-

ously supposed to indicate strength. 2. Of a
certain standard of strength as ascertained by
beads. See

bead_, n., 7.

bead-roll (bed'rol), n. [< lead, a prayer, +
roll, a list.] 1. A list of prayers ; specifically,
before the Reformation, the list of the persons
and objects for which prayers were said, read
out by the preacher before the sermon, in "an
order [of Henry VIII., A. i>. 1534] taken for preaching and
bidding of the beads, in all sermons to tie made within this

realm," mention is made of the church catholic, especially
in England, of the king and royal family, of the bishops
and clergy, of the nobility and entire temporally (laity) of
the kingdom, particularly of such as the preacher's devo-
tion may prompt him to name, and of the souls of the
faithful departed. The bead-roll was prohibited by Ed-
ward VI. in 1548. It has often been supposed by later

writers to have had something to do with the recital of

the beads or rosary.

2. Figuratively, any list or catalogue ; a long
series.

Dan Chaucer, well of English undefyled,
On Barnes eternall beadroli worthie to be fyled.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 32.

Neither is the Scripture without a pitiful beadrow of
miserable torments.

Bullinyer's Decade*, 1587 (trans. Parker Soc.).

The bead-roll of her vicious tricks. Prior, Alma, iii.

3. A rosary. 4. [< bead, a dot, + roll, a cyl-
inder.] In bookbindinfi, a brass roll with the

edge cut in dots or beads, used in gilding.
Also called bead-row.

= OHG. butil, MHG. biitel, G. biittel), a beadle, bead-sight (bed'sit), n. A sight on a firearm
< beodan, announce, command, bid: see bid. consisting of a small round bead on a thin
The word merged in ME. with bedel, bedell, stem, placed in the line of sight at the end of
with accent on the last syllable (whence the the barrel. Sometimes a small ring or perfo-
mod. forms bedel, bedell), < OF. bedel, mod. F. rated bead is used, forming an open bead-sight,
bedeaii = Pr. Sp. Pg. bedel = It. bidello (ML. beadsman (bedz'man), n.

; pi. beadsmen (-men).
bedellus, bidellns), from Teut. The reg. mod. [Also bedesman, earlier bedeman, < ME. bede-
form from ME. bidel, < AS. bydel, would be
mod. biddle; it so exists in the proper name
Biddle.] If. One who makes proclamation;
a herald. 2. A crier or messenger of a court;
a servitor; one who cites persons to appear and
answer. [Rare.] 3. In universities, a sub-
altern official or servant, properly and usually
termed a bedel (which see).

It shall be the duty of the faculty to appoint a college
beadle, who shall direct the procession on Commencement
day, and preserve order during the exhibitions.

Laws of Yale College, 1837.

4. In England, a parish officer having various
subordinate duties, such as keeping order in

church, punishing petty offenders, waiting on
the clergyman, attending meetings of vestry or

session, etc.

And I, forsooth, in love ! I, that have been love's whip ;

A very beadle to a humorous sigh,
A critic ; nay, a night-watch constable.

Shak., L. L. L., iii. 1.

Bread and a slavish ease, with some assurance
From the base beadle's whip, crown'd all thy hopes.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, v. 3.

5. The apparitor of a trades guild or company.
Also spelled bedell and bedel, in senses 2

and 3.

beadledom (be'dl-dum), n. [< beadle + -dom.~\
Beadles collectively, and their characteristics
as a class

; stupid officiousness.

beadleism (be'dl-izm), n. [< beadle + -ism.]

man, <, bede, a prayer (see bead), T man.] 1. A
man employed in praying ; especially, one who
prays for another. In this sense the word was used
in former times at the conclusion of petitions or letters to

great men, as we now use "servant
"
or "humble servant."

Whereby ye shall bind me to be your poor beadsman
for ever unto almighty God. Fuller.

We your most humble subjects, daily orators, and beads-

men, of your Clergy of England.
Quoted in Jt. W. Dixon's Hist. Church of Eng., ii.

2. In England, a man who resides in a bead-
house or almshouse, or is supported from its

funds.
In all our old English foundations for the sick, the old,

and destitute, the beads that is to say, prayers for bene-
factors living and dead were said every day by the in-

mates, who were hence also called beadsmen.
Quoted in Rock's Church of our Fathers, III. i. 136, note.

3. Formerly, in Scotland, a public almsman;
one who received alms from the king, and was
expected in return to pray for the royal wel-
fare and that of the state

;
a privileged or li-

censed beggar. In this sense usually spelled
bedesman.
A long blue gown, with a pewter badge on the right

arm
;
two or three wallets for holding the different kinds

of meal, when he received his charity ; . . . all these at
once marked a beggar by profession, and one of that privi-
leged class which are called in Scotland the King's bedes-

men, or, vulgarly, Blue-gowns. Scott, Antiquary, I. Iv.

4f. A petitioner.

FRare 1

beadlerr (be'dl-ri), . [< beadle + -ry.]
office or jurisdiction of a beadle

beadleship (be'dl-ship), n. [< beadle + -ship.]
The office of beadle. ,

bead-loom (bed'lom),. A gauze-loom for mak- beadswoman (bedz _wum"an), n.; pi. beads-

ing beadwork, the threads used being strung
with beads.
beadman (bed'man), n. ; pi. beadmen (-men)."

[< ME. 6e<te)a,< 6e<fc, bead, a prayer, -t- man.]
The original form of beadsman.

women (-wim"en). [Also T>edesicoman, earlier

bedewoman, < ME. bede, a prayer, + woman.
Cf. beadsman.] 1. A praying woman: some-
times used as an equivalent to "humble ser-

vant." See beadsman.
Honour done to your poor beadswoman.

B. Jmusun, Sad Shepherd, ii. 6.

My humblest service to his grace,
I am his beads-woman.

Shirley, Grateful Servant, iii. 1.

They lade the lips of their beadmen, or chaplains, with
so many masses. Tyndale.
Having thus owned the continuing sovereignty of the

king, before whom they presented themselves as bedemen.
Bancroft. Hist. U. S., V. 12. ^ T TI i

bead-mold (bed-mold), n. A name given to
2

^England,
a woman who residesman alms-

" 0fU
bead-tool (bed'tol), . 1. A turning-tool which
has its cutting face ground to a concave curve,
so * jt mav produce a convex molding when
applied to the work. 2. In seal-engraving, a

,

and are found on various vegetable kinds of food and
other substances, causing decay. . .

,

bead-molding (bed'moF'ding), n. In arch., tool with an end adapted for cutting the balls
same as bead, 9. and beads of coronets and other designs.
bead-plane (bed'plan), . A form of plane used bead-tree (bed'tre), n. 1. The Melia Azeda-
tor cutting a bead. The cutting edge of the plane-iron rach, natural order MeUaeece. Its nuts are used for

th^re
el

uired
C

in<rtdi i

" diameter equal to the <liameter < thf! beads of rosaries, especially in Spain and Portugal.

bead-proof (bed'prof), a. 1. Of such a nature 2. The name in Jamaica of a leguminous tim-
er quality that a crown of bubbles formed by ber-tree, Ormosia dasycarpa, with red globose

beak

seeds. Black bead-tree, of Jamaica, Pithecolobium
Unffuin-cati.

beadwork (bed'werk), . 1. Ornamental work
formed of beads by embroidering, crocheting,
etc. 2. la joinery, beading (which see).

beady (be'di), a. [<bcad+ -yl.] 1. Bead-like;
small, round, and glittering: applied especially
to eyes.
Miss Crawley could not look without seeing Mr. Bute's

beady eyes eagerly fixed on her.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, I. xix.

The titmouse turns his beady eye
Upon me as I wander by.

Joel Benton, December Woods.

2. Covered with or full of beads
; having a

bead, as ale or other liquor.

beagle (be'gl), . [Formerly beyele, begle ; <

late ME. begle; origin unknown. The F. bigle
is from the E.] 1. A small hound, formerly
kept to hunt hares, now almost superseded by
the harrier, which is sometimes called by this
name. The beagle is smaller than the harrier, compactly
built, smooth-haired, and has pendulous ears. The small-
est beagles are little larger than lap-dogs.

To plains with well-breathed beaglei we repair,
And trace the mazes of the circling hare.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 121.

Hence 2. Figuratively, one who makes a
business of scenting out or hunting down (a

person or thing); a spy; a bailiff or sheriffs
officer.

There beagle* flew
To haud the souter lads in order. J. Mayne.

3. A local name for several species of the
smaller sharks.

beak 1
(bek), n. [Early mod. E. also beeke, and,

preserving the orig. short vowel, beck, becke, <
ME. beeke, beke, bek, bee = D. bek, < OF. bee, F.
bee = Pr. bee = Sp. Pg. bico = It. becco, < LL.
beccus, a beak, of Old Celtic (Gaulish) origin ;

but the mod. Celtic words, Gael, beic, Ir. bee,
Bret, bek, are from E. or F. The word is no-

tionally associated with E. peak, peck, pike, and
pick, q. y.] 1. In zoijl., the rostrum, snout,
muzzle, jaws, mandibles, or some similar part of
an animal. Especially (a) In ornith., the honiy bill

or neb of a bird. ((/) In mammal., the horny jaws of the
duck-billed members of the genus Platypus, (c) In her-

pet., the homy jaws of a turtle or other chelonian. (d) In
iehth., the prolonged snout of sundry fishes, (e) The horny
jaws of a cephalopod. (/) In entom. : (1) the rostrum or
snout of a rhynchophorous beetle, or weevil ; (2) the ros-
trum or sucking mouth of a hemipterous insect ; (3) the
piercing and suctorial mouth of a mosquito, or other
blood-sucking fly, consisting of lancet-like mandibles,
maxillae, and lingua inclosed in the elongated and grooved
labium. (See cut under mosquito.) This term is also ap-
plied to any unusual prolongation of the anterior part of
the head, such as that observed in many Coleoptera and
Diptera. (ff) In conch. : (1) the umbo or apex of a bivalve

shell; (2) the prolonged lip of a univalve shell, containing
the canal.

2. Anything ending in a point like a beak,
(a) Naut., a powerful construction of metal, as steel,
iron, or brass, or of timber sheathed with metal, forming

The character or peculiarities of beadles; bea- ^ad-snake (bed'snak), . [< bead (in allusion

dledom. Dickens [Rare.1
to its coloring) + snafre.] A name of the coral-

mr^ snake, Klnps fulviiis, of the United States.

bead-stuff (bed'stuf), n. The thin wood out of
which are formed the headings for cabinet-

Beaks of Ships.

x, French ironclad Magenta; 3, Amiral Uupeire (French); 3,
H. M. S. Dreadnought; 4, H. M. S. Polyphemus (torpedo-ram), a.
water-line.

a part of the bow of many war-ships, and extending be-
low the water-line, for the purpose of striking and break-
ing in the sides of an enemy's ship. Also called ram
(which see). For a cut of the beak of an ancient war-
galley, see acrostolium. (b) The horn of an anvil, (c) In
farriery, a little shoe about an inch long, turned up and
fastened in upon the fore part of the hoof, (d) In arch.,
a little pendent fillet with a channel behind it left on the
edge of a larmier, to form a drip and thus prevent the
water from trickling down the faces of lower architectural
members, (e) In hot., a narrowed or prolonged tip. (/)
In carp., the crooked end of the holdfast of a carpenter's
tench, (if) The lip or spout of a vessel, as a pitcher,
through which the contents are poured. (A) In chem., the
rostrum of an alembic, which conducts the vapor to the
worm. () The long point of the peculiar boot or shoe
worn from about 1475 to 1520 ; also, the point of the clog
worn at the same period, which was often longer than the
shoe itself. See >//- 1-> '.

3. A gas-burner having a round smooth hole

sV of an inch in diameter; a bird's-mouth. 4.
A beak-iron (which see).
beak 1 (bek), r. t. [< fteafc1

, .] In cock-fighting,
to seize or strike with the beak.



beak

beak'2 (bek), n. [Same as beckOj of obscure

origin.] A magistrate; a judge; a policeman.

[Slang.]
beaked (bekt), a. [< beak1 + -erf2.] Having a

beak, or something resembling a beak; beak-

(u) Having a long beak-like mouth, as some in-

sects. (It) In /(/., rostrate : ending in a beak-like point,

(c) In her., applied to birds, and used only when the beak Is

of a different tincture from the rest of the bird ; thus, an

eagle salde, beaked or, means a black eagle having a gold

beak. When beaks and claws are of the same tincture, the

term (inned (which Bee) is used. (</) Ending in a point,
like a beak.

I'.ach licukfd promontory. 1/.7/../1, Lycidas, 1. 94.

Beaked helmet, a helmet of which the vizor was worked
to a sharp projecting point in front, in use about 1340-70.

The breathlng-holM were in the beaked part, or only on
the right side of it. The extremely pointed form gave to

the lance of the assailant no hold and no opportunity of

entering the openings.

beaker (be'ker), . [= Re. bicker, < ME. biki-r.

lujki'i; < Icel. bikarr, a cup, = Sw. bfiijnre =
Dan. badger = OS. bikcri = D. belter = ollti.

bchliar, belthiiri, MHG. G. 6c.rA.-r, < ML. bird-

riiini (also prob. *biccdrium, > It. bicchirn,

pecchcro = OF. piclirr, picliier, > .MK. />i<-ln i-.

E. pitcher, which is thus a doublet of beaker),
a wine-cup, < Gr. as if

'ftucdpiov,
dim. of ftinoc.

an earthen wine-vessel; of Eastern origin.]
1. A largo drinking-vessol with a wide mouth.

<) for a tn'ali-1'i- full of the warm south,
full of the true, the blushful Hippoerene !

Ki'<t/x, Ode to a Nightingale.

2. A glass vessel used by chemists, usually for

making solutions. It is made of thin glass to with-

stand heating, and has a flat bottom and perpendicular
sides, with a lip for pouring, and varies in capacity from
1 to 30 fluidounces.

He used a modification of Thomson's electrometer, and
connected it, with suitable precautions, with twelve large
beakers which were covered with tinfoil and were filled

with ice. Science, III. 260.

beak-head (bek'hed), n. 1. An ornament re-

sembling the head and beak of a bird, or, often,
a grotesque human head terminating in a beak,
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fester; suppurate. [Obsolete except in Scot-

laud.]
beal- (bel), n. [Sc., also spelled birl, < dad.
and Ir. /in//, earlier br.nl, mouth, > dad. and Ir.

lii'iilnrli, a defile, a mountain-pass.] A mouth;
an opening, as between hills; a narrow pass.

[Scoteh.]

Angus M'.\ulay mumbled over a number of hard (Jaelic

names descriptive of the different passes, precipice.-, c..r

ries, and beitlx, through which In- said the road lay t" ln-

\ri;ii\. .sV"/f, Legend of -Montrose, viii.

Beale light. See ... .

Beale's ganglion-cells. See cell.

bealingt (be'ling), M. [Verbal n. of bean.] A
boil or gathering ;

a suppuration or suppurat-
ing part.

be-all (be'al), n. All that is to be
;
the whole

being.
That but this blow

M i-iht be the be-all and the end-all here.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 7.

beam (bem), n. [< ME. beem, beme, etc., < AS.

bfiim, a tree, apiece of timber, a ray of light,
= OS. bom = OFries. bdm= D. boom ( > E. boom2 )

= MLG. 6dm, LG. boom = OHG. MHG. bourn,
G. bantu, and prob. = Icel. badhmr = Goth.

batjms (the Icel. and Goth, presenting unex-

plained variations of form), a tree; perhaps
akin to Gr. $i>/'a, a growth, and Skt. ohuman.

earth, < \f bliu, grow, become: see be 1
,
bower 1

,

boor, 6jc/s bigamy etc., and cf. the doublet
boorn^. The sense of 'ray of light' is peculiar
to AS. and E., appar. tr. L. colnmtia (litris), a
column or pillar of light : cf . L. radius, a spoke
of a wheel, a rod, a ray; G. strahl, an arrow,
a spoke, a ray or beam.] 1. In arch., a long
piece of stone,
wood, or metal, or
a construction of

wood or metal, or

combining wood
and metal, used in

a horizontal posi-

tion, usually in

combination with
others like it, all

being generally
laid parallel to

one another, and

a. tool with lonfT beak used for
rounding*

sections of stove-pipe, etc. ; *, tool with
shorter and cylindrical beak ; c, tool with
two beaks which act as stakes or anvils in

the interior of ware ; t, a conical beak in-

tended to be grasped in a vise.

Beak-heads From St. Ebbe's, Oxford, England.

used as an enrichment of moldings in Roman-
esque architecture. 2. That part of a ship
before the forecastle which is fastened to the
stem and supported by the main knee.

beaking-joint (be'king-joiiit), n. [< booking,
verbal n. of beakl, + joint.'] A joint formed

by the junction of several heading-joints in a
continuous line,
as sometimes in

folding doors,
floors, etc.

beak-iron (bek'-
I'ern), n. [A
further corrup-
tion, simulating
beak1 + iron, of

bickiron, a cor-

ruption of bick-

ern, q. v.] An
anvil with a

long beak or
horn adapted to

reach the interior surfaces of sheet-metal ware
;

a bickern. Used in various forms by blacksmiths, cop-
persmiths, and workers in sheet metal. Also called beak
and bitkinni.

beakmentt, n. [E. dial, also erroneously beat-

ment; appar. < F. becquer, peck, + -ment: see

peck, a measure.] A measure of about a quar-
ter of a peck. Hallitn/l.

beak-rush (bek'rush), n. A common name for

species of Rhynchospora, a genus of cyperaceous
plants with conspicuously beaked achenes or

seed-vessels. Also called beak-sedge.
beak-sheath (bek'sheth), n. In entom., the
rostral sheath or jointed extension of the la-

bium, inclosing the mouth-organs of a hemip-
terous insect.

beaky (be'ki), . [< beak + -i/
1
.] Furnished

with or distinguished by a beak.
beal 1

(bel), n. [< ME. beel, bele, a variant of

Ink; bitlc, > E. bile 1
, now corrupted into boil1 :

see bilcl and boil1
.'] A small inflammatory tu-

mor; a pustule. [Obsolete or dialectal.]
beal 1

(bel), r. i. [< beal1
, n.] To gather mat-

ter
;
swell and come to a head, as a pimple ;

Medieval Floor-beams.

( From Viollet-le-Duc's " Diet, de
I'Architecture.")at regular inter-

vals, to support
weight, or, as a tie-beam or a collar-beam, to

resist two opposite forces either pulling or com-

pressing it in the direction of its length. 2.

A long piece fixed or movable in a structure,

machine, or tool : often equivalent to girder.
The word beam is used in a number of more or less specific
senses ; as : (a) Any large piece of timber long in propor-
tion to its thickness, prepared for use. (b) One of the prin-

cipal horizontal timbers in a building, especially one con-

necting two opposite rafters; atimberservingtostrengthen
any piece of wooden frame-work, (c) The part of a balance
from the ends of which the scales are suspended.

The doubtful beam long nods from side to side.

Pope, R. of the L, v. 73.

(dt) The pole of a carriage which runs between the horses.

(c) A cylindrical piece of wood, making part of a loom,
on which weavers wind the warp before weaving ; also,
the cylinder on which the cloth is rolled as it is woven.

The staff of his spear was like a weaver's beam.
1 Sam. xvii. 7.

(/) The straight part or shank of an anchor, (g) One of

the strong transverse pieces of timber or iron stretching
across a ship from one side to the other, to support the
decks and re-

tain the sides at IP.
their proper dis-

tance. (A) The
main piece of a

plow, in which DP r

the plow-tails Jt

are fixed, and
by which it is

drawn, (i) The
oscillating lever of a steam-engine recip-
rocating upon a center, and forming the
medium of communication between the

piston-rod and the crank-shaft. Also
called working-beam or walking-beam.
See cut under atmospheric.

3. The widest part of a ship's

hull; the extreme breadth of a

ship: from the beams extending
shi

f!fst̂ " ,/""'

quite across the vessel where it fi 'frame; of.
is broadest : as, a steamer of fifty

outside planking
. >

J
IP, inside plank

feet beam. inB;fi,deck-lieam

Broad in the beam, but sloping aft, '. J^Jiwif"?
With graceful curve and slow degrees, which the beam-

Lonyfettow, Building of Ship, end is coaked ; if
. . .,

thick waterway
4. The mam stem of a deers , thin waterway

horns bearing the snags or ant- >bl
SSSKin!

lers. One of the snags themselves strake: A-. f^ked

is sometimes called the beam- !C!es show the bolts.

beamed

antler. See antler. 5. A ray of light, or more
strictly a collection of parallel rays of light,
( in it ted from the sun or other luminous body.
The MI id' IN ray is the axis. In hrniMi v, IH-HIDS of the sun
an- r'.miii'.uly i <'(uvsriit*-d as radiating from home other

charge, which is thru -aid h> !>< radiant or layuiinalit.

Thi-iAi.iti-nc-i'of an Uohiti-druyuf light is ini-nnci-ivublr.

. . . However small a portion of the wave Mirfart- may IM:

ivpr.>,-nti'd. it contains innumerable rays, which collec-

tively form a Ixaiu or fasciculus of rays.
/.inn m>Y, Light, p. i.

Yon silver />";/',-.

Sleep they less sweetly on the cottage thatch
Than on the dome of kings? Shelley.

Hence 6. Figuratively, a ray or emanation
of splendor: as, "beam* of majesty," TiUotsnn,

Works, I. iii. 7. Same as rood-Want.- Abaft
the beam, see aitaft. Arched beam. St-e nn-hrd.

Axis of a beam of light. See xii.-Beam and
scales, a balance. Beam-center, the fulcrum or pin on
which a workinu'-beam vitnaU-s. Also callc.l hAM
r/cH. Beam Of a car-truck, a cross-beam carrying the
weight of the supported car. Before the beam. s <

I'/'hi/-'
1

. Built beam, a beam formed of smaller beams
notched, scarfed, and bolted to-, tlirr Cellular beam,
a beam formed of wrought-iron plates riveted with an^lc-
irons in the form of longitudinal cells, with occasional
cross strata. Composite beam, a beam composed of
wood and metal, or of two different metals. Curriers'

beam, an inclined post over which a hide is stretched
to be shaved. Fished beam. See fah, . Kerfed
beam, a beam \\ it It slits sawed in one side to facilitate

bending in that diructinn.- On the beam, iiaul., on a
line with the beams, or at right angles with the keel.

On the beam-ends, in the position of a ship which in-

clines so much to one side that her beams approach a
vertical position ; hence, figuratively, to be on one's beam-

entls, to be thrown or lying on the ground ; be in bad cir-

cumstances; be at one's last shift. On the weather-
beam, on the weather side of the ship. To kick or

strike the beam, to rise, as the lighter scale of a bal-

ance, so as to strike against the beam; hence, to be of

comparatively light weight or little consequence.

In these he put two weights,
The sequel each of parting and of nght :

The latter quick tipflew and kitk'd the beam.

Milton, P. L., iv. 1004.

beam (bem). . [< ME. beemen, bemen, < AS.
'bedmian (Somner), radiate; from the noun.]
I. trans. If. To shed rays of light upon; ir-

radiate. 2. To shoot forth or emit, as or like

beams or rays: as, to beam love upon a person.
Qod i"ift/i< this light into men's understandings.

South, Sermons, I. 8.

3. To furnish or supply with beams
; give the

appearance of beams to.

The bell-towers, again, are ribbed and beamed with black
lava. J. A. Symondi, Italy and Greece, p. 197.

4. In currying, to stretch on the beam, as a
hide. 5. In wearing, to put on the beam, as a
chain or web.

II. intrans. To emit beams or rays of light ;

shed or give out radiance, literally or figura-

tively; shine.
A mighty light flew beaming every way.

Chapman, Iliad, xv.

More bounteous aspects on me beam,
Me mightier transports move and thrill.

Tennyson, Sir Galahad.

beam-bird (bem'berd), n. 1. A name some-
times given to the spotted flycatcher, Musci-

capa grinola, because it often builds its nest
on the projecting end of a beam or rafter in a

building. 2. A provincial name for the petty-
chaps or garden-warbler, Sylvia hortensis.

beam-board (bem'bord), n. The platform of a

steelyard or balance. Also called beam-plat-
form. E. H. Knight.
beam-caliper (bem'kal"i-per),

n. An instru-
ment similar in construction to a beam-com-
pass, but with the points turned in so as to be
used as calipers.
beam-center (bem'sen'tfer), . The pin upon
which the working-beam of a marine engine
reciprocates.

beam-compass (bem'kum ;l

'pa8), n. An instru-

ment consisting of a wooden or brass beam,

Beam-compass.

haying sliding sockets that carry steel or pencil

points, used for describing large circles and
for laying off distances.

beamed (bemd), a. Having beams or horns;

having all its antlers put forth, as the head of

a stag.
There were many great beamed deer in it.

J. F. Campbell, Pop. Tales of West Highlands.



beam-engine

beam-engine (bem'en"jm), n. A steam-engine
in which the motion of the piston is transmit-

ted to the crank by means of an overhead- or

working-beam and connecting-rod, as distinct

from a direct-action engine and a side-lever

engine, in which the motion is communicated

by two side-levers or beams below the level of

the piston cross-head Compound beam-engine,
a beam-engine having compound cylinders, in which the

steam is used first at a higher and then at a lower tem-

perature.

beamer (be'mer), . 1. In weaving, a person
whose business it is to put warps on the beam.

2. Same as teamtng-matMHe.
beam-feather (bem'feTH"er), n. One of the

long feathers in a bird's wing, particularly that

of a hawk
;
one of the remiges or flight-feathers.

beam-filling (bSm'fll'ing), re. 1. Brickwork
or masonry carried up from the level of the
under side of a beam to the level of the top.
2. Naut., that portion of the cargo which is

stowed between the beams.
beainful (bem'ful), a. [< beam + -ful.J Emit-

ting beams; beaming; bright: as. "beamful
lamps," Drayton, Noah's Flood (Ord MS.).

beam-gudgeon (bem'gu;j*'on), . One of the

bearing-studs on the center of a working-beam,
or the central pivot upon which it oscillates.

beamily (be'mi-li), adv. In a beamy or beam-

ing manner ; radiantly.
Thou thy griefs dost dress

With a bright halo, shining beamily.
Keats, To Byron.

beaming (be'ming), re. [Verbal n. of beam, v.~\

1. In cloth-manuf., the operation of winding
the warp-yarn on the beam of a loom. 2. In

leather-making, the operation of working hides
with a slicker over a beam, or with a beam-
ing-machine.
beaming (be'ming), p. a. Characterized by ra-

diance; bright; cheerful.

beamingly (be'ming-li), adv. In a beaming
manner

; brightly ; radiantly.

beaming-machine (be'miug-ma-shen'*), n. 1.

A machine for winding yam upon the beams
of looms. 2. An apparatus for working hides
with a slicking-tool or slicker, it consists of a
table on which the hide is placed, and an oscillating beam
for moving the tool over it.

Also called beamer.
beam-knife (bem'nif), n. A double-edged knife
with a straight handle at one end of the blade,
and a cross-handle fixed in the plane of the
blade at the other. It is used in shaving off

the thick, fleshy parts of a hide and evening its

thickness.

beamless (bem'les), a. [< beam + -less.] Emit-
ting no rays of light ; rayless.

The beamless eye
No more with ardour bright.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 1045.

beamlett (bem'let), n. [< beam + -let.~\ A lit-

tle beam, as of light.

beam-light (bem'lit), . The light formerly
kept burning in churches in front of the re-
served sacrament : so called because suspended
from the rood-beam. [Rare.]
beam-line (bem'lin), n. In ship-building, a
line showing where the tops of the beams and
the frames intersect.

beamlingt (bem'ling),M. [< beam, + -ling*.'] A
little beam, as of light.

beam-platform (bem'plat"form), re. Same as
beam-board.
beam-roll (bem'rol), n. In cloth-manuf., the

spool-shaped roll upon which the warp-threads
are wound.
beam-room (bem'rom), n. The room or shed
in a currier's establishment where the beaming
or slicking of hides is carried on.
But for unsavory odors a beam-room might pass for a

laundry. Harper's May., T.xx, 274.

beamsomet (bem'sum), a. [< beam + -some.]
Shedding beams

; radiant. N. E. D.
beamster (bein'ster), re. [< beam + -ster.] A
workman engaged in beaming or slicking hides.
The beamsters bending to their tasks.

Harpe.r's Mag., LXX. 274.

beam-trawl (bem'tral), , A trawl-net the
mouth of which is kept open by a beam.
beam-tree (bem'tre), re. [Short for wliitebeam-
tree.] A. tree of the pear kind, Pyrus Aria of
Europe (also called whitebeum), and closely
allied species of central Asia, it is of moderate
size, bearing an abundance of white flowers and showy
red fruit. The wood is hard and tough, resembling that
of the apple and pear, and is used for axletrees.

beam-truss (bem'trus), . A compound beam,
formed generally by two main parallel mem-
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Branch of Beam-tree (Pyrus Aria}.

bers which receive the stress of a load and re-

sist it, the one by compression and the other

by tension. They are connected by braces and ties,
which serve to keep them apart, bind the whole firmly

together, and transmit the stress due to a load upon
any one part to the points of support. See truss.

beamy (be'mi), a. [< ME. bemy ; < beam +
-y

1
.] 1. Resembling a beam in size and

weight; massy: as, "his . . . beamy spear,"

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 1756. 2. Having
horns or antlers: as, "beamy stags," Dryden,
tr. of Virgil. 3. Naut., having much beam or

breadth; broad in the beam: said of a ship
whose beam is more than one tenth of its

length.
The speed of beamy vessels has too often been demon-

strated. The Century, XXIV. 071.

4. Emitting rays of light ; radiant; shining.
The sun ...

Brightening the twilight with its beamy gold.

Tickett, Koyal Progress.

He bears
In a field azure a sun proper, beamy.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv. 1.

5. Figuratively, radiant
; joyous; gladsome.

Read my pardon in one beamy smile. J. Baillie.

G\kn = : ce bau =w. = Dan
bonne, bean. Cf. W. ffaen, pi. ffa ; L. faba =
OBulg. Russ. bobu = OPruss. 6060, a bean.]
1. Originally and properly, a smooth kidney-
shaped seed, flattened at the sides, borne in

long pods by a leguminous plant, Vicia Faba;
now extended to include the seed of the allied

genus Phaseolus, and, with a specific epithet,
of other genera. 2. The plant producing
beans. The bean known to the ancients from prehistoric
times was the Vicia Faba (or Faba wdgarig), a native of
western Asia, and the same as the field-, horse-, or tick-

bean, and the broad or Windsor bean, still largely culti-

vated in the fields and gardens of the old world. It is

used when green as a table-vegetable, and when dry as
feed for horses and sheep. The numerous other kinds of
cultivated beans are of American origin, and belong chiefly
to the genus Phaseolus. To P. vulgari* belong the com-
mon kidney-bean, and the haricot and French beans, the
string-bean, and the pole-bean ; to P. lunatu*, the Lima
and Carolina beans, the sugar-bean, and the butter-bean;
and to P. namu, the dwarf, field-, bush-, navy-, pea-, and
six-weeks beans. To the same genus belong the wild kid-

ney-bean, P. perennii ; the scarlet-runner bean, P. multi-

fonts, cultivated for its scarlet flowers; and the prairie-
bean of Texas, P. retusus. The asparagus-bean, Dolichos

segtjuipedali*, with very long cylindrical pods, frequently
cultivated in Europe, is a native of tropical America.
Beans as an article of food are very nutritious, contain-
ing much starch and a large percentage of a nitrogenous
compound called legumin, analogous to the casein in
cheese. The name bean is also given to many leguminous
seeds which are not cultivated or used as food, such as
the algarroba. Calabar, and coral beam, and to certain
other plants and their seeds which are not leguminous at

all, as the coffee-bean.

3. A small oval or roundish seed, berry, nut,
or lump : as, a coffee-Scare. 4. pi. In coal-min-

ing, small coals
; specifically, coals which will

pass through a screen with half-inch meshes.
[North. Eng.] 5. pi. Money. [Slang.] Algar-
roba, carob, or locust bean, the fruit of the carob-
tree, Ceratonia, Miqm. Buck-, bog-, or brook-beau
See bog-bean. Brazilian or Pichurim bean, the fruit of
a lauraceous tree of Brazil, Nectandra Puchury. Cala-
bar or ordeal bean, the seed of an African leguminous
climber, Physontiama venenottum, a violent poison, used
as a remedy in diseases of the eye, tetanus, neuralgia,
and other nervous affections. In some parts of Africa it
is administered to persons suspected of witchcraft ; if

vomiting results and the poison is thrown off, the inno-
cence of the suspected person is regarded as established.

Castor-bean, the seed of a euphorbiaceous plant,
Ricinus cmnmunis, yielding castor-oil. China bean,
DoKchos sinenris. The black-eyed bean is one of its varie-
ties. Coffee-bean, a name given in commerce to the
coffee-berry. Coral bean, of Jamaica, the seed of a
leguminous shrub, Erythrina glauca ; but the large coral
bean is obtained from the bead- or necklace-tree, Orino-
sia dasycarpa. The coral bean of Texas is Sophora secnn-
diflora. Cujumary beans, the seeds of a lauraceous
tree of Brazil, Aydendron C-ujumary, an esteemed tonic
and stimulant. feyptian, hyacinth, or black beans
the seeds of Dolichoi Lablab, cultivated in India. Goa

bean-shot

beans, the seeds of J'eophocarpus tetragonolobug, culti-

vated for food in India. Horse- or sword-bean, of

Jamaica, the Cttnavalia f/ladutta, a legume widely dis-

tributed through the tropics. Indian bean, a name
given in the United States to Catalpa bignonioides.
John Crow or Jequirity beans, "f Jamaica, the seeds
of Abru& precatoriux. Malacca bean, <>r iitui-kin<t-tiitt,

the nut of an East Indian tree, Seiwcarpux Anacardiutn.
Mesquite bean, of Texas and southward, the fruit of

Pmopu juMjtoriL Molucca beans, or ttii-ki'r-nittx, the
seeds of a tropical leguminous climber, Caaalpiniu Itomlu-
cella. Not to know beans, a colloquial American as-

sertion of a person's ignorance, equivalent to "not to
know B from a bull's foot." Oily bean, or bene-plant,
the Semiuuni I ndicuin. Ox-eye or horse-eye bean,
the seed of Mucuna itrenx, a leguminous climber of the

tropics. Pythagorean or sacred bean, of the Egyptians
and Hindus, the Trait of the lotus, Xelu ml/him xpeciosum.
See Nehiuiliiuiii. Sahuca or soy beans, the seeds of

Glycinc Soja, largely cultivated in India and China, from
which the sauce known as soy is made. St. Ignatius'
beans, the seeds of Strychnos Ifjnatii, containing strych-
nine and highly poisonous. Screw-bean, the twisted

pod of Prosopis pubescens. Seaside bean, a name given
to some creeping leguminous plants of the tropics, Cana-
valia obtttaifolia and Vigna litteola, common on rocky or

sandy sea-shores. To find the bean in the cake, to
succeed in defeating one's adversaries: an allusion to the
old custom of concealing a bean in the Twelfth-night
cake and naming the person who found it as king of the
festival. Tonquin or Tonka beans, the fragrant seeds
of Dipteryx odorata, a leguminous tree of Guiana, used
in perfumery and for scenting snuff. Vanilla bean,
the fragrant pod of a climbing orchid of tropical America,
Vanilla planifolia, used for flavoring confectionery, etc.

Wild bean, of the United States, the Apios tuberosa.

Yam-bean, a leguminous twiner, Pachyrrhizus angu-
latus, with large tuberous roots, cultivated throughout
the tropics.

bean2 (ben), o. See bein.

bean-belly (ben'bePl), re. A great eater of
beans : a vulgar nickname for a dweller in Lei-

cestershire, England.
bean-brush (ben'brush), re. The stubble of
beans.
bean-cake (ben'kak), re. A large cheese-shaped
compressed cake of beans after the oil has been
expressed, used largely in northern China as
food for cattle, and in the sugar-plantations
of southern China as manure.
bean-caper (ben'ka"per), n. Zygophyllum Fa-

bago, a small tree, a native of the Levant. The
flower-buds are used as capers.
bean-cod (ben'kod), re. 1. A beau-pod. 2. A
small fishing-vessel or pilot-boat used in the
rivers of Portugal. It is sharp forward, and
has its stem bent above into a great curve and
plated with iron. Imp. Diet.

beancrake (ben'krak), re. A bird, Crex pra-
tensifi; the corn-crake.

bean-curd (ben'kerd), n. A thick white
jelly

resembling blane-mange, made of beans, much
eaten by the natives of northern China, Corea,
and Japan.
bean-dolphin (ben'dol"fin), re. The aphis or

plant-louse which infests the bean.
bean-feast (ben'fest), n. I. A feast given by an
employer to those whom he employs. Brewer.

2. A social festival originally observed in

France, and afterward in Germany and Eng-
land, on the evening before Twelfth day, or, as
the Germans call it, Three Kings' day. Although
confounded with the Christian festival of the Epiphany,
which occurs ou the same day, it is supposed that this
custom can be traced back to the Roman Saturnalia.
See bean-king and twelfth-cake.

bean-fed (ben'fed), a. Fed on beans. Shak.

bean-fly (ben'fli), . A beautiful fly of a pale-
purple color, produced from a maggot called

mida, and found on beau-flowers.

bean-goose (ben'gos), n. [So named from the
likeness of the upper nail of the bill to a horse-

bean.] A species of wild goose, the Anser
segetum, which arrives in England in autumn
and retires to the north in the end of April.
Some consider it a mere variety of the Euro-

pean wild goose, A.ferus.
bean-king (ben'king), n. [So called because
the honor fell to him who, when the Twelfth-

night cake was distributed, got the bean buried
in it.] The person who presided as king over
the Twelfth-night festivities.

bean-meal (ben'mel), n. Meal made from
beans, used in some parts of Europe as feed
for horses, and for fattening hogs, etc.

bean-mill (ben'mil), . A mill for splitting
beans for cattle-feeding.
bean-sheller (ben'shel'er), n. A machine for

removing beans from the pods.
bean-shooter (ben

' sh6 "
ter), re. A toy for

snooting beans, shot, or other small missiles;
a pea-shooter.
bean-shot (ben'shot), re. Copper grains formed
by pouring melted metal through a perforated
ladle into warm water. If cold water is used,
flakes are formed, called feather-shot.



bean-stalk

bean-stalk (ben'stak), . The stem of a beini.

or the whole plant: an, Jack and the l>< in<-xl<ill;.

bean-tree (Wn'tre), . A name ^ivi-n to tlic

/'//(MX inli-rmi'dia of northern Europe, and to

species of liunhinin ; in Australia, to the More-
tun Hay chestnut, ('ii.iliiinifi/ii-i-iiiHiii Aitntruli ; in

the Uuitcd States, .sometimes, to Cal/il/m liii/iin-

niiiidfn; and in Jamaica, to Kr;/tlirina ('nrmllo-

it> ndl'lllt.

bean-trefoil (ben'tre'foil), . 1. The labur-

num, diitixH.i l.nhiiriiiiiii, a leguminous shrub
with trifoliate leaves. See laburnum. 2. The
htni/i/i'ix fu'liil/i, a similar shrub of southern

Europe, whose violet-colored seeds are said to

be poisonous like those of the laburnum. 3.
The buckbean, Mi-iiyiiHtlim Irifnliiita. [Bare.]
bean-weevil (ben'we'vil), n. An American
species of the genus Hritchus, which attacks
beans, it has
been described as

Brut-ltnx /til/it- (Ki-

ley), but is liulil

by Horn to be
Identical with the
/(. ohmiletit* (Say).
The species aver-

ages 3 millimeters
til length, with tile

ge neral color dark
and pieeous, the
whole body being
covered with rath-
er dense cinereous fr,',,;, w ,',,d , ,h e blues' h-.v/taJd. (S,,u,n
pllbeseenee, ulld figure slimvs n.itur.d M/r.

tile elytra being
indistinctly mottled by transverse bands of darker pubes-
cence. It infests stored beans, and there are usually sev-

eral, sometimes as many as 15, specimens in a single bean.

beany (be'ni), a. (X 6eai + -y
1
.] In good

condition (like a bean-fed horse) ; spirited ;

fresh. Slang.] N. E. D.
bear1

(bar), v.
; pret. bore (formerly, and still in

the archaic style, bare), pp. borne, born (now only
in a single sense : see note at end), ppr. bearing.

[X ME. beren (pret. bar, bare, pi. bare, bere, be-

ren, pp. boren, rarely born), < AS. beran (pret.

bwr, pi. bieron, pp. boren) = OS. beran = OFries.
bera = D. baren = OHGK beran = Icel. beru =
Sw. bdra = Dan. bare = Goth, bairan, bear

(also in comp. OS. ijiberan = AS. geberan =
OHG. geberen, MHG. fjebern, G. gebdren = Goth.

gabairan, bear, in MHG. and G. bring forth), =
L. ferre = Gr. <t>epeiv = Skt. \/ bhitr, bear, carry.
A very prolific root in all the languages, both
in form and senses. From the AS. come bar-
ro;2

, bier, barm 1
, 6arn2 , bairn, birthl, burthen^,

burden 1
, etc.

;
from the L. fertile, confer, defer,

differ, infer, etc., Lucifer, conifer, etc., aurifer-
ous, vociferous, etc., and other words in -fer,

-ferous; from the Gr. semaphore, hydrophore,

phosphorous, electrophorus, etc., and otherwords
in -phore, -phorous, etc.] I. trans. 1. To sup-
port ;

hold up ;
sustain : as, a pillar or a girder

bears the superincumbent weight.
Sage he stood.

With Atlantean shoulders fit to bear
The weight of mightiest monarchies.

MillOH, P. L., it. 30(1.

2. To support in movement
; carry ; convey.

Whither do these bear the ephah ? Zech. v. 10.

From the unshaken rock the torrent hoarse
Bear* off its broken waves, and seeks a devious course.

Scott, Vision of Don Roderick, Conclusion, si . 3.

And down a rocky pathway from the place
There came a fair-hair'd youth, that in his hand
Bare victual for the mowers. Tennyson, Geraint.

3. To suffer
;
endure

; undergo : as, to bear pun-
ishment, blame, etc.

Alas, how many bear such shameful blows,
Which not themselves but he that gives them knows !

Shalt., Lucrece, 1. 832.

4. To endure the effects of; take the conse-

quences of
;
be answerable for.

He shall bear their iniquities. Isa. liii. 11.

Sir, let her bear her sins on her own head ;

Vex not yourself.
Bean, and Ft., King and No King, i. 1.

5. To support or sustain without sinking,
yielding, shrinking, or suffering injury.
A wounded spirit who can bear? Prov. xviii. 14.

Console if you will, I can bear it ;

"Its a well-meant alms of breath.

Lowell, After the Burial.

Anger and jealousy can no more bear to lose sight of
their objects than love.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. i.

6. To suffer or sustain without violence, in-

jury, or change ;
admit or be capable of.

In all criminal cases the most favourable interpreta-
tion should be put on words that they can possibly bear.

Sm.n.
The motives of the best actions will not bear too strict

an inquiry. Swift, Thoughts on Various Subjects.
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7. To suffer without resentment or effort to

prevent; endure patiently.
It was not an enemy tliat reproached me; then 1 rouM

have /*<//// it. I's. Iv. TJ.

With your long-practisd patiem > (, atilirtions.

fletrlu'i; Spanish Ciirati-. i-

8. To sustain, as expense; supply the means
of paying.

si.mi what that will brnr your charges. Dnjilrn.

9. To have, or have a right to
;
be entitled to ;

have the rightful use of, as a name, a title, a
coat of arms, and the like.

\\V arc no enemies Ui what arc ciiniiuiinly calleil cori-

eeits, but authors bear them, as heralds say, with a dilicr-

em-.-. Lottvll, study Windows, p. :i;>;.

Who in the Lord God's likeness bear* the k

To bind or loose. x<ri,i>,iirn-', l^ius \ eneri.s.

10. To carry, as in show
;
exhibit

;
show.

Bear welcome in your eye. Shu/,.. Macbeth, i. 5.

Which, like a waxen image 'gainst a flre,
/;. .</.. no impression of the thing it was.

Shak., T. (!. of V., 11. 4.

11. To bring forward; render; give; afford:

as, to bear testimony.
Thou -halt not '<"/ false witness against thy neighbour.

Ex. xx. 10.

12. To carry in the mind
;
entertain or cherish,

as love, hatred, envy,' respect, etc.

If I can catch him once upon the hip,
I will feed fat the ancient grudge I hear him.

Shak., M. of V., i. :',.

The reverent care I bear unto my lord
Made me collect these dangers in the duke.

Shalt., 2 Hen. VI., Hi. 1.

The great and guilty love he bare the queen.
Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

13. To possess, as a property, attribute, or
characteristic

;
have in or on

;
contain : as, to

bear signs or traces; to bear an inscription;
the contents which the letter bears.

What, think you much to pay two thousand crowns,
And bear the name and port of gentleman?

Shalt., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 1.

14. To possess and use, as power; exercise;
be charged with

;
administer: as, to bear sway.

Here's another letter to her : she bears the purse too ;

she is a region in Guiana, all gold and bounty.
Shale., M. W. of W., I. 3.

Russia soon showed that she was resolved to bear a
part in the quarrels as well as the negotiations of her
neighbours. Brougham.

15f. To carry on; deal with.

This can be no trick : The conference was sadly borne.

Shale., Much Ado, ii. 3.

Beware
Of entrance to a quarrel ; but, being in,
Bear 't, that the opposed may beware of thee.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 3.

16. To manage ;
direct

;
use (what is under the

immediate control of one's will).
Bear your body more seeming.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 4.

Hence, with a reflexive pronoun, to behave;
act in any character : as, he bore himself nobly.

17. To sustain by vital connection
; put forth

as an outgrowth or product ; produce by natu-
ral growth : as, plants bear leaves, flowers, and
fruit

;
the heroes borne by ancient Greece.

Can the fig-tree . . . bear olive-berries ? Jas. iii. 12.

Here dwelt the man divine whom Samos bore.

Dryden.
Life that bears immortal fruit.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xl.

18. To bring forth in parturition ; give birth

to, as young; figuratively, give rise or origin
to. [The past participle born is now used only
in this sense. See remarks below.]
And she conceived, and bare Cain, and said, I have got-

ten a man from the Lord. Gen. iv. 1.

I can tell thee where that saying was born.

Shak., T. N., I. 5.

19. To conduct; guide; take: as, he bore him
off to his quarters.

Bear me forthwith unto his creditor.

Shak., C. of E.,iv. 4.

20. To press; thrust; push; drive
j
urge: with

some word to denote the direction in which the

object is driven: as, to bear down a scale; to
bear back the crowd.
The residue were so disordered as they could not con-

veniently fight or fly, and not only justled and bore down
one another, but, in their confused tumbling back, brake
a part of the avant-guard. Sir J. Haywara.

Confidence then bore thee on ; secure
Either to meet no danger, or to find
Matter of glorious trial. Milton, P. L., ix. 1175.

How the rushing waves
Bear all before them.

Bryant, Flood of Years.

21 . To gain or win : now commonly with away
or off; formerly, sometimes, with an indefinite
it for the object.

bear

Some think tu hi-nt- it hy speaking a un-iit word.
llili-inl. I )(' Sri-minx' \Vl.se.

22. In the game of backgammon, to throw off or

remove, as the men from the board. 23. To
purport; imply; import; state.

The letters /iNiv 1 that -nreom was at haml. Scott.

Beat .signifying to brinu im-th, vbnvMdpi
rially as an adjective, hits tin- past participle ffti-ii (born),
hut w hen used alter the verb tun:', nr followed by '/</

(luirn), the latter having a mole din-el i.teienee t.. the lit-

eral sense. Thn.s. a chili! was Inn n ; tint, she ha.s Ittirne a
ebilil. Ill all tile other .senses both partii iples are spelled
home: as, 1 lia\e '/..// the expense-; the expenses IllUSt

lie /*,/,.. The regular fnrni, historically, is 'mi'/i (ln"irn),
like torn, xinn-it. The ilistinetinn i.s artificial and recent

(after the middle of the eighteenth century).] To bear a
hand, to lend a hand quickly ; take hold

; give aid or as-
sistance. INaut. utid ciilloq.]

All hands ahn\ ! //, ,, hniui and make .^ail.

R. II. Daiul, Jr., Ik-ton the \la-t. p. 89.

To bear arms. Set- ri-'. To bear away the bell.
secW/i. To bear (a person) company, sn. ,,,,,,/,'/.
- To bear date, tu base the mark nf time when written
or executed: as, the letter / ilnti- Sept. 30, 1887.

A public letter which bears dale Just a month after the
admission of Francis Bacon [to Trinity College).

MarnuUift, l^ild Bacon.

To bear down, to force down ; liLnu-atively, to overcome;
\anijiii.sh: a.s. to />,'n,- iinn-n all opposition. To bear in,
in <,<!! :i</inn<i, to hole, ini'lereut, ,,,- kirvc. Sec hole, v. t.

I I'cnnsylvania anthracite region.) -To bear In hand*,
to keep in hope or expectation ; amuse with false pre-
tenses ; deceive.

A rascally yea-forsooth knave ! to bear a gentleman in

hand, and then stand upon security !

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., L 2.

Still bearing them in hand,
Letting the cherry knock against their lips,
And draw It by their mouths, and back again.

B. Jonson, Volpone,4. 1.

What I take from her, I spend upon other wenches ;

bear her in hand still : she has wit enough to rob her
husband, and I ways enough to consume the money.

Middleton and l>ekker, Roaring Girl, IL 1.

To bear In mind, to keep In remembrance ; have fixed
in the memory.
With reference to the effects of intercrossing and of

competition, it should lie borne in miiul that most animals
and plants keep to their proper homes, and do not need-

lessly wander about. bandit, Origin of Species, p. 94.

To bear Off. (at) To sustain ; endure.

Do you suppose the state of this realm to be now so
feeble that it cannot bear of a greater blow than this?

Sir J. Uityteard.

(6) ffaut., to remove to a distance ; keep clear from rub-

bing against anything : as, to bear off a boat, (c) To gain
and carry olf: as, he bore off the prize. To bear one
hard*, to cherish a grudge toward a person.

Though he bear nte hard,
I yet must do him right. /.'. Jonson.

To bear out. () To give support or countenance to.

Company only can bear a man out in an ill thing. South.

(/') To defend
; support ; uphold ; second : with a personal

object.

If I cannot once or twice in a quarter bear out a knave
against an honest man, I have but a very little credit
with your worship. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 1.

I never suspected him to be a man of resolution or

courage sufficient to bear him out in so desperate an at-

tempt. Swift, Change in Queen's Ministry.

I'.-eliines by no means beam him out; and Plutarch

directly contradicts him.

Macaulay, Mitford's Hist, of Greece,

(c) To confirm; corroborate; establish; justify: with a

thing for the object.

That such oscillations [of climate] occurred during the

Tertiary period seems to be borne out by the facts of ge-
ology and palaeontology.

J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 160.

(rft) With a more or less indefinite it for the object : (1)
To last through ; endure.

Love alters not with his [Time's] brief hours and weeks,
But bears it out even to the edge of doom.

Shak., Sonnets, cxvi.

If that the Turkish fleet

Be not enshelter'd and embay'd, they are drown'd ;

It is impossible to bear it out. Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

(2) To enable to endure ; render supportable.

Many a good hanging prevents a bad marriage ; and for

turning away, let summer bear it out. Shak., T. N., i. 5.

To bear the bag. Seefto^i. To bear the bell See&eUi.
To bear the gree. Seeyre2. To bear through*, (a)

To run through with a sword or rapier. (&) To conduct or

manage.
My hope is,

So to bear through, and out the consulship,
As spight shall ne'er wound you, though it may me.

H. Jonson, Catiline, iii. 1.

To bear up. (a) To support ; keep from sinking.

A religious hope does not only bear up the mind under
her sufferings, but makes her rejoice in them. Addison.

(ftt) To arrange ; contrive ; devise.

fsab. I have made him know
I have a servant comes with me along.
That stays upon me, whose persuasion is

I come about my brother.
Duke. Tis well borne up.

Shnlc., M. for M., IT. 1.

II. intratis. 1. To be capable of supporting
or carrying: as, the floor would not bear.



bear

Wyld roring Buls lie would him make
To tame, and ryde their backes, not made to beare.

Spi'iiser, F. Q., I. vi. 24.

2. To lean; weigh; rest fixedly or burden-

somely: as, the sides of two inclining objects
tintr upon or against one another.

In tile important matter of taxation, the point in which
the pressure of every government bears the most con-

stantly upon the whole people. Brougham,

3. To tend; be directed in a certain way,
whether with or without violence : as, to bear

away ;
to bear back

;
to bear in

;
to bear out to

sea; to bear upon; to bear down upon; the

fleet bore down upon the enemy.
spinola, with his shot, did bear upon those within, who

:.|>l>cured upon the walls. Sir. J. llaiiininl.

Who's there '! bear back there \ Stand from the door \

B. Jomton, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

The party soon set sail, and bore for England.
Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 89.

Down upon him bare the bandit three.

Tennyson, Geraint.

Hence 4. To have reference (to) ;
relate (to);

come into practical contact (with) ;
have a bear-

ing : as, legislation bearing on the interests of

labor.

There was one broad principle which bore equally upon
every class, that the lauds of England must provide for

the defense of England. Froude, Sketches, p. 144.

5. To be situated as to the point of the com-

pass, with respect to something else: as, the

land bore E. N. E. from the ship. 6. To suffer,
as with pain ;

endure.

They bore as heroes, but they felt as men. Pope.

I can not, can not bear. Dryden.

7. To be patient. [Bare.] 8. To produce
fruit ; be fruitful, as opposed to being barren :

as, the tree still continues to bear.

Then Abraham fell upon his face, and laughed, and said

in his heart, Shall a child be born unto him that Is an
hundred years old ? and shall Sarah, that is ninety years
old, bear! Gen. xvii. 17.

9. To take effect
;
succeed.

Having pawned a full suit of clothes for a sum of money,
which, my operator assured me, was the last he should
want to bring all our matters to bear. Guardian.

To bear against. See above, 2. To bear away (/(.),
to change the course of a ship more away from the wind.
To bear In with, to run or tend toward : as, a ship

bears in with the land ; opposed to bear off or keep at a
greater distance. To bear on or upon. See above, 2, 3,
and 4. To bear up. (a) Kant., to put the helm up so as
to bring the vessel into the wind, (b) To be firm ; have
fortitude.

(IfJ we found evil fast as we find good
In our first years, or think that it is found,
How could the innocent heart bear up and live \

Wordsworth, Prelude, viii.

To bear up for(.), to sail or proceed toward : as, we
made all sail and bore up for Hong Kong. To bear up
With or under, to sustain with courage ; endure without
succumbing ;

be firm under : as, to bear up under affliction.

So long as nature
Will bear up with this exercise, so long
I daily vow to use it. SAafc, W. T., iii. 2.

He's of a nature
Too bold and fierce to stoop so, but bears up,
Presuming on his hopes.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, i. 1.

To bear up wltht, to keep up with ; be on the same foot-

ing as.

What shoulde he doe? Fain he would have the name
to be religious, fain he would bear up with his neighbours
in that. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 39.

To bear with, to endure ; be indulgent to ; forbear to
resent, oppose, or punish.

Reason would that I should bear with you.
Acts xviii. 14.

If the matter be meane, and meanly handled, I pray you
beare both with me and it.

Aicham, The Scholemaster, p. 22.

To bring to bear. See bring.
bear2 (bar), n. [< ME. bere, < AS. bera= D. beer
= LG. baar = OHG. bero, MHG. ber, G. bar, m.,= Icel. bera, f

.,
a bear. Cf. Icel. Sw. Dan. bjorn,

a bear (appar. = AS. beorn, a man, a warrior,
orig. a bear? see bern?), an extended form
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of the same word. Perhaps ult. = L. ferus,

wild, fcra, a wild beast: see fierce.] 1. A
large plantigrade carnivorous or omnivorous

mammal, of the family Ursidce, especially of

the genus Ursus. The teeth of the true bears are 42,

and none of the molars are sectorial. The animals are less

truly carnivorous than most of the order to which they
belong, feeding largely upon roots, fruits, etc., as well as

houey and insects. The tail is rudimentary, and the muz-
zle is prominent, with mobile lips and a slender, some-
times very extensile, tongue. The best-known species is

the brown or black bear of Europe and Asia, Ursus arctos,
found chiefly in northerly regions, of which several varie-

ties are described, differing much in size and color, and
to some extent in shape ; it is ordinarily about 4 feet long
and 2J feet high ;

its flesh is eaten, its pelt is used for

robes, and its fat is in great demand as an unguent known
as bear's grease. The grizzly bear of North America, U.

horribilii, is as regards specific classification hardly sepa-
rable from the last, and like it runs into several varieties,
as the cinnamon bear, etc. It is ordinarily larger than the

European, and is noted for its ferocity and tenacity of life.

It inhabits the mountainous portions of western North
America. The common black bear of North America is a
smaller and distinct species, If. americanux, usually black
with a tawny snout, but it also runs into a cinnamon va-

riety. See cut under Ursus. The polar bear or white

bear, Ursus or Thalassarctus maritiiiiti*, is very distinct,

Grizzly Bear ( Ursus horribilis').

Polar Bear ( Urim maritimMl).

of great size, peculiar shape, and white or whitish color,
marine and maritime, and piscivorous to some extent,
though seals constitute much of its food. The Syrian
bear, U. syriaeus, and the Himalayan hear, U. himalaya-
nus, respectively inhabit the regions whence they take
their names. The spectacled bear, Urmix or Tremarctos
ornatiix, is the sole representative of the Ursulce in South
America : so called from the light-colored rings around the

eyes, which have exactly the appearance of a pair of spec-
tacles, the rest of the face and body being black. The
Malayan bear or bruang, U. malayanus, is a small, black,
close-haired species, with a white mark on the throat, with
protrusile lips and slender tongue, capable of being taught
a variety of amusing tricks in confinement. The sloth-bear
or aswail of India is distinct from the other bears, and is

usually placed in a different genus, Melursus labiatus. See
Ursidtr, and cut under asuv.il.

2. The Anglo-Australian name of a marsupial
quadruped, the koala, Phascolarctos cinereus.

See koala. 3. [cop.] The name of two con-
stellations in the northern hemisphere, called
the Great and the Little Bear. Both these figures
have long tails. The principal stars of the Great Bear
compose the figure of Charles's Wain, or the Dipper. In
the tail of the Little Bear is the pole-star. See Ursa.

4. A rude, gruff, or uncouth man.

You are a great bear, I'm sure, to abuse my relations.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

5. [Prob. in allusion to the proverb
" to sell a

bear's skin before one has caught the bear."

(There is a similarproverb about the lion's skin. )

One who sold stocks in this way was formerly
called a bearskinjobber, later simply a bear ; now
usually explained, in connection with its cor-
relative bull, as in allusion to a bear, "which
pulls down with its paws,"
as opposed to a bull, "which
tosses with its horns."] In

exchanges: (af) Stock which
one contracts to deliver at a
future date, though not in the

possession of the seller at the
time the contract is made : in
the phrases to buy or sell the

bear. (6) Onewho sells stocks,
grain, provisions, or other
commodities neither owned
nor possessed by him at the
time of selling them, but
which he expects to buy at a
lower price before the time
fixed for making delivery, (c)
One who endeavors to bring
down prices, in order that he
may buy cheap : opposed to a

bull, who tries to raise the

price, that he may sell dear.

Every one who draws a bill or is-

sues a note unconsciously acts as a
bear upon the gold market.

Jeunu, Money and Mech. of Ex- ^r..^m, ,,rl
(change, p. 315. < ). natural size.

bearbine

6. A popular name for certain common cater-

pillars of the family Arctiidw, which are dense-

ly covered with long hair resembling the fur

of a bear. They undergo their transformation under
old boards or other sheltered places, forming a slight
cocoon composed chiefly of their own hair. Spilosoiiia

Virginica (Fabricius) is a common example; the moth in

white with a few black spots, the abdomen orange-colored,
banded with white, and ornamented with three rows of

black dots. See cut in preceding column.

7. In metal., one of the names given to the

metallic mass, consisting of more or less mal-
leable iron, sometimes found in the bottom of

an iron furnace after it has gone out of blast.

8. Xaut., a square block of wood
weighted with iron, or a rough mat
filled with sand, dragged to and fro

on a ship's decks instead of a holy-
stone (which see). 9. In metal-

irorlcing, a portable puuching-ma-
chlne for iron plates. E. Ji. Knight.

Bear's grease, the fat of bears, exten-

sively used to promote the growth of hair.
The unguents sold under this name, how-
ever, are in a great measure made of hog's
lard or veal-fat, or a mixture of both,
scented and slightly colored. Order of
the Bear, an order of knights instituted by the emperor
Frederick II. of Germany, and centered at the abbey of
St. Gall, in what is now Switzerland. It perished when
the cantons became independent of the house of Austria.

Woolly bear. See woolly.

bear3
(bar), v. t. [< bear't, n., 5.] In the stock

exchange, to attempt to lower the price of : as,
to bear stocks. See bear2

, n., 5.

bear3 , bere3 (ber), . [Early mod. E. also beer,
< ME. bere, < AS. bere, barley, = Icel. barr =
North Fries, berre, bar, bar = Goth. *baris (in

adj. barizeins), barley, = L. far, com. See bar-

leyl and farina.] Barley: a word now used

chiefly in the north of England and in Scotland
for the common four-rowed barley, Hordeum
rulgarc. The six-rowed kind, H. hexastichon,
is called big.

Malt made from bere or bigg only, in Scotland and Ire-

land, for home consumption.
G. Scamell, Breweries and Malting, p. 136.

bear* (ber), n. [Also written beer, and archai-

cally bere, < ME. bere = LG. Wire, > G. biihre, a

pillow-case.] A pillow-case: usually in com-
position, pillow-bear. [Now only dialectal.]

Many a pylowe and every bere
Of clothe of Reynes to slepe softe.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, I. 254.

bearable (bar' a-bl), a. [< bear1 + -able.'] Ca-

pable of being borne
;

tolerable
; endurable

;

supportable.
bearably (bar'a-bli), adv. In a bearable man-
ner.

bearance (bar'ans), n. [< bear1 + -mice. Cf.

forbearance.'] "1. Endurance; patient suffer-

ing. [Archaic.] 2. In much., a bearing.
bear-animalcule (bar'an-i-mal'kul), . A gen-
eral name for one of the minute arachnidans of
the order Arctisca or Tardigrada, and family
Macrobiotida;. Also called water-bear. See cut
under Arctisca.

bear-baiting (bar'ba"ting), n. The sport of

setting dogs, usually mastiffs, to fight with

captive bears. The practice was prohibited in

Great Britain by Parliament in 1835.

Let him alone : I see his vein lies only
For falling out at wakes and bear-baitings,
That may express him sturdy.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, iv. 3.

Bear-baiting, then a favourite diversion of high and low,
was the abomination ... of the austere sectaries. The
Puritans hated it, not because it gave pain to the bear,
but because it gave pleasure to the spectators.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ii.

bearbane (bar'ban), n. A variety of the wolfs-

bane, Aconitum Lycoctonum.

bearberry (bar'ber"i), n.
; pi. bearberries (-iz).

1. A trailing evergreen ericaceous shrub, Arc-

tostaphylos uva-ursi, found throughout the arc-
tic and mountainous portions of the north-
ern hemisphere, and bearing small bright-red
drupes. The leaves are very astringent and slightly bit-

ter, and under the name uva-ursi are used in medicine as
an astringent tonic, chiefly in affections of the bladder. It

is the ,kinnikinic which the Indians of western America
mix with their tobacco for smoking. Also called bear's-

bilberry, bear's-grape, and foxtterry.

2. In the Pacific States, a species of Rhamnus,
B. Purshiana, named from the fondness of bears
for its berries. Also called bearwood Alpine
or black bearberry, a dwarf arctic-alpine species of the

genus Arctostaphylos, A. alpina.

bearbine, bearbind (ber'bin, -bind), . [< bears
+ bine, bind: see bine1

."] The name in England
of several common species of Convolvulus, as C.

arrensis, C. septum, and ( '. Soldanella, from their

twining about and binding together the stalks
of barley. Also incorrectly written barebind.



bearbine

The bearbine with the lilac interlaced.

llixiil, Haunted House-, i. -24.

bear-caterpillar (bar'kat ''er-pil-iir), n. A liirva

of one of trie bombycid moths : so called from
its hairiness. See cut under briir'-.

bear-cloth (bar'kloth), n. Same as bearing-
cloth.

beard (berd), n. [< ME. lu-rde, bird, < AS.
beard = I), board = OPries. berd = OHG.
MHG. G. bart = leel. -b<irdlu; in comp. (<-f.

neut. bardh, brim, beak of a ship (see bard'*):

the ordinary term for 'beard' is skegij = E.

xling) = OBulg. Serv. Bohem. lirada = Pol.

broda = Russ. boroda = Litli. barxda, barza =
Lett, bfirda = Oljruss. Iwrtlun, and prob. =
L. bin-lia (> E. biirbl), W. and Corn, barf, a

beard. The agreement in spoiling between
mod. E. and AS. Ix-ard is merely accidental:

see ea.~\ 1. The close growth of hair on the

chin and parts of the face normally character-

istic of an adult man; more specifically, the

hair of the face and chin when allowed to re-

main wholly or in part unshaved, that on the

upper lip being distinguished as the muxtnclir,

and the remainder as the whiskcru, or the side-

whiskers, chili-whiskers or -beard, etc., according
as the beard is trimmed: as, to wear a beard,
or a full beard. 2. In sool., some part or ap-

pendage likened to the human beard. (,/) in

iiiniiimiil.. Inn),' hairs iiliout the head, as on a goat's chin,
etc. (b) In urnith., a cluster of flue feathers at the base

of the beak, as ill the bearded vulture and bearded tit.

In some breeds of the common hen, as the bearded Polish,

the Houdan, and the Russian, this appendage has been

made, by selection, very full. The feathers are supported
by a pendulous fold of skin, and often extend up to the

eyes, (c) In ichth., the barbels of a fish, as the loach and
catfish, (d) In conch. : (1) The byssus of some bivalves,
as the mussel. (2) The gills of some bivalves, as the oyster.

(c) In entom., one of a pair of small fleshy bodies of some

lepidopterous and dipterous insects. (/) Whalebone.

3. In bot. : (a) A crest, tuft, or covering of

spreading hairs. (6) The awn or bristle-like

appendage upon the chaff of grain and other

grasses. See cut under barley, (c) With some

authors, a name given to the lower lip of a

ringent corolla. 4. A barb or sharp process
of an arrow, a fish-hook, or other instrument,
bent backward from the point, to prevent it

from being easily drawn out. 5. The hook
for retaining the yarn at the extremity of the

needle in a knitting-machine. 6. In organ-

building, a spring-piece on the back of a lock-

bolt to hold it moderately firm and prevent it

from rattling in its guides. 7. The part of a

horse which bears the curb of a bridle, under-
neath the lower mandible and above the chin.

8. The train of a cometwhen the comet is reced-

ing from the sun (in which case i

the train precedes the head).
9. Inprinting, the outward-slop-
ing part of a type which con-
nects the face with the shoulder
of the body. It is obsolete, type
being now made with high
square shoulders, to lighten the
work of the electrotyper. 10.
The sharp edge of a board.
False beard. in Egypt, antiq., asingu-
lar artificial beard, often represented
on monuments and mummy-cases, held
under the chin by bands attached to
the wearer's casque or head-dress. To
make one's beardt, literally, to dress
one's beard ; hence, to play a trick up-
on ; deceive ; cheat.

Yet can a miller make a clerkes berd,
For al his art. Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 175.

Mo berdes in two houres
( Withoute rasour or sisoures)
Ymade, then greynes be of sondes.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 181.

To one's beard, to one's face ; in defiance of one.

Rail'd at their covenant, and jeer'd
Their revVend persons to my beard.

S. Butler, Hudibras.

beard (berd), r. [< late ME. bcrdc; from the

noun.] I. trans. 1. To take by the beard;
seize, pluck, or pull the beard of, in contempt
Granger. Hence 2. Figuratively, to oppose
to the face

;
set at defiance.

'

It is to them most disgraceful!, to be bearded of such a
base varlett. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Dar'st thou then
To beard the lion in his den,
The Douglas in his hall '.'

Scott, Marmion, vi. 14.

3. To furnish with a beard, in any sense of the
word. 4. In carp., to chip, plane, or otherwise
diminish from a given line or to a given curve :

as. to beard clamps, plank-sheers, etc.
;
in ship-

building, to round, as the adjacent parts of the
rudder and stern-post, or the dead-wood, so as
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to adapt them to the shape of the vessel. 5.

To remove the beard or fringe from, as from

oysters.
II. intrans. To grow a beard, or become

bearded. [Kare].
Nor laughing girl, nor ln'tirdinn boy,
Nor full-pulsed manhood, lingering here,

Shall add, to lite s alionrnliir-: joy,
The charmed repose to suffering dear.

\\'httti<',-. Summer by Lakeside.

bearded (ber'ded), a. [< ME. herded; < beard
-t- -erf52.] 1. Having a beard.

Then a soldier,
Full of strange oaths, and teanli'il like the pard.

,v/,ir/,.. As yon Like it, ii. 7.

It is good to steal away from the society of Iminlnl men,
and even of gentler woman, and spend an tioui or to \\ ith

children. //" " ti">i t" . Tu :'e-Told Tales, I.

2. In her. : (a) Same as barbed1
,
3. (/)) Having

a train like that of a comet or meteor (which
see). 3. IneMtow*.: (a) Having a toft of bain
on the clypeus, overhanging the mouth. (6)
Covered on one side with short and thickly set

hairs: said of anteunte. Bearded argall. sci ar-

ijali. Bearded griffin. See i/rij/m. Bearded tit.

bearded titmouse, the J'tmuru* iiim-mim*. Bearded
vulture, ttie t;<ii,<i<'i n* ixn-iiatiin.

beard-grass (berd'gras), n. The common name
of (a) some species of I'olypogon, especially /'.

Miiiixpelieiisis and /'. liltornlin, from the dense-

ly bearded appearance of tho close panicles;
(Ii) some common species of Andropot/oit, as A.

nutans, A. sciiparius, etc. Woolly beard-grass, a

name given to species of Erianthus. Naked beard-

bearing

liniil.-iiig and i-nni., one who holds or presents
for payment a check or order for money, pay-
ment of which is not limited liy the drawer
to a specified individual or linn. Cheeks pay-
able to bearer need no indorsement. 6. One
who wears anything, as a badge or sword; a
wearer.

Tlmn [the riounj. most fine, most hnnour'd, most re-

nown .1,

Hast eai thy Ix-arrr up. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 4.

6. In old law, one who bears down or oppresses
others by vexatiously assisting a third party in

maintaining a suit against them; a maintainor.
7. Any part of a structure or machine ihat

serves as a support to some other part M) A
support for the tire-bars of a furnace. (/<) The support of
the puppets in a lathe. (') /</. In a fnttiti'i mill, the hous-
ings or standards in which the roller-gudgeons turn. (>/)

due of the sirips whirh extend over a mold ing-trough and
serve to support the flask.

8. In /iriiiting : (a) A strip of wood or metal,
type-high, put in any exposed place in a form
of type or on a press, for the purpose of bearing
off impression and preventing injury to type or
woodcuts, (b) pi. Type-high pieces of metal
placed in the very open spaces and over the
heads of pages to bo stereotyped, and also type-
high strips of metal placed around pages or
forms to be electrotyped, to prevent injury to
the face of the type or the plates in the subse-

quent processes, and cut away from the plates
before printing. 9. In her., a supporter. 10f.
A roll of padding forming a kind of bustle, for-

r'di Same

bearding-line (ber'ding-lln), n. Same as beard-
fnut or flowers -

1
Tilis way of Procurm8 autumnal roses, in some that areina

''
, , ,,_ ,., , r , ,,,-, , -., * .

beardless (berd'les), a. [< ME. bcrdles, < AS. good bearers, will succeed. Boyle.
,

. .
,

.

beardleds, < beard, beard, + leds, -less.] 1. bearer-bar (bar'er-bar), n. One of the bars

Without a beard; hence, of persons of the male which support the grate-bars in a furnace.

sex, immature; adolescent: as, a beardless bearer-pin (bar'er-pin), n. A pin separating

youth. 2. In ornith., having no rietal vibris- tne strings of a piano at the point where the

ste: as, the beardless flycatcher, Orniihium im- length is determined. Wor. Supp.
berbe. 3. In ichth., having no barbels. 4. In bear-garden (bar'gar'dn), n. 1. A place where

bot., without beard or awn.- Beardless dram, the
bears are ?* for tne diversion of spectators.

redftsli or branded drum, Seiama oceUata, which has no The bear-garden in London in Elizabeth's reign
barbels. See cut under redjish. was also called Paris-garden and bear's-college.

beardlesSneSS (berd'les-nes), n. The State or
Hurrying me from the playhouse, and the scenes there,

condition of being beardless. to the bear-garden, to the apes, and asses, and tigers.

beardleted (berd'let-ed), a. [< "beardlet, dim. SMUnyjteet.

of beard (of. bttrbule), + -ed2.] In bot., having 2. Figuratively, any place of tumult or disorder.
little awns. Paxton. Those days when slavery turned the Senate-chamber into

beardling (berd'ling), n. One who wears a a bear-garden. N. A. Ren., CXXVI. 11.

beard
; formerly, in contrast with shaveling, a bear-grass (bar'gras), n. A name given to the

layman. [Rare.] camass, Camassia esculenta, of Oregon; also,
beard-moss (berd'm6s), n. A name of the in Texas, to Dasylirion Texanum, the young
lichen Usnea barbata, which, often intermixed pulpy stems of which are much eaten by bears

;

with others, clothes forest-trees with the ana to species of the genus Yucca, for the same
shaggy gray fleece of its pendulous thread-like reason.
branches; the "idle moss "of Shakspere (C. of bearherd (bar'herd), n. A man who tends
E. ,

ii. 2) . bears
;
a bearward.

bear-dog (bar dog), . A dog for baiting bears.

Falsc Beard, as

SEStiMS" o
a
f

Kameses II. at Abou-
Simbel.

True. You fought high and fair. . . .

Daup. Like an excellent bear-dag.
B. Jonson, Epiccene, iv. 1.

beard-tongue (berd'tung), n. A name given
to plantsi of the genus

^'entstemo,,,
with refer-

ence to the bearded sterile stamen.

beardy (ber'di), n.; pi. beardies (-diz). [Dim. of
'

vlrtue ta of go little regard ln these C08termonger times,
that true valour is turned bearherd.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2.

aj..^^,! (bar'hound), n. A hound for hunt-

ing or baiting the bear.

Wolf-hounds shall fall sup-
presoed, the Bear-hound, the Falconry.

CarlyU, French Rev., I. ill. l.

beard'.'} 1. A name of the white-throat, Sylvia bearing (bar'ing), n. [< ME. beriiig, beryng;
cinerea. Macgillivray. [Local, British.] 2. In verbal n. of feearl.] If. Support, as of a prin-
Scotland, a name of the loach, Nemachilus bar- - -

batulux, a small fresh-water malacopterygian
fish, family Cyprinidai: so called from the six

barbules that hang from the mouth. Also spell-
ed beardie.

bearer (bar'er), n. [ME. berer, berere ; < bear1 +
-er1 .] 1. One who bears, carries, or sustains;
a carrier; specifically, one who carries any-
thing as the attendant of another: as, St. Chris-

topher, or the Christ-dearer (the meaning of
the name) ; a sword-ftearer, an armor-frearer, a
palanquin-fteorer, etc.

His armour-bearer said unto him, Do all that is in thine
heart. 1 Sam. xiv. 7.

Forgive the bearer of unhappy news :

Your alter'd father openly pursues
Your ruin.

ciple or an action
;
maintenance

;
defense.

I speak against the bearing of bloodshed : this bearing
must be looked upon.

Latimer, 5th Serm. bef. Edw. VI., 1649.

2. The act of enduring, especially of enduring
patiently or without complaining; endurance.

The two powers which constitute a wise woman are
those of bearing and forbearing. Epictetui (trans.).

3. The manner in which a person bears or

comports himself ; carriage; mien; behavior.

A man of good repute, carriage, bearing, and estimation.

Shak., L. L. L., i. 1.

I had reason to dread a fair outside, to mistrust a pop-
ular bearing, to shudder before distinction, grace, and
courtesy. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxiv.

Dryden
^- ^ne mutual relation of the parts of a whole ;

2. One who carries a body to the grave; a mode of connection,

pall-bearer. 3. In India : (a) A palanquin-car-
rier, (b) A domestic servant who has charge
of his master's clothes, furniture, etc. 4. In

But of this frame the b^aringx and the ties,

The strong connections, nice dependencies,
Gradations just, has thy pervading soul

Look'd through? Pope, Essay on Man, i. 29



bearing

Transactions which have . . . direct liearinnn mi five-

(loin, on health, on morals, on the permanent well-being

of the nation, can never he morally Indifferent

Roe, Cun temp. Socialism, ]>. 213.

5. The special meaning or application of any-

thing said or written.
To change the bearing of a word.

Tfiiiiiwui. In Memorial!!, cxxvni.

6. The act or capability of producing or bring-

ing forth: as, a tree past bearing.

la travail of his bearing, his mother was tlrst dead.
R'llH'rt of Gloucester.

7. In arch., the space between the two fixed

extremes of a beam or timber, or between one

extreme and a supporter: that is, its unsup-

ported span. 8. In much., the part in con-

tact with which a journal moves; that part of

a shaft or an axle which is in contact with its

supports; in general, the part of any piece
where it is supported, or the part of another

piece on which it rests. 9. Same as hearing-
note. 10. pi. In ship-building, the widest part
of a vessel below the plank-sheer ;

the line of

flotation which is formed by the water on her

sides when upright, with provisions, stores, etc.,

on board in proper trim. 11. In her., any sin-

gle charge of a coat of arms; any one of the

ordinaries, or any heraldic bird, beast, or other

figure (see charge): hence, in the plural, the

whole heraldic display to which a person is en-

titled. See arm2 ,
7. 12. The direction or point

of the compass in which an object is seen, or

the direction of one object from another, with
reference to the points of the compass. In

yeol.
and mining, used in speaking either of the outcrop of the

strata or of the direction of any metalliferous lode or de-

posit, whether under ground or at the surface : nearly sy-

nonymous with run, course, and strike.

"Before the sun could go his own length, the little wa-
ter will be in the big." . . .

"I thought as much," returned the scout, . . . "from
the course it takes, and the bearings of the mountains."

Cooper, Last of the Mohicans, xxxii.

Antifriction bearing. See antifriction. Conical bear-
ing, an end-bearing for the spindle of a machine-tool,
formed by abutting the spindle-end against the end of a
screw. One of these ends is brought to a conical point,
and the other is correspondingly countersunk. The screw
serves to adjust the bearings for wear. Continuous
bearings. See continuous. Sand-bearings, in mold-

ing, the supports for the core in the sand of a mold.

Side bearings of a car-truck, plates, blocks, or rollers

placed on each side of the center-pin to prevent a too great
rocking motion. To bring a person to his bearings,
to put him in his proper place ; take him down. To lose
OQG'S bearings, to become uncertain or confused in re-

gard to one's position ;
become bewildered or puzzled.

To take bearings, to ascertain on what point of the com-
pass an object lies. The term is also applied to ascertain-

ing the situation or direction of any object estimated with
reference to some part of a ship, as on the beam, before
the beam, abaft the beam, etc. Hence, to determine one's

position ; make one's self acquainted with the locality in

which one is ; discover how matters stand ; get rid of be-

wilderment or misunderstanding.
The best use that we can now make of this occasion, it

seems to me, is to look about us, take our bearings, and
tell the fugitives . . . what course, in our opinion, they
should pursue. W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 76.

bearing (bar'ing), a. 1. Supporting; sustain-

ing: as, a bearing wall or partition (that is,

a wall or partition supporting another). 2f.

Solid; substantial: as, "a good bearing din-

ner," Fletcher, Women Pleased, ii. 2.

bearing-cloth (bar'ing-kloth), 11. The cloth
with which a child is covered when carried to
church to be baptized. Also called bear-cloth.

Thy scarlet robes, as a child's bearintj-cloth,
I'll use to carry tliee out of this place.

Shall., 1 Hen. VI., i. S.

bearing-feeler (bar
'

ing - fe "
ler), . An auto-

matic alarm for signaling the overheating of
a journal-bearing. A plug of fusible material con-
nected with the bearing melts at a given temperature,
and by suitable connections is made to sound an alarm.

bearing-neck (bar'ing-uek), . The part which
turns within the brasses of the pedestal of a

car-truck, and sustains the strain
;
the journal

of a shaft.

bearing-note (bar'ing-not), . In tuning tem-
pered instruments, like the pianoforte, one of
the notes that are first carefully tuned as a ba-
sis in tuning the others. Also called bearing.
bearing-rein (bar'ing-ran), n. The rein by
which the head of a horse is held up in driving.
bearing-robe (bar'ing-rob), . A garment an-

swering the same purpose as a bearing-cloth.
It was formerly customary for the sponsors to

present such a robe to the child.

bearish (bar'ish), a. [< bear* + -igftl.] 1. Par-
taking of the qualities of a bear; morose or un-
couth in manner.

In our own language we seem to allude to this degen-
eracy of human nature when we call men, by way of re-

proach, sheepish, bearish, etc.

Harris, Three Treatises, Notes, p. 344.
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2. Heavy and falling: applied on the stock-

exchange to prices.
bearishness (bar'ish-nes), u. The state or

quality of being bearish in nature, appearance,
or manner.
bear-leader (baT'le'der), . 1. A person who
leads about a trained bear for exhibition.

Hence 2. A tutor or governor in charge of a

youth of rank at the university or on his trav-

els, or one in a similar relation. [Humorous.]
Young gentleman, I am the bear-leader, being appointed

your tutor. Colman the Younger.

They pounced upon the stray nobility, and seized young
lords travelling with their bear-leaders.

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, vii.

bear-moss (bar'mos), n. Same as bear's-bed.

bear-mouse (bar'mous), n. A book-name of a
marmot or a woodchuck, translating the ge-
neric name Arctomys. See cut under Arctomys.
bearnt (barn), . [= bairn = barn2

, q. v.] An
obsolete form of bairn.

bear-pig (bar'pig), n. The Indian badger or

sand-bear, Arctonyx collaris. See badger*, 1.

bear-pit (bar'pit), n. A pit prepared for the

keeping of bears in a zoological garden, in the

center a stout pole, with cross-bars or steps at proper dis-

tances, is set up to enable the bear to indulge in his in-

stinctive habit of climbing.

bearst, " An obsolete spelling of barge.

bear's-bed (barz'bed), m. The hair-cap moss,
a species of Polytrichum which grows in broad,
soft mats. Also called bear-moss.

bear's-bilberry (barz'bil"ber-i), . Same as

bi'arbcrry, 1.

bear's-breech (barz'brech), . 1. The English
name of Acanthus spinosus. See Acanthus.

2. The cow-parsnip, Heracleum Sphondylium :

so called on account of its roughness.
bear's-colleget (barz'kol'ej), n. See bear-gar-

den, 1.

The students in bear's-college.
S. Jonson, Masque of Gypsies.

bear's-ear (barz'er), n. The common name in

England of the auricula, Primula Auricula,
from its early Latin name, ursi auricula, given
in allusion to the shape of its leaf.

bear's-foot (barz'fut), n. A plant of the genus
Helleborus, S. fcetidus. See Helleborus.

bear's-garlic (barz'gar"lik), . A species of

onion, Allium ursinmn.

bear's-grape (barz'grap), n. Same as bear-

berry, I.

bearskin (bar'skin), re. 1. The skin of a bear.

2. A coarse shaggy woolen cloth for over-

coats. 3. A tall cap made of black fur form-

ing part of the uniform of some military bodies,
as of the Guards in the British army and of

soldiers of various organizations elsewhere.

The bearskins of the French gienadiers rose above the
crest of the hill. Yonge, Life of Wellington, xxxiii.

Bearskin Jobber. See bear%, n., 5.

bear's-paw clam, root. See clam, root.

bear's-WOed (barz'wed), n. The yerba santa
of California, Eriodiction glutinosum.
bearward (bar'ward), n. A keeper of bears.

We'll bait thy bears to death.
And manacle the bearward in their chains.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1.

Those who worke with them co'mand them as our bfare-

wards do the beares, with a ring through the nose, and a
cord. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 21, 1644.

I entreated a bearward one day to come down with the

dogs of some four parishes that way.
B. Jonson, Epicrene, i. 1.

bear-whelp (bar'hwelp), n. [< ME. bere-hwelp;
< bearz + whelp.'] The whelp of a bear.

An unlicked bear-whelp. Shot., 3 Hen. VI., 111. 2.

bearwood (bar'wud), n. The Rhamnus Pur-

shiana, a shrub or small tree of the Pacific

States. See bearberry, 2.

bearwort (bar'wert), n. The mew or bald-

money, Meum athamanticum.
beast (best), n. [Early mod. E. also beest, <

ME. beeste, beste, < OF. beste, F. bfte = Sp. Pg.
It. bestia = D. LG. beest, < L. bestia, an animal,
including all animals except man.] 1. A liv-

ing being; an animal: in this extended sense
now only in dialectal or colloquial use.

These ben the eyryssh [airish] bestet, lo.

Chaucer, House of fame, L 932.

To keepe this worlde bothe more and lesse
A skylfull beeste [man] than will y make.

York Plays, p. 15.

2. Aay four-footed animal, as distinguished
from fowls, insects, fishes, and man : as, beasts

of burden; beasts of the chase; beasts of the
forest. It is applied chiefly to large animals.

The beasts, the fishes, and the winged fowls.

Sltak., 0. of E., ii. 1.

beast's-bane

One ilei-p ny
Of jrreat wild braxtx. Tennyson, Palace of Art.

r>-'itxt* o/c/mxe are the buck, the doe, the fox, the mar-
ten. and the roe. Deost* of the .forest are the hart, the
hind, the hare, the boar, and the wolf. BeastH of warren
are tile hare and cony. Cowell, Law Dictionary.

3. Any irrational animal, as opposed to man,
as in the phrase man and beast, where beast

usually means horse.

O heaven ! a beast, that wants discourse of reason,
Would have mourn 'd longer. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

4. jil. In rural economy, originally all domestic

animals, but now only cattle ; especially, fat-

ting cattle as distinguished from other animals.

5. In a limited specific use, a horse : as, my
beast is tired out. [Local, Scotland and U. S.

Compare creature, critter, similarly used.] 6.

Figuratively, a brutal man; a person rude,

coarse, filthy, or acting in a manner unworthy
of a rational creature.

What an afflicted conscience do I live with,
And what a beast I am grown !

Flt'trher, Valentinian, iv. 1.

7f. [In this use also spelled as orig. pron., baste,
< F. beste, now bete, in same sense.] (a) An
old game of cards resembling loo. (6) A pen-
alty or forfeit at this game, and also in ombre
and quadrille. Beast royal, the lion : used also of

the constellation Leo.

And yet ascending was the beste roial,
The gentil Leon with his Aldiran.

Chmuxr, Squire's Tale, 1. 256.

Blatant beast. See blatant.

beasted (bes'ted), a. [< beast, n., 7, + -<-ttv.~\

Beaten at ombre or quadrille.

beastee, . See bheesty.
beast-hide (best'hid), . Sole-leather which
has not been hammered. It is used for glaziers'

polishing-wheels.
beasthood (best'hud), . [< beast + -hood.']
The nature or condition of beasts. Carlyle.

beastie 1
(bes'ti). . [Dim. of beast.] A little

animal. [Scotch.]
beastie2 (bes'ti), n. See bheesty.

beastily (bes'ti-li), adv. As a beast; bestially.

beastings, . sing, or pi. See beestings.

beastish (bes'tish), a. [< ME. bestish; < beast

+ -isA 1 .] Like a beast
;
brutal.

It would be but a kind of animal or beastish meeting.
Milton, Divorce, xiii. (Ord M.S.).

beastliness (best'li-nes), . 1. The state or

quality of being beastly ; brutality ;
coarseness

;

vulgarity; filthiness.

Rank inundation of Inxuriousness
Has tainted him with such gross beastliness.

Marston, Scourge of Villainie, il. 7.

2f. Absence of reason
; stupidity.

IleaMiness and lack of consideration. North.

beastly (best'li), a. [< ME. bcestely, bestely,

beastliche; < beaut + -ly
l
.~] It. Natural; ani-

mal: the opposite of spiritual.

It is >. i\\ u n a beestli bodi ; it shal ryse a spiritual bodi.

Wyclif, ICor. xv. 44.

2. Like a beast in form or nature ; animal.

Beastly divinities and droves of gods. Prior.

3. Like a beast in conduct or instincts ; brutal;

filthy; coarse.

Thou art the beaMietf, crossest baggage that ever man
met withal '. Middleton (and others), The Widow, i. 2.

4. Befitting a beast ;
unfit forhuman use

; filthy ;

abominable.

Lewd, profane, and beastly phrase. B. Jonson.

Thrown into beastly prisons. Dickens, Hist, of Eng., \ vi.

6. Nasty; disagreeable: as, beastly weather.

[Slang.]

By laying the defeat to the account of "this beastly

English weather, you know." American, VI. 245.

= Syn. Brutal, Bestial, etc. See brute,

beastlyt (best'li), adv. [< beast + -ly*.] In
the manner of a beast

; filthily ; abominably.
Fie on her ! see how beastly she doth court him.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 2.

I have seen a handsome cause so foully lost, sir,

So beastly cast away, for want of witnesses.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, Hi. 1.

beastlyheadt (best'li-hed), n. [< beastly +
-head= -hood ; one of Spenser's artificial words. ]

The character or quality of a beast
;
beastli-

ness : used by Spenser as a greeting to a beast.

Sicke, sicke, alas ! and little lack of dead,
But I be relieved by your beastlyhead.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., May.

beast's-bane (bests'ban), n. A variety of the

wolf's-bane, Aconitum Lycoctonum.



beat

beat1
(bet), v.

;
wet. in-<it, pp. in<it< , //, ppr.

ln-iitiitj/. [< ME. /wiV'w, < AS. liniinii (pret. /-^,

pp. beaten) = OHO. rV:/, Ml hi. /<.( = li-i-l.

liitiitn, beat. The supiTliei;il n-s.-iiil'hmri- to F.

battrc, E. ///', Imllrrl, is ,n-ci<lc-nt;il, but 1ms

perhaps influenced some of the meanings <>f

iVr-ifl. Hence /wr/ff-1.] I. <>*. 1. To strike

repeatedly; lay repeated blows upon.
\\':^hi-ilt in. luice, an. I lii-irt me (u ;i coward.

I-'/: li-ln-i-, Humorous Lieutenant, ii. I.

The eagles of \Ie\itli -shall l-ut tin- ail- no more.

Wtiittii-r, Tin' Crisis.

2. Tostrike inorderto produce n sound; sound

by percussion: as, to beat a drum or a tam-
bourine.

(' ..... c, lifitl all llic drums up,
And all thr nohle instruments of war.

hli'tcher, Humorous Lieutenant, v. 5.

3. To play (a particular call or tattoo) upon
the drum: as, to bml a charge; to bi-nt a re-

treat. [The last phrase often means simply
to retire or retreat.]
The enemy was driven bark all day, as we had been the

day before, until Dually he beat a precipitate reheat.
IT. ,S'. llniiil, Personal Memoirs, I. 350.

4. To break, bruise, comminute, or jmlvcri/.c

by beating or pounding, as any hard substance.

Thnii .shall In-ill soni.- of it very small. K\. \\\. ::c..

5. To extend by beating, as gold or other mal-
leable substance, or to hammer into any form

;

forge.

They did beat the gold Into thin plates. Ex. xxxlx. 8.

The hammer which smote tin 1 Sariu-ensat Tours was at
last successful in bent in-i the Nciherlan<ls into Christianity.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 21.

6. To separate by concussion
;
strike apart ;

remove by striking or threshing : with out.

So she . . . in-lit out that she bad gleaned : and it was
about an ephah of barley. Ruth ii. 17.

7. To mix by a striking or beating motion;
whip into the desired condition : as, to bent or
bi-at up eggs or batter. 8. To dash or strike

against, as water or wind.

Beyond this flood a frozen continent

Lies, dark and wild, beat with perpetual storm.

MMun, P. L., ii. 588.

9. Tostrike with the feetin moving; tread upon.
Pass awful gulfs and beat my painful way.

Sir R.

Along the margin of the moonlight sea
We beat with thundering hoofs the level sand.

Wordxivttrth, Prelude, x.

Amid the sound of steps that beat
The murmuring walks like autumn rain.

llryant, The Crowded Street.

10. To range (fields or woods) with loud blows
or other noise in search of game.
To beat the woods and rouse the bounding prey. Prior.

Together let us beat this simple field,

Try what the open, what the covert yield !

I*upt',, Essay on Man, i. 9.

11. To overcome in battle, contest, or strife;

vanquish or conquer: as, one beats another at

play.

Pyrrhus . . . beat the Carthaginians at sea. Arbuthnot.

12. To surpass ;
excel

; go beyond : as, he beats
them all at swimming. [Colloq.]

Many ladies in Strasburg were beautiful, still

They were beat all to sticks by the lovely Odllle.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 239.

There is something out of common here that beatg any-
thing that ever came In my way. Dickens.

13. To be too difficult for, whether intellectu-

ally or physically; baffle: as, it beats me to
make it out. [Colloq.] 14. To harass; ex-
ercise severely; cudgel (one's brains).

Sirrah, lay by your foolish study there,
And beat your brains about your own affairs.

FMcherand Rowley, Maid in the Mill, Ii. 1.

Why should any one . . . beat his head about the Latin
grammar who does not intend to be a critic ? Locke.

16. Toexhaust: ag, the long and toilsome jour-
ney quite beat him. [Colloq.]
They had been beaten out with the exposure and hard-

ship. /(. //. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 385.

16. To flutter; flap: as, to beat the wings: said
of a bird. See batel. 17. In medieval embroi-

dery, to ornament with thin plates of gold or
silver.

Hur clothys weyth bestes and byrdes wer bete,
All allow ii- for pryde.

Quoted In Sock's Textile Fabrics.

One coat for my lord's lM>dy beat with gold.

Dugdalf, Baronage.

18. In printing: (a) To ink with beaters. (6)
To impress by repeatedly striking with a mal-
let a proof-planer pressed against the paper:
as, beat a proof of that form. 10. To obtain
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mi unfair advantage of; defraud: an, to brat ;\

ImtH. [SlaiiK- I'. S.
] TO beat a bargain. fat

/, ,>/."/(. To beat a parley, to notify tin- <-nrm> i-.\

ilriiin df ti uin|'< t signal that ciHiiVivnri- in (h-sii. -1 mult-i a

Hag of truer. To beat away, in minina. to rxcavatu:
usually applied tu hard groana. To beat back, to ''"in

PI I to ivtiiv or return. To beat cock-fighting. *'
c U 'k-fi

:
itiHifr. To beat down. <")To break, d. -H"\, or

tllfnU llottil liV tK-atillL' "I haft.T INUr
. il* Jl Wall. ('-) Tn

juv.^s
d'lun i>r lay Hat (^ras.s, urain, etc.) hy any pp--tr.it

in^ action, a that of a violent wind, it current of water,
or tin- pa>,sa^"-.,f pns, m.,.,raiiimaU. (r) To eaiiM- 1<> lower

(a price) liy unportanitj or argument; sink or lessen tin-

jn'irt or value of ; make, lourr, ;i- j.j jr.- m value.

It [iimiry] ht-fitx il.m-n tlit- price of liuiil, llnciiti. (miry.

(</) To depress or crush : as, to font <lirn opposUion. To
beat Into, tn teach nr inxttl ty ivjH-titioii of jMKtrur-tjoii.

To beat off. to n-p.-i ..r.irive i.afk. To beat out. ()
'I'o i-xtt'iid hy haflmwrlng ; hence, Jlgurativi-ly, to work out

fully; amplify; expand,

A man thinking on his lens IB obliged to beat out his

thought for hit) own sake, If not for the sake of his l<

Cornhitt M,,,,.

(ft)
To perform <r execute, as a piece of music, by or as

if by Iwats with the hamls or feet.

The child's feet were busy beating out the tune.
CornhiU May.

r< i plcxt in faith, hut pure in deeds,
At last he '""' his HIUHJC nut.

Tennyson^ In Meinoriam, xcvt.

(r) To drive out or away.
Intermediate varit-tii-w, fnun exiting in lesaer numhcis

than the forms which they connect, will generally oe
ln'nt> n -"it aii.l '\t'rminaUio durlnK the eourne of further
nioiliiication and inipr"\rin.-nt.

!hi,-iriti
t origin of SjMTies, p. 2W5.

To beat the air, to fight to no purpose, or against no an-

tagonist or oppositiou.

I therefore so run, not as uncertainly; so tight I, not as
one that beateth the air. 1 Cor, i\. 20.

To beat the bounds. See fcmnrfi. To beat the dust,
In the nKiiifiH' .- (a) To take in too little ground with the
fore legs, as a horse, (b) To curvet too precipitately or
too low, att a horse. - To beat the general, to sound
the roll of the drum which calls the troops together. To
beat the tattoo, to sound the drum for evening roll-call,
when all soldiers except those absent with permission
are expected to be present in their quarters. To beat
the wind, to make a few flourishes in the air, and thus
be entitled to all the advantages of a victor, as was done
under the medieval system of trial hy battle when the
other combatant failed to appear. To beat time, to
measure or regulate time in music by the motion of the
hand or foot. -To beat to a mummy. See mummy.
To beat Up. (a) To attack suddenly; alarm or disturb;
hence, to come to or upon unexpectedly : as, to beat up an
enemy's quarters.

A distant relation left him an estate in Ireland, where
he had resided ever since, making occasional visits to the
Continent and beatiny up his old quarters, but rarely com-
ing to England. Lawrence.

(b) To summon or bring together as by beat of drum : as,
to beat "/' recruits, (c) In hunting^ to rouse and drive

(game) by ranging.

They beat up a little game peradventure.
Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.

(-/) In eiHjraviiif/, to remove (a dent or mark) from the
face of a plate by striking the back with a punch while
the face rests on a sheet of tin-foil on an anvil or a stake..
In this way engravers can remove marks too deep to he
obliterated by the scraper or burnisher. = 8yn. 1. To
pound, bang, buffet, maul, drab, thump, thwack, haste,
thrash, pommel. 11. Dincmnjit, Rout, etc. See defeat.

H. intrans. 1. To strike repeatedly ; knock,
as at a door.

The men of the city . . . beat at the door. Judges xlx. 22.

2. To move with pulsation; throb: as, the

pulse beats.

A thousand hearts beat happily.
Byron, Childe Harold, III. 21.

With unused thoughts and sweet
And hurrying hopes, his heart began to in-nt.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 408.

3. To act, dash, or fall with force or violence,
as a storm, flood, passion, etc.: as, the tempest
beats against the house.
And the sun beat upon the head of Jonah, that he

fainted, and wished in himself to die. Jonah Iv. 8.

Rolling tempests vainly beat below. Dryden.
For the noon Is coming on, and the sunbeams fiercely beat.

Bryant, Damsel of Peru.

4. To be tossed so as to strike the ground vio-

lently or frequently.
Float in", corps lie beating on the shore. Addition.

5. To give notice by beating a drum
; also, to

sound on being beaten, as a drum.
But Linden saw another sight
When the drum beat at dead of night.

I'niiifiiit-tl, Hohenllnden.

6. To contain beats or pulsations of sound, as
a tone formed by sounding together two notes
which are nearly in unison. See beat, n., 1. 7.
To ponder; be incessantly engaged; be anx-
iously directed to something ; be in agitation
or doubt.

If you be pleas'd, retire into my cell,
And there repose ; a turn or two I'll walk,
To still my beating mind. Shot., Tempest, Iv. 1.

beat

Thy heaven in on earth ; thine c\.-s and thought*
Ili-itt on a crown, the treasure of thy li. ai t

.S/.,ii.'. -1 MCI, VI., ii. 1.

8. \<iul.. to make progress against the wind
by ;iltiTn:ile tacks in a

xii^xii^ line. A good
s.inaic ri-_-i:c,l \.-ss.-l nil! make a dirr.-l gain to winduald
of three lentils of the distance -lie ha* -:-ll. .i u liilc I .fat

ing. while the i-'ain to win<l\\ anl fore and-aft
! u ill I., rij.i. il lo live ..I -ix tenths of the dls-

!a sail.-. I.

We took a jiil.it on board, hove up onr anchor, anil IM--

gan beating down the bay.
It. II. Ilium. Jr.. liefon- tin- M .

Many yaclitsm. n bail pronounce .1 it to be an imi>o8si-

bllity for our vessel I., fn-nl out in so li^bt a !

I.mlii ! i^e of Sunbeam, I. i.

To beat about, to -can-h ii\ \an..ns in. ans or ways;
make efforts al .lisc..\. i>

To Mn. I an honest man. I li-nt n'mnr

/'..;-. Kpil. to Satires, ii. 102.

To beat about the bush, to approach a matin- in a
roundabout <>r . n. um]. ntn "av. To beat to quar-
ters, to summon the cr.u of a man-of-war liy heat of drum
to their stations f..r battle. To beat up and down, in

Im iii i i,-r
.
lo run Hist ..nc u i\ an<l Ih.'ii an. .III. i : said of a

stag. To beat up for recruits or soldiers, to uo about
to enlist men into the army : a phla.se originating in tin-

fact that a recruiting party was often preceded hy a drum-
mer with bis Instrument. To beat upont, to enforce liy

repetition ; reiterate.

How frequently and fervently doth the Scripture beat

nii"ii tin- . M HaketriU.

beat' (bet), . [< bent 1
, r.] 1. A stroke; a

striking; a blow, whether with the hand or
with a weapon. [Rare.]

The Smith Divine, as with a careless brnt,
Struck out the mute creation at a heat.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, I. 2S3.

Thus we get but years and In ul*.

Fletcher, Valentinian, li. 3.

2. A recurrent stroke; a pulsation; a throb:

as, the / " ' of the pulse ; the heart makes from

sixty to seventy beats a minute. 3. The sound
made by the foot in walking or running; a
footfall.

The beat of her unseen feet,
Which only the angels hear.

SheUry. The Cloud.

4. A round or course which is frequently gone
over: as, a watchman's beat; a milKman s beat.

We had to descend from the sea-wall, and walk under
it, until we got beyond the sentry's beat.

Hoimllt, Venetian Life, xll.

Hence 6. A course habitually traversed, or
a place to which one habitually or frequently
resorts. 6. In Alabama and Mississippi, the

principal subdivision of a county ;
a yotmg-pre-

einct. 7. In music: (a) The beating or pul-
sation arising from the interference of two
musical notes differing but slightly in pitch.
See interference. The number of heats per second Is

equal to the difference between the numbers of vibrations
of the two notes. Thus, two notes having 256 and 255
vibrations per second respectively, if sounded simultane-
ously, will give rise to one beat each second, because once
in each second the two wave-systems (see wtund) will coin-
cide and produce a maximum sound, anil once they will
he half a wave-length apart, and the sound will almost
disappear. Also called beating, (ft) The motion of
the hand, foot, or baton in marking the divi-

sions of time during the performance of a piece
of music, (c) Used vaguely by various English
writers to denote different kinds of ornamental
notes or graces. 8. The third operation in

paper-making, in which the pulp is still further
divided and torn apart in the beating-engine.

9. The blow struck by a valve when falling
into its seat. 10. The bearing part or the

facing of a valve.

The Inlet and outlet valves in the covers of the air-cyl-
inders are of brass provided with leather ii- ni*.

Ure, Diet., IV. 740.

11. A worthless, dishonest, shiftless fellow; a
knave. [Slang.]- Beat of a watch or clock, the
stroke made by the action of the escapement. A clock Is

said to be in beat or out of beat according as the stroke is

at equal or unequal intervals.- Beat or tuck Of drum
dm/ it.t. a succession of strokes on a drum, varied in differ-

ent ways for particular purposes, as to regulate a march,
to call soldiers to their arms or quarters, to direct an at-

tack or a retreat, etc. Dead beat. (" i Formerly, a person
without money or resources ; now, one who never pays,
but lives by evasions ; an utterly dishonest, worthless fel-

low: an Intensified expression of i-nt. 11, above. [Slang. I

(b) A stroke or blow without recoil, as in the <lca<lb,-at

escapement. See escapement. Double beat. In mi/*"-, a
beat repeated. Out Of one's beat, not in one's sphere
or department. [Colloq.]

beat' (bet), pp. [Snorter form of beaten, which
is the only form used attributively.] Exhaust-
ed by exertion, mentally or bodily ; fatigued ;

worn out by toil. [Colloq.}
Quite beat and very much vexed. Iticknt*.

Dead beat, completely exhausted or worn out. so as to
be Incapable of further exertion ; utterly halite. I, as by
the difficulty of a task ; thoroughly defeated in a contest
or struggle. (Colloq. I
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beat

beat* (bet), - [Also h* *,,, < ME. **;
,

origin unknown, perhaps < 6a*l, .,
or perhaps nouncmg happ beatitude the possession of the highest

connected with bait, bate, steep : see&afco.] A blessedness. tive beatitude, the highest good.

bundle of flax or hemp made up ready for steep- The end of a Christian, . . . the rest of a Christian, and veattie (be-at'l), v. t. [E. dial. (Exmoor and
the beatification of his spirit. Jer. Taylor, Sennons, xx.

'^gC^JJIE ) and U.S.; appar. < 6e-l + attle for

beat3 (bet), H. [Also bait, late; origin un- g . In the Bom, Cath. Ch., the act by which a
addle.'] To addle the brain of

;
make a fool of.

known. Cf. b/rt-, make a fire. Peat is appar. aecea8ed person is declared to be beatified, or
[Prov. U. S. (Massachusetts).]

a different word.] The rough sod of moorland, one of tne blessed, and therefore a proper sub- beau (bo), a. and n. [As an adj. long obsolete ;

or the matted growth of fallow land, which is
jeet of a certam degree or kind of public reli- eariy ]nod. E. hew, < ME. beu, bieu, beau, < OF.

~ii ^,,,1 .-. r> , ,. .. I nff mid tvni*nAd wllPtl tllR iRillCL __: ____ i, -. .-, mi_s_ i_______ .,.,~i,.!., ........... .,<;<.. nf +Vo
- "'t di Jf (tit

See beat'*, v . if. E. I).
sliced or pared
is about to be plowed.
[Prov. Eng.]

beat3 (bet), c. t. and i. [See beats, .] To

slice off (the beat or rough sod) from unculti-

vated or fallow ground with a beat-ax or breast-

plow, in order to burn it, for the purpose at

once of destroying it and of converting it into

manure for the laud. JV. E. 1). [Prov. Bug.]
beatas memoriae (be-a'te me-mo'ri-e). [L.,

gen. of beata mcmor'ia, blessed memory: see

beatify and memory.] Of blessed memory : said

of the dead.

beat-ax (bet'aks), n. [E. dial., also

bitlif; < beat3 + ax1
.] The ax or at

whicli the beat is pared off in hand-beating.
See beats, v . jy. E. V. [Prov. Eng.]
beaten (be'tn), p. a. [< ME. beten, < AS.

beaten, pp. of bedtan, beat: see beat1
, v.] 1.

gious honor. This is now an exclusive prerogative of

pope but for several centuries it was also exercised by

local' bishops or metropolitan!. It is usually the second

step toward canonization, and cannot take place till fifty

years after the death of the person to be beatified, except

in the case of martyrs. The process is an elaborate one,

consisting of thirteen or fourteen stages, and extending

over many years, during which the claims of the reputed

saint are carefully and strictly investigated. If the final

result is favorable, the pope's decree is publicly read in

the pontifical church, the image and relics of the newly
beatified are incensed, etc. See canonization.

Ximenes has always been venerated in Spain. Philip

IV. endeavored to procure his beatification.
6. Ticknar, Span. Lit., I. 424.

30 bidax, beatify (be-at'i-fl), v. t. ; pret. and pp. beati-

< beaft + axl.] The ax or^adz
with

fed, ppr. b'eatifying. [< F. beatifier, < LL. beati-
.

e make happy, bless, < beatificus, making
happy, blessing, < L. beatus, happy, blessed (pp.

of&ea) -

C) make happy, akin to beiius, bonus, good,
je,,ej weii) (

+ facere, make.] 1. To make su-
,

.

j ( ,

Wrought upon by beating; formed or affected
premely happy; bless with the completion of

in any way by blows
or^ percussion

: as, beaten "atied sirits" Dn-
work (which see, below).
This work of the candlesticks was of beaten gold.

Num. vm. 4.

Specifically 2. Worn by beating or treading;
much trodden

; hence, common from frequent
use or repetition ; trite : as, to follow the beaten

course of reasoning.
A broad and beaten way. Milton, P. L., ii. 1026.

Truth they profess'd, yet often left the true

Anil beaten prospect, for the wild and new.
Crabbe, Tales.

3. Conquered; vanquished.

celestial enjoyment : as,
"
beatified spirits,

(feH. 2. To pronounce or regard as happy, or

as conferring happiness. [Rare.]
The common conceits and phrases which so beatify

wealth. Barrow, Works (ed. 1686), III. 161.

Specifically 3. In the Mom. Cath. Ch., to de-

cree beatification.

The right of beatifyinr,, that is, declaring a holy person
a saint, and decreeing that due honour might be paid him, _

(

bel, fern, belle, < L. bellus, fair, beautiful, fine:

see ben, bell5 . The noun is mod., and follows

the F. in pron. ;
the ME. adj. if still existent

would be pronounced as in its deriv. beauty, q.

v.] I.t a. Good; fair: used especially in ad-

dress: as, "beau sir," Chaucer, House of Fame,
1. 643. See beausire, beaupere, etc.

II. .
; pi. beaus or beaux (boz). 1. One who

is very neat and particular about his dress, and

fond of ornaments and jewelry ;
a fop ;

a dandy :

now most often said of a man of middle age or

older : as, he is an old beau.

Besides thou art a bean : what's that, my child?

A fop, well-dressed, extravagant, and wild.

Drijden, tr. of Persius, Satires, iv. 42.

He is represented on his tomb by the figure of a beau,

dressed in a long periwig, and reposing himself upon vel-

vet cushions under a canopy of state.

Addimn, Thoughts in Westminster Abbey.

2. A man who is suitor to or is attentive to a

lady ;
a lover

;
a swain. [Now chiefly colloq. or

rustic.]
Her love was sought, I do aver,

By twenty tteaux and more.

Goldsmith, Elegy on Mrs. Mary Blaize.

The rural beaux their best attire put on,
To win their nymphs, as other nymphs are won.

Crabbe, The Village.

England and everywhere else by the bishops of the church.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. i. 495.

=Syn. 1. Dan,!,,, Exquisite, etc BM4MM*.
eaU (bo), t'. t. [< beau, n.] To act the beau
to . attend or escort (a lady).

Hence 4. To ascribe extraordinary virtue or beauc6antt, See beausfant.

I suppose everything is right, even to Wooler's being exeeilence to; regard as saintly or exalted. beauclerkt (bo'klerk or -klark), n. [Early mod.
conqueror and I the beaten man. S. lytler. ^ herojne lg go beaMjied wjtn description, that she E. also beauclark, < ME. beauelerle, < OF. beau,

4. Exhausted ;
worn out. 5. Baffled, as by the loses ft)1 j,old upon sympathy. fine, + clerc, clerk, scholar.] A good scholar ;

difficulty of a task, intellectual or physical. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., 1. 128.
a iearnedman: known especially as a surname

beater (be'ter), . 1. One who beats: as, a

carpet-beater / a Anim-beater.

Euen the wisest of your great beaters do as oft punishe
nature as they do correcte faultes.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 32.

2. In hunting, one who rouses or beats up game.
When the beaters came up we found that the bag con-

sisted of five red-deer namely, one small stag and four

hinds. J. Baker, Turkey, p. 369.

3. That which beats or is used in beating.
Specifically (<t) In basket-making, a heavy iron used for

beating the work close, or compacting it. (6) In cotton

manuf., a machine for cleaning and opening the cotton

preparatory to carding. This is accomplished by beat-

ing the cotton, as it is fed through rolls, by horizontal

blades attached to an axle revolving with great rapid

ity. (c) The jack of a knitting-machine.
used in hat-making, (e) A tool for pad
blast-hole, (f) A scutching-blade for breaking

j. (o) In weaving, the lathe or batten of a loom :

imeu because it drives the weft into the shed, and

which they are made soft and pliable. (!>) The process of

"marble block, (c) In bookbinding, the process of flatting

out with a hammer the leaves of a book which have been

badly pressed, or which have been buckled or twisted by

by blows; a

ie jff(M

beautiful
taken as

n. Same as baufrcy. Weale.

(bo'i-de'al or bo'e-da-al'), n. [P.,

the ideal beautiful: le beau, the

'., adj., ideal. Hence in E. often

adj., qualifying ideal, n.,

i rifle-team has had its beating, but not a

The American, VI. 245.

moral
free

blemishes accompanying its actual existence;
a model of excellence in the mind or fancy;
ideal excellence.

My ambition is to give them a beau-ideal of a welcome.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxxiv.

The

preparing rags

bad beating.

S?/,?U&93SSRSA?ti?= 4. Regular pulsation or throbbing.
The beatings of my heart. Wordsworth, Tintern Abbey.

.K .u. B,c, ,p,u - 5. In music, same as beat, 7 (a): \>u\
, in this

nine, (ri) A mallet form more frequently applied to the beats ot

packing powder in a the strings of a piano or the pipes of an organ. .

br breaking flax or a *, ti~ M of advancing in a zigzag beauish (bo ish), a. [< beau +*] L^6

a beau; foppish; fine: as, "a beauish young
spark," Byron, Beau and Bedlamite.

Jeaujolais (bo-zho-la'), . [F. Jleaujolais, a

former division of France, now chiefly com-

prised in the department of Rhdne.] A kind

of red wine made in the department of Rhone,
in southeastern France.

feT/W;< AS!' betUan, a parallel form of bathi- ^rTavTglw"o slightly founded faces, used in beau monde (bo m6nd). [F.: M* < L. M
an, > E. bathe, q. v.] 1. To bathe

;
foment. Raping the backs It books. '. "> mo'i(1e - < L ' mund ' world ' See beau

2. To heat (unseasoned wood) for the pur- beating-machine (be'ting-ma-shen'*), n. A ma- ant
^

pose of straightening (it).

A tall young oake . . .

Beath'd in nre for steele to be in sted.

hemp, a n weavng, e ae or aen o a oom: h
so named because it drives the weft into the shed, and line against the wind.
makes the fabric more compact. beating-bracket (be'ting-brak'et), n.

beater-press (be'ter-pres), n. A machine for batten of a loom.

compacting materials for baling, by beating beating-engine (be'ting-en'jin), n. 1. A ma-
them down by a weight, and also by direct and chine with rotating cutters for pre
continued pressure. in paper-making. 2. Same as beating-machine.
beath (beTH), t;. t. [Now only E. dial., < ME. beating-hammer (be'ting-ham''6r), n. Aham-

The fashionable world ; people

beatific (be-a-tif'ik), a.

tus, happy, "+ facere, make; cf.

Blessing or making happy ; imparting bliss.

The greatness and strangeness of the beatific vision.

South.

2. Blessed; blissful; exaltedly happy.
He arrived in the most beatific frame of mind.

Three in Norway, p. 176.

Beatific vision, in theol., the direct vision of God, sup-
posed to constitute the essential bliss of saints and angels
in heaven.

beatifical (be-a-tif'i-kal), a. Same as beatific.

[Rare.]
beatifically (be-a-tif'i-kal-i), adv. In a beatific

manner.
beatificatet (be-a-tif 'i-kat), r. *. To beatify.

LI. ueaiitutio, \ ueatd*, naupv, uicaoeu . ouo w- rJaltimore, Mary an .

atify.] I. Supreme blessedness; felicity of beaumont-root (bo mont-rot), n.

the highest kind; consummate bliss; hence, in bowman s-root.
^ ^^

a less restricted sense, any extreme pleasure or Beaune (bon), . L* -J

satisfaction.

Same as

A red wine of Bur-

gundy. The name is given to wines produced in a large

district around the city of Beaune, and varying greatly in

True beatitude groweth not on earth. nualitv
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 11. ^ ^ beaupeert, . [Early mod. E., also

About him all the sanctities of heaven
beu;>eer etc (in the sense of 'companion,'

Stood thick as stars, and from his sight received WWW", B " V" .
, _*..'_ -^tri

Beatitude past utterance. Milton, P. L., iii. 62. sometimes spelled beauphere, by conlusi

Thousands of the Jews find a peculiar beatitude in hav- phere, an erroneous spelling of ME. fere a com

ing themselves interred on the opposite slope of the Mount panion : see fere), < ME. bewpere, beaupei e, ben -

of Olives. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 75. pyr^
etC-) < (J) OF. beau pere,

'

good father.' a

2. One of the eight ascriptions of blessed- polite form of pere, father (mod. F. beau-pere,

ness to those who possess particular virtues, father-in-law, or stepfather). < beau, fair, good,

beatification (bf-at"i-fi-ka'shon), M. [=F'.be~- pronounced by Christ in the Sermon on the + pere, F. pere, < L. pater = E. father; (2) <

atification, < LL. beatificare: "see beatify.] 1. Mount, Mat. v. 3-11: so named from the word -beau, fair, good, + per, peer (mod. r . pair),



beaupere

peer, equal.] 1 . A term of courtesy for '

father,'
used especially in addressing or speaking of

priests. 2. A companion, compeer, or friend.

Now leading; him into a set-rut shade
From llis Beaujieres, anil from bright heavens vew.

>V//.s.,-, F. i;., III. i. :if>.

beauperst, bewperst, [Also i-/<r<.v. per-

haps, like many other fabrics, named from the

place of its original manufacture, conjectured
in this case to be Ilc/m/n-riiii, a town in France
with manufactures of linen and woolen.] A
fabric, apparently of linen, used in the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries. Flags were
made of it.

With my cozen Richard Pepys upon the 'Change, about

supplying us with ben'iifi-a from Norwich, which 1 should
lie glad of, if cheap. P'P'J*, Wary, II. 130.

beau-peruket, . A name given to periwigs of

exaggerated length worn in the reign of Wil-
liam III.

beau-pot (bo
'

pot), H. [An erroneous form

(simulating F. beau, beautiful) of boic/tot for

OOUfkpot, q. v.] A large ornamental vase for

cut flowers.

beauseantt, beauceantt, . [OF. baucvuni,

flag (see def.), perhaps <. bnucetit, bauccnt, etc.

(> E. bausond, q. v.), orig. black-and-white spot-
ted, but later written beausnint, beauceant, as if

(. F. beau, fine, handsome, comely, -t- scant, suit-

able, lit. sitting, ppr. of seoir, sit: see stunf* .
\

The nag of tlie order of the Templars, half
"

black and half white, and bearing the inscrip-
tion, "Non nobis, Domine, non nobis, sed no-
mini tuo da gloriam."
beau-semblantt, n. [F. : beait,fa,ir;semblant,

appearance: see semblance.'] Fair appearance.
Court of Love, 1. 1085.

beauship (bo'ship), n. [< beau + -ship.'] The
character and quality of a beau

;
the state of

being a beau : used sometimes, as in the ex-

tract, as a title.

You laugh not, gallants, as by proof appears,
At what his beauship says, but what he wears.

Confrrcrt', 1'rol. to Dryden Jr. 's Husbamlhis own Cuckold.

beausiret, . [ME. also beausir, bewsher, etc.,
< OF. beau sire, fair sir : see beau and air, and
cf. beaupere. See also belsire.~] Fair sir: an
ancient formal mode of address.

beauteous (bu'te-us), a. [Early mod. E. also

beautious, beuteous, bewtious, beuteus, < ME.
bewteous, etc., < bewte, beaute, beauty, + -ous.~]

Possessing beauty ; sensuously beautiful.

[Chiefly poetical.]
I can, Petruchio, help thee to a wife,
With wealth enough, and young, and beauteous.

Shah., T. of the 8., i. 2.

= Syn. Handsome, Pretty, etc. See beautiful.

beauteously (bu'te-us-li), adv. [< ME. bewty-

osely, < bewtyose, bewteous, beauteous, + -Zjr
2
.]

In a beauteous manner
;
in a manner pleasing

to the senses
; beautifully.

Look upon pleasures not upon that side that is next
the sun, or where they look beauteaunly.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 1.

beauteousness (bu'te-us-nes), n. The state or

quality of being beauteous ; beauty.
beautiflcation (bu"ti-fi-ka'shon), . |X beauti-

fy: see -fication.~] The act of beautifying or

rendering beautiful; decoration; adornment;
embellishment.
This thing and that uecessary to the beautificatimi of

the room. Mrs. Craik.

beautified (bu'ti-fid), p. a. Adorned; made
beautiful

;
in her., ornamented with jewels,

feathers, or the like : said of a crown, a cap, or

any garment used as a bearing. The blazon should
state in what way the bearing is beautified, as, for ex-

ample, with jewels.

beautifier (bu'ti-fi-6r), n. One who or that
which makes beautiful.

Semiramis, the founder of Babylon, according to Justin
and Strabo

;
but the enlarger only and beautifier of it,

according to Herodotus.

Costard, Astron. of the Ancients, p. 102.

beautiful (bu'ti-ful), a. [Early mod. E. also

beutiful, bewtiful, butyful, etc.
; (beauty + -//.]

Full of beauty; possessing qualities that de-

light the senses, especially the eye or the ear,
or awaken admiration or approval in the mind.
See beauty, 1.

It was moated round after the old manner, but it is now
dry, and turfed with a beautifull carpet.

Evelyn, Diary, July 14, 1675.

Idalian Aphrodite beautiful,
Fresh as the foam, new-bathed in Paphiau wells.

Tfiinymn, (Enone.

Silence, beautiful voice !

He still, for you only trouble the mind
With a joy in whk-h I cannot rejoice.

Tennyson, Maud, v. 3.
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It ift ft beanti/"t nrrrssity of our nature to love some-

thing. l>. .h'irolil.

We are clearly conscious of the propriety of applying
the epithet Iffautiful to virtues .such as rhiirity, re\ .

i.i devotion, lint we cannot apply it with tin- -same pro-

priety to duties of jK-rfcct obligation, such as veracity or

Integrity. Lerky, Kurop. Morals, I. 84.

The beautiful, that which possesses beauty ; beauty in

the abstract : a. ihf beautiful in nature or art ;
tin- ^ I

the true, and fit.' hi-mitiJ'nL

i ;in we conceive of :t period of human <lev< lopmellt at

which religion is the worshipof tin' Iwautijul ! J . Caird.

It is very old. this architecture [Dnomo at Murano] ;

but the eternal youth of the beautiful belongs to it, and
there is scarce a stone fallen from it that 1 would re-

place, /lnii-.-llx, Venetian Life, xii.

= Syn. I'-'n'itilti!, r,,',iift, ,,,/*, nnfliit.-. I't'-ftii, t''ii:,-.

I.HI--/II, C::iini ; i. charming, all apply to that which is highly
Ilr;Lsin^. esprriall> to tile eve. 1>>'H iiti/u!. the most gen-
eral of these words, is also often the noblest and most

spiritual, expressing that which gives the highest .satis

faction to eye, ear. mind, or soul. H>'<uft^t>ug is
chiefly

noetic, and covers the less spiritual part of fooutyw.
ll'iii'txniH'- is founded upon the notion of proportion, sym-
metry, as the result of cultivation or work ; a /<>/>//
llgiirc is strictly one that has been developed by atten-

tion to physical laws into the right proportions. It is

less spiritual than beautiful ; a handsome face is not

necessarily a limutifiil face. Handsome applies to larger
or more important things than pretty: as, a handsome
house ; a in-<'ttjl cottage. It is opposed to liitltl ''/</. l'i< tl.t

applies to that which has symmetry and delicacy, a dimiu
utive beauty, without the higher qualities of graceful-
ness, dignity, feeling, purpose, etc. A thing not small of
its kind may he called /,/-.// if it is of little dignity or
i "nscimenee : as, u jirt'tty dress or shade of color; but

invitii is not used of men or their belongings, except in

contempt. Fair starts from the notion of a brightness
that catches the eye ; it notes that sort of beauty which

delights the eye by complexion and feature ;
in this sense

it is now less common in prose. Lovely is a strong word
for that which is immediately pleasing to the eye ; it ap-

plies primarily to that which excites admiration and love.

Comely applies rather to the human figure, chiefly in its

proportions ; it is used less commonly than handsome to

express the result of care or training. See elegant.

The moon was pallid, but not faint ;

And beautiful as some fair saint.

Longfellow, Orion.

And there a vision caught my eye ;

The reflex of a beauteous form.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.
A handsome house, to lodge a friend ;

A river at my garden's end.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, Satires, II. vi. 3.

Nothing more beautiful nothing prettier, at least

was ever made than Phcobe. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ix.

The lamps shone o'er fair women and brave men.
Byron, Childe Harold, Ui. 21.

Sweet Auburn, loveliest village of the plain.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 1.

I doubt, indeed, if the shepherds and shepherdesses of
his day were any comelier and any cleaner than these
their descendants.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 114.

beautifully (bu'ti-ful-i), adv. In a beautiful
manner.

Fine by degrees and beautifully less.

Prior, Henry and Emma, 1. 323.

beautifulness (bu'ti-ful-nes), n. The quality
of being beautiful ; elegance of form ; beauty.
beautify (bu'ti-fi), v.

; pret. and pp. beautified,

ppr. beautifying. [Early mod. E. also beutify,

beutyfy, bewtify, -fie; < beauty + -fy.~\ I. trans.

To make or render beautiful; adorn; deck;
grace; decorate; embellish.

The arts that beautify and polish life. Burke.

Mid creeping moss and ivy's darker green,
How much thy presence beautifies the ground !

Clare, The Primrose.

=Syn. Adorn, Ornament, etc. See adorn and decorate.

H. intrans. To become beautiful
;
advance in

beauty. [Rare.]
It must be a prospect pleasing to Ood himself, to see

his creation for ever beautifying in his eyes.

Addison, Spectator, No. 111.

beautiless (bu'ti-les), a. [< beauty + -less."]

Destitute of beauty.
Unamiable, . . . beautiless, reprobate.

Hammond, Works, IV. 7.

beauty (bu'ti), . ; pi. beauties (-tiz). [Early
mod. E. also beuty, bewty, < ME. bewty, bewte,

beute, beaute, earliest form bealte, < OF. biautc,

bealtet, beltet, F. leauU, = Pr. beltat, beutat =
Sp. beldad = Pg. beldade = It. belta, < ML.
bellita(t-)s, beauty, < L. bellus, beautiful, fair:

see beau and bell".] 1. That quality of an ob-

ject by virtue of which the contemplation of it

directly excites pleasurable emotions. The word
denotes primarily that which pleases the eye or ear, but
it is applietl also to that quality in any object of thought
which awakens admiration or approval : as, intellectual

beauty, moral beauty, the beauty of holiness, the beauty
of utility, and so on.

He hath a daily beauty in his life

That makes me ugly. Shak., Othello, v. 1.

A thing of beauty is a joy for ever.

Keats, Endymion, 1. 1.

The homely beauty of the good old cause is gone.
Wordsworth, National Independence, i.

beaver
If eyes were made fi,r eeiii^-.

Then iM'irufi/ is its own CM -use for I.einx.
/'.'M /.-o/;, To the Uhodora.

liruuty results from adaptation to out- faculties, and a

period state of li.altli. |ihj-ieal, moral, ami intellectual.

i'. K. Norton,

1 he MUM "t '" "'.'/ and the altection that follows it at-

tach themselves rather to modes of i ntliiisiasni and feel-

in- than to the course of simple duty which constitutes a

merely truthful and upright man.
l.'A-n. Kurop. Morals, I. 84.

2. A particular grace or cliarin; :in embellish-
ment or ornnment. 3. Any particular thing
whieli is heiiutit'til and pleasing; a part which

surpasses in pleasing .pialities that with which
it is united: generally in the plural: as, the
lirniiiii-K of an author; tin- ln-iinlii-n of nature.

1 k in thy soul, and thou shall l><-<i<itii'x find,

Like those which drown d Narcissus in the flood.

No-./. It"' /'-, Immortal, of Soul, xxxiv.

4. A beautiful person ; specifically, a beauti-
ful woman

; collectively, beautiful women : as,
all the beauty of the place was present.
This lady was not ouely a great* beauty, but a most

virtuous and excellent creature.

/.'../, Diary, July 8, 1675

And I have shailow'd many a group
of VfniOV.v, that were born

In teacup-times of hood and hoop,
Or while the patch was worn.

V. ,/.,, The Talking Oak

5t. Prevailing style or taste
; rage ; fashion.

She stained her hair yellow, which was then the beauty.
Jer. Ttijilnr.

Camberwell beauty, the Vanessa Antiopa, a beautiful

butterfly, rare in (ireat Britain, but often found in some
parts of the United States : so named from having been
found sometimes at Camlwrwell, a suburb of London. The
wings are deep, rich, velvety brown, with a band of black,
containing a row of large blue spots around the brown,
and an outer band or margin of pale yellow dapple<l with
black spots. The caterpillar feeds on the willow. Curve
of beauty, line of beauty. See curve. Dependent
beauty, that beauty which does not appear when the ob-

ject is contemplated in itself, but only when it is consid-
ered in its adaptation to its end.

What has been distinguished as dejtendent or relative

beauty is nothing more than a beautified utility or utilized

beauty. Sir W. Hamilton.

Ideal beauty, the standard of esthetic jn-rfection which
the mind forms and seeks to express in the tine arts and
in the rules which govern those arts. Mixed beauty,
the character of an object which is beautiful and at the
same time affords pleasure of another kind. = Syn. 1.

Loveliness, fairness, comeliness, attractiveness ; elegance,
gracefulness, adornment.

beautyt (bu'ti), v. t. [< ME. bewtyen, < bewty,

etc., beauty: see beauty, n.] To render beau-

tiful; adorn, beautify, or embellish.
The harlot's cheek, beautied with plast'ring art.

Shnk., Hamlet, iii. 1.

beauty-of-the-night (bu'ti-ov-the-nif), n. The
four-o'clock, Mirabilis Jalapa.

beauty-sleep (bu'ti-slep), n. The sleep taken
before midnight, popularly regarded as the
most refreshing portion of the night's rest.

beauty-spot (bu'ti-spot), n. 1. A patch or

spot placed on the face to heighten beauty,
as formerly practised by women ; hence, some-

thing that heightens beauty by contrast; a
foil.

The fllthiness of swine makes them the beauty-spot of

the animal creation. Grew.

The numberless absurdities into which this copyism
has led the people, from nose-rings to ear-rings, from
painted faces to beauty-spots.

H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 90.

2. An especially beautiful feature or thing.

Bunyan.
beauty-washt (bu'ti-wosh), n. A cosmetic.
beaux. . Plural of beau.

beauxite, . See bauxite.

beaver1
(be'ver), n. and a. [Early mod. E.

also beavor, bever, < ME. bever, < AS. beofer,

befer = D. LG. berer = OHG. bibar, MHG. G.
biber = Icel. bjorr = Sw. bafver = Dan. bterer

= L. fiber, OL. biber (> It. berero = Sp. bibaro
= Pr. ribre = F. bievre) = Gael, beabliar = Corn.

befr = OBulg. bebru, bibru, bobru, Bohem. Pol.
bobr= Russ. bobru = Lath, bebrus = Lett, bebrw,

pPruss. bebrus, a beaver, = Skt. babhru, a large
ichneumon; as adj., brown, tawny; perhaps a

redupl. of -t/ *bhru, the ult. root of AS. brun,
E. brown: see brown."] I. H. 1. A rodent

quadruped, about two feet in length, of the

family Castoridai and genus Castor, C. fiber, at

one time common in the northern regions of
both hemispheres, now found in considerable
numbers only in North America, but occurring
solitary in central Europe and Asia, it has short

ears, a blunt nose, small fore feet, large webbed bind

feet, with a flat ovate tail covered with scales on its upper
surface. It is valued for its fur (which used to be largely
employed in the manufacture of hats, but for which silk

is now for the most part substituted) and for an odorife-
rous secretion named castor or castoreum (which see).



beaver

Its food consists of the Irark of trees, leaves, roots, and

berries The favorite haunts of the beavers are rivers

and lakes which are bordered by forests. When they Bnd

a stream not sufficiently deep for their purpose, they throw

across it a dam constructed with great ingenuity of wood,

stones, and mud, gnawing down small trees for the' pur-

pose, and compacting the mud by blows of their- power-

ful tails. In winter they live in houses, which are from :i

to 4 feet high are built mi the water's edge with suhaqtie

oils entrances, and afford them protection from wolves and

other wild animals. They formerly abounded throughout

northern America, but are now found only in unsettled or

thinlv populated regions. Several slightly different varie-

ties of the European beaver have received special names.

The North American beaver is somewhat larger than the

European and exhibits some slight cranial peculiarities;
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Beaver-rat (Hydromys chrysogaster).

the water-vole of Europe, Arvicola amphibius, or the musk-

rat of America.

2. A name of the ondatra, muskrat, or mus-

quash of North America, Fiber zibethicus.

beaver-root (be'ver-rot), n. The yellow pond-
lily, Nuphar advena.

beaverteen (be'ver-ten), n. [< beaveri + -teen,

after velveteen.] 1. A cotton twilled fabric in

which the warp is drawn up into loops, form-

ing a pile, which is left uncut. 2. A strong
cotton twilled fabric for men's wear, it is a

kind of smooth fustian, shorn after being dyed. If shorn

before dyeing, it is called moleskin. E. H. Knight.

beaver-tongue (be'ver-tung), . Same as cost-

niary.
it is commonly rated as a distinct species or conspecies, beaver-tree (be'ver-tre), n. The sweet-bay of
under the name of Castor canadmni. The so-called fossil

t , Unite(i States, Magnolia glauca.

**, Havor
'

jf " Objete forms of 6ea-

rer\ beaver*.

Beaver (Castor Jilitr).

2. The fur of the beaver. 3. (a) A hat made
of beaver fur.

ThThis day I put on my half cloth black stockings and my
w coate of the fashion, which pleases me well, and with

bam, foam, froth, saliva : see bavette.] In medi-
eval armor, originally a protection for the lower

beballyt, a. [Late ME., a corruption of OF.

(AF.) "bipalle, < bi-, two, twice, + "patte,
__.. , party par-pale : a term of blazon" (Cotgrave).]
my beixr I was, after office was done, ready to go to my Jn j^er divided into two parts by a vertical
Lord Mayor's feast. 230.

line .

party per pale : said of an escutcheon.
Hence (6) A hat of the shape of a beaver hat, bebeastt (be-best'), v. t. [< fee-1 + beast.] To
but made of silk or other material, in imitation make a beast of

;
consider as a beast ;

treat as

of the fur. The modern stiff silk hat was com- a beast.

monly called a beaver until recently. 4. A bebeeric (be-be'rik), a. [< bebeeru + -ic.] Of
glove made of beaver's fur. Miss Austen. 5. Or derived from bebeerin. Also written bebiric.

A thick and warm cloth used for garments by Bebeeric add, a white, crystalline, volatile acid ex-

both sexes. The thickest quality is used for tracted from the seeds of Nectandra Radio*.

overcoats bebeerin, bebeerine (be-be'nn), n. [< feefecerw,

II a. Made of beaver or of the fur of the bea- q. v.] The active principle of the bark of the

ver: as, a beaver hat ; beaver gloves. bebeeru or greenheart-tree of Guiana, it is said

Hoair2VhB'vprl fEar-lv mod E also feerer to be identical with buxine, C, 8H2NO3, and is used as a
beaver" ( De ver;, n. Liwiriy mpu. a,. aiso v i er, bjtter tonic and febrifuge chiefly in the ,orm of tne crude

beevor, etc., altered, by confusion With beaver1
, 8Uipi,ate. Also written bebearine, biberine, bibirine, be-

in "beaver hat," from earlier fearer, bavier, < beeria, etc.

late ME. baviere, < OF. baviere (= Sp. babera = bebeeru (be-be'ro), n. [Native name, also

It. baviera), beaver of a helmet, prop, a bib, < spelled bebe'aru, bibiru.] A tree of British Gui-

ana, Nectandra Bodicei, natural order Lauracea?,
the timber of which is known to wood-mer-
chants by the name of greenheart, and is large-

ly imported into England for the building of

ships and submarine structures, being remark-

ably hard and durable, and not subject to injury
from the ship-worm (Teredo navalis). Its bark
contains bebeerin, and is used as a febrifuge.
bebization (be-bi-za'shon), n. In music, the

system of indicating the tones of the scale, for

reference or practice, by the syllables la, be,

ce, de, me, fe, ge, proposed in 1628 by Daniel

Hitzler, and apparently applied not to the

scale in the abstract, but to the scale beginning
on A. See habitation, solmization, etc.

bebleedt (be-bled'), v. t. [< ME. bebleden; <
working on pivots and capable of being raised to cover the face : ff, t_ i _i_ hJ0/,',1 1 rp.. TymVp VilnnHv f^ltn'Uffr
beaver? Both are examnfes of the middle of the i4th century. (From

<>e->- r- 0(e6((.J 1 maK6 DlOOtty. CCT,

Viollet-le-Duc's
"
Diet, du Mobilier francais.") Knight's Tale, 1. 1144.

beblott (be-blof), v. t. [< fee-1 + blofl.] To
blot all over

;
stain.

Bebluttc it with thi teeris eke a lyte.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1027.
In this form it was worn throughout the fifteenth century , V1 ,, ,,- vl v/._j|\ r / i,, -i i j.j,.j.

with headpieces other than the armet. In English armor beblubbered (be-blub erd), a. [< fee-1 + blub-

it was the movable protection for the lower part of the bered.] Befouled or bleared, as with weeping,
face, while the vizor covered the upper part ; it is there- Her all ^Uubbered with tears,
fore nearly the same as the aventaile (which see). In the

Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, I. iii. 13.
sixteenth century the movable beaver was confounded ,,, *** itnii n

beblurt, r. t. [< fee-1 + blur.] To blur all over,

bebung (ba'bung), n. [G., a trembling, < be-

ben, tremble.] A certain pulsation or trembling
effect given to a sustained note, in either vo-

cal or instrumental music, for the sake of ex-

pression. Grove.

bec1
t, n. An obsolete form of feecfc1 .

bee (oek), n.
|_.r

., beak: see uecK*, oeatc .J A
beak; in music, a mouthpiece for a musical in-

strument.

becafico, becafigo (bek-a-fe'ko, -go), . Same

r. Beaver fixed to the corselet : B, vizor ; C, beaver, y, Beavci
working on pivots and capable of being raised to cover the face : R,

part of the face and cheeks, fixed securely to

the armor of the neck and breast, and suffi-

ciently large to allow the head to turn behind it.

with the vizor.

So beene they both at one, and doen upreare
Their bevers bright each other for to greet.

Spenser, F. Q., II. i. 29.

He wore his beaver up. Shak., Hamlet, i. 1.

Their armed staves in charge, their beavers down,
Their eyes of fire sparkling through sights of steel.

ien. IV., iv.

beaverSf, . iand y See tawr*.
beavered (be'verd), a. [< beaver* + -erf.]
Provided with or wearing a beaver.

His beaver'd brow a birchen garland wears.

Pope, Dunciad, iv. 141.

beaver-poispn (be'ver-poi"zn), n. The water-
hemlock, Cicuta maculata.
beaver-rat (be'ver-rat), . 1. The name in
Australia of the marine rodents of the family . . .

MuriO^e and genus Hydromys (which see). They becalm' (be-kam'), v. t. [< fee-1 + calm.]
are aquatic animals of Australia and Tasmania, inhabiting Tn maVp palm nr still makpnnipt- palm
the banks bordering both salt and fresh water, swimming

U1
'
maKe <lulet '

cl Un -

and diving with ease, and in general economy resembling The moon shone clear on the becalmed flood. Dryden.

as beccafico

ecall (b|_ka,l'), . t [< ME. Ucallen, bikal-

\en
,
< bi-,'be-, + callen, caU: see fee- 1 and call.]

i t To accuse. 2f. To caU upon; call forth;

challenge. St. To call; summon. 4. To call

names' miscall. N. E. D.
'

1.

beccaflco

lianish his sorrows and becalm his soul with easy dreams.
Addition.

2. Naut., to deprive (a ship) of wind; delay by
or subject to a calm.

A man becalmed at sea, out of sight of land, in a fair

day, may look on the sun, or sea, or ship, a whole hour,
and perceive no motion. Loclre.

becalming (be-kii'ming), n. The state of being
becalmed ;

a calm at sea. [Rare or obsolete.]

other unlucky accidents oftentimes happen in these

seas, especially in becalmings.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 6.

becalmment (be-kam'ment), n. [< becalm +
-ment.] The state of being becalmed. [Rare.]

became (be-kam')- Preterit of become.

becap (be-kap'), t'. t.
; pret. and pp. becapped,

ppr. beca'pping. [< fee-1 + cop 1
.] To cover

with a cap.
becard (bek'iird), n. [< F. *becard, < bee, beak:

see feeaJ-1 and -ard.] A name of sundry insec-

tivorous birds of Central and South America,
such as those of the genera Tityra and J'saris,

given on account of their large or hooked bill.

becarpeted (be-kar'pet-ed), a. [< fee- 1 + car-

pet + -erf2.] Furnished or covered with a car-

pet or carpets ; carpeted. [Rare.]
Is there another country under the sun so becushioned,

becarveted, and becurtained with grassV
The Century, XXVII. 110.

becarve (be-karv')> v. t. [< ME. bekerven, < AS.

bcceorfan, cut off, < fee- priv. + ceorfan, cut. In

mod. use, < fee-1 + carve.] If. To cut off. 2f.

To cut up or open (land). 3. To cut to pieces.
N. E. D.
becasse (be-kas'), . [< F. becasse, a woodcock,
< feec, a beak : see beak1

.] The European wood-

cock, Scolopax rusticula.

becassine (be-ka-sen'), [< F. becassine, < be-

casse: see because.] The European snipe, Gal-

linago media.

because (be-kaz'), adv. and con/., orig. prep. phr.

[Early mod. E. also by cause; < ME. because, bi-

cause, bycause, also and prop, written apart, be

cause, bi cause, by cause, being the prep, fey with
the governed noun cause. The phrase by cause

of, or because of (cf. the similar phrase by reason

of), was used as equiv. to a prep., and the phrase
by cause that, or because that, afterward short-

ened to because (colloq. and dial, cause), as a

conj.] I. adv. 1. By reason (of); on account

(of) : followed by of.
The spirit is life, because of righteousness. Rom. viii. 10.

Let no self-reproach weigh on you because of me.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vii. 3.

2f. For the sake (of) ;
in order (to).

II. conj. 1 . For the reason (that) ;
since.

These wickets of the soule are plac'd on hie

Because all sounds doe lightly mount aloft.

Sir J. Davies, Nosce Teipsum.

Why is our food so very sweet?
Because we earn before we eat. Cotton, Fables, i.

Men who could never be taught to do what was right be-

cause it was right,
soon learned to do right because it was

a becoming thing in them, as knights and nobleSjto do so.

Stilti, Stud. Med. Hist., xii.

2f. To the end that; in order that.

And the multitude rebuked them, because they should
hold their peace. Mat. xx. 31.

\Beeawie introduces a clause stating some particular cir-

cumstance, from which, (a) by virtue of a general truth

not usually mentioned, the truth of the preceding clause

necessarily follows, or (6) in consequence of a general

purpose, the agent is led to perform the act, or bring
about the state of things, mentioned in the previous clause.

Because is not properly used to introduce a general prin-

ciple or major premise.]=Syn. 1. See since.

becca(bek'a),w.; pi. 6ecco;(-se). [NL.: seefeecfc4
,

feeafc1 .] 1. The long point of a hood, especial-

ly in the fifteenth century, when such points
reached below the waist behind. 2. A long
scarf or streamer attached to a turban-shaped
cap in the fifteenth century. Fairholt.

beccabunga (bek-a-bung'ga), n. [NL. ML., <

LG. beckebunge (t). beekbunge= G. baettbunge),

brooklime, < becke (= D. beck = G. bach = E.

beck1 ), a brook, + bunge = OHG. biingo, a bunch,
bulb. Cf. Icel. bingr, a bolster, a heap: see

bing
1
.] The brooklime, Veronica Beccabunga.

beccae, n. Plural of becca.

becoaflco (bek-a-fe'ko), n. [Also written beca-

fico, beccafica, beccafigue, etc. (cf. F. becfgue},
< It. beccafico, < beccare = F. becquer (Cotgrave),
also becqueter, peck with the beak (< feeeco =
F. bee, > E. feecfcl, feeajfc1 ), + fico, a fig, < L. Jicus,

a fig: see fig and^co.] 1. An old and disused
name of sundry small European birds, chiefly
of the family Hylriida:, or warblers, which peck
figs, or were supposed to do so. The application
of the word is indeterminate; but it has been, perhaps,
most frequently used in connection with the garden-war-
bler, Sylria hortcnsis (Bechstein), Curruca hortensis of

some authors.



^
A

Becs-de-corli, istli century.

.I, with handle of wroii^ht-irou ; K, with
wooden handle sheathed with metal. ( From
Viollet-le-Uuc's " Diet, du Mobilier fran-

beccaflco

In extended use 2. One of sundry small

American birds, :is some of (hose formerly in-

cluded in a genus Fict-ilula. 3. The European
golden oriole, Orinlns ynlbuln.

beccot, n. [It., a goat.] A cuckold.

Duke, thou art a /y.vi-o. a cunnito.
H,i,'xl:.,i and II'. ';,/- !-. Tlie Malcontent.!. ::.

bec-de-COlbint (bek'de-kor-bari'), ii. [P., lit.

crow's beak: see beak1
, <lt~, and cnrbir.] 1.

A name given
in the middle
ages to the

pointed end
of the mar-
tel-do-fer, or
war - hummer.
Heneo-2. The
whole weapon
having such
a point or
beak. 3. A
name given in

the eighteenth
century to the
head of a walk-

ing-cane hav-

ing somewhat
the form of a
bird's beak.
bechamel
(besh'a-mel),
it. [<"P. I"'-

f/n/iin:l: see

definition.] In

cookery, a white sauce of elaborate composi-
tion, named from its inventor, Louis de Becha-
mel or Bechameil, marquis of Nointel, steward
to Louis XIV.
bechance 1 (be-chaus'), c. [< be- 1 + chance, v.]

1. intraitn. To happen ;
chance.

II. trans. To befall
; happen to.

My sons God knows what hath l>fchanced them.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., I. 4.

bechance2! (be-ch&ns'), adr. [For by chance ;

cf. because.] Accidentally; by chance.

We bechance lost our sovereign lord.

(Jnifliiii, Hen. VIII., an. 14.

becharm (be-charm'), v. t.
[<

be-1 + charm.]
To charm

; captivate ;
enchain.

The lethargy wherein my reason long
Hath been bechanned.

Beau, and t'l., Laws of Candy, v. 1.

Prithee, interrupt not
The paradise of ray becharmini/ thoughts.

ford, Fancies, iv. 1.

bche-de-mer (bash'de-mar'), w. [F., lit. spade
of the sea (beche, < OF. besche (ML. besca; cf.

equiv. becca: see beck3 ), spade; de, < L. de, of;

mer, < L. mare, sea, =E. mere), a name explained
as having reference to the shape of the animals
when dried and pressed, but really an accom-
modation of the Pg. name bicho do mar, lit.

worm of the sea, sea-slug : bicho = Sp. biclio,

a worm, grub, slug; do, of the
; mar, < L. mare,

sea.] The trepang, a species of the genus
Holothuria (H. argus), or sea-slugs, much es-

teemed by the Chinese as a culinary delicacy.
See trepanf/.
bechic (be'kik), a. and . [< L. bechicus, < Gr.

f}r/xu<6(, pertaining to a cough, < /3#f (fiiix-), a

cough, < fHiaaetv, cough.] I. a. Having the

property of curing coughs.
II. . A medicine for relieving coughs; a

pectoral.
beck 1

(bek), n. [< ME. bek, becc, < AS. "becc (Bos-
worth) = Icel. bekkr = Sw. back = Dan. bask;
but the ME. form may be from the Scand., the

only authenticated AS. form being bece, bcecc,
dat. of bece (giving mod. E. *betch, which prob.
exists in the dial, batch : see batch^) = OS.
beki = OD. beke, D. beek = LG. beke, bak =
OHG. bah, MHG. bach, a brook.] 1. A brook

;

a small stream; especially, a brook with a

stony bed or rugged course.

The brooks, the beckit, the rills.

Drayton, Polyolbion, i.

The reflex of a beauteous form,
A glowing arm, a gleaming neck,

As when a sunbeam wavers warm
Within the dark and dimpled beck.

T, -a iiinou. The Miller's Daughter.

2. The valley of a beck
;
a field or patch of

ground adjacent to a brook. See batch?.

beck'2 (bek), c. [< ME. becken, bekken, short
for beknen, beckon : see beckon.] I. intraiix. 1.

To signal by a nod or other significant gesture ;

beckon.
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Who 's he- but biiweil if this great prince but 'v*. '

'

lh-lllt'"ll, (^llel'll M

Let IIS follow

The btrkiit'f of imr chance.

l''l,-tfli:-f(ilinl illlKllirr). TW" Nnlile Kill -inell, i. 2.

2. To recognize a person by a slight bow or

nod. [Scotch.]
II. ti'/niN. 1. To summon or intimate some

command or desire to by a nod or gesture;
beckon to.

i;- II, In K. k. and candle shall not drive me back,
When gold and M!-. iii come on.

Miik., K. John, iii. :i.

2. To express by a gesture : as, to beck thanks.

[Rare. ]

beck- (bek), ii. [< ME. bek, < hi-ki-n, lin-l.-ni,

beck: see beck-, p.] 1. A nod of the head or

other significant gesture intended to be un-

derstood as expressive of a desire, or as a sign
of command.

Sods, and bi'ckx, ami wreathed
Mi/tun, I/Allegro, 1. 28.

My guiltiness had need of such a master,
That with a trek can suppress multitudes

Mi,l'll.-ti,H, The Witch, iv. 1.

I would wish myself a little inure n.inniand and sove-

reignty; that all the court were subject to my absolute

beck. Ii. ./"i, MIU, Cynthia's Bevels, iv. 1.

2. A gesture of salutation or recognition; a

bow; a courtesy. [Scotch.] At one's beck, at
one's beck and call, subject to one's slightest wish;

obliged or ready to obey all of one's orders or desire-.

It was necessary for him to have always at hi* fo'fljfcsome

men i if letters from Paris to point out the sulei i-nis ami
false rhymes of which, to the last, he was frequently

guilty. Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

We move, my friend,
At no man'* beek. Tfiinymn, Princess, iii.

beck3 (bek), w. [E. dial., not found in ME., < AS.

becca, glossed ligo, a mattock ;
cf. ML. becca (cf .

ML. besca, >OP. besche, mod. P. bfahe), a ppade ;

Pr. beca, a hook, Ir. bacc, a hook.] An agricul-
tural implement with two hooks, used in dress-

ing turnips, etc.; a form of mattock.
beck4t (bek), . [< ME. bek, bee, < OF. bee,

beak ; the same word, retaining the orig. short

vowel, as the now more common beak1
.] 1.

A beak. 2. Any pointed or projecting part of

the dress, especially of a head-dress, as of the

bycoeket.
beck5

(bek), . [Prob. another form of backs,

q. v.] A vat or vessel used in a dye-house ;
a

back. Clearing-beck, in calico-printing, a vat in which
cottons printed with certain colors are cleansed or scoured
with soap and water.

beckt, n. [Cf. fteafc2.] Same as beck-harman.

becker (bek'er), n. [E. dial, (also becket1
, q. v. ),

appar. < beck* + -er1 . Cf. F. beccard, the

female salmon.] A name of the fish S/iarus

piii/rug, otherwise called braize and king of tlte

sea-breams.
beckern (bok'ern), . Same as bickern and
bea1c-4ron.

becket 1
(bek'et), n. [E. dial.

;
cf. OF. bequet,

bechct, a pike or pickerel, dim. of bee, beak: see

beak1
, beck*.] Same as becker.

becket2 (bek'et), . [Origin obscure.] Naut.:

(a) A short piece of rope, with a knot at one
end and an eye
in the other,
for tempora-
rily confining
ropes or small

spars. (6) A
handle made
of a rope grom-
met or ring,

(c) A wooden
cleat or hook,
fastened on
the fore- or

main-rigging of

a ship, for
the tacks and
sheets to lie in

when not in use. (d) A. rope grommot in the
bottom of a block for securing tie standing end
of thefall. (c) Acanttermforatrousers-pocket.
becket2 (bek'et), r. t. [< becketf, n.] To fas-

ten or provide with beckets. Cooper.
beck-harman t, n. [Also harman-beck; old

slang, of obscure origin; with beck cf. equiv.
beak%.] In old slang, a constable. B. Jonson.

beckingt (bek'ing), n. [Verbal n. of beck2 , .]

The act of making a beck; the act of bowing
or nodding.
The Communion was altogether like a popish mass,

with the old apish tricks of Antichrist, bowings and beck-

inijs, kneclings and blockings, the Lord's Death, after St.

Paul's doctrine, neither preached nor spoken of.

KI>. i:nl.. in IS. \V. Dixon's Hist. Ch. of Eng., xxi.

become

beck-iron (bek'i r-rn). . [< b<-ck* + iron. Cf.

iii-iik-iron.] 1. A contrivance forholdings pieee
of wood firmly while it is planed, it is made .if

ii'.n iir ^ei 1 nnU fa-teni d tu a lieneh and bent parallel to

tile surface of the wimil.

2. A small anvil with a shallow groove, for

rounding the inside of the bows of scissors.

beckon (bek'n), r. [Early mod. E. also / ,-/,-. n,

< MIO. lnl:/ifii, /M'1-nfii. hil.niiii, < AS. bi-niiiiii,

hii'i'/iint. later also ///</.m (us. hnl.niini =
OHO. hiitiliiti'ii = OX. liukiui). < bftiren, a sign,
beacon: see beacon.] I. intranx. To make a

significant gesture with the head or hand, in-

I ended as a hint or an intiiiiiit ion. especially of a
desire for approach or departure, or for silence.

Alexander Ijeclaiwit with the hand, and would have made
his defence unto the people. Acts xix. :i:;.

II. tmuK. To make a significant sign to ; sum-
mon or direct by making signs.

1 M-C a hand \-"i

Which /wvfrimx me away.
Tifkfll, Colin and Lucy.

Btfkuiiiin: the inia^inatii >n with pi i unisex better than any
fulfilment. ", study Windows, p. :ti'i.

beckon (bek'u), w. [< beckon, c.] A signifi-
cant gesture: as, "at the first beckon," linlini/-

broke, Parties. [Bare.]
beckoner (bek /Tl

-er), w. One who beckons or
calls by si^ns.

beclapt (be-klap'), r. t. [< ME. beclap)>in ; <

be- 1 + clajt
1
.] To catch; grasp; insnare.

He that with his thousand curdes dye
Continuelly us waiteth to hii'tii/i/*'.

<'tiu/"-<',-, Se<-ond Nun's Tale, 1. .

beclipt (be-klip'), r. t. [< ME. bedippen; < de-1

+ cap1
.']

'

To embrace; clasp.

And sodenly, ere she ft wiste,

Btclipt in arines he her kiste.

Gtiwer, Conf. Amant., i.

becloud (be-kloud'), r. t. [< be-1 + cloud.] To
overcloud; obscure; dim.

stui ins of tears becloud his eyes.
/'. Fletcher, Piscatory Eclogues, v. IS.

The subject has heen beclouded by the mass of writings.
The American, VIII. BO.

become (be-kum'), v.
; pret. became, pp. become,

ppr. becoming. [Early mod. E. also oecum, be-

cume, < ME. becumen, bicwmen, (. AS. becuman,
bicuman, come, happen (= D. bekomen = OHG.
biqiieman, MHG. bekomen, G. bekommen, reach,

suit, = Goth, bikiciman, come upon one, befall),
< be- + cunian, come: see be-1 and come. In
the sense of befit, suit, cf. AS. gecweme, ME.
icweme, cweme, and OHG. biquami, MHG. be-

qweme, G. bequem, fit, suitable
;
also AS. cym-

lic, E. comely, and L. convcnien(t-)8, E. conve-

nient.'] I. intrans. If. To come; arrive; betake
one's self; go.
But when they saw that they shoulde become vnder the

ol>edience of another prince, they suffred the Greekes to

meet Alexander. J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, v.

You shall have sometimes fair houses so full of glass
that one cannot tell where to become to he out of the snn
or cold. Bacon, Building.

I cannot joy, until I be resolv'd
Where our right valiant father is become.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., 1L 1.

2. To come about; come into being; pass from

non-existence; arise. [Rare.]

The only reals for him [Hume] were certain irrelatcd sen-

sations, and out of these knowledge arises or beauties.

Mind, XI. 3.

3. To change or pass from one state of exis-

tence to another ;
come to be something differ-

ent; come or grow to be: as, the boy rapidly
becomes the man.

'['lie Lord God . . . breathed into his nostrils the breath
of life ; and man became a living soul. Gen. It. 7.

I rue
That errour now, which is become my crime.

Milton, P. L, ix. 1181.

If the Bank he unconstitutional, when did it become so?
D. Webster, Speech, Sept 31, 1834.

4. To be fit or proper ;
be decorous or praise-

worthy. [Rare.]
Set this diamond safe

In golden palaces, as it becomes.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. S.

To become Of. (at) To come out of ; result from. See 1.

(6) To be the fate of ; be the end of ; be the final or sub-

sequent condition : after what : as, vhat will become of
our commerce? what will become o/us? It applies to place
as well as condition : What has become of ray friend? that

is, where is he? as well as, what U his condition?

What is then become of so huge a multitude? Raltiyh.

Sneer. And pray what bectnne* of her t

Puf. She is gone to throw herself into the sea, to lie sure.

Sheridan, The Critic, iii. 1.

II. trans. 1. To suit or be suitable to; be

congruous with; befit; accord with in charao-



become

ter or circumstances
;
be worthy of or proper

to : rarely said of persons.
If I beconii- not a curt ;is well as another man, a plague

on my bringing up ! I hope I shall as soon be strangled
with a halter as another. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

Nothing in his life

Became him like the leaving it.

filnik., Macbeth, i. 4.

I don't think so inucli learning lamnrs a young woman.
Shttidan, The Rivals. i. 2.

2. To befit in appearance; suit esthetically;

grace or adorn.

I have known persons so anxious to have their dress

become them, as to i-mivert it at length into their proper
self, and thus actually to beeome the drrss.

Coleridffe, Aids to Reflection, p. 53.

[Formerly becomed was sometimes used as the

past participle.
A good rebuke,

Which might have well becom'd the best of men,
Ti> taunt at slackness. Shak., A. and C., iii. 7.]

[Irreg. and rare pp. of become.]becoinedt, p. a.

Becoming.
I met the youthful lord at Laurence' cell,
And gave him what becoined love I might,
Not stepping o'er the bounds of modesty.

Sfutk., R. and J., iv. 2.

becomenesst, [< become, pp., + -ne^s.
Cf. for-

giveness, similarly formed.] Becomingness.
becoming (be-kum'ing), p. a. and n. [Ppr. of

become, r.] 1. p. a, 1. Fit; suitable; congru-
ous; proper; belonging to the character, or

adapted to the circumstances : formerly some-
times followed by of.

Such [discourses] as are becoming o/them.
This condescension, my Lord, is not only becoming of

your ancient family, but of your personal character in

the world. Dryden, Ded. of Love Triumphant.

2. Suitable to the appearance or style of; be-

fitting esthetically : as, a becoming dress. = Syn.
Meet, appropriate, lilting, seemly, comely, decent.

II. n. If. Something worn as an ornament.

Sir, forgive me,
Since my becomings kill me, when they do not

Eye well to you. Shalt., A. and C., i. 3.

2. That which is suitable, fit, or appropriate.
Burnet, among whose many good qualities self-com-

mand and a fine sense of the becoming cannot be reckoned.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ix.

3. ^ametapli., the transition from non-existence
into existence

;
an intermediate state between

being and not being ;
a state of flux

;
the state

of that which begins to be, but does not endure
;

change ; development : opposed to being.

becomingly (be-kum'ing-li), adv. After a be-

coming or proper manner.

becomingness (be-kum'ing-nes), n. Suitable-

ness; congruity; propriety; decency; graceful-
ness arising from fitness: as, "becomingness of

virtue," Delany, Christmas Sermon.
becque' (be-ka'), a. [F., < bee (becqu-), beak, +
-e = E. -erf2 .] In her., same as beaked.

becripple (be-krip'l), v. t. [< 6e-l + cripple,'}
To make lame

; cripple. [Rare.]
Those whom you bedwarf and becripple by your poison-

ous medicines. Dr. II. More, Mystery of Godliness, vi. 19.

becuiba-nut (be-kwe'ba-nut), n. [< becuiba,
bicuiba, or vicuiba, the native name, + nut.]A nut produced by a Brazilian tree, Myriscati
Jiicuhyba, from which a balsam is drawn that
is considered of value in rheumatism.
becuna (be-ku'na), . [ML. becuna, F. becimc;
origin unknown.] A European fish of the fami-
ly Sphyrmiida; (Spliyrcena spet), somewhat re-

Becuna (Spltyrana spet).

sembling a pike. From its scales and air-bladder is
obtained a substance useful in the manufacture of artifi-
cial pearls. The fiesh is well flavored

becurl (be-kerl'), v. t. [< 6e-l -f curl.'] To fur-
nish or deck with curls : as, a tlecurled dandy.
bed1

(bed), n. [Early mod. E. also bedd, bedde,
< ME. bed, bedde, < AS. bedd, bed -OS. bed =
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intended for shelter and warmth, (c) The mattress and
bedclothes together with the bedstead, a permanent struc-

ture of wood or metal, upon which they are placed, (d)
The bedstead by itself.

The chest contrived a double debt to pay,
A bed by night, a chest of drawers by day.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 230.

Hence 2. By extension, the resting-place of

an animal. 3. Any sleeping-place ;
a lodging;

accommodation for the night.
On my knees I beg

That you'll vouchsafe me raiment, bed, and food.

,s'/w*., Lear, ii. 4.

4. Matrimonial connection; conjugal union;
matrimonial rights and duties.

George, the eldest son of his second bed.

Clarendon, Hist. Ref., I. i. 9.

5. Offspring; progeny. 6. Anything resem-

bling, or assumed to resemble, a bed in form
or position, (a) A plat or piece of ground in a garden
in which plants, especially flowers, are grown, usually
raised a little above the adjoining ground.

Beds of hyacinths and roses. Milton, Comus, 1. 998.

(Ii) The bottom of a river or other stream, or of any body
of water.

A narrow gully, apparently the dry bed of a mountain
torrent. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 53.

(c) A layer ; a stratum ; an extended mass of anything,
whether upon the earth or within it : as, a bed of sulphur ; a
bed of sand or clay. In geology a bed is a layer of rock

; a

portion of a rock-mass which has so much homogeneity,
and is so separated from the rock which lies over and un-

mtercalated in a mass of shale
; or there may be several

beds of marble associated together, each bed being indi-
vidualized by peculiarities of texture or color. In the
latter case there would ordinarily be a distinct break or
solution of continuity between the different beds, so that
when quarried they would separate from each other with-
out difficulty along the plane of contact. The Latin word
stratum is commonly employed in geological writings, and
is almost the exact equivalent of bed. Bed, as applied to
mineral deposits, implies ordinarily that the masses of
ore thus characterized lie flat, and have more or less of
the character of sedimentary deposits, in distinction from

on which anything lies, or in which anything
is embedded. Particularly (a) In building: (1) Either
of the horizontal surfaces of a building-stone in position.
The surfaces are distinguished as the upper and the lower
lied. (2) The under surface of a brick, shingle, slate, or
tile in position, (fc) In gun., the foundation-piece of a
gun-carriage. The bed of a mortar is a solid piece of hard
wood, hollowed out in the middle, to receive the breech
and half the trunnions, (c) In much., the foundation-piece
on which the machine is constructed, (d) In a grinding-
mill, the lower grindstone, (e) In printing, the table of a
printing-press on which the form of types is laid. It is now
always of iron, but in old hand-presses it was made of wood
orstone. (/) In railway-cotvtt ruction, the superficial earth-
work with the ballasting, (n) Haul., a thick, flat piece
of wood placed under the quarter of casks in a ship's hold,
to relieve the bilge or thickest part of the cask from pres-
sure. (A) The beams or shears which support the puppets
or stocks of a lathe. (/) In masonry, a layer of cement or
mortar in which a stone is embedded, or against which it

bears. (J) In a plane, the inclined face against which the
plane-iron bears. (fr)The lower die in apunching-machine.
(I) In ship-building, the cradle of a ship when on the
stocks, (m) In bookbinding, the couch used in the process
of marbling the edges of books. It is a water-solution of

gum tragacanth.
8. A flock or number of animals, as of wild
fowl on the water, closely packed together.
9. A division of the ground in the game of

hop-scotch, also called locally the game of
" beds." All beds, in geol., thick fresh-water Tertiary
strata, occurring near Aix, in Provence, France, consist-

ing of calcareous marls, calcareo-silicious grits, and gyp-
sum, and full of fossil fishes, insects, and plants. Apple-
pie bed. See apple-pie. Bagshot beds, in geol., certain
beds of Eocene Tertiary age which form outliers near
London, England, and occupy a considerable area around
Bagshot in Surrey, and in the New Forest, Hampshire.
They are chiefly composed of sand, with occasional layers
of clay, as also of brick-earth and pebbles. The Bagshot
beds rest upon the London clay. They are usually desti-
tute of fossils. Also called Bagshot sand. Bala beds
in geol., certain beds of Lower Silurian age which are par-

bedag
thfrium. One layer is composed almost entirely of the re-
mains of a minute globular species of Paludiim. Brora
beds, m geot., a series of strata occurring near Brora in

Sutherlamlshire, Scotland, of the age of the Lower Oolite,
remarkable for containing a seam of good coal 3J feet
thick, which is the thickest bed of true coal found in the
Secondary strata of Great Britain. From bed and board
a law phrase applied to a separation of man and wife
without dissolving tin.- bands of matrimony: now called
a. judicial xi'pnratioii. Canister beds. Bee ponirtar.
Hydrostatic bed. See water-ted, - Maestricht beds,
in geol., a member of the Cretaceous, forming the lower
division of the uppermost subgroup of that series, and
interesting on account of the fossils it contains. It is

especially well developed at Maestricht in the Nether-
lands. These beds contain a mixture of true C'retaeeous
forms with such as are characteristic of the older Ter-

tiary. Parade bed, in some ceremonial funerals, par-
ticularly of great personages, a bed or bier on which a

corpse or efligy is laid out in state.

The effigy of the deceased with his hands crossed upon
a book, lying upon a parade bed, placed on the top of a
lion-footed sarcophagus.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 120.

Purbeck beds, in <n-"l., a group of rocks named from the
Isle of Purbeck, Dorsetshire, England, resting on the Port-
landian, and forming the highest division of the Jurassic
series in England. The fossils of the Purbeck are fresh-
water and brackish, and there are in this formation dirt-
beds or layers of ancient soil containing stumps of trees
which grew in them. The same formation is also found in
the Jura, in the valley of the Doubs. St. Helen's beds.
Same as Osborne series (which see, under wiV*). To be
brought to bed, to be confined in child-bed : followed by
of: as, to be brought to bed of a son. To make a bed,
to put it in order after it has been used.

bed 1
(bed), i:

; pret. and pp. bedded, ppr. bed-

ding. [< ME. bedden, beddien, < AS. beddian
(OHG. betton = Sw. badda), prepare a bed, <

bed, a bed.] I. trans. 1. To place in or as in
a bed.

My son i' the ooze is bedded. Shak., Tempest, iii. 3.

2. To go to bed with ; make partaker of one's
bed.

They have married me :

I'll to the Tuscan wars, and never bed her.

Shale., All's Well, ii. 3.

3. To provide a bed for; furnish with accom-
modations for sleeping. 4. To put to bed;
specifically, to put (a couple) to bed together,

ing formed out of the head of the stem and the apron
to support the bowsprit. Bed of justice (F. lit de jus-
tice), (a) A throne on which the king of France was seated
when he attended parliament. Hence, (6) a formal visit
of a king of France to his parliament. These visits had
several objects, but latterly, when the parliament became
a power in the state, beds of justice were held

= Dau. bed = Goth, badi, a bed (the special
sense of a plat of ground in a garden occurs in
AS., MHG., etc., and is the only sense of Dan.
bed, and of the G. form beet) ; perhaps orig. a
place dug out, a lair, and thus akin to L. fodi,
dig: see

Joss, fossil, etc.] 1. That upon or
within which one reposes or sleeps. () A large
flat bag filled with feathers, down, hair, straw or the like
a mattress, (b) The mattress together with the coverings

the king when it showed unwillingness to do so. They
were also held to try a peer, to create new taxes, to de-
clare the majority of the king, etc. Bembridge beds,
in geol., a fossiliferous division of the Upper Eocene
strata, principally developed in the Isle of Wight, Eng-
land, consisting of marls and clays, resting on a com-
pact pale-yellow or cream-colored limestone called Bem-
bridge limestone. They abound in the shells of Lymnaa
and Planorbis, and remains of two species of 'Chara
water-plants; but their most distinctive feature is the
mammalian remains of the Paheotherium and Anoplo-

The Dauphin and the Dauphiness were I

Lorultin Gaz. (16X0), No. 1494. (}f. E. D.)

5. To make a bed of, or plant in beds, as a
mass of flowering plants or foliage-plants ; also,
to transplant into a bed or beds, as from pots
or a hothouse: often with out.

Such [cuttings] as are too weak to be put in the nursery
rows . . . will require to be bedded out ; that is, set

closely in beds by theniselves, where they can remain for
one or two years, until they are large and strong enough
for root grafting or for the nursery rows.

P. Barry, Fruit Garden, p. 139.

6. To embed
;

fix or set in a permanent posi-
tion

;
furnish with a bed : as, to bed a stone.
Rites which attest that Man by nature lies

Bedded for good and evil in a gulf
Fearfully low. Wordsworth, Excursion, v.

7. To lay in a stratum
; stratify ; lay in order

or flat.

Your bedded hair . . .

Starts up and stands on end.

Shale., Hamlet, iii. 4.

8. To make a bed for, as a horse : commonly
used with down.

After bedding down the horse and fastening the barn
lie returned to the kitchen.

J. T. Trowbridge, Coupon Bonds, p. 24.

II. intrans. 1. To go to bed; retire to sleep:
by extension applied to animals. 2. To co-
habit

;
use the same bed

; sleep together.
If he be married and bed with his wife.

Witeman, Surgery.
They [the wasps] never molested me seriously, though

they bedded with me. Thoreau, Walden, p. 258.

3. To rest as in or on a bed : with on.
The rail, therefore, beds throughout on the ballast.

lire, Diet., III. 692.

4. To flock closely together, as wild fowl on
the surface of the water. 5. To
the night, as game in cover.
bed2

t. An occasional Middle English preterit
of bid.

bedabble (be-dab'l), v. t. [< 6e-l + dabble.] To
dabble with moisture; make wet: as, "brdnb-
bled with the dew," Shak., M_. N. D., iii. 2.

minced oath,

Bedad, she'd come and marry some of 'em. Thackeray.

bedafft (be-daf), v. t. [ME. bedaffen (pp. by-
daffed), < be- + daffe, a fool : see be-1 and daff

1
.]

To befool; make a fool of. Chaucer, Clerk's
Tale, Envoye, 1. 15.

bedaftt (be-daft'), p. a. Stupid; foolish,

bedagt, v. t. [< ME, bedaggen; < be-i + dag.]
To bedaggle.
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bedaggle (be-dag'l), v. t. [</x--
1 + dagt/le. Cf.

bedaij.] To soil, as clothes, by trailing the

ends in the mud, or spattering them with dirty
water. J. Richardson, Notes on Milton.

bed-alet (bed'iil), . Ale brewed for a confine-

ment or a christening.
bedaret (bo-dar'), c. t. [< be-1 + dare*.] To
dare; defy.

The eagle ... is emboldened
With ryi-s inU'iitive to Iti'iliifi- tin- HUH.

/'<'/.', David and ik'tlisabe.

bedarkt (bc-diirk'), '' ' [< ME. brilcrl.-ni : <

ln-i + dark, v.] To darken.

Whan the bliiuku winter nij;ht . .

Bederked hath the water Btionde,
.VI prively tliey gone to Jnndr.

'/'.//<,-, ( '.inf. Aiiiant., i. 81.

bedarken (be-diir'kn), p. t. [< i'- 1 + darken,]
To cover with darkness; darken; obscure,

bedarkened (bo-diir'knd), ;*. a. 1. Obscured.
2. Figuratively, existing in mental or moral

darkness; sunk in ignorance : as,
" this bcdark-

/'iii'd race," Soutlin/.

bedash (be-dash'), t. [< 6e-l + dash.'] To wet
l)y throwing water or other liquid upon; be-

spatter with wateror mud: as,
" trees bedash'd

with rain," Shale., Rich. III., i. 2.

So terribly bedash'd . . . that you would swear
He were lighted from a horse-race.

Midilleton., Anything for n (Juiet Life, i. 1.

bedaub (bo-dab'), v. t. [< ftc-1 + daub.] To
daub over

;
besmear

;
soil.

Bedaub fair designs with a foul varnish.

Barrow, Works, III. xv.

Bedawi (bed'a-we), n.
; pi. Bedawin (-wen). See

liedouin, 1.

bedazzle (be-daz'l), v. t. [< fte-1 + dazzle.] To
dazzle by too strong a light; blind or render

incapable of seeing clearly by excess of light.

My mistaking eyes
That have been so bedazzled with the sun,
That everything I look on seemeth green.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 5.

Sunrise threw a golden beam into the study and laid it

right across the minister's bedazzled eyes.
Hawthorn*, Scarlet Letter, xx.

bedazzlingly (be-daz'ling-li), adi\ So as to

bedazzle.

bed-boardt (bed'bord), n. The head-board or
foot-board of a bedstead.

bed-bolt (bed'bolt), n. Naut., a horizontal bolt

passing through both the brackets of a gun-
carnage on which the forward end of the stool-

bed rests.

bedbug (bed'bug), n. The Cimex lectularius or
Acanmia lectularia, infesting beds. See bug2 .

bed-chair (bed'char), n. An adjustable frame
designed to enable invalids to sit up in bed.
Also called chair-bed.

bedchamber (bed'cham'
/
ber), n. [< ME. bed-

chaumbre (= MHG. bettekammere) ;
< bed1 +

chamber.] An apartment or chamber intended
or appropriated for a bed, or for sleep and re-

pose Lords of the bedchamber, officers of the Brit-

ish royal household under the groom of the stole. They
are twelve in number, and wait a week each in turn.

The groom of the stole does not take his turn of duty,
but attends the king on all state occasions. There are
thirteen grooms of the bedchamber, who wait likewise
in turn. In the case of a queen regnant these posts are

occupied by women, called ladies of the bedchamber. In
either case they are generally held by persons of the high-
est nobility.

bed-clip (bed'klip), n. In coach-building, a
band of iron designed to secure the wooden
bed of the vehicle to the spring or to the axle.

bedclothes (bed'kloinz), . pi. The coverings
used on beds

; sheets, blankets, quilts, etc., col-

lectively.
bed-cover (bed'kuv'er), n. A bedquilt or bed-

spread.
bedded (bed'ed), p. a. [Pp. of bed*, v.] 1.

Provided with a bed. 2. Laid in a bed; em-
bedded. 3. Existing in beds, layers, or strata;

stratified, or included between stratified masses
of rock. Chiefly used in combination, as thin-6edderf,

heavy-fwrfrfed, etc. Masses of igneous rock formed by suc-
cessive overflows of molten material are often said to be

bedded, but not ordinarily stratified.

4. Growing in or transplanted into beds, as

plants.
Dost sit and hearken

The dreary melody of bedded reeds
In desolate places. Keats, Endymion, i. 239.

bedder (bed'er), n. 1. One who puts to bed.
2. One who makes beds (mattresses); an

upholsterer. [Local, Eng.] 3. Abed-stone;
specifically, the nether stone of an oil-mill.

Phillips (1706). Also bedetter. 4. A bedding-
plant (which see).

bedding (bed'ing), n. [< ME. bedding, < AS.
bedding (for "beddung) = G. bcttung; <
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-hi<i
1
.] 1. The act of placing in a bed; a

putting to bed, especially of a newly married

couple. See bed, r. t., 4.

A circumstantial description of the wrddhiL'. //../>'./.</,

and throwing the stocking. ,sv<>". M^'-l, xxxvii.

2. A bed and its furniture
;
the materials of a

bed, whether for man or beast.

I'rjiy (iod he have not krpt such open house,
That he hath sold my hant'in^. ami my '>M>>;.'

/.'. ./"/on/,, Urlirtllist, V. I.

3. In yeol., as used by most geologists, the

exact equivalent of xtratitiriilinn. <>r occurrence

in strata or beds. Sec 1ml, hfilili-il, and lamina-

tion. 4. In building, a foundation or bottom

layer of any kind. 5. The seat in which a

steam-boiler rests.

bedding-molding (bed'ing-mol'ding), n. Same
;is Iml-iiinliHiii/.

bedding-plant (bed'ing-plant), . An orna-

mental flowering plant or foliage-plant suited

by habit for growing in beds or masses, and to

produce a desired effect, generally of color,

by combination with other plants.

bedding-Stone (bed'ing-ston), n. In brii-lclnii-

ing, a straight piece of marble applied to the

rubbed side of the brick to prove whether the

surface is straight or not.

beddy (bed'i), a. Bold
;
forward. [Scotch.]

But if my puppies once were ready,
They'l lie baith clever, keen, and beililii.

Watson's Collection, I. 70.

bedeH, An obsolete form of bead.

bede'2 (bed), n. [Etym. unknown.] In English

mining, a peculiar kind of pickax,
bedeadt (be-ded'), v. t. [< &<?-l -I- dead.] To
deaden.
Others that are bedeaded and stupefied as to their

morals. Hallywell, Melampronoji, p. 1,

bedeafen (be-def'n), v, t. [< be-1 + deafen.]
To render deaf.

bedeck (be-dek'), v. t. [< 6e-i + deck.] To
deck out; 'adorn; grace: as,

"
bedecking orna-

ments," Shak., L. L. L., ii. 1
;

"
bedecked, or-

nate, and gay," Milton, S. A., 1. 712.

Such wonderful and priceless gifts as these,
Fit to bedeck the limbs of goddesses !

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 245.

bedeen (be-den'), adv. [North. E. and Sc., <

ME. bedene, beden, bidene, biden; of uncertain

origin; appar. < bid-, which seems to be an un-

explained substitute for bi, E. by, prep, (less

prob. a corruption of mid, with, or of with), +
ene, (. AS. cene, once, at once, < an, one : see once,

one, and cf. anon, of somewhat similar forma-
tion. Bedeen is often a mere expletive.] If. In
a body; together : as, all bedeen. 2f. In order

;

one after another. 3. Forthwith; straight-

way. 4. Anon; by and by.
Head on our Bibles, pray bedeen.

JllMkumd's May., XXVIII. 738.

bedegar, bedeguar (bed'e-gar), n. [< F. bede-

gar, bedeguar, ult. < Ar. Pers. baddwar, a kind
of white thorn or this-

tle, lit. wind-brought,
< bad, wind, + dwar,
< dwardan, bring.

Later, in the form bd-

ddward, appar. taken
as bad, wind, + Ar.

ward, rose.] A spon-
gy excrescence or gall,
sometimes termed

sweetbrier-sponge, or

robin-redbreast's pin-
cushion, found on va-
rious species of roses,

especially the sweet-

brier, produced by sev-
eral insects, as Kho-
dites rosce and It. bicolor, as the result of punc-
ture and the deposit of their eggs, and contain-

ing their larva? : once supposed to have medici-
nal properties.

bedehouse, n. See beadhouse.

bedel, bedell (be'dl, be-del'), n. [< LL. bedellus:

see beadle.] In the medieval universities, a ser-

vant of a "nation" or faculty (each of which

companies elected two, an upper and a lower,
termed the esquire bedel and the yeoman bedel,
terms showing the classes from which they were

chosen), whose duties were to apportion the
" schools" or lecture-rooms and the chapters of

the colleges and halls, to cry the days and hours
of the lectures, to publish and carry out the de-

crees of the company, to march before the rec-

tor, dean, or proctor with a silver mace on occa-
sions of ceremony, etc. See beadle Grand be-
del, the upper bedel of the faculty of theology.

'

bedight

bedelvet, >' t. [ME. ludilrni, < AS. bedtljan,
< lir-, about, + tie/fan, dig: see 6e-l and delve.]

1. To dig round or about. 2. To bury in the

earth.

\ man dalf the crthn . . . and fond tlu'tv a golu-t of

^iM.- l,,ulnh'< -//. Chtliifrr, Kofthiils, v. pro.sc 1.

bedeman, . See beailiunaii.

beden (bc'ilen), w. [< Ar. litiiti-n.] Akindof ibex.

bedenet, '''' See b<-drrn.

bederollt, S

bedesmant, See

bedettert, . Same :ts linlili r, :!, of which it ap-

l>ers to be a corruption.
bedevil (lie-dev'l), c. l.\ pret. and ]>p.

lnili'r',1,,1

or lir/lrrill'i-'l. ]>)>!. lirili-rilhiii or but* ri/lini/. [<
lic-i + i/ii-il.] 1. To treat with diabolical vio-

lence or abuse.

Bedevilled and used worse than St. Bartholomew.
Xtrriir, Si-ntinu-ntal .loilrni'y, I. 34.

2. To possess with or as with a devil.

One age, he is hagridden, bewitched ;
tin- m-\t, priest-

ridden, befooled
;
in iill :i^rs, !i"l'-i-;il<-<!

.

Carli/lr. Sartor Resartus, ill. 3.

3. To "play the devil with"
;
transform or con-

fuse as if by the aid or agency of evil spirits;

confound; muddle; corrupt; spoil.

So bedevil a bottle of Geisenheim . . . you wouldn't
know it from the greenest Tokay.

Dixraeli, Vivian Grey, vf.

4. To bewilder with worry ; torment; bother;
confuse. 5. To make a devil or devils of;

bring into the condition of a devil : as, to be-

devil mankind.
bedevilment (be-dev'1-ment), n. [< bedevil +
-mcnt.] The act of bedeviling, or the state of

being bedeviled; especially, a state of bewil-

dering or vexatious disorder or confusion.

The lawyers have twisted it into such a state of bedevil-

went that the original merits of the case have long disap-

peared. Vifkens, Bleak House, viii.

bedew (be-du'), v. t. [< ME. bedewen, bedea-

icen (= M&G. betouwen, G. bethauen) ;
< be-1 +

dew. ] To moisten with or as with dew ; moisten
in a gentle manner with any liquid.

The most precious tears are those with which heaven
bedews the unburied head of a soldier.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xxi.

bedewer (be-du' er), n. One who or that which
bedews.

bedewyt (be-du'i), a. [Erroneously formed
from bedew,' v.

; prop, dewy, < dew, n.] Moist
with dew.

Dark night from her bedewy wings
Drops sleepy silence to the eyes of all.

A. Brewer (?), Lingua, v. 16.

bedfast (bed'fast), a. [< ftcrfl + fast.] Con-
fined to bed

;
bedridden.

My old woman is bedfast.
Mrs. Oankett, Sylvia's Lovers, ii.

bedfellow (bed'fel"6), n. [< ME. bedfelow,

-fetaire; < bed1 + fellow.] One who shares a
bed with another.

Misery acquaints a man with strange bedfellows.
Shak., Tempest, ii. 2.

bedferet (bed'fer), . [Early mod. E. also,

erroneously, bedphere, < ME. bedfere, bedifere,
< bed + fere, companion : see ferel. ] A bed-
fellow.

Her that I mean to choose for my bed-phere.
B. Jonson, Epiccene, ii. 3.

bed-frame (bed'fram), n. The frame of a bed
;

a bedstead.

bed-gown (bed'goun), n. 1. A night-gown or

a, a, Bedegars.

by women of the working-class, generally
gether with a drugget or colored flannel petti-
coat. Also called short-gown.

She had wooden shoes, a short red petticoat, a printed
cotton bed-yawn; her face was broad, her physiognomy
eminently stupid. Charlotte Bronte, The Professor, vil.

bed-hangings (bed'hang'ingz), n. pi. The val-

ance and curtains of a bed.

bediamonded (be-di'a-mon-ded), a. [< be-1 +
diamond + -ed2.] Covered or ornamented with
diamonds.

Astarte's bediamonded crescent.

Poe, Ulalume, ii. 21.

bedight (be-d!t')) r. t.
; generally or always in

pret. and pp. bedight or bedighted. [ME., only
in pp. bediht, bydyght ; < 6c-i + dight.] To ar-

ray; equip; dress; trick out; bedeck; invest.

[Archaic and poetical.]
A troope of men the most in armes bedight.

Mir. for Mags., p. 270.

His head and beard with sout were ill bediyht.

Spenser, F. Q., II. vii. 3.
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Many :i rare and sumptuous tome
In vellum bound, with gold bedi'ilit.

Long/Mow, Wayside Inn, Prelude.

bedim (be-dim'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. bcdimmed,

ppr. bedimmitig. [< fee- 1 + dim.'] To make dim ;

obscure or darken
;
becloud.

I have lirtliiH m'd the noontide sun. Shot., Tempest, v. 1.

Phoobe, coming so suddenly from the sunny daylight,

was altogether beilimmed in such density of shadow as

lurked iii most of the passages of the old house.

Hawthorne, Seven (tables, \\.

bedimple (be-dim'pl), r. t. [< be-1 + dimple. 1

To cover over or mark with dimples.
bedirtt (be-derf), >. t. [< be-1 + dirt.'} To defile

with dirt; figuratively, throw dirt at; vilify.

bedismal (be-diz'mal), r. t.
; pret. and pp. be-

OedismaUea. ppr. bedlsmaling or be-
'

iliHiiinlling. [< fee-1 + dismal.'] To make dismal.

bedizen (be-diz'n or -di'zn), r. t. [Also some-
times bedia&en; < be-1 + dizen.~] To deck or

dress out, especially in a tawdry manner or with

vulgar finery.

Remnants of tapestried hangings, window curtains, and
shreds of pictures, with which he had bedizened his tatters.

Scott, Waverley, II. xxvii.

A colossal image of the Virgin, . . . bedizened and efful-

gent, was borne aloft upon the shoulders of her adorers.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 556.

Like clouds which bedizen
At sunset the western horizon.

Broivning, The Glove.

bedizenment (be-diz'n- or -di'zn-ment), n. [<
bedizen + -ment."} The act of bedizening; the

state of being bedizened
;
that which bedizens.

The bedizenment of the great spirit's sanctuary with
. . . skulls. Kingsley, Westward Ho ! p. 451.

Strong Dames of the Market, . . . with oak-branches,
tricolor bedizenment. Carlyle, French Rev., III. iv. 4.

bed-key (bed'ke), n. Same as bed-wrench.

bedlam (bed'lam), n. and a. [Early mod. E.

also bedlem, bcthkm, < ME. bedlem, bedleem,

bethlem, a corruption of Bethlehem (ME. Beth-

lecm, Bedlem) : see Bethlehem. See def . 1.] I.

n. 1. [cap.} The hospital of St. Mary of Beth-
lehem in London, originally a priory, founded
about 1247, but afterward used as an asylum
for lunatics.

At my returne I stept into Bedlam?, where I saw several

poore miserable creatures in chaines.

Evelyn, Diary, April 21, 1657.

Hence 2. A madhouse; a lunatic asylum.
He's past

Recovery ;
a Bedlam cannot cure him.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, v. 3.

3. A scene of wild uproar and confusion.

A general division of possessions would make the coun-

try a scene of profligate extravagance for one year and of
universal desolation the next a bedlam for one short
season and a charnel-house ever after. Brougham.

4f. An inmate or a patient of Bethlehem Hos-
pital, or Bedlam; specifically, one discharged
as cured (though often only partially cured) and
licensed to beg. Such persons wore a tin plate as a

badge on their left arm, and were known as bedlam beggars,
bedlamites, or bedlamers.

Let's follow the old earl, and get the Bedlam
To lead him where he would

;
his roguish madness

Allows itself to anything. Shak., Lear, Iii. 7.

Hence 5f. In general, a madman ; a lunatic.
Jack or Tom 0' Bedlam, a madman.
II. a. Belonging to or fit for a bedlam or

madhouse
;
mad

; mentally deranged.
The bedlam, brain-sick duchess. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

This which followes is plaine bedlam stuffe, this is the
Demouiack legion indeed.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
Bedlam beggar. See I., 4.

bedlamer (bed'lam-er), n. [< bedlam + -er1.}
If. A bedlam beggar. See bedlam, n., 4.

This country [the Border] was then much troubled with
Bedlamers. Roger North, Lord Guilford, I. 271.

2. The name given by seal-hunters to the
hooded seal, Cystophora cristata, when a year
old, from its frantic cries and actions when it

cannot escape its pursuers.
bedlamism (bed'lam-izm), m. [< bedlam +
-ism.} A word or act which is characteristic
of madness or of mad people ;

a trait of mad-
ness. Carlyle.
bedlamite (bed'lam-It), n. [< bedlam + -ite?.}A madman. See bedlam, n., 4.

What means the Bedlamite by this freak ?

Hawthorne, Twice-Told Tales, II.

bedlamitish (bed'lam-It-ish), a. [< bedlamite
+ -ish.} Resembling or characteristic of a
bedlamite or madman.
Their Bedlamitish creation of needless noises.

Carlyle, in Froude, II. 236.
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The Hermans, on their part, calmly conscious of their

irresistible strength, proceeded to fasten ever more com-

pulsive bonds and sobering straps on the Bfdla mixed

country. Lowe, Bismarck, I. 509.

bedlart, bedlawert, . [< ME. lediaverc (= G.

bettlager), < bed + "Itneer, appar. < Icel. Jag, a

lying; cf. lair.} A bedridden person. [Old

English and Scotch.]
bedless (bed'les), a. [< bed1 + -less.} Without
a bed.

bed-linen (bed'lin'en), . Sheets, pillow-cases,
etc., originally always of linen, now sometimes
of cotton.

bed-lounge (bed'lounj), . A combined bed
and lounge ;

a lounge or plain sofa made so as
to open and form a bed.

bedmaker (bed'ma"ker), n. [< ME. bedmaker.}
1. One who manufactures beds or bedsteads.

2. One who prepares beds for use
; espe-

cially, in English universities, a man or woman
whose duty it is to take care of the rooms and
make the beds in college. Female bedmakers
were forbidden in Cambridge in 1625, but are
now usual.

The bed-makers are the women who take care of the
rooms ; there is about one to each staircase, that is to

say, to every eight rooms.
C. A. Briated, English University, p. 30.

bedmate (bed'mat), . A bedfellow. SliaJc.

bed-molding (bed'moFding), n. In arch., a

molding of the cornice of an entablature, situ-

ated beneath the corona and immediately above
the frieze. Also called bediling-nuildiiig.

bedotet (be-dof),
'

t. [ME., < be-1 + dote.}
To make to dote; befool; deceive.

For to bedote this queene was her entent.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1547.

Bedouin (bed'6-in), n. and a. [Early mod. E.

Bedwin, or as ML. Baduini, Beduini, pi. (ME.
rarely Bedoynes); mod. E. also freq. Bedovieen,
and more exactly Bedawi, sing., Bedawin, pi.,
after Ar., the form Bedouin being < F. Bidouin

(OF. Beduin = It. Beduino, ML. Beduinm, etc.
),

< Ar. badawin, pi. of badaiviy, a dweller in the
desert (cf. baddwL rural, rustic), < badw, desert,
open country.] I. n. 1. An Arab of the desert

;

one of the nomadic Arabs, divided into many
tribes, who live in tents, rear flocks and herds,
especially of camels, and are scattered over

Arabia, parts of Syria, and Egypt and other

parts of Africa. Also Bedawi, plural Bedawin.

Professionally, and in the ordinary course of their lives,
Bedouins are only shepherds and herdsmen : their raids
on each other, or their exploits in despoiling travellers
and caravans, are but occasional, though welcome and
even exciting, exceptions to the common routine.

Kncyc. Brit., II. 246.

2. A vagabond boy ;
a street Arab.

II. a. Relating to the Bedouins.

bed-pan (bed'pan), n. 1. A pan for warming
beds; a warming-pan. 2. A necessary utensil
for the use of persons confined to bed.

bedpheert, bedpheret, Erroneous spellings
of bed/ere.

bed-plate, bed-piece (bed'plat, -pes), . In

mcclt., the sole-plate or foundation-plate of an
engine, etc.

bedpost (bed'p6st),.n. If. Same as bedstaff.
2. A post forming an angle of a bedstead, in
old bedsteads often rising high enough to sup-
port the canopy and rods for the curtain. in
the twinkling of a bedpost, with the utmost rapidity.
See bedstaf.

bed-presser (bed'pres"er), n. A lazy fellow
;

one who loves his bed.
This sanguine coward, this bed-irres*er, this horse-back

breaker, this huge hill of flesh. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

bedquilt (bed'kwilt), n. A wadded and quilted
covering for a bed. Also used for bedspread
and comforter.
The king [in a Sicilian fairy-story] issues a proclamation

promising a large reward to whoever shall steal the bed-

ijitUt of a certain ogre. N. A. Rev., CXXIII. 34.

bedrabble (be-drab'l), r. t. [< be-1 + drabble.}
To make wet and dirty with rain and mud.
Kingsley.

bedraggle (be-drag'l), v. t. [< be-1 + draggle.}
To soil or wet by dragging in dirt, mud, moist
places, etc., as the bottom of a garment in

walking ; cause to appear wet and limp, as a
flag when rained upon.
bedral1

(bed'ral), .. [Also bethral, betherel ;

appar. a corruption of beadle, var. beddel, Sc.

beddal, etc.] A beadle. [Scotch.]
I'll hae her before presbytery and synod ; I'm half a

minister mysel', now that I'm brdral in an inhabited par-
ish- Scott, Bride of Lammermoor. \xxiv.

bedlamize (bed'lam-Iz), v. t.: pret. and pp. bed- bedra!2t (bed'ral), n. [Also bedrel, a corrup-
MMWM, ppr. bedlamizing. To make mad. tion of bedred, lor bedrid: see bedrid.} A per-

bed-sore

son who is bedridden. Knox. Also bcd-tlirall.

[Scotch.]
His father who as Bedrel lay
Before his gate. Domjlfix, tr. of Virgil.

bedreintt. Obsolete past participle of bcdrencli.

bedrench (bo-drench ), v. t. [< ME. bedrcnchen

(pp. bedrein't); < be-1 + drench.} To drench

thoroughly ;
soak

;
saturate with moisture.

Receyve our billes with teres al betlreimi.

Court of Love, 1. 577.

Such crimson tempest should bedrench
The fresh green lap of fair King Richard's land.

Shalt., Rich. II., iii. 3.

bedress (be-dres'), v. t. [< be-1 + dress.} To
dress up.

The Bride whose tonish inclination
Attended to the ruling fashion,
To make her entry had bedresx'd

Her upright form in all her best.

11". Combe, Dr. Syntax in Search of a Wife, v.

bedridden, bedrid (bed'rid"n, -rid), a. [< ME.
bedred, bedrede, bedreden, bedredden, adj. and
n., < AS. bcdreda, bedrida, bedryda, beddreddti,

n., one bedridden, lit. a bed-rider (< bed, bed,
+ rida, ridda, a rider, a knight, < riditn, ride).
Cf . LG. beddcrede, bedderedig, bedridden

;
OHG.

pettiriso, G. bettrise, of same sense. The second
element came to be regarded as the pp. of ridi- :

hence the now usual form bedridden, ME. bed-

reden.'} Confined to bed by age, infirmity, or
sickness.

Is not your father grown incapable
Of reasonable affairs? . . .

Lies he not bed-rid > Shak., W. T., Iv. 3.

What an over-worne and bedrid Argument is this !

Milton, Def. of Humb. Remoust.
Old bctln'dilt'n palsy. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

bed-rightt, bed-ritet (bed'rit), . [< bed1 +
right, rite.} The privilege of the marriage-bed.

No bed-riyht [in some eds. bed-rite] shall be paid
Till Hymen's torch be lighted. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

bedript, . [ME., also bcdripe, bedrepe, etc.,
< AS. bedrip. < bedu, prayer, + rip, a reaping :

see bead and reap. Also called in AS. benrip,
< ben, prayer, + rip.} Boon-work at harvest-
time : a service which some tenants had to per-
form at the bidding or request of their lord.

bed-ritet, See bed-right.
bed-rock (bed'rok),. [< bed1 + rod:} 1. In

mining, the older crystalline and slaty rocks
which underlie the unconsolidated gravelly and
volcanic beds of Tertiary and Post-tertiary
ages, along the flanks of the Sierra Nevada.
The term is Beginning to be used elsewhere to designate
solid rock lying under loose detrital masses, such as sand
and gravel.

Hence 2. That which underlies anything else,
as a foundation

;
bottom layer; lowest stratum.

Everywhere life and energy, working on a gigantic scale,
have plowed furrows into the institutional bed rock of

Western Society.
C. H. Shinn, Land Laws of Mining Districts, p. 44.

bedroom (bed'rom), n. 1. Room in a bed;
sleeping-room in bed. [In this sense properly
with a hyphen.]

Then by your side no bed-room me deny.
Shak., M. N. D., ii. 3.

2. A room or apartment containing or intended
to contain a bed

;
a sleeping-apartment.

bedrop (be-drop'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. bedropjicd

(sometimes bedropt), ppr. bedropping. [< ME.
bedroppen; < be-1 + drop.} 1. To drop upon;
fall upon in drops.

As men sene the dew bedroppe
The leves and the flowers eke.

Gmrer, Conf. Amant., iii. 254.

2. To cover, strew, or sprinkle with drops, or
as if with drops; bespatter; bespangle.

The yellow carp, in scales bedropp'd with gold.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 144.

Eueful cheek,
Pale and bedropped with ever-flowing tears.

Wordsworth, Prelude, ix.

bed-sacking (bed'sak'ing), n. Canvas designed
to be stretched on the framework of a bed-
stead to support the mattresses and bedclothes,

bed-screw (bed'skro), n. 1. A bed-key or bed-
wrench. 2. Same as barrel-screw.

bedside (bed'sid), n. [< ME. bednyde, orig.
beddes side, i. e., bed's side.] The side of a

bed; position by a bed : usually with reference
to attendance on one confined to bed : as, she
watched by his bedside till dawn,
bedsistert (bed'sis'

/
ter), n. [< ME. bedsustcr

(Robert of Gloucester), < bed1 + suster, sister.]
A concubine.

It is not much to be wondered at that we lost bed-winter

for concubine. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 165, note.

bed-sore (bed'sor), . A very troublesome kind
of ulcer, liable to appear on patients long con-
fined in bed and either unable or not allowed



Bedbtaff. From a French manuscript
of the i sth century.

bed-sore

to change their position. Hcd-nores occur at the
parts pressed by the weight of the body, chiefly over the
sacrum ami trorhaliters, and on the cll.ous and heels.
Also called <l<'i-n!>itn*.

bedspread (bcd'spred), n. The uppermost quilt
or covering of a bed, generally ornamental.

bed-spring (bed'spring), ii. A spring, usually
of Hpiral form, used in making spring-beds.

bedstafft (bed'stnf), n. \ stall' or .stick former-

ly used in some way about a bed, and frequent-
ly serving as

a weapon, in

which sense the

word most com-

monly occurs.
Speeitfeally (.11 \

bed-shit. (//) The
Stick or Stall used
to spread out the
bedclothes in mak-
ing a bed placed ill

a recess, (c) \ bar
or post placed at

earh side of a bed
to keep tin

clothes from falling
off. ((/) One of the
rods used in form-
ing the "tent" in

old fashioned tent-

beds.

.Now do I feel the calf of my right leg

Tingle, and dwindle to th smalln. s> nt a '>/ lit/.

T. FomM>(T), Alhnma/ar, ii. .">.

He gives out
He'll lake a IlfiMaf, or an holy Wand
And baste you lustily two or three hours
liefore you go to lied, to make you limber.

Cartmriffht, Love's Convert, iv. 1.

His fthe bewitched boy's] bed cloathes would be pulled
from him, his bed shaken, and his bed-gtaff leap forward
and backward. C. Mather, Mag. Christ., vi. 7.

In her hand she grasped the bed-xtaff, a weapon of
mickle might, as her husband's bloody cox-comb could
now well testify. Barhaiu, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 2(i.

U'sed in the colloquial phrase in the twinkling of a bed-

xta/, in which, when bvdxta/ became obsolete, bedjutut was
substituted, depriving the phrase of its literal force In
modern use.

I'll do it instantly, in ttif t irniktin'i t>f a bf,d-ta/.
Shadu'ell, Virtuoso, i. 1.]

bedstead (bed'sted), . [< ME. bedstede (= D.
l,( i. bedstede = MHG. bettestaf), < bed, bed, +
stede, place, stead.] A frame or framework,
more or less elaborate, for supporting a bed :

most commonly made of wood, but now often
of iron, and sometimes of brass,

bed-steps (bed'steps), n. pi. Steps for ascend-

ing an old-fashioned high bed.

bedstock (bed'stok), n. One of the two side-

pieces or bars of a bedstead on which the rungs
or slats are laid. [Now chiefly

used in Scot-

land, the north of England, and Ireland.]
bedstone (bed'ston), n. The lower or station-

ary millstone.

bedstraw (bed'stra), n. [< ME. beddestrawe,
bedstre (

= OHG. bettistro, G. bettstroh), bed-

straw, bed; < bed1 + straw.] 1. Straw used in

stuffing a mattress or bed. [In this literal sense

properly with a hyphen.] 2. (a) A popular
name of the different species of the genus Ga-
lii/ni. from the old practice of using it in beds.
Our Lady's or yellow bedstraw is G. verum; white
bedstraw is G. Mollugo. See Galium. (b) A
name given to Desmodium Aparines.
bed-swervert (bed'swer'ver), . One who is

false and unfaithful to the marriage-vow.
She's

A bed-swerver, even as bad as those
That vulgars give bold'st titles.

Shale., W. T., ii. 1.

bed-thrallt (bed'thral), . [A modification of
ln-ilriil-, as if < ftcd1 + thrall.] Same as bedral?.

bedtick (bed'tik), . A case of strong linen
or cotton cloth for containing the feathers or
other materials of a bed.

bedticking (bed
'
tik *

ing), n. The material
from which bedticks are made,
bedtime (bed'tim), . [< ME. bedtime ; < bed\
+ time."} The time to go to rest; the usual
hour of going to bed.
bed-tool (bed'tol), n. A block with openings
or holes corresponding to the shape of a die
or punch, in connection with which it is used.
bedub (be-dub'), t\ t.; pret. and

pp. bedubbed,
ppr. lifilubliing. [< 6e-l + dub 1

.] If. To adorn.
2. To designate ;

dub.
beduck (be-duk'), v. t. [< 6e-i + dcfci.] To
duck or immerse thoroughly ; submerge.

To the flood he came, . . .

And decpc him selfe bedltcked in the same.
Spenter, V. Q., II. vi. 42.

beduke (be-duk'), r. t. ; pret. and pp. bedn/:iil,

ppr. Ix-iliikiiig. [</-! + ilnkt:] Tomakeaduke
of; style or dub with the title of duke. Swift.

bedung (lie-dun^''), r. t. [<//<-> + limit/.] To
cover or befoul with dung.

ilftlunyi'il Nith e:iliniiii> and tilth.

'/'. PuBcr, M...I. of Church of Km;., p. 483.

bedUSk (be-dusk'), r. t. [< 6e-l + flunk.] To
smnti'li. Cotgrave.
bedust (be-il,ist'), c. t. [< 6e-l + duxt.] To
sprinkle, soil, or cover with dust.

bed-vein (bed'vin), . A tenn o.-easionally
used in ;/ml. and (i;n'</(as the eipiivulcnl of tlie

iei-man l.ni/1 i-i/iini/' to denote ; i tint muss of ore

barring eharneters intermediate lictwi-en ilio.-e

of a vein and those of a sedimentary deposit.
bedward (beii'wiinl), ndi; [< /,n' + -ii-m-il.]
Toward bed.

In heart
As merry a when our nuptial day was dune,
And tapers bum d tn /.../;"//./. Sluil,:, Cor., I. 6.

Meantime the two yoiuijf Clendililiinus \\.ie eaeti

wrapped up in bis own reflections, and only interrupted
ill them liy the signal t" nn.\e '/ -ili/,t, ./.

.s'n/", \lima>tery, I. xiv.

bedwarf (be-dwarf'), v. t. [< /-i + <iu-<irf.]
To make little; stunt or hinder the growth of.

bedway (bed'wa), . A line of indistinct marks
ol st nil itieation or pseudo-stratification in the

granitic rocks.

bedwind (bed'uind), . [Cf. iritlnciHil.] An
English name for Coiu'ulntliin .>//,//.
bedwork (bed'werk), . Work done in bed, or
as in bed, that is, without toil. [Bare.]

Bedirurk, mappeiy, closet-war. Shot., T. and C., i. 3.

bed-wrench (bed'rench), . A wrench, some-
times ha\nng sockets of different sizes, used in

setting up bedsteads and in taking them apart:
little used with modern bedsteads. Also called

bedye (be-dT), v. t. [< ftc-i + dye.'] To dye;
stain.

Fieldes with Sarazin blood bfttiitl'
1

.

S'lMiutr, Y. Q., I. xi. 7.

bee 1
(be), w. [Early mod. E. also be. pi. bees

and been, < ME. bee, pi. been, < AS. bed, also bi,

pi. bedn, = OD. bic, D. bij, bije = LG. bigge =
OHG. bUi, G. dial, ode = Icel. by, generally in

comp. by-flygi, by-fluga ('bee-fly'), = Sw. Dan.
bi ; also with added -n, OHG. bina, MHG. bin,

{., OHG. bint, neut., MHG. bine, bin, G. bienc,
t. (cf. Lith. bitis, a bee); supposed to come,
through the notions 'fear, tremble, quiver,
buzz, hum' (cf. bumblebee and drone), from
the root "bi (= Skt. / bhi, OBulg. bojati =
Buss, bojati = Lith. bijoti, etc.), fear, which
appears redupl. in AS. beofian = OS. bibhoii
= OHG. biben. MHG. bibeu, G. beben = Icel.

bifa, tremble.] 1. An insect of the genus
Apis; a hive-bee or honey-bee. See Apis1

.

The common honey-bee, A. intUitica, has from the ear-
liest periods been kept in hives for iU wax and honey.
It is also found wild in great numbers (now especially
In North America, where the bee was introduced by the
European colonist*), storing honey in hollow trees or in
other suitable situations. It lives
in swarms or societies of from
10,000 to 50,000 individuals. These
swarms contain three classes of
bees the perfect females or

queen bees, the males or drones,
and the imperfect or undeveloped
females, called neuter*, constitut-

ing the working bees. In each
hive or swarm there is only one
female or queen, whose sole office

is to propagate the species. The
queen is much larger than the
other bees. When she dies, a

young working bee three days old is selected, Its cell is

enlarged by breaking down the partitions, its food is

dunged to royal jelly or paste, and it grows into a queen.
The queen lays 2,000 eggs a day. The drones serve merely

for impregnating the queen, after
which they are destroyed by the
neuters. These last are the lalwrers
of the hive. They collect the honey,
form the cells, and feed the other
bees and the young. They are fur-
nished with a proboscis by which
they suck the honey from flowers,
and a mouth by which they swallow
it, conveying it then to the hive in
their stomachs, wheuee they dis-

gorge it into the cells. The pollen of flowers settles on the
hairs with which their body is covered, whence it is col-
lected into pellets by a brush on their second pair of
legs, and deposited in a hollow in the third pair. It is

called bee-bread, and is the food
of the larvre or young. The
adult bees feed on honey. The
wax was at one time supposed
to be formed from pollen by a

digestive process, but it is now
ascertained that it is formed
by secretion from the honey.
The females and neuters have
a barbed sting attached to a Drone.

bag of poison, which flows into
the wound inflicted by the sting. When a hive becomes
overstocked a new colony is sent out under the direction
of a queen bee. This is called wanninij. Besides the com-

Honey-bec i ^//J melli-
Jftca}. Queen.

Neuter, or Worker.

beech

mon tce, A. melti'iicu. there aie the .-1. fatcicata, domes-
ticate. I in Egypt; the A. luiuttiea, or l.ignrian bee of Italy
and lire. re. introduced generally into apiaries in other
lands; the A. f//uV,./"/- of Madagascar; the .1

2. Any aculeate hymenopterous insect of the
division M: Ili/i ni or .\nthiifihilii, comprising
tin- families .l/iiilir and .liiiln-iiiiln; and in-

cluding, besides the hive-bees of the genus
-t/ii-i, the mason-bees, carpenter-bees, bumble-
In -es, etc. See cuts under .lutlm/ilinm, nir-

/>i iiii'f-li<'<; and Ili/mi iin/iii'i'ii. 3. Aii assem-

blage of persoiiH who meet to engage in united
labor for the benefit of an individual oru fam-

ily, or in some joint amusement: so called

from the combined labor of the bees of a hive

as, a quilting-ftte, a husking-Aec, a spelling-Ace,
etc. [U. S.J
Now were instituted "

quilting !*>*,
"
and " busk ing be.tit,"

and other rural assemblages, where, under the inspiring
influence of the llddle, toil was enlivened by gayety and
followed up hy tin- danee. Irciii'i, Knickerbi.. k, i

To have a bee In one's bonnet, ti be a little crack-
I. rained or cra/y ; be Highly or full of whims or uneasy
notions. [Originally Scotch.

I
S,,metini heiilly:

as, to hact the pre*i*lrnti<il >' in m-x A.././..V. to eli. Ti~!i

the hope of becoming President.
1

1 . s.
i To have a

bee (or bees) in one's head, (n) To be choleric, (^ii.i,,
iv.-tless or uneasy. Ii. Jtmxim. (c) To be somewhat crazy.

She's whiles crack-brained and has a bee in her head.

bee2 (be), . [Prop. North. E. dial., for reg. E.

*by or "high (cf. high, nigh, of like phonetic re-

lations), < ME. by, bye, bit; Im/lii .
l>< Ir-. In 7, ///,

< AS. bedh, betig (= OS. bog, bag = OHG. //<<

= Icel. baugr), a ring, esp. as an ornament,
< bugan (pret. bedh), E. bow, bend; cf. bouj%, a

bend, an arch, and ixiin. a hoop, from the
same source : see ftoifl.] If. A ring of metal,
usually an ornament for the arm or neck

;
a

collar or brooch; sometimes, a finger-ring.
/.' .' or collar of gold or syluer, torques. Huloet.

2. Naut., a ring or hoop of metal through
which to reeve stays. See bee-black.

beebee (be'be), n. [Anglo-Ind., < Hind, bibi,
< Pers., orig. Turk., bibi, a

lady,
a lawful wife.]

1. A lady. 2. A Hindu mistress or concu-
bine. [India.]
The society of the station does interfere in such cases ;

and though it does not mind beebe.es or their friends, it

rightly taljooa him who entertains their rivals.

W. II. Ruasell.

bee-bird (be'Wrd), n. The small spotted fly-

catcher, Muscicapa grisola, a European bird
of the family Museicapidce : so called because
it catches bees. [Local, Eng.]
bee-block (be'blok), n. [<6ee2 + block.] Naut.,
a piece of hard wood, bolted to each side of the

bowsprit, 'through
which the fore-

topmast-stays are
rove.

bee-bread (be'-

bred), . [Not
found in ME. ; AS.

bed-bread, bibredd
= MHG. bie brdt, a

Q. bienen-brot=
Sw. bibrdt, orig. (in

AS.) the honey-
comb with the

honey, < bed, bee,
+ bread, bread.]
1. A brown bitter

substance, the pol-
len of flowers, col-

lected by bees as food for their young. See
bee1 . 2. A plant much visited by bees or cul-
tivated for their use, as red clover, Trifolium
pratense, or borage, Borago officinalis.
beech 1

(bech), . [< ME. beche, < AS. bece, ear-
lier bcece, by umlaut for "boce (= OLG. boke,
boke, LG. baike), a deriv. of bdc (> mod. E. buck
in comp. buckmast and bucku-heat) = OD. boeke,
D. beuk = Flem. boek = OHG. Icel. bok = Sw.
bok= Dan. bog = OHG. buohha, MHG. buoche,
G. buche (> OBulg. bukui, bukuve, Bulg. buk,
Serv. bukra, Pol. Bohem. buk, Russ. bukii,
Lith. bul-it, Hung, buk, bik, beech) = Goth.
"boka (not recorded), beech, = L. fdgus (see

Fagus), beech, = Gr. i/or)"*, <fa) of, an esculent

oak, perhaps orig. a tree with esculent fruit,
from the root seen in Gr. <ja.yelv, eat, Skt.

y/ bhaj, share. For the connection with 600*-,
see book.] A tree of the genus Fagus, natural
order Cupulifene. The common or European hcecli.
P. syltalica, grows to a large size, with branches forming
a beautiful head with thick foliage. The bark Is smooth
and of a silvery cast. The nuts or mast are eaten by
swine, poultry, oxen, and other animals, and yield a good
oil for lamps. The timber Is not much used in building,
as it soon rots in damp places, but it Is used for piles in

Bowsprit Dec-blocks,

bee-blocks i 6, b, foretopmast-
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places where it is constantly wet. It is manufactured
into a great variety of toots, for wliicli it is fitted on ac-

count of its great hardness, toughness, ami close, uniform

texture, and is also used to some extent in making fur-

niture, taking a beautiful polish and varying much in

color. Several ornamental varieties are frequently seen,
as the reel beech and copper beech with colored leaves,
and the fern-leafed beech with divided leaves. The Ameri-
can heech, I'\ fen-(i;/iHi'ir, is a very similar tree, sometimes
100 feet in height and 3 or 4 feet in diameter. Austra-
lian beech, Tectuua aimtralin, a species of teak. Beech-
cherry. See cha-nj. Blue beech. Same as u-ater-becch.

Seaside beeclx, of the West Indies, Exuxtemma Carib-

btfuin, a tree belonging to the natural order Rnbiaf-efK. It

is allied to cinchona, and its bark is used as a febrifuge.

beech-'t, Obsolete spelling of bcacli.

beech-coal (bech'kol), . Charcoal from beech-
wood.

beech-drops (bech'drops), n. A low annual

plant, Eptpltegus I'irgiiiiHiia, without green foli-

uge, parasitic upon the roots of the beech ill

the United States. It belongs to the natural order
Orobanchacece. Albany beech-drops, or pine-drops, Ptero-

spora androinedea, and false beech-drops, or pine-sap,
Moniitrojta H/ffofiitt/*. are similar parasitic plants of the
natural order Sneaceo,
beechen (be'chen), .. [< ME. bechen, < AS.
becen (= D. beween = OHG. buochin, MHG. G.
buchen = L. fuginus = Gr. <j>f/yivof). < hoc, beech,
+ -en: see bcechl and -en.'] 1. Of, pertaining
to, or derived from the beech : as, beechen

boughs ;
beechen shade.

His aged head, crowned with beecken wreath,
Seemed like a poll of ivy in the teeth
Of winter hoar. Keats.

2. Made of the wood of the beech : as, beechen
vessels.

A beechen howl,
A maple dish, my furniture should be

;

Crisp, yellow leaves my bed.

Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, i. 22.

beech-fern (bech'fern), n. A fern belonging
to the genus Phegopteris (which see).

beech-finch (bech'fiuch), H. The chaffinch,
Frinyilla ccelebx. Macgillifray.

beech-fungus (bech'fung"gus), n. An edible

fungus, Cyttaria Darwinii, allied to the morel.
It is abundant in Terra del Fuego upon the branches of

evergreen beeches, and is at times the principal food of
the natives.

beech-gall (bech'gal), n. A gall or excrescence
formed on the beech by insects.

beech-hopper (bech'hop'er), . A coleopter-
ous insect, Orchestes fagi, family Curculionidce,
or weevils, injurious to beech-trees, between
the two surfaces of the leaves of which they
lay their eggs.
beech-marten (bech'mar"ten), n. Mustelafoina,
one of two species or varieties of the European
marten, usually distinguished from the common
pine-marten, M. martes, by the white throat
and some other external features, as well as by
some differences in habits. Also called stone-
marten.

beech-mast (bech'mast), n. [< beech* + mast"*;= buck-mast.] The mast or nuts of the beech-
tree, from which an oil is obtained. The cake
which remains after the oil has been expressed is a good
fattening food for oxen, swine, and poultry, but is inju-
rious to horses. See beech-oil.

beechnut (bech'nut), . One of the nuts or
fruits of the beech. The nuts are triangular,
and inclosed in a spiny capsule or husk.

beech-oil (bech'oil), n. A bland fixed oil ex-

pressed from the mast or nuts of the beech-
tree. It is used in Pieardy and in other parts of France
instead of butter

;
but it is said to occasion heaviness and

pains in the stomach.

beech-owl (bech'owl), n. A name of the tawny
owl or wood-owl of Europe, Syrnium aluco.

beech-wheatt
(bech'hwet), n.

Same as buek-
.wheat.

beechy (be'chi),
a. [< beech 1 +
-#!.] Of, per-
taining to, or

abounding in

beeches: as, "a
beechy garland,"
Fletcher, Purple
Island, vi.

bee-culture
(be'kul'tur), n.

The rearing of
bees in a state
of domestica-
tion

; apiculture.
bee-eater (be'-

e'ttr), n. That
which eats bees,
as a bird; an
apiaster. Specifl- European Bee-eater ( lU,rafs /,,,-).
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eally (n) The European Mt'rops apiatter. (b) pL The
birds of the family Meropida;, of which there are several

genera and numerous species, chiefly African. See Mt-nif^,
Mi i-i>pid(f.

beef (bef), n. [Early mod. E. also becfe, beafe,

liiij'f, etc., < ME. beef, befc, beof, bouf, bocf, < OF.
bocf, bucf, boeuf= Pr. bov = Sp. AMPI/ = Pg. boi

= It. boi-e (ef. Sw. biff, Dan. bof, beef, from E.
;

and see beefsteak), < L. bovem, ace. of bos (see
Bos and bovine), = Gr. ftoin; an ox, = Ir. and
Gael, bo, a cow, = W. buw = Skt. go, a cow,
= AS. cii, E. coif 1 : see cote 1

,
which is thus

ult. identical with beef.] 1. An animal of the
bovine genus, whether ox, bull, or cow, in the

full-grown state. [In this, which is the original sense,
the word has a plural, beeivt;, formerly sometimes for/'*.

The singular is nearly obsolete.]

These are the beasts which ye shall eat : the beef, the

sheep, and the goat. Deut. xiv. 4 (ed. '1578).

A pound of man's flesh, taken from a man,
Is not so estimable, profitable neither,
As flesh of muttons, beefs, or goats.

Shak., M. of V.,i. 3.

A herd of beeves, fair oxen, and fair kine.

Miltou, P. L., xi. 647.

2. The flesh of an ox, bull, or cow when killed.

[In this sense the word has no plural.] 3. A
name given by quarrymen to certain beds of
fibrous carbonate of lime occurring in England
in the middle division of the Purbeck series,
the highest part of the Jurassic. 4. Brawn;
muscularity; weight and strength combined:
as, the crew is lacking in beef. [Colloq.] Ala-
mode beef. See alamode. Baron Of beef. Scebaron.
Collared beef, beef rolled, boned, slightly salted or

corned, and seasoned with herbs and spices. Hung beef,
beef cured by being hung up to dry ; dried beef.-^Jerked
beef. See jerk.

beef-brainedt (bef'brand), a. Having the brain
or wit of an ox; beef-witted: as, "the most
beef-brained sensualist," Tanners, Cure of Mis-

prision, p. 29 (Ord MS.).
beef-cattle (bef'katl), . pi. Bovine animals
adapted or intended for conversion into beef

;

bovine animals for slaughter.
beef-eater (bef'e"ter), . [< beef + eater. In
sense 2, merely a particular use of the same
word

;
cf. AS. hldf-aita, a domestic servant, lit.

'loaf-eater,' contrasting with hldford, master,
lit. 'loaf-keeper.' Servants are often thought
of as eaters; Ben Jonson uses eaters in the
sense of 'servants' ("Epicoene," iii. 2). The
oft-quoted etymology from a supposed "buffe-
tier, < buffet, a sideboard, is mere fiction.]

'

1.
One who eats beef

; hence, a well-fed fellow
;

a stout fleshy man. 2. One of the yeomen of
the English royal guard, who, since the acces-
sion of Henry VII. in 1485, have attended the

sovereign at state banquets and on other
ceremonial occasions. The name is also given
to the warders of the Tower of London, who
wear a similar uniform. [In this sense com-
monly without a hyphen.]

Charles had begun to form a small standing army. He
felt that without some better protection than that of the
train-bands and beef-eaters his palace and person would
scarcely be secure in the vicinity of a great city swarming
with warlike Fifth Monarchy men who had been just dis-
banded, llacaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

3. An African insessorial bird, of the genus Bit-

phaga, which feeds on the larvse that infest the
hides of oxen. It is a mere book-name, translating JSu-

phaga ; the more frequent term is oxpecker. See liuphaga.
4. Same as bluebottle, 2.

bee-feed (be'fed), . A name given in Cali-
fornia to an abundant free-flowering species of

Eriogonum, E. fasciculatum, much visited by

bee-feeder (be'fe"der), w. An arrangement
used for feeding bees in bad weather or very
long winters.

beefen (bef'en), n. A form of biffin.
beef-herd (b'ef'h6rd), n. A drove of cattle in-
tended for slaughter. [Western U. S.]
Following the dusty trails made by the beef-herds that

had been driven toward one of the Montana shipping
towns. T. Jtooeeeelt, Hunting Trips, p. 132.

beefiness (bef'i-nes), . 1. Beefy quality. 2.
Brawniuess ; muscularity ; hardiness.

beefing1
(bef'ing), n. [< beef + -ingr

1
.] A bul-

lock fit for slaughter. [Prov. Eng.]
beefing2 (bef'ing), n. The original but later
recorded and less usual form of biffin. [Eng.]
beefish (bef'ish), a. 1. Stupid; thick-headed;
having the brain or sense of an ox. 2. Obese

;

solid; beefy.
This degeneracy has turned him into that "beejuh, por-

terish," bellowing sort of a John Bull, hardly endured by
his own kind. Andoeer Rev., VII. 82.

beef-kid (bef'kid), . A mess utensil used by
the crew of a merchant ship for holding cooked
beef.

beehive

bee-flower (be'ilou"er), . Same as bee-orchis.

bee-fly (be'fli), i. A dipterous insect, 1'liora

incramatii, which is a formidable pest of the bee-
hive, formerly considered capable of producing
the disease called foul-brood. See 1'lioriiln'.

beef-measle (bef'me"zl), >i. The measle of beef
;

the hydatid or scoleciform stage of the unarmed
tapeworm of the ox, Tieitia inedioriniflldtit.

beefsteak (bef'stak'), n. [< beef + xti-itl;.

Adopted in other languages, D. biefstuk (assim-
ilated to stuk, piece), G. beefsteak, Dan. baft tee/,

Sw. biffstek, F. biftcck, Sp. (Cuban) bifte'q, It.

biftecco, Russ. bifxtckx/i, etc.] A steak or slice
of beef, cut from the hind quarter, suitable for

broiling or frying.

beefsteak-fungus (bef'stak'fung'
l

'gu8), n. An
edible hymenomycetous fungus, Fistulina lie-

patica, belonging to the family Polyporei, it
sometimes attains a large size, and is thought to resemble
beefsteak somewhat in appearance.

beefsteak-plant (bef'stak'plant), n. 1. A spe-
cies of Saxifraga, S. sarmentosa, with fleshy
purplish leaves. 2. A name applied to species
of Begonia.

beefsuet-tree (bef'su'et-tre), . The buffalo-

berry, Khephcrdia ari/i-n/rn.

beef-tea (bef'te'), n. An aqueous extract of
beef obtained by soaking and heating chopped
beef in water, straining it, and seasoning to
taste. It contains salts and extractives, a little gelatin,
and fat. It is useful as a stimulant, and forms an appro-
priate introduction to a meal.

beef-witted (bef'wif'ed), . Having the wit of
an ox; dull in intellect

; heavy-headed; stupid.
Thou mongrel, beef-witted lord! Shak., T. and C., ii. 1.

beefwood (bef'wud), n. [< beef (in allusion to
its grain and color) + wood.'] 1. The timber of
some species of Australian trees belonging to
the genus Casuarina (which see). It is of a red-
dish color, hard and close-grained, with dark and whitish
streaks. It is used chiefly for fine ornamental work.
2. In the West Indies, a name given to Pisonia

obtusata, with soft coarse-grained wood.- Red
beefwood, of Jamaica, Arditda coriacea, a myrsinaceous
shrub. White beefwood, Schtrpjia chryiophijlluides,
natural order Olacinacece.

beefy (bef'i), a. [< beef + -yi.] 1. Ox-like
;

hence, fleshy; obese; solid.

He [Carlyle] was at dinner when a beefy Tory was de-

claiming to this effect. The American, VIII. 390.

2. Brawny; muscular; hardy. [Colloq.]
bee-garden (be'gardn), . A garden or inclo-
sure to set beehives in

;
an apiary. Morti-

mer.

beegerite (be'ger-it), . [After H. Beeger of

Denver, Colorado.] A sulphid of bismuth and
lead occurring in dark-gray masses with bril-

liant metallic luster, rarely crystallized, found
in Colorado.

bee-glue (be'gl8), n. A soft, unctuous matter
with which bees cement the combs to the hives
and close up the cells. Also called propolis.
bee-gum (be'gum), .. In the southern United
States, a hollowed section of a gum-tree used
as a beehive.
bee-hawk (be'h&k), . A name of the honey-
buzzard of Europe, Pernis ajiivorvs : so called
because it preys upon bees, wasps, and other
insects. Bee-hawk moth, a name of various lepidop-
terous insects of the families Sphin(rtd(K and Sesiidce, ami
especially of the genera Macroijloxtta and Setfia.

beeheadt (be'hed), n. A crazy or flighty per-
son.

beeheaded (be'hed*ed), a. [=Sc. bee-Jieadit.']

Crazy; flighty.
bee-herd (be'herd), n. A person who takes
care of bees

;
a bee-keeper. Phin, Diet. Api-

culture, p. 13.

beehive (be'hiv), n. [< ME.beehyve; < beel +
hive.'] 1. A case or box serving as a habitation
for bees. See hive. 2. The common name of
a species of medic, Medicago scuteUata, from
the shape of its spirally coiled pod Beehive
house, the popular name of a class of very ancient coni-

Beeliivc Houses at Cahernamacturech, County Kerry, Ireland.



beehive

cal buildings In Ireland, of sninll ni/c, formed of long
stones, so hiiil, on :i eireiiliir plan, that each course isover-

]app>'d h> Itinl resting upon it. Noeeiiient is used, ilini

iln- stones remain fur the most {tart in their natural
slat' 1

. These houses oeeur alone or ill elllsters, often Ill--

sill.' oratories. in which eii.se it is believed thai the} served
as dwellings nl' priests. or, when ill uroiipv -Mineliiiie.- in
circled lev a -Ion,- wall, for defen.sc. i lecasioiially lln-j

contain iniiri- than out.- apartment. Houses of this kind
"'Till' also ill till- \\cstcni I'les of Sentlalld; alld the
'

I'iets houses" on the ea-t coH.st, though dill'cring ill he-

ill^ miller ground, rcfiemlde them ill their mode of eon
slrnetion. They an- referred to a period l.etwecn lie

seventh ami twelfth centuries. Beehive Oven, a low.

square furnace with a dome-shaped top. It has an open
illi; ill tile top for the esr:i|ie nl liases, ami a door ill the
side through which to admit air, to charge with eoal. and
to discharge the coke. .SVi'.'i/iv. III.

beehouse (lie'hous). . A house or repository
for bees; an apiary. (luldxiiiilh.

beekt (bek), r. [E. dial. (North.) and So., also

written lii-iik: l>i-ik: ln-k-i: < .ME. ln-ki'ii, warm one's

self, perhaps akin to bake. Cf. busk 1
.'] I. trims.

To warm
;
bask.

Co home now. and . . .

lire.

,,^ thy pampered limlis at the
/.'. r. T. .|./</,,i. Works, II. :<.

II. in trim*. To bask; apricate. [Scotch,
colloq.]
bee-killer (b6'kil"er), M. A kind of robber-tly,

Trii/iinii'ii ii/iiri>ril, a dipterous insect of I lie

family .-Isiliila; which attacks honey-bees on
tin' u iii<,' and kills them.

bee-king (be'king), n. A kind of drongo-shrikp,
IHsst'iiiiirun iiiiniilixi-iiK. will) deeply forkeil tail.

Also called Iniliiin hri'-kiinj.

beeldt C'eld), n. and r. See liii-lil.

beele 1
(bel), . [Prob. a form of bill, a mat-

tock (cf. E. dial, heal, the bill of a bird) : see

6i'i/2.] A kind of pickax used by miners for

separating the ores from the rocks in which

they lie.

beele'-H, " [Perhaps a var. of bill'1 in sense of
billfft, q. v.1 A cross-bar; a yoke. J?. K. D.

bee-line (be'lln), . The most direct or straight

way from one point to another, as that of bees
in returning loaded with honey to their hives.

Our footmarks, seen afterward, showed that we had
steered a bee-line for the brig.

CUM, Sec. Grliin. Exp., I. 108.

bee-louse (be'lous), n. A pupiparous dipterous
insect, of the family Braulida: parasitic upon
bees, liraula cceca is a parasite of the Italian

bee, Apia ligustica.
Beelzebub (be-el'ze-bub), n. [Formerly also,
and still in popular speech, Belzebtib, ME. Bel-

sebub, < L. Beelzebub, < Gr. Eetf&jioi'p, < Heb.
Ba'al-zebub, a god of the Philistines, the avert-
er of insects, < ba'al, lord, -f- zebub, z'bub, a

fly ;
cf. Ar. dhtibab, > Pers. zubdb, a fly. See

Beelzebul and Baal.'] 1. A god of the Philis-

tines, who had a famous temple at Ekron. He
was worshiped as the destroyer of flies. 2. A
name of the Mycetes ursinus, a howling monkey
of South America. See cut under howler.

Beelzebul (be-el'ze-bul), n. [< L. Beelzelml, <

Gr. BeeXff/Joi^, < Heb. Ba'al-zebid, a name given
by the Jews to the prince of demons; com-
monly explained as either 'lord of the (heaven-
ly) dwelling,' or 'lord of dung' (Heb. zebcl

= Ar. zibl, dung), but prob. a mere variant of

Ba'al-zcbub, Beelzebub, the name of the Philis-

tine god, which came to be applied to the prince
of demons. The best Gr. manuscripts have

BEeAfe/JoM, in the Gospels. See Beelzebub.] A
name given by the Jews to the prince of demons,
being an opprobrious alteration of the name
Hn-l-cbub.

beemt, . An obsolete form of beam.
bee-martin (be'mar"tiii), . A common name
in the United States of the king-bird, Tyrannus
earoliiK'iixi.1. See cut under king-bird.
bee-master (be'mas'ter), n. One who keeps
bees.

bee molt (be mol), n. [For B nwl, ML. B iimlli:

that is, 'B soft': opposed to B durum, 'B hard.'
See woll.'\ Same as benwl.
bee-moth (be'mdth), n. A pyralid moth of the

genus (iiilli-ri/i, G. cereana (Fabricius). It lays
its eggs in heehives, and the larva; when hatched feed

upon the wax. Also called n-ax-mttth (whence its specific
name). See cut in next column.

been1 (ben or bin). Past participle, and ob-
solete present plural and infinitive, of be 1

.

been'-'t, . Obsolete plural of bee1
.

been3,
a. See brin.

been4 (ben), n. [Hind, bin, a lute, guitar, fid-

dle.] A fretted stringed instrument of music
of the guitar kind, having nineteen frets, used
in India.

bee-nettle (be'net'l), . A species of hemp-
nettle, (riilciijifia n rsii-ii/or. See Galeopsis.

Bee-moth t..itm,i certana ), natural size.

it, larva : b, cocoon ; <.i>u[i.t; r/, moth with Willis vprcad ; ^. ni-,tli

with wings closed.

beent (be'ent), a. [A forced translation by J.

II. Stirling of G. seiend.] In nn-tni>h., having
being as opposed to existence. [Rare.]

If the lileaties persist in the dilemma, the world is

either lu-nit or itnu-lviil, llcniclitils answers, It is neither
of them, liccan.se it is both of them.

./. //. Xtirliiiii, tr. of Schwegler s Hist. I'hilos., p. 20.

bee-orchis (be'6r"kis), n. A European orchid,

li/ilir;/.'* iiiiil'i-i-ii,
with a bee-like flower. Also

called ber-floifrr and i/iiiit-/lon-i'i: See Ojiliryx.

bee-parasite (b8'par*iwK), . 1. A stylops:
an insect of the order Strtpttpttra, the species
of which are parasitic upon bees. Bees so in-

fested are said to be stylopized. See Stylops.
2. Some other insect parasitic upon bees, as a
bee-louse or bee-wolf.

beer 1
(ber), H. [< ME. berc, ber, < AS. beor =

OFries. biar, bier = D. bier = LG. ber, beer =
OHG. bior, MHG. G. bier (> It. birra = F. biere) ;

ft. Icel. bjorr, Ir. Gael, beoir, from AS. or E.

(the Scand. word is that cognate with E. ale).

Origin uncertain ; some assume a loss of r from

orig. *bre6r, < AS. bredwan, etc., brew: see brcir.']

1. An alcoholic liquor made from any farina-

ceous grain, but generally from barley, which
is first malted and ground, and its fermentable
substance extracted by hot water. TO this extract
or infusion hops or some other vegetable product of an

agreeable bitterness is added, and it is thereupon boiled
for some time, both to concentrate it and to extract the
useful matters from the hops. The liquor is then suffered

to ferment in vats, the time allowed for fermentation de-

pending upon the quality and kind of Iwer, and after it

has become clear it is stored away or sent to the market.
The beers of England and France, and for the most part
those of Germany, become gradually sour by exposure to

air. Ate and beer were formerly synonymous terms, ale

being the earlier in use ; at present, beer is the common
name for all malt liquors, and ale is used specifically for

a carefully made beer of a certain strength, and rather

light than dark: thus, small beer, ginger beer, and the

like, are not ale, nor are stout and porter. A distinction
drawn by Andrew Boorde, in 1542, is that ale is made of

malt and water, and should contain no other ingredienU,
while beer is made of malt, hops, and water.

2. A fermented extract of the roots and other

parts or products of various plants, as ginger,
spruce, molasses, beet, etc Beer process, in

plHttiitf., a collodion dry-plate process in which the sensi-

tized plate, after being washed, is treated with an infu-
sion of malt or beer. The process is of no practical value,
and is disused. Beer vinegar, a vinegar prepared from
beerwort. Bitter beer. See ale. Black beer, a kind
of UTI manufactured at Dantzic. It is of a black color
and a syrupy consistence. Also called Dantzic beer.

Broken beer, remnants or leavings of beer: as, "a bum-
bard of broken beer," B. Jonson. Condensed beer, beer
which has been reduced in a copper vacuum-pan to one
eighteenth its hulk in solids, added to an equal quantity
of alcohol. Dantzic beer. Same as black beer. Green
beer, beer which is just made.- Lager-beer, or stock-
beer, a light German beer so called because it is stored for

ripening before being used. It is extensively manufactured
in the United States. Schenk, young, or winter beer,
a 'in-mail beer brewed for immediate use. (See lairer-beer.)
It was formerly brewed only between October and April,
but now is manufactured at all seasons. Small beer,
weak beer; hence, figuratively, a trifling matter: a small
op unimportant thing or person. Stock-beer. See lager-
lirer. To think small beer of, to have a low opinion of ;

hold in slight esteem. [C'olloq. ]

She thinks *m<lll beer of painters, J. J. well, well, we
don't tliitik xtnall beer of ourselves, my noble friend.

Thackeray, The Newcomes, xxxix.

Yeast-beer, new beer with which a small quantity of

fermenting wort has been mixed in the cask in order to
make it lively.

beer1
(ber), p. i. [< freer1

, .] To drink beer;
tipple. [Colloq.]

beer'2 (be'er), H. [< ME. beere;< be* + -er1 .

Cf. forebear.] One who is or exists. [Rare.]
beer'^t, An obsolete form of bier.

beer't, . [< D. beer, a mole, pier.] A mole or

pier. N. E. D.
beer5

t. Obsolete present and preterit of bear1 .

Chaucer.

beestings

beer fi
t,

. An obsolete form of In-ill'-.

beeregart, " [Early mod. K. also IM-I-I;III/I'I;

In in-i i/i-f, eli-., < /(/' + ini/i-r, sour. Cf. tlli-t/tir,

iniii//ir.] Sour beer; vinegar formed by the
;iei inns fermentation of beer.

beer-engine (ber'en Jin). . A hydraulic ma-
eliine for raising beer and oilier liquors out of
II eask ill a cellar.

beer-faucet (ber'fa'set), n. A faucet fitted

with a small air-pump, for mixing air with beer
as it is < I r;t u 11.

beer-float (ber'llot), //. In dixtilliiig. an areom-
eter or hydrometer designed to ascertain from
the observed density of a grain-mash the pos-
sible yield of spirit therefrom. The scale of the
instrument is graduated ! lndi< ate dire- t ly at I lie -t:ind

ard temperature, the percentage hy volume of proof .-pi lit -

that the mash will \ielil. provided the ti -MI le n 1 at ion pro-
eeeds to a ]>'ijnt whip- the density is equal to that of

water. /:. //. Kni.i/il.

beer-garden (bSr'gtrMn), . A garden at-

tached to a brewery, tavern, or saloon, in which
beer is served.

beer-house (bcr'hous), . A house where malt

liquors are sold
;
an ale-house.

beeriness(ber'i-nes), . [< ln-i-ry + -ness.] The
state of being beery or partially intoxicated;
slight intoxication from beer.

beer-measure (ber'mezh'ur), . An old Eng-
lish system of measures of capacity. The gallon
eontai i >:! ruble inches, being 10 pounds 3 ounces
avoirdupois of water, but was adopted as containing s

pounds of wheat.

beer-money (ber'mun'i), . An allowance of
Id. per day granted in 1800 to the British
soldier in addition to his pay, as a substitute
for an allowance of beer or spirits; also, an
allowance given to domestic servants in Eng-
land in lieu of beer, to save trouble in serving
it out, or waste by leaving the cask open.
beerocracy (ber-ok'ra-si), n.

[X
beer + -o-cracy,

as in orfefberaoy.] The brewing and beer-sell-

ing interest
;
brewers and beer-sellers collec-

tively. [Ludicrous.]
beer-preserver (ber'pre-zer'ver), n. A device
for keeping the space a'bove the beer in a cask
or barrel filled with carbonic-acid gas, which is

supplied from a reservoir.

beer-pull (ber'pul), . The handle of a beer-

pump ; also, the pump itself.

beer-pump (ber'pump), n. A pump for beer,

especially for raising beer from the cellar to
the bar in a saloon or public house.
beer-saloon (ber'sa-lon*

1

), . A place where
beer is sold and drunk.

beer-shop (ber'shop), . A beer-saloon; an
ale-house.

beerstone (ber'ston), n. [< beer 1 + stone.'] In

brewing, a hard incrustation like stone on the
interior of the wort-coolers.

In time a greenish, or brownish, shining, thin crust is

formed on the sides of the coolers no matter what ma-
terial they may be constructed of which adheres to them
like varnish, and cannot be removed by the usual wash-
ing. This substance is called beer-stone.

Thauginff, Beer (trans.), p. 473.

Beer stone. See stone.

beer-swilling (ber'swil"ing), a. Drinking beer

immoderately.
In beer-swiUiiiij Copenhagen I have drunk your Danesman

blind. Theo. Martin, Dirge of the Drinker.

beery (ber'i),n. [< beer1 + -yl.] 1. Pertaining
to or resembling beer. 2. Stained or soiled
with beer.

The sloppy, beery tables. Thackeray.

3. Addicted to beer; affected by beer; partial-

ly intoxicated from drinking beer; maudlin.
There was a fair proportion of kindness in Raveloe, but

It was of a beery and bungling sort.

George Eliot, Silas Marner, ix.

Hathoru was not averse to ale, especially at another
man's expense, and, thought he,

" Fanner is getting beery ;

looks pretty red in the face."

C. lltade, Clouds and Sunshine, p. 10.

bee-skep, bee-scap (be'skep, -skap), n. [< free'

+ skeu, seap, a beehive, a basket : see skep.]
A beehive. [Scotch.]
beest (best), . [Found in ME. only in deriv.

beestings, q. v.
; < AS. beost (also bust, after

busting, beestings) = D. biest = LG. bent =
North. Fries, bjast, bjiist = OHG. biost, MHG.
G. biest, beest. Origin unknown

; some sup-
pose, from the G. dial. (Swiss) briest, Icel.

d-bryfitur, pi., beestings, a connection with AS.
breast, etc., E. breast.} Same as beestii/i/x.

beestie, n. See bhcesty.

beestings (bes'tingz), H. sing. oipl. [Also writ-
ten beafitings, bicstitujs, etc., dial, bcastin, bistins,

biskins, etc., < ME. beestunge, also bestiiini/i.

bestynge, < AS. bysting, < beost, beest, + -iuy :



a cow after calving

So may the first of all our fells be th

And both the beetling of our goats al

]>. Jon-wit, ran':

beestings

see becst and -ing.] 1. The first milk given by

fells be thine,
.ml kine.

's Anniversary.

2f. A disease caused by drinking beestings.

N. E. D.
beeswax (bez'waks), n. [< bee's, poss. of bee,

+ wax.] The wax secreted by bees, of which

their cells are constructed. See wax.

beeswing (bez'wing), . [< bee's, poss. of bee,

+ win;/; from its appearance.] A gauzy film

in port and some other wines, indicative of age ;

hence, sometimes, the wine itself. Also writ-

ten beds-id it;/.

Fetch's
His richest beeswiiu/ from a binn reserved

For banquets, praised the waning red, and told

The vintage. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

Scott, from under bushy eyebrows, winked at the ap-

parition of a bees-winy. Thackeray.

beeswinged (bez'wingd), a. So old as to be

covered with beeswing: said of wine, especial-

ly port.
His port is not presentable, unless bees'-winged.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 32.

beet1
(bet), n. [< ME. bete, < AS. bete (not

*beta) = OFries. bete = D. beet, Met = LG.
bete = OHG. bieza, MHG. bieze (G. beete, after

LG. or L.) = Sw. beta = Dan. bede = F. bette

= It. bieta, < L. beta, beet.] A plant of the

genus lieta, natural order Chenopodiacefe. The
various forms are generally referred to a single species,

B. vulgaris, the slender-rooted variety of which, known
as the sea-beet, is found wild in Europe and western Asia,

and is occasionally used for greens. The common beet is

extensively cultivated in many varieties for the use of its

sweetish succulent root as a vegetable and as feed for cat-

tle. The mangel-wurzel is a large coarse form raised ex-

clusively for cattle. The sugar-beet is a large, white, and

very sweet variety, from the root of which large quanti-
ties of sugar (called beet-root sugar) are manufactured iu

France, Germany, etc. The white or Sicilian beet and the

chard-beet are cultivated for their leaves only.

beet2 (bet), v. t. [E. dial, beet, beat, Sc. beet,

beit, < ME. beten, < AS. betan (= OS. bdtian =
OFries. beta = T>. boeten = LG. boten = OHG.
buozzen, MHG. biiezzen, G. btissen = Icel. bceta

= Sw. bota = Dan. bode), mend, improve, make

good, < bot, improvement, reparation, boot :

see boot1
,
which is related to beet as food to

feed, brood to breed, etc. The word was par-

ticularly used in reference to mending, and
hence by extension to kindling, fires: ME. beten

fyr, < AS. betan fyr = D. boeten vtmr = LG.
boten viler; cf. Sw. bota eld, etc. Cf. beat3.]

If. To make better; improve; alleviate or re-

lieve (hunger, thirst, grief, the needs of a per-

son, etc.).

All his craft ne coud his sorrow bete.

Chaucer, T. and C., i. 66.

2f. To mend; repair; put to rights.

Pipen he coude, and ftshe, and nettes bete.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, i. 7.

Daily wearing ueids yearly belting. Scotch proverb.

3. To make or kindle (a fire) ; hence, to fire

or rouse.

Two fyres on the auter gan she beete.

ChaiKer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1434.

It warms me, it charms me,
To mention but her name ;

It heats me, it beets me,
An sets me a' on flame !

Burns, Ep. to Davie, i. 8.

And stiren folk to love and beten fire

On Venus awter. Court of Love, 1. 323.

4. To mend or replenish (a fire) ;
add fuel to.

Picking up peats to beet his ingle.
Allan Ramsay, To Robert Yarde of Devonshire.

[Obsolete or dialectal in all senses.]
beet3,

n. Same as beat2 .

beet*, n. Same as beafi.

beet-fly (bet'fli), n. A two-winged insect, An-

tliomyia beta;, smaller than the house-fly, in-

festing crops of mangel-wurzel and other va-
rieties of beet, on whose leaves it deposits its

eggs, the larvse afterward devouring the soft

parts.
beetle1

(be'tl), . [= Sc. bittle, bittill, < ME.
betel, betylle, bitel, bittill, byti/lle, < AS. bietel,

betel, bitel, bytel (bytl-) (= LG. betel, botel =
MHG. bozel), with formative -el, < bedtan, beat :

see beat1 .] 1. A heavy wooden mallet, used to
drive wedges, consolidate earth, etc. it is made
either for swinging, with the handle set in the middle of
the iron-bound head, or for ramming, with the handle
(provided in heavy beetles with projecting cross-pieces for
the hands) set in one end of the head. In the latter form,
as for the use of pavers, it is sometimes heavy enough to

require two or more men to operate it. Also called a

maid, and in the second form a rammer.
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If I do fillip me with a three-man beetle.

SAai.,2Hen. IV., i. 2.

2. A wooden pestle-shaped utensil used for

mashing potatoes, for beating linen, etc.

Aroint ye, ye limmer, out of an honest house, or shame
fa' me, but I'll take the bittle to you. Scott, Pirate.

3. Same as beetling-machine Between the beetle

and the block, in an awkward or dangerous position.

beetle1
(be'tl), r. t.; pret. and pp. beetled, ppr.

beetling. [< beetle, 11.] 1. To use a beetle on
;

beat with a heavy wooden mallet, as linen or

cotton cloth, as a substitute for mangling. 2.

To finish cloth by means of a beetling-machine.
beetle2 (be'tl), n. [The form seems to have been
influenced by that of beetle! jt would reg. be as

in mod. dial, bittle, early mod. E. also betel, bittle,

bittil, etc.,< ME. bitle, bityl, betylle, bytylle, < AS.

bitcla, bitula (also "betel, once in pi. bctlas), a

beetle, appar.< "bitul, *bitol,*bitel, ME. bitel, bit-

ing (cf. etui, ctol, eating: with suffix -ol, forming
adjectives from verbs), < bttan (pp. biten), bite:

seeWte. Cf. bitter and beetle-browed.'] Any insect

belonging to the order Coleoptera (which see).
Sometimes, however, the term is used in a more restricted

sense, as equivalent in the plural to Scarabtmidae, a tribe of

this order embracing more than 3,000 species, characterized

by clavated antennce, fissile longitudinally, legs frequent-

ly dentated, and wings which have hard cases or sheaths

called elytra. Beetles vary in size from that of a pin's head
to nearly that of a man's fist, the largest being the elephant-
beetle of South America, 4 inches long. The "black beetles"

of kitchens and cellars are cockroaches, and belong to the

order Orthoptera. Bloodv-nose beetle, a large species
of beetle of the genus Timarcha, T. Ifemgata: so named
because when disturbed it emits a red fluid from the joints.

Colorado beetle, a coleopterous insect, Doryphora,
Cttrysomela, or Polygratnma iteccitiUwata, family Chry-

Colorado Beetle ( Doryphora decemlincata. Say).

a, eggs ; *, larva, advanced stage ; c, pupa ; rf, beetle ; e, wing-cover,
enlarged ; /, leg, enlarged.

somelidcv, belonging to the tetramerous section of the or-

der. In size it is somewhat larger than a pea, nearly oval,

convex, of a yellowish or ocher-yellow color, marked with
black spots and blotches, and on the elytra with ten black

longitudinal stripes. The wings, which are folded under
the elytra, are of a blood-red color. This insect works

great havoc upon the leaves and flowers of the potato,
and is also destructive to the tomato and the egg-plant.
It was first observed in the Rocky Mountain region about

1859, and has since spread from Colorado over the whole
of the United States and Canada. Also called potato-bug.

Harlequin beetle. See harlequin. Horned beetle,
a lamellicorn beetle of the genus Megalosoma and some
related genera, belonging to the cetonian group of Scara-
bceidce.

beetle3 (be'tl), a. [Separate use of beetle- in

beetle-browed."] Shaggy; prominent: used in

beetle broic (also written beetle-brow).

Here are the beetle brows shall blush for me.
Shak., R. and J., i. 4.

Bent hollow beetle browes, sharpe staring eyes,
That mad or foolish seeind. Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 52.

beetle3 (be'tl), v. i.; pret. and pp. beetled, ppr.
beetling. [< beetle3

,
a. First used by Shak-

spere.] To be prominent; extend out; over-

hang; jut.

What, if it tempt you toward the flood, my lord,
Or to the dreadful summit of the cliff,

That beetles o'er his base into the sea?

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4.

Each beetling rampart and each tower sublime.
Wordsworth.

beetle-brow (be'tl-brou), n. See beetle^, a.

beetle-browed (be'tl-broud), a. [< ME. bitel-

browed, bytelbrowed, etc. (used in "Piers Plow-
man" with variants bittur browed and bytter

browiil), as if lit.
'

having biting eyebrows,'
that is, projecting eyebrows, < ME. bitel, adj.,

sharp, biting, < AS. *bitel (see beetle2 ) ; but
more prob. 'with eyebrows like a beetle's,' that

is, projecting like the tufted antennee of some
beetles. See beetle2 and broio.] 1. Having

befall

shaggy, bushy, prominent, or overhanging eye-

brows; hence, often, sullen; scowling.

A beetle-browed sullen face. Ilowell, Letters, ii. 2a.

Its IwrtU'-brmi'i'd and gloomy front.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, i.

2. Figuratively, having an overhanging or pro-

jecting top.
beetle-head (be'tl-hed), n. 1. The monkey or

weight of a pile-driver. 2. A beetle-headed
or stupid fellow. 3. A name of the Swiss or

black-bellied plover, Squatarola lielcetica. [Lo-
cal, U. S.]
beetle-headed (be'tl-hed"ed), . [Cf. beetle-

head.'] Having a head like a beetle or mallet;

dull; stupid.

Beetle-headed, flap-ear'd knave. Shalt.
,
T. of the S.

,
iv. 1.

beetle-mite (be'tl-mit), n. [< beetle? + wife1 .]

A mite of the family Gamasidte (which see).

beetle-Stock (be'tl-stok), n. [< beetle1 +
stock.] The handle of a beetle.

beetle-Stone (be'tl-ston), n. [< beetle2 + stone.]
A nodule of coprolitic ironstone, so named from
the resemblance of the inclosed coprolite to

the body and limbs of a beetle.

beetling (bet'ling), . [Verbal n. of beetle*, v.]

A beating with a beetle.

When the desired shade Is obtained, nothing remains
but to wash the silk, and give it two beetlings at the

river, in order to free it from the redundant arnatto.

Ure, Diet., I. 209.

beetling-machine (bet'ling-ma-shen"), n. A
machine for finishing linen or cotton cloth by
hammering it: for this purpose stamps are

used, which are raised in succession and per-
mitted to fall by their own weight. Also called

beetle.

beet-master (bet'mas"ter), n. An erroneous
form of beet-mister.

beet-mister (befmis^tfer), n. [Sc., < beet, beit,

mend, supply, + mister, want; beet a mister,

supply a want: see beet2 and mister2 . Cf. E.

dial. (North.) beet-need, assistance in the hour
of distress.] Whatever supplies a want;
hence, a substitute. [Scotch.]

Next she enlarged on the advantage of saving old

clothes to be what she called beet-masters to the new.
Scott.

beet-press (bet'pres), . A hydraulic or steam-

power machine for expressing the juice from
beet-roots in the process of making beet-root

sugar.
beet-radish (bet'rad'ish), . A name some-
times given to red beets (Beta vulgaris) when
raised or used for salad. See beet1 .

beet-rave (bet'rav), n. [< beet1 + rave, after

F. bette-rave, beet-root, < bette, beet (see beet1 ),

+ rave, < L. rapa, a turnip.] Same as beet-

radish. In Scotland also beetraw and beetrie.

bee-tree (be'tre), . 1. A name of the bass-
wood or American linden, Tilia Americana,
from the richness of its flowers in honey. 2.

A hollow tree occupied by wild bees.

beet-root (bet'rot), n. The root of the beet-

plant. See beet1 Beet-root sugar, sugar made
from beet-roots. The roots are rasped to a pulp, and the

juice is separated by pressure, maceration, or other means,
and is then filtered and concentrated by evaporation in a

vacuum-pan. See been. Beet-root vinegar, vinegar
prepared from the juice of the sugar-beet.

beeve (bev), n. [A rare singular, erroneously
formed from beeves, pi. of beef.] An animal of

the bovine genus, as a cow, bull, or ox.

They would knock down the nrst beeix they met with.

Irving.
Each stately beeve bespeaks the hand
That fed him unrepining.

Whittier, The Drovers.

beeves, n. Plural of beef.

beevort, n. An obsolete form of beaver2 .

bee-wolf (be'wulf), n. 1. An African bee-

eater, Mellitotheres nubicus, one of the Mero-

pid<e. 2. A parasite of the bee, Trichodes api-
arius.

bee-worm (be'wenn), n. An old name for the
larva of the bee. Kay.

befall, befal (be-fal'), v.i pret. befell, pp. be-

fallen, ppr. befalling. [< ME. befallen, fall,

happen, belong, < AS. befeallan, fall (= OS. bi-

ftillan = OFries. bifalla = D. bevallen, please, =
OHG. bifallan, MHG. G. befallen, please), < be*

+ fcallan, fall: see be-1 and fall] I. trans.

To fall or happen to
;
occur to.

But I beseech your grace that I may know
The worst that may befall me.

Shale., M. N. D., i. 1.

The worst that can befall thee, measured right,
Is a sound slumber, and a long good night.

Dryden, tr. of Lucretius, ill. 95.



befall

H. intrant. 1. To happen; come to pass.
I have reveal'd . . .

'I In- discord which li,-fell. Milton, r. 1,., vi. 897.

Tin- around in many a little dell
\\ as broken, uj> and down whose steeps befell
Alternate victory and defeat.

Sln'll,-!!, Kcvult of Islam, vl. 1C.

2f. To fall in the way; eome to hand.

His littli: (ioats Kan drive out of their stalls,
To feede abroad, \\hrrc pasture he^t /I.-/K//V.

Spetmr, YtigSTnOn**, 1. 72.

To befall Oft, to lie the fate of; become of.

Do me the favour to dilate at full

What liatii /;.'/.(// // :!' them, and tllee, till now.
Hlnilf., C. of E.,i. 1.

befana.(be-i'a'na), n. [It., < bffdnia, epiphany,
< LL. i/ii/iliiniiii, epiphany : sec K/iiphtuii/.] 1.

Primarily, in Italy, an Epiphany present or

gift. 2. [>"y-] *M witch or fairy said to

briii"; Children the sweetmeats and other re-

wards given them on the eve of Epiphany, or
to neglect and punish them.

In nursery parlance the /;. M/m has two aspects; she
not only brings gifts to good children, hut is the terror of
the naughty. .V. ami (J., nth ser., IX. 4'li

3. A large rag doll, representing the Befana,
placed on the chimneys of cottages, etc., or

displayed in shops, in Italy, where Epiphany
gifts are sold, for the terror or amusement of

children. [The above meanings ami customs have ref-

erence to the i:ifts of gold, frankincense, and myrrh (Mat.
li. 11) brought liy tin- Mani to the child Jesus, 'which the
feast of the Kpiphany commemorates. The grotesque
hlackened figures often exhibited are explained by the
tradition that one of the three wise kings was an Ethi-

opian. 1

befeather (be-feTii'er), v. t. [< be-1 + feather.}
To deck with feathers.

befell (luVfel'). Preterit of befall.
befetter (be-fet'er), v. t. [< be-l + fetter.] To
confine with fetters; restrain as if by fetters.

Tongue-tied, befettered, heavy-laden nations.

Carlyle, French Rev., II. i. 10.

beffroit, . [F.] See belfry.

beffroyt, In her., same as vair.

befilet, r. t. [Early mod. E. also befyle, < ME.
befi/len, befllen (mixed with befuleii, befoulen,
which rest directly upon ful, foul, foul), < AS.
bcff/lan, < be- + fylan, file, foul, (.ful, foul: see

file'2, fotill, and befoul, and cf. defile^.] To
make filthy ;

befoul
;

soil.

befit (be-fif), v. t.; pret. and pp. befitted, ppr.
befitting. [< bc-i + fit.] 1. To suit; be suit-

able to
; become.

Dry up your tears,
Which ill befit the beauty of that face.

Limit, and Ft., Knight of Burning Pestle, ii. 3.

Out of my sight, thou serpent ! That name best

lie/its thee. Milton, V. L., x. 868.

Robes befittiny his degree. Drayton, Barons' Wars, iv.

2f. To fit; furnish with something fit. [Rare.]
He ... had seriously befitted him with just such a

liriillc ami such a saddle. Sterne, Tristram Shandy.

befitting (be-fit'ing), p. a. Of a suitable kind
or character

;
fit

; proper ; becoming : as, befit-

ting words ;
a befitting dress or manner,

befittingly (be-fit'ing-li), adv. In a befitting or

appropriate manner; becomingly,
beflatter (be-flat'er), v. t. [< 6f-i + flatter.]
To flatter; cajole.

beflea (be-fle'), *' t. [< bc-i + flea^.] To pes-
ter, as fleas do.

One of those bores
Who beflea'd with bad verses poor Louis Quatorze.

Lowell, Fable 'for Critics.

beflecked (be-flekf), a. [< ie-i + flecked.]

Flecked; spotted or streaked
; variegated. Also

spelled befleckt.

Dark billows of an earthquake storm
Bfjtccked with clouds like foam.

tt'hittier. The Hill-top.

beflower (be-flou'6r), v. t. [< be-1 + flower.]
To cover or besprinkle with flowers.

lleside a brjlontired and garlanded precipice.
S. L. Clemens, Life on the Mississippi, p. 274.

befluiu (be-flum'), " t.
; pret. and pp. bcflummed,

ppr. iH-fluiiiiiiiiig. [So.; also in the appar. per-
verted forms blcflum, blaflum, blephum, v. and

., perhaps < be-1 + *flum, as in flummery, or
a variant of flam. Words of this kind are very
unstable.] To befool by cajoling language;
riatter. Scott. [Scotch.]
befoam (be-foin'), t'. *. [< be-1 + foam.] To
cover with foam. Dryden.
befog (be-fog'), v. t.; pret. and pp. befogged,
ppr. iH-fiigi/iiig. [< be-1 + fog.] To involve in

fog; hence, figuratively, to confuse; make ob-
scure or uncertain

;
bewilder : as, to befog the

mind with sophistry.
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Intentional and persistent efforts have been . . . made

to befog the whole subject.
D. A. ',ilf, Merchant Marine, p. 120.

befool (be-fol' ), r. (. [< MK. li,f,il,-,, : < A,--i +
1. To make a fool of; delude; dupe.

beg
Jesus ;iii-.\\rivi| iiii'l Kitiil unto him, /.''"/ flmt 1'liilip

called thee . . . Iaawtli. John i. 48.

MI lir of U80, two points ;ir-

I could hurst with
,

To think I have a lir.ith.r su t'l<u>i<l.

l-'ni-it, l.uvc's Sacrifice, i\ . 1.

2. To treat as a fool
;
call (a person j "fool."

before (bo-for'), a,lr., /in/i., and nnij. [< MK.
befonii, lufiirii, liifiiri-ii, hifum, etc., adv. and
prep.. < AS. Infi>mn. hifnrnn. adv. and pn-p., !><-

t'ore (in place or time: in Jhe latter use rare,
the ordinary word being tl'i; ere) (= OS. /'-

fontii = I). Omoren = Olio. hifurn. MHO. lit-i-in;

In torn, ( ;. In rnr), < be, by, about, -r foran, adv.,

before, <.for, for, lit. before: see fun- and for,
and cf. ofon:] I. tittr. 1. In front; on the
anterior or fore side

;
on the side opposite the

back
;
in a position or at a point in advance

;

ahead.
The battle was kef,ire. ami behind. 2 Chron. xiii. 14.

Reaching forth unto those things which are before.
I'h'il. iii. l.

Had he his hurts before) Shale., Macbeth, v. 7.

I am sent with broom In-fore,
To sweep the dn-st behind the door.

ffliak., M. X. D., v. 2.

If you will walk //"!, sir, I will overtake you in-

stantly. Bean, ami Fl., Woman-Hater, i. .'I.

2. In time preceding; previously; formerly;
already.
Von tell me what I knew before. Itriiil. n.

A flatterer Is a dunce to him, for he can tell him nothing
but what hee knowes before.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosiuographie, A Selfe-conceited Man.

[The adverb is frequently used in self-explain-

ing compounds, as before-cited, before-gnini/.

before-mentioned, etc.]

II. prep. 1. In front of, in time or position;
on the anterior or fore side of; in a position or
at a point in advance of: as, a happy future lies

before you ; before the house
; before the fire.

The golden "ge, which a blind tradition has hitherto

placed in the Past, is before us.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, iii. 5.

Before them went the priest reading the burial service.

Hawthorne, Twice-Told Tales, I.

2. In presence of; in sight of; under the cog-
nizance, jurisdiction, or consideration of.

Abraham bowed down himself before the people of the
land. Gen. xxiii. 12.

They tell me, if they might be brought before you,
They would reveal things of strange consequence.

Fletcher (and another). Sea Voyage, iv. 2.

If my lady die,
I'll be sworn before a jury, thou art the cause on 't.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, v. 1.

3. In precedence of; in advance of, as regards
rank, condition, development, etc.

He that coineth after me is preferred before me.
John i. 15.

I can shew one almost of the same nature, but much If -

fore it. B. Joiuton, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

The eldest son is before the younger in succession.
Johnson.

4. In preference to
;
rather than.

One joyous howre in blisfull happines,
I chose before a life of wretchedues.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 984.

I love my friend before myself.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. .

We think poverty to be infinitely desirable before the
torments of covetousness. Jer. Taylor.

5. Anterior to in time; previous to: as, I

shall return before six o'clock.

Temple sprang from a family which, though ancient and
honourable, had before his time been scarcely mentioned
in our history. Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

They arrived close *to Albania about two hours before
daybreak. Inutg, Granada, p. 30.

6. Under the action, influence, or power of.

Mordecai, . . . before whom thou hast begun to fall.

Esther vl. 13.

Tower and town, as he advanced, went down before him.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 2.

Before alL sec all. Before the beam (na(.), in a po-
sition or direction which lies before a line drawn at right
angles to the keel at the midship section of the ship. Be-
fore (or afpre) the mast, as a common sailor, the crew
of a ship being berthed in the forecastle or forward of the
foremast. Before tile wind, (a) Saul., in the direc-

tion of the wind : as, to sail before the wind, that is, in the
direction in which the wind blows : said of a ship.

We continued running dead before the ttrind, knowing
that we sailed better so.

K. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 20.

(b) Figuratively and colloquially, in prosperous circum-
stances ; out of debt or difficulty.

HI. con/. 1. Previous to the time when:
formerly sometimes followed by that.

Before I was afflicted, I went astray. Ps. cxix. e".

sary.

seventy of tin- Moors made their way into the street.-,

in alarm was yivctl. // ' . n
: i,

I ii :tn:nla. ]. M
2. Sooner than; rather than.

Then take my soul ; my ln.ily, soul, and all,

/; fan that Kngland give the French th.- lull.

>/<*., I II. n. VI., v. .'!.

beforehand (be-for'liand), mlr.
I
< MK. hifiii-i-

liiiinl. hifiiriiliiiiiil, liii-nn nliniiil. ln-1'.ife. ptvvinii--

ly, < bi'fiiri-n, lirt'oiv, + liiinil, liiiinl, hand.] 1.

In anticipation ;
in advance.

So that they . . . maybe taught / h .//,, m.l the skill ..f

sj.caking. ll""k''i.

2f. Before there is time fur anything to be
done; before anything is done..

What is a mans coulen.linL.' with insuperable ditticnl-

ties hut the rolling of Sis> ]>liils > -'..in ii]
i the hi]!, w hi. Ii

is soon bsfort'tiniti! to return upon him aL-;iin
'

Mr /;, [AMmipf
TO be beforehand With, to anticipate; In in advance
of; be prepared or ready for.

Agricola . . . resolves to be beforehand with the dani:<T.

Mtiton.

Tin- la-t i iti'.i author has been befvrehuiul tfillt me.
Ail'l

beforehand (be -for 'hand), a. [< h-fnn/unitl.
ni/i'. ( '!'. fun liinuli il.] In good pecuniary cir-

cumstances
; having enough to meet one's obli-

gations and something over; forehanded: as,

rich and much beforehand,
"
lincnn . [Archaic. ]

I now began to think of getting a little bt-forrltiiini.

Fi-anklin, Autobiog., p. 77.

beforesaid (be-for'sed), a. Aforesaid. Chaucer.
beforetime (be-tor'tim), adv. [< ME. before-
tyme; ( before + time. Cf. aforetime.] For-

merly; of old time; aforetime. [Obsolescent.]
Beforetime in Israel, when a man went to enquire of < '. od.

thus he spake. 1 .Sam. iv. '.i.

befortunet (be-f6r'tun), v. t. [< fre-i + fortune.]
To happen ;

betide.

I wish all good befortutte you. Shale., T. O. of V., Iv. S.

befoul (be-foul'), v. t. [< ME. befoulen, befuh-n
(mixed with befylen, etc. : see befite), < be- +
foulen, foul: see be-1 and foul1

, v.] To make
foul ; cover with filth

;
soil

;
tarnish.

Lawyers can live without befouling each other's names.
Trollope, Barchester Towers, xxi.

Birds of prey winged then- way to the stately tree, be-

fmiling its purity. N. A. Ken., CXXVI. 263.

befreckle (be-frek'l), v. t. [< 6e-l + freckle.]
To freckle

; spot ;
color with various spots ;

va-

riegate.
Her st&r-befreclcled face. Drayton, Polyolbion, xxli. 910.

befret (be-fref), v. t.; pret. and pp. befretted,

ppr. befretting. [< be-t + frefl.] To fret or

gnaw away.
Accept this ring, wherein my heart is set,
A constant heart with burning tlames befret.

(jreeiif, James IV., iv.

befriend (be-frend'), v. t. [< be-1 + friend.] To
act as a friend to

; countenance, aid, or benefit
;

assist
;
favor : as, fortune befriended me.

That you were once unkind, befriend* me now.
Shak., Sonnets, cxx.

The climate [of Chaeronea] is not much befriended by the

heavens, for the air is thick and foggy.
Dryden, Life of Plutarch.

Every little pine needle expanded and sw died w ith sym-
pathy and befriended me. Thoreau, Walden, p. 14:1.

befriendment (bf-frend'ment), n. [< befriend
+ -ment.] The 'act of befriending. Foster.

[Rare.]
befrill (be-fril'), v. t. [< 6c-l + frill.] To fur-

nish or deck with a frill or frills.

The vicar's white-haired mother befrilled . . . with dain-

ty cleanliness. George Eliot, Middleman;!), xvii.

befringe (be-frinj'), . t. [<6e-l + fringe.] To
furnish with a fringe ;

adorn as with fringe.
Let my dirty leaves . . .

Befringe the rails of Bedlam and Soho.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. I. 418.

befliz (be-friz'), v. t.; pret. and pp. befrizzed.

ppr. befrizzing. [< be-* + friz.] To curl the
hair of; friz.

Befri^zed and bepowdered courtiers. Contemporary Rev.

befuddle (be-fnd'l), v. t. [< 6e-l + fuddle.] To
stupefy or muddle with intoxicants; make stu-

pidly drunk.
befur (be-fer'), v. t.; pret. and pp. befurred,
ppr. befu'rring. [< be-1 + fur.] 1. To cover or

supply with fur. 2f. To fur over; incrust.
If. E. D.

beg1
(beg), v. ; pret. and pp. begged, ppr. beg-

ging. [Early mod. E. also begg, beyge, < ME.
bet/gen, first found in the early part of the 13th

century (in the "Ancren Kiwle"); origin un-
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certain. Various explanations have been of-

fered: (1) < ME. bagiji; a bag (because beggars

carry bags: see first quotation under /</<//".

.); but this is certainly wrong. It would im-

ply the forms *bcggcn, *beggc, as variants of

hiigi/ni, btigijc, but no such variants are found

or are probable, and no such sense as 'put
into a bag,' or 'carry a bag,' which might
connect the notion of 'bag' with that of 'beg,'

belongs to the ME. verb bnggcn, which is

found only in the sense of 'swell out like a

bai:' ;
the sense of 'put into a bag' is modern,

and that of 'carry a bag' does not exist
; bag-

ger, moreover, the supposed antecedent of beg-

gar, is only modern. (2) < AS. bedeeiati, beg
(connected with Goth, bidagwa, a beggar, ap-

par. < bidjan = AS. biddan, E. bid, ask; cf. D.

bedelen = OHG. bctalon, MHG. betelen, G. bct-

tcln, beg, freq. of D. bidden = G. bitten = AS.

biddan, E. bid, ask) ;
but the AS. bedecian oc-

curs but once, in the 9th century, and there

are no intermediate forms to connect it with
ME. beggcii. (3) < OFlem. "beggen, beg; but
there is no such word. (4) < OF. beg-, the com-
mon radical of begard, begart, beguard, begar

(ML. begrtrdus, beggardus, begliardus, etc.), and

begiiin (ML. beginus, bcgginus, begltimis, bcgui-

nus, etc.), names given to the members of a men-
dicant lay brotherhood (see Jieghard and Be-

guin) ;
also applied to any begging friar or other

beggar. Such mendicants were very numerous
at the time of the first appearance of the E.

verb, and the derived OF. verb beguincr, be-

gitigncr (< beguin), with AF. beggar, is actually
i'ound in the sense of 'beg.' The E. verb may
be a back formation from the noun beggar (ME.
beggcr, beggere, beggar, beggare), which is, in

this view, an adapted form (as if a noun of

agent in -ar1
, -erf) of the OF. begar, begard,

etc., a Beghard. Beghard is otherwise not found
in ME., though the precise form begger is found
in Wyclif and later as a designation of the
mendicant friars (Beghards), appar. without
direct reference to their begging.] I. trans. 1.

To ask for or supplicate in charity; ask as

alms.

Yet have I not seen the righteous forsaken, nor his seed

begging bread. Ps. xxxvii. 25.

For all thy blessed youth
Becomes as aged, and doth beg the alms
Of palsied eld. Shale., M. for M., iii. 1.

2. To ask for earnestly; crave.

He [Joseph] . . . begged the body of Jesus.
Mat. xxvii. 58.

3. To ask as a favor; hence, to beseech; en-
treat or supplicate with humility or earnest-
ness: as, I begged him to use his influence in

favor of my friend.

And on our knees we beg
(As recompense of our dear services,
Past and to come) that you do change this purpose.

Shah., W. T., ii. 3.

To beg a person for a foolt, to take him for, or regard
him as, a fool.

In the old common law was a writ . . . under which if

a man was legally proved an idiot, the profit of his lands
. . . might be granted by the king to any subject. . . .

Such a person, when this grant was asked, was said to be

begged for a fool. fiares.

To beg the Question, in logic, to assume or take as

granted that which is not more certain than the proposi-
tion to be proved, or which obviously involves the point
in question ; assume as a premise what no one who takes
the opposite view of the question will adittit.

The sophism of begging the question is, then, when any
thing is proved either by itself or something that is equal-
ly unknown with itself.

Burgersdicius, tr. by a Gentleman (1697).

The attempt to infer his [Shakspere's] classical educa-
tion from the internal evidence of his works is simply a
begging of the question.

G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., p. 82.

To maintain, as Sir Wyville Thomson does, that 32 is

the temperature of the floor on which the Antarctic ice-
sheet rests, is virtually to beg the question.

J. Cnll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 226.

=
Syn. Ask, Reqiiext, Beg, etc. (see riskl); to pray (for),

conjure, petition (for).

II. intrans. 1. To ask alms or charity; prac-
tise begging; live by asking alms.

I cannot dig ; to beg I am ashamed. Luke xvi. 3.

2. In the game of all-fours, to ask of the dealer
a concession of one point to be added to one's
count. The dealer must either concede the point or deal
out three additional cards to each player. Should the
suit originally turned as trump appear after this new deal,
three, or fewer if so agreed, must be dealt to each until
a different trump appears. To beg Off, to obtain release
from a penalty, obligation, etc., by entreaty or excuses.

beg2 (beg), . Same as bey'i.

bega, biggah (be'gii, big'a), n. [Also written

beega, beegah, beegha, etc., repr. Hind, bighd,
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Marathi bigliti.] A Hindu land-measure, locally

varying in extent, but usually regarded as equal
to from one third to two thirds of an English
acre. The bega of Calcutta is 1,600 square

yards, or about a third of an acre,

begad (be-gad'), interj. [A minced oath, a cor-

ruption of by God! Cf. egad, bedad.] A sort

of exclamatory oath, employed to give weight
to a statement.

TJcyrtf/, madam, . . . 'tis the very same I met.

Fi'.liliti'j, Joseph Andrews.

begall (be-gal'), f. t. [< 6e-l + galP.] To gall ;

fret ; chafe ;
rub sore. Bp. Hall.

began (be-gan'). Preterit of begin.

begat (be-gaf). Old preterit of beget, still

sometimes used poetically.

begaudt (be-gad'), ? * [Also written be-

gawd; < be- 1 + gaud: see gaud1
."] To bedeck

with gaudy tilings. Xurlli.

begauin, . See begum2 .

begeckt (be-gek'), v. t. [Sc., also bcgeek (= D.

begekkcn);\ 6e-l + geek. Cf. begunk.~\ To be-

fool; gull; jilt. N. E. D.

begem (be-jem'), v. t.; pret. and pp. begemmed,
ppr. begemming. [< fre-1 + gem.'] To adorn
with gems, or as with gems ;

stud with gems,
or anything suggesting them.

The lawn
Begemmed with dew-drops.

Scott, L. of the L., iii. 2.

beget (be-gef), v. t.; pret. begot, formerly be-

gat, pp. begotten, begot, ppr. begetting. [< ME.
begeten, beqiten, bigiten, etc., < AS. begitan,

bigitan (= OS. bigitan = OHG. bigezan), get, ac-

quire, < be- + gitan, getan, get : see fte- 1 and
get

1
.'] 1. To procreate ; generate: chiefly used

of the father alone, but sometimes of both

parents.
Abraham begat Isaac ; and Isaac begat Jacob ;

and Jacob

begat Judas and his brethren. Mat. i. 2.

Yet they a beauteous offspring shall beget.

Milton, P. L., xi. 613.

Become stout Marses, and beget young Cupids.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

2. To produce as an effect
;
cause to exist

;

generate ; occasion : as, luxury begets vice
;

"love is begot by fancy," Glanville.

Intellectual science has been observed to beget invaria-

bly a doubt of the existence of matter. Emerson, Nature.

Thought is essentially independent of language, and
speech could never have begotten reason.

ilivart, Nature and Thought, p. 167.

= Syn. To breed, engender.

begetter (be-get'er), n. One who begets or pro-
creates ; a father.

begetting (be-get'ing), n. 1. The act of pro-
creating or producing. 2. That which is be-

gotten: progeny.
beggable (beg'a-bl), a. [< beg* + -able.] Ca-

pable of being begged.

Things disposed of or not beggable. Butler, Characters.

beggar (beg'ar), n. [Early mod. E. more com-
monly begger, < ME. beggcr, beggere, also beg-

\ar, beggare, a beggar: for the etym., see beg1
.

nhe reg. mod. spelling is begger ; the ME. vari-

ant spelling beggar, beggare, has not neces-

sarily a bearing upon the conjectured derii vation
from OF. begard, the suffix -er being in ME.
often variable to -ar; cf. mod. E. liar.] 1.

One who begs or asks alms; especially, one
who lives by asking alms or makes it his busi-
ness to beg.
Bidderes and beggeres fast about yede,
With hire belies and here bagges of brede full ycrammed.

Piers Plowman.

2. One who is in indigent circumstances; one
who has been beggared. 3t. One who asks a
favor

;
one who entreats

;
a petitioner.

Count. Wilt thou needs be a beggar ?

Clo. I do beg your good-will in this case.

Shak., All's Well, 1. 3.

What subjects will precarious kings regard?
A beggar speaks too softly to be heard. Dryden.

4. One who assumes in argument what he
does not prove.
These shameful beggars of principles. Tillotson.

5. A fellow; a rogue: used (a) in contempt
for a low fellow; (6) as a term of playful
familiarity : as, he is a good-hearted little beg-
gar Masterful beggar. See masterful. To go or

go home by beggar s bush, to go to ruin. Brewer.

beggar (beg'ar), v. t. [Early mod. E. also beg-
ger ; < beggar, .] 1. To make a beggar of;
reduce to beggary ; impoverish.

Whose heavy hand hath bow'd you to the grave,
And beggar'd yours for ever. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

beggary
];>'^'nn-'f! by fn'ils. win. HI still he found too late

;

He had his jest, and they had his estate.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., i. 561.

A rapacious government, and a beggared exchequer.
Buckle, Civilization, I. 653.

2. To exhaust the resources of; exceed the
means or capacity of; outdo.

When the two heroes met, then began a scene of wai--

like parade that beggars all descriptioTi.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 328.

Shakespeare carries us to such a lofty strain of intel-

ligent activity as to suggest a wealth which beggara his

own. A';;'*VON. Essays. 1st ser., p. 262.

beggardom (beg'ar-dum), n. The state of beg-
gary; the body or fraternity of beggars.
beggarhood (beg 'sir- hud), n. [< beggar +
-hood.] The character or state of being a beg-
gar; beggars collectively.

beggarism (beg'ar-izm), n. [< beggar + -ixi.]
The state or condition of beggary.
beggarliness (beg'iir-li-nes), . [< beggarly
+ -ness.] The state of being beggarly; ex-

treme poverty ; meanness.

beggarly (beg':ir-li), . [Early mod. E. also

beggerly ; < beggar + -?#!.] 1. In the condition
of or becoming a beggar ; extremely indigent;
poor ;

mean
; contemptible : used of persons

and things.
A beggarly account of empty boxes.

Shak., R. and J., v. 1.

Beggarly sins, that is, those sins which idleness and
beggary usually betray men to, such as lying, flattery,

stealing, and dissimulation. Jer. Taylor.

He was an idle, beggarly fellow, and of no use to the

public. Addison, Trial of Punctilios.

2. Of or for beggars. [Bare.]
But moralists, sociologists, political economists, and taxes

have slowly convinced me that my beggarly sympathies
were a sin against society. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 59.

Meanly ; indigent-

qa
Tl:

beggarlyt (beg'ar-li), adv.

ly; despicably.
It is his delight to dwell beggarly.

Hooker, Eccles. Pol., v. 15.

beggar-my-neighbor (beg'ar-mi-na'bor), n.

[In allusion to the continued loss of cards.] A
children's game at cards. In one variety of it the

players hold the cards with the backs upward, and alter-

nately lay one down till an honor is turned up, which
has to be paid for at the rate of four cards for an ace,
three for a king, etc. ; and the game goes on thus till one
has gained all the other's cards.

beggar's-basket (beg'arz-bas"ket), . The
European lungwort, 1'idmonnria offieinnlix.

beggar's-lice (beg'arz-lis), n. 1. An English
name of Galium Aparine, or goose-grass, given
to it because its burs stick to the clothes, and
somewhat resemble lice. 2. The name given
in the United States to species of Bidcns and to

Echinospermum Virginicmm, the seeds of which
have barbed awns which cling persistently to

clothing. Also called beggar's-ticks.

beggar's-needle (beg'arz-ne"dl), n. An Eng-
lish popular name for the Scandix Pecten, from
its long-beaked fronds.

beggar'g-ticks (beg'arz-tiks), n. Same as beg-

gars-lice, 2. Also written beggarticte.
It [the garden] was over-run with Roman wormwood

and btggarticks, which last stuck to my clothes.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 282.

beggar-weed (beg'ar-wed), n. [Cf. beggary'*,

2.] A name sometimes given in England to

the common door-weed, Polygonitm urieulare,
to Cuscuta Trifulii, and to some other plants.

beggary1
(beg'ar-i). . [Early mod. E. also

beggary, < ME. oaggerie, < beggere, beggar.] 1.

The state of a beggar; a condition of extreme

indigence.
'Tis the narrowness of human nature,
Our poverty and beggary of spirit,
To take exception at these things.

B. Jonson, The New Inn, iv. 3.

His vessel with an inestimable cargo has just gone
down, and he is reduced in a moment from opulence to

beggary. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

2f. The act or practice of begging ;
the occu-

pation of a beggar ; begging.
We mnst be careful that our charity do not minister to

idleness and the love of beggary.
Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar.

3. Beggars collectively; beggardom; beggar-
hood.
The Piazza is invaded by the legions of beggary, and

held in overpowering numbers against all comers.

Homlls, Venetian Life, xviii.

4. A state of bareness or deficiency.
The freedom and the beggary of the old studio.

Thackeray.

beggary'2 (beg'ar-i), a. [< beggar + -yl.] 1.

Beggarly; poor; mean. [Rare.] 2. Full of
weeds. [Local, Eng.]
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begger

beggert, beggeryt. l-'orinc-r and more regular
spellings of bfggui; liei/i/nr//.

begging (bcg'ing), //. [< ME. bcggi/ngc; verbal
n. of beg1

.] The act of asking or soliciting;
the occupation of :i beggar.

beggyt (beg'i), n. Same as licy*.

'I'lu-n- ust-d to lie it still more powerful persona^- al (In-

head of the Onrf, called the Divan /.'"///.. /;,-., w/m/i/.

Beghard (beg'ard), n. [< ML. Ittijluirdus, be-

gardiix, iM-iigiirdnn, brgrlitirdits, liegihtinlux (cf.

It. Sp. I'g. Mffttrdo, Ml Hi. heglnirt, hegelntnl. d.

beg/tart, Klein, brggnrrt, OK. begun!, Int/url.

begin; with a later equiv. ML. lii-gliinux, /i//fi-

intx, etc., OK. begiiiii. etc., K. Beguin), formed,
with the suffix -afiiua. -ard (and later -imix,

-in, after the fern. ML. biyhiiitt, In //inn, etc.,
OF. begiiini; etc., 10. lleguiii, Jlit/iiim ). 1'rom the

name of the founder of the sisterhood of Be-

guins, namely, Lambert Jiegnc or Iv Hrguc : see

Jicgniii, Begwne.] One of a body of religious
enthusiasts which arose in Flanders in the thir-

teenth century; a Beguin (which see). Also
written llt-gntirtl. [Often without a capital.]

begild (by-gild'), r. /.
; pret. and pp. begiltlftl.

liegilt, ppr. bfi/iltling. [< hr-1 + gildt.] To gild:

as, "bride-laces begilt," B. Jonson, King's En-
tertainment.

ng-nash from swords, casks, courtihuvs,
in-4 ln-anis v./,7./v |]n- neighbour grasses.

Siili;-xi:'r, Hattaile of Yvry (trans.), p. 102.

begin (be-gin'), .
; pret. began, sometimes be-

gun, pp. begun, ppr. beginning. [< ME. beiiiii-

neii, higiniii'H (pret. began, begon, pi. bei/inme,

begunnen, bugonne, etc., pp. begunnen, begonnen,

begunne, etc.), < AS. beginnan, biginnan (pret. be-

gan, pi. begunnon, pp. begunnen) = OS. biginnini
= OFries. beginna, bejenna = D. beginnen =
OHG. biginnan, MHG. G. beginnen, begin ;

AS.
more commonly onginnan, rarely aginnan, ME.
aginnen, and by apheresis ginnen, mod. E. obs.

or poet, gin; also with still different prefixes,
OHG. iiigiitiiint, cnginnen, and Goth, duginnan,
begin ;

< be- (E. ftc-1 ) or on-, d- (E. a-2 ),
+ "gin-

nan, not found in the simple form, prob. orig.

'open, open up' (a sense retained also by the
OHG. inginnan, MHG. enginnen), being prob.
connected with (a) AS. ginian = OHG. ginen,
MHG. ginen, genen, G. gdhnen, gape, yawn, (6)
AS. ginan = Icel. gina, gape, yawn, (c) AS.
gdnian, E. yawn = OHG. geinon, MHG. gcinen,

gape, yawn (cf. Gr. xaivctv, gape, yawn); all

variously with n- formative from the root *gi,

seen also in OHG. gien and giwen, gewan, MHG.
giwen, gewen = L. hiare = OBulg. zijati = Buss.

zijati= Bohem. riroW = Lith. zhioti. etc., gape,
yawn (cf. Gr. ^dovif/v, yawn, x^(> chaos, ^dff/ia,

chasm, etc. : see chaos, chasm) : see yawn and
hiatus. Cf. open as equiv. to begin, and close as

equiv. to end.] I. trans. 1. To take the first

step in
;
set about the performance or accom-

plishment of
;
enter upon; commence.

Ye nymphs of Solyma, begin the song.
Pope, Messiah, 1. 1.

2. To originate; be the originator of: as, to

begin a dynasty.
Proud Niiurod first the savage chase began.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 61.

3. To trace from anything as the first ground;
date the beginning of.

The apostle begins onr knowledge in the creatures
which leads us to the knowledge of God. Locke.

= Syn. 1. To set about, institute, undertake, originate,
initiate.

II. intrans. 1. To come into existence ; arise;

originate : as, the present German empire be-

gan with William I.

Made a selfish war begin.

Tennyson, To F. D. Maurice.

2. To take a first step ;
commence in any course

or operation ;
make a start or commencement.

No change of disposition begin* yet to show itself in

England. Jeferson, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. t'M.

The contest raged from morning until night, when the
Moors began to yield. Irving, Granada, p. 35.

To begin the board. See board. To begin with, (n)
To enter upon first ; use or employ first : as, to begin n-iih

the Latin grammar; (o begin mth prayer. (6) At the out-

set ; as the first thing to be considered ; first of all : as, to

i" 'n n with, I do not like its color.

Animals can be trained to behave in a way in which, (o

begin icitft, they art- incapable of behaving.
T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, $ 113.

begint (be-gin'), . [< begin, v.] A beginning.
Let no whit thce dismay

The hard btginne that meetes thee in the dore.

Spenser, F. Q., III. iii. 21.

beginner (be-gin'er), . [ME. begynner ; < be-

gin + -frl.] 1. One who begins or originates ;
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one who starts or first leads off ; an author or

originator.
When- HIV tin- vil. 1,,-iihinrr* nl this fray?

,s'/m*-., K. and .).. ill. 1.

2. Oneljeginningto learnorprai'tiso ;
a novice;

a tyro: as, "a sermon of a new lu-ginni-r,"

Beguard

Begonia n--^n'n\ -.
:

i), . [NL., named after
Mii-liel Hi'gnii (1688-1710), a French promoter
of science.] A very large genus of polypeta-
lous exogenous plants, the type of the nat-

ural order /.V (/""""'' . Th, > an- niosth
natiVt-rt of tin- wannt-r iv;:ion> o] th, ulo!>", anil ]

There are nolde pa.ssa^i-s in it, but tht-y are for thi- ad- pt
and not for tin- /n'liiiun i

.

t). 1C. //.,/m. .,, I!. W. Kind-mill, xiv.

beginning (be-gin'ing), . [< ME. /</////,
begiiniHligi (

= Mild. Ini/innnni/ej; Verbal U. Of

begin.] 1. The origin ; source; first cause,

lam . . . the tn'ijinniivj and the ending. l;*-v. i. 8.

2. The point of time or epoch at which any-
thing begins; specifically, the time when the
universe began to be.

In tin- In 'ii mi in r i onl rival i-d lln- hi-a\VN and Ihr i-arlh.

il.n. i. 1.

It was reserved for Hntton to declare for the first tinu-

that the rocks around us reveal no trace of the ben' .

of things. Geikie, Geol. Sketches, ii.

3. The initial stage or first part of any pro-
cess or proceeding; the starting-point: as, a
small be</iiiiiiiig.

lie was come to that height of honour out of base IIP-

<ti n n i tut*, litiflun. Anal, of M'-l., p. .Mil.

The begiiminn of writing is the hieroglyphic or symbol-
ical picture, tin- IH'IIIIIIIIUII M| uoi^liip i-, ii ii^lii.-in or idol-

atry, the beginning of eloquence is pictorial, sensuous,
ami im-taphoriral, the lii^/iintinif of philosophy is tin-

myth. Leeky, Europ. Morals, I. 142.

beginningless (be-gin'ing-les), a. [< beginning
+ -less.] Having no beginning: correlative to

endless. [Bare.]
begird (be-gerd'), r. t.

; pret. and pp. begirt,

begirded, ppr. begirding. [< ME. begirt/en,

only in pret. or pp. begttrt, < AS. begyrdan
(= OHG. bigurtjan ; cf . Goth, bigairdan, strong
verb), < be- + gi/rdan, gird : see fte-1 and gird1 .]
1. To bind with a band or girdle. 2. To sur-

round
;
inclose

; encompass.
Uther's son

Begirt with British and Armoric knights.
Hilton, P. L, i. 581.

begirdle (be-ger'dl), v. t. [< 6e-l + girdle.]
To surround or encircle as with a girdle.
Like a ring of lightning they . . . begirdle her from

shore to shore. Carlyle, French Rev., III. vii. a.

begirtt (be-gert'), v. t. [A form of begird, inf.,

due to the frequent pp. begirt, pret. and pp.
being the same as those of begird.] To be-

gird; encompass.
Begirt the wood, and fire it.

Maisinger, Bashful Lover, Iii. 5.

To begirt the almighty throne,
Beseeching or besieging. Milton, P. L., v. 868.

beglare (be-glar'), v. t. [< be-i + glare.] To
glare at or on. [A humorous coinage.]
So that a bystander, without beholding Mrs. Wilfer at

all, must have known at whom she was glaring by seeing
her refracted from the countenance of the beglared one.

Diclcen*, Onr Mutual Friend, I. xvl.

beglerbeg (beg'ler-beg'), n. Same as beylerbey.

beglerbeglic (beg'ler-beg'lik), n. Same as

beylerbeylik.

begloom (be-glom'), . t. [< be-1 + gloom.] To
make gloomy; darken. [Bare.]

begnaw (be-na'), v. t. [ME. not found; < AS.

begnagan, gnaw, < be- + gnagan, gnaw: see
6*-1 and gnaw.] To bite or gnaw; eat away ;

corrode
;
nibble at. [Bare.]

The worm of conscience still be-gnaw thy soul.

Shale., Rich. III., i. 3.

begot (be-go'), v. t.
; pret. bewent, pp. begone.

[< ME. began, bigon, < AS. began (= D. begaan
= OHG. bigdn, MHG. began, begen, G. begehen),
< be-, by, about, + gdn, go: see 6c-l and go.]
1. To go about; encompass; surround. 2.

To clothe; attire. 3. To surround or beset;
affect as a circumstance or influence : now
only in the perfect participle begone, in woebe-

gone, beset with woe (originally in the con-
struction him was wo begon, in which wo is the

subject and him the dative object, subsequent-
ly made the subject).

So was I glad and wel began.
Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 171.

begodt (be-god'), v. t. [<be-i + god.] To dei-

fy: as, "begodded saints," South, Sermons, V.
xcvii.

begone 1
(be-gon'). [Prop, two words, be gone

(be, inf. or'impv. ; gone, pp.), irreg. united, as
also in beware.] Begone; go away; depart.

Begone I you are my brother ; that's your safety.
Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 1.

" You must begone.," said Death ;

"
these walks are mine."

Tennyxon, Love and Death.

begone-t (be-g6n'). Past participle of bego.

JlefOHia ftnitosa.
a, branch with male flowers ; !>, c. two forms of styles and tflgmas ;

d, fruit. (From Lc Manut and Decai&ne's " Traite general de Bota*
nique.")

ijiient in cultivation as foliage-plants and for their showy
or singular HM\M -i> \ \*-ry threat diversity In the often
brilliant coloring of tin- leaves has been reached by skilful

crossing. I nun the shape of their large, oblique, fleshy
leaves some species are known by the name of elff-l'

ear. The succulent acid stalks of several species are used
as pot-herbs.

Begoniaceae (be-go-ni-a'se-e), . pi. [NL., < Be-

gniiia + -ocea-.j A natural order of plants, al-

lied to the Cucurbitacea? and Cactacea; of which
Begonia is the typical genus. The only other genera
are flillebranitia of the Sandwich Islands, monotypic, and
Begoniella of the United States of Colombia, of only two
species.

begoniaceons (be-go-ni-a'shius), a. Belonging
to or resembling the Begoniaceoe.

begore (be-gor'), v. t. [< be-1 + gore 1
.] To be-

smear with gore. Spenser.

begot (be-gof). Preterit and past participle of

beget.

begotten (be-got'n). Past participle of beget.

begrace (be-gras'), v. t. [< 6e-i + grace.]' To
say "your grace" to; address by the title of a
duke or bishop. Holinshed. [Bare.]

begrayet (bo-grav'), v. t. [< ME. begraren, < AS.
bcgrafan, bury (= OS. bigrabhan = D. begraven
= OHG. bigraban = Sw.

begrafva,
= Dan. be-

grare, bury, = Goth, bigraban, dig around), < be-
+ grafan, grave, dig: see 6e-l and grave1

, v.]
1. To bury. Gower. 2. To engrave.

With great sleight
Of workmanship it was begrace.

Gower, Conf. Amant., i.

begrease (be-gres'), v. t. [< 6e-i + grease.] To
soil or daub with grease or other oily matter.

begrime (be-grim'), v. t. [< 6e-l + grime.] To
make grimy ;

cover or impress as with dirt or

grime.
The justice-room begrimed with ashes.

Maeaulay, Hist. Eng., i.
= Syn, Tarnith, etc. See soil.

begrudge (be-gruj'), v. t. [Early mod. E. also

begruteh, < ME. begrucchcn : see be-1 and grudge.]
To grudge ; envy the possession of.

There wants no teacher to make a p<ior man begrudge
his powerful and wealthy neighlxmr both his actual share
in the government, and his disproportionate share of the

good things of this life. Brougham.

begruntlet (be-gnm'tl), v. t. [< 6e-l + gruntlt.
Cf . disgruntle.] To render uneasy ;

disconcert.
The Spaniards were begnintled with these scruples.

Bp. Ha'cket, Life of Abp. Williams, i. 131.

begrutcht, '. '. Obsolete form of begrudge.
begruiten (be-grut'n), a. [< be-1 + grutten,

pp. of greit, greet, cry: see greet
2
.] Showing

the effects of much weeping ;
marred or swollen

in face through sore or continued weeping.
[Scotch.]
Poor things, . . . they are sae btgrutten.

Scott, Monastery, viii.

begstert, n. A Middle English form of beggar.
Cliaitccr.

Begtashi (beg-ta'she), n. [Turk.] A secret

religious order in Turkey resembling the order
of Freemasons, employing passwords and signs
of recognition very similar to, and in some
cases identical with, those of the latter order,
and including many thousands of influential

members. Imp. Diet.

beguan (beg'wan), n. [Prob. a native name.]
A bezoar or concretion found in the intestines
of the iguana.

Beguard, . See Beghard.



beguile

beguile (be-gil'), v. t. [< ME. begilen, bcgijlft,

(= MD. begliijleii), < be- + gilen, guli-ii, guile,

deceive: see ftc-l anil <///(.] 1. To delude with

guile ;
deceive

; impose on by artifice or craft.

The serpent bi'giiili-d me. and I did eat. (!en. iii. 13.

By expectation every day beguiTd,

Dupe of to-morrow even from a child.

Courier, My Mother's Picture.

2. To elude or check by artifice or craft; foil.

'Twas yet some comfort,
When misery could beguile the tyrant's rage,

And frustrate his proud will. Shak., Lear, iv. 6.

3. To deprive of irksomeness or unpleasant-
ness by diverting the mind; render unfelt;

cause to pass insensibly and pleasantly ;
while

away.
1 would brauile

The tedious day with sleep, tihak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

Chiefs of elder Art!

Teachers of wisdom ! who could once betju'de

My tedious hours. Roseoe, To my Books.

4. To transform as if by charm or guile ;
charm.

Till to a smile

Tlie goodwife's tearful face he did benttilr.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 225.

5. To entertain as with pastimes; amuse.
The tales

With which this day the children she beguiled
She glean'd from Breton grandames when a child.

M. Arnold, Tristram and Iseult, iii.

To beguile Of, to deprive of by guile or pleasing artifice.

The writer who beguiles of their tediousncss the dull

hours of life. Everett, Orations, I. 302.

= Syn. 1. Cheat, mislead, inveigle. 3-5. Amuse, Divert,

etc. (see amuse); cheer, solace.

beguilement (be-gil'ment), . [< beguile +
-ment.] The act of beguiling; the state of be-

ing beguiled.

beguiler (be-gi'16r), n. One who or that which

beguiles or'deceives.

beguilingly (be-gi'liug-li), adv. In a manner
to beguile or deceive.

beguiltyt (bf-gil'ti), v. t. [< fee-1 + guilty.] To
render guilty ;

burden with a sense of guilt.

By easy commutations of public penance for a private

pecuniary mulct [thou] dost at once beguilty thine own
conscience with sordid bribery.

Bp. Sanderson, Sermons, p. 275.

Beguin, Beguine (beg'in; sometimes, as mod.

F., ba-gaii', m., -gen , f.), . [(1) Beguin, Be-

guine, fern. : early mod. E. also begin, begine,

beghine, beggin, bigin, biggayne, < ME. begyne,

bygynne, < OF. beguine, mod. F. beguine = Sp.

Pg. beguina = It. beghina, bighina (MD. beghijne,
D. begijn, LG. and G. begine), < ML. beghina,

begina, beggina, beguina, bigina, etc. (cf. E. big-

gin
1

,
from the same source). (2) Beguin, masc.,

< OF. beguin, mod. F. beguin = Sp. Pg. begiiino
= It. beghino, bighino, < ML. beghinus, beginus,
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beguinage (beg'in-aj, or, as mod. F., ba-ge-

nii/.h'), n. [F. hegu'inage, OF. beguinage (> ML.

brghiiiitgium), < beguine, a Beguine. See Jie-

/jiiiii and -age.] A community of Beguiues.
A be^uimiiie usually consists of a large walled inclosure,

containing a number of small detached houses, each in-

habited by one or two Beguines ;
there are also some com-

mon houses, especially for the novices and younger mem-
ber* of tha community. In the center is the church, where
certain religious offices are performed in common. Each

Beguine keeps possession of her own property, and nt:ty

support herself from it, or from the work of her hands,
or by serving others in their houses. They are free to

leave at any time, and take only simple vows of chastity
and obedience during residence. Pious women may als. >,

under certain restrictions, rent houses and live inside the

ini-losure without formally joining the community. Such
establishments are now chiefly met with in Belgium ; the

immense one near Ghent, built by the Duke of Arcnibem
In 1874, is the finest example, and one of the most recent.

Beguine, See Beguin.

begum1 (be-gum'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. bcgummed,

ppr. begumming. [< be-1 + gum*.] To daub
or cover with gum. Swift.

begum2 (be'gum), M. [Anglo-Ind., also 6ee-

gum, begauin, < Hind, begam (cf. Pers. baigim,
a lady), < Turki bigim, a princess, fern, of big,

bik = Turk, beg, beu, a prince : see
bey

1
.] The

title of a Hindu princess or lady of high rank.

begun (be-gun'). Past participle and some-
times preterit of begin.

begunk (be-gungk'), v. t. [Also spelled bc-

gink, perhaps a nasalized variation of equiv.
Sc. begeck, q. v. See also remark under beflum.]
To befool; deceive; balk; jilt. [Scotch.]
Whose sweetheart has begutiked him.

Blackimud's May., VIII. 420.

begunk (be-gungk'), n. [< begunk, v.] An
illusion; a trick; a cheat. [Scotch.]

If I havena' gien Inchgrabbit and Jamie Howie abonnic

begunk, they ken themsel's. Scott, Waverley, II. xxxv.

behad (be-had'), a. [Contr. of Sc. 'behald =
E. beholden.] Beholden; indebted. [Scotch.]
behalf (be-haf), . [< ME. behalve, bihalve, in

the phrase OH (or upon, or in) behalve, in be-

half, incorrectly used for on halve (< AS. on

healfe, on the side or part of), owing to confu-

sion with ME. behalve, behalven, behalves, adv.

and prep., by the side of, near, < AS. be healfe,

by the side: see 6e-2, by
1

,
and half, n. Cf. be-

hoof.] 1. Advantage, benefit
; interest, or de-

fense (of somebody or something).
In the behalf of his mistress's beauty. Sir P. Sidney.

I was moved to speak in behalf of the absent.

Smnner, Prison Discipline.

2f. Affair; cause; matter.
In an unjust behalf. Shale., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3.

[Always governed by the preposition in, on,
or upon. See note under behoof.]~ In this or

that behalf, in respect of, or with regard to, this or that

matter.

behapt (be-hap'), r. *. [< foe-1 + hap1
.] To hap-

beique, bieque, stammering ;
of unknown origin),

a priest of Liege, who founded the sisterhood.

See also Beghard. The origin of the name was
not generally known, and the forms varied,

leading to many etymological conjectures.
The connection with E. beggar and beg

1 is per-

haps real; in the sense of 'hypocrite' and

'bigot' (as in It. beghino), the word was later

confused with bigot, q. v.] 1. A name given
to the members of various religious communi-
ties of women who, professing a life of poverty
and self-denial, went about in coarse gray
clothing (of undyed wool), reading the Scrip-
tures and exhorting the people. They originated
in the twelfth or thirteenth century, and formerly flour-

ished in Germany, the Netherlands, France, and Italy; and
communities of the name still exist in Belgium. See be-

guinage. [Now generally written Beguine.]

And Dame Abstinence streyned,
Toke on a robe of kamelyne,
And gan her graithe [dress] as a bygynne.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 7866.

Wanton wenches and beguins. World of Wonders, 1608.

The wife of one of the ex-burgomasters and his daugh-
ter, who was a beguin, went by his side as he was led to

execution. Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 442.

2. [Only Beguin.] A member of a community
of men founded on the same general principle
of life as that of the Beguines (see 1). They be-
came infected with various heresies, especially with sys-
tems of illuminism, which were afterward propagated
among the communities of women. They were condemned
by Pope John XXII. in the early part of the fourteenth
century. The faithful Beguins joined themselves in num-
bers with the different orders of friars. The sect, gener-
ally obnoxious and the object of severe measures, had
greatly diminished by the following century, but con-
tinued to exist till about the middle of the sixteenth. Also
called Beghard. [These names have been frequently used
as common nouns, without capitals.]

That is the greatest shame, and foulest scorne,
Which unto any knight behapiien may.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 52.

behatet, v. t. [ME. ;
< 6e-i + nafe.] To hate

;

detest. Chaucer.

behave (be-hav'), -. ; pret. and pp. behaved,

ppr. behaving. [< late ME. behaven, restrain,
refl. behave (see first quot.), < be-1 + have

(which thus compounded took the full inflec-

tions (pret. rarely behad and irreg. beheft) and

developed reg. into the mod. pron. hav). The
word is formally identical with AS. behabban,

hold, surround, restrain (= OS. bihebbian, hold,

surround, = OHG. bihabeit, MHG. behaben, hold,
take possession of), < be, about, + habban, have,
hold: see be-1 and hare.] I. trans. It. To gov-
ern

; manage ;
conduct

; regulate.
To Florence they can hur kenne,
To lerne hur to behave hur among men.

Le Bone Florence, 1. 1567.

He did behave his anger ere 'twas speut.
Shak., T. of A., iii. 5.

[The old editions read behoove va this passage.]
2. With a reflexive pronoun, to conduct,

comport, acquit, or demean, (a) In gome speci-
fied way.
Those that behaved theinselves manfully. 2 Mac. ii. 21.

We behaved not ourselves disorderly among you.
2 Thes. iii. 7.

(6) Absolutely, in a commendable or proper
way; well or properly: as, behave yourself; they
will noc behave themselves. 3f. To employ or

occupy.
Where ease abownds yt's eath to doe amis :

But who his limbs with labours, and his mynd
Behaves with cares, cannot so easy mis.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 40.

behavior

II. iiitrann. [The reflexive pronoun omitted.]
To act in any relation

;
have or exhibit a mode

of action or conduct : used of persons, and also

of things having motion or operation, (a) In

a particular manner, as specified : as, to be/tart

well or ill; the ship behaves well.

But he was wiser and well beheft.

B. Jonson, Love's Welcome at Welbeck.

Electricity uehanx like an incompressible fluid.

Attiiiiam, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 110.

(b) Absolutely, in a proper manner: as, why
do you not behave f

behaved (be-lmvd'), J>. >i. Mannered; conduct-

ed : usually with some qualifying adverb : as,

a well-oe/mrerf person.
Gather by him, as he is bchat-\l,

If 't be the affliction of his love, or no,
That thus he surfers for. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1.

Why, I take the Kreiich-Mutwd gentleman.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

A very pretty behaved gentleman.
Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 1.

behavior, behaviour (be-hav 'yor), n. [The
latter spelling is usual in England ; early mod.
E. behavoiire, behaviov, behavier, behaviour, be-

haver, beharor, behavour, < behave + -oure, -iour,

-ior, appar. in simulation of havior, harimir,

Jiavour, var. of haver for aver, possession, hav-

ing (see aver?), of F. origin. In poetry some-
times havior, which may be taken as formed

directly from have; cf. Sc. have, behave, hav-

ing*, behavior.] 1. Manner of behaving, whe-
ther good or bad; conduct; mode of acting;

manners; deportment: sometimes, when used

absolutely, implying good breeding or proper

deportment.
Some men's behaviour is like a verse wherein every syl-

lable is measured.
Bacon, Essays, Of Ceremonies and Respects.

A gentleman that is very singular in his behnrimir.

2. Figuratively, the manner in which anything
acts or operates.
The behaviour of the nitrous salts of the amines is

worthy of attention. Austen-Pinner, Org. Chem., p. 46.

The phenomena of electricity and magnetism were re-

duced to the same category; and the behaviour of the

magnetic needle was assimilated to that of a needle sub-

jected to the influence of artificial electric currents.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol.

3f. The act of representing another person;
the manner in which one personates the char-

acter of another; representative character.

[Very rare, possibly unique. Knight, however, believes

that the word is used here in its natural sense, that is,

the manner of having or conducting one's self.]

King John. Now, say, Chatillon, what would France
with us?

Chat.. Thus, after greeting, speaks the king of France,
In my behaviour, to the majesty,
The borrow'd majesty, of England here.

Shak., K. John, i. 1.

Behavior as heir (law Latin, gestio pro hcerede), in Scots

lau', a passive title, by which an heir, by intromission with

his ancestor's heritage, incurs a universal liability for his

debts and obligations. During good behavior, as long
as one remains blameless in the discharge of one s duties

or the conduct of one's life : as, an office held during gooit

behavior ; a convict is given certain privileges during good
behavior. On one's behavior or good behavior, (a)

Behaving or bound to behave with a regard to conven-

tional decorum and propriety. [Colloq.] (b) In a state of

probation ; liable to be called to account in case of mis-

conduct

Tyrants themselves are upon their behaviour to a su-

perior power. Sir R. L'Estrange, Fables.

= SyH. 1. Carriage, Behavior, Conduct, Deportment, De-

meanor, bearing, manner, manners, all denote primarily
outward manner or conduct, but naturally are freely ex-

tended to internal states or activities. Carriage, the way
of carrying one's self, may be mere physical attitude, or it

may be personal manners, as expressing states of mind :

we speak of a haughty or noble carriage, but not ordi-

narily of an ignoble, cringing, or base carriage. Behavior

is the most general expression of one's mode of acting ; it

also refers particularly to comparatively conspicuous ac-

tions and conduct. Conduct is more applicable to actions

viewed as connected into a course of life
;
especially to ac-

tions considered with reference to morality. Deportment
is especially behavior in the line of the proprieties or duties

of life: as, Mr. Turveydrop was a model of deportment;
the scholars' rank depends partly upon their deportment.
Demeanor is most used for manners as expressing charac-

ter; it is a more delicate word than the others, and is

generally used in a good sense. We may speak of lofty

or gracious carriage; good, bad, wise, foolish, modest, con-

ceited behavior; exemplary conduct; grand, modest, cor-

rect deportinent ; quiet, refined demeanor.

Nothing can be more delicate without being fantasti-

cal, nothing more flnn and based in nature and sentiment,
than the courtship and mutual carriage of the sexes [in

England). Emerson, Eng. Traits, p. 112.

Men's behaviour should be like their apparel, not too

strait or point-device, but free for exercise or motion.

Bacon, Essays, liii.

It is both more satisfactory and more safe to trust to

the conduct of a party than their professions.
Ames, Works, II. -214.



behavior

Kven at dancing parties, where it \v<ml<i seem that the

p.ietrv "f motion might <l(i something to soften the rigid

bcMora of Venetian tli'iHirliiii'iit, the poor young people

separate after each dance. Ilii/ivllx, Venetian Life, x\i.

All elderly gentleman, large and portly ami of ivmark-

ably dignified dflmMmofj passhm >ioui\ along.

llinrfltnriK', Seven Gables, iv.

behead (be-hed'), r. t. [< ME. bfhfdi-n, biln-f-

dfu, biltrmlrn, < AS. Mictifdiiin (= .\IIKi. IM--

liDi/lictcn ; cf. 0. fiit-luiiipten D. on-titoofden),

behead, < lie-, hero priv., + ln'tifod, head: see

6c-l and /lead] 1. To cut off the head of; kill

or execute by decapitation.
Klissell anil Sidney wore liehmdnl in defiance i.f law

and justice. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ii.

2. Figuratively, to deprive of the hend, top, or

foremost part of: as, to behead a statue or a
word.

beheading (be-hed'ing), H. [Verbal n. of bc-

Iniii/.] The act of cutting off the head; spe-

cifically, execution by decapitation.
In Dahomey there are frequent lifhrmlingi that the vic-

tims, going to the other world to serve the dead king, may
earry messages from his living descendant.

//. Xjirncer, Prill, of Sociol., 141.

beheld (be-held'). Preterit and past participle
of behold.

behellt (be-hel'), r. t. [< 6e-l + 7ic.] To tor-

ture as with pains of hell.

Did bekell and rack him.

behemoth (be-he'mpth), n. [< Heb. Vhcmtitli,

appar. pi. of excellence, 'great beast,' sing.

Iflif.mah, a beast, but supposed to be an adap-
tation of Egypt, p-ehe-mau, lit. water-ox.] An
animal mentioned in Job xl. 15-24; probably,
from the details given, a hippopotamus, but
sometimes taken for some other animal, or for

a type of the largest land-animals generally.
Behold now behemoth, which I made with thee, he eat-

eth grass as an ox. Job xl. 15.

Behold in plaited mail
Behemoth rears his head.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 710.

behen, ben6 (be 'hen, ben), n. [Also written be-

ken, been, appar. a corruption of Ar. bahmax,
bchmen, a kind of root, also the flower llosa ca-

Mtna.] An old name of the bladder-campion,
Silenc inflata. The behen-root of old pharmacists is said

to have been the root of Centaurea Bfhen and of Statice

Liinonium, distinguished as white and red behen.

behest (be-hesf), [< ME. behest, bihest, be-

hcste, etc.', with excrescent t, earlier behese, <

late AS. behces, a promise, vow (equiv. to behdt

= OHG. biheiz, a promise; cf. behight, .), < bc-

hdtan, promise: see behight,v., and hest.~\ If. A
vow; a promise. Chaucer; Gower; Holland.

2. A command
; precept ;

mandate.
Where I have learn'd me to repent the sin

Of disobedient opposition
To you and your behests. Shak., R. and J., iv. 2.

He did not pause to parley nor protest,
But hastened to obey the Lord's behest.

Longfellow, Torquemada.

behestt (be-hesf), v. t. [< ME. behesten, prom-
ise, < beheste, a promise: see behest, .] To
promise ;

vow.

behetet, v. A Middle English form of behight.

behewt, v. t. [< ME. behewen, hew about, carve,
< AS. behedwan, hew off, < be- (in AS. priv.)
+ hedwan, cut, hew.] To carve

;
adorn

;
embel-

lish.

Al with gold behewe. Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1306.

behightt (be-hlf), v. [The common spelling
in Spenser and his contemporaries of both

present and preterit of ME. pres. inf. beheten,

regularly behoten, earlier behaten (pret. behight,

bchir/hte, earlier beheht, behet, pp. behoten, later

behight), < AS. behdtan (pret. behet, pp. behaten)

(= OHG. bihaizan, MHG. beheizen), promise,
< be- + hdtan, command, call: see be-1 and

highf
2

. The forms in ME. were confused, like

those of the simple verb. The proper sense of

behight is 'promise'; the other senses (found
only in Spenser and contemporary archaists)
are forced, being in part taken from hight

2
.] I.

trans. 1. To promise; vow.
The trayteresse fals and ful of gyle,
That al behoteth and nothing halt.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 621.

Bchight by vow unto the chaste Minerve.

Surrey, JSneid, ii.

2. To call
;
name.

That Oeauntesse Argante is behight.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vii. 47.

3. To address.
Whom soone as he beheld he knew, and thus behight.

Siicnuer, V. Q., V. iv. 25.

4. To pronounce ;
declare to be.

Why of late

Didst thou behi'jM me borne of English blood?

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 64.
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5. To mean; intend.

Words sometimes mean mure than the heart ln'hilrih.

Mir. .I'm- M,I : I., p. -Kil.

6. To commit ; intrust.

The keica are to thy hand Miijihl.

,S'//*T, K. <.)., I. x. Mi.

7. To adjudge.
There was it judged, by those worthir wights,
That Satyranc the lir.it day ln-.-t had doline : . . .

The second was to Triamiuid W/ ///''.

Sjn'iixfr. F. ()., IV. v. 7.

8. To command; ordain.

So, taking courteous conge, he brlii.iht

Those gates to be imliar'd. and forth h went.

Sii'-nxer, V. C}., II. xi. 17.

II. iiitraiin. To address one's self.

And lowly to her lowting thus lirlii: i/ii.

Sfenter, !'. ((., IV. ii. (.

behightt (be-hit/), M. [< behii/lil, r. Cf. ME. bc-

lict, belt/it, (what, < AS. belidt, a promise. See

bclient."\ A promise; vow; pledge. Surrey.
behind (bc-hind'), rfc. and prep. [< ME. be-

hindc, bchi'ndcii, < AS. Ixiiiiidtin (= OS. bihindan),
adv. and prep., behind, < be, by, + li/ii/lun, adv.,

behind, from behind, at the back : see 6e-2 and
/n'nd3.] I. adv. 1. At the back of some person
or thing ;

in the rear : opposed to before.

So rmm'st thou after that which flies from thee,
Whilst I thy babe chase thee afar behind.

>'/./,., Sonnets, cxliii.

2. Toward the back part ;
backward : as, to

look behind.

She that could think, and ne'er disclose her mind,
See suitors following, and not look behind.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

Worse things, unheard, unseen, remain behind.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, i. 1.

3. Out of sight; not produced or exhibited to

view
;
in abeyance or reserve.

And fill up that which is behind of the afflictions of

Christ in my flesh. Col. i. 24.

We cannot be sure that there is no evidence behind.
Locke.

4. Remaining after some occurrence, action,
or operation : as, he departed and left us be-

hind.
Thou shall live in this fair world behind.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

Where the bee can suck no honey, she leaves her sting
behind. Beau, and Fl., Prol. to Knight of Burning Pestle.

5. Past in the progress of time.

Forgetting those things which are behimt. Phil. iii. 13.

6. In arrear; behindhand: as, he is behind in

his rent.

So that ye come be.hitid in no gift. 1 Cor. i. 7.

II. prep. 1. At the back or in the rear of, as

regards either the actual or the assumed front:

the opposite of before : as, the valet stood be-

hind his master; crouching behind a tree.

Behind yon hills where Lugar flows.

Burns, My Nannie, O.

A tall Brabanter behind whom I stood.

Bp. Hall, Account of Himself.

The lion walk'd along
Behind some hedge.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1094.

2. Figuratively, in a position or at a point not

so far advanced as ;
in the rear of, as regards

progress, knowledge, development, etc.; not on
an equality with: as, behind the age; he is

behind the others in mathematics.

For I suppose I was not a whit behiml the very chiefest

apostles. 2 Cor. xi. 5.

In my devotion to the Union I hope I am behind no man
In the nation. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 99.

3. In existence or remaining after the removal
or disappearance of : as, he left a large family
behind him.
What he gave me to publish was but a small part of

what he left behind him. Pope.

Behind one's back. See baeti. Behind the curtain.
See curtain. Behind the scenes. See scene. Behind
the times, not well informed as to current events ; hold-

ing to older ideas and ways. Behind time, later than

the proper or appointed time in doing anything. = Syn. Be-

hind, After. Behind relates primarily to position ; after,

to time. When after notes position, it is less close or ex-

act than behind, and it means position in motion. To say
that men stood one after another In a line was once cor-

rect (see Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 901, "kneeled . . .

each after other"), but is not so now. They may come one
after another, that is, somewhat irregularly and apart;

they came one behiml another, that is, close together,
one covering another. The distinction is similar to that

between beneath and below.

Out bounced a splendidly spotted creature of the cat

kind. Immediately behind him crept out his mate ; and
there they stood. 7". Robinmn, Under the Sun, p. 144.

On him they laid the cross, that he might tear it .</.,

Jesus. Luke xxiii. 2(i.

behindhand (be-hind'hand), prep. phr. as adr.

or a. [< behind + hand; cf. beforehand.'} 1.

In the rear ; in a backward state
;
not sufficient-

beholding

ly advanced; not equally advanced with smnr
other person or tiling: a.*,l>cl<iii<liit>ii<l\i\ studies

or work.
And these thy ottlces,

HD rarely kind, are as intei-pi-

Of my h<'lti<xl-luni>l ^laekne^s.

Mult.. W. T., v. 1.

l'|i. and all tile morning within doors, beuinninu '

my aeeounts in order from before this tire, I heiny '< /n,l
liiiinl with them ever since. I'''!".!*, Iliary, II. 4su.

Nothing can exeeed the evils of this spring. All ugri-

cultural operations are at least a month lx'liin<tlinint.

Sydney Slnilh, To Lady Ilnlland.

2. Lato; delayed beyond the proper time; be-

hind the time set or expected.
(iovei-niuent expeditions are generally .

c..... /,,!/ Mtiii., March, Isiy.

3. In a state in which expenditure has gone
beyond income

;
in a state in which means are

not adequate to the supply of wants ;
in an ear :

as, to be bt/liiiidhnml in one's ein-umstanees ;

you are behindhand with your payments.

Having run something V7'//;<//""/ in the world. In- nh-

tained the favour of a ei-rtain lord to receive him into his

house. *"'{!'', Tale of a Tub, ii.

4. Underhand; secret; clandestine. [Rare.]

Those Miiiiillinnil and paltry nmna-uvres \iliidi destroy
confidence between human beings and degrade the char-

acter of the statesman and the man.
Lecky, Eng. In ISth Cent., xv.

behithert (be-hiTH'er), prep. [< 6c-2 as in be-

yond, behind,'etc., + hither.] On this side of.

Two miles behither Clifden.

Eeeltjn, Diary, July 23, 1871).

behold (be-hold'), v.
; pret. and pp. beheld, ppr.

beholding. [< ME. beholden, biholdan, bihalden,

hold, bind by obligation (in this sense only in

pp. beholden, behokle: see beholden), commonly
observe, see, < AS. behealdan, hold, keep, ob-

serve, see (= OS. bihaldan = OFries. bihalda

= D. behouden = OHG. bihaltan, MHG. G. be-

halten, keep), < be- + healdan, hold, keep : see

be-1 and hold1
. Other words combining the

senses '

keep
' and ' look at ' are observe and

regard.'} I. trails. If. To hold by; keep; re-

tain. 2f. To hold; keep; observe (a com-

mand). 3. To hold in view; fix the eyes
upon ;

look at
;
see with attention

;
observe

with care.

When he beheld the serpent of brass, he lived.

Num. xxi. 9.

Behold the Lamb of God, which taketh away the sin of

the world. John i. 29.

= Syn. Observe, Witness, etc. (see see); look upon, con-

sider, eye, view, survey, contemplate, regard.

H. intrans. 1. To look; direct the eyes to

an object; view; see: in a physical sense.

Virginius gan upon the cherl brholile.

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 191.

And I beheld, and lo, in the midst of the throne . . .

stood a Lamb as it had been slain. Rev. v. .

2. To fix the attention upon an object; at-

tend: direct or fix the mind : in this sense used

chiefly in the imperative, being frequently little

more than an exclamation calling attention, or

expressive of wonder, admiration, and the like.

Behold, I stand at the door and knock. Rev. iii. 20.

Prithee, see there ! behold .' look ! lo !

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 4.

3f. To feel obliged or bound.
For who would behold to geue counsel!, if in counselling

there should te any perill ?

J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius, iii.

beholden (be-hol'dn), p. a. [Formerly often

erroneously "beholding; < ME. beholden, beholde,

prop. ppr. of behold, t\] Obliged; bound in

gratitude ;
indebted

;
held by obligation.

Little are we beholden to your love.

Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1.

We had classics of our own, without being beholden to
" insolent Greece or haughty Rome."

Lamb, Christ's Hospital.

beholder (be-hol'der), n. [< ME. beholder,

biholder, -trc ; < behold + -*!.] One who be-

holds
;
a spectator ;

one who looks upon or

sees.
Was this the face

That like the sun, did make beholden wink?
Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1.

beholding1 (be-hol'ding), n, [< ME. behold-

ynge, bihaldunge ; < beholden, behold.] The act

of'looking at; gaze; view; sight.

The revenges we are bound to take upon your traitor-

ous father are not fit for your beholding.
Shak., Lear, iii. 7.

beholding'
2
! (be-hol'ding), a. [Corrupt form of

beholden.] 1 . Under obligation ; obliged.
The stage is more beholding to love than the life of man.

Bacon, Love.



beholding

Oh, I thank you, I am much brholiliny to you.
Clta}finan, Blind Beggar.

It is in the power of every hand to destroy us, and we
are beholding unto every one we meet, he doth not kill us.

Sa T. Bromie, lleligio Medici, i. 44.

2. Attractive; fascinating.
When lie saw me, I assure you, my beauty was not more

betwldiifj to him than my harmony.
Sir P. Sidney, Areadia, i. 50.

beholdingness (be-hol'ding-nes), n. The state

of being beholden or under obligation to any
one.

Thank me, ye gods, with much beholdingnesse. For

marke, I doe not curse yon. Marstuu, Sophonisba, v. '2.

behoney (be-hun'i), v. t. [< be-1 + honey.'] To
cover or smear with honey ;

sweeten with honey,
or with honeyed words.

behoof (be-hot"), [< ME. behof (chiefly in

the dat. behove, with prep, to, til, or for), < AS.

"behdf, advantage (in deriv. behoflic, advantage-
ous, behefe, useful, necessary, behofian, behoove :

see behoove) (= OFries. behof, biliof = D. be-

iiocf= MLG. behof = MHG. bihuof, G. bcliuf,

advantage, = Sw. behof = Dan. behoi', need,

necessity; cf. Icel. liof, moderation, measure,
Goth, ga-hobains, self-restraint), < "behebban

(pret. "behof) = MHG. beheben, take, hold, <

be- + hebban, heave, raise, orig. take up, take :

see be-1 and heave. In the phrase in or on be-

hoof of, the word is confused with behalf.']

That which is advantageous to a person ;
be-

half; interest; advantage; profit; benefit.

Aceordeth nought to the behove
Of resonable mannes use.

Goicer, Conf. Amant., i. 15.

No mean recompense it brings
To your behoof. Milton, P. L., ii. 982.

Who wants the finer politic sense
To mask, tho' but in his own behoof,
With a glassy smile his brutal scorn.

Tennyson, Maud, vi.

Is not, indeed, every man a student, and do not all things
exist for the student's behoof? Emernon, Misc., p. 73.

[This word is probably never used as a nominative, being
regularly governed by one of the prepositions to, for, in,
or on, and limited by a possessive word or phrase. Behalf
is used similarly.]

behooffult, . The more correct form of be-

hooveful.
behoovable (be-ho'va-bl), a. [< behoove +
-able.] Useful; profitable; needful; fit. Also

spelled believable and belwveablc. [Rare.]
All spiritual graces behoveable for our soul.

Book of Homilies, ii.

behoove (be-hov'), v.
; pret. and pp. behooved,

ppr. behooving. [Also spelled, against analogy,
behove; < ME. behoven, behofen, AS. behofian,

need, be necessary (= OFries. bihovia = D. be-

hoeven = MLG. behoven, LG. behoben, behoben =
G. behufen (obs.) = Sw. behofva = Dan. behove) ;

from the noun: see behoof. Cf. Icel. hcefa, aim
at, hit, behoove, = Sw. ho'fcas, beseem. The
pret. behooved is worn down in Sc. to bud, bid :

see bid."] I. trans. 1. To be fit or meet for,
with respect to necessity, duty, or convenience

;

be necessary for; become: now used only in
the third person singular with it as subject.

It behoves the high,
For their own sakes, to do things worthily.

B. Jomon, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

Indeed, ft belioval him to keep on good terms with his

pupils. Irving, Sketch-Book.

He is sure of himself, and never needs to ask another
what in any crisis it behooves him to do. Emerson, War.

2f. To relate to the advantage of; concern the
well-being of: formerly used with a regular
nominative.

If you know aught which does behove my knowledge
Thereof to be inform'd, imprison it not
In ignorant concealment. Shnk., W. T., i. 2.

Il.t intrans. To be necessary, suitable, or fit.

Sometime behooveth it to be counselled.

Chaucer, Melibeus.
He had all those endowments mightily at command

which are behoved in a scholar.

Bp. Hacket, Life of Abp. Williams, I. 39.

Also spelled behove.

behoovet, n. An obsolete form (properly da-
tive) of behoof.
behoovefult (be-hov'fiil), a. [Prop., as in early
mod. E., behoofful, < ME. behoveful, < behof, be-
hoof, + -ful.~] Needful; useful; fit; profitable;
advantageous.

Madam, we have cull'd such necessaries
As are behoveful for our state to-morrow.

Shak., R. and J., iv. 3.

It may be most behoovrful for princes, in matters of
grace, to transact the same publicly. Clarendon.

behopvefullyt (be-hpv'ful-i), adv. Usefully;
profitably; necessarily.
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behornt (be-horn'), r. t. [< be-1 + horn.] To
put horns on; cuckold.

behotet, '' Same as be/tight.

behourd, . [OF., also written behourt, behour,

bihour, boliourd, etc., "a juste or tourney of

many together with launces and batleaxes
;

also a bustling or blustering noise "
(Ootgrave) ;

< bchourder, behourdir, "to just together with

launces," < behourt, a lance.] A variety of the

just practised in the thirteenth century, or, in

some cases, a variety of the tourney.
behovable, behoveable, a. See behoovable.

behove, v. Less correct spelling of behoove.

behovelyt, a. [ME. (mod. as if *behoofly) : see

behoof and -ly
1
.] Necessary; advantageous.

Chaucer.

behowl (bf-houl'), v. t. [< be-1 + howl.] To
howl at.

The wolf beholds the moon. Shak., SI. N. D., v. 2.

behung (be-hung'), p. a. [Pp. of "bchang, not

used, < be-1 + hang.] Draped; ornamented
with something hanging: as, a horse behung
with trappings. [Rare.]
beid-el-sar (bad-el-sar'), n. [Ar.] A plant used
in Africa as a remedy for various cutaneous
affections. It is the Calotropte procera, an aselepiada-
ceous shrub of tropical Africa and southern Asia. The
Egyptians use the down of its seeds as tinder.

beige (bazh), a. [F., < It. bigio, gray: see bic?.]

Having its natural color : said of a woolen fab-
ric made of undyed wool.

beild, n. and v. t. See bield.

beildy, a. See bieldy.
bein (ben), a. [Also been, bene, Sc. also bien,
< ME. been, beene, bene ; origin unknown. The
Icel. beinn, hospitable, lit. straight, is a different

word, the source of E. bain1
, ready, willing,

etc.: see bain 1
.] 1. Wealthy; well to do: as,

a bein farmer; a6ebody. 2. Well provided ;

comfortable; cozy.
This is a gey bein place, and it's a comfort to hae sic a

corner to sit in in a bad day. Scott, Antiquary, II. xxiv.

[Now only Scotch.]
bein (ben), adv. [Also bien; < bein, a.] Com-
fortably. [Scotch.]

I grudge a wee the great folks' gift,
That live sae bien and snug.

Burns, Ep. to Davie, i.

being (be'ing), n. [< ME. beynge, byinge, verbal
u. of been, be.] 1. Existence in its most com-
prehensive sense, as opposed to non-existence;
existence, whether real or only in thought. 2.
In metaph., subsistence in a state not necessa-

rily amounting to actual existence
; rudimentary

existence. But the word is used in different senses by
different philosophers. Hegel defines it as immediacy,
that is, the abstract character of the present. In its most
proper acceptation, it is the name given by philosophical
reflection to that which is revealed in immediate con-
sciousness independently of the distinction of subject and
object. It may also be defined, but with less precision, as
the abstract noun corresponding to the concrete class em-
bracing every object. Being is also used in philosophy in-

fluenced by Aristotle to signify the rudiment or germ of

existence, consisting in a nature, or principle of growth,
before actual existence. It is also frequently used to mean
actual existence, the complete preparation to produce ef-

fects on the senses and on other objects. Psychologically,
beingmay be defined as the objectitlcation of consciousness,
though the distinction of subject from object logically
presupposes being.

Wee may well reject a Liturgie which had no being that
wee can know of, but from the corruptest times.

Milton, Def. of Humb. Remonst.

First, Thou madest things which should have being with-
out life. Bp. Hall, Contemplations, The Creation.

Consider everything as not yet in being ; then consider
if it must needs have been at all. Bentley.

Our noisy years seem moments in the being
Of the eternal Silence.

Wordmvrth, Ode to Immortality.

3. That which exists; anything that is: as,
inanimate beings.

What a sweet being is an honest mind !

Middleton (and others), The Widow, v. 1.

4. Life
;
conscious existence.

I will sing praises unto my God while I have any being.
Ps. cxlvi. 2.

I fetch my life and beintj
From men of royal siege. Shak., Othello, i. 2.

I felt and feel, tho' left alone,
His being working in mine own.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxv.

5. Lifetime; mortal existence.

Claudius, thou
Wast follower of his fortunes in his being.

Webster.
It is, as far as it relates to our present being, the great

end of education to raise ourselves above the vulgar.
Steele, Tatler, No. 68.

6. That which has life
;
a living existence, in

contradistinction to what is without life
;
a

creature.

bekiss

It is folly to seek the approbation of any being besides
the Supreme, because no other being can make a right
judgment of us. Addition, Spectator.

Accidental being, the being of an accident, mark, or

quality. Actual being, complete being; being really
lirought to puss ; actuality. Being In itself, being ;i]>art
from the sentient I-HIM imisness ; being per se. Being Of
existence, historical being ; existence. Being peracci-
tlens, belli;; through something extraneous. Being per
se, essential and necessary being. Connotative being,
a mode of being relative to something else. - Diminute
being. Set- iiimiiKitr. Intentional or spiritual being,
the being of that which is in tile mind. Material being,
what belongs to material budk-s. Natural being, that
which belongs to things and persons. Objective being,
an expression formerly applied to the mode of being of an
immediate object of thought, but in a modern writing it

would be understood to mean the being of a real thing,
existing independently of the mind. See objective. Po-
tential being, that which belongs to something which
satisfies the prerequisite conditions of existence, but is

not yet complete or an actual fact. Pure being, in

metaph., the conception of being as such, that is, devoid
of all predicates ; being of which nothing can be affirmed

except that it is. Quidditative being, or being of es-

sence, that being that belongs to things before they exist,
in the bosom of the eternal. Substantial being, the

being of a substance. To differ by tne whole oi be-
ing. See <li/,;:

being-placet (be'ing-plas), ii. A place to exist
in

;
a state of existence.

Before this worlds great frame, in which al things
Are now containd, found any being-place.

Spenser, Heavenly Love, 1. 23.

beinly (ben'li), arfc. [< bein + -ly.] Comforta-

bly; abundantly; happily; well. Also spelled
bienly. [Scotch.]

The children were likewise beinly apparelled.
Jt. Gilhaize, iii. 104.

beinness (ben'nes), n. [Also spelled bienness,
(.bein, bien, + -ness.] Plenty; affluence; pros-
perousness ;

the state of being well off or well
to do. [Scotch.]

There was a prevailing air of comfort and bienneet
about the people and their houses.

W. Black, Princess of Thule, ii.

Beiram, . See Bairam.

beistings, n. sing, or pi. See beestings.
belt (bet), v. t. [Sc.] Same as beet*.

bejadet (be-jad'), v. t. [< be-1 + jade1.] To
tire.

Lest you bejade the good galloway.
Milton, Def. of Humb. Remonst.

bejan (be'jan), n. [Sc., < F. bflaune, < OF.
becjaunc, a novice, lit. a yellow-beak, i. e., a

young bird, < bee, beak, + jaune, yellow, a

yellowbeak being characteristic of young birds.
See beak1 and jaundice.] A student of the
first or lowest class in the universities of St.

Andrews and Aberdeen, Scotland.

bejapet (be-jap'), v. t. [ME.; < be-1 + jape.]
1. To trick; deceive.

Thou . . . hast byjaped here duk Theseus.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 727.

2. To laugh at; make a mock of.

I shal byjaped ben a thousand tyme
More than that fool of whos folye men ryme.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 532.

bejaundice (be-jan'dis), v. t. [< be-1 + jaun-
dice.] To infect with the jaundice.

bejesuit (be-jez'u-it), v. t. [< be-1 + Jesuit.]
To infect or influence with Jesuitry.

Who hath so bejesitited us that we should trouble that
man with asking license to doe so worthy a deed ?

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 54.

bejewel (be-jo'el), v. t. [< be-1 + jewel.] To
provide or adorn with jewels.

Her bejeu'elled hands lay sprawling in her amber satin

lap. Thatkeray, Vanity Fair, I. xxi.

bejUCO (Sp. pron. ba-h6'k6)
;
n. [Sp.] A Span-

ish name for several species of the lianes or
tall climbing plants of the tropics, such as Hip-
pocratea scandens, etc.

The serpent-like bejuco winds his spiral fold on fold
Round the tall and stately ceiba till it withers in his hold.

Whittier, Slaves of Martinique.

bejumble (be-jum'bl), v. t. [< be-1 + jumble.]
To throw info confusion

; jumble. AM.
bekah (be'ka), n. [Heb.] An ancient Hebrew
unit' of weight, equal to half a shekel, 7.08

grams, or 109J grains. Ex. xxxviii. 26.

beken 1
!, t. [ME. bekennen, bikennen ; < be-1

+ ken1
.] 1. To make known. 2. To deliver.

3. To commit or commend to the care of.

The devil I bifkenne him.
Chaucer, Prol. to Pardoner's Tale, 1. 6 (Harleian MS.).

beken'2t, n. Same as behen.

bekiss (be-kis'), v. t. [< be-1 + kiss.] To kiss

repeatedly; cover with kisses. [Rare.]
She's sick of the young shepherd that bekissed her.

B. Jonsvn, Sad Shepherd, L 2.



bekko-ware

bekko-Ware (bek'o-war), M. [< Jap. bclclco, tor-

toise-shell (< Chinese kwei, tortoise, + kin. IT-

iiinr), + ware-.] A kind of pottery anciently
made in Japan, imitating COltoise-chell, or

veined with green, yellow, and brown.
beknave (be-naV), v. t.

; pret. and pp. In -

kitavi-il, ppr.'brkimriiii/. [< In-- 1 + knurr.} To
call (one) a knave. [Bare.]

Tin- lawyer bekiuiri-x the divine. <j>i>i. IVL'L'ai -'s Opera.

beknight (be-mf), ' [< be-1 + knight.] 1.

To make a knight of. [Rare.]
Tin- lu-t ii,l,ni

:
ililfit booliy. 7". //>*-.

2. To address as a knight, or by the title Sir.

beknit (be-uit'), v. t. |< tc-i + <;/.] To knit;
girdle or encircle.

HIT (llthy anus h,-knit with snakes nhniit.

Goldin;!. ti'. ot" oviils Mi-tamurpli. (Onl MS.).

beknotted (be-not 'ed), a. [< ftr-1 4- knotted.]
Knotted again and again; covered with knots.

beknottedness (be-not'ed-nes), n. In math.,
the degree of complication of a knot ; the num-
ber of times that it is necessary to pass one

part of the curve of the knot projected upon
a plane through another in order to untie the

. knot.

beknOWt (be-no'), V. t. [< ME. lii-kiiniriii. hi-

kiioircn, < AS. becnaii'ait, know, < be- + rniiir-

an, know: see be-1 and kitoia.] 1. To know;
recognize. 2. To acknowledge; own; con-
fess. Ayenbyte of Inwyt (1340, ed. Morris),

lutr I dare not bcknuitt' mill owcn NJUIH-.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 698.

bel't, [Early mod. E. also bell; < ME. bele,

bel-, < OF. (and mod. F.) bel, beau, fern, belle, <

L. bclliig, fair, fine, beautiful: see beau, beauti/,

6fB,etc.] 1. Fair; fine: beautiful. 2. [Lit.
fair, good, as in beausire, fair sir, beaupere, good
father, used in F. and ME. to indicate indirect
or adopted secondary relationship ;

so in mod.
F. beau- as a formative in relation-names,
'step-', '-in-law'; ME. bel-, 'grand-', as in bel-

dame, grandmother, belsire, grandfather, also
with purely E. names, belmoder, belfader, and
lateTbelchild. Of. Sc. and North. E. goodnmtln / .

goodt'ather, etc., mother-in-law, father-in-law,
etc.] Grand-: a formative in relation-names,
as belsire, grandfather, beldam, grandmother,
etc. See etymology.
Bel2 (bel), n. Same as Belus.

bel3 (bel), n. [Also written, less prop., bhel,

bael, repr. Hind, bel.] The East Indian name
of the Bengal quince-tree, Mgle Marmelos. See
.Kyle, 1.

bela (be'la), n. [Hind.] The Hindustani name
of a species of jasmin, Jasminunt tiambac, which
is often cultivated for its very fragrant flowers.

belabor, belabour (be-la'bor), . t. [< be- 1

+ labor.] If. To work hard upon ; ply dili-

gently.
If the earth is belaboured with culture, it yleldeth corn.

Barrow, Works, III. xviii.

2. To beat soundly ; thump.
They so cudgelled and belabored him bodily that he

might perhaps have lost his life in the encounter had he
not been protected by the more respectable portion of the
assembly. Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 545.

bel-accqilt, bel-accoylet (bel-a-koil'), n. [< OF.
bel acoil, fair welcome: see bel1 and accoil.]

Kindly greeting or reception. Spenser.
belace1

(he-las'), . t. [< be-1 + lace.] 1. To
fasten as with a lace or cord. 2. To adorn
with lace.

When thou in thy bravest
And most belaced servitude dost strut,
Some newer fashion doth usurp.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, xvi. 10.

3f. To beat ; whip. Wright.
belace2t,

'

* An error (by misprint or con-
fusion with belace1 ) in Bailey and subsequent
dictionaries for belage or belay. See belage.
belacedness ( be-la' sed-nes), .. In math., the
number of times one branch of a lacing must
be passed through another to undo it.

beladle (be-la'dl), <. t. [< 6e-i + ladle.] To
pour out with a ladle

;
ladle out.

The honest masters of the roast beladling the dripping.
Thackeray.

belady (be-la'di), r. t.
; pret. and pp. beladied,

ppr. brlmii/ing. [< be- 1 + lady; cf. belord, be-

grace, beknight.] To address by the title Lady,
or the phrase "my lady."

belaget, i'. [Either a misprint for belaye, belay,
or less prob. a phonetic variant of that word
(ME. beleggen, etc.): see belay.] Naut., to be-

lay. HW0fp(1678); Kersey.
belam (be-lam'), 1. 1. [< Ix--1 + lam] To beat;
bang. Sherwood. [North. Eng.]
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belamourt (bera-raOr), . [Also brllamour, <

F. lii-l iniitiitr, lit. fair love: see bel 1 and amour]
1. A giillant ; a consort.

Lew, lur ! liuw luavi- sin- ili'i-lis ln-r bounteous l.oun-
With silkin rnrti-ns anil ^--M i nurli IK
TIuTt'ill to shrowil IHT sumptuous r,<-htinin-'-.

.V"-' 1

,
I . <>.. n. vl. n;.

2. An old name for a flower which cannot now
be identified.

HIT snowy lii-uwes, lyke budded Jlfl/atnouret.

Spi-ii- r,
> 'i*, l\iv.

belamyt d-l'a-mi), . [Early mod. E., also
In //iniii/. < .\ll-l. IH-IIIIHI/, In /iinii, < OF. bel mm.
fair friend: see bfl 1 and amy.] Good friend;
fair friend : used principally in address.

Thou bi-laini/, thou jianloniT. In- seyde.
l'h<n"-:-i\ I'rul. to I'anli'litT s Tali-, 1. .'i'J.

Nav, Ifllinini, thou bus linnet] In- smytte.
Yiirk J'la>/x, p. 391.

His dearest Delam'i. ,s/-r, F. Q., II. vil. 52.

belandre (be-lan'dcr; P. pron. ba-londr'), .

|

F..< 1>. liij/muli ;-, whence also E. bilantler, q. v.]
A small flat-bottomed craft, used principally on
the rivers, canals, and roadsteads of France,
belate (be-laf), v. t. [< 6e-l + late.] To re-

turd; make late; benight.
Thr luoni is young, quoth he,

A little time to old reiiK-iiil'i-aiii-i- ;:iven
Will nut iii'hit:' us. Smtthey, Madoc, I. 10.

belated (be-la'ted), p. a. Coming or staying
too late

;
o'vertaken by lateness, especially at

night; benighted;
1

delayed.
Faery elves,

Whose midnight revels, by a forest side,
Or fountain, gome belated peasant sees.

Milton, P. L., L 783.

Who were the parties? who inspected? who contested
this belated account? Burke, Nabob of Arcot's Debts.

belatedness (be-la'ted-nes), . [< belated, pp.
of belate, + -ness.] The state of being belated,
or of being too late

;
slowness

;
backwardness.

That you may see I am sometimes suspicious of myself,
and do take notice of a certain belatedness in me, I am
the bolder to send you some of my nightward thoughts.

.Villon, Letter in Birch s Life.

belaud (be-lud'), r. t. [< 6e-l + laud.] To
load with praise; laud highly.

[Volumes] which were commended by divines from pul-
pits, and belauded all Europe over.

Thackeray, Virginians, xxvi.

belave (be-lav'), r. t. [< ME. bilaren, bathe, <

bi-, be- + laren, lave: see ft?-1 and lave^.] To
lave about; wash all over; wash.

belawgivet (be-la'giv), v. t. [A forced word,
used only in tie passage from Milton, < be-1 +
*tawgive, assumed from lawgiver.] To give a
law to.

The Holy One of Israel hath belawgimn his own people
with this very allowance. Milton, Divorce.

belay (be-la'), v. t. [< ME. beleggen, bileggen, <

AS. belecgan, lay upon, cover, charge (= D. be-

leggen, cover, overlay; as a naut. term, belay;
= OHG. bilegen, MHG. G. belegen), < be-, about,
around, by, 4- lecgan, lay. The naut. use is

perhaps due to the D. In the sense of 'sur-

round,' cf. beleaguer.] If. To surround; en-

viron; inclose. 2f. To overlay; adorn.

All in a woodman's jacket he was clad
Of Lincolne greene, belayd with silver lace.

$penner, F. Q., VI. U. 5.

3f. To besiege; invest; surround.

Gaynst such strong castles needeth greater might
Then those small forts which ye were wont belay.

Spenser, Sonnets, xiv.

So when Arabian thieves belayed us round.

Sandyn, Hymn to God.

4f. To lie in wait for in order to attack; hence,
to block up or obstruct.

The speedy horse all passages May.
Dryden, .ttneid, ix.

6. Naut., to fasten, or make fast, by winding
round a belaying-
pin, cleat, or cavel :

applied chiefly to

running rigging.
When we belayed the

halyards, there was no-

thing left but the bolt-

rope.
/{. //. Dana, Jr., Before

[the Mast, p. 25B.

belaying-bitt (be-

la'ing-bit), n. Any
bitt to which a rope
can be belaved.

Belaytng-pins in rail, with ropes be-

layed on them.

belaying-pin (be-la 'ing-pin), . Xaut., a
wooden or iron pin to which running rigging
may be belayed.

beleave

belch (belch), r. [Early mod. }',., also bclche,
linrln: < .MK. lull-In n. :r-Mliilal>-il form of early
mod. E. and E.diiil. (north.) lull;, < MK. Inlki-ii,

< AS. hiili-iini. In nli-iini, also with added fonua-
I ivi-. In n/i-r/tmi. beli'h, ejaculate ; allied to biillc-

aini /(//,-, all |>rnb. nil. imitativi- : see ///.-, hidk-,

'<"'/.'.] I. iiili-niix. 1. Toejeet \vindnoisilyfrom
tin- stiimarh through the mouth; eructate.

All raili.-ln-s liri-i-ii winil. . . . and pr-'Voki- a man ttiat

l-atrlh tln-ni I" '"'-'A. Uullini'l. ir. '.I I'liny, \iv. ...

2. To issue nut. as with eructation: as, "//<//-

in;/ llallles,'' Ill'i/ili it.

II. trim*. 1. To throw or eject from the
stomach with violence; eim-tate.

lli-lfliiii'f ia -i>l.ln i- Hum his maw.
AdtOton, .Kii.-i.l. iii.

2. To eject violently from within
;
cast forth.

Tin- uati-i. that now
StiMiil open wide, uekhiiuj outrageous flame.

BUton, r. I,., x. 282.

Though hi-a\i-n ilrop.tiilpliur, and lull il<-h i>nt lire.

/;. ./niumn, Kejanus, ii. 2.

3. To ejaculate; vent with vehemence: often
with out: as, to belch out blasphemies; to belch
out one's fury.
belch (belch), . l<b,-i,-h,r.] 1. The act of

throwing out from the stomach or from within
;

eructation. 2f. A cant name for malt liquor,
from its causing belching.
A sndili-ii n-fiTiiiittioii woiilil Mlnw among all surfs of

people ; porters would no longer In- drunk with belch.

Denni*.

belcher 1 (bel'cher), n. One who belches.
belcher'-' (bel'cher), n. [So called from an
English pugilist named Jim Belcher.] A neck-
erchief with darkish-blue ground and large
white spots with a dark-blue spot in the center
of each. [Slang.]
belchildt (bel'child), n. ; pi. belchildren (-chiF-
dren). [< bel-, grand-, as in beldam, belsire,
etc. (see bel1 ), + child.] A grandchild.
To Thomas Doubledaye and Katherine his wife, my

daughter, a cowe. To their children, my belchildren. etc.

H ill of 1564, quoted iu N. and Q., 7th ser., III. 77.

beldam, beldame (bel'dam, -dam), n. [< ME.
beldam, beldame, only in sense of grandmother
(correlative to belsire, grandfather), < ME. bel-,

grand-, as in belsire, etc. (see bel1 ), + dame,
mother. The word was thus in E. use lit. 'good
mother,' used distinctively for grandmother,
not as in F. belle dame, lit. fair lady: see bel1 ,

belle, and dame.] If. Grandmother: corre-

sponding to belsire, grandfather : sometimes
applied to a great-grandmother.

To show the beldame daughters of her daughter.
Sliak., Lucrece, 1. 953.

2. An old woman in general, especially an ugly
old woman

;
a hag.

Around the beldam all erect they hang. Akenside.

Our witches are no longer old
And wrinkled beldames, Satan-sold.

Whittier, New-England Legend.

3f. [A forced use of the P. belle dame.] Fair
dame or lady. Spenser.

beleadt, r. t. [< ME. beleden, < AS. beUedan, < be-

+ Ionian, lead: see 6e-!and lead1 .] 1. To lead

away. 2. To lead; conduct.

beleaguer (be-le'ger), v. t. [< D. belegeren, be-

siege ( = G. oelayern = Sw. belagra = Dan. be-

la;gre, also belejre, perhaps < D. belegeren), <
be- + leger, a camp, encamping army, place to
lie down, a bed (= E. lair and layer= G. lager,
a camp, = Sw. Idger, a bed, etc.): see be- 1 and
leaguer, ledger, lair, layer, lager.] To besiege;
surround with an army so as to preclude es-

cape; blockade.

The Trojan camp, then beleaguered by Turnus and the
Latins. Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy.
= Syn. To invest, lay siege to, beset.

beleaguerer (be-le'ger-er), . One who be-

leaguers or besieges ;
a besieger.

O'er the walls
The wild beleaijuerers broke, and, one by one,
The strongholds of the plain were forced.

Bryant, The Prairies.

beleaguerment (be-le'ger-ment), . [< be-

leaguer + -ment.] The act of beleaguering, or
the state of being beleaguered.

Fair, fickle, courtly France, . . .

Shattered by hard Meairtteniient, and wild ire,
That sacked and set her palaces on tire.

Ji. H. Sloddard, Guests of State.

beleavet (be-leV), v. [< ME. beleven, bilcren,

etc., also by syncope bleven, leave, intrans.

remain, < AS. beliefnn, leave, < be- + latfan,

leave; prop, the causal of belire1
, q. v. See be-1

and leave1 .] I. trans. To leave behind ; aban-
don

;
let go.

There was nothyuge belefte. Qoteer, Cunt. Aiuant, ii



beleave

II. intraits. To remain; continue; stay.

Hot the lettres biltuerl fill large upon plaster.

Alliterative PoOTW(L Morris), ii. 15-l!i.

belection (be-lek'shon), n. Same as bolectioti.

belecture (be-lek'tur), v. t. [< be-1 + lecture.]

To vex with 'lectures : admonish persistently.

She now had somebody, or rather something, to lecture

and !>,-/, .-I:,,; as before. Savage, Reuben Medlicott, I. xvi.

belee 1
(be-le'), r. t. [< be-1 + lee1 .] To place

on the lee. or in a position unfavorable to the

wind. [Rare.]
I ... must be belef'd and calm'd

By debitor and creditor. Shak., Othello, i. 1.

belee-t, '' ' An apocopated form of beleeve, now
written believe.

/'mil. llflef me, sir.

riii. I would I could, sir ! Fletcher, Mad Lover, v. 4.

beleftt. Preterit and past participle of beleave.

belemnite (be-lem'nit), n. [= F. belemnite, <

NL. belemnites, < Gr. /?c/U//rar, poet, for /3f/loc,

a dart, missile ( < (SaUeiv,

throw, cast), + -ites.] 1. A
straight, solid, tapering, dart-

shaped fossil, the internal

bone or shell of a molluscous
animal of the extinct family
Belemnitidas, common in the

Chalk and Jurassic limestone.
Belemnites are popularly known as

arrow-heads or flngfr-etonc*. from
their shape ;

also as thunderbolts
and tliiiiuler-stnaai, from a belief as

to their origin. See Belemnitidte.

2. The animal to which such
a bone belonged.

Also called ceraunite.

Belemnitella (be-lem-ni-
tel'S), n. [NL., dim. of Be-

Iciiiiiiti'x.'] A genus of the

family Belemnitidw, charac-
terized by having a straight
fissure at the upper end of

the guard, on the ventral side

of the alveolus. The species
are all Cretaceous.
Belemnites (bel-em-m'tez),
n. [NL. : see belemnite.] The Belemnite, with re-

typical genus of the family ^ ^t ,

JyVlcmnitldCK. *, head; c, ink-bag;

belemnitic (bel-em-nit'ik), a. *J5fSSS3t'
'

Of or pertaining to a belem-

nite, or to the family to which it belongs : as, a

belemnitic animal; a beleninitic shell; belemmtic

deposits.
belemnitid (be-lem'ni-tid), n. A cephalopod
of the family Belemnitida;.

Belemnitidae (bel-em-nit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Belemnites + -ida;.] A family of extinct di-

branchiate cephalopods, having 10 arms near-
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belcmuite. Some specimens have been found exhibiting

other points of their anatomy. Thus we learn that the

organs were inclosed in a mantle ; that there were 10 arm-

like processes, 8 of them booked at the end, ealled the un-

cinated arm*, and '2 not uncinated, called the tentacula ;

that the animal was furnished witli an ink-bag, and that

its mouth was armed with mandibles. There are four

known genera, Belemnita, Relemimtruthix, SAmmtttSa,
and Xipltitteitthij.

belemnoid (be-lom'noid), a. [< belemn-ite +
-oid.] Like a belemnite.

beleper (be-lep'er), r. t. [< be-1 + leper.'] To
infect witli or as with leprosy.
Belepered all the clergy with a worse infection than (!<-

hazi's. MUtnn, Eikonoklastes, xiv.

bel esprit (bel es-pre') ; pi. beait.r m/iriUt (boz

es-pre'). [F., a fine spirit : see bel1 and esprit.]

A fine genius or man of wit.

Men who look up to me as a man of letters and a lift

,.,,,,.,7. Truing.

belfried (bel'frid), a. [< belfry + -ed*.] Hav-

ing a belfry : as, a belfried tower.

belfry (bel'fri), .; pi. belfries (-friz). [Early
mod. E. also belfrey, belfery, belfrie, etc., < ME.
belfray. earlier berfray, berfrey, berfreid, ber-

freit, < OF. berfrai, berfray, berfrei, bcrefreit,

berfroi, later belfrei, belefreit, belefroi, belfroi,

bcfroi, baffray, etc., mod. F. beffroi = It. battifre-

do, < ML. berefredus, berefridus, berfredtis, with

numerous variations, bel-, bil-, bal-, berte-,

balte-, bati-, butifredus, < MHG. bercvrit, bercfrit,

berchfrit, berhfride, MD. bergfert, bergfrede (in

sense 1), lit. 'protecting shelter,' < OHG. bcr-

gan, MHG. G. bergen (= AS. bcorgan), cover,

protect, + OHG. fridu, MHG. fride, G. friedc
= AS. frithu, frith, E. obs. frith, peace, secu-

rity, shelter. The origin of the word was not

known, or felt, in Bom., and the forms varied
;

the It. battifredo (after ML. batifredas) simu-
lates battere, beat, strike (as an alarm-bell or

a clock), and the E. form (after ML. belfredus)
simulates bell, whence the restriction in mod.
E. to a bell-tower. The same first element
also occurs in baiiibern and liawberk; the

second, with ac-

cent, in affray.]
If. A movable
wooden tower
used in the mid-
dle ages in at-

tacking fortified

places. It consist-

ed of several stages,
was mounted on
wheels, and was gen-
erally covered with
raw hides to protect
those under it from
fire, boiling oil, etc.

The lowermost story
sometimes sheltered
a battering-ram ; the
stories intermediate
between it and the

uppermost were fill-

ed with bowmen,
arbalisters, etc., to

gall the defenders ;

while the uppermost
story was furnished
with a drawbridge to let down on the wall, over which
the storming party rushed to the assault.

2f. A stationary tower near a fortified place,
in which were stationed sentinels to watch the

surrounding country and give notice of the

approach of an enemy. It was furnished with a

belie

bell to give the alarm to the garrison, and also to sum-
inoii the vassals c.f a feudal lord to his defense. This
i irrmnstanee helped the belief that the word was con-

nected with Ml.

3. A bell-tower, generally attached to a church
or other building, but sometimes standing apart
as an independent structure.

The same dusky walls
Of cold, gray stone,
The same cloisters and Mfrji and spire.

LiiiinJ'rllinc, Golden Legend, ii.

4. That part of a steeple or other structure in

which a bell is hung; particularly, the frame
of timberwork which sustains the bell. See

cut under bell-gable. 5. Naut., the ornamen-
tal frame in which the ship's bell is hung.

[Eng.] 6. A shed used as a shelter for cattle

or for farm implements or produce. [Local,

Eng.]
belfry-owl (bel'fri-owl), n. A name of the

barn-owl (which see), from its frequently nest-

ing in a belfry.

belfry-turret (berfri-tur"et), n. A turret at-

tached to an angle of a tower or belfry, to re-

ceive the stairs which give access to its upper
Stories. Belfry-turrets are polygonal, square, or round
in external plan, but always round within for convenient

adaptation to winding stairs.

'"
F

\j (i ii / ii", i\j t *

!.] A kind look

Belfry used in the assault of a medieval
fortress. (From Viollet-le-Duc's

"
Diet, de

1'Architecture." J

Belemnites.

r, Beltmnoteitthis antiqitus, ventral side. 2, Belemnites Owetn'i
(restored) : A,.guard; C, bhragmacone ; A muscular tissue of man-
tle ; f-', infundibulum ; /, /, uncmated arms ; K, K, tentacula ; N, ink-

bag. 3, Belemnite, British Museum.

ly equally developed and provided with hooks,
an internal shell terminated behind by a ros-
trum of variable form, and a well-developed
Straight phragmacone. The species are numerous
in the Secondary geological formations, and especially in
the Cretaceous, and their remains are the cigar-like shells
familiar to most persons living in regions where the Cre-
taceous seas once existed. The skeleton consists of a sub-
cylindrical fibrous body called the rostrum or gnard, which
is hollowed into a conical excavation called the alveolus,
in which is lodged the phragmacone. This consists of
a series of chambers, separated by septa perforated by
apertures for the passage of the aiphvncle or infundibu-
lum. The pen of the common squid is the modern rep-
resentative, though on an inferior scale, of the ancient

belgardt (bel-gard'), n. [< It. bet i/uardo. lovely
look: see bel1 and guard, rci/

or glance.

Belfry of the Duomo in Pisa, Italy : commonly called the

Leaning Tower.

Upon her eyelids many <iraces sate,

Under the shadow of her even browes,
Working bflgardex, and amorous retrate.

Spenser, F. Q., II. iii. 25.

Belgian (bel'jian), . and n. [See Belgic.'] I.

a. Belonging to Belgium, a small country of

Europe, between France and Germany, for-

merly part of the Netherlands, erected into an

independent kingdom in 1830-31 Belgian syl-
lables, syllables applied to the musical scale by the Bel-

gian waelrant alwut 1550. See bobaation and bocedaa-
tinii.

II. ii. A native or an inhabitant of the king-
dom of Belgium.
Belgic (bcl'jik), . [< L. Belgians, < lielga;.]

1. Pertaining to the Belgse, who in Caesar's

time possessed the country bounded by the

Khine, the Seine, the North Sea, the Strait

of Dover, and the English Channel. They were

probably of mixed Teutonic and Celtic origin. At the time
of Ccesar's invasion tribes of Belgre were found in south-

ern Britain, whose connection with the continental Belgic
is disputed.

2. Pertaining to Belgium.
Belgravian (bel-gra'vi-an), a. and n. I. a. Be-

longing to Belgravia, an aristocratic district of

London around Pimlico
; hence, aristocratic

;

fashionable. Tliackeray.
II. n. An inhabitant of Belgravia; an aris-

tocrat
;
a member of the upper classes. Tliack-

eray.
Belial (be'lial), . [Early mod. E. also Belyall,
ME. Belial, '<: LL. (in Vulgate) Belial, < Gr. Be-

fo'a/l, < Heb. Vliya'al, used in the Old Testament

usually in phrases translated, in the English
version, "man of Belial," "son of Belial," as if

Belial were a proper name equiv. to Satan;
hence onco in New Testament (Gr. Ec/lap) as

an appellative of Satan (2 Cor. vi. 15). But the
Heb. ffliya'alis acommon noun, meaningworth-
lessness or wickedness

;
< b'li, without, + ya'al,

use, profit.] The spirit of eVil personified;
the devil; Satan; in Milton, one of the fallen

angels, distinct from Satan.

What concord hath Christ with Belial? 2 Cor. vi. 15.

Belial came last, than whom a spirit more lewd
Fell not from heaven. Milton, P. L., i. 490.

belibel (be-H'bel), v. t. [< be-1 + libel.-] To
libel or traduce.

Belideus (be-lid'e-us), n. [NL.] A genus of

small flying phalangers, of the family I'halangis-

tidat; the sugar-squirrels. These little marsupials
resemble flying-squirrels in superficial appearance, having
a large parachute, large naked ears, long bushy tail, and
very soft fur. There are several species, such as B. sciu-

reus, B. ariel, and B. jlarnvntcr, inhabiting Australia,
New Guinea, and some of the neighboring islands.

belie^t (be-lT), v. t.
; pret. belay, pp. belaiii,

ppr. belying. [< ME. belyen, beliggen, < AS. be-

licgan, bilicgan (= OHG. biligan, MHG. biligen,
G. beliegen), < be-, about, by, + licgan, lie : see

fee-1 and lie1
,
and cf. belay.] To lie around;

encompass ; especially, to lie around, as an

army; beleaguer.
belie2 (bf-lT), v. t.; pret. and pp. belied, ppr.

belying. '[< ME. belyen, belcogcn, < AS. belctigan

(= OFries. biliaga = OHG. biliugan, MHG. be-

liegen, G. beliigen), < be-, about, by, + leogan,
lie: see be-1 and Ke2.] 1. To tell lies concern-

ing; calumniate by false reports.



belie

Thou dost belie him, Percy, thou dost Itelle him :

He? never diil encounter with Qlendower.
.s/,,i/,., 1 Hen. IV., 1. 3.

Who is he that Mifs the blood and libels tin- fame of

his own ancestors?
1). \\-,-bfl, .,-, Speech, Si Mate, May 7, 1834.

The clamor of liars bHieil in the hubbub ol' lies.

T'-iiiiiisnii, Maud, iv. ii.

2. To give tin- Hi- to; show to be false; con-

tradict.

Their trembling hearts lu'lir their boastful tongues.

pryden.
Novels (witness rv'ry month's review)
Ili'lif their name, and oiler nothing new.

I 'M/cy,,v, lldil enu nl.
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In the cathedral*, the popular MiV/, hopes, fears, fan-

cies, and aspirations found expression and were pupil
unteil in n language intelligible to all.

r. K. .\ ./,/. Travel and Stud) in Italy, p. 105.

5. The whole body of tenets lirld l>y the pro-
fessors of any faith.

belive

2. To give credence to (a person making a

statement. ;mytliin said. etc.).

T,o, I eomc unto thee in a thick cloud, that the peopl,-

may hear n hen I Mieak w ilh tin-' : hcc torever.
l:\. \i\. I'.

Yon ate nn\\ 1,1,1 ti!< I t<> >! "< him. >V,(/A. , r. of K., v. 1.

In the heat of persecution, to which the Christian Mi,-f ,
; t , ,!,,,,,.,.

.
, nlst .

was subject, lit It* fint promulgation. Hooker. "
[Archaic.]

1 had fainted unless I had ///,<, v,/ to Me the goodness

of (lie Lord in tile land of the living. 1's. xxvii. 13.

'\'\H- Miff nt Christiunit) i- a //!>/ in the beauty of holi-

ness; the creed of Mid las as a ///.-/' in the beauty of the

world and of mankind. Kmni, I'rim. llcllef, iv.

6. A creed; a formula embodying the essential 4. To bo of opinion; think; understand: as

doctrines of a ivli^ion or a church. /////( IT lie has left tlio city.

Ycnilnht to He them have their '//</, to know theeom

3. To act unworthily of; fail to equal or come %*S5* nMdl.'ncsT" ""tiSSfiZAgi, il- '1 I'^oC HWU nine Ml inn-utoo.

np to; disappoint: as, to belt? ones hopes or
=B 1 .ln ,, 2 , ,.,.,,.,,, ,. t ,, ,,.,,.
credence, trust. ere lit. conlldenee. 4. Doctrine.

They are. I WiViv, ;is high as most steeples in Kllgland.
.I,/,/,,,.,,, Travels in Italy.

believer (br-li-'ver), . [Earlymod. E. bclor,,.

lii'li'i'n- (not' in .\IK. in- AS.); < hilnri' + -<?rl.]

1. One who believes; one wlio {,'ivrs credit to
.

e o e ,

beliefful (bo-lef'ful), a. [<^ME. Uleffu , < b>l,
:
i.

,,. ,.,;,,,., ,,,., ,|m of personal know-
; belief, + -Jill,

i 1. AS. MMffW.J Hav-
]( ,

(1}
, (

,.
,me who is nnil | v persnaile.l in his own

elief or faith, f'ttdll. [Hare. I ...:...i ,.*; vu^, 4,.,,fi. ,.v;...t,,,,^o rf e/YintliiTicr
;
belief or faith, t'llnll. [Rare.]

belieffulness (be-lef'ful-nes), H. [< beliefful

-<..] The state of being beliefful. [Rare.

The godly lu'lie/iilnem of the heathen.

expectations
Shall Hector, born to war. bis birthright yield,

llelif his courage, and forsake the Held '

Drytlen, Hector and Androm., 1. W.I.

Tuscan Valerius by force- o'ereainc,
And not lielii'il his mighty fathers name.

/v//'/.-/,, Kncid.

4. To give a false representation of
;
conceal

the true character of.

Queen. For heaven's sake, speak comfortable words.

fork Should I do so, I should belie my thoughts.
filink.. Rich. II., ii. i

5f. To fill with lies.

"I'is slander, . . . whoso breath

Hides on the posting winds, and doth lu-lii-

All corner, of the world. Shak., Cymbeline I 4.

believability (be-le-va-bil'i-ti), . [< belter-
,

6t. To counterfeit ;
mimic ; feign resemblance aj(c; seo -bility.] Credibility; capability of ami to the catechumens, who were preparing

I,
On Luke iv.

There is a hopefulness and a Mir/nine**, so to say, on

your side, which is a great compensation. l'l,,n:il<.

belier (be-H'&r), n. [< belief r., + --''.I <>MI-

who belies.

Foul-mouthed Mirrx ol the Christian faith.

3. In the early church, a baptized layman, in

mind of the truth or existence of something:
as, a hi'licrrf in ghosts.

Johnson, incredulous ill other point*, wa a rcad\

believer In miracles and apparitions.
Macaiilaii, Von Kanke.

2. An adherent of a religious faith
;
in a more

ri'strirti'd sense, a Christian ;
one who exercises

faith in Christ.

And bflieivrn were the more added to the laird.

Acts v. 14.

contradistinction to the clerj

being believed. J. S. Mill.

believable (be-le'va-bl), a. [< belieee + -<ible.~\

for baptism, on the other.

The name belit-i'er is here taken in a more strict sens**

only for one order of Christians, the believing or bap-
tized laity. /HIIU/HIIII, Antiquities, I. Hi. 1.

to.

With dust, with horses' hoofs, that beat the ground,
And martial brass, 1,,'iif the thunder's sound. Capable of be'ing believed; credible

Dn/ilen, Astncn Redux.
That he sinn d, is not believable.

belief (be-lef), . [Early
mod. E. beleef, be- /,,-./-,. Merlin and Vivien,

believing (be-le'ving), i>. a. 1. Having faith;
I;:'..- 1.1 <.o^ rvri;_

ready or disposed to believe or to exercise

faith.

Be not faithless, but believing. John xx. 27.

Now, Rod be prais'd ! that to believing souls

(lives light in darkness, comfort in despair.
.SAa*., 2 Hen. VI., 11.1.

2. Of the number of those who are disciples.

And they that have kelieviny masters, let them not df-

gilouben, MHG. gelouben, glouben, G. gleuben, spise them, because they are brethren. 1 Tim. vi. 2.

now (flauben, = Goth, galaubjan, believe, lit. believingly (be-le'ving-li), Mir. In a believ-
belief in his parents.

To make the worthy Leonatus mad,
By wounding his belief in her renown.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5.

2. A conviction of the truth of a given proposi-
tion or an alleged fact, resting upon grounds et

t
a generalizing prefixj + *laub, a form

insufficient to.?ttJ5Jlv?Mmye_tao*^ge. (pret7) Of the common Teut. root *,&, whence

hold dear or valuable or satisfactory, be pleased ing manner; with belief: as, to receive

with, < Goth, galaubs, dear, valuable (found only trine believingly.
in the special sense of 'costly'), < ga- (AS., belight (be-lit*), . '. [< &*-1 + ''J/'*'

1
belight v -. - -

up; illuminate. Cowleij. [Rare.]"
e-lik'), ode. [First in

early
mod.

To

= AS. ^;
E .

merely, and does not necessarily involve a corresponding lufu. E. loee, etc. : see (it/, leare*, lore, liberal, appar. of dial, origin, < be, by, prep
-

like,
,

state of tilings. But belief is sometimes used to include etc _] J_ intrans. 1. To have faith or conn-
likely, i. e., by what is likely; but perhaps a

the absolute conviction or certainty which ac ompanies denoe- (a) Ag to , personi to have conndence in his reduction of an introductory phrase it may be
knowledge.

Neither do I labor for a greater esteem than may in
honesty, integrity, virtue, powers, ability, etc. ; trust. (6)

As to a thing, to have faith iu its existence, or in its genii-

some little measure draw a belief from you, to do yourself ineness, efficacy, virtue, usefulness, soundness, and the

/or ten[
'aimias simi

good, and not to grace me. Shak., As you Like it, v. 2.

Belief admits of all degrees, from the slightest suspicion
to the fullest assurance. Reid.

He [James Mill] uses the word belief as the most gen-
eral term for every species of conviction or assurance ; the

assurance of what is before our eyes, as well as of that

which we only remember or expect ; of what we know by
direct perception, as well as of what we accept on the faith: generally with on.

Ill' lit >-.. CIIIIJUCJ, VII IUC, ItadUllICQO, DUllllUII-vdO, II1t HIV.
f

.
. _

like ; credit its reality : as, to believe in ghosts ; to believe chiefly poetical. J

in the Bible, In manhood suffrage, in the ballot, In repub-

licanism, in education, etc. : usually with in or on (for-

merly also with to), rarely absolutely.

He saith unto the ruler of the synagogue, Be not afraid,

only believe. Mark v. 3fi.

2. To exercise trust or confidence; rely through

or Hfol,! Cf. maybe and likely,
1 Pprhnris' nrobuhlv FNow

.J J ertiaps, pio iDiy. ino

evidence of testimony or of reasoning. J. S. Mill.

Then you, belike, suspect these noblemen
As guilty of Dnke Humphrey's timeless death.

Skat., 2 Hen. VI., HI. 2.

Belike this is some new kind of subscription the gallants
use. B. Jonxon, Every Man out of his Humour, HI. 2.

If he came in for a reckoning, belike it was for better

treat than mine. Scott.

By a singular freak of language we use the word belief thou shait De gav'gd, and thy house.
And they said, Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and belikelyt (be-lik 'Ii), adv. [See belike.'} Prob-

to designate both the least persistent and the most per-
sistent coherence among our states of consciousness, to

describe our state of mind with reference both to those

propositions of the truth of which we are least certain,

and to those of the truth of which we are most certain.

ably.Acts xvl. 31.

And many belieeed on him there. John x. 42.

To them gave he power to become the sous of God, even

to them that believe on his name. John i. Ii fcelime (be-lim'),.(.

Having belikely heard some Iwtter words of me than I

could deserve. Up. flail, Account of Himself.

V - T .. - [< ftf-1 + limel.] To

J Finke Cosmic Philos I 61 * ^ ^ Persua(le<i ?
th

.

e truth of anything ; besmear or entangle with or as with bird-lime.

3. Persuasion of the truth of a proposition,
but with the consciousness that the positive
evidence for it is insufficient or wanting; espe-

cially, assurance of the truth of what rests

chiefly or solely upon authority, (n) In this sense,

the word sometimes implies that the proposition is ad-

mitted as only probable, (b) It sometimes implies that

the proposition is admitted as being so reasonable that it

needs 110 proof, (c) Sometimes used for religious faith.

Knowledge and belief differ not only in degree but in

kind. Knowledge is a certainty founded upon insight ;

If you will consider the

with him it always has

belief is a certainty founded upon feeling. The one is

perspicuous and objective : the other is obscure and sub- authority, testimony, argument, or any other

nature of man, you will find that belittle (be-lit'l), f. t.
; pret. and pp. belittled,

been and still is true, that that ppr. belittling. [First in U. S.
;
< be-1 + little.]

thing in all his inward or outward world which he sees j fo make small or smaller
;
reduce in pro-

worthy of worship is essentially
the^tWng w^whichhe^- portion or extent. [Rare.] 2. To cause to

'

appear small; depreciate; lower in character or
To make believe. Btootitow*. -fi_ i;_i-ii__ ji : i e

II. trans. 1. To credit upon the ground of

jective. Sir H'. Hamilton, Lectures on Logic, xxvii.

One in whom persuasion and belief
Had ripened into faith, and faith become
A passionate intuition. Wordsmrth, Excursion, iv.

They (women] persuade rather than convince, and value

i>rlii' f rather as a source of consolation than as a faithful

expression of the reality of things.

Leaky, Europ. Morals, II. 381.

4. That which is believed; an object of belief.

Superstitious prophecies are the belief of fools. Bacon.

We have but to read the accounts of the early beliefs of

mankind, or the present beliefs of savages and semi-cul-

tivated nations, to see how large a field pure fiction occu-

pies. (,'. //. /,.-,.*, Vrobs. of Life and Mind, II. iii. 8 7.

38

; accept
as true

; give credence to. See belief.

We know what rests upon reason ; we believe what rests

upon authority. Sir VT. Hamilton.

Our senses are sceptics, and believe only the impression

,

importance ; speak lightly or disparagingly of.

^^ement (be-lit'1-ment), . [< %elittle +
\ i , hplj ttl j' a o, detracting

or thing.
A systematic belittlemr.nt of the essential, and exaggera-

tion of the non-essential, in the story.

Pop. Sci. Ma,, XX. 370.

of the moment. Emerson, Farming, belive't, r, i. [ME. (rare), < AS. belt/an (pret.

Hence the causal beleace, q. v., now also obso-
sinee he sees nothing clear.

M. AriiM, Empcdocles. lete : see teare1 .] To remain.



belive

belive2
t, rfc., orig. prep. pltr. [Now only E.

dial., also written telyve, Sc. belife, belyve,

beli/, < ME. belive, belyi'e, belife, bilife, Wife,

blwe, also bilifes, bilii-es, etc. ;
sometimes used

expletively; prop, two words, be live, be life,

lit. by life, i. e., with life or activity; cf. alive

and lively.] 1. With speed; quickly; eagerly.

Kise, rise bylive,

And unto batteil doe your selves addresae.

Sponger, F. Q., II. viii. 18.

Thou sclialte haue delyueraunce
Be-lyue at thi list. York Plays, p. 281.

2. Presently; ere long; by and by; anon:
sometimes merely expletive.

Twenty swarm of bees,
Wliilk all the summer hum about the hive,
And bring me wax and honey in Kline.

B. Jonmn, Sad Shepherd, ii. 1.

Belyve the elder bairns come drapping in.

Burns, Cottar's Sat. Night.

[Obsolete in both senses, except in Scotch.]

belkt (belk), 11. t. [E. dial., < ME. belken, the

unassibilated form of belchen, belch : see belch,

and cf. balk2
, bolk.~\ To belch; give vent to.

Till I might belke revenge upon his
eye_s.

Marxton, Antonio and MelUda, II. i. 1.

bell1
(bel), . [Early mod. E. also bel, < ME.

bel, belle, < AS. belle (=D. 6eZ= MLG. LG. belle;

cf. Icel. bjalla, < AS. belle), a bell. Perhaps con-

nected With bell2
, v., roar.] 1. A hollow metal-

lic instrument which gives forth a ringing
sound, generally of a musical quality, when
struck with a clapper, hammer, or other appli-
ance. Its usual shape resembles that of an inverted cup
with a flaring rim. If the bell is sta-

tionary, it is often made saucer-

shaped, and in this case is commonly
termed a gong. Bells of this form are

generally used as call-bells or signal-
bells. Bells are made for many pur-

poses and in a great variety of forms
and sizes. They usually consist of an

alloy of copper and tin, called bell-

metal (which see). Church-bells are

known to have been in use in Italy Ben(.
about A. u. 400, and in France in the

s, clapper, or tongue;
sixth century. The earlier bells were c.

'

clapper-bolt ; D,
often four-sided, made of thin plates yoke ; f, cannon, or

of iron riveted together. The manu- ear
',//,T'J ',,

facture of the largest and finest
"" /T barrel,

bells has been developed since the
fifteenth century. The largest ever made is the great
bell of Moscow, called the Czar Kolokol, cast in 1733,
and computed to weigh about 440,000 pounds. It is about
19 feet in diameter and the same in height. It is sup-

posed never to have been hung, and is now used as a

chapel, having been raised in 1836 after lying half buried
since 1737, when a piece was broken out of its side in a fire.

The largest bell in actual use weighs 128 tons, and is also

in Moscow. The bell of the Buddhist monastery Chi-on, in

Kioto, Japan, was cast in 1633, and weighs 125,000 catties,

or over 74 tons of 2,240 pounds each. Among the great

Bell called Czar Kolokol, in the Kremlin, Moscow.

French bells, the bourdon of Notre Dame, Paris, weighs
about 17 tons ; the largest bell of Sens cathedral, 16 tons

;

and that of Amiens cathedral, 11 tons. In England, the

"Big Ben" of Westminster weighs over 13 tons, but is

cracked: the "Great Peter," at York, 10 tons; and
the "Great Tom," at Oxford, 7 tons. The new "Kaiser-
glocke

"
of Cologne cathedral weighs 25 tons. For church-

bells made to be rung in unison, see chime. In heraldry,
the bells generally represented are hawks' bells, in shape
like a small sleigh-bell; a hawk represented with these
bells attached is said to be belled. When a bell of ordi-

nary form is used as a bearing, it is called church-bell for
distinction.

But what art thou that seyst this tale,
That werest on thyn hose a pale,
And on thy tipet such a belle!

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1841.

2. Anything in the form of a bell or compared
to a bell. Specifically (a) A bell-shaped corolla of a
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Where the bee sucks, there suck T ;

In a cowslip's bell I lie. Shot., Tempest, v. 1.

(!>) In arch., the plain echinus of a Corinthian or compo-
site capital, around which the foliage and volutes are ar-

ranged. Also called basket, (c) The large end of a fun-

nel, or the end of a pipe, tube, or any musical instrument,
when its edge is turned out and enlarged so as to resem-

ble a bell. (3) The strobile, cone, or catkin containing the

seed of the hop. (e) The pendulous dermal apptndaae
under the throat of the male moose. (/) In hydroid

polyps, the umbrella or gelatinous disk.

3. pi. A number of small bells in the form of

hawks' bells or sleigh-bells, fastened to a han-

dle and constituting a toy for amusing an in-

fant. 4. pi. Naut., the term employed on ship-

board, as o'clock is on shore, to denote the

divisions of daily time, from their being mark-
ed by bells, which are struck every half-hour.
The day, beginning at midnight, is divided into watches
of four hours each, except the watch from 4 to 8 P. M.,

which is subdivided into two dog-watches. A full watch

thus consists of eight half-hours, and its progress is noted

by the number of strokes on the bell. For instance, 1

o'clock P. M. is equivalent to two bells in the afternoon

watch ; 3 o'clock, to six bells ; 4 o'clock, to eight bells, etc.

Angelus bell, Gabriel bellt. Lady bell, a church-

bell rung to remind those within hearing to recite the

augelus. See anyelus. Ave bell, Ave Maria bell, or

Ave Mary bell. Same as angelus bell.

I could never hear the Am Mary bell without an eleva-

tion, or think it a sufficient warrant because they erred

in one circumstance for me to err in all that is, in si-

lence and dumb contempt.
Sir T. Browne, Eeligio Medici, i. 3.

Bell, book, and candle, a phrase popularly used in con-

nection with a mode of solemn excommunication for-

merly practised in the Roman Catholic Church. After

the formula had been read and the book closed, the assis-

tants cast the lighted candles they held in their hands
to the ground so as to extinguish them, and the bells

were rung together without order; the last two cere-

monies symbolized the disorder and going out of grace
in the souls of the persons excommunicated. Blessed
or hallowed bell, in the Rom. Cath. Ch., a bell which has

received the solemn blessing of the church, in which the

bishop prays that its sound may avail to summon the

faithful; to excite their devotion, to drive away storms,
and that the powers of the air, hearing it, may tremble
and flee before the standard of the holy cross of the

Son of God engraved upon it, etc. Elevation or Sanc-
tus bell, in the Rom. Cath. Ch., a bell rung during the

celebration of mass to give notification of the more solemn

portions: now usually a small hand-bell, but in prc-
Keformation English churches a large bell often hung
in a bell-gable erected over the nave, immediately above
the entrance of the chancel, from which it was rung by
one of the acolytes. Oxford Glossary, p. 74. In the
bell, (a) In flower. [Scotch.] (b) In seed, or having the

seed-capsules formed, as hops. Mass bell Same as

sacring bell. Recording bell, a bell attached to a hand-

punch, or to an instrument of similar purpose, with which
fares collected, as by a conductor, etc., or moneys taken

in, as at a bar, are recorded. Sacring bell, a bell rung
during the celebration of the Roman Catholic mass, at

the elevation of the host, at the Sanctus, and at other

solemn services. When rung at the consecration it is

also called the Aqnus bell; at the time of the Sanctus,
the Sanctus bell, etc. Also called saints' bell. Saints'
belL Same as sacriny bell. The term is a corrupted form
of Sanetus bell, but is no longer specifically restricted to

the bell rung at the Sanctus. The saints' bell is now a

small hand-bell rung within the church, but formerly it

was sometimes a small church-bell suspended in a turret

outside the church and rung by a rope from within.

And it is said that his people would let their plough
rest when George Herbert's saints'-bell rang to prayers.

Walcott, Sacred Archaeology, p. 527.

Sanctus bell. See elemtion bell. To bear away (or

gain, etc.) the bell, to win the prize at a race. In for-

mer times a bell was a usual prize at a horse-race.

Here lyes the man whose horse did gaine
The bell in race on Salisbury plain.

Camden, Epitaphes.

To bear the bell, to be the first or leader : in allusion
to the bell-wether of a flock, or the leading horse of a

team or drove, that wears a bell or bells on its collar.

Lat se which of you shal bere the belle

To speke of love. Chaucer, Troilus, iil. 198.

In memory of the man but for whom had gone to wrack
All that France saved from the fight whence England bore

the bell. Browning, Herve Riel.

To clamor bells*. See clamor. To lose the bell, t..

be worsted in contest.

In single flght he lost the bell.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, xvii. 09.

To ring the bells backward. See backward. To
ring the hallowed bell, to ring a bell consecrated by a

priest, as was formerly done in the belief that its sound
had virtue to disperse storms, drive away a pestilence or

devils, and extinguish fire. To shake the bells t, to

move, or give notice or alarm : in allusion to the bells on
a falcon's neck, which when sounded alarmed its prey.

Neither the king, nor he that loves him best,
The proudest he that holds up Lancaster,
Dares stir a wing, if Warwick shake his bells.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., 1. 1.

To take one's bells, to take one's departure : from the
custom in falconry of attaching bells to a hawk's leg be-
fore letting it fly.

If ever for the Spring you do but sigh,
I take my bells.

Dekker and Ford, Sun's Darling, lit. 2.

bell 1
(bel), v. [< belli, n ,] I. intrans. To pro-

duce bells
;
be in bell : said of hops when the

seed-vessels are forming. See belli, W-) 3 (d).

Hops in the beginning of August bell. Mortoner.

belladonna

II. trans. 1. To put a bell on. 2. To swell

or puff out into the shape of a bell.

Devices for belling out dresses. Mrs. Jiiddfll.

To bell the cat, to grapple or cope with an adversary of

Krt'atly superior power : a phrase derived from a well-

known fable, according to which the mice at one time re-

solved to put a bell on the cat to warn them of its ap-

proach ; but after the resolution was passed, on inquiry

being made, "Who will undertake it?" none was found

daring enough to do so.

bell2 (bel), v. [Early mod. E. also bel (dial,

also beal), < ME. belle, < AS. bellan, roar, bellow,

gruut, = OHG. bellan, MHG. G. bellen, bark, =
Icel. bel/tt; bellow; perhaps connected, as the

orig. verb (cf. D. bellen, ring, MLG. bellen, pro-
claim loudly), with AS. belle, E. belli, q. v. Cf.

bellow, a later form parallel to bell2
, v., and

see belk, belch, balk2
, bolk, etc., a series of verbs

of similar form, assumed to be ult. imitative.

Hence prob. bull1 .] I. intrans. If. To bellow;
roar.

As loud as belleth wind in hell.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1803.

Specifically 2. To bellow like a deer in rut-

ting-time.
The wild buck bells from ferny brake.

Scott, Marmion, iv. 15.

Enjoining perfect silence, we crept from tree to tree with

stealthy pace and occasionally sweeping the opposite
brow of Haugerton with a deer glass to discover some of

the numerous harts which were belling and calling.
Forest and Stream, XXIV. 449.

II. trans. To bellow forth. [Rare.]
bell2 (bel), n. [< bell2

, v.~\ The bellow of the

wild deer in rutting-time.

In Ireland the deer-stalker has to put aside his rifle in

October. The first bell of the hart is a notice for him to

quit, so that these wild denizens of the woods may carry
on their courting at their leisure.

Forest and Stream, XXIV. 449.

bell3t, '' ' [< ME. belten (pp. bollen), perhaps
(with loss of orig. guttural) < AS. belgan (pp.

bolgen) = OHG. belgan, MHG. belgen = Icel.

"bflgja, in pp. bolginn, swell (in AS. and OHG.
and MHG. also be angry). Cf. bell2 and bel-

loir, repr. parallel forms without and with an

orig. guttural. See bolnl."} To swell up, like a

boil or beal.

Jesus . . . was pricked both with nail and thorn. It

neither wealed nor belled, rankled nor boned.

Pepys, Diary, III. 96. (N. E. D.)

bell4 (bel), n. [< late ME. belle = D. lei, a

bubble; cf. OD. (MD.) bellen, bubble; origin
uncertain, perhaps connected with E. bell3

,
or

with L. bulltt, a bubble : see 6eH3 .] A bubble
formed in a liquid.

Tile twinkling of a fin, the rising of an air-bell.

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxvi.

Certain qualities of coloured glass are cast by ladling
the molten metal from huge pots. ... By this ladling
numerous air bells are enclosed in the glass, but the cir-

cumstance does not affect the durability and usefulness
of the glass. Encyc. Brit., X. 663.

bell4 (bel), v. i. [< bell*, .] To bubble.

[Scotch.]
bell5 t,

a. [Early mod. E. also bel, < ME. bel, bele,

< OF. (mod. F.) bel, beau, m., belle, f., = Sp. Pg.
It. bello, < L. bellus, fair, beautiful, fine. This

adj., the nearest representative of the L., ob-
tained a hold in E. chiefly in its deriv. beauty
(> beautiful, etc.), and some half-French uses:
see bel1

, belle, beau, etc.] Fair
;
'beautiful.

bellacityt (be-las'i-ti), . [< L. as if "bellaci-

ta(t-)s,<bellax (betlao), warlike, < bellum, war.]

Tendency to war
;
warlikeness. [Rare.]

belladonna (bel-a-don'ii), n. [NL., < bella

donna, lit. beautiful lady (the berries of the

plant having been used by the Italian ladies as

a cosmetic) : bella, fern, of bello, beautiful (see

belle) ; donna, < L. domina, lady, fern, of domi-

Belladonna (Atropa Belladonna],

a, flowering branch, with fruit ; f', fruit, on larger scale.

s, lord. Ult. a doublet of beldam, q. v.] A
1
limit . Atropa Belladonna, or deadly nightshade,



belladonna

natural order Nola nace<f, a native of cent nil

and southern Kuropc. All parts ,,l the plant arc

pOlfOUOItS, ami dcpi'iiil tor UK ir phai niai-odynamic prop
i rtirs on llu- alkaloid alropin. Tin- plant and its alkaloid
are largely used in ninlirinc to rvlii-vv puin, to . hi-rk --pa-m
and exo-.sMvr perspiration, ami especially in surucry to ill

lati- I hi- pupil a I li I |,ai al\/<- I hi- arroninmilatiiui of tin i'\<

bell-and-hopper (bol'and-hop'er), . A charg-
ing dflViM mi top of a blast-furnace. TIM- i,,,i

loin of tlii' hopper i.sihis.'.l froinlri-ni-ath liya l'll shapi .1

pirrr, whicti, when lowrivl. prnnit.s tlie on- to fall into
tin- itock.

bellandine (bel'an-din), . [Se. ;
cf. btillini,

afij'ht. cotnl>;it.
|
A <|ii!iiTi'l; u squabble. //'/</.

bell-animal (bcl'mi'l-mal), . Same as lii II-

HllilHillriili .

bell-animalcule (bpl'an-i-mal*kul), n. The
usu:il Knglish iiiinu' of :i peritrichous cili;iti'd

iiit'usoi-iiui, of the family t'urlii-illiiln- (which
see). Sec rut under lurtici'llu. Also called

bell-polyp.
bellarmine ( bel'jir-miu), it. [See def.] A largo
stoneware jug with a capacious belly and nar-
row neck, decorated with the face of a bearded
man, originally designed as a caricature of Car-
dinal Bellarruin, who made himself obnoxious
to the Protestant party in the Netherlands as
an opponent of the Reformation, in the end of
the sixteenth century and the early part of the
seventeenth.

Or like a larger Jug that son,,, m.'ii call

A Kflliiriuiin-. W. fiirta-right, The Ordinary.

Large i:lol.nlar jng, stamped in relief with a grotesque
bearded face and other ornameuU, were one of the favour-
ite forms [in stoneware]. .Such were called "greybeards

"

or Mtenmo, from the unpopular cardinal of that name,
of whom the bearded face was supposed to be a caricature.

Kiu-i/e. Brit., XIX. 631.

bellasombra-tree (bel-a-som'bra-tre), n. [<
Sp. bella, beautiful, -I- sombra, shade.] A South
American tree, Phytolacca dioicti, cultivated as
a shade-tree in Spain, Malta, and some of the
cities of India.

Bellatrix (be-la'triks), . [L., fern, of bellator,
a warrior, < betlarc, wage, < bellum, war: see

bellicose, belligerent. In sense 1 it is the trans-
lation by the authors of the Alphonsine Tables
of the Ar. name Aln&dshitl, the real meaning of
which is doubtful.] 1. A very white glittering
star of the second magnitude, in the left shoul-
der of Orion. It is y Orionis. 2. In ornith., a

genus of humming-birds. Boie, 1831.

bell-bind (bel'bmd), n. Another name of the

hedge-bells or hedge-bindweed of Europe, Con-
rolvuhts septum.
bell-bird (bel'berd), n. 1. The arapunga. 2.
An Australian bird of the family MelipliaQtdce,
the 3Iti nor/it nit (or Mi/zantha)melanophrys,vrhose
notes resemble the sound of a bell. 3. An Aus-

''

Bell-cote.

l, near Rouen. Normandy.

.-, 1 :,

bell-cote (bd'kot), . In arch., an ornamental
construction designed to contain one or two
bells, ami often
crowned by a
small spin
In-]] i oit- r. i.^ upon
a wall, ami i

tillH-s MI[,JIOI I, il liy
roilirls

; hut no
change i.s ina,h- on
aci-omit of iu I.K--
cm-c in th,' arrln
tcctural ,li-po-ni'.M
of tin: lowrr paii-
of the huildilUf.
Si',.),,// 1,,,-,-fl. A No
writu-ii Ml -ml.

bell-crank (bel'-
krangk), n. In

uiarli., a rectan-

gular lever by
which the di-

rection of mo-
tion is changed
through an an-

gle of 90, and by which its velo-

city-ratio and range maybe alt ered
at pleasure by making the arms
of different lengths, it is much cm
ploji-'t iu machinery, and is named from
the fact that it is the form of crank em-
plojvd in ,-han-ini; the direction of the

in--, of house-bells. F in the cut la the
i-rnt,-i- ot motion alwmt which the arms oscillate,
also cut under crank.

belle (bel), a. and n. [< P. belle, fern, of beau,
OF. bel, < L. bellus, beautiful: see ben, fteMB.j
I. a. Beautiful; charming; fair Belle cnere
[ME., < OF. Mle chert : see belle and chrcr.] Good enter,
tainment ; good cheer.

Bele chere
That he hath had ful oft* tymea here.

Chaucer, Rhipman'a Tale, 1. 409.

II. 11. A fair lady; a handsome woman of

society; a recognized or reigning beauty.
Where none admin-, 'tis useless to excel;
Where none are beaux, 'tia vain to be a belle.

Lord Lyttelton, Beauty in the Country.

Beauty alone will not make the belle; the beauty must
be lit up by esprit.

Arch, t'orbeg. Souvenirs of some Continents, p. 148.

belled (beld), p. a. Hung with bells; in her.,

having hawk-bells attached : said of a hawk
when used as a bearing.
bellelettrist, . See belletrist.

belleric (be-ler'ik), n. [< F. belleric, ult. < Ar.

balilaj, < Pers. balilah."] The astringent fruit of
Terminalia Bellcrica, one of the fruits imported
from India, under the name of myrobalaits, for
the use of calico-printers.

Bellerophon (be-ler'o-fon), w. [L., < Gr. Be?.-

/tepo^uK, also BeMfpofiSvTtK, a local hero of Cor-
inth, in Greek myth, the

bellied

Reviews of pillilii aliens not purely MMrniii-r epheni-
rral in their nature an- generally written l,\ profcKsora.

J. M. Hurt, Herman I niv.-rhities, p. _'7::.

bell-flower (berflou'er), n. 1. A common name
for tlie species of I'llnlllillliltit, from the -.h.-ijie

of the flower, which resembles a bell. See cut
under Ctiiii/HtMnlii. 2. In some parts of Kng-
land, the daffodil, Xarcumts Pm-uil"
Autumn bell-flower, a speciea of gentian, Vrniiana,

I'll- I' nxilt'l

bell-founder (tx'l'foun'der), n. A man whose

occujiiition
is to found or cast bells.

bell-foundry (bel'foun'dri), n. A place where
lielU :ire fiiuniieil or cast.

bell-gable (bd'ga'bl), n. 1. The continuation

upward of a portion of a wall terminated by a
smiill gable, and pierced to receive one or more
bells. Such a feature sometimes surmounts the

bell-
old name of the daffodil.

bell-bottle (bel'bot'l), n. Another name of one
of the two European plants called bluebell,
Svilla nutaiiK. See bluebell.

bell-boy (bel'boi), n. A boy who answers a

bell; specifically, an employee in a hotel who
attends to the wants of guests in their rooms
when summoned by bell.

bell-buoy (bel'boi), . See Intoy.

bell-cage (bel'kaj), w. A belfry.
bell-call (bel'kal), H. Same as call-bell.

bell-canopy (bel'kan*o-pi), n. A canopy-like
construction of wood or stone, designed to pro-
tect a bell and its fittings
from the weather.
bell-chamber (bel'eham*-
ber), w. The portion of
a tower, usually near its

summit, in which bells
are hung. It la commonly
constructed with large open-
ings on all aides, to permit the
sound of the bells i<, ditfuse
itself without impediment.
bell-chuck (bel'chuk), M.

A bell-shaped lathe-

chuck, which, by means
of set-screws, holds the

piece to be turned.
bell-cord (bel'kdrd), . A
cord attached to a bell;

specifically, a cord at-
tached to a bell on a
locomotive and running
through the cars of a
train, used by conductors
or brakemen in the United States and Canada
to signal the engineer.

slayer of the monster
Chimtera; < *Bf?.)lepof,

Upper

Bell-canopy, Harvard Col-

lege, Cambridge, Mass.

supposed to mean 'mon-
ster,' "I- -^KJK, -<t>6l>T>lf,

slayer, < "ifiav, kill, akin
to E. bane 1

, q. v.] An
extinct genus of gastro-

pods, typical of the fam-

ily Bellcrophontida: It U
one of the genera whose shells largely enter into the com-
position of limestone beds of the Silurian, Devonian, and
CarlMHiiferous einicha.

bellerophontid (be-ler-o-fon'tid), n. [< Bellero-

phontiaa?.] A gastropod of the family Bellero-

phontida?.

Bellerophontidae (be-ler-o-fon'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Bellerophon(t-) + -ite.] An extinct

family of gastropods, typified by the genus Bcl-

lerophon. The ahell was symmetrically involute and
uautiliform, with the periphery carinated or sulcated and
notched or incised at the lip. The species flourished and
were numerous In the Paleozoic age. Their affinities are
uncertain. Formerly they were associated by most au-
thors with the heteropod Allan! iilir, but they are now
generally approximated to the Pleurotoinariida, of the
order Hh ipttluglitxxa.

belles-lettres (bel'let'r), n. pi. [F., lit. 'fine
letters' (like beaux-arts, fine arts): belle, fine,

beautiful; lettre, letter, pi. lettres, literature:
see belle and letter.'] Polite or elegant litera-
ture: a word of somewhat indefinite applica-
tion, including poetry, fiction, and other imagi-
native literature, and the studies and criticism
connected therewith

; literature regarded as a
form of fine art.

belletrist, bellelettrist (be-let'rist), n. [<
belles-lfttres + -ixt.] One devoted to belles-
lettres.

bellettristic (bel-et-ris'tik), a. [<' belle(s)-

lettr(en) + -ixt + -ic; G. belletristixch.] Of, per-
taining to, or of the nature of belles-lettres.

Bell-gable. Church of S. S. Annunziala. Florence.

apex of a church-gable. 2. Any gable when
the wall composing it is pierced for bells.

[Bell-gables of both varieties are not uncom-
mon in medieval architecture.]

bell-gamba (bel'gam'ba), . Same as eone-

fjiimlia (which see).

bell-gastrula (bel'gas'tre-ia), n. In Wo/., the

original, primary palingenetic form of gas-
trula, according to tne views of Haeckel : same
as archigastrula. See cut under aastrula.

bell-glass (bel'glas), n. A bell-shaped glass
vessel used to cover objects which require pro-
tection from variations of the atmosphere, dust,
and influences of like character, as delicate

plants, bric-a-brac, small works of art, clocks,
etc., or to hold gases in chemical operations.
bell-hanger (berhang'er), n. One who hangs
and repairs bells.

bell-harp (bel'harp), n. An old stringed in-

strument, consisting of a wooden box about
two feet long, containing a harp or lyre with
eight or more steel strings. The player twanged the
strings with the thumbs of both hands inserted through
holes in the box, meanwhile swinging the box from side
to side, like a bell.

bellibonet, . [One of Spenser's words, appar.
< F. belle et bonne, beautiful and good. See
belle, bonne, and 6o 2

.] A bonny lass.

bellict, bellicalt (bel'ik. -i-kal), a. [Also bel-

lique, < F. beltique, < L. betticus, warlike, <

bellum, war.] Pertaining to war
; warlike : as,

"bellique Caesar," Feltham, Resolves, ii. 52.

bellicose (bel'i-kos), a. [< L. bellicosus, < hel-

ium, OL. duellum, war, orig. a combat between
two, < duo = E. two. Cf. duel.] Inclined or

tending to war; warlike; pugnacious: as, bel-

licose sentiments.

Arnold was in a bellicose vein. Irving.

I saw the bull always alert and brUicost, charging the
footmen, who pricked and baited, and enraged him with
their scarlet mantles.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 271.

bellicosely (bel'i-kos-li), adv. In a bellicose
or warlike manner ; pugnaciously.

Anything like rallying the more bcUicotcly inclined of
the pilgrims would, under the circumstances, be out of
the question. O'I)iuti,r<in, Merv, x.

belliconst (bel'i-kus), a. [As bellicose, < L. bel-

licottus; or < L. bellicus : see bellicose, bellic.]
Bellicose: as,

"
bellicous nations," Sir T. Smith,

Commonwealth of Eng.
bellied (bel'id), a. [< belly + -erf2.] 1. Having
a belly (of the kind indicated in composition):
as, big-bellied; pot-bellied. 2. In bot., ventri-

cose; swelling out in the middle. 3. In 'inn I.,



bellied

having a swelling fleshy part, or belly, as a

muscle. 4. Bounded; bulging.
When a raised handle ... is used, the most rounded

or bellied side of the file should be applied to the work.

J. Rufse, Tract. Machinist, p. 270.

belligeratet (be-lij'e-rat), v. i. [< L. bellige-

ratus, pp. of belligerare, wage war, < belliger,

waging war, < bellum, war, 4- gerere, carry:
see gest, jest. Cf. belligerent.'] To make war.

Cockermn.

belligerence (be-lij'e-rens), n. [< belligerent:

see -ence.] The act 'of carrying on war; war-

fare.

Merely diplomatic peace, which is honeycombed with

suspicion . . bristles with the apparatus and establish-

ments of war on a scale far beyond what was formerly

required for actual belligerence.
Gladstone, Gleanings, I. 67.

belligerency (be-lij'e-ren-si), . [< belligerent:

see-ency.] Position 'or status as a belligerent;
the state of being actually engaged in war.

They were acting for a Government whose belligerency

had been recognized. Soley, Blockade and Cruisers, p. 224.

I cannot conceive of the existence of any neutral duties

when no war exists. Neutrality ex vi termini implies

belligerency ; and a breach of neutrality can only occur

with regard to a matter arising during a war.
JV. A. Rev., CXXVII. 39.

belligerent (be-lij'e-rent), a. and n. [Earlier

belligerant, < F. belligeranl, < L. belligeran(t-)s,

ppr. of belligerare, wage war: see belligerate.]

1. a. 1. Warlike; given to waging war; char-

acterized by a tendency to wage or carry on war.

History teaches that the nations possessing the greatest
armaments have always been the most belligerent.

Sumner, Orations, I. 97.

2. Of warlike character
; constituting or tend-

ing to an infraction of peace : as, a belligerent

tone of debate.

Justice requires that we should commit no belligerent
act not founded in strict right as sanctioned by public
law. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 167.

3. Actually engaged in war: as, the belligerent

powers. 4. Pertaining to war, or to those en-

gaged in war : as, belligerent rights, etc.

II. n. A nation, power, or state carrying on
war

; also, a person engaged in fighting.

The position of neutrals in relation to belligerents is ex-

actly ascertained. London Times.

The possibility of intercourse in war depends on the
confidence which the belligerents repose in each other's

good faith ;
and this confidence, on the unchangeable sa-

credness of truth. Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 249,

The rebel Poles had never risen to the rank of bellige-

rents. Lowe, Bismarck, I. 309.

belligeroust (be-lij'e-rus), a. [< L. belliger,

waging war, < bellum, war, + gerere, carry on.]
Same as belligerent. Bailey.

belling
1
(bel'ing), n. [Verbal n. of belfl, v.] In

submarine operations, the use of the diving-
bell.

belling2 (bel'ing), n. [< ME. bellynge; verbal
n. of belfi, v.] Formerly, bellowing ; in modern
use, the noise made by a deer in rutting-time.

bellipotent (be-lip'o-tent), a. [< L. beltyo-

ten(t-)s, < bellum, war, -f' poten(t-)s, powerful:
seepotent.] Powerful or mighty in war. Blount.

[Rare.]
Bellis (bel'is), n. [L., < bellus, beautiful : see
bell5.] The daisy, a small genus of annual or

perennial herbs, natural order Composites, in-

digenous to the temperate and cold regions of

the northern hemisphere. The daisy, B. perennis, is

abundant in pastures and meadows of Europe, and is very
common in cultivation. See daisy. Only one species is

found in North America, B. integrifolia, the western daisy.

bellitudef (bel'i-tud), . [< L. bellitudo, < bel-

lus, beautiful : see bell5.] Beauty of person ;

loveliness
; elegance ; neatness. Cockeram.

bell-jar (bel'jar), n. A bell-shaped glass jar,
used by chemists in physical laboratories, etc.,
for receiving a gas lighter than the atmosphere
or other medium in which it is plunged, and
for similar uses. It is a form of bell-glass.

bell-less (bel'les), a. [< bell1 + -less.] Having
no bell. Scott.

bell-magnet (bermag"net), n. An alarm in
which a clapper is made to strike a bell by the

completion of an electric circuit.

bell-magpie (bel'mag"pi), . Same as bett-

Urd, 3.

bellman (bel'man), .
; pi. bellmen (-men).

[Also written belman; < bell1 + man.] 1. A
man who rings a bell; specifically, one em-
ployed to cry public notices and call attention

by ringing a bell; a town crier. 2. Formerly,
a night-watchman, part of whose duty it was
to call out the hours, the state of the weather,
and other information, as he passed.
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I staid up till the bell-man came by with his bell just
under my window as I was writing of this very line, and

cried, "Past one of the clock, and a cold, frosty, windy
morning." Peptjs, Diary, I. 8.

bell-mare (bel'mar), n. A mare used by mule-
herders as an aid in keeping their herds to-

gether. The mules follow the bell-mare wher-
ever she goes. Also called madrina in the

originally Spanish parts of the United States.

bell-metal (bel'mefal), n. A variety of bronze,
an alloy of copper and tin, of which bells are

made. The proportions in which the two metals are

employed are variable. In some very large English bells

there is from 22 to 24 per cent, of tin and from 76 to 78 of

copper. Four parts of the latter metal to one of the for-

mer is said to be the proportion used in many of the lar-

gest bells. See bronze. Bell-metal ore, a name by which
the mineral stannite, or sulphid of tin, copper, and iron,

found in Cornwall, is frequently known, owing to its re-

semblance in appearance to bell-metal or bronze.

bell-metronome (bel'met/'ro-nom), n. A met-
ronome provided with a bell that may be set to

strike after a given number of oscillations of

the pendulum, thus marking the beginning of

measures as well as the pulses within measures.

bell-mouth (bel'mouth), . A mouthpiece ex-

panding like a bell.

A bellmouth may also have the form of the contracted

jet. Eneyc. Brit., XII. 463.

bellmouth (bel'mouth), v. t. [< bell-mouth, n.]
To provide with a bell-shaped mouthpiece;
shape like the mouth of a bell.

It is often desirable to bellmouth the ends of pipes.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 463.

bell-mouthed (bel'moutht), a. 1. Gradually

expanded at the mouth in the form of a bell.

His bell-nwuth'd goblet makes me feel quite Danish,
Or Dutch, with thirst. Byron, Don Juan, xiii. 72.

2. Having a clear, ringing voice: said of a
hound.

bell-nosed (bel'nozd), a. Expanded at the

muzzle in the shape of a bell : said of firearms.

In blunderbusses the barrels are generally bell-nosed.

W. W. Greener, Gun and its Development, p. 77.

bellon (bel'qn), n. [Origin unknown.] Lead-

colic, or painters' colic.

Bellona (be-16'na), n. [L., OL. Duellona, < bel-

lum, OL. duelluni, war.] 1. In Bom. mytli., the

goddess of war. Her temple stood in the Campus
Martius, without the walls, and was held to symbolize
enemies' territory. In it the Senate received foreign am-
bassadors and victorious generals entitled to a triumph.
2. [NL.] In ornith., a genus of humming-birds.
Mulsant and Ferreaux, 1865. 3. [_l. c.] [NL.]
In herpet., the specific name of a snake, Pityo-

phis bcllona.

bellonion (be-16'ni-on), n. A musical instru-

ment, invented at tiresden in 1812, consisting
of twenty-four trumpets and two drums, which
were played by machinery.
bellow (bel'6), v. [< ME. belowen, bellewen,

beliven, bellow, low, < AS. bylgean (occurring
only once), bellow (as a bull), appar. with
added formative and umlaut from the same
root as bellan, low, bellow, E. bell: see 6cH2.]
1. intrans. 1. To roar; make a hollow, loud

noise, as a bull, cow, or deer.

Jupiter
Became a bull, and bellow'd. Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

2. Of persons, to make any violent outcry; vo-

ciferate; clamor: used in ridicule or contempt.
This gentleman ... is accustomed to roar and bellow

so terribly loud . . . that he frightens us. Tatter, No. 54.

3. To roar, as the sea in a tempest, or as the
wind when violent

;
make a loud, hollow, con-

tinued sound.
Ever overhead

Bellow'd the tempest.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

II. trans. To utter in a loud deep voice; vo-
ciferate : generally with out orforth.
To bellow out " Green pease" under my window.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.

bellow (bel'6), n. [< bellow, v. .] A roar, as
of a bull; a loud outcry.
bellower (bel'6-er), . One who bellows.

bellows (bel'oz or -us), n. sing, and pi. [Also,
colloquially, bellowses, a double plural; < ME.
belowes, belwes, also belies, a bellows, prop,
pi. of belowe, belu, also bely, belt, a bellows, a

bag, the belly (same word as belly), < AS. bcelg,

bcelig, belg, belly, a bag, a bellows (earlier spe-
cifically blcestbelig= Icel. blastrbelgr; of. D. blaas-

balg = Dan. blcesebcelg = Sw. bldsbalg = OHG.
blasbalg, G. blasebalg, lit. blast-bag: see blast) :

see belly, of which bellows is a differentiated

plural.] An instrument or machine for pro-
ducing a current of air: principally used for

blowing fire, either in private dwellings or in

forges, furnaces, mines, etc.
;
also used in or-

Bellows. French, i7th century.
(From "L'Art pour Tous.")

bell-roof

gans for producing the current of air by which
the pipes and reeds are sounded. It consists es-

sentially of an air-chamber
which ean be alternately
expanded and contracted,
and a nozle by which the
current of air can be
directed. When the air-

chamber is expanded, air is

admitted through a valve

opening inward. The pres-
sure produced by the con-
traction of the air-cham-
ber closes this valve, and
leaves the nozle the only
available avenue of escape
for the air in the chamber.
Bellows are made in many
different forms, a usual one

being the small hand-bel-

lows, an ornamented ex-

ample of which is shown in

the cut, used for promoting
the combustion of a house-
fire. Bellows of great pow-
er are called blviviwj'-ma-

chines, and are operated by
machinery driven by steam.
Blindman's bellows.

See blindiiHtn. Hydro-
static bellows. See hy-
drostatic.

bellows-camera (bel'-

6z-kam"e-ra), n. In

photog.,'a, form of ex-
tensible camera in which the front and after

bodies are connected, for the sake of lightness
and economy of space when the camera is not
in use, by a folding tube or chamber made of

leather, rubber, or a similar light-proof mate-
rial. The tube is made to fold upon itself in the same
way as the air-chamber of an accordion or of bellows of
the usual form ; that is, it is made in a series of small

folds, each carried entirely around it in a direction per-
pendicular to its axis, and having their edges turned alter-

nately inward and outward. The edges of those folds which
are turned outward are usually stiffened by a wire frame.
"When the tube is pulled out to its full extent, its walls are

flat; when it is contracted, it requires merely the space
taken up by the folds of its material. In use, the back of
a camera of this form can be fixed, by a screw or other

device, at any distance from the front or lens end, within
the limits of the contracted or expanded tube, that the fo-

cus of the lens or the particular work in hand may require.

bellows-fish (bel'oz-fish), n. 1. A local name
in England of the trumpet-fish, Centriscus scolo-

pax. 2. A local name of sundry plectognath
fishes, of the suborder Gymnodontes and family
Tetrodontidie. 3. A local name in Rhode Is-

land of the angler, Lophius piscatorius. See cut
under angler.

bellows-pump (bel'oz -pump), . A sort of

atmospheric pump, in which the valve is in

the lower side of a bellows-chamber, while the

upper side performs the function of the piston.
bellOWS-SOUnd (bel'oz-sound), n. In pathol.,
an abnormal sound of the heart, resembling
the puffing of a small bellows.

bell-pepper (berpep"er), n. The fruit of Cap-
sicum grossum, much used for pickling and as a
vegetable ; Guinea pepper.
bell-polyp (bel'pol"ip), n. Same as bell-ani-

malcule.

bell-pull (bel'pul), n. The handle or knob by
which a bell attached to a wire or rope is rung,
as a door-bell.

bell-pump (bel'pump), n. A bell-shaped pump
used in cleaning gas- and service-pipes.

bell-punch (bel'punch), n. A hand-punch con-

taining a signal-bell, used for punching a hole
in a ticket, trip-

slip, etc., in or-

der to record
and call atten-
tion to the num-
ber of fares
taken.

bell-ringer
(berring^er), n.

1. One whose
business is to

ring a bell, espe-
cially a church-
bell qr one of a

Bell-punch.
A, combination lock ; B, aperture in

which trip-slip or ticket is inserted ; C, door
inclosing bell ; D, receptacle for counters.

chime of bells
; also, a performer with musical

hand-bells. 2. An automatic device upon a
locomotive for ringing the bell. 3. Mechanism
for ringing chimes by hand, by means of lever-

handles which are connected by wires with the

clappers or the axes of the bells, or by water-

power, compressed air, or steam operating in
various ways to accomplish the same object.
bell-roof (bel'rof), n. A roof shaped some-
what like a bell. Its figure is generated by
the revolution of an ogee curve about the

apex. See out on next page.



bell-rope

bell-rope (iici'rdp),
n. 1. A rope for

ringing a bell. 2.
A bell-cord.

bell-rose (bel'roz),
ii. \ name some-
times used for the

daffodil, \ttrcismiM

Pteudo-Narelagtti.

bell-screw ()!'-
skrd), //. A rod or
bar of iron with an

internally threaded

bell-shaped cud, for

recovering broken
or lost tools in a

deep bore-hole.
Bell s disease, finch.

Contemporaneous. Americ

See_ .-, t'nirli.

bell-shaped (bel'shiipt), <i. Having the form
of a bell, or of a somewhat deep vessel whose
lip turns out and then begins to turn in again;
specifically, in hot., campanulate. See cut
under ( 'inii/niniila. Bell-shaped pa-
rabola, ii divergent paruhoht having nei-
ther cruiiodc nor cusp. Some geometri-
cians, without sufficient reiwo - author-
ity, restrict the name to those divergent
parabolas to which from some points of
the plane six real tautens IMII tic drawn.
Pure bell-shaped parabola, one which
constitutes tin- entire real part of a cubic
curve of tile sixth class.

bell-sound (bel'sound), n. In aus-

cultation, a peculiar sound indica-
tive of pneumothorax. It may be
observed by applying a small piece of
metal, as a coin, to the affected part of the
chest, and striking it with a second piece,
when a clear, bell-like sound Is heard
through the stethoscope applied in the
vicinity.

bell-telegraph (bel'tel"e-graf), n.

1. A telegraphic apparatus in which two dif-

ferently toned bells take the place of a vibrat-

ing needle in giving the signals. 2. An an-

nunciator; a fire- or burglar-alarm.
bell-tower (bel'ton'cr), n. A tower of any
kind built to contain one or more bells. See cut
under campanile.
The unsurpassed bell-

tower of the Dnomo,
known and admired by
all men as the Campa-
nile of Giotto, [is] the
most splendid memorial
of the arts of Florence.

C. E. Norton, Church-
[building in Middle

[Ages, p. 222.

bell-trap (bel'trap),
n. A small stench-

trap, usually fixed
over the waste-pipe
of a sink or other in-
let to a drain. The
foul air is prevented
from rising by an invert-
ed cup or bell, the lips of
which dip into a cham-
ber fllled with watersur-
rounding the top of the

bell-turret (bel'-
tur"et), n. A turret

containing a bell-

chamber, and usu-

ally crowned with
a spire or other ornamental feature, in medie-
val architecture the lower part of such turrets is often
used as a staircase. A bell-turret is distinguished from
a bell-cote in that the former always appears upon the
ground-plan of the building to which it belongs.

Belluae (bel'u-e), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi. of L.
bellua, prop, belva, a beast, particularly a large
beast. ] In the Linnean system of classification

(1766), the fifth of the six orders of the class
Mammalia, containing hoofed quadrupeds with
incisors in both jaws, and consisting of the four
genera Equus, Hippopotamus, Sus, and Jtliiim-

ceros. It is occasionally used in a modified sense, cor-
responding to some extent with the Pachydermata of
Cuvier, for the perissodactyl as distinguished from the
artiodactyl ungulates, though the Linnean Belluce in-
cluded representatives of both these suborders of Unnn-
lata.

belluine (bel'u-in), a. [< L. belluinus, prop, be-
lui nits, < bellua, prop, belua, a beast.] If. Beast-
ly; pertaining to or characteristic of beasts;
brutal : as,

' animal and belluine life," Dp. At-
terbttry. 2. In zoiil., of or pertaining to the
He/Inn'.

bellum internecinum (bel'um in-ter-ne-si'-
num). [L.: bellum, war; inlcriiecinuiH, interne-
cine.] A murderous war; a war of mutual ex-
termination

;
war to the death.
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bell-wether (bel'weTH'er), . [< MK. />,/-

ii-i tin / .
In Hi in il< r ; < hi III + intht r.

}
.\ wether

or sheep which leads the (lock, usually earr\

ing a bell on its neck.

|As| :i Ml iii-l/irr [will] form the ll.ick'-i connect HUI

li.v tinkling sounds, uheii they -., forth t.. victual :

Such i-s the MVUV of our jjri-at men oer little.

n, Don Juan. vii. Iv

bell-WOrk (bel'werk), ii. lii mini mi. ii system
of working flat ironstone-beds by QadergrOimd
excavations in tin- form of a bell around the

pits or shafts; also used on a grand si-ale in

working the Milt -mines of Transylvania.
bellwort (bel'wert), H. 1. A general name I'm-

plants of the natural order <'n m/niiiii/ii/ >. 2.
In the United States, a common name for
cies of the genus Vrulnrin, spring flowers of Un-
natural order Liliaceie.

belly (bel'i), .; pi. b<-lli<:i (-r/.). [Early mod.

Bell-turret. Abbaye-aux-Homn
Caen, Normandy.

stomach, womb (in early ME. the body), also
a bellows (see lu-lloim). < AS. ix-ly. balg, lii<i.

lii/lg (also hirlii/, lii-liff, bylig, with intrusive /)

also htr/i/r, bi/lgi; a bag, bell, pouch, purse, hull,

bellows, a bag of any kind, osp. of skin (=
OFries. baltja = D. balg, skin, belly, = OHG.
balg, MHG. bale, G. balg, skin, case, bellows,
paunch, = Icel. belgr (whence perhaps bo'ggr, a
bag, baggi, a bag, whence perhaps E. bay'i) =
Sw. 67</=Dan. ba'lg, skin, case, pod, belly, bel-

lows, = Goth, balgs, a wine-skin, orig. a bag,
esp. of skin), < belgan (pret. bealg) (= OIIU.
lull/mi), swell, swell up, be inflated. Cf. bell*

and boln. Doublet (orig. pi.) bellon-f, q. v.

Similar forms are Gael, balg, bolij = Ir. balg,
bolg, bag, belly. = W. bol, bola, boly, belly,
appar. an old Celtic word, > LL. bulga, bag: see

bulge, boui/el, budge?, etc.] 1. That part of the
human body which extends from the breast to
the groin, and contains the bowels; the part
of the trunk between the diaphragm and the

pelvis, considered as to its front and side walls

belly-timber
To belly Out, in wnV,i.;. to m -r, KM- rapidly in dilneli-
sioliK : >aiil of a Imle.

belly-ache (b(d'i-ak), , ( . l'ain in the bowels;
the colic.

The Ii : /In -ii </,:-.

i-aiiM-d by an inillnlation of pease porridge.
r,i",,. a,ni l'l_ \lons. Thomas.

belly-band(beri-band). >i. 1. A band that goes
round the belly; specitically, a saddle-girth;
also, n hand fastened to the shafts of ;i vehicle,
and passing under the belly of the animal draw-
ing it. 2. \init., a hand of canvas placed
across a sail to strengthen it.

belly-boards (bel'i-berds), . ///. A kind of
fir and pine boards produced in Switzerland,
used for the sounding-boards of musical instru-
ments.

belly-bound (bel'i -bound), a. Constipated;
costive. [Vulgar.]

belly-brace (bel'i-bras), n. A cross-brace be-
tween t he frames of a locomotive, stayed to the
boiler.

belly-button (bel'i-but'n). . The navel.

[Colloq.]

belly-cheatt (bel'i-chet), . [< belly + Hun/,
also spelled chete, a thing: see chc/ttv.] An
apron or covering for the front of the person.
limn, mill /'/. [Old slang.]

belly-cheert (bel'i-cher), n. Good cheer; meat
and drink; food. Elyot, Diet., 1559.

Bald-pate friars, whose summnm bonuni Is In belty-rl,,.,.
Marlotcf.

Loaves and belly-cheer. Milton, Def. of Ilumb. Kemonst.

belly-cheert (bel'i-cher), p. . To indulge in

belly-cheer; feast; revel.

Let them assemble in consistory, . . . and not ... by
themselves to belly-cheer ... or to promote designs to

Milton, Tenure of Kings and Magistrates (Ord MS.).

r abdomen. 2. The part of any animal
which corresponds to the human belly ;

the ab-
domen in general.

Underneath the belly of their steeds.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 3.

3. The stomach with its adjuncts : as, a hungry
belly.

He would fain have filled his belly with the husks.
Luke xv. Iti.

4f. The womb. 5. The fleshy part of a muscle,
as distinguished from its tendinous portion : as,
the anterior belly of the digastricus muscle.
6. The hollow or interior of an inclosed place.
Out of the belly of hell cried I. Jonah ii. 2.

7. The part of anything which resembles the

belly in protuberance or cavity, as of a bottle,
a tool, a sail filled by the wind, a blast-furnace,
etc.

If you were to fall from aloft and be caught in the bellt/
of a sail, and thus saved from instant death, it would not
do to look at all disturbed.

R. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 35.

Neither hollow nor swelling, called a belly, Is made on
the flat part of the brick. C. T. Davis, Bricks, etc., p. 124.

8. In technol.. the inner, lower, or front sur-
face or edge of anything, (a) In engraving, the
lower edge of a graver. (6) In locks, the lower edge of a
tumbler against which the bit of the key plays, (c) In
masonry, the batter of a wall, (of) In saddlery, a piece of
leather sometimes attached to the cantle or hind pommel
of a saddle to serve as a point of attachment for valise-

straps, (e) In ship-carp., the inside or concave side of a
piece of curved timber, the outside being termed the back.
(/) In carriage-makuig, the wooden covering of an iron
axle, (g) In archery, the Interior side of a bow, which is

concave when the bow is bent. See back of a bow, under
backt. (h) The widest part of the shaft of a blast-furnace,
(t) The middle or bulging part of a cask. Also called the
bulge. (_/) The unburnt side of a slab of cork (It) A swell
on the under side of an iron bearer or girder. (I) The
upper plate of that part of a musical instrument, as a
violin, which is designed to increase its resonance; the
sounding-board of a piano. In instruments of the violin
class the bridge rests upon the bellv. (ml In minimi a
mass of ore swelling out and occu

Riotous banqueting and belly-cheering.
I'dall, Prol. to Ephesians.

belly-churlt (bel'i-cherl), . A rustic glutton.
Drayton.

belly-doublett (bel'i-dub'let), n. A doublet
made very long in front, and stuffed or bom-
basted so as to project somewhat, as in the
representation of Punch in English puppet-
shows. This fashion prevailed about 1585 and
after. See doublet.

Your arms crossed on your thin belly-doublet.
Shak., L. L. L., iii. 1.

belly-fretting (bel'i -fret* ing), . I. The
chafing of a horse's belly with a fore-girth. 2.
A violent pain in a horse's belly, caused by
worms.
bellyful (bel'i-ful), n. As much as fills the belly
(stomach) or satisfies the appetite; hence, a
great abundance

;
more than enough.

Every jack-slave has his belly-full of fighting, and I must
go up and down like a cock that no body can match.

Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 1.

belly-god (bel'i-god), n. One who makes a god
of his belly, that is, whose great business or
pleasure is to gratify his appetite ;

a glutton ;

an epicure: as,
"
Apicius, a famous belly-god,"

Hakewill, Apology, p. 378.

belly-guy (bel'i-gi), . Naut., a tackle or guy,
attached half-way up a sheer-leg or spar need-

a support in the middle. See belly-stay.

y-piece (bel'i-pes), n. If. The flesh cover-
ing the belly; hence, an apron. 2. The piece
forming the belly of a violin, etc.

belly-pinched (bel'i-pincht), a. Pinched with
hunger; starved: as, "the belly-pinched volt,"
Shak., Lear, iii. 1.

belly-pipe (bel'i-pip), n. A flaring nozle for a

blast-pipe
in a blast-furnace.

belly-rail (bel'i-ral), . 1. In a pianoforte, a

ing. [< belly, .] I. trans. To fill
;'
swell out.

Your breath of full consent bellied his sails.

Shak., T. and C., 1L 2.

Nor were they [the Pilgrim fathers] so wanting to them-
selves in faith as to burn their ship, but could see the fair
west wind belly the homeward sail, and then turn unre-
pining to grapple with the terrible Unknown.

Lowell, Introd. to Biglow Papers, 1st ser.

II. inlrtnw. To swell and become protuber-
ant, like the belly ; bulge out.

The bellying canvas strutted with the gale.

Dryden, Iliad, i. 864.

il forming a portion of the main
of the framing. 2. In railway engin., a

rail with a fin or web descending between the

flanges which rest on the ties.

belly-roll (bel'i-rol), . A roller of greater
diameter in the middle than at the ends, used
for rolling land between ridges or in hollows,

belly-slave (bel'i-slav), . A person who is a
slave to his appetite.

Beastly belly-slaves, which, . . . not once, but continu-
ally, day and night, give themselves wholly to bibbing
and banqueting. Homily against Gluttony.

belly-stay (bel'i-sta), . Naut., a tackle ap-
plied from above half-mast down when the
mast requires support, as the belly-guy is ap-
plied from below. See belly-guy.
belly-timber (bel'i-tim'ber), n. Food; that
which supports the belly. [Formerly in serious

use, but now only humorous.]



belly-timber

Through deserts vast

And regions desolate they pass il.

Where belly-timber, above ground
Or under, was not to be found.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 331.

belly-vengeance (bel'i-ven*'jens), . A name

given in some parts of England to weak or sour

beer.

belly-wash (bel'i-wosh), . Any kind of drink

of poor quality. [Vulgar.]

belly-worm (bel'i-werm), n. A worm that

breeds in the belly or stomach. Ray.
belock (be-lok'), . t. [< be-1 + Jock1 ; not di-

rectly < ME. belouJcen, pp. beloken, < AS. belu-

can, pp. belocen, < be- + lucan, lock.] To lock,
or fasten as with a lock.

This is the hand which, with a vow'd contract,
Was fast belock'd in thine. Shak., M. for M., v. 1.

Belodon (bel'o-don),
n, [NL., < Gr. /3<>/>.of , a dart,

+ orfofcf (Mow-) = E. tooth.'} The typical genus
of crocodiles of the family Belndontulai, belong-

ing to the Triassic age, and including the oldest

known croeodilians, remains of which occur

both in European and American formations. B.

Upturns, the largest species, attained a length
of 10 feet.

belodontid (bel-o-don'tid), n. [< Belodonttdce.']
A crocodilian reptile of the family Belodontida:.

Belodontidae (bel-6-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Belodon(t-) + -idte."] A family of fossil pre-Cre-
taceous crocodiles, order Crocodilia. They have

amphicoelous vertebra, pterygoids separate below, pos-
terior nares bounded by the palatines, and external nos-

trils near the orbits on the upper part of the base of the

snout..

belomancy (bel'6-man-si), n. [< LGr.

fia, < Gr. /3t).of, dart, arrow, + iiavreia, divina-

tion.] A kind of divination by means of arrows,

practised by the Scythians, Babylonians, Ara-

bians, and other ancient peoples. A number of

pointless arrows were variously marked and put into a bag
or quiver, and then drawn out at random ; the marks or
words on the arrow drawn were taken as indications of

what was to happen. Thus, Kzek. xxi. 21 (revised version) :

" For the king or Babylon stood at the parting of the way,
at the head of the two ways, to use divination : he shook
the arrows to and fro."

The arrow-divination or belomancy here mentioned
[Ezek. xxi. 21] was done with pointless arrows marked
and drawn as lots. Encyc. Brit., XV. 201.

Belone (bel'o-ne), n. [L., < Gr. peMvq, any
sharp point, a needle, \ /3ttoc, an arrow, dart,

any missile, < ftaUxtv, throw.] A genus of

fishes remarkable for their slender and elon-

gated jaws, representing in some systems a

family Belonldce, in others referred to the Scom-

beresocidte; the garfishes.

belong (be-long'), v. i. [< ME. belongen (= D.

belangen, concern, = OHG. belangen, MHG. G.

belangen, reach to, attain, concern, affect
;
asso-

ciated with the adj., early ME. belong (= OS.

bilang = MD. belangh), equiv. to AS. gelang,
ME. ylong, Hong, along, long, mod. E. along2 ,

long
3

, belonging, along), < be-1 + longen, be-

long (there is no AS. *belangian or "belang) :

see along'
2

, long?, longS.] 1. To go along with

anything, or accompany it as an adjunct or at-

tribute ; pertain ; appertain ;
be a property (of) ;

be in the power or at the disposal (of). [In all

senses except 7 followed by to, or in the older

English by unto.]
Her hap was to light on a part of the field belonging

unto Boaz. Ruth ii. 3.

And David said nnto him, To whom belongest thou ?

1 Sam. xxx. 13.

To the Lord our God belong mercies and forgivenesses.
Dan. ix. 9.

He . , . careth for the things that belong to the Lord.
1 Cor. vii. 32.

Most of the males subject to him [the father of the
family] are really his children, but, even if they have not
sprung from him, they are subject to him, they form part
of his household, they (if a word coloured by later notions
be used) belong to him.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 87.

2. To be the concern or proper business (of) ;

appertain (to) : as, it belongs to John Doe to

prove the title.

To you it doth belong
Yourself to pardon of self-doing crime.

Shak., Sonnets, Iviii.

3. To be appendant (to) ;
be connected (with) ;

be a special relation (to): as, a beam or rafter

belongs to such a frame, or to such a place in
the building.
He took them, and went aside privately into a desert

place belonging to the city called Bethsaida. Luke ix. 10.

4. To be suitable
;
be due.

Strong meat belongeth to them that are of full age.
Heb. v. 14.

Hearing . . . thy beauty sounded,
(Yet not so deeply as to thee belongs,)
Myself am mov'd to woo thee for my wife.

Shak., T. of theS.,li. 1.
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Sir, monuments and eulogy belong to the dead.
D. Webster, Speech, Bunker Hill.

5. To have a settled residence (in) ;
be domi-

ciled (in) ; specifically, have a legal residence,

settlement, or inhabitancy (in), whether by
birth or operation of law, so as to be charge-
able upon the parish or town : said of a pau-
per, or one likely to become such.

Bastards also are settled in the parishes to which the

mothers belong. Blackslone, Com., I. xvi.

6. To be a native (of) ;
have original residence

(in).
There is no other country in the world to which the

gipsies could belong. tl. Raper.

1. To have its (or one's) proper place ;
be resi-

dent : as, this book belongs on the top shelf
;

I

belong here (in this house or town). [U. S.]

belonging (be-16ng'iug), . [< belong + -ing
1

.']

That which belongs to one : used generally, if

not always, in the plural, (a) Qualities; endow-
ments ; faculties.

Thyself and thy belongings
Are not thine own so proper, as to waste

Thyself upon thy virtues, they on thee.

Shak., M. forM.,i. 1.

(b) Property ; possessions : as, "I carry all my belongings
with me," Trollope. (c) Members of one's family or house-

hold; relations or dependants. [Humorous.]

When Lady Kew said, "sic mlo, sic jnbeo," I promise
you few persons of her ladyship's belongings stopped, be-

fore they did her biddings, to ask her reasons.

Thackeray, Newcomes, xxxiii.

I have been trouble enough to my belongings in my day.

Dickens, Bleak House, II. 103.

(a) Appendages.
The belongings to this Indian-looking robe.

Cornh.nl Mag.

belonid (bel'o-nid), n. [< Belonirla:.] A fish

of the family 'jSelonidw.

Belonidae (be-lon'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Belone +
-idte.'] A family of fishes, represented by the

genus Belone, containing Synentognathi with an

Silver Garfish ( Tylosurus longirostris'}.

elongate stout body, oblong wide head flat-

tened above and terminating in long stout

jaws, the upper of which is composed of the
coalesced intermaxillaries, supramaxillaries,
and facial bones, while the lower has an addi-

tional bone behind. The vertebrae have zygapophyses,
and the bones are generally green. The species are called

garpikes, garfish, or gars. The English species is a mem-
ber of the genus Belone, B. vulgaris, but those of the
United States belong to the genus Tylosurus, of which
there are nine species, as T. marinus, T. crassus, T. exilis,

T. longirostris, etc.

belonite (bel'o-nit), n. [< Gr. fieUvn, any sharp
point, a needfe (see Belone), + -ite2 .] A kind
of minute imperfect crystals, usually acicular in

form, sometimes dendritic, observed in glassy
volcanic rocks. The term is now limited to

such as exert no action on polarized light.

belonoid (bel'o-noid), a. [< Gr. jie^jmociiiif,

needle-shaped, '< faUvr/, a needle (see Belone],
+ eMof, form.] Resembling a bodkin or nee-

dle; styloid: applied to processes of bone.
Beloocnee (be-lfTche), n. Same as Baluchi.

Beloptera (be-lop'te-ra), n. [NL., < Gr. /Jttof,

dart, + irrepov, wing. ] 1 . A genus of dibranchi-
ate cephalopods, with a wing-like expansion of
the sides of the shells. 2. [I. c.] Plural of

belopteron.

belopterid (be-lop'te-rid), H. [< Belopteridw.]
A cephalopod of the family Belopteridce.

Belopteridae (bel-op-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Beloptera + -irfo,
1

.] A family of dibranchiate

cephalopods, typified by the genus Beloptera,
closely related to the Belemnitiace, and by some
authors combined in the same family. The
species are extinct.

belopteron (be-lop'te-ron), n.
; pi. Beloptera

(-ra). [NL., < Gr. /Jttof, a dart (see Belone),
-f Trrepov, a wing.] The fossil

internal bone of an extinct

cephalopod, somewhat like a

belemnite, but blunter and
having a wing-like projection
on each side.

belord (be-16rd'), v. t. [< be-1

+ lord.] 1. To apply the title

Lord to
;
address by the phrase

"my lord." 2. To domineer
over. [Rare.]
Belostoma (be-los'to-ma), n.

[NL., < Gr. ftOtf. a dart, +
orii/ia, mouth.] The typical
genus of heteropterous insects
of the family Belostomida:, for- ,?.

Great Water-bug
( Belostoma gran.

below

merly referred to the Nepida;. The largest species
is B. grandis of South America, the great water-bug, at-

taining a length of 4 inches. B. ainericana and B. grisea
inhabit the Atlantic States of North America. A Chinese
and Indian species is B. indica.

Belostomidae (bel-os-tom'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Belostoma + -idte."] A family of heteropterous
insects, containing the largest living members
of the order lleteroptera. They are large, broad,
Hat-bodied aquatic insects, with powerful swimming-logs
and curved fore tibiie, able to prey upon fish and other

aquatic animals of considerable size. There are about 12

genera, generally distributed in temperate and torrid re-

gions. The head is much narrower than the prothorax,
with prominent eyes, short 3-jointed rostrum, and short

4-jointed antennas ; the prothorax is wide and trapezoi-
dal ; the scutellum is large and triangular ; the elytra are

distinguished into corium and membrane
;
and the body

ends in a pair of ligulate extensile appendages.

beloutt (be-lout')i v. t. [< be-1 + lout.] To
call (a person) a "lout"; address or speak of

with contemptuous language.
Sieur Gaulard, when he heard a gentleman report that

at supper they had not only good cheer but also savoury
epigrams and fine anagrams, returning home, rated and
belowted his cook as an ignorant scullion, that never
dressed . . . him either epigrams or anagrams.

Camden, Remains.

belovet (be-luv'), v. [< ME. beloven, oilmen (=
D. believen, please, gratify, = G. belieben, like,

wish, impers. please), love, < be-, bi-, + loven,
luven: see be-1 and lore.~\ I. intrnns. To please.

[Early Middle English.]
II. trans. 1. To be pleased with : like. 2.

To love. [Little used except in the past parti-

ciple.]
If beauty were a string of silke, I would wear it about

my neck for a certain testimony that I belove it much.
Wodroephe, French and Eng. Grammar, p. 322.

beloved (be-luv'ed or -luvd'), p. a. and . [<
ME. beloved, beluved, biluved, pp. : see love.] I.

p. a. Loved ; greatly loved
;
dear to the heart.

This is my beloved Son. Mat. iii. 17.

Beloved of all, and dying ne'er forgot.
William Harris, Earthly Paradise, II. 307.

II. n. One who is greatly loved; one very
dear.

He giveth his beloved sleep. Ps. cxxvii. 2.

below (be-16'), adv. and prep. [< ME. biloogtie

(found only once), adv., < bi, be, prep., by, +
loogh, logh, adv., low: see 6e-2 and /oio2 . The
older form was alow ; cf. afore, before, atiind,

behind.] I. adv. 1. In or to a lower place or
level

;
beneath

;
downward from a higher point :

as, look below ; in the valley below.

Hear the rattling thunder far below. Wordsworth.

2. On the earth, as opposed to in the heavens.
The blessed spirits above rejoice at our happiness below.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., III. 5.

3. In hell, or the regions of the dead : as, "the
realms below," Dryden. 4. On a lower floor

;

downstairs.

Sir Anthony Absolute is below, inquiring for the captain.
Shendan, The Rivals, iv. 1.

Hence 5. Naut., off duty: as, the watch below,
in contradistinction to the watch on deck. 6.
At a later point in a page or writing; further
on in the same part or division : as, particulars
are given below ; see the statistics below. 7.
Lower down in a course or direction, as toward
the mouth of a river or harbor, etc. : as, the
vessel has just arrived from below. 8. In a
lower rank or grade : as, at the trial below, or
in the court below.

H. prep. 1. Under in place; beneath; not
so high as : as, below the knee.

The . . . dust below thy feet Shak., Lear, v. 3.

All the abhorred births below crisp heaven
Whereon Hyperion's quickening flre doth shine.

Shak., T. of A., iv. S.

2. Lower than in position or direction
;
lower

down : as, he lives a little below our house, that

is, a little lower down the street, road, hill, etc.

The castle was now taken ; but the town below it was In
arms. Irving, Granada, p. 32.

3. Lower than in degree, amount, weight, price,
value, etc. 4. Later in time than. [Rare.]
The more eminent scholars which England produced be-

fore and even below the twelfth century, were educated in
our religious houses. T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, I. iii.

5. Inferior in rank, excellence, or dignity: as," one degree below kings," Addison, Remarks
on Italy, Venice. 6. Too low to be worthy of

;

inferior to.

They beheld, with a just loathing and disdain, . . . how
below all history the persons and their actions were.

Milton.

The works of Petrarch were below both his genius and
his celebrity. Macaulay, Dante.

Below the salt. See salt. = Syn. Below, Under, Beneath.
Below, lower than the plane of ; under, lower in the per-



below

pendicnlar
line of ; beneath, close under : ns, the sun Kinks

MOW the hori/on
; a thing 18 under a chair or tree, be-

neath a pile of rubbish. Under has often the sense of
beneath: as, "under whose wings," Ruth ii. 12. Compare
the old use of beneath in Ex. xxxli. 19 " Beneath the
mount."

[A sail] that sinks with all wo love below the verge.
Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Whereon a hundred stately beeches grew,
And here ami then- uivat hollies intiler them.

Tt'nt:n*i>ii, 1'elleas and Ettare.

Beneath the milk-white thorn that scents the cv'iiing ual< .

llm-iif, Cottar's Sat. Xi'jlit.

belsiret (bel'sir), n. [< ME. belsire, lit. good
sire, < lie/, fair, good, as a prefix, grand- (as in

beldam, q. v.), + sire. Of. beimxiri'.'] 1. .\

grandfather: correlative to bcld/im. grand-
mother. 2. An ancestor. Jtrni/lim.

belswaggert (lii'l'swag
f

'iT), .

'

[Perhaps for

belly-sirni/t/fi; :i form given by Ash, < belly +
smug, sway.] A bully ;

a pimp.
belt (l)olt), 11. [< ME. belt, < AS. belt = OHG.
bah = Icol. brlti = Sw. btilte = Dan. bielte =
Ir. and Gael, bait, a

belt, a border
; prob.

< L. baltens, a belt.]
1. A broad flat strip
or strap of leather or
other flexible mute-

rial, used to encircle
the waist; a gir-
dle

;
cincture

;
zone

;

band, ordinarily it is

worn tmekled or hooked
tight to the waist, and in

all ages it has been a com-
mon article of apparel,
both to keep the gar-
ments in place and to

support weapons, or a
purse, a writing-case, or
the like : it may be made
of any material. The mil-

itary belt of the middle
ages was sometimes com-
posed of small plates of
metal held to each other

Quarter-turn Belt

Military Belt, end of uth century.

A, the l>elt, consisting of plates of
- --

.1 i_T_: I ,!_.._
by rings, Waa attached to metal held together by rings or links

and supporting the sword ny chains
secured to the scabbard : the dagger
is secured to the right side and Le-

the armor, ami, accord-

ing to the fashion of the

latter, was Worn more hind the hip in a "similar way; B,
01* less low, sometimes leather girdle buckling around the

resting below the hips gSSSK^^edlVhrS!
antine, buckled at the left side; D.
braconniere of plates sliding one over
another ; E

, a rine secured to the
brigantine from which a chain passes
to the barrel of the sword-hilt to pre-
vent it from falling if the hand lets it

o during combat. [ From Viollet-le-
:. du Mobilier francais.")

upon the skirt of plate-
armor. Sometimes the
sword was not secured
to the belt, which was
then rather a mark of
rank and dignity than a go during cor

necessary part of the Due's Diet,

dress. (See sword-belt &l\A

baldric.) The broad bands supporting the bayonet-sheath
and cartridge-box, worn by infantry in Europe during the
century ending about 1850, were also called belts or cross-
belts. See girdle.

The shining belt with gold inlaid. Dryden.

2. Any broad band or strip of leather or other
flexible material, designed to pass round any-
thing, with its ends joined, (a) In mach., a flexible
cord or band passing about the periphery of wheels, drums,
or pulleys, for the purpose of transmitting motion from
one to another. Belts are usually made of leather, but
india-rubber and gutta-percha are occasionally used ; also

hempen cord, wire rope, and cords for small pulleys. See
beltitvj. (b) In surij., a bandage or band used by surgeons
for various purposes.
3. Any broad band or stripe or continuous
broad line distinguished in color or otherwise
from adjacent objects, and encircling or ap-
pearing to encircle something. Specifically (n)
In astron., one of certain girdles or rings which surround
the planet Jupiter, (b) A broad band or stripe on the
earth's surface extending over or along a surface or re-

gion, and distinguished from it by difference of color, as-

pect,
etc. ; a tract or district long in proportion to its

breadth, and characterized by the presence, occurrence,
or absence of some marked physical or other peculiarity
or phenomenon : as, the oil belt ; a belt of vegetation ; the
corn belt, wheat belt, etc. ; a belt of trees.

Pinks were gleaming in every direction through the
clumps and belts of the plantation. Lawrence.

You see green trees rising above the belt of sand
W. H. Jtusselt.

The proposed Nicaragua Canal has proved to lie within
the earthquake belt. Sci. Amer., N. S., LV. 64.

The manufacturers of this favored region have decidedly
the advantage of their less fortunate competitors away
from the gas belt. Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXI. 310.

(c) In masonn/, a band or string-course.
4. That which restrains or confines like a gir-
dle.

He cannot buckle his distemper'd cause
Within the belt of rule. Shak.. Macbeth, v. 2.

5. A disease among sheep Angular chain-
belt. See amiular. Belt Of Orion. See Orion and ell-

waiul. Black belt. See black. Chain-belt, a ehain
forming a band or belt forconveying or transmitting power.
It is sometimes covered with piping, or overlaid with strips
of various materials to form a round belt. Crossed belt,

519
a belt connectirm two pulleys and crossed between them,
so as to cause them to revolve in opposite directions. Roll-
ers are placed between the belts,
If necessary, to prevent rulibinu.

Endless belt, see . Hy-
draulic belt, see ii<i<if,i.,r,c.

Quarter-turn belt, a belt having
u twist of '.>

, used to transmit
motion between pulleys on shafts

plac< d at right angles to each other; a unai-tei-iny belt,

To hold the belt, to hold the championship in pugilism
or MH I lift- atlilelie ev

belt (belt), r. t. [< belt, .] 1. To gird with a
belt; specifically, to invest with a distinctive
In It, ns in knighting some one. 2. To fasten
or secure with a belt; gird: as, to belt on a
sword. 3. To encircle; surround as if with a

belt or girdle.
Rclti'd with young children. De Quiitc,

1

;/.

The general college of civilization that now yelled the
Mediterranean. De Qitincry, Herodotus.

Come from the woods that belt the gray hill-side.

Tennyxiui, ode to Memory.
4. To strike with or as with a belt

; strap ; flog.

[Colloq.]
Beltane (bol'tan), . [Also written Beltein and
Belten; < Gael, llt'iilltiiiini, ]!/iltiiin> Ir. Jit-nl-

li'iiir, Hnilltiiine, Olr. Bclltaine, Beltene; usual-

ly explained as Beal's fire, < 'Seal, *Bial, an
alleged Celtic deity (by some writers patrioti-
cally identified with the Oriental Belus or Baal),+ teine, fire. But the origin is quite unknown.]
1. The first day of May (old style); old May-
day, one of the four quarter-days (the others

being Lammas, Hallow-mass, and Candlemas)
ancientlyobserved in Scotland. 2. An ancient
Celtic festival or anniversary formerly observed
on Beltane or May-day in Scotland, and in Ire-

land on June 21st. Bonfires werekindled on the hills,
all domestic fires having been previously extinguished, only
to be relighted from the embers of the Beltane tires. This
custom is supposed to derive its origin from th-j worship
of the sun, or hre in general, which was formerly in vogue
among the Celts as well as among many other heathen
nations. The practice still survives in some remote local-
ities. [Sometimes without a capital.]

But o'er his hills, on festal day,
How blazed Lord Ronald's beltane tree !

Scott, Glenflnlas.

belt-clamp (belt'klamp), n. An apparatus for

bringing together and holding in position the
ends of belts while they are being cemented,
laced, or coupled.
belt-clasp (belt'klasp;, n. A clasp for a belt

;

specifically, in mach., a device for connecting
the ends of belting so as to make a continuous
band.

belt-coupling (belt'kup'ling), n. In mach., a
device for connecting the ends of a belt. It is

a substitute for the ordinary method of lacing
them together with thongs of leather.

belt-cutter (belt'kuf'er), n. A tool or machine
for slitting tanned hides into strips for belting.
belted (bel'ted), p. a. [< belt + -ecft.'] I.

Wearing a belt; specifically, wearing a dis-

tinctive belt, as a knight.
A prince can mak a belted knight,
A marquis, duke, and a' that

Bums, For A' That.
The melodramatic attitude of a general, belted and

plumed, with a glittering staff of officers at his orders.
De Quincey, Essenes, ii.

With puffd cheek the belted hunter blew.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

2. Marked or adorned with a band or circle :

as, a belted stalk; the belted kingfisher. 3.
Worn in the belt, or hanging from the belt:
said especially of a sword the sheath of which
is secured permanently to the belt.

Three men with belted brands. Scott.

He was dressed in his pontifical robes, with a belted
sword at his side. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 21.

Belted plaid, the plaid worn by the Highlanders of Scot-
land In full military dress : so called from being kept tight
to the body by a belt : as,

"
wi' belted plaids and glittering

blades," Alex. Laing.

Beltein, Belten, n. See Beltane.

belting (bel'ting), . [< belt + ing.'] Belts

collectively or in general ;
the material of which

belts are made. See belt Angular belting. See
angular, Round belting, belting, usually made from a
flat strap, which is rolled into a tubular form. Scandi-
navian belting, a cotton cloth woven solid and treated
with Stockholm tar. E. II. Knight.

belt-lacing (belt'la'sing), n. Leather thongs
for lacing together the ends of a machine-belt
to make it continuous.

belt-pipe (belt'pip), n. In a steam-engine, a

steam-pipe surrounding the cylinder.
belt-rail (belt'ral), n. A longitudinal strip or

guard of wood along the outside of a street-

car, beneath the windows Belt-rail cap, a strip
of wood fastened to the top of a belt-rail and forming the
seat of the window-sill.

belt-saw (belt'sa), n. Same as band-saw.

belvedered

belt-screw (bflt'skru), . A double clamping-
screw with broad, flat heads, used for joining
the ends of a belt.

belt-shifter (belt'shif ter), w. A contrivance
for shifting a machine-belt from one pulley
to another, in order to stop or set in motion
certain parts of the machine, or to change the
motion. E. II. Hni<//tt.

belt-shipper (belt'ship'er), . A belt-shifter.

belt-speeder (belt'spe <lcr), . A contrivance
in a machine for transmitting varying rates
of motion by means of a belt, it Is mn. i, med
in sj.iniiinij machinal t.. vary the rate of rotation of the

-p'>"! ;i - T] |l ill. ] ' ;t~r> in si/e.

belt-tightener (belt 'tit nor), n. An idle or

independent pulley resting on a machine-belt,
and tending by its weight to keep the belt

stretched, thus securing better adhesion.
belt-tool (belt'tol), H. A combined cutter,

punch, awl, and nippers, used in making belts.

beluga (bo-lii'g|i), n. [< Kuss. bi< in/in. < hi, in,,.

white
; cf. Litli. Imlli, be white.] 1. The large

white sturgeon, Aci/imxi-i- ltnm>, from the roe of

which, sometimes weighing 800 pounds, caviar
or botargo is prepared. The flsh is from 12 to is feet
in length, weighing in some eases j.ntio pounds or more.
Isinglass is prepared from its swim-bladder.

2. [cap.'] [NL.] A generic name of the white
whales: a synonym of lii-l/ilni'ii/itrnix. The only
species found in northern seas is ;;. tretttu, I: urn*, or
albicaiis, which from its color is commonly called />/"/.

trhale or
whitrfih.

It is from 12 to 18 feet in length.
The tail is divided into two lobes, lying horizontally, and
there is no dorsal tin. In swimming, the animal Inmds Its

tail under its liody like a lobster, and thrusts itself along
with the rapidity of an arrow. It is found in the arctic
seas and rivers, and is caught for its oil and its skin.

Belus (be'lus), n. [L., < Or. B)>of, the tradi-
tional founder of Babylon ; the Greek form of

Baal, q. v.] 1. The chief deity of the Baby-
lonians and Assyrians; Baal (which see). Also
Bel. 2. [NL.] A genus of weevils, of the

family Curculionidce.

belute (be-lut'),t'. t.
; pret. and pp. beluted, ppr.

beluting. [< be-1 + lute2
, < L. lutum, mud.]

1. To cover or bespatter with mud. [Bare.]
Never was a Dr. Slop so brluted.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, Ii. 9.

2. To coat with lute or cement of any kind,
belvedere (bel-ve-der', It. pron. bel-ve-da're),
n. [Also less correctly belvidere, < It. belvedere,
lit. a beautiful view, < bel, bello, beautiful, +
vedere, a view, < L. videre, see: see vision, vieic.]
1. In Italian arch., an upper story of a build-

ing, or a portion of such a story, open to the

Belvedere. Palazzo Durazzo, Via Balbl, Genoa, Italy.

air, at least on one side, and frequently on all,
for the purpose of affording a view of the coun-

try and providing a place for enjoying the cool

evening breeze. The belvedere is sometimes a
sort of lantern or kiosk erected on the roof.
Here and there among the low roofs a lofty one with

round-topped dormer windows and a breezy belvidere

looking out upon the plantations of coffee and indigo be-

yond the town. 6. W. Cable, The Grandissimes, p. 220.

2. In France, a summer-house on an eminence
in a park or garden.

They build their palaces and belvedere*
With musical water-works.

Webster, Devil's Law-Case, i. L

belvedered (bel-ve-derd'), a. Provided with a
belvedere.

Gardened and belvedered villas.

Q. W. Cable, The Graudlssinies, p. 14.



Belvoisia trifasciata
r.il size.

Belvoisia

Belvoisia (bel-voi'si-a), it. [NL., named after

M. Beauvoin, a French scientist.] A genus of

two-winged flies, of the

family Tachinidat, com-

prising numerous gen-

era, parasitic on other

insects. They are most diffi-

cult to distinguish on account
of the uniformity of their

somber colors and the simi-

larity of their structural

characters. The only species
of Belvai.iia in the United
States is exceptional hy the

beauty of its coloration, the third and fourth abdominal

joints being bright golden yellow, with only the hind bor-

ders black. It has been described as B. trifaeciata (Fa-

hricius), and is parasitic on the green-striped maple-worm,
Aniaota rubicunda, and allied species.

belyet, *> t. An old spelling of belie1 .

belyvet, adv. An old spelling of bclive1 .

Belzebub (bel'ze-bub), n. See Beelzebub.

bema (be'ma), n.; pi. Itemata (-ma-ta). [Gr.

ftfiua, a step,"a stage, platform, < fiaivew (-\/ *pa),

go', = E. come, q. v.] 1. In Gr. antiq., a stage
or kind of pulpit on which speakers stood when
addressing an assembly.

If a man could be admitted as an orator, as a regular

demagogus, from the popular bema, or hustings, in that

case he obtained a hearing. De Quincey, Style, iv.

2. In the Gr. Church, the sanctuary or chan-

cel; the inclosed space surrounding the altar.

It is the part of an Oriental church furthest from the front

or main entrance, originally and usually raised above the

level of the nave. The holy table (the altar) stands in its

center, and behind this, near or skirting the rear wall of the

apse, is the lyntlmmw, or seat for the bishop and clergy.

Uigger-wasp (Bembex fasci-
afa), natural size.

Bema. Typical plan of Byzantine Church, St. Theodore, Athens.

A D, bema; B E and B' E', parabetnata (S E, prothesis; ff E' ,

diaconicon ) ; C, altar ; D, apse ; E, E', secondary apses ; F F, icono-

stasis; G, dome and choir ; //.nave; / /', antiparabemata ; J y jf.

narthex; K, chief entrance ; /., south porch ; M, holy doors, or dwarf
folding doors, with amphithyra.

An architectural screen (iconostasis) with a curtain (amphi-
thyra) at its doors, or, as was the case especially in early

times, a curtain only, separates the bema from the body
of the church. On either side of the bema are the para-
bemata, called respectively the prothenis and the diaconi-

con. These regularly communicate with the bema, and
in poor churches often have little more than an indication

of separation from it. Rubrically they are often counted
as part of the bema.

The Jewish type, which, if anywhere, prevails in the
Eastern Church, requires a fourfold division ; the Holy
of Holies answering to the bema, the Holy Place to the

choir, the Court of the Jews to the nave, and that of the
Gentiles to the narthex.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 177.

3. A step ;
a rough measure of length employed

by the Greeks and Macedonians when stadia
were paced off, and not merely estimated by
shouting. It was considered to be 2j feet, which for this

purpose are practically identical with English feet. In a
late form of the Philetsereian (i. e,

t Pergamenian) system
it became as exact measure 2j feet ; but these feet were
of the Babylonian cubit, so that the bema was 0.888 meter,
according to Lepsius. In the later Jewish system, the
bema appears as two royal cubits, or 1.054 meters.

bemadt (be-mad'), v. t. [< fee-1 + mad.'] To
make mad.
The patriarch herein did bewitch and bemad Godfrey.

Fuller, Holy War, ii. 5.

bemangle (be-mang'gl), v. t. [< be-1 + mangle1 .

}
To mangle ;

'tear asunder. Beaumont. [Rare.]
bemartyr (be-mar'ter), v. t. [< be-1 + martyr.'}
To put to death as a martyr. Fuller.

bemask (be-mask'), v. t. [< be-1 + mask.'} To
mask; conceal. Shelton.

beniata, n. Plural of bema.
bematist (be'ma-tist), n. [< Gr. /}j/uaTiart/(,
one who measures by paces, < pT/ftarifctv, mea-
sure by paces, < J)TJIM(T-), a step, pace.] An
official road-measurer under Alexander the
Great and the Ptolemies. See bema, 3.

bematter (be-mat'er), v. t. [< be-1 + matter.}
To smear or cover with matter. Swift.
bemaul (be-mal'), v. t. [< fee-1 + maul.} To
maul or beat severely. Sterne.

bemaze (be-maz'), . t. [ME. bemasen; < be-1

+ maze.} To bewilder. See maze.
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With intellects bemaz'd in endless doubt.

Cowper, The Task, v.

Beinbecidae (bem-bes'i-de), n.pl. [NL., prop.

liemlricida:, < Bembex, prop. Bembix (Bembic-) +
-ida:} A family of solitary, aculeate or sting-

bearing liymenopterous insects, resembling
wasps or bees, and, along with the Sphegidce
and other kindred families, known as sand-

wasps. The female excavates cells in the sand, in which
she deposits, together with her eggs, various larvae or per-
fect insects stung into insensibility, as support for her

progeny when hatched. They are very active, fond of the

nectar of flowers, inhabitants of warm countries, and de-

light in sunshine. Some species emit an odor like that
of roses. Bembex is the typical genus. See cut under
Bembex. Also fiembicidce.

Bembecinae (bem-be-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Bem-
bex (Bembeo) + -4n(v.} A subfamily of digger-

wasps, of the family Sphegidce, typified by the

genus Bcmbex, in which the body is large and

long, the head large, the labrum long, triangu-

lar, and exserted, and the legs are short.

Bembex (bem'beks), n. [NL., prop. Bcmbi.r, <

Gr. (ti[t[)i (Jk/ifiiK-), a spinning-top, a whirl-

pool, a buzzing insect;
prob. imitative.] The
typical genus of digger-
wasps of the subfamily
Bembecince. B. rostrata

and the American B.

fasciata (Fabricius) are

examples. Also Bembix.
Bembicidae (bem-bis'i-
de), . pi. Same as Bem-
becidce.

Bembidiidae (bem-bi-di'i-de), . pi. [NL., <

Bembidium + -ida;.} A family of adephagous
beetles, typified by the genus Bembidium : now
usually merged in CarabidtB.

Bembidium (bem-bid'i-um), n. [NL., < Bem-
bex + dim. -idium.} A genus of minute preda-
tory caraboid beetles, sometimes forming the

type of a family Bembidiidce, sometimes placed
in Carabidce. The species are characterized

by an ovate body and large eyes. Also Bem-
bidion.

Bembix (bem'biks), n. [NL.] 1. Same as
Bcmbex. 2. A genus of gastropods. Watson,
1876.

Bembridge beds. See bed1
.

bemet, n. [ME., < AS. beme, byme, a trumpet;
supposed to be ult. imitative. Cf. boom 1

,
bum-

ble, bomb1
, Bembex, etc.] A trumpet.
Of brass they broughten bemes.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 577.

bemet, v. [< ME. bemen, < AS. bymian, < byme,
a trumpet : see beme, n.} I. intrans. To sound
a trumpet.

II. trans. To summon with a trumpet.
bemean '

t, z>. t. [Early mod. E. bemene, < ME.
bemenen (= OHG. bimeinan, MHG. bemeinen),
mean; < be-1 + mean1

.} To mean; signify;
inform.

The croune of thorne that garte me blede,
Itt be-menei my dignite. York flays, p. 424.

bemean2 (be-men'), v. t. [< be-1 + mean2.} To
make mean; debase; lower: as, to bemean
one's self by low associations; to bemean hu-
man nature. [Demean is commonly but incor-

rectly used in this sense. See demean^.}
It is a pity that men should . . . bemean themselves by

defending themselves against charges of which the grand-
jury of their own heart finds them innocent.

Max Midler, Biograph. Essays, p. 67.

I felt quite ashamed that a pal of mine should have
so bemeaned himself for a few ounces of silver.

James Payn, Canon's Ward.

bemercyt (be-mer'si), v. t. [< be-1 + mercy.}
To treat witli mercy.
bemetet (be-mef), v. t. [ME. wanting; < AS.
bemetan, measure, compare, consider; <. be-1 +
mete.} To measure. Shak. [Rare.]
bemingle (be-ming'gl), v. t. [< be-1 + mingle.}
To mingle ;

mix. Mir. for Mags. [Rare.]
bemire (be-mir'), . t. [< be-1 + mire.} 1.
To soil or befoul with mire, as in passing
through muddy or miry places.
His clothes were somewhat torn and much bemired.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 149.

2. [Chiefly in the passive.] To sink or stick
in the mire; be or become bogged.
Bemired and benighted in the bog.

Burke, A Regicide Peace.
Bemired in the deeply rutted roads.

The Century, XXV. 377.

bemirement (be-mir'ment), n. [< bemire +
-ment.} The state of being defiled with mud.
[Rare.]

bemist (be-misf), v. t. [< be-1 + mist.'} To
cover or involve in or as in mist.

ben

How can that judge walk right that is Remitted in his

way ? Feltham, liesolves, ii. 4.

bemitered, bemitred (be-mi'tcrd), a. [< be-1

+ miter + -cd''1.} Crowned with or wearing a

miter. <'<irlyl<\

bemoan (be-mon'), r. /. [< ME. (with change
of vowel; cf. moan) bemenen, bimenen, < AS.
bemienan, bemoan, < be- + mainan, moan : see

be-1 and moan.} 1. To lament; bewail; ex-

press sorrow for: as, to bemoan the loss of a
son. 2. Reflexively, to bewail one's lot.

People grieve and betnoan themselves, but it is not half

so bad with them as they say. Emermn, Experience.

3f. To pity ;
feel or express sympathy with or

pity for.

Bastards, ... if proving eminent, are much licmoaned,
because merely passive in the blemish of their birth.

Fuller.

bemoanable (be-mo'na-bl), a. [< bemoan +
-able.} Capable or worthy of being lamented.
Sliencood.

bemoaner (be-mo'ner), n. One who bemoans.
bemock (be-iiiok'), v. t. [< fee-1 + mock.} 1.

To mock repeatedly ;
flout.

Have we not seen him disappointed, bemocked of Des-

tiny, through long years ?

Carlylc, Sartor Resartus, p. 111.

2. To cause to appear mock or unreal; excel

or surpass, as the genuine surpasses the

counterfeit.

Her beams bemocked the sultry main
Like April hoar-frost spread.

Coleridge, Anc. Mariner, iv.

A laugh which in the woodland rang,
Bemockiny April's gladdest bird.

Whittier, Bridal of Pcnnacook, iii.

bemoilt (be-moil'), v. t. [< fee-1 + moil1 .} To
bedraggle ;

bemire
;

soil or encumber with
mire and dirt.

Thou shouldst have heard . . . how she was bemoiled.

Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1.

bemoisten (be-moi'sn), . t. [< fee-1 + moisten.}
To moisten

;
wet.

bemol (ba'mol), . [< F. lemol, < ML. B molle,
soft B.] In music, B flat, a half step below B
natural : the general term in French for a flat

on any note.

bemonster (be-mon'ster), v. t. [< fee-1 + mon-
ster.} To make monstrous. [Rare.]

Thou changed and self-cover'd thing, for shame,
Be-tnonster not thy feature. Shak., Lear, iv. 2.

bemoralize (be-mor'al-Iz), v. t. [< be-1 +
moralize.} To apply to a moral purpose.
Eclectic Kev. [Rare.]
bemourn (be-morn'), v. t. [< ME. bemornen,
bemurnen, < AS. betnurnan (= OS. bemornian),
< fee- + mnrnan, mourn: see fee-1 and mourn.}
To weep or mourn over: as, "women that
. . . bemourned him," Wyclif, Luke xxiii. 27.

[Rare.]
bemuddle (be-mud'l), v. t. [< fee-1 + muddle.'}
To confuse

; stupefy.
The whole subject of the statistics of pauperism is in a

hopelessly bemuddled condition. A". A. Rev., CXX. 320.

bemuffle (be-muf'l), v. t. [< fee-1 + muffle.} To
wrap up as with a muffler.

Bemused with the externals of religion.

Sterne, Sermons, xvii.

bemuse (be-muz'), '. t. [< fie-1 + muse2
;
in

sense perhaps affected by bemaze. Cf. amuse.}
To put into a muse or reverie

;
confuse

;
mud-

dle; stupefy.
We almost despair of convincing a Cabinet bemused with

the notion that danger can only come from France.

Spectator.
The archdeacon must have been slightly bemused when

he denned aristarchy as we have seen.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 143, note.

ben1 (ben), prep, and adv. [< ME. ben, bene,
var. of bin, biiine, (. AS. binnan, within: see

birft.} In, into, or toward the inner apartment
of a house; in or into the parlor. See feen 1

,
n.

[Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Wi' kindly welcome Jenny brings him ben.

Burns, Cottar's Sat. Night.

Ben the house, into the inner apartment, or into the

apartment or dwelling on the opposite side of the hall or

passage.
That she might run ben the house.

Scott, Guy Mannering, I. xxiii.

To be far ben with, one, to be on terms of intimacy or

familiarity with one; be in great honor with one. To
bring far ben, to treat with great respect and hospitality.

ben 1
(ben), n. [< feen 1

, adr.} The inner apart-
ment of a house; the parlor or "room"' of a

dwelling consisting of a but or outer room,
used as a kitchen, and a feen or inner room,
used as a parlor or chamber, access to the ben
being originally through the but or kitchen.



ben

Sometimes from thu ben another apartment, called the

far-ben, is reached. The terms Init and '/. u art- now fre-

quently applied to kitchen ami parlor (or bedroom) of a
two-roomed dwelling, even when they are on opposite sides
of a little hall or passage. Hence, to line but and in n u ith

any one is to oeenpy un apartment orseriesof apartments
on the opposite side of thu hall or passage from that occu-

pied l>\ him.

ben'-'t, beneH, " [Ml
1

'., also fc<w, < AS. ben, a

prayer, = led. him, a prayer, parallel with //,
>E. boon 1

, q. \.] A prayer: :i petition.
ben :t

t- Obsolete or dialectal form of been*.

ben* (ben), ii. [< (lad. and Ir. bciini, peak, sum-

mit, mi >u ni :iiii. = \V. JM-II, to]), summit, head.]
A mountain-peak: a word occurring chiefly in

the names of many of the highest summits of the

mountain-ranges which traverse Scotland north
of the friths of Clyde and Forth : as, Ben Nevis,
Ben Mac-Dhui. Hen Lawers, etc.

Sweet was the red-blooming heather
And the river that Mowed from the I!,'n.

Jacvliili- .Snif//.

ben1"' (ben), n. [Early mod. K. also ham, < Ar.

bun, the tree which produces the ben-iiut: see

ben-nut.'] The beu-nut, properly the ben-nut
tree.

ben", >i. See behen.

benamet, r. t. ; pret. and pp. benamed, bencmpt,
ppr. bciiiniting. [< ME. briHimnen, < AS. benem-
nan (= G. benennen = Sw. bendmna), < be-l +
nemnan, name: see fee-1 and name, p.] 1. To
name; denominate.
He that is so oft bitneinpt. Spenser, Shep. C'al., July.

And therefore he a courtier was benamed. Sir P. Sidney.

2. To promise ; give.
Much greater gyfts for guerdon thou shalt gayne,
Than Kidde or Cosset, which I thee bynempt.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

bench, (bench), w. [E. dial, and So. also beak,

binlc, < ME. bench, benk, bynk, < AS. benc (orig.

*6fc) = OS. bunk, benki = D. bank = OHG.
banch, MHG. G. bank = Icel. bekkr = Sw. bank
= Dan. batnk, a bench: gee bank1

, bank'!.'] 1.

A long seat, usually of board or plank, or of

stone, differing from a stool in its greater
length.
He took his place once more on the bench at the inn door.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 64.

2. The seat where judges sit in court; the seat
of justice.

To pluck down justice from your awful If itch.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 2.

Hence 3. The body of persons who sit as

judges ;
the court : as, the case is to go before

the full bench. 4. A strong table on which

carpenters or other mechanics do their work
;

a work-bench. In this sense batch forms an element
in a number of compound words denoting tools used on
a hench, such as bi'ttch-driU, bench-hammer, bench-plane.

6. The floor or ledge which supports muffles
and retorts. 6. A platform or a series of ele-

vated stalls or boxes on which animals are

placed for exhibition, as at a dog-show.
Excellence on the bench and excellence in the field may

he two utterly diverse things.
Forest and Stream, XXII. 361.

7. In cngin . , a ledge left on the edge of a cutting
in earthwork to strengthen it. 8. In geol. and
mining: (a) A natural terrace, marking the

outcrop of a harder seam or stratum, and thus

indicating a change in the character of the rock.

On this rest argillaceous, splendent, siliceous talc schists,
sometimes containing chiastolite ; and on these, three
benches of conglomerates, tutfs, and argillaceous schists
and lirae-stones, which he refers to the Potsdam sand-
stones. Science, III. 729.

(6) In coal-mining, a division of a coal-seam

separated from the remainder of the bed by a

parting of shale or any other kind of rock or
mineral. [Pennsylvania.] 9. A small area
of nearly level or gently sloping land, rising
above the adjacent low region, and forming a

part of a terrace or wash, disunited from the
remainder by erosion. Sometimes, though rare-

ly, used as synonymous with terrace.

After a few smooth, grassy benches and rounded hills,
here come precipitous ranges of real mountains, scarcely
less imposing than those of the central mass.

Science, VII. 243.

The wide level benches that lay between the foot-hills

and the prairies . . . were neglected.
Harper's May., LXIX. 502.

10. The driver's seat on a coach Bench of
bishops, or episcopal bench, a collective designation of
the bishops who have seats in the English Houseof Lords.
Court of King's or Queen's Bench. Seecowrf. Edging-

and-divlding bench, a machine for cutting wooden blocks
into voiissoir shapes, such as are used in makinga certain
kind of car-wheels. It consists of a circular saw with a
traveling bed which is moved by a screw, and by means of
a system of levei-s actuated by projecting and adjustable
pins throws the belt automatically from one to another of
three pulleys, causing the action to be direct or reversed,
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or to skip, as the work requires.- -Free bench. f^cc free-
bench, -Front bench, in Hritish parliamentary IIWIJM-. the
leaders, of a party : so railed because they occupy the trout
benches on their respective sides of the House of Com-
moot.

It is an old and honourable praetiee that in auv < h:m;:< >

allei-tin;-' lth' llu-. il^-lf. an understatiiiin;; should be
conn- to brt\U'ell till' I v\ [i':ttit /,./,</,, -,v

Fortnightly Rev., XXXIX. am.

Ministerial benches, opposition benches, in the iirit-

isli Parliament, the benches ocrll|>ird n
-|.. rthi'l.V by the

supporters and the op]M>neiits nt tb,- administration.

bench (bench), v. [< bench, .] I. trans. 1.

To furnish with benches. 2f. To bank up.
'Twas benched with turf. /'/ '/'< n.

3f. To seat on a bench; place on a seat of

honor.
Mis riip bearer, whom I from meaner form
Have /" in-li (/, and rear d to worship.

*/,*., W. T., i. 2.

4. To place on a show-bench for exhibition, as
a dog. 5. In mining : (a) To undercut, kirve,
or hole (the coal). [Eng.] (b) To wedge up
the bottoms below the holing when this is done
in the middle of the seam. [Leicestershire,
Eng.]

II. in trans. To sit on a seat of justice.

[Rare.]
Thou robed man of justice, take thy place;
And thou, his yoke-fellow of eejiiity,
Bench by his side. Shak., Lear, ill. 6.

bench-clamp (bench'klamp), n. A clamp at-

tached to a work-bench for holding firm an
article on which the mechanic is working.
bench-drill (bench'dril), ti. A hand- or ma-
chine-drill so made that it can be attached to

a bench.
bencher (ben'cher), n. [< bench, n., + -er1 .] 1.

In England, one of the senior members of an
inn of court, who have the government of the

society. Benchers have been readers, and, being ad-
mitted to plead within the bar, are called inner barristers.

These were followed by a great crowd of superannuated
benehers of the inns of court, senior fellows of colleges,
and defunct statesmen.

Aildixon, Trial of the Dead in Reason.

2. One who occupies an official bench
;
a judge :

sometimes, specifically, a municipal or local

magistrate ;
an alderman or justice. [Rare.]

You are well understood to be a perfecter giber for the

table, than a necessary bencher in the Capitol.
SAa*.,Cor.,ii. 1.

This corporation [New Windsor] consists of a mayor,
two bailiffs, and twenty-eight other persons, . . . thirteen
of which are called fellows, and ten of them alderuieu or
chief liruchtn. Ashmole, Berkshire, iii. 58.

Each town [of colonial Virginia] was to he a free bor-

ough with markets and an annual fair. For their gov-
ernment, whenever the number of inhabitants should
have become thirty families, they were, upon summons
from the Governor, to elect eight benchers of the guild
hall, who should annually elect one of their number di-

rector. Johns Hopkins Hist. Studies, 3d ser., p. 106.

3f. One who frequents the benches of a tav-

ern ; an idler.

benchership (ben'cher-ship), n. [< bencher +
-ship.'] The office or condition of a bencher.

They [two benchers of the Inner Temple] were coevals,
and had nothing but that and their benchership in com-
mon. Lamb, Old Benchers.

bench-forge (bench'forj), n. A small hearth
and blower adapted for use on a workman's
bench.
bench-hammer (bench'ham'er), n. A finish-

ers' or blacksmiths' hammer.
bench-hook (beuch'huk), . A hook with pro-

jecting teeth used on a carpenter's bench to

keep the work from moving sidewise. it is fitted

in a mortise, so that it can be placed at any required height.
It is also made in various clasp-shapes, and called a bench-

clamp.

ig (ben'ching), n. [<bench + -ing
1
.'] 1.

Benches; seats generally. 2. In coal-mining,
one of the many names given to the process of

getting the coal after it has been holed. See
hole1 and kirve.

bench-lathe (bench'lafH), . A small lathe
which can be mounted on a post placed in a
socket in a bench.
bench-level (bench'lev'el), . A level used in

setting up a machine, to bring its bed into an
exactly horizontal position.
bench-mark (bench'mark), n. [< bench +
iiKirk 1

: in reference to the angle-iron which in

taking a reading is inserted in the horizontal
cut so as to form a support or bench for the

leveling-staff.] In sun., a mark cut in stoiie

or some durable material as a starting-point in

a line of levels for the determination of alti-

tudes over any region, or one of a number of

similar marks made at suitable distances as
the survey advances.

Bench-table. Church of Notre Dame, Cha-
lons-bur-Marne, prance.

A vise which may

bend

They (places of the stars) are the ref- r-'in'c points and
kMofcmanki of tin- mm. i v. 202.

bench-master (ben eh 'mas ter), . in England,
a governor of an inn of court; an alderman.

Iiiifi. Hii'1.

bench-plane(bench'plan). n. Any I'.innof jiliini-

used un Hut siirfnci's. :is the block-plane, tin-

compiiss-pliin' . the jack-plane, tin- jointer, the

long plane, the nnoothing-pll&e, and the try-

ing-plane.
bench-reel (bench'rel), n. A spinning-wheel
on the pirn or bobbin of which :i suilmaker
winds the yarn. K. II. h'nii/ht.

bench-Screw (bencli'skro), . The serew which
si-euro tin- vise-jaw of a carpenter's bench.

bench-shears (beneh'sherz), H. ill. Large hand-
slienrs for ciittini; metal.

bench-show ( bench 'sho), . An exhibition of

animals, as of dogs or cats, which are arranged
on benches for a comparison of their physical
merits according to ;i fixed scale of points: in

contradistinction to ;i Jii-lil-xlnnr. or ji< lil-lrinl,

where awards are made forperfornmix-i .

/>'/"/( A/ci(tw and field trials in Amerira . . . have In -

conn- pel mam-nt institutions. i',:'*t mi'l SI ,-^>i m. XXI. :;.

bench-Stop (bench'stop), . Abeneli-liookmade
to be fastened down on a piece of work, some-
times by means of a screw.

bench-Strip (bench'strip), n. A strip of wood
or metal capable of being fixed on a work-
bench at any
required dis-

tance from the

edge, to assist

in steadying
the article or
material being
worked on.

bench-table
(bench'ta"bl),
n. A low stone
seat carried
around the in-

terior walls of

many medie-
val churches.
bench-vise (bench'vis), .

be attached to a bench.
bench-warrant (bench'wor'ant), . In lair,
a warrant issued by a judge or court, or by order
of a judge or court, for the apprehension of an
offender : so called in opposition to a justice's

warrant, issued by an ordinary justice of the

peace or police magistrate. Mozteyand Whitclet/.

bend 1
(bend), u. [< ME. bend, < AS. bend,

rarely band, fern, and masc. (= OS. bendi =
OFries. bende = OD. bende = Goth, bandi), a
band, bond, fetter

; cognate with *band, E.

bandi, <. bindan (pret. band), bind : see bandl.
Bend^- is practically identical with bandl, the
two being partly merged in use with the closely
related pair band?, bend2 . In senses 4-11 bend
is modern, from the corresponding verb: see
bend1

, v.~\ If. A band; a bond; a fetter; in

plural, bands; bonds; confinement. 2f. A
band or clamp of metal or other material used
to strengthen or hold together a box or frame.

In all that rowme was nothing to be seeue
But huge great yron chests, and coffers strong,
All bard with double bends.

Spenser, t. Q., II. vii. 30.

3. Naut. : (a) That part of a rope which is

fastened to another or to an anchor. (6) A
knot by which a rope is fastened to another
rope or to something else. The different sorts
are distinguished as fisherman's bend, carrick-

bend, etc. See cut under carrick-bend. (c) One
of the small ropes used to confine the clinch of
a cable, (d) pi. The thick planks in a ship's
side below the waterways or the gun-deck port-
sills. More properly called wales. They are reck-
oned from the water asjirst, second, or third bend. They
have the beams, knees, and foot-hooks bolted to them,
and are the chief strength of the ship's sides.

4. [See etym.] The action of bending, or state
of being bent or curved

;
incurvation ; flexure :

as, to give a bend to anything ;
to have a bend

of the back. 5. An inclination of the body; a
bow. 6f. An inclination of the eye; a turn
or glance of the eye.
And that same eye, whose bend doth awe the world,
Did lose his lustre. Shak., J.C.,12.

7f. Inclination of the mind
; disposition ;

bent.

Farewell, poor swain ; thou art not for my bend,
I must have quicker souls.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, 1. 3.

8. A part that is bent ; a curve or flexure
;
a

crook; a turn in a road or river, etc.: as, the
bend of a bow, or of a range of hills.



bend

Just ahead of us is a great bend in the river, beyond
which the wind drops dt-ixil and the current hurls ns up un-

der a beetling crag. C. W. Stoddard, Mashallah, p. 137.

9. A curved or elbow-shaped pipe used to

change direction, as in a drain. 10. A spring ;

a leap: a bound. Jamieson. [Scotch.] 11.

A "
pull

" of liquor. Jamieson. [Scotch.]

Come, gie's the other beml,

We'll drink their health, whatever way it end.

Allan Jiammy, Gentle Shepherd, iii. 2.

12. In mining, indurated clay, or any indurated

argillaceous substance. Close-return bend, a

short U-shaped tube joining the extremities of two

wrought-iron pipes. Grecian bend, a mode of walking
with a slight stoop forward, at one time affected by some
women.

bend1 (bend), p.
; pret. and pp. lent, rarely tend-

ed, ppr. bending. [< ME. benden, < AS. bcndan,

bind, fetter, restrain, bend a bow (= MHG.
benden, fetter, = Icel. benda = Sw. banda = Dan.

bcende, bend; cf. OF. bender, mod. F. bander,

tie, bind, bend, hoodwink, = Pr. bendar = Sp.

Pg. vender, bind, hoodwink, = It. bendare, hood-

wink), prop, fasten with a bend or band, < bend,
E. bend1

,
a band, the noun being practically

identical with band^, n. The nouns and verbs

of these groups (band1 , bcndl, band?, bend?,

etc.) reacted on each other both in Teut. and

Bom., developing a variety of senses which
have a double reference.] I. trans. 1. To
bring or strain into a state of tension by cur-

vature, as a bow preparatory to launching an
arrow.

What, are the hounds before and all the woodmen,
Our horses ready and our bows bent?

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, iv. 1.

Our English archers bent their howes,
Their harts were good and trew ;

Att the first flight of arrowes sent,
Full four-score Scots they slew.

Percy'a Reliques, p. 142.

Hence 2. Figuratively, to brace up or bring
into tension, like a strong bow: generally with

up. [Obsolete or archaic.]

Now set the teeth, and stretch the nostril wide ;

Hold hard the breath, and bend up every spirit
To his full height ! Shak., Hen. V., iii. 1.

Her whole mind apparently bent up to the solemn in-

terview. Scott, Old Mortality, vii.

3. To curve or make crooked; deflect from
normal condition of straightness ;

flex : as, to

bend a stick; to bend the arm.

In duty bend thy knee to me. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1.

A kindly old man, . . . somewhat bent by his legal eru-

dition, as a shelf is by the weight of the hooks upon it.

Longfellow, Kavanagh, xvi.

4. To direct to a certain point : as, to bend one's

course, way, or steps; to bend one's looks or

eyes.
Towards Coventry bend we our course.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 8.

Southwards, you may be sure, they bent their night,
And harbour'd in a hollow rock at night.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, 1. 1747.

How sweet are looks that ladies bend
On whom their favors fall !

Tennyxon, Sir Galahad.

5. Figuratively, to apply closely: said of the

mind.
It must needs be they should bend all their intentions

and services to no other ends but to his.

Milton, Church-Government, ii.

To bend his mind to any public business.
Sir W. Temple.

6. To incline; determine: said of a person
or of his disposition: as, to be bent on mis-
chief.

Where will inclineth to goodnes, the mynde is bent to

troth. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 79.

One great design on which the king's whole soul was
bent. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

Still bent to make some port he knows not where.
M. Arnold, A Summer Night.

7. To cause to bow or yield; subdue; make
submissive : as, to bend a man to one's will.

Except she bend her humour.
Shak., Cymbeline, i. 6.

Oh there are words and looks
To bend the sternest purpose !

Shelley, The Cenci, v. 4.

8. Naut., to fasten by means of a bend or knot,
as one rope to another, or to an anchor; to

shackle, as a chain-cable to an anchor. Bent
lever, trimmer, graver, etc. See the nouns. To bend
a sail (naut.), to make it fast to its proper yard, gaff, or
stay, ready for setting. To bend the brow or brows,
to knit the brow ; scowl ; frown.

II. intrans. 1. To be or become curved or
crooked.

Then was I as a tree
Whose boughs did bend with fruit.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 3.
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2. To incline; lean or turn; be directed: as,

the road bends to the west.

To whom our vows and wishes bend.

Milton, Arcades, 1. 6.

Our states daily

Heading to bad, our hopes to worse.
B. Jonson, Catiline, I. 1.

Descend where alleys bend
Into the sparry hollows of the world. Keats.

3. To jut over
; overhang.

There is a cliff whose high and tending head
Looks fearfully in the confined deep.

Shak., Lear, iv. 1.

4. To bow or be submissive : as, to bend to

fate.

Most humbly therefore bending to your state.

Shak., Othello, i. :i.

Must we bend to the artist, who considers us as nothing
unless we are canvas or marble under his hands?

/. D'Israeli, Lit. Char. Men of Genius, p. 145.

5. To spring; bound. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
6. To drink hard. Jamieson. [Scotch.] To
bend to the oars, to row vigorously.

bend2 (bend), n. [< ME. bend, bende, partly
< AS. bend, a band used as an ornament (a

sense of bend, E. bend1
); partly < OF. bende,

mod. F. bande = Pr. benda = Sp. Pg. venda

and banda = It. benda, banda, < ML. benda,

binda, < OHG. binda, a band, fillet, tie, mixed
with ML. (etc.) banda, < OHG. bend, etc. : see

band?. Send? is thus in part historically iden-

tical with bend1
,
but in part with band?. The

separation is now merely formal.] If. A band
or strip used to bind around anything; a strip,

whether as a fastening or as an ornament
;
a

fillet, strap, bandage, etc.
; specifically, a rib-

bon or bandeau for the head, used by ladies in

the fifteenth century.
And on her legs she painted buskins wore,
Basted with bends of gold on every side.

Spenser, F. Q., V. v. 3.

2 . Aname in the leathertrade fora butt or round-
ed crop cut in two

;
the half of a hide of sole-

leather that was trimmed and divided before

tanning. 3. In Iter., one of the nine ordinaries,

consisting of a diagonal band drawn from the
dexter chief to the sinister base : when charged,
it occupies a third of the field

;
when uncharged,

a fifth. Bearings are said to be in
bend when they are placed upon the
field obliquely in the direction of the
bend ; the field is said to be divided per
bend when divided diagonally in that

direction, usually by a straight line, but
sometimes a broken line, battled, un-

de\ or the like, or by a still more com-
plicated mark of division. See bend-
wi^e. Also applied to a row of charges
arranged in bend. In bend sinister

and -per bend sinister are used in a
similar way. Bend archy, in her., a band differing from
the bend in that it is curved toward the sinister chief.

Also called bend enarched or bowed. Bend archy, cor-
onetty on the top, in her., a bend archy having the

points or ornaments of a crown on the upper side. This
is the well-known bearing of Saxony, which occurs in some
English royal arms, notably in those of the present Prince
of Wales. Bend arrondi, in her., a bend having one or
both sides broken into concave curves. See gored.- -

Bend cottised, in her., a bend having on each side a
cottise, separated from the bend by its own width. A
bend may be double cottised or treble cottised ; that is,

it may have two or three cottises on each side. Bend
sinister, in her. .Same as bend, 3, except that it is drawn
from the sinister chief to the dexter base.

bend3t (bend), n. [< late ME. bende, < OF.
bende, var. of bande, a band : see bands.] An
obsolete form of band9 .

A fayre flocke of faeries, and a fresh bend
Of lovely Nymphs. Spenser, Shep. Cal., May.

The Duke of Gloucester . . . and other Lords, the chief
of his benit. Speed, Hist. Gt. Brit., IX. xviii. 15.

bendable (ben'da-bl), a. [< bend* + -able.]

Capable of being bent
; flexible. Sherwood.

bende (bend), n . [Origin unknown.] A variety
of the abelmoschus, used in cookery. McElrath.

bendelt, . [ME., < OF. bendel, bandel, dim.
of bende, bande, a band; doublet of bandel,
bandeau.] 1. A little band or fillet. 2. In
her., a little bend.
bender (ben'der), n. 1. One who or that
which bends. 2. A sixpence. [Eng. slang.]

3. A leg. [TJ. S. slang.]

The prospectus [of a new fashionable boarding-school]
has been sent to our house. One of the regulations is,"
Young ladies are not allowed to cross their benders in

school !

"
Longfellow, Kavanagh, xii.

4. A spree ;
a frolic. [U. S. slang.] 5. [Cf.

bendl, n., 11.] A hard drinker. [Scotch.]
Now lend your lungs, ye benders fine,
Wha ken the benefit of wine.

Allan Ramsay, Poems, III. 162 (1848).

Bendigo ware. See pottery.

A Bend azure.

beneath

bending 1 (ben'ding), n. [Verbal n. of bendl,

:.] The act of causing to bend, or the state

of being bent or deflected; a deflection.

If matter that will not yield at each bend is deposited
while the bendingx are continually taking place, the bend-

ings will maintain certain places of discontinuity in the

deposit. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 257.

bending2!, [< bend2 , n., + -ing.] Decoration

(of clothes) with stripes or horizontal bands.
Chaucer.

bending-machine (ben'ding-ma-shen"), n. An
apparatus for bending to shape timber, rails,

iron beams for ships, plates for boilers, etc.

bending-strake (ben'ding-strak), . In sliip-

hniliiini/, one of two strakes wrought near the

deck-coverings, worked all fore and aft. They
are about an inch or an inch and a half thicker than the

remainder of the deck, but are lowered between the beams
and ledges to make the upper side even with the rest.

Their use is to make a more complete tie between the

deck-frame and deck-plank.

bend-leather (bend'leTH"er), n. [< bendl +
leather.] The strongest kind of sole-leather

for shoes. See bend?, 2.

bendlet (bend'let), H. [Early mod. E. also

bendclet, appar. < bende/ + -et ; but cf. OF.
bendelette, dim. of bende, band.
Doublet bandlet.] 1. In her.,
a bearing of the nature of the

bend, but half as wide. Also
called garter. 2. A name of

the common British sea-ane-

mone, Actinia mesembryanthe-

A Bend between two mltm Bendlet sinister, in her., a

Bendicts gules. bendlet drawn from the sinister chief

to the dexter base.

bendsome (bend'sum), a. [< benffl + -some.

Cf. Intsiiiii.] Flexible; pliable. [Bare.]
bendways (bend'waz), adr. Same as bcndtrise.

bendwise (bend'wiz), adr. [< bend2 + wise?.]
In her., lying in the direction of the bend :

said of any bearing: as, a sword
^ ^

bcndiri.-ii:

bendwitht, . [ME. 'benwyt-tn
(later var. benewith tre Prompt.
Parv.) ; perhaps < bendl + with 2

(cf. bindicith) ;
but cf. Sw. ben-

red, dogberry-tree, Icel. bein-

vidhr, beinridhi, ebony (lit. bone-

wood); also Icel. beinvtdhir, a A Sm>rd Be d"rise -

willow (Salix arbuscula), lit. bone-withy.] An
old name of a shrub not identified. Its twigs
were used to tie up fagots.

bendy (ben'di), a. [< OF. bende, F. bandt, pp.
of bander, cross with bands: see bend?.] In

her., divided into four or more diagonal parts
in the direction of the bend : said of the field.
This word is used, no matter how great the number of
the divisions, as beiullely and cottisif, which would be the

regular forms, are awkward in use. Bendy barry, in

her. See barry bendy under barry%. Bendy paly, in

/''.. divided by lines bendwise and palewise, and there-
fore divided into lozenges.

bendy-tree (ben'di-tre), . The Thespesia po-
jinlnea, an ornamental tree of rapia growth,
often planted in gardens and avenues in India.

beneM, n. See ben2 .

bene2t, a. See bein.

benes ,
. See henne.

bene-. [L. benc-, sometimes beni-, combining
form of bene, adv., well, < bonus, good: see

boon?, botius.] An element of some words of
Latin origin, meaning well, good, as in bene-

diction, benefit, benevolence, etc. : opposed to

male-, mat-.

bepeaped (be-nepf), a. [< be-i + neap + -ed?.]
Naut., same as neaped.
beneath (be-neth'), adv. and prep. [< ME. be-

nethe, binethe, binethen, adv. and prep., < AS.
beneothan, binithan, prep. (= OFries. binetha =
D. beneden = LG. benedden = G. benieden), < be,

by, + neothan, nithan, neothane (= OS. nithana
= OHG. nidana. MHG. nidene, niden, G. nieden),

below, orig., like nithe, below, from compar.
nither, nether: see nether. Hence by apheresis
neath.

; 'neath.] I. adv. 1. In a lower place,
position, or state, literally or figuratively.

Thou shalt be above only, and thou shalt not be beneath.
Deut. xxviii. IS.

Every brain
That looks so many fathoms to the sea,
And hears it roar beneath. Shak., Hamlet, i. 4.

The general's disdain'd

By him one step below ; he, by the next;
That next, by him beneath. Shak., T. and C., i. 3.

2. Below, as opposed to on high, or in heaven
or other superior region.

Thou shalt not make . . . any likeness of anything that
is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath.

Ex. xx. 4 .



beneath

II. )>rc)>. 1. Below; under: with referem-i-

t o what is overhead or towers aloft : as, beneath
the same roof.

For all beni'.atti the moon
Would I not leap upright. Sltak., Lear, iv. r>.

As I lay beneath the woodland tree.

Wttitlii'r, Mogg Meponr.

They sat
lli'nrttth a world-old yew-tree, darkening half
The cloisters. FfmiyiMi, Holy (irail.

2. Underneath, whetlier in Immediate OOntaol
with the under side of, or further down than

;

lower in place than : as, to place a cushion !-
in-nth CHIC; hi-iirath one's feet ; lii-iicnth the sur-

face : sometimes with verbs of motion : as,

he sunk beneath the wave.
As he was raising his arm to make a blow, an arrow

pierced him, just If-neath the shoulder, at the open part
of the corselet. /'</*/</, i;i;ui:nla. p. (i!t.

3. Under the weight or pressure of; under the
action or influence of : as, to sink beneath a
burden.

Our country sinks beneath the yoke.
fihak., Macbeth, iv. :(.

It is my fate
To bear and bow beneath a thousand griefs.

Beau, ami Fl., Maid's Tragedy, Hi. 1.

Wherever lights appeared, the flashing seimetar was at
its deadly work, atid all who attempted resistance fell

beneath, its edge. // rinfr, Granada, p. 21.

4. Lower than, in rank, dignity, degree, or ex-

cellence; below: as, brutes are beneath man;
man is beneath the angels.

Maintain

Thy father's soul : thou hast no blood to mix
With any beneath prince. Shirt?;/, Bird in a Cage, i. 1.

Beyond the limits of a vulgar fate,
Beneath the Good how far but far above the Great.

Gray, Prog, of Poetry, iii. 3.

5. Unworthy of; unbecoming; not equal to;
below the level of: as, beneaffi contempt.
He will do nothing that is beneath his high station.

Atterbury.

He had never sullied himself with business, but had
chosen to starve like a man of honour, than do anything
beneath his quality. Addison, Trial of Punctilios.

Beneath the salt*, in a subordinate or inferior position.

My proud lady
Admits him to her table ; marry, ever
Beneath the. xalt, and there he sits the subject
Of her contempt and scorn.

Massinger, The City Madam, i. 1.

= Syn. Under, etc. See below.

beneatht (be-neth'), a. Lower.
This beneath world. Shak., T. of A., i. 1.

Benedic (ben'e-dik), n. [LL., prop. 2d pers.

sing. pres. impv. of benedicere, bless: see bene-

dict.'] 1. The canticle beginning in Latin

"Benedic, anima mea," and in English "Praise
the Lord, O my soul," from Psalm ciii. in the
American Prayer-Book it is an alternative of the Deit.it

minereatur (as ordered in 1886, either of the Nunc dimit-

tis or Deus minereatur) at Evening Prayer.

2. A musical setting of this canticle.

Benedicite (ben-f-dls'i-te), n. [LL., prop. 2d

pers. pi. pres. inipv. of benedicere, bless: see

benedict.'] 1. The canticle or hymn beginning
in Latin ' ' Benedicite omnia opera Domini," and
in English

" O all ye works of the Lord, bless ye
the Lord," taken from " The Song of the Three

Holy Children "
forming part of the Apocrypha

in the English Bible. It is essentially an expansion
of Psalm cxlviii., and has been used from a very early
period in the Christian church. In the Anglican service
it is used as an alternate to the Te Deum.
2. A musical setting of this canticle. 3.

\l, c.] An invocation of a blessing, especially a

blessing before a repast, as said in religious

communities, etc., answering to the grace or

thanksgiving after it. 4f. [A common use in

ME., where the word was often contracted ben-

dicite,benste.~\ Used interjectionally: (a) Bless

you ! expressing a wish. (6) Bless us! bless me!
expressing surprise.
benedick (ben'e-dik), n. See benedict.

benedict (ben'e-dikt), a. and n. [In ME. bene-

dight, < LL. benedietus, blessed (in ML. often as
a proper name Benedietus, whence in E. Bene-

dict, Benedick, and (through F.) Bennet, Ben-

nett; cf. also beneft, benneft), pp. of benedicere,

bless, use words of good omen, in class. L. al-

ways as two words, bene dicere : bene, well
;

dicere, say, speak.] I.t a. Blessed; benign;
salutary; especially, in mea., haying mild and
salubrious qualities : as, "medicines that are

benedict," Bacon, Nat. Hist., $ 19.

II. n. [In allusion to Benedick, one of the
characters in Shakspere's play of "Much Ado
about Nothing

"
; esp. to the phrase,

"
Benedick,

the married man" (i. 1.). Benedick is an easy
form of Benedict."] A sportive name for a

say

newly married man, especially one who has
been long a bachelor, or who has been in the
habit of ridiculing marriage.
Having ahand 1 all his old misogyny, and liii pro

fessions of >ili^li- imlepeml'-IH'r. COWM has heroin.- :i

h,'n,',li,'k. <;. 1'. It. Jaiaen, Henry .Masti-rton.

Benedictine (ben-e-dik'tiu), a. and it. [< Ml,.
Ill iiiilii-liinis, < Hi iiiilii-tux : see lit iniln-l.

\ I. ti.

Pertaining to St. Benedict, or to the order of
monks or the monastic rule originating from
him.

II. H. 1. A member of an order of monks
founded nt Monte Cassino, between Rome and
Naples, by St. Benedict, of Xursia, about A. D.

;>!iO. The rules of the unlt-r (which was open to pei-Mins
of all ages, conditions, and eallillgs) enjoined Ml>-n< < :unl

vine useful employment when not engaged in divine ser-

vire. Kvery monastery had a library, every monk :i pm
and tablets, and study and the copying of manus< i ipt-
\vrn- em onrageil. The monasteries became centers of

learning and the liberal arts, and the name of the order
s> nom moils with scholarship and erudition. The order
was introduced into England about A. i>. 6OO, by St. Ail-

un-tinc of canterbury. The oldest establishment in the
I'nited stairs is that of St. Vincent's Abbey in Westmore
land county, Pennsylvania, founded by a colony of monks
from Bavaria in 1846. There arc also different congrega
tions of nuns known as Benedictines, and following the
rule of St. Benedict; they date from the same time, owing
their foundation to his sister, St. Seholastica.

2. A cordial or liqueur, resembling chartreuse,
distilled at Fecamp in Normandy. It was ori-

ginally prepared by the Benedictine monks, but since the
Kivnrh revolution has been made by a secular company.

benediction (bcn-e-dik'shon), n. [< LL. bene-

(lirtio(n-), blessing, < brnedicere, bless, use words
of good omen : see benedict. Benison is a shorter
form of the same word.] 1. The act of speak-
ing well to or of; blessing. 2. (a) An invo-
cation of divine blessing, either by a private
individual or a church official ; specifically, in

the Christian church generally, the form of

blessing pronounced by the person officiating,
at the close of divine service and oil several
other occasions, as marriages, the visitation of
the sick, etc.

The benedictions of the good Franciscans accompanied
us as we rode away from the convent.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 103.

The benediction ... is given in a different manner by
the Oriental Church from that used by the Latins. The
Priest joins his thumb and third finger, and erects and
joins the other three : and is thus supposed to symbolise
the procession of the Holy Ghost from the Father alone ;

and, according to others, to form the sacred letters I H C
by the position of his fingers.

J. M. Xeale, Eastern Church, i. 352, note.

When the benediction is pronounced officially by a priest
or clergyman, he usually stands with hands uplifted, and
the congregation receive it with bowed heads. Illustra-
tions of ancient benedictions are afforded by Gen. xxiv. 60
(a nuptial blessing) ; Gen. xxvii. 27-29 (a death-bed bless-

ing) ; Num. vi. 24-27 (a priestly blessing). The apostolic
benediction is that proceeding from the pope, and is either

given personally, as at Rome, or by delegation in other

parts of the world. See Uttrina. (b) The rite of in-

stituting an abbot or an abbess, and of receiving
the profession of a nun or of a religious knight.
The action of the archbishops was excluded, and the

abbots elect sought continuation, if not benediction also,
at Rome. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 710.

(c) An additional ceremony performed by a

priest after the regular celebration of matri-

mony: called the nuptial benediction, (d) The
ceremony by which things are set aside for

sacred uses, as a church or vestments, bells,

etc., or things for ordinary use are hallowed,
as houses, etc. 3. The advantage conferred

by blessing or the invocation of blessings.

Prosperity is the blessing of the Old Testament
;
adver-

sity is the blessing of the New, which carried the greater
benediction, and the clearer revelation of God's favour.

Bacon, Of Adversity.
Over and above this [sense for light and shade] we have

received yet one more gift, something not quite necessary,
a benediction, as it were, in our sense for and enjoyment
of colour. 0. Ar

. Rood, Modern Chromatics, p. 304.

Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament, one of the
more common religious services of the Roman Catholic
Church, in which, after the solemn exposition, incensing,
and adoration of the eucharist, which is inclosed in a
monstrance and placed under a canopy on the altar, the

officiating priest, taking the monstrance in his hands,
makes the sign of the cross with it in blessing over the

kneeling faithful. The apostolic benediction, a bene-
diction in the words of -2. Cor. xiii. 14.

benedictional, benedictionale (ben-e-dik'-
shpn-al, ben-e-dik-sho-na'le), n. [< ML. bene-

dictionalis (sc. liber, book), < LL. benedictio(n-) :

see benediction.} In the Rom. Cath. Ch., a book
containing a collection of benedictions or bless-

ings used in its religious services.

Psalters, books of Gospels, Benedictionalg, Canons, and
other treatises relating to the discipline and ceremonial
of the Church. Edinburgh Ren., CLXIII. 53.

The Sarum, like the Anglo-Saxon Benedictional, con-
tained the forms for blessing the people, by the bishop, at

high mass. Iloclr, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 213.

benefic

benedictionary (ben - e - dik ' shon - a -
ri), n. f <

.ML. us if In iirilii-tii>H<n-iii>ii,<. LL. benedictio(n-) :

see lit-iii-ilictiiiii.] A collection of benedictions
or blessings ;

a benedictional.

The taUtKeMMOrV of Ilishop Atlll-lwooil. /,';,. Still.

benedictive (bcn-c-dik'tiv), ii. [< LL. lii-iii -

ilirtiix (see lii'in<lict} + -in:] Tending to bless;

jiving n blessing.
His paternal prayers ami /*.*'/''<//>, ( ompr.Tation,.

/(/;. ll,tii.l:,i Mem. of I'.p. lirounrigg. p. 2ul.

benedictory (ben-e-dik'to-ri), n. [< LL. a
if */llllt'lli<-/illinx, < In lil-llil'tilK : see In

Ill-diet.']

Blessing; expressing a benediction or wishes
for ;_" "a In iii-ilirlnrii prayer," Thack-
'
rii;/.

Benedietus (bcn-e-dik'tus), ii. [LL., blessed:
see bi-nntii-l.

]
1.' The short canticle or hymn,

also distinctively called the /(<////, <// -

nil, beginning in Latin "Benedietus <|iii venit
in nomine Domini," and in English "Blessed
is He that cometh in the name of the Lord,"

preceded and followed by "Hosanna in Excel-

sis," that is, "Hosanna in the highest," which
is usually appended in the Koman Catholic
mass to the Sanctus, from Psalm cxviii. 26,

Luke xix. 38, etc. The /;. ,,,,/.,, .;, <,,,;/ was re-

tained in the Prayer-Book of 1549, and is sung in some
Anglican churches at choral or solemn celebrations of the

holy communion, just liefore the prayer of consecration.

2. A musical setting of this canticle, forming
a separate movement in a mass. 3. The can-
ticle or hymn beginning in Latin "Benedietus
Dominus Deus Israel,"and in English "Blessed
be the Lord God of Israel"; the song of Zach-

arias, Luke i. 68-71. In the English Prayer-Book it

is the canticle following the second lesson with the Jubi-
late as Its alternate. In the American Prayer-Book only
the first four verses are given ; alterations made in 1886
direct the use of the whole canticle on Sundays in Advent,
but permit the omission at other times of the portion fol-

lowing the fourth verse.

4. A musical setting of this canticle.

benedightt (ben'e-dit), a. [ME. benedyght,
ben-

edigttt, < LL. benedietus : see benedict.] Blessed.

And soul more white
Never through martyrdom of fire was led
To its repose ; nor can in books be read
The legend of a life more benediyht.

Longfellow, The Cross of Snow.

bene discessit(be'nedi-ses'it). [L.,hehasde-
parted honorably.] In English universities,
a permission by the master and fellows of a

college to a student to leave that college and
enter another.

Mr. Pope, being about to remove from Trinity to Em-
manuel by bene dmceMtt, was desirous of taking my rooms.

Alma Mater, i. 167.

bene exeat (be'ne ek'se-at). [L., let him depart

honorably.] A certificate of good character

given by a bishop to one of his clergy removing
to another diocese : as, he brought a bene exeat
from his last bishop.
benefaction (ben-e-fak'shon), n. [< LL. bene-

faetio(n-), < benejactug, pp. of benefacere, in
class. L. always written as two words, bene

facere, do good to, benefit : bene
,
well

; facere,
do. Cf. benefit.'] 1. The act of conferring a
benefit

;
a doing of good ; beneficence.

Worshipping God and the Lamb in the temple : God, for
his benefaction in creating all things, and the Lamb, for
his benefaction in redeeming us with his blood. Newton.

2. A benefit conferred; especially, a charitable
donation.

A man of true generosity will study in what manner to
render his benefaction most advantageous.

Melmoth, tr. of Pliny, vll. 18.

= Syn. 1. Kindness. 2. Gift, contribution, alms, charity.

benefactor (ben-e-fak'tor), H. [< LL. benefactor,
< benefacere, do good to: see benefaction.'] 1.

Literally, a well-doer; one who does good.
[Rare.]

Benefactors ? Well ; what benefactors are they ? are they
not malefactors? Shak., M. for M., ii. 1.

2. One who confers a benefit ;
a kindly helper :

as,
" the great benefactor of mankind," Milton,

P. E., iii. 82.

He is the true benefactor and alone worthy of Honor
who brings comfort where before was wretchedness, who
dries the tear of sorrow.

Sunnier, True Grandeur of Nations.

3. One who makes a benefaction to or endows
a charitable or other institution

;
one who

makes a bequest.
benefactress (ben-e-fak'tres), . [< benefactor
+ -fsa."] A female' benefactor,

benefic (be-nef'ik), a. and n. [Formerly bene-

'que ; < L. beneficus, < bene, well, + facere, do.]
a. 1. Beneficent. [Bare.]



benefic

He being equally neere to his whole Creation of Man-
kind, and of free power to turn his benefick and fatherly

regard to what Region or Kingdome he pleases, huth yet
ever had this Hand under the speciall indulgent eye of

his providence. Milton, Def. of llumu. Keinunst.

2. In astrol., of good or favorable influence.

The kind and truly bcncjiijue Eucolos.
Jl. Joitson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

II. . Iii astrol., a favorable planet; Jupiter
or Venus.

benefice (ben'e-fis), . [< ME. benefice, bene-

Jise, < OF. benefice, F. benefice, < LL. beneficium.
estate granted, L. beneficium, a favor, kind-

ness, < benffinix, kind, liberal: see bencfic.] 1.

In feudal law, originally, a fee or an estate in

lands granted for life only, and held ex mero

beneficio (on the mere good pleasure) of the

donor. Such estates afterward becoming hereditary,
the word feud was used for grants to individuals, and
I'f'tH'lice became restricted to church livings.

The Beneflcium, or Raw/ice, an assignment of land by a

conquering Teutonic king as the reward or price of mili-

tary service, is allowed on all sides to have had much to

do with this great change [from allodial to feudal) in the

legal point of view. Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 345.

The kings gave their leading chiefs portions of con-

quered land or of the royal domains, under the name of

benefices. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 286.

2. An ecclesiastical living; a church office

endowed with a revenue for its proper fulfil-

ment
;
the revenue itself. The following terms

of canon law are frequently found associated with this

word, which is of historical importance : A benefice in-

volving no other obligation than service in the public
offices of the church is simple ; if the cure of souls is at-

tached to it, double ; if with a certain rank attached, dig-
nitary or major ; the two former without rank, minor.
Thus, a chantry was a simple benefice; & prebend gives
the right to only a part of the income of a canonry at-

tached to a collegiate or cathedral church ; while the bene-

fice is perpetual and has a charge, though there are some
(called manual, from their being in the hands of the one
conferring them) revocable. The benefice is said to be regu-
lar if held by one qualified to fulfil the duties of the office ;

secular if held by a layman ; and in commendain when
in the charge of one commended by the proper authori-
ties until one duly qualified to fulfil its duties is appoint-
ed. In the last-named case the discharge of the office is

provided for at the expense of the holder. (See abbe.) A
benefice is received by election, for example, by a chapter,
or from a patron, who is properly said to present to it,

or is conferred by the proper ecclesiastical superior ; these

nominations, in the Roman Catholic Church, regularly
need confirmation from the pope. His action may cause
a benefice to be reserved or affected, (which see) ; or the
collation is made alternative, that is, to the pope and
regular patron or superior, according to the months in
which the benefice falls vacant, by definite system.

Ful thredbare was his overeste courtepy,
For he hadde geten him yet no benefice.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 291.

The estates of a bishop or abbot came now to be looked
on as a fief, a benefice, held personally of the King.

E. A. Freeman, Norm. Conq., V. 87.

One priest, being little learned, would hold ten or
twelve benefices, and reside on none.

Ji. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., i.

3f. Benefit.

Verely, this thyng by the benefice of philosophic was
roted in hym, that he stode in drede of no man liuying.

Udall, tr. of Erasmus's Apophthegmes, p. 70.

Benefice de discussion, in French law, the legal right
of a debtor who is secondarily liable to demand that the
creditor should be required first to reach and compel
application of the property of the principal debtor before
discussing his property.

beneflced (ben'e-fist), a. [< benefice + -edV.]
Possessed of a benefice or church preferment.

All manner persons of holy church . . . beneficed in the
realm of France. Hall, Hen. V., an. 8.

MyFather sent me thither to one Mr. George Bradshaw
(nomen invisum ! yet the son of an excellent father, bene-

ficed in Surrey). Evelyn, Diary, May 10, 1637.

Beneficed men, instead of residing, were found lying at
the Court in lords' houses ; they took all from their parish-
ioners, and did nothing for them.

R. H'. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., i.

beneflceless (ben'e-fis-les), a. [< benefice +
-less.~\ Having no 'benefice: as, "beneficeless
precisians," Sheldon, Miracles, p. 190.

beneficence (be-nef'i-sens), . [< L. berieficen-
tia, < *beneficen(t-)s, beneficent: see beneficent.]
1. The practice of doing good; active good-
ness, kindness, or charity.
To spread abundance in the land, he [Stuyvesant] obliged

the bakers to give thirteen loaves to the dozen a golden
rule which remains a monument of his bene/icemx.

Irviny, Knickerbocker, p. 403.

True beneficence is that which helps a man to do the
work which he is most fitted for, not that which keeps and
encourages him in idleness.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 202.

2. A benefaction; a beneficent act or gift.
=Syn. Benevolence, Beneficence, Bounty, Liberality,
Generosity, Munificence, Charity. Benevolence literally
well-wishing, is expressive of the disposition to do good
hence it easily came to be applied to charitable gifts.
Beneficence, literally well-doing, is the outcome and visi-
ble expression of benevolence. It is a strong though
general word for active and abundant helpfulness to those
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who are in need. Benevolence may exist without the
means or opportunity for beneficence, but beneficence al-

ways presupposes benevolence. Bounty is expressive of
kind feeling, but more expressive of abundant giving.

Liberality is giving which is large in proportion to the
means of the giver. Generosity adds to the notion of

liberality that of largeness or nobleness of spirit in con-
nection with the gift. Munificence is giving on a large
scale, not restricting itself to necessary things, tint giving
lavishly ; it is the one of these words most likely to be

applied to ostentatious or self-seeking liberality, but not

necessarily so. Charity, while having the best original
meaning, has come to be a general word ; as to gifts, it is

what is bestowed upon the poor or needy, but not always
with warm or kindly feelings : as, official charity.

With a bow to Hepzibah, and a degree of paternal benev-

olence in his parting nod to Phoebe, the Judge left the

shop, and went smiling along the street.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ix.

Few men have used the influence of a grand seigneur
with such enlightened beneficence, with such lasting re-

sults on human culture and civilization, with such genu-
ine simplicity and cordial loyalty [as Maecenas].

Encyc, Brit., XV. 195.

Deserted at his utmost need
By those his former bounty fed.

Dryden, Alexander's Feast, St. 4.

Over and beside

Signior Baptista's liberality,
I'll mend it with a largess.

Shak., T. of the S., i. 2.

With disinterested generosity, [Byron] resolved to de-
vote his fortune, his pen, and his sword to the [Greek]
cause. Godwin's Biug. Cyc.

Such were his temperance and moderation, such the
excellence of his breeding, the purity of his life, his lib-

erality and munificence, and such the sweetness of his

demeanor, that no one thing seemed wanting in him
which belongs to a true and perfect prince.

Quoted by Prescott, in Ferd. and Isa., i. 2.

Charity finds an extended scope for action only where
there exists a large class of men at once independent and
impoverished. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 78.

beneficency (be-nef'i-sen-si), n. The quality of

being beneficent.

beneficent (be-nef'i-sent), a. [< L. "benefi-

cen(t-)s, compar. beneficentior, assumed from the
noun beneficentia, but the L. adj. is beneficus :

see benefic and beneficence.] Doing or effecting
good ; performing acts of kindness and charity ;

marked by or resulting from good will.

The beneficent truths of Christianity. J'rescott.

She longed for work which would be directly beneficent,
like the sunshine and the rain.

George Eliat, Middlemarch, II. 55.

The worship of the beneficent powers of nature so per-
vades Teutonic and Scandinavian religion, that it may
almost be said to constitute that religion.

faiths of the World, p. 232.

= Syn. Beneficent, Beneficial, bountiful, bounteous, liberal,

munificent, generous, kind. Beneficent always implies a
kind and worthy purpose back of that to which the adjec-
tive applies ; beneficial does not.

Power of any kind readily appears in the manners ; and
beneficent power . . . gives a majesty which cannot be
concealed or resisted. Emerson, Eng. Traits, p. 187.

That such a beech can with his very bulk
Take up the rays o' the beneficial sun.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1.

Iodide of potassium has been tried in large doses [in

chyluria], and in some cases appears to have been bene-

ficial. Quain, Med. Diet., p. 253.

beneficential (be-nef-i-sen'shal), a. [< L. be-

neficentia (see beneficence) + -a/.] Of or per-
taining to beneficence; concerned with what
is most beneficial to mankind. N. E. D.
beneficently (be-nef'i-sent-li), adv. In a be-
neficent manner.
beneficia, . Plural of beneficium.
beneficial (ben-e-ftsh'al), a. and n. [< LL.
beneficialis, < L. 'beneficium, a benefit : see bene-

fice.'] I. a. 1. Contributing to a valuable end;
conferring benefit; advantageous; profitable;
useful; helpful.
The war which would have been most beneficial to us.

Swift.

That which is beneficial to the community as a whole, it

will become the private interest of some part of the com-
munity to accomplish. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 443.

2. Having or conferring the right to the use or

benefit, as of property; pertaining or entitled
to the usufruct : as, a beneficial owner (which
see, below) ; a beneficial interest in an estate.

3t. Pertaining to or having a benefice
;
bene-

ficed.

An engagement was tendered to all civil officers and
beneficial clergy. Hallam.

4t. Kind; generous: as, a "
beneficial foe," B.

Jonson Beneficial owner, one who, though not hav-
ing apparent legal title, is in equity entitled to enjoy the
advantage of ownership. =Syn. 1. Beneficent, Beneficial
(see beneficent), good, salutary.

Il.t . A benefice
;
a church living.

For that the ground-worke is, and end of all,
How to obtaiue a Beneficiall.

Spenser, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 486.

benefit

[A license for the sake of the rhyme, benefice

being also used several times in the same pas-
sage of the poem.]
beneficially (ben-e-fish'al-i), adv. It. Liber-

ally; bountifully; with open hand. Cotyrurc.
2. In a beneficial manner; advantageously;

profitably ; helpfully.
beneficialness (ben-e-fish'al-nes), n. [< bene-

ficial + -ncus.] It. Beneficence. 2. The qual-
ity of being beneficial

;
usefulness

; profitable-
ness.

Usefulness and beneficialness.
Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 5.

For the eternal and inevitable law in this matter is, that
the beiieficialnetaf of the inequality depends, first, on the
methods by which it was accomplished.

Ruskin, Unto this Last, ii.

beneficiary (beu-f-fish'i-a-ri), a. and n. [< L.

beneficiarius, < beneficium : see benefice.] I. a. 1.

Arising from feudal tenure; feudatory; hold-

ing under a feudal or other superior; subor-
dinate: as, "beneficiary services," Spelman,
Feuds and Tenures, xxv. ; "a feudatory or

beneficiary king," Bacon. 2. Connected with
the receipt of benefits, profits, or advantages;
freely bestowed: as, beneficiary gifts or privi-

leges.
There is no reason whatever to suppose that Beneficiary

grants and Commendation arose suddenly in the world at

the disruption of the Roman Empire.
Maine, Early Hist, of Insts., p. 158.

II. n. ; pi. beneficiaries (ben-e-fish'i-a-riz).
1. One who holds a benefice.

The beneficiary is obliged to serve the parish church in

his own proper person. Ayliffe, Parergon, p. 11'2.

2. In feudal law, a feudatory or vassal. 3.
One who is in the receipt of benefits, profits,
or advantages ;

one who receives something as
a free gift. Specifically (a) In American colleges, a
student supported from a fund or by a religions or edu-
cational society. (6) One in receipt of the profits arising
from an estate held in trust ; one for whose benefit a trust
exists.

The fathers and the children, the benefactors and the

beneficiary, shall . . . bind each other in the eternal in-

closures and circlings of immortality.
Jer. Taylor, Works, II. xiii.

beneficiate (ben-e-fish'i-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

beneficiated, ppr. beneficiating. [< NL. "bene-

ficiatus, pp. of beneficiare, after Sp. beneficiar,

benefit, improve, cultivate the ground, work
and improve mines, < L. beneficium ( > Sp. bene-

ficio'), benefit, improvement (in Sp. of ground,
mines, etc.).] 1. To work and improve, as a

mine; turn to good account; utilize. 2. To
reduce (ores); treat metallurgically. Also
called benefit. [Little used except by writers
on Mexican mining and metallurgy.]
There are a great number of mines located and owned

by natives, some of whom have arrastras, and others not
even those, to beneficiate their minerals extracted.

Quoted in Hamilton's Mex. Handbook, p. 230.

beneficiation (ben-e-fish-i-a'shon), n. [< beite-

ficiate + -ion.] The reduction or metallurgical
treatment of the metalliferous ores.

beneficience, beneficient. Erroneous forms of

beneficence, beneficent.

beneficioust (ben-e-fish'us), a. [< L. beneficium,
benefit (see benefice), + -ous.] Beneficent.
beneficium (ben -e -fish 'i-um), n.; pi. beneficia
(-a). [< LL., L. : see benefice.] 1. A right or

privilege : a term more especially of the civil

law: as, beneficium abstinendi, that is, right of

abstaining, the power of an heir to abstain from
accepting the inheritance. 2. In feudal laic, a
benefice.

The beneficium originated partly in gifts of land made
by the kings out of their own estates to their own kins-
men and servants, with a special undertaking to be faith-
ful ; partly in the surrender by landowners of their es-
tates to churches or powerful men, to be received back
again and held by them as tenants for rent or service. By
the latter arrangement the weaker man obtained the pro-
tection of the stronger, and he who felt himself insecure
placed his title under the defence of the church.

Stvbbs, Const. Hist., I. 275.

benefit (ben'e-fit), n. [Early mod. E. also bent-

fit, benyfit, etc. (also benefact, after L.) ;
< ME.

benefet, benfeet, benfet, benfait, benfeyte, etc., <

AF. benfet, bienfet, OF. bienfait, F. bienfuit =
It. benefatto, < LL. benefactum, a kindness,
benefit, neut. of benefactum, pp. of benefacerc, do
good to: see benefaction. The same terminal
element occurs in counterfeit, forfeit, and sur-

feit.] It. A thing well done; a good deed.
2. An act of kindness

;
a favor conferred

; good
done to a person.

Bless the Lord, O my soul, and forget not all his benefits.
Ps. ciii. 2.

3. Advantage ; profit ; concretely, anything
that is for the good or advantage of a person



benefit

or
tiling;

a particular kind of good receivable
or received.

Men have no right to what is not for tln-ir I-

llurkf.

Tin- Iteiii'Jttx of affection an- immense.
Kin'-i-snii. Society anil Solitude.

Certain h> n>'tit* arise [to herbivorous iiniinalsl from liv

ing together. //. N/'<v/-, Prin. of Psychol., f 603.

4f. Bestowal, as of property, office, etc., out of

good will, grace, or favor; liberality; gene-
rosity.

Either accept the title tluui usurp st,

Of beii'-ii/ pro< -eeiliM;,' frnm our kiim,
And not of any challenge of desert.
ii u r uill plagne thee with incessant wars.

Shut... 1 Hen. VI.. V. 4

5. A performance at a theater or other phiee
of public entertainment, the proceeds of which

go to one or more of the actors, some indigent
or deserving person, some charitable institu-

tion, or the like. In Great Britain also called
;i ln-xpi-iik. 6. A natural advantage; einlou
incut : accomplishment. [Rare.]

Look vim lisp and wear strange suit* ; disable [under-
value! all the beiujiti of your own country.

tihnk.. As you Like it, iv. 1.

When these so noble benefit* shall prove
Not well dispos'd, the mind growing once corrupt,
They turn to vicious forms. Sliak., Hen. VIII., t. 2.

Benefit of clergy, in Ian: See <-I,T
: III. Benefit of dis-

cussion. Sec iii'sritxfi'iiii. -Benefit of Inventory, see
fur. -iitui-ii. Benefit play, u play acted for some one's

benefit or advantage. Benefit society, a friendly so-

ciety. See friendly. Benefit ticket, a winning ticket

at a lottery. By the benefit OH, l>y the kindness or
favor of; by the help of. = Syn. 2 and 3. Advantage,
/.'

'"'/'', etc. (see advantage), service, gain, good, avail, use.

benefit (ben'e-iit), v. [< benefit, n.] I. traits.

1 . To do good to
;
be of service to

; advantage :

as, exercise benefits health
;
trade benefits a na-

tion.
What course I mean to hold

Shall nothing benefit your knowledge.
Sttak., \V. T., Iv. 3.

2. Same as beneficiate, 2.

These ores [silver] on account of the scarcity of water
cannot be benefited in Catorce.

If. S. Cons. Rep., No. Ixvii. (1886), p. 619.

II. in trans. To gain advantage; make im-

provement: as, he has benefited by good ad-
vice.

To tell yon what I have benefited herein.

Milton, Education.

Each, therefore, benefits egoistically by such altruism
as aids in raising the average intelligence.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 78.

benegrot (be-ne'gro), v. t. [< be-'i + negro.]
1 . To render dark

;
blacken.

The sun shall be benegroed in darkness.

Heuryt, Sermons, p. 79.

2. To people with negroes. Sir T. Browne.

benemptt. Obsolete preterit and past partici-

ple otbename.

beneplacitt, a. and . [< LL. beneplacitus, pleas-
ing, acceptable, pp. of beneplacere, please, <

bene, well, + placere, please : see please.] I. a.

Well pleased ;
satisfied.

God's Beneplacite wil, commonly stiled his wil of good
pleasure, ... is that whereby he decrees, effects or per-
mits al events & effects. Gale, Works, III. 18. (X. E. D.)

H. n. [< LL. beneplacitiim, good pleasure,
will, decree, neut. of beneplacitus, pleasing, ac-

ceptable : see I. Cf. placittim, pleasure, what is

decreed, neut. otplacitus, pp. ofplacers, please.]
Good pleasure ;

will
;
choice. Sir T. Browne.

bene placito (ba'ne plii'che-to). [It. : bene, <

L. bene (see bene-) ; placito, < L. placitttm : see
In in/ilacit.] In music, at pleasure.

beneplacituret, [< beneplacit + -ure.] Same
as beneplacit.

Hath he by his holy penmen told us, that either of the
other ways was more suitable to his beneplacituret

Glanville, Preexistence of Souls, iv.

benetH (be-nef), v. t. [< 6e-i + neft.] To
catch in a net

;
insnare.

Being thus benetted round with villains.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2.

benet?t (ben'et), n. [< ME. benet, < OF. beneit,
mod. F. beni, < LL. benedictus, blessed: see

lii-iiriliet.] In the Rom. Cath. Ch., an exorcist,
the third of the four lesser orders.

benevolence (be-ncv'o-lens), . [< ME. benev-
i>li IH-I-, bi-nirolriifi; < OF. hriiiroleuce (vernacu-
larly bienroillanef, liicnrimillinicc, mod. F. bien-

rril'lanrc), < L. benevolentia, < benerolen(t-)s,

well-wishing: see benevolent.] 1. The disposi-
tion to do good ; the love of mankind, accom-
panied with a desire to promote their happi-
ness; goodwill; kindness; charitableness.
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The man whom benevolent:!' warms
Is an angel who lives but to bless.

l;l"<>nijirlil, iiaiiks of Wye.
< if another saint it is recorded that his benevftlence was

,neh that he "a* never known to be hard or inhuman to

any one except his relation-. /.. '(-,/. Ijirop. Morals, II. 144.

2. An act of kindness; good done; charity
given.

The ('olirtiiT nei-ii-s nil!*! i'rt ulnpeni eil hee
With !1 Il-'HI'\-n!< -m'>.

dfOUer, Mother Hull. Tale, I. .Mil.

That which we distribute to the poor, St. Paul ealleth a

blessing or u
'

i tut, -i'<l, tr. of l'o|ic on Proverbs, fol

3. In England, an arbitrary contribution or tux

illegally exacted in the guise of a gnituity t<>

the sovereign, from the time of Edward IV..

and forbidden by act of Parliament under Wil
liam and Mary:" sometimes used of similar ex-

actions elsewhere.

The same year [1473] Edward began to collect the eon
tributions which were so long and painfully familiar un-
der the inappropriate name of Benevolences : a method of

extortion worse than even the forced loans and Iflaek

charters of Richard II. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 682.

Love of benevolence, in .v>'w Knginmi tiieul., that af-

fection or propensity of the heart to any being which
causes it to incline to its well-being, or disposes it to

desire and take pleasure in its happiness : distinguished
from the lure of complacency, or the disposition to take de-

light in a person for his moral excellence. = Syn. 1. Bin/n-

tii. t'lnn-i/ti, etc. (see beneficence), benignity, humanity.

benevolencyt (be-nev'o-len-si), . The quality
of being benevolent

;
benevolence.

benevolent (be-nev'o-lent), o. [< late MK.
lirinml, -ill, lii'iii/nili nt, < t)F. benivolent, < L. be-

>ievolen(t-)g (usually beneroltts), well-wishing, <

bene, well, T volens, ppr. of velle, wish, = E.

will.] 1. Having or manifesting a desire to

do good ; possessing or characterized by love
toward mankind, and a desire to promote their

prosperity and happiness ;
kind : as, a benevo-

lent disposition or action.

Beloved old man ! benevolent as wise.

Pope, Odyssey, lii. 456.

The benevolent affections are independent springs of ac-

tion equally with the self-regarding affections.

Fowler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. 77.

2. Intended for the conferring of benefits, as

distinguished from the making of profit : as, a
benevolent enterprise; a benevolent institution.

'

Syn. Kind-hearted, humane, charitable, generous.

benevolently (be-nev'6-lent-li), adv. In a
benevolent manner; with good will

; kindly.
benevolentness (be-nev'o-lent-nes), n. Benev-
olence. [Rare.]
benevoloust (be-nev'o-lus), a. [< L. benevolits,

well-wishing: see benevolent.] Kind; benevo-
lent.

A benevolous inclination is implanted into the very frame
and temper of our church's constitution.

T. Puller, Mod. of Church of Eng., p. 509.

beng (beng), n. Same as bhang.
bengal (ben-gal'), n. [From the province of

Bengal, Hind, and Beng. Bangui: said to be
named from a city called Bangald; in Skt.,
Banga.] 1. A thin stuff made of silk and hair,
used for women's apparel: formerly made in

Bengal. 2. An imitation of striped muslin.
Also called Bengal stripe.

Bengalee, a. and n. See Bengali.
Bengalese (ben-ga-les' or -lez'), o. and . [<

Bengal + -ese.] f. a. Of or pertaining to Ben-
gal, a province of British India, and also a lieu-

tenant-governorship comprising several other

provinces.
II. n. sing, and pi. A native or natives of

Bengal ;
a Bengali or the Bengalis.

Bengal grass, light, quince, root, etc. See the
nouns.

Bengali, Bengalee (ben-ga'le or -gii'le), a. and
n. [< Hind, and Beng. BangaU.] I. a. Of or

pertaining to Bengal, its inhabitants, or their

language ; Bengalese.
II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Ben-

gal ;
a Bengalese.

The wretched Bengalis fled in shoals across the Ganges.
J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 267.

2. The language of the Bengalis.
benic (ben'ik), a. [< 6es + -ic.] Obtained
from oil of ben: as, benic acid.

Beni Carlos (ba'ni kar'los), n. [Formerly beni-

carlo, benecarlo, < Benicarlo, a seaport in the

province of Castellon, Spain.] A red wine of
dark color and considerable strength, made on
the shores of the Mediterranean, in eastern

Spain. Much of it is exported to France, where
it is mixed with lighter wine for table use.

benight (be-nit'), r. t. [< 6e-l + night.] 1.
To overtake with night. [Bare in this sense,
except in the past participle.]

benignity
Some virgin, sure. . . .

/;/,/<//(/,/ in these uoo-ls. .Mill",,. Cuimis, 1. 160.

2. To involve in darkness, as with the shades
nt ni^lit ; shroud in gloom; overshadow;
eclipse: lignrulivcly, to involve in moral dark-
ness or ignorance.
And let ourselves brni<iht our happie-t day.

. Hie Kxpiration.
HIT visage was hc,u<i)ti><l with a tall, ta mask, to fray

away tin; naughty wind from her tare.

\l:,l:ll,'/i,,i. Kalh.-r llnl.bard's Tale-.

I'm oh
'

alas ! what ud<l< n eioui) i
- spread

AboUt this e|,,| jolK kilm -
erli).-,e,i tlea.l'

It all his fan .-,,.,/,,,, iiavideis, il.

Shall we to men l-nitit,'tl

Hie lamp of lit,- .len\

lll>. //'/'/. \li--ionarv Hymn.

benighten (be-ni'tn), v. t. [< lu-nii/lii + -<'.
after inlii/lili n, etc.] To benight. [Rare.]
benighter (be-ni'ter), . [< bruit/lit + -i-r 1

.]

One who benights or keeps others in ilarkncs-.

benightment tb<;-nit'mgnt), . [< brnigkt +
-mi-lit.] The state or condition of being be-

nighted.

benign (be-nin'), M. [< X1K. bfiiigiie. < OF. be-

iiii/iii , In niii, F. bi'iiiii = Sp. Pg. It. bcnigno, < L.

benignus, kind, < benus, old form of bmnix, good,
+ -yen-UK, born, < gignn-f. ( >L. ywrr, beget : see

-genous, etc. ('t. malign.] 1. Of a kind disposi-
tion; gracious; kind; benignant; favorable.

Thou hast fulflll'd

Thy words. Creator bounteous and /,,,,,,
uiviT of all things fair ! Mil/mi. I: i. . viii. 4itt.

2. Proceeding from or expressive of gentle-
ness, kindness, or benignity.

To whom thus Michael, with regard benif/n.

Milton, P. L., xi. 384.

What did the benign lips seem to say?
Hawthorne, Oreat Stone Face.

3. Favorable; propitious: as, benign planets.
Oodllke exercise

Of Influence benign on planets pale.
Keat

f Hyperion, I.

4. Genial; mild; salubrious: applied to weather,
etc. 5. Mild; not severe; not violent; not ma-
lignant : used especially in medicine : as, a be-

nign medicine
;
a benign disease. = Syn. Gracious,

etc. See benignant.

benignancy (be-nig'nan-si), n. [< benignant:
see -ancy.] Benignant quality or manner.

benignant (be-nig'nant), a. [In sense like

benign; in form < LL. benignan(t-)s, ppr. of

benignari, rejoice, ML. benignare, appease, < L.

benignus, benign, kind : see benign. Cf. malig-
nant, malign.] 1. Kind; gracious; favorable:

as, a benignant sovereign.
And thank benignant nature most for thee.

Lowell, Cathedral.

2. Exerting a good, kindly, or softening influ-

ence; salutary; beneficial: as, the benignant
influences of Christianity on the mind. 3. In

med., not malignant; not dangerous: said of

diseases. =Sjrn. 1. Benignant, Gracious, Benign, Kind,
Good-natured. Benignant and gracious are generally ap-
plied to superiors, and imply especially a certain manner
of kindness or favor. Benignant is more tender or gentle ;

gracious is more civil or condescending ; both are winning.
Benign has largely given up to benignant the associations
with activity or manner, and is applied especially to looks
and influences: as, a benign smile. Kind often implies
some superiority of circumstances on the part of the per-
son acting : thus, we do not speak of a servant as being Kind
to his master, unless the latter is ill or otherwise made de-

pendent on his servant for aid. A good-natured person is

one who Is not only willing to oblige, but will put up with
a good deal of annoyance. Kind implies discrimination
in benevolence ; good-natured does not, but often implies
a weakness for indiscriminate giving to those who solicit

help or favors.

Stern lawgiver ! yet thou dost wear
The Godhead's most benignant grace ;

Nor know we anything so fair

As is the smile upon thy face.

Wordflt'orth, Ode to Duty.

She, having the truth of honour in her, hath made him
that gracious denial which he is most glad to receive.

Skat., M. for M., ill. 1.

There she lost a noble and renowned brother, in his love
toward her ever most kind and natural.

Skalr., M. for M., III. 1.

An entertainment throughout with which everybody was
pleased, and the good-natured fathers seemed to be moved
with a delight no less hearty than that of the boys them-
selves. Howellg, Venetian Life, xiif.

benignantly (be-nig'nant-li), adv. In a be-

nignant manner; witn kindly or gracious
manner or intent.

benignity (be-nig'ni-ti), n. ; pi. benignities (-tiz).

[< L. benignita(t-)s, \ benignus, benign: see be-

nign. ] 1 . The state or quality of being benign ;

goodness of disposition; kindness of nature;
graciousness ; beneficence.

The benignity of Providence is nowhere more clearly to

be seen than In its compensations.
Lamll, Study Windows, p. 349.



benignity

2. Mildness
;
want of severity.

Like the mildness, the serenity, the continuing benignity
of a summer's day. D. Webster, Adams and Jefferson.

3. A benign or beneficent deed
;
a kindness.

benignly (be-nin'li), adv. In a benign manner;
favorably; kindly; graciously.
benimt,

'

t. [< ME. benimen, binimeu, < AS.
beniman (= OS. biniman = OFries. binima = D.
benemen = OHG. bineman, MHG. benemen, G.
benehmen = Goth, biniman), take away, < be- +
iiiman, take: see be-1 and nim, and cf. pp. and
deriv. verb benum, benumb.'] To take away;
deprive.

All togider he is benoine
The power both of honde and fote.

Gower, Coat. Amant., iii. 2.

Ire . . . benimeth the man from God.
Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

benincasa (ben-in-ka'sa), x. [NL., named af-
ter Giuseppe Benincasa, an early patron of bot-

any, and founder of the garden at Pisa.] The
white gourd-melon, Benincasa liispida, resem-
bling the pumpkin, but covered with a waxy
pulverulent coat. It is very generally culti-
vated in tropical countries,
benish (be-nesh'), n. [Ar. benish.] A kind of

pelisse worn by Arabs.
A beneesh, or benish ; which is a robe of cloth, with

long sleeves. E. W. Law, Modern Egyptians, I. 34.

benison (ben'i-zn), n. [< ME. benisoun, bene-

son, benesun, beneysun, < OF. beneison, beneic/un,
beueicon, < LL. benedictio(n-), a blessing: see

benediction, and cf. malediction, malison.'] Bless-
ing; benediction. [Chiefly in poetry.]
God's benison go with you. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 4.

More precious than the benison of friends.

Taffuurd, Ion, i. 2.

Ben-Israel (ben'iz'ra-el), n. An Abyssinian
pygmy antelope of the genus Ncotragus.
benitier (F. pron. ba-ne'tia), >i. [P., < ML.
benedictariutn, holy-water font, < LL. beneilic-

ts, blessed: see

Benitier.- Villeneuve-le-Roi. France ;

i3th century. (From Viollet-le- Due's
"Diet, de 1'Architecture.")

benedict.] Afont
or vase for holy
water, placed in

a niche in the
chief porch or
entrance of a
Roman Catholic

church, or, com-
monly, against
one of the in-

terior pillars
close to the

door, into which
the members of
the congrega-
tion on entering
dip the fingers of
the right hand,
blessing them-
selves by mak-
ing the sign of
the cross. Also
called asperso-
rium, stoup, and
holy-water font
(which see, un-
der font).

benjamin1
(beii'-

ja-min), . [Appar. from the proper name Ben-
jamin.] A kind of top coat or overcoat for-
merly worn by men.

Sir Telegraph proceeded to peel, and emerge from his
four benjamins, like a butterfly from its chrysalis.

Peacock, Melincourt, xxi.

benjamin2 (ben'ja-min), . [= G. benjamin;
a corruption of benjoin, an earlier form of ben-
zoin, q. v.] 1. Gum benjamin. See benzoin.

2. An essence made from benzoin.
Pure benjamin, the only spirited scent that ever awaked

a >eapolitan nostril. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

benjamin-bush (ben'ja-min-bush), n. An aro-
matic shrub of North" America, Lindera Ben-
zoin, natural order Lauracew. Also called spice-
bush.

benjamin-tree (ben'ja-min-tre), n. A popu-
lar name (a) of the tree Styrax Benzoin, of
Sumatra (see benzoin), and (6) of Ficus Ben-
jaminea, an East Indian tree.

benjoint (ben' jo-in), n. An earlier form of ben-
zoin.

benjy (ben'ji), n. [Origin obscure
; perhapsfrom Benjy, dim. of Benjamin, a proper name.]A low-crowned straw hat having a very broad

brim.
ben-kit (ben'kit), n. A large wooden vessel
with a cover to it. Thoresby. [Local, Eng.]

benmost (ben'most), a. [< benl + -most. Cf.

inmost.] Innermost. See ben1
. [Scotch.]

benne, bene3 (ben'e), i. [Of Malay origin.] An
annual plant, Kcsamum Indicum, natural order
PedaliacetB, a native of India, but largely cul-
tivated in most tropi-
cal and subtropical
countries for the sake
of the seeds and the
oil expressed from it.

The leaves are very muci-

laginous, and readily im-

part this quality to water.
The seeds have from an-
cient times been cl;i>sr<l

with the most nutritious

grains, and are still exten-

sively used for food in Asia
and Africa. They yield
about half their weight
of oil (known as benne-,
gingili-, teel-, or sesame-
oil), which is inodorous,
not readily turned rancid
by exposure, and in uni-
versal use in India in cooking and anointing, for soaps,
etc. Large quantities of both oil and seeds are imported
into France, England, and the United States, and are used
chiefly in the manufacture of soap and for the adultera-
tion of olive-oil, or as a substitute for it.

bennet1
(ben'et), n. [Var. of bent*, ult. < AS.

'beonet : see bentV.] A grass-stalk ;
an old stalk

of grass. [Prov. Eng.]
bennet2 (beu'et), . [< ME. benet, beneit, in
hen-be beneit, < OF. *herbe beneite (mod. F. be-

noite) = It. erba benedetta, < ML. herba bene-

dicta, i. e., 'blessed herb': see herb and bene-

dict.] The herb-bennet, or common avens,
Geiim urbanum.

bennick, binnick (ben'ik, biu'ik), . [E. dial.

(Somerset); origin obscure.] A local English
name of the minnow.
ben-nut (ben'uut), . [< 6c0 -f- nut.] The
winged seed of the horseradish-tree, Moringa
pterygosperma, yielding oil of ben, or ben-oil.
See horseradish-tree.

ben-oil (ben'oil), n. [< 6e6 + oil.] The ex-
pressed oil of the ben-nut, bland and inodorous,
and remarkable for remaining many years
without becoming rancid. At a temperature near
the freezing-point it deposits its solid fats, and the re-

maining liquid portion is used in extracting the perfumes
of flowers, and by watchmakers for the lubrication of deli-
cate machinery. The true ben-oil, however, is said to be
derived from the seeds of Moringa aptera of Abyssinia
and Arabia. Also called oil of ben.

benome 1
!, p. a. See benumb.

benome'-'t, benoment. [See benumb, benim.]
Earlier forms of benum, past participle of benim.
benorth (be-n6rth'), prep. [< ME. be (bi, by)
ncrthe, < AS. be-northan (= MLG. benorden),
< be, prep., + northan, from the north : see 6e-2
and north, and cf . besoutli, etc.] North of: as,
benorth the Tweed. [Scotch.]
benote (be-not'), . i. [< be-i + note.] To
annotate or make notes upon,
benothing (be-nuth'ing), v. t. [< 6c-l + no-
thing.] To reduce to nothing ; annihilate,

bensel (ben'sel), n. [Also bensall, bensil, ben-

sail, and bentsail (simulating bent + sail), <
Icel. benzl, bending, tension, < benda, bend:
see bendi.] 1. Force ; violence ; impetus. 2.
A severe stroke or blow, properly that re-
ceived from a push or shove. [Scotch and
prov. Eng.]
bensel (ben'sel), v. t. [< bensel, n.] To beat ;

bang. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
benshie (ben'she), n. Same as banshee.
bent 1

(bent), a. [Fret, and pp. of &e<*l.] 1.
Curved; deflected; crooked: as, a bent stick.

2f. Determined; set.
The bent enemie against God and good order.

Aschain, The Scholemaster, p. 87.

bent 1
(bent), n. [Var. of bendl, n., perhaps

after benfl, pret. and pp. ; but cf. descent, < de-
scend; ascent, < ascend, etc.] 1. The state of
being bent; curved form or position; flexure;
curvature. [Now rare.]

With reverence and lowly bent of knee.
Greene, Menaphon's Eclogue.

Hold your rod at a bent a little.

/. Walton, Complete Angler.
2f. A curved part; a crook or bend. 3. De-
gree of flexure or curvature

; tension ; strain-
ing; utmost force or power : an archery expres-
sion, but used figuratively of mental disposi-
tion.

Her affections have their full bent.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 3.

Then let thy love be younger than thyself,Or thy affection cannot hold the bent

Shak., T. N., ii. 4.
1 here are divers subtle inquiries concerning the strength

required to the bending of bows ; the force they have in

ben-teak
the discharge according to the several bents, and the
strength required to be in the string of them. Bp. Wilkins.

4. Declivity; slope. [Rare.]
And downward on an hill under a bente
Ther stood the temple of Mare armipotent.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1123.

The free hours that we have spent,
Together, on the brown hill's bent.

fjrtitt, Mannion, Int., ii.

5. Inclination
; disposition ;

a leaning or bias
of mind

; propensity : as, the bent of the mind
or will

;
the bent of a people toward an object.

It is his [the legislator's) best policy to comply with the
union bent of mankind. Hume, Essays, Commerce.
My smiling at this observation gave her spirits to pur-

sue the bent of her inclination. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

The strong bent of nature is seen in the proportion
which this topic of personal relations usurps in the con-
versation of society. Emerson, Love.

6. Direction taken
;
turn or winding.

For souls already warp'd receive an easy bent.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 399.

If your thoughts should assume so unhappy a bent, you
will the more want some mild and affectionate spirit to
watch over and console you. Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 1.

7. In carp., a segment or section of a framed
building, as of a long barn or warehouse.
8. A framed portion of a wooden scaffolding
or trestlework, usually put together on the
ground and then raised to its place. 9. A
large piece of timber. 10f. A cast, as of the
eye; direction.

Who neither looks on heaven, nor on earth,
But gives all gaze and bent of amorous view
On the fair Cressid. Shak., T. and C., iv. 5.

= Syn, 5. Bent, Propensity, Bias, Inclination, Tendency,
Prwututt, I>i*t">*ition, all keep more or less of their ori-

ginal ngurativeness. Bent is the general and natural state
of the mind as disposed toward something; a decided and
fixed turning of the mind toward a particular object or
mode of action. Propensity is less deep than bent, less a
matter of the w hole nature, and is often applied to a strong
appetency toward that which is evil. Bias has often the
same meaning as bent, but tends specially to denote a
sort of external and continued action upon the mind:
as, "morality influences men's minds and gives a bias to
all their actions," Locke. Bias is often little more than
prejudice. Inclination is a sort of bent ; a leaning, more
or less decided, in some direction. Tendency is a little
more than inclination, stronger and more permanent.
Proneness is by derivation a downward tendency, a strong
natural inclination toward that which is in some degree
evil : as, proneness to err, to self-justification, to vice ;

but it is also used in a good sense. Disposition is often a
matter of character, with more of choice in it than in the
others, but it is used with freedom in lighter senses : as,
the disposition to work ; the disposition of a plant to climb.'

They fool me to the top of my bent.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2.

Without the least propensity to jeer.

Byron, Don Juan, x. 42.

The bias of human nature to be slow in correspondence
triumphs even over the present quickening in the general
pace of things. Gevrye Eliot, Middlemarch, II. 263.

Itis so much your inclination to do good, that you stay
not to be asked; which is an approach so nigh to the
Deity, that human nature is not capable of a nearer.

Dryden, Ded. to Indian Emperor.
Everywhere the history of religion betrays a tendency to

enthusiasm. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 26.
Actions that promote society and mutual fellowshipseem reducible to a proneness to do good to others and a

ready sense of any good done by others. South.
It cannot be denied that there is now a greater disposi-

tion amongst men toward the assertion of individual lib-

erty than existed during the feudal ages.
11. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 187.

bent'2 (bent), . [Also dial, bennet; < ME. bent,
< AS. "beonet (found only in comp., in local
names, as in Beonetledh, > E. Bentley) = OS.
"binet (not authenticated) = LG. behnd (Brem
Worterb.) = OHG. binnz, binez, MHG. binz, G.
binse, a bent, rush; origin unknown.] 1. Any
stiff or wiry grass, such as grows on commons
or neglected ground. The name is given to many spe-
cies, as Agrostis vulqaris, Agropyrum jutueum, species of
Aira, etc. ; in America it is applied exclusively to Ai/rostin
vulijaris and A. canina. Also bent-grass.
2. The culm or stalk of bent

;
a stalk of coarse

withered grass; a dead stem of grass which
has borne seed.

His spear a bent both stiff and strong.
Drayton, Nymphidia.

3. A. place covered with grass; a field; unin-
closed pasture-land ;

a heath.

Vche beste to the bent that that bytes on erbej.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 532.

Black bent, Alopeairus agrestii.'Oos r brown bent
Agrostis canina. Marsh, creeping, fine, or white
bent, Affrottii mlgarii. Reed bent, Ammofkila arun-
dinacea. -Wire bent, Xardus stricta. To take the
bent, to take to the bent

; run away. [Scotch.]

Take the bent, Mr. Rashleigh. Make ae pair o' legs
worth twa pair o' hands. Scott, Rob Roy, II. 4.

ben-teak (ben'tek), . A close-grained, infe-
rior kind of teak, used in India for buildings



ben-teak 527 bequeath
and other ordinary purposes. It is the wood of benumbedness (be-numd'nes), n. [(benumbed, benzyl (ben'zil), . [< hrnz('iic) + -i/l.] An
I.HI/I rxtrtriitiii iiiicriii-iir/Ki. pp. of In mnnli. + -ness.] The state of being organic radical (CgHgCHo) which does not ex-

bent-grass (bent'gras), . Same as brut", I. benumlied : absence of sensation or feeling. ist in the free stud-, but in combination forms
benthal (beu'thal), a. [<Gr. fievOor,, the depths benumbment (be-num'ment), H. [(.

IHII n nib + a considerable number of compounds,
of the sea, + -at.] Of or pertaining to depths -incul.'] The aci of benumbing; the state of benzylation (ben-/i-la'shon), n. [< /;<-/// +
of the sea of a thousand fathoms and more, being benumbed

; torpor. -/<.] The act of adding benzene to rosani-
See extract. benweed (ben' wed), . [Also bin-, bind-, bun- line or some similar substance.

In his presidential address to the biological section ,,f
'" '' .' < '"'" (uncertain) + imv/l. < T. In ndiri Hi, The tendency of the /<,.-./'"'""' being togive the colour

the llritish Association at Plymouth in 1.S77, Mr. (iwyn hiit'tii'iitl.] Ragwort. [Scotland and North. a Muer shade.

Jeffreys suggested the n-r ,,f the uamc '//(/!/. . . (or [veland. I
Crarr ' '"', , ' .In, inn and I'alieo-priiiting, p. 399.

in'-'thc'tei'i'i',' ''.'I'v^'iT' for
h
dertjM

1

down
r
to one'tnouKand benzaldehyde (ben-zal'de-hid), n. [< In n~( .,/<) benzylic (ben-zil'ik), it. [< brii-yl + -i<:] Re-

fathoms. P. fl. CaronUr, in Science, IV. 223. + aldehyde.] The oil of bitter almonds, C, ;

'ated to or containing the radical benzyl.

KOTittiamir MX.TI tlmm'ik> Of or t,e,-f,i, mn- H.COH, a colorless liquid having a pleasant bepaint (be-panf), c. t. [< 6t-l + paint.] To

Si>t ISt-ii
"or and sol"ble iu water, it is prepared artiti- paint; cover with paint, or as with paint.

eially "11 a lalL'r scale, and used in making ben/oic aci, I Klsc would a maiileli blush li.-/*iiiil my check,
as well a~ \arioiis ]iiginents. >**.. K. and .1., il. 2.

The Briitliiiiiiii- standard of the Kn-atcst liappiness was beUZamide (beil'za-lllid or -mid), II. [< Inn- beDale (be lial') r t IX 6e-1 + / 2 1 To
that which I had always been taught t.. apply ;(<iir) + uniiilr.] A'wliite crystalline substance. ,,,"lk ,.

,

ll( ;

_ .. . .. ,..
C

(iH.v ('<).NH2 ,
which maybe reganled as the Th,,.,.p, ,j,',, ,i iip ,'thine. /,,,/-./ with bh,t,,.

Benthamism (ben'tham-izm), . f< Btmtham amide of beuzoyl. Came T,, an inconstant Servant.
+ -torn.] The political and ethical system benzene (bcn'/.eu), n. [< beaz(oic) + -</.] 1. bepat (be-paf), . M pret. and pp. bepatted,
taught by Jeremy Bentham (1748-1882), who A hydrocarbon (C6H6 ) formed whenever or-

,,, 1,,,,,'illuni [< br-i + ,,al ] To beat upon;
held that the greatest happiness of the great- jjanic bodies are subjected to destructive dis- patter upon
eat number is the rational end of moral rules, tillation at a high temperature, and obtained \, ti ,m ,,.. u ,.u n,,. ,,, u ,,, ull ,i

and ought to be the aim of governments and commercially from coal-tar. It is a clear, otata Tin dut, i,i,,^ t, , i btftt the ground,
individuals alike; utilitarianism (which see). liquid, of a peculiar ethereal, agreeable ,loi. used in the J. Bnillir, The Kitten.

My previous education (that is, before 1821-2] had been,
arts as a solvent l,,r ^mM*, roiiis fats. , ,-.. a,,,l as the bepearl (be-])crl'), r. I. [< 6c-l + pearl.] To

in a certain sense, already a course of lii'iiilinmixiii.
i;h aMiiine and the cover with pearls, or with shining ilrops like

J. S. Mill, Autidiiog., p. 4.
' ,:!',

,..,, -Is

T 2. Same as bviiztn or ben:nn-. rls -

,

Is Ix-iiiininnxni so absolutely the truth, that the Pope is v ii /! ' *n iv;*>, ( ^ -i- / 1 & raw prlmroie all Mpcarwa with dew.
to be denounced because he has not yet become a convert DenZUl'>e zii;, ;/. ^ ue

< ;,,,. The I'rimrow.
to it? J. n. Xm;,,,,,,, i,,.tter (is7S), p. 114. pound (Cj^HjoOa) obtained by the oxidation , u ,, -

,r > .
r
, ,

,
, ,.,,,-n Tnnolt

o *i. -* ,1 /. r/ " - nf henzohi. and also bv heatint? bromotoluvlene Depeit (D(.-pelt ), i . f. L^ * PB*.} .

Joentnamite (oen tnam-it), . [\,, .

,.,;>, woto,. ot lino p .

A follower of Bentham ; a believer in
v'n 'me ( V)en zil'ik) a f< 6e- + ic 1 Of bepepper (be-pep'er), p.*an adherent of the Benthamic

A faithful &iiAa.ffe trBvemiii!.' mi age still din.med by v i~ijn ri.en '
/i mid or mid) i K fcfii

To pester greatly ; plague ;
harass.

_ ^
r

To

bentinck (ben'tingk), . [From Captain *- ^.^^ft^S^-SS 1^2""^, a,,l lulder, .1,^wW ,

ct (1737-75), the inventor.] M B fc, a trian- gfS^JSffi fttiftSSSS&r Rl"' >tek "" w-' 8 ' C^"a "' Ili d - ""'
gular course, used as a trysail : now generally benzin benzine (ben'zin, ben-zen'). . [<

- bepinkt (be-pingk'), r. /. [< be-1 + pink.] To
superseded by the storm-staysail. _ Bentinck ,

(<lic) '+ ./H a . /)( ;,2.] A colorless limpid liquid pGS ; cut in scallops or pierce with small holes.
boom, a small boom on the foot of a square forenu. / .. . . .- i .., i 3

r V* itami a /^ . ; t.' \ .. * r/ ;. 1 j_ .
i T^ , ;.

Bentinck shrouds, ropes extending from the weathe,- consisting of a mixture of volatile hydrocarbons beplSS (be-pis ), v. t. [< 6e-i + puss.] To piss
futtock-statf to the lee-ehannels, to support the mast when and having a specific gravity of between 62 upon; wet with urine.
the ship is rolling heavily. INo longer used.] and65B. It is obtained by the fractional distillation of bepitcht (be-pich'), u. t. [< 6e-l + pitch*.] To

bentiness (ben n-nes), H. Ihe state of being petroleum. It is essentially different from benzene, being cover or stain with pitch ; hence, to blacken or

benty. mixture of hydrocarlKins, while benzene is a single hy- darken Sulrester

bent&g (ben'ting) n [< lct + -ij,.] The ^^SS^SS^^JS^SM bepity (be-pit'i) r. .: pret. and pp. 6fcrf.
act of seeking or collecting bents or bent-stalks. aikaloids . Also improperly written tenaw. Ppr. bepitying. [< be-1 + pity.] To pity ex-

The pigeon never knoweth woe benzoate (ben'zo-at), n. [< bcnzo(fr) + -ate^.] ceedingly.
I

-

utilshedotlla!-enygo. Ray's 1'rutxrb*. A salt of benzoic acid. Mercy on him, poor heart ! I beniiifd him, so I did.

benting-time (ben'ting-tim), . The time when benzoated (ben'zo-a-ted), a. Mixed with beii- Fielding, Tom Jones, x. 9.

pigeons feed on bents before peas are ripe : as, zoin or benzoic acid. beplait (be-plaf), r. t. [< be-i + plait.] To
''rare bcnting-times," Dryden, Hind and Pan- benzoic (ben-zo'ik), a. [< benzo(in) + -ic.] plait.

ther, iii. 1283. Pertaining to or obtained from benzoin._Ben- beplaster (be-plas'ter), r. t. [< 6<M + plaster. ]

bentivi, bentiveo (ben-te've, -te-va'o), n. zoic acid, c,'H5cooH, a peculiar vegetable acid, ob- To cover with plaster; cover or smear over

[Said to be Braz.] A name, said to be used ill
tained from benzoin and other balsams by sublimation or thickly ;

bedaub.

Brazil, of a clamatorial passerine bird of .the $^JSShMSftd5 3SSl" kromaUc*; It *W* rouge. (Wl^ft*. Retaliation.

family tyrannidee, the Pitangus sitlphiiratui of Is used in making incense and pastils. Benzoic ether, a beplume (be-plom'), r. t. [< be-1 + plume.]
authors in general, Tyrannus siilitJiiiratus (Vieil- substance obtained by distilling together 4 parts of alco- fo furnish or adorn with feathers ; plume.
lot), Lanius sulphumtvs (Linmeua), originally ^tJffirt^^ldA^'^otoAraftS: bepommel (be-pum'el), . (. [< fce-l + pom-
described in 1760 by Brisson as la pie-gneschc havlllg a feeble aromatie smell like that of fruits, and a '<'.] To pommel soundly ;

drub.

jaune <le Cayenne, and hence long supposed to pungent aromatic taste. Benzoic fermentation, see bepowder (be-pou'der), r. t. [< 6e-l + poicder.]
be a shrike. fermentation. To powder;' sprinkle or cover all over with
ben trovatO (ban tro-va'to). [It.: ben, < L. benc, benzoin (ben zo-m or -zom), . [First in 16th powde r, as the hair.

well; tromto (pi. trovati), pp. of troearc, find, century; also written benjoin, bengeinne ben-
,. t,,e beau eom ,,ed ,Iwt his wlll to ,

invent : see trove.] Well feigned ; well in- 0n, later MMKM, etc. (also corruptly beuja- ... all the thought withiuside his noddle to bepowder
vented : a part of a familiar Italian saying, Se min > 1- v -)i = D- benjuin = G. benzoe, benzoin = and becurl the outside?

non e vero, e ben tromto (If it is not true, it Dan. benzoe, < F. benjoin, < Pg. beijoim = Sp.
* *<*, Freewill, foreknowledge, etc., P . 98.

is well imagined), sometimes introduced, in benjui, meiijui = It. benzoi, < AT. luban jdica, bepraise (be-praz ), r. t. [< 6e-l + praise. ] To
various relations in English lit. 'incense of Java' (Sumatra). The omission praise greatly or extravagantly ; puff .

Various anecdotesof him [Da,,te]re related by Boceac- j"
Rom. of the syllable lu-

_
was prob. due to its Bepraited by newspapers and marines

cio, Sacchetti, and others, none of them verisimilar, and being mistaken for the def. art.] Otum benja- Gotdtmith, Essays, viii.

some of them at least tlfteen centuries old when revamped, min; the concrete resinous juice of Styrax Hardly any man, and certainly no politician, has been
Most of them are neither veri nor ben Irurali. Benzoin, a tree of Sumatra, Java, and the Ma- so ("Pr ''rf Burke. Conteinporam Jier.. L. 27.

' ......."' Among my Books, 2dser., p. 19.
,ay peninsula) obtained by incisions into the bepray (be-pra'), p. t. [< be-l + pray.] To

benty (ben'ti), a. [< bent? + -yl.] 1. Of, per- bark. The benzoin of commerce is obtained from both pray; beseech. Stuik.

taining to, or of the nature of bent or bent- Sumatra and Siain, that from siam being much superior beprose (be-proz'), v. t. [< be-1 + prose.] To
grass. 2. Covered with or abounding in bent. to

.
the other ''" quality When rubbed or heated, it has reduce to prose.

benumt, p. a. and e. *. An earlier form of be- t*^tgj^ t
to** S'S^cLthoHc To ^ro/all rhyme. JfrtW, Verbal CriticUn,.

""'"'' and Greek churches, and is the base of the tincture called bepucker (be-puk'er), V. t. [< be-1 + pucker.]
benumbt, benome't, l>. a. [Early mod. E., < /riant' or Turlington's balsam, long famous as a remedy fo Ducker
ME. benome, beno^n < AS bcn.uucn pp. of be- ^~"* f^'tVf^dicinT^edlen'To^S bepT&F (be-puf), P. t. [< be-1 + j>u/.] To puff;
niman, depnve: see Ofmm.] Benumbed.

piaster. See Styrax. bepraise.benumb (be-num'), i>. t. [Early mod. E.fcc/, benzol (ben'zol),n. [Less prop, benzole ; < ben- Doggeries never so diplomaed, bepu/rd, gaslighted, coii-

bc'iKiinbe, bcnome, < lienumo, beniim, batomc, p. a.:
z(oie) + -ol.] Same as benzene, 1. tinue doggeries. Cartyle, Past and Present, p. 392.

see benumb, p. a.] 1 . To make torpid ; deprive benzolin (beu'zo-lin), n. [< 'benzol + -int.] bepurple (be-per'pl), v. t. [< 6e-i -I- purple.]
of sensation : as, a hand or foot benumbed by same as benzen^ 1. To tinge or dye with a purple color. Digges.
cold. 2. To stupefy; render inactive. benzolize (ben'zo-liz), p. t.; pret. and pp. ben- bepuzzle (be-puz'l), c. t. [< 6t-l + puzzle.] To

It seizes upon the vitals, and benumb* the senses. South, zolizcd, ppr. benzolizing. [< benzol + -ize.] To puzzle greatly ; perplex.

My mind revolts at the reverence for foreign authors,
treat

. impregnate, or cause to combine with bepuzzlement (be-puz'1-ment), n. [< bepuzzle
which stifles inquiry, restrains investigation, benumbs the benzene or a benzene derivative. + -mcnt.] Perplexity.
viiror of the intellectual faculties, subdues and debases benzoyl (ben'zo-il or -zoil), . [< henzo(ic) + bequeath (be-kweTH'), v. t. [< ME. bequethen,

.\. ti ,'Mar, in Scudder, p. 230. ,
yl ] He radical (C7H5O) of benzoic acid, of oil biquctlien, earlier bicwethen, < AS. becwethan,

benumbed (be-numd'), p. a. Numb or torpid, of bitter almonds, and of an extensive series of declare, affirm, give by will, < be- + cirethan,
either physically or morally : as, benumbed compounds derived from this oil, or connected say. The simple verb became obsolete in the
limbs; benumbed faith. with it by certain relations. ME. period, except in the pret. quoth, which



bequeath

remains archaically in an idiomatic construc-

tion (see quoth). The compound has been pre-
served through its technical use in wills.] If.

To give away; transfer the possession of; as-

sign as a gift.
Wilt thou forsake thy fortune,

ISequeath thy land to him. and follow me?
Mnk., K. John, i. 1.

2. To give or leave by will
; assign as a legacy :

more commonly, but not necessarily, used of

personal property, in contradistinction to real

property, which is said to be devised.

Mine heritage,
Which my dead father did bfi/tieath tome.

Mat:, Pericles, ii. 1.

3. To hand down
;
transmit.

One generation 'las bequeathed its religious gloom ami

ligious ardor to the next.

ll-ttturiu\ Alain Street.
the counterfeit of its religio

Greece has bequeathed to us her ever living tongue, and
the immortal productions of her intellect.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 18.

4f. To commit ;
commend

;
intrust.

We to flames our slaughtered friends bequeath.
I'niip, Iliad, vii. 399.

5f. To give or yield ; furnish; impart.
A niggards purse shall scarce bequeath his master a

good dinner.

I'ennyless Part., in Hart. Misc. (Malh.), III. 72. (.V. E. D.)

That which bequeath* it this slow pace.
A". Fair/ax, Bulk and Selv., p. 122. (A

T
. E. D.)

6f. Reflexively, to commit; dedicate; devote.

Orpheus . . . bequeaths himself to a solitary life in the
deserts. A'. Vi<jlnj, Broad Stoneof Honour, 1. 166. (X.E.D.)

bequeatht (be-kwera'), . [< bequeath, r.] A
bequest.
bequeathable (be-kwe'THa-bl), a. [< bequeath
+ -dbte. ] Capable of being bequeathed.

bequeathal (be-kwe'THal), . [< bequeath +
-aT.] The act of bequeathing; bequest.
The beijueathal of their savings may he a means of giv-

inu' unalloyed happiness. The American, VI. 324.

bequeather (be-kwe'THer), n. One who be-

queaths.
bequeathment (be-kweTH'ment), n. [< be-

queath + -ment.] The act of bequeathing; a

bequest.
bequest (be-kwesf), . [< ME. bequeste, by-

quyste, prob. (with excrescent -t, as in be-

hest, and shifted accent, after the verb) < AS.
*bicwis (equiv. to bicwide, ME. bequide, after

becwethan, ME. bequethen),< bi-, accented form,
in nouns, of bi-, be-, + cwis (ciciss-), saying, <

cwethan, say: see bequeath.] 1. The act of

bequeathing or leaving by will.

He claimed the crown to himself, pretending an adop-
tion, or bequest of the kingdom unto him, by the Confes-
sor. Sir M. Hale.

Possession, with the right of bequest and inheritance, is

the stimulant which raises property to its highest value.
If. A. Rev., CXLIII. 58.

2. That which is left by will; a legacy. 3.
That which is or has been handed down or
transmitted.

Our cathedrals, our creeds, our liturgies, our varied
ministries of compassion for every form of human suffer-

ing, are a bequest from the age of faith.

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 263.

bequestt (be-kwesf), *. t. [< bequest, n.] To
give as a be'quest; bequeath.
bequetheti t. An obsolete form of bequeath.
Clinucer.

bequia-SWeet (ba-ke'a-swet), n. [See quot.]
An oscine passerine bird, of the family Icterida;

and subfamily Quiscalinai ; the Quiscalus lumi-

nosus, a grakle found in the Caribbees : so named
from its note.

In Bequia fin the Caribbees], and extending through-
out the chain [of islands], is a blackbird, a new species
named the QttdeoitM lunrinoxux, which makes the air re-

sound with its joyous cry : "Bequia Kiveet, sweet, Bequia
sweet." Ober, Camps in the Caribbees, p. 246.

bequote (be-kwof), '. '. [< fee-1 + quote.'] To
quote frequently or much.

beraftt, PP- A Middle English past participle
of bereave.

beraint (be-ran'), v. t. [< ME. beraynen, berei-
nen (= OHG. biregaiion, G. beregnen), < be- +
reinen, rain : see be-1 and ruin1

. ] To rain upon.
With his teris salt hire breest byreyned.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1172.

Berardius (be-rar'di-us), n. [NL., named after
M. Berard.] A genus of odontoeete whales,
of the family Physeteridce and subfamily Ziphii-
n<e, having two functional teeth on each side of
the mandibular symphysis. It is related in general
characters to Ziphiux and Mesoplodon. The only species,
B. arnmixi, attaining a length of about 80 feet, is found in
New Zealand waters.

Berard steel. See steel.
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berat (be-raf), w. [Arinen.] A warrant or

patent of dignity or privilege given by an Ori-

ental monarch.
berate (be-raf), . /. [< be-1 + rate*.] To chide

vehemently; scold.

Zopyrus liffatfd Socrates as if he had caught a pick-

pocket. l't>- "''. -"", XXII. 65.

berattlet (be-rat'l), v. t. [< be-1 + rattle.] To
cry down; abuse

;
rundown. Shah. [Bare.]

beraunite (be-ra'nit), n. [< licraun (see def.)
+ -itc".] A hydrous phosphate of iron of a
reddish-brown color, found at St. Benigiia near
Berann in Bohemia.

berayt (be-ra'), v. t. [< lie- 1 + ray
3
.] 1. To

make fouf; defile; soil.

Beraifhi'i the font and water while the bishop was bap-
tizing him'. Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. To scent.
How conies your handkercher

Ho sweetly thus berai/'d ?

Mnldleton, The Witch, i. '2.

berbe (berb), n. The name of an African genet,
Genetta pardina.
Berber (ber'ber), n. and n. [< Ar. Berber, Bar-

bur, the Berbers : see barbary and barb3.] I. .

1. A person belonging to any one of a group
of tribes inhabiting the mountainous parts of

Barbary and portions of the Sahara, descended
from the primitive race of those regions. 2.
The language spoken by the Berbers. It is

one of the Hamitic languages.
II. a. Of or pertaining to the Berbers or

their language.
Berberidaceae (ber"be-ri-da'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Berberis (lierberid-) + -a'cea.] A natural
order of plants, belonging to the thalamifloral

dicotyledons, distinguished from allied orders

by having the few stamens in two or three
whorls and the anthers opening by valves. The
genera are widely distributed, but are small, with the

exception of Berberis. Of the smaller genera, the blue
cohosh (Caulophyllum), the mandrake (Podophyllum), and
the twin-leaf (Jeffersonia) are of more or less repute in

medicine, and the Akebia is an ornamental climber. See
cut under Berberis.

berberidaceous (ber'be-ri-da'shras), a. Of or

pertaining to the lierberidacece.

berberine (ber'be-rin), n. [< NL. berberina :

see Berberis and -ie2.] An alkaloid (Co H17
NO4 ) widely distributed in the vegetable king-
dom, being found in the barberry and a con-
siderable number of plants, or parts of plants,
whose extracts combine a yellow color and bit-

ter taste. It forms fine yellow acicular crystals, spar-
ingly soluble In water, having a bitter taste. The sul-

phate and hydrochlorate are soluble, but with difficulty.

Berberis (ber'be-ris), n. [NL. : see barberry.]
The principal genus of the natural order Ber-

beridacea;, including the common barberry.
It contains about 50

species of shrubby
plants, mostly Ameri-
can, and ranging from
Oregon to Tierra del

Fnego. The common
barberry, B. vulgaris,
the only European spe-
cies and extensively na-
turalized in the United
States, is well known
for its red acid berries,
which make a pleasant
preserve. The leaves
also are acid, and the
bark and root, as in

many other species, are

astringent and yield a

yellow dye. The bark
of the root of this and
of several Asiatic spe-

cies, as B. Lycium, B.

Asiatica, and B. arix-

tata, is used as a bitter tonic and for the extraction of
l>erberine (which see). Some of the Mahonia group of

species, distinguished by pinnate evergreen leaves, and
including the Oregon grape of the Pacific coast, B. Agui-
folium, are frequently cultivated for ornament. The
stamens in this genus are curiously irritable, springing
forward upon the pistil when the inner side of the fila-

ment is touched.

berberry (ber'ber-i), . Same as barberry.
berbine (ber'bin), . [< Berb(eris) + -ine%.]
An alkaloid extracted from the root and inner
bark of the barberry. It is an amorphous
white powder, bitter to the taste.

berceuse (bar-sez'), n. [F., a rocker, a lullaby.
Cf. bercfaii, a cradle, < bercer, rock, lull to

sleep.] A cradle-song; especially, a vocal or
instrumental composition of a tender, quiet,
and soothing character.

bercheroot (ber'che-rot), n. The Bussian
pound, the unit of weight in Russia. The
standard of 1835 equals 409.5174 grams, or
0.9028307 of a pound avoirdupois.
bercowetz, . See berl-m-ets.

Barberry (Berberis vulgaris), with
fruit, flower, and anther (<r a) in the
act of dehiscence.

berg

berdasht, " See Imrdaslt.

berdet, " An obsolete form of beanl.

bereH, ', bere2t, etc - An obsolete form of
hear1

, bear'*, etc., berry*, etc.

Berean (be-re'an), a. and n. [Also written Be-
rn-fin, < L. Umi'KK, < licroefi, < Gr. Bipoia, Bt/)-

l>oia.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the ancient town
of Berea (Beroea, now Verria) in Macedonia;
in religious use, resembling the people of Berea
as described in the Acts. See II., 2.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of ancient Berea.
2. One of a sect of dissenters from the Church
of Scotland, who took their name from and
profess to follow the ancient Bereans men-
tioned in Acts xvii. 11, in bxiilding their sys-
tem of faith and practice upon the Scriptures
alone, without regard to human authority.
Also called Barclayiten, from their founder,
John Barclay (1734-98), of Muthill, Perthshire.

Berea sandstone. See sandstone.

bereave (be-rev'), ;-.; pret. and pp. bereaved or

bereft, ppr.
'

bereaviny. [< ME. bereren, bireren

(pret. berevede, berefte, bereft, berafte, pp. be-

reved, bereft, beraft), < AS. beredfian (= OFries.
birava = OS. birobhon = D. berooreu = OHG.
biroiibon, MHG. berouben, G. berattben = Goth.

biraubon), rob, bereave, < be- + redfian, plun-
der, rob: see be-1 and reave.] I. trans. 1. To
deprive by or as if by violence; rob; strip:
with of before the thing taken away.
Me have ye bereaved of my children. Gen. xlii. 36.

Fate had weaven
The twist of life, and her of life bereaven.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

Wilt thou die e'en thus,
Ruined 'midst ruin, ruining, bereft

O/name and honor V

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 18.

[It is sometimes used without of, more especially in the

passive, the subject of the verb being either the person
deprived or the thing taken away.

And 'tis your fault I am bereft him so.

Shak.
,
Venus and Adonis, 1. 381.

All your interest in those territories

Is utterly bereft you. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., Hi. 1.)

2f. To take away by destroying, impairing, or

spoiling ;
take away by violence.

Shall move you to bereave my life. Marlowe.

I think his understanding is bereft.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., 11.6.

3f. To deprive of power ; prevent.
No thing may bireve

A man to love, til that him list to leve.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 685.

II. in trans. To destroy life
;
cutoff. [Rare.]

bereavement (be-rev'ment), n. [< bereave +
-ment.] 1. The act of bereaving. 2. The state
of being bereaved ; grievous loss; particularly,
the loss of a relative or friend by death.

He bore his bereavement with stoical fortitude.
H. Smith, Tor Hill.

bereaver (be-re'ver), n. One who bereaves or

deprives another of something valued.
bereft (be-reff). Preterit and past participle
of bereave.

Berengarian (ber-en-ga'ri-an), n. and a. [<
ML. Berengariiis, Berengar, a theologian, born
about A.

p. 998, died about 1088.] I. n. One of
a sect which followed Berengarius or Berengar
of Tours, archdeacon of Angers in the eleventh

century, who denied the doctrine of trausub-
stantiation.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Berengarians
or their opinions.
Berengarianism (ber-en-ga'ri-an-izm), n. [<

Berengarian + -ism. ] The opinions or doctrines
of Berengarius and his followers. See Beren-

garian.
Berenice's hair. See Coma Berenices.
beresite (ber'e-sit), . [< Beres(ovsk) + -4te%.]
A fine-grained granite found near Beresovsk,
Russia, in the Ural, associated with gold-bear-
ing quartz.

beret, berret1
(ber'et), . [F. beret, < ML. be-

retta, biretta, a cap: see barret'2 and biretta.]
1 . A round flat woolen cap worn by the Basque
peasantry. N. E. D. 2. Same as birr/fa.

beretta, . See biretta.

berettina, . See berrettina.

berewickt, See bertcick.

berg1
(berg), . [< Icel. Sw. Norw. &pn/ = Dan.

bjerg, a rock, G. berg = E. barrow1
,
a hill.] A

rock. [Shetland.]
berg2 (berg), . [From -berg in iceberg, < G.

eisoerg : see iceberg. Not from AS. beorg, a hill,
which gives E. barrow1

,
a mound (but cf . bergh) :

see barrow1
.] A large floating mass or moun-

tain of ice
;
an iceberg.

Like glittering tori}* of ice. Trnnytun, Princess, iv.



bergall

bergall (be-r'gal), . [Also written burytill, var.

of bin/ill, liirijle, q. v.] The dinner or blue-

perch, a very common Xe\v Knghind lish, I'l* n<>-

labriis inlxperKiin. .See burgau, and cut under
OWMMT,
Bergamask (her 'ga- mask), . and ii. [< It.

BergtiHttmco, adj., ("Ji<-r</<iin<i, a town in Italy.
Cf. bergamot1

.] I. . Of or pertaining to the

city or province of Bergamo in northern Italy,
or the district of Bergamasca: as, Berijnm<ixl;

traditions; the lirri/tnnnxk Alps; "o,Bery<iHin*l;

dance," ,S7//.-., M. X. 1)., v. 1.

II. 11. 1. An inhabitant of Bergamo or Ber-

gamasca.
A id 1 "' :>t Hi' 1

poverty cif tin.' /. in. .11^ whom,
moreover, flic extremes .if .stupidity and cimnini; are

most usually found, accoriling to the popular notion in

Italy. //././/*, \eiiclian Life, v.

2. [= F. berf/ti/Hii:ii/ni'. ] A rustic dance in im-

itation of the people of Borgamuoa, who were
ridiculed as clownish in manners and speech.
bergamot 1

(ber'ga-mot), w. [Konnerly also

biiri/nnint, hni'i/riiiiilt, biHiri/iimiit, appar. < /'</-

(jiiiiin, a town in Italy. Of. bergtimiit'*.] 1. A
variety of the lime or lemon, Citrux medica, with
a very aromatic rind, from which, either by me-
chanical means orby distillation, the volatile oil

of bergamot (known in trade as ensence of In r-

ganiot) is obtained. The essence is a product
chiefly of southern Italy, and is much em-
ployed in perfumery. 2. The popular name
of several labiate plants, as in England of
Mentha eitratn, and in the United States of
Monarda fistulosa and M. dirlyma. 3. A kind
of snuff perfumed with bergamot.
Gives the nose its bergamot. Cowper, Task, ii.

4. A coarse tapestry manufactured from flocks

of wool, silk, cotton, hemp, and from the hair
of oxen and goats, said to have been made origi-

nally at Bergamo.
bergamot2 (ber'ga-mot), w. [< F. bergamote, <

It. bergamotto, appar. a perversion, simulating
a connection with Bergamo, a town in Italy (cf.

bergamot 1
), of Turk, begarmudi, lit. (like the G.

name fiirstenbirne) prince's pear, < beg, a prince
(see bey

2
), + armud, a pear.] A variety of pear.

bergander (ber'gan-der), n . [Early mod. E. also

bin/under, burr/ander, appar. < ME. berge, a bur-
row (see berry&, burrow'*), + gander (i. e., PttfTOW-

gander; cf. its other name, burrow-duck). Cf. D.

bergeend = NFries. bargaand = MLG. bcrcliaiit

= G. bergente, lit. 'hill-duck,' G. erdgans, lit.

'earth-goose.'] A name of the sheldrake or

burrow-duck, Tadorna vulpanser. Seesheldrakc.

bergell, . See bergle.

bergert, [Appar. < F. bergere, a ueglig6 style
of dressing the hair.] A lock of hair worn
long, and with the end curled, by ladies in the
time of Charles II.

Bergerac (ber'je-rak; F. pron. berzh-rak'), n.

1. A red wine of good quality, made in the

department of Dordogne in southwestern

France, in the vicinity of the town of Bergerac.
It is seldom in the market under its own name, but is ex-

ported from Bordeaux, and confounded with claret. It is

very popular throughout central France.

2. A white wine from the same district, gen-
erally very sweet and of a high flavor. 3. A
dry wine not unlike Barsac.

bergerett, n. [OF., < bergcr, a shepherd, < ML.
berbicarius, a shepherd, < berbex, L. vertex, a

wether.] A pastoral or rustic song or dance.
Also bargeret, bargaret.

There began anon
A lady for to singe right womanly
A baryaret in praising the daisie.

Flower and Lea/, L 848.

berght, [Cf. bargh ; obsolete form- (after

Scand.) of barrow1
,
a hill.] A hill.

berglax (berg'laks), re. [Norw. berglax, berg-
laks, lit. rock-salmon (= Dan. bjerglax, the
common hake), < berg = Sw. berg, Dan. bjerg,
a hill, rock, + Norw. Sw. Dan. lax = AS. leax=
G. lachs, salmon.] The Norwegian name of a

gadoid fish, Coryphamoides norvegicus, of the

family Macruridw.

bergle (ber'gl), n. [Also written bergell, ber-

</ (and bergall, burgall, q. v.), appar. a var. of

bergylt, q. v.] A name in the Shetland islands
of the ballan-wrasse, Labrus maculatus.

bergmanite (berg'man-it), re. [< T. O. Bergman,
a Swedish mineralogist (1735-84), + -ite*.] A
variety of the zeolite natrolite. it occurs massive
and fibrous in the zirconsyenite of Brevig in Norway. Its

colors are greenish, grayish-white, and red.

bergmaster (berg'mas"ter), . [After G. berg-
iii<-i.*trr: see barma&ter.'] Same as barmaster.

bergmehl (berg'mal), ii. [G., < berg = E. bar-

row1
,
a mountain, + mehl = E. wicmi2 .] Moun-
34
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tain-meal or fossil farina, a geological deposit
in tin 1 form of an extremely fine powder, con-

sisting iilmost entirely of the silicious frust ules

or cell-walls of diatoms. It has been eaten in Up-
land in seasons of ^r< at M aivity, mixed with uronnd r..ni

aid liark.

bergmote (berg'mfit). . Same, as bmutoti .

bergy (ber'gi), a. [< berg* + -y
1
.] 1. Full of

bergs or icebergs. 2. Resembling or of the
nature of a berg.

A coii^i.lera!.].- '../>../ mass of ice.
'

. /'. //./, I'olar Expediti p. -M;.

bergylt (ber'gilt), M. [Also written

(see also bergle, ben/nil, buri/nll); < Norw. I

gi/lt<i. dial, ln-rgg<ilt. appar. < berg, cliff, preci-

pice, hill, + gy'lta = Icel. ijylta and gylir, a sow.]
A name in Shetland of the rose-fish, .ViV/.v// *

ntiiriniix, a ti.--li of the family Xr<ii'i>n
L

i>i<lir. Also
called Norwegian haddock. See cut under >V-

battet,

berhyme, r. /. Kee \m-\mi-.

beriberi (ber'i-ber-i), M. [Singhalese; an in-

tensive redupl. of beri, weakness.] A disease
chariicterized by anemia, muscular and sen-

sory paralysis, more or less pain, general drop-
sical symptoms, effusion into the serous cavi-
ties, and dyspnoaa on exertion. Hydropic and dn
forms are distinguished by the presence or absence of

dropsy. It may be acute, or Btlbacnte, or chronic. It

does not appear to be contagious, though It infects local-

ities. Beriberi occurs in India and adjacent countries,
is irei|tlent in Japan under the name of Icakke, and semis
to be identical with the "sleeping sickness" of the west
coast of Africa. It is said to occur in South America
also.

Beridse (ber'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Beri(d-)s +
-idee.} A family of tetracheetous or tanysto-
inatous brachycerous Diptera, represented by
such genera as Beris, Xylophagus, etc. Also
called XylopTiagida:.

beridelt, n. [Origin obscure.] A garment of

linen, worn in Ireland in the reign of Henry
VIII. Plancht.

berigora (ber-i-go'ra), . A name of an Aus-
tralian falcon, the berigora hawk, Hieracidea

(or leracidea) berigora.
berime (be-rim'), v. t. [< 6c-l + rime1

.'] To
celebrate in rime or verse. Also berhyme.
She had a better love to berime [as in old editions] her.

Shale., R. and J., 11. 4.

beringed (be-ringd'), . [< be-1 + ringed.']

Supplied or surrounded with rings.
A curiously beringed disc [Saturn].

E. F. Burr, Ecce Coelum, p. 99.

Beris (ber'is), n. [NL.] The typical genus of
the family Berida;, or Xylophagidire. B. clavipes
is an example.
Berkeleian (berk'le-an), a. and re. I. a. Per-

taining or relating to George Berkeley, bishop
of Cloyne, Ireland (born 1684, died 1753), or to
Berkeleianism.

The Berkeleian idealism is little more than the easy
demonstration that this view [that the world of reality
exists quite independently of being known by any know-
ing beings in it], from a philosophical standing point, is

untenable. J. C. Shairp, Culture and Religion, p. 1S5.

II. . One who holds Bishop Berkeley's sys-
tem of idealism ; one who denies the existence
of a material world.
Berkeleianism (berk'le-an-izm), n. The phi-
losophy of Bishop Berkeley. See Berkeleian.
He holds that material things exist only in so far as

they are perceived; their esse is percipi. It is by think-

ing them, and making us think them, that the Divine
Being creates the material universe. But Berkeley gives
to souls a substantive existence, so they must lie created
otherwise. The Berkeleiau idealism is intimately inter,
woven with an extreme nominalism, which denies the exis-
tence of general conceptions. Berkeley's theory of vision,
which in a modified form is now generally adopted by
scientific men, is that while we see two dimensions of

space, the third is recognized by touch (that is, by the mus-
cular sense), until the eyes become educated to associat-

ing certain appearances with certain feelings of touch.

Berkeley's Act. See act.

berkovets (ber'ko-vets), n. [Russ. berkovetsu."]
A Russian weight, legally equal to 400 Russian
pounds, or 361 pounds 2 ounces avoirdupois.
In other parts of Russia, whore older pounds
have not gone out of use, the value of this unit
is somewhat greater. Also bercowets.

berkowitz (ber'ko-vitz), n. [G. berkowitz, repr.
Russ. twwwME.] Same as berkovets.

berlin1
(ber'lin orber-lin'), n. [In first sense,

= Sp. Pg. It. berlina = G. berline, < F. bcrline :

< Berlin, the capital of Prussia.] 1. A large
four-wheeled carnage with a suspended body,
two interior seats, and a top or hood that, can
be raised or lowered : so called because first

made in Berlin, in the seventeenth century,
from the designs of an architect of the elector
of Brandenburg. 2. A knitted glove.

Bernicla

\ lal mini in black tights an. I 1 1

/>(Vt./

berlin-, berling, . See bir/m.

Berlin blue, iron, etc. See the nouns,

berloque (ber-lok'), . [F.] Milit., the tattoo

upon a drum announcing a meal-time.
berni (berm), n. [Also written In-rnii', rarely
binii, IIIII'IH : cf. !'. ///<, = 1,'nss. In rum, etc.,

< .Ml). In-run-, 1). Inrni. In //'. = ML(i. /

barm, = (1. ///;, .-i benri, prob. = Icel. Intiinr,

edge, border, brim, as of a river or the sea. etc.:

see ftriml.] 1. A narrow ledge; specincallv.
in furl., a space of ground or a terrace from 3 to
"i feet in width, left between the rampart and
the moat or foss, designed to receive the ruins
of the rampart in the event of a bombardment.
and to prevent the earth from filling th.

Sometimes it ii palisaded, and in the Netherlands it is

L'< hrr.lll.V lllalltc.l \\itll U <ll!!<-k* t llv.l^c.

If wt- accept the Hindu Ku.sh a.s our mountain fortreH*.

then, to use a !<< -Imiral phrase, Afghan Turkistan i> "in
'.. -i-iii and the Oxus our ditch.

J. T. Whnler, Short Hist. India, p. (S8B.

2. The bank or side of a canal which is oppo-
site to the towing-path. Also called bfrm-lmnl..

berme't, A Middle English form of barm".

berme'-', . See ///.
bermillians (ber-mil'yanz), n. pi. [Origin un-

known.] Pieces of linen or fustian.

Bermuda grass, fan-palm, etc. See the nouns.
Bermudian (bcr-mu'di-an), a. and n. I. 11.

Pertaining or relating to the Bermudas or to

their inhabitants.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Bermuda
or the Bermudas, a group of islands in the At-

lantic, about 600 miles east of Cape Hatteras in

North Carolina, belonging to Great Britain.

bernH, A Middle English form of barn1
.

bern'-t, bernet, n. [Early mod. E. (Sc.), < ME.
berne, bern, burne, burn, etc., < AS. beorn, bioni,
a warrior, hero, a word used only in poetry, and
prob. = Icel. bjorn, a bear, appar. a deriv. of

*beri, m. (bera, {.), = AS. bera, a bear, E. bear2 .

It was a common poetical practice to give the
names of fierce animals to warriors; cf. AS.
eofor, a boar, = Icel. jiifurr, a warrior, hero.]
A warrior; a hero; a man of valor; in later

use, a poetic term for man.
bernacle1

(ber'na-kl), n. Same as barnacle1 .

bernacle2t, Same as barnacle?.

Bernardino (ber'nar-din), n. and a. [F. Ber-

nardin, < ML. Bernardimts, < Bernardus, Ber-

nard.] I. n. The name given in France to the
members of the Cistercian order of monks, it
is derived from St. Bernard (1091-1153), who was the most
distinguished member of the order and was regarded as its

second founder. See Cinleman.

II. a. Pertaining to St. Bernard or the Ber-
nardines.

Bernard's canal. See canal.

bernet, . See bem%.

bernert, [< ME. berner, < OF. berner, bemier,
brenier (ML. bernaritts), a feeder of hounds, <

breii; bran, bran : see bran."] An attendant in

charge of a pack of hounds. N. E. D.
Bernese (ber-neV or -nez'), a. and n. (X G.

Bern, F. Berne, in Switzerland, + -ese.~] I. .

Pertaining to Bern or its inhabitants.

II. n. sing, and /;/. A citizen or citizens of

Bern, the capital of Switzerland, or of the can-
ton of the same name.
bernesque (ber-nesk'), a. [< It. Bernesco, <

Berni ; see -esque."] In the humorous and bur-
lesque style of the writings of Francesco Berni,
an Italian poet, who died in 1536.

Bernesque poetry is the clearest reflexion of that reli-

gions and moral scepticism which was one of the charac-
teristics of Italian social life in the 16th century, and
which showed itself more or less in all the works of that

period, that scepticism which stopped the religious Refor-
mation in Italy, and which in its turn was an effect of his-
torical conditions. Encyc, Brit., XIII. 510.

Bernicla (ber'ni-kla), n. [NL. (adopted as a

genus name by Stephens, 1824), < ML. bernicla.

Canada Goose (Bcmida



Bernicla

the barnacle : see barnacle*.] A genus of geese,

containing the barnacle-goose, brent-goose, and
related species, which have black bills, black
head and neck with white markings, and the

general color dark, with white or light tail-cov-

erts. The type-species is Anscr bernicla, now B, leucopsix;
the brent-goose is B. brenta; the black brent of North
America is B. nigrieans ; the common wild goose of North
America, or Canada goose, is B. canadensis ; Hutchins's

goose is a similar but smaller species, R. hutchiiuri; there

are others also. See cuts under barnacle and brent-goose.

bernicle, bernicle-goose (ber'ni-kl, -gos), .

[A form of barnacle*, historically obsolete, but
now occasionally used with ref. to the NL.
generic name Bernicla.'] The barnacle or bar-

nacle-goose. See barnacle*, 1.

Bernissartia (ber-ni-sar'ti-a), . [NL., < Ber-
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only the first is a berry in the technical sense.

(6) Technically, a simple fruit in which the
entire pericarp is fleshy, excepting the outer
skin or epicarp, as the banana, tomato, grape,
currant, etc. (c) The dry kernel of certain
kinds of grain, etc., as the berry of wheat and
barley, or the coffee-berry. See cut under
wheat. 2. Something resembling a berry, as
one of the ova or eggs of lobsters, crabs, or
other crustaceans, or the drupe of lihuiiiniix

iiif/ctoriits, used iu dyeing. Avignon berry, the

drupe of JZJummtu (datcrntix, used in dyeing yellow.
Also called French ?>///.

berry1
(ber'i), v. i.

; pret. and pp. berried, ppr.
berrying. [< berry*, n.] 1. To bear or pro-

berwick

(to keep clear of, keep well away from). (6)
Room for a vessel to turn around or to ride at
anchor, (c) A station in which a ship lies or
can lie, whether at anchor or at a wharf, (d)
A room or an apartment in a ship where a
number of officers or men mess and reside.

(e) The shelf-like space allotted to a passen-
ger in a vessel (and hence in a railroad sleep-
ing-car) as a sleeping-place ;

a sailor's bunk
on board ship; a place for a hammock, or
a repository for chests. 2. A post or an
appointment ;

situation
; employment : as, he

has got a good berth at last Berth and space, in

xli/ji-if uildt.iiy, the distance between the molding-edge of
one timber and the molding-edge of the one next to it.

>oou>
i.,
name of a quarry in Belgium.] A ge- ,perrying.

mis of extinct Wealden crocodiles, typical of berry2 (ber'i) .; pi. berneir(-iz). [Early mod.
Ai_. *___.._ u . ,.__._ _.T... __._ I..- E. also berye, berie, < Mi,, berghe, bcrge (prop.

dat.), a barrow: see barrow*.] A mound; a
barrow. [Obsolete or dialectal.]

This little berry some ycleep
An hillock.

W. Brounie, Britannia's Pastorals,

duce berries. 2. To gather berries: as, to go berth2 (berth), v. t. [< berth?, n.] Naut.: (a)

the family Beruissartiidte, whose remains have
been found in a quarry in Bernissart, Belgium.
Bernissartiidae (ber"ni-siir-ti'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Bmtissartia + -idai.] A family of extinct
crocodilians. The technical characteristics are: the
choamp comparatively approximated; the supratemporal
fossse smaller than the orbits ; a well-defined orbitolatero-

temporal sinus ; the dorsal plates imbricated and forming
more than two longitudinal rows ; and the ventral arma-
ture reduced to one buckler of imbricated plates. The berry^t (ber'i), n.

family occurs in the Wealden and Purbeck formations.

2.

The theatres are berries for the fair :

Like ants on mole-hills thither they repair.
Dnjden, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, i. 103.

To assign or allot anchoring-grouud to; give
space to lie in, as a ship in a dock. (6) To al-

lot a berth or berths to : as, to berth a ship's
company.
The special object of these [changes on the approach of

winter] was the economy of fuel and the berthing of the
whole crew below deck. C. F. Hall, Polar Exp., p. 122.

berth3 (berth), v. t. [Early mod. E. byrth, per-
haps < 'berth, n. (not found), < Icel. byrdhi,
board or side of a ship, < bordh, board: see

board.] To board
;
cover with boards : chiefly

in ship-building.
[E. dial., < late ME. bery:

.
.

,eck formations. see 'burrow*.]' 1. A burrow, especially a rab- 1

"1

J|"P;??
11

,

<SI '

Bernoullian (ber-no'lian), a. Pertaining to bit's burrow. 2. An excavation; a military
bertha (ber tha), n. [Also berthe, after F.

;
from

or discovered by one of several famous mathe- mine . p
ne proper name Bertha. ] 1 . A small cape worn
women over the shoulders, usually crossed

_______________ ,.
maticians belonging to the Basle family Ber- berry 1 (ber'i) v. t. pret. and pp. berried ppr.~~,,n: ,.-i,;..i, ..,.;.,;,,..,..!:.. \, ( , ...... ___, f. -,-. \. ',

*'

noulli, which originated in Antwerp Bernoul-
lian function, a function denned by an equation of the
form A F (z) = x". Bernoulllau numbers, a certain
series of numbers discovered by Jacob Bernoulli (1654-
1705), of which the first members are :

Bernoullian series, in math., the series/o =/ a;/'*

+ f/"*
~

f]
/'"* +> etc '

bernouse, n. See burnoose.

berob (be-roV), i'. t. [< ME. berobben; < be-*

+ rob.]
'

To rob
; plunder.

What evill starre
On you hath frownd, and pourd his influence bad,
That of your selfe ye thus berobbed arre ?

berryhiy. [E. dial, and Sc.,< ME. beryen, berien,
< AS. *berian (only in pp. gebered) = OHG.
berja, MHG. berren, beren = Icel. berja = L.

ferire (> ult. E. ferule, interfere), strike.] 1.
To beat

; give a beating to.

Here this boy is, KG bade vs go bami
With battis.

We are com!>ered his corpus for to carry.
York Plays, p. 334.

2. To thresh (grain, etc.).

I'll berry your crap by the light o' the moon.
W. Nicholson.

berry5t,
" [Also berrie; a corrupt form of

_ perrie, pirrie :_
see pirrie. ] A gust of wind.

in front and open at the throat. 2. A trim-

ming of lace or of other material in the shape
of a small cape worn round the upper edge of a
low-necked waist, or in a corresponding posi-
tion on the body in the case of a high-necked
waist.

berthage (ber'thaj), u. [< berth* + -age.] 1.
The dues paid by a vessel anchored in a harbor
or dock, or berthed at a wharf. 2. Accommo-
dation for anchoring ; harborage.
berth-brace (berth'bras), n. A metal rod,
rope, or chain for supporting the upper berths
of a sleeping-car.
berth-deck (berth'dek), n.

BeroS (ber'o-e), n. [L., < Gr. Sep6j/, one of the
ocean nymphs.] The typical genus of cteno-

phorans of the family Beroida;. D. forskali is an
example. The species are of the size and shape of a small
lemon. The genus was formerly of much greater extent
than now, including species now referred to other fami-
lies, as Cydippe, etc.

beroid (ber'o-id), n. A ctenophoran of the

family Beroidas.

Beroida; (be-ro'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Beroe +
-idat.] A family of the class Ctenophora, sub-

rr? *_* *!? i r. -v - .\J f~~~ ",
MO* VJX-UWA ywv^ivu lAci^/, n. In a man-of-war,

,
F. Q., I. viii. 42 bersaglieri(bar-sa-lya'n),i._pZ. [It,, pi. of ber- the deck next below the gun-deck. See deck.

o6n one of the *%??*>
a sharPshooter, < bersaglio (= OF. ber- berthe (berth), n. [F.] Same as bertha.

'

sail, bersal), a mark butt, < "berciare, in im- berthierite (ber'thi-er-it), n. [After Pierre
bemare, aim at (= OF. bercer, berser); of. ML. Berthiei; a French mineralogist, died 1861.] A

sulphid of antimony and iron occurring in darkbersare, shoot with the bow, hunt. Cf. ML. ber-
cellmn (var. barbigellum), a battering-ram ; per- steel-gray prismatic crystals or fibrous masses.
haps < berbex, L. vervex, a wether, ram.] The berthing! (ber'thing), n. [< bertlft + -ing*.]name for riflemen or hrh -

ilc

name for riflemen or sharpshooters in the Ital-

lan army.
berserk (ber serk), w. [< Icel. berserkr (omit-
ting, as usual, the nom. sufhx -r) : see berser-

ker.] Same as berserker.
globular berserker (ber'ser-ker), n. [Also berserkir and

the polar spaces. They are transparent jelly-like ma-
rine organisms, differing from most of the ctenophorans
in having a large mouth and digestive cavity. Represen-
tative genera are Beroe, Idt/ia, and Pandora.
beroon (be-rb'n'), n. [Pers. birun, without, ex-

terior.] The chief court of a Persian dwelling-
house. S. G. W. Benjamin, Persia and the Per-
sians.

berret 1
,
n. See beret.

berret2 (ber'et), . A kind of opal bead of the
size of a marble.

The arrangement of berths in a ship; "the
berths collectively.

Berthing requires the earliest attention, and the opera-
tion may be facilitated by having a plan of the decks.

Luce, Seamanship, p. 294.

>erthing
2

(ber'thing), n. [< berths + -ing*.]
1. The exterior planking of a ship's side above
the sheer-strake, designated as the berthing of
the quarter-deck, of the poop, or of the forecas-
tle, as the case may be; the bulwark. [Eng.]

2. The rising or working up of the planks of a

It was most amusing to witness his [the chief of Latoo-
ka's] delight at a string of fifty little berrets . . , which
I had brought into the country for the Bret time.

Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, xvi.

berretta, . See biretta.

berrettina (ber-e-te'na), n. [It., dim. of ber-
retta : see biretta.] A" scarlet skull-cap worn
by cardinals. Also berettina.

berri, n. The Turkish mile, of which there are
said to be 66f to a degree.

berried (ber'id), a. [< berry* + -ecft.] 1.
Furnished with berries: as,

" the berried holly,"
Keats. 2. Of the form or nature of a berry;
baccate. 3. Having eggs or spawn, as a fe-
male lobster or other crustacean.

berry1
(ber'i), n.

; pi. berries (-iz). [Early mod.
E. also berrie, < ME. bery, berie, < AS. berie, berth2 (berth), n.

berige = OS. beri (in winberi, grape) = MD. the 16t
bere, also beze, D. bezie, bes= MLG. bere =OHG.
beri, MHG. bere, ber, G. beere = Icel. ber = Sw.

nom. suffix -r), pi. berserkir; commonly ex-

plained as '

bare-sark,' < berr, = E. bare*, +
serkr, > E. sark, coat, shirt; but prob. rather
'

bear-sark,' < *beri, m. (only in comp.) (bera, f.),= AS. bera, E. bear%, + serkr. " In olden ages ship's side. Hamersly.
athletes and champions used to wear hides of berthing-rail (ber'thing-ral), n. In ship-build-
bears, wolves, and reindeer "(Vigfusson). The ing. See extract." berserker's rage" is expressed by Icel. ber-

serksgangr, < berserkr + gangr, a going, esp. a
rapid going, furious rush : see gang.] 1. A wild
warrior or champion of heathen times in Scan-
dinavia. In battle the berserkers are said to have been

The berthing-rail, which was the uppermost rail in the
ship, was let into the lace piece, and had an iron knee at
the fore end embracing the rails on each side. It also
abutted against the cathead, and an iron knee connected
it with the cathead and ship's side.

subject to fits of fury, when they howled like wild beasts; . _, , .
, ,, .

,

q'

hearle
'
*aval Arch '> *3:

foamed at the mouth, gnawed the rim of their shields!
berth-latch (berth'lach), n. A spring-catch

etc. ; and on such occasions
they

were popularly believed for keeping the upper berth of a sleeping-car
in place when closed.to be proof against fire and steel. [Commonly written

W
0ut

a

of

a

unlmn
1

dseled savace i

Bertholletia (ber-tho-le'shi-a), n. [NL., named
and Bmerkirs, come at last Alfred 'and Shakspere

' after olaude Louis Berthollet, a French chem-
Emerson, Misc., p. 88. ls* 1748-1822.] A genus of Myrtacea:, of which

The wild pirates of the North Sea have become con- only one species, B. excelsa, is known. It is a
verted into warriors of order and champions of peaceful tree of large dimensions, and forms vast forests on the
freedom, exhausting what still remains of the old Ber- banks of the Amazon, Rio Negro, and Orinoco. It grows
*erk spirit in subduing nature, and turning the wilderness to a height of 150 feet, and it* stem is from 3 to 4 feet in
into a garden. Huxley, Amer. Addresses, p. 124. diameter. The fruit is known as the Brazil-nut (which
Hence 2. A person of extreme violence and
fury.

berstlet, A variant of bristle. Chaucer.
An obsolete spelling of birth*.

[First found at the end of

, bartram (ber'-, bar'tram), M. [A cor-

ruption of L. jiyrethrmit : see Pyrethrum.] An
old name of the plant Pyrethrum Partheiiium,
bastard pellitory or feverfew.

latter s

gin rhombic cfystals m
'

pegmatite near Nautes

, .

unknown; by some referred to theroot of bare,
as if the 'bare' or 'uncovered' fruit,] 1. In
bot. : (a) In ordinary use, any small pulpy
fruit, as the huckle&ern/, Btr&vrberry, black-
berry, r^lberry, checker*^, etc., of which

kept or tc be kept for safety or convenience
between a vessel under sail and other vessels
or the shore, rocks, etc. : especially in the
phrases, also used figuratively, to qive a aood

or *to bcrtfto, keep^a wide berfh of

"*W x,l "' [Use<i only as a his-
f>nca

j
t
?
rm

' 5
ME. ftereuvfe, < AS. beremc, <

f' i-?
y ' I J

fc
> Celling, village : see bear*

**
'
an c ' barton-J Same as barton, 1.

.,
In

.
the c^rt8 of

,

the Foi-est of Knaresborough each of



berwick

fliese the jurors of the Iret are rtiost-n
;
and tiy them the

|irarpi>iitii.s or ^r;ivr. and the bedel.

HtUlto, I'lin-t. Hist., I. I'-ll.

berycid (ber'i-sid), n. A Huh of the family Ilinj-
I'iilii'. Also '/( ri/rn/il.

Berycidae (be-r'is'i-do), . i>t. [XL., < />'<///./

(Itrri/c-) + -iiln'.] A I'iimiiy of aoanthoptorygian
fishes, of which Beryxla the typical genus. Viu->-

ing limits have been assigned to it, (n) In limithcr's sys-

CauMffii

tern it Is the only family of the 7,V; >/,,/,,. (I,) in dill's

system it is limited to llt'i-in-oi'l'-u, with a single dorsal Hi)

having few.spines ill front, and ventral fins with many sort

rays anil moderate spines. It inelmles tilt! genera Beryl,
.1 i/ujj/i^HtNtfi; Ctiidoli'^i*.

and otlH-tx.

beryciform (be-ris'i-f&rm), a. Having the
characters of or pertaining to the lieryciformes.

Beryciformes (be-ris-i-for'mez), n. pi. [NL.,
< Jit'i-i/j- (Ili-i-i/f-) + L. forma, shape.] In iclilh.,

in Gunther's system of classification, the second
division of the order Acanthoptcrygii, character-
ized by a compressed oblong body, a head with
large muciferous cavities covered with thin
skin only, and the ventral fins thoracic with
one spine and more than five soft rays (in Mo-
nocentris with only two).
berycoid (ber'i-koid), a. and n. I. a. Pertain-

ing to the superfamily Herycoidea or family
Beruciilw.

II. . Same as beryi-iil.

Berycoidea (ber-i-koi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < Be-

ri/j- (Beryc-) + -oidea. ] 'A superfamily of acan-

thopterygian fishes having nearly the same
limits as the group lieryciformes, and including
the families Berycidce, Monocentridce, Stephano-
beryciilte, and Holoceiitridte.

beryl (ber'il), n. [Early mod. E. beril, berel, ber-

rel, etc., < ME. beryl, beril, berel, < OF. beril, <

L. beryllHS, berillus, < Gr.
fijipvkiai;, beryl, per-

haps < Skt. vaidtirya (with lingual d), beryl. Cf.

Ar. Pers. ballur, bellaur, crystal.] A colorless,

bluish, pinkish, yellow, or more commonly
green mineral, occurring in hexagonal prisms.
The preeious emerald is a variety which owes its beauty
of color to the presence of a small amount of chromium.
See emerald. Aquamarine is a pale-green transparent va-

riety, also used as a gem, though not highly prized. Beryl
is a silicate of aluminium and beryllium (glucinum). The
best beryls are found in Brazil and Ceylon, and in Transbai-
kalia and elsewhere in Siberia. Beryls occur also in many
parts of the United States, especially in the New Eng-
land States and North Carolina ; the latter State has af-

forded some good emeralds.

beryllia(be-ril'i-a),. [NL.,< beryllium.] Same
as ill Hi-inn.

Beryllian (be-ril'ian), n. One of a sect found-
ed in the third century by Beryllus, bishop of

Bostra in Arabia, who taught that Christ was
non-existent previous to his incarnation, and
that at his birth a portion of the divine nature
entered into him.

berylline (ber'i-lin), a. [< beryl + -ine1 .] Like
a beryl ;

of a light- or bluish-green color.

beryllium (be-ril'i-um), n. [NL.,< Gr. /3t/pvMu>v,
dim. of /JiipvhkK, beryl.] Same as glucinum.
berylloid (ber'i-loid), n. [< beryl + -old.] A
solid consisting of two twelve-sided pyramids
placed base to base: so called because the

planes of this form are common in crystals of

beryl.

Berytidae (be-rit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Bcrytus
+ -idis.] A family of heteropterous insects,

containing the most aberrant bugs of the series

Coreoidea.

BerytUS (be-ri'tus), n. [NL.] A genus of he-

mipterous insects, typical of the family Be-

rytidce.

Beryx (ber'iks), n. [NL.] A genus of percoid
fishes, typical of the family Berycidce.

berzelianite (ber-ze'lian-it), n. [< Berzelian (<

Iterzelius, a celebrated Swedish chemist, 1779-

1848) + -ite2 .] A rare selenide of copper, found
in thin incrustations of a silver-white color.

berzeliite (ber-ze'li-3t), . [< BerzeUus (see
berzelianite) + -ict2.] An arseniate of calci-

um, magnesium, and manganese occurring in

( From VioMet-le-Duc's " Diet, du
Mobitier fran^ais." }
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honey-yellow masses, also less frequently in

isometric minerals.

berzeline (ber'ze-lin), . [< lirr:i-li>n< (sec In >-

ilinnili-) + -<M2.] 1. The copper solenide

usually called In / iliunili-. 2. A name early

given to the mineral Imiiyiie.
bes (lies), ;/. [L., rarely IK ssi* iln-xx-), < hi-, two-,
+ it* (ana-), as, unit : sec .vl.

]
In Hum. nn '/'"'-

n;///, two thirds of a unit or eight twelfths of an
as; especially, eight cyathi or two thirds .if

a soxtarius; also, the name of a small copper
coin. Also liix.ii.i.

besa (be'sii), it. [Heb.] A measure of capacity
tin ntioncd in rabbinical writings, equal to about
one sixth of a Tinted States pint.

besabol (lies'a-bol), n. [Ar.] A fragrant res-

inous balsam obtained from a burseraceous

tree, I'minni/i/iura Icn/iif, of the Somali country
in eastern Africa. It was formerly called A'.irf imiim,

tin/i-i-li, and differs from true myrrh ehietly in its odor.
Also f>/*.*ir/.>,f.

besagne (be-sftn'), n. [OP. besangc (Roque-
fort), a piece, bit; perhaps same as OP. Ix-smit,

bezant: see bezant.] In medieval armor, a
round plate protecting the interval between
two pieces of plate-armor, as at the knee-joint
or elbow-joint. During the period from the first In-

troilnetion of plate in the curliest rerebrace to the enni-

plete suit of steel (nearly a century and a half), the protec-
tion of these joints was one of the most dimcnlt problems,
and the use of the roundel of steel (easy to forge and to

attach), to protect the outer side of the elbow or K nee. was
almost universal ; if it disappeared for a few years, it was
only to come into use again. See roundel.

besague (bes'a-gu), . [OF., also bisaigve, F.

besaigue = Pr! bezagudo, < L. bis, double, +
acuta, aciilHn,

pointed, sharp:
see iiin- and
acute' and cf.

E. twibill.] In
medieval antiq. :

(a) A two-

edged or two-

pointed wea-

pon, especial-

ly a sort of

pick having
one short point

B <=saK" !S

and one blunt
or four-pointed head

;
a variety of the martel-

de-fer (which see), (b) A carpenter's tool with

perhaps an ax-blade on one side and an adz-
blade on the other.

besaint (be-sanf), v. t. [< fte-l + saint.'] To
make a saint of.

Their canonizing . . . and bemintiitg themselves.

Hammond, Works, IV. ix.

besant. w. See bezant.

bes-antler, . See bez-antter.

besaylet, n. [ME., < OP. besayel, besaiol (F.

bisaieul), a great-grandfather, < bes-, bis- (< L.

bis, twice) 4- ayel, aiol, aieul, grandfather: see
bis- and ayle.] A great-grandfather Writ of
besayle, in old law, a writ by which a great-grandchild,
wrongfully excluded from an ancestor's property, vindi-
cated his or her claim to it.

bescatter (be-skat'er), v. t. [< be-1 + scatter.]
To scatter over.

With flowres bescattered. Spenser, F. Q., IV. xi. 46.

The battlemented plae-beicattmd ridges on the further
side. The Century, XXVII. 39.

bescorn (be-sk6rn'), v. t. [< &c-i + scorn.] To
treat with scorn

;
mock at.

Then was he bemorned thatonely should have been hon-
oured in all things. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

bescratch (be-skrach'), v. t. [< be-1 + scratch.]
To scratch : 'tear with the nails. Spenser, F.

Q., III. v. 3.

bescrawl (be-skral'), v. t. [< be-1 + scrawl.]
To scrawl; scribble over.

So far is it from the kenne of these wretched projectors
of ours that bescraull their Pamflets every day with new
formes of government for our Church.

Milton, Church-Government, L 1.

bescreen (be-skren'), v. t. [< be-1 + screen.]
To cover with a screen, or as with a screen

;

shelter
;
conceal.

Besmened in night. Shale., E. and J., ii. 2.

bescribble (be-skrib'l), v. t. [< be-1 + scribble.]
To scribble over.

Bescribbled with a thousand trifling impertinences.
Milton, Divorce, ii. 12.

bescumbert (be-skum'ber), v. t. [Also bescum-

mer, < be-1 +'scumber or scummer.] To dis-

charge ordure upon; befoul; besmear. Mar-
ston.

Did Block bescuwber
Statute's white suit with the parchment lace there?

B. Jongon, Staple of News, v. 2.

beset

A critic that all the- world '***".<

With satirical humours and lyrical numlicrs.
/;. Jonton, I'octaster, v. 1.

beSCUtcheon (be-skm-h'on). r. t. [< hr-l +
xriiti-litiiH.} TO orilllllient with a si'lllelieon:

as.
" In xriifi-lii inn il and betiigned." I'linrrhill.

The Chiist. iv.

beSCet (be-se'), F. [< .MK. /., hisum, him-im.

< AS. hixniii. locjk, look about (=<IS. him linn.

OFries. hi.iin =r(lotll. hiaililiirilill, < III'- + xii'in.

see: see In-- 1 and tu-r 1
.] I. triinx. 1. To look

at; see. 2. To look to; see to; attend to: ar-

range. 3. Kellexively, to look about one's self ;

look to one's self.

II. iiitrunx. To look about; look.

beseech (be-sech'), r. I. ; pret. and ].]). hi-mmi/lil,

ppr. liiaiii'liiini. [Kiirly mod. E. (north.) al-o

beseek, < ME\ 6 </, liimrlu-n, also IM-.II/:I-II

(not in AS.) (=OFries. l,i.n l:u = 1). In :IH-/:<-H =
OHG. Iriyuiii-linii, Mild. IHXHIM-III-II. (i. In siirlirii

= Sw. bcsiika = Dan. l>i-.iiii/<-, visit, go to see), <

be- + sefon, seek: see be- 1 and xci'k.] 1. To
entreat; supplicate; implore; ask or pray with

urgency: followed by a personal object.
I Paul myself beseech you by the meekness and K, nil.

ness of Christ. iH'.ir. x. 1.

I do bi'*i'i-rh you
(I'hielly, that I niiwht set it in my prayers),
What is your name'.' .S'/i/,.. Tempest, ill. 1.

2. To beg eagerly for; solicit: followed by
the thing solicited.

But Eve ... at his feet

Fell humble ; and, embracing them, betouqht
His peace. MUton, P. L, x. 912.

His sad eyes did brneech

Some look from hers, so blind to him, so blind !

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 297.

= Syn. Ask, Request, Bey, etc. (see ask), plead for or with,

petition, conjure, appeal to.

beseecht (be-sech'), n. [< beseech, v.] A re-

quest: as, "such submiss beseeches," Fletcher

(mill others), Bloody Brother, iv. 2.

beseecher (be-se'cher), . One who beseeches,

beseechingly (be-se'ching-li), adv. In a be-

seeching manner.
beseechingness (be-se'ching-nes), n. The state

or quality of being beseeching or earnestly so-

licitous. George Eliot.

beseechment (be-sech'ment), . [< beseech +
-ment.] The act of beseeching. Goodwin.

beseekt (be-sek'), r. t. Obsolete variant of be-

seech. Chaucer.
There with prayers meeke

And myld entreaty lodging did for her lieseeke.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. ill. 37.

beseem (be-sem'), r. [< ME. besemcn, bisemen,
< be- + semen, seem : see be-1 and seem.] I.f

intrans. 1. To seem.
As beseemed right. Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 20.

2. To be seemly ;
be meet.

II. trans. 1. To become; be fit for or wor-

thy of.

Grave, beseeming ornament. Shak., R. and J., i. 1.

In general, it has a quiet, didactic tone, such as beseems
its subject and its age. Tirknor, Span. Lit., I. 91.

2f. To seem fit for.

But foure of them the battell best beseemed.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ix. 20.

beseemingt (be-se'ming), n. Comeliness.

beseemingly (bf-se'mmg-li), adv. In a be-

seeming manner.

beseemingness (be-se'ming-nes), . The qual-
ity of being beseeming.
beseemlyt (be-sem'li), a. [< beseem, confused
with seemly.]' Seemly; fit; suitable: as, "be-

scemly order," Shenstonc, Schoolmistress.

beseent (be-sen'), pp. [< ME. beseyn, besein,

beseye, byseyn, etc., provided, arrayed, having
a certain appearance, pp. of besen, beseon, be-
see: see besee.] 1. Seen; viewed; with refer-

ence to appearance, looking : as, a well-beseett

man.
Arayd in ... sad habiliments right well beseene.

Spenser, F. Q., I. xii. 5.

Hence 2. Clad; arrayed; equipped.
The Curate in his best beseeiie solemnly received him at

the Churchyard stile.

/f. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, p. 137 b.

3. Provided with as accomplishments; fur-

nished.

beseket, r. t. A Middle English spelling of be-

seech.

besenna (be-seu'a), n. Same as mesenna.
beset (be-sef), r". t. ; pret. and pp. beset, ppr.
besetting. [< ME. besetten, bisetten, < AS. be-

settan (= OFries. bisetta = D. besetten = LG.
besetten = OHG. bisezan, MHG. G. besetzen =
Sw. besdtta = D. bes&tte = Goth, bisatjan), sur-

round, < be-, about, + settan, set : see be-1 and



532beset

set.] If. To set or place. 2. To set or place

upon ;
distribute over; bestud

; besprinkle : uow

only in the perfect participle. beshroild (be-shroud'), v. t,

The garden is so hen I with all manner of sweete slmibbs, ..- .v^i. ;j.v

that it perfumes the aire. Eceli/n, Diary, Oct. 22, 1685.

It was an idle bolt I sent, against the villain crow;
Fair sir, I fear it harmed thy hand ;

beshrew my erring bow !

Bryant, Strange Lady.

v .. s ,, [< ic-1 + shroud.]

To cover
v

with or as with a shroud; hide iu

darkness, as with a cloak.
A robe of azure fc^Mvith drops of gold beshutt (be-shuf), V. t. [< ME. beshutten, U-

'

shetten, < be- + shittten, shut : see fce-l and slmt.~\

To shut in or inclose; shut up or confine.Beset on its external surface with spines.
Hr B Carpenter, Micros., 532. J.o suun in ui muiv/oo, oum- > F v,i ^

3. To come upon or against; set upon in at- besiclometer (bes-i-klom^e-ter^n.

tack, or so as to perplex, endanger, or hem in
;

press upon severely, vigorously, or from all

sides : as, to beset one with blows or with en-

treaties.

Let us lay aside . . . the sin which doth so easily beset us.

Heb. xii. 1.

We are besot with thieves. Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2.

Adam sore beset replied. Milton, P. L., x. 124.

Let thy troops beset our gates. Addixmi, C'ato.

spectacle's (modified (as if < bes, L. bis,

),
+ L. oculus, eye) < OF. bericle, crystal,

spectacles, dim. < L. beryllus: see beryl
and

brills), + Gr. fterpov, a measure.] An instru-

ment for measuring the distance between the

hinges of a pair of spectacles; a forehead-mea-

sure.

beside (be-sld'), adv. andprep., prop. prep. par.

[< ME. beside, biside, byside, besiden, bisiden,

etc., also (with adv. gen. suffix -es) besides,
*"'

tion of the rock basins by ice is to explain how the ice sides, which is now the common form.

after entering the basin manages to get out again.
J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 254.

4f. To employ ; spend ;
use up. Chaucer. 5f.

To become; suit; look well on. To be beset on*,
to be occupied with ;

have one's mind fixed on.

God wolde,

Syn thou most love thurgh thy destenee
That thou beset were on swich on that sholde

Know al thi wo, al lakkede here pitee.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 521.

besetment (be-set'ment), n. [< beset + -ment.~\

1. The state or condition of being beset.

The breeze freshened off shore, breaking up and send-

ing out the floes, the leads rapidly closing. Fearing a be-

setment, I determined to fasten to an iceberg.

Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 33.

2. The sin or failing to which one is most li-

able
;
a besetting sin or tendency. [From the

expression in Heb. xii. 1.]

It's my besetment to forget where I am, and everything
around me. George Eliot.

besetting (be-set'ing), p. a. Habitually at-

tacking or waylaying.
We have all of us our besetting sins, our special moral

danger, and our special moral strength.
J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, ix.

H. prep. 1. At the side of; near: as, sit down
beside me, or beside the stream.

Beside him hung his bow. Milton, P. L, vL 763.

I walking to and fro beside a stream.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

2. Over and above; distinct from. [In this

sense now rare, besides being used instead.]

A woollen shirt is generally the only article of dress

worn by the monks, beside the turban.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 316.

3f. Out of; away from.

One of them taking displeasure with his father . . . step-

ped to him, and plucking her [a falcon] beside [out of] his

fist, wrong her neck.

Holinshed, Chron., Scotland (ed. 1806), II. 60.

Neleus, Son of Codrus, being put beside [out of] the King-
dom of Athens by his younger Brother Medon.

Stanley, Hist. Philos. (ed. 1701). (N. E. D.)

4. Apart from; not connected with; not ac-

cording to.

It is beside my present business to enlarge upon this

speculation. Locke.

5f. Contrary to.

At Durham, beside all expectation, I met an old friend.

Johnson, Letters (ed. 1788), I. Ixxiii. 108.

besewt (be-so' ), v. t. [< ME. besewen, < be- + sew-* 6. Out of
;
in a state deviating from.

en, sew: see be-1 and sew 1
.] To sew. Gower.

beseyet, pp. A Middle English form of beseen.

besha (be'sha), n. An ancient Egyptian mea-
rare of capacity, said to be equal to 4.5 liters,

or one imperial gallon.

beshett, pp. A past participle of beshut. Chau-

eer.

*> put him q

7f without .

Execut

Enough

jy j

&} hire ,eye

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 622.

^j^ tne mark_ away fronl the mark aimed at ; not to

the point ; irrelevant or irrelevantly : as, to shoot or to

argue beside the mark.

To reason with such a writer is like talking to a deaf

man who catches at a stray word, makes answer beside tlie

mark, and is led further and further into error by every

attempt to explain.
Macanlay, Utilitarian Theory of Government.

To be beside one's self, to be out of one's wits or senses ;

be in a high state of mental exaltation or excitement ; lose

one's self-command through strong feeling.

Paul, thou art beside thyself; much learning doth make
thee mad. Acts xxvi. 24.

He came down with a huge long naked weapon in both
his hands, and looked so dreadfully ! sure he's beside him-

self. B. Jonson, Epicoene, iv. 2.

Togo besldet, to pass by ; pass over. To look beside t,

to overlook ; fail to see ; miss seeing.

Let vs but open our eyes, we cannot looke beside a lesson.

Bp. Hall (1627), Epistles, iv. 341.

= Syn. Beside, Besides. Beside, by the side of
; besides, in

addition to.

Then went Sir Bedivere the second time
Across the ridge, and paced beside the mere.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

His [Muley Abul Hassan's] kingdom now contained four-

teen cities, ninety-seven fortified places, besides numerous
nnwalled towns and villages defended by formidable cas-

tles. Irving, Granada, p. 13.

Alle suche freendis I beshrewe. Rom. of the Rose,
besideryt (be-si'de-ri), n. [Origin unknown.]

See, a blossom from the bough ; A species of pear. Johnson.

=OHQ. bisceinan, MHG. beschinen, G. bescheinen

= Goth, biskeinan), shine upon, < be- + scinan,
shine : see be-1 and shine.] To shine about or

upon. Chaucer.

[She] was as fair a creature as the sun might beshine.

Beryn, 1. 381.

beshlik (besh'lik), . A Turkish silver coin, of

the value of 21 United States cents. Also beslik.

beshniet (besh'met), n. [Native term.] An
article of food consisting of grapes made into

the consistence of honey, used among the tribes

of the mountainous districts of Asia Minor.

beshonet (be-shon'). Preterit and past partici-

ple of beshine.

besb.OW (be-sho'), n. A name given by the In-

dians of th'e strait of Juan de Fuca to the can-

dle-fish, Anoplopoma fimbria. See cut under

candle-fish.
bestrew (be-shro"), v. t. [< ME. beshrewen,
curse, pervert, < be- + shrew : see fee-1 and

shrew*.] If. To wish a curse to
;
execrate.

But beshrew his heart that pull'd it.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 2.

Nay, quoth the cock ; but I beshrew us both,
If I believe a saint upon his oath.

Dryden, Cock and Fox.

2. In modern use, a mildly imprecatory or

merely expletive introductory exclamation, in

the form of the imperative.
Beshrew your heart,

Fair daughter ! you do draw my spirits from me.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 3.

Beshrew me, but it was an absolute good jest.
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iii. 2.

Beshrew the sombre pencil ! said I vauntingly.
Sterne, Sentimental Journey.

besides (be-sidz'), adv. and prep. [< ME. be-

sides, bisides, < beside + adv. gen. suffix -es : see

beside.'] I. adv. 1. Moreover; more than that;
further.

The match
Were rich and honourable ; besides, the gentleman
Is full of virtue, bounty, worth, and qualities

Beseeming such a wife as your fair daughter.
Shah., T. G. of V., iii. 1.

2. In addition
;
over and above

;
as well.

The men said unto Lot, Hast thou here any besides?
Gen. xix. 12.

There are besides many pompous volumes, some emboss'd
with gold, and intaglias on achats, medailes, etc.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 2, 1680.

besmear

3. Not inc-luded in that mentioned; otherwise;
else.

She does write to mo
As if her heart were mines of adamant
To all the world besides.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, ill. 1.

4f. On one side
;
aside.

To gon besydes in the weye.
Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 405.

Thou canst not fight : the blows thou mak'st at me
Are quite besides. Beau, and FL, Maid's Tragedy, v. 4.

Sometimes beside.

II.l'ep. If- By the side of
;
near. Spenser.

2. Over and above
; separate or distinct from

;

in addition to: as, besides these honors he re-

ceived much money. 3. Other than; except;

bating.
No living creature ever walks in it beside* the chaplain.

Addison, Spectator, No. 110.

4f. Beyond; away from: as, quite besides the

subject. Besides himself*, beside himself. Holland,
tr. of Livy, p. 456. = Syn. Beside, Besides. See beside, II.

besiege (be-sej'), v- t.
; pret. and pp. besieged,

ppr. oesieglng. [< ME. besegen, biseijen, < be- +
segen, besiege: see fte-1 and siege, r.] 1. To lay

siege to; beleaguer; beset or surround with
armed forces for the purpose of compelling to

surrender, either by famine or by violent at-

tacks : as, to besiege a castle or city.

Till Paris was bettiea'd, famish'd, and lost.

Shak.,
> Hen. VI., i. 3.

2. To beset
; throng around ; harass.

All frailties that besiege all kinds of blood.

Shak., Sonnets, cix.

The arras, rich with horseman, hawk, and hound,
Flutter'd in the besieging wind's uproar,

And the long carpets rose along the gusty floor.

Keats, Eve of St. Agnes, xl.

= Syn. 1. To beset, hem in, invest, blockade.

besieged (be-sejd'), p- a. In astral., said of a

planet which is between two others,

besiegement (be-sej'ment), n. [< besiege +
-ment.] 1. The act of besieging. 2. A state

of siege ; beleaguerment.
It is not probable, however, that Pemberton would have

permitted a close besiegement.
U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 485.

besieger (be-se'jer), n. One who besieges.

On the 27th of November, the besiegers made a despe-
rate though ineffectual assault on the city.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 23.

besieging (be-se'jing), p. a. Surrounding in a
hostile manner

; employed in a siege : as, a

besieging army.
besiegin'gly (bf-se'jing-li), adv. In a besieging
manner. [Bare.]
besilver (be-sil'ver), v. t. [< be-l + silver.]

To cover with or as with silver. G. Fletcher.

besing (be-sing'), v. t. [< 6e-l -t- sing.] To sing
about ; celebrate in song. Carlyle.

besitt (be-sif), v. t. [< ME. besitten, < AS. be-

sittan, sit about, < be-, about, + sittan, sit : see

be-1 and sit, and cf. the causal form beset.] 1.

To sit about; besiege. 2. To sit upon. 3.

To sit properly upon, as clothes ;
suit ; be-

come.
That which is for Ladies most besitting.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ii. 19.

beslabbert (be-slab'er), v. t. [< ME. beslaber-

en, also beslo6eren (= LG. beslabbern), < be- +
slaberen, slabber, slobber : see fee-1 and slabber,

slobber.] To beslaver
;
beslobber. Piers Plow-

man.
beslave (be-slav'), v. t. [< 6e-l + slave.] To
make a slave of; enslave.

[Covetousness] beslaves the affections.

Quarles, Judgment and Mercy.

beslaver (be-slav'er), v. t. [< 6e-i + slaver*.

Cf. beslobber.] To cover with slaver, or any-
thing suggesting slaver

; hence, to cover with
fulsome flattery.

beslik (bes'lik), n. Same as beshlik.

beslime (be-slim'), v. t. [< be-1 + slime.] To
daub with or as with slime ; soil.

Our fry of writers may beslime his fame.
B. Jonson, Prol. to Poetaster.

beslobber (be-slob'er), t'. t. [< ME. besloberen,
same as beslaberen : see beslobber.] To besmear
or befoul with spittle or anything running from
the mouth ;

slobber over with effusive kisses
;

hence, to flatter in a fulsome manner or to a
fulsome degree.
beslubber (be-slub'er), v. t. [Var. of beslobber.']

To besmear or befoul.

Beslubber our garments with it [blood].

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

beslurry (be-slur'i), v. t. [< 6e-l + E. dial, slurry,
soil : see slur.] To soil. Drayton. [Rare.]
besmear (be-smer'), v. t. [Early mod. E. also

besmeer, besmere, besmire, etc., < ME. bismcor-



besmear

wen, (. AS. "bisnierviini, lirnHii/rioii (= MHG. be-

smirwcii), besmear, < be- + ftiiii/nrnn, .tuitiririni,

smear: see '"'- 1 and xmrnr."] To smear over or

about; bedaub; overspread with any viscous

matter, or with an v soft substance that adheres
;

hence, to foul; soil; sully.
M\ honour would not U-t ingratitude
So much tirxiimir it. Hlink., M. of V.. v. i.

His dear frit-mis Aeate-s and Aeanthcs
Lie in till

1

tii-lil iH'siiiifetl ill tlu:ir bloods.

CliniHHiln, lllind Ui-Kiiar.

Her gushing Idood the pavement all b<'*nn'tti-'<l.

Drydfn,

besmearer (be-snier'ei-). //. One wlio besmears.

besmirch (be-'smereh'), v. t. [< 6?-1 + smirch.']

To soil
; discolor, as with soot or mud

; hence,
to sully ;

obscure. [The figurative use is now
the more common one.]

Our Kayiit'KH, and our yilt. art- all /-., //mv//W

With rainy marching in the painful Ili-hl.

s/iiil,:, Hen. V., iv. 3.

The dishonor that befrmirchcs the husband of a faithless

woman. llnu'tltorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 87.

besmoke (bo-smok'), v. 1. [< ME. besmokcn, <

6e-l + siiioken, smoke: see 6e-l and smoke.]
1. To befoul or fill with smoke. 2. To harden
or dry in smoke. Johnson. 3. To fumigate.
[Rare.]
besmOOth (be-smoTIl'), c. t. [< fee-1 + smooth.']
To make smooth. Chapman.
besmoteredt, pp. [ME., pp. of *besmotere ;

appar. freq. of bcsmut, which, however, does
not appear in ME.] Smutted; spotted; made
dirty.

A gepolln
Al bysmotered with liis habergeoun.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 76.

besmut (be-smuf), v. t.; pret. and pp. besmut-

ted, ppr. 'besmutting. [< be-1 + smut.'] To
blacken with smut ;

foul with soot.

besmutch (be-smuch'), v. t. [< be-1 + smutch.]
To besmirch.' Carlule.

besnow (be-sno'), v. t. [With altered vowel

(after snow), for earlier besnew, < ME. besnewen,
< AS. besniwan (=MHG. besnien, G. beschneien),
< be- + sniwan, snow: see be-1 and snow."} To
cover with or as with snow

;
whiten.

A third thy white and small hand shall bexnow.

Carew, To Lady Anne Hay.

besnuff (be-snuf), v. t. [< fie-1 + snuff.] To
befoul with snuff. [Rare.]
Unwashed her hand-, and much besnu/ed her face.

young, Satires, vi.

besogniot, See bisognio.
besofl (be-soil'), v. t. [< ME. besoylcn, < 6e-l +
soilcn, soil : see be-1 and soil.] To soil

;
stain

;

sully.
Venerable too is the rugged face, all weather-tanned,

besoiled, with its rude intelligence.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, iii. 4.

besom (be'zum), n. [< ME. besum, besem, besme,
a broom, a rod, < AS. bescma, besma, a rod, in pi.
a bundle of twigs or rods used as a broom, also

as an instrument of punishment, = OFries.
besma = OD. bessem, D. begem = LG. bessen =
OHG. besamo, MHG. besemc, G. bcsen, a broom,
a rod

; orig. perhaps a twig, hence a bundle
of twigs, a broom.] 1. A brush of twigs for

sweeping; hence, a broom of any kind.

I will sweep it with the besom of destruction, saith the
Lord of hosts. Is., xiv. 23.

The Lord Bacon was wont to commend the advice of
the plain old man at Buxton, that sold besoms.

Bacon's Apophthegms, p. 190.

There is little to the rake to get after the bissome.
Scotch proverb, in Ray (1678), p. 390.

2. A name given to the common broom of Eu-
rope, Cytisus scoparius, and to the heather, Cal-
luna vulgaris, because both are used for besoms.

3. [Pron. biz'um.] A contemptuous epithet
for a low, worthless woman. [Scotch.]
besom (be'zum), v. t. [< besom, n.] To sweep
as with a besom. Cowper. [Rare.]
besomer (be'zum-er), n. One who uses a besom,
besoothment (be-soTH'ment), . [< 'besoothe

(not in use) (< be-1 + soothe) + -merit."] That
which yields consolation

;
solace

;
comfort.

Quarterly Rev. [Rare.]
besortt (be-sort'), v. t. [< 6e-i + sort."] To
suit; fit; become.
Such men as may besort your age. Shak., Lear, i. 4.

besortt (be-sorf), n. [< besort, r.] Something
fitting or appropriate; suitable company.

I crave fit disposition for my wife, . . .

With such accommodation and besort
As levels with her breeding. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

besot (be-sof), v. t.; pret. and pp. besotted,

ppr. besotting. [< 6e-l + sot.] 1. To infat-
uate

;
make a dotard of.

A fellow sincerely lti',>'li;l on his own wife.

R. Jomon. Kver\ Man unt of his Humour, Pri.-f.

2. To stupefy; affect with mental or moral

stupidity or blindness.

A weak and /"'.W^W prince -who had . . . produced
a n volt in which six ti >:unl li\e- \\iiv lust H ]HT
luittcd, unmolested and in safety, to leave the city.

ft ntt, Orations, I. 517.

3. To make sottish, as with drink; make a
sot of.

TermiHed . . . to Ix-not themselves iii ih.- eniiipany oi

their favourite revellers. JUacatif'iif, Hist. Knu-, ii.

besotment (be-sot'ment), . [< bi'mt + -nit nl.]
The net of making one's self sottish by drink;
the state of being besotted.

The debasing habit of unsocial Iv'tnliif/it is not brought
under the t-ycs of his superior. /.'"/"'--r.

besotted (be-sot'ed), p.
a. 1. Characterized by

or indicative of stupidity; stupid; infatuated.

Besotted, base ingratitude. Milton, <'omus, 1. 77s.

Historical painting had sunk . . . on the north into the

patient devotion of lx'*<itti'il lives to delineations of bricks
and fogs, fat cattle and ditch water. lltixkiu.

2. Made sottish by drink
; stupefied by habit-

ual intoxication.

besottedly (be-sot'ed-li), adv. In a besotted
or foolish manner.

bespttedness (be-sot'ed-nes), . The state of

being besotted
; stupidity ;

arrant folly; infat-

uation.

besottingly (be-sot'ing-li), adv. In a besotting
manner.

besought (be-sof ) . Preterit and past participle
of beseech.

besour (be-sour'), v. t. [< be- 1 + sour.] To
make sour. Hammond.
besouth (be-south'), prep. [< ME. be-soicth; <

6e-2 + south. Cf. benorth.] To the south of.

[Scotch.]
bespangle (be-spang'gl), v. t. [< be- 1 + span-
die.] To adorn with spangles; dot or sprinkle
with small glittering objects.

Not Berenice's lock first rose so bright,
The heav'ns bespangling with dislievell'd light.

Pope, R. of the L., v. ISO.

bespat (be-spaf). Preterit of bespit.

bespatter (be-spat'er), v. t. [< 6e-i + spatter.]
1. To soil by spattering; sprinkle with any-
thing liquid, or with any wet or adhesive
substance. 2. Figuratively, to asperse with

calumny or reproach.
Whom never faction could bespatter. Swift, On Poetry,

bespattlet (be-spat'l), v. t. [< ftc- 1 + spattle.]
To spit on. lip. Sale.

bespawlt (be-spal'), v. t. [< 6-i + sjjawl.]
To soil or make foul with or as with spittle.

Uefipawls
The conscious time with humorous foam and brawls.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

This remonstrant would invest himself conditionally
with all the rheum of the town, that he might have suffi-

cient to benpau'l his brethren.

Milton, Def. of Numb. Remonst.

bespeak (be-spek') (
.

; pret. bespoke (formerly
bespake), pp. bespoken, bespoke, ppr. bespeak-
ing. [< ME. bespeken, bispeken, speak, agree
upon, complain, < AS. besprecan , complain (=
OS. bisprekan = OFries. bisprcka = D. bcsprekcu
= OHG. bisprelihan, MHG. G. bcsprechen, be-

speak), < be- + sprecan, speak: see be-1 and
speak.] I. trans. 1. To speak for beforehand ;

engage in advance; make arrangements for:

as, to bespeak a place in a theater.

Staying in Paul's Churchyard, to &e/ffA-Ogilby's^sop's
Fables and Tully'a Offlcys to be bound for me.

Pepys, Diary, I. 138.

'Tis very true, ma'am ; every thing is fixed, and the wed-
ding liveries bespoke. Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

2. To stipulate, solicit, or ask for, as a favor:

as, to bespeak a calm hearing.
Tliis is a sinister and politic kind of charity, whereby

we seem to bespeak the pities of men in the like occasions.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 2.

3f. To forebode
;
foretell.

They started fears, liespoke dangers, and formed omi-
nous prognosticks, to scare the allies. Swift.

4. To speak to
;
address. [In this sense mostly

poetical.]
He thus the queen bespoke. Dryden.

5. To betoken; show; indicate, as by signs.
When the abbot of St. Martin was born, he had so little

the figure of a man that it bespoke him rather a monster.
Lorke.

His face bespeaks
A deep and simple meekness.

Wordsworth, The Borderers, i.

The object, alike paltry and impossible, of this ambi-
tion, bespoke the narrow mind.

Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 513.

Bessel's function

II. t intrtinx. To speak up or out; exclaim;
speak.

1 util their Lord himself /w^/xiAr, and bid them ^o.

Uilto,,, NatmH. M
And thus tile chief lii'spakt. Coir/i< i

, Iliad, ii. 201.

bespeak (lie-spek'), M. [< lx/n nl,,i-., \.\ Among
aetiirs in (Ireiit Hritain, a benefit : so called
from the bespeaking of patronage by the actor.-..

or of the play by the patrons. See bnn-jit, .">.

bespeaker i be-spe'ker), //. One who bespeaks.
bespeaking fb^-flpfiTdng), n. [Verbal n. of be-

H/H-II/:.] The, act of speaking for or soliciting;
solicitation.

A preface, therefore, which is bill a /
.-/' ukiit'i of favour,

is altogether n-i-lcwi. lifinlm. Hind and I'anther, I'ref.

bespeckle (be-spek'l), r. t. [< fie- 1 + x/iri-/;l<. \

To mark with speckles, spots, or bright patches.

Bespeckled her with . . . gaudy allurements.
M ili'iii

. Kefnniiation in i;u-, , i.

bespendt (lie-spend'), c. t. [< /-! + upend.]
To expend; bestow; employ.

All his craft

Bespent about the bed.
i 'Ixt /.,,', i, od.vssey, viii.

bespett, '' ' [MK. lirx/icfrn (weak verb. pp.
brxjii't, brspat), < be-1 + s/ieten, < AS. ///,
spit: see spit, and cf. bes/>it.] To bespit.

bespew (be-spu'), f. t. [< fte-1 + spew.] To
spew or vomit on.

bespice (be-spls'). v. t. [< be-1 + spice.] To
season with spices or drugs; hence, to drug;
poison.

Ay, and thou,
His cup-bearer, . . . mightst begpiee a cup,
To give mine enemy a lasting wink.

Shak., W. T., I. 2.

bespirtt, ''. t. See bespurt.

bespit (be-spif), . t.-, pret. besjrit, bespat, pp.
bespit, begpittcn, bespittcd, ppr. bespitting. [<
ME. bispitten, < bi- + spitten, spit: see be-1 and
spit, and cf. bespet.] To spit upon; soil with

spittle.

bespoke (be-spok'). Preterit and past partici-

ple of besj)eak.

bespot (be-spof), i
1

. t. [< ME. bispotten, < W-
+ spotten, spot: see be-* and spot.] To make
spots on

;
mark with spots ;

cover with or as
with blots or blemishes.

Bespotted so with sin. Draytoii, Matilda to K. John.

bespread (be-spred'), v. t. [< be-* + spread.]
To spread over

;
cover with.

His nuptial bed,
With curious needles wrought, and painted flowers be-

spread. Dryden.

bespreng (be-spreug'), . t. [< ME. besprengen,
bisprengen (pp. besprenged, bespreynt, etc.), <

AS. besprent/an (= D. and G. besprengen), be-

sprinkle, < be- + sprengan, sprinkle: see be-1

and sprang, and cf. besprinkle.] 1. To sprinkle
over; besprinkle: as, "besprent with teares,"
Mir. for Mags., p. 26.

The floor with tassels of fir was besprent.
Longfellow, Wayside Inn, King Olaf, iv.

2. To spread ;
scatter.

His silver tresses thin besprent.
T. Warton, Grave of King Arthur.

[Obsolete except in the perfect participle be-

sprent.]

besprent (be-sprenf), p. a. [Pp. of bespreng,]
Besprinkled.

In the Qowei'-briqircnt meadows his genius we trace.

Wordsworth, At Vallombrosa.

besprinkle (be- spring 'kl), r. t. [< 6-i +
sprinkle. Cf. bespreng.] To sprinkle over;
scatter over : as, to besprinkle with dust.

Herodotus . . . hath besprinkled his work with many
fabulosities. Sir T. Browne.

Besprinkles with Cimmerian dew. Pope, Dunciad, iii. 4.

besprinkler (be-spring'kler), w. One who be-

sprinkles.

bespurt, bespirtt (be-spert'). r. t. [< 6e-l +
spurt.] To spurt out or over; throw out in a
stream or streams.

Well bespttrted with his own holy water.

Milton, Def. of Hum)). Remonst.

bespurtlet (be-sper'tl), r. t. [< 6c-i + spurtle.]
To bespatter,' as with contumely ; asperse.

I give thy dogged sullennes free libertie : trot about, and
bespitrtle whom thou pleaaest.

Marston and Webster, The Malcontent, i. 2.

besputter (be-sput'er), r. /. [< 6e-i + sputter.]
To sputter over.

Besselian (be-sel'yan), a. Pertaining to or ori-

ginated by the German astronomer Friedrich
Wilhelm Bessel (1 784-1846) Besselian function.
Same as Bfssel'sfnnctiun (which see, under function).
Bessel's function. See function.



Bessemer converter

Bessemer converter, iron, process, steel, etc.

See the nouns.

Bessera (bes'e-ra), w. [NL., named after the

Russian naturalist licsscr.] A genus of Mexi-
can bulbous liliaceous plants, consisting of a

single species, Ii. elegans, frequently cultivated.

Its showy crimson flowers are borne in a termi-

nal umbel.
bessis (bes'is), H. Same as bes.

bessognet, See bisogno.

best (best), a. and n. (superlative of good).

[Bee better, a., and good,] I.a. 1. Of the highest
quality, excellence, or standing: said of both

persons and things in regard to mental, moral,
or physical qualities, whether inherent or ac-

quired: as, the best writers and speakers; the
lest families

;
the best judgment ;

the best years
of one's life

;
a house built of the best materials.

When he is bent, he is a little worse than a man ; and
when he is worst, he is little better than a beast.

Shak., M. of V., i. 2.

What she wills to do or say
Seems wisest, virtuousest, discreetest, bent.

Milton, P. L., viii. 550.

2. Of greatest advantage, usefulness, or suita-

bility for the purpose intended
;
most advan-

tageous, suitable, appropriate, or desirable:

as, the best man for the place ;
the best way to

do anything.
His best companions, innocence and health,
And his best riches, ignorance of wealth.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 61.

3. Most kind, beneficent, or good : applied to

persons: as, the best husband imaginable ;
which

of your brothers is best to you ? 4. Largest ;

greatest ;
most : as, we spent the best part of

three days in getting there Best man, the

groomsman or chief attendant on the bridegroom at a

wedding.

I acted in the capacity of backer or best man to the

bridegroom. Dickens.

In our own marriages the best man seems originally
to have been the chief abettor of the bridegroom in the
act of capture. Darwin, Des. of Man, II. xx.

Best work, in mining, the richest class of ore. To put
one's best foot foremost. See/oot.

II. n. 1. The highest possible state of ex-

cellence; the best quality or property of a

person or thing.
Yf thou wylte leve in peas & Reste,
Here, & see, & sey the beste.

Prov. of Good Counsel, 52.

But you, you,
So perfect, and so peerless, are created
Of every creature's best. Shak., Tempest, iii. 1.

2. All that one can do, or show in one's self:

often used in this sense with the possessive
pronouns my, thy, his, their, etc. : as, I will do

my best to advance your interests; she is bent
on looking her best ; he did all he could to ap-
pear at his best in that performance.

Then gan I him to comfort all my best.

Spenser, Daphnaida, 1. 190.

Win shall I not, but do my best to win.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

At best, in the utmost degree or extent applicable to the
case : as, life is at best very short.

The Law of England is at best but the reason of Parlia-
ment. Milton, Eikonoklastes, x.

For bestt, finally ; for good and all.

Those constitutions ... are now established for best,
and not to be mended. Milton.

For the best, so as to secure the most advantageous re-

sult; with the best intentions. The best, (a) The best

people collectively ; those of the highest standing in any
respect, but especially socially or intellectually.

Throng, their rags and they,
The basest, far into that council-hall
Where sit the best and stateliest of the land.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

(i>) The best things, or a thing of the best quality : as, he
always buys the best ; dressed in one's best.

The lads and lassies in their best

Were dressed from top to toe.

E. Ransford, Gypsying.

The best Of, the advantage in (a contest or proceeding)
or over (a person) : as, from the start A. B. had the best of it.

As far as dignity is concerned, Steele has certainly the
best of the quarrel. A. Dobson, Introd. to Steele, p. xxxix.

To make tbe best of, to use to the best advantage ; get
all that one can out of.

Let there be freedom to carry their commodities where
they may make the best of them. Bacon.

Often used in speaking of things or events that are not
so good or favorable as was expected or was to be wished :

as, to make the best of ill fortune or a bad bargain. To
make the best of one's way, to travel or proceed with
all possible speed.

best (best), adv. (superlative of well). [See
better, adv."] 1. In the most excellent or most
suitable manner; with most advantage or suc-
cess : as, he who runs best gets the prize ;

the

6e*t-behaved boy in the school
;
the

vated fields.

Speak ye, who best can tell.

Millnu, P. L., v. 180.

Most solicitous how bent

He may compensate for a day of sloth.

Camper, Task, iv.

He prayeth best who loveth best

All things both great and small.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, vii. 23.

2. In or to the highest degree ;
to the fullest

extent; most fully: as, those who know him
best speak highly of him ; those best informed

say so
;
the 6c*i-abused man in town.

Old fashions please me best. Shak., T. of the S., iii. 1.

Tell whom thou lovest best. Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1.

I relish best the free gifts of Providence.

Hawthorne, Old Manse, I.

best (best), v. t. [< best, a. or n.] 1. To get
the better of

;
outdo

; surpass.
I cannot stand quiet and see the dissenters best the es-

tablishment. Tra/ord, World in Ch., ii. 77. (S. E. D.)

2. To overreach or outwit : as, to best a client.

3. To defeat in a contest; do better than;
beat; hence, in pugilism, to thrash soundly;
drub

;
defeat at fisticuffs.

bestadt. An obsolete preterit corresponding to

the past participle bestead?.

bestain (be-stan'), v. t. [< be-1 + stain.'] To
mark with 'stains; discolor; spot.

All with blood bestain his cheeks.

Percy's lieliques, p. 134.

bestand (bf-stand'), v. t. [< be-1 + stand.'] To
serve

;
be of service to

;
be ready to serve or

aid. [Bare.]
To such practical lessons as would always bestand them

well. D. 0. Mitchell, Bound Together.

best-best (best'best), a. The very best: some-
times used in trade to indicate the very best

quality.
bestead1

(be-sted'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. bestead-

ed, bested, ppr. besteading. [< be-1 + stead, v.,

support, help.] 1. To help; assist. 2. To
profit; benefit; serve; avail.

Remember this, Oil Bias, . . . pay your court to Signior
Rodriguez, . . . his friendship will bestead you much.

Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, iii. 3.

In this ship was great store of dry Newfoundland fish,

. . . the same being so new and good as it did very greatly
bestead us in the whole course of our voyage.

Sir F. Drake, West India Voyage.

Hence, vain deluding Joys,
The brood of Folly without father bred !

How little you bested
Or nil the fixed mind with all your toys !

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 3.

bestead2! (be-sted'), v. t. [< be-1 + stead, place.]
To take the place of.

Hys missing of the Vniuersitie Oratorship, wherein Doc-
tor Perne besteaded him.

Nash, Haue with you to Saffronwalden.

bestead3
, p. a. See 'bested.

bested, bestead (be-sted'), p. a. [Prop, only
as a pp. or p. a.

;
but Spenser uses a pret.

bestad and pp. besteaded, and other authors
have adopted present forms; < ME. bested,

bisted, commonly bestad, bistad, earliest forms

bistathed, bisteathet, pp., without pres. or pret.

(= Dan. bestedt), < be- + stad, stadd, later

sted, etc., < Icel. staddr = Sw. stadd, circum-

stanced, pp. oistedhja, fix, appoint, =AS. stoeth-

than, set, set fast, plant, < staitlt, a place, re-
lated to stede, a place, stead: see stead and
steady.'] 1. Placed; situated: of things. 2.
Placed or circumstanced as to condition, con-

venience, benefit, and the like; situated: of

persons.
She saith that she shall not be glad,
Till that she se hym so bestad.

dower, Conf. Amant., i.

Many far worse bestead than ourselves. Barrow.

In old Bassora's schools I seemed
Hermit vowed to books and gloom,
111 belted for gay bridegroom.

Emerson, Hermione.

3f. Disposed mentally ;
affected : as, "sorrow-

fully bestad," Chaucer. 4f. Provided; fur-
nished.

The Ladie, ill of friends besteaded.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. i. 3.

[This word is scarcely if at all used now, ex-

cept in such phrases as ill or sore bested. ]

Bestiae (bes'ti-e), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L. bestia,
a beast : see beast.~] A suborder of the mam-
malian order Insectivora, including the true in-
sectivores as distinguished from the frugivo-
rons Galeopithecidw, having the limbs fitted for

walking, but not for flying (being devoid of a
parachute), and the lower incisors not pecti-
nate. The group contains the whole of the or-

der, excepting the family just named.

bestorm

bestial (bes'tial), a. and n. [< L. bestialis, <

bfstia, beastT see beast.] I. . 1. Belonging
to a beast or to the class of beasts; animal.

Of shape part hnman, part bextial. TnUrr, No. 49.

2. Having the qualities of a beast
; brutal; be-

low the dignity of reason or humanity ;
carual :

as, a bestial appetite.
1 have lost the immortal part of myself, and what re-

mains is bestial. Shak., Othello, ii. 3.

Bestial automaton. See automaton. Bestial sign,
in nntrol., a zodiacal sign denoted by a quadruped, Aries,

Taurus, Leo, Sagittarius, or Capricornus. =Syn. Brutish,
Ilestial, etc. (see brute); vile, depraved, sensual.

II. n. [< LL. bcstiale, cattle, neut. of L. bes-

tialis : see above.] 1. In Scots lav; the cattle

on a farm taken collectively. 2f. A work on

zoology. Brewer.

bestiality (bes-tial'i-ti), n. [< LL. bustialitas, <

bestialix : see bestial.] 1. The qualities or na-
ture of a beast; conduct or mental condition

unworthy of human nature
;
beastliness.

What can be a greater absurdity than to affirm bestial-

ity to be the essence of humanity, and darkness the centre
of light? Mill-Unit* Smblerus.

2. Unnatural connection with a beast.

bestialize (bes'tial-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. bes-

tialized, ppr. bestializing. [< bestial, a., + -ize.~]

To make like a beast
; bring or reduce to the

state or condition of a beast.

The process of bestializing humanity. Hare.

bestially (bes'tial-i), adv. In a bestial man-
ner; brutally ;

"as a brute beast.

bestiant (bes'tian), a. Of or belonging to the
beast spoken of in the Apocalypse (Rev. xiii.

xx.).
bestianismt (bes'tian-izm), n. [< bestian +
-ism.] The power of the beast. See bestian.

bestiarian (bes-ti-a'ri-an), re. [< L. best/a, a

beast, + -arian; suggested by humanitarian.']
One who is an advocate of the kind treatment
of animals

; specifically, in Great Britain, an
antivivisectionist.

bestiary (bes'ti-a-ri), n. [< ML. bestiarium,
neut. of L. bestiariw, pertaining to wild beasts

(as a n., a beast-fighter), < bestia, a wild beast.]
If. A fighter with wild beasts in the ancient
Roman amphitheater. 2. A name formerly
sometimes given to a book treating of animals.

Mr. Watkins has, however, gone further back, and com-
mences with Homer and Hesiod. His opening chapter,
"A Homeric Bestiary," is one of the most characteristic
and satisfactory portions of his work.

N. and Q., 6th ser., XI. 260.

bestiate (bes'ti-at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. besti-

ated, ppr. bestiating. [< L. bestia, a beast, +
-ate?.] To make beastly; bestialize. [Rare.]
Drunkenness bestiates the heart.

R. Junius, Sinne Stigmatized, p. 235.

bestick (be-stik'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. bestuck,

ppr. besticlcitig. [< be-1 + stick1 .] 1. To stick
on the surface of

;
cover over. 2. To pierce

in various places ; pierce through and through.
Truth shall retire,

Bestuek with slanderous darts.

Milton, P. L., xii. 536.

In these little visual interpretations [valentines] no
emblem is so common as the heart, . . . the bestuck and
bleeding heart. Lamb, Valentine's Day.

bestill (be-stil'), v. t. [< be-1 + still1 .] To
make quiet or still.

Commerce bestilled her many-nationed tongue.
J. Cunningham, Elegiac Ode.

[In the following passage uncertain :

They, bestttl'd

Almost to jelly with the act of fear,
Stand dumb, and speak not to him.

Shak., Hamlet, 1. 2.

This is the reading of the folios
;
the quartos and mod-

ern editions read distilled.]

bestir (be-ster' ), v. t.
; pret. and pp. bestirred,

ppr. bestirring. [< ME. bestyrien, bestirien, be-

sterien, bestir, < AS. bestyrian, heap up, pile up,
< be- + styrian, stir: see be-1 and stir.] To put
into brisk or vigorous action; reflexively, move
with life and vigor : as, bestir yourself. .

You have . . . bestirred your valour.

Shak., Lear, 11. 2.

Come on, clowns, forsake your dumps,
And bestir your hobnailed stumps.

B. Jonson, The Satyr.

Rouse and bestir themselves ere well awake.
Milton, P. L., i. 334.

bestness (best'nes), n. [< best + -ness.] The
quality of being best. [Rare.]
The bestness of a thing.

Bp. Morton, Episcopacy Asserted, 4.

bestorm (be-stoi-m'), . i. [< be- + storm ; not
descended from AS. bestyrman = G. besturmen
= Sw. bestorma = Dan. bestorme, attack with



bestorm

storm, agitate.] To overtake with a storm
;

assail with storms: as, "boats bestiirnml," Sir

II'. Dun mini, (londibert, iii. b'.

All is sea be.-nli -.

Sinks under us, bexturut*, and then devours.

Yinui'i, Night Thoughts, iv.

bestow (be-sto'), v. t. [< ME. bcstoin n, liixlmr-

<'it; < fcc-i'-r- xlotr, place: see state.
"]

1. To lay
up in store; deposit for safe keeping; stow;
place.

I have no room where to lirxtmr my fruits. Luke xii. 17.

He bt'xton-t'd it in a pouch lined with perfumed leather.

Scott.

To all appearance I must be [engaged] for many month-
to come in turning out, examining, sorting, and l>t'*t<>/r/n

; /

these materials.
Dr. J. A. II. Murray, 8th Ann. Add. to 1'hilol. Soe.

2. To lodge, or find quarters for; provide with
accommodation.

Well, my masters, I'll leave him with you ; now I - <

him bestowed, I'll go look for my goods.
B. JoiiHon, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 1.

3. To dispose of.

Give me but the name and nature of your malefactor,
and I'll bestow him according to his merits.

\li,l,lteton(aiul others), The Widow, i. 1.

4. To give ;
confer

; impart gratuitously : fol-

lowed by on or upon before the recipient: as,
to bestow praise or blame impartially.

Consecrate yourselves . . . to the Lord, . . . that he may
bestow upon you a blessing. Ex. xxxii. 29.

Though I bestow all my goods to feed the poor . . . and
have not charity, it proltteth me nothing. 1 Cor. xiii. 3.

Around its entry nodding poppies grow,
\ nil all cool simples that sweet rest bestow.

Dryden, Ceyx and Alcyone, 1. 287.

Did you bestow your fortune, or did you only lend it?

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, Ixvi.

5. To give in marriage.
I could have bestowed her upon a fine gentleman. Taller.

6. To apply ;
make use of

;
use ; employ.

I determine to bestow
Some time in learning languages abroad.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, i. 1.

Otherwise the whole force of the war would have been
infallibly bestowed there. Swift.

7f. To behave or deport.
The boy . . . bestows himself

Like a ripe sister. Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3.

= Syn. 4. Confer, Grant, etc. See give.

bestowable (be-sto'a-bl), a. [< bestow + -able."] _

Capable of being bestowed,

bestowaget, [< bestow + -age."] Stowage.
bestowal (be-sto'al), . [< bestow + -al.] Be-
stowment.
The one did himself honour in the bestowal, the other

in the acceptance, of such a gratuity.
Milman, Latin Christianity, iv. 3.

bestower (be-sto'er), n. One who bestows;
a giver ;

a disposer.
bestowment (be-sto'ment), . [< bestow +
-ment.] 1. The act of giving gratuitously; a

conferring. 2. That which is conferred or

given; a donation.

They almost refuse to give due praise and credit to
God's own bestowments. /. Taylor.

bestraddle (be-strad'l), v. t. [< be-1 + straddle.]
To bestride. See straddle.

bestraughtt (be-straf ), pp. [A modification of

distraught, with prefix be- for dis-: see dis-

traught.] Distracted; mad: as, "I am not

bestraught," Shak., T. of the S., Ind., ii.

bestraughtedt (be-stra'ted), a. [Irreg. < be-

straught.] Distracted. Norden. [Kare.]
bestrawt (be-stra'), i: t. [< be-1 + straw for

strew.] An obsolete form of bestrew.

bestreak (be-strek'), v. t. [< be-1 + streak.]
To mark or cover with streaks.

bestrew, bestrow (be-stro', -stro'), v. t.; pret.
bestrewed, bestrowed, pp. bestrewed, bestrewn, be-

strowed, bestrown, ppr. bestrewing, bestrowing.
[< ME. bistrewen, < AS. bestrcowian (= D. 6f-

strooijen = MHG. bestrfiuweti, G. bestreueti = Sw.
bestro = Dan. bestro), < be- 4- streowian, strew :

see be-1 and strew, strow.~\ 1. To strew or scat-
ter about

;
throw or drop here and there.

Those blossoms also, and those dropping gums,
That lie bestroien. Milton, P. L., iv. 631.

2. To strew anything upon ;
cover or partially

cover with things strewn or scattered.

Discord shall bestrew
The union of your bed with weeds so loathly,
That you shall hate it both. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

Strip the bough whose mellow fruit bestrews
The ripening corn beneath it.

Wordsworth, Between Namnr and Liege.

bestrid (be-strid'). Preterit and past participle
of bestride.

r>:tr>

bestride (be-strid'), V. t.; prct. bestrode or br-

striil, pp. bestridden, ln-xtriti, improperly be-

x/riil<tl\ (Strnic), ppr. bestriding. [\ ME. !-
xlriikn (prrt. lir.itrnnil. lusli'mli', pp. wanting),
< AS. iHvlriilnii (luirx MttrtdUH I^vc), < be- +

ii, stride.] 1. To straddle over; mount
astride of

;
stretch the legs or eorregpondtag

parts across so ;is to embrace : as, to ln-xlr/ili' a

horse; spectacles li<-xtridiii<i the nose.

\Vhy, man. lie duth l,<'t, !'! tlir narniu \\orld
Like a Colossus. filmic., ,\. ('., I. 2.

The animal lie ln'nt, >,<!> wa* a liroken-iliiwn plough -horse.

/,:'..;, .-k.-trh Hook. |i. i:i.

2. To step over
; cross by stepping.

U hen I nrst my weililril mistress saw
Ili^triflr my threshold. ,s'Ai-., Cor., iv. 5.

beteach

lo .-mother who pledges a forfeit in return on
the opposite contingency. 2. That which is

wagereil : also, that about which a wager is

made.

Hut, on : Six llarliary horses against ix Krt-nch sword,
their jissiglis. anil tlirt-i- lih.Tal coiir.'jl. .1 , ;n i lagat: that's
tli.' l-'mirli lirt against tin- Danish. Slink., Hamlet, v. :>..

bet-'t. An obsolete preterit <if IMU/I.

Beta 1

(I'f'tji), n. [h., a beet: see beet 1
."] A

genus of apetalous plants, natural onler f'/n -

See lint 1
.

beta- (be'tii), n. [I... repr. ( ir. V/ra, name of the
character

ii, ,i.] 1. The second letter of the

bestrode (be-sti-od'). Preterit of

bestrow, r. t. See bext,-* .

bestrutt (be-struf), r. t. [< be-1 + xlrut.] To
distend.
Her papw Intuit w ith milk.

IIMainl, tr. of i'lutareh, p. 519.

bestuck (be-stuk'). Preterit and past parti-

ciple of bexticl;.

bestud (be-stud'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. liestuddi-d,

ppr. hrxtmldiiig. [< be-1 + ,<rf2.] To set with
or as with studs ; adorn with bosses.

rii<- unsought diamonds
Would so imhlaze the forehead of the deep,
Ami su t:<tnil with stars, that they below
Would grow inured to light. Miltnn, Comus, 1. 734.

beswaddle (be-swod'l), v. t. [< be-1 + stead-

<llc.'\ To envelop in swaddling-clothes. W.
Whitehcad.

beswiket, v. t. [ME. beswiken, < AS. bexiriciin

(= OS. bisii'ikan = D. bezwijken = OHG. beswih-

han = Sw. besi'ika = Dan. oesvige), deceive, be-

tray, < be- + swican (= OS. swikan = OFries.
swikft = OHG. swihhan = Icel. svikja = Sw.
srika = Dan. svige), deceive, weaken.] To al-

lure, (tower.

beswinget (be-swinj'), v. t. [ME. not found;
AS. beswingaii, only in pp. bexwungen, scourge,
beat, < be- + swingan, scourge, swinge.] To
scourge; beat.

You had best to use your sword better, lest I beswinge
you. Greene, Orlando Furioso.

beswinkt, - t- [< ME. beswinken, < AS. beswin-

can, earn by toil, < be- + swincan, swink, toil :

see be-1 and swink.] To earn.

That of a poison which they drunke
They hadaen that they have beswunke.

(lower, Cunt. Amant., i. 131.

besyt, a. A Middle English form of busy.
bet't (bet), adv. [< ME. bet, < AS. bet = OFries.
bet = OS. bat, bet = OD. bat, bet = OHG. MHG.
baz, G. baas = Icel. betr = Goth, "batis (in adj.

batiza), better, orig. adj. in the neut. ace. with

reg. compar. suffix (lost in AS., etc.; hence the
later form before, betre, E. better, adv., prop,
neut. of the inflected adj. betera-: see better1 ),

< 'bat, a positive not used, from the root which
appears also in Icel. batna, E. batten 1

,
become

or make better, improve, AS. bot, E. boot 1
,
ad-

vantage, improvement, AS. betan, E.'beefi, im-

prove, etc. : see batten 1
, battle^, boot1

, beet?,

etc.] Obsolete and earlier Middle English form
of better1 .

"Go bet," quod he, "and axe redily
What eors is this that passeth heer forby."

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 205.

It had been bet for me still to have kept my quiet chair.

Gascoitjne.

bet2 (bet), r. ; pret. and pp. bet or betted, ppr.
betting. [First in early mod. E.

; prob. snort
for abet (cf. 6ate2

,
short for abate) ;

if so, prob.
first as a noun, instigation, encouragement,
support, backing, whence the verb, to give sup-
port, etc.] I. trans. To pledge as a forfeit to

another who makes a similar pledge in return,
on a future contingency, in support of an affir-

mation or opinion ; stake ; wager.
John of Gaunt loved him well, and betted much money

on liis head. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2.

II. intrans. To lay a wager; stake money or

anything of value upon a contingency You
bet, certainly; of course. [U. S., originally California,
slang.]
"
Friend," said I to a Jehu, whose breath suggested gin,

"Can thee convey me straightway to a reputable inn?"
His answer's gross irrelevance I shall not soon forget
Instead of simply yea or nay, he gruffly said,

" You bet /
"

The Century, XI. 142.

bet2 (bet), w. [See the verb.] 1. The pledging
of some valuable thing, as money (or of the do-

ing of some onerous act), to be forfeited, in case
some future event happens contrary to the as-

sertion or belief of the one making the pledge,

alphabet, corresponding to English HOT
b. 2. As a classifier in astronomy, chemistry,
etc., the second in any series. See nl/i/m, 'J.

betacism (be'ta-si/m), ;/. [< NL. Ix-lKrixniua,
< L. beta, the (Greek) letter /), b. Cf. iotiifixm.

rhotacixm.'] Conversion of other sounds to, or
their confusion with, a 6-sound.

Even these forms were threatened with destruction by
the >!U'rail of /ietacimniiJt, whereby amavit was)iri.ii'Hiiir,-i|
like anuililt, and vice vep.ii. Aiuer. ./,'. I'liil,,!.. VI. .Mil.

betag (be-tag'), v. t.; pret. and pp. lnt<i</</i,i,

ppr. / lui/gini/. [< be- 1 + tag."] To furnish' with
a tag; deck with tags.

Betagned with verse. Churrhill, Tin- iMiost, Iv.

betail (be-tal'), t'. t. [< be-1 + tail1
."] 1. To

furnish with a tail: as, "bctailfd and bepow-
dered," Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, iii.

2. To take the tail off: a word jocularly form-
ed on the analogy of behead.

[The sportsman] puts his heavy boot on the beast's Ixxly,
and there both beheads and Mails him. TroUope.

betain (be'ta-in), n. [Irreg. < L. beta + -i2.]
A chemical base found in the common beet and
mangel-wurzel.
betake 1

(be-tak'), v. [< be-1 + take. The corre-

sponding ME. form betaken, bitaken (pret. betok,
pp. betaken) seems to have been used only in
the senses of betake? or bettach, with which it

was confused. There is no AS. 'betacan ; but
cf. Sw. betaka = Dan. betagc, take, deprive,
cutoff.] I. trans. If. To seize; take hold of

;

take.

Then to his handes that writt he did betake..

Spenser, F. Q., I. xii. 25.

2. Reflexively, to take one's self (to); repair;
resort ; have recourse.

The rest, in imitation, to like arms
Hetook them. Milton, P. L., vi. C63.

Betake you to your silence, and your sleep.
B. Jonson, Volpone, I. 1.

They betook themselves to treaty and submission.
Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist., I. 1.

Il.t intrans. To take one's self.

But here ly downe, and to thy rest Make.
Spenser, F. Q., I. ix. 44.

betake2!, v. (.;pret. betook, betauglit, pp. betmight,
ppr. betaking. [ME. betaken, etc., with forms
prop, belonging to betake1

, q. v., but with va-
rious senses of between, betechen, beteach: see

beteach.'] Same as beteach.

betalkt (be-tak'), . i. [< be-1 + talk."] To talk

repeatedly. Drai/ton.
betallow (be-tal'6), c. (. [< be-1 + tallow."] To
cover with tallow. Ford.

betaughtt (be-taf). Preterit of betake* and be-
teach.

beteH, ., bete2
t, ., bete3t, v., etc. Obsolete

form of beat1
,
beet 1

, beet2
,
etc.

bete (bat), . [F., < OF. beste, a beast : see

beast."] In the game of solo, a forfeit__ Bte
noire (F. pron. bat nwor). [F., literally black lieast.l A
bugbear ;

a person or thing regarded with special dislike
or aversion.

The newspapers have some words of this sort dear to
them, but the bftes noire* of all lovers of straightforward
English, such as "peruse" and "replete."

The Atlantic
,
LVII. 425.

beteach t (be-tech'), r. t. [< ME. betechen, bitech-

en, between
(pTet.Jbetaithte, betahte, pp. betauhf,

betaht), < AS. betaican (pret. betcehte, pp. betaiht),

show, assign, give over, deliver, commit, < be-
+ taican, snow, teach: see be-1 and teach. Ow-
ing to a similarity of form, the ME. betaken

(pret. betook, betok, pp. betaken), < be- + taken,
take (see betake1 ), was confused with betechen,
and used in the same senses.] 1. To give;
hand over; deliver up.
Judas Iscariot wente forth to the princis of prestis, and

said to hem, What wolen ye give to me and I schal bitakr.
him to you? Wyclif, Mat. xxvi. 14, 15.

2. To intrust; commit; recommend to the
care of.

Such a ryrn the devel I bifteche.

Chaucer, Prol. to Tale of Melibeus, 1. 0.



beteach

Anil hem slic yaf Mrc moebles and hire tiling,

And to the impc Urban bitmik hem tho.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. Ml.

Dame Pluebe to a Nymphc her babe betooke.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vi. 2S.

3. To impart or teach.

Whereof that IK- was fully taught
Of wisdom which was him betau'tltt.

Gower, Conf. Amant., vii.

betear (be-ter'), v. t. [< fee-1 4- tear2 .] To wet
with tears. Sir P. Sidney.

betechet, '. t. Same as beteach.

beteemH (be-tem'), *. t. [< be-1 + fe0M\] To

bring forth ; produce ;
shed.

/,,,.. Why is your cheek so pale?
How chance the roses there do fadfi so fast?

//,'/. Belike for want of rain ;
which I could well

lii'ti'cin tin-in from the tempest of mine eyes.

Shak., Jl. N. D., i. 1.

beteem2t (be-tem'), v. t. [Appar. < be-1 +
teenfi.~\ 1. To allow; permit; suffer.

So loving to my mother,
That he might not bete.em thu winds of heaven

Visit her face too roughly. Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

2. To vouchsafe; accord; give.

"So would I," said the Enchanter, "glad and faine

Beteeme to you this sword." Spemer, V. Q., II. viii. 19.

Although bee could have well beteem'd to have thankt

him of the ease hee profer'd, yet loving bis owne handi-

worke, modestly refus'd him.

Milton, Def. of Humb. Remonst.

betel (be'tl), n. [Also written betle, and for-

merly also betele, bettel, etc.
;
= F. betel = Sp.

betel, betle, < Pg. betel, bethel, betelhe, formerly
also betle, vitele, < Malayalam vettila = Tamil
vettilei (cerebral t), betel; cf. Hind, bird or bin,

< Skt. vitika (cerebral t), betel.] 1. A species
of pepper, Piper betle, a creeping or climbing

plant, a native of the East Indies, natural order

I'iperacecE. The leaves are used as a wrapper for the

little pellets of areca-nut and lime which are extensively
chewed in the East. The pellet is hot and acrid, but has

aromatic and astringent properties. It tinges the saliva

red and blackens the teeth. Also called betel-pepper.

2. A piece of betel-nut.

betel-DOX (be'tl-boks), n. A box for carrying

pellets prepared of betel-leaves, lime, and
areca-nuts. Such boxes are commonly made
of silver filigree.

betel-nut (be'tl-nut),
n. [< betel + nut.']

The nut of the areca-

palm, Areca Catecjm,
of the East Indies,

highly esteemed

among the Asiatics

as a masticatory.
See areca-nut.

betel-pepper (be'tl-

pep"er), n. Same as

betel, I.

betht, v. i. impv.

[ME., < AS. bedth, 2d

pers. pi. of beon, be:
I, 1 ~QK -,rr* fl,fi,. Areca-palm (Areca Catechu , with

see&e.] Be ye. Uiau- its fruit, the Betei-mit.

cer.

bethankit (be-thang'kit), n. [Sc., humorously
adapted from the formula God be thankit, where
thankit = E. thanked, pp.] Grace after meat.
Burns.
bethel (beth'el), n. [Heb. beth-el, house of

God, < beth, house, + el, God; hence Bethel

(Beth-el), name of a place : see Elohim."] 1.

A hallowed spot. 2. A name sometimes ap-
plied to a place of worship in England, espe-
cially to a dissenting chapel. 3. A church or

chapel for seamen, whether located on shore

or, as is often the case, afloat in a harbor.

Bethell process. See process.
bethink (be-thingk'), v.

; pret. and pp. be-

thought, ppr. bethinking. [< ME. bethenken, bi-

thinken, commonly bethenchen, < AS. bethencan,
bithencan (= D. bedenken = OHG. bidenchan,
MHG. G. bedenken = Sw. betanka = Dan. be-

tcenke), consider, think about, < be- + thencan,
think: see be-1 and think.} I. trans. If. To
think; imagine.

He spak more harm than herte may bethinke.

Chawer, Pro), to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 772.

2f. To think about
;
reflect upon ;

consider.

With patience calm the storm,
While we bethink a means to break it off.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 8.

3. Reflexiyely: (a) To call to mind
; take into

consideration; remind one's self: with of (for-

merly also on or upon) before the name of the

object of thought.
Bethink yourselves beforehand what mercies you want.

Up. Beveridge, Sermons, II. cxlv.
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Ili'tltink thcc of thy Lord,
Who healed again the smitten ear,

And sheathed his follower's sword.
W/iilt ier, The Exiles.

(6) To reflect; deliberate ;
commune with one's

self..

Bin bethought himself a. moment and inquired.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 60.

II. intrans. To deliberate ;
consider.

Bethink ere thou dismiss us. Byron, Manfred, i. 1.

Bethlehem (beth'le-em), . See bedlam.

Bethlehemite (beth'
;

le-em-It), n. [< Bethle-

hem + -He 1
. See bedlam.] 1. An inhabitant

of Bethlehem of Judea (2 Sam. xxi. 19). 2.

An inmate of Bethlehem hospital or other luna-

tic asylum; a bedlamite. See bedlam and bed-

lamite. 3. Eccles.: (a) One of an order of

monks introduced into England in the year

1257, who were habited like the Dominicans,

except that they wore a star with five rays,
in memory of the comet or star which appeared
over Bethlehem at the birth of Christ. (6) One
of an order founded in the seventeenth cen-

tury for the service of the hospitals in Spanish
America.
Bethlemitet (beth'lem-it), n. Same as Beth-

lehemite.

bethought (be-thof). Preterit and past parti-

ciple of bethitik.

bethrall (be-thral'), r. 1. [< fee-1 + thrall.']

To enslave ;
reduce to bondage ; bring into

subjection.
She it is that did my Lord bethrall.

Spenser, F. Q., I. viii. 28.

bethroot (beth'rot), n. Same as birthroot.

bethule (beth'ul), n. [< Bethylus.] A bird of

the genus Bethylus (Cuvier), or Cissopis (Vieil-

lot).

bethump (be-thump'), v. t. [< be-1 + thump.]
To beat soundly.

I was never so bethump'd with words
Since I first call'd my brother's father dad.

Shak., K. John, ii. 2.

bethwack (be-thwak'), v. t. [< be-1 + thwack.]
To thrash soundly.
Bethylus (beth'i-lus), n. [NL.] 1. A genus
of pupivorous hymenopterous insects, of the

family Proctotryfjidai, having an elongated and
somewhat triangular prothorax, a flattened

head, and 13-jointed antennae. 2. In ornith.,
a genus of South American tanagroid Pusseres,
based on the Lanius leverianus of Shaw, sup-

posed to be a shrike. Antedated by Ciisopis of

vieillot, 1810, based upon the same bird, and also in en-

tomology. Also spelled Bethylhui. [Not in use.]

betide (be-tld'), v. [< ME. Widen, < bi-, be-, +
tiden, happen: see be-1 and tide, v.~\ I. trans.

1. To happen; befall; come to.

What will betide the few? Milton, P. L., xii. 480.

"
111 luck betide them all" he cried.

Whittier, The Exiles.

2. To betoken
; signify. [Bare.]
How could I but muse

At what such a dream should betide ?

Cowper, The Morning Dream.

II. intrans. To come to pass; happen TO
betide ont, to become of.

If he were dead, what would betide on me ?

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3.

betidet (be-tld'), . [< betide, v.] Hap; fortune.
Bad betidet, ill hap ;

misfortune : a forced use.

My wretched heart wounded with bad betide.

Greene, Francesco's Sonnet.

betightt (be-tif). An erroneously formed past
participle of betide: one of Spenser's forced
forms.

Why wayle we then ? why weary we the Gods with playnts,
As if some evill were to her betight ?

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

betimet (be-tim'), adv., ong.prep. phr. [< ME.
beti/me, bitime, prop, separate, bi time, by time.]
Older form of betimes.

Loke thou go to bede by tyine.
How the Goode Wyfe Taught hyr Daughter, 1. 165.

All in the morning betime. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5 (song).

I went one day myself betime in the morning to a great
man's house to speak with him.

Latimer, Serm. bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

betimes (be-timz'), adv. [< ME. betymes, bi-

tymes, < betime + adv. gen. suffix -s.] 1. Sea-

sonably ;
in good season or time

; before it is

too late
; early.

Not to be a-bed after midnight is to be up betimes.

Shak., 1. N., ii. 3.

To measure life learn thou betimes.

Milton, Sonnets, xvi.

Partake we their blithe cheer
Who gathered in betimes the unshorn flock
To wash the fleeee. Wordsworth, River Duddon, xxiii.

betrap

Having engaged our guide and horses the night before,

we set out betimes this morning for Orlevano.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 240.

2. Soon ;
in a short time.

Hi- tires bftiiiifs. that spurs too fast betimes.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 1.

3. Occasionally ;
at, times. [Scotch.] = Syn.

Early, Soon, Betimes. See early.

betinet, '' t. [< be-1 + tine for find, kindle.]
To set fire to.

betitt,
' Obsolete shortened form of betideth.

Chaucer.

betitle (be-ti'tl), v. t. [< be-1 + title.] To

give a title or titles to; entitle: as, a befitted

man; a "picture . . . befitted, Glorious Revo-

lution," Carlyle, Misc., III. 82.

betle, n. See betel.

betoilt (be-toil'), r. t. [< be-1 + toiJi.] To

worry witti toil.

betokt. Middle English preterit of betake2 .

betoken (be-to'kn), i>. t. [< ME. betokenen, bi-

tuciii'ii, < AS. 'betdenian (not found
; equiv. to

r/etaciiian, with diff. prefix; cf. believe) (=
OFries. bitekna = D. beteekenen = LG. beteik-

en = OHG. bizeiehanon, G. bczeichnen = Sw.

beteckna = Dan. betegnc), < be- + tacn, tdcen,

token: see be-l and token.'] If. To signify;
mean

;
denote in words. 2. To be a token of

;

be a visible sign of
; give promise of.

A dewy cloud, and in the cloud a bow, ...
Betokening peace from God. Milton, P. L., xi. 867.

3. To foreshow by signs ;
be or furnish a pre-

monition of; indicate the probability of: as,

this fact betokens a good result.

The morning betokened foul weather.

Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 261.

4. To give evidence of
;
show.
This doth betoken

The corse they follow did with desperate hand
Fordo its own life. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

= Syn. To signify; presage, portend, augur, bode.

beton (bet 'on; F. pron. ba-tdn'), . [< F.

btton, < OF'.' betun, rubble, of disputed origin,
but prob. < Pr. beton = Sp. betun, < L. bitumen,
bitumen : see bitumen. Some compare F. be-

ton, beestings, curded milk, < OF. beter, co-

agulate.] A mixture of lime, sand, and grav-
el, forming a kind of concrete. It is much used
as a hydraulic cement in submarine works, and whole

buildings have been constructed of it.

betongue (be-tung'), v. t. [< be-1 + tongue.]
To scold

;
attack with the tongue ; rail at.

How Ben Jonson and Shakspere betongned each other.
North British Rev.

betonica (be-ton'i-ka), n. Same as betony.

betony (bet'o-ni), . [Early mod. E. also

betonie, bettohy, etc., < ME. betony, betany,
earlier betone, betan (cf. ML. betonia), < OF.

beteine, F. betoine = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. betonica =
G. betonie = AS. betonica, < L. betonica, a cor-

rupt form of vettonica, so named, according to

Pliny, from the Vettones, otherwise Vectones, a

Eeople
of Lusitania in the Spanish peninsu-

i.] The popular name of Stachys Betonica or
Betonica officinalis, a European labiate plant,

growing in woods. It is sometimes used to dye wool.

producing a dark-yellow color. It is usually distinguished
from water-betony (an aquatic plant, Scrophularia aquati-
crt) as vood-betony, which name is also given in the United
States to Pedicularis Canadensis, and sometimes to Ly-
copvs Vii'ginicus. The Veronica serpyllifolia is called

Paul's betony, because described as a betony by an old

herbalist, -Paulus ^Egineta.

betook (be-tuk'). Preterit of betake1 and be-

betornt (be-torn'), p. a. [Pp. of verb *betear%

(not used)', < be-1 + tear1 .] I. Torn.
Whose heart be-torn out of his panting breast.

Norton and SackcilU, Gorboduc, iv. 1.

2. Torn in pieces.

betpss (be-tos' ),v.t. [< be-1 + toss.] To toss;

agitate ;
disturb

; put in violent motion.
The miserable betossed squire.

Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, I. iii. 3.

My betossed soul. Shak., R. and J., v. 3.

betraiset, betrasht, . t. [ME. betraisen, betray-

sen, bitraisshen, bitrasshen, < be- + OF. traiss-,

stem of certain parts of trair, F. trahir, betray:
see betray and -ish2.] To betray.
They have betraised thee. Jiobert of Bnttme.

betrap1
! (be-trap'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. be-

trapped, ppr. betrapping. [< ME. betrappen, <

AS. betmppan, betreppan, insnare, < be- +
trceppan, treppan, trap: see be-1 and trap

1
.]

To entrap ; insnare. Gower.

betrap2t (be-trap'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. be-

trapped, ppr. betrapping. [< be-1 + trap*.] To
put trappings on

;
clothe

;
deck.

After them followed two other chariots covered with
red satin, and the horses betrapped with the same.

Stow, Queen Mary, an. 1553.



The Son of hum shall be

incn.

betrash

betrasht, '' ' See Mi-nine.

betray (be-tnV), r. t. [< ME. betrage*,
< bv- + ii'iiii ii, betray, < OF. trni'i; F. trnliir, <

L. traitere, deliver, give over : see traitor, trea-

son, tradition. The form of betray was influ-

enced by that of bfimiy, a quite different word.]
1. To deliver to, or expose to the power of, an

enemy by treachery or disloyalty : as, an olliccr

bttntyed&e city.
"

?tt'>l into the hands of

Mat, xvii. Ui'.

2. To violate by fraud or unfaithfulness
;
be

unfaithful in keeping or upholding : as, to l>v-

truii a trust.

Rptray'd her cause and mine. T<'ii/tii*"/i, I*rincess, v.

3. To act treacherously to; be disloyal to;

disappoint the hopes or expectations of.

Do not l>L>lrtiti me, .sir. I (ear you low Mistress I'age.

Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 3.

I will Mm i/

Tau ny linn'd fishes ; my bended hook shall pierce
Their slimy ja\vs. Shak., A. ami C., ii. 6.

Hut when I rise, 1 shall lint! my legs Iteti-aitity/ me.
Hnxiffll.

\i<-n of unquiet mind-. aiut violent ambition followed a

fearfully eccentric course, . . . served and betrayed all

parties in turn. Jfoowddy, .Sir William Temple.

4. To deceive
; beguile ;

mislead
; seduce.

Far, far beneath the shallow maid
He left believing ami beti-ttiial.

Byron, The Giaour.

Our impatience betrays us into rash and foolish alli-

ances which no (Jod attends.

Eirwrson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 195.

5. To reveal or disclose in violation of confi-

dence; make known through breach of faith or

obligation: as, to betray a person's secrets or

designs.
Secrets are rarely betrayed or discovered according to

any programme our fear has sketched out.

Oeorf/e Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 5.

6. To show in true character; allow to be seen;
permit to appear in spite of will or desire.

Be swift to hear, hut cautious of your tongue, lest you
betray your ignorance. Watts.

Anil scarcely look or tone betrays
How the heart strives beneath its chain.

Whittter, Mogg Megone, i.

My own too-fearful guilt,

Simpler than any child, betray* itself.

Tennyson, Guinevere.

7. To indicate; give indication or evidence of:

said of something not obvious at first view, or
that would otherwise be concealed.

Yon azure smoke betrays the lurking town.

Wordsworth, Prelude, iv.

All the names in the country betray great antiquity.
Bryant.

A turned leaf, a broken twig, the faintest film of smoke
against the sky, betrayed to him the passage or presence of
an enemy. J. F. Clarke, Self-Culture, v.

betrayal (be-tra'al), n. [< betray + -al] The
act 01 betraying.
Gained his freedom by the betrayal of his country's

cause. S. Sharpe, Hist, of Egypt, xii.

He seldom lost his self-control, and shrank with the
most sensitive pride from any noticeable betrayal of emo-
tion. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 7.

betrayer (bf-tra'er), n. One who betrays; a
traitor

;
a seducer.

betraymentt (be-tra'ment), n. [< betray +
-ment.] Betrayal; the state of being betrayed.

Confessing him to be innocent whose betrayment they
had sought. Udall, Com. on Mat. xxvii.

betrendt (be-trend'), v. t. [ME. betrenden; <

be-1 + trend.'} To wind about; twist; turn
round.

Aboute a tre with many a twiste

Bytrent and wrythe the soote wodebynde.
Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1231.

betrim (be-trim'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. betrimmed,

ppr. bctrimming. [< be-1 + trim.'] To trim;
set in order; decorate; beautify.

Thy banks with pioned and twilled brims,
Which spongy April at thy hest betrims.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

betroth (be-tr6th' or -troth'), " t. [Early mod.
E. also betrotlie, betroath, betrouth, < ME. be-

trouthen, betreuthen, bitreuthien, betroth, < bi-,

be-, + treuthe, treoicthe, < AS. treoivth, troth,
truth: see be-1 and troth, truth.] 1. To con-
tract to give in marriage to another; promise
or pledge one's troth for the marriage of

;
affi-

ance.
You, to remove that siege of grief from her,
Betrotlt'd and would have married her perforce
To County Paris. Shall., E. and J., v. 3.

2. To engage to take in marriage ; pledge one's
troth to marry.
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What man Is there that hath l>ft/-"tl''l a \vitv and hath

not taken her? Dent. xx. 7.

To her, my lord,
Was I bcti-uth'd ere I saw llenniii.

Nlmk., M. N. D., iv. 1.

3f. To nominate to a bishopric in order to con-
secration.

If any person In- consecrated it liishop to that church
whercuntohc was not before/*'// 1

',//!*-!/. A;ilijli', Pareri;oii.

betrothal (be-ti-6th'- or be-t rot h'al), M. [< '"-

troth + -nl,] The act of betrothing; betroth-
ment.
The feast of lu'lrullml. /,/(.</. //<.!', t:\an-eline iv.

betrothment (be-troth'- or be-troth' ment), >i.

[< betroth + -nient.~\ A mutual and formal

promise or contract made for or by a man and
a woman with a view to their marriage; be-
trothal

;
the act or state of being betrothed, or

promised in marriage.
How the strange hi'trttthmi'nt was to end.

Trnnifxinl, l'[ inn -^.

betrust (be-trusf), v. t. [< be-1 + trust,] 1.

To intrust; commit to another in confidence
of fidelity.

Whatsoever you would h.'truxt to your memory, let it

be disposed in a proper method. Watts.

2. To confide in.

To esteem themselves Maisters, both of that great trust
which they serve, anil of the People that betnuted them.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xiii.

[Rare in both senses.]
betrustment (be-trust'ment), n. [< betrust +
-ment.] The act of intrusting; the thing in-

trusted. [Rare.]
betsot, betsat (bet'so, -sa), n. [< It. bezzo (pron.
bet'so), farthing, piece of money; appar. same
as It. pezzo, a piece, bit (see piece); but cf. G.

betg, batz, also batzen, a small Swiss coin : see

bats.'] A small copper coin of Venice, current
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. In
the system established in 1750 it was equal to a quarter
of a United States cent, being the fortieth part of a lira

piccola ; a hagattino.

The last and least fcoin] is the betsa, which is half a sol ;

that is, almost a farthing.

Coryat, Crudities (ed. 1776), II. 69.

bettt, bettet, adv. Middle English forms of bet1 .

better1
(bet'er), a. and n. [< ME. bettere, be-

tere, < AS. betera, betra = OFries. betere, betre=
OS. betara, betera = T>. beter = OHG. bezziro,
MHG. bezzer, G. besser = Icel. betri = Sw. bat-

tre = Dan. bedre = Goth, batiza; compar. with
weak inflection; with superl. best, < ME. beste,
< AS. betst, betest = OFries. beste = OS. betsto

= D. best = OHG. bezzisto, MHG. bezzist, best,
G. best = Icel. beztr, older baztr, = Sw. bast =
Dan. bedst = Goth, batists ; with regular com-
par. and superl. suffixes from a positive not in

use, Teut. *bat, of which the compar., with loss
of the suffix, appears in the AS., ME., and
early mod. E. adv. bet: see bet1.] I. a. 1. As
comparative of flood : (a) Of superior quality or

excellence, whether personal, physical, mental,
moral, or social, essential or acquired: as, he
is a better man than his brother; better times
are at hand; a better position.

Man's better nature triumphed then.

Bryant, The Prairies.

Our institutions had been so good that they had edu-
cated us into a capacity for better institutions.

Macautay, Mirabeau.

(b) Of superior value, use, fitness, acceptable-
ness, etc.

;
more profitable or suitable for a

purpose; more useful, eligible, or desirable:

as, copper is a better conductor than iron.

Better is a dinner of herbs where love is, than a stalled
ox and hatred therewith. Prov. xv. 17.

Sleep
Doth, in my estimate of good, appear
A better state than waking ;

death than sleep.

Wordsworth, Excursion, iii.

(e) Larger; greater: as, the better part of a

day was spent in shopping.
You are as a candle, the better part burnt out.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 2.

How have we wander'd, that the better part
Of this good night is perish'd !

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, ii. 4.

2. As comparative of well ; (a) More in accor-
dance with one's wish or desire

;
more satis-

factory. (6) More healthy; having sounder
health, (c) More just, right, or proper Better
arm. See armi. Better half> wife. (Colloq.] To be
better, (a) To be improved, as in health, estate, etc. :

as, the patient is better, (b) To be quite well again ; be
fully recovered. (Scotland.]

II. n. 1. That which has superior excellence ;

that which is better.

That ideal better, towards which both men and institu-
tions must progress, if they would not retrograde.

Huxley, Universities.

betterment

2. A superior; one who lias a claim to prn-i-
dence on account of rank, age, merit, skill,

power, or office: as, give place to your betters,

[In this sense generally useil in the plural, and
with a possessive pronoun.]

In al Yngleloml u;t.s non liv* / / f.

i::,-i,. c. ,/, i..

Their bfttfr* would hardly lie found. Iliuiki-r.

'I 'linn poor shallow of ii soldier, I will make thee know
my master keeps >ei\an!s thy //</'.'/,. in ijtiality and IMT-
formance. r\-<l, I is pity, i. 2.

Mai phrase /<;/ Hi,' <,,-, that. U, in the direction "I JIM

The better. (</) Improremenl : -< m-rally in the udver-

X in i"

plovrim'lit.

If I havi: alti.-rt'il him ;tny\\ ht-i /-/ tf,< i,, n, / .

n 1'n'fiu-e to Fables.

(b) Advantage ; superiority ; victory : cliielly in the phrases
/

;n-t, <.iain, or haw tlu: belter o/(a person or thing).

Dionysius, his countryman, in an epistle to Vompcj.
after an express comparison, attonls liini '/*- t/rtter of
Thucydides. .S'<V 7'. /;/o, <//,-, \ nig. Erf.

She took her leave, charmed with the pi "-IH ct nt linally
iH'ltiii'i tli,' Mlrriiftiu: only woman in London win. in she

acknowledged as her equal in subtlety and inii ijm .

J. Jlaicthome, Dust, p. 334.

better 1 (bet'er). adv. (comparative of well, adv.).

[< ME. better, beter, betre, < AS. betere, betre;
with superl. best, < ME. best, < AS. betst, bctost ;

prop. neut. ace. of the adj. : see better1
,
a. The

older adv. was bet: see bet1 .] 1. In a more
excellent way or manner: as, to behave better;
the land is better cultivated and the govern-
ment better administered.

The plays of Shakspeare were belter acted, better edited,
and better known than they had ever been.

Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

2. In a superior degree: as, to know a man
better than some one else knows him.

Which is the better able to defend himself : astrong man
with nothing but his fists, or a paralytic cripple encum-
bered with a sword which he cannot lift?

Macaulay, Utilitarian Theory of Government.

3. More, without any idea of superior excel-
lence : as, it is better than a mile to the town.

[Colloq.]
Dorlcote Mill has been in our family a hundred year and

better. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss.

To be better off, to be in improved circumstances.

The mechanic teaches us how we may in a small degree
be better of than we were. The Utilitarian advises us with
great pomp to be as well off as we can.

Macaulay, West. Reviewer's Def. of Mill.

Men had become Romans ; they were proud of the Ro-
man name ; . . . they felt that they were better off as mem-
bers of a civilized community ordered by law than they
could be under the dominion of any barbarian.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 126.

To go one better. See go, v. t.

better^ (bet'er), v. [< ME. bettren, betren, < AS.
beterian, betriaii, intr., be better, ne-beterian,

ge-betrian, trans., make better (= OFries. be-

teria = Icel. betra = Sw. battra = Dan. bedre
= OHG. bezziron, MHG. G. bessern; cf. OS.

betian, < bet, the older compar. adv.), < betera,
better: see better1

, a.] I. trans. 1. To make
better

; improve ;
ameliorate

;
increase the

good qualities of : as, manure betters land
;
dis-

cipline may better the morals.

The cause of his taking upon him our nature was to lat-

ter the quality, and to advance the condition thereof.
Hooker.

2. To improve upon ; surpass ; exceed ;
outdo.

He hath borne himself beyond the promise of his age ;

... he hath, indeed, better bettered expectation than you
must expect of me to tell you how. Shak., Much Ado, i. 1.

What you do
Still betters what is done. Shak., W. T., iv. 8.

3. To advance the interest of; support; give
advantage to.

Weapons more violent, when next we meet,
May serve to better us and worse our foes.

Milton, P. L., vi. 440.

= Syn. 1. Amend, Improve, Better, etc. (see amend), meli-

orate, promote.
H. intrans. To grow better; become better;

improve : as. his condition is bettering. [Rare.]
better2 (berer), . [< beft + -er1 .] One who
lays bets or wagers. Also bettor.

Be able to give them the character of every bowler or
better on the green. B. Jonson, Epicoene, i. 1.

bettering-houset (bet'er-ing-hous), n. A refor-

matory.
Soldiers buried in this ground, from the hospital and

the bettering-houxe. An /ml* of Phil, and Penn., I. 406.

betterment (bet'er-ment). n. [< better1
, v., +

-ment.] 1. A making better; improvement.
2. In American late, an improvement of real

property which adds to its value otherwise
than by mere repairs: generally used in the

plural.



bettermost

bettermost (bot'i-r-most), . and K. [< better1

+ -most.] I. . Best; highest in any respect,
as in social rank or mental qualities.

It first became operative in the diffusion of knowledge
among the people, at least among the bettermost classes.

Brougham.

II. n. That which is best
; especially, one's

best clothes. [Local in England and United

States.]
So Ilepzihah anil her brother made themselves ready

... in their faded bettermost, to go to church.

.. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xi.

betterness (bet'&r-nes), n. [< ME. betternes ; <

better + -ness.'] 1. The quality of being better;

superiority. Sir I'. Sidney. 2. In minting, the

amount by which a precious metal exceeds the

standard of fineness.

bettet (bet'et), . [Native name.] A name
of an Indian parrot, Palceornis pondicerianus.

bettong (bet'ong), n. [Native name.] A spe-
cies of the genus Bettongia, a group of small
brush-tailed kangaroos.
bettor (bet'or), . Another form of better^.

betty (bet'i)',' n.
; pi. betties (-iz). [From the fern,

name Betty, dim. of Bet (cf. equiv. OF. Beti,
Betie. also Betiaine, Betion, Betionette), abbr. of

JSlizabet, Elizabeth.] 1. A man who interferes

with the domestic duties of women, or engages
in female occupations. Also called cot-betty.

[Used in contempt.] 2f. A short bar used

by thieves to wrench doors open. Also called

a bess, a jenny, and now a jimmy or jemmy.
[Thieves' slang.]
The powerful betty or the artful picklock.

Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull.

3. A pear-shaped bottle, covered with maize-
leaves or the like, in which olive-oil is exported
from Italy ;

a Florence flask.

Betula (bet'u-la), n. [L., the birch, also spelled
betulla (> It. betula, betulla, also bedello, = Pg.
betulla = Sp. abedul =
F. dim. bouleau) ; cf.

Corn, betho, 6eo=Bret.
bezo = W. bedw = Gael.
beth = Ir. beth, beit,

the birch.] A genus of

hardy trees or shrubs,
natives of the north

temperate and arctic

regions; the birches.
It is the type of the order
Betulacece, and is distin-

guished from the accom-
panying genus Alntts by a
difference of habit and by its

winged nutlet. There are
about 30 species of Betula,
of which 10 are North Amer-
ican.

Betulaceas (bet-u-la'-
se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Betula + -aeew.] A nat-
ural order of apetalous
dicotyledonous trees
and shrubs, of which
Betula is the

typical
genus, and containing
besides this only the genus Almis, with 60 spe-
cies belonging to the two genera. See cut un-
der alder.

betulin, betuline (bet'u-lin), n. [< Betula,
birch, + -in"*, -ine2.] An alkaloid (C36H60O3)
obtained from the bark of the white birch. It

crystallizes in the form of long needles, which
are fusible and volatile.

betumble (be-tum'bl), v. t. [< 6e-i + tumble.']
To tumble

; disarrange the parts of.

From her be-tumbled couch she starteth.

Shot., Lucrece, 1. 1037.

betutor (be-tu'tor), v. t. [< 6e-i + tutor.] To
instruct; tutor." Coleridge.
between (be-tweu'), prep, and adv. [< (1) ME.
betwene, bitwenen, etc., < AS. betweonum, be-

twynum, betwinun, betweonan, beticinan, bittceon-

urn, etc. (orig. separate, as in be saim tweonum,
between the seas, lit. 'by seas twain'), < be,

prep., by, + twetinum, dat. pi. of *tweon; (2)
ME. betwen, betwene, bitwene, etc. (mixed with
preceding), < AS. (ONorth.) betweon, betwen,
bitwen, etc., < be, prep., by, + 'tweon, ace. of

"tweon, pi. *twene (= OS. OFries. twene =
OHG. MHG. zwene, G. zweeri), two, twain, orig.
distrib. (=Goth. tweihnai=lj. bini, OL. *dwmi),
two each, < two, (twi-), two : see two, and cf.

twin, twain. The forms of between have always
interchanged with those of betwixt (which see).]
I. prep. 1. In the space which separates (two
points, places, objects, or lines) ;

at any point
of the distance from one to the other of : as, be-

Betula.

a, branch of B. pumila, with
male and female anieuts; b, a

single scale of fertile ament,
with fruit, f From Le Maout and

538

tween the eyes ;
between Washington and Phila-

delphia; the prisoner was placed between two

policemen.
The sea

Swallows him with his host, but them lets pass
As on dry land, between two crystal walls.

Milton, P. L., xii. 197.

2. In intermediate relation to, as regards time,

quantity, or degree : as, it occurred between his

incoming and outgoing; a baronet is between

a knight and a baron
; they cost between |5 and

$6 each
;
between 12 and 1 o'clock.

Bolus arrived, and gave a doubtful tap,
Betiveen a single and a double rap.

Caiman, Broad Grins.

Her lips to mine how often hath she joined,
Between each kiss her oaths of true love swearing !

Shak., Pass. Pilgrim, vii.

3. In the mutual relations of: as, discord ex-

ists between the two families.

Friendship requires that it be between two at least.

South.

An intestine struggle, open or secret, 'between authority
and liberty. Hume, Essays, v.

The war between Castile and Portugal had come to a

close; the factious of the Spanish nobles were for the

most part quelled. Irving, Granada, p. 26.

Differences of relative position can be known only
through differences bet-ween the states of consciousness

accompanying the disclosure of the positions.
//. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 93.

4. From one to another of, as in the exchange
of actions or intercourse.

If things should go so between them.
Bacon, Hist, of Hen. VII.

Thus graceless holds he disputation
'Tween frozen conscience and hot-burning will.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 247.

France has been the interpreter between England and
mankind. Macaulay, Horace Walpole.

5. In the joint interest or possession of: as,

they own the property between them.

There is between us one common name and appellation.
Sir T. Browne, Beligio Medici, i. 3.

Castor and Pollux with only one soul between them.
Locke.

6. By the action, power, or effort of one or
both of.

Unless you send some present help,
Between them they will kill the conjurer.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

7. In regard to the respective natures or qual-
ities of: as, to distinguish between right and
wrong.
There is an essential difference between a land of which

we can trace the gradual formation from the sixth century
onwards and a land whose name is not heard of till the
eleventh century. E. A. Freeman, Eng. Towns, p. 120.

8. In regard to one or the other of: as, to

choose between two things.
Between two dogs, which hath the deeper mouth?

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 4.

[Between is literally applicable only to two objects ; but it

may be and commonly is used of more than two where
they are spoken of distributively, or so that they can be

thought of as divided into two parts or categories, or with
reference to the action or being of each individually as

compared with that of any other or all the others. When
more than two objects are spoken of collectively or in-

divisibly, among is the proper word.] Between our-
selves, not to be communicated to others

;
in confidence.

Between the beetle and the block. See beetle^.

To go between. See go. =Syn. Amidst, In the midst of,
etc. See among.

II. adv. In the intermediate space ;
in inter-

mediate relation as regards time, etc.: with an
object understood.

Your lady seeks my life ; come you between,
And save poor me. Shak., Pericles, iv. 1.

between (be-twen'), m. [< between, prep.] One
of a grade of needles between sharps and blunts.

between-decks (be-twen'deks), adv. and n. I.

adv. In the space between two decks of a ship ;

on any deck but the upper one.

II. n. The space between two decks of a ship,
or the whole space between the upper and the
lowest deck.

betweenity (be-twen 'i-ti), n. [< between + -ity,
as in extremity'.] The state or quality of being
between

;
intermediate condition

; anything in-

termediate. [Colloq.]
To rejoin heads, tails, and betweenities.

Southey, Letters, III. 448.

The house is not Gothic, but of that betweenity that in-

tervened when Gothic declined and Palladian was creep-
ing in. H. Walpole, Letters (ed. 1820), II. 174.

betweenwhiles (be-twen'hwilz), adv., prop.
prep. phr. At intervals,

betwit (be-twif ),v.t. [< 6e-l + twit^.] To twit.

Strange how these men, who at other times are all wise
men, do now, in their drink, betwitt and reproach one an-
other with their former conditions. Pepyi, Diary, 1. 164.

betwixt, prep, and adv. See betwixt.

bevel

betwixet, betwixent, prep. [Now only dial,

or archaic; < ME. bctirixc, betwixen, betwexen,

bitiruxen, etc., biticixe, bitieixen, etc., < AS. *be-

tweoxan (occurs once spelled betweoxn), prob.
for earlier "betweoxum (= OFries. hitwiskmn, bi-

twischa), < be, prep., by, + "tweoxnm for *twili-

sum, "ti/isciim, dat. pi. of *twisc = OS. twisk =
OHG. zwisk, zwiski, MHG. ztcisc, twofold, <

tied (twi-), two, + -sc, -isc, E. -ish1 . Forms
with other prepositions appear in OS. unilnr

twisk, OFries. entwiska, ontwiska, ittieiska, abbr.

twiska, twisk, twischa, NFries. twissclte, D. tus-

schen, OHG. in zwisken, unter zwisken, MHG. in

swischen, unter zwischen, G. abbr. zwischen, be-

tween. This form was early mixed with betwix,

betwixt.] Betwixt; between.
betwixt (be-twikst'),jp'ep. and adv. [Also by
apheresis twixt, 'twixt, Sc. betwiskt, betwecsht, <

late ME. betwixt, bytwyxte, earlier betwix, betuxt,

betuixte, betwex, betuix, bitwix, etc., < AS. be-

twyxt, betwuxt (with excrescent -t), betwyx, be-

tweox, bettceohs, betwux, betux, appar. shortened
from the dat. form (or perhaps repr. an orig.
ace. form) "betweoxum, > ME. betwixen, betwixe,
a. v. In ME. the words were mixed.] I. prep.
Between

;
in the space that separates ;

in inter-

mediate relation to as regards time, quantity,
or degree ; passing between

;
from one to an-

other, etc., in most of the uses of between

(which see).

Betwixt two aged oaks. Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 82.

The morning light, however, soon stole into the aper-
ture at the foot ofthe bed, betwixt those faded curtains.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, v.

There was some speech of marriage
Betwixt myself and her. Shak., M. for M., v. 1.

= Syn. See comparison under among.

II. adv. Between, in either space or time.
Betwixt and between, in an intermediate position;

neither the one nor the other : a colloquial intensive of

beticixt or of between.

betylus. n. See bcetylus.

beudantite (bu'dan-tit), n. [After the French

mineralogist Beudant (1787-1850).] A hydrous
phosphate and arseniate of iron, occurring in

small, closely aggregated crystals in Nassau,
Prussia, and also near Cork, Ireland.

betlk (buk), n. A Scotch form of book.

My grannie she bought me a beuk,
And I held awa' to the school.

Burns, The Jolly Beggars.

bevel (bev'el), n. and a. [Formerly also bevell,
as a term of heraldry bevil, bevile, < OF. "bevel

or *buvel (not recorded), mod. F. bireait, also

spelled beveav, buveau, beuveau, beauveau, etc.

(cf. Sp. baivel), bevel; origin unknown.] I. n.

1. The obliquity or inclination of a particular
surface of a solid body to another surface of

the same body; the angle contained by two
adjacent sides of anything, as of a timber used
in ship-building. When this angle is acute it

is called an under bevel (or beveling), and when
obtuse a standing

Mechanics' Bevels.

strument used by
mechanics for

drawing angles and
for adjusting the

abutting surfaces
of work to the
same inclination.
It consists of two limbs

jointed together, one
called the stock or
handle and the other
the blade ; the latter is

movable on a pivot at
the joint, and can be

adjusted so as to include

any angle between it

and the stock. The blade is often curved on the edge to
suit the sweep of an arch or vault. See bevel-nqvare.
3. A piece of type-metal nearly type-high, with
a beveled edge, used by stereo-

typers to form the flange on the
sides of the plates. Worcester.

4. Same as bevel-angle. 5.

In her., an angular break in any
right line.

II. a. Having the form of a

bevel; aslant; sloping; out of
the perpendicular; not upright:
used figuratively by Shakspere.

I may be straight though they themselves be bevel.

Shak., Sonnets, cxxi.

Their houses are very ill built, the walls bevel, without
one right angle in any apartment.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iii. 2.

bevel (bev'el), v. ; pret. and pp. beveled or bev-

elled, ppr. beveling or bevelling. [< bevel, n.] I.

Heraldic Bevel.

(See bevflfd, 3.)



bevel

trans. To cut to a bevel-angle: as, to li-<l a

piece of wood.
II. intrans. To incline toward a point or

from a direct line; slant or incline olT to ;i

bevel-angle.
bevel-angle (bev'el-ang'gl), . Any angle ex-

cept a right angle, whether it be acute or ob-
tuse. Also called bevel.

beveled, bevelled (bev'ekl), p. a. 1. Having
a bevel; formed with a bevel-angle. 2. In

iiiiiirnil., replaced by two phi nes inclining equal-
ly upon the adjacent planes, as an edge ;

hav-

ing its edges replaced as above, as a cube or
other solid. 3. In her., broken by an acute

angle : thus, in the cut under bevel, the blazon
would be a chief vert, beveled. Beveled bushing,
;i hushing in which the sides are inclined to the ends.
Beveled double, in her., beveled on either side.- Bev-
eled furniture, in / //i(///v. I/O The' tapering side-sticks
mid foot-slirks used in imposing forms or locking' ii|i '-'al-

leys. (/>) Beveled pieecs of wood less than type-hinii.
Beveled gearing. See yeariiuj. Beveled washer, a
iruhor having its two fares not parallel to each other,
used to give a proper bearing to a head or nut when the
rnd or bolt is not perpendicular to the surface against
which the washer presses.

bevel-gear (bey'el-ger), n. In mack., a species
of wheelwork in which the axis or shaft of the
leader or driver
forms an angle
with the axis or
shaft of the fol-

lower or the wheel
driven.

bevel-hub (bev'el-
hub), . A hub
or short connect-

ing-pipe having a
bend.

beveling, bevel-
ling (bev'el-ing),
n. Same as bev-

el,!.

It is evident from

5.39

bevel-ways (bevVl-waz), ndr. Same as
i/ifif.

bevel-wheel (bevYI-liwel), n. In much., a
cog-wheel of which the working-face is oblique
to the axis, such a win-el is commonly used in con-
nection with another revolving with a shaft at right
angles to that of tile liixl. These hct-ls are often railed
conical wheels, as their general form is that of frusta of
eones. See Aejv/-./. "/'.

bevel-wise (bev'el-wiz), atlt. In her., in the
form or direction of a bevel : said of a ribbon
or pennon charged thus upon the field. Also

bever 't, . An obsolete form of beaver*.

bever-t, . An obsolete form of In urn--.

bever't (be'ver). . [Now chiefly E. dial.; also
written Imn-fi; < ME. bever, later also bi-mir.

bocver, < OF. bcrn; Imii-re, mod. F. boire = It.

Bevel-fear.

the preceding, that by applying the bevel in the work-
man's usual manner, viz., with the stock against the left-
hand side of the board and directed towards his body, all
the beveling* will be under, that is, less than a right angle.
. . . We thus flnd that when the first futtock frames are
on the amidship side of the joint, thefr bevelings are always
standing, or greater than a right angle.

Thearle, Naval Architecture, p. 53.

beveling-board (bev'el-ing-bord), . 1. A
board cut to any required bevel. It is used in

adjusting frames or the parts of an angular
construction, as in a ship. 2. A flat board
upon which the beyelings of the various por-
tions of a construction, as the framework of a
ship, are marked.

beveling-frame (bev'el-ing-fram), n. Awooden
frame in which a beveling-board is placed to
be marked. It consists of a wide board, on one edge of
which is placed a fixed, and on the opposite a movable,
batten. Across both battens parallel lines are marked.

beveling-machine (bev'el-ing-ma-shen*), . A
machine for beveling or angling the outer edges
of a book-cover, or of an electrotyped plate for

printing.
bevel-jack (bev'el-jak), n. A device used in

transmitting motion from a motor to a machine.
It consists of a pair of bevel-gears, one of which is con-
nected with a tumbling-shaft turned by the motor, while
the other has a pulley which by a belt drives the machine.

bevel-joint (bev'el-joint), . A miter or slop-
ing joint having its faces dressed to an angle,
generally of 45.
bevelled, bevelling. See beveled, beveling.
bevelment (bev'el-meut), .

[< berel + -ment.] In mineral.,
the replacement of an edge by
two similar planes, equally
inclined to the including faces
or adjacent planes.

bevel-plater (bev'el-pla'ter),
n. A machine for rolling the
-u i j i i * e

. . Bevelmentof theedges
bevel-edged plates Of Shin- of acubebyplanesoja

gling and Veneering SaWS. tetrahexaherfron.

bevel-protractor (bev'el-pro-trak"tor), n. A
drafting instrument with a pivoted arm sliding
upon a graduated sector,
used in laying off angles.

bevel-rest" (bev'el-rest), .

A clamp for holding wood
to a saw in making a bevel-
ed cut.

bevel-square (bev'el-skwar), n. A try-square
the blade of which can be adjusted to any
angle with the stock, and held at such an angle
by a set-screw. It is an artisan's instrument for try-
ing his work to see if it has been made with the proper
angle. Also called angle-bevel.

Bevel-protractor.

e, bere (ML. biber), a drink, prop, inf.,

drink, < L. Inhere, drink : see Wo1
,

bililn r.

Hence ln-n nnjt:'} 1. A collation or slight re-

past between meals.
Are. What, at your bever, gallant* ?

Mm: Will 't please your ladyship to drink ?

B. Jotutvn, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

Some twenty mark a year ! will that maintain
Searlet and gold lace, play at th' ordinary,
And Invert at the tavern?

MMifM,,,,, Anything for a Quiet Life, 1. 1.

2. Formerly, at some colleges and schools, a
slight meal which the students received at the

buttery-hatch and took to their rooms.
No scholar shall be absent above an hour at morning

bever and half an hour at evening bever.

Quincy, Hist. Harv. Univ., I. 51".

When I was at Eton now more than thirty years ago
the boys on the foundation were supplied in the dining-

liall with an intermediate meal (if meal it could be called),
which went under the name of beaver. According to my
recollection it consisted of beer only, and the hour was
4P.M. JV. and(j.,nhtxr., II. 454.

bever3t (be'ver), v. i. [< bever3
, .] To take a

bever or slight repast between meals.
Your gallants never sup, breakfast, nor becer without

me. A. Bremr (?), Lingua, ii. 1.

beverage (bev'e-raj), . [Early mod. E. also

beveridge, beuvrage, etc., < ME. beverage, bev-

erege, beverache, beurage, etc. (cf. ML. bevera-

gium), < OF. bevrage, beuvrage, breurraige, mod.
F. breuvage (= Pr. beurage = Sp. bebrage =
Pg. beberagem = It. beveraggio ; ML. as if *W-
beraticum), < bevrc, boil-re = It. bevere, < L. bi-

bere, drink: see bever3
, n., and -agre.] 1. Drink

of any kind
; liquor for drinking : as, water is

the common beverage; intoxicating beverages.
A pleasant beverac/e he prepared before
Of wine and honey mixed.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., il.

2. A name given specifically to various kinds
of refreshing drinks, (a) In Devonshire, England,
water-cider ; a drink made by passing water through the
crushed apples from which cider has been made. (&) A
liquor made by passing water through the pressed grapes
after the wine has been expressed.

Touching price and quality of a liquor or drink called
in England "bevaradge

" and in France "
pimpeene."

Record Soc. Lancashire and Cheshire, xi. 117.

(c) In the West Indies, a drink made of sugar-cane juice
and water.

3. In Great Britain, drink-money, or a treat

provided with drink-money, as on wearing a
new suit of clothes, or on receiving a suit from
the tailor

;
a treat 011 first coming into prison ;

a garnish. [Obsolete or dialectal.]

bevewt, n. See bevue.

bevil, bevile, w. In her., same as bevel, 5.

bevort, See beaver^.

bevue (be-vu'), n. [Formerly also bevew, < F.
bevue, OF. besrue, < be-, bes- (< L. bis-, double),+ vue, view : see view.] An error of inadver-
tence

; a slip. [Bare.]
bevy(bev'i), n.; pi. bevies (-iz). [Early mod. E.
also heavy, beavie, < ME. bevy, beveu, beve, < OF.
beveye (" beuejje [printed deueye'] des heronez,"
in a poem cited by Leo, Rect. Sing. Perso-
narum, p. 40); cf. It. "beva, a beavie," Florio:

applied esp. to a flock of birds and thence to a
company of ladies; orig., perhaps, a drinking
company, or a number of animals at a water-
ing-place, being thus a particular use of OF.
bevee, buvee, drink, drinking (cf. It. beva, a
drink), < bevre = It. bevere, drink: see bever3

,

n., and beverage.] 1. A flock of birds, espe-
cially of larks or quails. 2. A small company
or troop, as of roebucks, heifers, etc. 3. A
group or small company of persons, especially
of girls or women, but also used of the male
sex: as, "a bevy of powdered coxcombs," Gold-
smith; "a bevy of renegades," Macaulay, Hist.

Eng.
A lovely bevy of faire Ladies sate,

of many a jolly Paramoure.
Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 34.

bewest

4. A siniill collection of objects; an assem-
blage r.l' things. [|{;uv or obsolete. ]=syn. 1.

('<,/;,/, ete. See llnrk.

bewail (be-wiil'), r. [< MK. linmilni. In in-ilni.

liiiniili-ii, etc-., < In- + iriii/iii. wail : see />! and
ii'nil.

|
I. trans. To mourn aloud for; bemoan;

lament ; express di-eji sorrow for: as, to lii-innl

the loss of a child.

lio. -ive your teal^ to those that lose their Uoltlis.
/' imfltl alMTlM. Flrl.-li.r. \ alentiniali. iv. 4.

The ni^titiliu'ale

Her ancient, hapless sorrow must /-

Uii/inni M"i,i.. I'.aitiilj Paradise, I. 3V4.

II. intrans. To express grief.

Mourning and Ix'traili n-i e\c. edinu'l}'.

ltllninl, tr. of l.ivy, p. 70.

bewailable (be-wa'la-bl), a. [< !>t-iruil + -able.}

Capable or worthy of being bewailed.
bewailer (be-wa'ler), . One who bewails or
laments.

bewailing (He-wa'liiig), . Lamentation.
bewailingly (be-wa'hng-li), adv. In a bewail-
ing manner.
bewailment (be-wal'ment), . [< bewail +
-in cut.'] The act of bewailing; a lamentation.
bewaket (be-wak' ), r. t. [< ME. bi'irnl.-i-ii. watch," wake" a dead body, watch through (= D. be-
waken = ft. bewacheit = 8w. bevaka), < be- +
waken, wake : see be-1 and wake1

,
and cf . bi-

vouac.'] To watch, especially a dead body; ob-
serve funeral rites for. (lower.

beware (be-war'), v., prop.phr. [Formerly and
prop, written separately, be ware, a phrase com-
posed of the impv. or inf. of the verb be and the

adj. ware; as in AS. bed wear (bed, Sdpers. sing,
impv. of bedn), bed the w<er (the, thee, reflexive

dative), be ware, just like E. be careful. So
ME. "be wactherfor" (Chaucer); "A ha! fel-

awes ! beth war of such a lape !
"
(Chaucer), where

beth is 2d pers. pi. impv., < AS. bedth. (See
other ME. examples below. ) Like be gone, now
begone, be ware came to be written as one word,
beware, and then was classed by some authors
with the numerous verbs in be-1

,
and inflected

accordingly; hence the erroneous forms be-
wares in Ben Jonson, and bewared in Dryden.
This confusion may have been promoted by the
existence of a ME. verb bewaren, show, exhibit,
descended, with some change of sense, from
AS. bewarian, guard, keep, preserve (= OFries.
biwaria = D. bewaren = OHG. biwaron, MHG.
bewaren, Q. bewahren = Sw. bevara = Dan. be-

vare, keep, guard), < be- + tcarian, guard, < wcer,
cautious, observant, E. ware1

,
as in be ware

above. In the quotation from Chaucer, below,
both forms appear. See ware1

.] To be wary
or cautious ; be on one's guard ;

exercise care
or vigilance : properly two words, be ware, con-

sisting of the infinitive or imperative of be with
the adjective ware: followed by of, expressed
or understood, with the force of 'against,' 'in

regard to': as, beware of evil associations; be-
ware how you step; "beware the bear," Scott.

Thus oughte wise men ben ware of foils ;

If thou do so tin witte is wele bywared [shown].
Chaucer, Troilus, 1. 635.

Be ye war of false prophets. Wyclif, Mat. vii. 15.

That no man no scholde . . . war of him ben.

Life of Thomas Beket (ed. Black), 1150.

Beware of all, but most beu-are o/man.
Pope, R. of the L., i. 114.

Every one ought to be very careful to beware what he
admit* for a principle. Locke.

Beware the pine-tree's withered branch,
Bemire the awful avalanche. LrngfeOote, Excelsior.

bewash (be-wosh'), . t. [< be-1 + wash.] To
drench with water. [Rare.]

Let the maids bewaith the men.
Herrick, St. Distaff's Day.

beweep (be-wep'), v.
; pret. and pp. bewept, ppr.

beweeping. [< ME. bewepen, biwepen, < AS. be-

u-epan (= OFries. biwepa = OS. biwopian), < be-
+ wepan, weep : see be-1 and weep.] I. trans.
1. To weep over; deplore.

Old fond eyes,
Bnveep this cause again, I'll pluck ye out.

Shak., Lear, i. 4.

2. To bedew or wet with tears
; disfigure or

mark with the signs of weeping.
Fast by her syde doth wery labour stand,
Pale fere also, and sorrow all bewept.

TStr T. More, To Them that Trust In Fortune.

n.t intrans. To weep ; make lamentation.
bewest (be-west'), prep. [< ME. be west, bi-

westen, < AS. be westan : be, prep., by ; westan,
adv., west, from the west. Cf. be-east, benorth,
besouth.] To the west of. [Scotch.]



bewet

bewet1 (be-wef), v. t.
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ppr.

pret. and pp. bewetted,

< ME. bewetcn, < be- +
wet.] To wet ;

moisten.

The more he considered it, the more bewitching foe

scene appeared to him. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ii. 5.

bewitchingly (be-wich'ing-li), adv. In a be-

His napkin with his true
te^an^^^.^^ ^J^^wich'ing-ne.), n.

The

bewet'-' bewit (bu'et, -it), . [< late ME. bew- quality which makes a person or thing be-

ctte dim. of OF. beue, bite, earlier buic, boie, a witching.

collar, chain, fetter, < L. boia; a collar for the bewitchment (be-wich'ment), n. [< bemteh +

neck, whence also nit. E. buoy, q. v.] In //- -.] Fascination; power of charming ;
the

conry, the leather with which the bell was at- ff ta of witchcraft,

tached to a hawk's leg. [Commonly in the

plural.]

bewhisper (be-hwis'per), i'. t. [< be-1 + whis-

/).] To whisper. Fairfax. [Rare.]

bewhoret (be-hor'), v. t. [< ftc-l + whore.]
To make a whore of. Beau, and FI. 2.

call or pronounce a whore. Shak.

bewield. (be-weld'), v. t. [< ME.
beweltlen^

beyond

bey1 (ba), . [= F. Sp. bey, < Turk, bey, beg =
Pers. baig, a lord : see be;/

2
, bcr/lerbcg, and fce-

(/(.] 1. The governor of a minor province
or sanjak of the Turkish empire. 2. A title

of respect given in Turkey to members of

To

effects of witchcraft.

I will counterfeit the bewitchment of some popular man,
and give it bountifully to the desirers. Shak., Cor., ii. 3.

To wash in May dew guards against bewitchment.

Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 378.

be- + weld'en, wield: see be-1 and wield.] To

wield, handle, or control
; manage. J. Hum-

son. [Bare.]
bewigged (be-wigd'), p. a. [< be-1 + wigged.]

Wearing a wig.
Ancient ladies and bewigged gentlemen seemed hurry-

inc to enjoy a social cup of tea.

L. 31. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 20.

bewilder (be-wil'der), v. t. [< be-1 + wilder:

see wilder.]
'

1. To confuse as to direction or

situation; cause to lose the proper road or

course: as, the intricacy of the streets bewil-

dered him
;
to be bewildered in the woods.

Can this be the bird, to man so good,
That, after their bewildering,
Covered with leaves the little children,

So painfully in the wood ?

Wordsworth, Redbreast Chasing the Butterfly.

2. To lead into perplexity or confusion ; per-

plex; puzzle; confuse.

Bewildering odors floating, dulled her sense,
And killed her fear.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 259.

We have elementary disturbances of consciousness in

diseases of the mind, such as epileptic states, ecstacy,

. . . and the bewildered state of the mind in paralytic de-

mentia. E. C. Mann, Psychol. Med., p. 35.

= Syn. To confound, confuse, mystify, nonplus.

bewilderedness (be-wil'derd-nes), n.

state of being bewildered; bewilderment.

bewilderingly (be-wil'der-ing-li), adv. In a

bewildering manner
;
so as to bewilder,

bewilderment (be-wil'der-ment), n. [< beioil-

der + -ment.] Tne state of being bewildered.

Thought was arrested by utter bewilderment.

George Eliot, Silas Marner, ii.

bewimple (be-wim'pl), v. t. [< ME. bewimplen

(= D. bcwimpelen), < be- + wimpelen, wimple :

see be-1 and wimple.] To cover with a wimple ;

veil. Gower.
bewinter (be-win'ter), v. t. [< be-1 + winter.]
To make like winter.

Tears that bewinter all my year.
Cowley, Sleep.

bewit, n. See beweft.

bewitch (be-wich'), v. t. [< ME. bewicchen, bi-

wiechen, < "be- + wicchen, witch: see be-1 and

witch, i'.] 1. To subject to the influence of

witchcraft; affect by witchcraft or sorcery;
throw a charm or spell over.

Look how I am beu'itch'd ; behold, mine arm
Is, like a blasted sapling, wither'd up.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 4.

2. To charm
;
fascinate

; please to such a de-

gree as to take away the power of resistance.

Love doth bewitch and strangely change us.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 468.

The charms of poetry our souls bewitch.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

His [Tennyson's] verses still bewitch youths and artists

by their sentiments and beauty, but their thought takes
hold of thinkers and men of the world.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 160.

stitute. [Scotch.]
bewonder (be-wun'der), v. t. [< fee-1 + wonder;
= D. bewonderen = G. bewundern, admire.] 1.

To fill with wonder
;
amaze.

Seeing his astonishment,
How he bewondered was.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, x. 17.

2. To wonder at
;
admire.

beworkt (by-werk'), v. t. [< ME. bewurchen, <

AS. bewyrcan (= D. bewerken = G. beicirken =
Dan. bevirke), work, work in, adorn, < be- +
wyrcan, work: see be-1 and toorfc.] To work,
as with thread

;
embroider.

the rank of major, the wealthy gen-

try, and, by courtesy, to eminent foreigners.

We therefore rode out of Beyront as a pair of Syrian

Beys. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 33.

3. The title usually given by foreigners to the

former Mohammedan rulers of Tunis.

Frequently written beg.

bey-t,
' A Middle English form of buy.

beyetet, '' t. A Middle English form of beget.

beylerbey (ba'ler-ba'), n. [< Turk, beylerbey,

beglcrbeg, prince of princes, lit.
'

bey of beys.']
The title of the governor-general of a province
of the Turkish empire, ranking next to the

grand vizir, and so called because he has under
him the beys at the head of the several san-

jaks or districts composing his province. Also

written beglcrbeg.

beylerbeylik (ba'ler-ba'lik), n. [Turk., < bey-

Icrbei/ + -lik, a common noun formative; cf.

bcylik.] The territory governed by a beyler-

bey. Also beglerbeglik or beglcrbeglic.

beylik (ba'lik), n. [Turk., < bey, a bey, + -lik;

cf. beylerbeylik.] The district ruled by a bey.

_ 1152 beyond (be-yond'), prep, and adv. [< ME. be-
..,,.,,......,.. ...

i/onde, bcyendc, etc., < AS. beneondan, ( be, by,
Smocks all beuvought. B. Jonson, Masque of Owls, y^'"

'

^y^"
", *^ > j t ^ ji

bewpers, n. See beaupers. prep., across, over, beyond (= Goth, jdins,
bewrap(be-rap'),t>. .;pret. and pp. bewrapped, on̂ er ) + .,, adv- suffix: see 6c-2 and yon,
bewrapt, ppr. bewrapping.

^
[< ME. bewrappen,

J

yonderj j prep _ l. On or to the other side of:

as, beyond the river; beyond the horizon ;
"be-

yond that naming hill," G. Fletcher, Christ's

Victory and Triumph.
We send our best commodities beyond the seas.

Burton, Auat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 59.

2. Further on than
;
more distant than : as, a

mile beyond the river; a hundred miles be-

yond Omaha ;
he never could get beyond simple

also bewrabben (with var. bewlappen), < be-

wrappen, wrap: see fee-1 and wrap.] To wrap
up; clothe; envelop.

His sword, . . .

Bewrapt with flowers, hung idlie by his side.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, xvi. 30.

i, biwreyen,

biruogan, MHG. beriigen), < be- + wraien, wrey-

en, obs. E. teray, disclose, reveal, < AS. wre-

The gan, accuse (= OFries. ivrogia, wreia = OS. wro-

gian = D. wroegen, accuse, = OHG. ruogen,
MHG. ruegen, G.rugen, censure, = Icel. ragja,

slander, = Sw. riija, betray, = Goth, wrohjan,

accuse), from a noun repr. by Goth, wrohs, an

accusation, = Icel. rog, a slander. Somewhat
affected in sense by betray, a quite different

word.] 1. To accuse; malign. 2. To re-

veal
; divulge ;

make known
;
declare.

Write down thy mind, bewray thy meaning.
Shak., T. of A., ii. 6.

Whoso is partner with a thief hateth his own soul: he
heareth cursing and bewrayeth it not. Prov. xxix. 24.

3. To disclose or reveal (the identity or the

secrets of a person) perfidiously or prejudi-

cially; betray; expose.
Thou beivreiest alle secrenesse.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 675.

For feare to be enforced by torments to bewrayUs con-

federates. Kiwlles, Hist. Turks, p. 7. (ff. E. D.)

Like slaves you sold your souls for golden dross,

Bewraying her to death.

bewitchedness (be-wicht'nes),. \_<bewitched,

pp. of bewitch, + -ness.] The state of being be-

blwitcher (be-wich'er), n. One who bewitches b
.
eT^n

.?
lyt (bf^'^^

or fascinates.

Hide the outcast, bewray not him that wandereth, is

the simplest lesson of common humanity.
W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 97.

4. To reveal or disclose unintentionally or in-

cidentally ;
show the presence or true character

of; show or make visible.

The ointment of his right hand which bewrayeth itself.

Prov. xxvii. 16.

Thy speech bewrayeth thee. Mat. xxvi. 73.

[Bewray is still sometimes used, especially in

poetry, as an archaic word.]
bewrayert (be-ra'er), n. A betrayer or- di-

vulger.
A bewrayer of secrets. Addison, Spectator, No. 225.

In a manner
to bewray.
bewraymentt (be-ra'ment), n. [< bewray +

charm. [Bare.]
fascination;

There is a certain bewitchery or fascination in words.

South, Works, II. ix.

bewitchful (be-wich'ful), a. [< bewitch + -ful

(irregularly suffixed to a verb).] Alluring;
fascinating. [Bare.]

Ill, more bewitchful to entice away. Milton, Letters.

bewitching (be-wich'ing), a. [Ppr. of beicitch.]

Having power to bewitch or fascinate
;
fasci-

nating; charming: as,
"
bewitching tenderness," beWTOUghtt (be-rdf).

Addison, Spectator, No. 223. of bework.

The act of bewrayin^
bewreken, <

be- + wreken, wreak. Cf. AS. bewrecan, exile,
send forth: see be-1 and wreak.] To avenge;
revenge.

Thus much am I bewreke.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale (ed. Speght), 1. 809.

bewreckt (be-rek'), v. t. [< be-1 + wreck. Cf.

AS. bewrecan, drive or bring to, of ships : see

be-1 and wreck. ] To ruin
; destroy.

Yet was I, or I parted thence, bewreckt. Mir. for Mags.

equations.
So far your knowledge all their power transcends,
As what should be beyond what is extends.

Dryden, Prol. to Univ. of Oxford, 1. 39.

It is not necessary to look beyond Nature or beyond ex-

perience in order to find that unique Object of which the-

ology speaks. J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 52.

3. Past in time
;
later than : as, a day beyond

the proper time. 4. At a place or time not

yet reached by ;
before

;
ahead or in advance of.

What's fame? A fancied life in others' breath ;

A thing beyond us, even before our death.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 238.

5. Out of reach of; outside of the capacity,

limits, or sphere of; past : as, beyond our power;
beyond comprehension ;

that is beyond me.

We bring a welcome to the highest lessons of religion
and of poetry out of all proportion beyond our skill to

teach. Emerson, Success.

That the Antarctic continent has a flat and even sur-

face, the character of the icebergs shows beyond dispute.
J. Croll, Climate and Cosmology, p. 74.

6. Above: superior to; in or to a degree
which rivals, exceeds, or surpasses, as in dig-

nity, excellence, or quality of any kind.

Beyond any of the great men of my country.
Sir P. Sidney.

Dangle. Egad, we were just speaking of your tragedy.

Admirable, Sir Fretful, admirable !

Sneer. You never did anything beyond it, Sir Fretful

never in your life. Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

She is beautiful beyond the race of women.
Steele, Spectator, No. 113.

7. More than; in excess of
;
over and above.

O, I've been vexed
And tortured with him beyond forty fevers.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

He [Pitt] refused to accept one farthing beyond the sal-

ary which the law had annexed to his office.

Macaulay, William Pitt.

Beyond all. See all. Beyond seas, out of the country;
abroad. To go beyond, to exceed in operation, ability,

attainment, or the like ; hence, in a bad sense, to deceive
or circumvent.

That no man go beyond and defraud his brother in any
matter. 1 Thes. iv. 6.

The king has gone beyond me ; all my glories
In that one woman I have lost for ever.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

To go beyond one's self, to be much excited by any-
thing ; be beside one's self. Nares.

II. adv. At a distance
; yonder.

Beyond he lyeth, languishing. Spenser, F. Q., III. i. 38.

Obsolete past participle beyond (be-yond'), That place or state
which lies on the other side; an experience or



beyond
life beyond our present lift1 or experience: as,
the great, lii'ijimil.

They are the All, with no beyond.
J. Marline.au, Kth. Theory, I. 281. (N. E. D.)

The back Of beyond, a very distant or out-of-the-way
phlcc. |('olloq.|

beyond-sea (be-yond'so), a. From beyond the

sea; foreign; outlandish: as, bi'i/oiid-m-n words.

Nay, my ltri/im'1-iti'a sir, we will proclaim you:
You would lie kiiiK ! 0ASU, and !''(., 1'hilaster, V. 4.

beyship (ba'ship), . [< ///' + -*/(/>.] The
office of a bey; incumbency of such office.

Those small politieal offences, which in the days of the
Mamelukes would have led to a /*ry\A//> or a bowstring,
receive four-fold punishment by deportation to Kai/.o^hii,
the loeal ('ayeinii-. li. /'. llnrton, l-'.l-Medinah, p. 31.

bezan (be// an). " [= F. bezan, prob. of E. Ind.

origin.] A white or striped cotton cloth from
Bengal,
bezant (bez'aut or be-zant'), n. [< ME. bi'-mil,

besanl, bi'xini. < OF. Ottant, bezan, begun = Pr.

bezan = Sp. betante = Pg. bcsante=It. bimmtt.
< ML. Bezantius, L. Bysantius (so. nummus), a

Byzantine coin, < Byzantium, < Gr. Bv^dvnov,
older name of Constantinople. Cf. florin.] 1.

A gold coin (the proper name of which was

Obverse. Reverse.

Bezant (Solidus) of Romanus III. British Museum.
(Size of the original.)

solidus) issued by the emperors at Constanti-

nople in the middle ages. Bezants had a wide
circulation in Europe till the fall of the Eastern Empire,
more especially during the period from about A. i>. 800 to

the middle of the thirteenth century, when European
countries, except Spain, had no gold currencies of their

own. Also called byzant, byzantine.

And who that did best should have a rich circlet of gold
worth a thousand bezants. SirT. Malory, Morte d'Arthur.

2. In her., a small circle or; a gold roundel. It

is a common hearing, and is supposed to have originated
from the coins of Constantinople, assumed as bearings by
crusaders.

Also spelled besant.
White bezant, a silver coin of Byzantium, worth about
70 cents.

bezante, bezantee,
bezanted (bez-an-

ta', be-zan'ted), a.

In her., game as be-

zanty.
bezaht6e (bez-an-ta'),
n. [OF., prop. fern,

of bezante', besantf:

see bezanty.] A mold-

ing ornamented with
roundels or small
disks resembling be-

zants, of frequent oc-

currence in Norman
architecture. Encyc.
Brit., II. 461.

bez-antler (bez-anf-
ler), n. [Also bes-ant-

ler and bay-antler; <

OF. bcz-, bes-, secon-

dary, inferior (prob. <

L. bis, twice), + E. antler.] The branch of a
deer's horn next above the brow-antler; the

bay-antler. See antler.

bezanty (be-zau'ti), a. [Also bezant^, bezantee,
< F. besanie, < besant, bezant.] In her., strewn
or studded with bezants : said of the field, or of

any charge. Also bezanted.

bezel (bez'el), n. [Also bezil, basil, and for-

merly beazel, ba:il, bezle, etc., < OF. *besel, bisel

(F. biseau), sloping edge, a bevel, = Sp. Pg.
bisel; origin unknown ; perhaps (a) < L. bis, dou-

ble, + dim. suffix -el, or (b) < ML. bisalus, a stone
with two angles or slopes, < L. bis, twice, +
ala, a wing. Cf. axil and aisle.] 1. The slope
at the edge of a cutting-tool, as a chisel or

plane. It is generally single, but sometimes
double. [In this sense commonly basil.] 2.
The oblique side or face of a gem ; specifically,
one of four similarly situated four-sided facets
on the top or crown of a brilliant, which are
sometimes called templets. See cut under bril-

!in lit.- Bezel is also sometimes used to denote the space
between the table and the girdle, that is, the "crown,"
with the exception of the table.

Bezantee. Tower of Church of La
Charite-sur-Loire, France.

(From Viollet-le-Duc's "Diet, de
1'Architecture.")
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3. In jewelry : (a) That part of the setting of

u precious stone which incloses it and by which
it is held in place. (6) A flat surface of gold
engraved with any device to serve as a seal,
when a stone is not used. Seeclintini. [Hare.]

4. Inicittcli-making, the grooved flange or rim
in which the crystal of a watch is set.

bezel (bez'el). v. t.; pret. and pp. bezeled or

h-:-:r/li'tl, ppr. lic~i-lini/ or bezclling. [Also basil;
< t>r:el, H. J To grind to an edge ;

cut to a slop-

ing edge ;
bevel.

bezesteen (bez'es-ten), . [Also written bezes-

ti-iii, bczegtan, < Turk, basistdn, orig. Pers., a

clothes-market.] An exchange, bazaar, or mar-

ket-place in tho East. ^\". E. D.
bezetta (be-x.et'ii), . [A corruption of It.

Jiezzcltit. rod paint, prop, a piece of cloth dyed
red used for rouging, lit. a little piece, dim. of

pe~za, a piece, esp. of cloth : see
piece.]

Coarse
linen rags or sacking soaked in certain pig-
ments, which are prepared thus for exporta-
tion; the pigment itself. Red bezetta is colon.!
with cochineal, and the pigment in used as a cosmetic.
Blue bezetta is prepared from the juice of some euphor-
liiurrous plants, treated with dung and urine, and is n,-i d

to color the rind of Dutch cheese.

B6ziers (ba-zia/), n. A sweet wine, named
from the town of B<iziers in the department of

He>ault, France.

bezique (be-zek'), n. [Also bazique ; < F. bc-

niijue, bezigue, b<;

sy ; of obscure origin. Some
compare Pers. bdzichi, sport, a game, < bdzi,

play, sport ;
but the resemblance is appar. ac-

cidental.] 1. A game of cards played by two,
three, or four persons, with two packs from
which the cards having from two to six spots
have been removed. The object of the game is to
win the aces and tens, and to secure various combinations
of cards, which when shown or "declared" entitle the

player to score a certain number of points.

2. The queen of spades and knave of diamonds,
one of the counting combinations in the game
of bezique. Double bezique, the two queens of

spades and two knaves of diamonds, the highest counting
combination in bezique.

bezoar (be'zor), n. [Also bezoard, early mod.
E. bezor, beazor, beazer, besar, bezer=F. bezoard,
formerly bezar, bezahar, = Sp. bezoar, bezaar,

bezar, = Pg. bezoar = NL. bezoar, bezaar, be-

zahar, < Ar. bdsahr, bddizahr, < Pers. bddzahr,
pddzahr, the bezoar-stone, < pad, expelling, 4-

zahr, poison : so called because it was consid-
ered an antidote to poison.] A name for certain
calculi or concretions found in the stomach or

intestines of some animals (especially rumi-

nants), formerly supposed to be efficacious in

preventing the fatal effects of poison, and still

held in estimation in some eastern countries.
They are used in China both as a pigment and as a drug.
Such calculi are generally formed around some foreign
substance, as a bit of wood, straw, hair, etc. Many vari-
eties have been mentioned, but most value was put on tiie

bezoar from the East Indies and that from Peru. Be-
zoar mineral, an oxid of antimony, or antimonic acid,

especially that prepared from butter of antimony by the
action of nitric acid. Fossil bezoar, a formation like

animal bezoar, consisting of several layers around some
extraneous body whicli serves as a nucleus. Vegetable
bezoar. Same as calapitte.

bezoardic (bez-o-ar'dik), a. and n. [< F. bezo-

ardique (NL. bezoardicus, bezoarticits), < bezo-

ard, bezoar.] I. a. Of the nature of or per-
taining to bezoar

; compounded of or possess-
ing the supposed antidotal properties of bezoar ;

serving as an antidote. Bezoardic acid. Same as
ellaijic acid (which

see_,
under ellagic).

II. n. A medicine having the properties of

bezoar; an antidote.

bezoar-goat (be'zor-got), n. A name given to
the wild goat, Capra cegagrus, from the fact
that it produces the bezoar. - See (egagrus.

bezoartict, bezoarticalt (bez-o-ar'tik, -ti-kal),
a. [< NL. bezoarticus : see bezoardic.] Same as
bezoardic.
The healing bezoartical virtue of grace.

Chillingmnrth, Works, p. 378.

bezonian (be-zo'ni-an), n. [Also besonian, M-
soniaii, < besbnio, besognio, bisogno, etc., a beg-
gar: see bisogno.] An indigent wretch; a

beggar or scoundrel.
Under which king, Bezonian? Speak or die.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. S.

Bezoutian (be-zo'ti-an), a. Belonging to the
French mathematician Etienne Bezout (1730-
83) Bezoutian method of elimination, a method
published by Bezout in 1765.

bezoutiant (be-zo'ti-ant), n. [< Bezout (see
Bezoutian) + -i-ant.] In math.: (a) The ho-

mogeneous quadratic function of n variables,
whose discriminant is the resultant of two
equations, each of the nth degree, (b) Incor-

rectly used for bezoutoid.

Bhutanese

bezoutoid (bo-zo'toid), n. [< }ir?out (see Bc-

..uiiliini) -I- -out.] In ninth., tho liexoutiant to
two homogeneous functions obtained by differ-

entiation from one homogeneous function of
two variables.

bezzle (bez'l), '.
; pret. and pp. >n~:li i/, ppr. bt-;-

;lin</. [Now only E. dial.
; early mod. E. also

beZZCt, ln-~il, Ili-Ji; hixx'-l, < latfc 111-;. ll<:-iili; < OF.
bettiler, bezillt-i; liivillin; l.y tipheresis for <-mln--

xillin; waste, embezzle : sec < //-.:.:/(.
) I. tniux.

1. To purloin or make away with
;

n\\\--/:/\<>.

I must he shut up and my ^uhstanrr '

/'7'-/<-A.-/-, \\ uiicin's I'ri/.c, iv. 1.

2. To consume a large quantity of, as food or

drink; waste or squander, as money. [Prov.
Eiig.]

II. intrans. To drink to excess. l>cl;l;ir.

bezzlet (l>ex.'l), . [_< bi-zzle, v.] A debauchee;
a sot. \axli.

beZZlert (bez'ler), . Same as In- :../. . / .

bezzlingt (I'c/.'ling), . [< /-;i<; r.] Dissipa-
tion

;
excessive drinking.

From haughty Spaync, what hrought'st thou els beside
But lofty lookes and their Lucifrian pride?
From Bclgia, what but their deep Iwliii'i,
Their boote-carouse, and their beere-butteriny '!

.l/"r.v//j. S;ityres, if.

I have proposed and determined with myself to leave
the bezeliiujH of these knights and return to my village.

XliHIon, tr. of Don Quixote, fol. 158.

bhadoee (bii'do-e), n. [< Hind, bhddui or bliu-

douwi, adj., relative to the month Bhddou, the
fifth mouth of the Hindu year, answering to
the last half of August and the first of Septem-
ber.] The earliest of the three annual crops
in Hindustan, consisting of rice, maize, etc. it
is laid down during the rainfall in April and May, and 1s

reaped in August and September. It furnishes about one
fourth of the food-supply in a normal year.

bhainsa (bin'sa), n. [Hind, bhainsd (masc.),
bhaitis (fern.).] A name of the domestic Indian
buffalo, Bos bubalis.

bhang, bang3
(bang), //. [Also bhung, and

formerly bangue, also (after Ar.) benj ; < Hind,
etc. bhang, bhang, bhung (= Pers. bang, > Ar.

banj, benj), bhang, < Skt. bhangd, hemp.] The
driedleaves of the hemp-plant, Cannabialndica,
which as grown in India contain a powerfully
narcotic resin and a volatile oil. in India bhang is

used for smoking, either with or without tobacco, and is

also made up with flour, sugar, etc., into a kind of sweet-
meat called majun (majun). An intoxicating drink is

prepared by infusing the pounded leaves in cold water.
As prepared and used by the Arabs, it is known as hashish.

(See hempl.) It is also employed in medicine for its ano-

dyne, hypnotic, and antispasmodic qualities.

bharadar (bar'a-dar), . [Hind, bharaddr.]
One of the Gorkha chiefs who invaded Nepal in

1768, and parceled out the land among them-
selves. The bharadars form a kind of feudal aristoc-

racy, and in times of emergency act as a council of state.

bharsiah (bar'se-a), n. [E. Ind.] The native
name of an East Indian badger-like quadruped,
Ursitaxus inauritus of Hodgson.

bhat (bat), n. [Hind, bhdt, also blidrata.] In
India, a man of a tribe of mixed descent, the
members of which are professed genealogists
and poets ;

a bard. These men in Rajputana and
Guzerat had also extraordinary privileges as the guaran-
tors of travelers, whom they accompanied, against attack
or robbery. Ytile and Burnell, Gloss.

Bheel. n. See Bhil.

bheesty, bheestie (bes'ti), . [Anglo-Ind., also
written becsty, bcestie, beasty, beastie, < Hind.
Vhlsti, bihisti, Pers. bihisti, a water-carrier, lit.

heavenly, < bihist (> Hind, bihist), paradise,
heaven.] An Indian water-canier, who sup-
plies domestic establishments with water from
the nearest river or reservoir, carrying it in a

sheepskin bucket or bag.
In particular there is a queer creature, like what I fancy

a brownie should he, called a beextie or bhestie, whose
special calling is to fill the baths in that refreshing apart-
ment . . . attached to every Indian bedroom. A'. Maeleod.

bhel (bel), n. See be&.

Bhil (bel), n. [Also spelled Bheel, repr. Hind.
Bhil.] 1. A member of the aboriginal tribes
of India which occupy the valleys of the Ner-
budda and Tapti, and the slopes of the Vind-
hya and Satpura mountains.
The language of the Bhils in the Bombay province,

Eajpootana, and Central India, is understood to be a dia-
lect of Hindi. jR. S. Cwt, Mod. Langs. E. Ind., p. *9.

2. The language of the Bhils.

bhogai (bo'gi), n. [E. Ind.] An inferior cot-
ton made in India.

Bhotanese (bo-ta-nes' or -nez'), a. and n. See
Bhutanese.

Bhutanese (bo-ta-nes' or -nez'), a. and n. [<
Bhutan, the country (Bhutid, a native of Bhu-
tan), + -ese.] I. a. Pertaining to Bhutan, its

people, or their language.



Bhutanese 542 bibble
In reality the Bhvtantu authorities did not want to re- biajritz (biar'its), n. [Named from Biarritz, a biauriculate (bi-a-rik'u-lat). a. [< W-8 + awic-

I

JT. ir*fer, Short Hut. India, P. 074.
'own th

f
department of Basses-Pyrenees, ulatc.]

I1

ranee.] A thin corded woolen cloth.
II. n. 1. sin;,, or pi. A native or the na-

tives of Bhutan, a mountainous state in the

Himalayas, having Tibet on the north, Bengal

The Bhutaiiese iiave flat faces, high cheek-bones,
brown complexion, almond eyes, and black hair. Thr.v
profess a corrupt form of Buddhism, and are subjects of
a dual government under a pontiff and a prince.
2. The language of Bhutan.

1. In zoiil. and anttt., having two au-

ricles, in any sense of that word: especially
applied to the heart of the higher vertebrates.

2. In bot., having two ear-like projections,
as a leaf.

Also biaurite.

[< 6-2 + ar-
the antennre

of some insects.

bias (bi'as), 11., a., and adv.
; pi, biases, improp.

biasses (-ez). [Early mod. E. also biass, byas, biaxal (bi-ak'sal), a. Same as biaxial,
biace, biais, < F. (and OF.) biais, a slant, a slope, The great majority of non-isotropic substances are doub-= Pr. 0IfS= OCat. bints, Cat. 6mx= It. s-biescio, ly refracting, and in general are biaxal, i. e., have two
dial, biasciu, sbias, bias (cf. also It. bieco, squint- Dually important optic axes, whose mutual inclination

Also written lihotanese and Bootanese (Blio- ing, oblique, bias); origin unknown; hardly <
may have any value from to w - Tait

' LiBl"> m
LL. bifacem, ace. of bifax, squinting (cf. ML. biaxial (bi-ak'si-al), a. [< 6-2 + axial.] Hav-
bifaciiis, two-faced), < L. bi-, two-, + facien,

ing two axes : as
>
a biaxial crystal. See optic.

face.] I. n. 1. An oblique or diagonal line; biaxiality(bl-ak-si-al'i-ti), n. [< biaxial + 4ty.]

especially, a cut which is oblique to the tex- .
The quality of being biaxial; biaxial character.

tan, Jlootnit).

bhyree (bi're), x. [E. Ind.] A kind of falcon
used in hawking in India. Also behree.

bit, prep. [ME., < AS. be, in comp. with nouns
bi: see bt/l, 6e-l.] A common Middle English ture of a fabric; hence, in dressmaking, a seam biaxially (bl-ak'si-al-i), adc. With two axes.

formed by bringing together two pieces thus biaz (be'az), n. [Native name.] A cotton
cut

; specifically, one of the front seams of a clotn resembling linen, manufactured in cen-

close-fitting waist : sometimes called a dart. tral Asia for home use and for export to Bus-
2. In bowling, a bulge or greater weight on one s}a" McElratli, Com. Diet,

side of a bowl; a difference in the shape and bib1
* (bib), . t. and i.

; pret. and pp. bibbed,
..:..!.. * u . ~'J-_ -I - -. _ f _ i i rni 7n'7i7i,'>i^* r M, " ' ' * -

form of the preposition by.
Bi. The chemical symbol of bismuth.

bi- 1
*- A Middle English and Anglo-Saxon form

of 6C-1 or 6c-2 .

bi--. [L. bi-, combining form of bis (= Gr. <!({-,

Si- = Skt. dri- = OHG. MHG. zici-, G. zicie- =
AS. twi-, E. twi-), orig. *duis, twice, doubly,
two-, < duo = E. two : see two, twi-, di-%.] A
prefix of Latin origin, cognate with di- and
twi-, meaning two, two-, twice, double, twofold,
as in biaxial, bicornous, bimanous, biped, bifur-

cate, etc. : especially in chemical terms, where
it denotes two parts or equivalents of the in-

gredient referred to, as in bicarbonate, bichro-

mate, etc. Such words are properly adjectives, to be
analyzed as bi- -f- noun + adjective sufhx (for example,
bi-axi-al, bi-furc-ate, two-fork-ed, bi-man-ous, two-hand-
ed, etc.), but may also be briefly treated as bi- + adjective
(bi-axial, bi-furcate, etc.). Words in 61- rest actually or
theoretically upon Latin or New Latin forms, "biaxialis,
'biacwninatus, *biangulatu9, *biarticulatus, etc. ; but it
is often convenient to refer them to English elements
biacid (bl-as'id), a. [< 6(-2 + acid.] In chem.,
capable of combining with an acid in two dif-
ferent proportions : said of a base.
biacummate (bl-a-ku'mi-uat), . [< W-2 + acu-
minate."] In bot., having two diverging points,
as the hairs on the leaves of some Malpighiacete,
which are attached by the middle and taper to-
ward the ends.
bialar (bl-a'lar), a. [< 6i-2 + alar.~\ Having
two wings Bialar determinant, in math., one in
which the constituents of the principal diagonal are all

zeros.

bialate (bi-a'lat), a. [< 6i-2 + atafc2.] Having
two alee or wings ; two-winged.
bianco secco (biiing'ko sek'o). [It., lit. dry
white: bianco = F. blanc, white, < OHG. blanch,
shining (see blank); secco, < L. siccus, dry: see
sec, sac/A] A white pigment used in fresco-

painting. It consists of lime and pulverized marble,
the former before mixing being macerated in water un-
til its causticity is removed.
Lomazzo observes (Trattato, p. 194) that Perino del

Vaga invented a colour formed of Verdetto and bianco
secco, that is, limewhite in powder.

ppr. bibbing. [= North. E. beb, < ME. bibben,

causing 10 10 curve in us course toward tne tipple, drink
;
cf. freq. bibble, nearly = OD. 6i6-

lighter and less bulged side
; hence, the curved eren

' drink frequently. ME. bibben "must havn
been borrowed directly from L. bibere, to drink,
and may be imagined to have been . . . used
jocularly by those familiar with a little monkish
Latin" (Skeat); but perhaps of natural origin.
See imbibe, bibulous, bevers

, and beverage.] To
sip ; tipple ;

drink frequently.
This meller [miller] hath so wysly bibbed ale.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 242.

He was constantly bibbiny, and drank more in twenty-
four hours than I did. Locke, Education, 18.

bib2 (bib), n. [Supposed to be derived from
the verb 6J61

,
because it absorbs moisture.

weight of the two sides or poles of a bowl,
causing it to curve in its course toward the

course of such a bowl. 3. A one-sided ten-

dency of the mind
;
undue propensity toward

an object; a particular leaning or inclination;
bent; specifically, in laic, prejudice, as of a
witness : used most frequently to denote preju-
dice and habits of thought which prevent the
fair or dispassionate consideration of any sub-
ject or question.

Morality influences men's lives, and gives a bias to all
their actions. Locke.

Alas ! what years you thus consume in vain,
Killed by this wretched bias of the brain !

Crqbbe, The Newspaper.
One cannot mistake the prevailing bias of her mind.

Barham, Iiigoldsby Legends, I. 202.

The bias of education, the bias of class-relationships,
the bias of nationality, the political bias, the theological
bias these, added to the constitutional sympathies and
antipathies, have much more influence in determining
beliefs on social questions than has the small amount of
evidence collected. H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 11.

Cf. bai-ette and beaver?.] 1. A cloth worn by
children under the chin to keep the front of
the dress clean, especially when eating. 2.
A similar article worn by adults, especially as
forming the upper part of an apron.

We'll have a bib, for spoiling of thy doublet.
Beaan. and Fl., Captain, iii. 5.

On the bias, diagonally; slantingly. = Syn. 3. Propensity
3 - A curved vent or nozle used to alter the

Inclination, etc. (see benti), prepossession, predisposition' direction of the flow of liquids. 4. Naut
predilection, partiality. game as 6(66, the usual spelling in this sense.

II. a. 1. Oblique; slanting; diagonal to the bib3 (bib), n. [So called from a membrane
a /<. ?.

e tex
,

ture : now U8ed only or which covers the eyes and other parts about
chiefly of fabrics or dress: as, a bias line (in the head, and which, when inflated, may benmer use) m a drawing; a bias piece in a gar- compared to a bib; < bib?.] The most com-
SwlT^rLife^ r swelled on one side

> mon name of the whiting-pout, Gadus luscus, a
like a biased bowl. fisn of the family Ga<Hd%,* Se

'

e ole 2-
Blow, villain, till thy sphered bias cheek bibacious (bi-ba'shus), a. [< L. bibax (bibad-),

given to drink (< bibere, drink), + -ous.~\ Ad-
Out-swell the colic of puff'd Aquilon.

Shale., T. and C., iv. 6.

III. adv. [< bias, a.] In a slanting man- r^v,, ,
-

ner; obliquely. blbacity (bi-bas i-ti), . [Formerly btbacttie,

Trial did draw ^ ^. as
j' *bibacitas, < bibax: see bibacious.]

Bias and thwart, not answering the aim. The quality of being bibacious, or addicted to
Shak., T. and C., i. 3. drink. Blount. [Bare.]

Mrs. Merrifield, Art of Fresco Painting, Iii.
bias (bi'as), ?. t.

; pret. and pp. biased or biassed, bibasic (bi-ba'sik), a. [< 6i-2 + basic.] Liter-

biangular (bi-ang'gu-lar), a IX 6i-2 + anau- PPr ' Basing or Massing. [Early mod. E. also ally, having two bases : in chem., applied to acids

fcrr.J Having two angles or corners [Bare ] *
s

'
btace

> bua* (cf - F - l>iaiser = Pr. biaisar) ;
(such as sulphuric acid, H2SO4 ) which have two

biangulate, biangulated (bi-ang'gu-lat -la-
roln the noun.] 1. To give a bias to, as a hydrogen atoms replaceable by a base or bases,

ted), a. [< &i-2 + ungulate.] Same as biangu-
bowl

; furmsh Wlth a V*- See bias, n., 2. .
See monobasic,

"

lar. To glue you the Morall of it [game of bow
Kmbleme of the world or

"

is, n., 2. oee monobastc, tribasic, dibasic, and polybasic.
wls] : It is the bibation (bi-ba'shon), n. [Irreg. for "bibition
iltion; where < ML. bibitio(n-). Cf. imbibition, and see W61

.

distinguished from biennial (which see),
biannually (bl-an'u-al-i), adv. Twice a year.

Not even an aspiration toward a change in the fashion
of her clothes bi-amuially, at least.

The Centuni, XXIII. 047.

biannulate (bi-au'u-lat), a. [< &j-2 4- annulate."]
In zool., having two encircling rings, generally
of color.

direction to the mind of';' p'rejudice7 "warp";
bibativeness (bib'a-tiv-nes), n. [< 6J61 + -ative

prepossess: as, the judgment is often biased
'

.-"''*] Fondness for liquor; tendency to

by interest. drink : a term used in phrenology.
My judgment of desert hath not been Mamed by per-

bibb (bib), n. [A particular use of bib2 . A
s bing of my own particular judgment, in matters of somewhat similar comparison appears in the

disputation, among the Churches of God.
C. Mather, Mag. Chris., Int.

No man is allowed to be a judge in his own cause be-
cause his interest will certainly bias his judgment and
not improbably, corrupt his integrity.

Madison, Federalist, No. 10.

case of bearer^, originally a bib."]
bracket of timber bolt-
ed to the hound of a
lower mast for the pur-
pose of supporting the

Naut., a

, n
Cfetc. Cf.

rule
; after monarchy,

,] Dual government or sover-
v ^^

state of being biased ;"incWt7on toTpartfeu- ?^T> a bibber. See
j, biarcuated (bi-ar'ku-at, -a-ted), . lar side

; partiality. Sherwood 6z&1 -] A tippler; a+ arcuate] Twice curved: as, a biarcu- Biatora (bi-a-to'ra), n. [NL ] An extensive Person given to drink-
ttavmo- . nnnvp-r o,,, ;

genus of licliens which have a crustaceous thai-
im? : chiefly used in

lus adhering closely to the substance on which composition : as, a
f* . it grows, and sessile apothecia, of which the ex- -bibber.

and a.
\

< Btarmia. ciple is colored or blackening.
h- -
(biar

"""tai" '

Ah! Zephyrus! art
and Flora too 1

Ye tender bibbers of
rain and dew.

Keats, Endymion, iv.

here,

the Bibb on starboard side of mast.

a, mast; *, bibb; c, trestletree.

Same as biatorine.

,
v. [Early mod. E. also bible, bibil (cf.

equiv. OD. biberen), freq. of 6J61
.] I. trans. To

drink
;
drink of or from.

II. in trans. 1. To drink often. 2. To sip.



bibble-babble

bibble-babble (bib'l-bab"l), . [Early mod.
E. also bible-bable, a varied redupl. of btiblilr.

Cf. tittle-tattle, shilly-shally, etc.] Idle talk;

prating to no purpose.
Thy wits the heavens restore ! endeavour thyself to sleep,

and leave thy vain biUilf.htiUi/r. Mac., 'I'. N'., iv. _'.

bibblert (bib'ler), n. One who bibbles; a bib-
ber.

Tare ye well, bibUrr. 1'ilall, Koistcr Ooistcr, iii. 5.

bib-cock (bib'kok), n. [< bib- (in reference to
the bent-down nozle) + cock 1

, 3.] A cock or
faucet having a bent-down uozle. K. II.

Kn iiilit.

bibelot (bib'16), n. [F.] A small object of

curiosity, beauty, or rarity ; especially, an ob-

ject of this kind which can be kept in a cabinet
or on a shelf. See ciirin.

biberon (bib'rou), . [F., artificially formed,
< L. biliriT, drink, and F. suffix -on.] 1. A v.-s-

sel having a spout
through which to

drink, designed for
the use of sick per-
sons and children.

2. An infant's nurs-

ing-bottle.
Bibio (bib'i-6), .

[NL., < LL. bibi<i. a

small insect said to
be generated in wine,
CLMbere, drink.] A
genus of dipterous
insects, typical of
the family Bibioni-
dffi. The sexes are col-

ored dill'erently. B. hor-
tvlanus is an example ;

the male is black, the
female brick-red with a
black head.

Bibionidae(bib-i-on'-
i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
{ Kihinfl)-} 4- -itlir 1 Biberon. Oiron faience (France).

I
' . -P.J in South Kensington Museum, Ij.n-A family Of nemo- don. ( From " L'Art pour Tous." )

cerous dipterous in-

sects, typified by the genus Bibio, having the
prothorax much developed, no transverse tho-
racic suture, 7 abdominal segments, 6 to 11

antennal joints, 3 ocelli, wings without a discal

cell, and the coxee not prolonged. There are
about 300 described species. The family formerly in-
cluded the genus Simulium, now separated as the type
of another family.

bibiru (bi-be'ro), n. See bebeent.

bibitory (bib'i-to-ri), a. [< NL. bibitorius, < LL.
bibitor, a drinker, toper, < L. bibere, drink.] Per-
taining to drinking or tippling. [Rare.]
Bible (bi'bl), H. [< ME bible, bibel, < OF. bi-

lle (F. bible = Pr. bibla = Sp. Pg. biblia = It.

bibbia = D. bijbel = MHG. and G. bibel = Icel.

Triblia, old form bibla = Sw. Dan. libel), < LL.
biblia (usually biblia sacra) (prop. ueut. pi.,
but in ML. taken also as fern, sing.), < Gr.
Bif&Mi (TO /3itf,ia ra ayia, i. e., biblia sacra, the

holy books), pi. of jli[tt.iov, often spelled ftv-

ftUov, a little book, a book as a division of a
large work, dim. of /'J//3Xof, also /W'/#.f ,

a book,
writing, scroll, lit. paper, same as fli'jifof, the
Egyptian papyrus, of the inner bark of which
paper was made. Cf. L. liber, a book, < liber,
the inner bark of a tree

;
E. book, < AS. bdc, a

book, as related to bdc, a beech-tree; and cf.

paper. The orig. sense of LL. biblia, the books,
is made prominent in ML. bibliotheea, the Bi-

ble, lit. a library: see bibliotheea.] 1. The
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and the major part nf the New Testament, probably
prepared in tlie seeond century A. 1). Translations were
early made into the principal languages of Christendom.
The first complete translation into English was that of

Wyclif, about 1383 ; and the first printed Knglisb versions
were those of Tymlalc and 1 'ovcnlale, 1524-3.0. other im-

portant versions are the Lutheran, in the German, by
Martin Luther, 1521-34 the basis of the Swedish, lla-

nish, Icelandic, Dutch, anil Finnish versions ; tlie Author
i <! nr Kiit'i .1,1, ,!,<, prepared l.y a speeial roiiintUsion of

seliolars in Knv:land under James I., 1004-11 ; the Dowty,
a popular name jjven to a translation into Iji-l

K.red
by Koman Catholic divines the old Testament at

inav(le09 In), thu New Testament at lieims (lf>M) ; and
the A1

- i - H I. a n-! msion of the King James Ililile prepared
by a committee of Hritish and .American Protestant di-

vines, tbe New Testament appearing iii 1881, and the Old
Testament in IHSft. The number of minor versions is

indicated hy the fact that, since 1804, translations of the
liihle or portions of it have been published in upward of
!< languages. Koman Catholics and Protestants differ

ill the degree of authority which they attach to the liible.

Tin Koman Catholic Church "receives with piety and
ivu-ivncc all the books of the Old and New Testaments,
sinee one Uod is the Author of each

"
(Council of Trent);

but ''at the same time it maintains that there is an nn
written word of Hud over and above Scripture" (Cath.
Diet.). I'rotestants generally hold that "the Supreme
Judge, by which all controversies of religion are to lie de-

termined, and all decrees of councils, opinions of ancient
writers, and private spirits are to be examined, and in
whose sentence w e are to rest, can be no other but the
Holy spirit speaking in Scripture" (Westminster Conf.
of I'aith).

Hence 2. Any book or collection of religious
writings received by its adherents as a divine
revelation: as, the
Koran is the Bible of
the Mohammedans;
the Mormon Bible.

3f. [/. c.] Any great
book.
To tellen all wold passen

any bible,

That owher (anywhere] is.

1'haurer, Prol. to Canon's
[Yeoman's Tale, 1. 354.

4. [I. c.] A medie-
val military engine
for throwing large
stones. Grose.- Bible
Christian, one of a re-

ligious sect in England
and Wales, sometimes
called Bryanites from
their founder, William
Bryan, a Wesleyan local

preacher, who separated

Bible for hurling missiles.

{From a drawing dated 1473.)

from the Wesleyaus in 1815. In doctrines and forms of

worship they do not differ widely from the Arminian
-Methodists.-- Bible Communist. Same as Perfectionist

. See OeiKca Bible. Geneva. Bible, an English
ation of the Bible issued from Geneva in 1560 by sev-

Bible.
translation of the Bible issued from Geneva in 1560 by
eral English divines who had fled thither to escape the
persecution of the reign of Mary. It was the first complete
liible to appear in Roman type, the first to omit tlie Apoc-
rypha, and the first to recognize the division into verses,
This translation was in common use in England till the
version made by order of King James was introduced in
1611. The Geneva Bible has also been called the Brenhex
Bible, because Gen. iii. 7 is translated, "Then the eyes of
them both were opened, and they knew that they were
naked, and they sewed fig leaves together and made them-

zarln Bible, an edition of the Bible printed by Gutenberg
at Mentz in 1450-55, being the first book ever printed with
movable types. It was so called because the first known

bibliolatrous

or to the saored writings : us bibliriil learning ;

In hi i en/ cril lei si n. 2. Iii ni'i-cii'd with the teach-

ings of the Bible; scriptural. Hence 3. Au-
thoritative; true.

First and last, eloquence nnist still he at liotlom a

cal statement of tart. ,,. Klo<|iienee.

(jOften written with a capital, as a proper
adjective.]
Biblical geography, see ;.,,., m///.</. Biblical her-
meneutics. See A. I-,H< // !/,..

. -Syn. See ttci <'/>t"i-ui

biblicality (bib-li-karj-ti), . [< biblical +
-it</.] 1. The <|imlity of bi'ing biblical. 2.
That which has the ijualitv of being biblical.

[Kav, .
]

biblically (bib'li-kal-i), adv. In a biblical man-
ner: according hi the Bible.

Biblicism(bilYli-siy.m), . [< ML. biblicux, bib-

lical, + -ism.] 1. Adherence to the letter of
the Bible. 2. Biblical doctrine, learning, or
literature. Kclrrtir Hi /.

Biblicist (bib'li-sist), . [< ML. bibli<-nn, bibli-

cal, + -int.] 1. A professed adherent of the
letter of the Bible

; specifically, in the twelfth

century, one who adhered to the Bible as the
sole rule of faith and practice, as opposed to a
scholastic, who professed to bring all the doc-
trines of faith to the test of philosophy. 2.
A biblical scholar.
Also Bililixt.

bibliochresis (bibli-o-kre'sis), w. [NL., < Gr.

BtSUw, a book, -t- x/jjjaif, use, < xi"ta^al t use.]
The use of books.

Tlie public librarian may soon deserve the additional
title of Master of Biblwchresit. The Nation, XXXVI. 297.

bibliognost (bib'li-og-nost), n. [< F. biblio-

I/MI/I",< Gr. jliift.iov, a book, + jvuffrffc, one who
knows: see ynogis, gnostic.] One versed in

bibliography or the history of books. /. D'Is-
raeli, Curios, of Lit., IV. 251.

bibliognostic (bib"li-og-nos'tik), a. [< bibli-

nijiiont + -ic.] Of or pertaining to a bibliog-
nost, or to a knowledge of bibliography.
bibliogony (bib-li-og'o-ni), n. [< Gr. pijttjav,

book, + -yovia, production : see -gony.] The
production of books. Southey.
bibliograph (bib'li-o-graf), n. [< Gr. /3*/3/Uo-

jpd^of: see bibliographer.] Same as bibliog-

rapher.
A thorough librarian must be a combination of the trio,
bibliographe, bibliognoste, and bibliophile.

J. C. Van Dyke, Books and How to Use Them, p. 132.

T), n. [< Gr.

It. One who
writes or copies books. 2." One who writes
about books, especially in regard to their au-

thorship, date, typography, editions, etc.
;
one

skilled in bibliography.
bibliographic, bibliographical (bib'li-o-graf

'-

ik,,-i-kal), a. [As bibliography + -ic, -ical.] Per-

taining to bibliography.
bibliographically (bib"li-o-graf'i-kal-i), adv.
In a bibliographical manner.

(bib-li-og'ra-fi), n. [= F. biblio-

fiififaoypaijiia, the act or habit of

books, < fii/)'/M>ypd^>of, a writer of books,
a book, 4- ypdyeiv, write : see Bible.]

books. 2. Thi

don press, Oxford, in 1717, with the heading to Luke xx. as
the " Parable of the Vinegar," instead of the " Parable of
the Vineyard." Wicked Bible, an edition printed in 1632
in which the word not is omitted from the seventh com-
mandment.

Bible-Clerk (bi'bl-klerk), . 1. In English uni-
"" J

x T.' versities, a student whose duty it originally
Book, or rather the Books (see etym. ) by way was to^ the Bible duri , . no| ofte^
of eminence; the Scnptures of the Old and

required to note absences from chapel.- 2.
The holder of a certain scholarship in Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge, established in 1473.
Bible-oath (bi'bl-6th), n. An oath on the Bible

;

a sacred obligation.

New Testaments. The word bible is not found in the
English version, but the Greek word occurs frequently,
being always translated " book "

or "
books," sometimes In-

dicating the books of the Old Testament. The Bible con-
sists of two parts : the Old Testament, written in Hebrew
containing the Law, the Prophets, and the sacred writings,
or Hagiographa ; and the New Testament, written in Oreek
c.nisi<tinv "f tin- f.mr dosprK the lim.k ,,f Wts the
Epistles of Paul and other apostolic writers, and the Apoc-
alypse or Book of Revelation, the only strictly prophetic
book which it contains. Koiuan Catholic writers accept
in addition to these, most of the hooks contained in the
apocrypha of the King James version, which occur in the
Septuagint (see below) and Vulgate, distributed among
the other books of the Old Testament. The principal an-
cient versions of the Bible, or of portions of it, arc the
Targtuiw. a Chaldee or Aramaic paraphrase or interpreta-
tion of the more ancient Hebrew Scriptures ; the Samar-
itan Pmtattuch, a Hi-brew version of the first five books
of the Old Testament, ancient in its character, and pre-
served with jealous care among the Samaritans; the N,,,
tuoffint, a Creek version of the Old Testament prepare. I

by Jewish scholars at Alexandria under the Ptolemies,
principally in the third century B. c. ; the t'tit'intr a Latin
version <.f both Old Testament and New Testament pre-
pared by Jerome at the close of the fourth century A. D. ;

and the Peshito, a Syriac version of the Old Testament

So long as it was not a Bible-Oath, we may break it with
safe conscience. Congreve, Way of the World, v. 2.

I elonbted the correctness of your statement, though
hacked by your lordship's Bible-oath.

Thackeray, Virginians, xcii.

bible-press (bi'bl-pres), n. [< bible, appar.
with thought of ' a large book bound in heavy
boards,' 4- press.] Naut., a hand-rolling board
for cartridges, and for rocket- and port-fire
cases. [Eng.]

biblic (bib'lik), n. [< ML. biblicus, < LL. biblia,

Bible.] In the medieval universities, the lowest
grade of bachelor of theology. The ordinary bib-
tic read ami expounded the Bible on the days of the' ordi-

nary lectures
; the cursory biblic did so in extraordinary

courses. See bachelor, 2.

biblical (bib'li-kal), a. [< ML. biblicus, < LL.
biblia, Bible, + -al.] 1 . Pertaining to the Bible

i, dates, subjects, classifica-

tion, history, etc.

Biblioffraphy . . . being the knowledge of books, which
now is not confined to an "erudition of title-pages," but
embraces the subject-division of all the branches of hu-
man learning.

J. C. Van Dyke, Books and How to Use Them, p. 113.

3. A classified list of authorities or books on
any theme: as, the bibliography of political
economy.
biblioklept (bib'li-o-klept), . [< Gr. fii/3/.iov,

book, + K^drri/f, a thief.] A book-thief; one
who purloins or steals books. [Rare.]
bibliokleptomaniac (bib

'
li - o - klep

" to -ma '-

ni-ak), n. [< Gr. jbpMov, book, + kleptoma-
niac.] One affected by a mania for stealing
books. [Kare.]
bibliolater (bib-li-ol'a-ter), n. [See libliolatry ;

cf. idolater.] 1. A book-worshiper; one who
pays undue regard to books. Specifically 2.
One who is supposed to regard the mere letter
of the Bible with undue or extravagant respect ;

a worshiper of the Bible. De Quincey.
Tlie mistaken zeal of Bibliolaters.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 278.

bibliolatrist (bib-li-ol'a-trist), . [< libliola-

try + -ML] Same as bibliolater.

bibliolatrous (bib-li-ol'a-trus), n. [< bibliola-

iry + -ous.] Given to or characterized by bib-

liolatry.



bibliolatry

bibliolatry (bib-li-ol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. fiifiKiov,

book, 4- '/MT/>eia, worship. Cf. idolatry.'] 1. Wor-

ship or homage paid to books. 2. Specifi-

cally, excessive reverence for the letter of the

Bible.

It was on account of this exclusive reference to Scrip-
ture that the Protestant divines laid more stress on the in-

spiration of the holy writings than the theologians of the
Church of Koine

;
and that the Protestants were accused

.S'i> Q. C. Leu-is, Authority in Matters of Opinion, \.

bibliolite (bib'li-o-Ht), . [< Gr. piptiov, book,
+ /./(/of, stone.] 'A name sometimes given to

certain laminated schistose rocks, otherwise
called book-atones.

bibliological (bib"li-o-loj'i-kal), a. [< bibliol-

o<m + -ie-at.] Relating to bibliology,

bibliologist (bib-li-ol'o-jist), . [< bibliology +
-ist.] One versed iii bibliology.
After so much careful investigation by the most emi-

nent bibliolofjistg.

Southey, The Doctor, Interchapter xviii.

bibliology (bib-li-ol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. pipMav,
book, + -foyia, < Afyetv, speak: see -ology.] 1.

Biblical literature, doctrine, or theology. 2.

A treatise on books
; bibliography.

bibliomancy (bib'li-o-man-si), . [< Gr. Ptpjiiav,

book, + uavTeia, divination.] A kind of divi-

nation performed by means of a book
; specifi-

cally, divination by means of the Bible, con-

sisting in selecting passages of Scripture at

hazard and drawing from them indications

concerning the future.

Another kind of bibliomancy . . . consisted in appeal-
ing to the very first words heard from any one when read-

ing the Scriptures. Encyc. Metropolitans.

bibliomane (bib'li-o-man), n. Same as biblio-

maniac. I, Dy

Israeli; De Qiiincey.
bibliomania (bib"li-o-ma'ni-ii), . [NL. (> F.

biblioinanie), < Gr. ftiftAiov, book, + uavia, mad-
ness, mania.] Book-madness; a rage for col-

lecting and possessing books, especially rare
and curious ones. Also bibliomany.
bibliomaniac (bib"li-o-ma'ni-ak), n. and a. [<

bibliomania, after maniac.] I. n. One affected
with bibliomania.

I found, in the owner of a choice collection of books, a
well-bred gentleman and a most hearty bibliomaniac.

Dibdin, Bibliographical Tour, i. 155.

II. a. Affected by or pertaining to biblio-

mania
;
book-mad.

Also bibliomanian.

biblipmaniacal (bib"li-o-ma-m'a-kal), a. [<
bibliomania, after maniacal."] Of or pertain-
ing to bibliomania or bibliomaniacs.
bibliomanian (bib'

/

li-o-ma'ni-an), n. and a. [<
bibliomania + -an.] Same as bibliomaniac.

[Rare.]
bibliomanianism (bib"li-o-ma'ni-an-izm), n. [<
bibliomanian + -ism.] Book-madness

;
biblio-

mania. [Rare.]
bibliomanist (bib-li-pm'a-nist), n. [As bibliom-

any + -ist.] A bibliomaniac.
Not bibliomanist enough to like black-letter.

Lamb, Letter to Ainsworth.

bibliomany (bib-li-om'a-ni), n. [< F. biblio-

mawie, < NL. bibliomania: see bibliomania.]
Same as bibliomania. Imp. Diet.

bibliopegic (bib'li-o-pej'ik), a. [< bibliopegy +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to bookbinding. [Rare.]
A magnificent specimen of bibliopegic art.

N. Y. Tribune, April 21, 1884.

bibliopegist (bib-li-op'e-jist), n. [< bibliopegy+ -ist.] A bookbinder. [Rare.]
bibliopegistic (bib"li-o-pe-jis'tik), a. [< bib-

liopegist + -ic.] Of or pertaining to a bibliope-
gist or to bibliopegy : as. bibliopegistic skill.

bibliopegy (bib-li-op'e-ji), . [< Gr. pipMov,
book, + -iryyia, < Triryvvvai, fasten, fix, bind : see

pact.] The art of binding books. [Rare.]
During the 16th and 17th centuries bindings were pro-

duced in England which suffer no disgrace by comparison
with contemporary masterpieces of French, Italian, and
German bibliopegy. Encyc. Brit., IV. 42.

bibliophile (bib'li-o-fil), . [< F. bibliophile, <
Gr. [hjl'Mov, book, + 0/Aof, loving.] A lover of
books. Sometimes written bibliophil.

bibliophilic (bib"li-p-fil'ik), a. [< bibliophile +
-ic. ] Of or pertaining to a bibliophile or book-
fancier.
A bibliophilic curiosity is a copy of the first American

play, "The Contrast," from the library of George Washing-
Art Age, III. 200.

bibliophilism (bib-li-of'i-lizm), . [< biblio-

phile
+ -ism.] Love of books.

bibliophilist (bib-li-of'i-list), n. [< bibliophile+ -ist.] A lover of books
;
a bibliophile.

bibliophily (bib-li-of'i-li), n. [= F. bibliophi-
lie; as bibliophile + -y.] Love of books.
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bibliophobia (bib"li-o-fo'bi-a), n. [< Gr.

pip'/.iov, book, +
-foflia,

fear: see -phobia.] A
dread or hatred of books.

bibliopoesy (bib"li-o-p6'e-zi), n. [< Gr. /3</3A<ov,

a book, + Koiijoia.,' making: see poesy] The
making of books. Carli/le.

bibliopolar (bib-li-o-po'liir), a. [< bibliopole +
-ar.] Bibliopolic. [Rare.]

bibliopole (bib'li-o-pol), n. [< L. bibliopola, <

Gr. /K/KUomMw, a' bookseller, < /3j/3/Uov, book,
+ jro/le>, sell.] A bookseller; now, especially,
a dealer in rare and curious books.

bibliopolic, biblippolical (bib'li-o-pol'ik,
-i-kal), a. [< bibliopole + -ic, -ical.] Relating
to bookselling or booksellers.

biblippolically (bib"li-o-pol'i-kal-i), adv. By
bibliopoles ; as a bibliopole.

bibliopolism (bib-li-op'o-lizm), n. [< bibliopole+ -ism.] Bookselling; the business of a bibli-

opolist. Dibdin. [Rare.]
bibliopolist (bib-li-op'o-list), . [< bibliopole
+ -ist.] A bookseller

;
a bibliopole.

If civility, quickness, and intelligence be the chief requi-
sites of a bibliopolist, the young Frere stands not in need
of parental aid for the prosperity of his business.

Dibdin, Bibliographical Tour, i. 149.

bibliopolistic (bib-li-op-o-lis'tik), a. [< bibli-

opolist + -ic.] Relating to a bookseller or to

bookselling. [Rare.]
bibliotaph (bib'li-o-taf), n. [< F. bibliotaphe, <

Gr. liijlUov, a book', -I- ro^of, a tomb (cf. ra^ci'f,
a burier), < Savretv, bury.] One who hides or
buries books, or keeps them under lock and key.
A bibliotaphe buries his books by keeping them under

lock, or framing them in glass cases.

/. D'Israeli, Curios, gf Lit., IV. 252.

bibliotaphistt (bib-li-ot'a-fist), n. [As biblio-

taph + -ist.] A bibliotaph. Crabbe.

bibliothec (bib'li-o-thek), n. [< L. bibliotheca:
see biMiotheke, bililiothcca.] A library.

bibliotheca (bib"li-o-the'ka), . [Cf. AS. bib-

liothece, the Bible; = F. bibliotheque = Pg. bib-

liotheca = Sp. It, biblioteca = G. Dan. bibliothek,
a library, < L. bibliotheca, a library, collection
of books, in LL. and ML. esp. the Bible, < Gr.

/3</3/Uo0^K7/, a library, a bookcase, < /3(/?/Uov, book,
+ ft?7, case, place to put things, < rtBevai, put :

see Bible and theca.] 1. A library; a place to

keep books; a collection of books.
Cairo was once celebrated for its magnificent collection

of books. Besides private libraries, each large mosque
had its bibliotheca. B. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 79.

2f. The Bible.
From the circumstance of the Bible filling many rolls it

acquired such titles as pandectes and bibliotheca, the lat-

ter of which remained in use down to the 14th century.
Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 144.

It is a bibliotheca, or a copy of the Bible of the large
folio size, and now bound np into several large volumes.

Hock, Church of our Fathers, i. 284.

bibliothecal (bib'li-o-the'kal), a. [< L. biblio-

thecalis, < bibliotheca: see bibliotheca.] Belong-
ing to a library.
bibliothecarian (bib"li-o-the-ka'ri-an), a. [<
bibliothecary + -an.] Of or pertaining to a bib-

liothecary or librarian.

We confess a bibliothecarian avarice that gives all books
a value in our eyes. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 292.

bibliothecary (bib-li-oth'e-ka-ri), . and a. [<
LL. bibliothecarius, a librarian, prop, adj., < L.
bibliotheca: see bibliotheca, and cf. apothecary.]
I. n. 1. A librarian. 2. [< LL. "bibliothecari-

um.] A library.
II. a. Of or pertaining to a library or libra-

rian.

bibliotheket (bib'li-o-thek), n. [Also written
bibliothek, -thec, -theque, < F. bibliotheque, < L.
bibliotheca: see bibliotheca.] A place for books.
The king asked him how many thousand volumes he

had gotten together in his bibliotheke. Donne.

Biblist (bib'list), n. [= F. bibliste, < ML. 6i6-
lista: see Bible and -ist.] Same as Biblicist.

biblus (bib'lus), . [L., < Gr. ptptof, also /%-

/jAof, papyrus : see Bible.] Same as papyrus.
Bibps (bl'bos), n. [NL., < bi- (either for W-2

;

twice, here in sense of secondary, or short for
bison) + Bos, q. v.] A genus or subgenus of
bovine ruminants, of the family Bovida; and'

subfamily Bovinw, with prominent front and
depressed horns directed outward. It contains
the Indian gayal or gaur and the banteng or
Sondaic ox. See cut under gayal.

bibracteate (bl-brak'te-at), a. [< W-2 + brac-

tcate.] In bot., having two bracts.
bibracteolate (bi-brak'te-o-lat), a. [< 6i-2 +
bracteolate.] In bot., having two bractlets.

bibulose (bib'u-los), a. Same as bibulous, 1.

bibulous (bib'a-lus), a. [< L. bibulus, < bibere,
drink: see bib1.] 1. Having the quality of

bice

absorbing or imbibing fluids or moisture
;
ab-

sorbent; spongy.
The soul that ascends to worship the great God is plain

and true, . . . having become porous to thought and bib-
ulous of the sea of light. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 264.

The carbon is replaced by bibulous paper.
G. B. 1'rescott, Elect. Invent., p. 527.

2. Fond of drinking intoxicating liquors; ad-
dicted to drink; proceeding from or character-
ized by such tendency : as, bib ulous propensities.

3. Relating to drink or drinking: as, bibulous
lore. [Rare.]

bibulously (bib'u-lus-li), adv. In a bibulous
manner ; by drinking in or absorbing.
bicalcarate (bl-kal'ka-rat), a. [< 6i-2 + calca-

rate.] Armed with or having two spurs, as the
limbs of some animals and the anthers of some
plants.
bicallose (bi-kal'os), a. [< 6i-2 + callage.] In
bot., having two callosities or hard protuber-
ances.

bicallous (bl-kal'us), a. Same as bicallose.

bicameral (bl-kam'e-ral), a. [< 6i-2 + L. ca-

mera, a chamber: "see camera.] Two-cham-
bered; pertaining to or consisting of two cham-
bers : as, a bicameral legislature.
An increase of the number of Houses beyond two gives

no advantage which the bicameral plan does not afford.
Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const, p. 179.

bicamerist (bi-kam'e-rist), n. [As bicamer-al
+ -int.] One who advocates the bicameral
system of legislation.

Not only as to the mode in which their senate is to be
elected are the Jiicamerists at fault.

Contemporary Rev., XLVII. 323.

bicapitate (bi-kap'i-tat), a. [< 6i-2 + capitate.]
Having two heads

;
two-headed.

bicapitated (bi
- kap

'
i - ta -

ted), a. Furnished
with two heads.

bicapsular (bi-kap'su-lar), a. [< bi-2 + cap-
sular.] In bot., having two capsules.
bicarbonate (bi-kar'bo-nat), n. [< 6i-2 + car-

bonate."] A carbonate containing two equiva-
lents of carbonic acid to one of a base ; one of
the supercarbonates.
bicarbureted, bicarburetted (bi-kar'bu-ret-
-ed), a. [< bi-2 + carbureted, carburetted.] Com-
bined with or containing two atoms of carbon :

as, bicarbureted hydrogen, CyHt.
bicarinate (bi-kar'i-nat), a. [< 6-2 + carhiate.]
1. In bot. and zool., two-keeled; doubly cari-
nate

; having two keel-like projections, as the

upper palea of grasses. 2. In entom., having
two carinre or sharp longitudinal raised lines.

bicarpellary (bi-kiir'pe-la-ri), a. [< 6i-2 + car-

pellary.] In bot., formed of two carpels or
seed-vessels, whether distinct or united; di-

carpellary (the more common word).
bicaudal (bl-ka'dal), a. [< W-2 + caudal. Cf.
LL. bicodulus, havingtwo tails.] Double-tailed;
terminating in two tails or prolonged extremi-
ties.

bicaudate (bi-ka'dat), a.
f<

W-2 + caudate."]
In entom., having two circi or jointed appen-
dages at the end of the abdomen, or two tail-
like posterior processes, as the posterior wings
of some insects.

bicavitary (bi-kav'i-ta-ri), a. [< W-2 + cav-

ity + -ary.~] Consisting of or possessing two
cavities.

bicchedt, a. [ME., also written bicchid, byched,
becchcd, bicche, a word of uncertain meaning,
applied to the basilisk, to a body, to dice, and
later to the conscience, a burden, etc., in a
vaguely opprobrious sense, appar. 'cursed,' and
hence taken by some to be a contraction of ME.
biwicched, bewitched ; but biwicched is not found
in such a sense, and the contraction is improba-
ble. Prob. at first bicche, being, in this view, an
attrib. use (and hence soon with added pp. adj.
formative -ecft : both readings occur in differ-
ent MSS. in the first instance quoted) of bicche,
a bitch, used opprobriously. Cf. shrewd, earlier

shrewed, in sense of 'cursed,' 'curst,' similarly
formed (but supported by a verb) from the
earlier attrib. shrewe : see shrew. In the allit-

erative phrase bieched bones, dice, the word has

evidently the same sense (the 'cursed bones');
there is no connection with D. bikkel =. G.
bickel, astragalus, ankle, ankle-bone, a die.]
Cursed: an opprobrious word of uncertain

meaning.
This fruyt cometh of the bieched bones two,
Forswering, ire, falsnesse, and homicide.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 194.

bice (bis), n. [Also written bise, < ME. bise,

bys, bis, < OF. (and F.) bis, fern, bise, brown,
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a.,adj adjective.
abbr. abbreviation.
abL ablative.

ace. accusative.

accom. accommodated, accom-
modation.

act active.

adv adverb.
AF Anglo-French.
agri agriculture.
AL Anglo-Latin.
alg algebra.
A ii i T American.
anat anatomy.
anc ancient.

antiq antiquity.
aor aorist.

appar. apparently.
Ar. Arabic.
arch architecture.
archrcol archaology.
arith arithmetic.
art. article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.
astrol astrology.
astron astronomy.
attrib attributive.

aug. augmentative.
Bav Bavarian.

Beng Bengali.
biol biology.
Bohem Bohemian.
hot botany.
Braz. Brazilian.

Bret Breton.

bryol bryology.
Bulg Bulgarian.
carp carpentry.
Cat Catalan.
Cath Catholic.
caus. cauaatlve.
ceram ceramics.
cf. L. confer, compare.
ch church.
Chal Chaldee.
chem chemical, chemistry.
Chin. Chinese.
rli] .11 chronology.
colloq colloquial, colloquially.
com commerce, commer-

cial.

mm] i composition, com-
pound.

compar. comparative.
conch conchology.
conj conjunction.
contr contracted, contrac-

tion.

Corn Cornish.
cranlol cranlology.
craniom craniometry.
crystal crystallography.
D Dutch.
Dan Danish.
dat dative.
ill f definite, definition.

derlv derivative, derivation.
dial dialect, dialectal.
diff different.
dim diminutive.
distrlb. distributive.
dram dramatic.
dynam dynamics.E East.
E English (usually mean-

ing modern English).
eccl., eccles ecclesiastical.
econ economy.
e. g L. exempli gratia, for

example.
Egypt Egyptian.
E. Ind. East Indian.
elect electricity.
embryol embryology.
Eng English.

engin engineering.
entom entomology.
Epis Episcopal.
equiv equivalent.

esp especially.
Etli Ethlopic.
ethnog ethnography.
etbnol ethnology.
etyin etymology.
Eur. European.
exclam exclamation.

f., lein feminine.
F. French (usually mean-

ing modern French).
Flem Flemish.
fort fortification.

freq frequentative.
Fries Friesic.

tut. future.
Q <jcrm2Li\(uguallttmean-

ing New High Ger-

man).
Gael Gaelic.

galv galvanism.
gen genitive.
geog geography.
geol geology.
geom geometry.
Goth Gothic (Mojsogothlc).
Gr. Greek.
gram grammar.
gun gunnery.
Heb Hebrew.
her. heraldry.
herpet herpetology.
Hind Hindustani
hist history.
horol horology.

. hort. horticulture.

Hung Hungarian.
hydraul hydraulics.
hydros hydrostatics.
Icel Icelandic

meaning Old 1 <-

\&n<Uc,otherwiie call-

ed Old Norse).
ichth Ichthyology.
i. e L. id et, that is.

impers Impersonal.
Impf Imperfect.
impv imperative.
Improp improperly.
Ind Indian.
Ind. indicative.
Indo-Eur Indo-European.
indef. indefinite.
Inf. infinitive.

instr instrumental.

interj interjection.
intr.. Intrans intransitive.
Ir. Irish.

irreg irregular, irregularly.
It. Italian.

Jap Japanese.
L. Latin (utuaUy mean-

ing classical Latin).
Lett Lettish.
LG Low German.
licheiiol lichenology.
lit. literal, literally.
lit literature.
I .it 1 1 Lithuanian.

lithog lithography.
lithol lithology.
LL. Late Latin.

in., ii in ; masculine.
M Middle.
mach machinery.
mammal mammalogy.
manuf manufacturing.
math mathematics.
MD Middle Dutch.
ME Middle English (other-

wise called, Old Eng-
lish).

mi i'li mechanics, mechani-
cal.

med medicine.
mensur. mensuration.
metal metallurgy.
metai>h metaphysics.
meteor. meteorology.
Ilex Mexican.
MGr Middle Greek, medle-

val Greek.
Mil'. Middle High German.
mllit military.
mineral. mineralogy.
ML. Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.
MLG Middle Low German.
mod modern.
mycol mycology.
myth mythology.
n noun.
M., neut neuter.
N New.
N North.
N. Amer. North America,
nat natural.
naut nautical.
nav. navigation.
NGr New Greek, modern

Greek.
NHG New High German

(usually simply (i.,

German).
NL. New Latin, modern

Latin.
nom nominative.
Norm Norman.
north northern.
Norw Norwegian.
1 1 inn i- numismatics.
O. Old.
obs. obsolete.
obstet obstetrics.

OBulg Old Bulgarian (other-
wiie called Church
Slavonic, Old Slavic,
Old Slavonic).

OCat. Old Catalan.
OD. Old Dutch.
ODan. Old Danish.
odontog odontography.
odontol. odontology.
OF. Old French.
OFlem Old Flemish.
OQaeL Old Gaelic.
OHG Old High German.
Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL. Old Latin.
OLG Old Low German.
ONorth Old Northumbrian.
OPruss Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.
orn i tli. ornithology.
OS Old Saxon.

OSp Old Spanish.
osteoL osteology.
OSw Old Swedish.
OTeut Old Teutonic.
p. a. participial adjective.
paleon paleontology.
part. participle.
pass. passive.
pathoL pathology.
pert. perfect.
Pers Persian.

pers person.
persp perspective.
Peruv Peruvian.

petrog petrography.
Pg Portuguese.
phar. pharmacy.
Phen Phentcian.
phllol philology.
philos philosophy.
phonog phonography.

pholog photography.
phreu phrenology.
phys physical.
phyniol physiology.
pi, plur plural
poet poetical
polit political
Pol Polish.

puss possessive.
pp. past participle.
ppr present participle.
Pr. Provencal (usually

meaning Old Pro-

ven?al).
pref prefix.
prep preposition.
pres. present.
pret preterit.
priv privative.
prob probably, probable.
pron pronoun.
pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop. ., properly.
proa. prosody.
Prot Protestant.

prov provincial.
psychol psychology.
q. v L. yuod (or pi. qua)

mae, which sec.
reft. reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.
repr representing.
rhet rhetoric.
Bom Roman.
Bom Romanic, Romance

(languages).
Buss Russian.
8. South.
s. Amer South American.
1C L. tcilicet, understand,

Sc. ScS/'
Scand Scandinavian.
Scrip Scripture.
sculp sculpture.
Serv Servian.

sing singular.
Skt Sanskrit.
Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

Sp. Spanish.
tubj subjunctive.
superl superlative.
surg surgery.
surv surveying.
8w Swedish.
sy n synonymy.
Syr. Syriac.
techno! technology.
teleg telegraphy.
teratol. teratology.
term termination.
Teut Teutonic.
theat theatrical
theol theology.
therap therapeutics.
toxicol toxicology.
tr.

, trans transitive.

trigon trigonometry.
Turk. Turkish.
typog typography.
ult. ultimate, ultimately.
v verb.
var variant.
vet. veterinary.
v. L intransitive verb.
v. t. transitive verb.W Welsh.
Wall Walloon.
Wallach Wallachian.
W. Ind West Indian.

roogeog zoogeography.
cool zoology.
toot zootomy.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.
a as In fat, man, pang,
a as in fate, mane, dale,
a as in far, father, guard,
a as in fall, talk, naught
a as in ask, fast, ant
& as In fare, hair, bear,
e as in met, pen, bless,
e as in mete, meet, meat
e as in her, fern, heard.
1 as in pin, it, biscuit
i as in pine, fight, file,

o as in not, on, frog.
6 as in note, poke, floor,
o as in move, spoon, room,
o as in nor, song, off.
u as in tub, son, blood,
u as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty: see Preface, pp.

u as in'pull, book, could.

u German U, French u.

oi as in oil, joint, boy.
ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates its abbreviation
and lightening, without absolute loss of
its distinctive quality. See Preface, p. ii.

Thus:

1 as In prelate, courage, captain.
V as in ablegate, episcopal.
9 as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat.
M as in singular, education.

A double dot nnder a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates that, even in the
mouths of the best speakers, its sound is

variable to, and in ordinary utterance ac-

tually becomes, the short u-sound (of but,
pun, etc.). See Preface, p. xi. Thus :

a as in errant, republican,
g as in prudent, difference.

J as in charity, density,
o as in valor, actor, idiot
a as in Persia, peninsula,
e as in the book.
Q as in nature, feature.

A mark (-) under the consonants t. d,
t, z Indicates that they in like manner
are variable to ch, j, ah, zh. Thus :

t as In nature, adventure.

4 as in arduous, education.
s as in leisure.
z as in seizure.

th as in thin.
TII as in then.
ch as in German ach, Scotch loch.
n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (In French words) French liquid (mou-
i I Ir > 1.

' denotes a primary,
" a secondary accent

(A secondary accent is not marked if at its

regular interval of two syllables from the
primary, or from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

<read/rom; i. e., derived from.
> read whence ; i. e., from which is derived.
+ read and; i. e., compounded with, or

with suffix.

= read cognate with; L e., etymologically
parallel with.

V read root.
* read theoretical or alleged ; L e., theoreti-

cally assumed, or asserted but unveri-

fied, form.
t read obsolete.




